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THE RAJA OF BOBBILI

of a Telugu family once famous in war, now devoted to civil adminis-
tration. He is our present Chief Minister and Chief Patron of this
work. His grandfather was the first Indian Member of the Executive

Council of the Presidency.

I vyavaharica bhasha dicshanari vidya vydpimpa galad ani nammi
PratJmma Mantri v’unna sri' bobbili rajagartjla pddapadmamula

samukhamucu samarpinchinanu cdnuca .

Trusting that this dictionary of current Telugu will conduce to the diffusion
of knowledge I lay it at the feet of the Honourable the RAJA of bobbili.

Chief Minister.
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PREFACE
I wrote this dictionary ad usum delphini when my son was sent to

me as Assistant Collector, I publish it in the hope it may be useful

to other Assistant Collectors, young officials, missionaries, and

business men, and to Telugu boys learning English. There is no

other Telugu dictionary in the least like it. I have for one thing

used Roman characters, and for another left out all words that are

not in common use. I do not conceal from myself that a common
verdict of the Telugus will be: ‘Idi ye dicshanari? dicshanari,

gicshanari’
;
that is, this is no dictionary at all. It is perfectly true

that it is not a dictionary in the ordinary sense, but rather a

manual for young people learning Telugu or English, and it aims

at educating, edifying, or even amusing them when they look

up words.

A. GALLETTI.
!Scr. in villa prope

IGUVIUM,
A.D. 1933, sext.
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INTRODUCTION
Though speech may have been given to express our thoughts, writing

was intended, according to the Telugu practice, to obscure them. There
is a most serious estrangement between spoken and written Telugu; at

one time it threatened at least a decree nisi
,
till the necessity of earning

his daily rice compelled the educated Telugu to write in a manner
intelligible to more than one in a hundred of his countrymen. Even
now the leading articles of every newspaper and the more pretentious

works of the learned are mere gibberish to half the number of literate

Telugus and mean nothing at all to the illiterate. But the news is

reported in colloquial language, and magazines are published in which

stories told with simple force jostle poems and articles enervated by

pedantry.

The pedantry of 'grammatical’ Telugu is tragically absurd. Beginning

with the false premiss that grammatical correctness and elegance of

diction must be based on the usage of past centuries, and continuing

with mistaken formulations of that usage, the pundits had reached

a stage when every one of them found the style of every other one con-

taminated and abominable, before a few sensible scholars were at last

found to -explode their whole theory and practice. The new school

pointed out that grammar is not a fixed unchanging scheme but a body

of rules deduced from usage; as usage changes, so must grammar

change; and when you have the perfect, perpetual, immutable grammar,

the language is dead. A new approach to writing was demanded.

Instead of paralysing elegances and affected intricacies of style, which

made the writing of Telugu an exercise of mystification and the reading

of it the solution of innumerable puzzles, to the joy of the pundits and

the scorn of their adversaries, there was to be the natural, easy, nervous

expression of the writer’s meaning in the words and the constructions

which the writer would use in conversation with his friends. Though
the pundits denounced the vulgarity, the 'village’ origin, of the new
vocabulary and the new grammar, these were bound to prevail if any-

body had any meaning he really wished to express. They have not yet

conquered all along the front, but they have established themselves in

modem Telugu prose.

It now remains to see what can be made of the new prose. So far it

has lacked a great exponent. The most eminent figure in modem
Telugu literature halted midway between the camps. In many of his
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works he used the gramyamu

,
the common dialect, freely and un-

ashamedly, and the popular appeal of his village comedieswas enormously

increased by their adaptation to the popular ear. But in his more

exalted flights he entered the kingdom of the pundits and wandered in

'

the cloudy realm of Sanskrit compounds and archaic survivals. In many

of his works you may observe the remarkable (but still not uncommon)

practice of explaining the ‘Telugu’ word by an English word. The
English word is used in ordinary parlance

;
but it would be blasphemy

in the pundit not to prefer the Sanskrit compound, newly coined and „

wholly incomprehensible to albsave himself and the very few of the

elect. The vicious practice of drawing upon Sanskrit for new com-

pounds, even when another word is in common use, seems almost in-

eradicable. It is one of the causes of the needless obscurity of newspaper

leaders, scientific articles, and treatises on matters removed from every-

day life; even though the writer makes no display of grammatical

elegance and writes as it were in conversational vein he will be thwarted

in his attempt to make his meaning clear if he refuses to use the words

in which he frames his thoughts.

Now it may be a pity, but it is a fact, that on nearly all matters except

those of domestic and personal concern the educated Telugu learns to

think and to express himself, not in Telugu, but in English. The abstract

terms which he can really handle are English. Whether he is talking of

politics, of economics, of medicine, of agricultural science, of law, of

education, the odds are that he has imbibed his information in English,

that his concepts are founded on the English words, and that he could

express himself with greater accuracy, fluency, and force in English

than in the vernacular. This state of affairs, be its causes and its defects

what they may, has a curious dominance in modem Telugu. It brings

it about that a writer, so soon as he leaves the spheres in which he is

accustomed to use the vernacular as his daily medium of expression,

begins as it were to translate his thoughts into Telugu rather than to

compose in Telugu. All who have had occasion to study the official

translations of Government publications and of Acts of the legislature

will know the consequence that generally follows : the language is thrown
out of its stride and becomes a curious hybrid, with no style of any
kind. Just, as the English schoolboy writes dog-Latin in trying to put
English into Latin without reconstructing the meaning in a Latin form,
so does the Telugu graduate write dog-Telugu because his thought was
bom in English and resists transmigration. When he tries to reincarnate

it in a language not even his own, that is in the Sanskritized and
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obsolescent dialect of the pundits, the infant becomes a monster.

Nobody who knows English at all will ever make use of the versions

prepared by Government translators—better a foreign language than

a distortion of language.

It does not follow that English is in any way likely to oust Telugu.

Telugu is a living language because millions speak it in the villages, and

the Telugu of the villages will go its own course in spite of the graduates.

It is very hospitable to the foreign word : in time past it adopted Urdu

t
words to supplement its own stock where it wTas poor; from time im-

memorial to this day it has been taking Sanskrit words to its bosom
with various degrees of change

;
and it has no difficulty in entertaining

the English word. Roddu has practically supplanted all other words in

talking of highways: polisu
,
steshanu

,
suparindentu

,
mdtiu, motdru

,
relu,

and many others are good modern Telugu words for which there are

no substitutes. Men of education import words and the villager uses

them without question. When his betters use such phrases as nd watch

slogd v’undi
,
i lain marc chesi

,
instrument level ledn

,
actupdss aznadi—and

would be hard put to it to express the same meaning in words of

indigenous growth—it is no wonder that the villager, when he has to do

with the things of a novel civilization, borrows the terms of an unknown
language. It is obvious that a nation’s vocabulary reflects a nation’s

life : translators constantly find themselves stumped by words denoting

things familiar to one people but not found at all amongst the other;

and this dictionary in explaining words has incidentally become a

manual of practices and manners. As the life of a Madras village begins

to embrace the novelties of the brave inventive new world the village

language picks up counters to pass current for them. Since English is

now the language of the administration, the courts, the marts, and the

colleges—in short, of every manifestation of the new activity—the

vernacular naturally enriches itself from the English. But should the

period of English dominance end to-morrow and the Andhras form their

own government, they must make an attempt to conduct their own
affairs in their own language. There can never be any hope of changing

the language of the mass of the people, and a nation’s government,

however despotic, cannot use a foreigner’s tongue with a gpod grace.

It is, however, hardly conceivable that Telugu as it now h can meet

the future demands of the Andhra people. The colloquial Telugu of

to-day is a simple tongue, sufficient for the wants of a simple life. But

as a people comes to maturity, and its range of thought and feeling widens,

words must be found to express the whole gamut of meaning. At the
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same time political organization proceeds

;
the village gives place to the

district and the district to the province as the microcosm of communal

life; and the province calls for a standard speech. Telugu as the tongue

of an independent and advancing people must be enriched and modelled

to a form which can everywhere prevail over discrepant dialects.

At present there is a great difference between the Telugu of different

districts. In the schools a certain uniformity of pronunciation and

grammar has been compassed, but so far is this from being carried into

current speech that an experiment which was made at Madras of,

allowing the candidates for certain examinations to write in the colloquial

vernacular of their own region failed because the examiners could not

cope with the immense variety of vocabulary thus let loose. Indeed

Telugu is now in the condition attributed to the 'lingua del sf by Dante

in his treatise De Vulgari Eloquio. If history should only repeat itself,

it may develop as that language in its many dialects developed, and

achieving a greater uniformity, dignity, and harmony, truly earn the

title of 'the Italian of the East
7

.

As yet it hardly deserves the title. Some pronunciations of Telugu

are in the highest degree clear, mellifluous, harmonious. On the stage,

when actors give each vowel a precise sound and each consonant its

true character, Telugu can be a fascinating language. In the bazaars,

where counterfeit too often passes current and clipped coin is the rule,

Telugu can be as strident, raucous, and mumble-mouthed as any

language in the world, and can in no way compare with the Italian of

provincial piazzas. The consonants are generally slovenly. Hard d for

one requires too much effort for the mechanic herd; in such words as

ddutaru it becomes very like r (drtaru) and elsewhere is barely distinguish-

able from English*/. The distinction between s, s, and sh is neglected. The
Sanskrit aspirates lose their aspiration. The sounds ts and ch

,
dz andy, are

confounded—sometimes, however, to advantage, as when the sibilant

tsutsutsu is improved into tsuchutu and so into the usual form tsdstu.m

Vowels are very unstable. Short a is as often as not indefinite, approxi-

mating sometimes to e rather than to a. Long a varies with its piaffe in

the word and the stress upon it. Such words as ‘Dastard are pronounced
vastdrd because the stress is on the first and last syllables. Short a
varies according to the sounds preceding and following; it sometimes
approximates to o, sometimes to a. Final short u is hardly ever pro-

nounced at all, so that though written Telugu is full of u
y
spOKfcn T elugu

is dominated by i and a. Other final vowels are either elided or quietly

dropped whenever possible. The same fate befalls many a whole final
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syllable, especially the inflected endings ofverbs: ?iu,vu
t
dU)du,?mi,ru,z-i

y

ri are all apt to vanish away. Ikkadde for ikkada ledn is normal; for

nuvvu po
,
nenu vastdnu you may hear nuppd, ne vastd . From plays in

* the colloquial dialect may be culled such mutilations as d ?ndtac"oste for

a mdtacu vaste
,
yaracca for yerugaca

,
ndc'em cdz'dli for ndcu yemi

cdvalayunu
,
sacchdn rd for tsachchindnu rd

,
appanitrd for appanu yetlu

rd
,
lacco for laguco

, tiscochchanu for tisuconi •vachchindnu . Yet in these

literary productions a limit is set to vulgarisms; the speech of ryots

,
and shopkeepers is even harsher and more curtailed. It is not altogether

at fault, since Telugu words are unduly long; but as the mutilations

have not yet been reduced to rule, and as different contractions are in

vogue in different districts, the colloquial forms are not all suited to

a universal literary language. First a norm must be set up on the foun-

dation of some chosen usage.

As every district with equal vehemence maintains its own title to be

the home of the true, the ancient, the perfect Telugu, the choice is

invidious. The opinion of the learned is not entirely agreed. Some
favour the region of Guntur and Nellore and some the region of

Godavari and Kistna. The author of this dictionary is among the latter

;

the vocabulary he has compiled consists of the words in common use

from Cocanada to Bezwada. In so defining his limits and purging his

language he has taken one step towards the King’s Telugu.

Greater steps remain for Telugu writers to take. A foreigner may be

permitted to point out a vocabulary suited to the reformed language of

the future : but who is to create a literature in it ? The literary languages

of modern Europe owe their foundation to some man or group of men.

When Luther translated the Bible into pure and simple German he

made it a model for the generations to come. The Elizabethans gave

English a norm. Italian owns Dante as a foster-father. Yet Dante

was in some degree a pedant and had the same exaggerated respect

for Latin that Telugu pundits have for Sanskrit and Sanskritized Telugu.

The first book of his Convito might well be cited on either side of the

controversy between pundits and reformers. Dante would not use

Latin for that work from two sets of motives. The first is worthy of

the pundits : Latin was too noble, excellent, and beautiful for a com-

mentary on verses in the vulgar tongue
;
too noble, becausereternal and

incorruptible
;
too excellent, as expressing concepts more perfectly than

Italian; too beautiful, as following art instead of usage in its harmony
and construction. The reply to Dante and the pundits is the same.

Neither Latin nor Sanskrit nor Sanskritized Telugu is eternal and
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incorruptible; Dante’s own Latin was very different from Cicero’s and
equally different from that of Erasmus; the pundit’s Telugu fails by its

own canons. Neither Latin nor Sanskrit nor Sanskritized Telugu is

better adapted to expressing thought than a modern tongue used with

genius or even with skill. Neither Latin nor Sanskrit nor Sanskritized

Telugu is freer from usage or more capable of art than their living

derivatives. The notion that the Latin gloss might have been too good
for the Italian verses was purely fantastical. The verses still live. So
will Telugu verses in the colloquial.

Dante’s other set of motives ^yas first, liberality, and second, love of

his native speech. In order to make largess of his knowledge to the

multitude of his countrymen, he must use their language; nor was he
averse, because he had a natural affection for it. These are exactly the

motives of the reformers. But from among them has arisen as yet no
Dante, There is now no figure in the Telugu literary world so out-

standing as the late Veerasalingam Pantulu
;
and even that giant of the

last generation was not of so great a stature. His works exploded the

notion that elegance and beauty in Telugu prose consisted of over-

wrought descriptions of natural and erotic scenes composed throughout
of indigestible Sanskrit epithets and unpronounceable Sanskrit nouns.
But he left no work meet to thrill the millions and open their eyes to

the imaginative universe.

Among other peoples and in other eras the great ages of literature

have begun with song. The Andhra nation sings naturally, constantly,

melodiously—though the matter of the songs that cartmen and porters
sing as they move in file down the road is not always worthy of their

singing. But Telugu literature has ignored and despised Telugu song;
it has imported an alien prosody, in which the language moves uneasily,
as though constricted by borrowed garments. The author of this

dictionary holds the opinion that a quantitative prosody on the Greek
pattern would best suit the genius of the language and has rendered
two verses of Homer

(Od. xv. 54-5) into very passable Telugu hexa-
meters

. Gnyaptiy ’athidd mart y ’untunnadi rozulu, y ’anni
Satcaram Sri Raja samastam chesina y’andu.

The experiment might be worth continuing
; anyhow it is for the modern

Telugu to fashion himself a measure in which he can readily wield his
own language and be understood by the many. A Telugu poem of
to-day is understood only by the learned

;
the words, the constructions,

the inflectional forms are all strange and incomprehensible to the vulgar!
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Poetical diction has run so wild that the common word is wholly in-

admissible; prosodical necessity is so overbearing that every word is

distorted. Other nations have won beauty out of imported forms:

Latin poets enslaved themselves to Greek to their profit : English poetry

adapted the Italian verse and gained sweetness. But to all seeming

Telugu verse is now only a kind of jig-saw puzzle, and the picture that

emerges is too often cheap and nasty. Vicious canons of composition

have made shoddy panegyrics and erotic rhapsodies the common matter

of poetry; such things are not worthy of a self-respecting people.

It might appear that Telugu is not naturally a poetical language.

It is somewhat deficient in metaphorical expressions and shy even of

similes. It avoids epithet and is richer in nouns than in adjectives. It

is remarkably concrete in expression: the figurative and the abstract

are rare in comparison with the bald statement of sensible fact (or

nonsensical superstition). But all this might have been said of Latin

when Ennius began to wield it and even after Lucretius had carved

philosophy into poetry with it. Vires acquirit eundo. A language is

a great poet’s garden, and the flowers spring up as he goes about it.

Not otherwise the great orator and the great thinker develop a lan-

guage in wielding it. The Greek of Solon and the Latin of the Gracchi

were hardly richer than modern Telugu. They too loved the concrete

expression, fled the abstract; they too were terse rather than florid;

they too preferred the personal turn and the active mood. The work of

the dramatists, the historians, the orators, the poets, the philosophers,

from Aeschylus to Plato, gave Greek every instrument it lacked, till it

could discourse on everything in earth and heaven. Lucretius and

Virgil and Cicero between them did the same service for Latin. The
old words were enriched with new shades, new depths, new discrimina-

tions, new subtleties of meaning. New words were minted as they

were wanted. There was little need to borrow; the old speech was

capable of both variety and precision in the hands of the masters.

So is Telugu. For oratory in particular it is eminently suited. Its

precise structure, giving weight to the essential words and emphasis

to words abnormally placed, has the same advantages as Latin’s. Its

inflectional nature affords every opportunity for ellipse, balance, and

symmetry; its very want of conjunctions forces on it the rhetorical

devices of the ancients. The peculiar Dravidian form of the relative

clause tightens the texture of the sentence. If the Andhra orators only

,

studied the proverbs of their people and imitated their compact energetic

expression, their speeches might engender conviction by their very
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form. The turgid longevity of the sentences they are wont to deliver

may fascinate the unfortunate listener but lets the point escape. In the

narrative style a similar fault prevails. The old principle, the longer

a sentence the better, still has many adherents. The flowing spineless

sentences have no relation to the articulations of the sense. It is not so

in common speech, where the sentences are in comparison as live kraits

to dead pythons. In truth the illiterate villager often has more sense

of style than the product of the colleges : the common petition-writer

sometimes has a sure touch in ordering his facts and putting them out

in few and telling words, though his writing is often more intelligible

than legible.

He has indeed to cope with an unmanageable alphabet. It is less

absurd than the Tamil, Kanarese, and Malayalam, but not by much.

It is syllabic and consequently difficult to read even in print. Where
the last vowel of a word is elided, that word undeservedly gets saddled

with the first vowel of the next, which equally undeservedly loses its

head. The letters are pretty, but untidy in combination. In cursive

writing the untidiness becomes a welter. The claim that the alphabet

is strictly phonetic is not well founded. One letter does duty for the

two sounds ts and ch
,
another for both z and /, and a third for both

aspirate ph and /. There are entirely unnecessary symbols for a hard r

and hard n which are never used in speech. In some books an obsolete

symbol still appears for an imaginary nasal sound of indeterminate

character alleged to be present in many words. The same sound ts is

sometimes written as one letter and sometimes as two. The six long

vowels, six short vowels, and two diphthongs for which there are

characters by no means exhaust the range of vowel sounds used in

speaking. For instance, the modified long a in such contractions as

pilchdru or such borrowed words as bancu has to be represented by the

same symbol as ordinary long a . Modified long e is found in the usual

pronunciation of such words as leca
,
meta, but is not to be distinguished

in writing. A Telugu can apparently discriminate between the various

pronunciations oflong a in gunda when it represents (i) gunda-fc-a,

(2) gundi-{-dy (3) gundu+a, (4) gunde^a, and in cold when it represents

(1) cota+d, (2) cdtu+a , (3) cdti+a, or of short u in mec'undi according

as it is (1) meca undi
,
and (2) mecu undi. But the difference does not

appear in writing. The Telugus are proud of their alphabet in spite

of its defects; but the author of this dictionary may be excused for

thinking that his work will both be easier to read and more phonetically

correct in its dress of Roman letters with appropriate' diacritical marks.
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The International Phonetic Alphabet would in some ways be even

better, but Its correctness does not compensate for its unfamiliarity to

any but trained phoneticians. The professors of phonetics have hitherto

neglected Telugu; yet there is much to interest them in a language

whose system of vowel harmony has a natural origin in the speech

habits of the people and a completeness very remarkable in so natural

a growth. In inflected forms the vowel modification extends even to

a change from u to i or from a to u, while in all words the common
pronunciation assimilates neighbouring vowels as far as possible to

each other or modifies them to go with neighbouring consonants. Even
the use of the euphonic interpellatives vand y is phonetically regular.

The phoneticians have the advantage that their principles require

them to study the prevailing usage
;
the dictionary spelling has for them

no unassailable sanctity. The author of this dictionary has to reckon

with the bogey of India, mamul
,
established custom, in the form of

recognized spellings, though he can add notes on the usual pronuncia-

tion‘ Telugu spelling is fortunately very sound in the main. It is in

accidence and syntax that the opinion of the learned and the practice

of the vulgar are at loggerheads. A reconciliation is to be effected by
discarding obsolete doctrine and examining the speech of educated

men all over the Andhra country to see what usages are admissible and
what must be regarded as solecisms. So may be compiled a Dictionary

of Modern Telugu Usage which will do for grammar what this work
attempts for vocabulary, establishing a norm and encouraging the men
of genius to use the tools most fitted for their work. Perhaps inspiration

will be lacking while the Telugu nation is in tutelage; but when the

noble and puissant nation mews its mighty youth, wnen the full tide

of inspiration begins to flood the land, it is surely the common people,

the people of the villages, who should hear and applaud. It is their

language that must be used
;
therefore to its study this work is devoted.

R. GALDETTI.





TELUGU DICTIONARY

A No equivalent suffix. ‘Oh’ or'
• ‘My 5

prefixed.

The classical languages of course
have a vocative. The modern Euro-
pean languages do without, prefixing
‘Oh 5 sometimes or to express strong
emotion ‘My 5

.

The vocative suffix, lengthened to

a l and in the plural dra l Thus a high
official opens a cattle show, making a
speech which is translated as he goes
on. He begins: ‘Ryots 5

. The transla-

tor translates ‘ryots
5

at somewhat
greater length: chennapatnapn pedda
board membaru iccadacu daya chesi

tsald duram nunchi vacchi cheppinadi
yemante: raituldra! From Madras*
the great Board Member having
deigned to come here from a great
distance what he says is : ‘ Ryots !

5 Or
in the Telugu hymn-book published
by the Lutherans you will find ‘O
Lamb of God 5

,
translated Gorre-

pilla Devuda !, i.e. O son of a sheep,
God! This is not recommended as
a good example. Christian Telugu Is

a language apart.

-a. No equivalent suffix. In Indian
English it is translated ‘only

5
. In

English ‘ indeed 5

,

‘ self
5

,
or by circum-

locution. Tamil tow. Emphatic suffix

:

more commonly -e: Anta niva yezu-
guduvuy you know it perfectly well;
don’t pretend you do not.

a-, un~, in-, less, dis-. Negative prefix.

In-, Latin, Italian, French; a-, an-,

Greek; a , an , na-, Skt.; un-, German.
a-jirnamu, indigestion ; a-jdgrata

,

care-

less ; a-ndmicdy nameless ;
a-y-ishtamu,

disfavour; a-n-adarana, unkindness,
abaddhamaina, false. Composed of
a-baddhamu-aina .

abaddhamu, falsehood, lie. Tamil:
poi; pachchL abaddhamu, barefaced
lie. asatyam

,
the Sanskrit word, is

also commonly used in all the Dravi-
dian languages, just as the words de-
rived from Latin (falso , faux, falsch)

are used in all the European lan-

guages. oca abaddhamu cammaddnici

veyyi abaddhalu cdvalenu
,
a thousand

lies are wanted to cover one ; cfaesevi

Siva pujalu cheppevi abaddhalu , what
he does is pujas to Siva, what he says
are lies; devuni y'eduta anta nizam
chepputanu, abaddham adanu is the
form of oath in law-courts,
abaddhapu, false (e.g. witness),
a-balamu, weak, abala

,
the weak

thing, is commonly used in books for
‘woman 5

.

abba, father. Same in Hebrew, tow

-

nina tarvata ni abbato cheppuco, when
he has kicked you, go and tell your
father; pora, ni abbato cheppucora!
abba I what a wonder!
abba ! ayy6 ! exclamation of grief and
pain.
abbabba! an interjection of disgust.
abbabba! yenta jjddida v y

ai poydvu
,

Lord, what an ass you are!

abbayf, my boy (to a junior); abbi,
my good fellow (to an inferior) . Forms
of address such as abbdyi

,
abbi, am-

mdyi, ore, babu, yemdi are in English
and other languages names: ‘I say,

John !

5 ‘Do you know, Mrs. Smith ?
5

‘Mary, run away and play
5
, &c. ab-

bdyi, chinnavadavu, nic emi teliyadu

‘Boy! you are young, you know noth-
ing

5
. The commonest substitute for

the name as form of address is the
relationship, as anna, elder brother;
tammudu, younger brother; talli,

mother. By a curious inversion a
mother will call her daughter talli,

and so on.
abb£! good God! dear me! Exclama-
tion of surprise or indignation. abb£,
no, no; abbe ydmi lidu , no, no, it is

nothing. abburamu, abramu,
wonder; abburapatu, wonderment.
y’enducu inta abburapdtutd tsiistdvu?

why are you so amazed ?

abbufa, to be obtained or acquired,
grow on one (as habits), bdgamddmti
vhintsucdvadam valla durmdrgulatd
sahavdsam abbutundi, by keeping a
dancing girl one gets Into the habit of
bad company.



abhamu-subhamu abhivriiddhiw
abhamu-subhamu, good and evil.

abhamu-subkamuy’eraganiamdyacudu ,

a simpleton not knowing good from
evil.

abhaya-hastamu, promise of protec-

tion; from Skt, a-bhaya, fearless, and
hastamu ,

hand.
abhayamu, security, varini racshin-

ckedam ani abhaya-hastam ivva valenu
,

you must promise them your protec-

tion. In the old plays some one or

other is always seeking the protection

of one God or hero against another,

abh&su, abhasamu, coarse. abhdSapu
Telugu, coarse and low dialect of
Telugu, as cuco for curtso, sit; yellu

for uellu
y
go.

abhicaramu, ghee. Skt. abhi-garam .

TKes Telugu for ghee is neyyi. This
is one of those Sanskrit words which,
though not used in common talk, is

understood because of its connexion
with religious rites. Thus in England
chalice is not now the word for cup,
but most people knowwhat a chalice is.

abhicfiramu, the sprinkling of ghee
upon food before the beginning of
a dinner- abhicdramu cdniyyandi,

. sprinkle ghee that we may begin
dinner.
abhignyanamu, intelligence

;
from

Skt. The Telugu is telivi, but for

intelligence, opinion, &c., Sanskrit
words are in quite common use, and
are at any rate easily understood, just
as the corresponding words used in
English are of Latin origin,

abhilasha, strong desire, love. Telugu
nertsucune abhildshato v’unndnu, I have
a strong desire to learn Telugu.
abhilashintsuta, to desire, Skt.
abhimatamu, desire, wish, opinion, in-

clination. Skt. vere rajadhani cdvdlani
Teluguvari abhimatamu

,
the Telugus

desire a separate province,
abhimanamu, love. Skt. The com-
mon words are asa, corica, prema, but
this is common at any rate in books.
nd manasndo v'unna abhilasha pracd-
ranga, according to the wish in my
heart; ndau vidya ante mahd abhilasha

,

I have much love of knowledge
;
sdr-

thaca pada valayun ani nd y
yabhima

-

tam, I wish to profit, desdbhimdnamu

is the combination by which patriot-

ism, once an unknown emotion, is now
translated.

abhimukhamu, facing, favouring;
from mukhamu, face,

abhinandintsuta, to rejoice; from
dnandam, joy.

abhinava, modem, new. The com-
ponent parts are Sanskrit; the Telugu
for new is cotta

,
but nava is com-

monly understood, and English new
and novel

,
German neu, Italian nuovo ,

French neuf, Spanish nuevo, Dutch
nieuw, Latin novus

,
Greek neos are all

the same word—one of the most dif-

fused of all words, abhinava bruhas-
patul aina y'i mantnda mantra balam
cheta> by means of the sorcery of
those modern Bruhaspatis.
abhinayamu, expression of sentiment
by actors, especially by gesture and
posture. Skt.
abhinayintsuta, the corresponding
verb of the preceding word. Skt.
The modem European languages have
no word for this; mimic action is per-
haps the nearest English, padedani
abhinayam bdga tsuda modalit petti-

ndduy he began to observe closely the
action of the songstress,

abhinivesamu, zeal
;
a Sanskrit word

used in books; the Telugu is pattu.
vadu manchi abhinivesamutdpani ckes-

taduy he works with tremendous zeal,

abhiprdyamu, opinion. Skt., but
one of the commonest of Telugu
words, abhipraya-bhedamu, difference
of opinion.

abhiprayapaduta, to be of opinion,
abhiruchi, taste, relish (for non-
material things). Skt. ruchi, however,
is the common Telugu for taste (of
things to eat); abhiruchi is used for
music, &c. sangitam andali abhiruchi,

taste for singing; andulo nor emi
abhiruchi ledu> I do not care for that
at all.

abhishecamu, anointing (at corona-
tion, &c.). A sacerdotal word from
the Sanskrit, bindedu nillu netti mida
abhiskecam chesinddu

, anointed his
head with a potful of water,

abhivriiddhi, increase, progress. Skt.
Frequently used for progress and in-



abhishtamu [3] adamayintsuta

crease in newspapers but unusual in \ accaracu-vatstsuta, to come to (fe»

common conversation, andaru san-
{
male) maturity, to be useful

;
and with

tanam caligi janam abhvuriiddhi autu ! negative verb (rdradam) to be useful.
v’unteyHbhitmi midapande panta valla ! accaracu raca pote manavdllu bogam
•tindici tsaladu

, if every one had chil-
j

vaUanu yenducu chesindru ? if they were
dren the population would so increase 1 notuseful, why did our ancestors intro-
that there would not be enough food duce dancing girls?

on earth to feed them all. accassu, anger, nacu nizamgd pichcki
abhishtamu, wish. Skt. ni abhishta- y'ettin att aite ipdtici nt talacdya rendu
mu sighramugane neraverutundi

,
your checcalu chesi na accassu anta tirtsu-

wish will soon be fulfilled
;
mana cdttu ? if I were really mad, would I not

abhishtamu purnamuga saphalam au- by this time have split your head in
tundi, our desire will soon be fulfilled, twp and satisfied my anger?
abhracamu, mica. Skt. achchi-vatstsuta, to prosper, to suffice,

abhyantaramu, objection. Skt.
;
very achchi vachchina hhumi adug-ede tsa-

common in Telugu. na abhyanta- lunu , in land quality before quantity.
ramu ledu

,
I have no objection; afidu acramamu, wrong. Skt. ninnati

chetane y’i abhyantaram, that is why
we object.

abhyasintsuta, to practise, study,
abhyasamu,* practice. Skt. nvmi y*

incd ydg > abhyasamlo modati avastha-
lone v’unnavu

,
you are still in the first

stage of Yoga practice; abhydsam ciisu

vidya
,
practice makes perfect; vyaca-

rana sastramu abhyasintsuta , to study
grammar.
acalancamu, spotless. Skt.
acasmattuga, suddenly. Skt.
acata, alas

;
more commonly ayyo /

acaryamu, evil. Skt. ituvanti acdrya
caranam zarigina taruvata vdllanu veli

veyyacundd 'v’unte yHnca matam yimit
andi? if you don’t excommunicate
them for so evil an act, what becomes
of religion?

acca, elder sister; also used as a form
of address when there is no relation-

ship; also appa. It is a Dravidian
word. Tamil accai

;
Can. acca-acca-

chellellu, sisters, ammal-accalu
, of

women generally; his sisters, and his

cousins, and his aunts,
accada, there. Dravidian d-cada, that
place?; Tamil ange; Can. alii.

accara, need, necessity, accara is

hardly ever used by itself, avasaram,
agatyam, See., being commonly used
for necessity.
accara doq’t want* no thanks,
no. One of the “commonest expres-
sions in Telugu and in other Dravi-
dian languages ; Tamilmndam,

usually
pronounced vdna, venda.

mitingulo y’emi acramam zarigindi

?

what injustice was done at yesterday’s
meeting ?

acsha-mala, rosary. Skt.
aesharamu, letter or, rather, syllable.

Skt. word ‘imperishable
9

. In Telugu
it means either a vowel or a combina-
tion of consonant and vowel and thus
two English letters,

acshatalu, aeshintalu, raw rice with
saffron on it. acshatalu is the Sanskrit
form; aeshintalu more usual, aeshin-

talu vesuconuta, to sprinkle aeshintalu.

aeshx-aeshudu, eye. Skt. The Te-
lugu for eye is cannu,

plural candlu.

aeshi is recognized because aeshudu is

used as a suffix in combinations while
cannu is not. Thus hiranyaeshudu,
golden-eyed.

actu. Act (of the legislature) ; English,
ada-catti or ada-cottu, betel-nip-
pers; from addamu and catti, cross-

knife. In an inventory : ittadi adacottu,

y’ittadi sunnapu cdyi, manchi addamu,

brass betel-nippers, a brass box for

the lime eaten with betel and areca
nut; adacattuloni poca, the areca nut
between the pincers, i.e. caught in a
vice or in a dilemma,
adacuva, adagintsuta, adaguta,
humility, to humble, to be humbled,
to lower.
adalintsuta, to rebuke,
adaluta, to grieve.

adamayintsuta, to rebuke, nen emi
ninnudgnyapedutdnd ? adamdyistdnd ?

do I ever give you orders or scold you ?



adMttugaadananga [4]

adananga, in abundance, exceedingly,

in excess.

adangal, the most important of the

village accounts prepared by the kar-

nam ;
also known as the No . 2 Account.

Tamil, adangal. From adangu
,
to be

contained; so called as it originally

contained accounts of the whole
village.

adanu, season, opportunity,

adaru, fear. Telugu word, but bha-

yamu is more common, adari-paduta
,

adari-patu, are said of pride, not /ear;

from the idea of quivering or capering

in pride, bhumi adaruts’unnadi, the
earth has a tremor.

adatsuta, to humble; causative of
adaguta.
adavi (n.), jungle. Skt. atavi. adavi
cdchina vennda

,
moonlight in the

wilds, i.e. wasted moonlight; hindii

vitantuvula bratucu adavi cdchina ven-

nda ^ the life of a Hindu widow is

moonlight in the jungle, i.e. no good
to any one.
adavi (adj.), wild. Usually trans-

lated forest, but this is incorrect;

Indian jungle or uncultivated, wild
country often has no trees to speak
of in it. As an adjective the word
is the usual one for wild as opposed
to tame, adavi codi, the jungle fowl;
adavi batu ,

the wild duck
; a tame duck

being pempudu batu.

adavipancli, wild boar,
adattugd, suddenly, properly, hathat-
tugd (Skt.).

addvudi, hubbub.
adbhutamu,wonder,wondrous

; subst

.

and adj. from the Sanskrit,

adda-catta, dam; from addamu,
across, and cattuta , build,

adda-d&ri, short cut; from addamu
,

across, and dari, way. Tamil curu-
cavali.

adda-diddamugd, irrelevant, adda-
diddamugd matlddacu, don’t speak
irrelevantly; addadiddapu pani

,
an

idle job.*'

adda-goda, party wall; from addamu
,

across, and goda, wall, adda-goda
rrdda pilli

,
a cat on a party wall, i.e.

sitting on the fence,

addamaina, what comes to hand;

from addamu ,
across, what meets you.

addamaina titlu tittinddu , he called

me all the names he could think of.

addam-pdvuta, to obstruct,

addamu, across, in the way; one of
the words in Telugu with innumer-
able applications, conda minge-vdnici
gopuramu addamd, a man who can
swallow a temple tower in his stride

;

cussancalu chesi
,
addalu petti potun-

demo ani md pillanu nenu garalsu
sculucu pampindnu cdnu

,
I did not

send my girl to school, thinking that

if I did she might become disobedient
(make difficulties and objections),

addamu, looking-glass, cotici addamu
tsupinatlu

,
showing a monkey a look-

ing-glass (unappreciated gift),

addamuga, in the way.
addamu-vatstsuta, (1) to come in use-
ful

; (2) to be in the way. anddnicipet-

tina sommu dpadacu addam vastundi,

jewellery put on for ornament will be
useful in misfortune,
adda-savdlu, cross-examination,
adde, rent (of house), i bangald nenu
addecu putstsucuntdnu

,
I will take this

bungalow on rent,

addigalu, neck-jewel (female),
addira! bravo! Interjection, addira

!

bdbu! well done, my lad. addira-
patu, amazement, nic inta addirapdt
enducu ravdli ? why are you so much
amazed ?

adduchepputa, to contradict, addu
cheppa pocu (bocu) y do not con-
tradict me.
adduta, to press, to blot, sira addumu

,

blot your paper.
ad-6m-ante, if you ask why, viz.

adhairyamu, want of courage, itu-

vanti vddi y’eduta nivu adhairyamu
y'entamatramu canaparatsa cudadu

,

you must not show any sort of fear
before such a man. «

adhairyapaduta, to be afraid,

adhamamu, at least, at lowest, mana
v’u.116 adhamam aidu vandalaind tsan-
da cdcapotundd

,we cannot get less than
500 rupees subscription in our village,
adharmamu, injustice,

adh&ttuga, suddenly; properly hath-
attuga ; from the Sanskrit, memu
adhattuga chevudu vachchind anucun-



adhicamaina aduruta[5]

ndmu, we thought you had suddenly
gone deaf; adhdttuga vachina pidugu,

a bolt from the blue,

adhicamaina, additional,

adhicamu, superiority. Skt.

adhicanga, additionally,

adhicaprasangamu, impertinence
;

raiifficg-»too much. Skt. Tamil has
the same expression for impertinence.
rd adhicaprasangam tsdlintsu, hold
your tongue; nwu maha adhicapra-

sangamchestu v’unnavu,you are talking

‘very insolently.

adbicaramu, authority. Skt. adhi-

cdram cheyuta, itstsuta
,

to exercise,

give authority.

adhic&ii, ruler, authority, owner. Skt.

adhicdrlu is the usual expression for

the Government, the authorities
;
thus

polisu adhicdrlu is the police authori-

ties. adhicarito virodhamu ca radu

,

keep on good terms with the authori-

ties \purn' ddkicari, having full powers,
adhicshepamu, to blame, to ridicule.

yi y’inglishu tsaduvulu tsadivi nannu
adhicshepintsadanicivastdva? how dare

you ridicule me who have had a

foreign (English) education,
adhipati, ruler. Skt., from pati, Lord.
More general term than adkicdri.

adhinamu, possession. Skt. Much
the same as adhicaramu but less

general.

adhinata, control, charge. Skt. adi

nd adhinamulo ledu, she is not under
my control.

adhogati, a ruined state; perdition;

utter destruction. Skt. svardka-
parayayiula valla yH desamu adhogati
palu ainadi, this country is ruined by
self-seekers; vitantuvuni pelli chesu-

coni adhogati pdlu avutavu
,
you will

go to perdition by marrying a widow,
adhvaryudu, Brahmin officiant at

sacrifice. Skt.

adhyacshata, chairmanship
;
in Sans-

krit it means superintendence,

adhyacshudu, president. Skt. Com-
monly used in newspapers of chair-

manship of a meeting, e.g. ahvana-
sangti adhyacshudu, chairman of re-

ception committee.
adhyatmalu, spiritual songs, adkydt-
malu pdde vdnici dcali y’eccuva, the

chanting of hymns does not appease
hunger (i.e. does all the more intensify

hunger).
adhyatmamu, spiritual or scriptural

philosophy. Skt. Rarely used,
adhyayamu, chapter. Skt. Exten-
sively used.

adi, she
;
also used as a form of address

to one’s wife, (inti4- adi, the

thing in the
v

house) is
1

' a wife; and
somewhat contemptuous, so that it

is doubtful whether it is composed
of adi, she, or adi, it.

adi* it, that, that time, adi modalu,
from that time

;
adi iwra&u, up to that

;

adi gdca
,

besides; adigdl behold!
French voild.

adigaca, moreover; also adigacunda.
adigiconuta, to ask; from aduguta;

also aduguconuta, a very common col-

loquial form.

,

adrushtahinudu, a luckless man.
adriishtamu, luck. Skt.

adriishtavantudu, a lucky man.
adugo, lo, behold, look there; ‘lo’ and
‘behold’ are book English, adugo and
idugd are colloquial. French voild

and void, Italian ecco. idugo pul ’ante,

adugo toca annattu, one said, ‘ Look,
there is a tiger there’

;
the other, ‘ Yes,

I see its tail.
5

adugu, step, beginning, bottom, foot

(measure), line (verse), conda adu-

guna, at the bottom of a mountain;
adugula zada pattuconuta, trace foot-

steps; adug-adugunacu

,

step by step,

adugu pettuta, place one’s foot.

y’eppudu gummam daii vidhido adugu
pettadu

,

he won’t step out into the
street.

aduguuabaduta, aduccu-povuta,
to sink

;
colloquial forms of aduguta.

aduguta, ask. adugagdne

,

on demand.
adigevanici cheppevadu locuva, It is

easier to ask questions than to answer
them (the answerer is inferior to the
asker).

adumuconuta, to press, to squeeze,

aduruta, to tremble, venuca Condalrau
Pantiilu Garu Saristdddri chesin ap-

pudu garbhalald pinddlu adiri pdyevi

,

wnen Kondala Rau Pantulu Garu
was Sharishtadar the foetuses used to

tremble in the womb.



adusu aguta

adusu, mire, adusulo natina stham-

bhamu , a post fixed in tEeThire (said

of a time-server as it swings to and
fro).

advaitamu, monism. Skt.

advaiti, Monist. Skt. The Hindus
have three principal sects divided

according to the three possible views

of ultimate reality : the Monists, the

Dualists, and the Mixed; and the

three main divisions of the Brahmin
caste are based on this philosophic

disagreement. The Monists follow

Sankaracharya.
afisu, office. English,

agadta, moat. Used in historical

novels.

agamyamu, inaccessible. Skt. Used
in colloquial language, with another
word, agocharamu, which means im-
perceptible, dissolved into its atoms.
tsavuci teginchi agamya-gocharamgd
povalani cu.nl ckesadu

,

he committed
the murder at the risk of his own
dissolution.

agapaduta, to appear. Usedcommonly
when we use ‘to see*; the subject is

the thing seen
;
instead of saying * I see

a snipe’, one says, ‘A snipe appears
to me’, ndcu candlu agapadavu means
‘my eyes don’t see’, literally ‘I can’t

see my eyes’,

agatyamu, necessity,

ag&ramu, house. Skt. Used in books,
aggi, fire.

aggi-ramudu, a nickname applied to

an angry person, pillal ’antd perlu
petti pilustu v’unte vddn mdhilo para-

vallu toccutu y’ela aggi-ramudu ai

pdydd.6 tsudu, when the mischievous
children are after him calling him
names he shows himself in a fury
and dances on the road,
aghdramu, terrible. Skt.

aghdrintsuta, to grieve. Skt.
agni, fire. Skt.; Latin, ignis. The
Telugu is nippu

,
but agni is common

enough.
agnicanamu, spark,

agni-hotramu, fire,

agniparvatamu, volcano,
agnyana dasa, age of innocence. Skt.
agnydnadasald vivdham cheste tsiida-

danici bahu mutstsatagd v’untundi, it is

very pretty to see a marriage in the

age of innocence.
agnyanamu, ignorance. Skt., a priva-

tive and gnydnamu, knowledge, mru
agnyan ’andhacdramulo munigi v’unna
januluy people steeped in ignorance,
agnyani, ignorant person,

agra-, chief, end. A Sanskrit word
used in compounds in Telugu.
agraculamu, chief caste, i.e. Brah-
min. taccuva culamvaru agraculam-
varito cuda curtsovadanici corite

, if a

lower caste man ever wishes to sit

with a high caste man.
agraganyudu, leader,

agraharamu, Brahmin street or vil-

lage. Skt., from agra and hdramu,
row; the part of a village or town
set apart for Brahmins,
agramu, top. Skt. amul-agramuga,
from top to bottom; completely.
parvatdgramu varacu

,
to the top of

the hill.

agrasthanamu, chief seat. Skt.,

agra and sthanamu
,
place, agra-stha-

nam ’andu nenu curtsonu, I won’t take

the chief seat
;
so also agrasandsinudu

,

agrdsanddhipati
,

agrastudu
,

person
taking the chair

;
agrdsanadhipatyamu,

chairmanship,
agresarudu, leader. Skt.

agugaca, would that, so be it. gdca
for caca, euphonic.
aguta or auta, to become. Like com-
mon verbs in all languages extremely
irregular

;
theroot is cd

;
cadu, the nega-

tive 3rd person, is one of the forms of
‘no’

;
ai, the past participle, is used as

a suffix to form adjectives, ca-valenu
means it is wanted; cdvinisuta, the
causal used in the high-flown leader-
writing of newspapers instead of
cheyuta

,
to do. vddu y’ern ainddu

?

what has become ofhim ? dpani aunu ,

cdca povunn, that work may of may
not be done ;4 pani sighramuga cd-

valenu, work must be done soon;
bhojanam ’aindi, dinner is over; Ma-
ffZtCTnd Gdndhi darsanam ’aindi I got
a sight of Mahatma Gandhi; artham
aindq? do you understand ? tirpu
cddedii, judgement has not yet been
pronounced

; iccada vari cadu
,

rice

does not grow here; vddu nidemi



aham- [7]

autddu? what relation.is he of yours?
vihhagdlu ai ver’ inti cdptiramu chest

’

unndruy the (joint) family divided up
and occupy separate houses

;
Barmalo

madati nundiyu tagin’anta hala prayd-
gamu gavimpaca {cdvimpaca) unduta
the, through not having used enough
force in Burma to start with,
aham-, my, I. Used only as a prefix

in Telugu. Skt. for ‘ I
s

; Latin ego.

ahambhavamu, egotism, pride. Skt.

aham and bhdvamu.
ahamcaramu, conceit, arrogance.
Skt. aham and caramu, doing, guru
susnisha prabhavam chepputanu vinu,

ddnivalla vidydrthulu ahancdra virahi-

tulunu vijitendriyulunu autdru, I will

explain to you the glory of serving
your guru

;
the disciples become

modest and temperate,
aharmukhamu, morning. Skt., from
aham , day, used in novels in descrip-
tive passages; not in colloquial use.

ahimsa, harmlessness. Skt. ahimsa
parama dharmamu, harmlessness is

the chief virtue (blessed are the meek),
is the commonest of all Hindu reli-

gious maxims,
ahitudu, evildoer.

ah6 ! oh, indeed; good! Skt.
ahorintsuta, to be upset ;

also aghorin-

tsufa. y’emi totsacunda ahdristu v’unte,

while I am much upset and don’t
know what to do.

ai, suffix used to form adjectives and
adverbs ;

‘like’, ‘about’. It is the past

participle of aguta
,
become, man ai

nilachenuy he stood like a tree (in terror

or surprise); avishayam-ai, about that

matter; bhayam-ai, frightened,

ai, having become, being; past parti-

ciple of aguta, become, chettu ai

vanganidi manu ai vanguna? if it won’t
bend when it is a shrub, will it bend
wh<£h it is a tree ?

aica-, Skt.
;
adjectival form from eca,

one, used in compounds in Telugu.
aicacanthyamuga,withonevoice.Skt.
aicamatyamu, being of one mind,
co-operation, unanimity. Skt. aica-

matyamunacu mand’ edi ? asa vada-

luta, the only way to harmony is

to get rid of desire. This Hindu
maxim is a counsel of despair. Hija*3us

ait£

are so naturally fissiparous that only
those who renounce their will can be
persuaded to agree about anything,
aicyaparatsuta, to consolidate. Skt.
aicya-vacyamu, unanimous, with
one voice. Skt., from aicya

, one, and
tsdcyamu, voice,
aidava, fifth.

aidotanamu, being a wife, female
wedlock

;
from aiduva, matron, dmda

aidotanamu tinnagd v yunte mi vaidyam
racane pdnu, if the marriage were a
success, your doctoring would not be
wanted (attributing a man’s death to
the ill-luck of his wife),

aidu, five.

aiduguru, aidumandi, five persons,
aiduva, matron.
aihicamu, of this world. Skt., adjec-
tival form from iham.
-aina, suffix forming an adjective by
Stmpfe addition to any noun; past
participle of auta, having become.
ndc-aina manishi

,
my friend ; nac-aina,

who is to me, my; andam aina, hand-
some; dhaniculaina

,
rich,

aina, being, having accumulated
;
past

participle of auta. aina vaddi, the
accumulated interest,

aina, past; past participle of auta.

aina panici chintinchevadu alpa buddhi
galavddu , he is a fooi who grieves

over the past.

-aina, suffix meaning ‘ever’; past
participle of auta emphasized, ecca-

daina
,
wherever; evvadaina . whoever:

vaaMfia vidaina,
whether it is this man

or that.

ainanu, though, even, ndc-ainanu
,

even to me.
ainappatici (ni), nevertheless, even
when it is so ; from aina and appudu

,

when.
ainattaitd, if it is; from aina, being,
attu, like, and aite, which also comes
from auta, if. midi ainattaite, sup-
posing it is yours.

aipdvuta, to be finished; from auta
and povuta, go, to be gone, become.
aipoyindi is-*the usual expression for
* finished .

aisvaryamu, wealth. Skt., from isvara,

god, adjectival form,
aite, if it is, even if it is, but, then;



aivazuga [8] alludu

from auta, become, and te, if; usually noru y'enducu potu unnadi, my mouth
post-fixed to attu

,
as if, and the past is dry through weariness,

participle of a verb; at the beginning alasinadi, tired. The verb is alayuta.

of a sentence it means ‘if it comes’, Alasinadi is the part in common use.

‘succeeds
9

;
opposite cdcunte. vadu nd gurram ts^lgjzlasinadi, my horse is-

vachchin
7

att aite, if he comes; aite vuecy tired,
'

y'emi? what if? aite aruga, cdcunte alasiidu, lazy.

candi, we shall get either candi (red alavaduta, to be acquired, of a habit,

gram) or druga (millet), i.e. if we sow mi sishyulacu cudd sadgunamuV alava-
both together; micu tondaraga v’unn’ dinavi, your disciples also have ac-
att aite

,
ifyou are in a hurry ; nenu chep- quired good habits

.

pina pracdram nwa zarigistu v’unnatt alavatu, habit.

aite, if you do as I tell you; aite nd alavatu paduta, to be accustomed 1

pellam sangati nuvvu yeragav dnna aite padutsuntanamulo v'undadam cke~
mdta

,
then you don’t know my wife. tanu alavatu padadam chetanu vaca

aiv&zuga, in exchange. Hindustani. pattuna mana lecunda v’unndmu, we
afagrata, carelessness; from a priva- can’t suddenly stop, being young and
tive and jdgrata

,
care. having acquired the habit,

ajumamu, indigestion; from a privg^. j|lavi cddu, not possible,
tive and jirnamu, digestion. ‘alahida, separate. Hindustani,

ajfrti, indigestion. allacallolamu, hubbub,
akhandamu, entire, abounding. Skt., jaljamu, ginger (green)

;
dry ginger is

from a privative and khandamu, sontfoiT^'*

piece. rdvuaWwm$a sacti galavadami, allari, tumult, row. nannu allari pilla
you have abundant power; akhanda cdyalu vidhilo geli cMsi, rowdy boys
Cdveri

,
the undivided Cauvery, i.e. the mocking me in the street

;
nischcdra-

river before it splits up into the delta, namga allari cheyyacandi
,
do not make

ala, wave. a row for no reason,
hfabhyamu, unobtainable. Skt., from allari cheyuta, to make a row.
a privative and labhyamu, obtainable, -alia, suffix meaning all. This most
alacshyamu, carelessness. Skt., from’ corflinon word will not be found in
a privative and lacshyamu, regard. other dictionaries; the dictionaries

alacshyapu, careless, ituvanti alacsh- give -ella
,
but -alia is the common

yapu manishi peUddadam nacu y'enta form, even in books, nenu y’eccadacu
mdtramunnu y’ishtam ledu

, I do not velite accadic* alia idea lagu venta
care at all to marry so casual a person, tirugutu v'untav emit why do you

alancarintsuta,to adorn. Skt. dpitha- follow me about everywhere like
mu alancarintsandi, adorn that seat, my shadow? dinici v’unna lopam
i.e. polite way of saying ‘Take a seat’, alia, the only drawback to this;
alancaramu, ornament. Skt. nacu udyogasthulalon-alla, among all the
pettina alancdramulan annitini nd de~ officials,

ham nochchet attu balavantamgd tempi alladuta, to wander, to toss about, to be
vest, pulling all the ornaments off in want

;
cupici allddutddu, he is inwant

my person so as to hurt me. of food,
alanc&ra §astramu, rhetoric. Skt. allica, netting, allica pant nacu Cntuc’
vydearanamu

, tarcamu, alancara-sds- unnadi
, network is cleaving to me*.

tramu cudd telusunu, he knows gram- allintsuta, to get plaited,
mar, logic, and rhetoric too. alludu, son-in-law; plural alluru. men-

alancriitaspu, adorned. Skt. " alludu is a nephew by the female side,
alanghyamu, out of reach. Skt., from angatlo anni v'unnavi

, alludu notld sani
a privative and langhyamu

, reachable. v’unnadi, everything in the**§fe®p and
alar&ruta, to shine. A word used in misfortune in the mouth of the son-in-
novels of a brilliant city, &c. law. This is a proverb which means

alasata, weariness, alasata cMta nacu though there be excellent opportuni-



alluta [9] ambaramu

ties, fate always deters a person from
taking advantage of them,

alluta, to plait, tsapa allinatlu
,
plaited

like^a mat.
almaru, wardrobe. Hindustani,
alpa (mu), small, trifling. Skt. al-

pagnydnulu chese mayopayalu y'ila-

gantivi, tricks of small minds
;
d y'ad-

bhutamunu nivu alpa cdlamulone
tsuda galavn, you can see that wonder
in a short time ; aina panici chintinche-

vddu alpa buddhi galavadu
, he is a

Fool who grieves over the past,

alpachamanamu, urjpe. Skt. tella-

varugatla chicafto'**' alpdchamdndnici
Uchiy getting up in the dark before
dawn to make water; vacca ceca veste

v’uttd valV antd gada-gada vadaci
battalalo alpdchamdnam chesucune-
varu, if he just raised his voice there
was not a dry dhoty in the village;

meghdlu samudramldci velli nillu taguf
aneculu tsiichindni ; did nillu tdgi

vachchi alpdchamdnam cheste, d niru

varsha rupanga bhitmi mida padutundi,
(Hindu explanation of rain) the clouds
drink water out of the sea and then
discharge it; govu alpdchamdnam
chestu v'undaga velli tocato netti mida
tsalluconi panchitam mudu pudisiUu
lopalici putstsucunte mari punyam,
(Hindu recipe for gaining virtue) when
a cow is making urine shake its tail

over your head, take three handfuls
of its sacred urine (panchitam) and
drink.

alpudu, rotter, worthless fellow. Skt.

are! alpudd

!

wretch!
aluca, alca, wrath, anger, alluni aluca,

the wrath of a son-in-law which is

a common feature of Indian house-
hold technique, aluca viduva bocu,

never put away your wrath, is con-
sidered to be a sound maxim with
sons*in-law if they want to profit and
prosper, aluca pdnpu mida v'unna
alludu

,
the wrathful son-in-law in the

bedchamber is an essential feature in

marriage functions,
alucu, fear.

alucufaT smear, e.g. the floor with
cow"dung.

aluguta, to be angry,
axnadalu, twins.

amaladarudu, amildar, officer of rank
of tahsildar, under a subedar. Hin-
dustani.
amalamu, pure. Skt.

;
a privative

and malam, dirt.

amaiulo, in force, in authority. Hin-
dustani. dldganti actu ciidd vacati
amaiulo v'undedd ? was such an Act
in force? menejaru, memu, sdnitari

y’inaspectarii y'ecamai idivaracu itu-

vanti rijalyushanlu lacsha amalu zara-
gacunda dpi vesindmu

,
the Manager,

we, the Sanitary Inspector have be-
tween us stopped 100,000 such resolu-

tions coming into force,

amandamu, great. Skt., a privative

and mandamu ,
little,

amangalamu, unpropitious. Skt., a
privative and mangalam, propitious,

amaracamu, lease, bhunmlanu y
*

enuru rupayalacu amaracam chesindmu
,

we have leased our land for 500 rupees,
amartsuta, to fit, prepare, supply.
iravai lacshala y’ecaramula nelacu

jalamu amartsabadinadi, water was
supplied to two million acres,

amary&da, disrespect. Skt., from a
privative and maryada ,

respect,

amavasya, new moon day; common
for Skt. cemavusyu.
amanatu, deposit. Hindustani. A
common treasury term for money
not placed in the strong room hut
deposited temporarily outside,

amani, departmentally managed. Hin-
dustani. When renting or other
systems of land revenue failed in
Muhammadan times the tax was col-

lected direct by the officials, and this

was called amani.
amanushamu, inhuman, super-
natural. Skt.; a privative and mdnu-
sham

,
human.

amayacudu, innocent, abhamu subha-
mu y’eragani amayacudu,

anTtmocciit
man knowing neither good nor evil,

ambali, gruel.

ambaramu, sky; for dcdsamu
, Skt.

Used only in books and compounds.
digambarudu

,
sky-surrounded, is the

usual word for ‘naked 9
,

ambaru, amber,
axnba y’anuta, to low.
ambaj^tmu, a heap of grain ; also the



ambudhi [10] amiilyamu

share of a crop due to Government or
landholder.
ambudhi, sea. Skt. Used in books;
the common word is samudramu.
ambuvu, water. Skt. Used in books
only.

amitamu, boundless. Skt., a privative

and mitam
,
bound, limit,

aminu, process-server. Hindustani.
Now we use the word only of our
head process-server; formerly it was
applied to lower and even the higher
courts; the Court of Sudder Amin
was the highest Indiari^udge^under
the Company.
amiru, baron. Hindustani, nadu
v’unte navdbu sdyebu,

annamu v’unte
amiru sdyebu

,
if he has territory a

Muhammadan is a Nawab Sahib; if

he has enough to eat he is an Amir
Sahib.
arnma, mother, especially in address

;

used also in addressing any older
woman: a housewife; a woman. Te~
lugu; but connected with words in
all languages (onomatopoeic ma for
‘mother’), amma gruha pravesamu

' ayya $masana pravesam

,

the house-
wife entered the house and its master
left it a corpse (sudden and unex-
pected calamity); caduputo v’unn
amma canaca mdnuna, vandin amma
tinaca manund ? will not the pregnant
woman bring forth her child? will
the woman who has cooked abstain
from eating? (the inevitable result),

amma-cadupucdla ! a common kind
of abuse, vidi amma cadupucalal Na
midand noru chesucontddu ? let him
and his mother’s womb perish! How
dare he direct his tongue against me ?

ammacamu, sale.

amxnadu, applied to a girl or daughter
in the Northern Districts; same as
ammayi,
ammalaccalu, mothers and sisters;
his sisters and their cousins and his
aunts; the women gossips, ammalu,
mothers,^combined with accalu, elder
sisters, irugu porugu ammalaccalu
chepputmnaru, the womenfolk in the
houses round, about say.

ammamma, mother’s mother, grand-
mother.

ammavari jadyamu, smallpox, sup-
posed to be due to a goddess, v’ullo

ammavari jadyalu ilaga v’unn appudu
manam ammavdrini nadi vidhilo nilu-

pan’ accara ledd ? when smallpox is in
the village should we not set the vil-

lage goddess up in the middle of the
street? (Hindu notions of hygiene),
ammavdru, goddess, especially of the
village.

amma I exclamation of pain, love,

surprise.

ammasdL little girl ; used also as foifh

of address, ma ammdyini y’ichchi

a canyd dana phalamu nenu daccintsu
cuntdnu. I will give him my little

girl and earn the merit of the bestower
of a virgin.

ammi, form of address to girl,

ammudu, sale, ammudu pocundd ni-

lava v’unna sarucu, old stock,

arpmuta, Jo sell, amma pote adavi,
cona pole *corivi, jungle when he went
to sell, firebrand when he went to
buy; cammara vidhilo sudulu ammi-

nattu, like selling needles in Black-
smith street.

am6ghamaina (adj.), infallible', amo-
ghamu (n.), irrefutable, amogham-
g& (adv.), inevitably. Skt., a privative
and mogham

,
fallible, amogha nidar-

sanalu v’unnavi
,
there are irrefutable

proofs; amoghamaina vddamu
,

irre-

futable argument
;
tama corica amo-

ghamga siddhistundi, your wish will
inevitably be fulfilled; dyana"anna
mala y’amoghamu sumd

,
his prophecy

will inevitably come true,

amputa, to send, especially in com-
pounds; more usually pampintsuta.
sdgari*amputa, to send off; piluvanam-
puta

,

to send for.

amriitamu, nectar. Skt. oca ginnedu
panacamu nenu y’ippudu amriitamgd
y’entsucuntdnu, the tiniest drihkVould
be like a drop of nectar to me just
now.
amsamu, subject, particular. Skt.
rendo amsam

, the second subject;
vadu anni amsamulu telisinavadu, he
knows all particulars,

amiilyamu, priceless. Skt., a priva-
tive and mdlyamu

, price, amulya
parimalamu

,

a priceless scent.



anacattu

anacattu, dam
;

from cattuta , to

build; anacattu is commoner,
anada, anatha, one who is forlorn or

destitute.

anaga, namely
;
from anuta

,
to say.

j

anagd anagd oca rdzu
,
one day a king,

is the way stories begin,

anaguta, to yield to ; to obey ;
also

anuguta. dpada vacchinappudu anagi
v’unddli

,
in misfortune show a humble

and a contrite heart,

anantamu, endless. Skt., a privative

and antam, end.
anantaramu, afterwards. Skt., a
privative and antaram, interval,

anapacaya, a commonly grown bean.

The botanical name of the plant is

dolichos catjang
;
it is grown as a field

crop, see anumulu.
anarhamu, unfit. Skt., a privative

and arham , fit.

anarhata, unfitness, disability,

anarhudu, unfit person,

anarthamu, harm. Skt., a privative

and artham, meaning, bogamu vdttanu

vivdhadisubhacaryamulalonu
,
v'utstsa-

valonu
,
pilichi gauravintsadamu chela

tsdlaanarthalu calugutu v’unnavi
,
much

harm comes from calling dancing
girls to marriage and other festivals

and religious functions and giving

them honour; sastra visvdsamu che-

dina pacshamuna desamuna y’etti

anarthamul aina samprdptamuV agunu,

if faith in Sastras is destroyed,

any number of evils come over the

land.

anati, not much. Skt., a privative and
ati, very much, anati duramu

,
not so

far.

anatsuta, to suppress, to reduce, cour-

tulo cuda vyajyalu veyinchi vddipogaru
anatsandi

,
bring some cases against

him in Court too and reduce his

pridC ;
ippudu elagaina yH panditudi

garvam anatsa valenu, now by any
means we must reduce the pride of

this pandit. Used in books. The
colloquial form is anutsuta .

anavaratamuj perpetual. Skt.

an&c&ri, ugly person. Skt., a privative

and dcdmmUy form, intlo ddnitd nenu
pagalu mdtlddadanic anna valla eddu;

anti edeunda adi andedri, I may not

andacatte

even talk by day to the thing in my
house (my wife); besides she is ugly,

anacharamu, want of good customs.
Skt., a privative and dcharamu, cus-

tom. daeshinadi vallacu hotiigd madi
ledu

,
a desamulo suddha andchdra?n, the

Southerners don’t dress for dinner at

all ; they have no proper observances,
anachara partsuta, to defile,

anadarana, contempt, neglect. Skt.,

a privative and ddarana
,
respectful

treatment, ni vale nannu dyana and-

darana cheyyadu
,
he does not despise

me" like you.
an&di nunchi, anadiga, from time
immemorial. Skt., from a privative

and adiy beginning, anadi bidu
,
im-

memorial waste land; anddigd zaru-

gutu vhinna dchdram
,
an immemorial

custom.
analochitamu, thoughtless, impru-
dent.

anamica, nameless, the fourth finger.

Skt., a privative and nama, name.
There are two series of words for the

fingers and thumb, Sanskrit and Te-
lugu. The Telugu for the fourth

finger is ungarapu velu ,
the ring

finger.

anasa, pine-apple.

anatha, destitute. Skt., a privative

and natha
,
lord, protector,

anathalaina, destitute,

anatha saran-alayamu, orphanage,
anavriishti, drought. Skt.

ance, figure (numbers), sunndlacu

viluva y’eldgu vastundi ? mundu ancelu

cheriste sari, how do you give value

to noughts ? by putting figures before

them.
anche, the post. This post, a relay of
runners, is now obsolete; the word
still survives in the anchal, or local

post, of the Travancore State which
exists side by side with the British

post office,

ancili, obstruction,

ancitamu, dedication. Skt.

ancuramu, germ. Skt.

ancurintsuta, to sprout. Skt., often

used metaphorically of thoughts, &c.
ancuritamu, sprouted, emanated,
ancusamu, elephant goad,

andacatte, pretty girl, from andamu
}

[n]



andagadu [12] angaraca

beauty, i chinnadi andacatte, this girl is

pretty.
andagadu, handsome fellow, nivu

mdtram mdha andagddava y'emiti?

nallaga coti Idgu v’unndvu, are you so

good-looking ? you are black and like

a monkey.
andalaxnu, palanquin, andaru anda-
lamu y'eccite mosevaru y’evaru ? if all

go in their palanquins, who will carry
them?

andali, on, adjective, from andu.
crama cramamugd sangitam cigdali
abhiruchi adhicamai,

his love for song
gradually growing.
andamu, beauty, andamnnacu pettina

sommu apadacu addam vastundi, jewel-
lery put on for beauty comes in useful
in bad times (this is why Hindus bank
their money in their women’s jewel-
lery).

andamu, way, manner,
and-andu, here and there,

andaru, all (people) . andaru andalamu
y'eccite mosevaru y’evaru? if all go in
their palanquins, who will carry them ?

caliginavdrici andaru tsuttdle
,

all are

relations to the rich,

and&ca, so far; from anta and ddca.
andelu, anklets worn by women,
usually silver.

andhacaramu, darkness. Skt. Com-
monly used metaphorically, the Te~
lugu for darkness is chicati. viru
agnyan andhacdramuld munigi v'unna
janula cannulu vippi gnydna suryo-
dayam caluga chestu v'unnaru

,

opening
the eyes of persons plunged in the
darkness of ignorance they make them
see the dawn of knowledge,

andi, sir; honorific affix, y’eniandi,
sir; atlu cheppac’andi, do not say so,

sir; yenduc-andi amma tidatdru
,
why

do you scold me, madam ?

andintsuta, to cause to reach, to hand
;

causative from anduta
, to reach.

mithayi v*undalu y’i chinnadanici
andintsu, hand the sweets to this girl,

andu, there, that, anducu, andalucu
,

for that; andulo, in that; andu nimit-
tam

,
because of that; andu chita , by

means of that; andu midata, after
that; andu valla

,
by that; unri* anducu

,

because it is; induri*andu, here and

there, i.e. in this life and the next;
andu cosaram, for that reason.

-andu, suffix meaning ‘on*, ‘at
9

, ni

y'andu nammacam unchi, placing re-

liance on you.
andubadi, to hand; in legal language
service of a process ;

from anduta
,

to reach, adi andubadi aina tarvdta,

jfiter it had come to hand,
andii&ani, as it is so ;

also andunacani.
anduconuta, reach with the hand,
anducu, for it; also andunacu.
anduta, to reach; intransitive, andani
pulu devunici arpana

,
offering flowers

out of reach to the God; tarria zabu
nacu anda ledu

,
Your Honour’s letter

did not reach me; adi ndc andadu, it

is out of reach
;
rayilu andaca

,
missing

the train.

an£, anedi, that which is, namely,
which; relative pronoun from anuta

,

to say. cdvalen ane manasu
,
a mind to

have.
aneca, many. Skt., from a privative
and eca, one.
andcamandi, many persons.
an£-cabolu, perhaps it is so.

an£m6, perhaps it is so
;
from ani and

emo, I don’t know what,
andsarici, when it is said, nenu a mdta
anesarici mandi paddddu

,
when I told

him so he lashed himself into a fury,
anga, stride.

angabalamu, strength; from angam,

limb, manac angabalam taccuvagd
v’unnadi, we are too weak,

angadi, shop, bazaar, angitlo bellamu
guild Linganici naivedyamu

, offering
the bazaar jaggery to the God.
angahmamu, mutilated; from angam

,

limb, and hinam
, short of.

angalartsuta, to grieve,

angamola, naked; from angamu,
limb, and mala, waist,

angamu, limb, department. Skt.
rajydngamulu are the Departments of
Government, chaturangamulu are the
four limbs of the armywhich are raiha-
mulu (chariots), enugulu (elephants),
gurramulu (horses), bantulu (foot).

sashtanga namascdramu is salutation
with the eight limbs (prostrate),
angaraca, coat. Hindustani, cotu is

the commoner, nenu lopalici poyi
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pdga
,
angaracd vest y’ippude vastdnu

,

I will go inside, put on my turban
and coat, and come at once,
angavastramu, upper cloth,

angav^yuta, to stride.

-angi, limbed; used in compounds.
sundardngi, beautifully limbed

;
la-

tdngi,
slender limbed, from lata

,
twig,

angiii, palate, angita iteUami.,dtmalo
vishamUy sugar on the lips, poison in

the soul; angita vishamu, munnalicanu
tiyyadanamu, poison on the palate,

'sweetness on the tip of the tongue,
angicarintsuta, to consent. Skt.
angicaramu, consent. Skt.

angdstramu, upper cloth. Skt. anga-
vastramu. angostramu conguna

,
in the

border of one’s upper cloth,

angulamu, inch. From Skt. for thumb,
angustan, thimble. Hindustani,
angusthamu, thumb, big toe. Skt.

Both a Sanskrit and a Telugu series is

used for fingers and thumbs; the Te-
lugu for thumb and big toe is botana
vrelu. angushta matram

,
thumb-size,

ani, having said, participle of anuta.
ani, aniyu, that, to

;
the past participle

of anuta . nannu pomm ’ ani cheppedu
,

he told me to go
;
vd.ru accada undindr

ani annadu, he said that they were
there; antaratmalu line levani bodkin-

tdmu
,
we will preach that the soul

does not exist at all.

-ani, suffix added to onomatopoeic ex-
pressions. bussum’ani, hissing

;
gutuc-

cum’ani, gulping
;
usurum'ani

,
sighing

;

cangu-cangurrCani
,

tinkling
;

minucu-

minucum’ani, twinkling,

anipintsuta, to cause to say
;
causative

from anuta. intlo v’undinni led* ani-

pinchi
,
pretending you have nothing

in the house when you have.
anip6tarani, lest it should be said,

anitya, impermanence, used esp. in

philosophy; Skt. from a-, privative,

and nitya, permanent,
anjali, folded hands. Skt. vadu anjali

chesinJddu . he salutedwithfoldedhands,
anjanamu, lamp-black. This is used
in magic, you are made to look into

a drop of lamp-black and see visions,

anna, having said; past participle of

anuta . y’im anna $are3 it does not
matter what they say.

anna, elder brother; also used as a
form of address to older men.
annadammulu, brothers; from anna
and tammudu . dvalintacu annadam-
muF unndru gani tummucu tammud
aind ledu, yawning is infectious, sneez-
ing is not.
annamu, rice, food

;
only used of

cooked rice, uncooked is biyyamu.
nadu v'unte navdbu sdyebuf annamu
v y
unte amiru sayebu

}
if he has territory

a Muhammadan is a Nawab Sahib ; if

he has enough to eathe isanAmir Sahib

.

aruJasatramu, choultry, restaurant

;

from annamu and satramu , choultry
or an eating-house.
annavastramulu, food and clothes;

from annamu and vastramulu
t cloth-

ing. dyana nacu anna vastrdlacu

y’emi lopam ledundid tagina ddhdramu
ckesipoyinaru, he has given us suitable

maintenance—food and clothes with-
out stint.

anna, a corrupted form of aind
t
even.

matladutadanna y
even to talk,

anni, annitini, all. nacu petiina alan-
cdramulan annitini balavantangd tempi
vesiy forcibly cutting off all my orna-
ments

;
annitici tammune nammi y’un-

ndnUy I trust you in everything,
anriitamu, false, devunni arddhintsa-
dam mani vesi

y
nenu y'erparachina

bommala puja chestu, prazalu mudhul
autu v*unndru

,
satyam vadali petti

anriitavadul autu v'unndru, people
abandoning God’s worship and taking
to the service of idols which I have
set up are becoming stupid, and
abandoning truth are becoming false,

-anta, suffix meaning 'whole’ . The final

a is lengthened, in talk, desamanta » the
whole country.
anta, then; in plural, times, antalo,

meanwhile; mud'antalu, three times
(as much) ; anta-daca, till then (anddca
in talk).

anta, that, anta cajg.er than that; anta
mattucu

,
up to that; anta matram

, so
much; antacu mundu, befpre that,

anta, as much as, such, so much, as
far as. dcali acdsam anta

,
gontuca sudi

bezsam anta
,
biting off more than one

can chew; goranta v’unte condanta chi-

stddu, making a mountain ofa molehill.
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anta, till, to, close to; from antuta

,

touch, telucu pettanam iste
,
tellavdrlu

anta podichindata ,
when power was

given to the scorpion it stung till

dawn, so they say
;
modal anta coyuta,

to eradicate; ventrucalanu modal anta

cattirinchinddu, he cropped his hair

close.

anta, to say; contracted from anuta.

antacantacu, by degrees; from anta

,

then.

antach-, prefix meaning in ; the ch is

pronounced as in loch. Skt.

antaclicaranamu, the mind, h*eart,

the inner sense. Skt. itanu manchi
antachcarana calavddu

,
he has a very

good heart.

antachpuramu, the inner rooms, i.e.

the zenana, seraglio. Skt.

antadaca, till then; from anta
,
then,

and ddca, until, andaca in talk,

antagattuta, to join, foist
;
from antuta

and cattuta. ndcu panici rdni motaru
banfini Ramayyacu anta gattenu , I

foisted my useless car on Ramayya.
antaga, so much, very much, ninnu

antaga adigite, however much he may
ask you; antaga ca valeri’ante, if he
wants very much,
antamandi, so many people,

anta mattucu, so far, pro tanto (in

law).

antamu, end. Skt. asacu antamu ledu,

desire has no limit,

antamu lecunda, ad infinitum.

antantaga, so — so.

antaramu, space, difference, disparity,

other. Skt. vari y’antaramu emi ni

y’antaramu emi
,
consider their rank

and yours. Used particularly in com-
pounds: bhashdntaramu, translation;

sthaVdntaram *andu, in another place

;

granthdntharam5
andu, in another

book ; desdntaramu poyinadu, he went
to another country; matantaramu,
another religion; dvipdntara-vasamu,
transportation (law),

antarangamu, mind, heart. Skt.,

antach
y

inner, and rangam
, scene.

nenn dyanacu antaranga snehitunni
,

I am his bosom friend,

antaratma, soul. Skt. yevarici anta-
ratmalu lend lev ani bodhintamuy we
will teach that souls do not exist at all.

antardhanamu, disappearance. Skt.,

from antaramu . antardhdnam ’ aipo-
tamUy we shall disappear,

antargica sabha, newspaper word for

Privy Council.
antaricshamu, sky. Skt., from anta
and ricshamu

,
what is seen in the

middle. Used in books,
antarintsuta, to cross. Skt.

antastu, story. Bomhdyilo padi antas-

tula medal anecamulu v'unnavi, there
are many 10-storied buildings in

Bombay.
antata, there; from anta.

antata, in combination means self, by
one’s own. evari-antata-varu poyi-
naruy each went his own way; tan-

' antata tane lechi ra valenUy he must
get up by himself and come,

ante, just so much; from anta, more
emphatic, i v'urici a v*ur ento

,
av’urici

i v’ur'ante, it is just as far from A to B
as from B to A, i.e. six of one and
half-dozen of the other.

ant£, if one says or asks; if you want
to know. Conditional form of anuta.
dyana cheppin

>

adi y’em ante, if you
want to know what he said, i.e. he
spoke as follows; i rozu varjyamu
y'eppud ante pagalu miidu gantalacu,
if you want to know when unlucky
time is to-day it is at 3 p.m.; endue ’

ante, if you ask why, because,
antintsatagina, adhesive (of a stamp)

;

from antintsuta and taguta, fit.

antintsuta, to stick; causative form
antuta.

antlu, ceremonial impurity, filth in
general; from antuta, infect, antlu
tomu conuta, to clean up filth,

antsana, estimate, used especially of
crop estimates.

antsu, hem, border, brim, bank, y’eti

antsu, bank of a river; ginne antsu

,

brimofacup
;
cuttinaantsu, a sewfthem.

antsuna, on the edge, margin, brim.
uri antsuna, on the edge of the village,

antu, end.
antu, dirt, contagion,
antu, close-fitting.

antuconuta, to stick (intransitive), to
catch fire, to catch a disease, agnini
tagilinchi dart colpina tarvata adi
antuconi mandutu v’unte maUi drpi
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myyadam sddhyam cadu, when fire

has once kindled and flamed it is

difficult to quench.
antudu, contagious; from antuta

,
to

infect.

antu mamidi, graft mango,
anfupdgulu, close-fitting ear-rings

used by males
;
from antuta

,

stick

close, and pogu, ear-ring,

antuta, to stick, touch (intransitive),

infect, ddni rogamu vanici antinadi
,

he caught her disease from her.

antyamu, last. Skt. antya nishthuramu
canna adi nishthurame melu, it is better

that a man should be cruel to you in

the beginning than at the end.
anu, prefix meaning with, under. Skt.

;

corresponds with Latin con-, sub-.

anubandhamu, tie, bond. Skt., from
anu and bandham. premanubandhamu,

the bond of love.

amibhavamu, experience. Skt., from
anu-, under, and bhavam, being, nenu
ml andari cante yeccuva amibhavam
galavadini

, I have more experience

than any of you. As revenue term,
enjoyment (of lands, &c.).

anubhavasdli, man of experience.

Skt., from anu-bhavam and sail, pos-
sessed of. anubhavasdlul aina vdru
cheppinadivinna taruvata

,
after hearing

what experienced men have to say.

anubhavamu, dignity, grandeur. Skt.

from anu-, under, and bhavam
,
mind,

nature.

anubhdgamu, enjoyment. Skt., from
anu-, under, and bhogam, enjoyment,
anubhoga badhyata, easement, right

of enjoyment. A legal term,
anucampa, pity. Skt. A literary

word, zdli or daya are commoner,
anucarintsuta, to imitate. Skt., used
in newspapers,
anucaramu, imitation. Skt.

anuchttamu, unsuitable. Skt., from
a privative and uchitam, fit.

anuconuta, to think, reflexive from
anuta

,

the ordinary word for ‘to think",

‘suppose’, gddlda coducu Brahma De-
vudu ddavdUacu inta anydyam ches-

tdd'anininu calaldnuanuco ledu, I never
supposed in my dreams that the beast

Brahma would do such injustice to

women.

anuculamu, suitable, favourable, con-
venience. Skt., from anu-, under, and
culam

,
fit. anucula cdlamu , suitable

time; daivdnuculamu valla
, by God’s

grace.

anuculanga, favourably, according to.

Skt. The opposite is pratkulangd.

tamaru md prayainanici anuculanga
chepputard? pratiatlangd chepputdrd?

i

will you speak for or against our
proposal ?

anugnya, order, command. Skt.
anugrahamu, favour. Skt.

anugrahintsuta, to favour. Skt. de-
vudu micu anugrahintsa vaien ani na
manasphurtigd prarthistu v’unndnu,
I heartily pray God to favour you;
md inti daca anugrahisfunndra? will

you favour me with a visit ?

anugunamuga, conformably. Skt.

Also anugunanga. tad'anugunangd,
according to that.

anumati, consent. Skt. mini anumati
y'icliche daca pdnigrahanam cheyya-
danici nen'anglcarintsa ledu

,
I do not

agree to marry till you give your con-
sent; mi anumatinipondi, getting your
consent.
anumatintsuta, to consent. Skt.

anumanamu, suspicion. Skt. anu-

manaspadamaina manushyulu, suspi-

cious characters.

anumanintsuta, to suspect. Skt. mlru
a vishayamlo anumanintsadandi

,

have
no suspicion about that,

anumatramu, small as an atom. Skt.,

from anuvu, atom, and mdtram,
measure.
anumulu, an edible pulse, dolichos

catjang

,

a bean that grows in the

fields ; used in the plural of the seeds

or beans as in case of other food
crops.

anuracti, love. Skt.

anuragamu, love. Skt.

anusarintsuta, to follow. Skt.

anusaramuga, according to.

anushangamu, love, accompaniment,
concomitant. Skt. Used onljrin books,
anushthanamu, observance (reli-

gious). Skt.

anusbthintsuta, to observe. Skt.

anuta, to say, think. The commonest
word for ‘ to say’ is chepputa, but this
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also is very common, especially where anyonyanga, mutually (attachment);

it is more euphonic, ramm’anu, tell from anya, other. Satyavati, mogudu
him to come, is used rather than yenta anyonyanga v’undiprativishayam-

ramm’ani cheppu. The meaning ‘think’ lonu y'aicavdcyangd v’untaro tsuchi-

is usually expressed by the middle ndrd? have you not seen how Satyavati

voice, anuconuta. The past participle and her husband are full of mutual
am is the ordinary word for ‘that*; attachment and always of one mind?
ane, anedi are the ordinary words for anyudu, other person, stranger, ndcn
* which ’

;
the mind which desires is tappa anyulacu teliyadu

,
it is not

cd valenu ane manasu; the conditional known to any one except me.
form ante is the ordinary way of apa-, prefix meaning away from. Skt.

introducing an explanation in the The Latin ab-, Greek apo, English,

combinations yemante and yenducante, ab-, av~.

if you ask what, if you want to"know apabhramsamu, vulgar (of words,
why. language), colloquial. Skt. Vulgar
anutdpamu, sorrow. Skt. There are Telugu, of which this is a dictionary,

about 40 words for grief in Telugu; is also known as gramyam, village

this is one of the common ones; the language; it is, however, much to be
commonest of all is duhkhamu preferred to the dog-Sanskrit used in

(Skt). books,

anutsuta, to suppress, ituvanti pociri apacaramu, injury, sin. Skt., from apa-
vallanu anichi veyyadanici manam and cdram ,

deed, vacari y’andu cdr-

emaina chestene cdni bottigd bagd panyamu vahinchi varici apacdram
v’unnadi cddu

,

it is our clear duty to cheyyadanici tsudadam, bearing malice
try to suppress such rogues, against some one and seeking to do
anuvartana, following, obedience, him an injury.

Skt., anu- and vartana, conduct, apac&ramaina, defamatory (in law).

garvamu lenidi, anuvartana caladi ai Skt.

v'unn'atfaite, if she is humble and apacdri, one who has injured you.
obedient. Skt. apacdric’aina v’upacdrame cheyya

anuvartintsu-£a,to serve, follow, court, valenu
,
do good even to him who has

Skt. done you evil
;
this maxim is just as

anuv&damu, translation. much Hindu as Christian or Jewish
anuvu, atom. Skt. (Proverbs xxv. 21).

aiiuvu, suitableness, anuvugani tsotu
,
apacharamu, incivility. Skt.

an improper place. apacirti, ill fame. Skt., from apa and
anv6shanamu, investigation. Skt. cirti

,
fame, apacirti cheta crungi poyi,

Used also as a suffix, in such words crushed by bad repute; valla manchi
as vardnveshanamu ,

search after a peru cheda cotti apacirti vachchefatlu
bridegroom ; satyanveshanamu, search chetamu.

, destroying their good name
after truth

;
Gdndhigd.ru satyanveshana we shall bring bad repute on them;

parul antdru, people say that Gandhi ituvanti acdrya carandnid punucunte
is in quest of truth. miru apacirti palai potdru , if you
anveshintsuta, to search for. Skt. venture on such an improper course
anya-, prefix meaning other, alien, you will fall into ill repute. «
foreign. Skt. anya matamu, foreign apaharintsuta, to carry off, to plunder,
religion, such as Christianity; anya Skt.
desamu, foreign country; anya desapu, apahdramu, carrying off, misappro-
foreign

;0anya desasthulu, foreigners- priation, robbery. Skt. neramugala
any&yamu, injustice. Skt., from a apdhdramu is the way our official

privative and nyayamu
,
justice. translators translate criminal mis-

anyayamuga, unjustly. appropriation.
anydnyamu, mutuality, attachment, apajayamu, defeat. Skt., from apa-

Skt., reduplicated*
|

and jayamu, victory.
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apakhyati, disgrace. Skt., from apa-
and khydti, renown, nenu panilo
nundi cirti sampddistu v'unte nd chel-

lelu y’inta apakhyati testu v'unnada?
when I have got such a good reputa-
tion by my work, is my younger sister

to bring disgrace upon me ?

apamanamu, dishonour. Skt., from
apa- and manam, honour,
apanammacamu, distrust, ippudu
atuvanti apanammacam yemi ledu cani,

though there is no suspicion of the

sort now.
apanepamu, false or unjust accusa-

tion.

apaninda, slander,

apapadi, injustice.

apaprayogamu, misapplication of a

word or an idiom.
apara, prefix meaning other, last, be-
hind. Skt.

aparabuddhi, want of sense; apara-,

behind, loitering, and buddhi, sense.

adadani buddhi aparabuddhi

,

female
sense is sense that lags behind,

aparacriyalu, last, i.e. funeral rites,

aparadhamu, fault, fine. Skt. In
common use; also zulmand.

aparadhi, delinquent,
aparahnamu, afternoon. Skt., from
apara-, after, and dhnam (ahamu),
day. ma tandri garu ma v'utto apa-
rahnamu tirigitene cdni bhojandnici

vachchevare cam

,

my father used not
to come to dinner till after his after-

noon stroll in the village,

aparalu, mixed beans, grains,

aparavataramu, reincarnation. Skt.,

from apara-, after, and avataram, in-

carnation. miru iddaru Dhanvantari
yocca apardvatdralu, you are two rein-

carnations of Aesculapius,
aparimitam, boundless. Skt., from
a privative and parimitamt boundary,
aparufcamu, ugly. Skt., from apa-
and rupam, form.
aparupamuga tsiitsuta is collo-

quially used in the sense of being]
strangely fond, vddu pillavddini bahu

\

aparupamuga tsustadu
,
he is inordi-

nately fond of the child.

apa$acunamu, ill-omened. Skt., from
apa- and sacunam

,

omen, atuvanti

apasacunam aina taruvdta yedi ye-

C

maind praydnamu cheyya ciidadu

,

no
journey should be undertaken after

such a bad omen,
apasatyamu, perjury,
apasavyamu, contrary', on the wrong
side, perverse, vddu vatti apasavyapu
maniski, he is a most perverse person,
apasvaramu, false note. Skt., apa-
and svaram, note, apasvardlu cavit-

vamu cheppina vdrivi cdniy ddnivi cdvu,
she has not made any false notes, they
are the composer’s.
apayadamu, libel. Skt., from apa-
and vddamu, speech, urilo intamandi

y
yundagd y’£ apavadamu nl midaci

vachchinadi y'emayyd? why should
you be singled out for calumny in the
whole village ?

apayasamu, infamy,
apangteyudu, an unfashionable man,
an outcaste. Skt. Used in Telugu as

a term of abuse, vitantuvuni pelli

chesu conna apdngteyapu gddida coducu
vldici yenta pogaru vachchinadi? look
at the swank of this wretch who has
married a widow.
aparamu, boundless. Skt., from a
privative and param, opposite shore.
nd manassulonil santosham apdrangd
pongi porli potu v*unnadi

,
boundless

joy is bubbling over in my heart,

apdrthtamu, misinterpretation. Skt.,

from apa- and artham , meaning.
sastramu telisinavadini nenu v y

until

v'undagdne , nd mundara padalici itu-

vanti apdrthalu chestu v’unndvu
, you

dare make such misinterpretations of
words before me when I, who know
the Shastras, am present; nd mata-
lacu apdrthalu cheyyacu, do not mis-
interpret my words,
apatramu, unworthy. Skt., from a
* privative and pairam, worthy,
apatravyamu, unworthiness, nenu
vatti apatravyam yenducu cheyya
valenu? why should I be guilty of
utter unworthiness ?

apayacaramu, dangerous. Skt.
apayamu, danger. Skt.

apecsha, desire. Skt. i yHndriya
sukhapecsha nunchi nd hrudayamu mal-
lunu gdcal may my heart be turned
from this sensual desire!

apecshintsuta, to desire. Skt.
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apiiu, appeal. English, apilucortu
,

court of appeal; apiluddru,
appellant;

also appilu.

apohamu, wrong suspicion, false in-

ference. Skt., from apa- and uka,

thought, suspicion. Jdnaci mtda apoha

padi ddnni tsampadantci prayatnam
chesinadu, having a "false suspicion of

Janaci he tried to murder her.

appa, father. Hebrew abba, Italian

babbo.

-appa, suffix added to names to show
respect. Rdmappa, Mr. Rama. ,

appa, elder sister
;
morecommonly acca

.

appadamu, fried flour flakes, eaten

with curry by Europeans,
appaginta, handing over; also oppa-

ginta or vappaginta .

appagintsuta, to hand over
;
also oppa-

gintsuta or vappagintsuta.

appamu, a sweet cake,

appatici, by that time; from appudu,
then.

appaticini, even then,

appati nunchx, from that time,

appatlo, at that time,
appilu, English

;
same as apilu.

appitstsuta, to lend; from appu
,
loan,

and itstsuta, give.

appo soppo, some debt or other
;
alli-

terative reduplication, ye appo soppo
chesi, having made some debt or

other.

appu, loan, appu muppu, debt is a

misfortune ; appu leca pote uppu ganje
melu, it is better to live on rice-water

and salt than to get into debt,

appu putsuconuta, to take a loan,

appudappudu, from time to time,

appude, at that moment,
appudu, then, when ; when post-fixed

to a past participle it must be trans-

lated ‘when*, chesin
3appudu, when he

had done.
apratishtha, bad name, dishonour.
Skt., from a privative and pratishtha,

fame, consecration, ippudu bogam-
ddnniv 3

untsucovadamepratishthagdnu,
v

3

untsucOcapovadamu apratishthagdnu
y*entsa badutu v’unnadi, nowadays it

is honourable to keep a dancing girl,

dishonourable not to keep one.

apratlshtha-niramu, defamation; a
legal term, itadu ni mtda teckchina

apratishtka-neramu purtigd ruzuvu
paddadi

,
the defamation case he

brought against you has been fully

proved.
apriyamu, unpleasant. Skt., from a
privative and priyam

,
love,

apsarasa, apsara-stri, heavenly cour-
tesan. Skt. These heavenly harlots

have names, Rambha, See. ;
they pro-

vide one of the pleasures of heaven
for those who have been virtuous on
earth (Hindu religion), i locamlo ap-

sara strilu leca poyind d lopam lecunda

v’ur’ura cdvalasinantamandi apsara
strilu

,
vesya striVunndru; vdllu lecunda

y’i locamlo devatalacu yevariciv'utstsa-

vdlu zarugavu ,
as there are no heavenly

courtesans on this earth, to cure that

defect there are in every village as

many dancing girls as necessary;

without them no God’s procession can
take place.

aputrudu, sonless; from a privative

and putrudu
,
son.

apiirvamu, strange. Skt., from a
privative and purvam, previous, idi

yedo apurva pandita laeshanam edni

samanyamaindi eddu
,
that is an un-

usual, not a common, characteristic

of pundits.

ara, half, adjective; the noun is artha-

mu or sagamu.
araca, plough complete with bul-
locks.

aracalu, sole of foot; also aricalu.

aracheyyi, palm of hand; also ara-

cheyi. arachetildni addamu, a very
clear thing. An idiom, adi aracheti-

16 addamu lagu telustune v 3

undi
,
it is

quite clear,

aradanda, handcuff,
araguta, to wear away, aragatiyuta is

to grate.

aramara, hesitation, manald manacu
v’unna purvapu snehdnni batfi yemi
aramara lecundd adugutu v

3

unndnu, I

ask without hesitation in view of our
old friendship.

aramodutsuta, to half-close,

aramomu, profile, aramomu cheyuta
,

to turn away the face, to disregard,
aranamu, dowry. Skt. suguna sampa-

daye goppa aranam, virtue is a great
dowry; a chinnadi y’iravai vela rupd-
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yalu aranam tisucu vastundi, that girl

has a dowry of Rs. 20,000.
aranyamu, wilderness, jungle. Skt.

Often translated * forest’, but wrongly.
aranya sunacamu, a wolf; aranyaroda-

\

namu
,
a cry in the wilderness,

aranyarodanamu, a voice crying in

the wilderness, vain lamentations.
Skt., from aranya

m

and rodanam
,

weeping, retlanu taggintsa valen ani
aranya rodanamuVainavi, a vain cry
for reduction of rates,

arapa, field platform,

arapu, cry, roar; from aratsuta, roar;

usually the roar of a beast or of a

man in a temper, ceca is the usual
human cry, cuta the cry of a bird or
a beast.

arataculu, plantain leaves,

arati-cdyalu, green plantains,

arati-chettu, plantain tree,

arati-pandu, plantain fruit, aratipand
*

olichi chetici itsnta , to simplify. An
idiom. yH pustacamu aratipand'olichi

chetici ichchin'atlu Telugu bhaskanu
bodha chestundiy this book makes the
teaching of Telugu as simple as

peeling a potato.

aratsuta, to roar, of men and various
animals, arache cucca carava neradu,
a barking dog does not bite; nivu
v’urice aravaca norii musuco, hold your
tongue and do not make a silly noise.

Bleating and barking and roaring may
be aratsutsunnadi, but barking is

usually morugutsunnadi, and roaring,

garjintsutsunnadi.

aravai, 60.

aravaimandi, 60 people,

aravamu, Tamil.
aravindamu, lotus. Skt. There are

at least 20 words for lotus with which
they make play in descriptions in

book^; this is one of the three or
four common words, padma is per-
haps the commonest. Both aravinda
and padma are female names,
arayuta, to inquire, yogacshemamulu
arayuta, inquire about one’s health,

archacudu, priest. Skt.

archana, worship. Skt.

archintsuta, to worship. Skt.

arhamaina, fitting. Skt. mi goppa-
tandnici y'idi yentamdtramu arhamai-

nadi cad'ani ndcn telusunu, gdni nd
bhactini batti mir'idi anglcarintstsa

valenu, please accept this in token of
my devotion, though I know it is un-

I worthy of your greatness,

arhata, fitness. Skt.

arhudu, worthy. nen'arJumnaina san-

gati micu telusunu,
you know I am

a fit man.
aricalu, sole of the foot, aricdln manta
7iettici vastundi y an idiom for angry.
vadini tsiiste nacu aricali manta nettici

vastundiy when I look upon him bad
blood flows in me from head to foot,

arise, sweet fried rice cake,

arishtamu, calamity. Skt.

arjf, petition. Hindustani. Arjis begin
A taluka B gramam capurastkndu C
vrdsnconna arji yemante and end up
with the prayer introduced by ganuca ;

some officers tell their clerks to start

from ganuca when they have petitions

read to them,
arjidaru, petitioner,

arpana, offering. Skt. andani pulu
devunici arpana , offering God flowers

out of reach.

arpintsuta, to offer. Skt.

arpitamu, offered. Skt. grdmamu
samudrarpitam ainadiy the village be-
came the sea’s prey (was eroded),

artifiamu, half. Skt. artha gadiya
bhogam'dru nelala rdgam, half an
hour’s enjoyment and six months’
disease.

arthamu, meaning. Skt. nicu artha-

mu ainada

?

do you understand?
arthamu, wealth. Skt.

-arthamu, suffix meaning on account
of. Skt. racshanarthamai po } go to

save.

arthamu cheyuta, construe,

artharatri, midnight. Skt.

arthasastramu, political economy.
Skt., from artham

y
wealth, and sds-

tram
y
science.

arthangicaramu, half consent, vadu
arthdngicdramuto Telugu tsadwvut un-
naduy he studies Telugu rather un-
willingly.

arthantaramu, another meaning.
Skt., from arthamy meaning, and anta-

ram ,
other.

arudentsuta, to go; combination of



arudu [20] .
asandarbhamu

arugn and tentsuta which both mean
‘ to go* in books. In books the Telu-

gus dislike using common words like

povuta (go) or cheyuta (do); so for
* to go * arudentsuta, etentsuta, tsanuta,

tsanudentsuta, &c., are used and for

‘to do* onartsuta, cavintsuta ,
&c.

They do this even in newspapers ;
the

same feeling makes our clerks write

‘proceed* instead of ‘go* in English,

and ‘commence’ instead of ‘begin*,

arudu, rare.

arugu, pial (Anglo-Indian), ,stoep

(Dutch), tinnai (Tamil). There does

not seem to be an English word for

this raised platform or verandah out-

side a house, ippadu yH arugula visha-

yamulo nacuyemi istd.ru ? (municipal

councillor speaking) now what will you
give me in the matter of these pials ?

(Pials are the commonest form of en-

croachments on streets, and municipal
councillors are commonly supposed to

wink at them for a consideration.)

arugudentsuta, to go, in books, from
aruguta

,
to go, and tentsuta, to go.

arugudentsuta is sometimes used in

the sense of dayacheyuta ,
deigning to

come, chaeravartigaruyHdesamunacu
rendu sarlu arugudenchindru

,
the King

Emperor has deigned to come twice
to this country.
aruguta, to be digested, nacu yenta
tinnd arugutundiy nenu raUu tini jir-

7}amu chesuco galanu, however much
I eat it will be digested, even stones,

aruguta, to go.

arulumarulu, dotage; an onomato-
poeic word.
arunddayamu, dawn. Skt., from
arunudu, sun, and udayam

,
rising.

Commonly used in novels and de-
scriptive passages. Telugu novelists

all think they must describe at least

one sunrise and one sunset in dog-
Sanskrit. —

—

arupu, a roar ; from aratsuta, to

roar.

aruvadi,*6o
; more commonly aravai .

aruvu, loan in kind, grain, &c., given
on credit, bazdrulo v'uppu chinta-

pandu y'ichche Idguna dinici aruvu
beramu ledu; roccamu cummarintsa
valenu

,
it is not like getting salt and

tamarind on credit in the bazaar; cash
must pour out.

asacti, asactata, weakness. Skt., from
a privative, §acti> strength, vigour,

asactudu, a weak man. Skt. nwu
asactudavu ganuca y’itarula sahdyamu
lecundd yemi cheyya levu

,
because you

are weak you can do nothing without
the help ofothers ;

asactadurjanatvamu
s

wickedness bom of incompetency,
asahayasurudu, single-handed hero.
Skt., from a privative, sahayam, heljp,

and sura, hero . mi vanti asahdyasurulu
cheyya valenu gdni md cheta yemi cadu

,

we can do nothing, it is for knight-
errants like you to do it.

asahyamu, loathsome. Sktic., from a
privative and sahintsuta

,
to bear,

asahyintsuta, to loathe. Sktic.

asalu, to begin with, really. Hindu-
stani

;
adverb, vaca cagitam mtda vrdsi

asalu nicu vrdta vachchin attu cana-
paratsu

,
put it on paper and show

that you can really write; micu
tandri asale ledd? have you really no
father?

asalu, original. Hindustani; adjective.

asalu vddi
,
the original plaintiff,

asalu, principal, capital. Hindustani;
short for asalu-mottam, the original

sum.
asamarthata, incapacity. Skt., from
a privative and samartham , capacity,

asamarthudu, incompetent man.
asamayamu, unreasonable, untimely.
Skt., from a privative and samayam

,

occasion.

asambandhamu,disconnected. Sktic.,

from a privative and sambandham
,

connexion.
asambhavamu, unlikely. Sktic., from
a privativeandsambhavintsuta

,
happen

,

asammati, disapprobation. Skt., from
a privative and sammati, consent,
asampurti, incomplete. Skt.,Trom a
privative, sam, with, and purti

,
com-

plete.

asanamu, boiled rice, food. Skt. for
Telugu annam . Used chiefly in com-
pounds. Thus a meat-eater is mamsa-
sanuduy a term of contempt in brah-
min mouths.
asandarbhamu, inconvenience. Skt.,

a privative and sandarbham
, circum-
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stance, puttillu daggira v’uru cavadam
cheta yH asandarbham vastu v'untundi

.

,

this inconvenience occurs because the
town is near (my wife’s) parents’

home.
asantushti, dissatisfaction. Skt., a
privative and santushti, joy.

asatyamu, untruthfulness. Skt., a
privative and satyam

,
truth, zudamii

,

pdnamu, asatyamu modalaina dush-
cdryamulu

,
gambling, drink, lying,

and other vices.

aSauchamu, uncleanness. Skt., from
a privative and suchi, purity; adjec-

tival form.
asadharanamu, uncommon. Skt., a
privative and sadharanamu, ordinary.

vadilo asddhdranam aina ydgyata v'un-

nadi
,
he is a man of uncommon merit.

as^dhyamu, impossible. Skt. Ocadu:
/ locamlo asddhyam anedi yedi ledu.

Snehitudu: Aite na pellam sangati

nuvvu yeragav anna mata. A Hindu

:

There is nothing impossible in this

world. Friend: Then you don’t know
my wife.

asadhyata, impossibility.

asadhyudu, extraordinary person, ita-

nu yeccadi vado asadhyudu lag ’ unnadu

,

abharanam tsancalo v’unna sangati

cuda grahinchinddu, he seems to have
some sort of extraordinary gift, he has
guessed that I have the jewellery in

my armpit.

asamanyamu, extraordinary. Skt.,

from a privative and samdnyam ,

ordinary.

asamanyudu, extraordinary person.
asesaru, assessor (in Sessions Court).
English.

aseshamu, whole. Skt., from a priva-

tive and sesham t remainder, i patta-

namlo asesha janam santoshinchindru
,

the whole population of this town
rejoi<»ed

;
ur’aseshamanu pilichinaru

,

they invited the whole village; mana
grdmamu aseshamu , the whole of our
village.

ashtami, 8th day after full moon or

new moon; from Skt. for 8.

asmat-, prefix meaning my. Skt.

Used in composition with Sanskrit

words in books only, asmaddgama-
namu

,
my arrival.

aspashtamu, indistinct. Skt., from
a privative and spa$hta?n> distinct,

asprusyudu, untouchable. Skt., from
a privative and spriisa

y touch, devd-
layamu n'andu aspriisyulu pravesin-

tsutacu sveckcha y’osaga valenu, free-

dom must be given to untouchables to

enter temples. (The Hindu religion

does not allow pariahs to enter

temples; the removal of untouchabi-
lity is part of the Congress platform.
But when in the no-tax campaign at

Guntur in 1922 a pariah was taken
to 3. temple the local Vai§yas made
a bonfire of khaddar cloth to show
their disgust and severed their con-
nexion with the Congress.)
asraddha, negligence. Skt., from a
privative and sraddha, concentration.

bahu-asraddha is a legal term for gross

negligence.

asruvu, tear. Skt. The Telugu is

can-niru, eye-water,

astamanamu, all day long. Skt. In
Sanskrit it means ‘sunset’, ‘evening’.

mi notici astamanamu 1

ose ose
i anna

matacu visugu ledu, you do not tire

of girling me my good girl all day;
micu astamanamu nannu adiposuco-

vadamtone sari potundi, you keep
scolding me all day long. -

asthi, asthica, bone. Skt.

asthi-panjaramu, skeleton. From
Skt., asthi, bone, and panjaramu, cage,

asthiramu, unstable, transient. Skt.

asti-nasti, doubtful, partly true and
partly false. Skt.

astramu, missile. Skt.

asuchi, impurity. Skt., from a priva-
tive and suchi, pure,

asuddhamu, impurity, filth. Skt.,

from a privative and suddham
, pure,

asuddha paratsuta, to foul,

asura, demon. Skt., supposed to be de-
rivedfromAssyrian . Havana isan asura.

asuya (ta), disgust. Skt.; in Sanskrit
it means ‘envy’, asuyato mogamu
trippuconfunnadu, twisfs his face in
disgust; doralacu mana mitfa asuyata
puttistaru

,
they will make the gentle-

men (Europeans) disgusted with us.

asvamu, horse. Skt. Used only in
books and compounds. Telugu, gur-

ramu .
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asvaddha, holy fig-tree. Skt. In

Telugu, ravi chettn .

asvamedhamu, horse-sacrifice, asva-

radhamu ,
horse chariot; asva-sastra-

mu

,

veterinary science ;
asvavaid-

yud.it, veterinary doctor, asvarudhudu,
mounted on a horse; asvasdla, stable,

asvasthata, ill-health. Skt.

-ata, suffix meaning 'he says’, ‘so

they say’; very common, the speaker

takes no responsibility for the accuracy
of the^statement; from anuta, to say.

H.E. the Governor having come and
failed to shoot a bear, says hef will

come again and shoot one ; this being
translated to the beaters would be
malli vastar’ata, elugubantini cottutar

’

afa, he says he will come again and
says he will shoot a bear,

ata, there, atacu po, go there; atu-

nunchi, from there,

ata, that, atamunnu
,
before that,

ataca, lift, shelf, ataca rnida gummadi
cdyalu tsdla v'unnavi, there are many
pumpkins on the shelf,

atacayintsuta, to obstruct. Hindu-
stani, atacand.

atadu, lie.

atagadu, he, contemptuous,
atanu, he.
atd, form of address to a woman,
ati, prefix meaning great, excessive.

Skt.

aticintsuta, to solder, fit.

aticramamu, transgression. Skt.,

from ati-, beyond, and cramain, line,

aticramintsuta, to transgress,

atidirghamu, prolix. Skt., from ati-,

beyond, and dirgham, long,
atimutramu, diabetes (excess of
urine). Skt.

atirecamu, excess. Skt., from ati-,

beyond, and recam line, yauvanam'an-
du javardndru cdmdtirecamu dieta
cashta-sughamulan ’ entsaca peru pra-
tishtala patimpaca yentati sdhasa
criityamun’aind cheyutacu sdhasinturu,

young women stirred by excess of lust

in youth^will venture on any daring
deed without considering comfort or
discomfort, name or fame,
atisamipa, nearest, very near. Skt.,

from ati- and samipam, near, atisa-

mipa gnydti
,
nearest of kin.

atisayamu, excess. Skt.

atisayintsuta, to surpass. Skt.

atisayocti, exaggeration. Skt.

atisaramu, diarrhoea, dysentery. Skt.

atithi, guest. Skt., from a privative

and tithi, day. intamandi griihasthu-

lanu tsuchinanu gani micu vale atithici

inta sraddhabhactulatosvayamgdv'upa-
chdram cliese varini nenu y'eccadd
tsuda ledu, I have seen many hosts but
never one who himself served his

guest with such devotion and atten-

tion as you;
Gnyapti y’atithci mari y’untunnadi

rozulu y
yanni

Satcdram Sri Raja samastam chesi-

na y’andu.
The guest will remember all his days
the hospitality of the Raja. (It will be
noted that these lines of Telugu are
hexameters. They are a translation

of two lines of Homer which I wrote
in a Raja’s Visitors’ Book. Colloquial
Telugu runs easily into hexameters
and this is the metre which I recom-
mend to the Telugus for translation

of Homer, the Ramdyana, &c.)
atithi-satcaramu, hospitality. Skt.
ativadi, an extremist, usually applied
to a Congress propagandist,
ativagudu, excessive talk; vdgudu,
sounding, noise, nt ativdgudu catti

pettu, hold your tongue, make no
more noise; y’i desamulo ativdgudu-

valla gadabida zorugd v’unnadi, the
extremists are making much noise in
this country.

ativagulddu, chatterbox; from Skt.
ati-, excessive, and Telugu vdguta

,

chatter.

ativriishti, excess of rain. Skt., from
ati- and vrushti

, rain,

atla, atla, atl6, atlu, so, in that way,
that way. atle is emphatic, atld chep-
pinddu, he said so; eppatiyatla, as
usual; atld po, go there; atld v >

urici

po-vatstsund ? does that road lead to
the village?

atriipti, dissatisfaction. Skt., from a
privative and triipti, satisfaction,

atstsu, print, mould. magavdWantd
vaccate atstsu

,
males are all made in

one mould; vddu tandri atstsu, his
father’s image.
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atstsu veyuta, to print,

atta, attagaru, mother-in-law. atta
tsasti codalu y’edchin’atlu, like a
daughter - in - law weeping at her
mother-in-law’s death, crocodile tears

;

attd vacar’ inti codale, the mother-in-
law was daughter-in-law once in some
one’s house; attaleni codalu v'uttamu-
rdlu, codalu leni atta gutiavanturalu

,

where there is no mother-in-law the
daughter-in-law is excellent, where
there is no daughter-in-law the mother-
ki-law has all good qualities,

attamu, bunch of plantains,

attaru, attar (of roses or fragrant
flowers),

a£t6, there (emphatic), so (emphatic),
as it is, precisely then or there, as

before, atte undarii, leave it where
it is, just there; noppi atte unnadi

,
the

pain is no better; atte poyinadu , he
went at once, that moment,

atti, atti-manu, Indian fig tree
;
Ficus

glomerata. attimanu puchinattu, like

the atti tree flowering (it never
flowers); milk from a stone. The
fruit is atticdya or attipanclu. atti-

pandu tsudan' andamai y’undunu
potta vichchi tsuda puruguVundu

,

the
fig is handsome, but there is a worm
inside (All that glitters is not gold).

These are oft-quoted lines from
V6mana, a most popular poet. His
poetry has the authority of proverbs
in literate as well as illiterate mouths
in Telugu.

atti, such. Contraction of atuvanti.

praccanu nadachi povun attivdru ,

passers-by.
attu, sort of cake.

attu, like, as, that, to. enuguni tsuchi

cuccalu morigin ’attu, like dogs barking
at an elephant; nenu cheppin'attu
chesinadxi, he did as I said

;
atadu

vachfhetattu vrdsinanu, I wrote him
a letter to come ; atte v'unn'atfaite, if

it were as it was.
atu, that, then, atupurvamu, before
that

;
atuvalene, in the same way; etici

atupacca, on the other side ofthe river,

atucu, joint, atuculabonta
,
a patched-

up rug
;
atuculabonta cdpuramu, an em-

barrassed life; atucula-bratucu

,

living

without a job, on some one’s bounty.

atuculu, parched rice, i rdtri conckem
atuculu phalahdramu tappa yemi tina

aidadu, you must eat nothing to-night
except a light meal of parched rice,

atucuta, to fit, be soldered, be suitable.

bangardnici tancam podi resin attugd
yenta nizamaind madhya ndlugu abad~
dhalu restene cdni atacadu, you must
use a few lies as alloy for truth, other-
wise it -won't be solid,

atushti, dissatisfaction. Skt., from a
privative and tushti, satisfaction,

atuvanti, such; from atu, that, and
vanii, like.

atyanta, very great. Skt., from ati~,

beyond, and antam , end.
atyavasaramu, very necessary

;
emer-

gency; from ati and avasaram , neces-
sary.

atyasa, avarice. Skt., from ati-, ex-
cessive, and asa

,

desire,

au, also spelt avu , cow.
auchityamu, propriety; adjectival

form of uchitamu
,
proper. Skt.

audaryamu, liberality; adjectival form
of uddramu. Skt. mi audaryamu nacu
y'idi varace telisindi

,
miru nacu ckesina

gauravalalo y'idi vacati, your liberality

is known to me of old
;
this is one of

the honours you have done me.
auddhatyamu, rudeness

;
adjectival

form of uddhati. Skt.
audu, the under lip. audu caratsuta,

to bite the lips in anger,
aunu, yes ; from auta, it may become.
aunu is sometimes used in its proper
sense, adi na chetan'aunu , I can do
this; more usually it means ‘yes’.

aund cada? yes or no?
aupanishada, belonging to the Upani-
shads; adjectival form of Sanskrit
Upanishat .

aural oh! aura, yenta mosaml oh,
what a swindle!

auru, bulrush.
aushathamu, medicine ; adjectival

form of Skt. oshadhi. mandu is the
Telugu word but aushatham is also

exceedingly common,
auta, become; another form of aguta
and avuta ; the root is cd as in nacu cd
valenu

,

I want. Common uses of the
parts of this verb are aunu, yes ; aindi,

it is finished; aite, if. The opposite



ava [24] avasishtamu

to aunu is cddu

;

the opposite to aina,

being, is cdni, not being, ainavdnd-

lunnu cdnivdndhmnu, friends and ene-

mies; aund cada ? yes or no? vddu
midend autadu means what relation is

he of yours? vanici memuyemi camu,
we are no relations of his. aipoyinadi

means it is finished, as of work or

money, samvatstsaram ainadi, a year

is past, arthamainadd ? do you under-
stand ? The causal cdvintsuta is used
for * to do \ cd ledu means it has not
been done or come out, as tirpu cd ledu

,

judgement has not been delivered, cd
valasina varu means relations. In fact

auta with its negative cddu
,

its root

cd, its causative cdvintsuta

,

its past

participle ai, its conditional aite, and
so on, is the most useful word in the

language. <5riste (5rugallu patnam
autundi * Patience and Orugallu (Wa-
rangal) will become a city

9
is a com-

mon proverb.
ava, prefix meaning bad, untoward.
Skt. avalacshanamu, bad trait.

avacatavaca, absurd, untoward, ni

avacatavaca prasangam manaca poyi-
natt aite y’ippudu ndlugu tanni ninnu
intio nunchi avatalici sagan

9 amputanu ,

if you don’t stop your nonsense, I shall

kick you out of the house; ituvanpi

vallacu sastrdlalo y’ev aina avacata-
vaca prasnalu veyya valenu, with such
people the only thing to do is to ask
some nonsense questions out of the
Shastras; andulo yem'aina avacata-
vaca zarigite

,
if anything untoward

happens.
avacdsamu, opportunity. Skt. chicci

v’unna chilucala vale svSchcha vihdra-

munac' avacdsamu leca, without op-
portunity for free exercise like caged
parrots.

avadamu, become. A colloquial form
of aguta.

avadamucheta, as it came to that.

avadhanamu, attention. Skt. ava-
dhdni, person skilled in Shastras

;
post-

fixed in compounds, as ashtdvadhani,
a versatile man who can attend to

eight things simultaneously, satd-
vadhdniy a poet who can solve a hun-
dred poetic riddles at one and the
same time. They are also given as

titles to poets that have attained

literary eminence and precede their

names as ashtdvadhdni Domd Ven-
cataswdmi Gupta,

and satavadhdni
Tirupati ISastri. For an account of
ashtavadhanamu performed by Mr. K.
Viresalingam Pantulu see his Auto-
biography, vol. i.

avadhanudu, person skilled in the
Vedas, a priestly title, Skt..

avagahamu, comprehension. Skt.

sura yocca mahima suralac’aind dura-
vagahame, the splendour of nectar is

difficult even for the immortals to

comprehend.
avagnyata, contempt. Skt. ati pari

-

chaya avagnyata
,

familiarity breeds
contempt.
avalacshanamu, bad omen, dis-

honour. Skt. udydgam purusha lac-

shanam, adi pote avalacshanam, office

is the mark of a man, its loss dis-

honour.
avalambintsuta, to profess (a creed,

opinion). Skt.
avalilaga, easily. Skt.

avalocanamu, sight, looking. Skt.
avalocintsuta, to see. Skt. Con-
nected with English ‘look

9

,
a word

used only in books for tsutsuta .

avamanamu, disgrace, shame, dsa
bddhisfunnadi avamanamu badhisf
unnadi

,
desire incites, shame repels;

avamdna paratsadam
,
to insult,

avamanintsuta, to dishonour,
avarodhamu, obstruction. Skt. vdrici

margavarodhamu calagacundun’atlu ,

to prevent their way being ob-
structed.

avarodhintsuta, to obstruct. Skt.
saukhyamunacu mdrgamu avarodhin-
chi, having obstructed the way to
happiness.
avasaramu, necessity. Skt. avasar-
am’ain’appudu, when it is necessary,

avasarapaduta, be in a hurry; be in
need.
avasanamu, end. Skt. Commonest
in the compound paryavasdnam

,
re-

sult. avasdna calamun’andu, on his
death-bed.
avasishtamu, remainder. Skt. prd-
ndvasishtamugdy with just life left,

half dead.



avastha ayuctamu[25]

avastha, state, condition. Skt. bal-

yavastha, childhood
;
vardhacydvastha,

old age; mini y'inca yogabhydsamlo
modati avasthalone vhinndru

,
you are

still in the first stage of Yoga,
avasyacatvamu, necessity,

avasyamu, necessity. Skt.

avasyanga, necessarily,

avatala, beyond, on the other side.

The opposite is ivatala, on this side,

avatali, next, further, avatali Soma

-

vdramu, next Monday; avatali tattu,

the other side
;

avatali vainamulu
,

j

further particulars.

avatali-vallu, men on the other
side.

avatarintsuta, to become incarnate.

Skt., meaning ‘ to come down’ . Kriish-

nudugd avatarinchenu, he was incar-

nated as Krishna.
avataramu, incarnation. Visknuvu
y'ettina dasavataramulu, the ten in-

carnations of Vishnu,
avayavamu, limb. Skt.

avi, those things, aviyevarivi ? whose
are those?
avibhactamu, undivided. Skt., from
a privative and vibhactam, divided.

avibhacta cutumbamu is a joint or un-
divided family; miru vibhactula, avi

-

bhactula

?

have you divided your
family property, or haven’t you?
avichchitmamu, uninterrupted. Skt.,

from a privative and vichckit, parting.

ituvanti aicamatyam manalo v'unnadi
ganuca Merit parvatamu vale susti-

ranga v’undi yentamatram chedacunda
neti varacu avichchinnanga sdgutuv’un-
nadi, Hindu unanimity stands like a

rock and goes on uninterruptedly and
uninjured (this is ironic, the Hindus
being notoriously fissiparous) ; mi
lantsdlacu y’ellacalamu avichchinnanga

sdgi rdvaddnicipani chesinard ? did you
manage to get your bribes uninter-

ruptedly all the time ?

avidheyata, disobedience. Skt. avi-

dheyata mukhyangd pogotta valenu,

you must specially drive out dis-

obedience ;
itanu y’ikha yeppudu ped-

dala yeda avidheyatagdpravartintsadu,

in future he will never behave dis-

obediently to grown-ups.
avisi, flax.

avivecamu, folly. Skt., from a priva-

tive and vivecam
, wisdom, inti soc-

yamu y'entamdtram caluga chesuco-

cundd vachchina varitofalld mdtlddutu
vhmdadame pedda avivecamu, it is a

great folly in him to pay no attention

to his household affairs and to talk

to every one who comes along,

avudu, underlip
;
also audu.

avura l oh! also aural
avuta, become; one of the colloquial

forms of aguta.

avuta-valla, as it has come to it.

awli, grandmother; also form of ad-

dress to any old woman,
avyacta, unevolved (philosophy). Skt.,

from a privative, and vyacta
,
evolved,

avyactapu, stupid, ignorant. Skt. itu-

vanti avyactapu prasangam y enducu
cke'stdru? why this stupid talk?

ayidu, five; same as aidu. ayidu padi
cheyuta

,
to bow in humility; bringing

the fingers of your hands together so

as to make them ten after the Indian

fashion of salutation,

ayina, past; another way of spelling

aina, past participle of auta. ayina

panici chintinchevddu alpa buddhi gala

-

vadu, only a fool grieves over what is

past.

ayina, even. Also past participle of
auta but means ‘although’, chinna

pamu-n-aina pedda carrato cotta vale-

nu, though it be a small snake, hit it

with a big stick.

ayiri, an emphatic but peculiar form
of the verb aguta

,
become

;
in spelling

it is exactly similar to its 3rd person
plural but it is used in a different

sense, enta ahorinchtnd vadu ndto

cheppadayiri, however I importune
him he does not tell me

;
mana bhedha-

mulu manamu sadduco lem ayiri,

whatever we do we cannot compound
our differences.

ayishtamu, displeasure. Skt., from a
privative and ishtamu, pleasure,

ayogyamu, unworthy. Skt.

ayogyudu, a worthless man. Skt.

ayogyulu rnanavallaina,vaUanu cheran*

iyyacu

,

do not allow worthless people

to come near you even if they are our
own people.

ayuctamu, wrong. Skt., from a priva-



ayya [26] dcarshintsuta

tive and yuctam
,
right, yuctd’yucta-

mulu tdiyaca> not knowing right from
wrong.
ayya, master, sir, father, yemayyd?
what, sir ? musalayya

,
old gentleman

;

amma griihapravesamu ayya smasana
pravesamu, the bride in the house and
the master in the tomb (unexpected
calamity).

ayya, ayyamma, lady's maid or chil-

dren’s nurse
;
used in English as dydh.

ayyavaru, teacher.

ayy6 1 alas!

azmoish, inspection of crops. Hindu-
stani. A revenue term for the annual
crop inspection made by revenue
officers; the word properly means
experiment, trial.

A
A? Interrogative affix; to express in-

terrogation in Telugu and other Dra-
vidian languages you merely add -d
to the last word of the sentence; to

express doubt you add -o'; -i is the
corresponding emphatic. At tennis

out-a ? means is it out ? ;
outo, it may

be out ; oute, it is out.

-d, vocative
; affix ; lengthened formof-a,

d, yes; same as aunu; spoken with a
half-nasal sound, paina doriced'edo

ade udyogam ani ghardna manushyula
uha . i paina doracadam anedi makd
gadusu mucca. ddnne condaru teligga

*

a lantsam antaru, some important
people are of opinion that the dignity
of an office depends upon the amount
of surplus earnings (extraordinary
gain) which it can enjoy. This ‘sur-

plus earnings’ is a most cunning term.
Some people don’t admit it and lightly

say, ‘ O, yes, it is a bribe’,

a, that, those, adjectival; pronoun is

adi
3
singular, avi, plural, a is both

plural and singular; z, this, these, is

also plural and singular; e? is the
interrogative, which is also both plural

and singular, d cathalu, those stories ;

d venuca
>
after that; d tandrici coducu

cddd

?

is he not his father’s son?
d~, prefix meaning up to. Skt. Used
only in compounds, achandratara-

camuy as long as the sun and the
moon and the stars endure, used in
grants ofijaghirs, &c., which were as

a matter of fact valid only for the life

of the granter or grantee; if that
(Hindu legal fictions).

&—d, various. Also dya. a—d indlalo
,

in the various houses.

abcari, tax on liquor. Hindustani.
The abcari department is also called

the uppu or Salt department because
the same establishment at one time
collected the liquor and salt taxes; it

is a department proverbially adminis-
tered harshly, the men not being
trusted by their superiors, tappuleni-

vdnni v’uppuld veyyum annad’ata
, put

him in the salt, he said, as there is

nothing against him (enemy speaking),

dbharanamu, ornament, especially

jewellery. Skt.

abhasamu, corruption. Skt.

abida, she; extensively used south of
Bezwada. Also dvida, ame .

db<5tu, bull, especially a bull allowed
loose for the common service of the

village cows and not worked; from
au and potu, the cow’s male. Com-
monly dmbotu .

dcali, hunger, dcali dcdsam antay

gontuca sitdi bezzam anta
,
his hunger

is as great as the sky, his throat the
size of a needle’s eye (great ambition,
small abilities)

;
dcali ruchi y'erugadu

,

nidra sukham’ erugadu, valapu sigg

*

erugadu, hunger needs no sauce,
sleepiness no comfort, lust has no
shame; telivi taccuva, dcali y’eccuva,
the less the sense, the greater the
greed

;
vanici dcali cd ledd ? is he not

hungry ? dcali tirtsupa, to satisfy

hunger
;
dcali conuta or aconuta, to be

hungry.
dcarshamu, attraction. Skt. Also
dcarshanamu.
acarshintsuta, to attract. Skt. ni rii-

pamu yauvana purushulanu vivdhdnic
acarshinche Idgune v’unnadi

,
your



acaramu [27]

beauty is such as to attract young
men to marriage,
dcdramu, form, shape. Skt.
acari, a well-formed, handsome man.
So in Latin formosus, from forma,

means handsome.
£casmicamug&, suddenly. Skt. dcas-

micamuga nannu iccadacu y'idtsucuni

vachchi padavesindru, they suddenly
dragged me here and left me.
acasmicamaina, unexpected, casual.

i anugraham nenu yentamatramunnu
y’eduru tsudanidinnl acasmicamaina-

dinni
,

I neither hoped for nor ex-
pected this favour in any respect (note

the clumsy length of Telugu words),
ficasamu, sky

;
in composition fanciful,

non-existent. Skt. dcali acasam * anta,

gontuca sudi bezzam anta, a man who
bites off more than he can chew;
dcasanici nichchena vesevadu

,
a man

who plants a ladder against the sky
(an ambitious man). In philosophy,
space.

acasa-panchangamu, sky calendar,

pack of nonsense.
acasa-Ramanna, Ramanna from the
sky, i.e. non-existent. This is the
common signature to frankly anony-
mous petitions. The pseudonymous
petition-writer will use a real name.
&cd§a vartacudu, impostor,
dcdsa-vani, ‘sky-speaking* as the
voice of an angel or invisible being,
achandrataracamu, as long as the sun
and the moon and the stars endure.
Skt., from d-, till, chandra

,
moon, and

tdra, star. Used in deeds and grants

of land, but never taken seriously by
indigenous governments. The grant
would be revoked at the death of

either the granter or the grantee
;
our

Government took the expression
seriously in some cases and mis-
guidtdly confirmed grants in per-

petuity.

acharintsufa, to do habitually, observe
(ceremonies). Skt.

dchdramu, observance, custom, es-

pecially religious, religiosity. Skt.

dchdrdmci antamu Udu
,
andchardnici

ddi Udu, we are all bom with original

sin and can never attain the full

observance of religion; pilavacunda

,

zachchina zallacu vindu cheyyadam
nacu dchdram Udu , I am not accus-
tomed to feast uninvited guests.

Achari, caste title (1) of Vaishnavite
Brahmins, (2) of goldsmiths and
blacksmiths. These people ridicu-

lously write themselves in Romaii
characters Mr. Gopala chari or Mr.
Venkata chari instead of Gopal Achari,
Venkat Achari. This is because they
have the prejudice, derived from their

primitive syllabic alphabet, that a

word cannot end with a consonant.
Thfcre is no such word or title as Chari.
Acharyudu, a kind of Brahmin. Skt.

This is the Brahmin who invests a

Brahmin boy wTith the sacrificial

thread and then instructs him in
religion, dchdryunni talachi nippulo

cheyyi pettite cdlada? is a proverb
laughing at the pretensions of these
people; put your hand in the fire

with your mind full of your teacher
and you will find it will bum just

the same.
acramamu, encroachment. Skt.

acramintsuta, to encroach. A very
common word and fact

;
Hindus think

it laudable to try to add to their field

or their house-site by encroachment,
and we have not in a century of
government with other ideas been
able to give them another angle of

vision; the Telugus have even a

proverb commending this, in their

view, admirable conduct, chenulo

ckenu calasma
,
jdgalo jaga calasind

pon ivva cudadu
,
never lose a chance

of mixing a bit of field with your
field or a bit of house-site with your
house-site; miru sarcdru sthalam dcra~

mintsucunndru, you encroached on
Government land,

acriiti, form, shape. Skt.

acshepana, objection. Skt,

acshepintsuta, to object. Skt.

actu, act (of the legislature). English,

acu, leaf, leaf of young rice; as prefix

‘green*.

acuchilaca, green butterfly, green
parrot.

acucuralu, green vegetables,

acumadi, rice nursery, seed-bed.
acupatstsa, sap-green.



ricurayi [28] ddintsuta

acur&yi, file.

acutillu, leaf hut; from dcu, leaf, and
Mu, house.
acutota, plant garden, betel garden,
ada, grief.

j£da, female.
ridabidda, unmarried daughter, from
dda, female, and bidda, child; the
daughter of the house, dda pettanamu
Tambali doratanamu

,
the monstrous

regiment of women and of the Tami-
lian. The daughter of the house is

supposed to join her mother in giving
a bad time to the codalu

,
or daughter-

in-law. The unmarried or widowed
sister-in-law is the natural enemy of
the daughter-in-law.

adadi, a female; a male is mogavadu.
Inflected form ddaddni

,
plural ada-

vdllu , ddaddni cheti arthamu, moga-
vani cheti bidda bratacadu

,
a child in

male keeping, and property in female
keeping are soon ruined

;
ddaddni

buddki apara buddhi, woman’s sense is

nonsense; ddaddni mata nilla muta9
‘ la donna b mobile’ ; adadi boncitegoda
pettin attUy mogavddu boncite tadica
cattin attu, a woman’s lie is built up
likeawall, a man’s lie is a mat partition,

adamanishi,woman; from dda, female,
and manishi, human being,
adamarachi, soundly; from ada,
grief, and marutsuta

,

forget, ddama-
rachi nidra povuta, sleep soundly.
Corrupted into adamarachi in talk,

adambaramu, pomp,
ddangi, womanish, ddangi matalu

,

womanish talk; a mundd-coducu vatti
ddangi mdtalu peltddu, that wretch
glories in womanish prattle; ddangi
abbanna, a girlish fop.

ddlangulu, women, only in the plural,
the singular ddangi is not used,
ddaramu, adarana, kindnesses done.
Skt. chesina ddaranacu santoshinchi

,

grateful for the kindness shown; miru
chesina ddararia nenu bratici v’unn anta
cdlamu marichiponu, I shall not forget
your kindness as long as I live,

ddarmtsuta, to do kindnesses. Skt.
parul aina cani yogyul aite vdllanu
adarinchi chiton aina sahdyam cheyyi,
do kindnesses to and help good people
even if they are strangers.

adarsamu, ideal; from a Skt. word
meaning mirror, pattern, model,
adayamu, income, nelacu rendu van-
data rupdyilu ddayam vastnndi, an
incomeof Rs.aoo a month,
adharamu, support, what a man, or
thing, or case depends on. jal adha-
ramu, water support, means the water
source on which irrigated land de-
pends

;
jal adharamu Uni bhumi is un-

irrigated land ; dastavezula adharamu,
documentary support of a case,

adhicyamu, superiority. Skt.; adjec-
tival form of adhicam. Brdhmana
varnamunacu adhicyam yem unnadi ?

what superiority has die Brahmin
caste? ad anta Brdhmalu tama adhi-
cyam niluvadanici pannina pannugada

,

that is all a trick of the Brahmins to
maintain their superiority; pdmarulu
v 3
upayogincke samdnya matale v'upa-

ydgiste md pdndityamu md adhicyamu
yemit andi? if we use the ordinary
words of common folk what becomes
of our scholarship, of our superiority?
adhipatyamu, dominion, rule. Skt.;
^from adhicam

,

great, and pati

,

lord,
adhinamu, possession. Skt. adi na
adhinamlo v'unnadi, that is in my
possession or charge.
-adhyamu, affix meaning that which
has. Skt. vadu balddhyudu, he is a
man of pith.

-ddi, suffix meaning woman. rancuV
adi, a debauched woman; vagal 3

adi,
a coquette, belle; boncul

3

adi, a woman
who tells lies.

adi, beginning. Skt. antya nishthu-
ramu canna ddi nishthurame melu

, it

is better to be harsh at the beginning
than the end; adyantamulu, first and
last.

•"adi, sufiix meaning etcetera, or
merely adjectival. Skt. anecamandi
brdhmalu prati dinamu md ®vadda
brdndi

,
jinnu, modalaina sdrdlu budlddi

pattucu yettutu v 3

untdru, many brah-
mins will come to me every day arid
take away bottles full of brandy, gin,
&c.; dacshinddi saruculu, goods from
the south; uttaradi vandlu

,
people

^from the north.
adintsuta, to cause to play, dance to
one’s tune. Causative from ddupa*



adiposiconuta [29] alasyamu

ikha nenu itanini manasu vachchin
attu adintsa valenu

, I shall have to
let him pull the strings for me;
atuvanti ndsticulanu pattuconi sicshin-

chevdru leru; purvam vale rati ganu-
galalo petti adinche razul unte villa
y’itld antdr andi? There is no one
now to punish such atheists; if there
were kings as in the old days who
would squeeze them in oil-presses,
would they speak so ?

adiposiconuta, vilify, scold; a com-
mon word with women, dstamanam
nannu adiposicovadam, scolding me
all day long; eppudu mini nannu
ddiposicovadamtote saripatundi? when
will you be tired of scolding me ?

aditappani vadu, man who does not
break his word. Harischgndrudu ddi-

tappanivad ani vaduca
y
Harischandra

had the reputation of keeping his
word.
Adivaramu, Sunday. Skt., from
aditya, sun, and vdram

,
day. aite

Adivdram cacunte Somavdram
, if it is

not Sunday it will be Monday, any
day will do.

-ddu, suffix meaning man. andacadu
,

a handsome man
;
vagal-ddu

,
a gallant,

adudi, adubidda, &c., are also used
for the more common ddadi

,
adabidda,

&c.
aduta, to play

;
in compounds it merely

verbalizes the noun and in this use
it is very common; and in general it

means not only to play but to move,
to do, to tell or almost anything else

according to the context. ?ndtldduta,

use words, is the ordinary word for

to talk; mudduladuta, give kisses, is

to kiss; bonculdduta
, is to tell lies;

reccaladuta
,
use wings, fly

;
potldduta,

to fight; pelladuta
,
is to marry; taga-

vuldduta ,
to quarrel, cancanamula

cheyyi adite cadvyamula cheyyi ddunu y

if the arm that wears the bangle
moves, the arm that wears the (man’s)
bracelet moves too

;
vadu adinadi dta

pddinadi pdta, all he does or says is

right (in his opinion),
adyantalu, beginning and end. Skt.,

from ddi, beginning, and antamu , end.
dgnya, order, command. Skt.
dgnyapintsuta, to order.

dgrahamu, anger. Skt. The common
word is cdpam

;
dgraham is hardly

used except in books, nishcdranamga
na mida doragdrici y*i pracdramgd
dgraham ravaddnici caranam em andiP
what is the reason the Collector has
got so angry with me without cause ?

aguta, to stay, stop, usually intran-
sitive, the transitive being aputa,
dpiveyuta. idi lenidi nacu agadut I

can’t get on without it.

&ha ! interjection, same meaning as in
all pther languages,
aharamu, food. Skt. dhdram'andu.
vyavahdram'andu siggu pada cudadu

,

modesty is misplaced in eating and
business,
aho ! alas l

ahuti, offering. Skt.; what is offered
by fire to the God.
ahvana, welcome, invitation; adjec-
tival form of ahvdnam. ahvana patri-

cala are invitation cards; ahvana
sanghadhyacshudu is the newspaper
translation of Chairman, Reception
Committee.
ahvanamu, welcome, invitation. Skt.
satramido digi y’unna yogtni mir dhva-
namu chesindrd? have you invited the
^yogi who has put up at the choultry ?

ajanubahudu, longimanus (one whose
arms reach to his knees, a sign of
greatness, Sir T. Munro was in popu-
lar legend such a one),
djyamu, ghee. Skt. agnilo ajyamposin
attu

,
pouring oil on the flames. The

Telugu word is neyyi.

akharu, last, final. Hindustani, nd
dabbu nivu putstsucovaddnici y*ide
akharu sari

, this is the last time you
get my money.
akharucu, akharuna, finally, lastly.

Also akkarici . akharucu sculu mestarla
vadda rijaltu grdntulo cuda nutici padi
rupayalu tsoppuna camishan putsuca-
nidz sommu y’ivvaru, finally they won’t
pay the schoolmasters’ result grants
unless they get 30 per cent, commis-
sion.

alacintsuta,to listen. A book-word for
vinuta but also used in petitions.
dinulam aina md mora dladnchi

, hear
our humble prayer,
alasyamu, delay. Skt. inta alasyamu
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chesinav emayyd? what do you mean
by keeping me waiting?
dlayamu, abode, especially a deity’s.

Skt. devdlayamu is a common word
for temple. Himdlayamu, the Hima-
layas, is the abode of snow,

did, alagu, that way.
alaganti, such,
ali, must; short for valenu.

dlinganamu, embrace. Skt.

dlintsuta, to listen
;
even more literary

and less common than alacintsuta.

The common word is vinuta. r

alochana, thought, idea. Skt. I dlo-

chana divyangd v'unnadi,
that is a very

good idea.

alochintsuta, to think,

dldna, meanwhile.
alu, wife, alu cddu, adi vralu

,
ill-

mated ill-fated (not a wife but the
writing on the forehead); varthaca
dasalo vivahamu chesuconnavdricipatV
eccadanu y'ildgunane y^undunu, alu
cadu adi vral anna sdmeta nac ippudu
anubhavamunacu vachchinadi> men
who marry in their old age will always
suffer like this ; the proverb ill-mated,

ill-fated has come home to me by
experience; dlini ollanivdnici curaid

uppu y'eccuv'ainad ata
,
as the saying

goes the man who does not get on
with his wife complains of too much
salt in the vegetables.

Alvaru, Vaishnavite name for Saint;
they have 12 Alvars,
amada, 8 miles, amada and cosu (2
miles) are the T '

• measures of

^ ^stance. dmadat • nite antach-
carandlu duramd • distance,

dme, she, declin/ menu.
ammu, bailiff. Lfe Now used
only of the Cpjj ^ sent out to
distrain, &c.; under Muhammadan
rule and in our early times an amin
was a judge, the Sudder Amin was the
High Court.
&modintsuta, to agree. Skt., from
modam, joy. memu andaramu amo-
dinchindiftu, we all agree; andaru
dmddinchindrd? do all agree? (in

putting a resolution to a meeting),
dmu, kiln; same as dvamu,
amudamu, castor oil.

amudapu chettu, the castor-oil plant.

amudalu, castor-oil seeds,

dmtilamu, radical. Skt., from mulam

,

root, amulangd
,

radically; dmul-
dgramugd, root and branch,

ana, anno domini; from Latin anno.
anacattu, dam, anicut. anacattulu
catti, cdlavalu travvinckindru ganuca
desam anta niru pravahinchetattu dva-
dasa varsha-cshdmdlu gimdlu cudd
hadili pari pdtdyi} now that they have
built anicuts, dug canals, and made
water flow over the whole country
your twelve lean and fat years is so
much idle chatter.

dnandamu, joy, bliss; anandintsuta,
rejoice. Skt. purpdnandam, complete
bliss, also used as a name, dnanda
bdskpamulu, tears ofjoy

;
micu ituvanti

manchi bhdrya doricin anducu nenu
dnandist’unndnu, I am glad you have
found such a good wife,

dnatitsuta, to give order, but more
usually a word for ‘to say

9
like

selavitsuta, which is literally ‘give
leave

9

. Brahmacu ndlugu mukhalu ye
pracdrangd v’untavo dnaf ichchedard ?

will you explain how Brahma has
four faces ?

anavalu, identification mark
;
the ordi-

nary words used in courts when a
person or thing has to be identified.

mi misalu tsudadamtote dnavdlu patti-

nanu
, I recognized you as soon as

I saw your moustache; ye anavallu
lenidi

,
unidentifiable,

anavalu pattuta, recognize,
ancshapatrica, letter of excommuni-
cation. Skt., dncsha, properly custody,
and patrica

,

paper, tana cuturuni
pannend ellu vachchina ddcd vivaham
cheyyacunda atte 1?unchin anducu dnc-
shapatrica pampistdm ani Svamula-

vdru cheppindru
, His Holiness said

he would send him an excommunica-
tion letter for keeping his 12-year-old
daughter unmarried (Hindu social
^customs).

Andhra, Telugu. The Skt. word for
Telugu; a more distinguished word.
dndhra rdjyam was the old Telugu
Kingdom of Vijayanagaram of which
the Telugus are proud; the agitation
for a separate Telugu province has
always been called the Andhra move-
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ment. The early Andhras ruled the
ancient Kingdom of Magadha (now
Bihar), at the beginning of the Chris-
tian Era. 'Their language was Andhra-
Prakrit, the root language of Modem
Telugu. Adi Andhrulu

,
the untouch-

able castes of Andhra Desa, so called

as they claim to be the original in-

habitants of the country,
andolanamu, agitation, swinging.
Skt. The ordinary word used in

newspapers for political agitation.

andolitam aina manassu
,
an agitated

mind.
dndru, plural of dlu> wives, women;
a book-word.

Angla, English.
anuconuta, to lean against, to border
' on. adavini dnuconna chenulu, fields

^adjoining the jungle,
anuculyamu, convenience. Skt.
dnuta, to rest on, to be contiguous to.

In books only anuta is used for tdguta ,

to drink.
dpada, misfortune, bad times. Skt.,

a form apattu is also used in books.
andanicipettina sommu dpadacu addam
vastundi, jewellery worn for ornament
comes in useful in bad times (Hindu

* economic notions)
;

dpatfcdlamuna
mocculu, sampat'cdlamuna biitulu

,

vows when times are bad, blasphemy
when they are good (when the devil
was ill the devil a monk would be,

when the devil was well, the devil
a monk was he)

;
nac emo apada

vachchinad ani uhinchi, thinking some
misfortune had happened to me.

dpe, she, ame is common.
dpi-v£yuta, to stop, pancd apei, stop
the punkah.
aptamu, intimate. Skt. dpta bandhu-
vudu, close relation,

aptiidu, dpturalu, an intimate friend
or rel&tion.

aputa, to stop, transitive. Commonly
not used by itself but with the auxi-

liary verb veyuta . Stop the punkah
is pancd dpivei or even, reduplicated,

dp'es'ei.

-ara, vocative plural affix, annalaral
brothers! raituldral ryots!

-dra, suffix meaning fully, clearly,

one’s own. atanni nenu calldrd tsuchi-

nanu
,

I saw him clearly (candlu,

eyes, and ara), cadupdra bhdjanamu
chesindnu , I ate my bellyful; chetu-

Idra
, with my own hands ; mnul'dra

vinnanu, listened with my own
ears.

aracshudu, watchman. Skt., from
racsham, protection, used in books;
commonly cdpaldvdd.it.

aragintsuta, to eat. tinuta is com-
moner. aragintsagd lenidi adigite vas~
tunnada ? if it is not there to eat, is it

an\; good to ask for it?

arambhamu, beginning. Skt.

arambhintsuta, to begin. Skt,
ara pettuta, drapoyuta, dra veyuta,
to put to dry.
drava, 6th; from dru, 6.

drayuta, to inquire,
aradhanamu, worship, adoration.

Skt.
aradhintsuta, to worship. Skt. de-
vunni drddhintsadam mani vest nenu
y'erparachina bommala puja chestu

prazalu mudhul autu v'unndru
, people

have given up worshipping God and
stupidly taken to adoring the idols

I have set up.
dradhyudu, reverend. locdradhyulu

t

adored by all the world; the Lin-
gayats are particularly fond of this

title.

dramamu, grove. Skt.
drdtamu, grief. Skt.
drbhdtamu, uproar; bustle. Skt.
ariga, aruga, or arica, an inferior

sort of millefrrST'^jn name, paspalum
scrobiculatum%\ <&• cosina muhurtani
n’ande candi ekd & ^jn atlu

,
reaping

the good pulseV^;<S"the bad millet
(i.e. in too muc^^aste) ; aite arica

cacunte candi
,
if s| {a fails there will

be red-gram (i.e.''6#F you sow both
together); arica tsallina Reddici dht-

mogalacu ocate chira> if the Reddi
sows ariga he will have to do with
one cloth for himself and his wife,

arjintsuta, earn, acquire. Skt.
arjitamu, acquired. Skt. pitrarjitam,

acquired by one’s ancestors ; cashtar-

jitam
,
acquired by toil; svarjitam,

self-acquired,

drogyamu, health. Skt.

aropintsuta, to impute. Skt. md md-
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magdrt mida nivu nishcaranamga Uni
doshdlu dropistu v’unndvu, you are

imputing non-existent faults to my
father-in-law without cause,

arpintsuta, to have something put out,

quenched.
arputa, put out, quench, usually not
by itself but with the auxiliary ve'yuta;

put the lamp out is dipam arpei.

manassulo conchem cdmdgnini tagilinchi

daricolpina tarwuata adi antucuni man-

dutu v’unte, malli arpiveyyadam sadh-

yam cddu sumd, when the flarne of

passion has once got a start it is im-
possible to quench it.

arthica, economic. Skt., from artha-

mu
,
wealth.

arti, grief. Skt. Used only in books,
artsuta, to quench,
artsuta, to comfort; more commonly
oddrtsuta. drchevdre gani, tirchevdru

lent, there will be comforters but not
helpers, i.e. people to help with words
but not with deeds.

Artsuta, braying, arche gddida vachchi
mese gddidanu cheripinatlu, a busybody
disturbing an earnestly occupied per-
son; loquacious diversion from busi-

ness,

aru, 6 .

aru-’mudu, everything in confusion.
pani aru-*mud’aipoyinadi, the work is

all in confusion, at sixes and sevens.

-4ru, -arina, -druta, suffix meaning
to teem with or simply to be. veyydru
means a full thousand and not 1,006;
chenndrina

,
beautiful

;
somparina,

blooming; alardruta
, to bloom, and

other such compounds are commonly
used in books to describe cities and
countries.

druta, to dry; intransitive,

arutsuta, to roar. Also arutsuta.

drya, sir. Skt. for Telugu ayya used
in books; also aryavarya, good sir.

Aryudu, Aryan.
d§a, desire, hope, avarice. Skt. asacu
antamu ledu, desire has no limit;

a§a pidhnpagd
,

desire tormenting;
dsd bhangamu, breach of hope, i.e.

disappointment
; aicamatyamunacu

mand edi? dsa vadaluta
, harmony

cannot be attained except by giving
up desire.

dsa paduta, to desire, to hope,
asacti, wish. Skt. dyana ndcu vegiram
vivdham cheyya valen ani asacti caligi

v’unduta cheta, because he wants to

marry me quickly.

asanamu, sitting. Skt. Common in
books.

asara, support, prop. Skt. carra chetic’

asard y’ichchi leva tlsindnu

,

I gave
him a stick in his hand as a prop and
raised him. Also used in the same
sense as adhdramu.
asauchamu, pollution. Skt., a priva-
tive and suchi, purity, asauchamu is

commoner.
asavamu, toddy. Skt. A Sanskrit
word used only in books for Telugu
callu

,
toddy.

asayamu, opinion, harbour, source,
mind, rest. Different words which
have no connexion whatever are
understood by this single word

;
does

immense service to public speakers
and news-editors, i vishama sthitilo

i tsattamu pydsu cheyuta valana Sar~
caruvari asayamu gocharam cdcuncld
v’unnadi, we don’t know what the
Government mean by promulgating
such a law, at this critical juncture.
Andhra MahdjanuVandaru occafe asa-
yamto pani cheste vere rdshtramu
avalilagd vastundi

,
if the Andhras

work with a single-minded purposp
they will get a separate province in

no time.
asami, individual. Hindustani,
asapatacudu, a covetous man; from
asa, avarice, and patacudu

,
sinner.

durasa patacudu
,
an extremely cove-

tous or rapacious man.
ascharyamu, astonishment, aruvadi
y’endlu dati samastam telisina mi vanti
peddalu sahitamu pendli chesiconi

sukha pada corutsundagd vayasulo
n’unna bdla vidhavalu cdma Shddacu
lobaduta ascharyamd ? when expe-
rienced sexagenarians like you marry
to satisfy their senses, is it strange
that young widows half-way through
life should yield to lust ?

ashadhamu, a monthJune-July. Skt.
asmulai, seated. Skt., from dsanam.
Common in books.

asirvachanamu, dsirvadamu, bless-
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ing. Skt. mi asirvachana prabhdvam ;

valla neravera valenu, it must be
accomplished by the power of your i

blessing.

asirvadintsuta, to bless. Skt.

aspadamu, basis. Skt., used chiefly

as a suffix, sandehaspadamaina, doubt-
ful

;
vydjydspadamaina , subject of liti-

gation; hasydspadamaina, ridiculous,

aspatri, hospital. English. The com-
mon word; there is also the Skt.

. vaidyasala.
asramamu, hermitage. Skt, Mahat- I

ma Gandhi professes to live in an
asramam but he is very far from
being alone; there are about 50 other
persons in it.

asrayintsuta, to take refuge -with, to

court. Skt. ippudu matachdryula mata
vinevar'evaru ? matdchdryulu cudaped-
da manushyulanu asrayistene cam, vd-
rici bkicshalu zaragavu

,
who cares now

for religious heads ? If they don’t court
big men they won’t get their alms
(these religious heads of different

sects are given titles of Holiness and
svdmula vdru and go about in state

with elephants and a large train col-

lecting large sums of money in every
village).

asritudu, dependant. Skt., from as-

rayintsuta. asritunni marichi pocandi
,

do not forgetyourdependant (ahumble
way of taking leave, keep favour),
asthanamu, court. Skt. dsthana cavi

,

court poet.

asti, property. Skt. sthzrdsti is im-
movable property, chardsti movable,

dsu, ace (in cards). English,
dsvayujamu, the seventh month, say
October. Skt. The month of the
Dasara festival.

ata, play. The same meanings as the
English word, including stage-play

and gambling,
atacatte, actress,

diacddu, actor.

atadu, dtagddu, he, less common than
atadu, atagddu.
atancamu, hindrance. Skt.

dtauca paratsuta, hinder,
dtdduta, to play in a play,
dtithyamu, hospitality. Skt., from
atithi, guest.

atma, soul. Skt.

atma-, prefix meaning my, own. Skt.

atmacdryamulu
,
private affairs,

atmagatamuna, mentally, aside (in

plays).

atmahatya, self - murder, suicide.

Skt., from atma-, own, and katya,
murder.
atmaja, own daughter. Skt.

atmajudu, own son. Skt.

atmaracshanaxmi, self-defence. Skt.,

from atma-, own, and racshanam

,

defence.
atmastuti, self-praise. Skt., from
atma-, own, and stuti, praise,

atmavanchanamu, self - delusion.

Skt., from atma-, own, and vancha-

nam, deceit.

atmiyamu, one’s own. tanadi is

commoner.
atmiyudu, one’s own fellow, cavala-
sinavadu. is commoner,

atsoci, trace; also written atsuci. A
common word in police inquiries,

atte, any more (nonsense), atte tega

sagaca naduv, get out, no more
nonsense.
aturamu, eager. Skt. cam'dturalaina-
vdru

,
persons eager with lust,

dtura-paduta, to be eager,

aturata, eagerness. Skt.

ava, mustard, plural dvdlu. dvdlu
mudda chesinattu, like making mustard
seeds into a ball (a thing which can’t

be done).
dvaginza, mustard seed, particle;

from ava, mustard, and ginza,

seed, avaginz'anfaina sandeham ledu,

no possible, probable shadow ofdoubt,
avahintsuta, to possess (of devils).

itanni y*ippudu deyyam sampurnanga
dvahinchi v'unnadi, the devil now pos-
sesses him completely,

avala, that side, beyond,
avalinta, a yawn, dvalintacu anna

-

dammuVunnaru gani, tummucu tam-
mud’aind ledu, yawns have elder and
younger brothers, sneezes not even
a younger brother. •

avalintsuta, to yawn,
avamu, kiln; also amu, itucdmu,
brick-kiln; pencamu, tile-kiln,

avarana, enclosure, precincts. Skt.

avaranapu goda, compound wall.
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avarza, ledger. Hindustani. The
chitta, day-book, and the avarza or

cdta, ledger, are the two accounts

usually kept by Telugu money-
lenders and merchants,
avasyamu, necessity. Skt.

dvasyamuga, necessarily,

avesamu, possession, inspiration. Skt.

Used chiefly in compounds, copa-

vesam, anger.
dvida, she, that woman. The ordinary

word for ‘she* is ame. infavida,
the

mistress of the house, corresponding

with inti dyana
,
the master,

aviri, steam.
aviribalamu, steam power,
-avriitamu, suffix meaning sur-

rounded by. Skt.

dvu, cow, also spelt an; plural dvulu
,

aulu, dlu. dvu chenulo meste duda
gattuna mestunda ? if the cow grazes

in the field, will the calf graze on the
bank? aravai aru pindivantalu dvu
tsantiionhtnnayi, there are 66 sweet-

meats in the cow’s udder; dvula tolu

tsuru, gedelu malu tsuru
,
a cow’s first

calf and a buffalo’s second; duda
cudistene cam au chepadu, unless

the calf sucks, the cow won’t give
milk.

ayacattu, the area contained in e.g. a

village or under a tank. The original

meaning is a yard and ayamu also

means income and ayacattu, measure
of income, but its common use is in
land-revenue accounts where it is a
collective noun for fields in an area

or under a tank.

ayana, he, more respectful than dtadu.
inti dyana, the master of the house;
the mistress is intdvida.

dya, dyamma, lady’s-maid or chil-

dren’s nurse. Hindustani,
ayd, this and that, various; d, that,

reduplicated (d, d).

ayasamu, fatigue, vexation, trouble.

I

nd nimittam mtc i ayasam anta yen-
ducu ? why take so much trouble for

|

me ? It is too good of you.
ayenu, was done.
ayiri, an emphatic form of the verb
aguta, to become. Also ayiri.

ayu&hamu, weapon. Skt. yudhamuU
mi dyudhamul emiti? what will be
your weapons in the fight? dyudha-
puja, the worship of tools, which is

done once a year by every one (in the
Dasara festival); e.g. the Collector’s

peonsworship his pens andink. dyudha-
mulu nuruta, getting ready, equip-
ping

;
vadaprativadamulacu dyudha-

mulu nuruts unnadu, he is getting

ready for the controversy,
dyudhopajivi, one who lives by his

sword, a warrior. Hindu-desamulo
Angleyulu AyudhopajivuVaiyundina
bahu jatulanu sdnticaram’aina nirva-

hamuna bratucun'atlu chesindru, the
English have made a number of
warrior-tribes turn to peaceful pur-
suits of life.

ayurarogyaisvaryamulu, long life

and health and wealth. Skt., blessing,

from dyuvu, life, arogyam, health, and
aisvaryam, wealth,
dyuvu, ayussu, life. Skt.
dyurvedamu, medicine, medical
science. Skt., from dyuvu, life, and
vedamu, science. The Ayurvedic
system of medicine is one of great
antiquity; its drugs and herbs are of
some value and it is being brought
up to date and encouraged by Govern-
ment; its anatomy and physiology are

^primitive and can only be discarded,
azmdyishi, field-inspection. Hindu-
stani. Properly it means ‘trial’, but
is only used as a revenue term for

the inspection of fields by revenue
officers to see whether water has been
taken, whether one or two cr<2ps have
been grown, the state of the crops, &c.
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bacdyi, arrears. Hindustani,
bacca, thin, mi vanti peddal anta catti

cattuconi nilavabadutu v’undaga ma
vanti baccavdllu yemi cheyya galaru?
when you big people all stand with
knives drawn, what canwe leanonesdo ?

bacxru, information, report.

ba<iia-bada, onomatopoeic, for a gurg-
ling noise.

badalaintsuta, to transfer
;
official term

from badalu
,
exchange, used especially

of transfers of officials,

badali, substitute,

badalica, fatigue,

badari, jujube tree. Skt.

badayi, boasting. Hindustani,
badda, piece, especially of wood.
cavatibadda

,
the yoke of a cavadi.

baddacamu, weariness, tiresome, nd-
cu pani ante haddacam y I find work
tiresome; also badhacamu.
baddalaipovuta, to go to pieces

;
from

badda
,
piece, cecalu vesivesi gontuca

baddalaipoyinadiy my throat has gone
to pieces with shouting,
baddalavuta, to go to pieces,

baddalu cottuta, cottuconuta, to

knock to pieces, talacdyalu baddalu
cottucuntaru, they will knock their
heads to pieces

;
neniiy'ippuduyHtalupu

baddalu cottutanu % I will now knock
this door to pieces.

baddhudu, bound, tied. Skt. nenu
y'eppudu mi selavucu baddhunniy mini
selaviyyandi

,
I am bound to obey you,

command me I more often as a suffix.

carmabaddhudu, fate-ridden, predes-
tined; agnyabaddhudu, obedient,

hadi, school; sculu is more common,
and pdthasdla is a more distinguished

word.
baditf* substitute ; especially in an
office, dfisulo Gavindarau Pantulucu
badili cdvadamtone Padmandbhayya
gdru vachchiy as soon as Padamana-
bhayya came to the office in place of
Govindardu Pantulu ; also badali.

badinadi, badinadu, the form of the
verb paduta

t
to become, which is used

to turn a verb into the passive aorist;

in composition the p usually becomes

b. cottabadinddu, he was beaten
;
tsuda-

badinadi, she was seen; adi baitabadi-

nadiy this came to light,

badita, thick stick, badita bdja
, cor-

poral punishment,
badramu, careful; from Skt. bhadram.
Coolies will go along with heavy loads
saying

<‘badram
y badram\ and a British

soldier with them said, ‘ I will teach
thepi to say .

“botherhim
,
bother him’ ’

.

*

badulu, exchange, transfer (official),

badulu. loan, chetibadulu
,
hand loan,

is a common expression for a loan
given without security ; also chebadulu .

baduluchepputa, to reply,

baduluga, in exchange, instead of.

badulumdta, a reply,

bahirangamu, public; from Skt.
bakichy outer, bahirangamu cheyutay
to publish; bahirangamaina velamu,
public auction; bahirangamaina nela,

public land.
bahirangamuga, publicly,
bahirbhiimi, latrine-ground

; from
Skt., bahichy outer, and bhumiy land;
any public land is used as latrine-

ground by Hindus.
bahishcarintsuta, to excommunicate,
to put out of caste. Skt. Same as
veliveyutay which is the Telugu ex-
pression.
bahishcaramu, excommunication, ba-
hishcara patrica

,
letter of excommuni-

cation, same as dncsha patrica.

bahu, much, very. Skt. The Telugu
is tsala. bahu cdlamuy long time;
bahu bagdy very nice; bahu asraddha$

legal term for gross negligence; bahu
nayacam, bala nayacam, stri nayacam y

the rule of many, of children, of
women (is bad)

;
d mdta vinadam

cheta nacu bahu santoshangd v’unnadi,
I am very glad to hear that; bahu
buddhimantuduy very clever; bahu
dharmatmuduy very charitable,

bahumanamu, present. Sift, idigo ni
bahumanam ani rend anal itstsutsun*

ndduy ‘here is your tip *, he said, giving
him two annas.
bahumutramu, diabetes; from bahu

7

excess of, and mutramy urine.



bahusha [36] banda

bahusha, probably, mari yeccadacu

velatavu? bahusha cherasdlaloci, where
will you be going? probably to jail,

bahutvamu, plurality. Skt. bahuva-
chanamu , the plural (in grammar).
Skt., from bahu, many, and vachanam

,

speech.
baiiicipovuta, to go to the latrine-

ground, to evacuate the bowels,

bailu, open space, outside
;
also bayalu .

bailuderuta, to go out, to start, iyanacu

y’inti nundi bailderin appudu y'inta

maitu ledu, he was not so drunk when
he started from his house ;

also baya-
luderuta.
bailupaduta, bailuvatstsuta, baili-

eivatstsuta, to come out, to transpire.

yenta pani chesina pern bailici racunda
v'unnadi

,

however much work he does
for me I won’t let his name appear,

bair&gi, religious beggar, ascetic. Skt.,

vairdgi

,

adjectival form of viragi, which
is compounded of vi~, without, and
ragamu, desire.

baita, out, outside; inflexion of bailu.

baita vellinadu, he went out; infUS

yHgapuli, baita peddapuli, at home a

spider, abroad a tiger,

bala-bala, more and more, bit by bit;

onomatopoeic, balabala tellavarinadi,

it got more and more light; also

bala-bala.
balahinamu, weak. Skt., from balam

,

strength, and hinam
,
defect,

balahinata, weakness. Skt.
balamu, strength. Skt. santosham
sagam balamu

, cheerfulness is half

one’s strength.
balaparatsuta, to strengthen, ippudu
manam ventane jdgrata padi punadi
balaparistene edni anta chedi potundi,
unless we at once carefully strengthen
the foundations all will go to ruin.

Balaramudu, Krishna’s brother,
balavantamu, violence,

balavantamugd, forcibly,

balavantudu, a strong or powerful or
violent man. balavantulato virodhamu
cd rdduy don’t incur the enmity of the
powerful. It is a common complaint
that so-and-so are balavantulu

y by
which the complainer means that they
are both powerful and unscrupulous.

bal&tcarintsu£a, to force. Skt.

balatcaramu, force. Skt.

bali, offering (sacrificial) victim. Skt.
vivahamu ane misha mida pillanu bali

petti
,
sacrificing the child on the plea

of marriage; villu nacu battalu, puv-
vulu alancarinchi yedo devatacu bali

pedutaru cabohinu, I suppose they are
decking me out with fine clothes and
flowers to sacrifice me to some god.
balipintsuta, to fatten, to get fat; from
balamu ,

strength, vegiramu accaracu
ravalen ani tallidandrulu tama citturni

balipistu v’undevaru , the parents were
feeding up their daughter in the hope
that she would soon mature,

balisina, stout, fat.

baliyuta, to get strong, to get fat
; de-

rivedfrom balamu, strength . The anti-

quated idea that fat and strength go
together appears also in the English
stout, the Italian/orfe, and the German
stark .

balla, plank, table.

ballacattu, flat-bottomed boat used on
ferries

;
from balla

,
plank, and cattuta

,

to construct, to tie. It is the same com-
bination of words as Tamil catta-

maran , but the cattamaran is a surf
raft of logs rather than planks tied

together.
ballemu, spear; also ite.

balli, lizard, palalo padda balli laguna,
like a lizard that has fallen into a pot
of milk (embarrassment); vanta che-
sucuntii v*undaga balli mida padi vaca
matunnu, sudravdUamdtavinabadi vaca
matunnu rendu snanalu chesindnu,
once while I was cooking a lizard fell

on me, and once I heard a Sudra
talking, so I had to take two baths
(Brahmin woman’s scrupulousness
about pollution).

balti, also palti, somersault. Hindus-
tani, pallati.

baluvaina, heavy. Skt., from balamu,
strength,
baluvu, weight.
baluvugd, heavily, ill. atanici v’ollu

baluvuga n’unnadi, he is seriously iii.

banatu, tweed. Hindustani,
bancamannu, clay,

banda, indecent; from banda
, rock,

which is commonly used only in the
combination, banda-rayi.



bandabutulu [37] baratarapu

bandabutulu, foul language,
bandacunca, slut, term of abuse both
of males and females, like vedhava,
widow.
bandamundacoducu, scoundrel, term
of abuse meaning son of a slut, banda-
munddcoducu y’zvvaca pote nen emi
cheyyan’andi ? what am I to do if that

son of a whore won’t give it?

bandapani, drudgery, gumdstd le-

cunda yH bandapani nenu chestdna?
am I to do this drudgery without a

clerk to help me ?

bandarayi, rock, from banda, rock or
block, and rayi, stone.
Bandaru, Masulipatam ; the word ori-

ginally meant port. Bandarucu Beza-
vada sariga padamara, Bezwada is due
west of Masulipatam.
bandavadu, sturdy rogue. (They go
about with a big stone with which
they say they will beat out their brains
if alms are not given.)
bandeladoddi, cattle pound ;

from
Skt. bandham, binding, and doddi

,

yard, md doddedu pasuvulanu cdluva
gatfu toccinav’ani vanca petti yH nelalo

mudu matin bandeladodlo pettinchi-

nadu
,
he had my farm cattle im-

pounded three times this month, pre-
tending that they had trespassed on
the canal bank.
bandhamu, binding; used in com-
pounds. Skt. ippudn ndcu bandhavi-
mochanam caliginadi

,
I am now rid

of my bonds.
bandhintsuta, to bind. Skt.
bandhutvamu, relationship

.

bandhuvargamu, kith and kin.

bandhuvu, relative,

bandi, conveyance, bandi chesuconi,

having engaged a conveyance; bandi
bolta paddadi, the cart upset; ndcu
ssodu gurramula bandi vhmnadi,

I have
a carriage and pair,

bandipotu, gang-robbery, dacoity.

bandladoddi, cart-stand,
bandobastu, arrangements. Hindu-
.
stani. bandobastu chest bandi y*ecci

bailderindmu, we made our arrange-
ments, got into a cart, and set out.

bandu, hinge; connected with Skt.

bandham, binding.
bandubiitulu, obscene language, from

bandu
, obscene, andbutu, foul language.

bandabutulu is commoner,
banganabayalu, an open plain.

Bangalamu, Bengal
;

also Vangade-
samu.
bangald, bungalow. Hindustani,
bangaramu, gold, talli bangdram

j

’aina camsalivadu dongilintsaca md-
I nadu, a goldsmith will steal even his

j
mother’s gold.
bangaramuga, rare, nicu mdtadute
bangaramuga n'unnadi ? are your
words so precious?
bangaru, golden, bangdru chmnavdllu ,

golden lads and lasses (a term of en-
dearment).

bangdru-pichchica, yellow-hammer

;

also bangdru-pitstsuca.
bangdru-puta, gilding,

bangaru-tigalu, a fine variety of
sugar-cane.

banti, ball ; e.g. tennis-balls are bantulu .

bantuVata, playing at ball,

banti, line
;
corrupted from Skt. pancti.

banti-cudupu, a dinner-party, because
Hindus sit in a line at meals and the
server passes up and down the line.

vaddinchevadu tanavddu aite cada
bantini curtsunnd vacate, if the server
is your friend, it does not matter if

you are sitting at the end of the line,

-banti, affix meaning c up to’, mola-
banti, waist-high; mocdlibanti, knee-
deep.

bantrotu, menial attached to revenue
officers, peon, dalayat; derived from
bantu

,
foot-soldier, and rautu, horse-

man. evaro bantrotu vachchi nirmu
pilutsunnddu, some peon has come and
is calling you.

bantu, foot-soldier, hero; from Skt.

bhata. miru y’iddaru gundelu tisina

bantulu

,

you are both warriors without
a heart-beat in danger (quite heedless
of danger)

;
crama-cramamuga bogam-

vallacu inti-bantulu autdru, little by
little they become domestic soldiers

of courtesans.
bantutanamu, soldierly behaviour,
bravery.

banzaru-(bbiimi), waste (land). Hin-
dustani. A revenue term, anddi ban-
zaru is immemorial waste,
baratarapu, dismissal. Hindustani,



baratamu [38] bSbli

bartarf. yemi caranam lecunda pai-
vdUu mdtram vurice baratarapu ches-

tara? will the superior authorities dis-

miss a man without any reason at all ?

baratamu, hundi, i.e. a draft or
cheque. Hindustani,

barice, a small stick. chinta-barice
,
a

small tamarind stick with which village

schoolmasters used to inflict corporal
punishment. Children still fear it.

barine, small box. ittadi cuncuma-
baritie

,
a brass cosmetic box; podi

barite, a snuff-box.
barre, female buffalo, also gede.

f

'enu-
gacu vaca sima

,
gurranici vaca v'uru,

\

barrecu vaca bdnisa
,

it takes a district

to keep an elephant, a village to keep
a horse, the she-buffalo only requires
a maid; tallini tsuchi pillanu, padini
tsuchi barrenu tisuco-valenu

,
take the

daughter after seeing the mother, the
she-buffalo after seeing the yield of
milk.
barucuta, to scratch. Canacangi cinda
padiyedustu lechi Visvacarma mokham
anta baricindi

,
Canacangi fell down

and got up crying and scratched
Visvacarma all over his face,
baruvu, weight, evari paigudda v&rici
baruve, every one feels the weight of
his own clothing; mosevarici telusunu
cdviti baruvu

, it is the man who
carries the yoke that knows its weight,
baruvuga, heavy, idi yenta baruvugd
v’annadi

?

how heavy is this? tsdpa
tsutta yenta Idginanu rdca baruvagd
canabadutsunnadi

,
the mat roll seems

heavy, it won’t move however much
it is pulled.
basa, place where one puts up . French,
pied-d-terre

;

no exact English equiva-
lent, ‘quarters* is nearest, nenu repu
mi basacu vastdnu, I shall go to your
place to-morrow; basalu lev'ani cheppi
nalabhaimandini avatalici pampi vesi-
ndnu

,
saying I had no room I turned

forty people away; ayana basalo leru
,

he is not at home,
basta, bag, sack, bale. Hindustani,
basti, town. Hindustani,
batimaluconuta, to entreat, also brati-
mdluconuta. nenu yenta bratimdlu-
connd y'itadu putstsucocundd v'unnddu

,

however much I begged him he would

not take it; cketulu zodintsuconi bati-
maluconnddu, he clasped his hands
and prayed.

batta, cloth, tadi battato gontuca
coyuta, cut the throat by slow torture
(with a wet cloth)—applied to any
cunning piece of roguery; batfappu

,

potfappu nilavadu
, debts for food, and

clothing cannot be left unpaid,
batta, bald, batta talalacu mdcdUacu
mudi vesin atlu, like tying bald heads
and knees in a knot (a difficult opera-
tion).

battabayalu, open plain
; reduplicated

form of bayalu.
battemu, subsistence, allowance, batta .

Hindustani, probably from Skt. bhriiti,

maintenance, the usual word for the
daily camp allowance of peons and
servants.

batti, lime-kiln. ituc
ydmulunnu, penc’

amulunnu, sunnapu battilunnu, brick-,
tile-, and lime-kilns,

batucuta, to live; bratucuta is more
usual.

batuvu, a thin ring,

batvada, disbursement. Hindustani.
batvada or battuvada cheyuta, to dis-
burse.
batyamu, same as bhatyamu

, battemu,

allowance. Hindustani, jitamu, bat-
yamu lecunda todelu mecalu castdn’ann*
attUy like the wolf offering to guard
the sheep without wages or batta.

bayalu, open space; same as bailu.
bayaluderuta,to setout; same as 6m7«-
deruta

,
so also bayalupaduta, bayalici-

povuta
, &c.

bazaru, market, bazaar. Arabic,
bazaru-dhara, market value,
bazaru-mata, bazaar rumour,
babatu, item. Hindustani, bapat.
municipal naucarla jitdlalonu, y’ituca
dmulalonu

, pencamulalonu, yHncd itu-

vanti lacsha babatulald micvP mdcu
y’emi y’ivvadam lecunda, without giv-
ing you and me anything from the
municipal servants’ wages, brick- and
tile-kilns, and a lakh of other items,
babu, father.

babu, form of address, friend! sir!
used by inferiors to superiors usually;
if used by superiors, it is contemp-
tuous; my good friend!



b£ci [39] balintaraiu

bacx, debt. Hindustani, bad unnadu,
he is in debt,
bdcidarudu, debtor,
badamu, badamucaya, almond.
Hindustani, badamu cayalu baddalu-
codite pappu canipintsunu , if you split

almond nuts, the kernel appears,
bade, badi, mud; also burada.
badha, pain. Skt. bala vidhavalu
cdmabadhacu Idbaduta dsckaryama

?

Is it strange that young widows should
yield to the pain of desire ?

bddhacamu, obstacle, prejudice. Skt.

badhapaduta, to be in pain,

badhintsuta, to pain, to hinder, asa
bodhist’unnadi

,
avamanamu badhist

’

unnadi

,

desire incites, shame repels,

b&dhyamu, responsibility, connected
with. Skt.

badhyata, responsibility, heirship,

right, claim, badhyata and badhyamu
are extensively used in courts, bddh-
yatalu is sometimes used for vakil’s

charges, badhyata being any liability

as well as any claim. They are in fact

vague legal words which indicate any
sort of connexion with a case,

badiga, hire, rent, badiga bassu
,
bus

for hire, will be found on the ordinary
motor-buses in the Telugu country,
bddisa, adze; also badita.

badita, adze, nacu sutti accaraledu,

nenu baditato pani chesucuntdnu, I

don’t want a hammer, I will do the
work with an adze.
bdga, well. The Telugus say, baga-
ledu, it is not well, where we say ‘ it is

not good e.g. i batta bdga ledu, this is

not a good cloth
;
chinnadi baga unnadi

,

does not mean the girl is well but the
girl is suitable or pretty ;

bagane unnadi
,

all right. For * he is well ’ the Telugus
usually say vanici baga unnadi, it is

well with him, but can also say vadu
bdgdmi unnadu, he is quite well,

bdgu, well-being, health, use, interest,

good. Noun form of bdga. idantd ni

bagucosame cdni mari vacati cadu sumd,
it is all for your good (as the father

said when he thrashed the child) ;
atla

cheste yemi bdgu ? what is the good of

that?
bagu-b&gu, well done; often used as

an interjection of ridicule, bdgu-bdgu,

y'enta dodda vddazu, oh! you are such
an upright man!
baguchdyuta, to set right. The ordi-
nary word for mending, repairing,
&c.

bagupaduta, to be or get right. The
ordinary word for ‘to prosper*, ‘to

recover’, &c.
bahatanga, openly ; from Skt. bahich ,

outside, intamandi pitstsavdllu bdha-
tanga tirugutu vhmte pattucocundd
polisuvdllu yemi chestii v’linndru? what
are the police doing leaving so many
lunatics to wander about in public?
bahatamuga pattapagale padimandini
ventapettuconi mari vesyala y’intici

velhitu tfunnaru, they will openly go
in company in full daylight to the
house of the courtesans,
bahuvu, arm. Skt. Used chiefly in

compounds. The Telugu is cheyyi.

bdhyamu, outer, external. Skt. ma~
namu bdhydrtham vichdrintsa rddn ,

varii cheppe mdtalaca annitici gudhar-
tham nntundi, we must not inquire
about the exoteric meaning, there is

an esoteric meaning in all they say.

bahyamu, any place which lies outside
a house, or the outskirts of a village

or town.
bahyamimacu povuta, to stir out of
a house for the purpose of evacuating
the bowels. Public grounds, fields,

and waste lands are used as latrine-

grounds in India.

bajd, music, especially drum beating.

Hindustani, baja bhajantrilu
,
band;

baja vattacu dappula vdttacu ayye
khartsu , the expenses of the musicians
and drummers.

bala, young. Skt. bahu nayacamu,
balanayacamu, strila nayacamu, bad
is rule by too many, by the too young,
by women.

balica, girl, bogam melam v'unna
tsotici tdmu veUacunda v’undaddnicinm
mana bdlicalu vidyato pdtu sangitamu
cudd cheppintsaddnicinni rijalyushanu

cheyyavalen’ani nenu propozu chestu

\d’unnanu , I propose a resolution that

we won’t go to nautch parties and that

we teach our girls singing as part of
their education.

balintaraiu, woman in childbed.



baludu [40] bellamu

baludu, boy. Skt.

balyamu, childhood, youth. Skt.

Mmu, grief. One of the numerous
words for grief, common only in books.
b£na, pot.
bdnamu, arrow, rocket. Skt., in com-
mon use of fireworks,

bdnasauchi, banasantsu, fireworks.

From banam , rocket, and sanchi
,
bag.

Commonest in the plural, bdndsantsulu

.

bandhavyamu, relationship, from
bandhuvu, relative; also bandhutvamu.
banisa, female slave; also dasi .

enugacu vaca sima, gurranici r vaca
v’iiru, barrecu vaca banisa ,

for the
support of an elephant a district, of
a horse a village, of a she-buffalo a
maid.
banisatvamu, slavery; also dasyamu.
bamsfdu, male slave

;
also banisavadu

,

or ddsudu .

bapanacca, Brahmin woman; bapa-
na, (adj.); bapanayya, bapanadu,
Brahmin. These words are not used
by Brahmins, but by other castes,

somewhat contemptuously, in speak-
ing of Brahmins.
bapanicamu, Brahminhood ; con-
temptuous.

b&panidi, Brahmin woman,
bdpat, item. Hindustani. A common
revenue term; thus bapat wet or other
item wet is wet land other than regis-

tered wet land.
bapata, Brahmin woman. Used in
books.

b&ra, fathom, 6 feet (the length of the
two arms extended), bara tsatsu, to
extend the arms so as to embrace;
padi baralu nadachit stepping out 20
yards.

bd.ru, a line, row. chimala barn, a line

of ants; bdru tiri, standing in a line,

barucheyuta,pettuta, to load (a gun)

;

English. To put the bar (English
word) as was done in the old muzzle-
loaders.
basacheyuta, to promise, to swear.
hdsa is ^a corrupt form of Skt.
bhasha, language.
bsishpamu, tear. Skt., common in
books only; the Telugu is canniru,
eve water.

bata, road, pedda bdtald v’unna satram

tisi veyinchi patra samdnu divanamloci
teppinchindru

,
they have abolished the

choultry on the main road and taken
the cooking vessels to the Diwan’s
office.

batasari, wayfarer, nenu vachchina
bdtasdrlacu chese v yupachdramlo yemi
lopam cheyyanu, there will be nothing
to find fault with in my attendance
on travellers.

batu, duck. Hindustani, pedda batu is

goose and guda batu
,
pelican,

bdva, male relation older than oneself
on the female side; e.g. sister’s hus-
band, cousin on the mother’s or
father’s sister’s side,

bavamaradi, brother-in-law.
bavi, well. In the Circars they say
nuyyi, elsewhere usually bavi.

bavuconuta, to swallow, to gobble.
Used also metaphorically, d mahd-
bhagyam antayu nen eppadu bdvucon-
duTid ani notilo vrelu pettuconi gutacalu
mringutsii dinam oca calpanga gadupu-
tsu nenu tondara padina coladini pilladi

yHderuta venucace povutsu vachchenu
>

I daily gloated on the thought of the
sweet morsel in store for me, and in
anticipation of hymeneal joys I would
lay my fingers on my lips and gulp
and quaff; the swifter the current of
my passion the more time seemed to

drag, lingering in centuries and cycles,

till she budded into womanhood,
bedaracottuta, to frighten,
bedarimpu, threat, a bedarimpuV
anni catti pettandi, a truce to your
threats.

bedarintsuta, to frighten,
bedari povuta, to take fright, chi-

catlo velli bedari pdyinddu
, he went

into the dark and was frightened,
bedaru-pettuta, to intimidate, to

threaten. Used in the Ceded Districts,
not in the Circars.

bedaruta, to take alarm, gurramu he-

darinadi, the horse has taken fright,
bedda, small stone or clod, rdtri curra
mundd coduculu y’evallo md y’inti
mida beddalu vesindru

, in the night
some wretched boys threw pebbles at

my house (a favourite method in
India of baiting unpopular people),

bellamu, jaggery, molasses , The usual



belucu bezaruru[41]

form in which sugar is taken in India,
also used as an offering, angati bella-

mu guild linganici naivedyam, offering

the shopkeeper’s jaggery to the god;
angita bellam atmalo visham ,

jaggery
in the mouth, poison in the heart,

belucu, glitter, talucii-beluculu
,
fop-

pish airs.

benacu, sprain; also benucu.
benacuta, to be sprained

;
also benucuta.

bendacaya, ladies’ fingers, a vegetable.

vancdya, biracdya, bendacaya ,
brinjal,

cucumber, and ladies’ fingers are the
common Indian vegetables eaten with
rice.

benga, anxiety, nacu bengagd v’unnadi,
I am in anxiety.
benga pettuconuta, to be anxious,
to be dejected, ime mi cdsam benga
pettuconi tinnaga annam tina ledu

,
she

could not eat her meals properly out
of anxiety for you; tanu chira cdlamu
cashta padi chesina grandhamidu poyt-
nav'anna duhkhamu cheta bengapettu-

connadu, he was dejected at the loss

of manuscripts over the composition
of which he had spent much labour,

beradu, bark.
bestavadu, fisherman, plural besta-

vdUu , bestaliiy a caste name,
bettamu, cane; pepa-bettamu

,

rattan,

betfina, for pettina
y put, placed, in

composition, ciida bettina dhanamu
,

hoarded wealth.
bezzamu, hole

;
randhram is also * hole

’

but bezzamu is smaller than randhram.
dcali acasam anta y gontuca sudi bezzam
anta, his appetite is as big as the sky,

his gullet the size of a needle’s eye;
he bites off more than he can chew,

b&bdcl, balance nil; from Hindustani
be- privative and bad, debt. Chiefly

a revenue term meaning that the
whole tax demand of a village has
been collected and that the balance
is consequently nil.

beda, 2-anna bit, one-eighth rupee.
The four-anna bit is called pdvala,
quarter (from pdvu).

b£di, purging, for Skt. bhedi .

bedimandu, purgative; also bhedi-

mandu, from bhedi
,
purge, and mandu y

medicine.
begi, quickly, Hindustani, probably

with some confusion with the Skt.

derivative vegirangd, which is also

used, begi and tvaragd are the com-
mon words for

£

quickly’,
bemarammatu, out of repair. Hin-
dustani, from be- privative and ma-
rammat, repair.

bepana, vulgar for bdpana, Brahmin,
which itself is colloquial for brahma

-

nudu.
beramaduta, to clinch a bargain . i rdtri

beram dduconi sommtt chetila padare

-

yintsucondi
,
clinch the bargain and see

that we get the money to-night,

beramu, bargain, contract. Perhaps
from Skt. viharam . Purchasing on
credit is anwu beramu

,
loan bargain,

beramu cheyuta, to make a contract.

b£rizu, total of the account. Hindu-
stani. Chiefly used as a revenue term
meaning the whole revenue of a vil-

lage, but may mean the total of any
account, indaca vere cagitamu ?nida

hertzu vesi tsuste aravaiyedu vela

rupdyala padi andla ernmidi paisalu

aindiy I wrote the total down on a slip

of paper, it is Rs. 67,000- 10-S.
b£shu, well done! good! Also bheshu.

Hindustani.
b^t&lamu, ghost. A betdlamu is sup-
posed to inhabit a corpse, not neces-

sarily its own body, when alive, and
to make it move and dance,
betaludu, a demon (servant of Yama).
Also the vampire of the Indian folk-

lore—a demon supposed to be ruled
by canons of righteousness and to

terrorize the wicked,
bevarasu, without an heir or succes-

sor. Hindustani from be- privative

and vdrasuy heir, petishanarlu miru
y’ecamai sarcdru sthaldlu bevdrsu stha

-

laid dobbi vesinavi yenni v’unnavi

?

how
many government and ownerless sites

have you and the petitioners stolen,

conspiring together?
bezaruru, not urgent, unnecessary,
irrelevant. Hindustani from be- priva-

tive and zarur, urgent, itu&anti beza-
ruru savdllu veyyaca y’itarula mdta
vadili petti mi mdta miru tsutsucondiy

stop putting irrelevant questions and
talking about other people, and con-
sider your own case.
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bezaru, fatigue, weariness, annoyance.
Hindustani, bezdr'aguta, bezaru pa

-

duta, to become fatigued, or dis-

gusted; bezaru cheyuta, to tease or

torment.
bhacshanamu, eating. Skt.

bhacshintsuta, to eat. Skt.; the

Telugu is tinuta. canthachpurtiga

bhacshintsuta, to eat one’s throatful

(bellyful).
'

bhacti, devotion. Skt. The com-
monest of religious terms; used also

for devotion to persons or institutions.

prabhu-bhacti, loyalty. The opposite

is drohamu

,

treachery, desabhacti is

patriotism while desadrohamu or rdja-

drohamu is generally understood as

sedition, udatacu udata-bhacti, the
squirrel has its own form of devotion
(the squirrels helped Rama to build

the Rameswaram causeway) ; nd y'e~

duta bhacti tsupi pati-puja cheyutsun-

nattu paic'aind natistu rave, please

make some show of dutifulness and
make believe at least that you are a
devoted wife.

bhactudu, devotee, bhayabhactulu,
respect and reverence.
bhadramixgd, carefully. Skt., bha-
dram

,

prosperity.
bhadrata, safety. Skt., sarira bha

-

drata

,

personal safety, patta bhadrudu,
a crowned head, the lord of the land

.

bhagabhaga, blazing, of flames and
of anger, onomatopoeic.
bhagavad, pertaining to God. Skt.,

bhagavat

,

adorable, worshipful.
Bhagavadgfta, the Divine Song. Skt.
The famous interlude in the Maha-
bhdrata containing a discourse on
duty.
Bhagavantudu, God. lanjala chita
butupdtalu pddistene cani Bhagavad
vishayamaina gdnamu cheyiste bagd
v’undadd? would it not be well to
have music about God, instead of
having obscene songs sung by cour-
tesans?
bhagavat*, respectable woman.
Bhagavanudu, Almighty God.
bhagguna, ablaze, onomatopoeic, bo-
gam vriitti manchidi cdd’anevdllanu
tsuste nd vallu bhagguna manduconi
pdtundi, I am all ablaze with rage

when I see people who say the nautch
girls’ profession is not a good one.
bhagiratha prayatnamulu, hercu-
lean labours, from Bhagiratha, an
ancient king said to have brought the
Ganges from the celestial regions to

India.

bhajana, musical worship, party to

sing hymns. Skt. Rdma-bhajana
,

singing hymns to Rama,
bhajantrilu, musicians conducting
bhajana.

hhajintsuta, to adore. Skt.

bhaji, bhalira, well done, bravo!
bhaiMcamu, bear. Skt. word; the
Telugu word is elugubanti.

bhalldcapu pattu, bear-hug.
bhangacaramaina, disappointing,

from Skt. bhanga, breaking,
bhangamu, breaking. Skt. prajd
sdntici bhangamu

,
breach of public

peace
;
?iidrabhangamu, broken sleep or

sleeplessness; manam bogam vriittici

bhangam caluga cheyyaddnici prayat-
nam chestu v’unnamu, we are trying

to break the courtesans’ trade, mana

-

bhangamu
,

disgrace, dishonour; if

applied to a woman it means outrage
of chastity.

bhangaparatsuta, to disappoint,
bhangapatu, disappointment, dis-

grace.

bhangapettuta, to disgrace,

bhangi, manner, mode, used in books.
e-bbhangi, how?
bhanguramu, perishable, fleeting.

bratucu cshana-bhanguramu
,

life is

transitory.

bharanamu, maintenance. Skt.
Bharata-khandamu, India. Liter-

ally the land of Bharata. Skt. The
newspapers have adopted this term
from the ancient Indian Epics. Bha-
rata-khanda is properly the kingdom
of Bharata

,
who only ruled ove? a part

of Northern India. There is no
Telugu word for India or Indians,
Bharata-khandamu and Bhdratiyulu
both being Skt. The term Hindu is

Persian through Skt. Sindhu,the Indus,
bharintsuta, to bear, to maintain. Skt.
root brii .

-bharitamu, suffix meaning * filled

with’. Skt. -puritamu has the same
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meaning; both are used in Skt. com-
pound adjectives. ana?ida bharitudu

, |

full of joy.

bharmamu, gold. Skt.; used in Skt.
compounds in books.
Bharmad£samu, Burma. Skt., the
land of gold; used in books. Telugus
have now adopted Burma in speaking,

bharta, husband; from Skt. root brii,

bear. Common, but the Telugu
magadu and penimiti are commoner;
bhdrya

,

wife, is from the same root
brii

,

maintain; the bharta maintains
the bhdrya.
bharti-cheyuta, to fill up a deficiency,

bhartrii-, husband in compounds

;

from bharta , husband,
bhasmamu, ashes. Skt. The common
Telugu word is budida.

bhasmicarintsuta, to reduce to ashes,
bhatudu, servant. Skt. The common
Telugu words are panivddu and nau-
caru

,
bhatudu is a book-word ; racshaca

bhatulu are policemen, bhatulanu
cdvali y’istanu

,

I will give you servants
as guards.
bhautica, elementary, natural; adjec-

tival form of Skt., bhutamu
,
element.

pancha bhauticamu
,
composed of the

five elements.
bhavad-, prefix meaning your. Skt.,

used in composition with Skt. words.
Letters close with bhavad vidheyudu

,

yours obediently,

bhavadfyamu, yours,
bhavamu, existence, life. Skt., a

theological term, bhavamocshanamu,
is release from this fleshly coil;

bhavaduhkhamulu ,
the sorrows of

existence.

bhavanamu, mansion. Skt. sentral

jailu tappacunda raja bhavaname
,
the

Central Jail is undoubtedly a noble-
j

man’s mansion (a colossal structure),

bhavaftiti, pavilion, house with a court

in the middle, lopali bhavantilone
sarducuni

,
y'idi vara ddcd nenu padu-

cune totalo yH mundara hhavanti cdli

chesi addecu y’ivvaddnici siddham
chSsindnu ,

making shift with the inner
pavilion I vacated the outer pavilion

in the garden, in which I used to sleep,

and made it ready to be let.

-bhavmchi, suffix meaning getting or

becoming. Skt. murtibhavincki

,

get-
ting shape, assuming a visible form;
udbhavinchi

, being bom, produced,
bhavish-, prefix meaning future. Skt.
bhavishyatcdlamu, the future tense in

grammar.
bhayabhactulu, respect and rever-
ence; from bhayam, fear, and bhacti

,

devotion. y*{ v'ullo sculu curravdllu
maha pogar * ecci v'unnani; bhayamu
bhacti lecunda nd mundara penci zava-
bulu savallu vestaru

, the schoolboys
in this village are very insolent, they
banSy saucy questions and answers
before me without fear or respect,
bhayamu, fear. Skt. ndcu tupdci tstiste

bhayamu vestundi
, I am frightened at

sight of a gun ; ndcu chimi'appudu
sametti chicaf ante bhayamu, I have
been afraid of the dark from my
childhood.
bhayancaramaina, fearful,

bhayancaranga, frightfully. mini
bhayancaranga cana pada valenu, you
must look frightful,

bhayapaduta, to be afraid, bhayapada
ciidadu, dhairyanga niluva valenu

,

don’t be afraid, stand your ground
courageously.

bhayaparatsuta, to intimidate,
bhayapettuta, to frighten,
bhayasthudu, a timorous or timid
man

;
bhayasthuralu, a timid woman,

bhadrapadamu, the 6th month,
August~*September. Skt.
bhagaharamu, division in arithmetic.

Skt., from bhagam
, part, and hdram,

taking.

bhagamu, part. Skt.

bhagasthudu, sharer, partner.
Bhagavatamu, the Krishna epic;
from Bhagavan , the Lord,

bhagavatudu, an adept in religious

discourses.

bhagarintsuta, to divide. Skt.

bhagyamu, luck, happiness. Skt.

pendli ainadi modaluconi pilladi y’edigi

yeppudu cdpuramunacu vatstsuna d
maha bhdgyamu eppudd y'ani, im-
patient for the great pleasure of my
young' wife coming to live with me
after she had grown up.
bhagya rekha, the line of luck on the

hand.
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bhdgyasali, a fortunate man; from
bhdgyamu, luck.

bhagyavantudu, happy man, but
more often rich man ; in its common
use the ordinary word for a well-to-

do man
;
feminine bhdgyavati.

bhanchdt, Muhammadan term of

abuse, sodomite. Hindustani, ore

bhdnchrit ! md zrilici nlcu yenducu v*rii ?

why are you interfering with me, you
sodomite ? The Hindu expressions are

lanje coducu

,

son of a whore, and
vedhava, widow, which is applied also

to things and to males.
Bhanudu, Phoebus. Skt. A name of
the Sun God; used in descriptions

of sunrise and sunset in novels,

bh&ramu, burden. Skt. andu valla

bhubhdramu conta taggutundi, the
earth’s burden will be slightly re-

duced thereby.
Bharata Desamu, India; a news-
paper word. Bharata Mata, Mother
India; also Bharata-khandamu.
Bharatamu, the poem Mahabharata.
Skt.
Bharatiyulu, Indians ; newspaper
word. Bharatiya Cricettu Jattu, the
Indian Test Team.
bh&rya, wife. Skt. root brii, main-
tain. pendldmu

,
intidi (the thing in

the house) are other words for wife,

bh&sha, language. Skt.; desabhasha is

the vernacular. desa-bhdshaVandu Te-
lugu lessa, Telugu is the finest of the
Indian vernaculars. This is an oft-

quoted line from a Telugu work of
Krishna D6va Raya, one of the greatest
of South Indian monarchs, who ruled
at Hampi-Vijayanagar, now in ruins,

in the Bellary District,

bhashanamu, speech. Skt. vacra
bhdshanamu, irrelevant speech,
bhashantaramu, translation. Skt.,

from bhdsha, speech, and antaramu ,

other.
bhashintsuta, to converse. Skt.
bhashiyamu, idiom. Skt,
bhashyamu, commentary, dictionary.
Skt.
bhdvamu, mind. Skt, bhedabhava-
mu, difference of opinion. Some
poetic riddles in Telugu close with
dim bhdvandemi TirumaVesa

,
what

meaning does it convey, O Lord of
Tirumala! which is a challenge to

the reader to understand the mean-
ing of a piece of poetry or solve a
riddle.

bhavintsuta, to think. Skt. nenu
buddhimantunni, nann'andaru nutana
Bruhaspati y'ani bhavistdru

, I am a
wise man, every one considers me a
modern Bruhaspati .

bhavyamu, fit. Skt. nicu dlage tri-

china taruvata ikha mitri matlddadam
bhavyam cddu, if those are your ideas,

it is not proper to talk to you any
more; hdsyam peru petti nannu anta
mata anadam micu bhdvyam end ? is it

proper to speak so, calling it a joke ?

bh£damu, difference. Skt.

bh£dij purge. Skt.

bhedimandu, purgative,
bhedintsuta, to split. Skt. vdri ma-
nasu bhedinchinadi

,
there has been a

split between them.
bh6ri, kettledrum. Skt. ghrira sar-

pam vachchi pattucunnad’ani bherilu

vdyinchi gantalu cotti ddnni bedara

-

cottaddnic*ai pedda dhvani chestdru
,

they think a terrible serpent has come
to catch (the sun or moon at an
eclipse) and beat drums and gongs
and make a big noise to frighten it

away (Hindu Science); mi caryam
sddhinchi chivaracu jayabheri vestdru,

you will succeed and beat the drum
of victory.

bhicsha, bhicshamu, alms. Skt.

turaca vidhilri sanydsi bhicsha, a Hindu
religious mendicant begging in a

Muhammadan street
;
ydgabhicsha co-

sam vacca sari desa sancharam chesi

vattuna? shall I go out for once and
wander about for alms to perform
a sacrifice? patibhicsha, prayer for
restoration of husband,

bhinxiamu, broken, separate, different.

Skt. roots bhit and bhed. bhinna
griihamulu, separate houses; bhinna
cdlamulu

,
different times

; bhinna-

bhinna bhdshalu, different languages,
bhinnamugd, separately,
bhfcaranga, terrible. Skt. root bhi

,

same as bhayancarangd.

Bhishma, Bhishma in the Mahdbhd

-

rata. Skt. bhishmintsuta is to protest
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like Bhishma
,

to assert forcibly, as
|

Bhishma did in the story of the
j

Mahdbhdrata.
bhiti, fear. Skt. papa bhiti vidichi ,

!

having lost all fear of sin.

bhdgamu, enjoyment, fortune; also

bogamu. Skt. The Telugus enu-
merate eight kinds of enjoyment:
gruhamu or annamu

,
sayya, vastramu,

dbharanamu, stri
,

pushpamu, gan-
dhamu, tambulamu , house or food, bed,
clothes, jewellery, woman, flower,

sclent, betel, ecabhogamu
,
undivided

possession
;
samhhogamu, coitus

;
pdli-

bhogamu ,
separate possession; bhoga

griihamu, bedroom; sild bhogamu,
sthala bhogamu

,
nara bhogamu cdna

rdvu
, you cannot say what will happen

to a stone, a place, or a man.
bhbgamudi, courtesan, nautch girl.

Skt., also bdgamudi .

bhogastri, courtesan, nautch girl
;
also

bdgastri, plural bhogamvdndlu
,

bhri-

gamvdllu ; also bhogamudi,
vesya. bho-

gamvriitti
,
profession of a courtesan,

bhdgyamu, usufruct, a legal term.
bhogyapatramu is a deed of mortgage
with possession.

bhojanamu, food, a meal. Skt. bhoja-
namu cheyuta

,
to take a meal, is almost

always contracted to bhdncheyuta .

bhoncheyuta, to take a meal, con-
tracted from bhojanamu cheyuta

; very
common.
bhrama, confusion, hallucination,

bhramaconuta or bhramagonuta, to

be confused . memu griihamunacu poye
ddri teliyaca bhramagoni nilichi y'un-

ndmu
,
not knowing the way to the

house we are standing perplexed,
bliramapaduta, to be mistaken, nivu
bhramapadutu v’unnavu, you are

labouring under a mistake,

bhramapartsuta, to mislead,

bhramapettuta, to confuse, nannu
v’uriceprasnalu vesi bhrama pettacandi,
do not confuse me by idly asking

questions.

bhramaramu, big black bee. Skt.

bhramara nddamu, the hum of the bee.

The bee is a favourite topic in descrip-

tive passages. See also bhriingamu.

bhramintsuta, to be confused,

bhrashtamu, fallen, lost, depraved.

Skt. mi tammudu bhrashfai print-

tsunnddu
,
your brother is going to the

dogs.
bhrashtudu, fallen person. Skt. cula

bhrashtudu
,
an outcast, bhrasktasya

cava gati? what refuge is there for an
outcast ? (The answer is an emphatic
‘ none ’

. He will sink lower and lower.)

This is a well-known Skt. precept
whichhas gainedanenormous currency
in spoken Telugu. desa-bhrasktudu ,

one who is driven from his country

;

mata-bhrashtudu, one who is excom-
murflcated ; nitibhrashtud

u

,
a depraved

man.
bhrashtulai, fallen from caste,

bhratrii, prefix meaning belonging to

a brother; used in Skt. compounds,
bhratrii-snehamu

,
brotherly love,

bhriingamu, big black bee. Skt., used
in books only. See also bhramaramu.

Bhriingi, Siva’s griffin. Skt. This
attendant of Siva’s has three legs or

a head and two legs only; he will be
found carved on Siva’s temples,

bhriityudu, servant. Skt. Used in

books for naucaru, panivadu. paid
maha bhriityudu lagu natistadu , he
affects outward servility,

bhuctamu, enjoyment, possession.

Skt.

bhucti, food, bhucti-mucti
,
enjoyment

of this world and salvation in the next

;

nd-bkuctamld n'unde chenu
,
the field

in my possession; bidavddu bhuctici

zaragaca
,
poor and starving (not able

to keep going for want of food),

bhujintsuta, to eat, enjoy,

bhucampamu, earthquake. Skt. root
bhu, earth.

Bhudevi, Mother Earth. Skt.

Bhudevudu, God on earth, i.e. a

Brahmin. Skt. Also bhusurudu, bhu-

surottamudu , illustrates the arrogance
of the Indian Brahmin,
bhulocamu, earth, world. Skt.

bhumi, earth, land. Skt. The usual
word for the earth and also for landed
possessions, nicu yenta bhymi ? how
much land have you? nur'ecaramula
bhumi, 100 acres of land,

bhumikhamandu, landowner,
bhumisistu, land-tax.

bhusandu, isthmus.
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bhusaramu, fertility,

bhiishanamu, ornament. Skt.

bhushitamu, adorned. Skt.

bhiisurudu, brahmin. Skt.

bhusvami, landowner,
bhtitacalamu, the past tense in verbs,
bhutaci, an ogress,
bhiita-daya, kindness to animals,
bhuta-dhatri, the nurse of animal
life, the earth.

bhutamu, element, being. Skt. pan-
cha bhutamulu are the five elements;
bliutadaya is elementary or natural
kindness.
bhutamu, ghost. Skt. atanu micu
cdvalasin’anni bhiita preta pisdch'ddula
cathalu cheputddu

,
he will tell you

any number of ghost and spirit and
demon stories, bhutavaidyamu is the
art of exorcism (Hindu medicine);
bhuta vaidyudu

,
one who drives away

spirits.

bhutavesamu, possession by spirits,

-bhutudu, suffix meaning who has
become. Skt. sahayabhutudu, an ally

;

hetubkutudu, causer; ddhdrabhutanf
ainavi adhdramulu, evidence in sup-
port of the fact (legal), bhutudu usually
adds nothing to the meaning,

bicari, beggar; from Skt. bhicsham.
mdsina battalu cattuconi bicari vesham
vest, putting on dirty' clothes and dis-
guising oneself as a beggar,
bich&na, bedding. Hindustani,
bidayintsuta, to fold up. Hindustani,
e.g. a letter, talupulu biddyinchi, shut-
ting the doors.
bidda, child, goppa y’inti bidda, child
of a great house.
biddatanamu, childhood, ddadani
cheti arthamu mogavani cheti bidda
bratacadu, do not trust money to a
woman, or a child to a man

; cadupulo
bidda cadupulone vhmdaga coducu peru
Somalingam annattu, naming the child
before it is born (counting one’s
chickens before they are hatched),
bidiyamu, shyness, shame, vdllacu
siggu bidiyamu, paruvu pratiskthd
yemi ledu, they have no sense of
shame or of honour,

biga, tight, upiri biga patti
,
holding

'

one’s breath.
biga-pattuconuta, to hold tight, pra-

namulu bigapattuconi mdtddaca

,

hold-
ing his breath and not saying anything,

biggaraga, loudly, the usual word for
loud, biggaraga mdtadacu

,
do not talk

loud.
. bigintsuta, to tighten,

bigiya, tightly; same as biga.

bigutu, tightness, ungaramu bigut

u

cheta candalonici tosuconi poyinadi
, the

ring has eaten into the flesh,

biguvu, tight, d ungaramu nd valid
pattadu, vaddu

,
biguvu

, that ring won’t
fit my finger; I do not want it, it is

tight.

billa, disk, dish, in fact anything round
and fiat, bantrotu billa, the badge
peons wear on their scarves; vendi
biUa

,
a silver dish. molabiUa, the femaie

infant’s modesty disk that is hung in
front of its private parts, from mola,
the waist.

binami, in the name of another. Hin-
dustani. It is common to bid or to
purchase or put property in the name
of another to obtain some legal or
fiscal advantage, and is not regarded
by Hindus as immoral,

binde, large metal vessel with narrow
neck, water-pot. Goddvarici velli snd-

nam chesi binde y'ettucuni vastu battalu
v’utuccune vdlla niUu paddattu tochi
malli velli munigindnu, I was coming
from the Godavari after my bath
carrying my pot when I thought I had
been sprinkled by the water of the
people washing clothes, so I went
back and had another dip (Hindu
notions of ceremonial impurity),

binduvu, a drop. The letter n not
followed by a vowel, which is written
as a small circle (also known as pur-
nanusvdramu

, the complete nasal);
there is also bottu, which often means
the round mark on the forehead,

birabira, quickly, onomatopoGic.
birada, cork.
birudu, title, nivu tsupina pandityanid
tagina birudu peru sdsvitangd labhin-
chinadi

, you have acquired a suitable
title for ever for the scholarship you
have shown,

birusu, rough.
bitstsagadu, beggar; from Skt. bhic-
sham. atadu cafica daridrudu, puta-
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cutici gati ledu
,

vatti bitstsagdduga
v’unnddu, he is a miserable pauper
and beggar.

bitstsamu, alms, bitstsamettuconuta,

to beg.
biyyamu, rice; this is husked rice,

Italian, riso, rice in the husk. Italian

risone is vadlu
;
England not being a

rice-growing country the English lan-

guage does not make the distinction,

bidapaduta, to be poor. Skt. bhiti.

nddu v’unte Navabusayebu, annamu
idunte Amirusdyebu , bidapadite Fact

-

rusayebu ,
if a Muhammadan has land

he is a Nawab, if he has enough to eat,

an Amir, if he is poor he is Mr. Fakir,

bidaricamu, poverty,
bidatanamu, poverty.

boccesa, bundle,
boddu, navel, whirlpool,
bodducongu, central knot of man’s
cloth. Money is often kept in the
bodducongu . nd bodducongu rupdyalu

r

the rupees tied up in my cloth. The
navel-stone {boddu rai or mantapamu)
of a village is a platform placed at the
centre.

bogada, golden ear-knob, any knob.
gubba also means a knob or bub ; these
words for protuberance are, like the
English ‘bub’, onomatopoeic. The
fitting of sound to sense is one of the
characteristics of pure Telugu.

boggu, charcoal, sima-boggu, coal,

boma, eyebrow. Skt. brahma, bomalu
paidetti chintintsu niuddu moga?nti, the

bldavadu, poor man. nenu bidavanni
,

pillalu galavdnniy I am poor and have
children, is the favourite preface to a

petition.

bidu, fallow land. It is usually trans-

lated meadow, but this is wrong
;
there

are no meadows in South India; cattle

are left to pick up what they can from
jungle and fallows.

bigamu, padlock
;
the key is chevi (ear),

bijamu, seed. Skt. ginza is the Telugu
word

;
another Skt. word, vittu, vitta-

nam, is also in common use. bijam
also means a testicle,

bimd, insurance. Hindustani; also

bhima.
biracaya, a sharp-angled cucumber
called the ribbed gourd, vancdya

,

brinjal, biracaya
,
cucumber, and ben-

dacdya
,
ladies’ fingers, are the vege-

tables commonly eaten with rice,

biruva, chest of drawers. From French
bureau through the English, but the

meaning has changed; in the French
itmeans an office desk,whence bureau-
cratic and bureaucracy, desk rule,

bita, £ crack.

bobba, pustule, blister, vedi nillu padi
ame vrellu bobbaVeccinavi, hot water
fell on her fingers and raised pustules

on them.
bocca, hole (a big one), loss in business.

gattucubocca petti, breachingthe bund

;

nenu e boccalo durutdnu? where shall

I hide my head ?

boccasamu, money-bag.

sweet face musing with raised eye-
brow's.

bomma, image, puppet, doll, picture,

bommadu, brahmin, for brdhmanudu.
bommalata, puppet-show ; from bom-
ma, puppet, and ata, play,

bommaramu, a top.

bommarillu, doll’s house; from bom-
ma, doll, and illn, house,

boncari, liar,

boncu, lie.

boncuta, to lie. ddadi boncite goda
pettinattu, mogavadu boncite tadica

cattinattu y a woman’s lies are an im-
penetrable wall, a man’s a mat parti-

tion that you can see through
;
prdna

vitta mana bhangam ’ andu bonca
vatstsuy you may lie in defence of your
life, property, and honour (Hindu
ethics).

bondacoyya, stocks. The punish-
ment of the stocks is one that village

magistrates were once expressly

authorized to inflict,

bondalo veyuta, to confine to the
stocks.

bondi, body; the Skt. sariram and
another Telugu word odalu (usually

vollu) are commoner than bondi .

bongaramu, top. bongaramu trippa

galava ? can you spin a top*?

bongu, giant bamboo stick, bongu
bnzana vaichi coni povadarrCeUtmtid
aina, let us go a-begging with a yoke
on our shoulders,

bonta, quilt.



bont’ara$i us] boyavadu

bont’arati, kind of large plantain,

banana.
boppi, bump; onomatopoeic,
botabota, splash-splash; onomatopoeic
of tears falling, &c.
botanavrelu, thumb, great toe; this

is the Telugu word. The Skt. angush-

tham is also used.
botstsu, wool ; usually of sheep, but a

horse’s coat is also called his botstsu.

bottamu, button. English. The Te-
lugu is gundi

,
round thing,

bottiga., altogether, mana brahman

-

yamu bottiga chedi pdvutsunnadi, our
brahminhood is going altogether to

the dogs.
bottu, drop, castemark on the fore-

j

head, round bit of gold, the round
form of n and m. tdli bottu is the bit

of gold that is tied round a girl’s neck
at marriage and corresponds with our
wedding-ring.

bottucattuta, to marry, to tie the tali

bottu .

bottuddramu, string by which the
tdlibottu is suspended

;
also called

mangalasutram.
bozza, belly. Rdzugaru oca chetitd

misamu vadi veyutsii rendava chetitd

bozza nimuru conutsu pravesintsutsun-

ndru> the zamindar comes in twist-

ing his moustaches with one hand
and rubbing his belly with the other
(characteristics of Hindu nobility),

bozzavadu, fat man.
bocu, don’t; for pocu from povuta.
callaVada bocu

, don’t tell lies,

bode, trunk of a tree,

bode, small channel,
bddha, teaching* persuasion, mana
malam bddha cheyistu v’unda valenu

,

we must be teaching our religion,

bodhachdyuta, to teach,
bddhapaduta, to be persuaded, ippu-

du bodhapaddadi, now I understand,
bddhaparatsuta, to teach, vesyala
vriitti valla calige nashtdlu janulacu
bddha paricki

,
preaching about the

evils thatfecome from the dancing girls’

trade.

bodhintsuta, persuade, induce. Skt.
dsa bodhistunnadi cwamanamu bddhist-

unnadi, desire applies the spur, shame
the rein.

bodi, bald, shaven; used not only of
bald men but of shaven women, i.e.

widows, and so abusively as an ex-

pletive.

bogadu, man of dancing-girl caste,

bogammdlamu, band of dancing
girls.

bogamu, belonging to the dancing-
girl caste; from Skt. bhogam, enjoy-

ment. vivahddi subhacarydlalo bogam
melam pilipintsadam mdni vest puru-

shula chetapddintsaddniciyHsabhavdru
rejalyushan cheyya valen ani nenu pro-

pozu chestunndnu, I propose a resolu-

tion that we should not engage nautch
parties in future for our marriage and
other festivities but should have the
singing done by men.
bogamudi, dancing girl. The plural

is bogamvandlu, bogamvalhi
;
the accu-

sative is bogamddni ; another common
word for dancing girl is vesya.

bogamvadu, a male member of the
dancing-girls’ community,

bogamvriitti, dancing girl’s profes-
sion.

bogandi, bogastri, dancing girl ; sam-
sdra stri or culastri is the opposite,
respectable woman, family woman.

b61e, bowl, pot. bdledu is a potful.
bonacatte, female cook; bon is short
for bhojanamUy meal,
bdnchdyuta, to eat, short for bho-
janamu cheyuta

;
the short expression

is the one commonly used.
b6nu, trap. ilVanadam cante dinni
manushyula bon ante hdgd v'untundi,
this should be called a man-trap rather
than a house.

boragilapaduta, to fall face down-
wards.
bdragilaparunduta, to lie on one’s
breast.

borlapaduta, to be upset,
borlatoyuta, to upset,
borlintsuta, to upset,
boshanamu, a large chest. Hindu-
stani. It is a chest used specially
for keeping safe valuable cloths and
jewellery.

~b6tu (-potu), an affix meaning male.
tdgubotu, drunkard.

bdyav&du, a man of the boya caste,

palanquin bearer, plural bdyilu. The
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Brahma [49] buddhisali

Anglo-Indian ‘boy’ for servant is sup-
posed to be derived from this.

Brahma, God the creator. Skt. ye-
valid v'untsucon accara leca pote 16-

camlo bogamvdUanu Brahma Devudu
yenducu puttinchinddu ? if no one need
keep dancing girls why did the Creator
put them into the world?
brahmacharyamu, bachelorhood.

Skt.

brahmachari, bachelor, celibate. Skt.
brahmahatya, killing a brahmin.
Skt., from brahmanudu, brahmin, and
hatya , killing, egatiste brahmahatya,

digatiste gohatya, if I pull one way it

is brahmin murder, the other, it is

cow-murder (of a witness in a cattle

trespass complaint by a brahmin).
These are the two most atrocious

forms of murder (Hindu religion),

brahmaracdsi chettu, aloe, used as

a hedge or fence, especially by the
railways.

brahmasutramu, brahmin’s sacred
thread. Skt.; also precepts from the

Vedas.
brahma-taram cadu, quite impos-
sible. Skt., from brahma and taram,
possible, vdllanu maUintsaddnici brah-
ma taram cadu , God himself could
not turn them back
bramayuta, to be perplexed ; from Skt.

bkrama , confusion.
brahmanandamu, bliss. Skt., from
brahma and dnandam, joy. nacu
brahmdnandamga v’unnadi, idigo mi
bahumanamu nitru rupdyalu

,
I am in

the seventh heaven of delight, here is

your honorarium, Rs. 100 (to a singer),

brahmandamu, the universe, a fuss.

Skt. vaca pitta bhojanam lica pote

y'inta brahmdndam chestu v’unndwZJ
what a fuss about missing one meal!

braticintsuta, to bring to life,

bratim&luconuta, to entreat; also

batimdluconuta.
bratucu, life, livelihood; also batucu.

atuvanti vdl\a bratudenducu ? vedhava
bratucu ? what is the good of a life

like that, a rotten life? i bhiimi ma
bratucu

,
we live on this bit of land, it

is all we have.
bratucuta, to live, vddu bratici y*un

-

dagdni tolu valchi vesinaru, they flayed

him alive; ddaddni died arthamu,
magavdni died biddd bratacadu

, a child
will not live in a man’s hands nor
money in a woman’s,
brahmanudu, brahmin. Skt., from
brahma

;

feminine is brahmani. cap-
pacu cdtu, brdhmanunici potu ledu,

frogs cannot bite, brahmins cannot
fight. Plural, brahmanulu

,
brdhmalu.

brahmanyamu, brahminhood. Skt.
mana brahmanyamu botdgd chedi po-
vutsunnadi

, our brahminhood is going
altogether to the dogs,

brand!, brandy. English. brandi,jinnu
modalaina sdralu, brandy, gin, and
other spirits.

Briihaspati, the priest of the Gods,
wisdom personified. Skt. ma vdllu
nanrC andaru nutana Briihaspadgd
bhdvistd.ru, my people all think me
a new Solon; buddhi y'andu tamaru
Bruhaspadni minchinavdru, you are
wiser than Briihaspati.
brimdamu, crowd, band. Skt. mitra

-

briindamu, a band of friends,

buccd, scent powder, pallem ninda
buccd,

a tray full of scent powder,
extensively used on the fifth day of
the marriage.
budama, a kind of paddy grown in
the Circars.

budbulamu, bubbling ; onomatopoeic,
buddhi, sense. Skt. aina panici chin-

dnchevadu alpa buddhi galavadu
,

it

shows little sense to cry over spilt

milk; buddhi y'andu tamaru Briihaspa-

tini minchinavdru
,
you surpass Brii-

haspati in wisdom; cheppina buddhi
cattina tsaddi nilavadu

, advice and
food soon get stale.

buddhi chepputa, to give advice, to
reprimand. Skt.
buddhihmata, folly. Skt.
buddhihimidu, fool. Skt. inta buddhi-
hinumii yH locamlo nenu y'eccadd
tsuda ledu

, I have never seen such
a bom fool; I6caml6 buddhimantulu
taccuvagdnu ,

buddhihinulu eccuvaganu
v’untdru

,
there are more fdbls than

wise men in this world.
buddMpurvacamuga, on purpose.
Skt. idi buddhipurvacamcdna pant
cadu, I did not do it on purpose,

buddhisali, sensible man. Skt.



buddhi-svasthyamu [So] byancinotu

buddhi-svasthyamu, soundness of

mind. Skt. The term which is used
in the law courts (or would be if they

ever spoke Telugu there).

Buddhudu, the Buddha,
buddi, bottle, plural budlu. sdrdbuddi

tsutsucunefappatici vatti buddi v’un-

nadiy when I looked for my rum
bottle I found it empty,
budhavaramu, Wednesday. Skt.,

from budhudu
,
Mercury; the days of

the week being called after the

planets.
#

bugga, cheek, vddu dani bugga nalipi-

nddu, he pinched her cheek,
bugulubugulumanuta, to pitpat

; ono-
matopoeic.

bulaci, nose-ring, the one worn by
women not the one worn by men.
Hindustani, from Bulaq, suburb of

Cairo ; also a flower-basket or a tray,

buraca, cloth cover. Hindustani,
burada, mud. ingUshu tsaduvuconna
vdllu nadild burada nilVani nuti rdlLalo

munugutdruy those who have studied

English will bathe in well water, say-

ing the river water is muddy; burada
guntalo pandit a pig in a mud pit;

nd battalu burada ainavi, my clothes

got muddy.
burra, head; properly speaking,

c

nut’,

but in English also ‘nut’ is used for
* head \ burracu vaca gunamu, jivhacu
vaca ruchi, tastes differ and no two
heads are made alike

; rotlo burra petti

rocati debbacu zadisin’attu, putting
your head in the mortar and then
fearing the blow of the pestle (you

' should think of the danger first before
putting your head in the lion’s mouth),
burruna, rustling ; onomatopoeic, bur-

runa tsdpa tsuttinattu
,
the sound of a

mat being rolled up.
buruzu, bastion. Hindustani.

busabusaFani, puffing
; onomatopoeic.

Cobras and elephants say busa
, busa.

bussum’ani, hissing; onomatopoeic,
of snakes, &c.

butta, basket.

buwa, food, naueari manucunte nicu
nagalu, buwa yeccada nunchi vastdyi ?

if I leave service where will your
jewels and food come from? miru
techchejitamu buwacunuy guddalacunu
saripovuts unnadi, the pay you get is

just enough for food and clothes,

buzamu, shoulder; from Skt. bhujam.
buzzagintsuta, to coax, vdnni mellaga
manchi mdtalato buzzaginchi, wheed-
ling him with soft words,

buichi, ogre; derived from Bussy, the
French general ; used to scare children.

biichivddu y’ettucu potadu
, the ogre

will come and carry you away,
budida, ashes, budidalo posina panniru
rosewater thrown on ashes (pearls

before swine).

budidavanne, ash-coloured, grey,

butacamu, trick, id antd vatti buta-

camUy that is all a trick,

biitu, obscenity, butulu tittutadu, he
uses foul language.

biitupatalu, obscene songs, lanjala

cheta biitupatalu pddistene card Bhaga-
vad vishayam'aina gdnamu cheyiste

bagd v’undada ? would not sacred
music be better than coarse songs
sung by courtesans ?

buzu, mildew, battalu nagalu pette

ninda buzu padutu vhmnavi, I have a

boxful of clothes and ornaments
getting mouldy for want of use. buzu
patti v’unna Piirdna pustacamu

, a

mildewed Purdna book,
biizupaduta, buzupattuta, to get

mildewed.
byanci, bank (money). English,
byancinotu, bank-note. English.



c
cabalamu, mouthful, morsel. Skt. cachcha, rough, second-rate. Hindu-
d crura rdcshasunici neti sdyancala bho

-

janamunacu nine pradhama cabalam y

agudun ani tochi, thinking I would
provide the cruel giant with the first

morsel for to-night’s supper
;
cabalin-

tsuta, to swallow, devour,
cabbamu, an original poem; used in
b.ooks.

cabela, deed of grant. Hindustani; a

revenue term applied to grants of land,
cabddi, a blind man.
caburu, word, enquiry, information.
Hindustani, nenu pustacamu coracu

\

caburu pampinanu , I sent word for the
book

;
vidhilo nilutsuni canuccuni vdllu

lopala ler’ani caburu telisina taruvata
j

velli p6yinadu y he stood in the street

j

and enquired and after ascertaining

;

that theywere not at home, went away,
cabiiliyatu, counter agreement. Hin-
dustani. The cabuliyat is the agree-

ment signed by a zamindar at the 1

permanent settlement in exchange for
;

the sanad. The derivation is from
J

Hindustani, cabul, acceptance.
j

caccu, tooth of saw, dent, notch, coda-
j

vali cacculu cosinadu , he has jagged his >

sickle.

caccu, vomit; also craccu.

caccu, noise; onomatopoeic. Also
carucu, of sawing, whooping, &c.
caccuconuta, to vomit; also craccuco-

nuta. pilla annamu caccucunnadi, the
child brought up its dinner,

caccus, latrine; from Dutch caakkuts.

The only Dutch word in Telugu. Ex-
tensively used in the Southern Dis-
tricts

;
in the north, pad-doddi.

caccuta, to vomit; also craccuta. pilla

gudd’antd caccvnadi
,
the child was sick

all over its clothes,

caccuvayi, whooping cough,
caccuriti or cacciirti, desire, caprice.

inta caccuriti padutavu. you are so

capricious, brdhmalu dabbu cosam
caccurti padi mana sastraVanni vattacu

cheppi padu chestu v'umidru ,
brahmins

have told them all that is in the shastras

from a desire to make money and so

spoil the shastras.

stani. Opposed to pacca (pukka).
cachchhapamu, tortoise. Skt. The
Telugu is tdbelu. gaja cachchhapa
poru tsandamu , like a fight between an
elephant and a tortoise.

cacheri, office. Hindustani. The old
word for a Government office, now
called afisu. sivil cortucu yeduta md
cacheri v’unnadi, our office is opposite
the civil court.

cacshi, party, faction.

cacshidarudu, member of a faction,

party in a case, idi nydyasabha cddu
,

iccada plidarla vaddlatonu
, sacshyd-

latonii
,
cacshidarla vivadalatonu yeml

pani leduy this is not a law court, it is

no question here of pleaders’ argu-
ments, witnesses and the disputes of
parties.

-cada-, prefix or suffix meaning up to
or very near, at a place, last ; may also

become gada, in composition, cada-
tera vinut listen to the end

; cadasami-
pamiiy very near; cattacaday at the
very end ; irugada

,
on both sides

;

cadasari, the last time ; cadatsupu, last

look; cadavaracuy to the end; vaddin

-

chevadu tanavadu aite cadabantini cur-
tsunna vaccatiy if the server of the food
is your man it does not matter if you
are sitting at the end of the line; cada-
pallu, molars ; i pani cada canti vanici

teiiyacunda cheyydli, you should do
this without letting it be known to
either of your eyes. (Let not thy left

hand know what the right hand does,
to do a thing in much secrecy.)

-cada, an affix forming verbs into

nouns ; may become gada in composi-
tion. rdcaday coming; pdcada, going;
manug&da, maintenance ; talagada,

pillow.

cadabantini or cadapanctini, at the
end of the line (at a dinner j^rty), the
last or worst place, vesucunna vistari

vacanici vidichi petti cadapanctini cur-

tsovadam vyasanacaranga v’unnadi, it

is annoying to leave one’s leaf-platter

to another and go and sit at the bottom
of the row.



cadacu [52] cadupu tsallaga

cadacu, at last.

cadacu, to. atani cadacu vackchinaru ,

they came to him.
cadagallu, afflictions

;
also cadagandlu.

cadalamedalacunda, without mov-
ing or stirring; from cadaluta, to

move, and medaluta

,

to stir, sakdyam
tisuconi cshanamlo vastanu, nivu cada-

lamedalacunda v'undu, I shall be back
in a moment with help, meanwhile
don’t stir an inch,

cadalintsuta, to move (transitive),

cadalipovuta, to start,

cadaltsuta, cadalintsuta, to shake, to

jog, to move or mention as a topic,

cadaluta, to move (intransitive), cadu-

pulo pindamunacu pranamu vatstsuta-

tone tallici pitta cadalutsunnad’ani teli-

yutsunnadi, the mother knows she is

quick with child as soon as she feels

the child moving in the womb; balla

cadalacunda cinda rattuyettupettinddu

,

he put stones under the table to steady

it; cadalav'emi! bestir yourself
! ;

nenu
iccada nunchi cadalanu

,

I shall not stir

from here.

cadama, rest, balance,

cadannamu, bad food. Skt., used in

books.
cadapa, gateway; also the town mis-
spelt Cuddapah by the English,

cadapata, finally.

cadapativ&du, the last one. na vam-

samlo nenu cadapativanni ainanu, the
last of my race,

cadapd, bond. Hindustani,
cadaputa, to move (transitive); also

caduputa.
cadatera, to the end. cadate'ra tsada-

vandi, read to the end.
cadatdrtsuta, to finish,make an end of.

na paruvu cadaterchinddu, he has de-
stroyed my honour; id anta brdkmalu
janulanu telivitaccuvavattanu chesi

,

vdlla dabbu cadatertsaddnici pannina
yantram

,
that is all a trick of brah-

mins, to get money out of fools,

cadava,Jarge pot. perugu cadava
,
pot

of curds.
cada! indeed! more commonly gada

!

caddaru, khaddar, home spun cloth,

the fetish of Indian protectionists;

also khaddaru.
caddu, common form of caladu, it is.

there is, it is usual, atld cheppadamu
caddu ,

it is usual to say so; caddu
led'anaca, saying neither yes nor no.
cadiyamu, bracelet, especially one
worn by men. cancanamula cheyyi

adite cadiyamula cheyyi ddunu
, the

man follows where the woman leads,

cadugu, water in which rice has been
washed before cooking.

_

caduguta, to wash (transitive), but not
to wash clothes, which is utucuta

; thus
Monkey Brand soap will caduguta but
it will not utucuta . i pattemu cadigi

tisucu ra, clear this plate and bring it

here.

caduluta, to move (intransitive); also

cadaluta.

cadumu, bruise.

cadupu, belly (which is also the seat

of the affections in Tefugu; a cool

belly is regarded as a blessing), the
womb, cadupu cutici y’ediste coppu
pulacu y’edchinattu, the belly cried for

food, the topknot for flowers
;
cadupu

ninda gdrelu tinti vanti ninddjvaram,
a bellyful of cakes and a bodyful of
fever; cadupunindina beramu, a rich

man’s bargain (will be a hard one);
cadupidoni mata ante v'ur'antd autun-

nadiy if you tell your secret it will be
all over the village; cadupuld lenidi

caugalintsuconte vastunda! if you have
no bowels of affection, affection won’t
come by embraces

;
cantici yHmp aite

cadupucu y’impu, pleasant to the eye
and pleasant to the taste; vddu cadu-
puld tsalla cadalacunda v’unndduy he
lived at ease; vdru cadupu ninda tin-

naru, they ate their full
;
dmecu cadupu

poyinadi or diginadi
, she miscarried;

dmecu cadupu chesinaduy he got her
with child.

cadupu dintsuta, to procure abortion,
cadupunoppi, stomach-ache,
caduputa, to move (transitive); also

cadaputa, cadalintsuta .

caduputonunduta, to be with child.

tudacu nenu caduputon’ unndn ’ am
chevilo rahasyamugd cheppitini

, finally

I whispered in his ear that I was with
child.

cadupu tsallaga, may the belly be
cool, is an expression referring to the

womb of the addressee’s mother, and



caduru calayufa[S3]

is by way of being a good wish, mi
talli cadupu tsallaga, mini veyellu var-
dhillavalenu, blessingsonyourmother’s
womb, may you live 1,000 years,
caduru, spindle, drdtapu caduru ye
ratdna pettina bara bara, the spindle
will scream whatever wheel you attach
it to (drdtapu is a play on rdtnam,
spinning wheel, and dratam, grief),

caiconuta, to take, from cai, hand, in
Tamil, and conuta, an auxiliary verb
forming the middle tense; putstsuco-
rtuta is the usual word,

caicolu, agreement, acceptance,
caidi, prisoner. Hindustani. Also
khaidi.

caidu, prison. Hindustani. English
jailu is more common now.
caiffyatu, statement. Hindustani.
Properly particulars, but used of a
statement recorded by a tahsildar or
magistrate.
cail&samu, Siva’s heaven,
caincaryamu, service, especially di-

vine service. Skt., adjectival form of
cincarata

,
service; used chieflyin books

and among the Vaishnavite brahmins,
caivaramu, circumference,
cajana, treasury. Hindustani. Also
khajdna ,

cajj a, quarrel. Hindustani. Also khajjd.
cala, dream, calaloci racunda v’undunu
gdca, I hope it will not come back to
me in my dreams.

ca}a, brightness, air (ofpersons). Skt. rti

moganici y’ippudu cala cherucunnadi, a

cheerful air has come back to your face,

-cala, affix meaning ‘having’, usually
gala ;

participle of calaguta
,
very com-

mon in forming adjectives out of
nouns, budhigala, sensible,

calabanda, aloe, calabandad yendu
,

cddalid cotta, ledu, a daughter-in-law
is no more new than an aloe is

withered.
calaca, turbidity, calaca, to turn tur-

bid; canti calaca
,
the disease called

country sore eyes.

calacala, twittering; onomatopoeic.
calacala dhvanulu, twittering noises;

calacala navvuta, to laugh loud; mo-
gam yeppudu calacalal ddutu v'untundi,

a continually laughing face,

calacanda, sugar candy.

caladu, there is, it is; from caluguta ,

usually shortened to caddu. The
plural is calavu.

calaguta, to be disordered,
calagura, mixed herbs (olla podrida),
from cala, mixed, and cura, vegetable,
calagura-gampa, a mixture of all

varieties (an olla podrida), from cala-
gura, mixed herbs, and ga mpa, basket.
A whole section in the Telugu maga-
zines is often styled calagura-gampa

;

it will be an olla podrida containing
odd bits of news gleanings, amusing
anecdotes with topical interest, &c.
i masapu bharati patricald calagura-
gampa cinda manushyulacu tocalunde
v’ani ramayanamlo v'unna vdnarula

-

vanti manushyulu nizangdv'undevdrani
vrasinaru tsuchindra? Have you seen
the item in the miscellaneous part of
this month’s Bharati about the reality

of the existence of the wild men in
the Ramayana?
calahamu, dispute. Skt. sushca cala-
halu , subtle disputes; i calahamunacu
caracudavu nivu

,

you are at the bottom
of the quarrel ; calahapriyudu

,

delight-
ing in disputes, firebrand, mischief-
maker.
calamu, peri. Hindustani

;
Latin cala-

mus, reed-pen, Italian calamo

,

reed,
calamaio, inkstand, nivu pustacamu
vrdyumu, calamu cagitamu menu ja-
grata pedutanu, write the book, I will

provide you with ink, pen, and paper

;

calamu porabdtu, clerical error (slip of
the pen),
calapa, timber.
calaputa, to join (transitive)

;
causal of

calayuta
,
to join (intransitive),

calara, cholera. English; vdntibhedi,

vomiting and purging, is the proper
Telugu; vishuchi the Sanskrit, but
calara is more generally used, calard
cheta padintic ocadu tsachchinadu

,

one
out of ten has died of cholera,

calata, trouble,
calatsuta, to trouble,
calavaramu, confusion,
calavarintsuta, to talk in one’s sleep,

be delirious, babble,
calayatsiitsuta, to look all round,
calayuta, to mix (intransitive); also

caliyuta.



calayi [54]

cajayi, plating with tin, electroplate,

&c. Hindustani,
calectaru, collector. English,
caldbaramu, corpse. Skt.; savamu
and pinugu are commoner,

calls the Iron Age. Skt. caliyugamu
is commoner, also calicalamu or gkora-
cali, which means the frightful age of
Cali, who in the Puranas is described
as the presiding deity for everything
unworthy and sinful, sastral anni

|

tagalabadi varna sancaram aipotu v’un-

nadi
,
y'entati ghora-cali vachchinadil

The scriptures are destroyed, there is
j

chaos in the structure of castes—what
frightful things are committed in this

age!

caligintsuta, cause to be, caused to ,

happen; from caluguta.

calimi, being, having; from caluguta
,

to be. Comes to mean ‘having’, be-
cause ‘ being to you ’ = having, calimi
lemulu cdvati cundalu

,

having and
want are the two pots of the yoke, i.e.

there are always ups and downs,
calinga, weir; the outlet weir of a tank.

Weir and calinga are, however, distin-

guished here, a calinga being a weir
with upright stones planted at dis-

tances on it; the spaces between the
stones can then be filled up to raise

the height of the weir and the level of
the water in the tank,

calisiconuta, to meet; from caliyuta,

to mix.
caliyabaduta, to engage ; from cali-

yuta
,
mix, and paduta

,
fall, caliyabadi

cottuconi debbaladindru
,
they engaged,

struck and dealt blows,
caliyugamu, the Iron Age in which
we are supposed to live. Skt. cali-

yugamu aidu •vela samvatstsardlu ca
vachchinadi, we have had 5,000 years
of the Iron Age.

caliyuta, to mix (intransitive), meet,
be included, atani bhumilo calasinadi

,

included in his land; rodlu accada
caliyutsunnavi, the roads join there;
musali bhgrtalacunu padutsu bharyala-

cunu manass eppudunu caliyadu, old
husbands and young wives will never
be of the same mind,

calla, lie, false, callaprema
,
false love,

callaladuta, to lie.

caluguta

callamu, cal|apu mitta, thrashing-

floor.

callari, marauder, bandit, called col-

leries in old English records, when
marauding bands were one of the
afflictions of South India; there are

none now. callaridu in books,
callara, with one’s own eyes, plainly;

short for cannulu, eyes, and drd>

clearly, atanni nenu callara tsuchindnu

I saw him plainly. Also candldrd.

callemu, reins, gurram digi pattu-

comm ’ ani gurram cablem na chetic

ichchinadu
,
he got off his horse, told

me to hold it, and gave me the reins,

callolamu, turmoil. Skt.

callu, toddy (palm beer), callu gisuconi

bratucutadu
,
he lives by drawing toddy

(from palms).
calludukhanamu, toddy-shop

; also

calluducdnam.
calmashamu, dirt. Skt.

calpamu, a religious rule. Skt.

calpamu, cycle of 4 million or so years.

Skt. nimisham oca calpamuga gada-
puts undiri, a minute passed like an age.

calpana, fabrication. Skt. adi vatti

calpana
,
that is a mere fabrication,

calpavriicshamu, the Wishing Tree.
Skt. The tree is in the Hindu paradise,

calpintsuta, to fabricate, frame. Skt.

appati rdzu yH tsattamulanu calpin-

chinddu
,
the then king framed these

laws.
calpitamu, fabricated, fictitious. Skt.
calti, mixture, adulteration

; from cali-

yuta, to mix. Also calti.

calugu, hole, cave.

caluguta, to be, to be able, to happen

;

changes to galuguta in composition.
Telugu, like Spanish, has two words
for ‘to be’, unduta (Spanish ser) and
caluguta (Spanish estar). caluguta
signifies something more than mere
empty being; it is rather to happen or,

implying a dative of possession, to

have, sommu galavddu is a man who
has money; pillalu calavddu

,

a man
who has many children

;
vrdya gala-

vddu, one who has writing, i.e. can
write; chellintsa galavdramu

, we can
pay ;

telivi galavddu
,
a sensible man

;

caligin ayya gade tiset appatici peda
vdnici prdnam poyinadi, by the time



calupu [55] camuzu

Dives had made open his bin Lazarus
was dead ;

caligina vdrici andaru tsut-

tale, everybody is related to the rich
man.
calupu, weeds,
calushamaina, turbid. Skt.
calusuconuta, to meet

;
from caliyuta.

repu vhuLaydnna bhojartapu velacu tap-
pacunda vachchi calusucuntdnu

, I will

meet you without fail to-morrow
morning at breakfast time,
calyanamu, marriage. Skt. calya-
notstsavamu (utstsavamu) is the day of
a god’s marriage; calydna mantapam

,

the platform on which this ceremony
is carried out.
camalamu, lotus. Skt. One of the
commoner words for lotus, of which
there are many, camala is a female
name.
camatagandlu, farm servants, a y’
asamivaddavanda mandi camatagandlu
v'unndru

,
that individual employs xoo

labourers on his farm.
camatamu, landed property,
camanu, arch, spring of a carriage or
a watch. Hindustani,
cam&nu, a march or military journey
(from French commander) . Has lost its

original meaning and is used in the
sense of going on circuit, injaniyaru
garu yeppudu camdna potdru ? when
does the engineer go on circuit?

cam&yishu, business. Hindustani,
cambafi, blanket. Skt.
cambajipurugu, hairy caterpillar;

also gongali-purugu, from gongali, a
hairy blanket.
cambu, a millet (pennissetum typhoi-

deum or spicatum). The word used
in the Circars is sazzalu ;

cambu is

Tamil; the Hindustani is bajra. The
millet with a head like a bulrush and
smaller grains than zonna (cholam ,

jawarfi)

.

camchf, whip,
camiti, committee. English,
camizu, shirt. Portuguese. There is

only one other Portuguese word in

Telugu, cusiniy kitchen,
camma, a large ear-ring,

camma, missive ;
used in books,

camma, sweet, fragrant, camma or

cammani tavulu
,
fragrant odours.

camma, the chief Telugu cultivating
caste.

cammaramu, smiths’ work, cam-
mara vidhilo siidulu amtnin* attu

y
like

selling needles in Blacksmiths’ Street
(taking coals to Newcastle),
cammatamu, landed property; also

camatam.
cammi, wire, bar

; mucammi is a nose-
ring.

cammi, concealment; from cammuta y

to misappropriate, tallied leccalla padi
vela riipdyala sommu cammi-cheyaba-

dinaxLi
,
there is misappropriation of

accounts to the extent of Rs. 10,000
in the Sub-Treasury,
cammuconuta, cammuta, to hide,
surround, oca abaddhamu cammada-
rnci veyyi abaddhamulu cdvalenu

,
e,ooo

lies are required to hide one.
cammudala, concealment,
campa, thom-bush.
campamu, tremor, bhayam cheta
campam y’etti valVanta chemata pdsi-

nadiy I trembled and sweated all over
the body in fear; bhiicampamu is an
earthquake.
campeni, company; especially the
East India Company, inglish doralu
tsuduy campenilu petti nyayanga vyava-
hariste vacati rendu sanvatstsaralalo

lacshala coddi sommu yela sampadis-
tardy see how the English form com-*
panies, trade honestly, and make
money by lakhs in one or two years,
campintsuta, quake, bhiimi campin-
chinadiy the earth quaked

; dehamu
dipamu vale campimpa modalu petti-

nadiy my body began to tremble like

the flame of a lamp,
campu, stench, musali campu

t
smell

of old age.

campu cottuta, or campu gottuta,
to stink, taste bad. i niru chilumu
campu cottutsunnadi, this water tastes

of verdigris; ndcu pinugu campu gottu-

tsunnadiy I smell a corpse,
camsalivadu, goldsmith, talli ban-

gdram aind camsalivadu doMgilzntsaea

manaduy a goldsmith will steal even
his mother’s gold ;

madiga malli cam-
sdli y'elliy the cobbler will say, ‘come
again’, the goldsmith, ‘to-morrow’,
camuzu, partridge. Also canzu .



canacamu [56] cannabidda

canacamu, gold ; a Sanskrit word used
in composition as canacangi, golden
haired.
canacana, blazing; onomatopoeic,
canamu, particle. Skt. agnicanamu is

a spark.
canapacLuta, to appear; also camipadnia
canaparatsuta, to show, pravartana
valla ydgyata canaparatsadanici nac

*

avacdsam cheyyandi,
give me a chance

to prove my value by my conduct;
sdstramlo v’unnadi nenu canaparus-
tanu, I will show* what is in the
shastras. Also canuparatsuta

canata, temple (of the head),

canalu, canal. English, caluva is

commoner.
cancanamu, marriage thread tied on
the wrist at the beginning of the

ceremony. Bracelet wrorn by women

;

cadiyamu
,

bracelet worn by men.
cancanamula cheyyi adite cadiyamula
cheyyi ddunu, the hand that wears a

cadiyamu will follow the hand that

wears a cancanam .

cancanamu cattuconuta, tie the
marriage thread, be wedded. Also
metaphorically, cancanamu cattucon-

nadu
, he took up the work as if wedded

to the idea of it.

cancara, gravel. Hindustani,
canche, hedge; also pasture,

cancherusumulu, pasture fees,

canci, ear of com; also vennu.
canda, an esculent bulb (amorphophal

-

lus campanolatus).
canda, flesh, ungaramu candalonici

tosucom poyinadi
,
the ring has bitten

into the flesh. Also flesh of fruit,

candacamu, ditch, trench,
candacavaramu, sensuality, from can-

da, flesh, and cdvaramu, fat. mundalu
tindi tini tinnaga unda Uca candacava-

ramunacu lobadi canipanulu cheyuduru,

widows eat well and unable to keep
straight yield to sensuality and com-
mit sins.

cande, cob of millet or maize, nulu
cande is«a ball of thread,

candi, a pulse, red gram, cajanus
indicus . The beans of this, pappu
(dholl), are the most nutritious food
eaten with rice by vegetarians,
candipappu, dholl.

candiriga, hornet; from iga, fly.

candlara, with one’s own eyes, plainly.

Also calldra.

candlu, eyes; plural of cannu.
candlutiruguta, be giddy, ndcu cand-
lutirugutsunnavi, I am giddy,
canduta, be burned, grieve, ni mu-

khamu candinadi
,
your face is burnt;

manasu candinavadai
,
being grieved

at heart.

canduva, upper cloth; also khanduvd.
nuru riipdyala bandrasu canduva

,
a

Benares shoulder-cloth worth Rs. 100.
cangucangu, clanging; onomatopoeic.
The sound of bells, &c.

cani, having seen clearly; from canuta.
canichepputa

,
to speak clearly ; the

word is common in books, but in
speaking you say tsuchi

,
not cani.

canicaramu, compassion,
canicarmtsuta, to pity,

canipettuta, to find out, to discover.

anni canipedutu v’untddu
,
he finds

everything out
;

vaca cotta sangati
canipettinanu

,
I have found out some-

thing new
;
pracriiti sastragnyulu dina-

dinamu cotta sangatuVenno canipettuts

*

unndru, the scientists are making new
discoveries every day.

canipettuconuta, to wait, canipettu-

com’anu
,
tell him to wait; nd cosamu

canipettuco
,
wait for me.

canipintsuta, to seem, to come out
(as a disease), to find, vadu ndcu
canipintsa leduy I could not find him.

canishta, little finger. Skt. The Te-
lugu is chiticina velu or chiticina vrelu.
canisamu, the least. Skt.
canna, who has begotten or given
birth; from canuta

, to give birth,
common in the expressions canna-

talli
,
canna tandri. nalugurini canna

tandri
,
the father of four; camCayya

,

the natural father.

canna, prefix meaning ‘any*; from
canuta

, to see. cannatsota, anywhere;
cannavdllu

, strangers
; cannacullu, any

food you can get.

canna, than
; more usually cante. antya

nisht uramu canna ddi nisht urame melu,
annoyance at the end is worse than
annoyance at the beginning,
cannabidda, natural as opposed to
adoptive child; from canuta

,
to give



cannacanna [57]

birth, cdnaca-cannabidda
,
a child be-

gotten after long years of waiting,
cannacanna, the first to come, any ;

:

from canuta, to see. cannacannavdW
j

evar' aina vyabhicharistit
,
committing

fornication with the first comer,
cannacola, jemmy,
cannada, Canarese.
cannadamu, the Canarese country,

the Carnatic,

cannagadu, burglar,

cannamu, hole in mud wall, burglars’

hole. Houses being mostly of mud,
burglars do not get through a window

j

as in England but make a hole at the 1

bottom of the mud wall. Cannayya is

a name given to a baby put through
a hole in the wall from outside

; this

will prevent it dying if it is sickly,

likeKuppuswami, the TamilAsh Child,
cannamveyuta, to make a burglars’

hole, cdryam chesi vallu santoshinchi

nalugu dabbulu y’iste putstsucunte yemi
doshamu? idyemi canndluveyyadamd?
if a few coins are exchanged to oblige

people and do something for them,
what is wrong? is that committing
burglaries? (ethics of bribery),

canne, virgin; canya or canyaca is

commoner, yogyurandraina canne-

lacn ituvantivi yemi ieliyavu
, good

girls know nothing of such things;
canne ichchitivo, cannu ichchitivo? is

it your daughter or your eye you
will be giving? (When a large dowry
is demanded.)
cannericamu, virginity, dme canneri-

camu cheripinadu
,
he took her virgin-

ity; cannericamn cheyuta, enjoyment
of a courtesan when she publicly takes

up such a career.

catmiru, tear; plural cannillu from
can, eye, and nir, water. The ordi-

nary word. The Sanskrit asruvu and
bashpum are used in preference in

books.
cannu, eye. oca cannu cannu cddu, oca

coducu coducu cddu
,

eyes and sons

should be in pairs; cantici imp’aite

cadupucu yHmpu , what pleases the eye

will please the palate. The plural is

candlu or callu or cannulu. calldra

means plain to the eyes (cannul-drd).
candlu agapadavu, he cannot see ;

this

cantsarag&dida

is the common word, the books prefer
to use netramu.
cannu, arch of a bridge ;

from the word
for eye. But the eye of a needle is

bezzamu. cannulerracheyuta
,

to be
angry (make your eyes red),

cannula nirupettuta, to cry’ (put
water in the eves).

cannulapanduga, a feast for the eyes,

canta, in the eye. atani canta pada-
cunda, so as not to be seen by him;
paid canta tadipettin'attu

,
pretending

to cry’.

canth, fissure, chink, nenu lopalidpdyi
y'i talupu cantalo nunchi mi y'iddari

charyalu canipedutu v'untanu, I shall

go inside and see through the chink
in the door what you two are up to.

cante, a gold necklace worn by women.
cant£, than; also canna , from canuta ,

to look, looking at, i.e. in comparison.
tsaddi cante v'uracdya ghanamu , if you
observe your cold rice the pickle is the
best part of it

;
vdni cante vere manishi,

a different man from him.
canthamu, throat. Skt. cantham lotu

nittalo digtnddu, he went into the
water up to his throat,

canthapathamu, rote. Skt. conni
manchi padyamulu canthapdthamu
cheyya valenu

,
you must learn some

good verses by heart,

canthasoshanamu, throat-drying, i.e.

waste of breath. Skt., from cantham

,

throat, and sosha , drying ; also cantha-
sosha.

canthasvaramu, voice. Skt., from
canthatn

,
throat, and svaram

,
sound.

ni canthasvaramnenu tarutsugd vinnadi
lag’unnadi, your voice sounds familiar,

canti, cantiid, to the eye, in the eye;
oblique of cannu , eye. cantilo nerasu,

particle in the eye. cadacanti
,
ashance.

canti, boil, i tailamu cantulu caraga-

cottutsunnadi, this oil dissolves boils;

vanti ninda cantulu bayaluderutu v’un-

navi
,
boils are breaking out all over

the body.
canticalaca, sore eyes,

cantsamu, metal plate,

cantsaragadida, mule, cantsaragd-

dida gurramunacu gddidecu puttinadi,

a mule is a cross between a horse and
an ass.



cantsaravadu [58] capalamu

cantsaravddu, coppersmith,
cantsu, bell metal.

canu, eye; usually cannu , except in

composition, where canu is preferred,

canubomma, eye-brow,
canuca, therefore, but ganuca is almost

always the form used
;
from canuta

,
to

see; ‘seeing that’ is similarly used in

English.
canucattu, legerdemain, adi cevala?n

mdya
,

vatti garadi, suddha indrajd-

lamu; canucattu cheta canabaddade
cam nizam cadu, that is simple illu-

sion, mere juggling, pure conjuring;

it appears to be by legerdemain but is

not really.

canucconuta, to find out; also spelt

canugonuta, but not so pronounced.
vetti canucco, go and find out or

enquire.

canuchicati, twilight,

canuddyi, pair of eyes
;
used commonly

in books.
canugantalata, blind-man’s buff,

canugoni, canungoni, having seen;

used in books.
canuguddu or canugruddu, eye-ball,

canumiiyuta, callumuyuta, to de-

ceive. ndcenducn ila caUumuyyalanitsu-
stavu?, why do you try to deceive me ?

canupaduta, to appear, seem, cana-
paddade cdni nizamu cadu

,
it seems

but it is not. The common word for
‘ see \ the Telugus preferring to say ‘ it

appears’ rather than ‘I see’, iccada

y'eduta vaca mantsamu canapadutu
vhinnadi, I see a bed there opposite;
d chettu mida coti canabadutsunnada ?

do you see the monkey on yonder tree ?

canuparutsuta, to show; also cana-
paratsuta .

canupattuta, to appear, come out,

come to light.

canup&pa, pupil of the eye
;
from canu

and papa, child, i.e. the small reflec-

tion seen in the pupil. (Latin pupillus

has the same derivation, pupus, baby.)
cattupu, joint, especially of the fingers

and of a ^ugar-cane, knuckles,
canureppa, eyelid, reppa by itself

also means an eyelid,

canureppapdtu, the twinkling of an
eye, a moment, instant; from canu-
reppa and pdtu, fall.

canureppaventruealu, eye - lashes

;

from canureppa and ventrucalu
,
hairs.

Also canu-ventrucalu .

canuta, to see; tsutsuta and canapa-
duta, to appear, are more often used.

cane guddi, vine chevudu
,
blind though

seeing, deaf though hearing (eyes have
they but they see not, ears have they
but they hear not).

canuta, to bring forth, bear, beget.

canna tandri, canna talli
,
the father

who begot you, the mother who bore
you; caduputo v'unn'amma canaca
mdnund

,
vandin amma tinaca mdnu-

nd ? will the woman with child fail to

bring it forth, will the woman who has
cooked, fail to eat? i pillanu nicu

cannan antundi, she fathers the child

on you; ame cane dinamulu, she is

near her time.

canuzu, sambhur deer (cervus hippe-

laphus), a large brown deer; distin-

guished from camuzu
,

which is

partridge.

canya, canyaca, virgin. Skt.

canyadanamu, gift of a virgin. Skt.

It is a meritorious act to give a daugh-
ter in marriage, y’evaru pillan iyyaca
pote ma ammayini y’ichcki a canyddana
phalamunu nenu daccintsucuntanu

, if

no one will give a girl I will give mine
and obtain the merit of the virgin gift,

canydsulcamu, selling a bride, i.e.

demanding money from the bride-
groom. Skt., from canya

,
virgin, and

sulcam, tax. atada balya vivdhdlu
canyasulcdlu cudad ani vadistu v’un-
tadu, he argues against child-marriage
and selling brides, varasulcamu

,

bridegroom money, is commoner
;
the

price of graduates in the market is

high
;
girls can only be sold to old men.

canyatvamu, virginity; also canneri-

camu. Skt.

capatamu, deceit. Skt. capaVamleni
mdtalu

,
guileless words; capatam vi-

dichi nizamu cheputdnu vinandi

,

I will
iay aside deceit and tell you the truth,
capalamu, skull, capdla mdcshamu

,

deliverance through the head
;
the

spirit in a body is supposed to burst
out of the head when cremation takes
place. Used figuratively it means to
break a head, capdla mocsham ayye-



caphamu [59] caratamu

tattu burra pagulagottina vidici buddhi
ledu,wisdom does not come down upon
him though I broke his head,
caphamu, phlegm; a common word
with Indian medical men.
capi, ape. Skt., used in books. The
common word is coti.

capile, water-lift (large leather bucket,
a wheel, and bullocks).

cap61amu, cheek. Skt. Used in books
for bugga ;

commonly used in the com-
pound. svacapolacalpitamu, one’s own
invention, the term for an original

story in Telugu; telugulo svacapola-
calpitam*aina navalalu taccuva

, there
are only a few original novels in
Telugu.
capotamu, dove. Skt., used in books
for guvva.
cappa, frog, cappacu catu brahmanu-
nici pdtu ledu

,
frogs don’t bite and

brahmins don’t fight
; cheruvu nindite

cappalu cherutavi, the frogs assemble
when the tank fills.

cappabaduta, to be covered; from
capputa and paduta

,
cheppidu todugu-

connavanici locam anta toluto cappa-
baddattu tostundi, the man who wears
shoes thinks the whole earth is covered
with leather, i.e. does not feel for the
suffering of bare feet on red hot soil,

cappagantuldta, ducks and drakes

;

from cappa, frog, gantulu, jumps, and
ata, play, d pillacayalu cappagantu-
ldta ddut ’ unndru, those boys are play-
ing at ducks and drakes,
cappamu, tribute,

cappa-talamu, padlock,
cappi, pulley.
cappiputsuta, to hide atadu tinnagd
vddam cheyya leca tana chetacdnita-

nam cappiputsaddnici cdpam tetstsucun-

nddu , not being able to argue he lost

his temper to cover his weakness.
cappuy*roof, covering, paicappu , inti-

cappu
, roof.

capputa, cappuconuta, to cover,
cara, caraca, black, caraca nela, black
soil; the usual word for black is nalla.

caracara, noise of grinding or chew-
ing; onomatopoeic, micu caracaraV
ddutu dcali bdgd vestu v'unnatfunnadi,
from the noise of your chewing you
seem to be really hungry.

caradupamu, soot,
caragagottuta, melt (transitive) ; from
caraguta and cottuta. i tailamu cantu-
lanu caragagottutsimnadi

,

this oil dis-
solves boils.

carigintsuta, to cause to melt,
caraguta, to melt (intransitive), cathi-

namaina manassu mir agnihotralu dari-

colpind carigedi cddu y 100 fires may
blaze without melting a steadfast
mind

;
anducu vani manassu carigznadi,

his heart melted at that; itani pata
ante mriigalu, pacshulu santoshistavi

,

manitshyula manassulu caragaddnic
ascharyam yemi vhintundi! birds and
beasts rejoice at his singing, what
wonder that men’s hearts melt,
caralaghavamu, dexterity. Skt.
caramu, hand. Skt. A word used in
books for cheyyi.
caramu, much. Sanskrit word used
in books for tsala.

caranamu, village accountant, thru

mida nuru paddd caranam mida cdsu
padadu, though the village has to pay
a pound the kamam will not have to
pay a penny.
caranamu, instrument. Skt. acarya
caranamu

,
instrument of evil,

caratalamu, palm of the hand. Skt.
caratalamalacamugd, easily. Skt.
Merely a book wTord; no one is so
audacious as to use a vrard of that
length in conversation; they say sula-

bhamuga, avalilaga, or telicagd
,
which

are quite long enough,
caratsuta, to bite, carraleni vanni
gorre aina carastundi, even a sheep
will bite a man without a stick ; arache
cucca carava neradu ,

a barking dog
won’t bite. (The Italians have the
same proverb, cane eke abbaia non
morde .) pdlu posi penchindpamu cara-

vaca manadu
,
feeding a snake with

milk won’t stop it biting; cassum’ani
cdtla cuccaldgu carava vachchedi, she
used to come atme growling like a dog
as if to bite me.
caravalamu, sword. Skt. *Used in
books; colloquial is catti, knife,

cararu, agreement. Hindustani,
cararunama, agreement in writing.

Hindustani.
cardtamu, small box fox pills, rouge,



carcotacamu [60] cashtapaduta

See. nic enni vastuvulu techchinano!
dantapu duvvena vacati

,
vaca bottu

pette; y*ittadi cuncam barine, y'ittadi

cdtuca cardtam
,

see what I have
brought you, a toothbrush, a caste-

mark paste-box, a brass rouge box,
a brass eye-blacking box.
carc6tacamu, cruelty. Skt.
carcbtacudu, a cruel man._ Skt.

vdllu nalugu dabbula sommu tini y’aina
paropacaram cheyyadam y’eragaru,

vdllu vatti carcotaculu, they are cruel

men who won’t do a favour even when
you have bribed them (ethics of
bribery).
carmabaddhudu, Skt., from carma

,

duty, and baddha ,
bound,

carmabhiimi, pious India, just as the
Yankees call the United States God’s
own country.
carmamo, duty, fate. Skt. A funda-
mental idea of Hindu religion

;
a man’s

carma is the fruit of good and evil

actions in a previous existence,
carnamu, ear. Skt. Book word for
chevi, used chiefly in composition as

carnacathoramuga, horrible to the ear.

carnamu, village accountant
;

also

caranamu.
carmcamu, office of village accoun-
tant.

carnotstsavamu, feast for the ear.

Skt., from carnam, ear, and utstsavam,
festival, carnotstsavangd ayana pata
vini, hearing his singing with delight,
carpuramu, camphor,
carra, stick, vddu carran anuconi y’un-

nddu
}
he is leaning on a stick; carra

lenivdnini gorre cudd carustundi, even
a sheep will bite a man without a stick,

carra, dark stain,

carri, black.
carru, plough-share, a stain, carru
y'erragd cdlchi vdta vest nippu calu-

tundaledo tsupistdnu, if I heat a plough-
share red-hot and brand him we will
see whether the fire burns him or not

;

ni battalacu netturu carr enducu vach~
chinadi

J
why are your clothes blood-

stained
*

-carta, suffix denoting agency. Skt.
,
root, crii f to do. grandkacarta

, author;
dharmacarta, temple superintendent,
cartavyamu, what must be done.

Skt., root crii, to do. micu cartavyam
anta nenu v'upadesistdnu , I will explain
what you have to do.

cartsu, expense. Hindustani. Also
khartsu. sama-cartsu is credit and
debit. Yenta cartsu chisina micu lac-

shyam ledu
,
you do not care how

much you spend.
carucu, sawing noise; onomatopoeic,
caruna, mercy. Skt. caruna mali,

devoid of pity,

carunintsuta, to pity, have mercy.
Skt.'

carutsuta, to bite; also caratsuta .

caruva, to bite; from caratsuta. a
cucca nannu caruva vachchinadi

,
that

dog came to bite me.
caruvu, famine, caruvu mdnpu panta
midatala mdnpu manta

,
harvest stops

scarcity, fire stops locusts \pandepanta
tindici tsalaca caruvulu vastavi

,

the
harvest being insufficient for food
famines come.

casaratu, exercise, gymnastics,
casaru, scolding,
casaruconuta, to speak sharply,
casaruta, to scold,

casavu, grass, gaddi is commoner,
casayi, butcher. Hindustani, casdyi-
vydpdram. butcher’s trade, used also

metaphorically.
casba, principal town in a district.

Hindustani.
cashayamu, a decoction, any extract
prepared by boiling or evaporation,

cashayi, the colour of holy men’s gar-
ments—a dirtyyellowor yellowish red.
Skt. sanyasi cashdyi vastramulanu
dharintsuconi vachchinddu, the hermit
came in his yellow robes,
cashtamu, difficulty, work. Skt. vdni
vrdta tsaduvuta cashtamu, his writing
is difficult to read; vddu cashtamulon
unnadu

, he is in difficulties, ‘cashte
phalt ’ y'ani n’atlu modatan srama
paduvdru

, venuca sukhamu chendu-
durUy ‘cashte phalf’, as the saying goes,
those who at first exert themselves
will afterwards attain comfort,
cashtapaduta, to be in difficulties, in
want.
cashtapaduta, to work, bangaru golu-
sulu vidhulalo doracutannappudu iccada
evvarunnu cashlapadan accara ledu.



casi cattutam
as gold chains are said to be found about
in the streets no one need work (or be
in want).

casi, spite, nd casi tirtsu contanu, I will

vent my spite,

casturi, musk. Skt.

castiiritilacamu, patch of musk put
as a beauty-spot. A famous stanza on
Krishna begins casturitilacam lalata

phalace ,
which means ‘ the lovely spot

of musk on the forehead
casum ani, growling; onomatopoeic,
catacata! alas!; also contracted to
cattdl
catamuna, because of. Used chiefly

in books, the books will say atticata-

muna, while people will say andu
cdsam.
catacshamu, favour,
catacshintsuta, to favour,
catha, story, riddle, d catha savistara-

muga cheppu
,
tell that story from end

to end.
cathanamu, telling,

cathinamu, hard, severe. Skt. cathi-

nahriidayad'aina , hard-hearted

.

cathinatvamu, harshness,
cathinudu, hard man.
cathdramu, severe, terrible. Skt.
carnacathoramiiga, terrible to the ear.

catica, downright, catica chicati, pitch
darkness; catica mundavddu

,
an utter

scoundrel; catica daridrudu, a very
poor man.
caticavadu, butcher.
-catla, affix meaning ‘at’, tellavaru-

catla, at dawn
;
more usually tellavaru-

gatla ;
edurucatla, in front,

catlapamu, Russell’s viper,

catnamu, present, especially marriage
present.
catta, bundle, sheaf; from cattuta, to

tie.

catta, embankment; from cattuta, to

build? more usually gattu.

cattacada, cattacadapata, at the
veryend

;
from cada, end, reduplicated

.

cattadamu, a building; from cattuta
,

to build.
catte, scoundrel, vddu siggumdlina
catte

,
he is a scoundrel lost to shame,

-catte, feminine affix, panicatte
,
maid

;

chelicatte, playmate,
catfelu, firewood.

cattera, scissors; also catteracola.
catti, knife, sword, vitstsucatti, drawn
sword.

cattintsuta, to get built
;
from cattuta

,

to build.
cattipettuta, to stop (transitive) ; from
cattuta, tie, and pettuta. a bedarim-
pulu anni cattipettandi

,
stop all those

threats.

cattipidi, knife-handle,
cattirintsuta, to cut. vddu dorala
tarahaga tala cattirintsu cunnadu

,
he

has cut his hair like a European
; vatti

codi cattirintsu , trim the wick,
cattivdyuta, to class

;
from cattu

, bond

.

mimmalni ddaddni cinda catti vestdru ,

they will class you as a woman,
cattu, bond, knot, band, bund, nadi-
cattu , waistband ; cola leni pettu

,
tddu

leni cattu
, striking without a stick,

lying without a rope, in fact, moral
influence; chenucu cattu urici cattu
v 3unda valenu

,
a field requires a bund

and the village a bond,
cattu, strike, vdru cattu cattindrn,

they struck work.
cattu, union, vaca cattugd

,
unani-

mously.
cattubadi, settlement of land tenure,
articles of service, cattubadi peons
were feudal retainers who got inams
in return for military service

; codu-
cunu nd vadda cattubadi naucarici
v'unchinadu

,
he articled his son to me.

cattubattalu, the clothes you stand
up in; from cattuconuta

, to wear, and
battalu

,
clothes, cattu battalato pdri

poyinadu , he ran away with nothing
but the clothes on his back. Also
cattugaddalu.
cattuconuta, to wear, put on. batta
cattuconuta

,
to put on clothes,

cattuconuta, to marry, cattuconna
bharya

,
one’s wedded wife; dru sam-

vatstsaramula pillanu cattuconnanu
,

I

married a girl of six.

cattuconuta, to take upon oneself,

e.g., appulu
,
debts, pdpamu , blame,

cattupaduta, to be tied down, to be
articled

;
more usually cattubaduta.

cattupatu, regulation, bye-law. Used
in books to translate ‘convention’,

cattuta, to tie, harness, connect, bandi
cattu

,
get the carriage ready; nadumu



cattuta [62]

cattu, gird your loins
;
gdyamu cattu,

dress the wound; catti cattu, put on
your sword.
cattuta, to pay. pannu cattu, pay the

tax; the ordinary" word for to pay or

levy taxes.

cattuta, to assess, impose, pannu cat-

tufa means to impose a tax as well as

to pay it.

cattuta, to strike a total, ipaddulu verasi

cattu , strike the total 6f these items.
_

cattuta, to restrain, stop, dova catti,

stopping the road; cadupu cattu ,
re-

strain your appetite,

cattuta, to build, ddadi boncite goj.a

pettinattu, mogavddu boncite tadica

cattinattu

,

a woman’s lies are built up
like a wall, a man’s like a mat parti-

tion. In the example it is easy to see

how cattuta , to tie, passes into cattuta

,

to build, cattinavanici vaca y'illu,

caftani vanici veyyindlu, a man who
builds a house has one house, a man
who does not build has 1,000 houses,
caugalintsuta, caugalintsuconuta,
to embrace, caugalintsuconi muddu
pettuconi

,

embracing and kissing,

caugili, chest, caugita chertsu ,
take to

the chest, i.e. embrace,
caulu, agreement. Hindustani, espe-
cially an agreement with a cultivator

to let him have land tax free for a

period of years while he is bringing it

under cultivation.

cauludarudu, a cultivator who holds
land under cowle or emphyteusis.
caumdramu, bloom. Skt., from cu-

mara, young.
causalamu, skill. Skt., from cusalata

,

cleverness.

cauzu, partridge; also camuzu.
-cava, pair. Used in composition in
the form gava

,
as cannugava, pair of

eyes; tsannugava

,

pair of breasts,

cavachamu, armour,
cavalapillalu, twins

;
also amadalu

,

amadabiddalu, cavalalu
,
cavalavandlu.

cavanamu, poetry, composition,
cavdtatcui, door. Skt. Used in books
for talupu.

cavi, poet. Skt. The Sanskrit word
means ‘a maker 5

like the English,
which is derived from the Greek for
‘to do’, ‘to make’.

cdci

cavisina, covered with; in composi-
tion gavisina. nivuru gavisina nippu
vale, like fire under ashes, unappre-
ciated talent,

cavitvamu, poetry,
caviyuta, to rush upon, fall upon,
cavfsvarudu, prince of poets. Skt.,

from cavi and isvara

,

Lord,
cawamu, churning-staff, golladi cav-
vamuto chilucunu, the shepherd-caste
woman chums with a stick,

cazziirapu chettu, date tree. This is

the Arabian date tree
;
the Indian date

tree, which yields no edible fruit, is

ita. The Arabian date won’t grow in
India, it is not hot enough,

cazziirapu pandu, date.

-ca, affix forming adverbs. It is the
root of auta, to become; becomes gd
in composition, sukhamu, health;
sukhamuga, healthily,

cabatti, therefore
;
from ca, becoming,

patpi, according to. Also ganuca,
from the same root ca.

cabolu, cabolunu, I suppose; from
ca, becoming, and poluta, to seem.
miru tsald diirdmu nunchi vachchinaru
cabolunu, I suppose you have come
a long way.

caca, hot; from caguta, to be hot.
vanidi caca sariramu, he is of a hot
habit of body; caca curupulu, heat
boils; caca matalu

,

hot words,
caca, not being, without, besides;
negative participle of auta , usually
lengthened to cacunda.
caca, not being able to stand, disliking

;

negative participle of auta. na mida
cdca idi chesinadu

,
he did this because

he could not stand me.
-cdca or -gaca, affix meaning ‘besides’.

Also from root ca. idicaca or idigaca,
besides that.

-cdca or -gaca, affix meaning ‘may
you be’; optative from root di. cdca
is added to the second person, sukha-

muga unduvugdca, may you be happy,
cacapotd, if it is not.
cacapovuta, to fail

;
from cdca, negative

of auta, to become, andpovuta, to go.
cdcayemi? why not?
caci, crow

; onomatopoeic. From the
cawing sound, just as the Khond word
for cat is miau . cacipilla cdcici muddu,



cacibangaramu [63] cm:
the young crow is a darling to the
crow; caci cdvu cavum anuts unnadi,
the crow caws.
cacibangaramu, false gold, tinsel,

cacunda, without, besides ;from root cd
and unduta. inte cacunda

,
besides this,

cacunte, if not. aite adivdramu ca-

cunte somavdramu
, if Sunday won’t

do Monday will,

c&da, at. inticdda
,
at home,

cdda, stalk.

cddd, is it not? adi manchidi cada? is

it good or is it not?
cddi, yoke; plural candlu

, cdllu. nicu
y’enni cattapasuvuVunnavi? how many
pairs of cattle have you ?

cadici, at the rate of. padi rupayala
cddici, at the rate of Rs. 10.

cadinunchi, since, modati peUi aina
cadinunchi

,

since his first marriage.
cdd6, whether it is not. idi tappidam
auna cado micu baga telusunu,you know
very well whether it is wrong or not.
cadu, no, not; negative 3rd person
presentof auta,to become, dlu cadu adi
vrdlu

,
she is not his mate but his fate

;
in

the masculine, cadu ocariddarini tsam-
pitene canivaidyudu cadu

,

a doctor is no
doctor till he has killed one or two.
cadu, does not agree, vanici nacit cadu,
he and I do not get on.
cadu, funeral pyre, cemetery, cdticicdllu

tsatsuconi, one foot in the grave,
-cadu, affix meaning male person,
usually inferior; becomes gadu in

composition and talk, atagadu from
atanu, he. Rdmigddu will be a labourer
while Rdmayya will be a farmer;
veshagadu, actor, impostor,

cafi, coffee. English, cafi hotelu, cafe,

cdgadd, torch; from caguta to be
heated, cundalo pettina cdgadd, hiding
one’s light under a bushel,
cdgd, by means of. tamaru caga idi

saginadi, this has been accomplished
under your auspices,

cagdnd, as soon as it is done or be-

comes; from root cd, rdtri cagane, as

soon as it became night, at nightfall;

pendli cagane, as soon as the marriage
was over.

cdgitamu, paper. Hindustani, cdgaz .

a cdgitam incutsunnadi,
this is an

absorbent paper.

cagu, pot used for boiling,

caguta, to be hot, boil, be angry
;
vddu

cdgi tsallarina pdlu , he has sown his

wild oats.

calacramamuga, periodically. Skt.,

from calam , time, and cramam
,
order,

calacshepamu, occupation, pastime,
waste of time. Skt., from calam

,
time,

and cshepam, scattering, nianam i vru-

dhd cdlacshepam mdni vest mana pant
tsutsucuncldmu, let us stop wasting
time and get on with our work, vidya
vishayica calacshepamu

,
literary pur-

suit's.

caladharmamu, a phrase for death.
Skt., from calam , time, and dharmam,
duty owed, cdladharmamun’ ondufa,

to pay the debt of nature,
calaharanamu, waste of time. Skt.,

from calam
,
time, and harana

,
lapse.

ttrice calaharanam autii v*unnadi, it is

a simple waste of time; cdlamahima
,

portent. Skt., from calam , time, and
mahima, greatness.

cdlamu, time, season. Skt. varshaca

-

lamu
,
the rains; silacdlam ,

the cold
weather; enda calam , the hot weather

;

etla calam zarupuconfunnaru? how do
you pass the time? calam vriidhdgd
gadupa vaddu, time must not be frit-

tered away; gulabi puvvulu yella ca-

lamii v’untavi, roses are always in

season; vachche calamu cannd vach-
china calamu melu (laudator temporis
acti), old times are the best,

calamucheyuta, to die.

calapu, the adjective of calam. vand-
calapu tsaduvu valla vidya ra neradu ,

you can’t get an education by studying
only in the rains.

calayapanamu, waste of time. Skt.,

from calam, time, and ydpanam, pass-

ing. vriidha calaydpanam , simple
waste of time.
cala! an expletive, bother! damn! ; from
cdluta, to be hot. To wish a thing to be
cold (tsallaga ) is a blessing in Telugu,
to be hot is a curse. This comes of
living in the tropics

;
similarly suryudu,

sun, is masculine in Telugu, butSonne,
the German word, is feminine, because
in Germany the sun is weak and mild,
cala is used at the end of the phrase,

vdfd garvamu caldl curse his pride!



c&l&ra c&ncshitamu

vddi y'amma cadupu cdld! may he and
his mother’s womb perish!

calara, cholera. English,
calavasaxtaxnu, death. Skt., from
cdlam

,
time, and avasdnam

,
end.

cdldari, footpath; from cal, foot, and
ddri, way. calidonca may also be said.

C&fi, the goddess Kali. Skt.

calibantu, foot-soldier
;
from cal, foot,

and bantu , soldier,

cdlimadama, heel,

cdlivdllu, toes
;
from cal

,
foot, and vein,

finger or toe.

cdli, vacancy. Hindustani; also khali.

The Collector’s usual answer to appli-

cants for appointments: khali ledu
,

there is no vacancy,
callu, legs, feet; plural of cdlu or cal,

leg, foot, nd callu buradalo chiccinavi,

my legs are stuck in the mud.
calochitamu, opportune. Skt., from
cdlam , time, and uchitam, fit. manamu
cdlochitamugd po valenu, we must be
opportunists.

calpintsuta, to have something burnt;
causal of caltsuta.

calpu, a shot; from caltsuta, to shoot,
c&ltsuta, to burn (transitive), to smoke
(a cigar), to fire (a gun), teddu v'un-
daga cheyyi cdltsu con'attu, like burn-
ing your hand when you have a ladle

(a silly thing to do)
;
pistolu pattuconi

cdltsutcuTemo ? will he take a pistol and
shoot?
c&lu, foot, leg. call coddi

,
up to your

legs; caligite cdllu mayyi Idea pote
mocallu muyyi, dress yourself down to

your feet if you can afford it, down
to your knees if you can’t (cut your
coat according to your cloth). Ma-
hatma Gandhi can only afford to dress
down to his knees, cdlu zdruta is to
slip, lose one’s footing,

cdlu, quarter, cdlu taccuva edu gantalu
is 6.45 hours (quarter less seven), f is

muccdlu.
calubalamu, infantry

; from cdlu , foot,

and balam, force.

caluta, bf hot, be cursed, mivanti mu-
salwdndru ?nud'endla pillanu pendli
ckesuconuts’undagd, vayasulo n’unn’ap-
pudu pendli chesi conaca y'undutacu
strila grahachdram dmi cdlinadi

,
what

a cursed fate is that of women in their

prime who can’t marry when old men
like you marry children of three ?

caluva, channel, canal, nannu vipu
mida vesuconi cdluva datinchinadu, he
carried me across the canal on his

back.
camamu, lust. Skt. nadi vayasulo
n'unna bala vidhavalu edma bddhacu
lobaduta dscharyama? is it surprising

if women widowed in their youth and
still not past their prime should re-

spond to the goad of their prurient
instincts ?

camadhenuvu, the cow of plenty (in

heaven). Skt., from edma
,
desire, and

dhenuvu, cow. The mythological cow
that gives all you want,
camandu, master. Hindustani, bhu-
camandu is landowner,
camagni, fire of lust. Skt., from
camam

,

desire, and agni, fire,

camandhudu, blind with lust. Skt.,

from camam
,

desire, and andhudu,
blind.

camerlu or camala rogamu, jaun-
dice.

camintsuta, to desire (carnally). Skt.
nivu nannu camintsadamu, nannu viva-
ham chesucovadamu citda pariydchica-
nice eddu gada? was it only a joke that
you loved me and wanted to marry
me?
campu, delivery; from canuta

,
to give

birth.

camucudu, lover, cdmuculu vrdse
v’uttaraiu

,
love letters ; also prariaya-

lekhalu. Used in books,
edmudu, the god of love, Cupid. Skt.
Also cama-devudu.
-camudu, affix meaning ‘desirous’.
cirti camudu, desirous of fame, ambi-
tious (cf. the Virgilian laudis immensa
cupido).

cana, therefore. The more common
form is ganuca

;

also edvuna, cdbatti.

canapaduta, to appear
; also spelt

canabaduta, another form of cana-
paduta, which is commoner,
canavatstsuta, to appear; canuta

,

to
perceive, and vatstsuta, to come,

cancsha, wish. Skt.
cancshintsuta, to desire. Skt.
cancsbitamu, desire. Skt. edneshi-

tam' aina melu
,
the desired benefit.



candru [65] caracudu

candru, tiger’s roar. cdntigala vajram , a diamond of the
cdni (gdni), though, but. adi y'antayu finest water.
mi y'upadesamumi battiye cdni mari cantsuta, to bring forth ; from canuta,
y'ocandu cheta gddu , this all comes which is commoner,
from your teaching and nothing else, canuca, present, especially one made

cani, wrong (adj.); from root cd and to a superior and touched and re-
ni the negative suffix (the thing which mitted; from root canu, to see. It is

is not), mundalu tindi tini tinnagd a present which the superior casts his
v'unda leca canda cavaramunacu 16-

j
glance over.

badi campanula cheyudura, widows i cdnupu, bringing forth, bearing ; also
who live on the fat of the land will grow campu.
randy and wanton and do wrong canuta, to see, foresee; another form
things. of canuta. sila bhagatn

,
sthala bhdgam

,

cdni (gani), (adv.) unless, vastene cdni, nara'bhogam cana ravu , the luck of
unless he_ comes; ocarini ydddarini a stone, of a place, of a man, cannot
tsampitene gdni vaidyudu cadu, a doc-

j

be foreseen (one may become a god’s
tor is no doctor till he has killed one image, the other the site of a palace,
or two.

^ ,
the third a king),

cdni, not before, repu cdni rddu, he capari, watcher, herd ; from cdtsuta, to
won’t come before tomorrow. tend, pandula capari, swineherd

; also
cdni, besides, ini4 cdni nen emi y

y
eru- caparivadu or capalavddu.

ganu, I know nothing more than this, capatyamu, deceitfulness. Skt. ; capa-
cani, -4- anna, 3 pies, a coin. Also paisa tamu is commoner, locamloni cdpatya-
in Ganjam, dabbu in the _Godavari.es mu antayu mwrtibhavinchi ayana rupa-
and bo tta in the Ceded Districts. muna avatarinchmadi, an incarnation

cdni, or not. ayina cdni, whether it is of all deceit.
or not

;
capaduta, capaduconuta, to guard,

cdni calamu, one’s bad time; from to save, vela coladi jamila pranamula
cdni, not, and calamu, time, cdni capadenu, he saved lives by the
cdlamucu carra pamu autundi

,

in your thousand.
evil hour your stick will become a capu, man of the chief cultivating caste
snake to you.

^ _
and in general a peasant proprietor,

cani-cdni (gani-gani), either, or. adi The head-ryot in the village is often
gdni, y

y
idi gdni, either this or that. spoken of as pedda-cdpu.

cdni panulu, wrong acts; from cdni

,

cdpu, guarding. candlacu reppalu
not, and pani, act. capuga v'unnavi, the eye-lids guard
cdnitanamu, enmity; from cdni, not; the eyes.
not being able to stand a person. capuramu, residence, domicile, the

cdni, let it be done, go ahead; from husband’s house. I chinna pillaVedigi
root cd, become, and i, the imperative capuramunacu rd.ru, these small chil-

of itstsuta, to give, allow, ddni mdta dren will not grow up to live with
taruvata tsutsucundamu gdni mundugd their husbands ; a pilla yHnca maga-
manamu vachchinapani cdny

iyyandi, nito capuramu cheyya lidu, that girl

we will see to that later, meanwhile is not living with her husband yet.

let us &et on with the work in hand; capurasthudu, inhabitant. The usual
dpani mundara cdni, let that work be word in petitions, A. B, capurasthudu,
done first. inhabitant, of village C, in Taluk D,
cantd, fair one, fair lady. Skt., mean- prays. . . .

ing ‘a shining one’. A word for capurasthurdlu, female inhabitant,
woman used in books, especially in -caracamaina, suffix meaning ‘ caus-
addressing a lady. 6 canta! fair lady! ing’. Skt. Used in books, duhkha-

cdnti, fight, lustre, complexion, endalo caracamaina

,

causing grief.

deha cdnti chedunu, exposure to the cdracudu, caraculu, causer, author,
sun spoils the complexion ;

ninda Skt. ddni duravasthac yantacunu criish-

F



edr&griihamu m cassepu

na sdstri cdracudu

,

Krishna Shastri is

the author of all her ills ;
£ calahamu-

nacu cdracudavu nivu, you are at the

bottom of this quarrel ;
d panic’anta

nive cdracurdlavu
,
you are at the

bottom of it all.

c&ragriihamu, prison. Skt.; also che-

rasdla and bandikhdnd

,

but the English
jailu is commoner than any of these

words.
-caramu, affix denoting making or

doing, zumcdrajnu, humming,
cdramu, pungency,
caranamu, cause. Skt. caranamu leca

cdryamu puttadu
,
no effect without a

cause.
cdrchitstsu, forest fire.

c£remu, the hollowed palm which is

the chief component part of a picottah

or water-lift.

-cari, suffix meaning ‘causing*. Skt.

doshacdri, sinful; arogyacdri

,

whole-
some (health-giving),

cdrizamu, liver.

c£rkMn&, factory, workshop. Hindu-
stani.

c&rpanyamu, spite. Skt.
carticamu, the 8th month, about
November. Skt. Also cdrticamu.

cdrtsuta, to make to flow, as tears;

causal of cdruta. canniru carchi, letting

eye-drops flow.

cdru, tongs ;
also patacdru. suite mundd

cdru mundd ? which came first,hammer
or tongs?
cdru, brackish, saline, cdru nillu

,

brackish water; cdru nela
,
saline soil,

cdru, black, withered, cdr’dcu, a with-
ered leaf.

cdru, not; 3rd person plural, root ca.

varu vachchind.ru cdru
,
they have not

come = vdru rdledu.

carucalamu, harvest time,
cdruciitalu, abuse, pedda manushyula
vishayamai y’ituvanti cdruciitalu cu-
yacu, do not use such language about
respectable people.
cdrufa, to flow, cannula nundi niru
cdrinadfo tears flowed from his eyes;
pipd carutsunnadi

, the cask leaks, but
‘the roof leaks* is curiyutsunnadi

, from
curiyuta, to rain.

cdruvdsana, strong smell, often bad,
as the smell of tar.

cdryacarta, agent, assign. Skt., a
legal term.
caryacramamulu, programme, pro-
ceedings. Skt., a legal term,

caryadarsudu, caryadarsi, secretary.

Skt. Secretary of a society, &c. Used
chiefly in newspapers ;

secritari would
be used in speaking, gaurava cdrya-
darsi, honorary secretary,

caryamu, act, use, effect, anything
which is done or ought to be done,
business, success in business. Skt.
cdranamu leca cdryamu puttadu; no
cause no effect; Janacini nindinchina
cdryamu ledu

,
it is no use blaming

Janaci; cdrydcaryamulu teliyaca , not
knowing right from wrong ; nacujayam
calugutund’ ani micu nammacam v’unte
cdryam ain * atte

,
your confidence is

equivalent to success,

cdryanirvahacudu, manager. Skt.,

from cdryam, business, and nirva-
hamu, management. Cdcinddalopedda
medalo pettina campenlci rrdru cdrya-
nirvahaculugdv’unda ledd? are you not
employed as manager of a company in
a big building at Cocanada ?

cdryaniyuctudu, person appointed,
assign. Skt., from cdryam

,
business,

and niyuctam

,

appointed. A legal

term.
cdryasiddhi, success. Skt., from cdr-

yam, affair, and siddhi, success,
cdryasthdnamu, place of business.
Skt., from cdryam

,

business, and
sthdnam, place.

cdsamu, cough. Skt. The Telugu is

daggu.
casaramu, lake. Skt. Used in books,
cdsepani, mason*s work, brick-laying,
cdsevddu, mason, bricklayer,
cdshthamu, funeral pyre. Skt. word
for wood.
Casi, Benares. Skt. tana muddi cdca
pote Ca§i daca decam annadvc, he ad-
vised sliding to Benares on your hams,
so long as it wasn’t his own hams,

casicdca, a strong girdle of narrow
cloth made of muslin.
Cdsmiramu, the Land of Cashmere,
cassepu, a little time

; from casta, little,

and sepu, time. Also contasepu. cas-
sepu v’uruco

, be quiet for a minute.
contasepu would be a longer period.



casta [67] cavidi

casta, cdstalesi, little,

cdsu, a coin, especially the smallest,

a pie^ and the biggest, a gold sovereign.
uri mida nuru padda caranamu mida
cdsu padadu

,
if the village pays 100

rupees the carnam won’t pay even one
pie of it

;
ddsi codtic aina cdsu galavadu

raja
,
though he be a slave-girl’s son,

the man with coin is king
;
nd tsanduga

pettilo mudu vandala cdsul unnavi

,

I

have 300 sovereigns in my trunk;
cdsula peru is a necklace of gold coins

;

so is cdsula danda.
catacamu, famine; also caruvu.
cata, ledger. Hindustani,
catd, large scales

;
the large scales in the

treasury are catd, the small ones trdsu.

cathinyamu, severity. Skt., from
cathinam

,
severe.

catlacucca, biting dog
;
from catu, bite,

and cucca, dog. catlacucca Idgu mana
mida padutadu, he attacks us like a

mad dog.
catsuconuta, to wait, nd coracu catsu-

connadu ,
he was waiting for me.

catsuta, to boil (transitive),

catsuta, to bear fruit, chettu viraga
cachinadi

,
the tree is in full bearing,

catsuta, to shine, adavi cdckina ven-
nela, moonlight in the jungle (wasted
energy).

c&tsuta, to watch, jitamu batyamu
lecunda todelu mecalu castdrfannattu,

like the wolf offering to watch the
goats without pay or perquisite,

cltu, bite, cappacu catu brahmanunici
potu leduy the frog has no bite, the
brahmin no fight

;
catlacucca

,
a fierce

dog.
catuca, lamp-black used for adorn-
ment of eyes by darkening around
them, catuca cardtam or catuca-

barine is the little box a woman keeps
her lamp-black in. Only the lamp-
black of castor oil is used for such a

purpose
;
kerosene is never used,

cdvadi, the shoulder-yoke; also cavidi.

cavadibadda, the stick of the cavadi
or shoulder-yoke for carrying 2 pots;

from cavadi and badda, piece of thin

wood.
cavalasina, what is wanted, necessary

;

from root cd and past participle of

valayuta
,
the ordinaryword for ' neces-

sary*. There are also various Sanskrit
words, avasaram , agatyam ,

See., which
will be found in English-Telugu dic-

tionaries, while cavalasina

,

the ordi-
nary word, is not given at all.

cavalasinanta, as far or as much as
necessary.
cavalenu, it is wanted; from root cd
and valenu for valavunu from valayuta .

It is used with the dative : ndcu cava-

lenu, I w'ant; nicu carcalenu or cdvdli,

you want. In speaking it is usually
shortened further to cdvdla , or cdvdli.

Perhaps the commonest word in the
language. Tamil, vandum. Although
about the commonest word in the
language it will not be found in the
dictionaries.

cavalenu, belongs to, is related to.

Ramayanam anta vini, Rdmudici Sita
yemi cd valenu ani adigin attu

,
like

asking what relation Sita was to Rama
after hearing the whole of the Rama-
yana.

cavali, watch, custody; from catsuta,

to watch, velupala polisuvdrini cavali
petti vachchinamu, we placed a watch
of police outside before we came,

cavalilonuntsuta, place in custody;
from cdvali, guard, and untsuta

,
to

place.

cavaliste, if necessary. This very
common word will not be found in
the dictionaries.

c&varamu, flesh, pride of flesh. Skt.
Used in books in conjunction with
canda

, flesh, candacavaramu, concu-
piscence

;
vayasu edvaramu

,
the vigour

of youth.
cavatstsunu, it may be, perhaps ; root
cd and vatstsuta, to come, often short-
ened to cavatstsu. One of the com-
monest words in the language; will

not be found in the dictionaries,

cavala, cavali, it is wanted
;
short for

cavalenu.
Caveri, the river Caveri in the south

;

also a feminine name,
caveshamu, spite. Skt., also Ddveshi.

c&vi, a colour, russet or tawny,
cavidi, shoulder-yoke with 2 pots. Also
edvadi. calimi lemulu cavati cundalu

,

ups and downs are like the two pots of
the yoke (i.e., they alternate)

;
canchi-



cavintsuta [68] cichchili pandu

cdvadi, mendicants borne by men in
a yoke. It was a custom with village

schoolmasters to order a canchi-cavadi
of defiant children refusing to attend
school; the child will be made to lie

down flat and will be carried by lifting

up his limbs. It is rarely practised

now, but its terrors still survive. Also
ganji-cdzadi.
cavintsuta, to do

;
causal from root cd.

A word which the newspapers use to
avoid writing anything so common as

cheyuta.

cdvu, cawing; onomatopoeic, pro-
nounced can

.

cavuna, therefore, ganuca and cdbatti

are commoner; they are all from cd
,

the root of auta
,
to become,

c&vyamu, poetry. Skt., from cavi,

poet.
caya, green fruit, berry, nut, anything
round. A fruit is either pandu, such as
an orange or ripe plantain, or a caya,
such as an unripe plantain, a coconut,
or an onion (ullicaya).

-c&ya, affix, adding nothing to the
meaning, talacdya, head; pillacaya

,

child; chempacaya
, slap; gontuccaya

,

throat.

c&yac&tsuta, to harden (one’s hands
with work), vadi chetulu cayalu cachi-
navi, he is a horny-handed son of toil,

cayamu, body. Skt. Used chiefly in
composition, cayapushti, full habit of
body; cdyaclesamu, asceticism,
dyamu, tonic (usually administered
to a woman in child-bed), cayamn-
petti, lancanamulu catti, giving a tonic
and prescribing a fast,

cfiyamu, permanent. Hindustani, khd-
yamu is commoner,
cdyasthudu, a man belonging to the
writer’s caste. Skt. The writer’s caste,

still called Cayastha in Bengal, cor-
responds to the karnams in Madras,
who are, however, of different castes,
usually brahmins in the Telugu
country and Pillais in the Tamil,

cdyilagd, ill. Hindustani, cdyila
,

ill-

ness. The commonest word for ill;

the dictionaries do not give it at all.

cdyuta, to shine, enda cdstunnadi, the
sun shines.

cdyuta, tend, todetird gorrela cdya

pettinattu, like putting a wolf to tend
sheep.
cem- or cen-, prefix meaning red.
cem-movi, rosy lip

;
cen-damara, red

lotus (amaranth); cen-diili, red dust—

*

all used in books,
cempu, ruby; from root cen

,
red.

cendamara, amaranth
;
from cen, red,

and tdmara
,
lotus.

cenzaya, red complexion; from cen,

red, and chaya
,
colour,

ceca, cry, ofhuman and animal cries
; any

loud and shrill cry, e.g. the peacock’s.
But the lion’s roaring is garjintsutsun-
nadi

,
the wolf’s howling is cuyutsun-

nadi, the dog’s bark is morugutsunnadi,
the horse’s neighing is sacilintsutsun-

nadi. cecalato inti mida nalugu penculu
y'egiri poyinavi

,
tiles flew off the roof

with the noise they made
; cecalu

veyuta, to shout, scream; ‘

dongalu
dongal

5

ani vidhilo cecalu vestdnu, I will
shout ‘thieves, thieves!’; evaro nannu
vidhigummamulo cecalu veyutsunnaru,
someone is shouting to me from the
street door.

c£lu, hand
;
literary for cheyyi.

c6ndra, central. Skt. Used in the news-
papers in such expressions as cendra'
prabhutvamu, central government;
cendra rashtramulu, Central Provinces,

cdpumari, a rogue, a swindler. Tamil.
cepumdrl sdmajacamu, a fraternity of
swindlers.
c&ralamu, the country called Malabar
or Malayalam on the West Coast, in-
cluding Travancore and Cochin.

c£samulu, hair. Skt. Used in books
for ventrucalu .

cdsaramu, lion’s mane
;
a filament. Skt,

cdsi, towards, dme chi tsutsutsu
, look-

ing towards her.
cetanamu, flag. Skt.
cStuvu, a mythological dragon, a flag.
dhuma cetuvu, a comet, ‘ beirfg smoke-
tailed’, i.e. having a trail of smoke,
cevalamu, simple, mere, altogether.
Skt. cevala mdya

, simple illusion.
c£vu, freight. Hindustani.
-ci, affix forming the dative; also -cu

.

ciccirisi, crowded; also criccirisi.

cichchili chettu, orange-tree,
cichchili pandu, orange. More com-
monly ndrinja pandu.



cifayatu [69] citamu

cif&yatu, profit. Hindustani, nicu
tsdld cifayatu cheyistdnu, I will get you
a big profit.

cilacila, sound of laughing, twittering,

&c.; onomatopoeic, cila-cila navvuta
,

to laugh aloud.

cim, what. Skt. dm ante cam ana ledu,

he can’t say boo to a goose,
cimmatu, price, value. Hindustani.
fiuru rupayila cimmatu chese peradu,
a house-site worth Rs. 100.

cincarudu, slave. Skt. yama cinca-
rulit

,
the emissaries of death,

cinda, under; also crinda. atani cheti

cinda, in his power; a cartsu cinda padi
rupayilu vrasinddu, he wrote Rs. 10
under that expense,

cinda, below, on the ground, cinda
parunduta ,

to lie on the ground,
cindata, ago. nela cindata, a month ago.
cindati, last, cindati nela

,
last month,

cindi, downward, following (adjective).

cindi tsupu, a downward look; cindi
prasna, the following question,
cindici, downward ; also crindacu. cin-

dici peyindru, they went downward

.

cinnera, lute, cantham cevalamu cin-

nera svaramu, his voice is really lute-

like.

cintsa, chagrin, manassulo cintsa pad-
ddnu, I felt chagrin,

cipayatu, ciphayatu, profit. Hindu-
stani. Same as dfdyatu.
ciranamu, ray. Skt. surya ciranamula
vedimi cheta samudramulonu

,
nadula-

lonu
,
madugidalonii, v’unde nhru dviri

rupanga paid lecki
,
vaca tsota ciiduconi,

paint gdlilo meghamgd y’erpadunu, the
water in the sea, rivers, and lakes is

heated by the sun’s rays, goes up as
steam, gathers together and forms
clouds in the upper air.

Cirastani, Ciristanu, Christian, Eng-
lish.

cirata, %ruel, wild,
cirdtudu, a cruel man, a wild man of
the forest. Skt. cirdta crutyamulu y

cruel deeds; dora vatti ciratudu , the
Collector is a very cruel man.

ciritamu, crown. Skt.
cirosin, the oil which is called kerosene
in India and paraffin in England and
petroleum everywhere else,

cirru-cirru, creaking; onomatopoeic.

j

nd cheppulu cirrucirrum‘anutsunnm:i
y

1
my shoes are creaking,
cirrupurugu, cicada,
cisti, instalment of land revenue.
Hindustani. These instalments are 3
to 4 in number, payable by the 10th
of the months January to April or
February" to April after the harvest,

cistibandi, list of instalments of the
kisti. Hindustani.

citdbu, title. Hindustani. The Telugu
is birudu .

citici, window.
citsacitsa, squeaking, chirping noise
made by person tickled ; onomato-
poeic. citsadsaladuta is used of a
mouse, sparrow, monkey, and citsa-

citsapettuta is to tickle,

cittuta, to get on with, cittanivar
evaro, some enemy. Also gittuta.

ci-, prefix meaning under; from cinda .

cidu, evil, cid'enchi mel entsa valenu
y

consider both sides of a question

;

ituvantidushcarydlalopravesistey’icidu
mudacundd v'urice potunda yemiti? if

you get into such bad ways do you
think you will get off without some
misfortune ?

cidu-mellu, both sides of a question,
ciganti tsupu, downcast looks, ogle,
cilu, a joint (of a thing of the body).
Pantulugarici ciWanni noppuluga dun

-

navi
,
Mr. Pantulu has pains in all his

joints.

cilubomma, puppet,
cllucatti, claspknife.
cilutsapa, tarpaulin. This is not from
cilu , joint, but from cilu, a mixture of
tar, &c., used for caulking boats,

cinida, under-darkness, i.e., shade
under a lamp, &c.; from cinda , below,
and nida, shade, ci becomes length-
ened to ci; also in ciganti tsupu

,
down-

cast look.
cirtana, hymn (song to the glory of
God). Skt. vdllupade biitucutala cante
haricirtanalu padiste bdgd dundada?
would itnotbe betteriftheysanghymns
and canticles instead of bawdy songs ?

cirti, fame. Skt.
citamu, worm; also citacamu. Skt.
In speaking you say purugu

; this is

used in books, especially figuratively,

manushya citamulut we worms.



clesamu t7o] cona

clesamu, affliction. Skt. One of the

numerous words for grief of which
duhkhamu is the most common, caya
clesamu is mortification of the body,
asceticism.

cliiptamu, contracted, abbreviated.

Skt. manam'ikha appu cheyaca cliip-

tanga vdducimddmu, in future we
won’t make debts but practise thrift,

cobbaricaya, coconut, cotici cobbari-

caya doricinattu, a monkey with a coco-

nut (no use to him but he won’t give

it up, dog in the manger)
;
cobbaricaya

cotta vaddu, don’t open the coconut,
cobbarichettu, coconut palm,
coccemu, buckle, hook,
coccu, bandicoot (big rat) ;

also pandi-

coccu (pandi,
pig), from which bandi-

coot is derived, gade cindi pa?idi-

coccu
,

the bandicoot inhabiting a

granary (a term of abuse applied to

a parasite); gade cinda pandi-coccu
laguna vdr intlo tega tini pogaru batti

v’unndvu
,
you have fed upon him and

have grown impudent,
codava, the remainder, deficiency,

codavali, scythe, sickle, chenu codavali
ni chetici y’ichchindnu, I have given
field and sickle (i.e., full title),

-coddi, affix meaning as much as, up
to

;
also coladi

,
from colutsuta, to

measure, micu tochina coddi, as much
as you think proper; vani balamu
coddi chesinadu

,
he did it as well as

he could.
coddi, a few, a little, coddi dinalacu,

in a few days
;
vddu coddilo antd tandri

polica, he is just his father in miniature

.

coddiga, slightly,

coddimandi, a few people,
codi, tip. vatti codi cattirintsu

,
snuff

the candle.
coducu, son; the Telugu word. San-
skrit cumdrudu is also common, pendli
coducu is a bridegroom

; did ledu tsulu

ledu coducuperu Somalingam, counting
your chickens before they are hatched

;

oca cannu cannu cddu
,
vaca coducu

coducu $ddu, eyes and sons should be
in pairs; vani coducunu nd vadda
cattubadi naucarici ifunchinddu, he
articled his son to me.

cojjd, eunuch. Hindustani,
cola, measure.

colacarra, measuring rod.

coladi (ni), according to. nenu tondara
padina coladini, in proportion to my
haste.

colanu, lake; also madugu
,
sarassu.

colata, measurement,
colataveyuta, to survey,

colici, loop, cannu colici
,
corner of the

eye.

colimi, forge,

colimititti, forge bellows,

colipintsuta, to get measured ; causal

from colutsuta.

colla, pillage.

collaconuta, collacottuta, collapet-
tuta, to plunder,

collapovuta, to be plundered,
collari, bandit,
collu, plunder.
coluputa, to egg on, more usual in the
compound usicolputa. cuccalanu usi-

colipindru, they set the dogs on.
colutsuta, to measure,
colutsuta, to serve. The noun is

coluvu.

coluvu, service,

coluvusala, Durbar Hall,

coluvuta, to serve, especially God.
devunni coluvacundd

,
without serving

God.”
comma, branch, mudi comma van-

gadu, the old branch will not bend;
commanu tene tutte pattinadi

, the bees
swarmed on a branch, pattucomma is

used figuratively for a handle, some-
thing to take hold of.

commu, horn; also a musical horn.
pedda cecalu vesi, commulu v’udi, dap-
pulu vayinchi,

shouting loud, sounding
horns, beating drums,
commuv&du, trumpeter (a horn
blower).
compa, our (their) miserable house
(fortune), lecapdte vallu compa tisi-

vestunu, otherwise I shotild have
ruined them; adi telisi v’unn ’ att aite

y’idi varace nd compa munigidi, if this

had been known, I should have been
ruined already; compa gundam vesucu
poyinadi, the family is ruined

; compa
cdltu v'unti nuyyi tawin'attu, digging
a well when the house is on fire (un-
availing exertion in distress),

cona, end, tip, top. conachevi

,

tip of



conaconuta [71] -conuta

the ear; tsanticona
, nipple; chettucona

,

top of tree; pusiacamulo cdgitamula
conalanu managa n'iyya vaddu, do not
dog’s-ear the book,
conaconuta, to try.

concanacca, a small fox, an awkward
figure.

concaravancara, twisted and twirled.
concaravancara-mata

,
an awkward

word.
conchemu, a little, nenu conchem aite

pade vddane, I nearly fell,

conchemuconchemuga, littleby little

.

conda, hill, conda tavvi yelucanu patti

n’attu, digging up a hill to catch a

mouse; durapu condalu nunupu, dis-

tance lends enchantment to the view;
cond’anta dsa, great desire; condanta
chicati, mountainous darkness,
condachiluva, hill python,
condachfma, hill ant.

conda - mutstsu, the lion - tailed

monkey; also an ugly person, vadu
conda-mutstsu Idguna v'unnadu, he is

like an ape.
condanaluca, uvula, condanalucacu
mandu veste, unna naluca lidi poyin
attu, like loosening your tongue to

apply medicine to your uvula (the

remedy worse than the disease),

condaru, a few people
;

contracted

from contavaru, but always used in

the contracted form,
condaduta, to praise; also coniydduta.
condemulu, slanders,

condetanamu, back-biting,
condi, sting, duradagondi, stinging
nettle; telu condi

,

scorpion’s sting,

con^vddu, customer; from conuta , to

buy.
conga, heron and similar birds, puconga
is a flamingo and colleticonga a pelican,

congu, end of cloth, used to tie up
money, &c. angostramu conguna, at

the efxd of the upper cloth; na boddu
congu rupdyalu

,

the rupees in the knot
of my cloth over my navel,

conipovuta, to carry away; the full

expression, tisi conipovuta, is common,
coniydduta, to praise.

conna|iu, a few days; from coni and
nddu

,

day. chicati conndllu, vennela

connallu, moonlit and dark days (i.e.

joy and sorrow) succeed one another.

conni, some (plural),

conta, some (singular), contavadiei,

conta cdlamunacu, conta sepatici, conta
sepu, for some time,
contamattucu, to some extent,
conte, mischievous, naughty, i gurra-
mu daggira conni conte cheshtalu v'un-
navi

,
this horse has some bad tricks,

conte bommalu, obscene sculptures,
conte cheshtalu, lewd tricks,

contecunca, lewd fellow,

conte-padigattu, a mischievous rogue,
contetanamu, naughtiness, mischief.
induTo yedo contetanam unnadi

,
na

jdgrata mida nenu vuntdna> there is

some mischief behind this, I will be
on my guard.
conte-vratalu, obscene writings,
conubadi, cost price, ndcu conubadi
mida vanda rupdyalu nasktam vachchi-
nadi, I sustained a loss of Rs. 100 on
the cost price.

conucconuta, to buy (for oneself).

vadu tanacu paid batta leca poyina
sareganipustacamulu conucconte tsalun

anuconnddu
,
he denied himself clothes

to buy books (contrast the length and
clumsiness of the Telugu phrase with
the brevity of the English),

conuta, to buy. amma bote adavi cona
bote coravi, when he went to sell it

was jungle, when he went to buy it

was a firebrand (loss both ways; in
proverbial expressions Telugu instead

of being clumsy is pithy),

conuta, to take, to get; changes to

gonuta in speech and in books, dcali

gonuta, to be hungry ;
daya gonuta, to

feel pity; prabhuvu vdru
, md y’andu

dayagona valenu

,

your Honour, please

show a little mercy.
-conuta, auxiliary verb forming the
middle tense, illu cattindru, they built

a house ; illu cattuconndru ,
they built a

house for themselves . But this distinc-

tion is not always made and -conuta is

often added to a verb as a matter of
course, without altering the meaning.
Thus tisuconird (usually abbreviated
to tiscrd) is ‘bring’ and more often
‘ bring for me ’ than ‘ bring for your-
self’ ;

the auxiliaries veyuta and conuta

are both used in this way without
adding anything to the meaning.



conuzu [72] cottamu

Thus you do not say aptt, stop, but
dpei (<dpi-reyumu ) or even dpesez (dpi-

vesi-veyumu). You do not usually say
conn, buy, but conucco. You do not
say pettu, put, but pettuco . You do
not say patti, having caught, butpattu-
coni. tetstsuconnta is ‘ to get for one-
self’

;
vdduprdnamula midacu tetsucon-

nddu

,

he endangered his own life

;

vddu ficalu veyintsu connddu
,
he got

himself vaccinated,
conuzu, a tick.

conuzu-chima, a kind of ant that

stings sharply.
copparamu, the hump of an ox.

coppu, female top-knot, coppu midanu
rommu midanu buccd posi rudduta, to

rub powder on one’s top-knot and
back; cadupu ciitici y'idiste coppu
pulacu y'edchin ’ attu

,
the hair cried

for flowers when the belly cried for

food (it is usual for women to put
flowers in their hair wrhen they dress

up)
;

coppu pattuconi picinddu

,

he
caught her by the topknot and pulled
(the topknot is a convenient article to

catch hold of in a quarrel; men also

catch hold of one another’s zuttu, tuft),

cora, what remains, balance, coray
’

upiri, the last breath,

cora-cantsu, a firebrand, vatti cora
cantsu nippatstsardpu munddcoducn

, the
beastof a scoundrel, a cut-throatvillain,

coracatstsu, firebrand. Same as cora-
cantsu.

cora cora, anger, hate; onomatopoeic.
ddnici y'eppudu cora cora

,
she is always

peevish.
coracoraladuta, sound of anger,
gnashing teeth; onomatopoeic,

-coracu, affix meaning ‘for’, same as

cdsamu. Lacshmi coracu y’eduru tsu-

tsuts’unndnu, I am expecting Lakshmi

;

coti vidyalu cuti corace, all arts are for

getting your food
;
Andhrulu pratyeca

rdshtramu coracu prayatnam chestun-
ndru, the Andhras are trying to get
a separate province,

corada, «whip. camchi is the com-
monest word for whip, but coradd is

also common, ninnu gurrapu coradato
vipu baddalu cottutdnu, I will horse-
whip you.
coradupovu^a, to be benumbed, to

become callous
;

also coradubdri-po-

z'uta. zadu durnadata y'andu cora-

diibdripoyinadu, steeped in villainy he
has grown callous.

coragami, fruitlessness, unbecoming
conduct. Used in books, nd y'eduta

nannu tsuchi navvuta vatti coragdmi
,
it

is sheer impertinence to laugh at me.
coramalina, worthless,
coramanu, (briedalia spinosa), a large

tree.

coramutlu, tools, panimutlu is com-
moner.
corapani coyya, a worthless wretch,
a villain.

corapdvuta, to be choked, to swoon,
corata, defect, remainder, unfinished.

Coravalu, the Coravas, a tribe of hill-

men.
coravanji, gipsy dance,
coravi, firebrand; also corivi. vddu
compalu cdlche corivi, he is a disturber
of domestic tranquillity

;
ill ecci corivi

tippin ’ attu, like getting on the house
(a thatched one) and waving a fire-

brand about (smoking in a powder
magazine); ammabote ddavi, conabote
coravi

,
a wilderness when he sold, a

firebrand when he bought,
corna or cornasi gandu, the hyaena,
corralu, the Italian millet (panicum
italicum).

corru, hook, spike, thorn,
corrupattina, tom. i batta rendu
nelala cindatane corrupattina, yH casta
chinugu cuttucon aind cuttuco ledu,

though this cloth has been torn for
the last 2 months, I have not mended
the small tear.

corucuj a venereal disease, syphilis,

corucuta, to gnash, yemayyd dlapallu
corici vestu vhmnavu? nannu codatava
yemiti? what sir, gnashingyour teeth?
are you thinking of assaulting me ?

cotta, new, fresh, cotta vinda, pdta
rota, fresh news is rare to the ears,

stale news excites disgust; mangali
pdta, tsdcali cotta, stick to the old
barber, choose a new washerman

;

chepala ducdnam mida * cotta chipalu
iccada ammutdru ’ anibordu cattiri, they
placed a board over a fish-shop with
the legend "fresh fish are sold here’,
cottamu, shed.



cottanfru [73] comalamu

cottamru, tioods (new water),
cottaricamu, novelty, shortly after.

ni alludu pdyina cottaricamulo, shortly
after your son-in-law died; cherina
cottaricamu, shortly after arrival,

cottimira, cottimiri, coriander grass
used as a spice seasoning a dish made
of vegetables; some call it cottamalli,
from cotta, new, and malli, jasmine,

cottintsuta, have (a person or thing)
beaten; causative from cottuta.

cottiveyuta, strike off, e.g. to strike a
case off the file or dismiss a petition;
nen anna mata cottiveyacu

,
don’t dis-

regard my advice,
cottu, storehouse.
cottu, cell, jail, cotlo pettuta, put in jail,

cottuconipdvuta, be carried away, drift,

cottuconivelluta, to carry away, as a
stream carries aw’ay a man.
cottuconuta, to beat oneself, feel

anxious, lament, yemi teliyaca cottu-

conutsunnanu, I am perplexed,
cottuta, to strike; also used as an
auxiliary verb. Changes to gottuta
and coduta in composition and talk.

chinna'pamun * aindpedda carrato cotta

valenu, even a small snake should be
struck with a big stick; i niru campu
cottutsunnadi, this water stinks; idi

casturivasana cottutsunnadi, this smells
of musk ;

derd cottuta, to pitch a tent

;

saicilu cottu, pump the bicycle; atstsu

cottuta, to print; dongalu cottinaru,

thieves robbed me
;

udagottuta, to

loosen; chedagottuta
,
to spoil; tela-

gottuta, to set afloat; digagottuta, to

drive in
;
ita cottuta, to swim

;
pagala-

gottuta, to break
;
pogottuta, to lose,

cotvalu, police-officer. Hindustani
;
the

old word. English words are now used,
corn, fat, insolence,

cowuta, to grow fat, insolent, pettela

ninda dhanam mulugutu eovvi v’un-

ndru. Their boxes got filled with money
and their bodies with pride,

coyya, wood (noun and adjective).

coyyacdlu
,
a wooden leg

;
coyya pinuga

,

no man but a block of wood devoid
of pity.

-co, imperative affix from the auxiliary,

conuta, short for conumu. tisico is take

;

musicd
,
shut ;

cheppucd, guess and find

out if you can.

coca, woman’s cloth, catin coca to rack

-

' chinadi

,

she came in the clothes she

I

stood up in.

cocila, cuckoo.

;

codalu, daughter-in-law. atta tsaste

j

codalu y'edchinattu

,

like the daughter-

j

in-law who cried when the mother-in-

|

law died (a strange phenomenon)

;

;

attd vacary
inti codale, the mother-in-

law was a daughter-in-law in some-
one’s house (and is now getting her
own back). There are many similar
proverbs in Telugu, just as there are
many jokes about mothers-in-law in
the European languages

; but in Europe
it is the man’s mother-in-law that is

unpopular, in India the woman’s.
The woman living with her husband
is referred to as ‘ attavdr inti codalu
a very hard place indeed,
codaricamu, daughter-in-law-ship

.

codi, fowl, hen; plural cdllu, poultry’.

nenu codi cityyaga bailuderinanu, I

started at cockcrow; codi co-cd-co ani
cuyunii, the cock crows co-co-co.

codicuta, crowing,
codicuta-vela, dawn,
codipilla, chicken,
codipunzu, cock.
c61a, rod. cola lenipettu, tadu lent cattu,

hitting without a rod, tying up with-
out a cord, i.e. government by soul
force.

colahalamu, uproar. Idpala colaha-
lamu vim

,

hearing an uproar inside,

colatamu, dance in a ring with sticks

which are struck together (cola),

-colu, affix turning verbs into nouns,
from conuta; common in plural collu.

mottucollu, lamentations; vediconuta

,

to pray; vedicdlu, prayer (plural,

vedicollu)

.

colucord-povuta, to plunder, colla-

pettuta and ddtsuconuta are commoner,
coluconuta, recover, duhkham mara-

chi poyi nela dinamulacu conchem cdlu-

connanu

,

forgetting my grief I recov-
ered to some extent in a month,
colupaduta, to be lost, ruined, dhana-
mu colupdyi, losing money,

colupatu, loss, ruin,

colupovuta, to lose,

comalamu, comely, edenimidi iUa
dndata nenu y'intacante, comalangdni



comati C74l c6yuta

v'unndnu, 7 or 8 years ago I was even
better looking.
cdmati, the merchant caste, merchant.
comati nizamu, a merchant’s truth;
comati visvdsamu, the faith of a mer-
chant; comati sdcshyamu

,
the evidence

of a merchant, are all proverbial
phrases indicating that in the opinion
ofthe Telugus merchants are deceivers
ever. They are also supposed to be
cowards: comati pirici cottite v y

urici,

the merchant is a coward, if you beat
him he flees,

cona, conamu, comer,
cdnangi, buffoon, cdnangi cheshtalu

,

the tricks of a buffoon,
condru, stone-faced tank with steps,

copadrushti, angry look. Skt., from
copam and driishti, look,

copagintsuta, to be angry,
cdpamu, anger. Skt. eccum ’ ante
yedducu copam, diguniante cuntivadici
copam

,

if you say get up the bullock
is angry, if you say get down the lame
man is angry; ni copamunu anatsuco

,

keep your temper,
copapaduta, to be angry.
copav£samu, heat of passion. Skt.,
from copam and avesam

, passion.
copdvesam cheta vollu teliyaca , out of
his mind with fury,

cdpi, angry man. Often compounded
with the word muccu, nose; muccopi,
a man flinging himself into a passion
without cause.
cdpishti, angry man. itann vatti co-
pishti, he is a churl.
c6ra, fang, tusk, cora-pandi, a boar
with tusks,

coraduta, to purr.
corica, a wish, desire, corica tirtsucoca,

not being able to satisfy one’s desires

;

gontemma coricalu, castles in the air.

cdrtu, court (law, tennis). English;
the usual.word for a law court, nydya-
sthdnam is an artificial word used only
in books.
coru, share, especially of the crop.
sangoru *s half share, irugoru both
shares, i.e. those of the landlord and
of the tenant.
cdruconuta, to request, beg. cshama-
pana cdrucuntdnu

, I will beg pardon,
cdruta, to wish, choose, elect (to

legislative council, &c.). ocadu manacn
yela cheya valen ani corudumd manam
ocarici alage cheya valenu , do as you
would be done by.
cosamu, for. ddni cdsamn, on that
account.
cdsamu, sheath, envelope. sva§a

-

cosamulu are lungs; annacosamu is

stomach.
cosaramu, for; not as common as
cdsamu.

cosuj 2 miles. Four cos make one
amada

,
the usual way of reckoning

distance before the English mile came
in and still used.

cota, fort. All the Dravidian languages
have this word, Tamil cottdt

,
Can.

cote, Malayalam cotta
,
and it occurs

in the names of many famous towns,
Palamcotta, Pudukotta, Samalkot.

cota, cutting; from coyuta.
cotacalamu, harvest,
coti, monkey, cdtici addam tsupin’atlu,

like putting a glass in front of a
monkey

;
coti chetipuladanda, a flower-

garland in a monkey’s paw; coti cheti
pamu vale, a snake in a monkey’s
paw. A monkey does not appreciate
mirrors and flowers and is afraid of
the snake but won’t let it go. td chedda
coti vanam ella cherachina atlu

,
like

one bad monkey infecting the whole
grove.

c6ti, a crore, 10,000,000; 100 lakhs.
Skt. nutid petti cdtici goriginchevadu,
one who grinds down a crore of people
to feed xoo; coti vidyalu cuti corace

,

there are a crore of professions but the
object of all is food; vadu cdtici pada-
gettinadu

,
he is a millionaire,

cotu, coat. English, i cdtucu anni cuttle,

this coat is all seams,
covela, cdvila, temple. A word com-
mon to all the DravidiarL languages
ana found in the form coil in filenames
of many towns and villages

; in Telugu
gudi or the Sanskrit devdlayam are
commoner.
C6ya, the Koyas are a hill tribe in the
Godavari Agency.
Coyadora, a Koya chieftain,
coyila, cuckoo.
coyuta, to cut, reap, vadu gontu cdsi-
vadu

, he is a cut-throat; ame totalo



craccuta [75] criitayugamu

pushpamulu coyutsunnadi, she is pick-
ing flowers in the garden

; dunnaca
,

tsallite coyyaca pandinadi
, the field i

sown without ploughing was harvested
without reaping (i.e. there was no
crop).

craccuta, to vomit; also caccuta.
cramacramanga, gradually,
cramamu, regularity, propriety, jus-
tice.

crammuta, to spread, swell, san-
dhyachicati crammutsundenu

, twilight
spread.
crauryamu, cruelty. Skt., from cru-

ram
,
cruel.

crayacudu, buyer. Skt. Used in
books.
crayadhanamu, purchase money,
crayamu, a purchase, a price. Skt.
calacrayamu, the current price,

crayamu chdyuta, to sell, dispose of;

more commonly vicrayintsuta

.

crayapatrica, purchase deed,
crayavicrayamulu, buying and sell-

ing.

crayintsuta, to buy. Skt. TheTelugu
is conuta.

criccirisi, crowded
;
also ciccirisi.

crimi, animalcule. Skt. The vvord
used to translate bacillus.

crinda (and derivatives), down, below,
past, &c., are other forms of cinda,

rindata, cindati. crindala or crindutala
,

head downwards; talacrindala.

criya, act. Skt.

crida, sport, play. Skt.

cridintsuta, to sport. Skt.

criganti tsupu, ogle, downcast look,

crotta, new; another form of cotta.

crowu, fat, pride ; anotherformofcovvu.
crodhamu, anger. Skt. copamu is the

common word.
crodicarintsuta, to abridge. Skt.

dharmasdstrdl anni samagrangd tsadivi,

crodJZtarinchi,
sdram tisi, having read

all the Scriptures, abridged them, and
drawn out the juice from them,
cruccuta, to stuff, cram,
crummaruta, to wander over. Pal-

nadu antayu crummaritini, I wandered
all over the Palnad.
crunguta, to bend (intransitive), atta-

gdrini tsuchi nivvera padi lolona crun-

genuy seeing his mother-in-law he

crouched in dismay; i apacirti cketa
crungi poyi

, bending under this dis-

grace.
cruramu, cruel. Skt. d crura rdcsha-

suni ndti sdyancdla bhojanamunacu
nenu pradhama cabalam agudurC aniyu
tdchiy thinking I would provide the
cruel giant with his first morsel for
the night’s supper; crura criityamulu

,

cruel deeds.
cruratvamu, cruelty. Skt. nivu y'ip-
pudu cruratvam anedi dyanacu tagi-

nanta vivecam lecapovadam valla ta-

tasthajn autu v'unnadi, what you now
call his cruelty results from want of
sense.

crurudu, a cruel man. Skt.
criishi, agriculture. Skt. criishito ndsti

durbhicsham, japato ndsti pdtacam,
agriculture annuls famine, penance
cancels sin.

criishi, exertions. Skt. bharta viyo-
gam sambhavinchi ime criishi saphalam
ainadi cddu, as she had lost her hus-
band her exertions were vain; sangi-

tamulo gattiga criishi chesi, having
worked hard at singing.

Criishna, the river Krishna or Kistna
named after the god who is Crush-
nudu

, Criishna being the adjectival

form. Skt. Criishnacu varada vach-

chinadi, the Kistna is in flood
;
Criish-

nudu Radha yocca paitanu tolaginchi-

nadu, Krishna removed Radha’s
breastcloth; vddu Criishna veshamu
vesinddu

,
he acted Krishna in the

play.
'

criisintsuta, to pine away, grow thin.

Skt. lolopalane crusinchit inwardly
pining

;
a duhkhamutote crtisistu v’un-

dagd, pining away with that sorrow,
criitaghnata, ingratitude. Skt., from
criitam

,
act, and ghnata, destroying,

crutaghnudii, ungrateful person,
criitagnyata, gratitude. Skt., from
criitam

,
act, and gnyata, recognizing,

criitagnyudu, grateful person,
criitamu, act. Skt.

criitayugamu, the age of creation, the
golden age. Skt., from criitam ,

act,

and yugam, age. criita yugam ndti

nunchi vastu v’unna sadachdram, a

good custom dating from the begin-
ning of the world.



criitarthata [76] cuccuta

criitarthata, success. Skt. M.A.
paricshalo criitdrthud ai, having come
out successful in the M.A. examina-
tion.

criiti, dedication. Skt. zadu d cavya-
munu rdzucu cruti y’ ichchinadu ,

he
dedicated that poem to the king,

criitrima, false, fabricated. Skt. md-
yalunnu, criitrim dlachanalunnu , illu-

sions and false ideas,

crutyamu, deed. Skt. mini chesina

ghdra criityamunacu na §ariramu pula-

carintsutsunnadi, I shudder at your
cruel deed.
csh- is commonly pronounced tsh-, q.v.

cshama, patience. Skt.

cshamapana, forgiveness. Skt. ndcu
hahu vichdranga v’ unnadi

,
nenu csha-

mdpana veducuntanu
, I am very sorry,

I beg pardon; nenu chesina aparadham
cheppinatt aite nenu ventane ni caUa
mida padi cshamapana cdrucuntanu, if

you wili tell me what I have done
wrong I will at once fall at your feet

and beg pardon.
cshamintsuta, to pardon. Skt.

cshamintsa valenu
,
please forgive me.

cshanamu, instant. Skt. nenu veUi
sahayam tisuconi cshanamlo vastanu

,

I will go to fetch help and be back in
an instant.

cshatamu, wound. Skt. Used in
books for gdyamu.

cshatriya, the kshatriya or warrior
caste. Skt., from verb for ‘to strike’,

cshauramu, shaving; also spelt csha-

varamu. The ordinary words for

shaving are pani cheyuta, goruguta,
but this also is common especially in
a figurative sense, nivu andarini sva-

jandnni cheriste ni taruvdta vachchina-
vddu vail andarid cshavaralu chestddu

,

if you put in all your caste men the
man who comes after you will shave
them all.

cshayarogamu, consumption. Skt.,

from cshayamUy wasting away,
cshimamu, famine. Skt.; caruvu is

the Telugp word,
cshanti, patience. Skt.
csharamu, salt. Skt. A book word
for uppu .

cshatramu, Kshatriya’s duty. Skt.
csh^mamu, health, happiness. Skt.;|<

. ordinaryword in enquiring after health,

: &c. ydgacshemamtdu vididrintsuta is

to make such usual enquiries,

cshetraganitamu, geometry. Skt.
cshetramu, place of pilgrimage. Skt.

: cshetramu, field. Skt. cshetram erigi

vittanamuy patram erigi danamu
,
sow

seed to suit the field, give charity to
the deserving.
cshmamu, decline, decay. Skt. cshina
dasalo 'n unnamu, we are on a down-
hill course; dyuch cshmamu

y

the de-
cline of age

;
dhana cshinamu , decrease

of wealth.
cshinintsuta, to waste away. Skt. benga
pettuconi adi d dinamu canna a dinam
cshininchi deham anta palipoyi

,
in her

distress she wasted away day by day
and grew pale.

cshira, milk. Skt.; book word for pdlu.
cshobha, grief, trouble. Skt. One of
the numerous words for grief; the
shade ofmeaning is agitation, sancsho-

bhamu, agitation
;

chittacshobhamu ,

trouble of mind
;
jailulo yenta cshobha

paddadu

!

what distress he felt in jail!

cshobhapettuta is to distress, trouble;
chinnadanni nannu nishcdrananga y’

Uagn cshobha pettadam cante crura
criityam locamld yedi v’ undadu

,
there

is nothing more cruel in the world
than to oppress a poor girl like me in
this way.
cshdbhintsuta, to be distressed. Skt.
cshudha, hunger. Skt. Book word
for dcaliy used in compounds such as
cshudbadha

,
pains of hunger,

cshudra, petty, low, trifling. Skt,
manam cshudralu patigd patta rddu ,

we should not pay attention to trifles,

cubjudu, hunchback,
cucca, dog. arache cucca carava neradu

,

barking dogs don’t bite (Italian pro-
verb, cane che abbaia non morde)

;

cucca vaste rayi doracadu
,
rdyi dbricite

cucca radii, when the dog comes there
is no stone, when you find the stone
the dog isn’t there; chandruni tsuchi
cuccalu y’ edtsunu

,
dogs bay at the

moon; inco janmdnici mi y* intlo
cucccin ai pudutdnu

, I will be born as a
dog in your house at a re-birth (grati-
tude) ; moruguta is to bark,

cuccuta, to crush, amepelu cuccutsun-



cucshi [77] cumman

nadi, she is cracking lice (a common
occupation in India, where delousing
is one of the arts of peace). The term
cuccina penu is often applied to a per-
son eating humble pie.

cucshi, stomach. Skt. Book word for

cadupu, used especially in compounds.
vddu niracsharacucshi, he is an illite-

rate boor; vddu vatti cucshimbharudu
,

he cares only for his personal comforts,
cudi, eating. Used in books,
cudi, right (hand). It is in vain that

the motorist will say cudi chetici tola

cudadu, y* edama chetici tol ali
,
drive

on the left, not the right ;
for the rule

of the road is not observed in India,

cudichi, after eating, cudu cudichi

curtso leca goppalu cheppucuntddu, he
spends the leisure after dinner in

blowing his own trumpet,
cudiripovuta, be obtained, ayanacu
nd mida nammacamu cudiri poyindi,

he got faith in me.
cuduca, scale (of a balance),

cudupu, food.
cudurtsuta, to settle, cure, a uttara-

mundcu chittu cudirchinanu, I have
settled the draft of that letter; vdru
pitstsa cudirche vaidyulu ,

they are

doctors who cure madness,
cuduru, a garden bed.
cudurupaduta, to be settled,

cudurupatu, cure, settlement,
cuduruta, to recover; ordinary word
for recovering from illness, micu
cudirinda? have you recovered?
cuduruta, to be arranged, settled, ob-
tained; also, of handwriting, formed.
ndpedda cumartecu varudu cudirinadu

,

my eldest daughter is engaged (a

bridegroom has been engaged for

her) ; vrdta cuduruta ,
forming the

handwriting; cudirina vrdta
,
a formed

hand
;
antd bdga cudirindi, all has been

settled.

cudutapaduta, to be settled,

cudutsuta, to feed, duda cudistene cdni

dvu chepadu, if the caif is not fed the

cow will not give milk,

cudutsuta, to eat, suck (of babies).

d pillacu tsannu cudutsuta mdnpindru ,

they have weaned that child,

cuduva, pledge, cuduva pettuta , to

pledge, pawn.

cugramamu, twopenny halfpenny
village. Skt., from cutstsitam ,

vile,

cuhi-cuhi, whistling sound of reeds;
onomatopoeic, rani gonlucalo cdsa
rogam valla cuhi-cuhi y’ani dhvani
avutu v'unnadi

,
he is afflicted with a

cough and whistles in his throat,
cuhuv-cuhuv, the cry of the cuckoo,
which is a favourite theme of Indian
poets; in books it is also known as
cuhiit-cdram.
culabhrashtudu, expelled from caste.

Skt., from culam , caste, and bhrashtam,
fallen. mallipeUi chesuconi culabhrash-

tulai, expelled from caste for re-
marrying.
culadharmamu, caste observances.
Skt.

culahinudu, of low caste. Skt.
culamu, caste. Skt. culam erigi tsutta-

mu, sthalam erigi vasamu
,
marry into

the caste you know and live in the
place you know. (Italian proverb:
moglie e buoi dai paesi tuoi , wife and
oxen from your own place.)

culasthudu, member of a caste, fellow
casteman. Skt.

culastri, a good woman, family wo-
man. Skt. jdrinula y’odda sangitam
v'undadam cheta culastril adt nichanga
y'enclti sangitam nertsucoru

,
because

music is practised by prostitutes

respectable women look down on it

and will not learn it.

culavriitti, the caste profession. Skt.

vyabhicharam villacu culavriitti
,
forni-

cation is their caste profession,
culacharamu, caste custom. Skt.
cullayi, cap, wig. Hindustani,
cuilipoyina, rotten,

cullu, rotten, putstsu vancdyalu, tsatstsu

biracayalu, cullu aratipandlu
,
decayed

brinjals, dead cucumbers, rotten plan-
tains.

cumdrte, daughter. Skt. The Telugu
is cuturu.
cumarudu, son. Skt. The Telugu is

coducu.
cumbhamu, pitcher. Ski*, cumbha-
potagd (or cumbha vriishtigd) curiyu-

tsunnadi, it rains pitchers (cats and
dogs).
cummarasana, potter’s wheel,
cummari, potter. Skt. cumkdra.



cummarintsuta [78] cusalata

cummarintsuta, to pour out.

cummu, ashes, adi dummu, idi cum-
mu, from the frying-pan into 'the fire

(from dust to ashes),

cummucu cheyuta, to abet. Hindu-
stani.

cummulata, a fight,

cummuta, to butt,

cumpati, stove, firepan,
cumpini, company, especially the East
India Company. English,

cumuluta, to waste away, lolopalane

criisinchi cumulutsu
,
pining and wast-

ing away.
cuncuduchettu, soap-nut tree. The
soap-nuts are cuncuducayalu.
cuncuma, the common cosmetic of
women made chiefly of turmeric.
pasupu-cuncuma, a woman’s pin-

money
;
pasupu cuncam tinnagd v’unte,

if her saffron and rouge are provided
for; cuncam barine

,

rouge-box.
cuncuta, to set (of sun and moon);
also cruncuta and cucuta. bandacunca
is a term of abuse.
cunda, pot. illdlu guddid aiti y’inti

cundalacu chetu, if the housewife is

blind it is ruin to the pots ;
calimi

lemulu cdvati cundalu, life has its ups
and downs.
-cunda, affix meaning ‘ without vidu-
•vacunda, without ceasing; cacunda,
besides, lecunda, without,
cundalamu, ear-ring, nene pillan iy-

yacapote nd chevuV avi cundaldlu cdvu,

nenu tsaduvuconnadi sastramu cadu, if

I don’t give the girl, what is in my ears

are not ear-rings, what I have read is

not Scripture; cundalala zodu cheyin-

chi vestdnu, I will have a pair of ear-

rings made.
cundlelu, hare, cundetini cuccalu pasi
pattinavi, the dogs are on the scent of
thehare.
cunicipatu, cunucu, forty winks, a

nap. vacca cunucu poyi, dropping off

into a doze
; jadji vimarsa chesef anta

sepu balla mida curtsundi cunicipdtlu

pad&vdd'aga, they say the judge was
asleep all the time he was sitting on
the bench holding trial; cunicipdtlu
vastu v'unnavi, I am getting sleepy,

cunta, pond.
cuntamulu, cuntalamulu, tresses.

Skt. A book word for ventrucalu
f

hair.

cuntenacatte, procuress,
cuntenagadu, pimp,
cunthlu, abuse,
cunthudu, a boor,
cunti, lame.
cuntivadu, cuntu, a lame man. lillo

cunti adivilo ledi,
lame in the village,

a deer in the jungle; eccum ante
y’edducu copam, digum * ante cunti-

vanici copam
,

if you say get up the
ox is angry, if you say get down the
lame man is angry; cunticalu, a lame
leg; guddivaUacu, cuntivaUacu danam
cheyuta

,
charity to the blind and lame,

cuntsamu, a grain measure, of which
four go to one tumu.

cuntuta, to limp, cuntu cuntu vastu
v* unnaduy he comes limping,
cunucu, nap.
cunucuta, to nod.
cuppa, heap, cuppalo manicyamu, a
diamond in a dunghill,
cuppateppaluga, abundantly,
curchi, chair. Hindustani. This word
is spelt curichi in the dictionaries, but
no one says curichi.

curiyuta, to rain, to leak, vdna curu-

stondi
,
it is raining

;
paicuppu curistun-

diy the roof leaks; varshalu curisind
curiyaca poyind, whether it rains or
not.
curra, young, little,

curradi, girl,

curratanamu, childhood,
curravadu, boy. curra munda caducuV
anta bottiga pad’autu v* unnaru

, the
present generation of boys are all

going to the devil,

curulu, curls.

curupu, a boil, curupu chiticinadi, the
boil has burst,
curupamu, ugly. Skt.
curupi, ugly person. Skt., front* cuts-
tsa

,

vile, and rupam, form, tala gori-

ginchi curupini chesi, shaving her head
and making her ugly,

cusa-cusa, onomatopoeic of jolting.
yegudu digudu rodla mida ballu cusa-
cusal adunUy the carts jolt on the roads,
cusalamu, welfare. Skt. cusala pras-
nahiy enquiries after health,

cusalata, ability. Skt. miru mahd



cusamu [79] culapaduta

budhi cusalata galavdru, you are a very fallacies of the modernists and admit
clever man.

. _

: sudras to learning (the orthodox view
cusamu, sacrificial grass. Skt. is that learning must be confined to
cushthar6gamu, leprosy. Skt. brahmins).
cusini, kitchen. Portuguese. There i cuca, a cry, shout. Used in books,
are only two Portuguese words in

]

cucalu veyuta, to scold, vddn bhdr-
Telugu, this and catrnzu, shirt; and

j

yann cucalu resinddu, he scolded his
only one Dutch, cdcctis

,
latrine, in wife.

spite of the long connexion of the
;

cucuta, to set (of sun and moon),
Portuguese and Dutch with India.

;
poddu cucinadi, the sun has set. Also

cusinivadu, cook.
_

cuncinadi
,
which is more common.

cu§anca, cavil. Skt. ituvanti cusan- ciicuta, to sit down. Vulgar for cur-

calu cheyyacu ,
don’t make such silly tsunduta , but very common; cuco , sit

objections; annintici cusancalu chest
,

doWn

.

raising frivolousr objections to evey- cuda, cudd, together; also, even, with,
thing. atanito cuda vachckinddu

,
he came

cutica, gullet, throat; also cutuca. with him; nillu cuda y* ivvaru , they
cutiramu, hut, bower. Skt. lata won’t even give you water.
cutiramu

,
arbour. ciidadu, mustn’t, nivu peddalato has

-

cutra, plot. Skt. In the 1922 No-tax yam cheya ciidadu
,
you mustn’t joke

campaign in Guntur a village head- with your elders; riina $esham
>
vrana

man observed, idi brdhmana cutra, sesham agni seskam v'untsa ciidadu
,

this is a brahmin plot. you should not keep the remains of
cutrapuvadu, tailor; from cuttuta, to debt, a sore, fire,

stitch. cudali, union, joining. A word used
cutstsitamu, vile. Skt. in newspapers to translate the English
cutstsu, tassel. union (political union) ;

also sangka-
cutticaya, Adam’s apple. mu, sammelanamu. cudalidari is four
cuttintsuta, to get something sewn

;
crossroads

;
cudalirayi

,
corner-stone.

causal of cuttuta. cudani, not fitting, aidani mata, an
cuttu, seam, stitch, also a stitch in the inappropriate expression,
side, a cotucu anni cuttle

,
that coat is cudapettuta, to put together, amass,

all seams. nd jitamlo nunchi nuru rupayalu cuda
cirftuta, to sew, pick, pandlu cuttuco- pettinanu, I put together Rs. 100 out
nuta, to pick the teeth

;
cheppulu cutte- of my pay.

vddu, a cobbler. cudanu, also. An emphatic form of
cutuca, throat; also cutica. cuda. vadu abaddham adevddu, paiga
cutumbamu, family. Skt. nenupedda tagubotu ciiddnu, he is a liar and a
cutumbamu galavanni

, I have a large drunkard to boot,

family to support, is a common phrase ciidu, food, mala cudu, foul (pariah)

in petitions. food; vanici cutici ledu , he is starving,

cutumbxcudu, a man with a large cuduta, to meet, fit, be able, collect,

family. A man of high family is goppa be connected, assemble, indulo aidina

vamsasthudu. pani, a connected matter; dommi cudi

cutulwriamu, eagerness, curiosity. Skt. vachchindru
,
they came in a mob ; idi

yuctulemainamnavalenaninamanassu ciidad unte
,
if this can’t be done.

miccili cutuhalapadutsunnadi, I am full cuja, goglet. Hindustani,
of curiosity to hear any witty sayings, cujitamu, the cries of birds. Used in

cuyucti, fraud, a wicked device. Skt., books, cuta is commoner. „

from cu-, bad, and yucti, device, mir culapaduta or culip6vuta, to fall,

anniyu cuyuctulu cheppufunndru. na- collapse, pedda yuddhamlo modata
<va nagaricula cuyuctula nammi,

mir Austria tarvata Jarmani culipoyinam
,

evvarunnu sudrula vidyac angicarimpa in the Great War first Austria then
ciidadu

,
you must not believe in the Germany collapsed.



chaitramuciilatr6yuta [So]

ciilatrdyuta or culaveyuta, to thrust

down.
ciili, wages, culki cheyuta, to work for

hire.

culimanishi, labourer, usually female,

ciilinali, drudgery,
ciilivadu, labourer,

cullu, plural of cudu, food, victuals.
|

cannaciilht
,
any victuals available,

ciiluta, to lie down, ciili nidra pattaca

y’cd'chinadi, she lay down sleepless

and cried.

cuna, a young one, usually of animals,

butmay be used, like our kid, ofhuman
young, pasicunal eppudo y’edigi capa-

ram chestu sukham padudud ani ma-
nam santosha pada valasinadi

,
our

kids must grow up sometime, marry,
be happy, and give us joy.

ctini, murder. Hindustani; also khuni .

cupamu, pit, hole, vorago. Skt. ya-
macupamu is hell. The word is a

literary one; randhram is the usual
word for hole and goyyi for pit.

ciiralu or ciirag&yalu, vegetables.

acn ciiralu are leafy vegetables, ciira-

gayalu (cdyalu) those with cayalu or
pods, tallileni pilla, v’ulli lent cura,
a motherless child and onionless vege-
tables ; nd bhdrya citrapoga tsura petti-

nadi, my wife has smoked the curry,
-cdrchi, affix meaning ‘about

5

; more
usually spelt -giirchi

,
and -gurinchi is

commoner.
cdtrpu3 joining, seam, edition of a book,
from curtsuta

,
to join,

curtsunda pettuta, to give seats to.

curtsxmduta, to sit. tana talupu tisi

porigintici petti, ratri antd cuccalu

tolutu curtsunn' attu ,
like the man who

took his own door down to give to his

neighbour and spent the night driving
away the dogs; parugetti palu trdge

cante , curtsoni niru trdgite melu
, better

to sit and drink water than run for

milk.
curtsuta, to join (transitive), to con-
vene, to bring together.

ciirucu, dropping off to sleep, vanici

curucii pattutsunnadi, he is dropping
off.

ciiruta, to load (a gun), cram, brdh-
manulu pendlilo potta nindd curutaru,

brahmins cram their stomachs at

weddings.
cusamu, snake’s slough.
cusu, inferior, abhyasamu cusu vidya

,

practice is an inferior sort of learning.

ciita, a cry, crow, bray, &c. pitta con-
chem

,
ciita ghanam

,
small bird, big

cry (of ambitious men)
;

z pdta y'edi-

sin’atte v'unnadi
,
gadida ciita Idgu un-

nadi, this singing is wretched, like a
donkey braying; nannu titti addam 5

aina cdru ciitalu ciisinadu

,

he abused me
in any horrid language that occurred
to him.
cutamu, meeting-hall

;
from cuduta , to

assemble.
cutasacshi, false witness. Skt., from
cutam, false, vdllu cutasdcshul ainattu
spashtam ainadi

, it became clear that
they were false witnesses.
cuturu, daughter, pendliciituru is a
bride.

ciiyuta, to cry, crow, bray, hoot, quack,
cackle or howl of cocks, geese, ducks,
owls, donkeys, wolves.

Ch
chaccara, sugar ; also tsaccera

,
pantsa-

ddra.
chacdramu, large partridge of North
India. Skt. Used in books, chandra
chacdra nydyamu

,
great friends,

chacrac^li, the sugar plantain, chacra-
ciU arati pallu veyyacu, avi tsdla pri-

yam
,
do not serve sugar plantains,

they are very expensive,
chacramu, wheel. Skt. Vishnu’s

wheel, i.e. his thunderbolt which he
hurls like a quoit, is called chacram.
A small copper coin still used in
Travancore is also called a chacram.

chacravarti, emperor. Skt. The
King Emperor of India; also sarva-
bhaumudu.
chacshuvu, eye. Skt. Used in books
for Telugu cannu.
chaitramu, the ist month, April-May.



chalanamu chacirf[Si]

Skt. chaitra mdsamu Englishu nelalo

Epriyalu-Me nelalacu sari y'aiuadi,

chaitra corresponds with the English
April-May.
chalanamu, shaking. Skt. chalachit-

tudu , a man of wandering mind,
chalamani, current; from chelluta .

i ndnemulu ippudu chalamani cdvu,

these coins are not now current,

chalazia, memo., especially memo, of
payment into a treasury. Hindustani.
The memo, of payment is on a printed

form in duplicate ;
one copy is retained

by the payer and serves as a receipt,

chalavintsuta, to make current or
valid; same as chellintsuta,

chalintsuta, to shake, tremble. Skt.

chalitamu, trembling. Skt.

chamatcaramu, adroitness. Skt.

champacamu, chrysanthemum. Skt.

chanchalamu, trembling. Skt.

chanchalintsuta, to tremble. Skt.

chandanamu, sandal. Skt.

chandaludu, pariah. Skt. parian is

the Tamil generic word, the Sanskrit

word is used, in Telugu; the particular

pariah tribes in the Telugu country
are mdlas and madigas (leather-work-

ers), now commonly classed as ‘ ddi-

dndhras'. yeccada Uni chiracimu vach-
chi nannu chandaluni tsuckin' atlu

tsutsunu, he pulls a face of the utmost
disgust and looks me up and down as

if I were a pariah.

chandra-, prefix meaning ‘moonlike
5

.

Skt., from chandra

,

moon, chandra-
hdramu is a necklace

;
chandrahdsamu

,

the sword of Ravana; chandravanca,
a crescent worn in the hair

;
chandra-

sala, a roof room; ckandramukhi, a

moon-faced woman; chandracantapu
rdyi, moonstone.
chandrodayamu, rising of the moon.
Skt., from chandra ,

moon, and udayam
,

rising.#
chandrudu, moon. Skt. Moonlight
(vennela) is a Dravidian word, but the

Sanskrit word is used for the moon
itself, lacsha nacshatramnl aind vaca
chandrudu cadu, 100,000 stars don’t

make one moon. The moon rising is

udayintsuta
,
setting is astamintsuta.

chapalachittudu, a crack - brained

man. Skt., from chapala, lightning.

chapalatvamu, whimsicality. Skt.,

from chapala
,
lightning,

ckaramu, moving, trembling. Skt.
charanamu, couplet. Skt., from cha-
ranam, foot.

charasti, moveable property. Skt.,

from charam , moveable, and dsti,

property, sthirdsii is immoveable
property'; these are the common legal

terms.
charchintsuta, to discuss. Skt., from
charcha

,
search.

charitartham, purpose. Skt., from
chariia

,
conduct, and artham, mean-

ing. Commonly used to denote suc-
cess. charitdrthurdlu is a woman who
gains her ends,
charitramu, story, history,

-charitudu, affix meaning 11

conducting
oneself

5

. Skt. isvara bhacti gala
y'udara charitulacu locam antayu cu-

tu?nba?ne, to pious persons of liberal

conduct the whole world is their

family.

charmamu, skin. Skt.

charya, procedure. Skt. root char, to

move, mi charyalu tsuste nacu sahasam
v'undacundd v'unnadi

,

seeing the way
you go on all my daring is oozing out
of me; micu copam vastu v'unnattu mi
mukka charya valla canapadutu. v'un-
nadi, from your expression it looks as

if you vrere getting angry, charya is

also the legal translationof ‘procedure
5

,

chatura, dexterous. Skt. chaturulu,

trickish men.
chatur, chatush, four. Skt. Used in

compounds as chaturthi, 4th day of
the lunar month, chaturdasi

, the 14th
day of the lunar month, chaturbhu-
judu

,
four-armed, an epithet of Vish-

nu; chaturmukhudu, four-faced, an
epithet of Brahma ; chatushpddajantu-
vulu, four-footed creatures,

chavititalli, stepmother; corrupted
from savati-talli. The derivation is

from Skt. sapatni
,
co-wife,

chaciri, menial service. Hindustani
chacri, guruvulu sishyida cheta chaciri

chiyintsu conivastdru, spiritual*teachers

have menial services done for them
by their disciples; addamaina vetti

chaciri chestdmu

,

we do all kinds of
unpaid drudgery.



chsSctx [82] chelluta

chdcu, pen-knife. Hindustani, na
chacu truppu patiinadi, my pen-knife
has rusted.
ch&dastamu, bigotry, ceremonialism.
na codalu capuranici vachchina taru-

vdta y'intlo vatti mala cudu calustu

v'unnadi, yemaina ante y’eduruc ’ ediiru

ndce chddastam antdm, it is all pariah
food since my daughter-in-law came
to the house, if I say anything I

am countered with accusations of
bigotry.
ch&dastudu, a bigot, a person wedded
to caste customs.
chdmantipuvvu, chrysanthemum, an
ornament in the form of a chrysanthe-
mum; also chemantipuvvu

.
pellamu

chamantipuvvn tacattu petti
,
pledging

his wife’s chrysanthemum,
ch&nchalyamu, agitation. Skt., from
chanchalam. atanici conchem chitta

chdnchalyam , he suffers a little from
mental agitation,

chandini gudda, awning, canopy.
Hindustani.
chapalyamu, caprice. Skt., from
chapalamt.

charu, pepper water. Always served
with the last dish of rice, rendu purilu
tini miriyala ckdru tagandi

,
eat a

couple of wheat cakes and drink
pepper water,
charudu, spy. Skt.
ch&ya, colour. Skt.; also chhaya .

bangaru pasimi chaya
,

the yellow
colour of gold.

che-, prefix meaning ' tender ‘ pretty
short for chennu.

checca, piece, of wood, or of similar
things, poca checcalu

t
pieces of areca

nut. They are usually chewed with
betel leaves and spices after dinner,

checcili, checcu, cheek,
checcuta, to engrave, pave, set (jewels).

eheccutaddamu is a framed looking-
glass.

checumuci, flint, checumuci rdyi
,

flint-stone; checumuci tupaci

,

flint

musket^,
cheda, bad; more commonly spelt

chedda. Compounded with verbs it

intensifies rather than pejorizes. che-
datinuta is to over-eat; cheda trdguta
is to get drunk.

chedagottuta, to spoil; from cheda
and cottuta .

chedalu, white ants. In the singular

and in compounds, cheda. bongucu
cheda pattinadi, the bamboo has been
eaten by white ants,

chedapbruta, to fight violently, cheda
is commonly used in such compounds;
e.g. cheda-aratsuta, to cry aloud; cheda-
tinuta, to over-eat. nivu potta baddaV
ayef attugd cheda-tinnavu

,
you ate

enough to burst your stomach,
chedaragottuta, to disperse, defeat;

from chedaruta, to be scattered, and
cottuta , to beat.

chedaruta, to be scattered, (with
cannu

)

to be dazzled, cannu chedaru
n yattugd occa sari nuru casulu tisiconi

velli tahassiluddru gari bhdrya chetild

posi, taking ioo sovereigns at once to

dazzle her eyes and laying them in the
hands of the tahsildar’s wife,
chedda, bad, naughty; short for che-

dina
,
from cheduta. mancki cheddalu

,

good and bad; chedda pilla , naughty
child. Tamil and Canarese cetta,

Malayalam chitta.

cheddatanamu, wickedness,
cheduta, to be spoilt, nl riipam con-
chem mdrind, andam cheda Iddu

,

though your features have changed a
little, your beauty has not been spoilt;

mati chedi, perplexed
;
vanici mati chedi

poyinadi, he is crazy,

chelaguta, to frolic,

chelama, pit, spring, especially a pit
dug in a dry river-bed for drinking-
water.

cheli, chelicatte, cheliya, girl’s fe-

male playmate.
chelicadu, male playmate, pal.

chelimi, friendship,

chellani, not current,
chellelu, chelli,.younger sister,

chellintsuta, to pay. r.

chellubadi, authority,
chellubadicdni, inoperative, a legal
term.

chelluta, to pass (as of money or time)
(intransitive), i rupdyi paid manchidi
Idge canapadutu v'unnadi, chellutundi
gadd ? this rupee looks all right, is it a
current one? taruvdta vayasu chelli

bddha padef appudu
,
when the ills of



chemartsuta [83] cherucu

old age are upon you; a tsattam chel-

ladu, that law is not in force,
chemartsuta, to sweat,
chemata, sweat. valVantd chemata
pdsinadi, I sweated all over the body;
vail* antd chemata pattetattuga paru-
gettutu v'unnddu

,
he is running so as

to sweat all over the body ; mi mdtalu
vinte nacu vaUu chemata padutu v’un-
nadiy

your words make me sweat.
When we say * I sweat the Telugus
say ‘my body sweats’,
chematacdyalu, prickly heat,

chembadiv&du, fisherman,
chembu, the indispensable small metal
water pot that everyone carries,

chemma, damp,
chemmabhiimi, marsh,
chempa, cheek, cheek of a mango,
chempacaya, slap on the cheek,
chenduta, to befall, be experienced.
chendina bhayamu

,
the terror ex-

perienced.
chengavi, reddish

; from chennu, slight,

and caviy tawny.
chengu, edge, border of cloth, chengu
patti aduguta, to seize by the lappet of
the coat and ask. The bride and bride-
groom are tied together by the chengus
of their cloth, so a panici chengu vesi-

nadu means he is wedded to that
business.
chenguchenguna, suddenly.
Chennapatnam, Chennapuri, Ma-
dras. The Telugu name of Madras
has always been Chennapatnam

; in
the old English records it is Madras-
patnam or Madraspatam, from pat-
nam

,
town. The Madras Presidency

is sometimes called Chennarashtramu .

chennaruta, to be beautiful, bloom.
This word is used in books of a smiling
country or a fine town, &c. It is

derived from chennu
,

beauty, and
druta , lb teem with; chennarina y som-
pdrina, alararina, are synonyms,
chennu, beauty; a word used in books.
andamu, saundaryamu, rupamu are the
common words,

chenta, by, near.

Chentsu, a hill tribe found in Kurnool,
Cuddapah, Kistna, and Nellore. Their
language is corrupt Telugu.

cheppintsuta, to get someone taught

or to get something said ; causal from
chepputa. vdnici tsaduvu cheppinchi-
ndnu

y 1 got him educated ;
vdnici pani

cheppinchindnu
, I got him a job.

cheppu, clog, sandal, slipper, cucca
catucu cheppu dehba mandit

,
cure a

dog’s bite with a slap from a slipper
(the dog here meaning a slanderer);
chittamu Sivuni mida

y
bhacti cheppula

mida, his mind on Siva but his real

devotion to his slippers (left outside
the temple) ; vacitilo cheppula tsappud
agutsjinnadi, I hear a noise of clogs on
the threshold

;
ninnu cheppu tlsucuni

codutanu
, I will take off my slipper

and beat you with it (a most gross
insult since leather pollutes)

; cheppida
sodu is a pair of shoes

;
cheppulu

chinnavi ani calu tega cosucd vatstsund ?

will you cut off your feet because your
shoes are tight? cheppulu toduguconna
vdnici locam antd toluto cappabadd ’

attn tostundiy the man who wears
sandals thinks the whole earth is

covered wdth leather (does not feel

for others).
cheppuconuta, to say; middle form
of chepputa. The meaning is the same
practically ; cheppuconuta is more com-
monly used ;

‘ to speak * is matldduta
(use words), cheppuconnanu, I said;

vdnito matlddinanu, I spoke to him.
chepputa, to say. adigevanici cheppe-
vddu locuva

y
it is easier to ask ques-

tions than to answer them; cheppina
buddhi

y
cattina tsaddi niluvadu, the

spoken advice and the tied up rice

won’t keep,
chera, captivity’-.

cheracu, sugar-cane; also cherucu,
cherapattuta, to capture, to rape

; also

cheratsuta.

cherapovuta, to go to jail,

cherasala, jail,

cheratsuta, to spoil, rape,
cheri, prefix meaning ‘each’, cheri-

sagamu y half each; cheri y’ocati, one
each.

cheripiveyuta, to ruin, verfticati ta~

hassildaru mammul andarini cheripi-

vesinddu
,
the last tahsildar ruined us all.

cherucu, sugar-cane; also cheracu.
cherucu v'unde tsotici chimalu tdme
vastaviy ants come of themselves



cheruguta [84] chebiyyamu

where the sugar-cane is
;
ckerucu gada,

the cane.
cheruguta, to winnow,
cherupu, ruin. bdpaUa vyavasdyam
bdpalla cherupu

,

brahmin tillage,

brahmin ruin.

cherupuconuta, to spoil, to rub off.

cidam cherupucuntdra? will you spoil

your caste ?

cheruvu, tank, i.e. reservoir, artificial

lake, not in the usual English sense
of tank, i.e. an iron cistern, for which
there is no precise word; inupa totti

,

iron tub, might be used. In India
artificial reservoirs for irrigation and
drinking are among the commonest
features of the landscape

;
a small one

is called cunta rather than cheruvu

.

Other words are colanu
,
which may

also mean a natural lake, and madugu,
which is rather a depression in the
ground, cheruvu nindite cappalu cheru-

tavi
,
the frogs assemble when the tank

fills.

chetta, sweepings, chettacheddramu,
trash and dirt.

chetta, by the hand. Used in books

;

from cheyyi
,
hand.

chettapattalu, chettalu, holding
hands, manam chettdl vesucuni yH to-

tals tirugutii v’ undaga, while we were
walking aboutthe gardenhand in hand,

chettapattuconuta, to take by the
hand, shake hands.
chettapattuta, to marry. Used in
books

;
pendli chesiconuta is commoner,

chettu, shrub, tree
;
usually translated

‘tree’, but is used even oftener of
shrubs, chettu * ai vanganidi manu di
vanguna? if a plant won’t bend when
it is young, will it bend when it is a
tree? d chettu viraga cachinadi

,
that

tree is in full bearing; chettu cheda
caldnici cuccamuti pinde, the dying
shrub produces measly berries (by
their fruits ye shall know them),

chevi, key. talamchevi, ear of the lock,
chevi, ear. oca sari daggiracu vachchi,
chevil6*mdta cheppedanu

, vinipo, come
here a minute and I will say a word
in your ear and then you can go;
godalacu chevul unnavi, walls have
ears; nd matalu chevin iducona ledu,
he did not listen to my advice.

cheviti, deaf; from chevi and aviti,

crippled.
cheviti-miiga, deaf-mute,
chevudu, deafness, deaf, itanici chevu-
du rdvadam tsuste zali vastu v’ unnadi

,

seeing he is deaf one pities him ; cane

guddi, vine chevudu y
eyes have they but

they see not, ears have they but they
hear not.

chevulapilli, hare ; from chevi, ear,

and pilli
,
cat.

chevulara5 with all one’s ears
;
chevu-

lara vinuta, to listen with all one’s ears,

chew&cu, ear-ring, ear-pendant,
cheyi, cheyyi, usually translated

‘hand’, but it just as often means
‘arm’, also ‘sleeve’, aracheyyi is the
palm, muncheyi the wrist, and mo-
cheyi the elbow. The e is lengthened
in the inflected forms: genitive cheti

,

locative cheta. cheti sommu is cash in

hand; chetipani
,
handwork; chevrdlu

t

handwriting (often signature). To feel

the pulse is cheyi tsutsuta
;
cheti cindi

manishi is a dependent servant. For
‘he gave to me’ the Telugus will

usually say nd chitici ichchinadu.

There are various proverbs in which
1 the word occurs : ddaddni cheti artha

-

mu, mogavdni cheti bidda bratacadu
,

a child will not live in a .man’s hands
or property in a woman’s

;
achdryuni

talachi nippulo cheyi pettite calada ?

thinking of your priest will not pre-
vent your hand burning if you put it

in the fire ; coti chetipamu vale, a snake
in a monkey’s paw (afraid of it but
won’t let it go) ; teddu v'undaga cheyyi
caltsuconn

>
attu, like burning your hand

when you have a ladle (a silly thing
to do) ; cheyan ani chetilS cheyi veyyi

,

give me your hand on it that you
won’t do it.

ch£-, prefix, being an abbreviation of
cheyi, hand. r

chebadulu, unsecured loan,

chebiyyamu, rice that is cleaned by
the hand ;

frequently applied to coarse
rice, botliruvddu manam y’ichchina
prasastham’aina sanna biyyam yecca-
dano dachi, yeccadivo mutaca che

-

biyyam vandi petti, doragarito takassi-

ludaru ildganti pddu biyyam pampin-
chinad’ ani cheppindd ata, the butler



checatti [85] chetibi^da

hid our best quality fine rice some- : also jerlapaduta . godacu chtragila
where, cooked and served some coarse

< pddi cannulu musiconnddu , he fell back
rice and, so they say, told the Collec- i against the wall and shut his eyes,
tor the^tahsildar had sent bad rice. ; cherapattuta, to bring close,

checatti, small_ knife but longer than cheredu, handful, tsachchinazddi can-
a penknife, which is chdcu. nulit chered'esi, death widens the eyes.

chdcattUj a particular kind of brace-
: cherica, union, familiarity, aldganti

lets made of gold and coral beads
!
pani cheyyaddnid cherica z 'unda zale-

alternately.
j

nu, to carry through a thing like that
ch^conuta, to accept, take.

|

you must be united among yourselves,
checuruta, to come to hand. chertsuta, to join (transitive),

cheda, water-bucket, chedubdvi is a cherubadi, union, familiarity,
draw-well, chededunillu is a bucket of cheruconuta, to join (intransitive),

water; cheda is also the bucket-rope, cherugada, nearness,
chedastamu, bigotry; also chddastamu. cheruta, to reach, approach, be in-

miru chedastam cheta ivi tina citdad eluded, come under, cavidi yenni
am, avi tina cudad’ani manutdru, you vancalu paten ’ emi y* illu cherite sari,

abstain from this or that food out of however many bends the yoke may
bigotry. make, if it reaches the house that is

chddastudu, bigot; also chadastudu. enough; brdhmalalo yevaru goppa v*

y’i brdhmadu vatti chedastudu
, this

brahmin is a dreadful bigot,

chedu, bitter, adi cherucu pippena?
naluca chedugd v’unnatt'unnadi

,
is this

sugar-cane fool ? it seems bitter to the
taste.

chedudubavi, draw-well,
cheduta, to draw up hand over hand
(as a bucket).
chemantipuwu, chrysanthemum

;

also chdmantipuvvu.
chemiri, sour milk used to curdle;
also todu.

chentadu, chentradu, (cheda+tadu),

well-rope.
ch<£iiiis field, au chenuld meste duda
gattuna rnesund ? if the cow grazes in

the field, will the calf graze on the
bank? chenu, codavali ni cheta y’ich-

chinanu, I have given you field and
sickle (i.e., full powers). Another
common word for field is polam.
chepa, fish, chepa pillacu yHta nerpa
valena? has a young fish got to be
taughtfto swim?
chepaduta, to be caught.
ch6palav£du, fisherman.
ch£pattuta, to marry (to take by the
hand).
ch£puta, to give milk, duda cudistine

edni dvu ch&padu
,
the cow won’t give

milk unless you feed the calf.

ch£ra, hollow of the hand,
cheragilapaduta, falling back against

;

udyogalaloci zachchina vdllu tama-

zdrine gani manavarini yevarini dfisuld

cheran’iyyaru
, if brahmins hold the

high appointments they won’t allow
any of us, but only their own lot,

into the office; idi a isattamlo cheradu
y

it does not fall under that rule
;
Balia-

rid cherindmu , we arrived at Bellary.

ch£ruva, nearness,
chesaiga, sign, beckoning, ramni ani
chesaiga cheyutsunnddu, he is beckon-
ing you to come.

ch£shtalu, pranks. pillacheshtahiy

childish behaviour; marcatucheshtalu,
monkey tricks,

chesiconuta, to procure,
chdstenec&ni, unless you do.
cheta, by means of.

cheta, locative of cheyi, hand, used
idiomatically for ability, possibility.

nic’i pani chetan’aun’emo cheppu , say
whether you can do this; nac'i pani
cheta cadu, I can’t do it.

cheta, deed; from cheyuta.
ch6ta, winnow (basket or fan),

chetacani, impossible, useless, vile,

chetanaina, as far as possible, nd
chetan ’ am’ anta prayatnam chestdnu

%

I will do my best,

chetanaite, if possible,

chetappu, clerical error; from cke-t

hand, and tappu
,
mistake.

ch6tibadulu, loan without security,

chetibidda, baby.



ch£ticarra [86] chihnamu

ch£ticarra, walking stick.

ch£tigudda, handkerchief.
ch£tipani, handwork,
ehetisommu, cash in hand,
chdtradu, well-rope,

chdtu, disaster, illdlu guddid’aite inti

cundalaeu chetu, if the housewife is

blind disaster to the pots
;
pagati

mdtalu panici chetu
,
ratri mdtalu ni-

dracu chetu
,

talking by day spoils

business, talking by night spoils sleep.

ch£tuc&lamu, one’s bad time, period
of misfortune.
cheva, heart or core of a tree." mudi
mdnu cheva

,

heart of oak.

ch£vralu, handwriting, signature,

cheyintsuta, to get done
;
causal from

chiyuta.
ch£yitsutsuta, to feel the pulse,

cheyuta, to do, to be worth, to make,
to put. heramu cheyuta

,

to make a

bargain; appu cheyuta
,

to make a
debt; svadhinamu cheyuta

,
to put in

charge; vartacamu cheyuta
,
to trade;

ca-cheyuta
,

to misappropriate; ruca
linivadu poca chiya ledii

,
a man with-

out cash is not worth an areca nut;
vanta cheyuta f to cook ;

nannu ddaddnni
chesi, lookinguponme as amerewoman;
vdnici zalubu chesinadi,he caught a cold

.

chhandaludu, pariah. Skt. Also
written, chandaludu and chandaludu.
chhagamu, goat. Skt. Used pedanti-
cally in books for mica. It amuses
the authors of plays and even novels
to write chhagamu instead of mica
and asvam, Skt. for horse, instead of
gurram; and the readers can under-
stand just as English readers will

understand ‘equitation test’ for ‘rid-

ing test’, and will usually know the
derivation of Capricorn,
chhandasudu, ritualist, textualist.

Skt. The more common word chd-
dastuduy bigot, is a corruption of this,

chh&ya, colour. Skt.
chhedanamu, cutting up. Skt.
chhedintsuta, to cut up. Skt.
chhidrajpu, schism, fault. Skt. chhi-
dramf hot. griihachhidramu is domes-
tic scandal.

chiccintsuconuta, to obtain; causal
middle from chiccuta. chitilo chic-

cintsuconndnuy I got it into my hands.

chiccu, tangled (adj.); from chiccuta.

chiccu zadaluy tangled plaits of hair,

chiccu, perplexity, mess, troubles, i

pedda manisht yido chicculo v'unnattu
cana padutu v’unnadu , this gentleman
seems to be in some mess; i chiccuV

anni lecundd mahardzu vale v'undi
v’unduru, you will be like a maharaja
without all these troubles,

chiccuconuta, to involve, get entangl-

ed. ddramu naduma chiccuconnadi
,

the string got entangled between,
chiccuta, to become lean, gurramu nd
samsthanam valene chiccinadi

, my
horse has got lean like my estate, as

a dispossessed zamindar said as he
came riding up on a scarecrow,

chiccuta, to be found, to be caught.
i v'utstsu y’ itani chetulacu vest biginchi-

nam* ante y’ itadu manacu chiccinatte

,

we have as good as got him if we get
this noose round his hands; valla

chitilo chiccindiy it has got into their

hands.
chicilicallu, luring eyes,

chicitstsa, medical treatment. Skt.
Though Sanskrit this is the usual
word and very common,
chidimudi, peevishness,
chidumu, itch, vddici valV anta gajji

chidumu pattinadi, he was smarting
and itching all over,

chidumuta, to nip. gota chiduma
taginadi goddanta narucuta, taking an
axe to cut what you could nip with
the nail (breaking a butterfly on a
wheel).

chigirintsuta, to spout,
chiguru, gum (of the teeth), quick (of
the nail); plural chiguUu. vddu nd
gora chigur anta cdsinddu, he cut my
nail to the quick.
chiguru, (adj.) tender, chigur * dcu

,

tender leaf.

chihnamu, sign, symptom, ''charac-
teristic^ Skt. mukha chihndlanu batti
tsuste, judging by the symptoms in
his face; tamaru pardcu padadami
dharmam * andi, adi mahardzu ‘chih-

namu
t
it is right for your Honour not

to remember, that is a sign of nobility,
as the diwan said to the zamindar
when they were going through the
accounts (noblesse oublte).



chilaca [87] chinuculu

chilaca, parrot; also ckiluca

.

chillara, petty, retail, small change.
chillara ducdnam is a retail shop;
padi rupdyilu pai chillara

,
ten rupees

odd; ni daggira chillara undd? have
you any change ? mdnejaru veyyi
rupdyilu cdchesadu, pustacamlo emani
vrdsedi ? chillara khartsul ani rayi

,

‘The manager has misappropriated
Rs. 1,000, under what head do I put
it?* ‘Petty expenses.’

chilli, hole.

chilligawa, a broken cowry (shell that

was once used as money). Now used
in such phrases as: chinnayanagaru
tana dstilo nacu chilligavvaindy’ivvaru

,

my uncle won’t give me a penny;
{ ratri bhojandnic aina chilligawa ledu

,

I haven’t a farthing even for to-night’s

supper ;
dahhucu venucd mundu tsudaca

rupayi chilligawagd khartsu chesinamu

,

we spent a rupee as though it were a

pie without caring for money,
chillipaduta, chillipdvuta, to go into

holes.

chiluca, parrot, palleturi nunchi vach-
china sdcshici bodha chesefappatici
sacshyam anta vacita panjaramulo
v’unna chilucacu cudd vachchinadi,

after he had instructed a rustic witness
the parrot in its cage on the threshold
had the whole evidence by heart,

chilucacoyya, peg.
chilucuta, to churn,
chilumu, verdigris, slang for money.
1 niru chilumu campu cottutsunnadi

,

this water tastes of brass; chilumu
vadilite chhidramu vadulutundi, no tin,

no household broils,

chimidipdvuta, to over-boil (of rice).

i logd annam chimidi poyindi3 mean-
while the rice got over-boiled,

chimmachicati, pitch dark,

chimmana, pop! onomatopoeic,
chimrftanagottamu, squirt,

chimmeta, moth,
chimp!, a tear, rag.

chimputa, to tear; also chintsuta
,

chimpiveyuta. viluva chiral ichchinanu

marundtice chimpiveyuduvu, if I give

you costly cloths next day you tear

them.
chimuduta, to over-boil,

chindapdyuta, to spill (transitive).

chindulu toccata, to dance,
chinduta, to be spilt, to spread,
cfainna, small, young, mukhamu chin-

naputstsuconuta or chesuconufa, to make
vour face small, means ‘look ashamed’

;

chinna tsupu is look of scorn; chinna
pdmun ’ aindpedda carrato cotta valenu,
though the snake be small take a big
stick to beat it.

chinnadi, girl.

chinnanadu, one’s young days,
chinnapovuta, to be out of counte-
nance. z'dni mukham chinna poyinadi,
he was out of countenance,
chinnaputstsuta, to make one look
small.

chinnatalli, aunt, being mother’s sis-

ter; composed of chinna, little, and
talli, mother. Also pinatalli, and
chinni for short.

chinnatanamu, disgrace, ala cheste

manac andarici bahu chinnatanam su-

ma, if you do that we shall all be
greatly dishonoured,
chinnatanamu, childhood,
chinnavadu, boy; also curravadu.
chinnayana, uncle, being father’s

younger brother; also pinatandri.
chinta, grief. Skt. One of the nume-
rous words for grief (the nuance is a
musing or brooding grief), mogani
chinta cheta gramamu vidichi lechi

poyznadi, brooding over her husband
she left the village and went away,
chintacaya, tamarind in the shell,

chintachettu, tamarind tree,

chintanamu, reflection. Skt.
chintapandu, tamarind fruit, an in-

dispensable ingredient in South Indian
cookery.
chintacrdntudu, overwhelmed with
grief. Skt.

chintamani, the wishing stone. Skt.

from chinta
, wish, and mani, gem.

This was a ruby whose possession
gave all one wished. It is also the
name of a much advertised quack
medicine. Skt.

chintintsuta, to grieve. Skt. ayina
panid chiniinchivddu alpa buddhi gala*

vddu, grieving over spilt milk,
chintsuta, to tear,

chinucu, a drop,
chinuculu, drizzle.
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chittagintsuta

ehinuguta, to be torn,

chippa, earthenware saucer, shell, pan.
mocdli chippa is the knee-pan; tala

chippa
,
skull pan.

chira, long (of time). Skt.

chiracbiraladuta, to be angry, sullen

;

onomatopoeic, pentmitini tsuste nwu
aid chira chiral ddutii v’untdv emi?
will you growl at your husband like

that?
chiranjivi, long lived. Skt. Used
especially in blessings on young
people. It is prefixed to the pames
of young people in Telugu letters,

chirata, wedge, chiratalu
,
pincers,

chiracu, peevishness, disgust, ame
edupn mogamn padi yeccadaleni chira-

cunn vachchi, nannu chanddluni tsuchin
’

atla tsutsunu, making a crying face

and looking me up and down with
the utmost disgust as if I were a pariah,

chiri, small.
chiricappa, the small or chunam frog,

chirinaluca, uvula (small tongue),
chirru, expression of anger ;

onomato-
poeic. musalitanam vachchi matipoyi
prati ddnici chirru-bussum-antu v’unte

,

when you are old and mad and growl
and grumble about everything,

chirugu, chirugula, tom. chirugu

tsdpa vesindru
,
manchi tsdpa ledd ye-

miti? you have put a torn mat, haven’t
you a good one? chirugula guddalu

,

torn clothes,

chiruguta, to tear,

chirunawu, smile (small laugh), chi-

runavvu navvi,
smiling,

chirunama, address (on a letter).

Hindustani ; also paivilasamu. i v y
ut-

tardlu Usuconi velli pai chirundmdla
praedram yevarivi vdric ichchi

,
taking

these letters and distributing them
according to the addresses,

chirutapuli, panther, cheetah,
chirutindi, light refection,

chitacacottuta, to beat into a jelly;

from chitucuta
,
to be smashed, and

cottuta.

chitaclii4amanuta, to crackle, to be
vexed; onomatopoeic,

chiti, funeral pyre. Skt.
cfaiti, prefix meaning ‘small/ chitipotiy
trifling; chiti tsdpa

,

small mat; chiti

vein, little finger.

chitica, snap or rap of the fingers,

pinch of snuff, ndcu vaca chitica

podumu veyi
,
give me a pinch of snuff,

chiticinavelu, little finger, papishti

telu yeccadanunchi vachchinado cdni

tsatuccuna chiticinavel anta podichinadi,
a beastly scorpion coming out from
somewhere suddenly stung my little

finger.

chiticipovutas to be smashed. rdUu
veyyadam tsdld tappitam

,
ilia mida

penculu chitici potavi
,

it is wrong to

throw stones (at houses), the tiles will

be smashed.
chitlintsuta, to break, to frown, mu-
khamu chitlintsuta is to frown,

chdtracarudu, painter, rangidato li

-

khintsuta is to paint, vrayuta to draw,
chitramu, novelty, wonder (properly
‘speckled’). Skt. oca chitramu zari

-

gindi, vinndrd ? a wonder has occurred,
have you heard ?

chitrapatamu, picture, drawing,
chitrapupratima, image, manassu
sthiraparichi teripdra tsuchindrC ante
yoganidra cheta ckitrapu pratima Idgu
*aipotddu

,
I concentrate my mind,

stare at him, and will put him into

a hypnotic sleep until he is still as an
image.
chitravastuvulu, curiosities. Skt.,

from chitramy curious, and vastuvu
,

thing. Hence chitra-vastu-pradarsana-
sdla

,
a very long word for museum,

but people prefer to use the English
word.
chitrica, carpenter’s plane,
chitrintsuta, to paint (a picture), to
limn, vrayuta, bommalu veyuta are
more commonly used,

chitstsu, fire. Skt. eluca mida copdna
y’intici chitstsu pettin?attu, setting fire

to one’s house to spite a rat (biting
off one’s nose to spite one’s own face).

Also used of a fiery taste: 1 tsalla

chitstsu
,
this buttermilk is sharp to the

taste.

ehittachivaracu, at the very last, re-
duplication of chivara

, end.
chittagintsuta, to attend, consider;
from Skt. chittam, mind. It is a word
used to superiors

;
thus ‘ yours respect-

fully’ at the end of a letter is chitta-

gintsa valenu. atlu chittaginchinddu
,
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the Collector or other authority came
to this decision (heard this prayer);
chittagintsa valenu at the end of a peti-

tion means ‘do me the favour to

consider \
chittamu, mind. Skt. chittamn Si-
vnni mida

, bhacti cheppala mida, his
|

mind is on Siva but he is really

thinking of the shoes he left outside
the temple ; chittachanchalyamu ,

agita-

tion of mind.
chittamu, yes, Sir (your pleasure). It

is what your peons say when you give
an order.
chittaruvu-vrayuta, to engrave, to

paint, amenu panduconn’ atInga chit-

taravu vrdsinddu
,
he painted her in

a recumbent position,

chitta, account book, chitta is the
daily cash-book, avarza the ledger;
the two accounts that every* merchant
keeps.
chitteluca, mouse; from chiru, small,

and eluca, rat.

chittu, draft, d uttaramunacu chittu

cudirckindnu, I have prepared a draft

of that letter,

chittu, bran; also taudu.
chitucu, chirrup, any soft sound ; ono-
matopoeic. chima chitucum ante nidra
nundi lestddu

,
he will wake up at the

tread of an ant.

chitucuta, to be smashed, burst, curu-

pu chiticinadi
,
the boil is burst,

chivara, end. chittachivara is ‘the

very end’
;
urichivara, at the end of the

village.

chivaluna, suddenly,
chivatlu, scolding (from chi! fie!), rozu
tahassilddru garu andari mundara nan-

nu chivatlu pettutdru, the tahsildar

scolds me every day before every one.

chi I chi ! fie I fie! atte pelacu
,
naluguru

chi l cjti! antaru, people will say ‘fie!

fie!* to such nonsense,
chicati, darkness, ippudu chicatipadu-
tu v’unnadi

,
it is getting dark now;

chicati conndllu,
vennela conndllu, some

days dark, some days light (i.e. there

are ups and downs in life); condanta
chicati pitch dark.

chicacu, disgust.

chicuta, suck, smack with the lips,

chida, rot, blight.

chfdapurugu, any grub or worm that

rots fruit, &c.
chiduta, to blow one’s nose,
chila, linch pin.

chilamanda, ankle
;
also manda only,

cfaflica, splitting, a slice,

chiltsuta, to split (transitive),

chiluta, to split (intransitive),

chima, ant. cherncu v'unde tsotici chi-

main tame vastdvi
,
ants will come by

themselves to the place where there
is a sugar-cane

;
nivu chimaldgu pdcu-

tavu
y
you are crawling as slow as an

ant (as a snail, we should say),

chimidi, snot of the nose,
chimu, pus.
chimupoyuta, to suppurate.
China, China.
chipurugatta, a broom (gatta for

catta, tied), adigo Somidevi chipuru-
gatta pattuconi tsavadilonici vatsutsu

-

tsunnadi
,
see, Somadevi is coming into

the hall with a broom in her hand,
chira, a woman’s cloth, viluva chiral

ichchinanu marunatice chimpiveyuduvu t

if I give you costly cloths next day you
tear them,

chiruta, to tear.

chiti, a note (letter), certificate, the
Anglo-Indian chit,

cliitlu, cards (playing).

chivdUu, scolding
;
also chivatlu. bahu

vidhala chivatlu petti bddhimpaga ,

troubling with all sorts of scoldings,
chodyamu, wonder. Skt.

chori, theft, Skt. The Telugu word
is dongatanamu. However, chori is

used in the official translation of the
Penal Code and is familiar in police

stations and law courts, chdrisottu is.

stolen property
;
chorudu is never said

for ‘thief’, it is always donga.
chudamani, jewel worn on the head;
figuratively any jewel, iyane nigarva
chudamani

,
he is a jewel of modesty.

chu'da is the peacock’s crest (Skt. mani,
jewel).

churnamu, powder. Skt.
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daba-daba, audibly, soundly, daba-

daba cottinddu
,
he beat him soundly

(with audible blows),

daba-daba, noisily, vddu daba-daba
vdgutadu, cani vatti suntha, an empty
fool but he makes much noise (empty
vessels make most noise),

dabbd, small box; also dabbi. podi
dabbd, snuffbox.
dabbu, i anna, money in general.

dabbu galavarici y’eppudunu y'e'velu-

lunu rdvu, there is no excommunica-
tion for people with money; dabbucu
vachchma cheyyi varahdcu vastundi,

the hand that steals the penny will

steal the pound; dabbucu prdnanici

lance, there is a link between money
and life

;
dabbu ivvanivadu mundu

padava y'eccin'attu
,
like the man who

did not pay his fare but got first into

the boat.

dabbuna, suddenly,
dabhai, 70; also debhai

, debbadi.

daccintsuta, to preserve, secure, illu

tanacu dacczntsuconnadu, he secured
the house for himself, miru mata
daccintsuco valenu

,
you should get the

credit of doing it.

daccuta, to be left or obtained, keep.
dsti antd manaci daccutundi, all the
property will come to us

;
dabbu cartsu

cacundd peru micu daccaddnici vach-
chinadi, you have got the credit with-
out spending a penny; nivu mi y'intici

velli po, miru yHccada v’unte maryada
daccaduy go home, you will iose respect
if you stay; dabbu khartsu cheyyadu
cani mata mdtramu tanacu daccalani
tsustddu, though he does not spend
anything over it he wants to secure
the credit of doing it.

dacshata, protection. Skt. md talli

povadam cheta y’intlo ada dacshata
leca, deprived of female protection
by my mother’s death,

dacshina* present to a priest. Skt.
dacshinamu, south; from Skt. dacshi-

yam, right-hand side (which is cudi
in Telugu), because the south is on
your right when you face the east,

dacshudu, clever person. Skt.

dada, trembling, lopala dada putti,

trembling inwardly
;
vattn dada y’ettu-

tdndiy 1 tremble.

dadduru, weal.

dafa, a time. Hindustani, oca dafd
once.
dafedaru, head peon of an office,

duffadar; a very important person in

India, and a very commonword which,
curiously enough, will not be found in

the Telugu dictionaries.

daga, cheating. Hindustani, mosamu
is the Telugu word but daga is very
common.
dagacheyuta, to cheat.

dagdhamu, burnt. Skt.

daggira, daggara, near, at, with, nd
daggira v’unnadi, it is with me, the
way Telugus mostly say, ‘I have’;
vadda is an equivalent; in fact ‘to

have’ does not exist in Telugu. inti

daggira is ‘at home’; durapu condalu
nunupu; daggirici pote ralla gundlu,

distance lends enchantment to the
view.
daggu, a cough.
dagguta, to cough, tatacu dagga nerpa
valena! teach your grandmother to

suck eggs
;
vrayaga vrdyaga caranamu,

daggagd daggaga maranamu
,
write and

write you are kamam, cough and
cough and you are a dead man.
dahanamu, burning. Skt. savamunu
dahanam cMyintsuta, to get a corpse
burnt.

dahintsuta, to burn. Skt. navami-
nadu pudacato danta dhdvanamu chesi-

natt aite, edava taramu varacunu
culamunu dahintsu n* ani cheppabadi
v’ undagd inla pdpacdryam yenducu
chesinaro cheppandi? whereas it is

written that if you clean you? teeth
on the 9th day you destroy your caste
to the 7th generation, why did you
commit such a sin ?

dainyamu, meanness, humiliation.
Skt., adjectival from dinam

, low.
daiva, prefix meaning ‘of God’. Skt.,

adjective from devudu, God. daiva-
dushanam is blasphemy; daivadhinam
is providence; daivavdcyam, the word
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of God; daivagati, act of God; daiva- danda, necklace, garland.
yatnamu, decree of providence

;
daiva- dandamu, salutation, vulgarly dan-

vasattuga, by the act of God, i.e. nam\ the usual salutation, hands
accidentally. folded before the breast, ddsari tappu
daivamu, God. Skt. tsutfa tsuttamu

,
' dandamuto sari

,

a dasari’s fault is

mocca daivamu ledu, no relation to
;

wiped off with a salutation,

visit, no God to pray to (i.e. complete
j

dandamu, dandanamu, dandana,
destitution); tan ocati talachite, dai-

1

punishment, dandam dasa gunam
vam ocati talache, man proposes, God ! bhavet , there is a ten-fold merit in
disposes.

j
chastisement; maranadandana, capi-

daivatamu, a deity. Used in books
;

tal punishment ; dandandyacudu
,

a
for devata

,
a^god. I general (Skt., from dandu

,
army, and

daivicamuga, by act of God; i.e.
j

ndyacudu, leader),

accidentally, daivicamuga labhinchina i dandayatra, invasion. Skt., from
samayamu, a providential opportunity, dandu, army, and yatra, expedition,
dalamu, petal. Skt. dandadhipati, a general. Skt., from
dalamu, army. dandu , army, and adhipati

,
com-

dalavayi, a general; some families still mander. Also danda-ndyacudu.
have dalavayi as a hereditary title, dandarhudu, deserving of punish-
e.g., the Dalavai Mudaliars of Tinne- ment. From dandamu

,
punishment,

velly. and arhudu
,
fit.

dalali, broker. Hindustani. dandemu, clothes-line; vulgarly dan-
dalayatu, peon. Hindustani. A more nemu.
honourable word than peon, which dandemulu-tiyuta, to do press-ups.
comes from the Portuguese (foot- dandettuta, to raise an. army, invade

;

soldier) or bantrotu (trooper)
;
dalayatu from dandu, army, and ettuta ,

to

probably does not come from dalamu
;

raise ; colloquially understood, to

it is also spelt dhaldyatu. dhalayatunu attack.

yenni mdtulu tsuchi rammani pam

-

dandintsuta, to punish, Skt., from
pinchind doragdru pani mtda v'unnaru

,
dandana .

however often I sent the peon to see, dandora, proclamation by drum,
the Collector was always busy. danddravdyuta, to proclaim,
dambhamu, cheating, insolence. Skt. dandu, army. Skt. piirvamu dandulo
dambhamu, boast, ni dambha vacya- coluvu chesina vriiddha bhatudu

,
an

mulu vini mosapoyinanu
, I was de- old soldier who had served in the

ceived by your boasts; vddu vatti army.
dambhala rdyudu

,
he is a vain-glorious danduga, loss, forfeit, atani chetild

man. mottamodatane nalugu rupdyilu pettin
*

dammidi, a pie, anna, sommuchetu- att cute y'i dandugal annt tappev end?
Idpadadamtdte vacca dammidi migultsu- should we not have avoided all these

cdcundayevaridivaricipanchipedataru, losses if we had given him a small

as soon as he gets the money he will bribe to start with ?

distribute it all to the last pie. daniyalu, coriander; also dhaniyalu.

dammu, wet ploughing (in rice fields) . dannamu, salutation ; vulgar, but com-
damrflucheyuta, to plough wet. mon, for dandamu. micu dannampedu-
dammun&gali, plough used to plough tanu, I salute, i.e. beg, you; a v’

in water. undrdllu na mundu petti
, dandam petti

,

dampa sagubadi, wet cultivation. durangd nilutsundi, bhacti canapartsu,

dampatulu, man and wife, married place the offerings before rte, salute,

couple. Skt., from pati, husband, stand at a distance and show devotion;

The Telugu is dlumagulu. mahdprabhdl memu mdtlddarrt cmdi,

dancd, drum, dancd mtda debba cotti micu dannam pedatdmu, my Lord! we
*cheppa galanui I can say it trium- will not speak, we will do obeisance

phantly, to you.
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dannemu, vulgar foidandemu, clothes-

line.

dantadhavanamu, cleaning of teeth.

Skt., from dantam, teeth, and dhdva-
nam

,
cleaning.

dantamu, tooth, ivory. Skt. The
Telugu is pallu or pannu. dantamu
in the sense of tooth is used only in

compounds; dantapu duvvena is an
ivory comb.
dantsuta, to pound (grain in a mor-
tar)

;
also metaphorically, to beat.

nenu ‘ donga donga ’ ani ceca veyya-
damtote a gadilo v* unna dushtunni

velupalici y* idtsucuni vachcki mettaga
dantsa valenu

,
when I cry ‘ thief, thief’

lug the scoundrel out of that room and
pound him fine.

danuca, a book form of ddca, up to.

danujudu, demon, giant. Skt.

dappi, thirst, nacn dappigd v’ unnadi,

I am thirsty. The Skt. ddhamu is

commoner.
dappu, drum, dappn putstsuconi tama-
tama vise Madigavadito cheppu

,
speak

to the Madiga who takes the drum
and makes tom-tom; commulu v’ udi

dappulu vayinchi
,
blowing horns and

beating drums; macu dappula pani
leca pdvadam cheta callu-niUaci leca

tsachchi potu v’unnamu, as we (Madi-
gas) have no drumming to do, we are

dying for want of toddy,
dapputa, for tapputa, to fail. Used in

print, not speech.
darakhastu, application. Hindustani.
Used especially for an application for

land.

darbaru, audience-chamber, govern-
ment. Hindustani. To receive in

darbar is to receive in public audience

;

the word comes to mean the audience
itself and the person who grants the
audience. It is sometimes applied to

the rajah’s ministers rather than to

the rajah himself, guddi darbaru
,
na-

vdb darbaru
,,
the rule of any adminis-

trative officer that is a benevolent
despotism.
darbhalu, sacred grass used in sacri-

fices. Skt.
dari, shore, refuge, limit, dari cheruta

,

to reach the shore, means ‘to die’.

darici, dariga darini, near, darici

cheracundd tarimi vestu, not allowing

to come near but driving away; inti

darini is ‘near the house’,

daricolputa, to set on fire. The com-
moner word is tagala pettuta

;
this is

used metaphorically also, manassulo
cdmagnini daricolpina taruvata

y
adi

antuconi mandutu. v’unte, madi arpi

veyyadamu sadhyamu cadu suma, after

the fire of passion is kindled in the
mind and has caught on and is flam-

ing it is difficult to quench,
daridramu, poverty. Skt. tamdrini
tsilste na daridra vimochanam autundi

,

(a beggar speaking) you will remove
my poverty ;

daridradasa> condition of
poverty.
daridrudu, a poor man. Skt. atadu
catica daridrudu

,
putacutici gati ledu

y

he is an absolute pauper without
money for a meal.
darimiMnu, afterward. Hindustani,
dariyaftu, enquiry. Hindustani ; com-
monly used of administrative investi-

gations. dariydftu cheyyaga atani ni-

zam'aina peru Ramayya
,
on enquiry

his real name was found to be Ramay-
ya; nenu paiga dariydftu chesindnu

,

I made further enquiry,
darji, tailor. Hindustani, darjivadu
cuttin anducu cult putstsucocunda v*

undadu
,
the tailor won’t go without

his stitching wages.
darpamu, pride. Skt. darpam yeru-

gaca, having no proper pride
;
atanici

ddbu darpamu yemi ledu, he has no
pomp or pride.

darsanamu, sight, visit. Skt. Properly
sight, but the common use is ‘visit’;

as we say ‘to go and see a person’.
It is used all over India

;
large crowds

gather to get a darsan of Mahatma
Gandhi, dyana darsanam cheyistanu,

I will get you an interview with him

;

dvide darsanam manac eccada autundi ?

where can we see her? durasravana
duradarsan ’ adi sactulu

, powers of
hearing and seeing, &c., at a distance,
daruvuj time in music, daruvu veyuta,

to beat time; also talamu veyuta.
dasa, condition, stage. Skt. vdrdhaca
dasay old age; bdladasa

, childhood;
cshama dasa

,
famine time

;
graha dasa

,

influence of the stars; agnyana dasa
t
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state of ignorance
;
yogi rendava dasalo

,
bdgd rdste micu tappul anni canipistdy

’

sampurna gnydnamu pondutddu
, mu- andi. Teacher. Your hand is bad.

dava dasalo y* indriya nigraham chest

,

:
Learn to write. Boy. If I write well

chatur vargamulanu bhutamulanu ja- you will see all my mistakes.
vistddu, the adept gets full wisdom in dattamaina, thick, coarse,

the second stage, sense control in the dattamu, thickness, crowd,
third stage, and conquest of the ele- dattata, dattu, adoption. Skt., to

ments in the fourth. give (connected with Latin dare).

dasabandha inamu, is a piece of dattuchdsiconuta, dattutfsiconuta,
land granted on favourable terms to

;

to adopt.
a person who constructs an irrigation dauda, davada, jaw, cheek, dauda
tank; the derivation is from Skt. dasa,

;

pandlu are the grinders.

ten. The tax was j\jth the gross, daudu, gallop, invasion. Hindustani,
which is much more than our usual dauhitrudu, daughter’s son. Skt.,

tax; but the old ideas of a reasonable
i

from duhita, which is the same word
tax were very different from ours.

j

as English daughter and German
dasami, the tenth day of the full moon

J

Tochter.
or the new-moon day. Skt., from

;

daulu, dowle, an old word for the
dasa, 10. ; Government revenue demand,
dasara, the ten-nights festival; from i daurbalyamu, weakness. Skt., from
Skt. dasa, ten, and rdtri, night. The

;
dur, bad, and balam, strength, vdda

most important festival of the Hindu daurbalyamu, weakness of argument,
year in the Telugu country; it comes daurbhagyamu, misfortune. Skt.,

in October. One of the items is the from dur, bad, and bhdga

,

fortune.
dyudha piija or worship of the imple- daurbhagyudu, wretch

;
used as an

ments of one’s trade; the Collector’s expletive, ori daurbhdgyudd

!

wretch!
peons do homage to the stationery on apelli coducu vatti daurbhagyudu, that
his office table, his driver decorates bridegroom is worthless,
his car, and so on. daurjanyamu, violence, rudeness,
dascatu, signature. Hindustani; the Skt., from dur, bad, and jaw, produce.
Telugu is chevralu. ica mundu bogazn nlvu ica mundu ituvanti daivrjanyam
melam tsudan ’ am cdgitam mida das- chesinavante, if I hear of your being so
cata chesindd ata

,

he is said to have rude again
;
ituvanti daurjanyam zari-

signed a paper declaring that he would gina y'i mitingulo pedda manishi aina-
never go to a nautch party again. vddu yevadu v'unda ciidadu

,

no gentle-
dastavezu, document. Hindustani. man can stay at this meeting after

dastramu, papers tied up in a cloth, such hooliganism.
Hindustani. Bade Sdhebu menejaru dautyamu, ambassadorship. Skt.,

gdri petti tisucuni vastu vhinnddu; from duta, envoy.
dastralu vzppi y’ica miru pani tsutsu

-

daya, grace, favour, mercy. Skt.
cuntu v’und andi, (clerk speaking) A word much used in polite conversa-
Bade Sahib is coming with the tion. daya cheyandi, do me the favour,
manager’s box; open your paper means step this way or take a seat

bundles and be at work. according to circumstances ; na yandu
dastu* money, especially Government daya chesi pedda manushyuVantd daya
cash collections. Hindustani, purvam chesi v’unnaru, all the gentlemen have
nenu tahassiluddru vesham vesi sarcdru done me the favour to come.
gramamidalone dastu vasulu chesindnu, dayadacshinyamu, amiability. Skt.,

before I personated a tahsildar and from daya, favour, and ddcshinyam,
made cash collections in Government kindness, antati buddhimanturdlu y*i

villages. tsuttupatla ddcwdllalo mart yevvaru
dastiiri, hand-writing. Hindustani. leru,avinayamemil d calisicattutanam

ticharu. ni dasturi bottiga bag
1 unda emi ! d daydddcshinydl emil there is

ledu, bdgd rayadam nertsuco. bdludu. no such sensible woman among the
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neighbours; such gentleness! such
affability! such amiability!

daydrdrahriidayudaina, tender-

hearted; from daya, drdramu

,

which
is

{ moist * in Skt., and hriidayam ,

heart.

daydsiinyudu, merciless. Skt., from
daya, mercy, and sunya

,
empty,

dayyamu, fiend; derived from dai-

vanuiy god. ddga poyina tsota dayydlu
pattucomd attu

,
he went to hide and

fell among devils; dayyamu pattina
vdni vale

,
like a man possessed by

devils. In books dayyamu is also'used

as a term for God : dayyamu y'etticolu

ludamuttinadi, the purpose of God is

fulfilled.'

dabu, pomp, dabu darpamd, pomp and
pride.

d&ca, up to, until, endaca, how far;

indaca, up to this; padi daca, up to

ten; indacativadu, the man who was
here till now; tellavdrina ddca, till it

dawned.
dachipettuta, to lay by.
daconuta, to happen,
d&cshinyamu, kindness. Skt. daya-
ddcshinyalu leni, unkind, discourteous,
dactaru, doctor. English. Also vaid-
yudu.
dadapuga, almost, about, dadapuga
mappadi dinamul ainadi, it is about
30 days ago.

dddi, beard. Hindustani. Also gad-
damu.

dadi, nurse,
dadi, invasion. Skt.

dadicheyyuta, to invade,
dadriitvamu, liberality. Skt., from
ddy give

;
also spelt datrutvamu. nelacu

rendu vandala rupayalu tetstsuconi v }

udyogasthulu cudd dddriitvamlo milo
sahasramsamaind polaru, even officials

drawing Rs. 200 a month are not one-
thousandth part as liberal as you.
auddryamis anotherword forliberality,

dagali, anvil; from caluy stone, and
ddyiy bench.
dagu, stajp. proddunni lechi nirucdvi
dh&vati cattucunndnuy ad anta pennil-
latd ddgulu paddadiy I put on a yellow
cloth when I got up this morning, it

was all stained with dung water (not
everyone is convinced of the cleansing

properties of dung water, the most
purifying substance according to the
orthodox Hindu).
dagudumutalu, blind man’s buff;

from ddgutay to hide,

daguta, ddgapovuta, to hide, daga
poyi talari y* intlo diirindd

5
ata, like

the thief who hid in the policeman’s
house. 1

dahamu, thirst. Skt. enuga ddhamucu
tsuru mUd? will eaves-drops quench
an elephant’s thirst? conchem palu
dahamputstsucuntdra? will you quench
your thirst with a little milk? megha-

mulu vachchi samudramulo ddham
tirtsuconunu, the clouds quench their

thirst in the sea (Hindu physics);
ayanacu ddham maha viseshangd v’un-
nadi, anta ddham nenu tirtsa len andiy

he has got a great thirst (for bribes),

I cannot satisfy so great a thirst;

dahanici poyinadu
,
he has gone for a

drink.
dakhala, proof. Hindustani, goppa
dakhala, it is a clear proof,
dakhalucheyuta, to produce, file.

Hindustani. A legal and administra-
tive term for filing or putting in a
petition or application,

ddltsuta, to take
;
for taltsuta, in print

not speech.
dalu, shield, a debbanu De Brassey
tana dalu che addaginchenu, De Brassey
parried the blow with his shield,

dalvapanta, an irrigated crop,
ddmashamfda, on an average, on ap-
portionment. Hindustani,
ddmbhicudu, hypocrite; also dambi-
cudu. manchivallanu ddmbhicul aninni
asatyavadul aninnly papdtmul aninni,
vantsacul aninni, crurul aninni

, nigh-
antulo v'unna pddu perl anni petti

,

calling the good hypocrites, liars, sin-
ners, cheats, cruel and by all the bad
names in the dictionary. *

dampatyamu, marriage. Skt., from
dampatulu, man and wife,
dana, gift (in composition). Skt. root
da. ddnadharmamulu, gifts and graces,
danacarnudu, liberal man. Skt. (as

liberal as Cama in the Mahabharat).
miru maha bhagavantul aninni, dana-
carnul aninni

,
saying you were very

rich and generous.
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danamu, gift. Skt. cshetram erigi

vittanamn
, pdtram erigi danamu, sow

when you know the soil, give when
you know the character,
d&napatramu, deed of gift. Skt.
d&ni, genitive of adi, she, it.

danici, to it, her.
d&mmma, pomegranate, danimma
chettu

,
the tree; danimma pandit

,
the

fruit.

d&mni, accusative of adi
,
she, it.

dipuramu, nearness, coming into
possession, ndcu capata sishyud ocadu
ddpuram ainadu

,
a false disciple has

thrust himself on me.
dara, wife. Skt. Book word for
pendldmu

,
intidi.

darabandamu, door frame. Skt., also
dvdrabandamu .

daramu, thread.
dardhyamu, vigour. Skt., from drii-

dham, strong, dehaddrdhyamu, bodily
strength.

ddri, way, road. BaUdrici dari itlaga?
is this the way to Bellary? itlena? is

it not the way to Bellary ?

ddridryamu, poverty. Skt. itacu

minchina lotu, gdchid minchina dari

-

dryamu
, depth such that you have to

swim, poverty reducing you to your
drawers, there is nothing beyond that,

darunamu, horrible. Skt. Siva droha-
mu valana darunam'aina naracamunu
pondutsunnadu, there is a horrible hell

in store for traitors to Siva,

d&saxi, Vishnu temple attendant. Skt.
dasari tappu dandamuto sari

,
a dasari’s

sin is atoned for by a salutation,

ddsitanamu, slavery. Skt.; also dasi-

tanamu.
ddsiticamu, overbearing conduct.
ddsticap-pantulu, a nickname applied
to any overbearing or cunning brah-
min officer.

dasudu, slave, servant. Skt.; the
feminine is ddsi or ddsidi. ddsi coduc
aind cdsu galavddu razu, though he
be the son of a slave girl he who has
the chink is a king; nenu yeppudu ni

dasunne, ever your obedient servant,

ddsyamu, bondage, service. Skt. cona-
badinavad aind cdea poyind sudrudu
ddsyamu cheya valenu, atadu brahma-
nuni ddsyamu nimittame brahmadevudi

chcta sriijimpa badinddu
,
the sudra was

created to be the brahmin’s slave (Hindu
religion and ethics),

datintsuta, to pass over (transitive),

daiipovuta, to pass, appude aidu
gantalu ddtipdyinadi

,
it was already

past 5.
datrxitvamu, liberality. Skt., from
root da, to give

;
also dadriitvamu.

datsuconuta, to hide or spare oneself.

cashtapadi vollu ddtsucocundd bdgd
patupadevadu

, he was a hardworking
man who worked without sparing
himself ; marmam datsuconuta

, to hide
a secret.

datsuta, to hide (transitive),

datuta, to cross, transgress,

dava, lawsuit, complaint. Hindustani

;

also vyajyamu.
davadarudu, claimant, plaintiff,

davadi, related by the father’s side.

Skt. ddyadi racta samhandhamu, col-

lateral consanguinity,
dayadudu, paternal kinsman. Skt.
It is the important relationship as

property, primogeniture, and so on
descend only in the male line

;
a widow

inherits for life, but the ultimate heirs

of the property are the dayadulu.
dayi, a giver. Skt.
dayi, bench, anvil.

debba, a blow, mandu macu accara
lecunddy nalugu lankhandlu cheste

,

vacca debbana padi rozula natici vallu
nimmalangd v'undunu, take no medi-
cine but do a few fasts and you will

be well in ten days at one blow;
cucca catucu ckeppu debba mandu

, for

a biting dog a blow with the slipper;

manchi vanici vaca mdtay manchi
godducu vaca debba

,
one word for a

good man, one blow for a good bullock

;

debba devendra locamu, spare the rod
and spoil the child; a proverb much
quoted by schoolmasters,
debbadi, debhai, 70 ; also dabhai.
debbalutinuta, to be beaten (to eat

blows), to be wounded. The wounded
are debbalutininavdru ; if yo^i wound
a snipe, debba tinindi is the proper
expression

.

decca, hoof, claw,
dendamu, heart,

deppu, taunt.
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depputa, to taunt.

de§a, side, quarter, condition. Skt. disa.

d<§cuta, to slide on the haunches,
dega, hawk.
d£hacanti, d£hachhaya, complexion.
endalo dehacdnti chedunu ,

the sun spoils

the complexion.
dehamu, body. Skt. The Telugu
word is vollu (vodalu), but deham is

also common, dehamu manduta is to

be angry; deham vidutsuta is to die;

hddha tsuste voccoccappudu deham
vidiste bdga vhintund’ani tostundi

,
in

view of the pain I sometimes think it

would be well to shuffle off this mortal
coil

;
deha?nulo zabbu vatstsuta

,
to fall

ill; dehamulu veru gani
,
pranamulu

ocate
, separate in body but one in

soul.

dehaparityagamu, to shuffle off the
mortal coil, death. Skt., from deham,
body, and tydgam

,
renunciation,

dehasmriitti, consciousness, dehas-

mriitti tappipoyinadi, he lost conscious-

ness.

dehasrama, bodily exercise. Skt.,

from deham and srama, labour.

d£ni? of what? Inflected form of edi?

which ?

denici ? to what ? Dative of edi? which ?

denim? which ? Accusative of edi?

which ?

dera, tent; also dhera. doragari dera
daggira vadiga matlddutu v’unndrani
bantrotidanu petti cottinchipotdru

,
they

will set the peons on us and have us
beaten for talking loud near the
Collector’s tent.

desabhasha, the vernacular. From
desam, country, and bhdsha, language.
d£$amu, country, pradesamu is a

region, place.

d^sasthudu, inhabitant of a country,
fellow-countryman

.

desavali, belonging to the country.
sima sdralu tdgutdmu card desavdli

sardlu tdgamu
,
we drink foreign but

not country liquor.

d^sacharamu, custom of the country;
from desam and dchdram

,
custom,

d^sddhipati, king; from desam and
adhipati, ruler,

de§antaramu, foreign country; from
desam and antaramu

,
other.

desantaramu povuta, -ve|luta, to

emigrate, ducci-t-eddu desantaramu
veUi-n-attu, the ox that was wanted
for the plough was away

; desantaram
lechi potanu, I shall emigrate,
desantarayatra, emigration,

desantarudu, emigrant,
desatanamu, travelling,

desiyamu, provincialism (in speech).
d6va, divine, of God, Skt.

Devadattudu, Deodatus, God-given.
Skt., used as a name, etc.

devadaruvu, the deodar tree. Skt,

devadasi, dancing-girl. Skt., from
deva, God, and dasi, servant. These
devadasis, also called vesyalu and
bhogastrilu

,
are married to the god

and thereafter promiscuous; devadasi
inams or endowments in land are now
being resumed and the practice of
dedicating young girls has been made
illegal.

devaduta, angel. Skt., from deva, god,
and duta, messenger

;
hence the word

is used by missionaries to translate

angel.

ddvara, a form of address used, e.g.,

by the Collector’s peons to the Col-
lector; it is literally

c O god!’, like

szvami,
which is also used, but means

no more than * Sir’,

devasthanamu, abode of God,temple.
Skt. tsadivedi ramayanamu, pada-
gottevi diva sthalalu, what he reads is

the Ramayana, what he knocks down
are temples.

devata, god, goddess. Skt. grama
devata is the village goddess,
devatarchana, divine service. Skt.
ni mida prema chita devatarchanac ani
intinta tirigi nityamunu manchi puv-
vulu techchi istanu

,
I go about from

house to house all out of love of you
collecting nosegays for the god’s
service, so I say, and give $iem to
you. In brahmin phraseology diva-

tdrchana is understood as dinner, as
worship of the household deity is a
necessary precedent to a good dinner.
miru md y’intlo divatdrchanacu daya
cheyya valenu

,
please deign to take

your dinner in our house. In the
higher castes divatdrchana simply
means filling one’s stomach: vddu
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vatti devatdrchana priyudu, he is a
glutton.

ddvdlayamu, temple. Skt., from diva
and alayamu

,
abode, mana devdlayd-

j

lalono mari ye bahiranga sthalamulono i

vdranici rendu sarlu pillal andaru pog
ayye-t-attu chest contamandi panditula
cheta mana matam bodha cheyistu

v
3unda valenu, all the boys should be

collected in our temple or other public
,

places and instructed in our religion

by learned men twice a week,
devendrudu, Indra (deva+ Indrudu)

.

ddvi, goddess, lady. Skt. pattapu devi

is a crowned lady, queen.
d£vudu, God. Skt. andani pulu de-

vunici arpana
,
offering to God flowers

out of reach; diccideni-vanici devude
diccu ,

God, help of the helpless;

devud. ’ itstsune gani tinipintsuna ? God
gives but does he put the food in your
mouth ? devudu vsaram ichchina pitjdri

varam ivvadu, though God grant the

boon, the priest will not; nijlu pallam
erugunu, nizam devud’ erugunu, water
knows its level and God the truth;

divuddl O God!, a common exclama-
tion ; but the translation in a Christian

hymn book of ‘ O Lamb of God * as

gorrepilla devudal (O son of a sheep,

God) has nothing to recommend it.

divuldduta, to struggle, be in trouble,

dhagadhagamanuta, glittering, flash-

ing ;
onomatopoeic.

dhairyamu, courage. Skt. dhairya-

mulini rdzu yochanalini mantri
,
to a

courageless king a planless minister;

dhairyamu sarva sadhacamu, through
courage success.
dhairyamucheyuta, to take courage,

dhairyamuchepputa, to cheer up
(transitive)

.

dhairyasali, a brave man. Skt., from
dhairyamu and sdli, possessed of.

nivu maha dhairyasdliviga v f unnavel

you are very brave!
dhalayatu, peon, especially the Col-

lector’s ;
also dalayatu ,

banfrotu. dha-

Idyatuto yenni mdtlu cheppina velli

tsuchi doragdru pani mida v* urmaru,

every time I asked a peon and he went
to see, the Collector was at work,
dhanahinudu, poor. Skt., from dha-

nam
,

money, and hinam, lacking.

nenu dhanahinunni cam sangati nicu

telusunu gada? you know 1 am not a
poor man ?

dhanamu, money. Skt. intlo dhanam
miilugutu v

y
unnadi, the house is swim-

ming in money; stridhanam is a
woman’s separate money, pin-money,
dhanavantudu, a rich man. Skt.
dhanavantuVdi garva padiitu v'untdru,

they have become rich and proud,
dhanicudu, rich. Skt. tsaduvuconna-
vdruy dhaniciduy chellubadi calardru,

educated, rich, and respected persons,
dhanlyalu, coriander; also daniydlu.
dhaniyala jdti

,
the coriander race, are

the komatis or merchants because you
have to squeeze them to get anything

' out of them.
dhanuvu, dhanassu, bow. Skt. The
Telugu is villu. Indradhanassu^ In-

dra’s bow, is the rainbow.
Dhanvantari, Aesculapius. Skt. The
gods’ physician.
dhanyudu, fortunate man. Skt. nannu
dhanyunni cheyyandi, make me a

fortunate man.
dhara, price ; the usual word for rate,

price of commodities, produce, &c.,

especially in the plural,

dhara, dharani, earth. Skt. tappu
lenivdru dharanilo leru , there is none
without fault on earth; tallini nam-

minavddu,
dharani namminavadu che-

dadu
,
trust in your mother and trust

to the earth (an agricultural proverb),
dhardvatu, valuation, deposit; from
dhara.
dharintsuta, to wear, sanyasi cdskdya
vastramulanu dkarintsuconi vackchi-

nadu
,
the sanyasi came in his yellow

robes.
dharma, nature of things, matter,
phenomenon (philosophy). Skt.

dharmacarta, temple manager. Skt.
dharmamu, virtue, privilege, duty,

or characteristic of a caste or profes-

sion, law of nature, rightness, custom,
charity. Skt. rdzu yento dharmam
ante

}
the people will be dutiful if the

king is good ; lantsampantsam tinadam
v’udyoga dharmam, bribe-taking is an
official privilege; zudam rdzulacu
dharmame cddandi ? is not gambling
a duty and privilege of rajas? mi
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cosamsrushti dharmdlu cottagd mdravu ,

the laws of nature will not be changed
for you ; cdladharmam * onduta is to pay
nature's debt, to die; dharmama

?

is

it right? meaning it is very wrong;
culadharmamu is the law ofyour caste

;

ddnadharmamulu
,
gifts and graces,

dharmapatni, lawful wife. Skt. micu
dharmapatni cavalen ante

,
if you want

a wife.

Dharmarazu, Plutus, the ruler of
hell ; also called Yama. Skt.

dharmasastramu, law. Skt., from
§dstramu , science, and dharmarri

\

right,

dharmasatramu, rest-house for

travellers or the poor. satram
,

choultry ; i gramamulo dharmasatram
veyiste bdga v'undunu

,
it will be a good

thing if you build a choultry in this

village.

dharmasiicshmamu, point of (reli-

gious) law. Skt., from dharmam in
the sense of religious law and sucsh-

mam , subtlety, indulo y* incoca dhar-
masucshmam cuda v’ unnadi, nenu
brahmanni, agra janma racshanam
andu cudd bonca vatstsunu

,

there is

another doctrinal point here, I am
a brahmin, and we may lie in defence
of the highest-born,
dharmatmudu, a charitable man. Skt.

dharmishtudu, charitable. Skt.
dhavajamu, white, bright. Skt. A
word used in books for tella.

dhaca, violence, onset, indriyamula
dhdcac drtsuta, to withstand the onset
of the senses.
dhamantamu, provocative conduct.
buddhi mdlina dhamantamu chesindv
ante memu sahinchedi ledu

,
if you are

foolish enough to provoke us we shall

not stand it.

dhanyamu, grain; especially rice in the
husk. Skt. The various grains, wheat
and gingelly are reckoned among the
dhdnydlu; not so the millets,

dhara, stream, flow. Skt. y
}
erra niti

dhdralu, courses of red water, i.e.,

bleeding scratches
;

dhdradharagd
,

pouring (of rain); vddu manchi vdc
dhdra calavddu

,
he has a good flow of

words at his command.
-dhari, suffix forming adjectives. Skt.
vishadhdri

,
poisonous; vishadhari

,
a

person in disguise, from veshamu
,

guise; ntvu capata natacamu* adutu
v* unna vatti veshadhdriv ani ndcu
teliyad

> anuconndva ? Do you think
that I am not aware that you are
playing a deceitful role ?

dJhdrdlamugd, Fluently, freely. Skt.
manasulo unnadi dhdrdlamugd cheppu

,

speak freely what is in your mind,
dh&ti, an assault, an invasion,
dhati-cala, resolute, firm,

dhdtiga, spiritedly, firmly, vadu dha-
tiga manchi upanyasaV istadu,

'

his
speeches are forcible,

dhenuvu, cow. Used in books, espe-
cially of the mythological cow that
gives unlimited milk

; commonly
known as camadhenuvu.
dh£ra, tent; also dera.

dhiccarintsuta, to scorn. Skt. More
commonly tirascarintsuta.

dhiccaramu, scorn. Skt. More com-
monly tirascdramu. nenu y’ildganti

prasna adigefappatici guru dhiccaramu
chesindv

5

ani nannu tittinddu, when I

asked him such a question he scolded
me for contempt of teacher,

dhimantamu, clever. Skt. mana
purvula polina dhimantaluy clever
people like our ancestors,
dhfruduj a brave man. Skt. dhzrud ’

aina ca vale
,
dinud'aina ca vale

, what
is wanted is either courage or humility,
dhdrani, manner, tenor. Skt. itani

matala dhorani tsuste yido vintagd
v’unnadi, there is something curious
about the tenor of his speech; a ada-
gadam dhorani tsuchinavd? did you
notice the way he asked? mari yoca
dhoraniloci ra

,
change the conversa-

tion; mi dhoranici addu vatstsutsun-
nanu , I contradict you.
dhovati, dhoty, being the cloth worn
by men ;

also dovati.
dhriiti, firmness, valour. Skt.'-'

dhuni, river. Skt. Used in books for
nadi, eru.

dhdji, dust. Skt. Used in books for
dummu.
dhumamu, smoke. Skt. Used in
books for poga.
dhupamu, incense. Skt.
dhvajamu, banner. Skt. dhvajastam»
bhamu is the common post in front of



dhvani [99 ] digumati

temples with a symbolic flag made of
wood at the top

;
jandd is the common

word for flag; dhvajamu is the word
used metaphorically, e.g., mana satru-

vula mida dhvajam etta valenu , we
must raise our banner against our
foes.

dhvani, sound, noise. Skt. The Te-
lugu is tsappudu

,
but dhvani is also

used in speaking, chinadesamido ciida
\

ghora sarpamu vachchi pattucunnad

”

ani bherilu vayinchi gantalu cotti danni
bedara cottaddnici pedda dhvani ches-

tar ata, they are also said to think in
China that eclipses are due to a terrible

serpent coming and catching the sun
or moon and they beat drums and ring
bells and make a big noise to frighten
it away.
dhvantamu, darkness. Skt. A book
word for ckicati.

dhyananxu, meditation, especially by
looking at your navel. Skt. ratrim-
pagallu nacu dini midane dhydnam

, my
attention is fixed on that night and
day; memu vacca devune dhyanamu
chestamu

,

we meditate on a single God.
dibba, mound, heap, eruvu dibba,

manure heap
;

Olanda dibba

,

the
Dutch mound, is all that is left of
the Dutch factory at Nagulavamsa.
diccu, quarter, side, refuge. Skt.
dicculu are the points of the compass

;

dicculeni or diccumalina are the com-
mon words for helpless.

diccul6niv£du, helpless man. diccu-

leni varici Devude diccu, God helps
the helpless.

diccumdlina, helpless, wretched
; also

as an expletive, diccumalina vaidyudu,

the confounded doctor,

diccunna-tsotu, a place where one has
any protection, a sahebu rhunda coducu
vdnni tsdva tanni diccunna tsota cheppu
com*annttdu, that beast of a sahib
kicked him within an inch of his life

and bade him report to his benefactors

if he has any.
dicpaludu, a demi-god who rules one
airt or point of the compass in the

heavens; there are eight such rulers

in the Hindu mythology,
dicshanari, dictionary. English. /

mdta nacu y'inglishu dtcshancnrilo yec-

cadd tsuchin attu gnydpacam rd ledu ,

I don’t remember ever seeing this

word in the English dictionary,
diddintsuta, to make one correct a
mistake.
diddu, diddupatu, correction,
didduta, to correct,

diga, down. This word, rather than
cinda

,
is used in compounds, digapa-

duta
,
to get down

;
digapattuconuta

, to

drag down.
digagottuta, to knock down

;
from diga

and cqptuta.

digambarudu, naked. Skt., from die,

sky, and ambarudu , clothed ;
an epithet

of Siva, disamola is commoner,
digantam, an end of the earth of the
heavens, diganta-drti, one whose
reputation has penetrated to the end
of the earth

;
also diganta-khyati. cirti

and khydti are Skt. words for fame.
cinima rangamulo Charli Chaplin
garici diganta-khyati v'unnadi, in the
film land Charlie Chaplin has attained
a world-wide reputation,
digapaduta, to get down, bring down

;

from diga and paduta. cadupu diga
baduta is to procure abortion ; cadupu
digabadutac iyane mand ichckinddu, he
is the man who gave the medicine to

procure abortion.
digatiyuta, to pulldown . ega tiste brah-
mahatya, diga tistegohatya, (witness in
a case of a brahmin complaining of
cattle-trespass) if I pull this -way it is

brahmin-murder, if I pull that way it

is cow-murder (the two greatest sins

in the Hindu law code),
digaveyuta, to weigh down, monna
monna chinna y ' udyogamulo pravesin-

chinavdr andaru manasu vachchin'attu
sampddincki bhdryalacunu biddalacunu
dehamu ninddnagalu digaveyutsunndru,
men who have just entered service all

pile up money as they like and load
their wives and childrenwithjewellery,
digbhramamu, stupor. Skt.

digmandalamu, the horizon. Skt.

digulupaduta, to be afraid,

digulupartsuta, to* frighten,

digulupapi, fright,

digumati, importation ; from diga,

down (off the ship), egumati (up on
to the ship) is exportation.



diguta diwe[xoo]

diguta, to come down, to get out at, attu
,

like the naked man trying to
take up a lodging. eccurrC ante y’ ed- borrow clothes from the nude

; man-
ducu copam, diguin'ante cuntivdnici tram vhipadesam aina taruvdta disa-

copam, if you say get up, the bull is molato velli putta mida v’unna jilledu

cross, if you say get down the lame chettu peUaginchi dani veru gandham
man is cross ; satramulo digi y* unna vraste y’etuvanti telu cultind potundi,
yogi, the ascetic who has taken up if you say the charm and go naked
a lodging at the choultry; in French and pull up a swallow-wort on an
and Italian also to descend at a hotel ant-hill and rub on the juice from its

is used for going to a hotel after a roots it will cure the sting of any
journey. scorpion (Hindu medicine),
diguva, below. dishti, the evil eye

;
corruption of Skt.

digvijayamu, world conquest,. Skt. driishti
,
sight, dishti tagulutundi

, the
dimmarintsuta, to pour over. evil eye will fall on us.

dimme, cone, stopple, bezel of a ring, ditavu, courage,
nave of a wheel, stamen of a flower. dittamu, stout, firm, thorough, ditta-
dimmu, giddiness, tala dimmu patti- muga cottuta

,
to give a good thrashing;

nadi, I feel giddy. nenu vanini dittangd zddinchindnu
,

dimputa, to put down, unload
;
causal I gave him a good dressing down;

of diguta. garbhamu or cadupu dim- dittangd bhojanalu chesi, taking big
puta is to cause abortion, i racshasini meals.
y* etlu sanmdrgamunacu dimpa gain- dittaparatsuta, to regulate.
gudunu? how am I to turn this she- dittatanamu, pluck, spirit, firmness;
devil to ways of righteousness? also dittaritanamu. sarcdru-vdru pari-
dinacharya, diary. Skt. palanam’ippudu manchi dittatanamuto
dinam.il, day. Skt. dina-dinamu, nirvahistu v'unndru, the Government
daily ; dinamu vidichi dinamu

,
every is carrying on the administration with

other day; vddu dinam ella mastun- a firm hand.
nadu, he drives the pen all day long; divasamu, day. Skt. A book word
dinadina gandam veyy’endlu dyussn, for dinamu

,
rozu.

threatened men live long; dinamu divala, insolvency. Hindustani.
ntanchid* ani tellavdrlu dongilin’attu, divalayettuta, dival&tiyuta, to go
like the thief who waited till dawn bankrupt. Bhimayya divala tisi nivu
because he thought the day was a sampadinchina somm anta harinchi
lucky one. manchi pani chesinada? did Bhimayya
dinavaramu, funeral. Skt. peddayya act rightly when he went bankrupt and
gdrici vivdha mahotstsavamu cante robbed you of all your savings?
dinavara mahotstsavam cheste bagd divanamu, durbar hall of a raja, or a
v'untundi

, it would be better to cele- zamindar’s palace. Hindustani, pedda
brate the old gentleman’s funeral than batalo v'unna satram tisi veyinchipdtra
his marriage. sdmanu divdriamuldci techchinanu

, X
dindu, pillow, na venucan unchina abolished the choultry on the high
dindunacu cheragila padi nenu hdyiga road and brought the cooking vessels
nidra poyinanu, leaning back on the to the palace.
pillow behind me I went comfortably divdmi, dewan, raja or £amindar’s
to sleep. chief minister. Hindustani,

dintsuta, to put down, same as divi^i, torch, diviti cinda dipamu
, a

dimputa
.

.
lamp under a torch (relatively insigni-

dinusci, article, especially in a shop, ficant); tama melam v’unna taruvdta
Hindustani.

_
ye melam yenducu? diviti cinda dipdlu,

dirugnta, to turn, for tiruguta in print, after your nautch party why another
not speech.

^
nautch party? It would be lamps

disamola, nakedness, disamolavadi beneath a torch (an anti-climax).
daggara digambarudu battaV adigin' I divve, lamp. Skt. diwe tisina gudu



divyadriishti doddi[IOI]

vale, like the lamp-niche without the
lamp.

divyadriishti, second sight. Skt.,
from divyam and driishti

, sight,

divyagnydnamu, divine or esoteric

knowledge. Skt., from divyamu and
gnydnam ,

knowledge, mahdtmul acasa
j

gamanamu chita tama vaddacu vachchi
,

matadi potdr’ am divyagnyana sama- i

jam vdru anna ?nata, the statement of

!

the esoteric knowledge society that

mahatmas come to them by way of
the sky and speak and go (of theo-
sophy).
divyamu, divine. Skt.

divyanga, divinely, excellently. Desi-
cdchdryulavarini panditulannga niya-

,

miste bahu divyanga v’untundi, it will
j

be an excellent thing to appoint
Desicachari as a teacher,

dicsha, vow. Skt. dicska cheyuta
,

dicsha pattuta
, dicsha vahintsuta

,
to

vow. mdcu cudu padagotti mulach-
chhedam ckeyyaddnici dicsha pattadam

Skt., from dirgham and dyussu, life,

used in blessings, mini dirghdyusk

-

mantuV ai sukhapadandi
,
may you live

long and be happy
;
dirghdyuskya-

mastu ! live long !

diruta, for tiruta
,
to finish, in print,

not speech.
dfvana, divena, blessing, miru mam

-

malini racca mdtu dsirvadmtsandi
,
y*

ide ndcu mi dkharu divena, just bless

us once, that will be my last blessing,
divi, island ; dvipamu is commoner,
divintsuta, to bless,

dobbuta, dobbiveyuta, to shove, to

knock off (money, property), to ravish
(a woman), anna velacu lanUamu
sommn dakhalu cheyya lecapdte monna
vaca delta suparendentunu tisiveyinchi

rendu vandala rupayilu putstsuconi a
pani marivacadici veyinchinadu, i cot-

tavanini cilda tiyinchi vesi mudu van-
dalti dobbi marivacanici veyinchinadu

,

recently a Delta Superintendent did
not pay the bribe money on the date

valia micu mah? apratishtha vastu
v y

unnadi, you are greatly dishonoured
by your vow to take our food from
us and min us root and branch,
dinamu, low, wretched, humble. Skt.
dinam ’ aina na mora alacinchi

,
hearing

my humble complaint, is a common
phrase in petitions; also dinamuga
prarthintsutsunnanuy I humbly pray,
dmatvamu, humility. Skt.
dfnudu, a humble man. Skt. dhirud*

aina cdvale dinud’ aina cdvale
,
either

courage or humility,
dipamu, dipica, lamp. Skt. diviti

ctnda dipamu, a lamp under a torch
(sunlight puts out the fire); dndkra
dipica

,

the lamp of Telugu, is the title

of a dictionary.

dipdvali, the Dipavali festival. Skt.,

from dipam, lamp, and dvaU, row.
The festival is held on the 14th day
of the dark fortnight in Asvayuja

,

November; there is a great consump-
tion of fireworks and squibs,
dirgbamu, long, deep. Skt., used
especially in compounds, dirgha-

darsanamUy farsightedness; dirghavi-

chdraria, deep examination; dirghalo-

chana
,
deep thought,

dirghdyushmantudu, long - lived.

fixed and was dismissed for another
man who gave Rs. 200, the new man
was also dismissed and the post given
to a third man for Rs. 300; pitisha-

narldy mini y'ecamai sarcdru sthaldlu

bevarsu sthaldlu dobbivesinavi y'enni
v’unnavi ? how many government and
ownerless sites are there that you and
the petitioners have not put your
heads together to knock off?

docca, flank, docca baddalu chestanu,

I will break your flanks,

dodda, nice, i Camayya bahu dodda
brahmadu sumi, this Kamayya is a

very nice brahmin; nivu mahd dodda
y'illdlavUy you are a very nice woman

;

na doddatanam anta budidald posina
pannir aipoyindi, my goodness is like

pouring scent into ashes, i.e., wasted
(throwing pearls before swine),

doddi, court or yard at the back of a

house, godalu dud dodld pravesinchi,

jumping over the wall and entering
the backyard; nenu ma guruvu gdri

vadda tsaduvucone-t-appudu dodditavvi
sanvatsardnid cdvalasina curalu pan-
dinchevadiniy when I was studying
with my teacher I used to dig in his

backyard and rear the year’s supply
of vegetables; dodd’edu godlanu don-



doddicallu doracuta[102]

gain toluconi pate
,
goddu gede Sri

Mahalacshmi ainadi, when thieves

drove away the whole backyardful

of cattle the barren buffalo became
Mahalakshmi (the goddess of wealth),

doddicallu, bandy legs,

dolaguta, for tolaguta

,

to retire; in

print, not speech.
dolluta, to roll over

;
more commonly

dorluta. rdyi conda mida nunchi crin-

dici badabadam ani doUutsunnadi
,
the

stone rolls rub-a-dub down the hill,

dommari, dommaravadu, mounte-
bank (it is a caste name), cheppevi

suranga (or sriranga) nitulu
,

chesevi

maghasnanalu, durevi dommari gudi-

selu y what he says are moral sayings,

what he does are ceremonial ablutions,

what he enters are mountebanks’ huts,

dommi, hubbub, mob. brahmalu
lopala duri dommi chestu v'unndru,

the brahmins have got inside and are

making a hubbub; dommi ciidi vach-
chindru, they have come in a mob.
dommuteduta, to riot, fight; also

dommi cheyuta. mi Vadaghali Ten-
ghali khajjalu caliponu, iccada dommu-
ladacandi, confound your Vadagali
and Tengali disputes and don’t fight

here (the Vadagalies and Tengalies,

northerners and southerners in Tamil,
are two sects of Vaishnavite Brahmins
who have been quarrelling at Conjee-
varam for 400 years about such im-
portant matters as whether a hymn
should be recited in Sanskrit or
in Tamil),
donca, bramble,
donca, cattle path.
donga, thief, rogue, inpi donganu
y'isvarudu patta ledu, God himself
cannot catch the household thief

;

dongacu talupu tisi doranu lepinadu
,

he opened the door to the thief and
then woke his master; dongacu donga
buddhi

,
doracu dora buddhi, a thief has

a thief’s thoughts, a gentleman a

gentleman’s
;
donganu telu cuttin * attu,

as wh«n a scorpion stings a thief (he
will keep his mouth shut); donganu
donga y'erugunu, thief knows thief;

dongalu tolina goddu ye revuna datind
vacate, it is all the same by what ford
the thieves drove the stolen ox;

donganu donge patta valenu, set a thief

to catch a thief; dongalacu guruvu
f

thieves’ attorney
;
pata donga pattupa-

daca mdnadu
y
the confirmed thief will

be caught at last; pontsunde donga,
eavesdropper.
donga, false, donga mdtalu

, deceitful

words
;
donga firyadu, false complaint

;

donga ddri
,
a byeway; donga bigamu,

a false key; dongamunda
,
a false jade.

dongatanamu, theft, dongatandlu ba-

yalu padacunda ddchi lantsalu putstsu-

cunevailu condaru dhanavantuVaigarva
padutu v'untdru, some (police inspec-

tors) have got rich and proud by
taking bribes to prevent thefts coming
out.

dongilintsuta, dongiluta, to steal.

talli hangaram'aina camsdlivadu dongi-

lintsaca manadu, the goldsmith will

steal even his mother’s gold (when he
is making it into jewellery).

donne, cup made of leaves. The donne,

or cup of leaves, and vistari, or plate

of leaves, are the simple table (but
there is no table) apparatus of the
Hindus.
dontara, donti, set or pile (of pots,

cakes, &c.). piirila dontara
, pile of

cakes.

dora, doragaru, gentleman, especially

a European, master, mmishamlo dora-

nu jebulo vesuconnadu
,
it did not take

him a minute to put the Collector in
his pocket; doragaru dera daggira
vadiga matladutu v’unnar ani bantro-
tulanu petti cottinchipotaru, pari p6dd~
mu randi

,
let us run away before we

are beaten by the peons for talking
loud in front of the white man’s tent.

The Koyyas of the Godavari agency
like to be called conda doralu, hill

lords
;
zamindars also like to be called

doragdru.

doracipdvuta, to be caught5“

doracuta, to occur, be found, ob-
tained, In Telugu you do not say you
find anything, you say it turns up or
occurs

;
another similar word is chic-

cuta . doracanidipanici rddu, what you
don’t get is no use (sour grapes);
cucca vaste rdyi doracadu, rdyi doricite

cucca rddu
,
if the dog comes you can’t

find the stone, if you find the stone



dorasani dub&siti°3]

the dog does not come
;
tama dar$anam village ; cdsucu ddva ledu nuiici paravd

doracadam valla ndcu bahu santdshangd
\

ledu
,
he did not see his way to a penny

v'unnadij I am delighted at your re- but did not mind spending a pound,
ceiving me.

j

ddvati, dhoti (male lower cloth)
;
also

dorasani, lady; the feminine of dora- dhdvati
,
pancha.

gdru. I doyi, a pair ; used in books in com-
doratanamu, government.

]
pounds, cannudoyi, pair of eyes;

doratanamuvdru, the government, tsanudoyi
,
pair of breasts,

commonly used of the British Govern-
;

dravya, substance (philosophy). Skt.

ment. dravyamu, money, property'. Skt,
dorlintsuta, to roll (transitive). dravyasahayamu, subvention, contri-

dorluta, to roll (intransitive), ratri
\

bution. Skt., from dravyam, money,
tellavdrin ddcd nidra pattaca mantsam

j

and sahdyam , help.

mida itu atu dorlutu
,
all night till dawn

j

dracshapandu, grape,

sleepless and rolling about on his bed.
!
dracshasara, wine,

doruvu, a well near a tank. There
j

dracshatige, vine,

are special rules for the charge for dressaru, dresser, doctor. English,
irrigation from doruvu wells. The class of medical officers now
dochipettuta, to give for plunder, known as sub-assistant surgeons were
UV antayu varici ddchipettutsunnadi

,
formerly called dressers and hospital

the whole house is given to them to assistants.

plunder. droccuta, for troccuta
,
tread. In print,

d6du, for todu
,
with. In print, not not speech,

speech. drohamu, treachery. Skt. rdjadrd-

dolanamu, swinging. Skt. doldna hamu is treason; memu matladuconna
manasudai y* unnddu

, his mind is in danilo rdjadroham yemi ledu
,
there was

a see-saw. no treason in what we said.

d61£, palanquin. Hindustani. drohi, traitor.

d6Iu, drum ; also bheri,
dhancd

,
maddela. driicpathanm, point of view. Skt.,

doma, mosquito. from drus, eye, and patkam, path,

domatera, mosquito curtain. A word used in newspapers, prabhut-
done, a boat made out of a dug-out va driicpathamu is the point of view
palm, done cadupu is a pot-belly. of the Government,

dopidi, dopu, robbery. driidhamu, firm, strong. Skt. md
doragilapettuta, to tilt up. chevulu tandri gdru atte peddavdru caru, mana
doragilapettinddu, he pricked up his andari cantenu dyane drudhangd v*un-

ears. naru, our father is not so old, he is

dosacaya, cucumber. The excellent stronger than any of us.

melons of the Ceded Districts are drushtamu, visible. Skt,

/also called dosacaya. driishtdntaxnu, example. Skt.

ddshac&ri, sinner. driishti, look, evil eye. Skt. ydga
dhshamu, sin. caladosham (laches of driishtito tsuchi y’ itardni tacshanam
time) is the legal term for prescription, santi parustanu, I will quiet him by
d6shi, guilty person. fixing him with a yogi’s look; cdpa

d6sili,*handful, the hands held together driishtito
,
with an angry look; tana

to form a cup. driishtici,
towards himself; dntara

dotsuconuta, dotsuta, to plunder, driishti, inward vision.

tallied anta dotsucunnadu, he (the driishtibommalu, scarecrows, driishti^

tahsildar) plundered the whole taluk
;

tagalacundd rC undutacu gdmt ckelald

dongalu lopala tsorapadi nannu nimi- driishtibommalu pettutaru, they place

shamld dotsuconi po vaistsunu ,
thieves scarecrows in the fields to ward off the

may enter and plunderme in a minute, effects of the evil eye (not like us to

d6va, way, path, oca v’urici veyyi scare the birds).

ddvaluj there are 1,000 ways to a dubdsi, dubash, interpreter. Skt. dvit



dubbu [104] duravagahamu

two, and bhdsha, language. An old

word scarcely in use now; in the old

days the Company’s dubashes were
very important persons. Also dvi-

bhdshi.

dubbu, stubble.

duc&namu, shop. Hindustani. The
Telugu is angadi. chepala ducanamu
mida ‘ crotta chepalu iccada ammu-
tdru ’ ani bordu cattindru ,

over the fish-

shop there was a board
1

fresh fish sold

here’, shdpu (shop) is also used,

ducci, ploughing, ducci v’unte
r
diccu

v'unnadi, till well and all will be’ well,

duccipolamu, a ploughed field,

ducciteddu, a ploughing bullock.

ducci-t-eddu desantaramu vellinattu,

like the ploughing ox having left the
country.
duddu, money, originally the name of
a coin, duddugalavd.ru

, rich people,
dudducarra, cudgel,
duducu, rash, silly, duducu mdtalu

,

hasty words.
duducutanamu, rashness, silliness,

duhkhamu, grief. Skt.
duhkhintsuta, to grieve. Skt.
duluputa, to dust, d pustacal annitini

Agniho'trunici samarpana cheste ndcu
yento santoshangd v' untundi, viti pu-
rugulu dulupa leca tsachchipotu v’ un-
nanu, I shall be very pleased if you
offer all those books to Vulcan; I am
half-killed dusting the vermin off

them.
dumadumaladuta, to be angry;
onomatopoeic.
dummu, dust, adi dummu , idi cummu ,

one is dust and one is ashes (from the
frying-pan into the fire),

dummu, bone, more commonly emuca.
dummulagondi, hyaena (bone-eater),
dumpa, edible root, dumpalanu pha-
Idlanu tinutsu, eating roots and fruits

;

pendalapu dumpa is a yam
; bangdla or

sima dumpalu, Bengal or foreign roots,

arenames for the potato, but urlagadda
(the crumbling root) is more common.
dumucuAa, to jump, gdda paic ecci

gadilonici dumicenu
,
he climbed the

wall and leapt into the room,
dundagidu, blackguard

;
plural dunda-

gindru .

dunga, block of wood.

dunnapotu, male buffalo, also used as

term of abuse, from dunnuta
t to

plough, and potu, male; also enupdtu.
eddu endacu laga dunnapotu nidacu
laga, the bullock was for pulling to-

wards the sun, the buffalo towards the
shade (bad yoke-fellows)

;
vaca clayin-

tuto rahasyangd mdtlddina mdtalu yH
dunnapotu vinnadu

, this buffalo eaves-
dropped when I was conferring con-
fidentially with a client,

dunnuta, to plough, dunnaca tsallite

coyyaca pandinadi
,

sowing without
ploughing, no reaping at harvest
(nothing is to be had without toil);

dunne rozulalo desamu mida poyi
r cota

rozulalo codavali pattuconi vachchi-

ndd.Uy in the ploughing days he
wandered about the country, at har-
vest he came with his sickle (reaping
when you did not sow),
duppati, cloth, sheet, angadivddu: i

duppati conandi, oca purushdntaramu
varacuv'untundi. vriiddhudu: nddanta
manchidi accara ledu, ndcu ippatici

debbai ellu. Shopkeeper: Buy this

cloth, it will last a life-time. Old man

:

No, thank you, I am 70.
duppi, spotted deer (cervus axis). The
common deer of South India are
duppi, spotted deer, canuzu, sambhur

;

lidi is the generic term.
dur-, dus-, (also dush-), prefix mean-
ing ‘bad

5

. Skt. The opposite prefix is

sa-
,
sat-, good

;
almost any word may

be combined with dur-
;

I give a few
common combinations below passim.
durabhimanamu, arrogance. Skt.
durabhyasamu, bad habit. Skt.
duradagondi, stinging nettle; from
durada

,
stinging. Also dulagondi.

duradamu, itching, stinging, manu-
madu nertsucomCdttu avvacu durada
tirin atlu, like the grandmother who
relieved her itching by makfng the
child write his lesson on her back
(killing two birds with one stone);
cheyyi duradaga unn’anduna gocucon-
tini, because my hand was itching
I scratched.

duradriishtamu, misfortune. Skt.
durantamu, endless or bad end. Skt.
duravagahamu, difficult to under-
stand. Skt.



duravastha [105] duvvena

duravastha, ill fate. Skt. tion of dancing girls that gi\-e$ rise to
durdcharamu, bad custom. Skt. bad morals.
dur&charudu, backslider (in religion durudd^samu, bad intention. Skt.
and custom). Skt. durusu, rough, stubborn, nhu y'

duragatamu, ill-gotten. Skt. dgatam, indued tsdld durusugd z’unndru, ippudu
obtained. nemmadipadddr anucuntdnu, you have
durdlochana, bad intent. Skt.

I been very stubborn so far, now 1 think
durdtmudu, bad-hearted man. Skt. you will be quiet.

Also dushtdtmudu. duruha, bad idea. Skt. nicu yenta
durbalamu, weak. Skt. durbuddhi puttinade; ni manasmlo
durbharamu, hard to bear. Skt. yenta duruha v'unnade

!

what dreadful
durbhara hriidayamu

,
a heavy heart. thoughts and ideas have entered your

durbhdgyamu, misfortune. Skt. min$i!
durbhagyudu, unhappy man. Skt. durvddamu, bad argument. Skt.
durbhdsha, abuse. Skt. vatti durvadamuld digutdru, they des-
durbbaramu, unbearable. Skt. cend to fallacies.

durbbieshamu, famine. Skt. crushito durvdramu, intolerable. Skt. dur-
nasti durbhieshamu, japato nasti pata- vara vyadhula palai

, a prey to in-
camu

,
crop-failure, famine; prayer- tolerable diseases,

failure, sin. durvdrta, bad news. Skt.
durbodha, bad advice. Skt. durviniyogamu, wrong use, mis-
durbuddbi, bad ideas, bad mind. Skt. appropriation. Skt. Used as a legal

nicu yenta durbuddhi puttinade l what term for the crime ofmisappropriation,
an idea! durvriitti, bad profession or life. Skt.
durdasa, ill-fate. Skt. durvriittilo pravesinchi, falling into a
Durga, another name of Parvati. bad way of life,

durgamu, hill fort. Skt. Corrupted durvyayamu, extravagance. Skt.
to ‘ drug 5

in English as in Ramandrug
t
duryogamu, misfortune. Skt.

Rayadrug. dusebeshtalu, bad deeds. Skt.
durgandbamu, bad smell. Skt. The dushcaryamu, vice. Skt. zudamu

,

Telugu is campu
,
but durgandkam is panamu

, asatyamu
,
modalaina dush-

also common. caryamulu, gambling, drink, lying,

durgati, hell. and other vices,

durghatamu, difficult. Skt. dushcriityamu, sin. Skt.
durgunamu, bad quality or nature, dushpravartanamu, bad conduct.
Skt. Skt. mana dushpravartanam antanu
durjanudu, a wicked man. Skt. calamu mida trochi vaichi

,
laying the

asacta durjanatvamu
,
wickedness born blame for all our own bad conduct on

of incompetency. the times,
durjayamu, invincible. Skt. dushprayatnamu, intrigue. Skt.

durlabhamu, rare. Skt. miru chese dushprayatndlu yeppatici
durmanascudu, evil-minded. Skt. cona sdgavu, your intrigues will never
durmaranamu, a bad end. Skt. be successful.

durmargamu, wickedness. Skt. dur- dushtdtmudu, bad-hearted man. Skt.

mdrgSnunacu tandri baddhacam
,
idle- Also durdtmudu .

ness is the root of all evil; nenu ni dushtudu, scoundrel. Skt. irshyd-

durmdrgam anta baita pedutdnu ,
I will grastulaina dushtulu, scoundrels full

reveal all your misconduct. of malice,
durmargudu, blackguard, Skt. dur- dussacunamu, bad omen. Skt.

mdrgulato sahavdsam
,
bad company, dussvabhavamu, bad disposition,

durnadata, bad conduct. Skt. Skt.

durnayamu, immorality. Skt. dustaramu, difficult. Skt.

duraiti, bad morals. Skt. durniti dustu, cloth, dustulu, clothes.

pattucommalai ve§yala sthiti, the condi- duwena, comb

.



duwuta dvijanmudu[xo6]

duwuta, to stroke, comb, misdlu duv-
vnta is to stroke one’s moustaches;
tala duwuta, to comb one’s hair,

diicuta, to leap over,

diida, calf, dvu chenulo meste duda
gattuna mestundd ? if the cow grazes

in the field, will the calf graze on the
bank ? duda cudistenegdni dvu chepadu,

unless the calf drinks the cow won’t
give milk.
dudecula, man of cotton-cleaning
caste

;
they are converts to Muhamme-

danism. turacalu Uni v’ullo diidfeula-

vddu sahib miyya, the dudecula is

king in a village in which there are

no genuine Muhammedans

.

diidi, cleaned cotton. Uncleaned cot-

ton is patti,
a cotton cloth is nuli batta.

dulagondi, nettle
;
also duradagondi.

diilamu, a beam,
dupamu, incense. Skt.
diiramu, far, distance. Skt. dura-
desamu

,
distant country

;
amadalu

duram aite
,
antachcarandlu diorama

?

though the leagues be long, will the
hearts be far ?

duramuga, far (adverb). Skt.
durapu, far (adjective). Skt. durapu
condalu nunupu

,
distant hills are

smooth (distance lends enchantment
to the view).
durintsuta, durtsuta, to make to

enter, to entangle, introduce
;
causal of

duruta. vdllanu cuda ye cesulono diiris-

tan ani bedarinchi, threatening to en-
tangle them too in some criminal case

;

a taruvata vachchina Khadar Sahebu
Niyydgul andarini mellaga saganampi
gadddla Sdhebulanu afisuld durchinadu

,

Khadar Sahibwho came aftergradually
got rid of all the Niyogi Brahmins and
introduced bearded Muhammedans
into the office.

duripovuta, duruta, to enter, pene-
trate. tadacaleni y’ intloci cucca diirin

aftu, as a dog enters an open door;
cheppevi nitulu, chesevi snandlu, diirevi

dommara gudiselu
, what he says are

morals, *what he does are ablutions,
what he goes into are mountebanks’
huts.
diishanamu, reviling, libel. Skt.
brahmanadushana

, reviling of brah-
mins (a great sin); nenu lert appudu

tsatuna yemi cusina saripoyindi gdni,

na mogam yeduta cuda y’ild ddshana
chestu v'unte, nenu sahinchi v’urucuntan
anucunnaru ra? you may caw behind
my back but do you think I am going
to stand your reviling me to my face ?

dushintsuta, to revile. Skt. strilu

manchivallu car ani dushistu v'unnd
,

though you revile women; prdchina
saddcharamulanu dushistaru

,
they re-

vile age-old good customs,
dusiconuta, duyuta, to draw off (as

a sword from its scabbard, but the
Telugus think of the scabbard as

drawn off the sword, not of the sword
as drawn out of the scabbard

;
they say

ora dusi
,
drawing the scabbard, when

we say ‘drawing his sword’),
duta, messenger, vdyu devudu dutaga
vachchinddu, the wind god came as

a messenger.
dvaitamu, dual. Skt. dvaitamu is the
philosophy of dualism as opposed to

advaitamu
,
monism,

dvandvamu, pair, couple, duality.

Skt. dvandvayudhamu is a duel;
advaita sthiti vacca nimushamlo autun-
di; appudu dvandvdlu yemi v’ undavu

,

monism will be brought in in a minute
and then there will be no dualities;

i

miru virabhatula vale a vachche y
>

iddaritoniidvandvayuddham cheyyandi,
do you two like heroes fight duels with
these two who are coming.
dvdda§i, the 12th lunar day. Skt.,

from dvadasa
,
12th.

dvarabandhamu, door frame. Skt.,

from dvaramu , door, and bandham
,

tying.

dvaramu, door. Skt.
dvara, by means of, through, atani
dvara vinndnu, I heard through him.
dv^shamu, enmity. Skt. ni y* andu
ndcu manassulo yemi dvesham Uduy

I bear you no ill-will.
^

dveshi, enemy. Skt.

dveshintsuta, to hate. Skt.

dvibhashi, interpreter. Skt., from dvi,

two, and bhasha
,
language, dubash in

the old records.

dvigunamu, double, dhana dviguna-
mulagd, cent, per cent, on your money,

dvijanmudu, dvijudu, twice-born
(i.e. a brahmin). The brahmins are



dvitiyamu eccuvataccuva[107]

twice-born because they are born
again when they first put on the
sacred thread.
dvitfyamu, second. Skt. The Telugu
is rendava.
dvip&ntaravasamu, transportation
for life. Skt. A legal term, literally,

removal to islands, i.e., to the Anda-
mans .

dvipantarayanamu, journey to

I

islands. Skt.
dyotacamulaina, illuminating. Skt.,

from dyotam, light.

E
Initial e in Telugu is like snakes in l

Ireland; there are really no words
beginning with e because all words
printed with initial e are pronounced
with a euphonic y before them, and
a few of the more common ones will

be given again under y; thus the
Telugu for ‘ why 5

is yenducu, though
it is often printed enducu

; the y is so
much part of the word that I do not
insert an apostrophe in printing in

Roman characters. The y is always
inserted after a vowel, but not always
after a consonant.
ecar&ru, confession. Hindustani

;
a

law term. In speech people say
oppuconnadu

,
he confessed,

eccada, where ? with negative ‘ no-
where’. yeccada doracani, not to be
found anywhere.
eccadacu, eccadi, whither? pdpam
cheyyanivdllu. yeccadici potdro nicu
telusuna ? do you know where people
go who commit no sins ?

eccadaleni, unprecedented, mon-
strous. pelli rozunane nac i magadu.
vadd’ani yeccadaleni allari ckesi, on
the marriage day she made a mon-
strous noise crying that she did not
want that husband.

'

eccadano, in some place or other,

eccadanuledu, nowhere,
eccaflavo, something or other,

eccadi, of what place? what sort?

nothing of the sort I of whatever place.

niv eccadivadavu ? where do you come
from? idi yeccadi sancatam! what a

trouble I (trouble coming from where)

;

dyanacu oravai yellu ddtinavandi!
yeccad3 andi / monnati bhddrapada
mdsdnici ydbhai nalugu sanvatsara-

rmilu datinavi, he is over 60 1 Nothing

of^the sort! he was 54 last August

;

i puzz-tdu nicu eccadivi ? where did
you get those flowers from ? eccadivdr
accadici veUipoyindru

,
every one went

home.
eccati, single, eccati poru, single-
handed combat (duel),

eccili, hiccup, abbdyici yeccillu putti-
navi, the boy has got hiccups,

eccintsuta, to raise, make to get up;
causative of eccuta. chettu yeccinehi
nichchena ttein’attu, like making a man
climb a tree and then taking the ladder
away

;
cagitam mida vaca acsharam

yeccintsa rddu, do not put a word in
writing.
eccirintsuta, to mock; for veccirin-

isnta. gnddu vachchi pillanu yeccirin-

chinadi, the egg came and mocked the
chicken.

eccottuta, to rob, run away with
;
from

ega and cottuta.

eccuta, to go up, get on to. vdrdci sard
tcdac eccinadi

,
the spirits have gone

to his head; andaru andalamu yeccite

mosevaru yevaru? if every one gets into

the palanquin, who is to carry it?

eccumante yedducu copam, digurrCanti
cuntivanici copam

,
if you say get up

the bullock is cross, if you say get
down the lame man is cross; conda
mida yeccadanici daggira dari yedaina
v’unda? is there any short way up the
hill? pogar ’ ecci means proud,
eccuva (v pronounced zv), more, su-
periority. telivi taccwva,

dcali yec-
cuva , least sense most appetite; vdri
.yeccuva yemiti ? in what is their superi-
ority ?

eccuvataccuva (v pronounced w),
more or less, eccuvataccuvagd nur
rupdyalu

,
Rs. 100 more or less.



eda eduruzavabu[108]

eda, space, interval, eda lecunda,

without interval, continuously,
eda, towards, (of time) on. na yeda,

towards me; cherun eda, on arrival,

eda, young, tender,
eda, prefix meaning ‘apart’

.

edabatu, separation, na bidda yeda-

bdtu nenti sahintsa lenu , I cannot bear
separation from my child,

edabayuta, to separate from, abstain

from.
edagilluta, to stand aside,

edala, suffix meaning ‘if’, balamu
lent yedala, if he has not strength,

edama, left. It will be in vain that

the motorist will say to the waggoner
yedam chetici tolu, drive on the left,

for the rule of the road is ignored in

South India.
edamu, space, room, opportunity.
yentamandi bandkuvul unnaro md
y’intlo tsudu, y'ippudu calu pettadanici

yedam ledu
,
come once to my house

and see how many relations I have,

there is not room to set foot in it.

edapa-dadapa, now and then, viluni

battiyedapa-dadapa vastu-potiiv’undu,

be coming as frequently as you can.
edapettuta, to put aside,

edata, opposite ;
from eduru. Alsoedw tar.

a y'inti yedata, opposite that house,
edategacundd, incessantly,

edatiyuta, to remove,
ed&ri, desert.

eddu, bullock, eccumante yedducu co-

pam, digum’ante cuntivanici copam , if

you say get up the ox will be cross, if

you say get down the lame man will

be cross. Plural is edlu. ducci yedlu
,

ploughing bullocks ; eddu ranee veyuts
unnadi, the ox bellows.

-eddsi, affix meaning by certain quanti-
ties

;
compounded of edu, full, and esi,

at the rate of. gampedesi, by basketfuls,

edlabandi, bullock-cart; from eddu,
ox, and bandi, cart, cangu cangum’ani
gantala mrdtalato edlabandlu vatstsuts

undenu, bullock carts were coming
with the clanging noise of bells

;
gudu-

bandi is a covered cart; cochibandi,

from English coach, a particularly

smart turn-out.
edirintsuta, to oppose, resist; from
eduru, opposite, garalscululo tsaduvu-

cimna mud ella munda nd pellamu peda
muttucunte asahyam ani nannu yedi-

ristundi, a chit of a girl who studies

in the girls’ school stands up to me
and says it is disgusting for my wife
to handle dung (a particularly pure
article according to the Hindus),

-edu, affix denoting measure, buddedu
,

bottleful ;
doddedu pasuvulu, a yardful

of cattle
;
mundu sanvatstsaram mdmu-

lulo vaca rupdyi taccuva vachchinad’

ani giddedu niru vadalipettinddu eddu,
because there was a rupee short in
the usual bribe he did not let a pint
of water into our fields,

eduguta, to grow, nannu muttucdcu
,

padutsuvdUu yedigina adadanni muttu-

co rddu, do not touch me, young men
must not touch a grown woman;
pendliy ’ainadi modaluconipilladiyedigi
yeppudu capuramunacu vatstsuna

,
a

mahabhagyam antayu nen eppudu ba-
vuconduna ani notild vrelu pettuconi
gutacalu mringutsu tondara padinanu

,

from the time of my marriage I was
gloating over the thought that the girl

would grow up and live with me and
give me that great happiness; bidda
yedigite cunda yedugunu

,
the pot grows

with the child—the pot in which it

takes its food.
eduru, opposite, yeduru-gali

,
head

wind, yedurcolu, the mutual advances
of bride and bridegroom at the mar-
riage ceremony; also, in general,
meeting, yeduraduta, to speak against,
to oppose, and so in numerous com-
pounds.
eduruconuta, to meet, opposite; pro-
nounced yedurconuta .

edurugunda, opposite; also edatacu .

yeduriigundd ra (come opposite) means
simply come out or come here,

eduriraacalu, counterfoil,

edurupaduta, to meet.
"

eduruta, to advance,
edurutsutsuta, to hope, expect, ninu
vrasina v y

uttardnici zavdbu nimittam
yeduru tsustu v* unndnu, I am hoping
for an answer to my letter. The usual
word for ‘to hope’; ‘hope’ is dsa.
eduruzavdbu, answer, especially in
contradiction, nivu ikha mundu yep-
pudu pedda manushyulu mdtlddutu



eduta [109] elugubanti

v’ unte yedaru zavdbu cheppacu, in
future when gentlemen talk to you
don’t answer them back,
eduta, opposite, in front of. nayeduta,
before me

;
devnniyeduta, before God,

the words with which the oath taken *

by witnesses in court begins ; devuni
;

yeduta nizam chepputdnu, anta nizam
chepputdnu, abaddham cheppanu, I will

speak the truth, the whole truth, and
nothing but the truth,

ega, prefix meaning ‘up’; the opposite
is diga

,
down, ega tiste brahmahatya

,

diga tiste gohatya
,
(witness in cattle

trespass case by brahmin, to himself)
if I pull one way it is brahmin-murder,
if I pull the otherway, it is cowr-murder
(the two worst sins—Hindu religion),

egapettuta, to misappropriate, knock
off. munupu menejarugd.ru padidu puts-

tsucunnd, nuruluputstsucunna edapa-da-
dapa mana chetulo cuda rendu rupayulu
pettevddu

,
y'ippud avi yegapettinadu

,

formerly the manager when he got
10 rupees or a hundred used now and
then to put two into our hands, now
he makes away with these,

egaruta, to fly ;
also eguruta.

egasana, upwards.
egatali, mockery, miruyegatali cheyya-
candi, do not mock me.

egatfyuta, to pull up.
egavu, flying ; from eguruta.

eggu, harm.
egirintsuta, to make to fly; causal of
eguruta

.

egiripovuta, to go flying,

egududigudu, up and down, i roddu
yegududigudugd n }

unnadi, this road is

all up and down; yegududigudu rodla

rrdda ballu cusa cusaUddunu , wraggons
jolt on rough roads,
egumati, export. Loading up on to

ships is export; unloading, digumati
,

is import.
egumati cheyuta, to export,

eguruta, to fly. ill *egiri poye-t-attuga

cecalu veyuta is to scream the house
down (but the Telugus say ‘up’);

pacski Idgu yegaradanici nacu reccalu

levu, I have not wings to fly like a

bird
;

nenu hiringu (hearing) chese

cdlamandu cortu yegiri poyinadi, I set

the court flying with my argument.

eguva, above, nd vistariv ’ odda yegn-
ranu curtsandi

,
take the higher seat,

ella, suffix meaning all. lancald putti-

navdr-elld rdcshasule , the people bora
in Lanka are all demons; vddu dinam-

ella rrdstu vhtndenu , he drove the pen
all day; mana purvulu cheppinad'ellanu
manchid’anu miirkha pattunu mdm

,

mana buddhi cheta n'dldchmehi ylppafi
sthitini batti edldnugimamul *aina mar-

pidanu chesiconutsu , locamunacu sukhd-

bhivriiddhi caluga cheyuts ’ nnda valenu
,

abandoning the stupid prejudice that
air our ancestors said was right, we
must use our own brains, making
changes suited to the present day, and
improve the world.

ellappudu, always; from ella
,
all, and

appttdu
,
then, yellappudu is the usual

word for * always 5

;
yedama chetici

toVali yellapudu
,
you must always

drive on the left,

ellavaru, every' one.
ellayedala, everywhere,
ellecshanu, election. English, ellec-

shanulo yevaru tanu membarugd n'unda
cori munducu vatstsuno , vanini ‘can-

didef antdru, people who stand at

elections are called candidates,
elli, to-morrow. Used in books for
repu. madiga malli

,
camsdli yelli

,
the

cobbler says, ‘come again’, the gold-
smith, ‘comeanotherday’. To-morrow
is more commonly repu

,
yesterday is

ninna, the day before yesterday is

monna. Malli and Yelli are also

women’s names.
ellundi, the day after to-morrow

; from
elli, to-morrow, and undi, from,
eluca, rat. yeluca tsavucu pilli murchha
pond? will the cat faint at the rat’s

death? yeluca mida copana y’intici

chitstsu pettu conri’attu, like setting

your house on fire to kill a rat
;
pillici

chelagatdmu, yelucacu prana sanca-
tamu, sport to the cat, death-throes to

the rat; conda tavvi yelucanu pattin’

attu

,

digging away a hill to get at a

rat; yeluca citsa citsal ddyts unnadi
,

the rat squeaks.
elucabonu, rat-trap ; also elucala-bonu.
elugu, voice. Used in books for

svaramu .

elugubanti, elugugoddu, bear, pedda



emuca ennadu ?[no]

pulino yelugubantino tsuckin'attu bha-
yapadutu, frightened as if he had seen
a tiger or a bear,

emuca, bone.
enabhai, eighty

;
also enuhadi.

enamanduguruj eight persons,
enda, sunlight, sunheat. The Telugus,
unlike us, distinguish the sun and the

moon from their light, which is enda
(also heat) of the sun, and vennela of
the moon, yeddu yendacu Idga, dnnna-
potu nidacu Idga, the bullock pulling

towards the sun, the buifalo towards
the shade (an ill-matched pair)

;
*ma-

pati yenda, evening sun ;
yenda-

mavulu, mirage.
endaca ? how far? from daca, up to.

endacalamu, the hot weather; from
enda, sun’s heat, and cdlamu

,
time.

This would be even more inadequately
translated ‘ summer ’

;
it is the Indian

hot weather, inadequately described
as the hot, when from the bazaars
comes a din which, though often
called music, is not.

endadebba, sunstroke,
enda pettuta, to put to dry.
endaru ? how many persons ?

endipdvuta, to dry up.
endipdyina, dry.

endd, somewhere.
endu ? what ? where ? yendu gurinchi ?

about what? yendu poyinadu

?

where
has he gone ? Hence also yenducu ? for

what? why?
endu, dried up. alasata cheta ndcu
noru yenducu pdtunnadi

,
my mouth is

dry with fatigue, endugadi, straw .

enducanina, because
;
from enducu

,

why, and anuta
,
say; if you ask why.

Also enducante.
enducante, because ; composed of
enducu and anuta

,
to say.

enduchdta ? why do you ask ? nuvvu
samudra praydnam chesava ? have you
been to sea ? chesanu gani ndcu visugu
puttinadi

,
I have, but got bored

;

y'enducketa

?

why? oca ala tsuste armi
alalu atlqge v’unai, bhedam eml ledu

,

if you have seen one wave, you have
seen them all, there is no difference.

enduchetanante, if you want to know;
composed of endu, cheta , and anuta

,

to say. uttara desam antd tirigavu

gada, Himavatparvatdnni tsusavd ? you
have travelled all over the north,
I suppose you have seen the Hima-
layas ? tsuda ledu , yenduchetanante
accada nilutsunte mana chinnatanamu
baita padutundi

,
I have not and if you

ask why 'not, because if you stand
there our insignificance comes out.
endued ? for what ? yenducurd inddea
nunchi yedustunndvu? why have you
been crying all this time? yenducognyd-
pacamu ledu

,
I can’trememberwhat for.

enducu ? why ? mdnamu poyina venuca
prdnam enducu? what is the good of
life when honour is gone ? chitracdrulu

tama patala crinda santacam chestd.ru

yenducu ? patanici modal edo chivar ed6
tsuchevaUu telusucoddnici, why do
painters sign their pictures? So that
you may know which is the beginning
and which is the end.
enducu ? for what ? with negative, for
nothing, enducu panici rani mibhdg-
yudu

,
a worthless wretch,

endulacu ? where to ?

endundi? whence? eccada nundi is

commoner,
endunu, everywhere,
endunu ledu, nowhere,
endu nunchi ? endunundi? from
where? eccada nunchi is commoner,
enduta, to dry up. More commonly in
the compound form endipovuta .

engili, spittle, unclean. The spittle is

regarded as particularly dirty; so
yengili often means dirty, mana
yengili vistaUu

,
our dirty plates

;
yemi

teliyaca nalugu yengili y’ingilishu muc-
calu tsaduvucovadamtote volV erugaca
purv * dchdrdnni peddalini dushistdru

,

they know nothing but as soon as they
have learnt four dirty English words
not knowing what they are doing they
abuse old customs and people,
enimidava, eighth. *

enimidi, eight. enimidinri
>

ara ganta is

half-past eight.

ennadd, some time or other; derived
from nadu, day. ennado zarigina san-
gati an event which has occurred in
the past.

ennadu?ever? ticharu: pillulacu tsali

yetla veyyacundd v’untundi? av’emaind
tsoccdyi tdduccuntava ? batta cappu-
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cuntava? Teacher: How do cats enta y’ainfi, however much,
escape cold? Do they wear coats ? Do entacu ? for how much? y'enfant
they put on clothes? hdludu: mini istunndru? or y'entacu istdvu? for
yennadu pillini tsuda ledd

?

Bov : Have what*will you sell it?

you never seen a cat ? entamandi ? how many persons ?

ennadu, always. entamatramu ? how much; not in
enn£)lu? how many days? how long? : the least, not at all. entamatramu
tummite poyye maccu yenndllu v'an- i v 'oppuconnadu cddu. Entamatramu
dunu ? if your nose goes when you I vallapadad ’ annddu

, he did not con-
sneeze, how long will it last? The sent to it in the least or he said that
usual word for ‘how long*. ‘How it was not at all possible,

long is it since?’ is yennall aindi? entamatramu ledu, not at all; also

with past participle. with cddu or any negative verb, mir
enni? how many? peddamanishi : san-

j

adhoiryamu yentamdtramii cana para-
vatsaramlo yenni riituvuV unnavi ? : tsa ciidadu

,
you must not show any

Gentleman : How many seasons are fear at all

.

there in the year ? vidyarthi: tennisurii- entasepatici ? how long after? vddu
tuvu, phutbalu riituvu

,
rendu. School- yenta sepatici vachckinddu ? how long

boy : Two, the tennis and the football after did he come ?

seasons. entas6pu, all the while, vddu yenta-

ennicalu, elections, but ellecshanu is sepu tana goppale cheppu contddu, he
commoner. So also abhyarti, anveshi blows his own trumpet all the while,
may be used for ‘candidate’, but every entasdpu ? how long? inticipovaddnici
one says candidetu. yenta sepu padutundi

?

how long will

enni-y6, however many; also enno. it take to get home ? enta septi, always

;

yeru yenni vancalu poyind samudramu- enta sepu tana saukhyame

\

always his

lone pada valenu
y
however many twists own comforts,

the river makes it must fall into the entativaru ? what sort of persons ?

sea (the weariest river winds safe at entavaracu ? up to what ? up to when ?

last to sea). entayu, greatly; also ento.

ennu, ear of corn; corruption from entayu l£du, not at all, nothing; also

vennu. Many other words beginning emi ledu .

with v are commonly pronounced ent6, so much, such, great, whatever,
with initial y instead, e.g., velam

,
however great; also enta-yo. atanu

auction, is vulgarly ydlam
,
velluta, to yento manchivddu

,

he is such a nice

go, is vulgarly yeUuta . man
;
mi valla ndcu yento upacaram

ennuta, to reckon, count. calugutundi, you will be doing me a
enta? howmuch? what ? yenta unnadi? great favour; i v y

urici a v’ur ento a
what is the price? yenta anyayamu? v'urici i v'ur ante

,
whatever the dis-

what injustice ? adi yenta pani ? what tance between this village and that,

is there in that? yentamatram? how the distance between that village and
much ? yentamatram cddu

,
not at all

;
this is the same

;
rdzu yento dharmam

niv’enta, ayana yenta

?

what compari- antey the virtue of the people will be
son is there between you two? niv

y proportionate to the greatness of the

enta nen’enta ani p6tlddindru
y

they king (every government has the sub-
quarrelled about which was the bigger jects it deserves). Quads rex talisgrex.

man; griihasthu: bhdrya v’ unte yenta entsuta, to count, think. cidencM mil
cashtam vachchind marachi po vats- entsa valenu

,
count the loss and then

tsunu. brahmachdri:brahmachdriciasa- profits. #
lu cashtame undadu. Married man: enubadi, eighty; more commonly
If you have a wife however much yenabhai.

trouble comes you can forget it. enupotu, mate buffalo; more com-
Bachelor: If you are a bachelor the monly dunnapotu.

trouble does not come at all. eppati ? eppatici ? inflected form of
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eppudu, when; with a negative, never.

vindu tsald bdgd zarigindi, nenu yeppa-
tici marachi ponu, the dinner-party

went off very well, I shall never for-

get it; yeppati pani,
one’s usual work,

eppativale, as usual,

eppudaina ? ever ? yevaraind badha
padutunte mini valla cashtam yeppud’

aind tirchdrd

?

when any one was in

trouble did you ever do anything to

relieve them?
eppud.6, some time or other,

eppudu ? when ? ninnu yeppudu tsuchin

atlugnyapacamu lede, I do not remem-
ber when I saw you.
eppudu lddu, never,
eppudimu, always,
era, bait, eranu tsupi chepa patti rtattu,

showing the bait and catching the fish,

eravu, loan, bailment; also eruvu . pusta-

camu eruvichchi,
having lent a book,

erigintsuta, to make known, en-
lighten, proclaim; causal of eruguta

,

to know.
erra, errani, erragd, red, red-hot,

blond, carru yerraga calchi,
making

the ploughshare red-hot; mogam (or

callu) yerrachesi, to be angry (making
the face or eyes red); yerranivdUu,
blond people, as opposed to nalla-

vdllu, dark people
;
yerrapdrina, blood-

shot.

eruca, knowledge, loguttu perumallacu
yeruca, God knows the secrets of the
heart; yeruca pidicedu dhanamu

,
ac-

quaintance is worth a fistful of money,
erucachepputa, fortune-telling,
erucaladi, gypsy woman, fortune-
teller.

erucalav&du, gypsy man.
eruguta, to know, dcali ruchi yeru-
gaduy ftidra sukham erugadu

y
valapu

siggu yerugadu, hunger has no palate,

sleep demands no comfort, lust knows
no shame; donganu donga yerugunu,
one thief knows another

;
yerigi chesi-

ndduy he did it on purpose; deham
erugaca, unconscious

;
buddhi yerugaca

munup4. before the age of discretion;

cudi cheyyi yedama cheyyi yeruganiva-
ramaiy as we do not even know our
right hand from our left (we are
ignorant people),

erupu, redness.

eruvu, manure.
eruvu, loan ; also eravu. yeruvu tetstsd

coniy taking a loan
;

eruvu sommu
paruvu chetriy borrowed plumes (som-
mu means jewellery here) lower one’s
dignity.

eruvucattuta, to manure,
esaru, boiled cooking^ water, poyyi
mida yesaru petti ddsidi tomi techchina
garite tolutsuco poyi danini masi vada-
lan'anduna nuti daggira snanam chesi-

nanu
,
the maid put the boiling water

on the fire and rinsed the scraped
ladle, and I, not escaping pollution,
went to the well and had a bath,

etla ? how? ocadu: pani yetld v’ un-
nadi? incodu: tsdla bag unnadiy na
cinda aiduguru pani chest unndru.
ocadu: ad etld? incodu: nenu meda
mida pani chest untdnu. A: How’s
the work? B: First-rate, I have five

men working under me. A: How’s
that? B: I work on the first floor;

i motdru cdru micu yetla vachchindi?
how did you get this car? Balldrici
poye ddri yetld? which is the way to
Bellary?

etlagaina, somehow or other,
etlago, how. motdru bandi chedi potS
bdgu cheyyadam yetlago telipe pusta-
cam coni tsaduvutunndnu

y
I have bought

and am reading a book which shows
how to repair a motor car.

etlagu ? etlu ? of what sort ?

etsata ? where ? also yeccada.
etstsarica, hint, warning; more com-
monly hetstsarica.

etstsarintsuta, to warn, remind, rally;

more commonly hetstsarintsuta.

etstsutaggu, difference (high and low)

;

more commonly hetstsutaggu.

etstsutaggulugd, scornfully, inso-
lently.

etticolu, endeavours,
etticonipovuta, to take away,esteal.

etticonivatstsuta, to fetch, bring,
etticonuta, to carry, raise,

ettidi ? of what kind ?

ettintsuta, to erect, raise; causal of
ettuta, to raise (or open) a sluice,
ettipodupu mata, taunt,
ettipodutsuta, to taunt. bogamvdUanu
v*untsucovadam cheta ndcu santanam
led ani yettipodichinadu, he taunted
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me with having no issue through
1

daind tirchdra ? did you ever relieve

keeping dancing girls. any one in trouble?
ettivdyuta, to throw away, abolish. evari, every one’s, genitive of evadu.
ettu, height, move at chess or draughts evaricaina ? to any one ? ‘ mi ajisulo

and so figuratively, ddnici vere yettu gumdstd pani khali aind'ani vinnanu
,

v'unnadi
,
she has another move up ndc ippistard ? ’ ‘ dlasyam aindi, valla

her sleeve.
j

cddu.'
k

yevaric’aind ichchdrd?' ‘I hear
ettuconipovuta, to steal; also etticoni-

j

there is a vacancy of a clerk’s post in
povuta. mudddyi: nenu eni ettucon-

j

your office; will you give it to me?’
poyindn ani miru anumana padut ‘Too late, nothing doing.’ ‘Have you
unndru ? pdlisu inmpecta.ru: gitrram, i given it to any one?’
bandi. mudddyi: aite nanmi carchi evarinipattit&varu, any one (who-
cheyyandi, ndcu bhayamledu. Accused:

I
ever you may pitch upon).

What do you suspect me of having evarmo, who I am. nenu yevarino
stolen? Inspector: A horse, a car- nicu telusuna? do you know who I am ?

riage. Accused: Then search me, evari-varu5 theirown. yevari mdmiillu
I am not afraid. vallacu ivvacapdte, if you don’t give

ettuconivatstsuta, to bring ; also etti- every1 one the baksheesh they expect.
conivatstsuta. evaro, who (relative), mi per evaro

ettuconuta, to carry; also etticonuta. cheppandi
,

tell me your name. The
ettuta, to raise, dandettuta

,
to raise Telugus do not usually say

4 What is

troops
;
norettuta, to lift up the voice

;
your name ? ’ but ‘ Who is your name ?

’

bicshamettuta, to beg;perettuta, to ac- ni per emi? is, however, also used,
quire a reputation; matayettuta, to evaru? who? (plural form, but also

mention; yevaru na per'ettutu v'un- used for the singular), upanydsacuclu :

naru? who is mentioning my name? prapanchamloc ' elld goppa upanydsa-
parug'ettuta is thecommon word for ‘to culu yevaru? sabhicudu: nenu chep-
run’, from parugu, pace, and ettuta

.
puta

> gani mi peru yevaro cheppandi.
etu, how; same as etln. Lecturer: Who is the greatest lecturer

etu, with negative, nothing, etu totsaca, in all the world ? Auditor : I will say,

not knowing what to think. but first tell me your name
;
andaru

etuvanti ? of what sort? andalamu yeccite
,
mosevaru yevaru? if

evad6, some one. yevado accada all get into the palanquin, who is to
curtsunnddu, some one is sitting there, carry it? nivu yevaru? what is your
evadu ? who ? (singular masculine) . caste ? niperevaru ? what is yourname ?

evanidi ? whose ? evate ? who ? (female),

evaraina, any one. yevar'aina badha evattaiua, any woman.
padutunte miru valla cashtam yeppu- evi ? which ? more commonly yevi.

E
-e, emphatic affix. This becomes ne correct. Thus they translate nine
after a vowel: a rozune, on that very chesitini

,
I did it myself, by ‘I only did

day, from rozuna, accusative of rozu, it’, or atade nd y'anna
,
he only is my

and e. At tennis out-d? is it out? brother, instead of simply* 4

that is

out-e, it is indeed out. This emphatic my brother \
-e (Tamil tan) is very common ; clerks d- ? interrogative prefix; almost always
translate it ‘only’ and add ‘only’ ye.

grotesquely to many phrases in their e- followed sometimes by -d, whatever,
drafts where ‘myself’, &c., would be any. yipdtu tappina sa-pdtu tappadu

y

I
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you may miss anything but meals ;
ye

pillanu chesu codanici nenu ishta pada
lediiy I did not care to marry any
girl.

6, followed by -aind, any, whatever.
ye chett aind, any tree whatever.
£badi, 50 ; more commonly yabhai.

£ca-, prefix meaning one. Skt.

ecabhogamu, undivided possession.

Skt., from eca, one, and bhogam , en-
joyment.
Magarbhajanitu<iu, uterine. Skt.,

from eca, one, garbham, womb, and
jan, bom.
Mamai, ecamuga, ecanga, unitedly.

manam naluguramu calisi yecangd bho-
janam cheyya vatstsunu

,
we four may

join and eat together
;
andaru yecamai

cheputu v’unte yenta manchivad aind
vintddu

,
if all say the same thing

any man, however good, will believe

them.
Mamanasculai, with one mind. Skt.,

from eca, one, and manasu y mind.
<£capacshamuga 3 ex parte

,
a legal

term from eca, one, and pacshamy

side.

ecaputrudu, only son. Skt.
Maramu, acre. English.
Marftiga, similarly. Skt., from eca,

one, and riti, way.
Maruvupettuta, to recite; from eca,

one, and ruvvn, lesson, cavaliste

ilagantivi gucca tippacunda lacsha san-

gatulu yecaruvu petta galanu, if neces-
sary I can recite 100,000 things of this

kind at one go.
£casamsaranugd, in a joint-family.
Matalamu, harmony; from eca, one,
and talamu, time in music.
Icatvamu, oneness. Skt.
Mavachanamu, the singular. Skt.,

from eca, one, and vachanam, speech.
yecavachana prayogam is using the
singular instead of the plural in
addressing a person or speaking of
him. guruvula vishayamlo aid yecava-
chana prayogam cheyya vatstsuna? can
you use the singular in speaking of a
spiritual teacher? (French: tutoyer).
^cavficyamuga, ecasvaramutb, with
one voice. Skt., from eca, one, and vac-
yam, voice. Satyavati mogudu yenta
anydnyamgd v'undi prati vishayamlo

yicavacyangd v’ untaro tsiichindrd?

have you noticed how well Satyavati
and her husband get on, and that in
all matters they have only one voice?
sabhavdr andaruyecavdcyanga amodin-

chindrani rizalyushan vrdsindnu

,

I have
written down a resolution that the
meeting has unanimously consented,

dcadasi, eleventh day of the lunar
month or after full moon. Skt. vai-
cuntha yecadasi is the December fast.

Icantamu, aside, solitary, secret. Skt.
ecantamuga is ‘aside’ in plays; ecanta
sthalamu n'andu khaidu is solitary

confinement.
ecintsuta, to make one clean cotton;
causal of ecuta.

ecibhavintsuta, to concur, i vishaya-
muna manam ecibhavimpa tsalamu

,

we cannot agree to this
; ni abhiprdya-

muto nen ecibhavimpa tsalanu
, I cannot

concur in your opinion.
6cu, flock of cotton, tala vanacutsu
v’ unnadi, nettiyecula butta lagu ainadi

,

his head shakes and the top of it has
become like a basket of cotton; dmu-
damlo munchina yecu vale v’unnddu

,

he is like a flock dipped in castor oil

(a bit of chewed string).

£cuta, to pick cotton, and so to pick
to pieces (a character, &c.). vdUacu
ayishtam pudite peparlalo yeci doralacu
mana mida asuyata puttistd.ru

,

if we
offend them they will abuse us in the
papers and get us disliked by Euro-
peans.
Maina, any. ocadu : i dfisu panulacu
badhyata galavdr evaru? gumdstd:
nacu bdgd teliyad andi, yedaina lopam
vaste matram nanne andaru tittutdru

,

who is responsible for the work in
this office ? Clerk : I don’t well know,
only if anything goes wrong they all

blame me.
£dava3 seventh. ®

edadi, year, longer form of edu.
Mi ? where ? railve inspectaru : mi
ticcetu yidandi? jebulo vedaci Lacsh-

mayya : ayyd canupintsa lid* andi .

inspectaru: malU tsudandi canipistundi,
mi vishayamai ndcu bhayam ledu.

Lacshmayya: micu bhayam led’emo
gdni ndcu bhayamgd v’undi, nen e

steshanulo dig’aleno ticcetu tsuste gdni
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teliyadu . Ticket Inspector: Where’s
your ticket ? Lakshmayya (searching
his pocket): Oh dear, I can’t find it.

Inspector: Look again, you will find

it, I am not afraid. Lakshmayya: You
aren’t afraid, but I am; without seeing
the ticket I don’t know at what station

to get out.

£di ? which ?

edicdla, plough-shaft.
£diledu, edinmledu, nothing,
edisindi, edisinattd v’undi, it is

lamentable; from edtsuta, to weep.
The commonest of all swear words.
nicii mdtram mahd ?dstram telisi

y'edisindile, damn your knowledge of
the sastras; y’edisinatte v'unnadi, nicu

pant cheta cddu , yemi cheta cddu, it is

lamentable, you are no good at work
or anything else; mi tirpn yedisinatte

v ’unnadi
,
yourjudgement is lamentably

bad.
6d6, some, nydyddhipati : mivvu itla

cesulalo chiccucovadam mi ammacu
cashtanga v’undadd? Yellamma: nn-
dadandi, ma amma ciidd yido jayalucu
poyi hdyigd batuciitundandi

.

Judge:
Is not your mother in difficulties

when you are involved in criminal
cases like this? Yellamma: No sir,

my mother too will go to some jail

and live happily, sir.

edputa, to cry, to cry for. godduvadu
godduc edisti, tolurddu toluc idpinddu,
the owner cried for the beast, the
cobbler for the hide (it is an ill wind
that blows no one any good)

.

edtsuta, toweep . atta tsaste cddaluyed-
chin ’ attUy like a daughter-in-law
weeping at her mother-in-law’s death
(crocodile tears)

;
talli aina yedavanidi

pal ivvadu, even a mother won’t give
milk unless the child cries,

edu, seven.
edu, year; plural yellu and yendlu.

sarwatsaram is another common word,
dduguru, £dumandi, seven persons.
&dumu, five tooms; from e short for

aiduy and tumu.
ddupandi, porcupine; also mundla-
pandi .

ddupu, crying; from edtsuta, to weep.
ddmc3

44UPU mogamu padi, looking as

if she were going to cry.

eguta, to go, a word used in books for

poruta and relluta
; it is thought distin-

guished to avoid such common words.
etentsuta , egudentsuta , zanuta , arudcn -

tsata , arugudentmta are the other
words commonly used in books for
poruta.
ehyamu, abominable. Skt.
ei, throw, put; also merely auxiliary'.

The imperative of veyufa
,
in books

it will be written riyumii
;
‘pull the

punkah’ in speaking is pancd Idg'ii,
‘ shut the door ’ is faiupu mus’ei. This

|

word, though it is one of the com-
monest in the language, has to wait
for a colloquial dictionary to receive
recognition.
£laculu, cardamoms

;
vulgarly pro-

nounced yalaculu.

t elamu, auction ; vulgarly pronounced
1 ydlam

.

elamuveyuta, to sell by auction,
ela ? how ? why ? A common expres-
sion is viyela ? why a thousand
(words)?, in ending a paragraph in
a book or newspaper, vela yedche-
davu

?

wThy are you crying?
elagaina, in any way.
£lagu ? in what -way ? how ?

elati ? of -what sort ?

elinavaru, the rulers; from eluta, to
rule. A Collector is often addressed
in petitions as yelinavaru; in speaking,
more often as maprobo (mahd prabhu

,

great lord) or devara (lord, god).
yelinavdru is also applied to God as
well as to Collectors; thus in the
proverb, yelina vdrici reyimpagalu
vacate, the darkness and the light are
both alike to Thee.

ellu, years; plural of edu. nicu yenni
yellu untari? which becomes in rapid
speech nicenneUuntai

, is the usual
phrase for asking a person’s age.

ellu, rivers; plural of eru.

eiuconuta, £luta, to govern,
emaind, anything, bharya : magardl-
}aci yimaind chevilo cheppiti, incd

chevild nunchi yHvatalid vastundi.

bharta: ddadanici yimaind cheppiti

\

rendu chevulaldd poyi notld nunchi
baitici vastundi. Wife : If you say any-
thing in a man’s ear it will come out
at the other ear. Husband: If you
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say anything to a woman it will go
in at both ears and come out at the

mouth,
£maindi ? what has happened to it?

what has become of it? with the ‘it’

as subject in the nominative, pusta-

cam yemaindi ? what has happened to

the book?
£manag&, £mant£, if you want to

know, that is to say; from emi, what,
and anuta, to say. Very common ex-

pressions in introducing the prayer
at the end of petitions and in general

in introducing explanations. Lacsk-
mayya : ni bharyacu visrdnti cosam
puttintici pampdva? Vencayya: pam-
pdnu

,
nizam yemante nacu visrdnti ca-

valisi atld chestdnu . Lakshmayya:
Have you sent your wife to herparents’
home for a rest? Venkayya: Yes, but
to tell the truth I do it when I want
a rest myself.
dmani ? what? yemani adigaru? what
did he ask?
£marintsuta, to put a person off his

guard, deceive, rdtrittu yazamanulu
yeragacunda yemarichi yettucu potdru

,

they rob at night deceiving the un-
suspecting owners. In the above
sentence there are three consecutive
words which are supposed to begin
with e, but really begin with eupho-
nic y.
^mariyunduta, to be taken off one’s
guard, to be deceived, yellavdrunu
cheppucoga vini, nammi

,
yemari y

y
un-

nanu
,
when every one said it, I

listened, believed, and was deceived.
£marup&tuga, emarupatuna, off his

guard, yemaripatuna vachchin anducu
cshamintsandz, excuse me for taking
you off your guard.
£mayy& ! what, sir! motdruvddu

:

yemayyd, i roddu anta nide‘ anuconi
nadustdv emayya

?

Motorist: Hullo,
sir, what are you walking along for,

sir, as if the whole road belonged to
you?

here, woman! also 6si.
^mi ? dmiti ? what ? The commonest
of the interrogatives, often shortened
to em. iyyac em? supposing I don’t
give ? aite yem

?

what if it be? yem
cheyyum antaru? what do you want me

to do ? aite mic emi cdvale ? then what
is it youwant? nicuLacshmayyacusam-
bandham emiti ? nac istdn anna pillanu
Lacshmayyac ichchdru. What is your
relationship with Lakshmayya ? They
gave Lakshmayya the girl they had
promised to me; nenu yem talatsu-

cuntunnano cheppu
,
read my thoughts

;

id em goppa cadu, there is nothing
remarkable about this; mi manassuld
yem ’ anucuntunnadi nenu cheppa ga~
lanUy I know what you are thinking,
doctor

;
nic em badha ? what is wrong

with you ? aite nuvvu yem chestavu ?

what will you do next ? yimird ? what
sir? hullo! is a common form of
address to inferiors.

6mitic6s for something or other, for

what.
emito ? what ? why ? abaddhalu ddutun-

ndvu, inducu sicsha yemito telusuna ?

you are telling lies, do you know what
the punishment for that is? natudu:
nenu ndtacamlo tsachchipotu v’unn ’

appudu precshaculu yetld yedtsdro tsu-

chdva? snehitudu : danici cdranam
yemito telesuna ? natudu :yemito nuvvu
cheppu. snehitudu: nuvvu nizamga
tsava led ani. Actor: When I was
dying in the play did you see how
the spectators cried ? Friend : Do you
know why? Actor: Tell me why.
Friend : Because you did not really die.

emo, something or other, I don’t know
what, perhaps, vachchinad emo> per-
haps he has come; adi yemo cani

,

however that may be.

£m6i, the common form of address
among equals (males). In starting a

conversation or on meeting a person
you begin with yemoil among equals;
to inferiors you say on, so spelt, but
commonly pronounced ore or orei.

To superiors you say yimandi.
-6na ? suffix meaning ‘ is it not ? ’, an
interrogative implying an answer in
the affirmative. (Latin nonne.) A very
common suffix. Balldrici idi ddrend

?

is not this the road to Bellary? adi
cherucu pippena ? isn’t this sugar-cane
refuse? nannu anta mdta anadam
micu bhavyam end ? is it proper to say
such a word to me? (i.e., is it not
improper?).
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£nadi, a hill tribe. They are animists, eruta, to glean, pick up, clean out.

not Hindus, and so are not untouch- : tsikhindvu cazd Gdzindardu Pantulucu
able and can be employed as servants badili cdiadamtdne Padmandbh Axya
and sweepers, for instance, on the guru vachehi, dfisuld purugu lecunda
Tirupati hill, without pollution to yela yeri resinddo

Y

Did you not see

temples. When the sweepers of a "how when Padmanabh Ayya took over
municipality in the Ceded Districts i charge from Govindarau Pantulu he
went on strike, the strike was broken cleaned the office right out ? accadd
by importing Enadis. Pronounced accadd tirigi ndlugu dabbula scanmu
Ydnddi.

! yerucu vachchezdru
, he used to wander

&n41u, plural of yedu, year. here and there and pick up small sums

;

-dni, suffix meaning ‘if’, nizu nannu vallacu ndlugu dabbulu yeruebzadamu
nammaveni, if you won’t believe me.

\
cheta eddu , they can’t put two coppers

-dni . . . -£ni, reduplicated -eni means together
;
ideruta, to pick up one’s age,

‘ whether ... or’, putteneni gitteneni, is used of female puberty*.

whether they are born or die. esa, wild; commonly pronounced
enu, 5 ;

in compounds for aidu. y'asa, just as elam becomes ydlam
enuga, enugu, elephant, tindici yenu- and enadi becomes ydnddi.
gu

,
panici pinugu

,
an elephant to eat, -esi, a suffix, meaning at the rate of,

a corpse to work; yenugu ghimearin- so many at a time, so padesi, 10 at

tsuts unnadi
, the elephant screeches; a time, inta-l-esi, so large.

yenugacu vaca sima, gurranici vaca £si, past participle of veyuta
,
the v

v’uru, barrecu vaca bdnise, it takes a being dropped; very common,
barony to keep an elephant, a village £tavalu, slope, especially a slope in a
to keep a horse, only a slave girl to canal bank for the passage of cattle

keep a buffalo
;
mittami v'unna yenuge, and carts, but it is much commoner

palldna v'unna yenuge, an elephant is to call this slopu .

an elephant whether he stands on the eta, yearly; from edit, year,

ridge or in the pit. The castle at chess etamu, picottah. samudranacu yetdmu
is enuga. vesin ’ attu, like fixing a picottah to
^nugacalivadu, a man with elephant’s the sea.

legs, i.e. afflicted with elephantiasis. ^tentsuta, to go. A book word for

emiru, 500. povuta or velluta .

£pdruta, to bloom, flourish. A literary dt£ta, year by year, yeteta voccoccadu
word from epu, increase, and druta, to tsoppuna padimandi pillalu, ten chil-

teem. dren at one a year,

epu, excess, i moccalu maha yepuga dti, inflected form of yeru
, river, yeti

periginavi
,
these weeds have grown voddu chenu

,
field on the river bank,

to excess. a proverbial expression for a danger-
dra ! hullo there! short for emira. ous situation,

eri ? where? vdr’ eri? where is he? £ti, inflected form of yedu, year,

erpaduta, to settle (intr.); the causal 6tici ? why? not so common as yen-

form erpartsuta, to cause to be ducu.

arranged, is commoner. dticiy’edadi, for a whole
_
year, pullalu

£rparatsuta, to see to, arrange. mall i zamabandi vachchina dded yetici

&rpdtu, arrangement, erpatu cheyuta yedadi saripotundi, the fire-wood, &c.
is the common expression for making (supplied in the Jamabandi camp),
arrangements. will last (the hosts of the clerks) for

£ru, river, yeru yenni vancdlu poyind a year till next Jamabandi.
samudramulone pada valenu, even the etu, pride,

weariest river winds safe to sea at last; evagintsuta, to be disgusted.

yeru ddti teppa tagala vesinattu, like 6vi ? which ? out with it ! yevi rupdyalu

burning your ships (cross the river te, out with the rupees; niU evi ?

and bum your raft). where ’s the water ?
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ivo9 whatever (plural), mic em cd Whatever you say, I will produce it

valenu ! yero cheppite tondaraga istanu, quickly.

(shopman) What do you want, sir?

There is no/in Telugu. The following other emperors. Fort St. George
are a few Hindustani or English words was held on a firman of the Empire
in common use. There is also no/ in of Vijayanagar issued at Chandra-
Telugu script. The proper pronun- giri; all the trading companies ob-
ciation of ph is as in ‘uphill*. The tained firmans from the Great Moghul
Telugus find it difficult to pronounce also as well as from inferior rulers.

/ and usually mis-pronounce it p ;
fasal, adjective offasli, the Muhamme-

thus they say ‘pig-fruit* for ‘fig* and dan year. Hindustanifasaljasti, which
‘pish’ for ‘fish*. means excess of the year, is a revenue

faciru, fakir. Hindustani, nadu v’unte term for second-crop charge; tirva-

Navdbu Sayebu, annamu v'unte Amiru jdsti,
which means excess of tax, is

Sayebu
,
bida padite Fadru Sayebu

,
water-rate on dry land. A dufasal

tsaste,
Piru Sayebu, a landed Muham- crop is a crop raised in two faslies.

medan is Mr. Nawab, one who has fasali, Muhammedan year. Hindu-
enough to eat, Mr. Amir, a poor one, stani. It illustrates the conservatism
Mr. Fakir, a dead one, Mr. Holy of the administration that the Mu-
Peer. hammedan year in Madras, ist July

factu, simply, only. Hindustani, ndiu to 30th June, is still used for revenue
pitishanu vaccantici rupdyi,

arthd
,

purposes. It is easy to remember the
pavala tsoppuna putstsucunnd

, factu fasli corresponding to any year. Fasli

pitishanlalo rozucu muppai rupdyalacu 1340 ends in June 1930—deduct 590.
taccuva lecunda calla tsuchevdnni, This is for Madras only, in Bengal the
taking- 1 , i, or 1 rupee on each peti- calculation is different,

tion I used to see the colour of not faramu, form. English,

less than Rs. 30 a day on petitions farjari, forgery. English,
alone. fayidalu, profits. Hindustani,

failauta, to fail in an examination, firangf, European. English, from
English. Frank, feringhu

,
i.e. the French,

fairu, brilliant. English, from fire. firangi, cannon; from firangi,
Frequently used in the compound foreigner, tupdci eadupuna firangi
word aggi-fairu, brilliance; also aggi- puttin attu, like a cannon bom in a

foru. vadu aggi-foru gadani nacu musket’s belly.

telusu
, I know that he is a man of firyadi, complainant, plaintiff. Hindu-

brilliant parts, aggi-foru is also an stani.

interjection of praise; aggi itself is a firyadu, complaint. Hindustani. The
term for fire, cf. getu-gummamu} a ordinary word for a complaint in
gateway, and aggi-nip'pu

f
fire. criminal cases. r

faisala, or faisalu, settled, decided, firyadu cheyuta, to complain, pinal
Hindustani, faisal ainadi

,
‘the Court coddu cdmmentari tsiichi dlfemeshan

has delivered judgement’, is the cinda firyadu tettdmu
,
this sentence is

answer,.to a petitioner who still pro- perfectly good Telugu but it will be
tests after the Collector has rejected noticed that it only contains three
the petition. Telugu words

;
ninu lantsam putstsu-

farmana, firman. Hindustani. A cuntdn ani Hai Corfu jadjilacu telu-

royal decree or order, used especially sunu, sivil jadjici tefusunu, aind nenu
of the decrees of the old Moghul and yeppudu doricevanni cdnu; ndlugu

,
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mudu lantsam yichchevaUu firyadu fituri, raid. Hindustani. It is used
chesucoru, firyadu chesucunnd ruzuvu figuratively of a false complaint, &c.
partsadam mahd cashtam

,
yeduru samayam tmchi doragdrito yedaina

firyadu chesinarddice sicsha autundi, fituri chestdru, they will wait for an
that I take bribes is known to the opportunity’ to make a false charge
judges of the High Court and to the against us to the Collector,
district judge, but I have never been fituri, rebellion. Rampa-fituri, the
caught; people who have paid only

i
Rampa rebellion; disturbances in the

three or four rupees won’t complain;
i
Agency tracts are generally termed

even if they do, proof is very difficult
; fiturilu. fitiiri-ddru , such an insurgent,

a counter complaint will be brought fizu, fees. English, especially of
and it is they who will be punished. : vakil’s fees.

G
-ga, the adverbial suffix, more com-
monly -gd; from root ca

y
become,

gabagaba, hubbub, gabbling; onoma-
topoeic. gahagaba tsadiviy reading
gabble gabble.
gabbilamu, bat. gabbilamu acdsa-
muna padacundd pattu contdn anuconn
attu, like the bat which thought it

was holding the sky up.
gabbu, stink,

gada, club. Skt.
gada, stick. Telugu. cherucugada,
sugar-cane; zonnagada

,
millet-stalk,

gadabida, trouble, row; onomato-
poeic. a rozuna y’intlo yemigadabida l

yemi allari! cecalato y'inti midapenculu
nalugu yegiri poyinavi

,
that day what

a row there was in the house I what
a hubbub 1 with the screeching some
tiles flew off the roof

;
i gadabida antd

yemiti? what’s all this noise about?
mir % madhya bogamvaUa vishayamlo
cadd v'ullo tsala gadabida ckestu vach-
ckinaru

y
you have been making a big

row in the village about the dancing-
girls.

gadagada, quickly, excitedly; onoma-
topoeic. gadagada chepputa

,
to gabble

;

gadagada tinuta
,
to gobble (in English

as in Telugu the letter g denotes
rapidity and excitement); gadagada
vadacuta orgadagada aduta, to quiver

;

venuca Condatrau Pantulugaru sirash-

tdddri chesin appudu garbhalo pindalu
adiri poyevi, vacca ceca veste v'ullo-

vdll antd gadagada vadaci battalalo

alpdchamdnamu chesucunevdru
y
when

Kondatrao Pantulu held the sheris-

tadar’s office the foetuses quivered in
the womb; if he gave a shout the
whole village fell a-trembling and
there would not be a dry’ dhoty
between them.
gadapa, gateway, gummam date-t-ap-
pudu jagratd

y
cdlici dehba tagulutundi

,

gadapa meliiga datandi
y
careful over

the threshold not to knock your feet,

gently through the gate. Also cadapa,
whence Cuddapah town and district;

it was the gate into the Nizam’s
territories.

gadaputa, to pass, get on; also gada-
tsuta, gaduputa, gadutsuta. nimisham
oca calpamuga gadaputs undiri

y
they

passed through an age in a minute;
idi lecunda nacu gadavadu

, I can’t get

on without it; gadichi braticinavdru
,

the survivors ; iccada gadavan anduna
desantaramunaeu vellinaru y they emi-
grated because they could not get on
here; vadu tana appulavdUanu y'iv-

valla (2 vela) cdduy repu, repu cad ellun-

di y'ani cdlamu gadipinddu
,
he tem-

porized with his creditors. Note the
Telugu preference for the concrete.

gadavu, term, the time fixed for a

payment or expiry of a bill or an
adjustment; also gaduvu, gaduvu-
nadu.
gada! indeed! This, one of the com-
monest words in the language, will

not be found in any dictionary but
this. It stands for cddd

?

is it not?
which is also used for ‘indeed’; but
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gadd is far commoner, and the Telu-
gus, being fond of emphasis, say gadd
much oftener than we say * indeed
‘really’, ‘you don’t say so’, &c.,

though not perhaps oftener than the
Germans say their equivalents spJ
dock J &c. Also shortened to ga,
gadda, kite; also gedda. cdculanu cotti

gaddalacu vesin attu, driving away the
crows to feed the kites (robbing Peter
to pay Paul).
gadda, clod, especially a hard one;
tumour. It takes a gaddapara or pick-
axe to break a gadda

,

and gaddadattina
is used metaphorically of hardness of
heart, i Prabhuvugdru gaddacattina
consarvativulu

,
this peer is a hide-

bound conservative; gaddapoyyi is

a fire-place made of three clods fitted

together.
gaddamu, beard, chin; usually pro-
nounced geddam . ocadu : conni sanva-

tsardla cindata ni vale nacu gaddam
v’undedi, adi baga v'unda led ani
canuconni ddnni tisi veshdnu. incodu

:

conni sanvatsarala cindata ni vale nacu
mukham undedi, adi bag nnda led ani
canuconni ddnni tisi vestdn ante vilu

leca pdyinadi
,

andu cheta gaddam
penchdnu. Smith: A few years ago I

had a beard like yours
;
not thinking it

nice I took it off. Jones : A few years
ago I had a face like yours

; not think-
ing it nice, I wanted to take it off,

but not being able to I grew a beard,
gacld&la, bearded, d tarvata vachchina
Khddar Sahibu Niyyogul andarini mel-

ligd sdgan ampi
,
gaddala Sahebulanu

andarini dfisuld durchinddu

,

Khadar
Sahib, who came after him, gradually
got rid of all the Niyogis and intro-
duced nothing but bearded Muhara-
medans into the office,

gaddapara, crowbar, gaddapdralu
mingi sonthi cashayalu tagin attu

,
like

the man who took ginger potions
after swallowing the crowbar,

gadde, throne.
gaddi, grass.

_

varigaddi is rice straw;
patstsa gaddi

,

green grass, is used to
distinguish the grass your horse eats
from the varigaddi or yendu gaddi or
yendu casavu he lies on. The word
4 straw’ is not known to Indians who

speak English ;
they always call it hay.

Hay does not exist. The Indian feeds
his cattle on straw, not hay, and keeps
only straw-stacks, not hay-stacks,
gaddinesina, thatched; from gaddi
and neyuta, to weave,

gaddintsuta, to chide,
gaddiparaca, blade of grass or straw.
danici para purushud ante gaddi para-

cato samanam
,
she does not care a fig

for any other man.
gaddi tinuta, to be an ass or to be
made an ass of ;

from gaddi and tinuta
,

to eat. i Idguna gaddi tinddu , so was
he made a fool of.

gadgada svaramu, broken voice,

fluttering accents. Skt. murchillutsu
gadgada svaramuto: ayyoJ vegiram
vaidyunni pilipintsandi

,
fainting, with

a tremulous voice: ‘O dearl Call the
doctor quickly.’

gadi, room, vantagadi, the cook-room,
kitchen

;
padacagadi

,
bedroom ; afisu-

gadi
,
office room

;
i gadi nddi-royi

y
nd

gadilo nunchi y’ivatalici rd
,
this is my

room, get out ! nd gadi ndcu vidichi

petti vesi nivu marivaca tsota tsdvu
,

get out of my room, damn you 1

gadintsuta, to earn, amass, acquire,
gadiya, the Telugu hour of 24 minutes.
gadiyacu oca mata cheppenu

, he
changed his mind every 20 minutes,

gadiya, bolt, nannu velupala petti,

lopala talupu gadiya pettucunnadu, he
turned me out and boited the door
inside.

gadiyaramu, watch, clock, hour-
glass

;
from gadiya, hour. Ramayya :

ni cotta naucaru yetla pani chest

unnadu? Somayya: ippatici nalugu
chimni gldsulu baddalu cottadu, oca
gadiyaram akhar aindi, tsdla cashta
padi pani chestaclu. Ramayya : How is

yournew servant doing ? Somayya : So
far he has broken four lamp chimneys
and done for one clock; he is a very
hard-working man; peddamanishi

:

nannu cshamintsandi, nd gadiydram
yevaro yettuconi poyinar ani micu
ninna riportu cheshanu, intici velle-t-

appatici pettelone canipinchindi. polisu
inspectaru : yem Idbham ? memu dong-
anu pattuconi cotld pettame. Gentle-
man : You must excuse me, I reported
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to you yesterday that some one had
stolen my watch, but when I got home
I found it in a box. Inspector : What’s
the good of that? We have arrested
the thief and put him in the lock-up.
gadumuta, to rebuke,
gaduputa, to pass

; also gadatsuta,
gadutsuta. d maha bhagyam antayu
nen eppudu bavuconduna ani dinam
oca calpamuga gaduputsu

,
a day pass-

ing like an age while I -was looking
forward to that great happiness,
gadusu, hard.
gaduvu, term; olso gadapu. President

u

Huvaru Gdru Jarmanic oca sanvatSa-
ramu gadapun osaga valayun ani
nischayinchiri

,
President Hoover has

resolved to give Germany a year’s
moratorium; dlochintsu conutacu nic

aru gantala cdlamu gaduv ichchinanu,
I give you six hours to think it over,

gadya, prose. Skt. vachanamu is

commoner. -
,

gai~, gairu-, negative prefix. Hindu-
stani. gaihazaru

,
not present,

gairumanjuru, not approved, re-
jected (of petitions, &c.).

gajadonga, great rogue; from gajam
,

elephant.
gajamu, elephant. Skt. gajam is used
in books and compounds

;
the common

word is enugu. In compounds it often
means great or long, as gajapippali,

long pepper; gaj itagadu
, a great

swimmer, gaja cachchapu pom tsan-

damu, like a fight between an elephant
and a tortoise.

gajamu, yard, gajamu vadda mudu
adugulu, there are three feet to the
yard, gajamu or dattinche gajamu is

also a ramrod.
gajje, small bell, gajjegolusu is a neck-
lace made of little tinkling bells,

gajjecatte, dancing-girl,

gajji, iteh, mange, scab, vddici vail

antd gajji chidumu pattuconi vach

-

chindi
,
itching and smarting all over

the body.
-gala, suffix meaning ‘having’; for

cala
,
participle of caluguta. This is

one of the commonest words in the
language, but is not given in the
ordinary dictionaries; it is used to

form adjectives, dabbugala is having

” money, rich ; dabbngalavddu is a man
of means.

galabili, confusion, noise; onomato-
poeic.
galagala, twittering, tinkling, jingling,

rattling; onomatopoeic, galagalaman-
uta is used of the sounds of birds,

bells, rattles, &c.
galamu, throat. Skt. The ordinary
word is gontu.
galamu, we can. galanu is ‘I can’,
galadu

, ‘he can’, galavu
,
‘you can’,

galaru
,
‘they can’. These words for

‘can* are not to be found in the
ordinary dictionaries in their alpha-
betical place

;
they would have to be

looked for under caluguta
, to have.

‘I can say’ is nenu cheppa galanu.
‘Can you tell me?’ is cheppa galava ?

Lacshmayya : ndcu ninnati nunchi zab-
buga undi. Vencayya : vaidyudini pili-

cheda ? Lacshmayya
:
jantu vaidyudini

pilipintsu. Vencayya : yenducu ? jantu-
vaidyudu yem canned galadu? ddetaru
prasna veste jantuvulu zavabu chep-

pavu edda? Lacshmayya: zavabu
cheppavu ca batte jantuvaidyulu pras-
nal adagacunda rogam canipetta ga-
laru. Smith: I have been ill since
yesterday. Jones: Shall I call the
doctor? Smith: Call the vet. Jones:
Why? What can the vet find out?
If a doctor asks a question the animals
can’t answer, can they? Smith: Just
so, they don’t answer, and the vet can
diagnose the disease without asking
questions.

galasu, glass. English.
galigina, having; for caligina. But
this is the more usual form; so also

galuga for caluga in the infinitive.

nac emi ibbandi galuga ledu
t I suffered

no inconvenience.
gamallavadu, toddy-drawer (caste

name); also idiga. The feminine is

gamalladi. gamalla mundd coducu
manyam leca pdte callu gitsuconi bratu-

cutdduy (unlike us brahmins) a whore-
son gamalla can live by ^drawing
toddy if he has no inam land.

gamanamu, going. Skt. sahagana-
manamu, going together (with a dead
husband), means suttee, mahdtmul
dcasa gamanamu

,
mahatmas visiting
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heaven (those of the theosophists)

;

dhydnasacti cheta yH dehamuto lechi

vayuvulo teli dcdsa gamanam cheyya
galugudunu, by force of meditation

I can rise with this body and float to

heaven on the wings of the wind,
gamanintsuta, to think. Skt. Used
in books for the common words
anuconuta

,
tdtsuta, dlochintsuta ,

entsuta.

gambhiramu, solemn. Skt. pariha-

sam mdni vesi gambhiramuga matlada
valenu

,
stop joking and talk seriously;

gambhiramuga alochints itnnav emi

?

are you thinking profoundly ?
c

gampa, basket. The most ordinary
word for basket, butta is also common,
gamyamu, attainable. Skt. gamya-
pradesamu and gamyasthdnamu are

words for destination,

ganagana, fierce, glowing; onomato-
poeic, ganaganamanuta is used of

sparks, &c.

;

ganagana nippulu, glowing
fires.

ganana, calculation. Skt.

Ganapati, the elephant god, Ganesa.
Skt.

gandamu, danger. Skt. dinagandamu
veyy e'ndlu ayussu, threatened men live

long; pilla gandamu
,

talli gandamu
v'untundi gani, mantrasani gandam
yeccadd v’ undadu, the child may be
in danger, the mother may be in

danger, the midwife never is
;
manam

goppa gandam tappintsu cunndmu

,

we
have escaped a great danger,
gandaragolam, disorder, hubbub.
pillalu na pustacamulu gandragolam
chesinaru, the children have mixed up
all my books; commulu v’udi, dappidu
vdyinchi, bhurrn acasamu coldhala
dhuani y’ichcke-t-attu gandaragolam

\

chesi, blowing horns, beating drums,
and making hubbub enough to cause
earth and sky to roar in unison;
d gandragdlam yemiti? what is all that
noise about?
gandhacamu, sulphur. Skt.

gandhamu, sandal, scent, fragrance.
Skt. wanchi gandhamu malle puvvulu.
teppintsu, get sandal paste and jasmine
flowers; vidya gandhamu, fragrance
of learning

;
yedd emi yeruguna atucida

tsavz, gdglid dim yeruguna gandhi podi
vdsana

?

throwing parched rice before

bullocks or sandal paste before asses

(pearls before swine),

gandhapu chettu, sandal-tree,

gandharvudu, cherub. Skt, gan-
dharva vivdham is a marriage without
ceremonies.

gandi, chink, pass, breach,
gandu, manliness, male of an animal.
curia ai penchite

,
gandu ai carava

vachchindi, he brought up a kitten and
it tried to bite him when it was a tom

;

ganduchepa is the carp
; gandupilli

,

tom-cat; ganduchima, the big black
ant; ganducoti, the baboon.
Ganesa, the elephant god. Skt.
Ganga, the Ganges, also water in
general. Skt., from root -ga

,

go.

Pancha Gangulu are the five sacred
rivers, Ganges, Godavari, Kistna,
Cauvery, and Tungabhadra. Gangald
munigina cdci hamsa autunda ? will a

crow become a swan by dipping in

the Ganges? td valasinadi Rambha,
ta muniginadi Ganga

,
all his geese are

swans (the girl he loves is a Rambha,
the river he bathes in the Ganges),
gangadolu, dewlap,
gangi, sacred, in the expressions gan-
geddu

,
the decorated bullock that

beggars take about, and gangi govu
,

sacred ox. Casici pogdne carri cucca

gangi govu auna? will a black dog
become a holy ox by going to Benares ?

gangodacamu, Ganges water. Skt.,

from Ganga and udacam

,

water,
gani, having borne; for cani. yevvaro
pillanu gani, tsampi vesi, ratri vela
mana gummamunacu eduruga vidhilo

pdravdsinaru
,
some one gave birth to

a child, killed it, and exposed it at

night in the street opposite our gate,

gani, mine. Skt. Navvulagani is the
title of a humorous work, ganiboggu

,

coal.

gamma, ridge.

ganintsuta, to compute. Skt. prdnam
bag untd

,
sommu marivaca ndticiganin-

tsuco vatstsunu, ifyou escape with your
life, you may leave the computation of
the pecuniary loss to another day.

ganipani, mining,
ganitamu, computed,
ganivddu, miner.
ganji, rice-water. This is regarded as
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the simplest of food, just as we regard
bread. Bread and water are for us the
essentials, for the Telugus ganji and
salt, appu lecapote, v’uppuganje melu, i

it is better to live on bread and water ;

than to get into debt
;
ganji vdrtsuta \

is to drain the ganji from the rice,

ganneru, oleander, vdsana leni cherucu
puvvul ocaricini ydgyamulu cdvu, vd-
sana gala ganneru puvvul andaricini

yogyumul aunu gada
,
no one has any

use for the scentless cane-flower, all

are for the scented oleander.
gan%a, gong, and so hour, the hour
being beaten on a gong at taluk

offices and such places. So ganta
cottuta is to beat the hour on the gong.
ippudu cottinavi ndlugu gantal end?
wasn’t it four that struck just now?
tdginavddu : ippudu onti ganta ani nacu
telusunu

,
gadiydram varasaga dru sdrlu

occa ganta cottindi
,
nacu teliyadana?

Drunkard: I know it is one o’clock;

didn’t I notice that the clock struck
one six times running? mejistretu:

nuvvu vantena mida aii tondaraga
motdru pon istunndv ani chhdrji vach-
chindi, accada gantacu padi mailla
canna yeccuvagd po cudad ani notisu

cattd.ru, tsadava leda? draivaru : ayyo,
ninu muppadi mailla tsoppuna bandi
naduputu v’unte notisu yetId tsadava
galan andi? Magistrate: You are

charged with driving a car at exces-
sive speed over the bridge

;
there is a

notice there that you are not to drive

more than 10 miles an hour; didn’t

you read it? Driver: Oh dearl when
I was driving 30 miles an hour how
could I read the notice ? dactaru vind
ichchenu, vindu samayamlo tana ra-

mackilaca canabadacundd tera addamu
petpenu, vachchina athidkidalo ocaru
gantala coddi mdtlddut undiri. ayana
muginahina pimmata chilaca teralo

nunchi itld anenu

:

‘ mi naluca tsupin-

tsandi \ a doctor was giving a dinner-

party; he hid his parrot behind a

curtain during the meal; one of the

guests talked for hours on end. When
he finished the parrot said: * Please
put your tongue out’,

ganta, pack-saddle, gantacu tagina

bonta, like saddle, like quilt

gantu, jump, step in dancing, gantul
iduta and gantulu viyuta are expres-
sions for ‘ to jump ’

; another word for

‘to jump’ is dumucuta. bahu santo-
shanga v'unnadi ani gantalu vtsi dduts
unnddit

, how delightful, said he,

dancing up and down ;
gadichi bratici-

ndm ani gantulu reyya radii, don’t
hulloo till you are out of the wood,
ganuca, therefore. It goes at the end,
not as with us, at the beginning, as a
rule. The derivation is from root
can-, to see. adi ganuca is ‘seeing
that’? i.e. for that reason. It means
seeingall that comes before (therefore).
ninnu pad endla batti yerugudunu
ganuca, seeing that I have known you
for ten years

;
ocadu : nannu pad endla

batti yeruguduvu gada, padi rupdyalu
avasaram ainadi, badul htavd ? incodu

;

ivvanu. ocadu: yendu cheta? incodu:
ninnu pad endla batti yerugudunu
ganuca. Smith : You have known me
for ten years; I am in want of ten
rupees, will you lend them me?
Jones : No, I won’t. Smith : Why not?
Jones : Because I have known you for

ten years. The prayer at the end of
petitions always begins with ganuca
and experienced collectors who only
want to know what the request is,

leave out the exordium about their

own greatness and the misery of the
petitioner, and start reading from
ganuca.
ganzai, ganja. Drug made from the
hemp plant ; monopolized by Govern-
ment.
ganzaichettu, hemp plant (cannabis

saliva) . tulasi vanamulo ganzai mocca

,

a ganja sprout in a basil plot (a black
sheep in the flock),

garalsusciilu, girls’ school. English,
garbhadaridramu, great poverty.
Skt., from garbhamu, womb, and
daridram

,
poverty, atanici putacutid

ticdna led ata
,
garbhadaridram ata,

they say he is stony broke,
garbhadhanamu, nuptials (consum-
mation ceremony). Skt., from gar-
bham

,
womb, and adhanam, keeping.

i munda nannu garbhddhanam ndd
aind point cheyyi veyyan ichchmadi
cddu

,
this whore did not allow me to
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lay hands on her even on the marriage
day.
garbhagriihamu, the inside shrine,

holy of holies. Skt.

garbham carigipovuta, to miscarry.

dmecugarbhamcarigipdyindi, herwomb
has melted, i.e. she has miscarried,

garbhamu, womb. Skt. Used meta-
phorically for the inside of anything,

garbhamu dharintsuta, to conceive,

garbhamu niltsuta, not to miscarry.
dmecu garbham nilchindi

,
her womb

has stood, i.e. she has not miscarried,

garbhamuto n’unduta, to be* preg-

nant
;
more commonly caduputo n’un-

duta.

garbham, a pregnant woman,
garbhasatruvu, a secret foe.

garbhasravamu, abortion ;
from srd-

vamu, oozing.
garbhavati, a pregnant woman, bala-

vantamuga mlechchula cheta tisuconi

po badi stn garbhavati aina pacsha-
muna

,
atuvanti strilu suddhini cdraru,

a stri mudu rdtrulald suddhural aguts
unnadi

, if a woman is carried off

forcibly by barbarians and becomes
pregnant, such women do not require
purification and that woman becomes
a pure woman in three nights (Hindu
ceremonial law).

garbhavichchitti, miscarriage, vich-

chitti is a Sanskrit word meaning
separation.

garbhotpati, conception. Skt., from
utpati

,
arising.

garise, garce. Originally the small
round building used for storing grain

;

the grain measure of the old settle-

ments. As a salt measure it was 424
mercals, as a grain measure 400 or

185 cu. ft., about 52 hecto-litres.

A garce of land was land calculated
to yield a garce of grain,

garishthamu, venerable. Skt.
garite, ladle, spoon, intici vachchina
tarvdta poyyi mida yesaru petti

,
dasidi

tomi techchina garite tolutsu co poyi,
ddnini *man vadalan anduna nuti

daggira malli snanam chesindnu
, when

I got home I put the water to boil,

rinsed the ladle the maid had scraped,
and to remove the pollution went to
the well and again bathed.

garja, garjanamu, a roar,

garjintsuta, to roar, simhamu garjints

unnadi is ‘the lion roars’, but the ele-

phant ghimcarints unnadi.

garu, bristling.

Garudadhvajudu, he of the eagle
emblem, i.e. Vishnu,
garuda muccu, the eagle’s beak; a
Roman nose.

garuda pacshi, the eagle. Skt.
garudaparva, eagle glance,

garupodutsuta, to bristle, ndcu vollu

garupodust unnadi, I bristle all over
(in fear)

;
viri vishapu navvu tsudadam-

tote nd vollu garupodichi
, manassu

nzr autundi
,
when I hear his poisonous

laugh I bristle all over and my mind
goes to water.

garutmantudu, eagle. Skt.

garvamu, pride. Skt. vanici garvam
eccinadi, he has got above himself;
his head is turned.
garvapotu, a proud man. vddu vatti

garvapotu
,
he puts on any amount of

side.

garvi, garvishtudu, a proud, con-
ceited man. nwu yeppudu ni goppa-
taname tsutsucuntdvu

,
nivu garvishtivi

,

you are always thinking what a great
man you are, you are full of conceit,

garvintsuta, to be proud. The Telu-
gus translate these words not by
‘ proud * but by * haughty ’, which they
pronounce ‘hearty’; so if you hear
a man described as ‘very hearty’
there is no reference to the effusive-

ness of his manner ; what is meant is

that he is, in the opinion of the
speaker, a conceited ass.

gasagasalu, poppy seeds; from the
Arabic khash khash . gasagasdla chettu is

the poppy plant ; khaskasis the spelling

in the old records. To be distin-

guished from the khaskhas
,
a Persian

word for grass used in the ^familiar
cuscus tatties or screens which are
put over doors and windows in the
hot weather and watered so that the
wind coming through cools the room,

gasica, wedge,
gasti, patrol. Hindustani,
gastu, nasty smell; also gabbu, gappu.
gata, past, over. Skt. gata cdlam

,
the

past
;
gata culam

, extinct family
;
gata-
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jala, seta bandhanamu

,

flood banks
when the flood has gone past (shutting
the stable door after the horse has
been stolen)

;
setuvu (Skt.) is especially

the Ramesvaram causeway, hence the
Raja of Ramnad’s hereditary title of
Setupati, Lord of the causeway,
gatamu, the past. Skt., from root ga-,

to go. gatamu gurinchi vicharintsadam
praydjanam ledu

,

no use grieving over
spilt milk.

gati, way, fate. Skt., from root ga-, to

go. daivagati, Divine Providence;
putrudu lenivdnici gati ledn, the child-

less have no hope of heaven
;
nd gati

yemi ? what is to become of me ?

gatileni, forlorn (having no way to

escape one’s fate), gatilen ammacu
matileni magadu

,
to the forlorn woman

the foolish husband,
gatstsu, lime, plaster, i gatsts arugula
y’ill evaridi oi ? whose is that house
with the plaster pials ?

gatteccintsuta, to muddle through,
overcome trouble; from gatpu , bank,
and eccintsuta , to climb,

gatti, hard, clever, strong, potti-gatti

,

short and strong; gatti pattu, a firm
resolution; indido manchi y’illalu ta-

hassiluddrigdri bhdrya varini racshin-

chinadi. pedda manushyula vishayamlo
mariyoca vidhamuga zariginchina pac-
shamuna nutilo paded ani, dme gatti

pattu patta batti gani, leni yedala, that

worthy matron, the tahsildar’s wife,

has saved her ; by threatening to throw
herself into the nearest well if he acted

otherwise than she wished towards a

respectable family, she got a hefty hold
on him; Lacshmayya: tallidandrula

gundlu coduculacu sancramistav ani

vamsa pdraparyapu siddhantmalo micu
nammacam unnada ? Vencayya : gatti-

ga v’unnadi ; nd dabbu anta adage vach-
chindtZ Smith : Do you believe in the

heredity principle ? Jones: Firmly, all

my money came that way.
gattiga, harshly,
gatti lohamu, hard metal, steel,

gattivadu, a clever man.
gattu, bank, du chenild meste duda
gattuna mestunda? ifthe cow grazes in

the field, will the calf graze on the

bank? (evil communications corrupt

good manners; like father, like

son).

gattuta, for cattufa, to tie, build, &c.
gatucuta, to lap up.
gauravamu, respectability, honour.
Skt. nd gauraram nenu cdpddu cd
ralenu

, 1 must preserve my honour.
Gauri, Parvati. Skt., from gauri

,

maiden.
gavacshamu, window. Skt.
Gavernarug&ru, His Excellency the
Governor, mana sangham Gazernaru-
gdri daggirici rayahdram pampints die

,

our association has to send a deputa-
tion to the Governor,
gavernmentuvaru, the Government.
idi Rdnigaru vinte

,
ni caUacu gatti

lohamto andelu golusulu vest, Gavern-

mentuvaru cattinchina dizya bhavand-
lalo capuram unchi

,
sarcdru jitala

mida v'unde bkatulanu caz'ali y'ichchi
,

yella calamu anna vastralu doratanam-
vdri khartsu midane y'istu, z'liru dad
veUan accara lecunda

,
ninnu bahu

adarana chestaru, if Queen Victoria
comes to hear of this, the Govern-
ment will fit you up with nice steel

fetters and chains, assign you one of
their lovely palaces for a residence,

give you a guard paid by themselves,
be at the charge of your board and
clothing for ever, and treat you with
all hospitality without giving you the
trouble of ever leaving the town,
gawa, cowry shell; formerly used as

small change, acdsamu nundi gavvala
nacshatramul anniyu nela mida rdli

undunu
, all the stars fell to the earth

from the sky like a shower of cowries

;

purvam sampddinchinadi vacca guddi-

gawa ledu
,

I haven’t a farthing left

of what I earned before; mirugavvacu
panici rdru

, you will be no use for

anything.
gayalubhiimi, fallow, waste land.

gayyaU, shrew, nivu panici mdlina
gayydlivi

, you are a worthless shrew,
gazza, groin , noppigazzalociyeccinadi>

the pain has mounted to then groin,
gaca, without, except, besides; for

caca, negative of auta, to become.
idi gaca, besides this,

gaca, may it become (Latin utinam);
for caca, imperative of auta, to become.
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It comes at the end of a sentence.

ntvu sukhamugdn unduvu gacal may
you be happy!
gdde, large basket for storing grain.

caliginayya gdde tiset appatici, peda-
vanici prdna?n poyindi, by the time
Dives had opened his bin, Lazarus
was dead.
gadhamu, deep, intense. Skt. gadha
nidra, deep sleep; gadhdndhacdramu ,

pitch darkness
;
gadhalinganamu, close

embrace; mimmalini y'iddaru pattu-
coni cadipind cdni melacuva rdn anta
gadha nidra po valenu, you must get

to sleep so soundly that you won’t
wake unless two persons catch hold
of you and shake you.
gadi, trough, trench.

gadidacoducu, son of an ass, a term
of abuse.
gddide, ass

;
also gddida, gddede. Also

called tsacali gurramu
,
the dhoby’s

horse, because asses are chiefly used
in India to carry washing. In the
sense of fool as common as in English.
gddide punducu budide mandu

,

mud is

the medicine for a donkey’s ulcer (not

worth a more expensive medicine);
iddaru pillalu potladut undiri. pedda-
manishi: urucondi, yenducu potlddu-

tdru ? modatipilla: ni cosame, pedda-
manishi: nd cosarn potldta yenducu?
modati pilla : nicu gadidi unna telivi

aina led am vdd ante, nenu v’und
annanu, andu cheia potldta vachchindi,

two boys were fighting and a gentle-

man said : Stop, what are you fighting

about? First boy: About you.
Gentleman: What about me? First

boy: He said you hadn’t even the
brains of an ass, and I said you had.
ocadu: i conda mida yeccaddnici dag-

gira ddri yedaina v
3unda? grdmasthu-

du : accada canipinche donca ddri
v'undi; gddidelu d ddrine conda yec-
cutai. Tourist : Is there any short way
up this hill? Native: See that way
there? That is the one the donkeys
go up ; edsici velligddideguddu techchin
attu

,

like going to Benares and bring-
ing back an ass’s egg (travellers’ tales)

.

gadikhana, coach-house, Hindustani

;

from gadi, carriage.

gadpu, breeze.

g£ni

gadu, not; for cddu.

-gddu, suffix of contempt. Just as
-gdru is added to the names of respect-
able people, so -gadu is added to the
names, caste-names, &c., of pariahs
and other despised people,
galamu, hook, especially a fishing hook,
gdli, wind, climate. There is no word
for ‘climate’ in Telugu; they say the
water of a place or the wind of a place
is good or bad. gali vachchin appudu
turpara pattu co valenu, winnow when
the wind comes (make hay while the
sun shines); ye galici a tsapa yettin

attu
,
setting your sail to the wind;

galici putti, dhuUci perigin attu
, bom

of the wind, reared of the dust (in-

gratitude). gdlintsuta is to sift,

galigopuram, the tower over a temple
gate. Hinduvulu visala gdligopura

-

mulu avisvaniya y'itihasa, padyacdvya
pustacamul adhdra pai nirmistdru

,

the
Hindus raise a vast superstructure on
unbelievable books of stories and
poetry.
galipatamu, a paper kite,

galivana, tempest (wind and rain),

gambbiryamu, solemnity. Skt., from
gambhiram, solemn,
gana, therefore. Used in books for

ganuca.
ganarnu, music; one of the eight
bhogamulu or pleasures,

gandharva vivahamu, one of the
forms of marriage in which all cere-

monies are dispensed with. Used
commonly of elopements and seduc-
tions

;
from gandharvudu, heavenly

musician.
g&ndlavadu, turner of oil-mills (gd~
nuga), a caste. The feminine is

gandladi.
gani, but, unless

;
from root -cd,

become, negative form. It is attached,
like ganuca, to the end of the^preced-
ing clause. One of the commonest of
all words, but not to be found in the
ordinary dictionaries in its alpha-
betical place. They show it under
cdni, though it is usually both spelt

and pronounced gani. archevdre gani,
tirchivdru lent, consolers there are
but not helpers (Job’s comforters);
divdld tzste gani, unless I go bankrupt

;
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idi atani cheta gani, mariyocani eheta
cddu

, he alone can do it
;
atada vastme

gdni, y'i pani cd neradu
,
nothing will

be done unless he comes,
gani, singer, musician (female)

;
from

gdnamu
, music.

gantsuta, to see, bring forth ; for

cantsuta. i

-ganu, for the purpose of. vamanamu
cacunddn undutacu ganu tambulamu
vesucunndnu, I took betel to stay my

j

stomach.
-ganu, -ga, adverbial suffix, with ~nu
for repetition, ippudu bogamdanni
v’untsucovadame pratishthaganu , v’un~
tsucoca povadam apratishthagdnu yen-

tsa badutu v'unnadi, nowadays it is

thought respectable to keep a dancing-
girl, not respectable not to keep one.
g&nudu, singer, musician (male) ; from
gdnamu

,
music. More commonly

gdyacudu

.

ganuga, oil-mill, any press, cherucu
ganuga

,

sugar-cane press
;
purvapu

vale rati gdnngalalo petti, adinche
razul unte

,
villu itla antdr andi?

would they talk like this if we had
the old kings who used to press the
seditious in stone oil-mills?

garabamu, affection,

garadi, garidi, conjuring, adi cevala
mdya, vatti garadi

,
suddha indraja-

lamu, that is pure deception, simple
conjuring, just legerdemain; ocadu:
nenu garadi chest unte tsiichevdllu

navvdru. incodu: yenducu? ocadu:
nenu cheppe matalu aravamloci tar-

zumd cheyyadanici ocadini cudurtsu-

cunte, vadu a matalu tinnaga cheppaca

,

garadi yetla chestano cuda cheppadam
modalu pettadu; a sangati ndcu chiva-

racu gdni teliya ledu
,
Conjurer: Once

when I was conjuring, the spectators

laughed. Friend: Why did they
laugh? Conjurer: I engaged a man
to translate into Tamil; instead of
translating properly he began to ex-
plain how I did the tricks. I did not
find out till it was all over,
gdradivadu, juggler,

gardu, guard. English, upadhyayudu .*

nd salahd avalimbintsandi, miru anni
vishaydUo mundugd v’unte bdgu padu-

tdru, vidydrthi: nd nanna venuca

v'unnd pedda jitam tetsu cunt unndd
andi . upadhyayudu : mi ndnnac em
pani? vidydrthi: railve gdrdu pani

,

Teacher: Take my advice and always
be forward in everything and you will

prosper. Pupil: My father is always,
behind and draws good pay. Teacher

:

What is your father’s job ? Pupil : Pie
is a railway guard.

gare, round cake made of black gram
flour, cadupu nindinavdrici gdrelu
chedity the full stomach scorns cake;
vanta brahmanudu vandina garelanu
munclugd tint undenu , intala yazamdni
vachchenu . yazamdni: ninnu tsiiste

ascharyamugd v'undi. vanta brahma-

nndu : minimunu tsustenu ascharya-
muga v'undandi, miru iccadici vastdr
ani nenu anuco ledu , the brahmin cook
was sampling the cakes he had cooked
when his mistress came along. Mis-
tress: I am surprised at you. Cook:
I am surprised, too; I never thought
you would be coming into the kitchen.
-gdru, honorific affix added to names,
designations, &c., Mr., Esq. The
corresponding scomative is -gadu. In
addressing a letter put M.R.Ry.
(Maharaja Raja Shrf) before the name,
and gdru after it. This is equivalent to
Esquire. The Tamil corresponding
affix is avargaL President Hoover
will be Presidentu Huvaru gdru . vdru
is also used after designations and
signifies even greater respect. Thus,
a tahsildar being a high official, many
people will say fahassiluddruvd.ru
rather than tahassiludarugdru. The
plural vdrulu will be used of exalted
personages like svamis and maha-
rajas. gdru means very little. Even
your pariah boy will be botleru (butler)

gdru to common people, though the
brahmin kamam will allude to him
as botlirugddu.
ga valenu, must ; for the more com-
mon cd valenu.
ga vatstsunu, may ; for the more
common cd vatstsunu.

gavintsuta, to cause to become ; for
cdvintsuta. A book and newspaper
word for ‘to do 5

; authors scorn
cheyyuta as being too common. Simi-
larly your camp clerk will announce
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that the Collector is proceeding to

camp, not merely going, or will in-

form (not merely tell) the Collector

that when he met a wild elephant on
the path he receded (not merely went
back).
gayacudu, singer, musician; from
gdnamu

,
music.

gayamu, wound, gdyamu tagaluta is

to be wounded, with the dative;

ishnappucu gdyam tagilindi
,
or simply

tagilindi
,
you hit that snipe,

gayatri, brahmin prayer to the sun.

It is a Sanskrit prayer, which being
interpreted, runs: Oh Earth! Heaven!
Let us meditate on the supreme
splendour of the divine sun, may he
illuminate our minds,
gazu, glass bangle, gdzula beram bho-
jananacu sare, the glass bangle trade
just gives you your food (because so

many break
;
used of any risky trade)

;

nenu gdzulu todigintsu cunte adi gdzulu
todigintsu cuntundi

,
if I wear glass

bangles, so does she.

gazixlavddu, bangle-seller,

gedda, kite (the bird); usually spelt

gadda.
gela, bunch (of plantains, &c.).

gelpintsuta, to cause to win.
gelpu, victory.

geltsuta, to win. yevaru gelchedi micu
|

visadam autundi
,
you will see who will

win; zudam adi rozucu nalugu rupa- \

yalu gelustaduy he wins 4 rupees every
j

night at cards
;

iddarilo abaddham
yevaru tvaraga calpinchi chepputaro,

vdru pandem gelichet attu Lacshmayya
Vencayya nirnayinchiri. Lacshmayya

:

Chennapatnamlo anaga anaga oca ped-
damanishi v’undevddu.

.

. . Vencayya:
aite nuvve pandem gelichdut nenu inta

canna abaddham cheppa lenu, Laksh-
mayya and Venkayya had a bet as to
who would make up a lie first.

Lakshmayya : Once upon a time there
was a gentleman in Madras . . .

Vencayya: You win, I can’t tell a
bigger -lie than that; ocada: ni cesu
yem aindi? vacilu: nyayam gelichindi.

ocadu: aite ventane appilu cheyyandi
,

Smith : What happened in your case ?

Vakil: Justice triumphed. Smith:
Then appeal at once

;
inta gelchi

ratstsa gelava valenu, command at

home before you command the state

(learn to walk before you run),

gentintsuta, to havesomethingpushed

.

gentiveyu’ta, to push away, ndlugu
tanni vdnni vidkiloci genti vesindnu

,

I kicked him out into the street,

gentuta, to push, vdnni avatalacu
gentu

,
turn him out.

genusu, sweet potato (dioscorea acule-

ata).

g&di, she-buffalo. govu leni v'ulU
goddu gede Sri Mahalacshmi> in a

cattleless village the barren buffalo is

Holy Lakshmi (the goddess ofwealth),
gehamu, house. Skt. A word used in

books for illu. Home is supposed to be
etymologically connected withgehamu.

geli, ridicule, allari pillacdyalu vidhilo

nannu geli chesi, mischievous boys
mocking me in the street,

getu, gate. English. Ramudu: Lacsh-
mayya gdri illu idena ? Damudu : idi

cadu. Ramudu: i vidhilo v’undd?
Ddmudu: undi . Ramudu : nambar
emito cheppandi. Ddmudu: nambaru
inti getu mida v'untundi, tsudandi

,

Roe: Is this Mr. Smith’s house?
Doe: No. Roe: Is it in this street?

Doe: Yes. Roe: What’s the number?
Doe : The number is on the gate, look
and see.

ghallighallumamita, to clang (of

bells) ; onomatopoeic,
ghanacaryam, glorious deed. Skt.

ghanamu, honour, glory. Skt. tsaddi

canti v'uracdya ghanamu , the pickle

is the glory of the cold rice; pitta

conchem, cuta ghanam, small bird, big
cry (much cry and little wool),
ghanata, greatness. Skt.
ghanavaisalyamu, cubic contents.
Skt.

ghanibhavintsuta, to freeze. Skt.
ghanudu, great man. viru yaduguru
Yelurulo ghanulu

t
behold the bigwigs

of Ellore.

gharana, respectable, ghardna sac-

shulu, respectable witnesses ; iyana
tsuste ghardna manishi lagu canapadutu
v'unnaduy he looks like a respectable
man

;
nenu ghardna manishi Idgu nadu-

tsucuntu v'unndnu gdni
}
chillara mam-

shildgupravartintsadam ledu
,
I am con-



ghatamu U 29] gi-

ducting myself like a man of weight word for mv\i; ghrutdJadhi is the
and respectability, I am not behaving
like a trifler.

ghatamu, body. Skt. Book word for

ollu, ghata visarjana, shuffling off this

mortal coil; mana ghatdlu sdsvatdlu

cavu, our bodies are not immortal,
ghattiga, severely ;

for gaftiga. pedda-
tanamld pelli chesucd vadd ani tandri-

gdrito ghattiga cheppa Idea poyindra?
didn’t you tell your father strictly that

he should not marry in his old age ?

ghattivadu, clever man
;
for gattivddu.

vdllu rana vaidyamld ghattivdllu , they
(the I.M.S.) are clever army doctors,
gh&tamu, blow, cruel act. Skt. sam-
sdra ghdtalu palacadanici nicn nor
etla vachchindi? how could you dis-

close the skeleton in our cupboard?
ghatu, mountain pass, ghat, police

station. Hindustani,
ghatuca, ghataca, cruel, savage. Skt.

cruramaina ghatuca mriigam , a cruel,

savage beast.
ghatucamu, cruelty, villainy, mis-
chief. In law neramugala vipvasa
ghdtucamu is criminal breach of trust,

ghatucudu, cruel man, villain; femi-
nine ghatucurdlu. osi ghdtucurdld

l

O cruel woman!
ghimearintsuta, to screech, roar;
especially of elephants,
ghoramu, horrible. Skt. ghoramaina
narahatya

,
a horrible murder; mint

strilacu punar vivdhamulu cudav an-
daru, avi leca po battiye cadd ghdra
criityamulu nityamunu mana strilald

zaruguts unnavi, you say widows
should not remarry, without that

horrible things (i.e. abortions) occur
daily among our women,
ghorudu, scoundrel. Skt.

ghdsha, loud noise, proclamation. Skt.

sdstramulu ghosha pettuts unnavi
,
the

shastms proclaim
;
pillala vadda

, ped-

data vaddd ghosha pettinchi, proclaim-
ing to old and young; samudrapu
ghosha,

the roar of the sea; jaya-
ghoshamulu, cries of triumph, cheers,

ghoshintsuta, ghosha pettuta, to

proclaim.
ghoshd, for the more common gosha.
Hindustani.
ghriitamu, ghee. Skt. The book

mythological ocean of ghee.
-ghurnitam, suffix meaning rolling,

Skt. Used in Sanskrit compounds in
books.

gi-, gi- (if the syllable repeated is

long 1 , repetitive prefix denoting con-
tempt or impatience. This is exceed-
ingly common. You repeat a word
substituting -gi for its first syllable

by way of impatient contradiction of
the last speaker, anna ginna is * bother
your brother’; Vencanna gingamui is
4 Veftkanna be blowed !

’ allari gillari
,

noise and nonsense; mogulu gigulu
,

silly men ;
devadavu givudavu ,

whether
!
you are a god or a goose

;
prdmdndlu

\

gimdndlu ndcu yemi panici ran, I have
no use for your vows and protesta-

1

tions ; musalhddu ledu gisalivadu ledu ,

vdnni avatalid gentu! I don’t care if

he is a Methuselah, shove him out!
yoga driishtigiga driiskti, esoteric vision

indeed, what next! cshdmdlu, gimdlu!
famine my foot! (what the Collector
says to deputations of ryots who wail
over a failure of crops and want famine
relief); santi ginti ! funny kind of non-
violence! (what the District Magis-
trate says when Congress boycotters
come to him, and assert that their

picketing is non-violent, after there
has been a riot) ; sakhandlu gikhundlu ,

idiotic omens
;
nagalu gigulu

,
jewel me

no jewels. This figure of repetition is

not confined to gi-. A similar word
or a made-up similar word is repeated.
lantsam pantsam! bribe indeed! repo
mapo, day or night

;
pandugo pabbund,

festival or not ; appo sappo
, some debt

or other; voncara lineara, all up and
down (of a bad handwriting, &c.);
voncara stands for vancara

,
crooked.

Repetition is also used in onomato-
poeic formations such as gabagabaf

gobbling; vadavada , trembling; gusa-
gusa, whispering; dada-dada, pit-pat.

As the last example shows, we have
the same figure—pit-a-pat, Jhiiggledy-

piggledy, tut-tut, tinkle-tinkle, sigh-
ing and sobbing, seething and surging,
weeping and wailing, but we do not
use it so commonly, and we have
nothing corresponding exactly with



gizagizaladutagidda [130]

the scomative gi- syllable, which
plays so large a part in Telugu back-

chat, atadicitana nydyamunugiyamunu
sighramugdne marachi povunu le, he
will soon forget about his rights and
rubbish! iddaru brdhmanulu prave-

sintsuts iinndru .
pmdhamudu: yeva-

rayyd mini ? dritiyudu : memu brah-

manulu. dandac dranyamuU nunchi

agastva bhrdtagdri dsramamld nunchi \

rantit r'unndnu. pradh: yuddha vdrtal
j

emaind tclmtunndyyd ? dviti: teliyac
;

end? yeppati caburu appude telustu
j

v'undi. pradh: yetld telustu v undi?

mi rnahd muni gdrtt divya driishti valla

canipettutu v'ttnndrd yemiti? dviti

:

md madid munici dizyadriiskti givya-

driishti yemi ledu. yeppatic appudu
vdnandu vachchi chepputu v'unndru.

andu valla mac eppati varta appudu
teliyuts unnadi, a forest monk said

they heard all the war news in the

forest. Friend: How so? By divine

revelation to your abbot? Monk:
Neither by revelation nor by drivela-

tion of our abbot. The forest dwellers

come and tell us from time to time;
ni copamu gipamu na vadda panici

v'unnadi,
as Lacshmayya said, turning

his other ear to Vencayya, ‘This ear

has gone deaf.
ginne, cup, bowl; not a china cup, a

metal one. Crockery (pingani ) is not
much used, vendi ginneld paid purilu

y’ila Usera, bring milk and cake in a

silver cup.
ginza, seed, stone, chinta ginza is a
tamarind stone; ava ginza

, mustard
seed, is used in such phrases as

avaginza sandeham ledu, there is not
a shadow of doubt.

ginzalu, grain, seeds, cunchedu ginza-
lacu culici pote, titmedu ginzalu duda
tinnattu

,
like the cooly woman who

. went to work for a pint of grain while
I the calf at home ate a bushel; yeddu
\
adugulo yedu ginzalu pandite, panta
palatsan aunu, though seven seeds lie

within the ox’s foot-print the crop
may be thin (don’t sow too thick),

ginzuconuta, to twist, writhe, struggle.

cdllunu chetidunu ginzuconutsu
, writh-

ing with arms and legs
;
urice ginzu-

cocu, no use struggling,

girdci, dear (in price). Hindustani.
The ordinary word. The opposite is

radu, your tears and tantrums cut no
ice here; m ednulu ginulu duranga
pettu, but me no buts.

gidda, a measure, } sola, zt cuntsam.
giddangi, warehouse ; from Malay
gandong. The Anglo-Indian godown
and compound are two Malay words
brought by the Dutch from Java. It

is about all the Dutch have left except
cak-huis (caccus), latrine, the sweet

j

limes of Palcol, and a few tombs and
an olanda dibba or two (Dutch mound)
in Telugu tracts, where they once had
numerous factories—Pulicat, Masuli-
patam, Draksharama, Palcol, Nagula-
vamsa, Bimlipatam, &c.

gi^di, cowa
giligili, tickling; onomatopoeic.
giligilintsuta, giligilipettuta, to
tickle.

gillugillwmanuta, to tinkle; onoma-
topoeic of bangles, bells, &c.

gilluta, to pinch,
ginguruta, to be deafened,
gingurettuta, to make a deafening
sound, to feel deaf, i chevi gingurettu

tsauca, cheap, priyam is dear in all

senses.

giri, mountain. Skt. Occurs only in
place-names such as Venkatagiri and
Skt. compounds such as giricanya

,

the mountain nymph Parvati.
girruna, giragira, round and round

;

onomatopoeic, bongaram giragira tip-

pupa, to spin a top. tala girruna tirigi

potunnadi, my head is turning round,
gitta, a young bull,

gitta, hoof.
gi^tuta, to agree, to suit, mana mida
gittanivallu, people who don’t get oh
with us, is a very common phrase for
* our enemies ’

;
nacu gittadu, it doesn’t

suit me
; dhara gittaca, not beilig able

to agree on the price; i tindi vanici
gittadu

,
this food does not agree with

him.
gittuta, to die. puttireni gittireni, what
though they be bom, what though
they die, comes in the Vemana verses,
the didactic verses which .children
have to learn by heart,

gizagizaladuta, flutter, writhe; ono-
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matopoeic. Used, e.g., of a child
stung by a scorpion ; also gazagaza.
gicuta, to draw a line, scrape, scratch,
giruta, to scrape, smooth the hair with
the fingers,

gita, line.

Gita, the poem Bhagavad Gita. Skt.
(the holy song).

gitsuta, to tap (the palm-tree, &c.},

to draw a line, callu gitsuconi bratu-
cutddn

,
he lives by tapping for toddy,

gitu, line
;
same as gita.

giyuta, to draw a line, to tap, to prune.
gisecatti is a pruning or tapping knife,

glasu, glass. English, ocadu: Lacsh-
mayya cathinamaina manish alle un-
nadu. incodu: yetld telisindi? ocadu:
atani candht tsuste telustundi; cudi
cannuto atanu guddu tippacunda nannu
tsiiste ndcu bhayam (v)esindi. incodu:
cudi cannu glasu cannu

, nizam cannu
cadu

,
Smith : Brown is a bit of a terror.

Jones: How so? Smith: I go by his

eyes : when he fixes me with his right

eye I am terrified. Jones: It’s a glass

eye, not a real one.
gnyapti, memory. Skt. gnyaptici ra

\

ledu, it did not come back to me.
gnyanamu, wisdom, spiritual medita-
tion. Skt. gnydna nidra is the abstrac-

tion from the world of the sage in

meditation; gnydna 7ndrgam.11 is the
way of salvation; gnydna sartram is

way in Hindu law. In Hindu society
your paternal uncle’s sons are your
brothers, while your maternal uncle’s
daughter is no relation, and you may,
and in fact, ought to, marry her,
minoricamu, marriage of cognates,
being the best kind of marriage.
gnydti gurru

, arati carru vadalavu ,

there is no cure for rot in plantains
or sulks in relations

.

gneyamu, knowable, cognizable (philo-
sophy). Skt.

-go, affix of indication, adigo
, look

there; idigrj, look here.
godava, grief, trouble, d godav antd
yenducu? what’s all this grumbling
about ?

goddali, axe. gota chiduma taginadi

j

goddanta naracuta, to fell with an
I
axe what you could fillip with a finger-
nail (goru) ;

pdpiskta telu yeccada
nunchi vachchinado cclni , tsatuccuna

\ chiticina vel anta podichmdi: ippatici
cheyy antd veyyi goddallato naricin
attu baddalu vesuconi potii v'unnadi,

a damned scorpion from heaven knows
W'here suddenly stung me on my little

finger
; even now my whole hand feels

as if it had been cut in little pieces by
a thousand axes.
goddu, cattle, a beast, an ox. yelugu-
goddu is a bear; musali-goddu (of a
man), poor old beast; nianchivdnici

the astral body.
gnyanudu, sage. Skt. alpagnyanulu

,

people with little wisdom.
gny&pacam pettuconuta, to remem-
ber.

gnyapacamu, memory. Skt. ocadu:
mi menamdma villu vrdsin appudu
fiinnu gnydpaca inpettuconddd? incodu :

pettuconddu, anducane fide emi ichchi

po ledu. Smith : Did your uncle
remember you when he wrote his will ?

Jones :• Yes, he remembered me all

right and left me nothing; a sangati

micu gnydpacam unnada'i do you
remember that ? ninnu yeppudu tsuchin

attu gnydpacam ledu, I don’t remem-
ber ever seeing you before.

gnyatamu, known. Skt, agnyata va-
sam, incognito.

gnyati, agnate. Skt. A relation on the

male side. Property descends that

vaca ffiata, manchigodducu vaca debba,
a word to a good man, a blow to a

good beast; dongalu tolina goddu ye
revuna datind sore, it is all the same
which ford the thieves took with the
stolen ox ; utta godducu arupul eccuva,
much cry and little wool; y'eccuva
vela petti guddanu, taccuva vela petti

godlanu cona radu, don’t .buy dear
cloth or cheap cattle,

goddu, barren, govu Uni v'ullo goddu
gede Sri Mahdlacshmi, the barren
buffalo is a goddess in a village in
which there are no cows,
godralu, barren woman, godrdlici

yemi telusunu bidda noppuUi? what
does a barren woman know of the
pangs of child-birth?
godugu, umbrella, ocadu: vdna cdld-

nici conchem untsued valenu. incodu

:

nenu untsucuntdmi . ocadu ; yem untsu-



golusu [132] goppatanamu

Hitman? incndu : godugu . Smith: \ ou

must keep something for a rainy day.

Jones: I do. Smith: What do you

keep? Jones: My umbrella; pedda-

mams'hi : ni daggira v'unna godugula-

loei tsaucadi tsiipintm. angadivddu:

tsupistdnu ,
gdni avi tsdla cdlam mlava-

dandi. peddamanishi : railu mida raca

r'uria relli rd rale; yetldgu accada

marachi pdyi radali pettedi,
cabatti

tsaucadi iyyi
,
Gentleman: Show me

a cheap umbrella. Shopkeeper : They
don’t last long, but I can show you
one. Gentleman : I am going on a

railway journey and may lose it; so

I want one cheap,

golusu, chain.

golusucattu, running hand (the letters

being chained together).

gollav&4u» shepherd caste man
;
femi-

nine golladi. gollavddd, gollavddd,

dhdnyamu yeccada v'unnad ante? gorre

muddiU y'unnad antddu, shepherd,

shepherd, where is grain to be had?
In my sheeps’ rumps, quoth he
(alluding to their efficiency as manure
producers).

go||emu, bolt, talupu lopala gollemu

vesi
,
bolting the door from inside,

gollu, uproar, golluna gola pettuta, to

wail aloud.

gonaconuta, to try.

gonagonai&duta, to murmur
;
onoma-

topoeic.

gondlemu, bolt; same as gollemu .

gondi, lane.

-gondu, affix denoting a male person.

lantsagondulu
,
bribe-takers,

gongali, blanket,

gongalipurugu, caterpillar,

gontemmacdricalu, castles in the

air. Gontemma is a village goddess,
gontu, gontuca, throat, gontu rasi-

nadi, I am hoarse; gontu pundugd
n’unnadi, I have a sore throat; dealt

dedsam anta
,

gontuca sudi bezzam
anta

f
hunger as great as the sky, a

throat the size of a needle’s eye;
gontuca savarintsuconi, clearing his

throat ;
ni gontuca pddai pdtu v’unnadi

,

svaram bdga ravadam ledu

,

your throat

is going, the voice is not coming out
clear; cecalu vest vesi gontuca baddalai
p6yinadi> I have burst my throat

shouting; vangi vangi , saldmu chestu

v'unna, lopala tadi guddato gontucalu

cdsi hdnt chestdru
,
outwardly they lick

your boots, inwardly they are ready
to cut your throat with a wet cloth;

gontuca raracu copam, anger up to

your neck.
gonuconuta, gonuguta, to murmur;
onomatopoeic, yemo artham leni md-
talu gonucuntu palavaristiine v'unnddu

,

he is wandering in his mind and
muttering some meaningless words,
goppa, big. vaidhyudu: nenu yH
madhya goppa apareshanu chesanu.

snehitudi: denici chesaru? vaidhyudu:
oca upiri tittini pegunu cdsi veyya
valasi vachchindi. snehitudu : rogi yetla

vhmnddu ? vaidhyudu: yetla v’unnadi
yemiti? appude tsachchi poyinadu

,

Doctor: I have just done a big opera-
tion. Friend: What part of the body?
Doctor: Lung and gut. Friend: How
is the patient? Doctor: What’s that

got to do with it? He died on the
spot; upanyasacudu : prapanchamloc
ella goppa upanyasaculu yevaru?
sabhicudu: nenu chepputanu, gam mi
per evard cheppandi, Lecturer: Who
is the greatest lecturer in the world?
Voice from the audience : Excuse me,
I did not catch your name; goppa
vamsasthudu, a man of great family.
A man with a big family is pedda
cutambam galavadu. idi goppa cadu,
that is of no consequence,
goppa chepputa, to talk big. Lacsh-
mayya tanu chinn appudu yuddhamld
tsupina sahasam gurinchi upanyasamld
goppaga cheppnt undenu . sabhicudu:
yuddham anta mire cheste

, migilina
sainyam anta yem chesind andi?
Lakshmayya was boasting in a lecture
of all the courage he had shown in
the war when he was young. Voice
from the audience: If you did every-
thing, what was left for the rest of
the army to do? nd vadda ni goppa
cheppa bdcu

y don’t boast before me.
goppa cheyuta, to flatter, nannugoppa
chest

, flattering me (making me out
to be big).

goppatanamu, greatness, conceit.
rogi: idigo

,
mi bahumdnam

,
mir rupa-

yalu. vaidhyudu (adbhuta padi) : mir



goppavaru [133] Godavari

rupdyald? rdgi (vinayamutd) : mi gap-
patandnici y'idi yeniamdtramu ar/iam
ainadi cad ani ndcu telusimu yarn, nd
bhactini batti mir idi angicarintsa

valenu, Patient: Here is your fee, 100
rupees. Doctor (surprised): ico ru-
pees? Patient (respectfully): I know
it is not worthy of your greatness, but
you must take it in view of my
devotion to you

;
nivu yeppudu ni

goppataname tsiitsucuntdii, nivu gar-
vishthivi

,
you are always showing con-

ceit, you are a stuck-up fellow,

goppav&ru, bigwigs,
gorigintsuconuta, to get oneself
shaved; causative middle of goruguta.
The usual expression is pani cheyintsu-

ta, to get the work (of shaving) done,
gorigintsuta, to get shaved

; causative

of goruguta . Used metaphorically.
nutici petti , cotici goriginchevadu, he
fleeces a 100,000 and gives in charity

to 100.

goruguta, to shave, itani tala goraga
valenu

,
we must shave his head (do

him down) ; cshavara pani or simply
pani is shaving

;
mangalavadu is a

barber
;
mangala catti, barber’s knife,

is a razor.

gorre, sheep, gorre troccina tsalumt,

it is enough if the sheep tread (the

feet of the sheep are golden; sheep
are largely kept for manure in the
Telugu country)

;
carra leni vanici

gorre aina carustundi
,
even a sheep

will bite a man without a stick

;

todelini gorrela cdya pettin attu, put-
ting a wolf to watch the sheep,
gottamu, tube, any long, hollow thing.

addapu gottamu is a telescope; chi-

mannagottamu, a squirt; nulugottamu,
a shuttle; udu gottamu, a blow-pipe;
veduru gottamu

,
a hollow bamboo;

gottapu nuyi ,
a tube well; gottapu tdlam

,

a hollow padlock; tupaci gottamu
, a

gun barrel ;
gottapu nuyyi

,
a tube well,

gottuta, to strike, &c.
;
for cottuta.

goyya (pandu), guava (fruit),

goyyi, pit. mundarici vaste goyyi,

venucacu pote nuyyi, pit in front, well

behind (Scylla and Charybdis) ;
yevaru

trawucunna gotild vdre padutdru ,
fall-

ing into your own trap, the engineer
hoist with his own petard.

-go, suffix meaning ‘seel io
I

’ itiigo,

adigd are the French void, voild.

g6vu, cow, Skt. Used chiefly in

composition, gohaty

a

is cow-murder,
a mortal sin; gdmayamu is cow-dung,
a hygienic substance used to purify
kitchens, floors, and interiors gene-
rally, including the interior of man.
gocharamu, manifest. Skt. tsupu
mera diiram grkharam cd ledu, he was
out of sight.

gocharintsuta, to become manifest,
gochip loin-cloth, inupa gochi catti-

nddu, he put on an iron loin-cloth
(took a vow of chastity); itacu min-
china lotu, gochici minchina ddridra-
yamu ledu, no poverty beyond the loin-

cloth, no depth beyond out of your
depth. Hence Mahatma Gandhi’s
loin-cloth is a double symbol of
poverty and chastity. A loose loin-

cloth (like wearing boots) is a sign
of profligacy, mivddu vibhuti pettadu,
zdrngochi pedutadu; monna budsala
zodu toduconni, nmkhdni bottu lecundd
patta pagalu vidhilo nunchi vellutu

v’unte nenu calldrd tsuckindnu, your
boy does not smear himself with cow-
dung ash, he wears a loose loin-cloth

;

the other day I saw him with my own
eyes walk down the street with boots
on and without the patch on the fore-
head; gochici pedda, angavastramucu
chinna

,
too big for a loin-cloth, too

small for a body-cloth (too many for
an embassy, too few for an army),
gocuta, to scratch, cattiid gocuta, to

scratch out, erase ; cheyyi duradagd unn
anduna goat contini, I scratched my
hand because it was itching ; rahasya-

muga Giriraunu god, nudging Girirau
secretly. Also to scribble: uttaram
gocinadu, he scribbled a letter.

g6da, ox
;
goddugoda, cattle,

goda, wall, godalacu chevul unnavi
,

walls have ears; adadi bondte goda
pettin attu ,

mogavddu bondte tadaca
cattin atfu, a woman’s lies are as

difficult to see through as a wall, a
man’s as easy as a wicker screen.
Godavari, the river Godavari, one of
the five sacred rivers; considered to
be a goddess, akhanda Goddvarild
snanamu cheyuta vallana pdpamulu
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parihdram agunuy if you bathe in the

waters of the undivided Godavari

;

(before it splits at the Delta) your sins

will be washed away. This is specially

the case at the Pushcaram, a great

bathing festival held once in twelve i

years.
j

godu, one of the numerous words for
j

grief. The Telugus are always lament-

ing. nenu tupdcul aind,
cattulac aind

v'opa galanu ,
gdni AndhravdUa gottato

v'dpa lenu ,
I can stand guns and

swords but not the wailings of the

Telugus.
godhumapindi, flour, ati vistdra-

mugd tinte godhumapindi aragadu,

wheat-flour is indigestible in large

quantities. Yet when the District

Magistrate sent the Congress secre-

tary to jail he asked to be put on wheat-
flour instead of rice on the ground that

his digestion was weak,
godhumulu, wheat; the plural is used,

as is customary for grains,

godurucappa, bullfrog, toad, goduru- I

in composition, like our bull-, means
j

anything big.

gogu, hemp (cannabis saliva), sima or
j

foreign gogu is the roselle plant,

gohatya, cow-murder, a mortal sin.

vega tiste gohatya
,
diga tiste brahma-

hatya, (a witness placed in the dilem-
ma of accusing a cow of trespass in
a brahmin's field, or giving evidence
against a brahmin) one way vaccicide,

the other way brahminicide.
gala, wail,

golamu, sphere.
gdlapettuta, to wail, one of the un-
pleasant habits of the ryots of a dis-

tressful country, poldlu yendi pdyi
raitul andaru golluna gola pettinaru ,

the crops withered and the ryots lifted

up their voices and wept.

g616, a marble. Hindustani
; also goli,

gomayamu, cow-dung. Skt., from
govuy cow. A holy excrement. The
excrements of sacred animals or saints

are purificatory*. Mahatma Gandhi
has been offered large sums to deposit
his excreta in the backyard of a

devotee, gomayam manacu vestene
cdni yidi suddhi cddu gadd? there is

no purification without putting down

cow-dung; devala smriitilo yerr du
mutramuna, tell du gomayamu

, patstsa
du pdlunu ,

?iili du perugunu, nalla du
neyyiyu panchagavyam, the Holy
Scriptures tell us that the five puri-
fying elements are (i) a red cow’s
urine, (2) a white cow’s dung, (3) a
green cow’s milk, (4) a blue cow’s
curds, (5) a black cow’s clarified

butter (but the Holy Scriptures do
not indicate how we are to come by
the blue and green cows),
gomamsamu, beef (which it is mortal
sin to eat).

gonesanchi, gunny-bag. Skt. gona,
Hindustani ganni, whence our gunny,
the sack made from jute fibre (.zanu-

pandra).
gongiira, a dishmade fromhemp leaves

;

from gogUy hemp, and cura, curry,
gopagruhamu, shepherd’s hut. Used
only in books.

gopi, shepherdess. Skt. The Gopies
are the shepherdesses Krishna made
love to when he was a boy.
gdpuramu, temple tower. Skt. go-
puram mida yetti pettinadu, he placed
him on a pinnacle of the temple;
conda mingevdnici gopuram addamd?
a temple tower is a flea-bite to "a man
that can swallow a mountain,
gopyamu, secret.

_
Skt. gopyamuga

unda valemiy keep it quiet,

goranta or gorinta, henna {acacia
intsia). gorinta chetlanu vdni y'acula
nundi vatstsu rangu coracu pairu che-
yuts unndrUy henna is grown for the
dye that comes from its leaves,

gorinca, the common myna,
goru, finger-nail; plural gdUu. nd goru
chigur anta cosinanu, I cut my nail to
the quick; gor anta v’unte, cond anta
chestdduy he makes mountains out of
mole-hills; also gorantalu condantalu
chesi. gota mitite poyye panici goddali
yenducu? why use an axe for what
can be done with a fillip of the nail?

goruta, to wish, choose; for coruta.
gorutsuttu, whitlow; from goru, nail.
gorutsuttu pai rocati potu, the blow of
a rice-pounder on a whitlow (blow
upon blow, trouble upon trouble),

goruvanca, the common myna ; more
commonly gorinca .
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g6ruvetstsa, lukewarm,
gosayi, friar, atuvanti mandulu gosd- '

yila vadda v'lmtavi, friars keep such
drugs.

g6sha, gosha (seclusion of women).
Hindustani

;
also ghosha. mini vin-

ndro ledd cant Adamalaydlam ani

yeccadano v’unnad ata! accad antd

adavdlla adhicdram . ddavdUu v’udyo-
j

gdlu chestu v’unte mogavdllu y’intlo
;

vanta chesi pedutu v’untdr ata! a de~
\

samulo mogavdllacu yeccadaleni gdshd !

vhmnad ata / you may or may not have ;

heard of the Amazon country. There
j

woman rules and holds all the offices
j

and man cooks and serves food and
|

is kept in the strictest gosha. :

goshti, Skt., secret assembly of the
j

initiated. In Telugu it means conver-

sation or social function, ishtagoshti is

the newspaper word for viceregal

garden-parties, &c.
gota, on or with the nail

;
oblique case

of goru. gota chidumiita
, to nip off

with the finger-nail,

gdtramiij family. Skt. The paternal

family; the maternal family does not
count.
g6vu, cow. Skt.

govumamsamu,gomamsamu, beef.

Skt. govumamsamu tinevaru prabhut-
vdnici vachchina tarvdta y’ikha yeld
autund andi? ippudu sidulu poyinavi
gadandi? sahaganamu cheyyan iyyani
gaddandi ? ammavdrinidlochintsacunda
Gadavarini catti vesindru gadandi

?

devatalaneyHla chesevallacu ?nanushyid

ante lacshame ledu
t
now that eaters of

beef are in power what will happen
next ? Hook-swinginghasgone already.

They won’t allow suttee. They have
dammed the Godavari regardless of

the goddess. Will people who treat

the gods so have any respect for men?
gradd&j kite; usually written gadda
and pronounced gedda .

grahacharamu, misfortune. Skt.,

from graham
,
what seizes, a devil.

nd grahachdram cketane, to my mis-
fortune

;
id eccadi grahachdram ! what

bad luck! i grahackaramunacu todu,

to add to my misfortunes; jagatiulo

andaru dru nelalu vachchin appati

rtunchi pillalacu annam pettistu v’unte

y’i pdlu po\ inisadaptu grahachdram
mana vaccuri y‘intime ruchchindi,
when all the world feeds babies on
rice as soon as they are six months
old, this unfortunate system of dieting

them on milk has been introduced
only in our house (Hindu notion of

suitable baby-food).
grahamu, seizing, planet, devil. Skt.

The usual meaning in Telugu is

devil, blnicampdlu modalainavi vasts
,

taccina panid anni jndni vesi, graha
sdntulu chevya valenu, if earthquakes
or other calamities come we should
give up all other work and appease
the devils (earthquakes and epidemics
being the work of devils, exorcism is

the only remedy).
grahanamu, seizing, eclipse. • Skt.

An eclipse is the seizing of the sun
or the moon by a devil (Hindu science).

ocadu : suryadici bhumid madhya chan-
driidu addam vaste surya grahanam
padutund antdru tellavaUu. incodu:

Rama ! Rama !Rama lyenta abaddhalu
vrasin& r ayyal vdttacu vacati teliyadu.

ocadu: +•alactaru garito cheppi, micu
manyam ippistanu

,
gdni grahandla

sangati yemito nacu marmacamgd ckep-

pandi. incodu: purvam gadide codacu
Rdhuvu gddu Devatalalo curtsundi

amriitam taginadu; d sangati Suryudu
Chandradu velli cheppet appatici, Sri
Vishnumurti Varu chacram dharinchi

,

vadi tala rendu vaccalu chesi vesindru;

amriitam tagadam cheta vddu tsdvaca

,

a rosham cadupulo v’untsuconi
,
sarva

dinalalo Siiryunni Chandrunni mingi
,

sacala bddhalu pedutu v’untdduy First

Hindu : The white people say that an
eclipse of the sun comes through the
moon getting between the earth and
the sun. Second Hindu : Rama, Rama,
Rama, what lies they write I they know
nothing! First Hindu: I will tell the

Collector and get you a free gift of
land if you reveal the cause of eclipses

in confidence. Second Hindu: Once
upon a time that son of a gun Rahu
was sitting drinking nectar with the
gods and the Sun and the Moon went
and sneaked to Vishnu and Vishnu
took his disk and cut Rahu’s head in

two and because he had been drinking
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nectar he did not die and kept that
j

grudge against the Sun and Moon
and tries to swallow them and do
them all kinds of mischief,

grahintsuta, to seize, grasp, under-

stand. Ski. milo miru chhucunna pra~
sangam antti nenu bdgd vim

,
mi v'ud-

desam purnangdgrahinchmanu, I over-

heard your private conversation and
have quite understood your inten-

tions; niru dharma sucshmam yemi
grahintsa lent, you are utterly unable

to grasp the subtleties of religious

law; miru sangitamlo sarasulu,
arinni

grahistaru; andulo tide emi abhiruchi

ledu, you are a musical expert and
understand it; I have no taste for

music ;
rayilu cadala pot undenu, gdrdu

praydnicudini yetti railuloci tosenu.

tarvdta steshanulo gdrdu bandi dag-

giraci vachchenu. gdrdu: micu nenu
yenta upaedram chesdno grahinchdra ?

nenu yeccintsaca pote micu railu tappi

pbyedi, tidcu bahumdnam ippintsandi

.

praydnicudu ; nenu rail eccadanici ra

ledu ,
raihild uttaram veyyaddnici vach-

chdnu; miru railuloci toyyadam valla

malli iccada nunchi md v’urit vella

valasi vachchindi
,
dabba danduga aina-

di
,
the train was just starting and the

guard pushed a passenger into the
train and at the next station came to

the carriage. Guard: You understand
what I did for you? If I had not
shoved you in, you would have lost

the train. What about a tip? Passenger:
I did not come to the station to take
the train but to post a letter. I have
now to get back home atmuch expense,
granthabhasha, book language. Skt.,

from grantham, book, and bhdsha,
language.
granthacarta, author. Skt., from
grantham

, book.
granthachauryamu, plagiarism. Skt.,

from grantham, book, and chauryam,
theft.

granthamu, book, Skt.
; the ordinary

word is «pustacam. nenu madhyanam
drambkinchina grantham purti chestene
edm paducovaddnici rdnu, I shan’t
come to bed till I have finished the
book I began this afternoon

;
oca Hima

vachanaprabandhaedrudu tanagrantha

pithica y'andu cathanu vrasiy’unnadu,
a Hun prose-writer told a story in

the preface to his book (the Telugus
call us by the name we applied to the
Germans; Hun here means English),

granthalayamu, bookshop, library.

Skt., from grantham, book, and ala-

yam
,
place, verrayya granthdlayam-

Idci poyi oca pustacam tisuconi tsadu-

vutu, ade panigd navvut undenu .

granthdlayddhicdri : yendue ayya atld

navvut unnau? verrayya: nenu tsa-

dive pustacamlo oca bomma v'unnadi

,

oca baludini oca yeddu tarumacu vastu
v’unn attu vesdru . granthdlayadhicdri

:

aite navvu yenducu? verrayya: yenta
sepu parigettina yeddu anducone ledu,

inca yeppati anducuntundo ani navvut
unnanu, a loony goes into a bookshop,
takes up a book and laughs as he
reads. Bookseller: What makes you
laugh ? Loony: There is a picture in
the book of a bull chasing a boy.
Bookseller : Is that so funny ? Loony

:

However long the bull chases the boy
it will never catch him; that’s what
makes me laugh.

granthalayadhicari, proprietor of a
bookshop. Skt., from grantham, book,
alayam

,
place, and adhiedri, owner,

-grastudu, suffix meaning ‘involved
in ‘ full of’, ‘ swallowed up in Skt.,

from grasintsuta
,
to swallow, vichdra-

grastudu, full ofwoe
;
cdbatti na y

yandu
daya v y

unchi vichdragrastudanaiv’unna
nannu santosha petta valen ani mari
marl veducuntu v'unnanu, again and
again I pray you to smile on this poor
wretch, who is plunged in grief (a lover
writing)

;
irshydgrastulaina dushtulu,

papanici bhaya paddaca, ndcu hdni
cheyyadanacu tsustu v’unndru, bad
men full of venom with no fear of
committing sins are looking out for an
opportunity of harming me (an^official

describing the attitude of superior
authority towards him),
grdchaca, subject (philosophy). Skt.
grahya9 object (philosophy). Skt.
gramacanthamu, village area, the
area (pasture and fields) comprised
in a revenue village. Skt., from
gramam, village, and cantkam

,
vicinity,

gramaddvata, village
’

deity. Skt,
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grdmadevatulu are the special deities

of village life. They are of Dravidian,
not Aryan, origin and are mostly
female and of ample proportions, and
always maleficent. Their nature is to

bring cholera, small-pox, and blight,

and they have to be propitiated and
bribed not to do so. Their names are

peculiar; some of them are said to be
Christian. Thus Mariamma or Ma-
remma, who brings cholera, is said

to be the Virgin Mary, and Agatamma,
St. Agatha, ammavdri jadyam is the
ordinary term for small-pox. Ped-
damma, Big Mama, and Yellamma
are other common names of village

goddesses, nannu mogud ani pattuconi
a grdmadevata is the Telugu trans-

lator’s version of the Shakespearian
‘ the mountain of mad flesh that claims
marriage of me’.
gramamu, village, town. Skt. gra-
macdryamtdu is village affairs, parish
pump politics; gramalekha is the vil-

lage account of customary annual
payments to magistrates, the police,

irrigation, overseers, and other deva~
tain who have to be propitiated

;

Chennapatnam pedda grantam, Ma-
dras is a large town (not ‘a big village’).

gramani, village headman. Skt. An
old word ; now the village headman is

munasabu
,
from his title as village

munsiff or judge, reddi from the
name of the caste from which many
of them come, &c.
gramapalanamu, village rule. Skt.,

from gramam, village, and pdlanam,
rule. In Guntur, during the no-tax
campaign, the organ of the revolu-
tionaries was the Gramapdlanam

,

published by a dismissed karnam,
which maintained that all would be
well with the world again (prapan

-

cham Sita pddai payinadi, the whole
world has gone to the dogs), if the
brahmin karaams were restored to

their old influence and affluence and
again ruled the country as they used
to do before the advent of the Hun
Government.
gramasthudu, villager. Skt. In the
plural grdmasthulu ,

the two village

officers (munsiff and karnam); used

by tahsildars in their takids or orders
;

as also munasabu -carndhi, an idio-

matic way of forming the plural

which does not mean the munsiff--.

and karnams but the munsiff and the
karnam. The village officers claim
that the taluk office should use the
honorific form of this and address
them as miinasahu-carndlangdndu.
One of the alleged sins of the Hun
Government is that it has dropped
honorific forms, omits gam in ad-
dresses, and no longer subscribes itself
‘ your most obedient, humble servant
gramadulu, villages; simply a form
of the plural, though ddulu means
etcetera by itself.

gramyamu, village (adjective), espe-
cially village or rustic speech. Skt.
This is a dictionary of grdmyam .

grdmyam is gradually coming into its

own and is being used more and more
in newspapers and novels. The diffi-

culty of bringinggrdmyam into general
use as a literary’ vehicle lies in the
diversity of dialects. The solution is

that of Dante and Luther : to stabilize

a particular dialect. I use the grdm-
yam of Rajahmundry as slightly

refined and elevated by the late

Kandukuri Viresilingam and others,

gramyadharmamu, the way of the
village, i.e. sexual intercourse, the
way of a man with a maid. Skt., from
gramam, village, and dkdrmam

,
cus-

tom, duty. The reference is to the
universality, not to the rusticity, of
the custom.
grasapu paicam, a legal term for

subsistence or maintenance allow-
ance; from Skt. grasam

,
subsistence,

grasavasamulu, board and lodging.
Skt., from grasam

,
board, and vasam,

lodging.
grishma riituvu, the hot weather.
Skt. Also and more commonly vesavi.

The Telugus have six seasons, not
four like us; they are (1) vasantam,
spring, (2) vesavi, the hot weather,

(3) varsham , the rains, (4) sarattu, the

dews, (5) hemantam ,
the cold, (6) tsali

or sisiram, the chill,

grucca, a gulp,
grucca conuta, to swallow-
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gruccillu, quips. gruhini, mistress of the house.

gru$$i,' guddi, blind, gruddilo mella

,

gubagubalu, hubbub; onomatopoeic,

it is better to squint than to be blind 1 vdr emo gubagiibal dduts unndru
,
they

(the lesser of two evils).
j

are getting excited about something,

gruddu, blow; for the more usual
;

gubicigubici, bang bang; onomato-

guddu. poeic.
t , t

gruddu, egg ;
for the more usual guddu. gucca, gulp, drawing m the breath,

grutstsuta, to thrust; for the more guccedu panamu, one gulp of a drink;

usual gutstsula. gucca tirugacundd, without taking

gruhachhidramu, domestic split, breath ;
cavaliste ildgantivi gucca tiru

-

Skt., from griiham, house, and chhi- gacunda lacsha sangutulu yecaruvu

dram , deft', gruhachhidram velladi petta galanu
,
if need be I can reel off

diesueu radii, dirty linen should not a hundred thousand such things

be washed in public.
” without taking breath,

gruhacrutyamulu, household affairs, guchchamu, cluster. Skt. A bunch
Skt., from griiham, house, and criit- of flowers, a cluster of fruit, &c.

yam, affair. gudagudalu, sobs, rattlings, &c ono-
gruhadhipati, griihapati, head of matopoeic. The corresponding verbs

the family. Skt., from griiham, house, are gudagudaladuta and gudaguda-
and pati, head . nanuta.

griihapravesamu, house-entry (of a gudaramu, tent, dera is commoner,
bride at marriage), house-warming, gudda, a cloth; the common word for

Skt., from griiham
,
house, and pra- cloth, garment, mini techchedi jitamu

vesam, entry, crottagd griihapravesa- buvvacunu guddalucunu sari pdvuts un-

munacu tisi coni vachchin appudu nadi
,
your pay is only just enough to

nannunu d chinnaddnini tsuchi
,
yeru- provide us food and clothing (and not

ganivdr andarunu ndc adi manumaral the jewellery which Indian women
anuconiri edni

,
yevvarunu bharya y’ani think equally necessary)

;
cudu guddd

telisico tsalaca payin', (old man speak- adagaca pote
,
biddanu sdcin attu sacu-

ing) when she first crossed my tdnu annad ata
,

if you don’t ask me
threshold, strangers who saw her for food and clothes, I will bring you
took her for my grand-daughter; it up like a child of my own (very
never entered their heads that she generous); cotta guddac antin attu
was my wife; tarvdta griihapravesa pata guddac antadu, old cloth (age)

mahfksavam (mahd utsavam), dinavdra won’t take impressions like new cloth
mahdtsavamu vacca sdre ca vatstsunu, (youth); yeccuva vela petti guddanu

,

(of an old man’s marriage) we can taccuva vela petti godlanu
,
cona rddu

,

have the house-entry and funeral don’t buy dear cloth or cheap cattle,

ceremonies on the same day; amma guddali, hoe.
griihapravesam, ayya smashana pra- guddi, blind, illalu guddid aite y'inti
vesam, bride in the house, bridegroom cundalacu chetu, blind mistress, broken
in the tomb. pots, cani guddi

,
vini chevudu

,
eyes

griihasthasramamu, the married have they but they see not
;
they have

state. Skt., from griihastha
,
house- ears but they hear not. guddivallacu

holder, and d§ramamu, state. cuntivallacu danam cheste ^punyam
griihasthudu, householder. Skt, A vastund ata

,
they (Europeans) say that

married man as opposed to brahma- charity to the halt and the blind is

chdri

,

a bachelor, intamandi griiha

-

meritorious (whereas of course there
sthularm tsuchindnu gdni

,
micu vale is onlyone meritorious form ofcharity

:

atithici ydnta sraddhabhactulato sva- squandering money on brahmins);
yamugd v'uppachdram chesevdrini nenu dora guddivddu ganuca sirastdddru
yeccada isuda ledit, I have seen many adin alia * ata, pddin alia pdta ai,

householders but never another so dinalu sagi vastuvhinnavi, the Collector
devoted to his guest as you. is blind and whatever the sheristadar



gilddidi [ 139] gudisetidi

does goes and so the days pass (what
the sheristadar plays is play and what
he sings is song, i.e. all dance to his

tune)
;
guddi cannd mella mein, it

is better to squint than to be blind;

lent bdva cante guddi bdv aind melu ,

a blind brother-in-law is better than
none (Indians do not appreciate

spinster sisters),

guddidi, blind woman,
guddigavva, something worthless.

gaeea is a shell (cowry) once used as

small change; guddi here means
broken ;

a dud farthing, nenu patha-
sdla petti

,
mimmaln andarini taribitu

chestene cdni
,
mini y'i locamlo guddi

gaevac aind panici raru

,

unless I set

up a school and train you all, you will

be worth nothing in this world; pani
nidnucune varacu puream sampddin-
chinadi eacca guddigavva ledu

,
I haven’t

a brass farthing left of what I earned
in service.

guddivadu, blind man.
guddu, blow, gudduldta, fisticuffs,

boxing match.
guddu, egg. guddu eachchi pillanu
yeccirinchin attu

,

like the egg making
faces at the chicken (codipilla).
guddu, eyeball, guddu tippacundd
tsutsuta , to stare,

gudduladuta, to box, fight,

gudduta, to strike, knock, upanya-
sacuni andaru nindist undiri. ata-

dini samarthintsaddnici ocadu lechenu.

ocadu: upanyasacudu oca tsota ich-

china npanydsam inco tsota iveadu.
incodu : iyyac em ? yeccada ckeppina
ocate upanydsam. ocadu: aind oca
tsota guddina balla inco tsota guddadu,
every one was abusing the lecturer.

Smith took up the cudgels for him.
Smith: The lecturer never repeats

himself. Jones: Oh doesn’t he? it’s

the safhe lecture everywhere. Smith:
Anyway it isn’t the same table he
thumps, talupu gudduta is to knock
at a door ;

cdllu gudduta is to massage
the legs, an operation every good
Hindu wife performs for her hus-
band.
gudi, temple, calupu tiyani madi,
de'vudu leni gudi, an unweeded field

is like a temple without the god;

angailo hdlam guild lingcinici id-

yam, offering the sugar in the shop
to the god in the temple (being liberal

at the expense of other* j :
guild devul-

lunu rail antarn, they (the English I

call the gods in the temples stones;
gudici mecapdtu eelfin atiuga, a bull
in a china shop.
gudi, circle and circular things like the
secondary form of the Teiugu vowel
i, a halo, a round bunch.

gudicattu, area ofrevenue village, what-
ever js included in its circumference.
gudicalu, heel.

gudintsuta, to multiply. Skt. More
commonly gunintsuta. pani chesina
tareata eisrdnti cd ealen ani mdta y'i

locamlo micu pratidinamu anubhaeam-
lo v'unnadi eddd ? eacca janmamld
cashta padda taredta maHi janmam
yettaddnici madhya yenimidi vela yellu
eisrdnti cd ealenu; nalugu vela yenimidi
vandala rendu janmalanu eisrdnti

calam aina
,
yenhnidi vela cheta gudiste,

madhya janmdial6jiemehe calam gdea,
nireanam pondaddnici mudu cotla yen-
abhai nalugu lacshala padahdru vela
saneatsaralu cd ealenu, daily experi-
ence in this world shows that intervals

of rest are required after work. After
you have worked a whole lifetime an
interval of 8,000 years rest is required
before you take up life again; multi-
plying "the 4,802 lives by 8,000 you
get 38,416,000 years, without counting
the time spent on leading the lives,

before you attain Nirvana.
gudise, hut. raja bhdrya meda yeccite ,

cummaraeadi codalu gudise yeccinadi,

when the king’s wife went up to the
terrace, the potter’s daughter-in-law
climbed the roof of the hut.

gudisetidi, whore, dancing-girl; from
gudise, hut. ocadu: eesyalu leca pdte
sangitam padi patund ani miru gattigd

vadintsa ealenu. incodu: mi manasu
vachchin anla gattigd vadistdnu ; sa-

bhalo nd vddamto y’inti mida pencelu
yegiri po ealenu, nenu y'intamandi
bogamedUami gudisdtiedUanu ddarin-
tsadame cdni, eocca nddu vdlla pata
mdtram eini yeraganu sumandi, mitodu
nizam chepputdnu , a Hindu: You
must argue forcibly that without



guditipputa

dancing-girls music would go to the

dogs. Another Hindu : I will argue

as forcibly as you like, I will argue so

forcibly that the tiles fly off the roof,

but to tell the truth I have been friends

with dozens of dancing-girls and never

troubled about their singing- (It will

be observed that three words for

dancing-girls are used in this short

conversation; there are also others,

nautches being a national recreation;

for the same reason there are many
words for horse in English and for

bull in Spanish; and the argument
that nautches improve music is like

the argument that horse-racing or

bull-fighting improves the breed of

horses and bulls
;
it is a good argument

as far as it goes, but the real object

of racing is betting and the real use
of dancing-girls is their nearer ac-

quaintance.)
guditipputa, to lunge a horse, to

make the horse go round in a circle

(gudi).

gudlagiiba, owr
l. atadu tella pdyi, nd

chi gudlagiiba vale ieri para tsuchi-

nddu, hie turned pale and stared at me
like an owl; bandi cosam vartamanam
pampintsa patu v’unte

,
gudlagiiba

cusindi
,
I was just about to send word

for a bullock-cart when an owl hooted
(a bad omen which will deter a Hindu
from starting on a journey),
gudurtsupa, to arrange

;
for cudurtsuta.

guggilamu, gum (resin).

guggilJu, boiled horse-gram. Boiled
ularndu

,
a pulse (dolichos bifior) ,

takes
the place of oats as the staple food of
horses in India, gurrdnici guggillacu
siru v’ulavulu tsdlunu, a pint of horse-
gram is enough for the horse’s cooked
meal; gurrdnici guggillu tina nerpa
valend ? has a horse to be trained to
eat oats ?

guha, cave. Skt.
guhyamu, secret. Skt.
gujastd, past. Hindustani, sdlu gu-
jastd is test year.
gulaca, pebble, gulaca rigada bhitmi
is gravelly black cotton soil,

gujagula, itching, shaking, crawling;
onomatopoeic, buddilo mllu p6si gula-
gulal ddinchi cadiginadu,' he poured]

gummadicaya

water into the bottle and shook it up
and down to clean it

;
puntilo purugulu

gulagulal aduts unnavi
,
the worms are

crawling over the wound,
gulabi, rose. Hindustani, guldbirangu,

rose-colour.

gulimi, wax in the ear. vadu chevulo

gulimi tisu cunt unnddu, he is picking
his ears.

gulla, shell, husk, gewgaws ,
trinkets . mi

bhdrya vantanu vhmna gullalu tegan

ammu, take her trinkets off your wife
and sell them; ndcu niiru varahala
gullal aina levity I haven’t even ioo
pagodas worth of jewellery,

gullauta, to be emptied, gulla cheyuta,

to empty ;
used of a house being made

like a shell, i.e. emptied, plundered
of all that is in it. ildgu talacu min-
china veshalu veste tsuchinavdru nav-
vutdruy ilaganti veshalu sagan iste vacca
rozulo ni y’illu gulla autundi

,
every one

who sees such extravagant finery on
your wife will laugh, and if you let

her go on you will be cleaned out of
house and home.
gumasta, gumasta, clerk, agent,
deputy. Hindustani. The ordinary
word for an office clerk, a merchant’s
assistant, the deputy of a village

officer, ocadu : mi affisulo gumasta
pani khali aind ani vinndnu

,
nac ippi~

stdrd? manejaru: alasyam aindiy valla
cadu. ocadu: yevaricaina ichchara?
manijaru : iyya leduy nuvvu iravai
samvatsarala cindata darakhastu pet-

tite ichchevadin emo
,
nicu vayasu mudi~

rindiy Aged applicant: I hear there is

a clerk’s vacancy in your office, will

you get it for me? Manager: Too
late, nothing doing. Applicant : Have
you given it to any one else ? Manager

:

No, you might have got it if you had
applied twenty years ago, you are a bit
too ripe. v

gumi, crowd, lacshala coladi janulu
guyni aidi, crowding in hundreds of
thousands.
gummadicaya, pumpkin (cucurbita
maxima), a common vegetable for
curry, ataca mida gummdicdyalu
tsdla v’unnavi, there are plenty of
pumpkins in the loft; gummadicdycdu
donga ante

,
bhuzdlu tdnepaititsiitsucun-

[140]



gummamu [X41] guntanacca

nddu, when they spoke of the thief

who stole the pumpkins he felt his

own shoulders (and so let the cat out
of the bag).

gummamu, door-way. ammaldrd /
j

y'Ud randi, gummam datet apptidu i

jdgrata
,
cdlici debba tagulutundi, ladies,

this way, careful as you pass through
the door not to knock your feet;

j

doddi gummamuna tdtaldci velluts un- '

nddu
,
he is going into the garden by

j

the back door.

gumpu, crowd, gang, flight of birds.

dongala gumpu ndyacudu , captain of
a gang of robbers.

guna, modality of nature (philosophy).

Skt. The three gunas (triguna) are

tamas, darkness (chaos, ignorance),

rapas, high light (half reality, action,

and pain), sattva
,
full light (reality,

purity, goodness),

gunacamu, the multiplier. Skt.

gunacdramu, multiplication. Skt.

(gunacdharamu)

.

gunamu, quality, virtue, symptom (of

a disease), burracu vaca gunamu
,

jihvacu vaca ruchi, no two heads are

made alike and tastes differ; talli-

dandrula gundlu codulacu sancrami-

stavi, children inherit their parents’

qualities; andu valla yemi gunamu?
whatis the use of it ? vantibedigunamu,
symptoms of cholera; tadanugunam-
gdne is ‘accordingly’ (tad, that),

-gunamu, -fold. Skt. dvigunamu
,

twofold; trigunamu
,
threefold; sata-

gunamu
,
hundredfold. The Sanskrit,

not Telugu, numeral must be prefixed,

gunasampanulaina, virtuous. Skt.

gunavantudu, a good man. Skt.

gunavati, a good woman. Skt. Also
gunavanturdlu. tsaccani gunavantura-
lainapadahdr 4Ua chinnadi

,
a good and

pretty girl of sixteen.

gunSgi&tamulu, merits and demerits.

Skt.

gimdamu, pit, fire-pit.

-gunda, suffix meaning through; also

for -cunda , without,
gunde, heart. The Telugu word. The
Sanskrit, also commonly used, is

hrudayamu. gundecaya, the heart

vessel, and gundelu, the plural, are

also common, gundelu pagulun attu

parigettuta is to run so as to break
your heart; ratigundevddu is a stony-
hearted man; nicu gunde zabhu r'unte

vaidyudird yenducu canucco ledu ? if

you have heart disease why didn’t
you see the doctor ? gundelu taia tata

cottucoga, my heart beating pit-pat.

gundi, button, ficharu: nt cotucuyenni
gundil unnai? bdludu; aidu. ticharu:
nenu nalugn tisucunte yem autundi

?

bdludu: nd ndmia tantddu. Teacher:
How many buttons are there on your
coat? Boy: Five. Teacher: If I take
fourWay, what then? Boy: My dad
will kick.

gimdramu, gundrani, round,
gundrayi, pestle

;
from gundram ,

round, and rayi, stone; also rocali.

codi guddu pagala cotta gundrayi cd
valena? breaking eggs with a
pestle.

gundu, bullet, lump. The plural is

gundlu or gullu. durapu condalu nunu-
pu, daggira pote rdlla gundlu, distant

hills are smooth
;

near they are
boulder-stacks (distance lends en-
chantment to the view); gulla bdru
pettuta

,

to load a gun; vatfi mandu
curutanu gundlu veyyanu

,

I will only
put powder *in, not bullets

; donga

:

mi dabbu anta istdrd
,
Uca pote pistoluto

calustd? peddamanishi : pisfolu iste

dabb anta istd. donga: dabbu tisuconi

pistol ichchenu . peddamamski : nd
dabbu nac istdva

, leca pote pistdlatd

calcheda? donga: dabb iyyanu
, pisto-

lulo mandu gdni
,
gundu gdni ledu, ndc

em bhayam ledu. Thief: Give me all

your money or I shoot. Gentleman:
Give me the pistol and I will give you
the money. The thief takes the money
and hands over the pistol. Gentleman

:

Give me back my money or I shoot.
Thief : Shan’t ; the pistol ain’t loaded

;

I’m not afraid,

gundusudi, pin.

gunintsuta, to multiply, calculate,

Skt. nenu panchdngam gumnchinanu,
I have calculated the calendar,

gunitamu, multiplication. Skt.
girnta, pond, pit. gunta candlu are

hollow eyes,

guntaca, a harrow,
guntanacca, fox; also concanacca

;

also



gunza guru[142]

used chaffingly of lean men. nacca is

a jackal.

gunza, small post.

gunzuconuta, to draw out, extort.

paicam gunzuconuta is to get money
out of some one.

guptamu, hidden. Skt. guptaddnamu
,

secret gift; guptaceH, secret pleasure,

guraca, snoring; onomatopoeic,

guracapettuta, to snore,

gurgurintsuta, to grunt (of pigs, &c.).

guri, mark, aim.

guri, respect, faith, vaidyudi y'andu

guri v'unte dyana mannu nalipi chetilo

pettina yetuvanti ragain nimushamlo

cudurutavi, if you have faith in your

doctor he will cure you of any disease

in a minute by making mud into a

pill and giving it you.

guriconuta, to aim.
gurinchi, about, santdna nirodhani

gurinchi upanydsam zarugutnnd ata

,

they say there is going to be a lecture

on birth-control,

guritapputa, to miss the mark,
gurram, horse; the knight at chess,

the hammer of a gun. The Dravidian
word, Tamil cudirai ; Canarese endure

;

Malayalam cutira. The common Hin-
dustani word that every one knows is

ghodd. In books various Sanskrit

words: a$vam, turangam, and so on,

are used, yinugacu vaca sima, gur-

rdnici vaca v'uru, barrecu vaca banise,

to keep an elephant you want a

district, a horse a village, a she-

buffalo a slavey; gurramu tocanu

callemu pettin attu, like the man who
put the bridle on the horse’s tail;

zaminddri gurralacu tind eccuva
,
pani

taccuva, noblemen’s horses are under-
exercised and over-fed

;
gurramu

guddid aind, ulavulu taccuva v yundadu,
the blind horse does not eat less gram

;

gurrdnici guggillu tina nerpa valend?
has a horse to be trained to eat gram ?

a horse neighs is gurram sacilintsuts

urtnadi

;

what he eats in India is ula-

vulu, b»rse-gram, which when boiled

for him is called guggillu
;
gurrapu

gudu, a mare’s nest.

gurrapudandu, cavalry; from Skt.
dandu, troop.

gurrapurautu, cavalryman, trooper.

rahutu is the Skt. for trooper, yeccite

gurrapurautu
,

digite cdli bantu,
mounted he is a good trooper, dis-

mounted a good foot soldier (useful

anywhere)

.

gurrapuvddu, horse-keeper, groom,
syce.

gurru, grumble, gnyati gurru, arati

carru, vadalavu
,
there is no cure for

cousins’ rows or plantain-rot.

gurrupettuta, to snore ; onomatopoeic.
gurrapetti paduconuta, to lie snoring

;

also gurrucottuta, gurrutiyuta.

gurteruguta, to recognize, identify.

A common word in courts for recog-
nizing a person or identifying a thing;
from gurtu, mark, and eruguta, to know.
anavdlu pettuta is even commoner,

gurtintsuta, to distinguish. Lac-
skmayya: na daggira manchi cucca
undedi, adi dongal evaro peddamanush-
yal evaro tsappuna gurtinchedi

, don-
galanu matram carichedi. Vencayya:
a cucca y’ippud em ainadi? Lacsh-

mayya: nannu caravadam cheta intlo

mmchi vella gottanu. Lakshmayya : I

had a very good dog which could tell

thieves from honest men; it would
only bite thieves. Venkayya: What
has become ofthat dog ? Lakshmayya

:

It bit me, so I drove it out of thehouse

.

gurtu, mark of identification, sign.
yenta varacu tsadavinano gurtu cosam
edgitam petti v'unndnu, I put a piece
of paper in to mark m'y place,

gurtupattuta, to recognize, nydyd-
dhipati: sicshacheppaca munduyemaind
adugutava? muddayi: nannu tsuchi
pacca crinda daccunnavddu nannu yetld
gurtupatta galado cheppandi; Judge:
Have you anything to ask before I pass
sentence? Accused: Say, how could
he recognize me when he hid under
the bed at the sight of me? In this
example note the Telugu idiefm. The
Telugus, like the Italians, say ‘before
I don’t pass sentence’, not, as the
English, ‘before I pass sentence’, ddc-
cunnavddu stands for datsuconi unna-
vadu, which is much too long to say.
guru, gurudu, guruvu, preceptor,
spiritual guide. Skt. guruvucu tagga
sishyudu, a disciple worthy of his
teacher (contemptuous)

;
nenu nd



gurutvamu [143] gurtsuta

guruvuvdrici vadda tsaduvuconet ap-
pudu doddi tavvi sanvatsardnici cdvala-

sina cumin pandinchevddini; y'iddaru

culivallu moyya leni miitalanu polam-
16 nunchi pattuconi vachchi y'inti cdda
vappaginchevdnni; y’intlo panid anni

nene chesevdnni; ayana
,
anugraham

vachchi, tirubadigd v'unn appnda rendu

muccalu cheppevddu; voccocca nadu adi

ledu, When I was studying with my
guru, I used to dig in his back-yard
and raise the year’s supply of vege-

tables
;
I used to carry loads from the

fields which two coolies could not
have carried and bring them to the

house; I used to do all the house-
work

;
when he had leisure he would

condescend to teach me two texts;

some days not even that (the Hindu
institution of spiritual apprenticeship

in its actual working)
;

dongalacu
gumvu, a Newgate attorney, an
adviser of thieves.

gurutvamu, spiritual preceptorship.

Skt. ni gurutvamu yedisin atte vhm-
nadi, v’uruco, a fig for your priesthood,

hold your tongue.
guruvaramu, Thursday. Skt., from
guruvu

,
preceptor, especially Briihas-

pati, preceptor to the gods.
gusagusaladuta, to whisper; onoma-
topoeic. iccada yemito gusagusaladutu

v’unn attu tsappudu vinabadutu v’un-

nadi, I hear a sound as of whispering
here.

gutstsucoxmta, to prick oneself, to

prick. A thorn pricked me is nac oca

mullu gutstsucunnadi.

gutstsuta, to prick.

gutaca, gulp, notilo vrelu pettuconi,

gutaculu mringutsu
,
putting his finger

in his mouth and swallowing(in antici-

pation of dainties).

gutta, rent, contract; in the Ceded
Districts meansland-revenue and the
humble prayer of the ryot always is

that the gutta should be remitted.

gutta, hill, heap.

gutfa, bunch, cluster of flowers, fruit,

See,

guttu, a secret, mi guttu baila pettu-

tdnu, I will expose you ;
mi guttu baila

pettacun4d nenu ddstdnu, I will shield

you; md inti guttu baita pad iyya

iciddu , don’t revt*jl the skeleton in

our cupboard; guttuga v'uruco, lie

low; Uiguttu Perumadam yeruai, God
knoweth the secrets of the heart.

guttucumumanuta, to gulp ; onoma-
topoeic. gutiucuna mringuta

,
to de-

vour at a gulp.
guvva, dove. A very common bird in

India. Pigeon is pauram and, in

books, capotamti.
guzzu, pulp,
guba, drum of the ear.

guda, with, for the commoner atda.
gudabalu, pelican, gudahdtlu cotta

vaddu , avi grdmam samraeshistavi , do
not shoot pelicans, they protect the
village.

gudadu, for cudadu
, must not.

guduta, for cuduta
, to be able, Sec.

gudemu, hamlet; especially a pariah
hamlet. The pariahs are not allowed
in the main village. They live in the
mdlagudem or the mddigagudem and
dhobies live in the tsdealigudem.

gudhamu, secret, gudkamugd vya-
bkicharintsiits unndru

,
they are secretly

committing adultery,

gudharthamu, secret meaning, iyana
matalalo yenta gudhdrtham unnado
chittaginchindra

?

did you observe what
depth ofmeaning there is in his words ?

gudu, nest, bird-cage, niche in the
wall, waggon-hood, ship’s hatchway,
fly-proof cover, fowl-coop, spectacle-

case; in fact anything more or less

round and hollow, gurrapu gudu is a
mare’s nest; diwena tisina giidu is

the lamp-niche without the lamp, the
play without Hamlet, the bung-hole
without the cask.

giina, a big pot (cunda is a smaller one).

neti giina cheta puni nichchena yeccin

attu
,
mounting a ladder with a jar

of ghee in one’s arms (not a safe thing
to do).

gunivddu, a hunchback, dwarf, guni-

vddu paducune valla gunivdnice telu-

sunu
,
the hunchback knows on which

side to lie (every one knows bes* where
his own shoe pinches),

gunu, hump (crooked back),

gurchi, about, concerning
;
for gurincki.

giirtsuta, to convene, &c.; for air-

tsufa .



H
haccu, a right, Hindustani,

haccudarudu, rightful owner, heir,

haddu, boundary, haddu chedipravar-

tintsuta
,
to kick over the traces

;
pedda

manushyul annavdre d pracaramgd
vyabhicharistu v’undadam cheta pdkhi-

rilu bottiga haddu miri vitstsalavidiga

timgutu v'unndru, when so-called

respectable people practise fornica-

tion lewd fellows of the baser sort

naturally pass all bounds of licen-

tiousness.

haddulanuyerparatsuta, to demar-
cate.

haimamu, golden; Skt., from hemam,
gold.

hainyamu, baseness; Skt., from hi-

nam
,
base.

haisctilu, high school. English,

hallacalldlamu, hullaballoo, tumult;
onomatopoeic, pedda gali samudramu
hallacallolamugd cheya tsochenu, a gale

began to lash the sea into a fury,

hamesha, always. Hindustani,
hamsa, swan. Skt. gangalo munigite

cdci hamsa autunda? a crow won’t
become a swan by dipping in the

Ganges (there is no making a silk

purse out of a sow’s ear),

hamsatulicatalpamu, eiderdown.
Skt., from hamsa, swan, tulica, down,
and talpam, bedding,
hams&yi, neighbour, neighbouring.
Hindustani, hamsayi grdmamu

,
a

neighbouring village,

hamsamu, subject; for amsamu. miru
sabhalo cheppa poyye hamsam emito
selav iyyandi

,
please tell me what

subject you are going to talk about at

the meeting.
hanta, murderer. Skt., from han, to

kill; cf. katya
,
murder,

hantacudu, murderer.
Hanumantudu, Hanumanudu, the
monkey god who served Rama.
Rdmuni vanti razu v’unte, Hanuman-
tuni vanti bantu appude v'untadu

,

when there is again a king like Rama,
then there will be a servant like

Hanuman (like master like man).

harabbi, Arab, Arab horse. Hindu-
stani.

haramu, taking, snatching. Skt.

haranamu, theft, rape, loss (of time).

Skt. miccili calaharanam aindi
, there

has been much loss of time; sommu
chellintsaddnici cdla haranamu cheslun-

nadu
,
he is postponing payment,

liarcard, courier. Hindustani,

hari, horse. Skt. Only in books for

garram; asvam, turangam
,
are other

words for horse.

Hari l Lord! Sanskrit; epithet of

Vishnu, Yama, Indra, esp. Vishnu;
vaUu pade butu cutida cante Hari dr-

tanalu padiste baga v’undadd? would
it not be better to sing hymns instead

of the obscene ribaldry that they (the

nautch-girls) sing?

harinamasmarana, repetition of the

name of the Lord. Skt., from Hari,
Vishnu, ndma, name, and smarana

,

recollection.

harintsuta, to seize, steal. Skt. itani

daggira dongatanamu ledu
,

parula
sommu harintsadu, there is no thiev-

ishness about him, he will not steal

his neighbour’s money,
harmyamu, palace, mansion. Skt.

Used only in books.
harshacamu3 delightful. Skt. A book
word.
karshamu, joy. Skt. Used only in

books for santosham.
harshintsuta, to rejoice. Skt. Used
in books, yevadaina vacadu a cdlamlo
mundanu v’untsu cunte, pedda manusk-
yulu yevaru vanni marydda cheyyaca
povadam cheta bhayam caligi, tacdna-
vall andaru nitigaligi vhmdevdru; y’ip-

pudu pedda manushyulu tsiichi, harshin-
chi, v'urucovadam chetane cddd, prati-

vddunu vitstsaldvidigd bhdryalanu va-
dili petti mundalanu vhmtsucuntu
v’unnaru, in those days if any one kept
a woman respectable people turned
the cold shoulder and for fear of that
the others all remained moral, but
now respectable people look on quite
satisfied and every one deserts his
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wife without fear and keeps a
j

woman.
Harudu, Siva. Skt.
hastadoshamu, slip of the pen. Skt.,

from hastam, hand, and dosham, mis-
take.

hastalaghavamu, sleight of hand.
Skt., from hastam

,
hand, and laghavam

,

dexterity.

hastamu, hand. Skt. Telugu cheyyi;

hastam is used chiefly in compounds
but also in the proverb sushca priya-
mulu, sunya hastamiihi, vain endear-
ments, empty hands (words not
deeds).

hasti, elephant. Skt. hastimasacdn-
taram ,

the difference between an ele-

phant and a mosquito,
hastodacamu, (ceremonial) hand-
washing. Skt., from hastam , hand, and
udacam ,

washing, yento srotriyulam
ani cheppn conutsu, mivanti Somayd-
jula pellavdre y’ituvanti rancu mimdala
cheta lacsha vattula vrattamulu moda-
lainavi cheyinchi sancochimpaca

,
hasto-

dacamulu putsisuconi, mundugd bho-
janamunacu siddha paduduru

,
for all

your pretence of piety and your high-
sounding ecclesiastical titles you are
ready to perform for adulterous
widows rites and ceremonies for the
souls of their departed husbands and,
without a moment’s hesitation, let

them lave your hands and place your
repast before you.
hatamu, slain. Skt.
fcath&ttuga, suddenly. Skt., also

adhdttugd.
hatti, elephant; from Skt. hasti . A
word used all over India; the Telugu
word is yenugu.
hatya, murder. Skt. The forms of
murder, arranged in order of descend-
ing abomination, are hrahmahatya ,

brahmfh-murder, gohatya, vaccicide,

pitriihatya, parricide, narahatya, homi-
cide, sisuhatya

,
infanticide,

hauda, howdah. Hindustani,
haveli, palace. Hindustani,
hayamu, horse. Skt. One of the book
words for gurramu.
hayamu, reign. Hindustani. Used
commonly of an official reign, such as

that of a Huzur Sheristadar—in the

time of so-and-so—or even of that
lesser luminary, a Collector, venuca
Richchhardu doragari haydmulo ztu-

vanti arji vaste , valla cad ani selav
ichchindru

, in Mr. Richard’s time he
ordered that if such petitions came in
there was nothing doing,
ha l alas I

haha ! oh!
halu salu, this year. Hindustani.
salgujasta is last year,
hdrd, harm. Skt. Very common,
hdnicalugacheyuta, to harm,
hanicaramu, harmful. Skt.
haramu, necklace. Skt.
haramu, divisor, denominator. Skt.,

meaning ‘taking’. Used in arith-

metic.
hdrati, wave-offering. Skt. hdrati-
carpuramu, camphor offered to gods
or at marriages; hdratipatalu

, songs
sung during these ceremonies,
haryamu, dividend in arithmetic.
Skt.

hascharyamu, astonishment. For the
more usual dscharyamu. monna Buch-
chirdzu gari forjari cezuld sdcshulanu
taribitu chesi, abaddham nizamga cana-
padet attic chesinaru; dyana sactici

Jadji gam cuda hdscharya paddaru ,

the other day in Buchchirazu’s forgery
case he turned the witnesses inside
out and made the false look true, and
the Judge too marvelled at his clever-

ness.
hasintsuta, to laugh. Skt. The
Telugu is navvuta.
hasyacadu, buffoon. Skt.
hasyamu, good-tempered jesting as
opposed to veldcolam, mockery. Skt.
ocadu : sasturlugdric l namascdramandi

;

sastri: dirghayushyamastu! vamsdbhi-
vriiddhirastu ! rdjadvdre rdjabhavane
sarvada digvijayamastu ! ocadu : appude
asirvachanam anta ai pdyind andi?
ikha micu emi rdvandi? sastri: i

y’Inglishu tsaduvucune vdltacu mam-
malnl tsuste velacdlamgd v'untundi;
ocadu: veldcolam cdd andi

, micu tdta-

gar autdru ganuca hdsydnic anndnu.
Hindu: My respects, Mr. Shastri;
Rev. Mr. Shastri: The Lord grant
thee length of days ! the Lord grant
thy seed increase ! the Lord grant
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world-victory to my lord and king!

Hindu: Is that all your blessings or

don’t you know any more? Rev.

Mr. Shastri: You English-educated

people mock us when you see us.

Hindu: No mockery, you are a sort

of grandfather to me and I just said

it in fun.

hasyaspadamu, ridiculous. Skt.,

from hdsyam and aspadam
,
basis,

hayigd, happily, comfortably, hayigd

nidra potanu, I will go comfortably

to sleep; yento hayigd v'undedi, how
nice it would be.

hazarauta, to be present,

hazaru, present. Hindustani. Used
in answering roll-calls, &c.

hazaruparatsuta, to produce a person,

hazarupatti, attendance register,

hazaruzaminu, bail,

hetstsarica, warning, encouragement,
hetstsarintsuta, to warn, encourage,
hetstsiutsuta, to increase (verb active),

hetstsu, much, great, hetstsu svara-

muto pilutsuts unnadu, he is raising

his voice and calling; nacu conchem
co'pam hetstsu

,
I am rather an angry

man.
hetstsuta, to increase, grow,
hetstsutagguluga, up and down,
more or less ; from hetstsu

,
much, and

taguta, to diminish, conndllu hetstsu-

tagguluga, a few days more or less,

hela, sport. Skt.

helanamu, mockery. Skt.

hemamu, gold. Skt.; also hiranyamu.
The common word is hangaram]
hema is used in compounds like

hemapushpacam, the golden champak,
hemahimUuj millionaires

—

Nelluri jil-

Idlo capulu hemahemiluga v’unnaru
,

the farmers of Nellore district are all

made of gold.

hemanta riituvu, late autumn. Skt.

It is the fifth of the six Telugu
seasons—(1) spring (vasantam), (2)
hot weather (vesavt), (3) wet (varsha),

(4) sultry ( ;
sarattu), (6) cold weather

(tsali). n

liesha, a neigh. Skt. Telugu, sacilinta.

heshintsuta, to neigh. Skt. The
Telugu word is sadlintsuta.

hdtubhutudu, causer- Skt.
hetuvu, cause. Skt.

?
also caranamu . I

Both these words are common, strilu

mdyaleni hetuvu cheta
, yucfayucta-

midu teliyaca
,
pasutulyarandrai rdan-

duna gada
,
purushulac ituvanti mano-

vyadhalu sambhavintsuts * unnavi
, it is

because our women are uneducated
and are like beasts not knowing right
from wrong that we men are made to

suffer these agonizing conflicts of the
mind (dreadful consequences of the
neglect of female education in Hindu
society)

;
copa padaddnici y’indulo

ndcu hetuv emo canapadadam Mdu, (if

you object to my previous remark) I

don’t see what you have to be angry
about.
hdyamu, vile. Skt.

heyata, vileness. Skt.

himagiri, himalayamu, snow moun-
tains. Skt., from himam

,
snow, and

giri, mountain, alayam, place, abode;
the Himalayas are the Abode of Snow,
himamu, snow, dew, frost. Skt. The
Telugu is mantsu.

himsa, harm. Skt. ahimsa, harmless-
ness, is the highest virtue in Hindu
religion

—

ahimsa paramo dharma.
himsintsuta, to harm. Skt. nannu
himsintsaddnid ma y’intice vachchi-

ndvd ? have you come to my own house
just to harm me ?

Hindi, the Hindi language,
hinduvu, Hindu, from Skt. Sindhu.
hiranyagarbliamu, Golden Womb
(ceremony). Skt. The ceremony is

thus described by the Most Worship-
ful Dutch Governor Moens writing
at Cochin in 1781 :

‘ It is true that he
(the king of Travancore) is not of
noble birth, but he caused himself to
be ennobled. This is called by the
people of Malabar “to be reborn”;
for that is the force of the word by
which they express it. It is derived
from the droll ceremony which the
ennobled person goes through, viz.,

passing through a big cow made of
gold; after which the golden cow is

beaten to pieces and divided among
the Nambudries or priests.’ The
ceremony was performed in many
parts of India and was both a regenera-
tive and a coronation ceremony. The
king went in at the mouth of the
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golden cow, came out at the tail, and
was received in the arms of his

brahmin guru’s wife, and he had to

try and cry like a baby,
hiranyamu, gold. Skt. The common
word is bangaram\ hircmya is used
chiefly in compounds

;
hiranydcshudu

,

golden-eyed (<acshi ,
eye), Mranyagar-

bhudu ,
golden-bellied (epithet of

Brahma), hiranyagarbha
,
the golden

egg, the primeval germ of the universe,

hitabddha, good advice. Skt., from
hitam

,
good, and bodha, advice,

hitamu, good, friendly. Skt. mini mi
anubhavam cheta samasta cashtamu-

land telusuconi, mdcu Mtam chepputu.

v'unndrUy knowing all difficulties from
your experience you give us advice
for our good

;
mi cshemamu cori Mtam

cheputu v’unndnu , I am_ giving you
good advice out of a wish for your
welfare.

hitavu, hitudu, friend. Skt. snehitudu

is commoner.
Mtopadesamu, friendly advice; Skt.,

from hitam and upadesam, teaching.

There is a book on morals called the
Hitopadesam or Advice of a Friend,

hizaru, trousers. Hindustani; also

izdru .

hi-hi ! an exclamation, not as with us,

of merriment, but of sorrow, surprise,

or scorn; also ihihil

hinamu, vile, low. Skt. hina dasacu
vatstsuta is to come down in the
world

;
hmavriitti, a mean occupation

;

hinasvaramu,
a low voice; hinajati-

yaina, of low caste; hinajdtivdru, low
caste people; hinam ainadi

,
vatti

siggula chetu, it was a low, shameful
thing to do.
-hmudu, affix meaning ‘low’, ‘bereft

of’. Skt. culahinudu, low or outcaste

;

angahinudu
,

crippled
;

buddhihinudu,
foolish ;

"r

rupahinudu, ugly
;

dhana-
hinudu, penniless

;
lazzdhimidu,

shame-
less.

hiringu, hearing. English. The court’s

hearing; also used of the vakil’s

harangue.
hlddamu, joy. Skt. Used only in

books for santosham.
hoda, office, title, designation. Hin-
dustani. mint bdga padda> mavanti-

varini padimandini bdgu chesind, dhoda
mice ra valenu

,
you should get that

office and you will do well out of it

and will do good to lots of us.
homamu, burnt offering. Skt.
hora, hour. Skt.; also Latin, whence
English hour

,
French heure, Italian

ora. d v'udyogam tamac aite tamadi
dldganti hore, nimishamlo doranu jebuld

1

vesucora ? if you get that office (Huzur
Sheristadar’s) you will have an hour

!

like that and in a moment put the
Collector into your pocket,

hota, hotri, priest who offers homam.
\

Skt.
hriidayamu, heart. Skt. The Telugu
is gunde

, but this is common
;
suhriida-

yudu is a good-hearted man. hrii-

dayapurvacamaina
,
from the heart;

hriidgata?nUy by heart. Skt. a pad-

yamu ndcu hriidgatamu ca leda
,
I don’t

know that verse by heart,

hriishti, joy. Skt. A book word for
santosham .

hucumu, order, command. Hindu-
stani. Very common all over India;
especially Collector’s office orders.
tahassiludarudu : yemi cdranam lecunda
paivdUu matram v'urice baratarapu
chestard? gumdsta: veticevallacu anni
caranale cana padatavi; mi lage dyana
jamabandilo mdmuUu y’iwaca poyet
appatidy a copam manasulo v’untsu-
coni, accada nanchi prati vishayamlonu
chivatlu pedutu hucumulu vrasi, tdluca
saristudaru dvdra illu cattucovaddnici
balavanta petti

,
ituca putstsuconnad ani

donga firyadu teppinchi, baratarafu
cheyinchindru. Tahsildar: Will the
superior authorities dismiss you with-
out cause? Clerk: Those who look
for a cause will always find one; he,
like you, did not give mamuls at Jama-
bandi, and they kept that grudge in
their hearts, and they wrote censures
and orders about everything from
head-quarters, got up a false case that
the tahsildar had obtained bricks by
force through the taluk sherisftdar to

build a house, and got him dismissed,
humcarintsuta, to utter a menacing
sound (of crowds, &c.). Skt.
hundi, hundi, the Indian banker’s
cheque or draft. Hindustani, vadu
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ndcu vaca darsana hundi vrasinadu, he
drew on me at sight,

huziiru, the Presence, Head-quarters,

the Collector. Hindustani. The
Huzur Sheristadar or Collector’s

Sheristadar or Sheristadar of the

Presence is a very important person,

so are the Huzur Gumastas; so are

the clerks of even minor Presences

such as the Executive Engineer.

manam vdllacu yela locuvo
,
paivallacu

vallu dldge locuva; ippudu huzuruna
yevaro menejaru v'unnad atac atadu
Delta Suparendenti modalainavalla
vadda lantsdlu maha dotsiicuntii v’un-

ndd ataf anna vdacu lantsam sommu
ddkhalu cheyya leca pote, monna vaca
Delta Siiparendentunu tisi veyinchi,

rendu vandala rupdyalu putstsuconi
,
a

pani marivacadici veyinchinddu ,
village

officer speaking: just as we are sub-
ordinate to revenue officials so the
overseers have their superior authori-

ties; they say there is a manager
(Executive Engineer’s office manager)
at head-quarters

;
he is said to plunder

the Delta Superintendents and others
extensively; recently a Delta Superin-
tendent did not pay his bribe to

scheduled time and the manager got
him dismissed and another man who
paid him Rs. 200 appointed in his
place.

hii 1 sound of a yawn; onomatopoeic.
hu-hu! expresses shivering; onomato-
poeic.

hiina, foreign, especially European;
Skt. for Hun which was used of all

light-skinned people; we applied the
term specially to Germans, the
Telugus specially to us; thus hiina

pathasala means a school maintained
by the British Government

;
hiina

prabhutvamu is the British Govern-
ment; it is not so disparaging as our
Hun and does not connote cruelty,

but only barbarism. We are of course
barbarians to the orthodox Hindu;
and some of them still think we have
tails under our clothes.

hunudu, Hun, foreigner, European,
Englishman, barbarian, jantu-himsa
chesi

,
mamsabhacshanamu cheyu hun-

udu, a Hun who kills animals and eats

meat (it is of course the acme of
barbarousness to be a flesh-eater; we
are flesh-eating animal-slayers to the
orthodox).

I
Initial i can hardly be said to exist

because euphonic y is almost always
prefixed to it; thus illu

,
house, is

usually written and pronounced yillu
,

but it is not always so
;
hence I cata-

logue the words under i not yi.

English words beginning with s and
another consonant usually have eu-
phonic i or yi prefixed to them; e.g.

yispetu, spade, yishnappu, snipe; the
same rule is* followed in Italian, as the
Italians also find a difficulty in pro-
nouncing initial s followed by another
consoCiant.

i, give; short imperative of itstsuta

;

^
more commonly ichcheyi or immu or i.

ibbadi, twice as much, from inu badi
or madi

;
the full form inumadi is

commoner.

ibbadintsuta, to double; for inuma-

dintsuta.

ibbandi, straitness, inconvenience.
m'llucu ibbandiga n’unnadi

, it is diffi-

cult to get water.
ica, next, in future, further, longer;
also inca. 2’ sangati mir ica mdtada-

candi, no more of that; ica lidu is no
longer.

icamidata, icamundu, in future,
again, monna zarigina mitingulo Vive-
caraugdri durbodha cheta tdmu ica-

mundu bogam melam tsiidan ani d
chinnavad emo cdgitam mida dascatu
chesi vachchindd ata! at the other
day’s meeting the boy is actually said
to have signed a paper by the bad
advice of Mr. Wiseman that he would
not keep a dancing-girl in future!
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(untoward results of social reform
meetings which sap the foundations

of many old and respected institu-

tions); mejistretu: malli vachchava?
na vadda ica mldata rd vadd ani nenn
cheppa ledd ? donga : miru cheppdr

ani,
cheppind vinacunda poUsuvdttu

nannu arestu chesi tisucu vachchar
andi. Magistrate: Here again? Didn’t

I tell you never to come before me
again? Thief: I told the police you
said that, sir, but they would not
listen and arrested me and brought
me here.

iccada, here; also itstsata
; for ‘come

here’; do not say iccada (which in

any case would be iccadici) rd, but
ild rd.

iccattu, difficulty; from irucu, narrow,
and cattu.

ichchha, love, propensity. Skt. More
commonly itstsa .

ichciieyi, give; imperative of ichchi-

veyuta, to give; also icheyyi and ich-

chiveyyi .

ichchiputstsucblu, ichchiputstsu-
covadalu, giving and taking; used
of bargaining and of marriage; also

itstsaputstsucolu. y’itara desalavdrito

sambandhalu cheste tallidandrulu tana

cutullanu tarutsugd tsustu v'undar ani

,

itara desalavdrito yHchchiputstsuco-
vaddlu mdnivesindru

,

they gave up
marrying their daughters to people
in other countries because when they
had these foreign marriages the

parents could not see their daughters

often. The Italians have a proverb
‘ donne e buoi dai paesi tuoi women
and oxen from your own parts,

icshuvu, sugar-cane. Skt. Used only in

books and compounds, icshuvudhan-

vudu, the archer with the sweet bow,
is Manmadha, Cupid,
iddaru, *two, of persons. Two, of

things, is rendu. Two ofpersons is also

iruguru. iddarini ran iyya vaddu, let

neither of them come in; vdr iddaru

is they two
;
ocarini y’iddarini tsampi-

tene cani vaidyudu cddu
,
a doctor is

no doctor till he has killed one or two
(I regret to have to record this Telugu
view of the medical profession); vdr
iddaru iddare, six of one and half a

dozen of the other; y*i sangati mana
y’iddarilone v'linda valenu sumz, vddu
tagubotu

, between you and me, he is

a drunkard; idduzodu
, a match, man

and wife.

iddumu, a grain measure, z tooms;
from iru, two, and turnu. A toom is

4 cuntsams and about equal to 15
bushels, an iddumu 30 bushels,

idi, this, pronoun not adjective. The
adjective is i.

idiga, not the thing, d nadata bahu
y’idiga n’unnadi

,

that conduct is not
at all* the thing; i rozitna vad emo
y’idiga n’unnadu, he is a little out of
sorts to-day.

idigo, idugo, lo, behold, but a com-
mon word like the French void, not
a book word like the English ‘lo,

behold’, idigo puli ante, adigo toca

annattu. There’s a tiger, said A. Yes,
look at his tail, said B. (and there
never was a tiger there at all),

idivaracu, idivaradaca, up to now,
before, y*idivaradaca nenu paducune
totalo v’unna y’i mundara bhavanti
cdli chesi, addecu y’ivvaddnici siddham
chesindna

, I prepared to give on lease

the pavilion in the garden in which I

used to sleep before,
idivarac-undina, quondam, idivara-

(

cundina snehitulu, quondam or former
friends

;
also idivaralonundina.

idugo, same as idigo.

iduma, trouble. One of the numerous
words for misfortune,

iduta, to give place. Used especially in
compounds as gantuliduta, to jump;
addamiduta , to obstruct; pujaliduta,

to offer worship ;
tdcattiduta, to pawn

;

sabdamiduta
,
to give tongue; chevini-

duta, to give ear; cecaliduta, to

scream.
igilinta, a grin.

igilintsuta, to grin, pallu y’igilintsuta,

to grin with the teeth, is also used,
igiripovuta, to evaporate, go dry.

ndluca y’igiri potu v’annadi, my
tongue is going dry

;
poyi midi pulusu

y'igiri poyinadi,
the sauce on the

hearth evaporated away,
iguru, a sprout, young leaf, ocanid
y*iguru cura y’ishtamu , ocanid pulusu-

cura, some like strongly flavoured
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curry, others don’t (one man’s meat
is another man’s poison),

iguru, gums.
igo, lo, behold : short for idigo.

lhalocamu, this world. Skt. The
other world is paralocam.
ihamu, this side. Adjectival form
aihicamu . ihamandu is on this side

of the grave, the opposite is para-

mandu, on the other side of the grave,

ihaparamulu, the things of both
worlds. Skt., from iham, this, and
param, other. bogamvaUa sqhdsam
mdnivestar ani miccili corutsunnanu

,

andu valla micu ihaparamulu rendu

calavu, I beseech you to give up the

company of nautch-girls and you will

gain this world and the next; jdti

,

mata bhedam vichdrintsacundd yogyata
v'unn ’appudu, andarini samanamuga
tsdda valasinade cani

,
vacari y'andu

cdrpanyamu vahinchi
,
vdrici apacdram

cheyyadanici tsudaclam, ihanici para-

nici cuda manchidi cddu, we should
not consider differences of caste and
religion but where there is worth look
on all alike, while bearing malice
against any one or trying to do them
harm is equally disastrous to our
prospects in this world and the next
(a counsel of perfection in fissiparous

India, where communal and caste

hatred is widely prevalent); ihapara-
dulacu veraca

,
having no fear of God

or man.
ihihi I ha ha! onomatopoeic of laughter.
ikha, for ica, next, more, ikha vadito
mdtldda radu

,
don’t talk to him any

more.
ilacodi, cicada.

ila, this way ;
for ila. idi mdrgamu, ild

randiy this is the path, come this

way.
ilac£, connexion. Hindustani; a very
common word with a wide range of
uses; md y’ildcdvdllu is my people
(relations, caste men, &c.). A tdlucd

ildcd B (village), i.e. ‘the village B in

taluk A’ occurs in the heading of
every petition; ildcd putstsuconuta
(with the genitive) is a common ex-
pression for ‘to take account of’, ‘take
into consideration’; ildcd is also used
of a liaison with a woman or of making

friends with a man
;
nd vadine garito

sneham chest, md y’intlo purdnam
cheppe sdstrulato yHldca chesinanu

,

I chummed up with the priest who
got friendly with my sister-in-law and
recited puranas in our house

;
a sommu

tanace vastundi gani
,
ddnilo nac emi

ildcd led ani
,
sommu apaharinchi chep-

pinadu
,
he cheated me out of the

money saying it was due to him and
I had nothing to do with it; ddnilo

nac ildcd ledu is what the Collector
says to petitioners who come to him
about something which is not his

business but the business of, say, the
civil courts or the district board,

ilati, such.
ilayi, torch

;
also ilayi-buddi.

ili, grain of rice, igacu y’ili
, pamucu

bali puttadu
,
no food for a fly, no

sacrifice for a snake (a miser’s house),
illaricamu, illatamu, living with
one’s father-in-law (of a male) . ippudu
paschattdpam caligi

, nizamugane ni

nadata tinna chesucune-t-attaite, nd
cuturini nicu tappacunda y’ichchi,

ninnu yHllaricam v’untsucuntdnu
, if

you now repent and truly reform your
' conduct, you may take my word for it

I will give you my daughter and you
shall both live with me.

illalu, housewife, illalu guddid aite
,

y'inti cundalacu chetu
,
if the housewife

is blind it is disaster to the pots of the
house

;
mvu maha dodda y'illalu Idgu

,

you seem to be a first class housewife

;

indulo manchi y’illalu tahassiluddru-
gari bhdrya vdrini racshinchinadi

,
that

good woman, the tahsildar’s wife,
has saved them in this matter (by
inducing her husband to take a bribe),

illati, such; more commonly ilati.

illu, house; the genitive is inti, the
plural illu or indlu

; also spelt ilu
,

especially in compounds; ai-td vacar
inti codale, the mother-in-law was
once a daughter-in-law in some one’s
house; illu vdcili, lock, stock, and
barrel

; ill egiri povun attu allari,

noise enough to send the roof flying;
illu catti tsudu, pendli chisi tsudu,
think twice before you build or marry
(look before you leap)

;
ill aluca gdne

panciuga y’aguna ? smearing the floor
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with cow-dung does not make a
festival (unwarranted anticipation),

immu, give; imperative of itstsuta

;

also shortened to z
;
more commonly

ichcheyi from ichchi veyuta.

impu, pleasingness. cantici y’imp aite,

cadupucu yHmpu, what pleases the eye
pleases the stomach (food should be
nicely served) ;

vasanta riituvu y’impu,
spring is pleasant.

impuga, pleasing, madhya cottuco-

vadam peditene cdni vinevaUacu y’im-

pugd vhindadu, unless you put (into

the press report) some beating (of the

svarajists by the police) it won’t tickle

the ears of the groundlings, ituvanti

mdtalu vinutac entayu n’impugdne
y'undunu

,
it will be so pleasing to hear

such words (e.g. of the beating of the

svarajists by the police),

imuduta, to be contained in. jebulo

y'imide rendu chinna vastuvulu , two
little objects that will fit into the

pocket
;
purushulacu samasta dharma-

mulu patni sevalone y’immidi y’unnavi,

all man’s duty is summed up in wife-

devotion (this is a sarcasm; the usual

saying is that devotion to her husband
is the whole of a woman’s duty),

inaspectaru, inspector, especially of
police, but also sanitary inspector,

&c.; English, arugulu tiyinchi veyya
valasinad ani hucum vrasi, doragdri

santacam cheyinchi, sanitari inspec-

tarucu pampinchin attu dfisu bucculo

y’intaru chesi
3
pampintsacunda v'uru-

cuniddu
,

(if you bribe the municipal
manager) he will write an order that

the pials should be removed, get the

gentleman’s signature, note in the

registers that it has been sent to the

sanitary inspector, but never send it.

inamu, gift, especially gift-land.

Hindustani; more usually inamu .

incam&ndu, hereafter, incamundu
jdgratagd v'undu, be careful in future,

inca, yet, further, inca ra ledu
,
he has

not come yet; inca tsudu, look again,

inci, ink. English, more usually under-
stood than the proper Telugu sira,

which is in derivation Hindustani;
try sird on your peons and you will

see. inci-buddi or sird-buddi is the

ink-pot.

incoca, inco, another, inco purdnamlo
cheppin attu

,
as it is wTritten in another

purana; hharya: magavallaci yemaina
chevilo cheppite

,
inco chevulo nunchi

ivatalici vastundi: bkarta: ddaddnid
yemaina ckeppite

3 rendu chevulaloci

poyi notilo nunchi baitici vastundi .

Wife : If you say anything into a man’s
ear it comes out at the other. Hus-
band : If you say anything to a woman
it goes in at both ears and comes out
at the mouth

;
inco janmanici mi y’intlo

cucca’n ai pudatanu, in another life I

will be reborn as a dog in your house

.
(to show my gratitude),

incocadu, incodu, another man.
incocate, another woman,
incocati, another thing,
incuta, to dry up, sink, cheruvuld nir

incinadi
,
the tank is dry; i cagitam

yHncutsunnadi
,
this paper runs,

indandu, here and there; here and
hereafter.

indaru, so many persons; andaru is

all (persons).

indaca, up till now, so far; then,
indacati, previous, inddcati prasna,
the previous question; indacativddu y

the man who was here just now.
indarsmentu, endorsement. English.
Used especially of the order on a
petition. ‘ indarsmentu ra ledu ’, means
I have received no orders

;
nenu y’in-

ddrsmentu putstsuconi maripani dram-

bham chesinanu
y
I did not start build-

ing till I had got orders on my
petition; cdvaliste inddrsumentu tsu-

dandi
,
look at the order if you want to.

India, India. English. This is not a
Telugu word; in fact there is no
Telugu for India; but India, taken
from the English, is commonly used
in newspapers, &c. When the news-
papers want to be pedantic they say
Bharata desamu.

Xndiamantri, His Majesty’s Secretary
of State for India; from mantri,

minister.

Indra, the god Indra. Skt. *

indradhanassu, the rainbow (Indra ’s

bow).
indrajalamu, juggling, idi y'indra-

jalam Idgu v’unnadi
,
this is like magic;

adi cevcdam mdya
,
vatti gdridi

f
suddha
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indrajala m, all conjuring, pure legerde-

main, simple juggling ;
atuvanti mayo

-

pdydlu indrajala mahe?idrajdlalu v y

un-
navi ganucane, yenta led anna yevareji

mida rozucu nalng aidu rupayalacu
taccuva lecundd yerutddu

, he has all

these magic tricks at his finger-ends;
so he will never fail to collect four
or five rupees a day on an average
(the foreigner need not be shocked by
the association of magic with the God
Indra; is not magic Maha Vidya, the
Great Knowledge?),
indralocamu, Indra ’s heaven.
indramlamu, sapphire,
indriyamu, organ of sense. Skt.
y’indriya vijeyame nizamaina vije-

yamu
,
the conquest of the senses is

the real victory; gnyanendriyamulu
are the organs of perception

; carmen-
driyamulu

,

the organs of action
;
antar

-

indriyamulu, the internal organs,
organs of the mind

;
panchendriyamulu

are the five senses and panchendriya-
baddhudu is the sensual man; indri-

yamu is also used of semen,
indu, this, this place, indu valla

,
by

means of this; indu mida, hereupon;
indu-n-andu ledu, neither here nor

^ there; indulacu, over this,

induta, be contained in; for imuduta .

ingitamu, idea, opinion. Skt. Gandhi
gam y’ingitamu teliyacundd v’unnadi

,

Mr. Gandhi’s ideas are incompre-
hensible.

Inglisiiu, English. y’Inglishu tsaduvu-
connavdllu vatti durdcharulu

, English
educated people are all unprincipled;
nadilo hurada nill ani

,
niiti nillallo

munugutd.ru
, sndnamu cheyyadamvanti

subhram cosam atal they actually
declare that bathing is for bodily
cleanliness, and bathe in wells, saying
river water is muddy

; vatti durvinitulu
guddivdllacu cuntivallacu danam cheste
punyam vastund ata / they are so lost
to all moral sense as to say you gain
virtue by charity to the halt and the
blind (instead of to brahmins which
is true ethics); prachi saddchdramu

-

lanu dushistdru; yH bdgamvdUanu
vhintsucovadam yenta calam nunchi
vastu v'unna saddchdramu ? they revile
good old customs; how long has not

intidana

the good custom of keeping dancing-
girls endured ?

inguva, asafoetida.

mta, so much, this much, intd anta
>

with a phrase for ‘it is impossible to
say’, is the Telugu substitute for our
‘ineffable, inexpressible, unutterable,
countless, innumerable, indefinable/
&c.

5 brahmalacu danalu dharmdlu
cheste

,
dpunyamy'inta anta ani cheppan

alavi cadu
,
the merit of conferring

gifts and graceson brahmins transcends
all expression

;
nenupade bddhay’indant

ani cheppa sacyamu cadu, Iam suffering
unutterable pain. In the plural -intalu,
-fold, satruvu cheyu cidunacu padintu-

luga nivu melu cheya valenu, for the
harm done to you by your enemies
return tenfold good.
-inta, at the rate of. naluginta gunin-
tsuta , to multiply by four; but ndlu-

^
gintaluwith. soft t is fourtimes asmuch,

inta, in the house; locative of illu .

intacumundu, intacupurvamu, be-
fore this,

intadaca, so far.

intata, with this,

intati, such.
intatilo, within this time.
int£, so much, just so much, no more;
exactly, precisely, just so; a very
common word, not to be found in the
dictionaries.

intiavida, wife, matron; from illu,

house, and dvida, she
; nivu na bhar-

yanu tsuchindva ? iy’intiavidanu tsuchi
v'untavu, do you know my wife ? you

4
probably know this matron,

intiayana, husband, householder
;
from

#
illu, house, and dyana, he.

intibantu, house-servant,
inticappu, roof,

inticapu, householder.
“in|ici, at the rate of; aidintici, by fives.
ocintici padi rupayilu ichchiiidnu

, I
gave Rs. 5 for each; gajam ocatintici

#
yenta ? how much a yard ?

intici, to the house
;
dative of illu, house,

intidana, intidi, the woman in the
house, the thing in the house

; this is
the polite way in which Telugu men
refer to the wives; it is of course a
matter of some shame to allude at all
to her; another very common way is
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to refer to her simply as ‘ the family 5

;

if you ask a man how his family is or
whether he is taking his family into
camp, he takes you to mean his wife,
not his wife and children, md inti-

ddnici ydbhai yellu ninda vachchinavi,
my wife (the person in my house) is

full fifty years old.

intidonga, the thief in the house.
inti donganu y’isvarudu patta ledu

,
the

Lord God himself won’t catch the
household thief.

intig£tu, the gate of the house.
Ramudu: Lacshmayya gari ilia idend

?

Ddmudu: idi cadu. Ramudu: i vidhilo
v’unda? Ddmudu: undi. Ramudu:
nambar emito cheppandi. Ddmudu:
nambaru inti getu mida v’untundi
tsudandi. Rama: Isn’t this Mr.
Lakshmayya’s house? Dama: No.
Rama: Is it in this street? Dama:
It is. Rama: Tell me the number.
Dama: The number is on the gate,

look and see.

intiguttu, the skeleton in the cup-
board (secret of the house), md inti-

guttu baita pad iyya vaddu, do riot

reveal the skeleton in our cupboard.
intillipadi, the whole family; from
illu, house, and ella, all. md y'intilli-

padici dani cheta biyyam colipinchi

ippinchevanni, I used to get her to
measure out and distribute food to
my whole family.

intinta, from house to house
;
in every

house, divatarchanac ani y'intinta
tirigi nityamunu puvvulu techchi, I

used to go from house to house daily
collecting flowers on the pretext that
I wanted them for divine service.

intiperu, surname. Just as we have
a Christian and a surname so the
Telugus have a house (or family)
name and a personal name

;
but while

we gi\% importance to the surname
and usually indicate the Christian
name only by its initial and prefix it,

the Telugus do just the contrary; the
surname is a prefixed initial

; in
Telugu I should be G. Arthur instead
of A. Galletti

;
then there is the caste

title which comes last; so I should
be G. Arthur Paramahamsa.

intitagavu, domestic broil, intitagavu

Isvarud aind tirpa ledu
, God Himself

#
cannot settle household disputes,

idtivadu, the man in the house (used
by women in referring to their hus-
bands).

intivenuca, backyard. inndUu bratici
intivenuca tsachchin attu, like a man
who has had his day and is now dead
in his backyard.

intsuca, a little, ever so little, nen
intsucayu samarthuda?m gdca poyin-
anu

,
manchivadan

u

, though I am not
at all clever, I am good; niv intsuca
tadafiu duramuga n'unda valenu

,
please

stand aside for a bit.

intsumintsugd, more or less, intsu-
mintsuga janul andani nacu bhactul
ainaru

,
all the people more or less adore

.
me (I am a very popular Collector),

inu-, two, in compounds,
imicuta, to dry up

; more usually
incuta .

inumadi, double,
inumadintsuta, to double,
inumaru, twice.
inumu, iron (noun), inumu virigite

j

ataca vatstsunu gani
, manasu virigite

ataca ciidadu, broken irons may be
mended, but not broken friendship,
inupa, iron (adjective), rati cundacu
yHnupa teddu, an iron ladle for a stone
pot (i.e. if a mahatma is obstinate and

.

defiant, send him to jail),

inupacatstsa, iron girdle; also conti-
nence, chastity, from the use of such
iron girdles by ascetics,

inupadari, the iron way, i.e. the rail-

way.
imipagugillu, iron grains, i.e. jaw-
breakers. i cavyamu inupa gugillu

,

this poem is all jaw-breakers (Telugu
poems usually are, the method of
compilation being to turn to the
Nighantuvu or dictionary of Sanskrit
synonyms and excerpt jaw-breakers
to put in your poem, which will then
be described as chaste and elegant),

innuru, 200, from inu, two, and mini,
hundred. *

ippachettu, mohwa palm tree, ippa
pulacu vasana vetaca valena? you have
not got to smell out the ippa (it has
a strong smell),

ippati, of this time, adjective of ippudu.
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now. ippati pani
,
the present busi-

ness; ippativdndlu ,
the modems,

ippatici, till now. y’i vela mattucu

y
y

ippaticipadi sndndlu chesindnu, (bigot

speaking) only to-day I have up to

now taken 10 ceremonial baths (he

would have to take one if, for ex-

ample, he saw a European, to wash
away the pollution),

ippata, thus, so.

ippintsuta, to get given, procure;

causal of itstsuta
,
to give, vattacu

biyyam ippinchevanni, I used to pro-

cure them food.

ippudu, now; also spelt with one p.
iracatamu, a narrow place; also iruca-

tamu.
irasa, a grain measure—2 cuntsams
or half a toom; from iru, two.

irasalmettu, insolvent. Corrupt form
of the English word,
irsainama, memorandum of remit-
tance. Hindustani. One of the pre-

scribed village accounts,
irsdlu, remittance. Hindustani. Used
especially of remittances of the land-

tax from the village to the taluk office,

iru-, two; in compounds, irucelaculu
,

both sides.

iracatamu, a narrow place
;
also iraca-

tamu .

irucu, straits, narrowness, iruculo

padda c6ti laguna cottuconuts unnadu
,

he is struggling like a monkey caught
in a vice (of persons in a dilemma),

irucu, narrow.
irucuconuta, iraconnuta, be caught,
entangled, in distress,

irucumanu, post in a gateway or
hedge which lets men through and
keeps cattle out.

iragada, on both sides
; from iru y two,

and cada, side.

irugoru, both shares of the crop (the

landlord’s and the tenant’s),

iruguporugulu, the neighbours, y’iru-

guporugulu ammal accalu cheppu-
conutsunndru, the neighbouring sisters,

cousins^ and aunts say so.

iruguru, both persons, two persons,
irulu, darkness

;
not nearly as common

as chicati.

irupaccalu, both sides,

irusa, same as irusuy 2 cuntsams.

irusalu, same as irsdlu
,
remittance,

irusu, axle,

iruvadaina, one 20th.
iruvadi, iruvai, 20.

isiitadaivamn, one’s favourite or
patron god. Skt. mic i buddhi
v y

undet attu cheya valen ani nd y
y

ishta

daivamunu nityamu prdrthistu v y
un-

tanu, I shall daily pray my patron
saints to keep you of the same mind,

ishtagoshthd, agreeable, comfortable,
informal

;
in the last meaning common

in the newspapers in describing parties
and meetings; ishtagoshthi sabha is

an informal meeting,
ishtamu, wish, pleasure. Skt. mi
ishtamu, as you please. The common
word for pleasure, liking, wish. I

should like to do a thing is nacu ishtam
unnadi with dative of verbal noun.
Very pleased, I am sure, or thank you,
I shall be very pleased to come, in
accepting an invitation, is tsala ishtam
or tsdla santdsham (without any verb).
ishtam putstsuconuta with the genitive
is to consult a person

;
ishtam vatstsuta

with dative of the subject is to feel

pleasure, to like, ishta pracaram is

according to one’s wish, as one likes

or wants to
;
as for instance when the

village servant, unmindful of the fact
that the Collector wears boots, tries

to insist on the Collector’s taking a
roundabout way for the avoidance of
thorns, the Collector remarks nd ishta
pracaram potanu

,
I shall pass where

I please; mana ishta putstsucocunda
peddavdllu svatantrinchi tama ishtam
vachchina vallanu ?nanacu catti petti-
ndru

y our elders married us to those
they chose off their own bat without
consulting us ;

ishtam unna anta cdlam
,

as long as you like.

ishtanusaram, according to one’s
pleasure, at one’s option. *

ishtapaduta, to like.

ishtudu, friend.

ispdtu, spades in cards. English.
Sometimes used for cards in general.
ispetdta is a card game.

istimirari, perpetual. Hindustani.
Used of the permanent settlement,
grants in perpetuity and such things
in treaties and deeds.
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istiri, ironing. Hindustani, istiri

anaga battalu chinna inupa pettelo

nippu vesi ratsadam, ironing is putting
fire into a little iron box and rubbing,

isuca, sand, isucadibba or isucadinne is

a sand bank
;
isucaparra, a sandy waste,

isullu, winged ants,

ita, here. Skt. Used in books and
compounds for iccada. itachparamu

,

nothing more; ante cani itachparamu
ndcii teliyadu

,
I know no more than

this.

itadu, he.

itara, other
;
in compounds, other than.

brahmanetarulu is non-brahmins

;

Purushetara Maha Jana Sabha is the
Great Feminist (non-man) Confer-
ence (sarcastic).

itarudu, another man. baludu: ndnnd
manam i prapanchamulo ituralacu

sahayam cheyadanice v'nnndm ani
ticharu cheppcidu. tandri: a sangati

nizame. bdludu: aite itarul endue
unndru? Boy: Daddy, the teacher
said we are in this world to help
others. Father: That’s true. Boy:
Then what are the others here for?

iti. Skt. For Telugu ani . Takes the
place of inverted commas,

ityadi. Skt. &c. {iti plus adi).

itica, brick, vacca vidhini tumu cattin-

tsa valasi vaste
,
veyyi yHticalu lekhalo

vesi
,
bazdruld ammeddni cante rendu

retlu yeccuva kharidu putstsuconi
,
tella-

varet appatici vaccoca y'inti godalu
leva tiyinchevanni

,
(municipal con-

tractor speaking) if a culvert had to be
built in a street I would put 1,000
bricks in the bill at double the market
value and get the money and go at

dawn and collect the bricks out of
people’s walls.

iticamamu, brick-kiln ; from itica and
dmam; ydkha camishnarlato sam-
bandlihmu licundd, iyana svantangd
cadi Urchevi yHtic dmalu, penc dmalu,
pelli pandillu, modalainavdti bdpatu
cdvalisin anta v’untundi, apart from
what he shares with the municipal
commissioners he (the municipal
manager) will get any amount under
the head of licenses for brick and tile

kilns, marriage pandals, and so on.

itih^samu, legend,myth, tradition. Skt.

itxvala, lately, also later. The late king
is itivala nhmdi poyina razu\ the later

operations is itivali panulu
;
subse-

quent particulars is itivali vivaramulu.
itla, so, this way, as follows. ‘Come
here’ is itla r

a

;
oca pracatanalo y’itla

v’undenu, a notice ran as follows,
itlagu, so, this way.
itlati, so, such like,

itiu, so, thus; also itulu.

itstsa, fancy. Skt. itstsa tirputa
,
satis-

fy one’s desire; itstsa vachchin attu

cheyya vatstsunu
,
do as you like,

itsts&camu, cajolery, niv ippudu
itstsacamulacai maya matal dduts
unnau

,
you are now speaking falsely

to cajole me.
itstsacalamari, flatterer, rogue,
itstsata, here

;
also iccada.

itstsuputstsucolu, givings and tak-

ings; also ichchiputstsucolu.

itstsuta, to give, to let or allow; the
ordinary word; imperative f, ichchei

,

iyyamu
, immu

;

past ichckanu, future
istdnu

;
usual infinitive ivva as ivva vats-

tsunu,youmay give
;
also iyya

;
causative

ippintsuta, get something given, ich-

chevdnni tsuste tsachchevddaina le-

tsunu, even a dying man will rise if he
sees some one who is going to give;

cheyan ichchiri, they permitted it to

be done; pond, go on; tsudanH, let

me see; canH, be it so; nannu ran
ichchinaru cam

,
they would not let me

come; artham itstsuta is to give a

meaning, mean; manas itstsuta is to

give one’s mind, attend; iste chededi

ledu , tsaste vachchedi ledu
, give and

spend and God will send,
ittadi, brass, jivaratnam y’ittadini

podigite ratnanici yemi Idpam ? if a fine

gem is set in brass does that make it

less a fine gem ? (A real gem of a man
will shine bright as a tahsildar or
Deputy Collector if he is never set

on a throne or translated to the Board
of Revenue.)

ittamu, let us give,

itti, like this, thus,

itte, at once,
itu, thus, this way.
ituca, brick; same as itica .

itulu, so, thus
;
also itiu.

ituuatu, this way and that; from itu
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and atu; itunatu tirugutsu, turning this

way and that.

itununchi, from or along this side.

vidhild itununchi vaca bandi,
atununchi

vaca bandi vaste
,

yetununchi vella-

danici valla cdca, yenta ibbandi calu-

gutundi, if one cart comes on one side

along the road and another the other

side and there is no room to pass,

what a nuisance! (as many a motorist

has had to remark in this country
where they will not follow the rule of

the road and if you ask them don’t

know it, and some will say the' rule

is to keep to the north and others the

rule is to keep to the south),

ituvanti, such.
ivaca, moisture, damp., cheruvu dag-

gira unduta valla y’i y'inti nela y'iva-

caga unnadi, the floor of this house is

damp as it is near a tank,

ivatala, on this side; opposite to ava-
tala

,
on that side, beyond.

ivatalintsuta, to be cool, vesavt cdla-

mun andu cuda Nilagiri condala mida
y’ivatalinchi y^undunu, the Nilgiris

are cool even in the hot weather,
ivi, these; plural of idi, this,

iyyacoluputa, persuade,
iyyaconuta, consent; also iyaconuta.

iyyacolu, consent; also iyacolu. The
common word is oppudala.

iyyadi, this, for idi.

iyyamu, give; imperative of itstsuta.

Lacshmayya : Rangadu occa rupdyi
badidu iyyum ante ivvan annddu; inta

cante nichulu untard ? Ramayya: nenu
unnanu. Smith: Jones refused to lend
me a shilling when I asked him

; could
there be any one so base ? Brown : Yes,
myself.

izara, farm, especially of the revenue
or of a monopoly. Hindustani,
izaradarudu, farmer of the revenue
or of a monopoly,

izaru, trousers. Hindustani.

i, give, allow; imperative of itstsuta.

pdnHy go on; cdn’i, be it so; for ‘give

me something’ ichchei (ichchi veyi) is

commoner,
i, this.

-I, final i is lengthened for emphasis;
every final vowel can be lengthened
for emphasis; especially e, i, u; a
lengthened is usually interrogative; 0

lengthened dubitative
;

lengthening
consecutive final i or u is the usual
way of saying ‘and’. Satyavatici
madimayild sndnamu sandhyd leni

Inglishu tsaduvuconna mogadu dorici

-

nddu ganuca, iddarici calisi poyinadi
,

vdllacu y’iddarici cuda bidiyamu par-
upu pratishtkdyemi ledu; vdllu mogadu
pellamu patta pagalu matadutdr ani
v’ullo naluguru tsatuna vdllanu chi
antu v'uginaru, Satyavati having an
English-educated husband who does
not know purity from impurity and
omits his baths and prayers, they
naturally get on well together; they
neither of them have any shame, pride

|

or proper feeling; every one secretly

|

says fie on them for a husband and
wife, talking together openly in full

daylight. In the above example
notice the emphatic final vowels, the
copulative final vowels, the alliteration

in madimayild
, sndnamu sandhyd

^

parupu pratishtha and patta pagalu.
It is a highly idiomatic example of
colloquial Telugu.

ibida, ibide, she.

Ica, Ice, feather.

Icadici, to such a state; from i and
cada, near, ni bdgu cosamai nen enni
vidhamuluganaina tantdlu padi y*i
cadici techchindnu, I have got^things
so far suffering all kinds of trouble
for your good; vdni y’illu i cddici
vachchinadi

,
to such a state is his

^family reduced.
Ice, feather; same as ica

.

Ice, she
; ime is commoner.

Icuta, to soak in; same as incuta.
Ideruta, to mature (of girls), attain
puberty; from idu

3
age, and eruta, to
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pick up. pedda auta is an even more
common equivalent; also simply yedi-
gi, having grown, dinam oca calpa-
muga gaduputsu, nenn tondara padina
coladini, pilladi y’ideruta venucace
povutsu vachchenu, time lingered in
centuries and cycles till she budded
into womanhood (old man waiting
for his child wife to attain puberty),

ldertsuta, accomplish, effect, i cashtam
idertsutava ? will you see me through?
ldigavadu, toddy-drawer, idiga is the
caste name; the derivation is from
idsuta, to draw, bantrotuvaUu v’uri

mida padi y’idigavdlla illalonu
,
tsdca-

livaUa yHllaldmi duri, codi pittalunu
curagayalanu balavantamga cotti, laccu

potu v’unnaru, the Collector’s peons
have fallen upon the village and in-

vaded the houses of the toddy-drawers
and the dhobies and robbed chickens
and vegetables (a Collector should
always try and see that his peons pay
for supplies but as a matter of fact

they never take money into camp and
live on the country like bandits),

idpintsuta, to cause to draw
;
causative

of iduta
,
to pull.

idsuta, to pull, draw; causative of
iduta

,
to pull, in form; actually it

simply means to draw, as toddy from
a tree, to draw a cart, and so on.

ldu, equal, nuru matalu vaca vrdtacu
yHdu cavu

,
100 oral statements are not

equal to one document,
idu, age. iduvachchina is full grown;
idurani, not full grown.
-idu, a suffix denoting a person (male)

;

same as -vadu . sdlidu, a weaver or a
spider; cannadidu

,
a Canarese man.

iduta, to draw, to milk,

iduta, to swim, ocadu: nuvvu y'ida

gatavd? incodu: Ida galanu. ocadu:
podugu yHda galava? incodu : Ida

lenu. 9 ocadu : vedalpu yHda galava ?

incodu : ida lenu. ocadu
,

aite, yemi
yHdutdu? incodu: lotu. Smith: Can
you swim? Jones: Yes. Smith:
Lengthwise? Jones: No. Smith:
Breadthwise? Jones: No. Smith:
Then how do you swim ? Jones

:

Downwise. ida pote tdga nillu levu,

he wanted to go for a swim and found
not even enough water to drink.

iga, fly. tene v'unna tsota yHgalu poga-
vutavi, where the honey is the flies

collect
;
intlo yHgala mdta, baita savd-

rila mdta
,
in the house buzzing of

flies, outside the hum of lordly palan-
quins (all outward show),

igapuli, spider
;
from iga, fly, and puli,

tiger. Spider is also salepurugu, the
insect which is a weaver by caste
{sale, weaver’s caste); intlo y

>

igapuli
,

baita peddapuli
,
at home a fly-tiger,

abroad a real tiger (the bold ruffian

who is hen-pecked by his wife),
lla, thistle,

llaveyuta, to whistle,
ild, ilagu, so, in this way.
llaganti, such,
ilati, such.
il6ga, meanwhile,
ime, she.

mdradi, toddy-drawing woman,
mdravadu, toddy-drawer. Same as

ldigavadu.
fnuta, to yield (as grain)

;
to bear

(young)
;
to bring forth. Inina puli

,
a

tigress with cubs, is applied to fero-

cious people,
ipatla, in this manner,
ipati, now. ipati y’intici veluddmu,
now let ’s go home

;
ipati tsalintsu

,
now

shut up ; ipati tsalunu, that ’s enough,
lpatici, up to now. Ipatici vachchi
y’undunu

,
he will have come by now.

ipe, she. ime is commoner,
lpi, dung of flies, ipipettina, fly-blown,
ipsa, desire. Skt. Used in books,
iredu, 14; from iru, twice, and edut 7.
iredu locamulu are the 14 worlds of
Hindu mythology,

irshya, spite. Skt.

irshyagrastudaina, spiteful. Skt.,

from irshya and -grastudu . irshya-

grastulaina dushtulu ' papanici bhaya
padaca mdcu hani cheyyaddnacu tsustu

vhinndru, spiteful enemies are un-
scrupulously trying to harm us (a very
common remark in petitions; if we
are to believe the Telugus every man
Jack of them has spiteful enemies),

isadintsuta, to be angry,
fsvari, Parvati, wife of Siva,

fsvarudu, The Lord, i.e. Siva, fsvara
nama smaranamu chisi

,
repeating

Siva, Siva, inti donganu y
>lsvarudu
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patta ledu
,
God Himself cannot catch

the thief in the house. In compounds
-hvarudu means lord; bhumisvarudu ,

lord of the earth, king; mantrzsvarudu,

the lord minister.

ita, swimming, itacu minchina lotu,

gdchici minchina ddridryamn ledu
,
out

of depth is as deep as you can get, when
you are reduced to your loin-cloth

you are as poor as you can be
;
chepa

pillacu y’ita nerpa valend? teaching a

young fish to swim.
ita chettu, date-palm, ita ginza
y’ichchi, "tati ginza lagevddu

,
throwing

in a sprat to catch a salmon (a date to

get a palmyra fruit; the fruit of the

Indian date-tree is worthless and the

Arabian date-palm will not grow in

India)

.

itacadu, swimmer; also itagadu.

itala, here, on this side, italan evaru
leru, there is no one here,

ite, dart, spear,

ftsotuna, at this place, here,

ivala, this side, since,

ivalavala, on this side and on that,

ivela, this day; to-day is nedu.

ivi, liberality; from itstsuta
,
to give,

ivimanu, the fabulous tree that grants
all wishes (Fortunatus

5

cap),

ivida, ivide, she
;

same as ibida
,

ibide.

iyaconuta, to consent; same as iyya-
conuta.

iyacolu, consent, approval; same as

iyyacolu.

iyadi, this. Used in books for idi.

iyama, she. Used in books for ime.
iyana, he, my husband, the master;
honorific of itadu.

j
jada, braid (of hair), gaddamu perigi,

tala jadalu catti pote , vacca sdrigd

yogi n'ai podunu
,

I will grow my
beard, wear my hair in braids, and at

one stroke become a yogi. Just as

among us it is in fact, whatever the
proverb may say to the contrary, the
cowl that makes the monk, so in
India the beard and hair and yellow
dress make the sanyasi or yogi; dme
jada vesucunnadi, she plaits her hair,

jadji, judge . English

.

jadudu, idiot. Skt.
jagach, jagad, jagan. Adjectival
forms of jagam, world. Skt. jagan
mohini

,
the world’s sweetheart

;
jagan

nadhuduy the lord of the world (the
Puri Vishnu is so called); jagach-
ckacshuvu, the eye of the world (the
sun)

;
jagadbhicaram

u

, frightful to the
whole world

;
jagatprdnamu , the

world’s life, i.e. the air; jagatprana-
mucu yogya sthanam aina velladi

*
tsotlu, the life-breathing open,

jagamu, jagattu, the world. Skt.
mana sdstrdlu bahu manchi sastralu,

vdtilo samdnam ainavi jagattulo levu
,

our shastras are most excellent

shastras; there is nothing to equal
them in the world. Missionaries will
do well to bear in mind that the Hindu
places his Scriptures above the Bible

;

jagattolo andaru dm nelalu vachchin
appati pillalacu annam pettutdru, all

the world begins to feed children on
rice as soon as they are six months
old (it is common for every race to
think its own customs universal)

;

dhana mulam idam jagat, the world is

founded on money (Skt. proverb).
|amaznu, the Jain religion. Skt.
jainudu, a Jain.
jaitrudu, victor. Skt., from jayam

,

victory.

jala, jalamu, water. Skt. jalasutramu,
pump; gata jala setu bandhanamiiy
making a causeway for water that has
flowed away (shutting the. stable door

^
after the horse has been stolen),
jalabhadhacu povuta, to go to make
^

water, pumpship.
jaladari, aqueduct, water-way; from
jala, water, and ddri, way.
jambhamu, big word, boast. Corrupt
form of Skt. dambham. bahujambhdlu
codutuv'unnau

,
you are usingbigwords

.
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jambukhana, carpet. Hindustani

.

The usual Telugu word is tivdsi.

jambuvu {eugenia jambos). Skt. Also
jambu neredu . We eat the fruit of this,

-janacamu, creating. Skt. Used
to form compounds, hasajanacamu,
mirth-creating, and santoshajanacamu

,

joy-creating, are common; vanito
mdtladuta ndcu santoshajanacam

,
it is

a real pleasure to talk to him.
janacudu, procreator, father. Skt.

janamu, people. Skt. jana pratinidhi

sanghamu means legislative council,

parliament, representative assembly;
pratinidhi is representative,

jananamu, birth. Skt. jananatidhi
,

date of birth.

janani, procreatrix, mother. Skt.

jananijanaculu, father and mother,
parents. The plural refers to the two
people, not more

;
a common use, cf

.

tallidandrulu
,
armada,mmidu.

janasamdnyamu, general public, jana
sdmdnyamu yocca arogyamu is news-
paper Telugu for public health,

janabha,population. Hindustani. The
usual census word,
jan&bh&dastu, poll-tax.

janabh&Xecca, census,
janabhasistu, poll-tax.

janana, zenana, seraglio. Hindustani,
jangalamu, jungle. Skt. But the
English idea that jungle means forest

is wrong; it only means wild, unin-
habited country.
jangamudu, a Jangam (sect of Siva
devotees), dasariva jangamuvd ante

,

mundari v'uri coddi annad ata , when
asked whether he was a Vaishnavite
or a Saivite he said, ‘that depends on
the next village’ (a time-server),

jangha, calf of the leg
;
same as picca .

janintsuta, to be born, arise. Skt.;

same as janmintsuta.
janituda, born. Skt. ayana nenn y’oca
garbhajanitulamu, he and I were born
of the same womb.
janmabhtimi, janmadesamu, native
land. Skt.

janmadinamu, birthday. Skt.

janmamu, birth. Skt. inco janmanici,
in another birth; i dinamu ndjanmam
sdphalyam ainadi

,
my life’s purpose

is to-day fulfilled; agrajanma racska-

nam andu bonca vatstsunu
,

it is per-
missible to lie to save a brahmin.
{agrajanmudu is a person bom on the
apex of society, brahmin conceit),

janmapatrica, horoscope (birth-

paper). Skt.
janxni, animal. Skt.

janmintsuta, to be born, arise. Skt.,

same as janintsuta.

jantramu, machine. Skt., more com-
monly yantramu .

jantuvadhasala, slaughter-house.
Skt., from jantnvu, animal, vadha,
slaughter, and sala, hall. The common
people will not understand this San-
skrit compound, they say slater

-

hausu .

jantuvaidyudu, veterinary doctor. Skt.

jantuvu, animal. Skt.

janudu, a man. Skt., used nearly
always in the plur. janulu

,
people,

japamu, silent prayer, meditative
penance. Skt.; the original meaning
is prayer, then silent prayer, medita-
tion on God; not quite silent, but
moving the lips in prayer; entirely

silent meditation is dhydnam. nan-
nagdrn v’urice japam pitstsald padi
poyindru

,
tinnaga velacu bhojandnic

aina ravadam ledu
,
my dad has fallen

into religious mania, he does not even
come to meals regularly; brdhmala
cheta mahd mantrdlu japam cheyiste ,

satruvu.1 anta vacca debbalo nasinchi

por andi ? if you have charms recited

and silent prayer performed by brah-
mins willnot yourenemies be destroyed
at one blow ? japamdla ,

rosary,

japintsuta, to perform japam
,

to

mutter prayers, stri vdsyanici v'upa-
desamaina mantram japinchi,

mantro-

dacamu Bhimaraogdri bhdrya mida
vidhild veUutu vhindagd tsallet appa-

tici
,
avida nanna pattucuni cheda titti-

nadi
,
I was muttering the charm that

puts women in your power and
sprinkled the charm-water on Mrs.
Bhimarao as she was going along the

street, but she caught hold of»me and
abused me furiously (to such base uses
may Holy Japam be turned),

jara, old age, decrepitude. Skt.

jarimdnd, a fine. Hindustani. More
commonly zulmand.
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jata, matted locks. Skt. One of the

marks of an ascetic,

jatacabandi, jutka, a covered one-

horse fly without seats,

jatharamu, the belly. Skt . jatharayd-

tana, the plight of a child unborn

(yatana ,
anguish; the expression im-

plies a pessimistic view of the uni-

verse).

javabherf, drum of victory (song of

triumph), from jayam> victory, and
bheri

,
drum, mini mi cdryam sd-

dhinchi chivaracu jayabheri veyyandi
,

don’t crow too soon,

javabu, answer. Hindustani. More
commonly savabu

;
javdbuddrudu

,

surety
;
javdbunisu, clerk,

javadi, civet. Skt.

javdnu, peon, bailiff, constable.

japtijavanu is a bailiff; japtijavanu

voU anta chematalu pattet attuga

parugettutu v’unnadu
,

the bailiff is

running up sweating all over ; bhatudu
is also used for bailiff, mejistretu:

inspectorugdru ! tamani danni matla-

dacunda bandobastu ckeyya valenu.

inspectaru : javdn, a sarvadhicdrini

avatalici pampinchi veyyi. Sub-Magi-
strate: Mr. Inspector! See that that

woman is not allowed to speak.

Inspector: Constable, remove the

Congress Dictatrix.

jawanamu, youth; corrupt form of

Sanskrit yavvanam
;
also zavvanamu.

jawani, damsel
;
bad Skt.

jawarandru, young women ;
bad Skt.

jayagoshamulu, cheers,

jayamu, victory, success. Skt. oca
ddctcru: mi jaydnic emi cdranam?
rendo ddctaru: rogi yem corite d
pracdram cheyyadanici vappucuntanu.
i st doctor: What is the secret of your
success? 2nd doctor: I always order
exactly what the patient wants,

jayanti, the anniversary of an incarna-
tion, e.g. Krishna’s birthday corre-

sponding with Christmas,
jayilu, jail. English. Rama: Chenna-
patnamlo tsurucaina vartaculu ocaru
canipintsaru. Gopii : ailanti. vallu jayi-
luld v’untdr andi

,
cdvaliste accada

tsuda vatstsunu . Smith: There don’t
seem to be any smart merchants about
in Madras. Jones: There will be

plenty in the Penitentiary. If you
want them, look in there,

jayintsuta, to conquer. Skt.

jaci, the knave in cards
;
from English

Jack.
jadyamu, disease, antudu jadyam is

contagious disease; casta jadyam
,

coast, foreign, i.e. venereal disease;

jadyam tagaluta is to contract disease;

buddhijddyam is stupidity; ammavdri
jadyamu is small-pox; sukhajddyamu

,

venereal disease,

jaga, place. Hindustani,

j&na, clever,

janatanamu, sagacity,

janudu, a wit.

jagaramu, vigil, repu yecadasi v’upa-
vasam chesi rdtri jagaram cheyya
valenu

,
after the nth day fast to-

morrow we must keep vigil,

jagarucata, vigilance, tana cumdrtenu
sevacula vasamuna vidichi y’iira-

cundaca, tane yento jagarucatato vi-

chdrintsuts undenu
,
she didnot leave the

care of her daughter to servants, but
saw vigilantly to everything herself,

jagarucudu, a vigilant man.
jagirtij an estate held on feudal tenure.

Jagirs are assignments made by the
old Muhammedan rulers, usually for

military service. The word itself is

Hindustani. Many jagirs were con-
firmed by our Government without
the condition of military service,

sometimes a quit rent was imposed,
more usually not. A large example of
a jagir is Banganapalle, which has
been converted into an Indian State
with complete internal sovereignty
and no tribute. There are also many
jagirs consisting of a single village or
even part of a village

;
and some grants

of land-revenue without any land are
also described as jagirs. Jagirs were
granted ‘as long as the sun? and the
moon endure’, but this was a mere
form of words; it was perfectly well
understood that they lapsed (i) at

the death of the granter, (2) at the
death of the grantee. We confirmed
them in perpetuity or for a fixed

number of lives. Banganapalle used
to be parcelled out into a number of
sub-jagirs held by the Nawab’s rela-
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tions. During temporary administra-
tion by the Madras Government they
were all resumed without compensa-
tion on the death of the Nawab.
jagrata, careful, carefulness, guard.
jagrata

!

careful, look out! vddu tana
y’intlo ndcu sthalam ichchinadu gani

,

bhojanamu mdtramu nd antata nene
jagrata chesucunndnu

,
he put me up

, but I found for myself; jdgrata ni

dummu duluputdnu
,
careful, or I will

dust your jacket for you; vdni gati

tsiichi nivu jdgrata padu, take warning
by his fate; nd jdgrata mida nenu
v’untanu , I will be on my guard,
jagratapaduta, to be careful,

jagratapettuta, to place in safety, put
away, put by.

j&lamu, multitude. Skt.

jalamu, deceit. Skt.

japyamu, dawdling. ica japyam
cheyya cudadu

,
don’t dawdle any more,

jarastri, harlot. Skt.

jaratvamu, fornication, adultery. Skt.

ippudu samsarule bogamvalla cante

yeccuvagd jdratvam chestu v’unnaru,

now married women indulge in

license worse than nautch-girls.

jaravruthi, prostitution, jaravriithilo

v’unnavdrini mana, illacu pilavadam
valla tsala nashtalu calugutu v’unnavi

,

much harm is done by calling prosti-

tutes (nautch-girls) to our houses,
jari cheyuta, to issue, publish, put in

force. Hindustani. Used of issuing

an order and publishing a notification

and putting a scheme in force; a

common official word,
jdrudu, adulterer, fornicator. Skt.

jdsti, extra. Hindustani. (You are

asking) far too much is tsala jdsti.

jdtacamu, horoscope. Skt. ma tandri

nd jatacam vrasinddu, my father cast

my nativity; monna nenu jatacam
tsupistd* md v’ullo jyotishcudu mic i

sanvatsaramlo dhana nashtam vastund’

ani cheppinadu, the other day I showed
my horoscope to our village astrologer

and he said that within a year I should
suffer a money loss,

jdtamu, kind or class. Skt.

jdti, kind or caste. Skt. dhaniyalajdti
,

the coriander caste, the Chettis.

Coriander is rubbed before it is sown

and the Chetti has to be rubbed before
he will part; adz manchijati gurramu,
a high-class horse, yejati? what caste ?

jatiya, belonging to a tribe or caste,

native. Skt. Used in the newspapers
for ‘national’; national government
is jatiya prabhutvamu vdru .

jatyamu, of good caste or family, high-
-class. Skt.
jaya, wife. Skt. A book word for
bharya .

jelaga, leech; also zalaga . jelaga vdni
cheyyi gattiga pattucunnadi, a leech
fastened on his hand. Dialogue
between Vivecabhushanudugaru (Mr.
Wiseman) and Matihfnaraopantulu-
garu (Mr. Senseless) : Vivecabhii-

shanudugdru : emayya Matihinarao-
garii! ala ragain pedutuv' unndru ?

Wiseman: Hullo, Mr. Senseless, what
are you crying about? Matihinarao-

garu: mari yemi led andi; yi Jana -

vanchacdchdrlagarini telu mantram
v’upadesintsam ani

,
nalugu nelala

nunchi anusaristu v'unnanu; nd vadda
nalugu rupayalu putstsuconi grahanam
ran unn ani y’ippati daca zaripinadu

;

ninna rdtri Hra v’upadesam chestan

ani, v'uri baiti cheruvuloci tisucuni

velli
,
cantham lotu niUalo dimpinddu;

ussil abbabba! gundelaloci potlu po-
dustit v’unnavi; cheyyi baddalu vesucu

pdtu v’unnadi. Senseless : It is nothing,
sir; I have been in attendance on this

Rev. Mr. Humbug for the last 4
months receiving instruction in the

scorpion charm; he took Rs. 4 from
me and has gone on till now saying
‘wait for the eclipse’; last night he
said he would give me the last lesson

and took me out of the village to the
tank and dipped me up to the neck
in the water; oh! ah! the pain in my
heart! my hand is tom in pieces!

Vivecabhushanudugaru : d edit nindd
nettur emit ayya ? Mr.Wiseman :What
is that bleeding leg of yours ? Matihi-
naraogdru : add n’andi, manavi cheyya
pdtu v’unnanu; grahanam saT&ayamlo
sndnam chest cantham lotu nillalo

nilutsundi mantram v'upadesam autu
v'undagd diccumdlina jelagalu vachchi,

call anni pici
,
netturu collu chesinavi.

Mr. Senseless: That’s it, I was going

M
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to tell you; during the eclipse while

I was standing in the water up to my
neck and receiving charm instruction

the confounded leeches came and tore

at my legs and plundered my blood.

(I fear that almost all Telugus believe

in scorpion charm and in all sorts

of charms, not only for prevention

but for cure
;
thus one of my servants

was induced with much difficulty to

have himself injected for malaria; the

doctor used a particularly fine needle,

because the man was so frightened;

the needle broke and the doctor could

not extract the broken part ;
the man

left my service to go to his village and
have the needle extracted by charms.
My servants also employ charms to

discover house-thieves, sometimes
successfully, as the culprit gets

frightened and confesses.)

jemudu, cactus, milk-hedge; this is

the general word for all cactuses
;
the

common big cactus is bommajemudu
,

corrupt for brahmajemudu. (Tip : when
short ofgum, go to the milk-hedge.)
jemuducaci, crow pheasant (centropus

sinensis), a very common bird in the
Telugu country; he is the cactus crow
presumably because he often flies out
of cactus hedges,

jendd, flag. Hindustani,
jepputa, to say, for chepputa.

jerri, centipede,
jetti, wrestler,

jettipattu, wrestling,

jettiporu, wrestling match,
je ! victory! a salutation; from jayam,
victory; also jeyi.

j£bu, pocket, vaidyudu: gumpul unna
tsotici p6 vaddu, ni drogyam chedi

p6tundi. rogi: pocapote nd vriitti saga-

dandi. vaidyudu : ni vriittiyemiti ? rogi ;

jebu dongatanam . Doctor: You must
not go into crowds, you will lose your
health. Patient: Can’t help that, it is

my trade. Doctor: What is your
trade? Patient: Pickpocket, vddu nd
jebulom rucalu dongalinchinddu, he
picked my pocket of my cash

;
jebulo

visucunndnu, I put it in my pocket;
mmishamld doranu jebulo vesucord?
can’t you put the Collector into your
pocket in a minute?

jeburumalu, pocket handkerchief.

j£j£, godor goddess; theTeluguword for

Sanskrit devudu

,

which is commoner.
j£ma, guava; also zdma .

jena, span. About a foot, jenedu, span-
long.

jdpattuta, to catch hold of; for che-

pattuta.
jerlapaduta, to fall back against; also

ckeragila paduta.
jerputa, to join; for cherputa.

jesina, done; for chesina.

jeyuta, to do
;
for cheyuta.

jhamja, wind ; a literary word forgdli.

jharamu, torrent. Skt. jharamu
anaga conda nadi. jharam means
hill stream ;

as the child’s primer has to

explain, for it is not a colloquial word,
jhiita, false. Hindustani.
jhutac6rudu, rogue; also jhutdcoru.
nivu vatti jhutacdruv ani nenu yerugu~
dunu, I know you are an out and out
dissembler.

jiddu, grease, mana v’ullo vodhrulu
mucalu mucaluga vachchi, murid gud-
dalatd mulagadam cheta

, Godavari
jiddu teri nallaga Yamuna nadi autu
v’unnadi, our village vodders (digging
caste) come crowd upon crowd, bathe
in the Godavari with their dirty

clothes on, and turn it into a black
Styx swimming in grease (brahmin
intolerance; they think sacred waters
should be preserved for brahmins

; so
also at the Courtallum falls),

jiddu, emnity.
jiguru, gum, glue.

jihva, tongue. Skt. for Telugu
ndluca. burracu vaca gunamu

, jihvacu
vaca ruchi

,

tastes differ and no two
heads are made alike, nd musali
campu nicu vaddu, ni padutsu campu
ndcu. vaddu

,
jihvacu y’impuga vilacu

mdtram bhojanam pedudu, old man
to young wife: you don’t ^like the
smell of old man, I don’t like the
smell of young girl

;
only give me tasty

food every day.
jilacarra, cummin; also jilacarra\
means also

4
fiddlesticks ’, cummin not

being appreciated by Telugus as it

deserves.
jilajilamanuta, to tingle; onomato-
poeic.
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jilibili, nice.

jilld, district. Hindustani; also zilld'A

the old records use zilld.

jilladarudu, head of a district.

Hindustani,
jilldbi, a sweetmeat,
jilledu, a weed (asclepias giganted),

very common in the fields; its only
use is medicinal, tetici jilled eticin?

what’s the good of the swallow-wort
to the bee? (it being bitter to the
taste); jilledu chettu vellaginchi dani
veru gandham waste yetuvanti telu

cuttina potundi
, pull up a swallow-

wort, smear juice from its root, and
any scorpion’s bite will go.

jinca, black-buck. The jinca is the
vdhanam of the Wind God; i.e. he
rides an antelope.

jirayati, cultivation. Hindustani.
jirayati bhumulu are assessed lands as

opposed to inams and jirayati rayztu

is the holder of such as opposed to

inamdar; ma jirayati is simply our
land.

jirru, the noise the cricket makes, loud
chirp; onomatopoeic like the English
chirp, chirrup.

jirruna, suddenly; onomatopoeic,
jitamu, conquered. Skt.

jitendriyudu, self-controlled. Skt.

Fxomjitam, conquered, and indriyam,

senses, jitendriyudai y
3unnddu means

he controls his senses completely, he
is entirely continent,

jittu, prank, trick; Idyarla jittulu
,

lawyer’s tricks,

jittulamari, trickster,

jidi, cashew; also jidimamidi. jidi-

mamidi chettumodata Dacshina Ameri-
ca de§amu nundi mana desamunacu te

badinadi,
the cashew was introduced,

into India from South America,
jidipappu, cashew nut or kernel.

jiiacarr&, cummin, fiddlesticks; also

jilacarra .

jfnamu, namda, pad which is put
under the saddle

;
namdd, which is the

Hindustani, is the commoner word,
jinu, saddle. Hind, from Persian zin.

jiraduta, to sweep

.

jirnamu, digestion, digested. Skt.

nenu ralju tint jirnam chesu co galanu
,

I can digest stones; mitanga tagiti

dehdnici bahu manchidi; annam jirnam
autundi; vantlo khidasdga vhintundi,

moderate drinking is to be com-
mended

;
it assists digestion and makes

glad the heart of man (c’est qtte le vin
donne de la gaite

;
makes one feel jolly,

bucks one up).
j irnamulaina, worn out. sudralacu
yengili y

3annamunu, ckinigi battalunu ,

pollu dhanyamunu, jirnamulaina dup-
patulunu iyya valenu, resurrection
rice, torn clothes, empty ears, worn-
out sheets are good enough for sudras
(but if you give a present to a
brahmin it must of course be of the
best). -

jirnintsuta, to be digested, wear away.
sukhajddyamulu vantini jirninchi v’un-

tavi ganuca
,
bogamuvdflacu santanam

ela calugutundi ? how can dancing-
girls with bodies worn out by venereal
disease produce children?

jiruta, to dangle.
jitagadu, hired man, wage-earner.
chinna jitagdllu yenta cshdbha padu-
tdrd, vandala coddi jitalu putstsucone

vdllacu micu yemi telustundi? what
do you people with your salaries in

hundreds understand of the sufferings

of people on small pay?
jitamu, pay, salary, jitamu batyamu
lecunda todelu mecalu castan arm attu,

like the wolf saying he would guard
the goats without pay or perquisite.

gumasta: nacu jitam tsdllad andi!
vartacudu: mic ippudu yem y’istun-

ndmu ? gumasta: yem iyyadam led

andi
,
mundugd paricsha chestam ante

uric d pani chestunnan andi . varta-
cudu : aite vachche nela nunchi rendin

-

taiu chest ale. Clerk: I want more
pay, sir. The Boss: What are we
giving you now ? Clerk : Nothing, you
said you would try me first and I am
working for nothing. The Boss : That
being so we must double your pay
from next month ;

jitamu lent haucaru,
cdpamu leni dora

,
the mastermustkeep

his temper if he pays his servant no
wages.

jiva-, live (in compounds). Skt.

jivadantamu, solid ivory
;
jivaratnamu,

gem of the first water,

jivamu, life. Skt. More usually
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jivanamu . veyela, vanini jivamuto jocyamu, concern, indulo ndcu joc-

vadalaru
,
In short they won’t leave yamu ledu

,
no concern of mine, as

him alive. the Collector says when they petition

jivanamu, life, livelihood, means of him for a well (which is for the taluk

subsistence, profession. Skt. adi na board), or about a dispute (which is

e jivanam
,
that Is what I live by, as the for the civil courts)

;
also zocyamu.

ryot objects to the Land Acquisition jtitamu, patted hair such as is worn
officer who is compulsorily acquiring by hermits. Skt.

_

part of his land; vadu nd jivanamu jvalanamu, burning. Skt. Used in

pada cottinadu
,
he took awaymy bread . books only,

jivanopddhi, livelihood. Skt., from jvalintsuta, to burn, shine. Skt.

jivam , life, and upddhii
means. Used in books only,

jivaratnamu, gem of the first .water ;
jvaramu, fever, tsalijvaramu is ma-

from jiva, live, and ratnam/ gem. laria; the word used in the Village

ckicatlo jivaratnam, a light shining in Officers’ Manual, manyapu jvaramu,

the darkness; jivaratnam y
3
ittadini is a purely Northern Circars word and

podigite ratnanici yemi lopamu ,
though means the Agency fever

;
y’i pddu

this gem (of say, a Collector) is set in jvaramu mulamuga gani
y
but for this

brass (by not being promoted to the confounded fever,

silver setting of the Board or the gold jvala, flame. Skt.

setting of Council), it does not jyeshtha, first-born. Skt. Used in

diminish his lustre. literature. (I excite much admiration
jivariipamu, the living image, a for my scholarship by referring to my
bidda tandri jivariipamu

,
that child eldest son as ma jyeshtha cumdrudu

.

is a living image of its father. yemi pandityam! abba! Lord, what
jivdlu, cattle, live-stock (the same idea a scholar!)

as English live-stock). jyeshtha, a month; June-July. Skt.
j£vi, a living creature. Skt. Ploughing begins on jyeshthdvadhi.
jivintsuta, to live. Skt. jyoti, light, radiant light. Skt. gnyana-
jivitacalamu, life-time. Skt. joti, the radiance of knowledge,
jivitacharitra, biography. jy6tishamu, astrology. Skt. From
jivitamu, living, existence. Skt. jyoti

,
light,

jivudu, alive, jivan mriitudu, mriita jyotishcudu, astrologer. Skt.
jzvudu, the good man still lives when jyotsna, moonlight. Skt. A literary

dead, the bad man is dead alive.
|

word; jyotsni is a moonlight night.

kha-, prefix meaning sky from the Skt. khadgamu, sword. Skt. khadgavd-

Used in compounds to coin scientific damn
,
the argument of the sword,

terms in astronomy as khadyotamu
,
khajand, treasury. Hindustani,

celestial luminary. khajjd, quarrel. Hindustani. Also
-khachitamainaj suffix

^

meaning set cajjd. mi vadaghali tenghali khajjdlu
with, studded with, inlaid. Skt. cdli p6nu y confound your Vadagalai
khachchitamu, emphatic, forcible, and Tengalai quarrels; aswas remarked
Skt.

A khachchitamaina zavdbu, an by the Collector of Chingleput when
emphatic answer. the Vadagalais and Tengalais of Con-
khaddaru, khaddar, homespun. Ma- jeeveram, who had been disputing for
hatma Gandhi’s specific for India’s 1000 years, and had had their case
woes

;morecommonly in Telugu. decided 500 times already, came and
khadgamrugamu, rhinoceros. Skt. bothered him to decide it again.
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khalamu, threshing floor. Skt. Also
caUamUy which is commoner,
khaludu, wretch. Skt. Only used in

books.
khandamu, piece, chapter of a book,
act of a play, district, country, conti-

nent. Skt., from khan
, to cut; the

word means anything separated.

i suvasana yocca mostaru tsuste y'idi

yeccadido paschima khandam nuncki
sisalalo digumati aina amulya parima-
}anga tostu v'unnadi gani

,
mana desa~

pudiga totsadam Udu
,
from the nature

of the fragrance I should say it was
a precious scent imported in bottles

from the west and not produced in

our country, bhukhandamu is the
ordinary word for continent,
khandanamu, cutting, criticism. In
English also criticism may be cutting,

khandinchi veyuta, to refute,

khanditamugd, clearly, forcibly.

khanditamuga chepputa is to assert;

khanditanga heram dduconuta is to

make a clear bargain (patti chiari,

amici cari
,
as the Italians say), a thing

it is wise to do beforehand with gharry-
wallahs and suchlike,

khandi, a candy, a measure often of
500 lb., but sometimes more or less;

the usual cotton candy is a little less,

khandrica, part of village. Skt., from
root khan. A severed portion of a

village granted as inam.
khanduva, upper cloth (male); also

canduva. handrasu khanduva
,

valu-

able Benares silk cloth for a man to

wear over his shoulders,
khangu, clang; onomatopoeic, khan-
gumanuta

,
to clang, sound of a bell,

khar&nd, trustworthy. Hindustani,
khar&ru, agreement, contract. Hindu-
stani. Dora: milo vivaham anaga
yemiti ? Mira Sahebu : pellichesucun-

navddu J>elliche$ucunnadi bratici v’unna
anta calamu vacarini vacaru miri tira-

gacunda v’undaddnici chesucune khar-
dru. Dora: sare

y
mir annattuga adi

vivaham chesucunevdru y
y
iddaru yava

jivamu vacarini miri vacaru tiruga-

cunddnu
, vacari cashta-sukhamulacu,

vacaru autic y’iddaru calisi, vaccaruga
v’undit attuganu chesucunna contractu;

aite cantrdctucu yemi mukhyangd

v'unda valeno mtru cheppa galard?
Mira Sahebu: chesucunevdUu y'iddarii

sammatipada valenu; ala sammati
lecundd balavanta petti cheste ye
khardru chelladu. Dora: vivaham
natici alaganti sammati y'ivvaddnici
sacti caligi v'undaddnici varu yucta
vayassu vachchinavdruga cudd v'undan
accara ledd ? Mira Sahebu: tappa-
cundd v'unda valenu ; did leca pote
vivdhdle cdvu. bhanchot! brdhmalalo
chese pettittu yemi pellill ande ? vati
cante hommala pellill aina manckive.
Collector : How do you Muslims define

marriage? Mira Sahib: A contract
that bridegroom and bride -will not
transgress one against the other the
whole of their lives. Collector: Yes,
as you say, a contract that the con-
tracting parties will not transgress

against one another the whole of their

lives, will share weal and woe, will

be two in one ; but can you say what
is the most important element in a
contract? Mira Sahib: The consent
of both the contracting parties; a

forcible contract made without such
consent is void. Collector: In order
to be able to give such consent on the

marriage day must not the parties

have reached the age of discretion?

Mfra Sahib: Of course; otherwise it

is no marriage at all. Lord, what
marriages are the brahmin marriages ?

Doll-marriages are better marriages.
khararunama, deed of contract. Hin-
dustani. Common in the old records.

kharidu, price. Hindustani
;
the com-

mon word. The Telugu is vela.

kharjiiram, date. Skt. kharjurapu
chettu

,
the date tree

;
kharjurapu pandu,

date.

khartsu, expense, debit. Hindustani;
the ordinary and common word, vani
sampadana vani khartsunacu sarigd

saripadutundi
,
he makes both ends

meet.
khaskhas, cuscus; a grass screen or
mat hung over doors and windows
and wettened to keep the heat out in

the weather inadequately described
as the hot.

khadanamu, eating. Skt. Used in com-
pounds as mdmsakhddi,

flesh-eater.
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khfidi, homespun; the khadder advo-

cated by Mahatma Gandhi,
khdli, vacancy. Hindustani. The ordi-

nary and common word for vacancy
in a job or office, in a room or house,

&c. i cottu khdli cheyinchi v’unchi

-

ndnu, I have kept this godown vacant

;

cul abhimdnam v'undadam vidhdya-

cam ganuca
,
yeldgaind yHkha mundu

khdlilu vachchin appudu pattu patti

manavdUace yHppistanu
,

it being my
duty to observe esprit de caste I shall

see that vacancies go to our own
people.
fchamandu, master, owner. Hindu-
stani. bhukhamandu is land-owner.

kh&s&, servant. Hindustani,
khata, ledger. Hindustani; also cata.

khayamu, settled. Hindustani,
khayaparatsuta, to confirm,

khedamu, grief. Skt. One of the

numerous words for grief; quite

common.
khddintsuta, to grieve. Skt.

khela, khdlanamu, sport, dalliance.

Skt. A book word.

khilamu, ruined, dilapidated. Skt.

Used in books,
khilla, hill fort. Hindustani,

khilladarudu, officer commanding
hill fort. Hindustani,
khinnamu, grief. Skt. A book word,
khudduna, personally. Hindustani.
The Collector is often asked, in peti-

tions and orally, to inspect khudduna.
khulasa, happiness. Hindustani, did
khulasa padi potdvu? why are you so
jubilant?
khulasaga, comfortably, happily.

Hindustani, mitangd tdgite dehdnici

bahu manchidi; annamprnam autundi;

vantlo khulasaga v'untundi
,
moderate

drinking is very good for the body, it

assists digestion and makes you feel

comfortable.
khuni, murder. Hindustani,

khyati, fame. Skt.; also vikhyati and
prakhydti . idi vara daca tama khydti
vintu ravadami cdni> yeppudu darsa-

nam cheyya ledu, I have been often

hearing of Your Honour’s fame, but
never paid you a visit before.

L
labalaba, labbuna, thud-thud, ono-
matopoeic; beating oneself on the
mouth in distress, and so on; also

means much, v’ur antd gola yetti

labbuna mottucuntu vhmndru^ the
whole village (when the Collector’s

peons have been making a raid and
collecting chickens, &c.) is wailing
and beating its bosom and lamenting.
labdhamu, obtained, quotient. Skt.
Also labhyam

;
in arithmetic these

words mean the quotient in division,

what is obtained, the result; 10 intini

cheta bhdgimpaga vachchina labdhamu,
the quotient obtained by dividing by
10.

labdhamauta, to be obtained.
Xabdhif gain.

labhintsuta, to happen, to be lucky
enough to get. Skt. daivicamuga
labhinchina yH samayam, this God-
given opportunity; ni punyam cheta
janma janmdlacu nlcu yH bharte labhi-

stddu
,
by virtue you will gain this

same husband again from life to life;

nivu tsupina pandityanici tagina birudu
p£ru nicu sasvitanga labhinchinadi

, for
the scholarship you have shown you
have obtained a suitable title of
honour for ever ; mi darsanam labhin-

tsadam valla nedu sudinam, as we have
been able to see you to-day, we shall

mark the day with a white stone (as

flatterers say to the Collector),

labhyamu, obtained. Skt.; same as

labdham. nd punyam chita nedu yH
ammayi cheti vaddana ctidd nacu
labhyam ainadi, my virtue has had its

reward to-day in the serving of food
by this maiden.

lacca, wax, lac. Skt. atuculacca
,

shellac; coyyalacca
,
sticklac.

lacota, envelope. Marathi. The peons,
however, understand cavaru (cover)
better.

lacsha, lakh, 100,000. Skt. lacsha
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nacshtramul aind vaca chandrudu cadu
,

one moon gives more light than
100,000 stars; savalacsha, a lakh and
a quarter (sava, quarter) is used in

the phrase savdlacsha granthamu
,

which means an endless quarrel.

lacshanamaina, handsome. Skt.

lacshanamu, sign, quality. Skt.

varshalacshanamidu, signs of rain

;

jvaralacshanamuluy symptoms of fever

;

udyogam purusha lacshanam
,

office

makes the man ;
vinayam pandita lac-

shanamu, modesty marks the scholar

;

pichcka lacshanamyentamatramu cana-

padadam Udu, he has none of the ex-

ternal marks of madness; dhairyam
purusha lacshanam

y
courage is the mark

of a man ;
idend mana nagaricata lac-

shanamu ? is this a mark of our civili-

zation? (e.g. to marry our daughters

off at eight); chinna cathalacu idiy’itl

ani haddulu lacshanamulu vrdyutacu
vilu ledu, it is impossible to lay down
the limits and characteristics of the

short story.

lacshanamu, prosody. Skt. i cdla-

mulo lacshanamu teliyad undone cd-

vyalu vras est unndru
,
nowadays men

who do not know the elements of pro-

sody try to write verse.

lacshavattula, 100,000 candles. Skt.,

from lacsha and vatti, wick, candle.

lacshavattula vratamu is a vow of

100,000 candles taken for the soul of

a departed husband, &c. mi vanti

Sdmaydzula pellavare yHtuvanti rancu
mundala cheta lacsha vattula vrata-

mulu modalainavi cheyinchi sancochim-

paca hastddacamulu putstsuconi mun-

duga bhojanamucu siddha paduduru
,

for all your high-sounding ecclesiasti-

cal titles, you are ready to perform
for adulterous widows rites and cere-

monies for the souls of their departed
husbailds and, without a moment’s
hesitation, let them lave your hands
and place your repast before you; also

lacshavattula nomu.
lacsh&dhic&ri, possessor of lakhs,

corresponding to our millionaire.

bhicshddhicdri aind cd vale
,

lacsha-

dhicdri aind cd vale
,
you must either

be a master millionaire or a sturdy
beggar.

lajja

Lacshmanudu, Rama’s brother.
Lacshmi, Vishnu’s wife, the goddess
ofwealth

;
also Mahdlacshmi. Lacshmi

is also a very common female name.
Lacshmipati, Lakshmi’s husband,
i.e. Vishnu.
lacshmivaramu, Thursday; also gu~
ruvdramu.
lacshyamu, mark, regard. Skt. nd
y’andu vdnici lacshyamu ledu

,
he does

not mind me, he does not care for

me; tamac emi lacshyamu ledu
,
you

don’t care a bit
;
bottigd lacshyam ledu

,

no attention at all.

lacshyamucheyuta, lacshyamupet-
tuta, to care for, esteem, respect, pay
attention to. Skt.

laddi, dung of quadrupeds (horse, ass,

elephant, and camel, but not homed
animals). The general word for dung
is peda. Skt. gomayamu is used for

the sacred cow-dung,
laddipurugu, dung-beetle,
laddu, a common sweetmeat,
lagga, escalade, laggaleccuta , to scale

a fort
;
cshanamu mluvacundd alaguna

laggalacu yeccite yeldgu ? how is it to

be done if you are in such a devil of
a hurry? (you can’t take the fort by
assault like that).

lagayatu, from the beginning, since.

Hindustani, i rozu lagayatu
,
begin-

ning from to-day.

laghuvu, light (in weight). Skt. The
Telugu is telica .

lagnamu, rising of a constellation,

auspicious time. Skt. The original

meaning is ‘contact’, e.g. congress
of the sun with a sign of the zodiac.

peUi lagnam pettuconnaru
,
they fixed

an auspicious time for the marriage,
lagnasamayamu, auspicious time.
Skt., from lagnam and samayamu,

time, lagna samayamlo vachchi vadhu-
varulunu dsirvadinchi po valasinad ani
prdrthinchindnu, I prayed that I might
be present at the auspicious moment
and bless the bride and bridegroom
and then go. -*

laguvu, light. Skt., same as laghuvu.

lajja, shame, i lajjd bharamunacu nenu
tala tsalanu

, I cannot bear the burden
of this shame

;
purusha bhushanamaina

lajja vidichi, throwing off the shame



lajjahinudu [168] lattuva

which is the embellishment of a man
(sarcasm; it is women that false

modesty is supposed to embellish),

lajjahhaudu, shameless man.
lalana, a fair damsel. Skt.

-lalama, a suffix meaning excellent,
’* especially of women. Skt. mani

laldmamu, peerless among women;
ramanila lalamulu, loveliest ofwomen;
sddhvila laldmamu

,
the most virtuous

of women
;

bhupdla lalamudu, the

noblest of kings.

lalatamu, forehead. Skt. laldtamula

y'andu patte ndmamulanu pettii con

-

durdy a vaishnavulu locamunu nimi

-

shamulo pavitramu cheyuduru, Vaish-
navites who put the Vaishnavite marks
on their forehead (these represent the

female organ of generation) in one
minute purify the earth,

lalitamu, lovely. Skt. A book word,
lalitangi, woman with a lovely figure.

Skt. A book word.
lambamu, long. Skt. A book word
in compounds like lambacarnamUy the
long-eared, i.e. a hare,
lambadi, gypsy; also brinjarries. Before
there were roads or wheeled vehicles

they used to keep large herds of pack-
bullocks and conduct the salt trade,

carry the baggage of armies and so

on; they have now mostly settled

down to agriculture combined with
petty thieving; their women wear a
picturesque costume,

lanca, island. Skt. yiti yHtacu lanca
metacu. sari, the grazing on the island
is hardly worth the swim across (the

game is not worth the candle).

Lanca, The Island, i.e. mythological
Ceylon. Skt. Modern Ceylon is

Simhaladvipamu. Lancalo puttina vdr
elld rdcshasule

,

all are racshasas in
Lanka,
lancanamu, fasting. Skt., from lan-

ghanam. In the maxim langhanam
param aushadham

,
fasting is the best

medicine, the word is written in the
Sanskrit way, the proverb being a
Sanskrit one; ndlugu lancandlu chesti

•Dacca dehbanu padi rdzula ndtici vaUu
nimmalangd v'undunu

,

do a few fasts

and you will cure yourself at one blow
in ten days.

lance, link, vdnici dudducu lance
, he

and money are linked together; i.e.

he is much attached to money; dab-
bucu. prdxiamunacu lance

,

money and
life are linked; cheruvulu lancelugd

•v’unnavi, linked or connected tanks;

lancepita
,
a plank coupling bullocks,

lance pettuta, lancintsuta, to link,

couple, e.g, to yoke two bullocks to-

gether.

langaru, anchor. Hindustani, vdru
langaru vesinaru, they cast anchor,
langhanamu, fasting. Skt. Same as

lancanam; langhanam param ausha-
dham, fasting is the best medicine,

langoti, loin-cloth. Hindustani. The
Telugu is gochi.

lanja, lanje, whore, the common
word; lanja coducu, whoreson,* is the
commonest of all terms of abuse

;

others are gadidacoducu
,
son of an ass

;

cuccalacoducu
,
son of a dog.

lanjaricamu, prostitution,

lanjecadu, whoremonger,
lanjjecoducu, whoreson, lanjecoducd !

•vaidyamu nimittamu vachchina gadida
coducav aina pacshmuna

,
tsdpa tsuttalo

dura valasina pani nic emi vachchina-
dira ? you son of a whore, even if you
are a whoreson doctor come to attend
on my wife, why should you burrow
into a mat?

lantsagondi, bribe-taker,

lantsampantsam, bribes and per-
quisites; reduplicative of lantsamu

,

bribe ; lantsampantsam tinadam udyoga
dharmam, to take bribes and per-
quisites is part of one’s official duty
(this view is obsolete and was always
contrary to regulations),

lantsamu, bribe; the common word
for a common thing, i vedhava
•vyavaharamulo tahassiluddrugaru lant-

samu putstsuconndr ayyd? and so the
tahsildar has taken a bribS for a
rotten thing like that ?

lascaru, lascar. Hindustani. The
original meaning is army and soldier;
it is now used chiefly of the lascars or
peons of the D.P.W. and of sailors,

lata, creeper. Skt. A book word for
tiga

; latagriihamu is a leaf hut, latdngi
a slender-limbed girl.

la{tuva, cudgel; also lattu. >



laucicamu leccapettuta[169]

laucicamu, secular. Skt.
}
from Idcam,

world, laucica vyavaharamulu are

secular matters.

laucicudu, a secular brahmin as op-
posed to vaidicudu, a clerical brahmin,
laucyamu, secular matters. Skt., from
locam, world, laucyam yeriginavaru,

people who understand secular things,

lauhamu, metallic. Skt., from loham ,

metal.
lavale$amu, minute. Skt. ravanta
lavalesamainanu yeruganivadu, a com-
plete ignoramus,
lavamu, particle. Skt.

lavanamu, salt. Skt. The Telugu is

uppu
;
lavanam is used in compounds

and chemistry manuals
;
lavanadrava-

camu is hydrochloric acid (>acidum
muriaticum).

lavangalu, cloves. Skt.

layamu, destruction. Skt. pralaya is

the final destruction of the universe,

cosmic regression.

la, law. English, la pracaram ala
cavalen emi? does the law require that?

labhacaramu, profitable. Skt. mo-
sdlu

,
abaddhdlu conta cdlam Idbhaca-

ranga v'unna
,
cadapata satyame jayi-

stundi, deceit and lies are profitable

for a short time but honesty wins in

the end (honesty is the best policy),

labhamu, profit. Skt. modatici mosa-

mu, labhanici guddulata
,
fighting for

the profits after losing the capital,

lacconuta, to seize
;
from Idguta, pull,

and auxiliary conuta.
lacshanicudu, grammarian. Skt.,

from lacshanam.
ladamu, horse-shoe. Hindustani,
ladamucattuta, to shoe a horse,

l&ghavamu, lightness. Skt., from
laghuvu.

lagintsuta, to cause to pull,

l&gu, laguna, suffixes meaning like.

panacTtmld pulla Idgu, like a straw in

one’s drink; atadu cheppina laguna
,

as he said ;
adi ayye laguna

,
to get this

done; eldguna
, like this; dldguna

,
like

that
;
yeldguna, how ?

Idguta, to pull, extract, nd cdlamlo
nenu yenni vidhalano dabbu lagedanni,

in my time I used to get money
(corruptly) in every sort of way

;
yeddu

yendacu Idga
,
dunnapotu nidacu Idga,

the bullock pulled towards the sun,
the buffalo towards the shade

;
vanini

pichchi vanini chesi
,
dabb antd lagi

condru
,
they fooled him out of all his

money.
lalana, coaxing. Skt.

lalintsuta, to wheedle. Skt. *

lantaru, lantern. English. Idntani
paruvu cosam, a (street) lantern for

dignity (municipal councillors have
such lamps put up opposite their

houses).
latari, lottery. English. Lacshmayya:
i mdtdru cdru micu yetla vachchinadi?
Vencayya: Idtarilo. Lacshmayya: mi
nambaru gelichindi cabolu ? Vencayya

:

nenu Idtarilo dabbu petta ledu; latari

yerpdtu chesindi nine. Smith: How
did you get that car? Jones: In a
lottery. Smith: Did you draw the
winning number? Jones: No, I did
not buy a ticket; I ran the lottery,

laticarra, staff, especially the one used
by the police to disperse meetings,

lau, thick, stout, stoutness, manure.
lau leni chenu

,
lega leni au, a field

without manure, a cow without a calf,

laupitta, a sort of plover (cursarius

coromandelicus)

.

lauvadu, stout or fat man.
lavanyamu, beauty. Skt.
layakhu, fit. Hindustani. Used as a
revenue term

—

sagu layakh means fit

for cultivation.

layamu, stable. English; from lines in
which horses and their syces were kept,

layaru, lawyer. English,
lecca, lekka, account, angadivddu nd
mida bol edu lecca pentsuconi curtsun-

nadu, the shopkeeper has run up the
devil of an account against me ; vddu
ndcu lekha pdtramd? what do I care

for him? (has he account or bond
against me?); yemayyd

,
gumdstdgd.ru

lekhal anni siddhanga v'unnava ? ho,
clerk, are all the accounts ready?

leccaleni, numberless,
leccapettuta, to count, esteem, regard,
mind, illu tsorabadi yHnti vdsdlu lecca

pettindd ata, he got into the house
and counted the rafters (preparatory
to making a false claim to it); dam
lecca petta valasina cdd ayya

,
never

mind that.



leccateltsuta lecunte[170]

leccateltsuta, to balance the account,

leccatsutsuta, to look over the ac-

count, make out the account,

leccintsuta, to calculate.

lega«, prefix meaning up ;
from letsuta,

to rise.

Tegatiyuta, to pull up . khdlilu vachchin

appudu 'pattupatti manavdllace y’ip-

pincfii, vdtlanu paid legatiyya valen

ane v'unnadi, when vacancies occur

we must try hard and get them for

our own caste people and give them a

leg up.
leggottuta, to knock up, drive out.

lemmu, get up ;
imperative of letsuta .

lempa, cheek; also chempa.
lempacaya, slap.

lendi, get up, come along, of course,

to be sure
;
imperative plural of letsuta.

miru cuda yevvaro strila valalo padi,

pelli cdvalen ani core calam vastundi
,

cdni rdca podu lendi
,
to be sure the

time will come without fail when you
will fall into the toils of women and
want to be married; velli podamu
lendi

,
come let us be going (a very

common expression),
lessa, good, good health (a greeting,

&c.). desabhdshal andu telugu lessa,

of the vernaculars Telugu is the best

(a line from Krishna Deva Raya);
Garuddya lessa ante

,
Seshaya lessa

annattu, how d’ye do? said Garuda,
how d’ye do ? replied Sesha ; this is a

proverb from a story about how Sesha,

the snake, being on Siva’s wrist, was
impertinent to Vishnu’s kite, Garuda

;

being in a safe place he wasn’t afraid

Garuda would carry him off to his

larder.

lessaga, all right, well, soundly;
lessaga cottuta is to give a good
thrashing.

-16, emphatic suffix, tsalule v’uruco,

come now, that will do, hold your
tongue ; iccada unndru le, never mind,
they are here; it can’t be helped.

16-, prefix meaning tender, young;
short for leta; levayasu, tender age;
lenaguvu

, slight laugh.
16

1
get up ! imperative of letsuta.

16, not; short for lidu.

16ca, without, unable, from root le, not,

negativeverbalparticiple
;
cuticileca (in

want of food), starving; rd leca
, unable

to come ;
tsuda leca

,

unable to bear the

sight of it.

16ca, or. vddu dsucavi leca nimisha

cam

,

he is ari improvisator or extem-

pore poet.

lecaleca, at last, lecaleca vanici oca

coducu puttinadu

,

at long last a son

was born to him.
Iecan6, without (emphatic), edryamu
lecane edryamu puttadu, no effect

without a cause,

lecapdte, if you have not, else, other-

wise, if that is impossible; opposite of

caligite, if you have
;
one of the com-

monest expressions in the language;

the vulgar say lacapote or lacpote
;
also,

redundantly, lacpote mdnenu. appu
lecapote v'uppu ganje melu , it is better

to eat rice-water and salt than to be
in debt; caligite cdllu muyyu, lecapote

mocdilu muyyu

,

wear a dress down to

your feet if you can afford it, to your
knees if you can’t (cut your coat

according to your cloth)
;
cheppevddici

siggu lecapote
,
vinevddic aina Divecamu

vadda ? if the man who tells the story

has no shame, should not the listener

at least have some sense? (i.e. the

sense to disbelieve it)
;
nd codi cumpati

lecapote yelagu tellavdrut unnadi ? as

the old woman said, how would the

world go round without my cock and
chafing-dish ?

16cap6vuta, to be without, not to have,

not to be.

16cap6yinanduna, because it didn’t

or wasn’t.

16cari, writer. Skt., from lekha .

16chip6vuta, to go away; a very
common word ; lechipo! off with you!

;

from letsuta
,
to rise.

lecunda, without, atadu lecunda (he

not being) nd valla (my possibility)

cadu, I cannot do without hirn; vddu
tala toca lecundd matlddutu unnddu

,

his talk has no head or tail to it;

jttamu batyamu lecundd todelu mecalu
castdn ann attu

,

as the wolf said, I

will guard the goats without pay or
perquisite.

16cunt6, if it isn’t or hasn’t, guild

devunici naivedyamu lecunte
,

pujdri

pulihoracu yedchindd ata, like the



l£danuta I6nip6ni[171]

priest who cried out for pulihora when
the God hadn’t even naivedyam

;
tets-

tsuconte bhoncheyi
,
lecunte v’uracundu

,

if you can get anything to eat, eat, if

you can’t, keep quiet*

ledanuta, to deny, to say no; from
ledu, no, and anuta, to say.

16d£, or not. aund ledd ? yes or no ?

ledi, antelope, deer, ura cuntu
,
adavi

ledi, lame in the village, an anteiope
in the jungle (a man who prefers sport
to work); ledici lechinade praydnam

,

the antelope is ready for the journey
as soon as it rises.

lddu, not. alu ledu
,

tsulii ledu , coducu
peru Somalingam, naming the boy
Somalingam before you are wedded
or bedded (counting your chickens
before they are hatched); manovya-
dhici mandu ledu, there is no medi-
cine for a mind diseased,

ledu, he is not. anni telisinavadu ledu
,

yerni teliyanivadu ledu
,
there is no one

who knows everything and no one
who knows nothing,
lddu, he is not able, anna tsorave

gani, acshara tsorava ledu
,
he can get

round his food all right but not his

books.
ledutra ? not, sirrah ? (to an inferior)

;

ledu

,

not, combined with on, sirrah,

contracted to rd; accara ledutrd

?

is it

not required ?

lega, legaduda, a sucking calf, au
oca leganu vesindi, the cow has dropped
a calf; Idu lent chenu

,
lega leni au

,
an

unfattened field and a calfless cow;
legadudapodugu talato cummutsunnadi,
the calf butts the udder. The deriva-

tion is from root Id-, young, and root
can-, to bring forth.

l£lianamu, licking. Skt. To lick in

Telugu is ndcuta ; lehanam is a book
word.

l£kha,* letter. Skt. A book word for

uttaram .

kkhanamu, writing. Skt. The Telugu
is vrdyuta or rayuta.

lemi, want, as opposed to callmi,

having, calimi lemulu cdvati cundalu,

having, not having, pots of the
shoulder-yoke (the ups and downs of
life)

;
varsham lemici urumulu yeccuva,

incessant thunder forebodes drought.

ldmu, we can’t.

lenagavu, budding laugh, i.e. a smile;
from le-, tender, and nagavu, laugh.
lenappudu, when one is not there.

bharta : nuvvu ullo len appudu dongala
tsappudu ainadi, parugettuconi metlu
digi cindici vachchanu. bharya : donga*
lanu pattucunnard? bharta: dongalu
inti cappu mida nilutsunndru

,
andu

cheta vilu pada ledu. Husband:
Thieves came when you were away;
I ran down the steps. Wife : Did you
catch the thieves? Husband: No, I

couldn’t, they were on the roof.

lenattu, as if not. atadu len attu telisi
,

hearing he was not there ; atadu
len att unnadi

,
it seems he is not

there.

lenayya, master ofnothing . caliginayya
caliginayyace pettunu, lenayya caligi

-

nayyace pettunu
,
the rich and the poor

will feast the rich but no one will feast

the poor.
lendlu, deer; plural of ledi.

-leni, devoid of, false, telivileni and
buddhileni are the ordinary words for

stupid; tappuleni
,

faultless; noruleni,

dumb
;

dovaleni adavi, a pathless
forest.

l£ni, not having, not being, poor, not
being able, leni v’uddri cante caligina

mondi melu

,

better deal with a close-

fisted Croesus than a lavish Lazarus

;

vanda leni ammacu v’oppulu mendu
,
te

leni ayyacu tindi mendu, the woman
who can’t cook is all airs and graces,

the man who can’t earn anything is

all appetite.

l£nidi, what is not, what you have not
got. aragintsaga lenidi adigite vastun-
nada? no use asking for what isn’t

there to be eaten
;

Ibiidanici pote

y'unnadi udinadi, losing what you
have in trying to get what you
haven’t.

l^nimatalu, slanders.

lenipord, utterly false, what isn’t there

at all, absurd, leniponi saukhyamulu,
vain deluding joys; leniponi -pani, non-
sense; leniponi sdcu, a false pretext.

hindwvulu leniponi devatalacu mroccu-
tdru

,

Hindus worship gods that aren’t

there at all
;

leniponi anumanamu,
absurd suspicion.



lenivadu [172] lilavati

lenivadu, the man who is without or

the absent man. tappulenivdnni v'up-

pul6 veyyum anndd ata, as they say, if

you want to ruin the blameless man,
put him in the Salt Department
(where they treat subordinates badly),

leniyedala, in the alternative, if not,

otherwise.
lenu, I can’t; I can is galanu. vddu
nannu bhojanamunacu pilichinadu gdni,

rd 'len ani manavi chesucunnanu , I

excused myself from dining with him.
l&panamu, smearing. Skt. The
Telugu is puyadam.
lepintsuta, to smear,
leputa, to rouse, intivdnni lepi, donga
cheiici carra ichchin attu, rousing the

master and handing the thief a stick

(running with the hare and hunting
with the hounds)

;
nidrapoyina vanim

lepa vatstsunu gdni, melucunna vdnini

lepa lemu
,
you can rouse sleepers but

not those who are awake (none so

blind as those that won’t see),

leru, they aren’t or can’t, tappuleni

varu dharanilo leru
,

there’s no one
without his faults.

lesamu, a little. Skt. lesamaina ledu

,

there isn’t even a particle
;
lesamu ndcu

bhayam ledu, I am not afraid at all;

atanici nd mida prema v’unn anducu
le§amu sandeham ledu, there is no
doubt he is in love with me.

-16si, suffix meaning ‘however much’
or ‘little’, ‘ at the rate of’

;
for -esi, the

l being euphonic, mantra mahima
cheta n’enta lest vintal ainanu putta
vatstsunu

,
the force of charms can

produce miracles of any magnitude;
cdstalesi vdttu biyyelu pyas ai

,
v’udyo-

galoci vachchi, v’udyogala vakhare
cheda cotti vestu v’unndru, however
few graduates there may be in an
office, one of them in an office is

enough to spoil it (won’t take bribes
and objects to others taking them).

l£ta, young, tender, light, soft, leta

vanne
,
a light tint; leta yenda, soft

sunlight*
ldtatanamu, infancy, softness.
letsuta, to rise, ichchevanni tsuste

tsachchivdd aina letsunu
,
at sight of a

giving man even a dying man will rise

;

yenta proddu v’undagd lechina tumma-

gunta vaddane tellavdrinadi
, however

early he got up he was still at the tank
at dawn; toca toccina pamu Idguna
lechinddu ,

he sprang up like a snake
whose tail has been trodden on

; ledici

lechinade praydnamu ,
deer don’t pack

for a journey.
leva, to rise; infinitive of letsuta .

curtsundi leva ledu gdni, vangundi
tirtham vellutan anndd ata

,
he could

not get up but said he would crawl
to the holy water.

l£vagottintsuta, to get driven out;
also leggottinisuta

,
e.g. intilo nunchi,

from a house.
levagottuta, to drive out; also leggot-

tuta.

levanettuta, to lift up, help up. vdnni
levanettu, help him up.

levatiyuta, to take away,
levayasu, infancy; from le, tender, and
vayasu

,

age.

levidi, disgrace. Hindustani, mana
pratipacshulanu levicli cottistamu, we
will shame our adversaries,

levu, there are not (of things),

lihhintsuta, to write, draw. Skt.
rangulato likhintsuta is to paint,

likhitamu, written, drawn. Skt.
likhita sdcshyam is written or docu-
mentary evidence.
likhitapurvacamaina, written. Skt.
A legal term, opposed to oral,

lingamu, mark, phallus, element in
science, gender in grammar. Skt. It

is especially the phallus which symbol-
izes Siva; punlingam is the masculine
in grammar, strilingam the feminine;
angatlo bellamu guild lingdnici nai-

vidyamu, offering the bazaarman’s
jaggery to the phallus in the temple
(generous at others’ expense) ; lingam
cattuconuta is to wear a small phallus
(usually in a small silver case, linga
caya, hung by a cord round th£ neck),

liphapha, envelope. Hindustani;
better say cavaru (cover),

lipi, written characters. Skt. devana-
gara lipi

,
the Devanagara script

;

sannani lipi candlacu zabbu
, small

type injures the eyes,

lila, sport. Skt.
lilavati, a sportive girl. Skt. Also a
female name.



lodaloda locopacaramo.[173]

lodaloda, quickly, confusedly, loosely

;

onomatopoeic, ni lodaloda manu
,
stop

your clack; tsoccayi chetilo cheyi

duriste loda lodam ani y’unnadt
,
the

sleeve is loose.

lodita, span.
loditedu, span long, vddn loditedu, he
is a dwarf.
lodugu, weak, lean, wretched, potti

gatti, podugu lodugu, short and stout,

tall and weak.

loliu, barking, fierce growling, snarl-

ing; onomatopoeic, cucca notlo carra
pettite loliu m’antunnadi, if you put
a stick in a dog’s mouth it will growl

;

loll ani carava pdyinadi
,

snarling it

rushed on him to bite.

longuta, to yield, bdgd sicshistene cani

pillalu yeppudu longaru, spare the rod
and spoil the child.

lotalota, noise of a thud, gulp, &c.;

onomatopoeic, yenugacu velaccdyalu

lotalota
,
a wood-apple is one gulp to

an elephant
;

talupulu mingevdnici
appadalu lotalotalu, appadams are one
gulp to a man who eats doors.

lotipitta, camel.
lotta, hollow (of eyes), lecaleca Ldcdya
puttite, Ldcdya cannu lotta pdyinadi

,

when at long last Locaya was born to

them he was bom with sunken eyes

;

tsdvu tappi cannu lotta poyinadi, he
escaped with hollow eyes.

-16, suffix meaning in, on, of, at.

ddrilo
,
on the road

;
intld, in the house

;

vachchin antaid, on his coming; talald

pdga tsuttuconnadu, he rolled the

turban round his head; inta ratrilo

,

so late at night
;
velild n’unde ungaramu

,

the ring on his finger; mold andaru

,

all of us
;
panilo mdtldduta

y
to talk at

work; atadu nd chetilo cosinadu

,

he
wounded me on the hand.

16-, prefix meaning under, below,
inner,* sub. logadi, an inner room;
locapn, sub-tenant; locheyyi

,
palm of

the hand; lomanushyudu, a reserved

man.
16badi, subject; from lo, under, and
paduta.
ldbaduta, to be subject, to submit;
from lo, under, and paduta. asatyamu
modalaina dushcdryamulac anniticvni

lobada valasi vastundi, you have to fall

into untruth and every other kind of
vice; bala vidhavalu cama bhddhacu
lobaduta dscharyama

?

is it a wonder
that young widows yield to the sting
of desire?

lobarutsuconuta, to master; from lo,

under, parutsuta
,
to effect, and conuta?

auxiliary verb.
iobhamu, avarice. Skt.

lobhi, miser. Skt. Idbhi sommu donga-

vadi palu

,

the miser’s money falls to
the thief.

lobhintsuta, to covet. Skt.
locabandhavudu, the universal kins-
man, i.e. the sun.
locamata, the world’s mother, i.e.

Lakshmi.
locamu, world. Skt. The worlds of
the gods, or heavens, are also ldcams\
there are 3 and also 7 and also 14
worlds

;
ihalocam is the world on this

side, the earth
;
paraldcam, the world

on the other side, heaven, cheppulu
toduguconnavdnici locam anta toluto

cappa bad attu tdstunnadi, the whole
earth seems to be covered with leather

to the man who wears shoes (he does
not realize that naked feet may be
burnt or pricked)

;
debba devendra

Idcamu, the stick is the way to heaven
(as the Telugu schoolmaster often
says; spare the rod and spoil the
child)

;
pichchivanici locam anta pich-

chi, to the mad the whole world is

mad; Idcamu verachi, fearing the
world.
locaprasiddhamu, famous through-
out the world.

16capravadamu, common report.

locantaraghatudu, dead, from locam,
world, antara

,
other, and ghatudu

,

gone.
locanubhavamu, worldly experience;
from anubhavamu.

16caradhyudu, the universally wor-
shipped, from arddhintsuta, toworship

;

i.e. God.
lochanamu, eye. Skt. The Telugu
is cannu. ^

locheyyi palm; the inner hand.
16c6cti, proverb

;
from Idcamu and

yucti, opinion, sameta is commoner.
16c6pacaramu, philanthropy, uni-

versally beneficial; from upacdram

,



I6c6ttamu [174] Mtichdyuta

help, nenu Idcdpacdramaina maha
vishayamunu gurchi y’upanyasimpa

povuts imnanu, I am going to lecture

on a subject of great importance and
universal utility.

16c6ttamu, best in the world; from
uttamu, excellent.

loculu, people. Skt. Ioka; alsojamlu.

16cuva, subject, adigevanici cheppe-

vddu Idcuva

,

it is easier to ask than to

answer; andarici nenu Idcuva, ndcu

Nambi Rdmayya locuva, no one so

low that he has not some one below
him (thus if you scold your butler,

he passes it on to the matey, who
passes it on to the chokra, who passes

it on to the dog-boy, who passes it

on to the sweeper, who passes it on
to the dog); manam vallacu yela

locitvd, paivdllacu valid aldge locuva,

just as we are subordinate to our
superiors, so they are subordinate to

theirs (there is no one in India who
is not subordinate to some one else;

even the Government of India is sub-
ordinate to the Secretary of State),

loga, in the way. Tirupati poye loga,

on the way to Tirupati.

logada, interval, previous,

ldgati, former. Idgati dinam, the day
before.

ldgili, interior of house. I logitici

ndlugu metla varusal unnavi, this in-

terior contains four flights of steps.

16guta, to yield.

ldguttu, secret, loguttu PerumdUacu
yeruca

,
God knoweth the secrets of

the heart.

lohamu, metal. Skt.

ldlopala, inwardly, right inside, vadu
lolopala navvutunnadu

,

he is laughing
in his sleeve.

16na, inside. Iona vicdramu, baita

srungdramu, fair without, foul within
(a whited sepulchre),

ldnagufa, to be seduced, brought over,
loni, internal.

lonici, into.

lonu, the inside, the mind,
lopala, inside, among, within, inti

lopala, at home, yeti lopala

,

within a

year.

lopali, inner.

lopamu, omission, defect, fault. Skt.

ocadu : i dfisu panulacu badhyata
galavar evaru? gumastd: ndcu bdga
teliyad andi, yedaina lopam vaste

matramnanne andaru tittutdru . Smith

:

Who is responsible for the work of
this office ? Clerk : All I know is that

if anything goes wrong they all blame
me. jivaratnamu ittadini podigite

,

ratnanici yemi lopamu ? an ill-set gem
does not lose its natural lustre; miru
yenta lopam lecundapani chestu v\mnd
sirastaddru gdru pattu co valen ante,

lopdlu doracacundd manavu
, however

faultless your work is, faults will be
discovered in it if the sheristadar has
a down on you.

lopamugala, defective,

lopaicari, deputy, sub-contractor,

lopalici, (towards the) inside, lopalici

vastu chepputanu

,

I dare you to come in.

loparatsuconuta, to conquer; also

spelt lobaratsuconuta.

161&, a small drinking vessel. Hindu-
stani;

lotu, deficiency,

lotupovuta, to be deficient,

lotu, depth, itacu minchina lotu,

gochici minchina daridryamu ledu
, once

you have to swim it does not matter
how much deeper the water is, when
you are reduced to your loin-cloth

you can’t get poorer,

lovainamu, former,
lovi, a brass water pot.

lubdhatvamu, avarice. Skt.

lubdhudu, miser.

lucaluca, noise of insects boring, &c.

;

onomatopoeic,
luti, loot. Hindustani,
luticheyuta, to loot.



M
mabbu, cloud, dim, dark, drowsy, idi

vdna vachche mabbu cadu, this is not a
cloud that will bring rain

;
nidra mabbu

,

drowsiness
;

mabbu rangu
, a dark

colour; cannu mabbu
,

dimness of
sight.

mabbuconuta, to cloud over, to be
tipsy.

mabbupartsuta, mabbupettuta, to
cloud, conceal.

macamu, halting place. Hindustani.
The Collector’s camp is commonly
called his macdm.
Macca, Mecca.
maccuva, desire, especially sexual
desire. Virabhadrarazu tana mida
maccuva v’unnadd ani adigiti matld-
daca v'urucunndnn; na manassulo
v’unna corice cheppe-t-att aite> mac-
cuva v'unnad'ani ventane cheppa vala-

sinde; aite ndcu atani mida moham
v’unna sangati conta calam dacd teliya

-

cunda v’untsutanu, when Virabhadra-
razu asked me whether I was fond of
him I was silent; if I had told the

truth about the wish of my heart, X

would have had to say yes at once, but
I propose to keep my love for him a
secret for some time yet.

machchica, tameness, fondness,
machchicapaduta, to become tame
or fond of.

machiH, fish. Skt. Used in com-
pounds such as machili-pannu

,
fishing-

tax. Masulipatam is machili-patnam

,

the fish-town,
macila, dirt.

macilichdyuta, to soil, tarnish, badi

cdlito vachchi vanta y’illu macili chesi-

ndu
,
you have dirtied the kitchen with

your muddy feet.

mact&4* fixed tax on land; fixed rent

for the occupation of land on lease.

Hindustani. One of the old forms of
land settlement; the land was given
on lump sum tenure, no cesses being
leviable.

madaca, plough with bullocks com-
plete.

madacarra, stout stick, log for the
fire.

madaguta, to be bent, folded, to be
humble, dpadalo adagi, madagi v'unda
valenu

,
be meek and humble in

adversity.

madama, heel {cdlimadama) .
goddali-

madama is the back of an axe; tupdci

-

madama is the butt end of a gun.
madamu, pride, lust, rut. Skt., from
word whose first meaning is fat.

vidya madamu
,

pride of learning;
dhaTia madamu

,
purse pride; cula

madamu
}
pride of caste; udyoga ma-

damu
, pride of office; stri madamu ,

lust for women
;
mada gajamu or

madapu-t-enugu, elephant in rut.

madapitstsa, madapupitstsa, eroto-

mania. ipitstsavadu dinni caugalintsu

-

covaddnid prayatnam chestu v’unn att

unnddu; idi madapitstsa ai v'unlundi,

the lunatic seems to be trying to
embrace her; it may be erotomania,
madata, a fold, bundle (of papers),
folded clothes, hood of a carriage.

marivaca cdgitapu madatalo durvnadi,

it got into another bundle of papers

;

pillalanu pentsadam adavaUa cante
magavaUacu micu yeccuva ielustunda
yimiti ? adadani cheti arthamu., maga-
vadi cheti bidda nilavad ani cheppina
sastracarudu anta verrivad end? micu
yemi teliyaca povadam chetane pilla-

vadi paccacu chinna guddalu vesindn
ani dcshepistii v'unndru; paccalo v’uts-

tsa pose vdllacu murid battalu pelicalu

cacapote v'utidna tella madatalu pacca
vesu cuntdrd? do you think you know
more about rearing babies than a
woman? property in a woman’s hand,
a child in a man’s, are ruined—was the
seer who said this mad? it is only
because of your utter ignorance that

you object to my wrapping the child

in small cloths
;
instead of using dirty

cloths and rags for babies who let out
urine, you would use clean folds of
cloth, would you?
madatacotu, coat with an open collar

(glad neck).
madatapettuta, to fold up.
madatoccuta, to pile palm-leaves and
trample them flat (for thatching).



madatsuta madira[176]

madatsuta, to fold,

maddatu, help. Hindustani,
maddela, drum, dda neraca maddela
mzda tappu cheppin attu

,

like finding

fault with the drums if you can’t

dance (bad workmen find fault with
r
their tools) ; maddela tinnaga vdyintsu,

beat the drum properly,

maddi, a tree (terminalia alata).

maddi, another tree (morinda citri-

folia), used for dying cloth red.

madhuramu, sweet, delicious. Skt.

A literary word used of delicious

breezes and such things,

madhuvu, spirits, honey. Skt. A
literary word used for alcoholic

beverages but also for the honey bees

take from flowers and such things,

madhya, middle. Skt. d madhya,
meanwhile

;
i madhya

,
lately

;
madhya-

madhya, here and there, ocadu : nenu
railidod yecce-t-appudu pramadam
rdcunda madhya bandilo madhya
sthanamlo curtsuntdnu. incodu : aite

daiva criipacu yemi vadali pettava?
Smith : When I go by rail I sit in the
middle seat of the middle carriage for

safety. Jones : Then you leave nothing
to God’s grace, talk : natacam yetla

v'unnadi ? bdludu : tsdla bag unnadi;
dipalu, teralu adbhutanga v’unnavi.

talli: mi ndnna anta bag unda Udu;
madhya madhya mdtrame bag unnad
annare. bdludu: nizame, anducane
cabolu, madhya madhya ndnna baitacu

poyi santoshistu lopalid vachchevadu.
Mother: How was the play? Boy:
Excellent, the lamps and curtains were
wonderful. Mother: Your father did
not think so much of it, he said it was
only good in parts. Boy: Just so,

because, I suppose, he went out from
time to time and was pleased only
when he came inside,

madhyama, central, middle finger;

also nadirni vein, which is Telugu,
while madhyama is Sanskrit,

madhyamu, the middle; also the
name of a note in music. Skt. nadumu
is the Telugu word,
madhyasthamu, arbitration. Skt.
madhyasthudu, arbitrator. Skt. nenu
y’indulo madhyasthunni

,
I am arbitra-

tor in this case.

madhyavarti, arbitrator. Skt.

madhyavartitvamu, arbitration. Skt.
madhyahnamu, afternoon. Skt. prati
dinamu madhydhnam accadici poyi,

going there every afternoon, ticharu;

ninna madhydhnam sculucu ra led em ?

bdludu : ma ndnnagdru sarcasucu tisucu

pd valasinadi . Teacher: Why did you
not come to school yesterday after-

noon? Boy: I had to take my father

to the circus.

madij mind; for Skt. mati. Used in

books.
madi, small plot of wet land

;
the plot

in which paddy seedlings are sown
before transplantation is called deu-
madi or ndrumadi . manydlu madulu,
ground and glebe

;
madid gattu, intid

guttu, ridge your field and ring your
family ;

chinid yeruvu, madid manda
,

apply cattle manure to your dry land,

leaf manure to your wet land,

madi, purity, a clean cloth; a Telugu
wordfrom madaguta, to fold . madibatta
is the clean folded cloth brahmins put
on before they sit down to eat; madi-
mayila, purity and impurity, prod-
duti nunchi madi cattuconi curtsunn
ariduna cadup ubbi, avatalacu po valasi
vachchi, akharu snanamu chesinanu

,

having sat in my dinner cloth from
the morningmybellyswelled and I had
to go outside and I took my last bath

;

lantsamulu putstsucom ani, paid madi
cattuconn attu natinche goppa adhi-
cdrli curdculacu sahitamu caccurti
padutu. v’untaru, even high officers

who make outward show of purity
will accept a bribe of a few vegetables,
-madi, suffix meaning -times, from
maduta, to fold; inumadi, twice, two-
fold.

madigallu, stilts; also maragdllu.
madimayila, purity and impurity.
madimayila snanamu sandKyd Uni
inglishu tsaduvu connavaru, English
educated peoplewho don’tknowpurity
from impurity or bathing or prayers,
madimpu, estimate. Skt., from madi,
mind. Also matimpu.
madintsuta, to estimate; also matin-

tsuta .

madira, toddy. Skt. A book word for
callu.



madugu [177] mahantu

madugu, maduvu, sluice; also mar-
ava; but sluts is commoner,
madugu, a depression in the ground
of large size; also for a tank when
there is water in the depression, surya
ciranamula vedimi cheta samudramu-
I6mi nddulal6n.il maduguloniiv ,undeniru
aviri rupanga paid lechi

, vaca tsota

cilduconi, paini galilo mekhanga yer-
padi, baruvu yecc ain appudu niru
dnda padutundi, ddnne varsham an-
tarUy the heat of the sun’s rays falls

on the sea, rivers, and lakes, and turns
the water into steam; this rises and
forms clouds in the upper air; when !

the clouds grow heavy, water falls, and
this is rain.

madupucatti, clasp knife
; from ma-

duta, to fold, and cattiy knife,

maduru, coping, maduru midi pilli,

the cat on the coping (calculating the
jump) is used for a calculating man.
madyamu, intoxicating drink. Skt.
madya panamu mdnumu

,
give up

drink.
maga, male

;
also moga. maga podimi

yeruganidi, a girl who has not had
intercourse; muddula muta catti maga
sisuvu puttinddu

,
a boy who was a

bundle of charms was born ; maga-
padi,

manliness.
magadi, the male of any animal,
magadu, a male, husband; also mo-
gadu and mogadu for mogavadu.
magadu vallan ammanu mari valladu ,

plague spares the unloved wife; ma-
gadu poyina munda vale ratrimpagallu
panipdtalu leca y'ille pattucuni vadala-
vu

y
you sit indoors everlastingly with

your hands folded like a widow in
mourning for her husband,
maganalu, a woman whose husband
is alive.

magatanamu, manhood, manliness;
also nmgatanamu . nivu nd manassu
vachchina magavadavu, magatanam
ante yHldgu v'unda valenu, you are a
man after my own heart; that is what
I call real manliness,
magavadu, a male, man. tsaduvu
nerchina ddaddnitdnu

y
vanta nerchina

magavaditonu, v'opa rddu, intolerable

is a woman who has learnt to read or
a man who has learnt to cook, bhdrya:

magavdllad yemaind chevilo cheppite,

inco chevilo nunchi ivatalici vastundi.
bharta : adaddnici yemaind cheppite
rendu ckevulaloct poyi, notlo nunchi
baitici vastundi. Wife: Say anything
to a man and it goes in at one ear and
out at the other. Husband: Say any- 1

thing to a woman and it goes in at

both ears and out at the mouth.
magavadu cdcunddy ddadi cacundd

y

neither fish nor fowl,
maggamu, loom

;
maggamu pettuta is

a phrase for to set to work (to arrange
the foom); nd maggamu cheda cotti-

nadu
y
he bashed up my work,

magguta, to turn mouldy; mdmidi
maggite saszalu pandunu

,
mouldy

mangoes mean good millet (an agri-

cultural proverb).
-magnudu, suffix meaning ‘plunged
in’. Skt.
maguduta, to return. Used in books
for maraluta.
maguva, woman, wife, niaguva maga-
nici oca mantriy a wife is her husband’s
prime minister (the wife is the key of
the house).
maha-, mahat-, great, much. Skt.
Mahalacshmi, Vishnu’s wife Lakshmi
or Shri who came forth at the churn-
ing of the waters. She is the goddess
of fortune and beauty, nivu may’intici
cevalamu mahalacshmivi

y
you are the

good angel of our house
;
govu-le-v ’ullo

goddu gede sri mahalacshmi, in a
cattle-less village a barren buffalo is

a mahalakshmi, properly mahalaxmi.
mahammeru,mahameru,thegolden
mountain on which Brahma sits sur-
rounded by rishis. Skt. manasu
mahammeru ddtutunnadiy calu cadapa
data ledu

,
you can ascend heaven in

your mind without leaving your home,
mahaniyudu, a great man. Skt.
mahantu, abbot. Skt. A mahant is

the head of a matt or monastery; the
most famous mahant in South India
is the Mahant of Tirupati who lives

on the Tirumalai hill where -pilgrims
continually go to make vows and
obtain favours from Venkatesvara.
The Mahant’s annual income from
offerings and endowments is 12 lakhs
or £90,000,



mahaprabhuvu [178]
mahavadi

mahaprabhuvu, great lord. Skt. The
Collector is commonly so addressed

by petitioners and his peons, who
pronounce the word maprobo.
maharshi, great saint. Skt., from
maha-, great, and riishi, rishi.

‘ mahattu, glory, greatness. Skt. Also
mahatvamu.
mahatyamu, great quality, miracu-
lous power. Skt. tama mantra sacti

cheta locanic antatici santosham caluga

chesevaru
,
brahmala vadda alaganti

mahatyamu v’unnadi
,
brahmins used

to be able to make it rain by uttering

charms, such miraculous power had
they; id antd caliyuga mahatyam , this

is all the pressure of the iron age.

mahazaru, petition signed by many
persons, round robin. Hindustani,
e.g. when a man wants to be an
honorary magistrate he gets his caste

people to send a mahazar to the
district magistrate.

maha, great, much. Skt. tanacu mahd
telisin attu

,
as if he knew a lot.

mahabhdgyamu, great or highest
good. Skt. arogyamu mahabhagyamu

,

health is the chief good; mahdbhdg-
yudu, an eminent man; mahdbhagya-
vantudu, a very lucky or rich man.
The fern, is mahabhdgyavail.
mahabharatamu, the epic Mahabha-
rata; also shortened to bharatam.
Mahacali, Durga, Siva’s wife, a very
terrible goddess—and sometimes im-
moral. She is also called Parvati and
Uma.
mahacdyudu, big-bodied. Sanskrit.
Mahadevudu, the Great God, i.e.

Siva; there is a famous poem of
Goethe’s about how Mahadev came to
earth and took up with a dancing-girl.
Mah&lacshmi, Vishnu’s wife; also
Makalacshmi

;
she is the goddess of

prosperity.

maMlu, palace. Hindustani. There
are famous old mahals still in exist-

ence; the Chandragiri Mahal, for
instance, where the last of the Rayulus
signed the firman giving Madras to
the East India Company, and the Lotus
Mahal at Vijayanagaram (Hampi);
both illustrated in this book,
mabdmabdpddhyayu^u, great

teacher. Skt.; compounded of mahd
,

mahd,
and upddhyayudu. A title given

by the Government of India to

Sanskrit scholars.

Mahamari, another name of Mahacali
or Durga, goddess of small-pox, &c.
mahameru, Brahma’s mountain

; also

mahammeru.
mahanadi, the big river, name of the
Cuttack river and other rivers in the
Uriya country.
mahanandamu, great joy. Skt.

mahanubhavudu, greatman, superior

person, often used ironically. His
Excellency Lord Curzon was regarded
as a mahdnubhdvudu. i dinamu a
mahdnubhdvudi darsanamu chesi, dy-
ana seva chesi

,
carnotsavamga ayana

mdta vini
,
paramanandam pondi

, cru~

tarthunni aindnu, on the day I was
received by that Great Personage
(Lord Curzon) and paid my humble
duty to him and heard the music of
his words, I was in the seventh
heaven of delight, and shall ever
cherish the memory of that interview
with the profoundest gratitude,

mahaprabhu, great lord, vocative of
mahdprabhuvu. Skt. gramamuna n-
asisha janamunu i brahmanude bid-

danu cannad ani cheppuconutsunndru
,

mahdprabhu 1 your honour, every one
in the village says this brahmin has
given birth to a child,

maharashtramu, the great empire,
i.e. the Mahratta country,
maharazu, great raja; properly only
of the major ruling chiefs, but applied
to himself by every petty zamindar.
mahdrazu vale vidhiloci pdyi, stir your
stumps like a nobleman and go into
the street.

mahasurudu, great hero. Skt. nenu
dhairyangd v'undi mahasurunni ain
attu canapartsa vatstsunu

, I cnay take
courage and pose as a hero,
mahatma, great soul, applied especi-
ally to Ktit Htimi and M. K.
Gandhi

.

mahatmyamu, greatness, glory. Skt.
mahattaramu, greater, from maha,

great, and taram, sequence, sort,

mahatvamu, greatness, glory,
mahavadi, a great or extreme de-



mahavidya [179] malayamdrutamu

bater. Skt., from vddamu
,

argu-
ment. Used also of extremists in
politics.

mahavidya, the great science, i.e.

magic.
mahayugamu, the revolution of the
ages, eternity. Skt.

mabdsvarudu, the Great Lord, i.e.

Siva. Skt., from mahd and isvarudu,

lord.

mahima, greatness, power. Skt. yoga
mahima cana paratsadanici y’ippudu
manchi avacdsam cqliginadi

,
a good

opportunity to show the power of
yogi; yemi y'i cdla mahima l ippudu
hhdrya maganito mdtaduta ranc ainadi l

what times I if a wife talks to her
husband it is regarded as immodesty !

mahishamu, buffalo. Skt. Used only
in books; the Telugu is dunnapotu.
mahishavahanudu, riding a buffalo,

i.e. Yama, the God of Hell. Skt., from
mahisham

,
buffalo, and vahanam

,

vehicle.

mahonnatamu, elevated, noble. Skt.,

from mahd and unnatam
,
high.

mahotsavamu, great festival. Skt.,

from mahd and utsavam, festivity,

procession.
maicamu, intoxication.

maidanamu, maidan, plain, open
ground.
maila, mayila, defiled, impure, dirty.

Skt., from malinam. maila vastramulu,
dirty clothes; madimaila

,
pure and

impure ;
monna md y’intici vaca dac-

shinadi brdhmadu vachchinadu; tellagd

puvvu Idgu tsacalidi v’utici techchina
\

batta cattu coni, v*ur anta tirigi vach-
chi, a battato vistari daggira curtsun-

nddu; y’id em ante tdnu cattu cunna
taruvata viduva ledu, tanadi madi batta

antadu; produnne Godavari v'ondu
niUalo nunchi tetstsucunna nd panche
tsuchi

,
Tdvaliste nidi maila batta an-

nadu, the other day a southern brah-
min came to my house; wearing a

cloth fresh as a flower from the wash
he wandered all over the town and sat

down in it to food ; I asked the mean-
ing of it and he said he wasn’t chang-
ing and his cloth was a pure one and,
if anything, the cloth in which I had
bathed in the morning in the muddy

waters of the Godavari was an impure
cloth.

mailabottu, mourning mark,
mailapaduta, be in defilement or
mourning.
mailu, mile. English, mejistretu

:

nuvvu vantena mida ati tondaragd'
motdru pon istunnav ani ckdrji vach-
chindi; accada gantacu padi madia
canna eccuvaga po ciidad ani notisu

cattaru; tsadava leda ? draivaru

:

ayyo, nena muppadi maillu tsoppuna
bandi naduputu v’unte, notisu yetla
tsadava galan andi? Magistrate: You
are charged with exceeding the speed
limit on the bridge; there is a notice
there ‘speed limit 10 miles per hour’;
can’t you read ? Driver : How could I

read it when X was driving 30 miles
an hour?
maimarutsuta, to swoon (to forget
the body, mai ; a word not used except
in this compound),
mainamu, wax.
mainapuvatti, wax candle,
mainaru, minor. English, mainaru
veUina

,
of age.

maithunamu, sexual intercourse.

Skt., from mithunam
,

a couple;
gramya dharmam

,
village custom, is

a decent expression for this,

maitri, friendship. Skt., from mitra .

majili, stage in a journey. Hindu-
stani.

majilibangala, travellers’ bungalow,
majjiga, buttermilk, mandi yeccuv
aite majjiga palatsana

,

the more the
people the thinner the buttermilk,
makhamalu, velvet; also mokhamat.
Hindustani.
malabacshacudu, eater of dirt. Skt.,

from malam ,
excreta, and bacshacudu,

eater.

malamala, in pain; onomatopoeic.
pasi pillalu acali cheta malamalan
adutsu, children tortured for want of
food; yendalo chimalu malamalan
ddutsunnavi

,
the ants are suffering

agony in the sun.
malamu, faeces. Skt.

malamutramulu, faeces and urine.
Skt.

malatsuta, to chip,

malayamdrutamu, fragrant breeze.
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A book term, common in descriptive

passages in novels.

Malayamu, Malabar,
malinamu, dirt. Skt, A book word,
malle, jasmine. Skt.

;
also mallica.

_

malli, again (short for maralt), madiga
malli, camsali yelli, cobblers say ‘come
again’, goldsmiths say ‘to-morrow’
(Malli and Yelli also happen to be
common female names); prastutam
selavu putstsuconi malli darsanam
chestdnu (the usual polite way of

taking leave), I will take leave now
and again call on you.

mallica, jasmine, Skt.; also malle.

mallintsuta, to turn off, cure, bring
back, manobalam cheta yetuvanti

rogal aina maUintsa vatstsunu, any
disease can be cured by strength of
mind; cam andhulai v'unna y'iddaru

calusucunte, vdllanu mallintsaddnici

brahma taram cadu
,

God himself
could not turn a couple of love-

blinded lovers once they get together

;

aulu maUinchinavadu Arjunudu
,
it was

Arjuna brought the cows back. These
were Virata’s cows, and it is said of
any one who gets the credit of a

successful undertaking,
malludu, wrestler,

malluta, to wrestle, struggle, struggle

out, turn, valla valalo padda taruvdta
malladam cashtam , once caught in

their net it is difficult to struggle out;
i y’indriya sukh dpecsha nunchi nd
hriidayamu mallunu gacal may my
heart turn from this sensual desire;

6da mallinadi
,
the ship went about,

malu-*, prefix meaning other, second.
malucdru is the second crop, malutsulu,

the second offspring
;
avulu tolu tsulu

,

gedelu malu tsulu
,
the first calf of the

cow, but the second of the she-
buffalo (is best).

maluputa, to put out (a light), to

twist, drtsuta
, drpu veyuta, are com-

moner for putting out a light; gontu
malupu is twist the neck (e.g. of a
wounded bird; also gontu pisuga).
mammulanu, us.

mana, our, including those spoken to

;

md excludes these, sabhddhipati : i

rozu upanydsam ichche ayana America
desasthudu; ayana tolu tellanid aina

i

dyana hriidayam mana vale nallanide.

Chairman: To-day’s lecturer is an
American gentleman; though his skin
is white, his heart is as black as ours,
managuta, to be bent, folded

; same as

madaguta.
manamadu, grandson, manamadu
nertsu conn attu, avvacu tirin attu

y the
grandmother was relieved and the
grandson learnt his lesson (when she
made him write it on her back to
relieve the itching)

;
(killing two birds

with one stone), vriiddhudu: nd
manamudu mi afisulo pani chest un-
nadUy vanini miru yerugudurd? mane-
jaru : yerugudunuy i madhyane miru
tsachchi poyinar ani selavu putstsuconi
veUadu. Old man: My grandson
works in your office, do you know
him? Manager: I know him, he has
just taken leave on the ground that
you had died.

manamaralu, granddaughter. (Old
man with young wife) andaru ndc adi
manamaral anuconire cdni, yevvarunu
bhdrya y'ani telisi c6 tsalaca p6yiri

y

every one took her for my grand-
daughter, no one for my wife,
manamu, we, including, unlike memu

t

those addressed; thus in translating:

We, Citizens of this Great Empire,
use manamuy to include your Indian
audience, and not memu y to exclude it.

manamu, mind. Skt.

manascarintsuta, to be pleased,
accept. Skt. manascarinchedi is used
in ending a letter, *may it please you ’

;

it is a complimentary word for which
there is no exact English equivalent;
the German genehmigen exactly trans-
lates it.

manascaramu, attention, meditation.
Skt.
-manascudu, affix meaning minded.
Skt. sanmanascudu is right-minded;
durmanascuduy evil-minded,
manasphurtiga, attentively, willingly,
really, honestly. Skt. atadu dhanyud
ani miru manasphurtiga taiustdrd ? do
you honestly think him rich ? nd
manasphurtigane cheputu v'unnanu, I

am saying exactly what I think,
manassancatamu, agony ofmind. Skt.
manassu, mind, but often to be trams-
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lated heart, feelings. Skt. vanici

manassuld ocati baita ocati
, one thing

in his heart and another in his mouth

;

i mdta ni manassuld undan i, keep it to

yourself; vdni manassunu yenducu
noppistdu? why hurt his feelings?

manassu pattuta, to set one’s heart on

;

vanici manassu rd ledu, he had not
made up his mind

; mi manassu
,
as you

please; manassu untsuta, to pay atten-

tion; idi cheyutacu manassu ran an-

duna, not being able to find it in his

heart to do it
;
nd manassuna pattinadi,

it was impressed on my mind
;
tsaccaga

tala duvvuconi, coppu pettuconi, nalugu
nagalu vanta pettuconi

,
manchi chira

cattuconi v'undaga, tsuda valen ani nac
erito manassu vestundi, how I should
like to see you nicely combed, dressed,

and bejewelled, ocadu: mi manassulo
yemi anucuntunnadi nenu ckeppa gala

-

nu. incddu : aite cshamintsandi . ocadu

:

yendue ani? incddu: mimmunu gurchi
anucuntunnadanici. Smith: I can tell

what is in your mind. Jones: Please

pardon me, then. Smith: What for?

Jones: For what was in my mind
about you.
manastapamu, repentance, remorse,
distress, vexation. Skt.
manastimitamu, balance or sound-
ness of mind. Skt. virici manastimi-
tam lecunda vhinn att unnadi, he does
not appear to be of sound mind.
manavi, request; the common word
for the prayer in a petition, ade ma
manavi, it is this we request.

manchi, good; manchi nidra
,
sound

sleep; manchi debba
,

a good hit;

manchi gdyamu
,

a severe wound.
tandri: ninnu nenu yenducu cottindno

telusuna? ni cante chinna pillavadini

nuvvu cottin anducu. bdludu : ni cante

chinnavdd ani gada
,
nuvvu cottadam

manchfd end? Father: Do you know
why I thrashed you ? Because you hit

a boy smaller than yourself. Boy:
Aren’t I smaller than you ? Was it right

for you to hit me ?

manchicheyi, the good hand, i.e. the

right hand; the left hand is reserved

for base uses.

manchidi, a good one. angadivadu:
i dttppati conandi, oca purushantaramu

varacu untundi. vriiddhudu : nac anta
manchidi accara ledu

,
ndcu ippatici

debbai yellu. Shopkeeper: Buy this

cloth; it will last a generation. Old
customer : I don’t want so good a one,
I am 70.
manchi nfllu, drinking water, vdna *

niUu regati nela padi manchi nil} aunu,
tsaviti nela padi uppu niU aunu

,
rain-

water will be drinkable if it falls on
clay, it will be brackish if it falls on
salt land.

manchitanamu, goodness,
manchivadu, a good person, manchi-
vanici matladanide mandu

,
silence is

sufficient reproof to a good man (e.g.

when the Collector is asked for a
favour); manchivanici maraname sac-

ski, the memory of the just is blessed

;

manchivanici mate mandu
,
a word to the

wise
;
manchivanici vaca mdta , manchi

godducu vaca debba

,

a nod for a wise
man, a rod for a fool; a variant is

murkhunici vaca cheta, for a fool a
blow with the winnow-fan. Blows
with winnow-fans and slippers are

particularly insulting,

mancu, foolish, especially of stubborn
folly.

mancutanamu, folly, stubbornness.
yedi cavaliste

,
ad elld coni petti, pilla-

lacu mancutanam nerputaru
,
you only

teach children stubbornness by giving
them everything they ask for.

manda, herd, flock
;
mandamandalugd

,

in herds, yeccada cattite-n-emi? mana
mandalo inite sari, who cares what
bull it was so long as the cow calves

in our herd ?

manda, dull. Skt. nivu vatti manda
mativi

!

you are a bloody fool ! manda
mdrutamu, a gentle breeze (in books),
manda, ankle

;
usually chilamanda.

manda, twig with the leaves on.
chenici yeruvu

,
madid manda

,
cattle

manure for dry land, leaf manure for
wet land.

manda, an expletive, from manduta
,
to

burn, vddi moham manda

l

daypan him!
(may his face burn !).

mandabuddhi, a dullard,

mandagintsuta, to become dull. Used
also of the market being dull.

mandahasamu, smile. Skt. a manda-
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hdsant sogasu tsuchindvd? observe the

beauty of that smile,

mandalamu, disk, horizon. Skt. The
orb of the sun or moon ;

any circum-

ference but especially the horizon.

mukhamandalamu, face-orb, is used
" in books for face,

mandalamu, district. Skt. Presum-
ably a district was regarded as some-
thing rounded off

;
mandalam is a book

word for district; the common words
are districtu

,

English, andjilla, Hindu-
stani : in books they use mandala
cdragrtihi for district collector- and
mandala nyayadhipati for district

judge, but the people say calectaru and
jadji.

mandalintsuta, to rebuke, remon-
strate. nd pagd vaca pedda manishi

muddi cinda naligiv’unnadi: *yimayya !

nd pdga mettagd vesucuni curtsovadam
micu dharmam end V ani nen d pedda-

manishini mandalinchinanu, a gentle-

man sat on my turban; I remon-
strated asking him whether it was
right to use my turban as a cushion,
mandamu, thick, stout, stupid. Skt.

cani mandam coti duhkham
,
a penny-

worth of stupidity and a pound of
sorrow.
mandamugd, gently. Skt.

mandapamu, pavilion, a platform
with pillars on it. Skt. More com-
monly mantapamu.
mandasamu, big chest or box. Skt.

-mandi, suffix meaning several, many

;

attached to numerals when the refer-

ence is to persons, aidumandi, five

persons; contamandi, a few persons;
sagamumandi, half the people, yenta-
mandi? how many persons? padi
padihenu mandi, several people (10,

15 people); mandi yeccuva y’aite

majjiga palatsana
,
the more people

there are the more the butter-milk
will be watered,
mandiramu, mansion. Skt.

-manditamu, suffix meaning decor-
ated. $kt. Used in books,
mandu, medicine (the common word

;

aushadhamu
,
Skt., is also used); the

Tamil is marandu. perati chettu man-

ducu rddu
, familiarity breeds con-

tempt; manchivarici mate mandu

(verbum sat sapienti); manovyadhici
mandu ledu, there is no cure for the

heartache
;
mandu mdcu accara lecunda

,

nalugu lanhhandlu cheste
,
vacca deb

-

banu padi rozulu ndtici vallu nimma-

langd v’undunu; fast a few times and
you will be well in ten days without
physic or pills (mdcu is merely re-

duplicative and has no meaning by
itself)

;
oca nddu vindu

,
oca nadu

mandu

;

feast one day, physic the

next; dactaru: ni vriitti yemiti ?

rogi: nenu gharana manishi n’andi,

dactaru : aite nen ichchina mandu
panici rddu

,
inco mandu putstsuco vali.

Doctor: What is your profession?

Patient: I am a man of standing.

Doctor: Is that so? Then the medi-
cine I prescribed won’t do, I will

prescribe another; tiyyani rogamidu,
cammani mandulu v'unnava? are there

sweet illnesses and delicious medicines?
mandu, heat, ndcu vallu manducu potu
v'unnadi

,
I am furious (heated),

mandu, gunpowder, tupacild mandu
curutdnu

,

I will stuff the gun with
powder.
mandudu, fool. Skt.

mandulamari, poisoner,

manduta, to burn (intransitive); also

used as an expletive, anni marricar-

ralu, ravicarralu; v’urice poga rdva-
dame cani yemi mandavu, they are all

banyan or fig sticks, they smoke but
don’t burn. Used, very commonly,
figuratively of anger; deham mandi,
angry ;

vanici vallu mandinadi

,

his

blood was up
;
cadupu mandutsunnadi

,

I am much grieved ;
ndcu vallu mandu-

coni vastu v’untundi, I am furious;
vdni moham manda

!

damn him 1

yedati poyyi mandite, tana poyyilo
nillu posu conn attu, like the man who
poured water on his own hearth when
his neighbour’s hearth blazed (envy),
manduva, courtyard,

mangala, prosperous, propitious. Skt.
Used freely in Skt. compounds such
as mangalarati (mangala plus drati),

lamp waved before idol; mangald§d-
sanamu

, benediction (mangala plus
sasanam).
mangala, barber.

mangalacatti, razor; from mangala
,
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barber, and catti
,
knife; also mangali-

catti. mangalacatti techchinddu
,
gon-

tuca costddd yemiti? he has a razor,

will he cut my throat?
mangalamu, earthenware dish used
for roasting and frying, dongila pote,

mangalamu doricinadi, the house-
breaker got nothing but an earthen
dish (disappointment) ;

condaru Turaca
Sultdnula haydmulo janulanu manga-

lamulo petti vechin atlu nana viSia-

maina himsalanu pettiri, under the rule

of some of the Muhammedan Sultans,
the people were roasted alive (figura-

tively).

mangalapani, shaving, pani by itself

(work) is commonly used to mean
shaving; cshauramu also means shav-
ing.

mangalasutramu, the cord on which
the marriage-symbol (tali) is fastened
round a woman’s neck. Skt., from
mangala, propitious, and sutramu

,

cord, tali in the south,
mangalavadu, barber; often pro-
nounced mangalddu.
mangalavaramu, Tuesday; the day
of Lakshmi, who is also known as

mangaladevata. lacshmivdramu is,

however, Thursday,
mangali, barber, same as mangala.
mangali pata, tsdcali cotta, an old
barber, a new washerman (are best),

mani, gem. mani manitd coyya valenu
,

you must cut a gem with a gem
;
nava

manulu,
the nine gems, are diamond

(vajram), pearl (mutyam), ruby (manic-
yam), emerald (maracatam ), sapphire
(nilam), topaz (pushyaragam), coral

(pagadam), onyx (gomedhicam), and
cat’s-eye (vaiduryam) ; vvpramani, best
of brahmins ;

sundarimani, gem among
women; dinamani

,
the sun (gem of

day).
manicaTtu, wrist.

manishi, person, especially female
person; also each person; also serv-
ant; the proper masculine is manush-

yudu
\
plural manushulu

,
people, polisu

suparintendentu: alia poyye manishini
pilu. canstebilu : dyana manishi cad
andi

,
sabinspectaru gdr andi. Police

Superintendent: Call that man who
is going along there. Constable

:

That’s,.not a man, Sir, that is Mr*
Sub'Tnspector, Sir; manishici oca
rupayi y’ichchinddu

, he gave them a
rupee each; manishic oca mdta chep-
pinadu

,
every man had his own

opinion; dme laziatL manishi
y
she is a

stout woman
;

manishivfi paswvavd ?

are you a man or a brute ? nd manishini
pamputdnu, I will send my servant;
a desapu manushulu

,
the people of that

country; manishi cdtucu mandu ledu ,

there is no cure for a human bite

(slander).

manj&ru, sanctioned. Hindustani.
An official term.
manjurucheyuta, to sanction.
Manmathudu, Kama, Cupid. Skt.
He has many names, e.g. Icshudhan-

vudu
,
the archer with the sweet bow;

Manmatha is he who confuses the
mind, manmath agni cheta cdli tsdva-

dam cante, tappacunda vivaham dda-
dame v’uttamam

,
it is better to marry

than to burn.
mannana, favour, grace.
maonemu, the Godavari Agency

;
the

word properly means highlands.
mannepu jvaramu, agency fever, i.e.

malaria.
mannimpu, forgiveness, vanici deb-

balu mannimpu chesindru, they excused
him the flogging.

mannintsuta, to forgive, nd valla

caligina apachdramu mannintsandi,

forgive my offence.

mannu, earth, soil, mud. pdti petti
,

paini mannu veyyinchinaru, they buried
it and covered it with earth; vdri
noUalo mannu vesinanu, I put dust in
their mouths, i.e. humbled them
(made them lick the dust); mannu
minnu

,
heaven and earth.

mannu, bison.
manobhlshtamu, desired by the
mind. Skt., from man, mind, and
abhishtam ,

desired, nd manobhishta
siddhi ayye cdlam samipinchinadi, the
time for the fulfilment of my desire

approaches.
manoharamu, fascinating. Skt., from
man, mind, and har

,
to seize, strilu

tsudaddnici sambhdshintsaddnid mono-
harangdne v’untaru, women are capti-

vating to see and to talk to.
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manojayamu, conquest of the mind,
mandnischayamu, determination,
manorathamu, wish, na manoratham
purnangd saphalam antundi

,
my wish

is completely fulfilled,

manovarti, maintenance, alimony.
Skt. (manuvriitti). na tammudi bhdrya
manovartici nd mida vyajyam vesinadi

,

my younger brother’s wife has sued
me for maintenance,
mandvddana, distress of mind. Skt.,

from man, mind, and vedana, distress,

manovyadhi, pain of mind. Skt.,

from man ,
mind, and vyadhi; pain.

manovyddhici mandu ledu
,
there'-is no

balm for a wounded spirit
;

strilu

vidyaleni hetuvu cheta yuctayuctamulu
teliyaca, pasu tulyurdndr’ain anduna
gaddy purushulac ituvanti manovya-
dhulu sambhavintsuts unnavi

,
we men

suffer such tortures of the mind
because our uneducated women do
not know right from wrong and are

like the beasts of the field,

manta, flame, penta mida panta,
manta mida vanta

,
crops depend on

manure, cooking on flames, caruvu
manapu panta, midatalu manapu
manta

,
a crop is the end of a famine,

flame the end of locusts
;
danini tsuste

ndcu manta vast unnadi, I am aflame
at seeing that; cadupn manta

,
envy,

rage; cadupu manta tira tittinadu, he
swore till his rage was exhausted, till

he had disgorged all his venom,
manti, earthen; from mannu ; manti-
nune, earth-oil, petroleum,
mantrabalamu, force of charms. Skt.
y’i mantrula mantrabalam cheta yenta
pani chesinanu, what a success I have
made by force of charms,
mantracadu,mantragadu,mantra-
vadi, charm-teller, magician, pamula
mantragddu is a snake-charmer,
mantramu, charm, incantation. Skt.
ni divya ndma mantramu cheta

,
by the

force of thy blessed name; mantramu
cheppa Mallubhotlu, tinadanacu Yellu-
bhoflu,* Mallubhotlu attended to the
incantations while Yellubhotlu did the
eating part.

mantrasani, midwife. mantrasdni
mundara marmamu ddchin attu, con-
cealing the private parts from the

midwife (false modesty)
;
pilla ganda-

niciy talli gandamu v’untundi gdni,

mantrasdnigandamuyeccada v'undadu,
the mother or the child may be in
danger, but the midwife is in none,
mantri, minister. Skt. The queen in
cards or chess, dkairyamu leni razuy

yochana leni mantri
,
a king without

courage has a minister without judge-
ment.
mantrilltsuta, to bewilder, to charm.
Skt., from mantramu .

mantsamu, cot, bedstead, oca can-
tsana tini

,
vaca mantsdna padu con-

evdrUy they ate from one platter and
lay in one bed (great intimacy).

donga mantsam cinda pacut undenu.
bharta: (bhdryato) yem ev ? nuvva
mantsam cinda savarist unnau ? donga

:

nenu donganu; mi bhdrya vantimida
nagalu y’idi varace tisucunnanu; man-
tsam cinda pettelo yem unnavo ani tsust

unnanuy paducondi, a thief has crawled
under the bed. Husband (to his wife)

:

What’s that? Are you tidying under
the bed? Thief: I am a thief; I have
already removed your wife’sjewellery;
I am looking to see what there is in
the box under the bed

;
turn over and

go to sleep; donga vacita mantsam
vesin attu, like placing your bed in the
thief’s yard (outwitting the crafty),

mantsu, dew, snow, ice; the ordinary
word for dew; there is no snow in the
Telugu country, but mantsuconda
means the Himalayas and mantsugadda
is the Telugu for ice. conda vale
vachchi, mantsu vale telin attu

,

coming
like a mountain but melting like dew
(difficulties melt away when they
come near)

;
mantsu cammi y

J

unnadi,
there is dew; mantsu curiyuts unnadi

,

it is snowing
; mamillacu mantsu cheru-

pu, dew blights mangoes.
-mantudu, affix denoting £ person,
one who has. buddhimantudu is a
sensible man; §actimantudu

,
an ener-

getic person.
Manu, Manu; Manusmriiti

, Scriptures
of Manu.
manubotu, male bison

;
also manupotu.

manugada, maintenance, way of life;

same as manuvrutti. nichapu manu-

gada, a low way of life.
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manugu, maund of 8 viss
;
varies, but

is usually 25 to 28 lb.; the railway
maund is 28 lb., 2 stone. 1vipu mida
viseguddulanu

,
managuguddulanudaba-

daba varshamu laguna curipinchenu
,
he

rained blows upon his back, ticharu:
vancdyalu vise and aite

,
managu yem

autundi ? bdludu : putstsu vancayal
autav andi. Teacher: If brinjals are
an anna a viss, what will a maund
be ? Boy : They will be rotten,

mamigudupu, the last entertainment
given by a bride’s parents after

marriage.
manujudu, man. ducci gala bhumi

,

diccu gala manujudu chedadu
,
a well-

turned field and a man who has friends

to turn to will never come to grief,

manumadu, manumaralu, grand-
son, granddaughter, bhumi mida nivu
incd yentamandi manumalanu manu-

mardUanu yetta valenok how many
more grandsons and granddaughters
are you going to scatter over the earth ?

manupenti, female bison,
manupotu, male bison,
manushyamu, human. manushya
matrud anu aina nacu

,
to me, being of

a human measure; manushyamdtru-

lacu alavi cadu, beyond human
powers.
manushyasanudu, cannibal. Skt.,

from manushya and asanam
,
food,

manushyuduj man. manushyulu v’un-

daru gdni, matalu v'untunnavi (jitter

a

scrzpta manet).
manyamuj fief, inam, land given to

show respect, especially brahmin
inams; for the more common man-
yamu; also the Godavari Agency
(mannemu).
manzuru, confirmed, sanctioned.
Hindustani; same as manjuru.
maprobho, sir; corruption of Skt.

maha^prabhuvu, great lord. The peons
call you maprobho if they don’t call

you Devara, God.
mara, wooden; from Tamil maram,
tree

;
maracalu is a wooden leg

;
also a

stilt.

mara, screw, machine, mill, maraid
biyyam ddintsacu rd

,
go and get the

rice pounded at the mill,

maraca, stain.

marachipovuta, to forget. Gopu:
ivvala na godugunu rendo sthalamlo
marachipoyinattugd tdstandi. Rdmudu

:

oca vela modati sthalamldne marachi-
pdyindr emo? Gopu: ledu

, modati
sthalamlo nacu y'igodugu modata dori-

cindiy Smith : I think I lost my“
umbrella to-day in the second place.

Jones : Perhaps you lost it in the first.

Smith: No, that’s where I found it;

griihasthudu : bhdrya v’unte yenta cash-

tam vachckina marichi po vatstsunu.
brahmachdri : brahmachdriciasalu cash-
tanfH undadu ga, Married man: If you
hpfe a wife however great a trouble
comes, you can forget it. Bachelor:
Bachelors have no troubles,
maradalu, younger sister-in-law

;

under which is included a younger
brother’s wife and a wife’s younger
sister.

maradi, younger brother-in-law

;

under which is included a younger
sister’s husband and a husband’s
younger brother; also bavamaridi.
maragallu, stilts

;
also madigdllu .

maraguta, to be used to, addicted to,

devoted to. tagamaraginavadu, a man
addicted to drink; danini maraginadu

y

he became devoted to her ;
madhurasam

ruchi maragite maUi vadali pettutdrd?
when you have got used to the taste

of drink will you give it up again ?

maraguzzu, dwarf; also maruguzzu,
marala, again. Book word for majli .

maralintsuta, to turn away from.
durvyayamula nundi maralintsuta, to

turn away from extravagance,
maraluta, to turn, return,

maramatu, repair. Hindustani; also

marammatu , figuratively redemption.
Idea maramatu cdsam devude padi
avatdralu yetti avastha pada valasi

vachchindi, God Himself was fated to

go through a cycle of ten births for

the redemption of the world,
maramecu, screw; also used figur-

atively like our screw, but of tyrants,

not misers. yH menejaru anta mara-
mecu gadini yeccada tsuda ledu

, I have
never known such a manager for

putting the screw on his subordinates,
marammatu, repairs, Hindustani;
also maramatu.



maranacaramaina [186] martabu

maranacaramaina, mortal, marana-
caramaina gayamu is a mortal wound,
maranadanda, capital punishment.
Skt., from maranam

,
death, and

dandam, punishment,
maranamu, death. Skt. may.ch.ivd-
r rid marayame sacshi

y
death itself sets

its seal on a good man’s life; nenu
vanini maranavasta (avasta) y'andu
tsuchindnu, I saw him in the article of
death; vrayagd vrayaga caranamu

,

daggagd daggagd maranamu

;

write
and write and you will be a karnam,
cough and cough and you wilh be a
dead ’un. \
maranasasanamu, a will. Skt. But
people usually both say and write
villu.

marasana, grindstone,
maratsuta, to forget; but it is more
usual to use the compound marachi-

. povuta. pustacam eccadanipetti mara-
chinanu

,
I have mislaid the book,

marava, sluice
; but almost every one

says sluts.

maravu, privacy; also maruvu.
Alarati, Mahratta.
marcatach£shtalu, monkey tricks,

marcatamu, monkey. Skt. Book
word for coti.

mari, so, then, again, maremi ? what
else ? nenu mar eppudu vastanu ? then
when shall I come? mariyetlu? then
how ? mari is constantly stuck in when
we say nothing

;
one of the commonest

words in the language,
maricoxtni, a few more,
maridi, younger brother-in-law; same
as maradi .

maridijadyamu, cholera, maridi is

the goddess of cholera; people mostly
say cdldrd.

marinta, all the more, alacarintsu
coni vachchi

,
dipamu veluturunapddutu

v*unte, dani mogam antacantacu mar-
inta andamugd canupadutu v’undedi

,

she looked all the prettier dressed up
and singing before the footlights,
marivaoa, mariyoca, another,
marivacalagu, mariyocalagu, other-
wise. i vishayamlo miru marivacalagu
anucocandi

, do not think otherwise,
i.e. don’t be suspicious,
mariydda, honour, respect. It must

always be remembered that what every
Indian lays most stress on is that he
should be treated with mariydda

y

honour, respect, consideration
; also

maryada.
mariyevadu? who else? (masculine),
mariyevate? who else? (feminine).

With the negative and the last vowel
lengthened these words mean no one

;

mi vanti sactimantudu locamlo mariye-
vadu ledu

,
there is no such energetic

person in the world as you.
mariyocadu, another man.

(

mariyocate, another woman,
mariyocati, another thing,

marmamu, secret, secrecy, secret
parts. Skt. marmam vidichi chepu-

tana, I will reveal the secret; amma
puttillu menamama vadda cheppin attu

ni marmam anta yerigina nd vadda ni
goppa cheppucocu

,
like the man who

told his maternal uncle what his

mother’s birthplace was, don’t boast
to me who know all your secrets;

valla marmdlu rahasyalu alochanalu
telusuconi, knowing all their secrets

and plans; marmam anta nd chetulo
v'unn appudu nd vadda gadusutanapu
mdtalu cheppac andi, don’t talk clever
to me who know all the details of the
plot; mantrasani mundara marmamu
dachin attu

,
like hiding the secret

parts from the midwife,
marohadu, marohati, another man,
another thing; for marocadu

, maro-

cati. maro
, another

;
short for maro-

cati
; maro mucca, another word

;

marodu
,
another man.

marri, banyan tree, praydnicudu: i

marri chettu yenni yendlad andi?
grdmasthudu : rendu vandala yenimidi
yellu. praydnicudu: micu lecca inta
sariga yetld telisind andi? grdmas-
thudu : nenu i v'urici vachchi yenimid ill

aindi; appatici chettu rendu vandala
yendla nunchi und anndru. Wayfarer:
How old is that banyan? Villager:
208 years. Wayfarer: How do you
know the exact figure? Villager: I
came here 8 years ago

; I was then told
it had been here 200 years,
martabu, closed, settled (ofan account,
usually). Hindustani, sabha martabu
cheyyandi

, dismiss the meeting.
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martyamu, mortal. Skt. martya
locam is earth as opposed to heaven,
martyudu, a mortal,
maru-, prefix meaning 4

again \ maru-
mota, echo; marumata, contradiction,
marugu, privacy, concealment, tama
marugu tsochchindnu

, I have invaded
your privacy; or have sought shelter

with you.
marugudoddi, privy,

marugugdda, screen,

marugupaduta, to disappear,
maruguparatsuta, to hide some-
thing.

maruguperadu, courtyard where the
privy is.

maruguta, to be hidden,
maruguta, to get used to; same as

maraguta.
maruguta, to boil (intr.). uducuta is

commoner.
maruguzzu, dwarf; also maraguzzu.
dirkha cayuni bhuzamula mida cur-

tsunna maruguzzuvani vale
,

like a
dwarf sitting on a giant’s shoulders,
marulamandu, love potion. Skt.
marulu, desire.

marumata, contradiction; from maru
,

again; also marumata

.

marumota, marumrota, echo, from
maru

,
again, and mroyuta, to resound

;

also marumota.
marunadu, the day after, a maru-
nddu

,
the day after that,

marupu, forgetfulness, dactaru: nic

em bddha? rogi : ndcu marupu yeccuv
aind andi; adi poyye-t-attu mand
iyyahdi? ddctaru: ista gani munduga
nd fizu anta iyyi. Doctor: What’s
your trouble ? Patient : Forgetfulness

;

can you give me a drug to cure it?

Doctor : I will, but first my full fees,

please.

marusati, next, marusati dinamu
,

next d!3.y.

marutsuta, to forget; also maratsuta
and, commonly, marachipovuta

;
mai

marutsuta (to forget the body) is to
lose consciousness,
maruvu, privacy; same as marugu.
maryada, respect, honour, compli-
ments; same as mariyada , manalo
manacu maryddalu yemiti? why com-
pliments among ourselves?

masacamu, mosquito. Skt. Used
only in books for doma.
masaluta, to winder; to boil over (of

water).

masala, spices. Hindustani, masala
podi

,
curry powder,

masdnamu, burial-ground, for Skt.

smasanamu.
xnashacattu, survey (of land). Hin-
dustani

;
an old revenue term,

mashalchi, lamp-lighter. Hindustani.
Our revenue offices still have a
mashalchi who lights lamps and
sweeps and so on and counts below
the peons and is paid from contin-

gencies and does not get a pension,
mashi, ink. Skt. Used only in books

;

yinci is what we say.

mashtu, grounds (of liquor),

masi, black, dirt. Skt. mashi, ink.

masi vadalan anduna nuti daggira

snanam chesinanu
, I went to the well

and had a bath to get rid of the dirt,

masxdu, mosque. Hindustani,
masuchi, small-pox. Skt. masuchica
matstsalu , pock-marks.
mat-(mad-, man-), prefix meaning
‘my’. Skt. matcatha

,
my story;

maddasulu
, my servants

;
manndmamu ,

my name.
mata, religion (in compounds). Skt.,

from word meaning opinion (religion

is an opinion), matadharmadayamulu
means religious endowments,
matabhrashtudu, an apostate,

matalabu, purport. Hindustani, arji

matalabu is the purport of a petition,

matamu, religion. Skt. mana matam
bddha cheyistu v’unda valenu, we must
teach our religion (note mana

;
this

does not apply to conversion, but only
to teaching those who are already of
your religion).

matasambandhamaina, connected
with religion

;
e.g. matasambandha-

maina criyalu

,

religious ceremonies,
matabhimanudu, pious. Skt., from
matam

,
religion, and abhimanam

,
love,

matacharyudu, head of seat, matd-
charyulaina yHlacaputstsuconiy

y

i dura-

charam manpadanid yemaina pant
ckeste bdg undunu

,

it would be a good
thing if the bishops took notice of this

bad use and did something
;
pradhdna



matantaramu madigapalle[188]

matachdryuda translates metropolitan

or primate.
matantaramu, conversion,

mathamu, monastery. Skt.

mati, mind, intellect. Skt. candlu

cheripina devudu mati y’ichchin atfu,
r just as God gives increased faculties

to the blind; gati len ammacu, mati

Uni mogudu, a helpless woman and
a foolish husband; ndcu mati potu
v’unnadi, I am getting bewildered,
matibhrama, confusion of mind. Skt.

matibhrama yettuta is to become of

unsound mind.
matibhrashtudu, weak of mind.
donganu puttinchinavddu matibhrash-

tunu puttintsaca mdnadu

,

He who
created rogues does not omit to create

dupes.
matihinudu, fool.

matileni, matimalina, matipoyina,
foolish, matimdlina mdtalu, foolish

words.
matimantudu, sensible man.
matimpu, estimate. Hindustani. A
revenue term for crop-estimate, &c.
matintsuta, to estimate, appraise,

matstsa, mole, stain, masuchica mats-
tsalu

,
pock-marks,

matstsaramu, malice, envy. Skt.

matstsu, sample,
matstsu, love-philtre,

matsyamu, fish. Skt. Used in books
for chepa.

mattamu, intoxicated. Skt.

mattamu, level,

matte, toe-ring; also mette.

matti, earth, mud.
mattu, intoxication, tdgi mattuga
v’unnddu, he drank himself uncon-
scious

;
iyanacu y’illu bailuderin appudn

y’inta mattu ledu

,

he was not so drunk
when he left the house,
mattu, measure, mattu mitamu ledu

,

no end to it; mattu maryada Univadu ,

no moderation or modesty; mattu
mira vaddu7 do not go too far.

mattucu, up to, only, grdma sari-

haddu mattucu, up to the village limit

;

prastutam mattucu
, onlyfor the present,

maudhyamu,’ stupidity. Skt. mu-
dhudu

,
stupid.

mauuamu, silence. Skt. {muni).
There is a famous mauna svami, or

silent ascetic, at Kuttalam. maunam
dharintsuta is to keep silence; maunam
ardh angicaramu, silence is half con-
sent.

maurkhyamu, stubbornness. Skt.

(miirkhudu).

-mayamu, suffix meaning e composed
of’. Skt. jalamayamaina , composed
of water, aqueous; agnimayamaina

,

igneous; vajmayamu , composition
(literary); chinna cathala vajmayamu
telugunacu cottadi, the short story is

a novelty in Telugu literature,

mayila, impurity; a way of spelling

maila.
mazara, hamlet of a revenue village;

a revenue term.
mazd, taste, refinement. Hindustani,
mazucuru, mazcuru, aforesaid. Hin-
dustani.

maziiri, wages of a day-labourer,

cooly. Hindustani,
mazdru, a cooly. Hindustani,
ma, our (not including persons ad-
dressed, which is mana).
ma, short for maha

,
great. Skt.

mdbdgu
,
very good,

machicayalu, gall-nuts,

mada, half a pagoda (an obsolete gold
coin).

madci, manner, cheppina mddci
,
in

the manner said. Used in books for

cheppin atlu.

madhyamica, middle, adj. from
madhya. madhyamica pdthdsdlalu

,

middle schools.

madiga, the cobbler caste. The malas
and madigas are the two pariah castes

in the Telugu country; each thinks
itself higher than the other; the madi-
gas, besides working in leather, beat
drums, and no religious ceremony or
marriage is complete without them;
the male form is mddigavadu

,

the
female mddigadi. madiga mafli

,
cam-

sali yelli
,
cobblers say ‘again’, gold-

smiths ‘another day’ (Malli and Yelli

are also common female names)

;

mddigavddi dlu aina, made cdlici

cheppu ledu, though she is a cobbler’s
wife she has no shoes to prevent her
feet being scorched (the cobbler’s wife
is the worst shod).
madigapalle, madiga hamlet; madi-
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gas are, of course, not allowed in the
village, and have to live in a hamlet
apart.

madiri, way, manner, sample, rogi

:

na zabbu cudurtsa galara? ddcta.ru:

mi zabbu mddiri zabbulanti cudurtsa-

damlo nacu pratyeca sdmarthyam
undi; i mddiri rogam galavdrici nenu
iravaiyendlu mand ichchindnu

,
Patient

:

Can you cure my disease? Doctor:
Certainly; I am specially expert in

curing your kind of disease; I have
treated patients with that kind of
disease for 20 years on end.
madtsuta, to scorch, vandla putamu
mddchinddu, he burnt their refining

vessel (i.e. spoilt their scheme)
;
vadu

mukhamu madtsu connddu
,
his brow

turned black (he frowned); cadupu
madchi, starving.

maduta, to be scorched, to be dis-

tressed. madigavadi alu aina
,
made

calici cheppu ledu
,
a shoemaker’s wife

and a smith’s mare are always the
worst shod; memu yHldgu bhojanam
lecunda yenta sepu madamu ? how long
are we to be famished for want of
food? (when the servants delay serv-

ing dinner)
;
vdrti moham madipdyindi,

he was crestfallen; mdduchecca is the
crust of burnt rice.

mafu, cancellation. Hindustani. This
is the word ryots use when they want
the Collector to remit the land-tax.
mafucheyuta, to cancel.

magani, irrigated land.

maghamu, February-March, the nth
Telugu month.
mahatmyamu, greatness. Skt., from
mahatma

,
great soul; Rdma mahat-

myamulu are the deeds or miracles of
Rama.
mala, garland. Skt. japamala is a

rosary.

m&la, 'pariah. The malas and madi-
gas (cobblers) are the two Telugu
pariah castes ;

each thinks itself

superior to the other and they will

not share a well or food ; malavddu is

the masculine form, mdladi or mala-
sati the feminine; mala as an adjective

is also used to mean vile; mdlatulasi

is the wild basil, mala dega, the lesser

hawk, brdhmanulald nallavdnni
,
mdla-

lalo yerravanni namma rddu
y beware

of a dark brahmin and a fair pariah,

malacari, garland maker. Skt.

malaciidu, polluted food, defilement
in general, na cadalu cdpuranici vach-
china tarvata y’intlo vatti mdlacudu ,

it is all defilement since my daughter-'

in-law came into the house,
maiacutalu, Billingsgate,

malapalle, pariah hamlet
; the pariahs

are, of course, not allowed in the
village, and have a ghetto to themselves
outside.

mal^prabhutvamu, the pariah (i.e.

English) government, mala prabhut-
vam cavadam cheta anni nirbhandhale

;

addamainavdllu tsaduvucovadame;
addamaina vallu v’udyogalu cheyya-

dame; yevarini casta titta valla cadu;
cotta valla cadu; yH padu calicdlam
yeppudu potundol because we are

cursed with a foreign Government
we are coerced on every side

;
any one

may study
;
any one may hold appoint-

ments
;
we must not abuse any one

;
we

must not beat any one ; oh Lord, when
will this bad time come to an endl
malati, jasmine. Skt.

mali, gardener; from Skt. mala, garland,
malica, garland, japamalica is a rosary,

malimi, affection, familiarity, pilla-

vddu nd daggira malimi ainddu, the
boy took to me.
-malina, negative affix, ‘-less’, siggu-

malina
,
shameless; yerucamalina , ig-

norant; diccumalina
,
helpless (having

no quarter to turn to)
;
carunamdlina

,

merciless.

malisu, grooming. Hindustani,
malisu cheyuta, to mb a horse down,
mama, father-in-law; also short for

menamama
,
maternal uncle; pinamd-

ma is the younger brother of one’s
father-in-law; peddamdma , the elder

brother
;
you will naturally add gdru in

speaking of your own father-in-law.

mamidi, mango; the wild mango is

adavimamidi
,
the graft mango antu-

mamidi.
mamidicaya, unripe mango fruit,

mamidichettu, mango tree,

mamidipandu, mango fruit,

mamsamu, meat. Skt. govumdmsam
tinevaru prabhutvdnici vachchina taru-



mamsdsamidu mdnu[190]

vata y’ikha yela autund andi? what
do you expect when people who eat

cow’s meat are in power? casdyivadu

mica mamsam ammutddu, nivu nara
mamsam ammutu v’unnau; vddu yecca-

tfano puttina pasu mdmsamu vicrayi-
* stddu; nivu cadupuna puttina sisu mdm-
samu vicrayistu v'unndu; ni vyapdramu
cante vddide manchidi,

the butcher
sells goat’s meat, you human flesh; he
sells cattle-flesh born anywhere, you
child’s flesh born in the womb ; his is

a better trade than yours (infant-

marriage). r

mamsasanudu, flesh-eater, --^kt.,

from mamsam and asanam, food.
mamulu, custom ; the customary
bribe. Hindustani, sommu cosam cadu
can andi

,
vaca sari manam vadili

pediti, ide mamul ai, ripu sommu
pattintsu cuni velle marivacadu cuda
tanaci rd valen antadu; idi yeppudu
huzur gumastace ravadam mamul
andi

,

it isn’t for the money’s sake;

but if once we drop it, that will

become customary, and to-morrow
some one else will claim it; this is a

perquisite which always goes to the
. head-quarters clerk. Lacshmayya

:

vaidyudu cheppina pracdram pathyam
putstsu cunt unndva? Rangayya:
putstsucuntiine unnanu; cani i madhya
deal aite

,
pathyam putstsu coni

y

mamulu annam cuda tinnanu. Smith:
Are you dieting according to the
doctor’s prescription? Jones: Yes,
but if I feel hungry, I take my usual
food besides the diet,

manabhangamu, disgrace . Skt
. , from

manam

,

honour, and bhangam
,
breach.

mSnajaru, manager, especially an
office manager. English; also mene-
jaru. gumdstd: mdnajaru veyyi rupa-
yilu ca cheshddu; pustacamlo yim ani
vrdsedi? ined gumdstd: chillara khar-
tsul ani rdyi . Clerk: The manager has
made away with Rs. 1,000; what does
one enter in the ledger? Another
clerk: Write it under petty cash,
mdnamu, honour, modesty. Skt.
mdnamu poyina venuca prdnam endu-
cu

?

what is life without honour? nd
mdnamu daccintsu

, nd mdnamu nilupu,
preserve my honour.

mananashtamu, dishonour, defama-
tion. difemeshan ante mdnanashtam

,

it is the nearest Telugu word for

‘legal defamation’; an offence under
section 500 of the Indian Penal Code,
under which many cases are filed, since

the Telugus often defame one another,
manasamu, mind. Skt.

manasica, mental,
manasintsuta, to consider. Skt.

manava, human. Skt. mi y’intici

vachchedu chinnadanini stri rupamuna
vachchina bhagyadevatanuga bhdvimpa
valenu gani

,
samdnya manava bhdmi-

nigd bhdvimpa cudadu, you must
regard the girl who has come to your
house not as an ordinary human being
but as the Goddess of Prosperity in the
form of a woman.
manavacoti, the world of men; from
manava, human, and coti, crore, host,
mdnavadharmamu, humanity, ita-

rulu padautu v’nnti tsustu v'urucdva-

dam mdnava dharmam eddu
, human-

ity requires that we should not look
on while others go to the devil,

manavantudu, an honourable man.
Skt.

manavati, a modest woman. Skt.
m&ndyamu, torpor. Skt.

manica, a grain measure, four to the
cuntsam, 16 to the toom. mdta
ghanamu, mdnica pitstsa, big words,
small measure.
manicyamu, jewel, very common
figuratively, cuppalo manicyamu

, a
diamond on a dunghill; mdnicyam-

vantivadu
,
a jewel of a man.

manipintsuta, manpintsuta, to put
a stop to; causative of mdnputa; d
vivdham manpintsa valen ani ninu
yHccadacu -vachchinanu, I came here
to stop that marriage,
manipovuta, to stop, cease, mdni-
poyina pundu malli ripin aptu, like

ripping up old sores,

inano-, prefixmeaning *mind ‘ heart \
mdnovallabhudu

,
dear to my heart,

mdnputa, to stop (transitive), mana
sadachdramunu mdnpi visindru, they
stopped our good custom,
manu, tree, wood. Tamil maram . The
common word is chettu, but chettu also

means a shrub, chettu ai vanganidi



manupu maru[191]

manu ai vanguna ? if it won’t bend as

a shrub, will it bend as a tree? (a

stubborn boy is not likely to make a

yielding man); manu pandlu mdnu
cindane rdlutavi

,
the tree’s fruit falls

under the tree (you will get what you
deserve)

;
yeti dari mdnici yeppudu

chalanamu
>
unsafe as a tree on the

river brim.
manupu, stopping, caruvu manupu
panta

,
midatalu manupu manta

y
crops

check famine, flame locusts,

mdmishamu, honour. Skt. manu-
shamunacu nilichi

y clinging to honour

;

manushamu daccintsuconuta
}

to pre-
serve one’s honour,
manushyamu, humanity, manliness.
Skt.

manuta, to cease, stop, give up.
cadupulo v'unn amma canaca mdnund,
vandin amma tinaca manuna ? will the
pregnant woman stop without giving
birth or the woman who has cooked
without eating? chesina pdpam chep

-

pile manunu
,
confession removes sin;

tennisu pravinudu: nannu pancsha
cheshdru gadd, na vaUuyetld v’unnadi ?

dactaru: nicu visranti ca valenu; con-
ndllu tennisu manuconi

,
rozu cale-

jici vellutundu, nimmalistundi. Tennis
champion: You have examined me,
doctor, how about it? Doctor: You
require rest; give up tennis for a bit

and attend college daily,

mdnyamu, gift land, especially land
gifted to brahmins; sarvamanyamu
is such land free oftax ;

arthamanyamu,
paying half the tax

;
mdnydlu madulu

,

ground and glebe.

mdpu, haze, dirt, mapati yenda , even-
ing sun; yendamdvulu, mirage,
mdracamu, exchange,
mdraduta, to contradict, chat back;
from maruta, to exchange,
mdrchiveyuta, to change ; more
common than simply martsuta.
mdrdavangd, softly, sweetly. Skt.,

connected with mriiduvu.
maredu chettu, Bengal quince, mare-
du samasta abhishtamulan itstsunu

,
the

Bengal quince will grant you all your
wishes.
mdrgamu, way. peddamanishi : niper
4mi? nwvvu yevaripillavddivi ? bdludu:

mint canucco valen ante rendu mdrgdl
unnai . peddamanishi: yemitivi? bd-
ludu : miru uhintsucondi

,
leca pote

vicharintsandi. Gentleman : What ’s

your name? Whose child are you?
Boy: If you want to find out there
are two ways. Gentleman: What are"

they? Boy: Guess or inquire, bharta:
cafi cheyyaddnici iravai mdrgdl unnai.
bhdrya : nac enducu chepputdru d san-
gati! bharta: vatilo nwvvu occati ner-

tsucunna ndcu tsdlunu. Husband:
There are twenty ways of making
coffee . Wife: Why do you say that?
Husband : If you can learn one of
them, that will do.
margasiramu, the 9th Telugumonth,
December—January. Skt. margasira
mdsamunacu mamillu pusunu, mangoes
flower in Margasiram.
margasthudu, wayfarer, miru vastdr
ani yH rozuna y'iravaimandi margas-
thidanu basa doracad ani cheppi pampi
vesindnu . (Hotel-keeper) : Hearing
you were coming I have shut the door
to-day on twenty travellers.

Mari, goddess who gives cholera,

small-pox, &c. magadu vallan am-

manu
,
Mari valladu, Mari will shun

the woman who is shunned by her
husband, mahamdri is cholera.

-mdri, suffix meaning £ one who does \
mandulamari

}
poisoner; mundalamari,

womanizer.
mdrjalamu, cat. Skt. Used for pilli

in books,
marpu, change.
martsuta, to change (transitive).

garadivadu: ni cheyyi teru ; ni cattini

gadiyaranga mdrchdnu tsutsuco. ocadu:
nizame. garadivadu : gadiyaranni
malli cattiga mdrustanu tsudu. ocadu:
ndcu catti accara ledu, gadiydrame cd
valenu. Conjurer: Open your hand;
see, I have changed your knife into a
watch. Stranger: True. Conjurer:
See, I will change the watch into a
knife again. Stranger: No, thank you,
I prefer the watch. *
maru, time, other, again

;
from mdruta,

to change, ocamdru
,
once; i maruy

this time; palumaru, often; mummdru,

three times
;
and what the auctioneer

says is mummatici . . . . yedala nd pint



mdrub^ramu [192] matamahudu

mdru p4ru pettu, my name is not John
Smith if ...

.

maruberamu, barter, retail trade,

mdrudasturi, feigned handwriting,
maruga, instead,

marumaruvu, second marriage,
f'mirumata, reply, contradiction, nivu

mdrumdta yemi cheppa vaddu

,

don’t
answer back; mdrumdtddacunda ninu
cheppe nitulu vinandi, hold your tongue
and listen to my maxims,
mdrumogamu, averted countenance,
m&rumrdta, echo,
marumroyuta, to- echo, purvata
guhalu mdrumrogin atlu

,

like the<^cho
from mountain caves,

mdrumiilamu, in a corner, y’iy’intiri

v’unna lopam alia idi v'urici ckivaranu
conchem mdrumitlagd v’unnadi

,

the
only drawback about this house is

that it is at the end of the village and
rather out of the way.
marupalucuta, to contradict,

maruta, to change (intransitive), raga
ragd mdripoyi, changing little by little,

marutalli, stepmother, mdtalu ma
talli matalu

,
pettu mdrutalli pettu

,

motherly words and stepmotherly
feeding.

m&rutaxxm, wind. Skt. Used in books
for gali.

m&rut&lamu, false key.
m&ruveshamu, disguise,

m&rvadi, marvadi, the Jew of India.

oca4u : mdrvadilu dabbu khartsu
pettard; bhdryanu tisucu rdvaddnici
tappa inc6 panici tama ullacu poru.
incodu: accada nuncki ippudu cot-

taga vastunna vdttu canipinchdr em?
ocadu: railu khartsu lecunda v’unda-
ddmci ippudu iccade puttut unnaru.
Smith : Marvadies won’t spend money,

they won’t go home except to fetch
their wives. Jones: Have there been
any new arrivals amongthem ? Smith

:

No, to save railway fares they are now
being born here.
mdsamu, month. Skt. The Telugu is

nela, but mdsam is just as common,
m&shtaru, master, especially school-
master- English; also mesktaru.
masicamu, monthly,
masina, masipdyina, dirty, masi-
poyina battalu

y dirty clothes.

mata, mother. Skt. for talli
; mdta-

pitalu, father and mother, for talli-

dandrulu .

mata, word, command, promise, affair,

concerning, aushadhamu mata smara-
nacu vachchi

,
remembering about the

medicine
;
ni mdta cheppa ledu, he did

not mention you; idi vere mdta, this

is another affair; rendo mata ledu,

there is no alternative; ame tirigi

vastunnade mata telisi, knowing she
would come back; mdta tappa Udu,
he kept his promise; vetucu vitu,

mdtacu mata

,

a blow for a blow, a
word for a word

;
mdta vinuta

,

to obey

;

veyya matal ela ? in a word
;
nd mdfa

veru, ni mata veru ,
we don’t agree;

vanici ndcu mdtalu levu, we are not
on speaking terms; cadapati mdta
yemi? what was the result? matalacu
pattucunte vidavadu, once he starts

talking he never stops ; ad eccadi mata !

what nonsense! mdtalu rdni bidda,
a child that has n6t yet learnt to
speak; vanici mata sdgutundi, he com-
mands respect; matalacu mdtramu
pedaricamu ledu

,

nominally he is

well off; ayana mdtacu yeduru ledu,

his word is law; mata itstsuta, give
one’s word

;
adaddni mdta nilla muta,

a woman’s word is a water bundle;
mdtacu mata tegulu, nillacu natsu
tegulu, words and weeds choke streams
and speech; matalacu Malli, panici
Yelli, in words a Malli, in deeds a
Yelli. Malli and Yelli are women’s
names, but malli also means again and
yelli to-morrow. (His Miss Bud never
becomes a Mrs. Blossom.) mdtalu
cotalu ddtutavi, cdllu caclapa data levu,
his words breach forts, his foot does
not pass his threshold (great boaster,
little doer) ; vil erigina mdta, cil erigina
vata, a word in season, a brand in
reason

; evari cudu tinte varvmdtal ad
dli

,

hewho pays thepiper calls the tune,
matalamari, chatterbox,
matangamu, elephant. Skt. Used
only in books for yenugu.
matavinuta, to obey,
matamahi, maternal grandmother.
Skt.

mat&mahudu, maternal grandfather.
Skt.
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matapitalu [193] maya

matapitalu, father and mother. Skt.

matimatici, again and again, purvam
oca dkanavantudu sariramn ninda
ratna-khackitamulaina svarnabkara-
namidanu dharintsuconi vidhini badi

(
= vembadi) povuts undagd

,
bidavad

ocad dtanini vembadinchi, nagalanu
tsuchi, matimatici namascarimpa rdd-

rambhinchenu, ddhanicud dtanini tsuchi
( na nagalald nen ediyu nic iyya ledi,

yendunac atlu cheyutsunav ?
’ ani y’adi-

genu.
1

a nagalu nac accara ledu ; mini
nannu nagalanu tsudan ichchindru
ganuca, namascdramulu chesinanu;

mirunu tsutsuconi santoshintsutaye cdni
,

nagala valana ver oca praydjanamunu
ponda tsalaru; mini nagalanu capadu
conutacai yentayu srama paduts un-
ndru; nac a srama y'accara lecaye

santoshamu labhintsuts unnadi; micunu
ndcu gala vyatyasam idiye.

y

y'ani vddu
badulu cheppi poyenu

,
once a Dives

was going along the street wearing all

over the body gold ornaments set

with jewels. A poor man following
him, seeing the jewellery, began to

bow again and again. Dives, seeing
him, said :

* I shan’t give you any of
my jewels; why do you do like that?’

The poor man replied :
* I don’t want

the jewels; I am bowing to you to

thank you for letting me see them;
you too have no other use for the

jewels except to look at them and be
pleased; you are at any amount of
trouble to preserve the jewels; I get

my pleasure without that trouble ; that

is the difference between you and
me.’
matladuta, to speak, to engage, be-

speak (a cart or taxi), stri: ndpenimiti
nidrald mdtlddut untdru

,
vdric emaina

mand istara ? vaidyudu : mand accara
ledu; pagati puta dyananu svechchaga
mdtldclan iyyandi. Woman : My hus-
band talks in his sleep, can you
prescribe? Doctor: No medicine is

necessary
; let him talk freely in

the day-time, ocadu: Lacshmayyani
tsuste ndcu zdli vdstundi. incddu

:

yenducu? ocadu: Lacshmayya yedu
bdshalu nertsuconnddu, chesucunna pel-

lam atadini occa mdt aina matlddan
iyyadu. Smith: I pity Brown. Jones:

Why ? Smith : Brown has learnt seven
languages but his wife won’t let him
talk a word of any of them,
matra, pill, nd cheti mdtra vaicuntka
yatra

,
(quack speaking) the pill in my

hand will take you to heaven (take

my pill and you go up the hill),

matramu, only, as much as. tochina

mdtram sambhavana ivva vatstsunu,

you may give as much as you think
fit to the brahmins,
matrana, as soon as ; short for mdtra-

muna. cheppina matrana
,
as soon as

he sp$ke.

m&fcr'a-, prefix meaning * mother 5

. Skt.

mdtriibhdska is one’s mother tongue;
matnibhiimi, one’s motherland; ma-
triihatya

,
matricide.

-matrudu, affix meaning 4

of the
measure of’, manushya mdtrudun
aina ndcu

,
to me, being only of human

measure.
matsacamma, woman of masculine
appearance, virago,

mdtsaryamu, malice. Skt.

matu, time, ocadu : nannu racshintsa

pocandi; ndcu nillald munigi tsava

valen ani v’unnadi. incodu : inco mdtu
tsdva vatstsune; ne ninnu nillalo nundi
paid tistan ante

,
medal yHstaru.

Suicide: Don’t save me, I want to

die. Rescuer: You can die another
time; if I pull you out now, I shall

get a medal.
matuveyuta, to tinker, solder, matu
is the menstruum used by the tinker,

mavatudu, mahout (elephant driver).

Skt.

mavadu, my son, my servant,

mavandlu, mavaru, my husband,
my people, yenducu yedustau ra

,

pillavadd, ante
,

yellundi mdvdndlu
cottutdr anndd ata, when they said,
4why areyou crying? boy, he answered,
‘my people are going to thrash me
after to-morrow’ (crying before you
are hurt).

mavi, mango. Used in books for

mdmidi .
*

mavi, after-birth.

maya, illusion; in philosophy it is the
phenomenal world; in common talk

it is deceit and conjuring, deceitful.

dam mdya mdtalu palumdru vintu

O



mayacudu [194] merica

vhindadam cheta
,

ddni valalo padi,

nela dinamula nunchi ddnni hahiran-
gangdne vhmtsuconndd ata

,
he is said

to have listened often to her cajoleries,

to have fallen into her net, and to have
been openly keeping her for the last

month.
mayacudu, rogue, deceiver.

Mayadevi, Nature, regarded as a

goddess. Skt.
mayalamari, conjurer,
xnayaladi, deceitful woman,
mayopdyamu, trick. Skt., from mdya
and upayam, trick, means. \ lopala
sdramleni alpagnydnulu che$e\gidy6-
payalu y’ildgantive, such are the
jejune manoeuvres of ignorant people;
micu yeccada riinam puttaca pote

,

amma medalo cdsula peru yedo mayo-
payam chesi putstsuco leru? if you
can’t raise the wind otherwise, can’t
you by some trick get hold of your
mother’s gold necklace?
mayuta, to be effaced, tana neram masi
povutacai, to efface her fault, masina
is dirty.

meccuta, to gobble,
meda, neck, pillavdni meclacu banga-
rapu cantey’ainanu Udu

, my boy hasn’t
even a gold necklace round his neck; I

vancara meda
,
wry neck,

medadu, brain. Skt. medha.
medalu, medal. English,
medaluta, to stir, often in conjunction
with cadaluta. cadala medalacunda
mantsamu mida nemmadigd parun-
nddu

,
he lay on the bed quietly with-

out moving; vrellu cadaltsutsu
, noru

medaltsutsu
, moving his fingers and

hw lips ^(pretending to play and sing),
mejdriti, majority. English, manam
andaramu mitingucu veHte mejariti
manade autundi, if we all go to the
meeting we shall have the majority,

mejistretu, magistrate. English.
Lacshmayya: yemi manishw oi ! ye-
varifo cheppacundd ma doddlo nunchi
potdvu ? Vencayya : nenu ippudu mani-

shini <zdnu, benchi mejistretu ainanu

;

jdgrata ! Smith : Ho there, man
!
going

through my yard without saying any-
thing to any one? Jones: I am not a
man now, I am a Bench Magistrate;
careful

!

melacuva, watchfulness, being awake.
i chevudulopidugulupadutu v’unnd nacu
nidra melacuva rddu

,
I am so deaf that

if thunderbolts fall I shan’t wake,
melaguta, tomove aboutamong . vayas-
sulo v'unna sundara purusha madhya-
muna sadd melagutsu

,
always moving

about among handsome young men/
-melasi, mixing; this implies a verb
melayuta

, but melasi is the only part
used and only in calasi-melasi, mixing
and mingling.
meligonuta, to get entangled,
mella, squint, i chinnaddnidi mella
cannu

,
this girl squints

; gruddilo mella
,

it is better to squint than* be blind
(half a loaf is better than no bread

; the
lesser evil).

mella, mellani, soft, gentle, low, slow,
mellaga, slowly, gently, softly, low.
naucaru : ayyd ! mint conchem mellaga
matlddandi

,
mdyazamanadu tsaduvuco

leca v’unnddu. ocadu: atlagal inni
yeUu vachchind tsadavane leda ? ndcu

I

aidu sanvatsardlace tsadavadam vats

-

tsune. Servant: Sir, please speak a
little lower; my master can’t read.
Stranger: Indeed! At his age! Why,
I could read when I was five, mellaga
is what you say to your driver when
you want him to go slow,
mendu, much, calla pasidici canti
mendu, false gold glitters most,
menduga, greatly,

mentulu, fenugreek,
meppintsuta, to persuade, please;
from metstsuta

, to praise,
meppu, praise, sevacudu yasamdnula
nimittamai yenta pani chesind vanici
meppu canupadadu

, a servant won’t
get praised however much work he
does for his masters,
mepputa, to praise,
meraca, high ground, padavanu idchi
meracanu vesinaru

,
they beached "the

boat.

meracapallamulu, ups and downs,
merapu, lightning,
meratsuta, merayuta, to flash, as
lightning . merayuts unnadi, it lightens

.

meraca, the particles which resist the
pestle or remain in the sieve; often
used figuratively, i pillavddu cldsulo

I merica
,

this boy is the pick of the



merugu meda[195]

class
;

i dicshanarilo mericala vanti
j

mdtahi mdtrame v’unnai
,
this dictionary

;

contains only choice words (all rareand
pedanticwords having been sifted out),

merugu, brightness, mini atanici

sdstralalo merugulu cheppa ualenn
,

teach him gems from the shastras.

merugupurugu, fire-fly, glow-worm,
memgutomuta, to burnish,
metica, snap (of fingers), mogunni
tsuchi meticalu virichinadi, she snapped
her fingers at her husband,
metlu, steps, stairs, stops on the lute,

sandals, metlu diguta is to come down-
stairs ;

nenu vinecu y'iravai mudu metl

ante, nd chellelu muppai rend antundi
, I

say there are twenty-three stops on the

lute, my sister maintains there are

thirty-two.
metstsatagina, laudable,

metstsuta, to praise; with dative, to

be pleased with
;
metstsuconuta is com-

monly used for to praise; rdzu mech

-

chinadi mdta
,

mogadu mechchinadi
Rambha

,
the right advice is that which

the king praises, the right wife is the

woman praised by her husband

;

yazamani: nuvvu md y’intlo iravai

yitta patti pani chest unndu; ni panici

mechchanu. naucaru: mechchi yem
chestdr andi? yazamani : ica nunchi

ninnu naucaruga tsudaca
,
md cutum-

bamld ocaniga tsustam; andu cheta nic

ica midajitam iyyamu. Mistress : You
have been working in our house for

twenty years; we are pleased with
your work. Servant: What are you
leading up to ? Mistress : In future

we won’t look upon you as a servant,

but as one of the family, and pay you
no wages.
metta, high ground, dry cultivation.

mettanu v’unna yenugu ,
palldna vhinnd

yenuge
,
an elephant is an elephant

whethef he stands on high ground or

low (greatness transcends circum-
stances). The opposite of metta

,
high

ground, is pallam , low ground; the

opposite of metta, dry cultivation, is

mdgdni
,

wet cultivation. mettanu
means by land as opposed to by sea

or canal.

metta, mettani, soft, fine, catti

mettani ledu, atta manchi ledu
,
there

is no softness in a sword or sweetness
in a mother-in-law; mettagd dantsuta
is to pound fine; a gadilo v'unna
diishtimni velupalici y’idtsuconi vachchi
mettagd dantsa valenu

,
pull out the

scoundrel in that room and give him
a good thrashing; nd pdga mettagd
vesucuni ciirtsovadam, to sit on my
turban and squash it.

metta, pad, bedding, metta ndttu

poyinavi, chetta ndUu vachchinavi
;
our

mattress-days have gone and our
straw days have come (we have come
dov> in the world).
met5.e, toe-ring; also matte.

mettinillu, a woman’s own house (her
husband’s), as opposed to puttinillu,

the house she was born in, her father’s

house
;
it means the house you tread

on as opposed to the house you were
bom in.

mettu, step, stair; metlu, stairs, stair-

case.

mettuta, to tread.

metucu, grain of boiled rice, a morsel.
ildgu bhojanam lecundd yenta sepu
madamu? me?nu sommu y'ichchet ap-
pudu pendarale metuculu pada veyan
accara leda ? (to innkeeper) how long
are we to be famished ? when we have
paid our money can’t we even have
our morning grains of rice ? mingadd-
nici metuculu levu

,
cdni mlsalacu sam-

pangi mine
,
an oiled moustache, but

no morsel to eat (a famished fop),

meca, goat, meca vanni puli
,
a tiger

the colour of a goat (a wolf in sheep’s
clothing); jitamu batyamu lecundd
todelu mecalu cdstan annattu

,
like the

wolf offering to watch the goats with-
out pay or perquisite,

mecapotu, he-goat.
mecu, nail, stake, peg. dera meculu,

tent-pegs.
meda, house with upper story (a

terraced-roof house is rrddde ; in the

old days no one was allowed to flaunt

a meda or a midde without special per-

mission from the raja), rajcrbhdrya
meda yecdte cummarvuddi codalu

gudise yeccinadi
,
the potter’s daughter-

in-law climbed to the top of the hut
when she saw the king’s wife walking
on the palace roof (aping the great).



medara [196] meputa

medara, basket-making caste; they with me; yeppati melu appatice,

also make mats, medara tsapa
,

a benefits are soon forgotten (then only
bamboo mat; medaravddu ,

a basket- the ever benefit),

maker or mat-weaver. melueattu, canopy,

medhavi, a man of parts, a wit. Skt., melucolputa, to waken,
from medha

,

intellect. medhavulaina melucolu, waking.

ni vale

,

a genius like you. meluconuta, to be awake, wake up.
medhramu, penis. Skt. nidra poyina vdnini lepa vatstsunu

,

medicarra, plough-shaft; medi or melucunna vdnini lepa lemu
, you can

me'ditoca, plough tail. wake a sleeper, not a person who is

meghaxnu, cloud. Skt. dcasamu awake already (none so blind as those

megham pattindi,
the sky has clouded that won’t see),

over; surya ciranamula vedimi cheta
,
meluvarta, good news.

samudramulonu nadulalonii madugula

-

memu, we, not including those spoken
lonii v ynnde niru dviri rupangd *paici to ;

manamu includes them.
lechiy vaca tsota cuduconi, paini gdlilo mena-, prefix denoting cognate rela-

megkangd yerpadi
,
baruvn yeccnv ain tionship.

appudu niru cindapadutundi, the water menabava, elder male first cousin
of the sea, rivers, and lakes rises in the through a female, being a father’s

form of steam through the heat of sister or mother,
the sun’s rays, unites in one place in menacodalu, cognate niece,

the upper air, forms clouds, and when menalludu, cognate nephew,
they are heavy water falls down. menamaradalu, younger female cog-
mdjestretu, magistrate. English; also nate first cousin.

mejistretu
,
majistretu. xnenamaridi, younger male cognate

mdjodu, stockings. Hindustani. first cousin.

melamu, fun. ?nelamdduta> to make menamama, mother’s brother, oca-
fun. du: mi menamama villa vrasin appudu
melamu, music, band of dancing ninnu gnydpacam pettuconnadd

?

in-

girls. Skt., from root meaning uniting, coda : pettucunnadu, anducane ndc em
mdli, fine, meli musugu, a fine veil. ichchipo ledu. Smith : Did your uncle
meli, melu, upper, higher, melugoda remember you when he wrote his
is top-wall or rampart. will? Jones: He did, and that’s why
m£lu, good, prosperity, better advan- he left me nothing,
tage. antya nishthuramu canna

,
ddi menaricamu, cognate relationship,

nishthuramS melu
,
harshness at the marriage among cognates. Every

beginning is better than at the end woman considers that a girl of her
(say no at once), cid enchi mel entsa family has a right to marry her son;
valenu

y
count the advantages, after boys are thus forced to marry maternal

calculating the disadvantages (do not first cousins or nieces whom they
be unduly optimistic)

; cadapata chin- dislike, and the plots of many Telugu
nadi peddad ai, y’inta cdlamunacu nd novels are based on this bad custom.
tapamu phalinchenu gada ani santosha menatta, aunt who is either the wife
padeda dinamulu vatstsun appatici, of a maternal uncle or a father’s sister.
daivamu nd melunu tsuchiy orva leca , menavadine, elder cognate first cousin
yHntici nato capuramu cheya vachchedu (female), i.e. daughter of a menatta
lopalane danini nd pdliti Yama data- being older than yourself.
nuga marchi vesinadu, at last after an menejaru, manager. English; also
age ofhope deferred, when I thought menejaru, manajaru .

of recompense and reward for pro- mepari, feeder; from miputa
,
to graze,

tracted mortification of the flesh, and feed.
the joyful day had arrived, God cast mepintsuta, to graze, active

;
to tend

a jealous eye on my bliss, and sent in cattle; causal of meputa.
her place a spiteful changeling to live I meputa, to graze, tend cattle.
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mera, limit, distance, range, tsupu
mera duraiiilo, just within sight; mera

\

mlri
t
passing the limit,

mera, a village fee. This was the fee

paid to village officers, menials, and
I

artisans ;
the British Government

abolished it and pay village officers

and menials a monthly wage; the

artisans do not now work for meras
or even for their inams but charge like

artisans everywhere else; status has
given place to contract.

M6ru, Mount Meru; a mythological
golden mountain on which Brahma
sits surrounded by rishis.

meshamu, ram. Skt. A book word
for pottelu.

meshtarti, schoolmaster. English.
peddamanishi : yenducu yedust unnau?
bdludu : nenu podduti nunchi ada cont

imndnu; ivvala sucravdram ani teli-

yaca
,
sanivdram ani

,
adu cant unndnu;

ippuda ndcu sucravaram ani cheppa.ru;

meshtaru codatdd emo ani yedust un-
ndnu. Gentleman: what are you
crying about ? Boy : I have been play-

ing from the morning, not knowing
to-day was Friday and thinking it was
Saturday; now they have told me it

is Friday; I am crying because I

expect my schoolmaster to give me a

thrashing.

mestri, foreman. English, frommaster,
meta, fodder; from meyuta, to graze;

meta caranamu
,
a village karnam for

graft.

meti, chief, leader, meti is also the
transliteration of the English mate
and denotes, e.g., the cook’s matey
we always employ.
meyuta, to graze, dvu chenilo meste

,

duda gattuna mesund ? if the cow gets

down into the rice field to graze, will

the calf be content to stay on the bank ?

miccili, much, very, godalu miccili

padipoyinam
,

the walls are much
ruined ; miccili rahasyamugd, very
secretly.

midata, grasshopper, locust, caruvu
mdnapu panta, midatalu manapu man

-

ta
,
crop to stop famine andflame to stop

iocusts
;
agnilo midata padd attu

,
like

the grasshopper that jumped into the

fire (to put it out).

midde, terraced house ; once a sign of
nobility

;
ordinary people were not

allowed to build terraced houses,
midi, pride, projecting, bounding.
midipandlu

,
projecting teeth; midi-

grudlu, goggle-eyes
;

midisipdtu,

bounce, insolence,

migata, balance, surplus,

migilchicheyuta, to save,

migilina, remaining, ticharu : mild
yendarici sz'argdnici pdddm ani v'undi

?

imnavaUu chetul ettandi . (Ramayya
tappa migilina vidydrthul andaru chetul

ettdrjf..) ticharu: nicu ishtam ledd?
Ramayya: ishtam ledu

,
sciilu vadali

peitagane md amma intici ramm annad
andi. Teacher: How many of you
want to go to heaven ? Those who want
to, raise your hands

.
(All the rest of the

boys exceptRamayya raise theirhands .)

Teacher: You don’t want to go to

heaven? Ramayya: No, mother told

me to come straight back home from
school. Lacshmayya tdnu chinn appudu
yuddhamld tsupina sahasam gurinchi

upanyasamlo goppagd chepput undenu.
sabhacudu : yuddham antd mire ckeste

migilina sainyam antd yem chesind

andi

?

Lakshmayya is holding forth at

a lecture on his prowess in war in his

youth. Voice from the audience:
When YOU did everything what was
there for the rest of the army to
do?
migula, excessive.

migulamatalu, impertinence. Im-
pertinent words are described as
excessive words in the South Indian
languages . adhicaprasangam is another
similar expression for impertinence;
migula matalu ran istu v’unnau, you
are impertinent,
migulanaduta, to reproach,
migultsuconuta, to save, yagnyamu
nimittamu yachinchi

,
arjinchina som-

mulo nundi migultsuconna dru vandala
rupdyalunu pilladdni tandri moga-
muna tagula pettiy mund ento sukha
pada valen ani cond anta d&atd dru
sanvatsardmula pillanu cattu conndnu

,

I went round collecting alms for a

burnt sacrifice, sacrificed six hundred
rupees from the money saved to an
earthly father, andwithheaven-aspiring
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hopes of future bliss united myself in

wedlock's bond with a child of six.

miguluta, to remain over, mdtalu
miguluta is to be impertinent; mdtalu
migulabocu , do not be impertinent,

mimmu, you (accusative),

mimmulanu, you (accusative),

minacarintsuta, to blink, yemiyu
totsaca minucarintsuts undenu

,
he was

blinking in confusion.

minaM, deduction, remission. Hindu-
stani. An old revenue term for a

deduction from the land-tax, &c.
minahayamu, exception. Hindustani,
minahayintsufa, to reduce. Hindu-
stani. To reduce the land-tax, &c.
minaminaladuta, to sparkle,

minapa, made of black gram (minu

-

mulu).

mindadu, lover, master. Skt. gdchi-

patala rayudu dongala mindadu
,

Mr. Clout Ragamuffin is master of
thieves.

minguta, to swallow; also mringuta.

duhkkamu ?ninguta, to swallow one’s
grief; gudi mingevddici guild devudu
vatravadiyam cadd

?

the image in the

temple is a black gram bun to the
being that swallows the temple

;
conda

mingevanidgopuram addamd? a temple
tower is nothing to the being that

swallows a hill ; ?mru nannu mingi
vesturu

,
you would swallow me whole,

i.e. you would go wild with anger,
minnalli, flea

;
a bounding bug, from

midi
,
bounding, and nalli, bug.

minnu, sky; the genitive is minti.

minnu vanca tsutsu aldchinchi, looking
towards the sky and taking thought;
minnu-mannu is heaven and earth;
minnutsulu

,
offspring of the sky, is the

wind; cannu yerranaind, minnu yerra-
naindy cdraca mdnaduy red eye, red
sky, mean storms ; cannulu yerra chesi,

making your eyes red, means getting
angry.
minnumuftuta, to reach the skies (as I

cheers, jayaghoshamulu).
mmtsuta, to surpass, raja putrula 1

andarini minchi, surpassing all the
king’s sons

;
ildgu talacu minchina

veshdlu veste tsuchina vdru nalugurii
navvutdru

,
people will laugh seeing

her dressed up to the ears like that;

iiacu minchina lotu, gochici minchina
ddridryamu ledu

,
when you are out of

your depth in water, or when you are
reduced to your loin-cloth, what
further depths are there ?

minucu, a glimmer,
minucuminucumanuta, to flash,

twinkle, glitter,

minugupurugu, fire-fly.

minumulu, black gram (phaselus
mungo)y a small leguminous plant with
edible grain

;
cakes, &c., are made of

the flour.

mirapacayalu, chillies (capsicum an-

nuum).

mirasi, a hereditary tenure. Hindu-
stani. This is specially applied to a

hereditary option to take up waste land
in a village, and to hereditary offices

;

mirasi udydgam is hereditary office;

mirasivartana, hereditary allowance,
miriyalu, pepper, magani tala mida
miriydlu nurust unnadiy she grinds
pepper on her husband’s head (of a

vixen).

mirumitlu, dazzle.
.

bhayamu cheta
canulu mirimitlu cdni

y
eyes dazzled by

terror.

mirumitlueonuta, to be dazzled,
misamisaladufa, to glitter; e.g. the
flash of youth.
misha, pretext. 2 misha mida

,
on this

pretext; i misha petti, putting forward
this pretext; vivaham ane misha mida,
on pretence of marriage,
mishaneri, missionary. English,
missal, hereditary right of a village

officer, missalcarnamu, titiflarkarnam.

mitamix, limit, limited, moderate.
Skt. mita janamuto

, with a moderate
retinue; mitamuleni or amitamaina is

unlimited
;

mitangd tdgite dehdnici
bahu ?nanchidi, a moderate use of
alcohol is good for the health; mitamu
tappitS amrutam aina vishanQ

, exceed
the limit and nectar will be poison,
mithayi, sweets. Hindustani, chedi-

poyina pdta mithayi, stale spoilt

sweetmeats.
mithunamu, couple. Skt. mithuna
carmdnubhavamu leni vidhavalu

,

widows who have to do without the
function of coupling (mithuna carmam
is copulation).
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miti, limit. Skt., same as mitamu.
mitratvamu, friendship. Skt.
mitrudu, friend. Skt.

mitta, high ground, mound, high.
mittapallamulu, ups and downs ; mitta
pandlu, projectingteeth

;
mitta madhyd-

namu
,
high noon.

mitta, false, hypocritical, mitta vedan-
tamulu

,
false scriptures,

mi, your.
micu, to you. You have is micu annadi.
mida, on, after that, urn mida nuru
paddd

,
caranamu mida casu padadu,

the kamam will never pay a pie of the
village taxes; chittamu Sivuni mida

,

bhacti cheppula mida
,
his mind is on

Siva but his inmost thoughts on the
shoes he left outside the temple;
mudddi: nd mida tsala niandi adhara
padi v'unnaru; vdUa pai daya tsdpin-

tsandi; mejistretu : yevaruvaUu ? ni

pillald ? mudddi: nd pillalu cadu
,

polisuvdllu. Accused : There are many
dependent on me, have mercy.
Magistrate: Who are they? Your
children? Accused: No, the police.

ica mida means in future; pani mida
pani, task after task; mdta mida mata,
word upon word ;

nd mida copam
chest

,
getting angry with me; mida

devaravari chittamu
,
after that as the

Collector pleases.

midata, after, ica midata, in future;

atu midata
,

after that; vdru poyina
midata

,
after they had gone,

midati, subsequent; a midati panulu,
the subsequent works,
midi, upper, higher, on (adjective).

goda midi pilli is the cat on the wall

;

it is a proverbial expression for sitting

on the fence.

midimiccili, midumiccili, very
much, all the more, on the contrary,

miduga, by, past, nenu vdni y’inti

midugcfciachchanu
,
I came past his house,

migada, cream.
migalu, instep; from mida and calu,

foot.

mimamsa, discussion. One of the six

Hindu philosophical systems, veda-
munacu artham unnada leda y'anna
mimamsa ,

a discussion whether the

Vedas have any meaning or none at all.

miru, you; plural of nivu, which is

only used familiarly
;
tamani is still

more distinguished, and the Collector’s
peons prefer to refer to him not as

miru
,
or even tamani

,
but as Devara.

when will God start on tour? Does
God desire us to pack ?

miruta, to transgress, pass, ddu
mirina padutsu, a girl who has passed
the age (of puberty); Id miruta

,
to

transgress the law.
misamii, misamulu, misalu, mou-
stache. oca chetito misamu vadive-

yutsu, rendava chetito bozza nimuru-

conutfiiy Sri Raja vdru prevesintsuts

unnaru
,
one hand twisting his mou-

stache, the other rubbing his belly,

the Zamindar steps in.

mita, lever, latch, bar. uricoyyi mita
is the gallows lever; bona, mita is the
mouse-trap bar.

mitingu, meeting. English, y’i v’lillo

panicimalina vdllu condaru bogam
melalu vhinda cudad am vdddla chesi,

mitingulu chest'd v’unnar ata; manam
cudd mitingulu chesi vallacu garva
prayaschittam chetamu, some worth-
less people in this town are arguing
that nautches should not be allowed
and holding meetings, so they say;
let’s hold meetings too and take them
down a peg or two.
mituta, to fillip, touch (an instrument).
gota mitite poyye panici goddali yen-
ducu? why an axe for what can be
done with a fillip ?

mivadu, your son. A: mivddu pokhi-
rila sahavdsam cudi parama pokhiri at

poyinddu. B : mdvadu pokhiri ani
yevaru cheppucogd nen eppudu vina
lede; vddu dipalu pettina iaruvdta
tsaduvemo vad emo cani yeppudu gum-
mam ddti vidhulo adugu pettadu. A:
mivddu tappacunda pokhiri; miru
cheppinche mdla tsaduvu compa tistu

v’unnadi. Orthodox Brahmin: Your
son has become a great rogue by
association with rogues. Enlightened
Brahmin : First I have heard of it ; he
never goes out after dark but; studies

his books and so on. Orthodox
Brahmin : Undoubtedly he is a rogue

;

the pariah (English) education you
are giving him will pull your house
about your ears.
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mlechchha, barbarous, foreign,

heathen. To the Hindu all foreign

races are lesser breeds without the

law, and the British Government is a

mlechchha or barbarous government;
all foreign words are mlechchhapu
matalu or barbarisms; all foreign re-

ligions are heathen. Two can despise,

mocamu, face, for mogamu, mukhamu
;

mocam tsdtu vest intlo v'andi, hiding

your face in your house,
mocca, young plant, seedling; short

for molaca.
moccadama, affair. Hindustan^. cindi

cortu tirpu cevalam uhala mida mocca-

dam at v’unnadi
,
the Lower Court’s

judgement is all an affair of con-
jectures.

moccalamu, stubbornness
;
from Skt.

mushcaram.
moccazonna, Indian corn, zonna is

the large millet which resembles
Indian corn.

moccu, vow; also mroccu. apati moc-
cula ,

sampati cunthlu
,
vows in ill-

fortune, reviling in good fortune (the

devil was ill, the devil a monk would
be; the devil was well, the devil a

monk was he).

moccuta, to vow; also mroccuta.
tsuda tsuttamu

,
mocca daivamu ledu

,

no relation to see, no god to vow to

(abandoned by all)
; coti velpalacu

moccuta,
to vow to all the ten million

gods.
modalaina, &c.
modalu, beginning, root, > source,

capital, chettu modalu

,

root of tree;

chevi modalu
,
lower flap of ear; vadu

modale manchi vadu cddu
,
to begin

with he is not a good man; vaddi
modalu,

interest and principal; mo’da-
lantd

,
from the root; modatici mosamu,

,

Idbhdnici gudduldta
, fighting for the

profits after the capital is lost,

modaluconuta, modalupettuta, to

begin, nishcaranamugd titta modalu
pettinar £mi? why have you started

scolding without reason ?

modata, at first,

modati, the first.

modatixmndiyu, from the beginning,
moddu, block, stupid, blunt, cheviti-

mudddl you deaf adder 1 moddu Idgu

yenta sepatici nd battalu tisu coni
rdv emi? how long are you going to
be about bringing my clothes, block-
head? n£ mogamuna pedda moddulu
petta valenu

,
blocks should be laid on

your face (I should like to see you
nailed up in your coffin); yeddu vale
tini

,
moddu vale nidra poyin attu,

eating like a bullock and sleeping like

a block.

moga, end. Skt., from mukham. vidhi
mogacu vachchet appatici, when he
got to the end of the street.

Mogalayi, Mogul. Hindustani. Ap-
plied commonly to Hyderabad,
mogamotamu, partiality; also spelt

mokhamatam and in other ways;
mokhamdtam lecunda cheppadam dhar-

mam, it is right to speak without
partiality.

mogamu, face. Skt. mukhamu\ also

mugamu, 'mohamu. mimmalni tsuchi

yHstaru gdni
,
y'itarula mogam tsuchi

vaccaru y'ivva ledu
,

they will pay
subscriptions if they see you (the

Collector) but not for any one else’s

face; vdni mogam mddi po'yinadi, his

face fell; d chinnadi mogamu chinna
putstsuconadi

,
the child looked crest-

fallen.

mogatanamu, manliness, y* indulo
ni mogatanam telustundi

,
we shall see

whether you are a man or not.
mogavadu, male, man, husband

;
also

magavadu. ddadani cheti arthamu,
mogavani cheti bidda bratacadu

,
money

in a woman’s hand, a child in a man’s,
won’t thrive,

mogga, bud.
mogguta, to bend, tadisi gdni gudise
cattadu

, tad gdni moggadu
,

a man
won’t build himself a hut till he is

drenched or stoop till he has hit his
head.
xnogudu, husband, mogudi tula mida
miriyalu niirin attu

, grinding pepper
on your husband’s head (ticking him
off).

mohamu, face; vulgar for mukhamu .

vddi moham manda
,
may fire consume

his face, is a common expletive; ni
moham Id v’unnadi is a vulgar way of
expressing contempt (like your face,

face to you).
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Moharamu, Muharram, the ist Mu-
hammedan month

;
the festival on the

first ten days of it which is an occasion
for brawls between Hindus and Mu-
hammedans.
mohari, gold mohur. Hindustani. Old
gold coin of rupee weight worth
Rs. 16.

moharu, seal. Hindustani; but say
silu to your peons.
mokhamal, velvet; also makhamalu.
Hindustani.
mokh&sa, village held on service

tenure. Hindustani, mokhasas still

exist though service is not rendered,
mokh&sadarudu, holder of a mokhasa
village.

mola, loin, waist; disamola is totally

naked.
molabilla, the metal bit on the female
infant’s loin-string.

molaca, a sprout; molaca navvu is a
budding smile.

molacattu, molatadu, waist-band,
loin-string; also moltadu

,
moltrddu.

molatsuta, to sprout, cumpatlo td-

mara molichin attu, like a lotus

sprouting in a saucepan (when two
Sundays meet),
molaveyuta, to sow.
mona, point, front, headland; mona-

tsannu (breast-point) means nipple,

monagadu, ringleader, tone maha
monagadan ani prati mahdvddi anu-
cuntu v'untadu

,
every extremist agi-

tator looks upon himself as a born
leader.

mondemu, trunk (of body), stump,
mondi, maimed, crippled, stubborn,
close-fisted. Uni v'uddri cante caliguna

mondi mdlu, a rich miser is better than
a lavish pauper, mondi tdca yeddu

,
a

bobtailed bull; mondic ettina vallanu
yevaru yemi chestdru? you can do
nothin with obstinate people.
mondari

,
mondicatte, a stubborn man

;

monditanamu
,
stubbornness,

monna, day before yesterday,
monnamananicimonna, only the
other day.
monnamonna, just, monna monna
chinna y’udyo'gamulalo pravesinchina
vdr andaru manasu vachchin attu sam-

pddinchi
,

bhdryalacunu biddalacunu

dehamu ninda nagalu diga veyuts nn-
ndniy men who have just placed their

foot on the first rung of the official

;

ladder pile up money at their good
|

will and load their wives and children
with jewellery.

mormati, last, monnati sanvatsar ad*
last New Year’s day.
moppe, fool, moppecu miiredu noru

,

a fool has a wide mouth,
moppu, misfortune, appu moppu

,
debt

is damnation.
mora, cry; word constantly used in

petitions, ma mora alacinchi , listen-

! ing to our cry.

morapettuta, to cry out.

morri, defect, broken edge
;
used e.g.

of the defective edge of the moon in
an eclipse, grahanam patti chandrunilo
conchemu morri poyi v’unnadi

,
as the

eclipse came on the moon’s edge
appeared broken; morri pedavi is a
hare-lip; morri ch&oi a cropped
ear.

moruguta, to bark, dongalu cottina

dru masamulacu cuccalu moriginavi,

six months after the burglary the dogs
began to bark

;
yenugunu tsuchi cuccalu

morigin attu
, like dogs barking at an

elephant; cucca veshamu veste
,
mora-

gacunda valla cddu
,

if you disguise

yourself as a dog you needs must
bark. Lacshmayya: mi cucca mora-

gadam cheta ma ammayi sangitam
padu covadanici vilu leca poyinadi.
Vencayya: mi ammaye munduga mori-
gindi. Smith: My daughter’s singing
was stopped by your dog barking.

Jones: It was your daughter that

barked first.

mosali, crocodile. Godavari nadilo

n’undedu mosallac enta tala biraso
,

dinic anta tala birusu y
she is as thick

in the head as a Godavari crocodile;

mocshanici vaste mosaliyettucupoyindi,

he came (to the river) for salvation

and a crocodile carried him off.

mosamosaladuta, to giggle
;
onoma-

topoeic. »

mostaru, kind, sort, way. cotta mosta-
rugdy in anew way ;

vydpdra vishayamu
yetld unnadi

?

how is business? oca
mostarugd zaruguts unnadi

,
middling,

motima, pimple.
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mottamodata, at the very first,

mottamu, total, multitude, mottapu
vyayamu

,
the total expenditure

;

mottamu cheyuta, to total up; coti

mottamu, a herd of monkeys,
mottucollu, lamentations,
mottuconuta, to beat oneself, lament.

mottucunatte v’unnadi, it is deplorable,

mottuta, to beat.

mowu, shoot of palm, plantain, &c.
moyyuta, to carry; same as moyuta

,

which is commoner. mosuguveUa,
mosuguponu, are expletives (may he
be carried to his gravel). \

mocarmtsuta, to kneel, menu mdca-
rintsucuni curtsunnan ani rniru bhrama
padd att unndru

,
you seem to be

surprised at my squatting on my
knees.
mocalu, knee, mdcalibanti, knee-deep.
caligite callu muyyi, leca pote mocallu
muyyi

,
wear your dress to your feet

if you can afford it, if not, to your
knees.
mocaluchippa, knee-cap.
mochanamu, deliverance, salvation.

Skt.; same as mocshamu.
mocheyyi, elbow, mocheti potu, poke
with the elbow, attavari inti sukhamu,
mocheti debba vantidi

,
the joys of the

mother-in-law’s house are like a blow
on the elbow.
mocshamu, deliverance, salvation.

Skt. It is the deliverance from the
bonds of sense, life in the absolute,
modugu, bastard teak (buteafrondosa).

moduta, to beat, i yelucanu tsava
modudu, beat this rat to death,
modutsuta, to close, fold,

mohamu, love, especially sexual, nd
mida mohamu

,
her infatuation for me;

moha pdsdlu, the bonds of love

;

dabbu cosam tappa nizam cheta Sdstur-
lagdri mida ndcu yemi prema leca

poyina, dyana vadda n’unn appudu Uni
moham tetstsu pettucuntdnu, though I

care for Mr. Shastri only for money
and have no love for him, when I am
with him I feign passion for him.
mohintsuta, to love,

momota, pity, partiality
;
another form

of mogamotamu.
momu, face; another form of mogamu.
mopudala, imputation, charge.

moputa, put down, pette bhurni mida
mopi,

laying the box on the ground,
moputa, to impute; dropintsuta is

another common word for this,

mosagadu, deceiver, swindler,

mosamu, deceit, harm, cuntic ulldsam
y’intici mosam ,

mischief is the cripple’s

joy. aneca mdhala mosdlu chesi,

dhanam sampadincki
,
jivanam chestu

v’unnanu
,

I used to make my living

by various kinds of swindles,

mosapovuta, to be cheated, dis-

appointed.
mosaputstsuta, to cheat,

mosevadu, he who carries, mose-
vanici telusunu cdvidi baruvu

, he who
carries the yoke knows its weight
(the wearer knows where the shoe
pinches).
mota, load; mdtayeddu is a pack-
bullock.
mota, mote (irrigation water-wheel);
motabdna is the large bucket used on
the mote.
mota, stupid, rough. Skt., from
mddha. mota dunnapotd! you buffalo!

motacu copam muccu mida

,

the rough
man shows his anger on his nose,
motarubandi, motabandi, motu-
cdru, motaru, motor-car. English.
Lacshmamma: mi dyana motarubandi
contad ate. Vencamma : anducane
yatnam chest unndru. Lacshmamma:
motaru pettedanici illu cattist unndra ?

Vencamma: motarubandi chedi pote
bagu cheyyadam yetldgo, bandi tala-

cindul aiteyem cheyyal end telipepusta-
cam coni tsaduvu t unndru

.

Mrs . Smith

:

I hear your husband is buying a car.

Mrs. Jones: He is thinking of it.

Mrs. Smith: Is he building a garage?
Mrs. Jones: He has bought a manual
to find out how to repair it and what
he is to do if it goes to pot. Lacsh-
mayya : i mdtarucaru micu yefid <vach-

chindi? Vencayya: Idtarilo. Lacsh-
mayya : mi nambaru gelichindi cdbolu ?

Vencayya: nenu Idtarilo dabbu petta
ledu

,
Idtari yerpdtu chesindi nine.

Smith: How did you get this car?
Jones: In a raffle. Smith: Your
number won, I suppose? Jones: No,
I ran the raffle.

motu, obstinate, stupid, rough, dme
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pillanu mdtuga ycttucunnadi

,

she
handles the child roughly,
motubari, motuparl, substantial,

well-to-do. Hindustani. motubari
rayitu, a substantial farmer,
movu, shoot of palm, plantain, &c.;
also mown.
moyuta, to carry, convey, butta mosu-
cuni vettaddnici nenu manushyulanu
tisucuni vastanu, I will go and fetch

men to carry the basket off; andaru
andalamu yeccite, mosevarii yevarn?
if all get into the palanquin, who will

there be left to carry it ? gandha podi
mose gadide vale

,
like a donkey carry-

ing sandal-powder (incongruity),

mranu, tree
;

also mdnu and more
commonly chettu.

mringuta, to swallow; also minguta.
tondaraga mringi, swallowing in haste

;

notild vrelu pettuconi gutacalu mrin-
gutsu, putting his finger in his mouth
and gulping down,
mroccu, vow; same as moccu.
mroccuta, to vow; same as moccuta.
mi cattacu mroccutanu

,
I beseech you;

miru devull ard rdUacu carralacu
mroccutdru, you make vows to stones
and sticks which you take for gods,
mrota, ringing sound. sanisulalo

gallu-gallumani rupayala mrota vinu-
tsunduta chevala panduvu cada? what a
delight to the ears is the ring of rupees
jingling and jangling in their bags,
mroyuta, to resound, to ring,

mriiduvuj soft, mild, gentle. Skt.

mriidu-madhura are often combined;
mriidumadhura gddpulu, delicious

breezes
;

mriidupu tappina
, discour-

teous
;

ild mriiduputappina matalu
mdtadiitu v’unte pillavdllanu asale

mdtlddan iyyanu, if you boys use such
ungentle words I won’t allow you to

talk at all.

mrugaftnu, animal. Skt. mriigen-

drudu, the king of beasts
;
mrilgdcski,

gazelle-eyed.

mriigaya, the chase. Skt.

mriisha, false. Skt.
mriiti, death. Skt.

mriittica, mire. Skt. Used meta-
phorically. panilo yemi labham ?

mriittica, no profit in that; a rotten
business.

mriittica, earth, soil. Skt. sdna
mriittica parama pdvanam ainadi

,
red

earth is very holy.
mriitudu, dead man. Skt. mriitula

yocca bharyal andaru tarvdta svarga
locdnici vachchi, bhartalato svarga
sukham anubhavistar anna sangaU
sastralanu batti niicu telise v’unnadi
gada? don’t you know that according
to the scriptures the wives of the
dead follow them to heaven and enjoy
heavenly bliss with them ? jivan
mriitudu

,
mriita jivudu, the bad man

is ^living corpse, the good man still

lives after death.
mriityudevatalu, the gods of death,
furies. Skt. mana pdlitici mriityude-
vatalu vale pog ainavi, they have
gathered like furies around us.

mu-, prefix meaning 3 ;
mummd.ru

, 3
times

;
muppdtica

,
three - quarters

;

muccani, anna; muccdlu, 3 legs;

muccdru

,

3 seasons.
mucca, piece, rendu muccalu vrdstanu,

I will write a line or two; ndlugu
yengili y’Inglishu muccalu tsaduvu
cdvadamtote voU erugaca piirv acha-
ranni

,
peddalini dushistaru

,
once they

have learnt a few defiling fragments
of English they are so puffed up that

they revile old customs and their

elders
;
ocate debba rende muccalu, one

blow two pieces (to settle a matter at

one blow).
muccammi, nose-ring. From muccu

,

nose, and cammi, wire.
muccdlu, f . From mu, 3, and cdlu.

muccani, f anna, 9 pies. From mu, 3,
and cdni.

muccidi, snipe
;
but they say ishnappu

;

muccidi is from muccu
,
beak. The

Italian for snipe, beccacina

,

is also the
beak-bird.
mucconamu, triangle. From mu-, 3,

and conamu, angle. Commonly used
of the whipping triangle.

muccu, nose, beak, tip. tummitepoyye
muccu yenndllu v’undunu, a nose that

goes when you sneeze isfFt much
good; muccu tsochchi cantlo prave-
sinchevddu, he would go into your
eye through your nose (a very clever

fellow)
;
muccu ckinna

,
muttemu pedda,

big pearl for small nose ;garuda muccu.
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Roman nose (eagle’s beak); tsappidi

muccu, snub nose; daggite nilavani

muccu
,
tummite nilutsund? will a nose

that can’t stand coughing stand

sneezing ?

muccubocca, nostril,

fhuccuchiduta, to blow the nose,

muccudulamu, bridge of nose ; from
muccu, nose, and dulamu ,

beam,
muccupodi, snuff

;
from muccu

,

nose,

and podi, powder.
muccurandhramu, nostril

;
from

muccu, nose, and randhramu
,
hole,

muccutadu, bullock’s nose--ing.

muccutddu Uni yeddu, munda penchina
bidda ocati, there is no holding a
widow’s child or a bullock without a

nose-string,
muchchelu, slippers,

muchchevadu, man of the Muchi
caste, book-binders, paper cutters,

makers of toys, saddles, &c.
muchchi, the office menial of the
Muchi caste; he pastes and binds and
cuts out envelopes and sews up files,

muclichilica, deed. Hindustani. A
revenue term used especially of the
counterpart of the patta.
muctasamga, briefly, in brief. Hindu-
stani.

mucti, salvation. Skt. A religious

term from muctam, released, liber-

ated.

muctyaruL, agent. Hindustani. An
old word for agent who has not a

pleader’s sanad
;
also mukhtydru.

mudaliaru, a Tamil Sudra caste,

mudard, remission, discount. Hindu-
stani. An old revenue term for re-

mission of the land-tax or water-rate,
mudata, wrinkle; also muduta . gad-
dam antayu tella padinanu dehamunan
occa muduta y’ainanu Uca poyindi,
though his beard is white he has not
a wrinkle.
mudda, morsel, lump, peda muddalu

,

lumps of dung; varu tadisi mudda
aindru

,
they are soaking wet; netturu

muddugd n’unnadi, caked blood ;
venna

mudda

,

pat of butter,

muddaduta, to caress; from muddu
,

kiss; to kiss is muddupettuconuta or
muddiduconuta .

muddayi, the accused in a criminal

case. Hindustani, mejistretu
: firyadi

muddayi cottucunte tsuchava? sdcshi:

tsuchdnandi. mejistretu : cottacundd
nuimu yemi cheya ledd? sdcshi: cheyya
led andi. mejistretu: yendu cheta?
sdcshi: nenu tsutta tdgutunndn andi.

Magistrate: Did you see the accused
beating the complainant? Witness:
Yes. Magistrate: You did not try to

stop him? Witness: No. Magistrate:

Why not ? Witness : I was smoking,
mtiddi, rump, gollavddd, gollavddd

,

dhdnyam eccada v'unnad ante, gorre
muddilo y'unnad antadu

,

shepherd,
shepherd, where is the grain? In my
sheep’s rump, he will say (the utility

of manure) ;
tana muddi caca pole

Casi daca decam annadu
,
he said, you

may slide to Benares if you like so

long as it is not on my rump
;
dipamu

muddi cinda chicati, under the lamp
it is dark; aduvandla muddi tsuttii

tirigevadu, a poodle-faker,
muddiduconuta, to kiss

;
from muddu,

a kiss.

muddu, kiss, darling, pet. cdci pilla

cdcici muddu, the crow’s chick is the
crow’s darling (alForsapaion belli i suoi

orsacchini, to the she-bear the bear-
cubs seem pretty); muddulamuta is a

bundle of charms ;
cuccanu muddu

pettu cunte mut ella tega ndcutundi
,

kiss a dog and it will lick your whole
face, a bidda muddugd unnadi, that is

a sweet child,

muddudu, idiot.

muddupettuta, to kiss, amecu donga-

tanamugd muddu pettu cunnddu
,
he

stole a kiss from her.
muddutungaramu, signet ring (pet
ring)

;
from muddu and ungaramu

,

ring,

muddiimutstsata, pleasant things,
darlings, miru muddiimutstsata bdgd
yeragaru; chinna pillalacu petit cheste

v'unde sogasu pedda pillalac® cheste

v’undadu, you don’t understand the
charm of child-marriages; the mar-
riage of young children is much more
elegant than the marriage of older
children (defence of child-marriage),
mudi, knot, pettuta or veyuta is to
make a knot; vipputa to undo one;
i mudi rddu; adizdrumudi cddd? cddu

,

gatti mudi, this knot won’t come un-
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done; isn’t it a slip-knot? no, a firm
knot.
nmdi, ancient, mudi mdnu ckeva

,
an

old tree has a firm core (a brave heart

in an old body).
mudicallavadu, knock-kneed man.
mudimi, decrepitude,
mudira, seal, stamp, print, ivi Hayi-

drabddu mudira vesina rupdyilu, these
rupees are of Hyderabad mintage

;

i yhittaramu mida Pedddpuram mudira
v'unnadi, this letter bears the Pedda-
pur stamp.
mudiyuta, to grow old. mudisi ?nup-
puna, in old age.

mudra, seal, signet-ring, sign, brand.
Skt. Tdtachdryula mudra bhujamu
tappina vipu tappadu

,
if Tatachari’s

brand misses your shoulder it won’t
miss your back. (Tatachari was a

priest who branded his disciples.)

mudrapodutsuta, mudraveyuta, to

seal, brand.
mudracsharasala, printing press

;

from mudra
,

acsharam, letter, and
sala, hall.

mudrintsuta, to seal, print; mudrim-
pabadinadi

,
printed, atstsuveyuta is

also to print,

mudritamu, sealed,

mudupu, purse, offering in money or
jewels, a mudupu chellinchi devatanu-
graham pondinadi

,
you have obtained

God’s favour by that gift,

muduruta, to ripen, micu vayassu
mudirindi, you are of a ripe age;
ippud a sangitapu pitstsa munapati
canteml ydbhai retlu yeccuva mudiri
poyindi, his mania for music has
ripened fifty times as much now.
muduta, to touch; more commonly
muttuta.
muduta, wrinkle

;
also mudata.

mudutsuta, to tie, bend, fold. mudu~
tsucormta is especially to twine flowers

into the hair
;
manchi puvvulu techchi

yHchchinanu, oca ndd ainanu mutstsata

tira nenu tsutsuts undagd coppuld
mudutsucovu

,
although I bring you

nice flowers you never think of sating

the yearning of my eyes by twining
posies in your hair,

mufassalu, up country, provincial.

Hindustani.

mugamu, face; also mukhamu
,
mo-

gamtiy mohamu, momu. mukhamu is the
most correct form; moham is the
usual colloquial form,
mugatadu, bullock’snose-rope, munda
penchma bidda y mugatadu lent yedduto
samdnamy a child brought up by a
widow is like a bullock without a nose-
rope.
muggu, a pattern made with flowers
or in powder especially in front of a
house, a magic circle, inuggulii can be
seen in front of any Hindu house in
the*morning

;
muggulo ciirtsunda petti,

mantralu cheppi, putting him in a
magic circle and repeating charms,
mugguru, three persons, mugguru
adavaru cudite patta pagale tsuccalu

podustavi, if three women get together
the stars come out in broad day-
light.

mugimpu, termination,
mugintsuta, to finish, ddctaru vtnd
ichchenu; vindu sarnayamlo tana rdma-
chilaca canabadacundd tera addamu
pettenu. vachchina atithulalo ocadu
gantala coddi matlddut undenu; dyana
muginchina pimmata chilaca terald

nunchi itla anenu :
1 mi naluca tsupin-

tsandi\ a doctor gave a dinner-party
and covered up his parrot with a
curtain so that it could not be seen;
one of the guests talked by the hour
together; when he had finished the
parrot said from behind the curtain:
‘please put out your tongue’,
mugiyuta, to finish (intrans.). Lacsh-
mayya : nenu rachinchina ndtacam
yetla v'unnadi? sukhamgd mugisinda
leda? Ramayya: ndtacam adadam
mugisina tarvata tsuda vachchinavallu
sukha padddru, Lakshmayya: How
did my play go ? Did it end up well ?

Ramayya: After it was all over the
audience felt more comfortable,
muhurtamii, time in astrology. Skt.

Used commonly for auspicious time;
you go to your astrologer to fix an
auspicious time for a Tnarriage,

journey, &c.
mukhadacshinyamu, complaisance

;

from mukham, face, and ddcshinyam
,

grace.

mukhalacshanamu, feature. Skt.
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From miikham
,
face, and lacshanam

,

sign, bharya: nd mida micu prema
v’unnadd? bharta: nd nwkhalac-
shanalanu nuwu tsadavi tsudu. bharya

:

ndcu tsaduvu rdda gd, yetld tsadivedi?

Wife : Do you love me ? Husband

:

" Read my features and you will see.

Wife : But how can I ? I don’t know
how to read.

mukhamu, face, direction. Skt. The
usual colloquial form is mohamu ;

other forms are mogamu, mngamu ,

momu\ compounds such as mukha-
mandalamu

,

face-orb, are common
in books ;

mitkham eruganivadu, a

stranger; ddadani mukham erugani-

vddu, a man wrho has not known
woman ;

ndnd mukhala pari pdyindnt
,

they ran away in all directions

;

pustacamunacu nalu mukhala vetici-

nanu, I have hunted high and low for

the book; d rucalanu vdni mukhamu
mida pdraveyi

,
throw the money in

his face; vadi mukham vddic emi
telusu? what does he know? svade?d-

nicipo val ani mitkham vdchi vhinndnu ,

I am homesick (Heimzveh takes the
form of a swollen face in the Telugu
country); i panici darakhdstulu ndlu
mukhamula nunchi vachchi paduts
unnavi, applications for this post are

pouring in from all directions; asu-

dhamu mida rdyi veste mukham anta
chindutundi

,
throw a stone into dirt

and you will dirty your own face

(stirring up mud); vellacila parundi
v'ummi veste mukhamu mida padu-
tundi

,
if you He on your back and spit

upwards the spittle will fall on your
face (proverb of blasphemy; whoso
casteth a stone on high casteth it on
his own head, Ecclus, xxvii. 25; the
Italians have both these proverbs

;

chi contro Dio gitta lapietra in capo gli

ritorna
,
the stone you throw against

God falls back on your head
;
chi sputa

in su lo sputo gli torna sul viso, if you
spit up the spittle comes back on
your jfece); mukhamantapamu

, en-
trance porch to a temple.
mukhamukhi, face to face, nannu
mukhamukhi tsuda lecunda n’unnddu,
he cannot look me in the face.

mukhariti, complaisance, urice mukha-

riti cosam annanu, I only said it to
please you.
mukhasala, entrance hall,

mukhastuti, flattery (praise to your
face), miru v’urice nannu mukhastuti
chestu. v'unndru ,

you are simply flatter-

ingme \y'idi tama mundara mukhastuti
cosam ane mdta cddu sumandi; nenu
yHdi nizamga tricarana suddhigd cheppe
?ndta, this is not said to flatter you but
in all sincerity of thought, word, and
deed.
mukhtyaru, agent. Hindustani. An
old word for an agent who is not a
qualified pleader but appears before
officers with a power of attorney from
a party to proceedings,
mukhavarchassu, brilliance of face,

beautiful complexion.
-mukhudu, affix meaning f

of ’ or
‘belonging to’ a face. sumukhuduga

y

graciously; durmickhudai y’undi, look-

ing cross
;
pardmukhudai, turning his

face away.
mnkhyamainavallu, the important
people, atithi: vindu tsdla bdgd zari-

gindi
,
nenu yeppatici marachi ponu.

yazamdni: mukhyamainavdUu yevallu
varsham valla rd led ani ndcu tsdld

vichdramgd v’undi. Guest: An excel-
lent dinner, I shall remember it all

the days of my life. Hostess: I am
sorry all the important people were
kept away by the rain,

mukliyamu, important, chief, adi
mukhyamu

,
that is the chief point; idi

mukhyamu cddu, this is not important,
mukhyamuga, chiefly,

mukhyudu, a leader,

mulle, bundle of money, purse, milta
mulU, bag and baggage; vddi milta
mulle dotsucu poyindru, they robbed
him of all he had (his bundle and his
purse).

mullocamu, the three worlds,'the uni-
verse

;
being earth, heaven, and hell,

mullu, thorn. Used also of a spur, of
the hand of a watch and the sting of a
bee or wasp, nd deham ippudu mundla
mida paducon att unnadi, I feel as if I

were lying on thorns. Lacshmayya cotu
venuca mullu gutstsuconenu; yevaraind
tistdr emo n J

ani oca mailu cuda nadi-
chenu; chivaracu ocadu canipinchenu.
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Lacshmayya: ayydl nd coin renuca
mulhi gutstsu cunnai, conchem tisi pett

andi
,
dim cosam mailu duram vach-

chdnu. Ocadu: adi sare gdni, cotu tisi

veste nuvve tisu cunevddivi gd? Laksh-
mayya got some thorns in his coat
behind; he walked a mile to find

some one to pick them out
;
at last he

met some one. Lakshmayya : Sir! I

have got some thorns behind in my
coat; would you mind picking them
out? I have walked a mile for the
purpose. Stranger: That’s all very
well, but couldn’t you take off the
coat and pick them off yourself?

mulucdla, goad.
muluguta, to groan

;
also muluguta.

mummaru, three times
; mummatici

for the third time, at auctions,

mumpu, immersion.
mun~, prefix meaning ‘before’, ‘in

front
5

.

munaga (Hyperanthera moringa), a

sort of horse-radish; proverbially a

weak plant, nenn pattindi munaga
comma cadu, chinta comma

,
it is no

broken reed I rely on; vddu munaga
chetlacu nichchenalu restunnadu, he
plants ladders against munaga plants

(a diminutive man),
munaguta, to dip; also munuguta.
yevari nillalo vdru munuga valenu,

every one must bear his own cross,

munasabu, munsiff. Hindustani. An
official with judicial functions, grama
munasabu is the village magistrate,

districtu munasabu
,
a civil judge of the

lowest grade.

munda, widow, wretch
;
from Skt.

munclam, shaven, lopped, munda
coduce coducu, rclzu coduce coducu, a

widow’s son and a king’s son are sons

(i.e. are spoilt); mulan unna musali

munala levadu

,

even the old widow
sitting in the corner won’t get up for

him; muccutadu lent yeddu
,
munda

penchina bidda,
ocati, a bullock with-

out a nose-string and a widow’s son
are beyond control,

munddcoducu, ordinary term of abuse
like lanjacoducu,

whoreson, widows
being supposed to be often of bad
character.

mundalamari, whoremonger.

mundamoyuta, to become a widow;
|

mundamosina is used as an expletive;

i ddni mundamosina sommu , munda-
mosina carrala

> damned money,
damned sticks; 500 rupayilacu ammu-
cunna ni cuturu mundamosi mula cur-

tsundi, the daughter you sold for Rs.
500 has become a widow and sits in
the corner

;
coducu bag unda rale,

codala mundamoyya rale , health to
my son, widowhood to my daughter-
in-law (the illogical curse of the
mother-in-law)

.

muhdara, in front, before, mundara
pallamu

,
renuca mitta, ditch before,

bank behind (a dilemma)
; mundaraci

vaste goyyi renaccu pote nuyyi, if you
go forward a pit, if you go back a well
(another dilemma, out of the frying-
pan into the fire),

mundata, before,

mundati, first (adjective),

mundlacanche, prickly-pear fence

;

from mullu, thorn, and caliche, hedge,
mundlapandi, porcupine

;
from mullu,

thorn, and pandi, pig. Also edupandi.
mimdlapoda, thistle,

rnundu, before, in front, in future.

munda poyye Mutarachavanni, renuca
vachche Boyavanni

,
paccanu vachche

Patratiranni namma rddu, beware of
the Mutarasa in front, the Boya
behind, and the Patrati beside you
(all more or less criminal castes)

;

mundu pani mundu cheya valenu, you
must first do what is first to hand,
munduga, first (adverb), gumdsta:
nacu jitam tsalad andi. vartacudu:
nic ippudu yem y'istunndmu ? gumdsta:
yem iyyadam led andi, munduga
paricsha chestam ante iirice pani
chestunnan andi. vartacudu: aite

vachche nela nunchi rendintalu chest

ale. Clerk: My pay isn’t enough.
Merchant: What are we giving you
now? Clerk: Nothing, you said you
would try me first and I am working
for nothing. Merchant: Then we wifi

double your pay from next month,
mimduvenuca, causes and conse-
quences

;
munduvenuca tsudaca or

dlochintsacunda is used ofrash resolves,
mungari, the first crop. Used in the
Ceded Districts of the first dry crop



mungi muruguta[208]

or season (sown with the south-west
monsoon)

;
the second crop is hingdri .

mungi, mongoose, tsaduvu covadanid
badulugd tota gummam vadda mungi
lagu pdcutu v'unndvd ? crawl along

^near the garden wall like a mongoose,
would you, instead of studying ?

mungili, courtyard
; from mundu, cala ,

and illu; the genitive is mungiti.

mungitinidhdnam is a windfall (treasure
in the courtyard).
mungopi, fretful, peevish; from mun,
in front, and copamu

,
anger,

mungurulu, front curls; from rrktndu

in front, and curulu, curls,

muni, hermit. Skt.
muni, point, tip.

municola, point of goad,
munimanamudu, great-grandson,
munimanamuralu, great grand-
daughter.
munishi, munshi. Hindustani. Origi-
nally clerk, now language teacher,
munjeyyi, wrist; from mun, in front,

and cheyyi
,
hand, munjcti cancanacu

addamu cd valena ? do you want a glass

to see the bracelet on your wrist ?

munnallu, three days, munnajl unte
murid tsuttamu

, in three days one’s
relations outstay their welcome (are

dirt; the Italians have a proverb, pesce
e ospiti puzzano in capo a tre giorni

,

fish and guests stink after three days),
munnaluca, tip of tongue,
mirnmru, ocean. A book word,
murnm, before, intacu munnu

, before
this.

munnuru, 300. munnuru sikhal aina
cuda vatstsunu gani

, mudu coppulu
cuda rddu

f 300 pairs of trousers may
get together, but 3 skirts cannot
(sikha is the male top-knot, coppu the
woman’s).
munta, small pitcher or pail, tsallacu
vachchi munta ddtsu conn attu, like

coming to beg milk and hiding the
pail (beating about the bush); munt
edu pdlacu mutyam anta chemiri, sour
milk thS size of a pearl to a pailful of
milk (to curdle it)

;
cathacu cdllu levu,

muntacu chevulu levu, a story with-
out legs and a pot without handles
(nothing you can catch hold of),

muutsuta, to dip, to immerse.

immuguta, to dip, to be immersed, to

bathe, to sink, td valachinadi Rambha
,

td muniginadi Ganga
,
the woman he

loves is a Rambha, the water he bathes
in the sacred Ganges (all his geese are
swans; Rambha is the courtesan of
the gods)

;
duhkha samudramlo munigi

povuta, to be drowned in a sea of
sorrows; natt eta putti munigin attu

,

like the coracle sinking in midstream
(a breakdown in your enterprise),

mununmnu, at the very first,

munupati, former,
munupuj before, cottuca munupe ye-
dustav em ante, mundu cottu potav
ani yedustdn ann attu, why do you cry
before you are hurt? Because it won’t
be long before I am hurt, said the
boy.
mimzuru, eaves

;
from mundu, in front,

and tsuru, border, eaves,

muppadi, muppai, 30, mu, 3, Xpadi,
10.

muppatica, f ;
mu, 3, Xpatica,

muppau, mu, 3, Xpdu,
muppauia, |- rupee; mu, 3, Xpdula,
quarters.

muppu, danger, daivam e velac,

evaric, e vidhamuga muppu pettund,
yevaricini teliyadu, no one can tell

what day, by whom, and in what way
providence will’ endanger him.
muppu, old age. mudisi muppuna, in
ripe old age.

murici, dirt, munndtt unte murid
tsuttamu, relations stink after three
days’ stay ; ma abbayi pattu batta nenu
aru nelalacu vaca parydyam v

3
utucu-

tdnu, appudu ddnilo nunchi ndlugu
cuntsdla murici poyi jiddu nillcdld

terutundi, I wash my boy’s silk cloth
(silk is always ceremonially clean)
once in six months and four pints of
dirty grease rise to the top of the
water. 1:

muricicaluva, drainage channel as
opposed to irrigation channel (panta
cdluva).

murugulu, bangles,
murugunillu, drainage water, stag-
nant water, murugunilla cdlva is a
drain; murudova is a "dirty, muddy
road.
muruguta, to rot, to decay, calu tanniti



muruvu [2093 muttaratsa

murigedi gummidi caya, cola tannite

perigedi putstsa cdya, trample on a
pumpkin and it rots; trample on a

water-melon and it flourishes,

muruvu, beauty, grace,

musalayya, old man.
musalame, old woman,
musalayana, old gentleman,
musali, musalidi, old, old woman,
musalitanamu, old age. musali is

only of persons; pata of things,

musalivddu, old man.
musalm&nu, musalman. Hindustani,
mushti, fist. Skt. TheTelugu ispidicili.

mushti. alms; also used as an exple-

tive. mushtici bailuderinaru
,
they have

gone out to beg; mushti sambandham,
y’i sambandham tappi pote nenu repu
y’i patici mi chinnadanici y'inta cante

manchi sambandham tisucu vastdnu
,

if this wretched marriage goes to pot,

I will arrange another for your girl

by this time to-morrow; lantsalu

putstsu coni, bagu paduta cante, mushti
yettu covadam v’uttamam

,

it is better

to beg than to take bribes
;
mushti ndlu

rupayilu

,

wretched four rupees,

mushti yettuconuta, to beg.

musimusi (navvuta), (to laugh) aloud;
onomatopoeic.
must&bu, kit, dress. Hindustani, mir
andaru y’illacu velli mustab ai randi,

all go home and dress,

musugu, veil, mogamu ninda musugu
vest coni,

completely veiling his face;

dldgu tala ninda musugu vesu coni don-
gavdnni vale tala vantsu coni pari
pdvuts unnav em ayya? what are you
running away for like a thief with
your head hanging down and com-
pletely covered ?

musurumiiti, peevishness,
musuruta, to swarm, bellamu v'unde
tsota y’Jgalu musurut unnavi, flies

swarm where jaggery is.

mutaca, coarse. 2 mutaca chireto nenu
yeldgu vastdnu? how can I come in
this coarse dress ? botleruvadu manam
y’ichchinaprasastamaina sanna biyyam
yeccadand ddchi, yeccadivo mutaca
biyyam vandi petti, doragarito tahassi-

luddru ildganti pddu biyyam pampin-

chinad ani cheppindd ata. (Collector’s

butler, not having received the usual

gratification) the butler is said to have
hidden the A-i fine rice we supplied
somewhere, and served coarse rice he

y got from somewhere, and to have said
the tahsildar sent such bad rice,

mutha, kind of estate. Hindustani.
Originally a subdivision of a district;

continued in some cases to descen-
dants of the administrators,
mutstsaladuta, to converse pleasantly,

mutstsata, pleasant conversation,
pleasure, wish, longing, mutstsata
tira nenu tsutsuts undaga puvvulu cop-
pulo fnudutsucovu

,

youwon’t deflowers
in your hair to sate the longing of my
eyes; nac ento mutstsat ainadi, how
pleased I vras

;
muddii mutstsata is

‘pleasant things’ or ‘darlings’,

mutstsataga, pleasant, i illu bahu
tamashaga v’unnadi, tsuttii totalu

yenta mutstsataga v*unnavi, a wonder-
ful house with pleasant grounds
around it.

mutstsatagutsundi, is pleasant (with
dative).

mutstsatapaduta, to desire, to be
enamoured of.

mutstsatintsuta, to converse pleasant-
ly. Lacshmayya gurinchi abhinandana
sabha zarigenu; sabhadhyacshul agu
Vencayya Gdru i ritini mutstsatin-

chiri; Lacshmayyagdru pardyigramam
var aina mana v’ullo iravai sanvat-

sarala minchi until, mana grama-

bhivruddhicai patu padut unndru
,

dyananu mana v'uri samddhildne
pudchet attu Bhagavantudu anugra-

hintsu gacal there was a congratu-
latory meeting in honour of Laksh-
mayya; Mr. Venkayya, who presided,
congratulated him as follows : Mr.
Lakshmayya belongs to another vil-

lage, but he has lived bstre twenty
years and done much for us and may
God grant that he be buried in our
village!

muttachepputa, to hand over, to
assign; from muttuta, to touch, and
chepputa, to tell

;
tell him to touch,

muttadintsuta, to besiege,

muttaida, married woman,
muttaratsa, muttarasa; a caste, origi-

nally feudal retainers, now of bad
reputation.



muttavatalli [210] mudusarlu

muttavatalli^ great-grandmother,
muttata, great grandfather; from mu,

3, and tdta, grandfather, mogudu
danici muttata Idgu v’undadam cheta

,

aldg antdr ani siggu padi
,
a munda

. coducunu mula curtso petti, svechchhagd

tirugutu v’unnadi, as her husband is

like a great-grandfather to her she is

ashamed of people saying this, and
leaves the old blighter in a corner and
wanders freely about,

mutte, stone of fruit,

muttemu, pearl
;
also mutyamu.

mutticallavadu, knock-kneed inan.

muttlnadi, received (touched); the
usual word in receipts for money,
muttintsuta, to light; causal from
muttuta

,
to touch.

muttu, defilement by contact, menses

;

from ?nuttuta
,

to touch; mattuvallu

are untouchables (pariahs)
;

anta
muttu is dirt and defilement; but
panimutlu and coramutlu mean tools

(things you touch for your work),
muttucolu, siege.

muttuta, to touch, to receive, to

attack; muttuconuta is to besiege.

ndcu rupdyilu mutta ledu , I did not
touch (i.e. receive) the rupees; vdnini

sarpamu muttinadi

,

a serpent touched
(i.e. bit) him; ulli muttanidi vdsana
rddu

, if you had not touched the
garlic, your fingers would not be
smelling; mint riipdyalu menejaru
gdrici prati nela mutta vatstsunu

,
Rs.

100 (in bribes) may touch (reach) the
manager every month; sudrulu moda-
lainavallu muttu cunte

,
maila padutam

ani
,
duranga tolugutaru

,

if you touch
sudras, &c.,we shall be defiled, they say,
and move to a distance. Also muduta.
mutyamu, pearl, muntedu pdlacu

' mutyam anta chemiri, a pearl of sour
to a pailful of fresh milk (to curdle it)

;

yeti avatala mutyamulu tdti cdyal ant
esi ann attu

,
the pearls on the other

side of the river are as large as palm
fruit (exaggerating when you can’t

be checked).
mutyapu chippa, oyster,

muwa, small bell; usually worn on
the ankles, e.g. by postal runners, to
scare away snakes; by dancing-girls

to make a tinkling, &c.

muvvisamuj ;
from mu, 3, and

visamu, iV

.

muzara, remission, discount. Hindu-
stani. A revenue term for remission of
land-tax or water-rate, and a business
term for discount.

_

ndcu y'ichchina

ddnilo nunchi nicu chilli gavva muzara
rddu

,
I won’t give you a farthing dis-

count.
miica, crowd, troop, varici vdca

,

doracu miica, the stream for the rice,

the troop for the baron (what is rice

without water or a baron without
retainers ?) ;

pedda mucanu venta pettu-

coni vastu v'unndru, they are coming
with a big crowd after them; muca
mida, in the lump,

miicudu, earthen platter,

miidava, third.

miidha, stupid, superstitious. Skt.

mudha visvdsamu, superstition,

miidhatvamu, stupidity, superstition.

Skt. locamlo aneculu mudhatvam cheta

rogalu vachchin appudu mandu veyin-

tsaca dayyal ani, bhutal ani, yedustu
,

snandlu cheyinchi, tadi battalu cattin-

chi, debbalu cottinchi, tindi pettaca,

madchi
,

munta pogalu vest bratice-

vdllanu cuda tsampi vestdru, in this

world many people out of superstition

give no medicine when diseases come,
but thinking them due to devils and
spirits, cry, and order baths, and have
wet cloths put on, and have the
patient beaten and starved and burn-
ing pots applied, and so kill the patient,

mudhudu, stupid
,
superstitiousperson

.

Skt.

mudintulu, three times as much.
ikha mudintalu janam vriiddhi aind,

[

mana desamlo panta manacu sari poyi,

itara desalacu cudd yegumati cheyya
vatstsunu, even if the population were
to increase threefold, the crops of our
country would suffice ana leave a
surplus for export.
mud6, third; same as miidava.
miidu, three,

mudumpatica, i-|.

muduncalu, 3^ ;
muduncalu ganta

,
a

quarter past three,

mtidunnara, s|.
mxiduretlu, thrice,

miidusarlu, three times,



muduta miirti[21

1

]

muduta, to happen, to end. cidii

rnridun ani, thinking a misfortune
would happen; ituvanti dushcarydlalo
pravesiste ye cidu mudacunda v’iirice

potunddyemiti? if you enterinto such a

course of wickedness you won’t get off

without some evil happening; vanici

ayitvu mudinadi, his days are ended,
miiga, dumb, miigavddu or miicudu,

a dumb man.
miiguta, to swarm, to crowd; also

musuruta, musuruconuta.
mula, corner, use. i mula tirigagdne

md y’illu, our house is just round the
corner

;
idi ye mulacu vatstsunu ? what

is the use of this ? mdrumulanu
,
hidden

in a corner; mula y’illu, a corner
house

;
mulan undevdnni yela mungitici

y’idustau? why pull the man in the
comer into the courtyard? (i.e. leave
quiet men alone)

;
pattanamu ndlugu

mulalanu tirigi, wandering over all

four corners of the town,
mulabandu, clamp,
mdlachchhldamu, cutting at the root.

Skt.; from mulam, root, and chhidam,
cutting.

muladhanamu, capital. Skt.; from
mulam, root, and dhanam

, money.
lacsha rupdyila mula dhanam gcda
campenivdru, a company with a lakh
of rupees capital.

mulaguta, to groan; also muluguta.
tiyyagd tiyyaga ragamu, mulagaga
mulagaga rogamu, practise and practise

and your singing will get better, groan
and groan and your illness will get
worse.
miilamu, root, source, origin. Skt.

Used of source of a book, source of a

river, root of a quantity in mathe-
matics, and so on. nadi mulamu, riishi

mulamu, stri mulamu vichdrintsa rddu,

you mu§f not inquire into the source
of a river or the origin of a rishi or
a woman; sammulamugd is root and
branch; samula nasanam ainadi

,

ruined root and branch,
mulamuga, by means of. y’i padu
jvaram mulamugd gdni leca pote, y’i

v’udaydnna Dhavilesvaram nenu sva-

yangdne vetti v’undunu, if it wasn’t for

this beastly fever I would have gone
to Dauleshvaram myself this morning.

mulapurusfmdu, first ancestor in a
pedigree. Skt.
mulasanca or miilavyddhi, piles,

muladharamu, cause. Skt. i ghara
pdtacamulac ellanu mana cul achdramu
mul ddhdram ai y'unnadi, our caste*
customs are the original cause of these
horrible sins; localti yed ani telncova-
dam yogdhhyasanic alia mul adhd-
ramuy knowledge that there are seven
worlds is the basis of all yogi practice,
muluguta, to groan; also mulaguta.
intlo dhanamu mtilugutii v’unnadiy the
money is tying idle in the house;
noppi pettf mulugutu y groaning in
pain.
mtipu, shoulder ;

bhuzamu is com-
moner.
miipuramu, bullock’s hump,
rnura, cubit, patti chelo v’undagdne

,

Polici miidu muUu, ndcu dru miittu ann
attu, like the man who said 3 cubits
for Poli and 6 for me while the cotton
was still in the field (counting your
chickens before they are hatched).
moppecu mur eda noru, a fool has a
wide mouth,
murchha, swoon. Skt.
murchhapovuta, to faint; also march-
hilluta. yeluca tsdvucu pilli march

-

hapond

?

will the cat faint at the rat’s

death ?

murchhateruta, to recover from a
swoon, murchha teri ceca veyutsun-
nadiy she recovered from her swoon
and screamed.
murchhilluta, to faint; also murch-
hapovuta . conta sepatici nenu march

-

hillitiniy 1 fainted for a while,
murkhamatamu, fanaticism. Skt.
murkhatvamu, obstinacy. Skt.
murhhatvam cheyya rddu, you must
not be obstinate ;

intamandici ild

telustu v’undaga y’z tellavdllacu y’i

murkhatvam yemayya ? when the facts

are so well known to so many people
why are the white men so obstinate
in denying them? (such facts that
an eclipse is due to a monster biting

the moon).
miirkhudu, obstinate man. Skt.

miirti, form, incarnate. Skt. murti
conchem aina, cirti vistdramu, small in

form, great in fame; idi vara ddcd



murtibhavintsuta [212] my^vu

tama khydti vintu ravadame cam
yeppudu darsanam mdtmrn cheyya
ledu ; y’ippudu tama murtini tsiiste nenu
mnnaddnid y’ippudu tsuchinaddnici

sari poyinadi

,

hitherto I had only been
hearing of Your Honour’s fame but
had never had the joy of seeing you;
now that I have seen Your Honour’s
form I see it equals Your Honour’s
fame (in some such words do people
sometimes try to flatter the Collector).

trimurti is the trinity
;
atadu nydya

muni

,

he is justice incarnate; dme
saundarya murti ai y’undenu, she was
beauty in person; Criishnamurti

,
the

god Krishna.
miirtifefaavintsuta, to become incar-

nate. Skt. locamuloni cdpatyam an-
tayu murtibhavinchi ayana rupamuna
avatarinchinadi, all the world’s fraud
became incarnate in his shape,

mushacamu, mouse, rat. Skt. Book
word for yeluca. mushacendra turan-

gudu is Ganesa (he whose steed is the
mouse).
musiconuta, to close

;
middle form of

muyuta
;

say musico for shut, not
muyyu

;
noru musico

,

shut your mouth

;

talapu musico

,

shut the door,
muta, lid.

muta, bundle, ddaddni mata nilla

muta, a woman’s word is a bundle of
water (la donna e mobile) ;

y’iddaru
culivallu moyya leni mutalanu polamlo
nunchi pattu coni vackchi y’inti cada
vappaginchevanni, I used to carry from
the fields bundles that two coolies

could not have lifted and take them
to the house; miitd mulU

,
bag and

baggage
;

vadi muta mulle dotsucu
poyinaru, they stripped him of all he
had

;
nim praydnamunacu muta mulle

cattu cona valenu
,
you’ll have to pack

for the journey.

muti, mouth, face; but the ordinary
word for ‘ mouth ’ is noru and for

{

face ’

mugam. muti mida cottu, slap him on
the mouth

;
nd mdtacu yeduru cheppite

mutipallu v’ude Idgu tannutdnu, if you
contradict me I will kick you till the
teeth in your mouth are loose

; vancara
miiti, wry mouth. The word is con-
temptuous like German Maul for
Mund.
miitramu, urine. Skt. Urinal would
be rnutra visarjana sthalam in San-
skritic Telugu; in ordinary Telugu
there is no word (because there is no
such thing), yerr du mutramunu, tell

du gomayamunu
,
patsts du pdlunu

y nili

du perugunu, nail du neyyunu pancha
gavyamulu, the five dairy products
(gavyam is from root go, cow) (re-

quired for the expiatory ceremony,
prdyaschittam

)

are the urine of a red
cow, the dung of a white cow, the
milk of a green cow, the curds of a
blue cow, and the clarified butter of
a black cow (I confess that I have
never seen either a blue cow or a green
one; the passage nevertheless is a
translation of a text in the Smritis,
Holy Scriptures); malamutramu is

faeces and urine.

miitraputitti, bladder.

muyuta, to shut, to cover, caligite callu

muyyi, leca pote mocallu muyyi, if you
can, cover your feet

;
if you can’t, your

knees (cut your coat according to

your cloth); reppalu musiyu muyaca,
with half-closed eyelids

; chesina tappu
musipettina ddgund ? murder will out.

muzavani, oral.

myavu, mew (of a cat), pilli myavu
anuts unnadi, the cat mews; the v is

not pronounced. So also ami, cow,
is pronounced du and pdvuram,
pigeon, pduram.



N
na, negative prefix. Skt. Idbha vishaya-
ntai dsti ndsti y’ani sandehintsutacu
avacasam unnadi

,
if we consider the

profit, it will be a trifle or nothing at

all; dsticudu is a theist, ndsticudu an
atheist ;

ippudu nasticula elubadilo

v'unnamu, we are now under the rule

of unbelievers.
-na, affix or case ending meaning ‘in’,

‘on’, ‘at*. gruhamuna
, in the house,

vanamuna, in the forest. Used in
books and with Sanskrit words for
-16

;
gruhamuna — intlo; vanamuna =

adavilo.

nacalu, copy. Hindustani, nacali-

rupam, aping, dorala nacali rupam-
lato taydru cavadamu goppa ghanataga
bhavinchi yHppudu anta botleru veshalu
vest unndru

,
they think it a great

achievement to ape Europeans, but
all they suceed in is looking like their
butlers ;

nacali cheshtalu
,

imitative

actions; mana nacali cheshtalu tsuchi

doralu navvutaru, Europeans only
laugh at us for imitating them,
acaluvrayuta, to copy,
nacanacal&duta, to feel distressed

and hungry; the plight of the unfed.
cucca tindi leca nacanacal dduts un-
nadi, the dog is starving

;
pantalu pdyi

tindi sariga leca povuta valla
,
jamilu

nacanacal dduts unnaru
,

the crops
having failed, the people are in great
distress.

aacca, jackal, concunacca

,

the timid
jackal, is the fox. naccalu yerugani
boccalu, ndgidu yerugani puttalu v’un-
nava

?

are there holes the jackal does
not know or ant-hills the snake is not
familiar with? nacca yeccada, Deva
locam yeccada ? where is the jackal,

where ss Heaven? (i.e. not in the
same place; what is Heaven to the
jackal?).

laccadosacaya, wild cucumber,
aaccajittulu, jackal-tricks (monkey-
tricks).

aacca-naichyamu, fawning servility.

vddi nacca-naichyamu tsuste nacu
asahyamu, his fawning attitude dis-

gusts me.

naccuta^ prowl, .to'triawl, to hide
oneself.

nacshatramu, star, lacsha nacsha-
tramul aind vaca chandrudu cddu

, one *

moon is more than hosts of stars;

bdludici talli nacshatrdlu tstipist un-
denu ; intalo nacshatram ocati rdli

padenu; talli: ad emito telisinadd?
baludu : devudu nippu pulla veligist

unnddu. A mother is showing her boy
the ^tars; meanwhile a star falls.

Mother: Do you know what that is?

Boy : God lighting a match, panchdn

-

gamulu pote nacshatramulu pond ? if

you have mislaid your calendar, you
still have the stars.

nada, nadaca, walking, a trip, cdli

nadacana
, on foot; nada pinuga

, a
walking corpse; pad,ava mudu nadalu
vachchinadi

,
the boat has made three

trips.

nadabavi, step-well
;

the common
wells with steps down ; the people go
down the steps and wash and spit and
then take drinking-water home; the
use of these wells leads to guinea-
worm, hook-worm, cholera, &c., but
they remain very popular.
nadapintsuta, to make to walk, to con-
duct (a business, &c.); causative of
nadatsuta, to walk.
nadaputa, to make to walk, to conduct

;

causative of nadatsuta, to walk; also

naduputa. raila nadapuvddu
,

the
engine-driver of a train; oda nadapu-
vddu

,
the captain of a ship

;
grantham

nadupuvadu
, a leader (,grantham is

used here in the sense of business);
Gandhi gd.ru nadaputene cangres vdri
granthamu nadust undi

,
the Congress

can work if Gandhi is there to direct it

;

nyayamu nadaputa is to executejustice.
nadata, conduct, the common word
for ‘ conduct^ ‘ behaviour*. dur-
nadata is bad conduct; ni durnadata
cheta nicu promoshanu cddu, sou can
have no promotion as your conduct
is bad; manchi nadata galigi, praja
seva chesinandulacu ,

doratanamu varu
micu y’i birudul ichchi hahucarintsuts
unndru

, as your conduct and public
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service are good the Government has
bestowed these honours on you

;

dyana nadata manchidi cddu
,
his con-

duct is not good.
nadatsuta, to walk

;
also nadutsuta . a

piil&cdya tappat adugulu veyutsu na-
r

dutsuts unnadu, that child still totters

when it walks.
nadava, entrance (of house), porch,
entrance-hall, nadavolo panducon-
nddu, he slept in the porch; A:
yevvaro lopalici vatstsuts iinnaru

;

vddtlo cheppulu tsappud agutsunnadi.

B : lopala mir emo pani mida Tinnatt

unndru; occa sari nadavaloci vachche-

dara. A: vatstsuts unndnu. A: Some
one is coming in, I hear a footstep

on the threshold. B: Are you busy
in there, Mr. A? Could you come
into the hall a minute ? A : Coming,
naday&duta, to roam; from nada,
walking, and aduta

,
to play, to move,

naddi, small of back, naddi viraga
podichinddu

,
he gave him a blow that

broke his back,
nadi, river. Skt.

nadi-, prefix meaning ‘middle’, nadi-

cdlamu
,
the time between ploughings

(the idle time for the ryots)
;
nadiriyi

,

midnight; nadicattu, waist-band; na-
divrelu

,
the middle finger; nadivayasu

,

middle age
;
nadividhilo

,
in the middle

of the street.

nadicattu, waist-band, girdle, mola-
trddu is the waist thread worn by

. Hindus
;
nadicattu is a belt,

nadimi, middle.
nadirdyi, midnight. Used in books,
nadipintsuta, to make to walk, to

conduct, to let one have free of cost;

causative of nadutsuta. pillacayani

nadipinchindi
,

she made the child

walk; chenu vdnici nadipinchdnu
, I let

him have a field free of rent; nenu nd
mdtanadipistdnu

,
I will keep my word,

nadivr^lu, middle finger; also nadi-
vilu.

-naduma, affix meaning ‘middle’

;

inadutfia, presently, lately; dnaduma
,

meanwhile.
naduma, between, naduma vachchi-

naru, they interposed ; naduma mdtld-
duta, to interrupt.

nadumu, waist, hip, loin, vdnici

vriiddhdpyamu cketa nadumu vangi
poyinadi

,
he is bent double with age;

nacu nadumu benicinadi
, my hip is

sprained
;

i gurramunacu nadumu
paddadi

,
this horse is gone in the ioins.

nadumucattuconuta, to gird up the
loins, to take a vow of chastity.

andaru nadumu cattuconi
, manacu

todapadi,
mana satruvida mida dhva-

jam etia valenu, all must gird up their

loins, join us, and raise the banner
against our enemies,
naduputa, to make to walk, to manage,
to conduct, to steer

;
causative of nadu-

tsuta. nyayamu naduputa
,
to execute

justice.

nadutsuta, to walk, to move, to work;
also nadatsuta. upanydsacudu :prapan-
chamlo manac enni sangatulu teliyavu,

ndc inta varacu railu yetla nadustundo
tinnaga teliyadu. sabhicudu: oca and
ichchi railu ticcettu conucconie telustund

ayya? Lecturer: How many things
there are in the world we don’t know;
I don’t properly understand yet how
the railway works. Voice from the
audience : Can’t you find out by spend-
ing one anna on a railway ticket ?

nafaru, personal. Hindustani, nafaru
samin is personal security (law term),
naga, jewel; more common in the
plural nagalu

,
jewellery. The com-

mon object of female desire and the
common subject of theft, donga man-

tsam cinda pacut undenu. bharta

( 1bharyato) yem ev? nuvv ya mantsam
cinda savarist unndu? donga: nSnu
donganu; mi bhdrya vanti mida nagalu
y'idi varace tisucunnanu, mantsam
cinda pettelo yem unnavo ani tsust

unndnu; paducondi. A thief is crawling
under the bed. Husband (to wife):

Ho there, is that you tidying under
the bed ? Thief : I am a thief, I have
already removed the jewellery that
was on your wife and am now seeing
what there is in the box under the

* bed
;
turn over and go to sleep,

nagadu, cash, nagadu lecca
, cash-

account.
nagaramu, town. Skt. nagaramu is

larger than pattanamu. The gradation
is palle

,
hamlet, iiru, village, patnam,

town, nagaram
,
city.
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nagaru, palace.

nagavu, laugh
;
more commonly navvu.

nagnamu, naked. Skt. Used in

books
;
usually disamola.

naichyamu, baseness. Skt., from
nechamu. naccanaichyamulu is cring-

ing, fawning.
naipunyamu, skill. Skt., from nipu-
nam.
naisargicamu, natural. Skt., from
nisargam. pinnala cante peddalacu
buddhi hetstsaguta naisaragicamu

,
it is

natural for the old to be wiser than
the young.
naiv£dyamu, oblation, wave offering.

Skt. md avva Vignesvara puja chesu-

coni naivedyam pettindi
, my grand-

mother adored -the Belly God and
placed an oblation before him

;
angatlo

bellamu guild lingdnici naivedyamu,
offering the jaggery in the bazaar to the
lingam in the temple (liberal at some
one else’s expense),
nakhamu, nail. Skt.

nakha-mukhalu, every comer, nakha-
mukhalu yenta vedacind nd •v’ungaramu
canupintsa ledu

,
I have searched every

comer for my ring but could not find

it; dme * donga ’ ‘

donga ’ ani cecalu

viyaga janulu nakha-mukhdla nundi
parugetticoni vachchiri, she cried

‘thief’ ‘thief’, and the people ran up
to her from all directions; z y’intlo

nakha-mukhalanu domain vyapinchi
y'unnavi, there are mosquitoes all over
this house.
nakhasikhaparyantamu, to the top
of the nails, i.e. all over. Skt., from
nakham, nail, sikha, top, and pariyan-
tam, up to. nakhasikhapariyantamu
pdratsuchi, looking him up and down,
nalabhai, 40 ;

also naluvadi
,
nalubadi.

nalagacottuta, to pound, to crush,

to bruise, vani nalagagottinaru
,
they

thrashcsd him; nd cheyyi nalaga cottu

conndnu
, I bruised my hand,

nalagatroccuta, to tread down,
nalaguta, to be crushed, to be bruised,

to be trodden, to become familiar.

a dov,a bdga nalaga ledu
,
not a well-

trodden path; pdtham atanici nali-

gindi
,
a well-worn lesson; varu zaga-

dam ddaga nenu naligi poyindnu ,
they

quarrelled and I was crushed; varu

naligi poyinaru, they were in reduced
circumstances. See also naluguta.

naiatsuta, to crush; also nalipiveyuta
,

nalutsuta.

naiguru. four people, several people,
the public, naiguru peddamanshultt
cheppina pracdramu rdji aindmu

,
\ve»

made up our quarrel on the advice of
several respectable persons. See also

naluguru.
nail, illness,

nalipiveyuta, to crush,

nalla, black, sabhadhipati : t rozu
upanyasam ichche ayana America
desasthudu; ayana tdlu tellanid aind
ayana hriidayam mana vale nallanide;
andu cheta miru sraddhagd vina valen
ani corut unnanu. Chairman: to-day’s
lecturer is an American; but though
his skin is white his heart is as black
as ours ; so listen to him with attention,

nalla-mandu bhayi, an opium eater,

a lazy man (from bkdt, brother.
Hindustani). China vdllu vatti nalla-

mandu bkayi-gdllu
,
the Chinese are

great opium eaters.

naUachima, black ant.

nallaguddu, pupil of eye.

nallamaddi, a tree (terminalia alata).

nallamandu, opium, the black poison

;

tellamandu
,
thewhitepoison, is arsenic,

nalli, bug; minnalli, the bounding bug,
is the flea.

nalu-, prefix meaning 4; naludicculu,

all round; naldesalu, all sides; nalu-
vadi

, 40.
nalubadi, 40. Same as nalabhai

,

naluvadi.

nalugu, a pasty ointment, sometimes
highly perfumed, used by Indians in
their oil baths.
nalugu-pettuta, to rub on such oint-

ment on ceremonial occasions, nalugu-

pdtalu
,
the songs which ladies sing on

such occasions; nalngu-pette samay-
amulo maryddalu sarigd zaruga led ani
peUivarici copam vachchinadi, the
bridegroom’s relations are offended
and say that there was nq, proper
exchange of courtesies when the
ceremony of the ointments was on.
nalugupindi, ointment ;

from naluguta,

to be crushed, and pindi, flour,

naluguru, four persons, some persons,
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the public, mint smartula naluguri

y’illacu velli bandobastu cheyyandi, go
to some Smarta houses and make
arrangements ; nalugurito patu Ndra-
yana, do at Rome as the Romans do

;

nalugurito tala yettuta, to hold up
one’s head in public. See also nalguru.

naluguta, to be crushed
;
same as nala

-

guta. na tsocca naligi poyindi, my coat

is rucked up ;
ninda vadadamu cheta

naligina pustacamu, a well-thumbed
book

;
na voll anta naligi poyindi, my

wholebody is bruised ;
idi baga naligina

pathamu, this is a most familiar lesson,

nalugutroccuta, to tread down, pairu
nalugutrocci

, treading down the crop,
nalumukhala, in all directions, nenu
pustacamunu nalamukhdla veticindnu , I

have hunted high and low for the book,
naluputa, to crush,
nalutsuta, to crush

;
same as nalatsuta.

nalusu, particle, cantilo nalusu, mote
in the eye.

naluvadi, 40; nalabhai is commoner,
naluvandru, 40 persons

;
also nalabadi

mandi.
namaluta, to chew, cherucu tipi ani
veUato namala vatstsuna? can the
sugar-cane be chewed to its roots just

because it is sweet? (greediness);

namala cudani ndricelamu, a hard nut
to crack (in Telugu to chew; ndricelam

is Skt. for cobbari
,
coco-nut),

namascarintsuta, to salute (with
folded hands). Skt. namas.
namascaramuj a salute (with folded
hands). Skt. namas ,

nambaru, number. English. Lacsh-
mayya : i motaru cdru micu yetla

vachchindi? Vencayya : latarilo. Lac-

shmayya: mi nambaru gelchindi cdbolu.

Vencayya: nenu latarilo dabbu petta
ledu; Idtari yerpdtu chesindi nine . A

:

How did you get that car? B: In a
raffle. A: I suppose you drew the
lucky number. B: No, I took no
ticket; I ran the raffle. In this

example the English words lottery,

motor-^ar, number, are the only
words that would or could be used;
they are chaste and pure Telugu; na
nambaru cottisiri

,

they dismissed my
suit (or case); suits and cases are
known by their numbers.

namda, saddle-pad.
nammacadoshamu, criminal breach
of trust

;
a law term,

nammacamaina, trustworthy, tsdld

nammacamaina chenwu, a very trust-

worthy tank (sure to hold water in

the irrigation season),

cammacamu, belief, trust, confi-

dence. Lacshmayya: tallidandrula

gundlu coduculacu saneramistav ani

vamsa paramparyapu siddhdntamlo
micu nammacam unnada? Vencayya

:

gattigd vhtndi; na dabbu anta allage

vachchindi. A : Do you believe in the

transmission of qualities from parents

to children on the heredity principle ?

B (firmly) : All my money came to me
that way.
nammica, belief.

nammintsuta, to make a person
believe in you. namminchi gontu
cosindduy he acquired his confidence
and cut his throat (ruined him)

.

nammuta, to believe, to trust, navve
adaddnni

,
yedche mogavanni na?nma

rddu, don’t trust a woman when she
laughs or a man when he cries, cdtici

poyina carandnni namma rddu
, don’t

trust a karnam even when he has gone
to the pyre (he will have left his lying

accounts behind)
;
vadu tsachchinad ani

ghattiga nammu, you may rest assured
he is dead; memu ni dayanu nammu
cunndmu,we countedon yourkindness,
namodu, entry (in a book). Hindu-
stani

;
also namozu.

namona, sample, form (for official

reports, &c.) . Hindustani ; alsonamund.

namrata, humility, modesty. Skt.,

from namram , bowed, namrata na-

tintsutsu, registering humility; oca
saandaryamu mdtrame eddu, dinici

namrata
,
sugunasampatti, vidya sama-

sta sadgunamulu v’unnavi
, it is not

only beauty she had, but medesty, a
procession of all the virtues, a galaxy
of talents.

nana, bud, nanalettuta
,
to bud.

nanabodi, a budding girl. Used in
books.
nandanavanamu, temple garden
(where flowers and basil are grown
for the services). Skt. Properly
Indra’s pleasure-garden.
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nanga, weevil,

nanganachi, minx, jade,

nanja, irrigated land. Hindustani.
The Tamils still use nanjai

,
contrary

punja (dry land). The Telugu words
in use are pallam and meraca, nanja
and punja being nearly obsolete,

nannu, me; accusative of nenu.

nannuru, 400.
nanzu, any lingering disease, e.g. beri-

beri, dropsy.
napunsacudu, eunuch. Skt. napunsa-

cudici Rambhato yemi prayojanam?
what use is the Heavenly Harlot to a

eunuch? bogamvaUanu v’untsu conna
vdllu vhintsucdni vallanu napunsacul
ani

,
parihasam chestaru

, those who
keep dancing-girls deride those who
don’t as eunuchs.

nara-, prefix meaning ‘human’. Skt.

narahatya is murder, narabali human
sacrifice.

nara, grey (of hair); also nerasina.

nara ventrucalu, grey hair; narapa-
gaddam, grey beard,
narabali, human sacrifice. Skt.

naracamu, hell. Skt. namcamu mana
cdsamu yeduru tsiistu v’untundi, hell’s

jaws are gaping for us.

naracuta, to cut; also narucuta. gota
chiduma taginadi goddanta naracuta

,

to fell with an axe what you could
nip with the nail,

narahantucudu, murderer. Skt.

narahatya, murder. Skt. narahatya
ddsham ,

charge ofmurder ; ibhutavaid-
yulanu pattuconi narahatya chesin

anducu sicshiste bagd v’undunu
,

it

would be well to arrest these witch-
doctors and punish them for murder,
naramansabhacshacudu, cannibal.

Skt., from nara, human, mdmsam,
flesh, and bhacsham, food,

naramu, nerve, vdni chetici naralu

levu (He has no nerves in his hand)
means he is a very liberal man;
‘nerveless’ has not this meaning in

English,
narayuta, to turn grey (of hair);

nerayuta is commoner,
narucuta, to cut to fell (a tree); also

naracufa.
narudu, human being. Skt,

nash^amu, loss, tennisu dtald banti

dtagani talacdyacu tagilenu. dtagddu

:

banti tagili nd talacayi boppi caitindi,

itla adadam anyayam. precskacudu:
acramam 'em ’und ayya ? inddcati
nunchi tsiht unndnu; mini ddut imn
appudu talacayi upayogintsane ledu,

andti chi debba tagilite mdtram emit
nashtam? At tennis a player was hit

on the head. Player: I have got a
lump on the head from a ball hitting

me on it; I claim a let. Onlooker:
What difference did it make, Sir?
I have been looking on all the time
and-iyou have not used your head at

all; what harm did it do you? nenu
nashtamlo pani chestunndnu, I am
working at a loss.

nashtapaduta, to suffer, panta leca

memu tsala nashtapadindmu
, -we have

lost a lot through the failure of our
crops.
nasimpu, destruction.

nasintsuta, nasinchipovuta, to be
destroyed, i sinal annitini tisi vesi

,

brdhmala cheta maha mantralu japam
cheyiste

, satruvul anta vacca debbald
nasinchi por andi? why keep all these
armies ? you can get all your enemies
destroyed at one stroke by having
mantrams said by brahmins; varna-

srama dharmdlu samulam nasistavi
,

religion will be destroyed root and
branch.
nasyamu, snuff. Skt., from ndsica,

nose, pogdcu condaru nasyamuga chesi

muccuna piltsuts unnaru, some make
tobacco into snuff and sniff it up.
natanamu, dancing, cunning be-
haviour, fraud.

natintsuta, to act, to pretend. Original
meaning ‘to dance’, nidra potu v’unn
attu natistu v'untanu, I will pretend
to be asleep.; dyana leca pote ndcu
prapanchame led ann attugd natistu

v'undadam cheta, cattu conna bhdrya-

caina y'inta prema, y'inta visvasamu
v’undad ani

,
nd mshayamai dyana

andaritonu slaghinchi cheputu v'untdru.

(Dancing-girl speaking) : Because I

pretend that he is all the world to me,
he praises me to every one as having
more love and faithfulness than a
wedded wife; itarul intici vachchin
appud aind biggaragd mdtddaca nd
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yedala inta hhacti tsupi
,
pad puja

cheyutsunn attu paicaina nafintsutsu

rave, when a stranger comes please

don’t raise your voice; please look at

me with some sort of dutifulness and
please make believe at leastthat you are

f a devoted wife
;
lopala ndcu valla mida

gontuca cddici copam v’unna,
.

paici

yemi yerugani vdni vale natistanu,

though I am choking inwardly with
anger against them, I will pretend
outwardly to know nothing

;
paid

mahd bhriityudu lagu natistddu, he is

outwardly very servile,

natstsa-chepputa, to convince, miru
yenta dabbu khartsu chesi, yendaru
goppa goppa vdllanu tsuckind, dora-

tanamu vdrid natstsa-cheppa leca

poyindru, though you have spent a
great deal of money in waiting upon
some of the bigwigs you could not
convince the Government,

natstsuta, to trust (nammuta is

commoner), to like, nivu ndcu
natstsina pillavu

,
you are the girl of

my own heart; pilla natstsa led ani

vadu pelli chesucon antunnadu
,
the boy

says that he cannot marry a girl he
does not like.

.natta, snail, shell-fish,

natta-, prefix meaning ‘in the middle’.
naitadavilo, in the heart of the forest;

nattanadi, the very middle; natt eta

putti munigin attu
,

like the coracle

sinking in midstream (a breakdown
in business).

nattagulla, shell (of a fish, snail’s

shell), nattagullal anni vaca revuna
,

mutyapu chippal anni vaca revuna, all

the common shells will be on one bank
and all the oyster-shells on another
(birds of a feather flock together),

nattanaduma, in the very middle,
natti, stammer,
nattivadu, stutterer,

nattuta, to stammer, nenu Telugu
matldda boti conchemu nattut undi

,

my Telugu is a bit halting
;
upanydsa-

cudu madhya madkya nattutu vach-
chinddu

, now and then the speaker
had to stop short in the middle of his

speech.
natudu, actor, vadu abhinayintsa leni

natudu, he is an actor who can’t act.

nauca, boat. Skt. naucalu is used in
i the newspapers for ‘ navy ’ for warit of

a better word
;
samudra nauca

, a sea-

going ship.

naucari, service. Hindustani, vdni
coducunu nd vadda cattuhadi naucarici
v'unchinddu, he articled his son to me.
To enter a service is naucari cheruta.

naucaru, servant. Hindustani, yaza-
mani: nuvvu ma y'intlo iravai yella

batti pani chestunnau; ni panici mech-
chanu . naucaru: mechchi yem chestdr

andi? yazamani: ica nunchi ninnu
naucaruga tsudaca nd cutumbamlo
ocanigd tsustdm

,
andu cheta nic ica

mida jitam iyyamu. Mistress : You
have done us good service for twenty
years. Servant : And therefore, ma’am ?

Mistress: And therefore we will, in
future, not look upon you as a servant
but as a member of the family and
give you no wages. Rdmayya: mi
cotta naucaru yetla pani chest unnddu ?

Somayya : ippaticinalugu chimnigldsulu
baddalu cottadu

,
oca gadiydram akhar

aindi; tsala cashta padi pani chestadu.

A: How is your new servant working

?

B: So far his score is four lamp
chimneys and one clock; he is very
hard-working, naucaru : micu naucaru
cd valen ani yevaro cheppite vach-

chanu. peddamanishi : md y’intlo pani
anta md vdUe chisu contdre. naucaru

:

atla aite nenu tappacunda iccade
v’untdnu, untsu condi. Servant: Some
one said you wanted a servant.
Gentleman: In this house we do all

the work ourselves. Servant: Then
that just suits me, take me on; jitamu
leni naucaru copamu leni dora

, a
master who gives his servant no wages
must keep his temper,

nava-, prefix meaning 9. Skt. The
Telugus are fond of enumerating kinds
of anything as the 3 world?, the 9
jewels. The alphabet book for chil-

dren contains the list ofnavaratnamulu,
the 9 jewels (diamond, ruby, &c.);
navarandhramulu

,
the 9 holes (of the

body); navadhdnyamulu, the 9 grains
(rice, wheat, &c.), and so on. navardtri
is a great festival in September or
October continuing for 9 nights, also

commonly known as the Dasara.



nacuta

navalu, novel. English. J
navamin&du, 9th day; the 9th lunar sn

day after either the full moon or the ca

new moon, mahar-nayami,
the great w

Navami festival during the
_

Dasara m
from maha, great, and navami.

navamu, new. Skt.

navana, ninth.
•f

navanavaladuta, to prosper, to appear is

fresh, i curagdyalu navanavaladutu «•

v'unnayi,
those vegetables are quite na

fresh; bdgd vicasinchi navanavaladutu c,

v’unn’a puvvulu coyyi, pick out fresh o

navaniglrlculu"' people of die new r

civilization, i.e. the English-educated, r

v’z navandgariculu matalu nammi ,

moka £o:W> saddchdramulanu rmru 3

manta punucunte nindala pal ai potaru . ?

Believing these modernizers and being

taken in by them you try and put a j

stop to good old customs and incur -

blame ;
navandgaricula cuyuctula nam - <

?ra mir evvarunu sudrula vidyac angica-

rimpa cudadu, you must not
.

believe

the fallacies of the modernists and

admit sudras to learning (of course,

education should be confined to brah-

navdbu, nabob, navdbu SdtullaKhdn

avva ndtidi, of the days of Queen

Anne; nddu v’unte navabu sayebu,

annamu v’unte amiru sdyebu, blda

padite faciru sayebu, tsaste piru

sdyebu, if a Muhammedan has land

he is a Nabob, if he has enough to eat
;

an Amir, if he is poor he is a t akir,

when he dies he becomes a Pir.

navaru, broad tape. Hindustani, ihe

tape they lace on bed frames 1 man-

tsamunacu navaru nesind.ru, this cot is

laced with tape; i f^tsam rnida

yevaru padu co cudadu; dvmdipata

navdru tegi potundi, no one should

sleep Sn that bed; its old tape would

break.
navinamu, new. Skt.

.

naw<S, laughing, smiling. Aonstic

participle of navvuta, to laugh,

navvintsuta, to be laughed at, to

amuse; causal of navvuta,
to laugh.

naluguri cheta navvintsu cova.dam nacu

ishtam ledu ,
I don’t care to be a com-

mon laughing stock.

nawu, laugh, laughter, laughing,

smiling, nawu ndlu gandala nashta-

cdri, laughter brings many dangers

with it; nddi yepptidu navvu mogame,

mine is always a smiling face,

nawulata, fun. noway a.n4i, idi

navvuldta vyavahdramcadu, idi niukh^

yamaina caryam, don t laugh; there

is nothing to laugh at; it is important;

nenu navvaldtac anndnu, I said itm jest,

navvuta, to laugh, navva cheppeyadu

cheda cheppunu ,
yedava cheppevcuiu

brataca cheppunu, the advice which

makes you laugh may bring you to

ruin, the advice which makes you cry

may save you; potto checcal ayyet

antaga navvuta ,
to laugh fit to split

l
your sides ;

patta leca paccuna nmt-
nddu ,

he could not contain himself and

r burst out laughing. Lacshmayya.

1 podduna nd pelldm mida copam yach-

r chi tittanu. Vencayya : avidecu nimida

[ copam rd ledd ? Lacshmayya: raledu

. navvindi. Vencayya :
yendu cheta.

e Lacshmayya : nen into dhairyam tetstsu

d coni cop padd anducu santoshmchindi.

> Smith : I lost my temper with my wife

this morning and called her names

Jones : Did she lose her temper too ?

r„ Smith: No, she laughed. Jones.

D Why? Smith: She was so pleased at

u my having had spunk enough to get

la angry; nawe ddaddnni, yedche moga-

ru vanni namma radu, beware of a

id laughing woman and a weeping man.

at navamu, cheap.
.

.

; r nayamu, kindness, virtue, luck, im-

’ provement. Skt. nedu conchem nayam

he ainadi, rather better to-day ;
naya-

,n_ bhayamulu, fair and foul ;
vania naya-

t n^anXeye
h
Skt

b
Us

e

ed in books

M nazS; homage-gift HlndusW

an

honourable figure.

itiC

SlbS; navel. Skt. The Teltfgu word

to is boddu.

o-h nacu, to me; dative of nenu

.

loi nacuta, to lick, teddu naa vupavasa-

mulu mdnpin attu, stopping the fast by

licking the ladle.



nadamu naluca[220]

nadamu, sound. Skt. pdtacudu:
manna. Gocle hdlulo nenu pddite nd
nadam yetlavyapinchindo canipettava ?

snehitudu; adi svechchagd vydpintsa-

ddnici tsdlamandi lechi poyinaru.

Singer : Did you notice how my voice
f carried in the Gokhale Hall the other

day? Friend: Yes, many got up and
went away to give it free scope,

nadamu, the hoof of a horse,

nade, shuttle.

nadhudu, lord, husband. Skt. prana-
nadhudu

,

lord of my life is what
women call their husbands in books

;

muni-nddhudu

,

saint,

nadi, mine (that which belongs to me)

.

nadi, vein, pulse. Skt. vani nadi
tsuckanu

,

I felt his pulse; nadi bahu
vadiga cottu cuntu v’unnadi

,
the pulse

is very quick.
nadu, day, ago; dinam and rozu are

other common words for ‘day’, oca

nadu vindu
,
vaca nadu mandu

,
feast

one day and medicine the next; yen
ndll aindi ? how long ago ? ndlug endla

nadu
, four years ago.

nadu, country, district, -nadu v’unte

navabu sayebu

,

if a Muhammedan
has a district he calls himself a Nabob;
turpu nadu

,
the eastern districts; and

by this the Godavari people mean
those of Vizag and Ganjam, to whose
inhabitants they refer contemptuously
as turpuvdllu; the easterners come to

work in the Godavari district in the
harvest season

;
ichche Muricinati

-

vdrici abhyantaram leca pote, putstsu-

conadanici Velindtvudrici yimi abhyan-
taram v'untundi? if the Blackshire
people have no objection to giving in

marriage, what objection should the
Whiteshire people have to taking?
The usual word for country is desam

;

for district districtu or jilld; the usual
word for foreign countries is sima.
-nadu, -natinunchi, affix meaning
‘when’,

c

at the time of’; from nadu,
day; chinnddu

, when he was young;
tatanadty, in his grandfather’s time;
tandrindtinunchi, from the time of his

father; dnddu, at that time,
nagabali, fourth day of marriage cere-
mony

; also ndgavalli,

nagadali, pricldy-pear; also ndgatali.

nagajemudu, the milk-hedge, a sort
of cactus.

nagali, plough, ndgaticarru is plough-
share and nagatiduppa

, ploughstock.
nagamu, serpent; especially cobra.
Skt.; also nagu. Telugu, pamu. ndga-
cancanudu is Siva because he wears a

bracelet of snakes; ndgatali, pricldy-

pear is presumably so called because
it harbours snakes; nagalocamu, ser-

pents’ world, is the underworld;
ndgendrudu is the King of Snakes,

nagaricata, civilization. Skt., from
nagar, town; like our urbanity,

nagaricudu, a civilized man, a culti-

vated man, a polished man, a gentle-

man. Skt. navandgariculu are the
English-educated reformers,

nagatdli, prickly-pear; also nagadali.

nagavaili, betel-vine. Skt. The
Telugu is tdmbulamu. See also naga-
bali.

nagavaili, fourth day of marriage cere-

mony. Skt. So called because betel

is distributed on that day.
nagendrudu. King of the Nagas. Skt.

The Nagas are fairy-snakes,

n&gu, snake, cobra. Skt.; same as

nagamu.
nalamu, horseshoe; but Iddam is

[

commoner. Plural naUu.
nalgava, fourth.

nalgu, four, some; also nalu
,
nalugu .

nali, mean work, ciilindli, hard and low
work, drudgery.

nalica, tongue; also naluca
,
ndlice. nalica,

nalica, vipucu debbalu teca, tongue,
tongue, bring not blows on my back,

nalimutstsu, hypocrite, traitor,

nallu, days, period; plural of nadu,
day. au pdde naUu, aisvaryame nallu

,

barre pdde ndllu bhagyamaina nallu,

make hay while the sun shines (the
good days are those when the cow and
she-buffalo give milk). Also plural of
nddi, vein; nadu

,

country; and ndlamu,
horseshoe, ndllu veyuta, to shoe,
naluca, tongue

;
also nalica, ndlice. nd

naluca puchinadi, my tongue is sore;
condandluca is the uvula; condandlucacu
mandu veste, unna ndluca udi poyin
atlu, pulling out your tongue to give
medicine to the uvula (the remedy is

worse than the disease).



nalugesi [221 ] naraca

nalugesi, four at a time,

nalugu, four, several. Four only of
i

things ;
four qualifying a personal

j

noun is naluguru or ndlugumandi
,

i

never nalugu. Indefinitely nalugu
means several, cecalato y’inti mida
penculu nalugu yegiri poyinavi

, various

tiles on the roof flew off at the noise

(in this sense it may be postponed to

the noun qualified, but need not be)

;

nalugu tittuta
,
to do a bit of cursing;

nalugu cotti aidu nimishdlu is 4.5 by
the clock.

naluguretlu, four times.

-ndma, suffix meaning ‘document*.
Hindustani, rdjinama, document of
composition; cararunama, document
of agreement.
namaca, namaeach, namacartha-
maina, nominally. Skt., from namam

,

name, namaca zaminddrudu
, a zamin-

dar only in name.
namacaranamiij naming ceremony,
corresponding to christening,

namadheyamu, name. Skt. When
you ask some one what his name is, you
say ndmadheyam rather than namam.
namamu, name. Skt.; same root as

the English ‘ name * and probably also

as the English ‘ know 5

;
name was

what a person was known by; Latin
nomen

,
Greek onoma, GermanNamen

;

one of the most widely diffused of

roots, peddalu micu Maydcharlagdrini
sarthaca namam pettinaru

,
your elders

gave you a very suitable name when
they called you Proteus (cf. old John
of Gaunt and gaunt in being old;

auto gar se dei prometheds koto tropo

tesd ecculisthesei technes
;
or the Col-

lector’s confidential note on the

character of a tahsildar, Mr. A.
Devasahayam : God help us)

;
pent is

the common word, but even peru is

not always idiomatic for name. What
is the name of that hill? is d conda

yem antdru ? or yem antdru a conda ?

ndmamu, a cattle disease,

namamu, caste-mark; panganamamu
is a Vaishnavite mark,
namardpa, name and form, the

phenomenal world (philosophy). Skt.

namoshi, shame. Hindustani,
ndnabettuta, nanaveyuta, to lay out

to soak, to delay, manamu pdnam
cheyu milild carralu ndnavestdru

,
they

lay logs to soak in our drinking-water
well (Telugus are not particular about
material contamination of drinking-
water; oniy about ceremonial con-
tamination). *

nana, several. Skt. ndnd rupamaina>

protean; ndnamukhdla, in several

directions
;

hdzaru vdrantu vastund
emo-n ani ndnd mukkdla pari pdyindru

,

thinking an arrest warrant was issuing
they absconded in several directions,

nandticij'day by day; from nddu, day.
nanemu, coin, tdluca gwndstkala
chetulald vendi ndnemulu rupam aina
divy aushathamu padina pacshnamuna,
if a panacea in the shape of silver coins
falls into the hands of the Taluk clerks,

nanna, father; for nayana. To this

word you must always add gdru to
show the respect due to a father if

you are addressing him
;
more familiar

than tandri but not slang like
c
dad’

or ‘ pater ’ or
4

governor ’
;
exactly equi-

valent to the Italian babbo. ndnnato
vhinnadi ledani cheppum'ani, lenidi

v’unnad ani cheppum’ani
,
abaddhdlu

nerputu v’umiau, you teach your child

to lie to his father and say that

what is is not and what is not is (a

common fault of Telugu mothers).
ticha.ru : leccalalo inni tappulu occadavu
yetla chesavu ? baludu : nenu occadane
cad andi

,
md nanna cuda calisi chesad

andi. Teacher: How did you manage
to make so many mistakes in your
sums all by yourself? Boy: I wasn’t
all by myself; father helped, ticharu:

ninna madhydnam sculucu rd led emi ?

baludu : md nannanu saracasucu thucu
po valasi vachchind andi . Teacher:
Why didn’t you come to school
yesterday afternoon? Boy: I had to

take my father to the circus,

nantsuta, to soak, to wet.
nanuta, to soak, to become wet;
commonly, with the auxiliary, nana-
veyuta. 9

nara, fibre, bark, rata nara tisin attut

like taking bark off a stone ; zanapa-

narapitsu valegaddamu
,
oakum beard,

naraca, hellish. Skt.; adjective from
naracam

,
hell.



narachira [222] natuta

narachira, bark garment supposed
to be worn by sages.

Naradudu, Narada, the Hindu
Orpheus, inventor of the lute

;
appears

in all the plays as a jeering personage,

who makes mischief,

m&ri, naricurupu, guinea-worm,
narinjacayi, orange,
narinjachettu, orange tree,

naru, seedling; also mocca . narumadi,
seed-bed; also acumadi. niru v'unte

naru v’unda valenu, if there be water,

there must be seedlings,

nasa, nose. Skt. The Telugu is rraiccu.

Also ndsica.

nasamani, nose-jewel. Skt.

ndsamu, nasanamu, destruction. Skt.

magavaUa nasdnici yeccada adavaUu
caranam, women are everywhere the
cause of men’s ruin. *

nasaputamu, nostril
;

also mukhu-
randhramu.

ndsica, nose. Skt. The Telugu is

muccu; also nasa,

ndsiluta, to be ruined. Skt.

nasti, nullity, atheism. Skt. word
meaning ‘it is not’. y'Inglishu tsaduvu
cunnavallacusarvam nasti

,
the English-

educated are all atheism,
ndstica, atheistical. Skt. iyana ndstica

vaddlu chestu v'unnadu
,
he is using

atheistical arguments
;

yedo ndstica

v’upanydsam chestdr ata , they say he is

goingto deliversome atheistical lecture

.

nasticata, atheism; also ndsticyamu.
Skt.

ndsticudu, atheist. Skt. ippativallu

y'Inglishu tsaduvu coni nasticul ai
,

purdnamulu prdmdnamulu cdv antdru
,

the English-educated having become
atheists deny the authority of the
Puranas; ippudu ndsticula yelubadilo

v’unndmu
,
we are now under a regime

of unbelievers.

ndsticyamu, atheism; also nasticata,

Skt.

ndtacamu, play (drama). Skt. Lacsh-

mayya : nenu rachinchina ndtacam
yetla v’vnnadi ? sukhangd mugisindd
Mdd? Rdmayya; ndtacam adatam
mugisina tarvata tsuchi vachchina vdllu

sukka paddaru. Smith: How about
my play? Did it go off well? Jones:
The spectators were very pleased

when it was over, ndtudu : nenu ndta-

camlo tsachchi potu v’unn appudu
precshaculu yetla yedchdro tsusavd?
snehitudu: ddnid caranam emito telu-

sund ? ndtudu: yemito nuvvu cheppu.

snehitudu: nuvvu nizamgd tsava led

ani. Actor: Did you see how the
audience cried when I died on the
stage? Friend: Do you know why?
Actor: Tell me. Friend: Because you
did not really die.

natacasala, theatre. Skt. ticharu:

papam cheyyani vdllu yeccadici potdro
micu telusuna? baludu: teliyad andi.

ticharu: nenu chepputanu canuccondi;

accada yeppudu sangitampddut untdru

:

natyam chest untdru; chitramaina
dipalu velugut untayi; suvasanalu vast
untai; adi yeccado cheppandi. baludu:
ndtacasdla. Teacher: Do you know
where those who don’t sin will go?
Boy: No, Sir. Teacher: I will tell

you, guess
;
a place where they always

sing and dance and where there are

wonderful lights and fragrant odours

;

where is that? Boy: The theatre,

natici, on that day, from that time;
from nddu

,
day. rend etta natici ippati

nunchi siddham cheyy dl end ? were two
years not enough for preparation?
oca nela ndtici i cesu tlsucontdnu

,
I will

take up that case to-day month,
natinundi, since that time; from
nadUy day.

nativaru, the people of that time,
natsu, weed in water (vallisneria

octandra). matacu mata tegulu, nttlacu

natsu tegulu, words and weeds choke
speech and stream.

natu, country-made
; from nddu

,

country, natumandu
, country-gun-

powder
;
natu margamura

,
by the road

;

also ndtuna. jala mdrgamuna dlasyam
agun ani ndtuna vachchinanu

, I came
by the road as the water-route is

slow.

natupuramu, up country, the mu-
fassal. natupurdnici poyindru

, they
have gone up country,

natupurapuvandlu, up-country folk,

natuta, to plant, to fix in, to transplant.
natina pairucu nashtamu ledu, trans-
planted crops never fail; nd mdtalu
vdni chevild mulucul ai ndtenu

, my



natyamu [223] netti

words pierced his heart
; idi sil acsha-

ram vale nl manassulo ndtuconi v’

untundi, this will remain indelibly

inscribed on your mind,
natyamu, dancing, nautch. Skt.

nava, ship. Skt. The Telugu is 6da\
the newspapers usually say nauca, as

yuddhanauca for battleship,

n&vicudu, sailor, steersman. Skt.

cayacamu, leadership. Skt. bahu
ndyacam ,

bdla ndyacam
,
stri ndyacam

,

the leadership of many, of minors, or
of women leads to misfortune [Woe
to thee, O land, -when thy king is a

child (Eccles. x. 16)].

nayacudu, leader, naick, chief, baron,
hero. Skt. ndtacamlo altar autundi .

manejaru : yendu cheta ? ndpidu

:

nayacudu yuddhamlo tsdva valasi

v’unte
,
tsavacundd nilutstsune unnadu;

precshaculu navvut unnaru. manejaru

:

bdci v’unna jitam ippudu istan ani

cheppu. Row at the play. Manager:
What’s it all about ? Actor : The lead-

ing part ought to have died in battle

but won’t die and is still standing
; the

audience is laughing. Manager: Tell
him I will at once give him his arrears

of salary.

ndyana, father, my dear Sir. Fathers
being deservedly beloved, this word
is also used as a term of endearment.
tandri: nenu tsachchipoyina tarvdta

,

nuvvu yem ckestdvu? coducu: mi
ndyana poyina tarvdta nuvvu yem
chesavd nenu ade chestanu. tandri: aite

nuvvu bdgupadavu. Father: What will

you do when I am dead ? Son : What
you did when your father died.

Father: Then you won’t do well;

nayand; yemi viparitam! my dear Sir!

what a remarkable thing!

nayantatanene, by myself, alone by
myself.
nayant&tanenu, I myself,
ndyudu, the caste title of several Sudra
castes (in high position),

nazaru, sheriff, the sheriff’s depart-

ment. Hindustani. The sheriffs

collectively in the civil courts are

called the nazar.

naziicu, fine, delicate. Hindustani,
negaduta, to increase, to spread.

gramam negadi casba aindi, the village

grew into a head-quarters town (e.g.

|

Bezwada).
neggintsuta, to cause to succeed

;

causal of negguta . apaid nenu neggintsa

lenity I can’t get it through; indula

mafia prayojacatvam canaparichi mana
pantam neggintsu co valenu, we must*
show our dexterity and get our way.
neggu, success, yeldgu neggucu vas-

tdnu ? how shall I succeed ?

negguta, to thrive, to succeed,
nela, month; also masam. adugo ante
aru jielalu, there it is, he says, and it

takes six months before you get it;

mudu nelalacu vellutdnu , I shall go in

three months
;
nelanelacu

,

everymonth

.

nelacolputa, to establish,

nelavanca, half moon,
nemali, peacock; also nemili . nemali
canta niru cdrite vetacadici mndda?
is the hunter moved by the peacock’s
tears ?

nemaru, the cud.
nemaruveyuta, to chew the cud.
gorrelu nemaruvese jantuvulu, sheep
are ruminants.
nemmadi, quiet, in good health.

itadu bahu nemmadigdnu vinayanganu
matlddniu v'unnadu, he talks very
quietly and submissively,
nemmadi, peace, nemmadibhangam
is a law term for breach of the peace
nemmadiparatsuta, to tranquillize,

nerasu, particle, flaw; canti nerasu,

mote in the eye; same as nalusu,

nerasulu vedaci pattuta tsala telica
,
it

is very easy to detect flaws; nivu
nerasulu vedaci pattuconi dcshepana
chestavu, you are picking out trifles to

find fault.

neravertsuta, to accomplish,
neraveruta, to be fulfilled, to succeed.
ni abhishtamu sighramugane neraveru-
tundi

,
your wish will soon be fulfilled

;

cdryam yenta sighramugd neraverite

anta manchidi

,

the sooner the better,

nerayuta, grow grey (of hair), gaddalu
misalu nerasina musalvudttu

, grey-

bearded and grey-haired old*men.
neriya, crack.

netica, knuckle, netica virutsuta
,
to

snap the fingers; mogamuna neticalu

virichi, snapping her fingers in his face,

netti, head; tala* is the ordinary word,



netturu [224] n£rpu

netti and burra other words; also

talacai. nett ecci, raising the head (in

pride); netti mutacu suncam adigin

attu
,
demanding toll for a head-load.

(Head-loads are free still or charged
with a nominal amount under the

* forest rules.)

netturu, blood; also ractam (there are

at least two words for most things in

Telugu). vanici netturu virechanamul
autsunnavi, he passes blood

;
vdni

muccu venta netturu cdrinadi
, he bled

at the nose ;
netturu-sparsagalavdru is

blood-relations. %

neyyi, ghee (clarified butter), bhac-

shyamulu uducu netilo veste tsumyi
mantunnaviy if you put sweetmeats
into boiling ghee they will fizzle;

nyayddkipati : nuvvu dabbu iyya leca

pote, cammani neyyi poyyum ani yen-
ducu adigau? mudddyi: dabbu yetldgu

iyya ledu ganuca mancki neyyi yenducu
tisu co rad ani adiganu. Judge: If you
could not pay, why did you ask for

best ghee? Accused: As I was not
paying, I might as well have the best;

neti cunda nela petti
,
vatti cunda v'utti

mida pettevadu, like the man who put
the pot of ghee on the ground and
the empty pot on the sling (absent-
mindedness).
-ne, emphatic suffix made up of
euphonic n after a vowel and e,

emphatic particle, vadu vettagdne, as

soon as he went away,
ne, for nenu, I. nenu veUutdnu becomes
in rapid speech ne vedata.

nedu, to-day, from nadiiy day.
n£la, ground, soil, land, floor,

nelacottu, cellar; from nSla, ground,
and cottUy store-room,

ndlapaiu, level with the ground.
peddalu cheppina dharmamul anm
nelapdl autavi

, the virtues taught by
our elders are all abandoned.

n£lar£du, the lord of the land, king,
n&mintsuta, to appoint. Skt., for the
commoner niyamintsuta .

nenu, Ip but nd dehatnu, my body, or
nd manasuy my mind, is often the
equivalent of I ; the Telugus are proud
of using these circumlocutions and
consider our failure to do so to be due
to our inferior psychological insight.

neraca, involuntarily, unawares, not
on purpose; from nertmta . neraca
chesinanUy I didn’t do it on purpose;
nerchi neraca chesina pani, an act com-
mitted unconsciously,
neradu, don’t know how to, won’t,
can’t; from nertsuta. arache cucca
carava neradut barking dogs don’t
bite.

n£ramu, crime; the common word,
e.g. for those enumerated in the Indian
Penal Code.
neramugala, criminal; used as a law
term to translate ‘criminal’ in such
expressions as criminal breach of
trust, for which the stock expression
of our Government translator is

neramugala nammaca ddshamu
; an

expression which I warrant that the
Telugu man in the street would never
have thought out for himself,

nerani, the ignorance which comes
from not having learnt, pdda nerani

,

inability to sing, not having learnt to

sing.

nerasthudu, a criminal,

neredu, a tree (ardisia humilis), sort of
rose-apple, jambu neredu is eugenia
jamboSy of which we eat the fruit,

nerpintsuta, to cause to teach. A
double causative, the steps being
nertsutay to learn, nerputay to teach,
nerpintsuta

, to cause to teach,

nerpu, skill, cleverness, sastrulugdru
ninnati dinam Yeluru padava yecci

DhavaUsvaram miduga y’i rozuna
Pithdpuram veUutdr ani ninna sayan-

cdlam vriittanta patricalo tsadivindnu;
tsadivi yemi chesinan anuconnavu ?

nSrpu tsudu; vacca mdtu tappacunda
darsanam ichchi ghanta sep aina ma
griihampdvanam chesi

,
vacca pdta pddi

maUi vella valasinad ani v'uttaram
vrasiy mana naucarla chetic ichchi

,
tella-

vdru zdmune bandini manushyalanu
Dhavalesvaram pampinckindnu

, I read
in the paper that the Shastri was going
to get into the canal-boat at Ellore and
go to-day to Pithapuram via Daulesh-
varam; what do you suppose I did?
See how clever I was : I wrote a letter

saying that he must sanctify my house
just for an hour by coming to it and
sing one song, and gave it to my
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servants, and sent a bullock-cart and
men to Dauleshvaram at dawn,
ndrputa, to teach; causative of ner-

tsata
,
to learn. chepapillacuyHtanerpa

vaiend

?

have young fish got to be
taught to swim? tataca dagga nerpa
vaiend ? teach your grandmother how
to suck eggs (your grandfather how to
cough).
n^rtsuta, to learn, vadu onamdlu
nerpuconuts unnddu

, he is learning his

A, B, C (the letters 0, na, and ma
correspond to our a, b , e). manamadu
nertsucunn attu avvacu durada tirin

attu
,

the boy learnt his lesson by
scrawling on his granny's back and
at the same time relieved her itching

(killing two birds with one stone);

tsaduvu nerchina ddaddnitonu
, vanta

nerchina magavdditonu yevvaru v'opa
leru

,
a woman who has learnt to read,

a man who has learnt to cook, are past
bearing, bharta: cafi cheyyadanici

iravai margdl unnai. bhdrya: nac
enducu chepputdru a sangati ? bharta

:

vdtilo nuvvu occati nertsu cunna, ndcu
tsalunu. Husband: There are twenty
ways of making coffee. Wife: Why
do you say that? Husband: If you
learnt one, I should be satisfied,

neruga, straight, a dovanu neruga po
valenu, go straight along that road

; but
tinnagd is commoner in the Circars.

nestamu, friendship; but snehamu is

commoner.
neta, weaving. Also abl. of nedu, to-day.
neticunda, pot of ghee; neti is the
genitive of neyyi, ghee, neticunda nela

petti
,
vatti cunda v’utti mida pettevadu,

putting the pot of ghee on the ground
and the empty pot in the sling (in-

stead of doing the reverse, proverb
of absent-mindedness),

n^tiguna, jar of ghee, netiguna cheta

puni nhhchena yeccin attu

,

like going
up the ladder with a jar of ghee in

one’s hands (rather a difficult thing
to do).

n6tir&tri, to-night; neti is the genitive

of nedu
,
to-day.

netisamacharamu, to-day’s news,
n^tramu, eye. Skt. The Telugu is

cannu, but netramu is also used in

books, especially in compound words

niccapodutsuta

like netrotsavamu (;netra and utsavam,
festival); netraparvamu y feast for the
eyes; netrdbhmayamu

,
acting with the

eyes.

neyamu, friendship
;
probably corrupt

Skt. from sneharn or nydyam or a
mixture of the two. <

neyi, ghee; for neyyi, which is com-
moner.
neyuta, to weave, to lace, to thatch.

mantsamu neyuta, to lace a bed with
tape; gaddi neyuta, to thatch with grass;

gaddi nesina, thatched. The root is

one of the most universal: Skt. nah,

join together, spin; Greek neo; Latin
necto; German nahen, to sew; our
own words ‘connect’, &c., derived
from the Latin; Tamil mil, Telugu
niilu, Greek nema, thread, are prob-
ably from the same root

;
so probably

is our needle, German nadel

,

old
Norse nal, Greek netron, spindle, and
so on.

ni-, negative prefix. Skt. Becomes
nir, nish, nis

, in composition,
nibadhamu, bound, restricted. Skt.

nibadhij indubitable, certain, vadu
bratucuta nibaddhi ledu, it is not
certain he will live,

nibandhanamu, agreement, condi-

tion. Skt.
nibandhintsuta, to bind, to restrain.

Skt. bind and bandh, Skt., are the

same root; so also binden, German.
bandhu, relation, comes from this root

and probably Greek pentheros, father-

in-law.

nicaramu, net profit or balance or
weight, nicaram rabadi, net income;
nicaramu bangaru, net weight of the

gold.

niccachchi, force, strictness, vadu
tsala niccachchi manishi, he is a very

strict man.
niccamu, truth, certainty; nizamu is

commoner for ‘truth’ and mischayamu
for ‘certainty’.

niccamluguta, to strut proudly, a re-

duplicated word from niccyta and
niluguta, which both mean to strut,

niccapettuta, to prick up, to cock.

gurramu chevulu nicca pettindi, the

horse pricked up its ears.

niccapodutsuta,to protrude,to bristle

.

Q
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paid nicca podutsu coni tfunna dirkha

romumulu
,
thick bristling hair,

niccuta, to protrude, to strut, niccu-

potn is a proud man, a popinjay,

nicetanamu, house. Skt. Used in

books for illu but less commonly thari
' another Skt. word gruham, which is

also used in common talk,

nichchena, ladder, neti guna cheta

puni nichchena yeccin attu, like going
up a ladder with a firkin of ghee in

your arms (a perilous undertaking);

chettu yeccinchi nichchena tisin attu
,

like making a man climb a tree and
then taking the ladder away (a low-
down trick) ;

dcdsanici nichchena vese-

vddu, he would plant a ladder to

heaven (an ambitious man). Rung of

a ladder is nichchena mettu .

nicshepamu, treasure. Skt. pettina-

vanici telusunu nicshepamu
,
the man

who buried the treasure knows where
it is; dhana nicshepamu

,
treasure of

coins.

nidarsanamu, example, proof. Skt.

Usually in the sense of proof
;
drush-

tdntam is commoner for ‘example’;

amogha nidarsanalu, conclusive proofs

;

granthanidarsanam, proof from the
Book (Scripture).

nidauamu, source. Skt. sukha anu-
hhavamunacu nidanamulaina pattana-

mulu
,
towns, sources of comforts,

nidanamu, patience, strilald nidd-

namu tacciwa, women have little

patience; nidanamuga guri tsutsuco

valenu
, aim carefully,

niddnintsuta, to ponder, conta sepu
nannu niddninchi tsuchi, pondering for

a time and looking at me.
nidhi, treasure, often used meta-
phorically. Skt. vwecanidhi

,
store-

house of wisdom, itadu sangitamu
n }andu nidhi

,

he is a treasure of song
(a good singer).

nidhinicshepamu, hidden treasure.

Skt.
;
a reduplicated word like niccani-

luguta and many others,

nidivi, length.
nidra, sleep. Skt. gadhanidra, deep
sleep; sukhanidra, healthy sleep.

nidra poyinavanini lepa vatstsunu gani
,

mMu cunna vdnini lepa lemUj you can
wake a man who is asleep but not

one who is awake (none so blind as

those that won’t see)
;
dcali ruchi yeru-

gadu; nidra sukham erugadu
, valapu

siggu yerugadu, hunger knows not
taste, nor sleep comfort, nor lust

shame; pagati matalu panici chetu
,

ratri matalu nidracu chetu, words by
day spoii work, by night, sleep,

nidrabhangamu,interruptionofsleep

.

nidraleputa, to awaken,
nidramattu, drowsiness,
nidrapattaca, not being able to

sleep.

nidrapattuta, to get to sleep. Lacsh-

mayya: nacu ratri nidra pattadu
,

mandu putstsu co v’ale . Vencamma

:

pilla yedupu cheta nacunu nidra pat-

tadu, ndc e mand istaro? Smith: I

can’t sleep at night, I must take

medicine. Mrs. Smith: I can’t sleep

at night for the child yelling; what
soporific will you give me ?

nidrapotu, sluggard,

nidrapovuta, to go to sleep, ocadu:
Lacshmayya tsdla kharidugala pariipu

connadu. incddu: hayaga nidra pat-

tinda ? ocadu : patta ledu, ddni kharidu
talutsu cunte digulu vesi, Lacshmayya

, ratri anta nidra po ledu. Smith:
Brown has bought a very expensive
mattress. Jones: Did he sleep well
on it? Smith: No, he was worried
thinking about its price and could
not sleep

;
railu veganga pot undenu

,

Rdmayya nidra pot undenu . Somayya

:

yemayya, ni hharya lauti manishd?
Rdmayya (cdUu nalupu contu) aunu,
aite yemi ? Somayya: railulo nunchi
cinda paddadi. Rdmayya : aite golusu
la'gi, bandini dpi veyya leca poyindu?
ticcetlu nd hharya daggira unnavi

,

tisuco •nalenu, the train was moving
fast and Smith was asleep. Jones:
Ho, Sir, was that stout woman your
wife? Smith (rubbing his eyes) : Yes,
what about it? Jones: She has fallen

out of the train. Smith: Why didn’t
you pull the communication cord?
She’s got the tickets ; I must get them
from her.

nidratetsuta, to get sleepy,

nidratiyuta, to take a few winks.
parundi vaca nidra tisi

,
lying down

and getting a little sleep.
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niduda, long, niduda pandlu

,

long
teeth; niduda sirojamulu

,
long tresses,

nidupu, length.

nigarvamu, not proud, iyana nigarva
chudamani, he is a jewel of modesty,
nigd, nighd, observation. Hindustani.
nigdlo, under observation

;
a common

police term.
nighantuvu, dictionary. Skt. A
nighantu is an Indian dictionary, that

is a museum of antiquity and rarity,

and if you commit it to memory you
are a Pandit. Pandit speaking: yedi
nighantu ? diccu malina nighantu sa-

maydnici smaranacu radii ; isvar anu-
graham valla gnyapacam vachchindi;

nedu ndpdlitadaivam unnadu
; *lulayo

?nahisho vahadviskat cdsara saribach ’.

Where ’s the lexicon ? I can’t re-

member the damned lexicon just

when I have need of it; by God’s
grace I have remembered; God is

with me to-day. lulayo
,

mahisho,
vahadviskat, cdsara, saribach : these are

all Skt. words for buffalo; any one
who tries to learn them is a dunnapotu
if he is only trying to learn Telugu.
mgidintsuta, to extend,
nigrahamu, disfavour. Skt., opposite
anu-graham, favour; also rejection;

indriya nigrahamu is continence,
nigudtsuta, to extend, to emit, tsupu
nigudcki

,
extending your gaze; nit-

turpu nigudcki
,
emitting a sigh,

niguduta, to stretch,

niguru, embers. Also nivuru.

nihatuclu, slain. Skt.

nija, one’s own. Skt. Used in books for

tana, nija gruhamu
,
one’s own house.

nilahaduta,to stand, to stop, from nilu-

tsuta and paduta .

nilacada, steadfastness, in the long
run. nizamu nilacada mida telusunu,

truth will come out in the long run;
nilacada lent vdni mata nilla muta

,

unstable as water he shall not excel

(his word is a bundle of water)
;
mata

nilacada galavddu, a man of his word,
nilayamu, house. Skt. One of the

various book words for illu.

nilapaninda, calumny, more com-
monly nirdpaninda.

nilipipattabaddina, defined. This is

one of the words our Telugu trans-

lator has had to make up; he uses it

to translate ‘defined* as a law term;
it is quite intelligible, meaning ‘it is

caught, stopped’,
niiipiveyuta, to stop (transitive),

nilipiyunduta, detention. This is a
word the Collector has to make up
when he issues his notification about
rate of detention for vehicles; it is

quite intelligible, meaning ‘being kept
stopped*.

niluputa, to stop (transitive); causal
of nilutsuta. mata nilupuconuta is to
keep tme’s word, ocadu: Lacshmayya
mata nilupu n'untddu. incodu : nilupu-

coca yem chestadu ? atani matayevarici
cavale

?

Smith: Jones keeps his word.
Brdwn: What can he do but keep it?

Nobody wants it.

nilutsocu, don’t stand (imperative).
talupu vadda nilutsocu, vegiram lopalici

ra, don’t stand by the door, come in
(visitors have often to be encouraged
to come in; they slink round comers;
peons encourage this because theyhope
for a tip for showing the visitors in)

.

nilutsuta, to stand, nilutsundaddnacu
saga doricite, curtsundadanacu appude
dorucutundi

,

get a place to stand in
and you will soon get a place to sit in
(it is the first step that counts),

niluva, remainder, nd daggira ydbhai
rupdyalu niluva v’unnavi, I have Rs. 50
left.

niluvamda, shade to stand in, last

resource, niluva nida, patta comma
lecunda v'unnadu, he has no shade to

stand’ in or branch to catch hold of (he
is at the end of all his resources),

niluvapaduta, to stand,
niluvapettuta, to establish,

niluvasaracii, stock,

niluvu, stature.

niluvugottamu, standpipe, such as

they have in municipalities which have
a water-supply.
niluvutaddamu, full-length looking-
glass, from niluvu, stature, and addam ,

glass, t added euphonically.
niivalekha, balance-sheet,
nilviyunna, outstanding,
nimishacavi, improvisator. Skt.

mmishamu, minute. Skt.

nimittamu, for, because of; from Skt.
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word for ‘cause’, ni nimittamu zam
nunchi sabhavar andaru niricshist un~
ndm

,
the whole meeting has been

waiting for you for two hours (poli-

ticians in India always keep their

meetings waiting to show what great

men they are) ;
uppu nimittam poyindi,

she has gone for salt; andu nimittam
,

on that account, darsana nimittamai
poyinanu, I went to pay a visit,

nimmac&yi, lime (unripe), nimma-
cdyalu uppu cdramulo ura veyuduru

,

limes are pickled in salt,

nimmachettu, lime tree. e

mmmalanga, gently, quietly, well (of

health). Lacshmayya : mic ippudu
nimmalangd unnada? Vencayya: nac
emi ? Lacshmayya : intacu mundu miru
tsdla sepu muligdre. Vencayya : nenu
sangita pdtacudi n’andi. Smith: Feel-
ing better? Jones: Why, what’s the

matter with me ? Smith : You’ve been
groaning for a long time. Jones: Sir,

I am a singer.

mmmalintsuta, to get better, be
quiet, ocadu : avacdya calupucuni

>

cdllu mitsuconi tintu unndv em ? incddu :

zabbu nimmalinche varacu dactarugaru
nannu avacayanu callalo tsuda vadd
anndru. Smith: Why do you eat with
your eyes shut when you’re mixing
pickle with your food? Jones: The
doctor told me not to look at pickle
till I was well again,
nimmapandu, lime (ripe), nimma-
pandla rasamuto atani pandlu pulisi-

navi, he has set his teeth on edge by
sucking limes.
nimnajatulu, depressed classes. Skt.
A newspaper word from Skt. nimna,
deep.
nimpadi, gentle, quiet, nimpadiga
cheppu

y
don’t raise your voice,

nimuruta, to stroke, oca chetito

misamu vadi veyutsu, rendava chetitd

bozza nimurutsu
,

Sri Rdzu gdru
pravesintsuts unndru

,
twisting his

moustache with one hand and stroking
his Stomach with the other, the
zamindar comes in.

ninadamu, sound, note. Skt. A book
word for tsappudu.

ninda, blame. Skt. The common
word for blames it does not follow

that if a word is Skt. it is not common *

in fact most common words are Skt/
ninda, fully, filling, complete, of the
contents, not the receptacle. The bad
mistake is usually made of translating
this word ‘full’; the Telugu for ‘full’

is nindu. The construction of ninda
is nominative of contents, genitive of
receptacle. It is the common word
to denote the idea of full, which is

however, envisaged from a different

side than in the European languages.
vanti (vanti is the genitive of odalu,

body) ninda cantulu bailu derutu
v >
unnavi, boils are coming out all over

his body; cadupu ninda tinndru
, they

ate their bellyful; illu calut undenu,
nippu arput undiri. yazamdni: 'ayyd
danini racshintsandi, ventane racshin-
tsandi

y
oca masam aina ninda ledu.

nippu arpevddu; ammd,
lopala tsusanu

t

pilla led andi. yazamdni
: pill emit

ayyd? nippu arpevddu: denini rac-
shintsam annadi? yazamdni: nd godu-
gunUy danini coni mdsam aind ca le'du.

The house was burning, they were
putting the fire out. Mistress of the
house: Save it, save it quickly, it is

not one full month yet. Man ex-
tinguishing the flames : Madam, I

looked inside, there is no child.

Lady: What child? Man: What did
you want us to save? Lady: My
umbrella, it isn’t even a month since
I bought it. biddacu dehamu ninda
nagalu diga veyuts unnarUy they load
their infant with jewellery; cadupu
ninda garelu tinti, vanti nindajvaramu,
a bellyful of cakes and a body full of
fever

;
vddu ninda garvi

}
he is a very

proud man.
nindintsuta, to vilify, upanydsacu-
dini andaru nindist undiri, atadini
samarthintsadanici ocadu Uchenu.
ocadu: upanydsacudu oca^tsota ich-

china upanydsam inco tsota ivvadu .

incddu: iyyac em? yeccada cheppind
ocate upanydsam . ocadu: aina oca
tsota guddina balla inco tsota guddadu;
telusuna ? Every one was reviling the
lecturer, Smith stood up for him.
Smith : The lecturer never repeats his

lecture in different places. Jones:
What ? Wherever he lectures, it is the
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same lecture. Smith : May be, but it ’s

never the same table he thumps,
nindu, full, from ninduta

,
to be filled.

nindu cunda tonacadu
,

the full pot
does not spill (a half-empty pot or
mind is easily overturned, the mind
full of wisdom is steadfast),

ninduta, to be filled, to be full.

cadupu nindite garelu chedu
,
the full

belly scorns cakes; ckeruvu nindite
,

cappalu cherutavi, when the tank fills

the frogs foregather; cadupu nindina

beramUy bargaining with a man with
his belly full (He will drive a hard
bargain).

nindyamu, blameworthy.

manasu paritapintsuta y to grieve as

1

though rolling in the fire (in an agony
! of grief) ;

achdryuni talachi nippuld
cheyyi pettite caladd ? put your hand

I

in the fire with your priest in your
mind and won’t it burn?
nippupalia, match; also aggipulla

%

from aggi, fire, corruption of Skt.

word agni. Telugu has two common
words for fire just as it has for blood
(netturu and ractam) and most other
common things, if it has not three as
nddu

,
rozu, and dinamu for day.

nipurfudu, expert. Skt.

nipunumu, skill, dexterity. Skt.

nil*-, negative prefix. Skt,
;
also ni- and

ninna, yesterday, ninna ratri, last nish- and nis- (according to the laws
night; ninna cuppa

,
nedu dllu

,
yester- of composition),

day the heap, to-day the winnowed nir-, intensitive prefix. Skt.

grain (dllu is another form of aricelu niracshara, illiterate. Skt. vddu

(paspalam scrobiculatum), the proverb niracshara cucshi, he is a dunce,
is like our ‘grown up in a night’); nirancusamu, irresponsible. Skt. It

ninna ifunnavaru nedu leru
,

all flesh

is grass; ninnati nunchi zabbugd nndi
nacu

,
I have been ill since yesterday,

ninnu, you, accusative of ntvu.

nintsuta, to fill (transitive), causative

of ninduta.

nippantuta, to be set on fire, ocadu:

does not really mean this in Sanskrit

—

it means unrestrained—but it is the
word that politicians have invented to

express their objection to our govern-
ment; they call it nirancusddhicdramuy

irresponsible government. (It is a

newspaper word and was used when
nt tsuttala ducananici nipp antu connad I was trying the leader of the Guntur
ani vinnanu; anta tagalabadi poyinda No-Tax Campaign in 1922. I turned
yemiti? incodu: tsuttalu mdtram cala to the Police Inspector who was
ledu. Smith: I hear your cigar shop prosecuting, and said :

‘ Do you under-
got on fire; was everything burnt? stand what the accused is saying?
Tobacconist: Everything except the What is nirancusadhicdramu ?

’ The
cigars. Inspector, a Telugu, said he had no

nippati, unleavened bread, pindiyento notion, and I had to explain the word
nippati ante , the bread will vary with to him. Such are many of the words
the flour (payment by results). used in the leading articles in Telugu

nippu, fire, compa nipp petti lechi- newspapers to translate English words
potdnu. (Wife speaking) : I will set for which there is no real equivalent

the house on fire and run away
;
nippu in Telugu

;
you can only understand

chesinddu
,
he struck a light; vdr id- these leading articles if you know

darici nippu nilluga n’unnadi
,

they English well and some Sanskrit.)

agree lilce fire and water (cats and nirantaramu, endless. Skt. Gopu:
dogs); nippu cottite rendu aunu gani

y nuvvu vrasina ‘ nirantara sanchdram

*

nillu cottite rendu aund ? you can ane vyasam yem aindi? Rdmudu: d
separate fire but can you separate vyasdnni nenu yenni patricalacu pam-
water? (of inseparable intimacy); pinchind nd daggirace vadhchindi.

(Italian proverb tra moglie e marito Gopu: adi cuda nirantara sanchdram
non mettere un dito

,
do not put a finger chestu v*unnadi cdbolu. Smith: What

between husband and wife); nippu has happened to your essay on per-

muttanidi cheyyi cdladu
y

don’t play petual motion? Jones: I have sent it

with fire ; nippuld poralinchin atlu to any number of papers but it always
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comes back to me. Smith: Does
perpetual motion too, X suppose,

nirantarayamu, unimpeded. Skt.

niraparadhamu, innocence. Skt.

niraparadhudu, innocent. Skt.

nirarthacamu, vain, useless. Skt.

nirarthacudu, useless person, artha-

mu letvi vddu nirarthacudu, a man
without money is useless (a man with-
out oof is not worth a spoof),

nirasanamu, foodless. Skt. See also

nirdhdramu.
nirasintsuta, to refute, to reject, to

deny. Skt. [idi vidhava vivahamu yenta
spashtamugd nirasintsuts unnado tsudu,

see how clearly this refutes the argu-
ments for widow remarriage.
niratamu, eager, always. Skt. mra-
tdnna ddnamu is daily alms

;
niratdnna

praddnam cheta ame cirti desam anta
vydpinchindi

,
her never-failing charity

spread her fame all over the country,
niracarana, scorn. Skt.
niracarintsuta, to despise. Skt. niv
anta dinatvamuto chesina prdrthananu
nenu nirdcarintsa ledu

,
I have not

despised the prayer you made with
such humility.
niracshepamu, without objection,

unexceptionable. Skt. analu paisalu
sentlu ciida •vesi nirdcshepanga leccalu

v’untsutdnu
,

I will keep accounts un-
exceptionably down to annas, pies, and
cents.

niradarana, contempt. Skt.

ndr&dh&ramu, groundless, helpless.

Skt.

niraharamu, foodless, fasting. Skt.
See also nirasanamu.

nirapaninda, slander, blame ; also

nilapaninda . nicu nirapaninda rdcundd
so that blame should not attach to
you.

nirasa, despair. Skt. .

nirayudhamu, disarmed. Skt. ni
chetulo vaca carra v'unna manam
nirdyudhulamaivachchindmu

,
youhave

a stick in your hand; we have come
unamffed.
nirbandhamu, compulsion, insist-

ence, complimentary insistence.. Skt.
dina dina cramamugd nirbandhamu
yeccuva cdga

,
the insistence becoming

more and more daily ; mir intaga

nirbandha parustu v’unndru ganuca
mir ann atte cdn iyyandi, have it your
own way as you insist so much;
indulo ca valasin anta nirbandham
v’unnadi

,
it is all compulsion,

nirbandhaparatsuta, nirbandha-
pettuta, to insist, nannu veyi vidha-
miila nirbandha pettinadi

,
she pressed

me in a thousand ways,
nirbandhintsuta, to compel. Skt.
nirbhayamga, fearlessly,

nirbhayamu, without fear,

nirbhagyamu, unhappiness. Skt.
nirbhagyudu, unhappy man, wretch
(often a term of abuse). Skt. iy'iddaru
canyalalo yevarin aindyHnirbhagyudid
vivdham ane misha mida balipette-t-att

aite nd mannassu bahu kheda padu-
tundi

, I shall be very grieved if either

of these girls is sacrificed to that

wretch on the pretext of marriage;
yenducupanici raninirbhdgyulu

, worth-
less wretches,
nirdayata, unkindness,
nirdayudu, cruel man. ntvu nirdayu-
davu; nicu nd mida nizangd prema
v’unn* att aite nato did potlddi v’un-

davu
,
you are a cruel man; if you

really loved me you would not have
quarrelled with me like that,

nirdesamu, command. Skt.

nirdharintsuta, to determine. Skt.
nirdhamyamu, fit to be settled. Skt.

nirdhdramu, nirdh&ranamu, ascer-

tainment, decision. Skt.
nirdharitamu, settled, determined.
Skt.

nirdharyudu, a determined man. Skt.

nirdoshamu, without blame. Skt.
nirdoshatvamu, innocence,
nirdoshi, innocent man. andaru nannu
nirdoshi anucuntaru, every one will

think me innocent.
nirdoshudaina, innocent; plural nir~

doshulaina. nirdoshulaina nd coduculu
nd dosham chita vachchina jddyam
cheta mugguru varusagd poyindru

,
my

innocent boys died, three of them
one after the other, of the illness that

I got through my sins,

nirdhoshuralu, innocent woman,
niricshintsuta, to wait for. ni nimit-

tam zdm nunchi niricshist unndmu
,
we

have been waiting a couple of hours
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for you; dyana cosame niricshistu

v'unnanu ,
it

5

s he I am waiting for.

nirlacshyamu, disregard, disrespect.

naucarlu yHld nirlacshyanga matladutu
vhinte nenu sahintsa lenu, I won’t stand
the servants talking so disrespectfully,

nirlajjamu, shameless. Skt.

nirmalamu, pure. Skt. (free from
impurity, malam).
nirmanamu, manufacture, produc-
tion. Skt.

nirmiilamu, eradication, uprooting.

Skt.

nirmiilamuga, root and branch. Skt.

nirnayamama, settled, defined. Skt.

nirnayamu, decision, settlement, reso-

lution at a meeting. Skt. Chairman
of meeting: i nirnayam ecavacyangd
nischayimpa bad attu vrasinanu

, I have
written that this resolution was carried

unanimously.
nirnayamuga, definitely. Skt.

nirnayintsuta, to settle, to determine,

to allot, to declare, to arrange. Skt. man-
ishi vaccantici artha rupayi tsoppuna
nenu bhojananici nirnayinchindnu, I

settled for dinner athalfa rupee a head,
nirmtamu, fixed. Skt.

mrodhamu, interdiction, check. Skt.

nirodhintsuta, to obstruct, to stop up,

to debar. Skt. nyayamaina mdrgamuna
nirodhinchi

,
stoppingup the proper road,

niru, very, niru peda
, very poor; for

tsala, hardlyused except in this phrase.

nirupedacu pennidhi tsandamu, like

treasure-trove to the pauper, niru also

means "past’ in composition as in the

next word which stands for niru-yedu.

nirudu, last year, nirudu sanvatsaram
mamuluU vacca rupayi taccuva vach-

chind ani nenu y'ickchin ddca chelu

yendi pdyind gidd edu niru vadili petti

-

nddu cddu
y
he (the overseer) would

not let a pint of water into the parched
fields on the pretext that there was
a rupee short in his last year’s

customary bribe,

nirutsahamu, joyless. Skt.

mrupamanamu, matchless, incom-
parable. Skt.

nirupintsuta, to ascertain, to investi-

gate. Skt. Used in the newspapers,
nirvachanamu, definition. Skt.

nirvachintsuta, to define. Skt.

nirvahanamu, management. Skt.
nirvahacudu, manager. Skt. cam-
pinici mini cdrya nirvahaculugd vhinda
leda? weren’t you business manager
to the company?
nirvahanacarta, manager. Skt.
nirvanamu, eternal annihilation and’
that is eternal bliss. Skt. ?nana pan-
orama siddkdntanusdramuga manush

-

yudu Nirvananni pondaddnici mun-
duga yedu localalo avatarintsa valenu,
according to the Scriptures man must
pass through seven wTorlds to reach
NirVUna.
mrv£damu, renunciation. Skt.
nirvedintsuta, to renounce. Skt.
niryicharamu, without sorrow*. Skt.
ica nenu nirvicharanga v'unda vats-

tsunu
,
I need be in no anxiety in future,

nirvighnamu, unobstructed. Skt.
mem upadesinchina mantram nirvigh

-

namugd phalintsunu gaca
} may the

charm we have initiated you into work
without obstruction,

nirvivadamu, unquestioned. Skt.
nisani, mark of illiterate person.
Hindustani. Most of our witnesses
cannot sign; their mark in the form
of a cross used to be taken

;
now it is

a thumb impression. —
nischalamu, immovable. Skt.

nischayamu, resolution, certain. Skt.

maranamu nischayamu, death is cer-

tain; ime nischayamunu tipputacu
samarthudu gaca, not able to shake
her resolution; nischayamgd yHme
santoshadayiniga v'unnadi, she is cer-

tainly a cheerful person,
nischayintsuta, to resolve. Skt. i

nirnayam ecavdcyanga nischayimpa
bad attu vrdsindnu

y
I have written

that this resolution has been passed
unanimously.
nischeshtudu, nischeshtitudu, not
able to move, inanimate, lifeless,

taken aback, aghast. Skt. atadu
nischeshtitudai chitrapu patamu Idgu

v’unn appuctu, nivu velli pattu co

valenu, when he is lying inanimate like

a picture, go up and catch hold ofhim.
• mschitamu, settled. Skt. nischita

tdtparyamu
,
a settled opinion,

nishcalancamu, spotless, clear, un-
questionable. Skt.
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mshcapatamu, guileless. Skt. I Smith : I am a very fair-minded man
nishcapati, a guileless man.
nishcarsha, determination. Skt.

mshcarshintsuta, to determine. Skt.
nishcaranamuga, careless, without
rhyme or reason, unnecessarily. Skt.

r
nishcdrcmangd y’zld alasyam cheyya

~

dam nacu y’ishtamga v'undadu. , I can’t

stand that sort of unreasonable delay

;

nenu buddhi hinuni ai nishcdrananga
manchi matal dda valasinaddnici badu-
luga tagavul ddindnu

,
I was a fool

and quarrelled unreasonably instead
of speaking fair; vasyaushadhamu, ich-

chedan aniy
1

oca veru chetilopetti baira-
givadu, nishcdranamga nalugu rupd-
yalu yettu coni poyindde gani

,
mandu

gunamu conchemaina agapadi, adi ndtd
mogam ichchi matdduta y’ainanu Uca
poyenu

> the other day a wandering
friar said he would give me an aphro-
disiac and put some root in my hand
and made off with the four rupees I

squandered on him ; for all the virtue
of the herb she would not open her
lips or favour me with a single word,
nishcramintsuta, to disappear. Skt.
The ordinary stage direction exeunt
omnes is andarunu nishcramintsuts
unnaru.
nishedhamu, nishiddhamu, pro-
hibited. Skt. samudra ydnamu nishid-
dham ani telisinavad ainanu

,
though

I know that sea voyages are pro-
hibited (they are forbidden to Brah-
mins by Scripture).

nish6dhintsuta, to prohibit. Skt.
stri punarvivaham nishedhintsun ani

,

saying the second marriage of women
is prohibited (it is among Brahmins);
sudrulacu vidya manchidaina pacsha-
muna manapurvulu dani nishedhmturu?
if education were good for Sudras,
wouldour ancestors have prohibited it ?

nishpacshapatamu, impartiality (not
taking a side). This common com-
pound, for some unexpected reason,
isnotgiven in the ordinary dictionaries

,

nishpacshapatudu, an impartial man,
a fair man. Lacshmayya: nenu nish

-

pacshapdtunnu nenu tappu pani eke-
$ind, ddnid vichara padutanu; incollato

nd tappu chepputanu. Vencayya: mi
daggira rahasyam ddgadu cabdlu.

If I have done wrong, I feel remorse
and confess. Jones: I suppose you
can’t keep it secret.

mshphalamu, fruitless. Skt. vani
prayatnamulunishphalamulaipoyinavi,
his attempts ended in smoke,
nishprayojanamu, useless. Skt.
nishtha, austerity. Skt. A religious

term.
nishthudu, austere man. Skt.

nishthuramu, harsh. Skt. antya
nishthuramu canna, ddini nishthurame
melu

,
severity at the beginning is

better than severity at the end (it is

better to say no at once)
; nizam adite

nishthuramu
,
truth is bitter. (II n’y a

que la verite qui blesse.)

nisithamu, night. Skt. A book word
for ratri .

nissabdamu, noiseless. Skt. iccada
nissabdamugd v’unnadi, sukhamgd
nidra po vatstsunu

,
there is no noise

here; I can go to sleep comfortably,
nissancamu, without hesitation. Skt.
nissandehamu5 without doubt, nis-

sandehamugd canapadutu v’unnadi,
of course I can see it; indulo manchi
illdlu tahassiludaru gdri bhdrya varini
raeshinshinadi; pedda manushyula vi-

shayamulo mariyoca vidhamugd zara-
ginchinapacshamuna nutilopadedan ani
ame gatti pattu patta batti gani

,
Uni

yedala nissandehamuga pantulugdri
maradal i pdti—cdrdgruhamu pravS-
sinchinade

> that worthy matron the
Tahsildar’s wife, saved her; by
threatening to throw herself into the
nearest well if he acted otherwise
towards a respectable family, she
got a hefty hold on him; otherwise
the Pantulugaru’s sister-in-law would
have been locked up—not a doubtof it.

mssi£shamu, completely (without re-

mainder). ndlugu lankhandlato rogam
ntsseshamai potundi

,

the disease will

completely vanish after a few fasts,

mtstsalamu, motionless. Skt. nischal-
amu,

nitturpu, sigh; from nidu, long, and
urupu

,
breath,

nitturtsuta, to sigh,

nityamu, always, continual, everlast-
ing. Skt. nitya homam is daily Mass;
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nitya carmamu
,

daily service; alpa
vidya, visham nityam, little knowledge
is a daily poison

;
nanna goppavannani

nityamu stuti chestu v’untaru, they
will always praise me as a great man

;

nityamu mi sangitamto na chevulacu
vindu cheyandi, give me a continual
feast of song; vdni adangalu nityamu
mi y'intici vastu potu v'unnaru, his

female relations are always in and out
of your house; nityamaina paraloca
sukhamulu, the everlasting felicities of
the next world.

nivarti, doing away with, divesting.

Skt. daridra nivarti agutacu, so that

poverty may be done away with,
nivartintsuta, to do away with. Skt.

nivaranamu, doing away with, ward-
ing off. Skt. devatalam aina mavi sila

cattina dehdlu ganuca
,
md §ariralacu

rogalu socavu; amriita panam cheta

mac anni nivaranam autavi; amriita
panam cheta tsavu len appudu rogalu
yeccada nunchi vastavi ? as we are gods
and have imperishable bodies, disease

cannot attack us
;

nectar drinking
wards off everything from us

;
as

nectar drinking does away with death,

where are diseases to come from?
andarici santanam caligi, janam abhi-

vriiddhi autu v’unte
,
y’i bhumi mida

pande panta valla tindici tsdlaca, caru-

vulu vachchi, andaru tsava valasi vas-
tundi; bogamvaUanu v’untsu covadam
cheta

,
pellanici santdnam calugaca,

janam taccuva poyi
,

ituvanti goppa
dpadalu nivaranam autundiy if every
one has issue the population will

increase so much that the crops will

not suffice to feed it, and famines
will come, and every one will have to

perish ; by keeping dancing-girls, and
our wives having no issue, the popula-
tion wjjl diminish and such calamities

will be avoided (a simple and con-
genial method of birth-control),

nivarintsuta, to do away with, to ward
off, to stop, to relieve, to avert, cala-

hamu nivarintsuta, stopping turmoil,
nivasamu, dwelling, a house. Skt.

accada nivdsam aindru
,
they dwelt

there; sdsvita nivasamu is what our
Telugu translator uses to translate

domicile (law).

nivasi, inhabitant. Skt.

nivasintsuta, to live in. Skt.

nivedanamu, offering, oblation. Skt.

miru vachchi devata nivedana chestene

cani danic annam petta valla cadu
, we

can’t give her food unless you come
and make offerings to God. The form"1

naivedyamu is commoner,
nivedica, report. Skt. The news-
paper word for an official report,

nivedintsuta, to make known, to

report.

nivesanasthalamu, house site. Skt.

nivuhu, embers. Also niguru.

niwera, astonishment,
niweraganduta, niwerapaduta, to

be astonished, nivverapadi vegiramu
mata rdca tadabadutsu

4

-e-e-emitidi ?\
astounded he stammered in con-
fusion ‘Wh-wh-what is this?’

niwerapatu, astonishment,
aiyamamu, precept of religion. Skt.

ippativar anni niyamamulanu crama-

muga nadapaca pdvuta cheta vyabhi

-

char adi doshamulu caluguts unnavi,

because the precepts of religion are

not being strictly followed adultery

and other sins prevail
;
yecadasivratam

niyamangd zarapa valenu, the nth
day of observance (a fast) must be
observed as prescribed by religion,

niyamintsuta, to designate, to appoint.

\Skt.
niyamitamu, ordered, appointed. Skt.

niyogamu, order. Skt.

Niyogi, secular Brahmin. Skt. Brah-
mins are either Vaidikis (clergy) or
Niyogis. There is notmuch difference

at the present day except that Niyogis
are allowed to smoke and Vaidikis

are not supposed to. Both classes are

equally anxious for Government jobs,

niyogintsuta, to command. Skt.

nizamaina, true, real. Skt. na
nizamaina peru, my real name, dora-

gdru: nuvvu cheppina sangatul anni

nizame gadd? irupdyi Usu cd. ocadu

:

nizamaina caca payind rupdyi kharidu
canna yeccuva sangatule dheppdnu.

Englishman: The things you have
said are all true, aren’t they? Here’s
a rupee for you. Stranger: Even if

they aren’t all true I have said more
than a rupee’s worth of things.
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nizamaduta, to speak the truth,

nizamu, truth, true, real, comati
nizamu

,
the shopkeeper’s truth (which

is the opposite)
;

nizamu nilacada

mida telusunu

,

truth comes out in the
long run; nizam ddite nishthuramu

,

r
truth is unpalatable ;

nillu pallam
erugunu

,
nizam devud erugunu

,

water
knows its level and God the truth;

bdludu: ndnna, manam i prapancha-
mulo itarulacu sahdyam cheyadanice

v’unnam ani ticharu cheppadu . tandri:

d sangati nizame . bdludu: aite itarul

endue unndru? Boy: Daddy, teacher

said we are on this earth to help
others. Father: That’s true. Boy:
Then what are the others on earth

for? ocadu: ndcu sculu ante ishtam
ledu . incofu: yendu cheta? ocadu:
nizam cheppin anducu mashtaru oca
sari nannu cottadu . ineddu: atuvanti
durabhyasam nicu taruvata pdyinda?
Smith: I don’t think much of school.

Jones: Why? Smith: I got thrashed
at school for telling the truth. Smith:
You have lost that bad habit since?
ocadu : Lacshmayya cathinamaina
manish alle (vale) unnddu. incodu : yetla

teiisindi? ocadu: atani candlu tsuste

telustundi; cudi cannuto atadu guddu
tappacunda nannu tsuste ndcu bhayam
esindi (vesinadi). incodu: cudi cannu
gldsu cannu

, nizam cannu cadu. Smith*:

Jones looks a fierce man. Brown:
How do you make that out? Smith:
When he fixes me with his right eye
without moving the pupil he terrifies

me. Brown: His right eye is a glass

eye, not a real eye.

your; from ntvu, you (second
person singular).

nichamu, low, base, vile. Skt. atu-
vanti nichapu pani ndcu cheppadam
micu dharmam cadu, nenu mi guruvu
n*anna mdta gnydpacam v’unnada?
guruvucu marydda cheyya valenu

,
it is

not right in you to ask me to do that
menial service; remember I am your
guru; you must respect your guru;
dhaniculu tama biddalanu nicha seva-
cula vasamuna mdichi petti y’iiracun-

duru
,
rich people leave their children

to the care of menials.
nCchata, baseness. Skt.

nichudu, vile creature. Skt. Lacsh-
mayya: Rangadu occa rupdyi badulu
iyyam ante iwan anndru; inta cante

ntchulu iintara ? Rdmayya: nenu un-
nanu. Smith: I asked Jones to lend
me a rupee and he refused

;
is there a

viler wretch in the world? Brown:
Yes, there’s me.

nicu, to you
;
dative of nivu, you (second

person singular).

mda, shade, shadow, yeddu yendacu
laga,

dunnapotu nidacu Idga, the
bullock pulled towards the sun, the
buffalo towards the shade (an ill-

matched pair; no two heads were ever
made the same); tana nida tanatone
v’unt unnadi, a man can’t get rid of
his shadow (or the consequences of
his actions).

nidi, yours, motdruvadu: yemayyd
,

i

rdddii anta nide anuconi nadustdv em
ayya? batasari: l bandi anta nidi

anuconi tolutav endue ayya? Motor-
driver: Why do you walk as if the
whole road were yours? Pedestrian:
Why do you drive as if the whole car

were yours?
nilacanthudu, Siva, the blue-throated.
Skt., from nilam

,
blue, and cantham,

throat; hence the common name
Nilakantha.
mlachettu, indigo plant.

mlaxnandu, indigo.

nilamu, blue. Skt.

Nilambarudu, Balaram or Saturn.
Skt., from nilam

,

blue, and ambaram,
sky.

nilladuta, to be brought to bed (of

women), puttintici velli nillddi, she
went to her parents’ house and was
brought to bed.

nilXu, water. The singular is niru
,
but

the plural is much more common just

as it is for grains; the Telijgu says

wheats, not wheat, because he thinks

of it as a collection of grains; and
waters, not water, because he thinks
of it as a collection of drops

; when it

is one drop he has in mind as cannu
niru, tear, he uses the singular, dda-
dani mdta, nilla mdta, a woman’s
word is a bundle of water (souvent

femme varie)
;
yevari nillalo vdru mun-

aga valenu, every one must bathe in
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his own water (bear his own troubles)

;

nippucu nittacu v'unde snehamu

,

agree-

ing like fire and water (cats and dogs)

;

yasamanuralu : idi varac iinna tsotii

nunchiyenducu vadali vachchau ? dadi

:

valla pUlalacu nillu poyya led ani
tisivesdr andi. balica: amma

,
i maniski

cudurtsu c6ve
y
ndcu hdyagd v'untundi.

Mistress : Why did you leave your last

place? Nurse: They complained I

did not wash the children enough and
sent me away. Little girl: Mummy,
take her on, I shall be comfy. poUsu
canistebilu : iccada snanam cheyya-
danici vilu ledu, velli pd. ocadu: nenu
sndnam cheyyadam ledu, ntllald munu-
gut unndnu. Constable: Bathing is

prohibited here, get out. Bather: I

am not having a bathe, only a dip.

padavavadu: ayyo, yevaro manishi
niilalo paddadu. stri: ayana na peni-

mite
,
dyananu manishi anaca pedda-

manishi ani anu; maryddaga matlddu.
Canal-boatman : Help, some man has
fallen into the water. Woman: It’s

my husband; don’t say man, say
gentleman; keep a civil tongue in

your head. For ‘climate’ use nillu .

This climate tells upon me is i uri

nillu ndcu zabbu chest unnavi (the

water of this place makes me ill),

nirasamu, weakness. Skt.

nirasudu, weak man, pauper,
niraipovuta (nir-ai-povuta), to be
melted (by pity, &c.). ninnu tsudagane

nd gunde niraipoyinadi
, my heart

melted at the sight of you.
niruj water, more common in the
plural, but canniru

,

tear; cottaniru,

flood; nirucdsu, the coin given to

Brahmins at holy bathing-places ;
and

the singular is used in compounds
generally, nirucodi, waterfowl, niti-

dayyqgnu, water-sprite, niru niru van-
cane parut annadi,

water runs to

water (birds of a feather flock to-

gether); nillu muta cattin attu
y

like

tying water in a bundle (a difficult

job); niru pallam erugunu
,
nisamu

devud erugunu, water finds its level

on earth and lies their level in heaven

;

parugetti palu trage canle, curtsondi

niru traguta melu, it is better to sit

and drink water than to have to run

for milk; gramamlo dastu chesi delta

syuparintendentu mokhdnni postine
cani polalaloci vacca tsucca niru rddu

,

unless I collect the money to grease
the irrigation overseer’s palm, not a

drop of water will flow into the fields

:

cannula niru pettuta is to cry; niru-

cattata is to irrigate (with dative),

nirubugga, bubble; also nitibudda
;

dehamu nirubugga vantidi
,
the body

is like a bubble in the water (all flesh

is grass).

nirucaci, water-crow,
niru’casu, alms given at sacred bath-
ing-places, especially sacred rivers like

the Godavari at the festival which
comes every twelve years,

mrucavi, reddish. This is not a com-
pound of niru, water, but of an old
word niru, meaning ‘slight’, nirucavi

dhovati, a soft-tinted dhoty.
nirucodi, waterfowl,
nirucucca, otter ; the water-dog.
nirulli, onion.
mrupandi, porpoise

;
the water-pig.

niti-, prefix meaning ‘water’, genitive

case of niru. nitidayyamu
,

water-
spirits ; nitipdmu, water-snake

;
niti

sarafara, water-supply,
niti, morals, maxims of morality. Skt.

nivu y’anni nitulu chepputavu gdni
,

s
you are all moral maxims

;
valla mida

cdpa pada cunda v’undadamu
,
vdllacu

leni poni panulu cheppa cunda v’unda-

damu
,
modalaina griiha nitulu bodha

chestdnu
, I shall inculcate household

moral maxims as that you should not
get angry with your servants or impose
ridiculous tasks on them; yevadaina
vacadu d calamlo mundanu v'untsu

cunte
,
pedda manushyulu yevaru vanni

marydda cheyyaca povadam cheta,

bhayam caligi taccinavall andaru niti

caligi v y
undevaru

,
at that time if any

one kept a whore he was slighted by
all respectable men, and all the rest

for fear of that remained moral,
nitibudda, water-bubble; also niru-

bugga!
'

nitihinudu, nitimalinavadu, an
immoral man.
nitimantudu, a moral man.
nitiparudala, irrigation; from niru,

water, and pdruta, to flow.
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nitu, straight; nituga pote,
if you go

straight.

nitu, elegance, neatness,
nitucadu, a fop.

nitucatte, a belle,

nituparatsuta, to make neat,

frftutanamu, prettiness, neatness,

mvu, you; second person singular;

intimate or contemptuous; mini is

polite; tamaru> respectful; devara
,

svdmi, maprobho ,
obsequious,

noccu, dint, tooth of a saw or wheel,
dimple.

noccuta, to squeeze, to wring, to cf-ush,

to emphasize, pillavadi gontuca nocci

poyindi
,
she wrung the child’s neck;

sirastddaru gdrici mi mida copame;
paid manchi mdtalu cheputu v’unna,

samayam donate mimmalni yendu-
lonaind pattuconi gattigd nocd veyya
valen ani tsustu v'unnadu

,
the sheris-

tadar is angry with you
;
outwardly he

will speak you fair but he is lying in

wait to trap you and squeeze the life

out of you; nocd chepputdnu
,

I say
emphatically,

noga, cart-pole.

noppi, pain, tagi, dnda padi, dorlutu

v’unn appudu sukhamugdne cana padi-
nanu

,
tarvata dehamu noppi chesi

duhkham ani telistundi, to get drunk
and fall down and roll about may
seem jolly at the time but wait till*

you feel cheap afterwards; bdludu:
ndnna; palla vaidyudi shapulo (shop)

nenu yedava ledu. tandri: nuvvu
buddhimantudavu ; i rupayi tisu co;

noppi tsdla puttinda? bdludu: vaid-

yudu shapulo ledu ; yeccadico vellddu.

Boy : Daddy, I didn’t cry at all at the

dentist’s. Father: Good boy, here’s
a rupee for you; did it hurt much?
Boy : The dentist wasn’t there

;
he had

gone out.

noppmtsuta, to hurt (transitive).

vdni manassu noppintsacu
,
don’t hurt

his feelings,

nosalu, forehead, nosalu chemata
cdrchi, by the sweat of one’s brow;
nosata vrdsina mdta tappa galadd?
can what is written on the forehead
fail to come true? (your fate is sup-
posed to be written in the sutures of
your skull). There are many varia-

tions of this, e.g. devudu nosata vrasi

pedite yedi tappadu; brahma devudu
valla nosata did vrdsi pettinddu

, it is

Brahma, the Creator, who did the
writing on their foreheads; brahma
vrdsina vralu tiruguna

,
will Brahma’s

writing fail ? ;
nosata vrdsina vrdlu

cannd nur endlu chintinchina yemi ledu
,

a 100 years’ hard thinking will not
alter your fate. See also nudum .

notstsuta, to feel pain, usually in the
middle form notstsuconuta

;
but noch-

chi poyindru
,
they were in reduced

circumstances; i matala valla vdni
manassu nochchindi

,
these words ‘ cut

him to the heart.

nomu, vow. mocheti nomu chesi

Lacshmi Devi aisvaryavanturdlunnu
suvasiniyunnu ainadi cad andi ? did not
the goddess Lakshmi become rich and
fragrant by making a vow on her
knees? mint nomulu vratdlu v’upa-
vdsahi chestaru; memu av anni pichchi

ani mdnivestdmu
,
you perform vows

and penances and fasts
;
we think that

all insane and do nothing of the kind

;

mini nomulu vaca rancuto povunu, one
slip cancels a hundred vows,

noraduta, to utter, vdnici yetla nor
ddeno! how could he say such a thing!

norettuta, to raise the voice, to protest.

yedustu v
y
untavu, ippudu canicaldlu

vachchinavi
,
yemi nor etta valla cadu

}

wretch, it is a bad time for you, you
can’t raise your voice any more;
vappucovadam cheta nenu y’ica nor
ettadanici valla cadu

,
as I agreed I can’t

protest any more; vadu maUi nor etta-

cunda taginasamddhdnamu cheppinanu,
I gave him his quietus, shut him up.

noru, mouth, but sometimes to be
translated voice, noru manckid aite y*

uru manchidei if you keep a civil

tongue in your head, you will find

people civil to you; adhyacshacudu:
mana sangham gavarnaru gdri daggirici

rdyabdram pampints ale; inducu tagina
sabhyul evaro cheppandi. sabhyudu

:

aidugurinipampintama ? adhyacshudu:
atlage pampintamu; Ramayyanu cuda
vdUald cherustamd? sabhyudu: chertsa

vatstsunu gdni Rdmayya noru terava
cunda v’unde sharatu mida pampintsa
vatstsunu . Chairman : Our committee
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has to send a deputation to the
Governor

;
say who are suitable mem-

bers. Member: Are we sending five?

Chairman: Yes; shall we include
Ramayya? Member: Yes, on con-
dition that Ramayya does not open
his mouth, stri: ayyo pdpam, chepa ni

tdducu tagulucuni tsachchi poyindi.

chepalu pattevadu: ddni telivi taccu-

vacu nen em chesedi? adi noru musu
cuni v’undi, nenu pettina yeranu tinaca

pote,
bratice v’undedi. Woman: Oh

dear, the poor fish has got itself caught
and is dead. Fisherman: What am I

to do, Lady, if the fish is so foolish ?

It had only to keep its mouth shut and
not swallow my bait and it would be
alive still; noru musuco is shut your
mouth

;
noru sdri is slip of the tongue

;

y’inta varacu nenu yH sangati vacca
pittato cheppa ledu; ajdgrataga v'unn
appudu y'ippudu mdtala paracuna mi
daggira noru sari paid vachchindi, I

had not told even a little bird; but
now in a careless moment the words
came out by a slip of the tongue;
n6tamdtardca y unable to speak; notild

ddutsunnadiy I have it at the tip of my
tongue

;
pedda noru cheyuta

,
to shout

and storm (the Italian fare la voce

grossa, make a big voice, more nearly

translates it)
;
vdni noru manchidi cadu ,

he is a foul-mouthed fellow; andari
nollalo n’unnadi, it is in every one’s

mouth ;
vdni nota nuvvu ginsa nanadu

,

an oil-seed won’t melt in his mouth
(he lets everything out; can’t keep a
secret); rajapurushulacu vanda rupayal
ichchi, vari nollu cattindmu,we gave the

policeRs. xootokeeptheirmouths shut.

noruleni, dumb. It does not mean
without a mouth, but without a voice.

The ordinary word for dumb is muga.
notisu, notice. English. To put up a

notice is notisu cattuta
;
to give notice

is notisitstsuta
;
md plidaru micu notisu

istdru, you will get a lawyer’s notice,

is good Telugu.
ndtsuconuta, middle form of notsuta

,

to take avow ; used in the sense of to be
able, to bring yourself to do some-
thing. padimandilo tirugatacu notsuco

ledu gada ? couldn’t you bring yourself

to move in society? poruguvdlla intlo

vivdham aina
, veUi veduca tsuda-

danici notsuco ledu gadd ? couldn’t you
manage to go to the neighbours’
houses when there is a marriage on to

see the fun ? nenu inta mdtrapu mdtal
ainanu nbtsu coca pdtini> I could not
go so far even in words. 1

notsuta5 to take a vow.
notu, note (bank-note). English, indtu
tisuconi rucal immu

,
please change this

note for me.
notubuccu,note-book. English. Every
constable knows what a note-book is

;

hedias one himself; every schoolboy
knows it too. vidhydrthi: ayyd

,
nd

notubuccu mida miru rasind emitd
teliya led andi. ticharu: ni dasturi

tinnaga teliyadarn led ani rdsdnu .

Schoolboy : Sir, I can’t read what you
have written in my note-book.
Teacher: I wrote that your hand-
writing is illegible. In a book I have
found the paraphrase *

chinna suckica

pustacamu* , little noting book,
nu, you. Short for nuvvu t

the common
form of nivu.

nuduru, forehead; also nosalu. There
are two wTords for most things in

Telugu, if not three,

nuduvuta, to say. There are half a

dozen words for ‘to say’ in Telugu;
chepputa is the most common,

"nulaca, cord
;
especially the cord used

for lacing the bottom of cots; prob-
ably connected with nulu, thread, and
neyuta

,
to weave; nulacamantsam

,
a

ticken cot.

nuli, a twist.

nuligonuta, to be twisted,

nulimiveyuta, to twist, meda nulimi-

veyuta is to twist the neck of.

nunchi, nimdi, from, along, nela

nunchi y'iccada y'unndnuy I have been
here a month ;

nann nunchi vaca nalli

y*ainanu tsdvadu, I don’t even kill

bugs
;
yeccadanuncki? whence ? dticilo

nundi tsutsutsu
,
looking out of the

window
;
vidhi nunchi may mean from

the street or along the street; patta
pagalu vidhild nunchi vellutu v'unte

nenu callard tsuchindnu, I saw him
with my own eyes going along the
street in broad daylight,

nunupu, smooth, dihrapu condcdu nu-
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nupu
,
distant hills are smooth (distance

lends enchantment to the view),

nurugu, foam, samudrapu nurugu

,

foam of the sea.

nuwu, you; common colloquial form
of nivu (second person singular),

nuwu, gingelly, an oil-seed plant

{sesamum orientate), used almost al-

ways in the plural nuvvulu; a very

common crop ; in the other Dravidian

languages it is yellu, in Hindi it is til;

known to Anglo-Indians as gingelly,

til, or sesamum; til is Skt. in origin;

gingelly is Arabic, nuvvulu pandina,

tsollu pandina, rayitu chedadu, the

farmer will not be ruined if his

gingelly or ragi yields (it is an un-
certain crop)

;
nuwu chenucu nuru

teguttu, gingelly is exposed to count-

less blights ;
undevadu ulava, veUevadu

nuvvulu tsalla valenu, if you mean to

stay (in the village), sow horse-grain;

if you mean to go, sow gingelly.

nuyyi, a well. The common word in

the Circars
;
elsewhere they say bhdvi.

tadu tsalaca pote nuyyi ptidtsum ann
attu, like ordering the well to be
filled when the rope was found short

(cutting off your nose to spite your
own face)

;
mundaricivastegoyyi venae-

cupote nuyyi, pit in front, well behind
(caught between two fires)

;
ame nutilo

nillu toduts unnadi
,
she is drawings

water from the well ; ma peratlo vaca
nuyyi tistdmu

,

we shall sink a well in

our back yard; (chagrined Indian
women throw themselves down wells

or threaten to) ;
caryamu cheyaca

poyina yedala nutilono gotilono padi
tsachedan ani bhdrya pattu patti curu-

tsunna taruvata, yenta manchivadunu
lobadaca yemi cheya galadu ? when his

wife sat tight and stuck to ‘if you
don’t square the business, I will drown
myself as sure as eggs are eggs *, what
could a poor man, however honest,
do but yield? (Indian husbands are

apt to be weak with their wives.)
nugu, dc^wn. nugu misamulu

,

down
on the lips.

nillu, cotton thread; probably same
root as neyuta

, to weave, nulu cande,

ball of thread.

nune, gingelly oil
;

probably com-

pounded ofnuwu

,

gingelly, and neyyi,

ghee; it is yenna in all the other
Dravidian languages and tel in
Hindi.

mirtsuta, to thresh (grain). A thresh-
ing-floor is callamu.

nuru, 100. uri mtda nuru padda, cara-
namu mida cdsu padadu

,
you may levy

100 pagodas from the village but the
kamam won’t pay a groat; niitici petti
cotici goriginchevadu, sweating a crore
to feed a hundred (the slave-grinding
philanthropist)

;
(money speaking)

nuru ayye varacu nannu cdpadiU
,
nuru

aina venuca ninnu capddutdnu, as the
penny remarked, save one hundred
of me and then I will save you; nuru
caculalo vaca coyila yemi cheyya ga-
ladu ? a swan among geese (one cuckoo
among a hundred crows, what can
it do ?) ; nuru-mandi guddivandlu pogai
vaca padu nutilo padd attu

,
100 blind

men assembled and then fell into the
first ruined well (there is no safety in
numbers if all are helpless); nuru
mandi mondi chetida vdndlu pogai vaca
goddu gedenu palu pitaca leca poyindru,
100 men without fingers could not
milk a barren buffalo (impossibilities

cannot be conquered by numbers);
nuru matalu vaca vrdtacu yHdu edvu

,

100 words are not equal to one docu-
ment. There is another word, vanda

,

for 100. 200 is either innuru or rendu
vandala. 100 persons is nurumandi or
vandamandi. The Skt. for 100, sata,

is used in compounds,
mirurayi, grindstone,
nuruta, to grind, mogudi tala midd
miriydlu nurin attu, like grinding
pepper on your husband’s head (tick-

ing him off).

mitanamu, recent. Skt. nutanamugd
is in common use for ‘recently’,

ntitapadaharu, 116. 116 and' 1,116
are the numbers of coins that used to
be given as presents bya feudatoryto his
chief

;
they are still considered honour-

able numbers for a present or fee.

niiyi, a well; more commonly nuyyi;
gen. nuti.

nyayamu, justice. Skt. idi nyayama
anydyama nivu cheppu, ask yourself
whether this is just; Lacshmayya

,
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Vencayya iddaru annadammulu; tandri
villu vrdsi tsachchi poyenu; villu pra-
cdram asti pantsu codanici potlata
vachchenu ; annadammul iddaru Mai-

layyanu madhyavartiga pettu coniri.

Mallayya : nd tirpu idi; Lacshmayyacu
dstini cherisagangd pantsadanici adhi-
cdramichchanu. Lacshmayya : nydyam
chesaru. Mallayya: tana y'ishtam
vachchina hhagam tdnu tisucoddnici

Vencayyaccu adhicaram ichchdnu .

Vencayya : nydyam chesaru. Tom and
Bill were brothers. Their father died
leaving a will. They could not agree
about the division of the property
under the will and asked John to
arbitrate. John': This is my decision:
I have given Tom power to divide the
property. Tom: A Daniel come to
judgement. John: I have given Bill

power to choose which of the two
shares he will take. Bill: A Daniel

oca, one, a. There are various forms
of this in speaking and even writing;
when euphonic v is prefixed, the o is

usually changed to a
,
vaca

; the c is re-

duplicated for emphasis
;

occa and
vacca are emphatic ; 6 is used for short
as in niv 6 parydyam velli rd, come
here a moment and in this instance oca
is rather * a ’ than ‘ one * (it is not true
to say, as is usually said, that the
Dravidian languages have no articles)

;

one person (male) is ocadu , female
ocate, neuter ocati

;
and these words

have the same variations, occadu for

emphasis, vacadu and vaccadu for

euphony; occadi sampadyamu padi-
mandi pdlu

,
one wage-earner to ten

dependents; oca nadu vindu vaca nadu
mandu

,
a day’s feasting and a day’s

physicking; occa abaddhamu camma-
ddnacu veyyi abaddkdlu ca valenu, one
lie draws a thousand after it; oca can-

tsdna tini vaca mantsana padu cone-

vdru, they shared cup and cot; ocari

calimici yediste vaca cannu poyindi
,

tana lernici yediste marivaca cannu
poyindi

, he lost one eye weeping at

come to judgement; yeca cacshi vi-

marsa mida tirmdnam cheyyadam
nydyam cddu> it is not just to give a

decision on the examination of one
party {audi alteram partem).

nyayamu, like. Skt. chandra chacora
nyayamugd n’unndru

,
they are like the->

moon and the partridge (the partridge
is supposed to make love to the moon;
billing and cooing),
nyayasabha, law court. Skt. Used
for cortu in books.
nyayasastramu, law. Skt. Used for

Id in, books.
nyayasthanamu, law court. Skt.

Used for cortu in books,
nyayavadi, lawyer. Skt. Used for

pHdaru in books.
nyayadhipati, judge. Skt. Used for

jadji in books,
nyunata, defect. Skt.

nyuspeparu, newspaper. English.

others’ weal and the other weeping
over his own woe; oca v ’urici veyyi
dovalu, there are a thousand roads to

any village; occa cheyyi tattite tsap-

pudu auna? can you clap with one
hand? oca dafd, one time, once (the

auctioneer begins with oca dafd).

ocadu, one man
;

dative ocantici. i

naduma nd vale vatti mdtala chetane

cacunda> anubhavamu cheta ciidd
,
nen

upadesinchina vedantamunu cheppa
gala padutsu sastri y’ocadupravesinchin
andima, padi nelala nundi ndc udvasam
ainadi, recently a boy fresh from
school, a divinity student, who, unlike
me, has gained an insight into spiritual

truth beyond that which mere book
learning can give, from the experience
of a life-time, ousted me ten months
ago.
oca maru, once. The auctioneer will

say oca maru ,
rendu mdrluy mummd-

tici, once, twice, three times (going,

going, gone).
ocaniga, as one; also -ocanniga. ninnu
cutumbamlo ocaniga tsustamu, we will

look upon you as one of the family.
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ocanoca, some or other, ocanoca
pattanamulo , in some town or other;

ocanoca tsdta, in some place or other,

ocappudu, occasionally,

ocarivemicavacaru, in succession,

ocaru, people; plural of ocadu. ocaru

- yem anduru? what will people say?

vd.ru ocaru mem ocaramu
,
we keep

ourselves to ourselves; mem ocarame
y'adi chesdmu, alone we did it;

ocarini y'iddarini tsampitene cani

vaidyudu cddu
,
a doctor is no doctor

till he has killed one or two.
oca sari, once, buggal occa sari muddu
pettucon istara? will you let me kiss

your cheeks? the literal meaning of

occa sari is here ‘ once ’, but it is really

an entreaty ‘come let me’. (In the
idiomatic einmal the Germans have
the exact equivalent; lassen Sie mich
einmal Ihre Wangen kiissen .)

ocate, one (female) person,
ocate., one (emphatic), it is all the
same, nic l alancardlu v’urmd leca

poyind vacate
,
it is all the same whether

you have these adornments or not;
andaru vacate, they are a close con-
federation (thus if you suggest that

a corrupt policeman or overseer should
be exposed and got rid of, the answer
is ‘they are all one’, meaning that the
next man would be as bad); ocate

debba
,
rende muccalu

,

one blow, two
pieces (settle the thing at once one
way or the other),

ocati, one (neuter) thing,
ocatixmara, il-.

ocatinpatica, i£; also ocatimbatica.
ocatuva, the first,

ocavela, perhaps,
ocavelaite, supposing,
occa, one; emphatic form of oca.

occadu, one man; emphatic form of
ocadu. occadi sampddyamu padimandi
pdlu, the wage-earner has nine de-
pendants to keep (this is only a slight

exaggeration and is to be remembered
when the Indian Famine Code, which
provides very low wages for workers,
is criticized; add on the dependants’
allowances, also provided by the Code,
and you may get two or three times
as much).
occocca, one by one. occocca rdyi

tistu v’unte cond aina tarugutundi
,

remove stone by stone and the hill

itself will melt away (little strokes fell

great oaks). Hills in the Telugu
country are mostly composed of stones,
this is illustrated by another proverb,
durapu condalu nunupu , daggira vasti
ralla gundlu

,
distant hills are smooth,

if you come near they are heaps of
stones; and by the British Tommy’s
description of Bellary: What ’s Bellary?
Two heaps of road-metal.
occoccappudu, sometimes, i bddha
tsuste v’occoccappudu deham vidiste

baga v’untund ani tdstundi
, in view of

the agony I suffer I sometimes think
it would be well to shuffle off this

mortal coil.

odalu, the body ; more common in the
forms ollu, vollu

,
vallu

;
gen. onti,

vonti
,
vanti. odalu vdchi

, swollen with
pride, odalu vanchi pani cheyyuta

, to
work with heart and soul. (Telugu
has many words for the body as for
most common things

;
the Skt. words

sariramu and dehamu are also very
common, nd vollu and nd deham are
often used where we say simply ‘I’;

which the Telugus think connotes
greater precision of thought on their

part, d mdtalacu vollu mandi
,
angered

at these words.)
odambadica, agreement; from paduta
with euphonic change of p to b

; with
euphonic v prefixed it becomes
vadambadica.
odambarutsuta, to persuade; from
parutsuta with euphonic change of

p to b. purusha veshamu vesu con attu

ame odambarachi, persuading her to

put on a man’s clothes.
odda, near to; more usually vadda.
{odda, vadda, daggira are used where
we omit the nearness. The Telugus
are proud of this, just as th^y are of
the use of nd vollu for nenu, as indica-
ting their greater precision of thought;
they say nd y’oddici vachchdru

,
‘ they

came to near me while we say
simply ‘ they came to me ’

;
inti y’odda

n yunnadu, lie is at home; nd y’odda
ledu

,
I haven’t it on me.)

oddanamu, a gold or silver belt worn
by women.
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oddu, shore, bank, yeti v’oddu chenu ,

a field on the river-bank (a precarious
situation).

odduta, to lay, to set. chevi odduta
, to

lend an ear. See also ogguta.

odi, lap, pocket formed by tying the

lap-cloth up to the girdle, odilo cur-

tsunduta, to sit on the lap as the king’s

little boy does in the Telugu play;

odilo vesuconuta,
to put some one in

your pocket as the Sheristadar does
the Collector (but otto would usually

be said for short); odicattuta, to gird

one’s loins, to brace oneself to, to

lower oneself to, the gradation of
ideas is (1) tying up the front part of
the cloth to the girdle, (2) preparing
to receive in the fold of the cloth, (3)
preparing oneself for; nenu dani mata
vinani yedala tappaca cheppin anta
paniyn cheyunu; danin etlu vidichi

petti uracundd galanu? pratyacsha-

mugd papa cdryamunac etlu odigatta

nertunu? If I refuse to listen to her
she will carry out her threat without
fail; how can I abandon her to her
fate? On the other hand, how can I

bracemyselfto the deliberate perpetra-
tion of a crime? (a Tahsildar speaking
whose wife has threatened to drown
herself if he refuses a bribe),

oduguta, to get out of the way. y'i

muland odigi y'undu
,
get out of the

way into the comer (but when you
want a bullock-cart to get out of the
way of your car you say tappuco).

odupu, dexterity, ingenuity; becomes
vadupu with euphonic v prefixed.

vddu maha vadupuga daga chestadu,

he cheats very ingeniously,

ogartsuta, to gasp, to pant, ogarpu ,

panting.
ogguta, to apply, chevi ogguta, to lend
an ear

;
also odduta ;

tenniscu tala ogguta,

apply ybur head to tennis, play with
your head ;

chevi y’oggi y'alacintsatsu

,

applying the ear to listen; chevi v yoggi

pdta vina modalupettinddu ,
he began to

lend his ears and listen to the song,

oi, form of address, usually affixed;

also spelt oyi
;
this is neither honorific

nor contemptuous; ore, ~ra are the

contemptuous terms, -andi
,
devara

,

svdmi, ayya, honorific; in addressing

a ryot, begin yemoi and put another
-oi at the end of your sentence; but
if he is old, you may say tata, grand-
father, instead, and if he is young you
may say tammudu

,
younger brother;

that is, if you are in a good temper,
as you should always be.

ollu, body; short form of odalu.
oliuta, to live in harmony, to fancy,
to like

;
used especially in the negative

and the negative compound ollacapo-

vuta. almi ollanivdnici airalo uppuyec-
cuva y'ainad ata

,
a man who does not

like his wife complains there is too
much salt in the curry

;
inca dda

rCottanu
,
shan’t play any more,

olucapoyuta, to pour out, to spill, dme
palu olaca posindi

,
she poured out (or

she spilt) the milk.
olucip6vuta, to be spilt,

olucuta, to be spilt or shed (as tears)

.

palalo pantsaddre v
y
attain attu

,
like

sugar spilt into milk (luck upon luck),

olutsuta, to peel, to rob. y’i chacracett

arati pandu nd cosam teppinchinara ?

miru tsala manchivdru, ani Asistentu
Calectaru gdru y’olutsuconi tinuts

unnaru
,

saying,
e did you bring that

sugar-plantain for me; thank you
very much’, the Assistant Collector
proceeds to peel and eat it; dani
medalo piisd butra olutsu cunnar emi
carmamu ? id eccadi anyayamu ? was
it right to peel the very necklace off

her neck? Unheard of injustice!

onarintsuta, to perform, to do. Book
word for cheyuta. cheyuta is eschewed
in books as being ‘ common ’

; the
books say onartsuta

,
onarintsuta , or

cavintsuta for ‘to do’. These are not
Skt. words but have the merit from
the pedant’s point of view of never
being used in conversation. We never
say ‘ proceed ’ for

c go 5

in talking, but
our Telugu clerks, following their

own bad traditions, write ‘the Col-
lector will proceed to camp’ for ‘the
Collector is going into camp \

onartsuta, to do. A book word,
ondonda, one by one, continuously.
A book word for eramacramamga from
ondu, which is a book word for ‘ one ’.

ondorulu, each other,

ondu, one. A book word for oca.
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ondu, sediment, vdnic emi chetu cdlam
vachchindo cani proddune Godavari
v'ondu nillalo munchi tetstsucunna na
panche tsucki, cavaliste nidi mayala
batta annddn,

at the sight of my cloth,

which I had washed in the silt-laden

waters of the Godavari, the wretch had
the impertinence to say: ‘ Well, yours

is a defiled cloth, if you like/ Also

ondumannu ,
ondrumatti. ondunillu

,

flood-water.
onduta, to obtain; same as ponduta

with the initial p dropped,
ontari, alone, single, ontaricamu,

privacy, solitude; ontaricatte, a lone

woman; ontaricddu, a solitary man;
ontariga

,
by oneself, in solitude,

onte, camel.
onteddu bandi, cart drawn by a single

bullock.

onti, one. onti pitta, a single meal;

ontiganta
,
one o’clock; ontigd

,

alone;

ontivadu, a single person, a lone man

;

ontivanici yama badhe cani, sedyamu
cddu

,
single-handed farming is not

farming at all but hellish torture,

ontu, a share,

ontuta, to fit.

oppachepputa, to hand over charge;

also vappachepputa.
oppaginta, handing over; also vappa-
ginta .

oppagintsuta, to hand over
; also

vappagintsuta.
oppintsuta, to assign, to obtain
approval, sarcaruvarunu oppintsutacu

tsdla srama ainadi
,
we had much

difficulty in getting the approval of
Government.
oppu, fitness, grace, airs, vanda leni

ammacu v’oppulu mendu
,
te leni ayyacu

tindi mendu, women who can’t cook
give themselves all the more airs, men
who can’t earn anything have the
biggest appetites

;
tappd y'oppa, right

or wrong.
oppucolu, consent, confession,

oppucomita, to agree, to confess.

With 'euphonic v prefixed it becomes
vappuconuta. sastrapramanam vappu-
covadam cheta nenu yHca nor etta-

danici valla cddu

,

as it is admitted by
the Scriptures I cannot raise my voice
against it any longer (e.g. the Scrip-

OttU

tures are said to say thou shalt not
make Brahmins angry and I acquiesce
in this dictum though what the Scrip-
tures actually say is that a Brahmin’s
wrath is sharper than Vishnu’s disk),
oppudala, delivery,

opputa, to become (one), to beseem, to
agree, to confess, to deliver, adi nicu
oppuna? does this conductbecome you ?

oppa chepputa is to hand over charge,
ora, scabbard, case, sheath, ring of
clay, orala nuyyi is well made of rings
of baked earth; talagada ora is a
pillow-case; scabbard of sword and
violin-case are also ora

;
it means any-

thing that fits close on another thing,
oragallu, touchstone,
oraguta, to slant, bend back, padava
origindi, the boat slanted over; origi

padinddu
,
he fell down aslant; oragu-

dindu is a pillow to lean against
; yedo

conchem bhaya vesi venucac originanu
,

I was startled and receded,
orapu, touch, fine, orapu ducci is light
ploughing

;
orapudu or varapudu rayi is

a touchstone.
oratsuta, to touch with the touchstone,
orupudu rayi, touchstone, camsdli
bangaramu orupudu rdti mida v’orachi
tsuchi adi yenimido vanne bangdram
ani cheppinadu, the goldsmith tested
the gold on a touchstone and said it

was eighteen carats,

osaguta, to bestow; a book word.
itstsuta is too

* common ’ for the
literary men

;
in talking you never use

anything else; in writing they never
use it at all, being convinced that it

would not be ‘chaste’ to do so; so
they use osaguta which is not a Skt.
word but has the advantage of being
rare and noble

;
they say muddosaguta

for ‘to kiss’ in books, instead of muddu
pettuta or muddiduconuta .

-ottamudu, affix meaning ‘excellent’.

Skt., for -uttamudu in composition
with words ending in -u. I merely
note the form here under 0 because it

is so common and the beginner would
not find it in other dictionaries under 0.

ottigilluta, to shrink, to step aside.

praccacu ottigilli, shrinking aside,

ottu, oath, curse, nidra pattite ottu
,

I’ll be damned if I was asleep; vddu
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sard tdgan ani ottu pettu connadu, he
swore off arrack; ?nonna mem andaramu
matladu conun appudu strilato rahas-

yamu cheppa cudad ani, maid riocaran
anagd ddni nizamunu paricshintsa valen
anu uddesamuto , yevaritonu cheppan
ani ottu pettintsu coni, maha rahasyam
ani nenu caduputo n’unn attu na
bhdryatd cheppinanu, the other day
we were all talking together when
some one said, we must keep our
secrets from women; and with the
idea of putting the matter to the test,

I told my wife under the seal of
secrecy, and bound her by oath to tell

no one, that I was big bellied. (There
are always at least two words in
Telugu for common things; for oath,
besides ottu

,
there is pramdnam.)

ottu, thick, ottugd riurma sasyamidu
durbalamul agun atlu

,
as crops sown

too thick are weak.
ottucagitamu, blotting-paper; from
ottuta

, to press,
ottudu, crowding, squeezing,
ottupettuconuta, to take an oath,
ottuta, to press, to squeeze, to blot,
oyyaramu, beauty, bloom. A book
word* but Telugu and not Skt. I have
not heard it used in conversation.

o
6, one; short for oca. 6 paryayam y’ild

randi, come here a minute.
6, 0 ,

vocative. 6 gorrepilla Devnda, O
Lamb of God (O son of a sheep, God

;

as the missionary hymn-book trans-

lates).

6, the -th, turning cardinal numbers
into ordinals- dr6, the sixth; there is

another equally common form for
this, -ava ;

arava is also the sixth.

6, dubitative affix
;

these one-vowel
affixes of Telugu are very neat and
brief: -a interrogative, -e emphatic,
-0 dubitative; so at tennis outa? is it

out? oute! it is indeed out! onto! it

may be out; the mere lengthening of
final vowels for emphasis or in a series

to denote ‘and’ is also a brief and
neat feature of Telugu; nenu is em-
phatic I; nenu nivu is you and I; -6

also neatly and briefly takes the place
of our ‘ or other ’ in such expressions
as * somewhere or other’ which is

yeccadarift, some one or other, yevvaro
;

-6 can be added to any part of the
verb, vaste , if he comes, vasteno in
case he should come (one Telugu
word for five English).
6da, ship, vddu odalo nunchi samu-
dramulo padmadu, he fell overboard

;

pogayoda (smoke-boat) is a steamboat.
odadonga, pirate.

odagottuta, to defeat, mi sacti ndcu

telisi poyindi; mimmaini ne?iu nimi-
shamlo v >odagottagalanu, I have gauged
your strength; I can defeat you in a
minute.
odartsuta, to comfort, nannu y'i

pracdranga nivu v yodartsadanici pra-
yatnam cheyyadamyentamdtramu bdgd
v'unnadi cadu, it is quite wrong to try
and console me like that.

<3dhramu, Orissa.
Odhrudu, an Uriya.
odintsuta, to defeat,

odipovuta, to suffer defeat, nivu ndcu
v’ddipdyindu, you have suffered defeat
at my hands; Hitlaru gdru Hindenu-
burgu garito poti chesi y’odi pdyindru,
Hitler was defeated in his contest with
Hindenburg.
odu, defeat.

odu, cracked, cheruvu odu
,
uru padu,

a crack in the tank is ruin to the
village, casta od ante cantsam anta
odu

,
if there is a crack in the vessel

they will say it is all cracked (the
exaggerations of slander) ;

ada leca
maddel od ann attu

,
a bad workman

finds fault with his tools (the bad
dancer says the drum is crackeflL).

oduta, to lose (be defeated), dta
ddinadu, he lost the game; ‘he lost*

would be ddipoyinddu. Also to shrink

;

mogamoduta is to be diffident, ashamed

.

oh6 ! oh^yi I hullo

!
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oh6h6 I alas!

6li, money given to bride’s parents.

The European dowry system is re-

versed here sometimes, and money
given for the bride instead of with the
bride

;
this is also called canya §ulcam

,

maiden tax. dli taccuva ani guddi-
ddnni pendlddite nelacu mudu avalu,

thinking he would save on the bride-

price by marrying a blind girl he
found she cost him three kilnfuls of
pottery a month (cundal anni pagala
cottind ata ! they say she broke all the
pots!).

6mcaramu, syllable OM, amen. The
syllable (5M is sacred and denotes the
Trinity in a mystic symbol of Three
in One (A, V, M. Aditi, Varuna,
Mittra) ;

amen may be connected, but
om always comes at the beginning, not
the end; you begin a prayer with om,
also a book, also the alphabet.
onamalu, the alphabet, ABC; these
are the three syllables with which
the syllabic alphabet begins, om, with
which you must begin everything,
and namach

,
salutation; vadu 6, na,

mdlu nertsu conuts unnadu
,
he is learn-

ing his ABC; yedisin atte v'unnadi

;

nicu pani cheta cddu, yemi chita cadu;
i vishayamlo nivu y’incd v’onamala cdd
ani v’unndvu, it is something to cry
over; you are no good at this or any-
thing else; in this business you are
still at your ABC.
6pica, patience.
opicach6yuta, opicapettuta, be pa-
tient. miru conchemu sepu v’dpica
pettin att aite

,

if you will be patient
for a little; conchem v'opica chesi cani-

petti v'undu, have a little patience and
wait; nela dinalu v’opica cheste so?nmu
dakhalu ckesu cuntamu

,
if you will be

patient for a month we will pay up.
oputa, to bear, to be patient, opanivdrici
vadd annavdre tallidandrulu

, thosewho
can’t stand work look upon those who
say don’t work as their father and
motffer

; vanta nerchina magavaditonu
tsaduvu nerchina adaddnitonu v’opa
rddu, there is nothing more intoler-

able than the man who has learnt
to cook or the woman who has learnt
to read; opanivadu corinadi

,
ontani-

vadu ddinadi ledu, there is nothing
which the impatient will not demand,
nothingwhich the unsuited will not say’

ora, edge, ora canta tsilchi
, looking

from the corner of the eye.

6raga, ajar, talup oragd chesi, setting
the door ajar.

oratsupu, sidelong glance.

6r£i, 6ri, sirrah! form of address to
servant or other inferior

;
this is at the

beginning ; at the end you add on -rd,

orpu, patience.

orutsuta, ortsuta, to be patient, to

stand up against, oriste Orugallu
patnam autundi, with patience Orugal
will become a city;' balavantamugala
n’indryamula dhacac ortsutacu abalal
entativaru ? how can you expect weak
women to withstand the onset of the
senses ?

orva, patience, tolerance, tsuchi v'orva
ler andi, if they see it they can’t
stand it.

orvalenitanamu, orvatni, impa-
tience, intolerance, ma cdlapu vdttalo
y'ituvanti v*orvalenitanamu, fi'turi-

corutanamu yemi lev andi; vail orva-
lenitanamu tsuchi Daivam yHppati-
vdUacu yenta goppa v’udydgalu chesind
appalald munigi yedustii v’undet attu

chestu. v'unnaru

,

in our time there was
none of this intolerance and desire to

fight
;

seeing their intolerance (of
bribe-taking) God has plunged the
present generation in debt, however
big the offices they hold.

6si ! form of address to a woman
(younger than yourself), bharta: osil

osil oca sari daggiracu vachchi chevilo

mdta cheppedanu vinipo. bhdrya l sari!

sari! mi ndtic astamanamu ‘ osi, osV
anna matacu visugu ledu . Husband:
My good girl ! my good girl ! come here
a bit and let me whisper something in

your ear. Wife : O gracious the ! Don’t
you get sick of girling me my good
girl all the blessed day?

oti, broken, oticunda, a broken pot.
otu, loss, defeat; same as odu.
otup&tu, defeat.

.

otupovuta, to be defeated; same as

odipovuta.
-oyi, form of address to equal; also -oi

,

-oyi .



pablicu, public. English. Sitbbdrdu:

ddavallani yemz cheyya cundd v’uru-

cuntu v'undaga magavdllanu agnya pe-

dite sdgutunda? Virabhadrudu ; dda-
vallu vyabhichariste matramu tsustu.

yevaru vhirucom ’annaru ? aldti valla-

nu nalugurini yHntlo nunchi vella codite

taccina vdUacu buddhi vachehi tinnaga

v'untdru. Subbdrau : adavattu chesedi

rahasya criityam; adi pabliculoci tisu-

coni vaste samsaralu cult pova? Sub-
baRao : Can we leave the women alone

and order male morals only? Vira-

bhadrudu : Who tolerates female adul-

tery? Turn a few of them out of their

houses and the rest will learn wisdom
and keep straight. SubbaRao; What the

women do is secret
;
won’t our families

be ruined if that is made public?

pacapacanawuta, to giggle, to guffaw,

onomatopoeic.
pacca, side, direction; from paduta

,

short for padaca
;
paccagd tolu

,

also

pracca

,

drive on the side
;
iru paccalu

,

both sides. (5bz, (5bi
,
tiivu vadlu dantsu

,

nenu paccalu yegara vestanu . Lazy
man: You do the pounding, Obi, and
I will shake my sides (pretending to

pound).
pacca, paccaduppati, bedding, bed-
sheet. paccalo v’utstsa pdse vdUacu
murid battain, pilicalu caca pote v’uti-

cina tella madatalu pacca vesucuntara ?

Will you put clean sheets from the

wash as a bedding (for infants) who
make water on their bedding instead of

dirty cloths and rags ? See alsoparupu.
paccamu, side. Skt. pacca, side, is

Telugu from paduta, but paccanu,

side, is corrupt Skt. from paesham.
tsuttapaccamulu means kith and kin.

paccapandlu, the side teeth,

paccaparuguna, in a trice,

paccayemuca, rib; from pacca, side,

and emuca, bone.
paccayillu, nextdoor ;

irompacca, side,

and illu, home, vadu mdcu pacca y’inti

porugu, he is our next-door neighbour,
paced, real, solid, permanent. Hindu-
stani; spelt pukka in English; pukka

buildings are opposed to temporary
sheds; a pukka Sahib means a real

gentleman; the opposite is cachcha,

spelt cucha in English,

pacharu, walk, airing, constitutional.

Hindustani, bhojanam chest pacharu
chestu v'undagd, I was taking a walk
after dinner.
pachchecadu, swindler. Skt.

pachdiemu, swindling. Skt.

pachchepadu, swindler, robber, gipsy,

pachcheputanamu, swindling dis-

position. Skt.

pachchepuvddu, swindler, robber,
gipsy. Skt.

pachchi, green, raw, fresh, arrant,

used of unripe fruit, green firewood,
a raw sore, an arrant rogue, a fresh
colour, idi pachchi abaddhamu, that is

a downright lie
;
pacchi vishamu is rank

poison; pachchi pulasu is uncooked
sauce.

pacshacudu, partisan. Skt. from pae-
sham, side; also pacshicudu.
paeshamandu, on the side of, if.

Skt.: apaeshamandu, in that case; itlu

cheppe paeshamandu, if he says so;

sudrulacu vidya manchid aina paesha-
nuna

, mana purvulu danin ela nishe-

dhinturu? If learning were good for
Sudras, why did our ancestors forbid
it them ?

paeshamu, side. Skt. Vaishnavapac-
shamu avalambinchina tarvdta, after

taking sides for Vaishnavites; purva-
paeshamu , refutation, objection,

paeshamu, fortnight. Skt. nen a ru-
colu vaca pacshamulo vyayamu petti-

nanu, I ran through that money in a
fortnight.

paeshapatamu, taking sides, partia-

lity. Skt., from paeshamu. sddhya-
mainanta mattucu nivu paeshapdtamu
lecundd nadutsu cuntene edni, palletul-

laloni caranalu rahitulu v’urudLin attu
patna vdsalalavdttu zadisi v’urucoru,

unless you show as much impartiality

as possible you won’t get town people
to acquiesce out of fear like the kar-
nams and ryots of rural villages.
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pacshapati, partial person,
pacshavayuvu, paralysis,

pacshi, bird. Skt. pacshi Idgu yegara-

ddnici ndcu reccalu levu
>

I have no
wings to fly like a bird (as the Collector

replied to the Accountant-General
when asked with reference to a T.A.
Bill what was the distance as the

crow flies)
;
pacshi mida guri petti

mriigamunu vesinappu, he shot at a bird

and killed a beast; (beggars often com-
pare themselves to birds) ;

nemi pacshi

vanti vddanu , I am homeless,
pacshicudu, partisan

;
also pacshacudu ,

pdcshicudu.
pacvamu, maturity. Skt. dme raja-

sval ayye pacvamulo rCunnadi
,
she is

fast growing into a woman,
pada, go, come

;
also padamu. A collo-

quial imperative of povuta; padara,
come along; padave

,
go along,

padaca, bed, lying down
;
from padu-

conuta
,

to lie down, iccada padaca
chesinavaru, those who lay here,

padacagadi, padacayillu, bedroom.
viluva chiral ichchinanu marundpice
chimpi veyudavu gdni, occa rdtri y'ai-

nanu padaca gadilo?iici cattuconi ravu
}

I buy valuable cloths and the next day
they are all in shreds and tatters and
you don’t deign to come into our bed-
room decked with them,
padacamu, locket, pendant; also pdta-
camu.
padacondu, 11 (eleven),

padaga, hood of snake, pdmu padaga
yettinadi

,
the snake raised its hood;

vadu cotici padag ettinddu
,
he has

reached the millionaire stage,

padagottuta, to knock down, to talk

over; from pada
,
fall, and cottuta, to

strike, nannu mdpala cheta pada cotta

valen ani tsuchinddu
y he tried to talk

me over.

padah&ru, 16 (sixteen),

padamara, west; from paduta
}
to fall,

padamati, western, padamati gali, the
west wind; padamatillu f the west
room? padamatidora

,
lord of the west

(Varuna)

.

padamu, go, come; also pada. A collo-

quial imperative ofpovuta. padamante
munduga vachchindnu, they said come
along and I stepped forward.

padamu, foot, word, phrase, high
station. Skt. chchi

, chchi, sdstram
telisinavdnini nenu v’until v’undagane
na mundara paddlici ituvanti apdrthalu
chestu v’unndvu? good God, you dare
to give such wrong meanings to San-
skrit words before me, a Pandit ? un~
nata padamu means high station in life,

padamddu, 13 (thirteen),

padatrdyuta, padaddyuta, padato-
yuta, to push down; from paduta

,

to fall, and troyuta
,
to push,

padava, boat. Rajamahendravaramu
nunchi vachche padavalu pannendu
gantal aitene cani rdvu

y
the Rajamun-

dry canal boats do not get in till noon,
padavavadu, boatman, padavavddu:
ayyo ! yevaro manishi niUalo paddddu;
stri: ayana nd perimite, dyananu mani-
shi anaca peddamanishi ani anu; mar-
yddaga matlddu

;
Boatman : Man over-

board ! Woman : That is my husband

;

say gentleman, not man; keep a civil

tongue in your head,
padavaitsuta, to lay down,
padaveyuta, to throw down,
padavi, path, place, high station. Skt.
Like most Sanskrit words it has vari-

ous meanings; tarugani padavi is a
worn track; unnata padavi is high
station.

padarfhamu, article, substance, thing.

Skt. Quite a common word for thing;
vastuvu is even commoner,
paddemu, verse. Skt. Corrupt for

padyam.
paddhati, manner. Skt. Like most
Skt. words it has several other mean-
ings, but this is the meaning in
Telugu.
paddhenimidi, padenimidi, 18

(eighteen).

paddu, item, entry, account, y’iv anni
nipaddulone vestdnu

, I will put all this

down to you; ayana paddu mana
pustacamlo yeccmtsu co vatstsu

, you
may put his entiy down in our book;
paddu veyyaddnici cdgitam chetic icchi

,

giving the paper to make the entry;
‘ other item wet ’ is a revenue expres-
sion for land which is not in the
registered wet list, and ‘item’ is a

translation of paddu .

padepade, repeatedly; from padif
ten.
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padi, ten (of things), padisemu padi
rogdla pettu, one cold is as bad as ten

other illnesses. Ten (of persons) is

padimandi.
padi, a measure; i maund, 120 tolas;

used chiefly to measure grain, and it

may be either heaped or struck,

padide, clothes hired from washer-
man. nivu padidecu tetstsu cuni vesn

curma yH battalu tsuste y’i v’ullo ninnu
yevaltu bidavad ani anumana padaru
14

,
no one will suspect you of being

poor in those clothes you have hired

from the dhoby (this pleasing custom
of the washerman hiring out your
clothes unbeknown to you is peculiar

to the East; hence there is no word
for it in the European languages),

padihedu, 17 (seventeen),

padihenu, 15 (fifteen),

padilamu, caution, illu padilamu, take
care of the house.
padilamuga, carefully, mini sommu
padilamuga pampinchindra ? have you
sent the money carefully ?

padimandi, 10 people, several people.

occadi sampadyamu padimandi palu
,

one earns and ten share (a truth in

India: your clerk or peon will have
10 idle dependants to keep); a cala-

mnlo bogamvaUa y’intici vellite yeva-
raina tsuchi potar emo’n’ani siggu cheta

rahasyamuga vellevd.ru; i calamlo an-
daru tsuste

,
gauravam ani, bahdtamuga

patta pagale padimandini venta pettu

-

coni mari vesyala y’intici vellutu v’un

-

ndru
,
once if a man went to a nautch

girl’s house he would go secretly,

ashamed that any one should see him
;

now they go in broad daylight accom-
panied by several persons and taking

pride in every one seeing them,
padintaluga, tenfold, nz satruvu cheyu

ddunacu padintaluga nivu melu cheya
valenu?for the evil your enemy does
you return tenfold good,
padipdvuta, to fall down,
padiretlu, ten times,

padisemu, cold in the head, padisemu
padi rogdla pettu

,
a cold in the head

is ten diseases in one.
padiyava, 10th (tenth),

padmamu, lotus. Skt. One of the

numerous Skt. words for lotus and

I perhaps the commonest. Padma is

j

the goddess Lakshmi and a common
female name.
padmasanamu, sitting like a lotus,

i.e. cross-legged. Skt. form padmam
,

lotus, and dsanam
,
seat, vddu padmd-

sanamu vesucu ciirtsunnddu
,
he is sit-**

ting cross-legged.

padnalugu, 14 (fourteen); also pad-
nalgu, padundlugu.

paducatillu, bedroom; from paduco-
nuta, to lie down, and illu, house,
apartment.

padufcondava, nth (eleventh); also

padacondava .

paduconuta, to lie down, go to bed.
curtsundipadu co valenu ,

sit before you
lie (first creep, then go; look before
you leap),

padugu, woof.
paduguru, ten people. Same as padi-
mandi.

padunaidu, 15 (fifteen); also padihenu.
padunu, season, adun erigi sedyamu

,

padun erigi pairu veyya valenu, till in

season, sow in season,

padupu, prostitution; padupu cudu,

food gained by prostitution,

padupudi, prostitute, paduputanamu,
prostitution.

paduta, to feel, to be, to happen, to fall,

to bear, to take, to be caught, to be in-

formed, to be killed, to pass, to be para-

lysed, &c. This is a very general verb,

it turns any noun into a verb of feeling

as bhayapadi, feeling fear; added to

the root of a verb it forms the passive

voice as cottapaduta
,

to be beaten.

yeru yenni vancalu poyina samudramu-

lonepada valenu
,
however many twists

the river takes, it must fall into the sea

at last (the weariest river winds some-
where safe to sea)

;
pettite tintaru, gani

tittite padevdru leru, if you lay food
before people they will eat it, if you
treat them to abuse they won’t bear
it; tandri: ma vadici intict lecca iyya

poc aridi. ticharu: yenducheta? tan-

dri: railu daggira nunchi intidmravada-

niciyenta sepu padutundi ani miru lecca

iste
,
mavdduvellivachchet appaticisculu

tayam (time) aipoyindi
,
vddid yH rozu

pdthalu poyinai. Father: Don’t give

my boy home sums to do. Teacher:
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Why? Father: You gave him a sum
to do about how long it takes to go
from the station home, and when he
had gone and come school-time was
up and he lost his lessons for the day.

d y’illu padinadi, that house has fallen

in (or down) ;
a valalo ndlugu pacshulu

padinavi, four birds were caught in

the snare; pallamu padinadi
,
a hollow

has formed; naluguru padipoyinaru
,

several people were killed
;

vanici

purugulu padinavi, he passed worms

;

vanici cudi cheyyi padinadi
,
his right

hand is paralysed; venuca padindru,
they retreated

;
a matamulo padinadu

,

he embraced that religion yperupadina,

celebrated
;
ndcu vachchina apadacu

vddu add,a padinadu
,
he saved me from

a misfortune; vdr iddaricini padadu

,

they don’t get on together; bavilo

manchi nillu padinavi
,
good water

gushed into the well; vanito pada lenu
,

I can’t stand the man; vittanam inca

pada ledu, sowing has not been done
yet; rucalu urice padi y’unnavi, the
money is lying idle; a samsaramu nd
nettini padinadi

,
that family is left on

my hands
;
a nashtam na tala mida pa-

dinadi, the loss fell on me
;
tala crindula

paduta, to be swelled-headed (topsy-
turvy); baita padinadi, it transpired.
padutsu, young, a girl, padutsula ca-

puram pudacala manta

,

a houseful of
girls is like a fire of twigs (similarity

of the noises); a ckinnadi yevar ada
padutso yevarici teliyaduy no one
knows whose daughter that girl is.

padutsuconuta, to prostitute oneself.

dme padutsu coni tintunnadi, she is on
the town.
padutsutanamu, youth, padutsuta-
namlo v'undadam chetanu

,
alavatu

padadam chetanu vaca pattuna mdna
lecundd v’unndmu, we can’t give it up
all at once, being young and accus-
tomed to it.

padyacavyamu, verse. Skt.
padyamu, a verse. Skt.
paga, enmity, idi na pagavdnic aind cd
rdduy may this not happen even to my
enemy; mdpaga tirtsu cuntene gani nd
manassucu viyrdnti v’undadu, unless I

satisfy my malice I shall not be at

rest.

pagadamu, coral. Corrupt Skt.; the
Skt. is pravdlam.

pagalacottuta, to break in pieces
; also

pagulacottuta .

pagalu, day-time, ratrimpagaluy night
and day \

pattapagalu, broad daylight;

pani leni Mallayya pagalu nidra pdtu
avalist undenu. Mallayya : ippudu cot-

tinavi ndlugu gantal ena? Somberi;
nenu vina ledu\ incd cassepu v’unte

y

gadiydram malli ganta codutundi; ap~
pudu lecca petta cudadu? ippud em ton-

dara? Unemployed Smith was yawn-
ing sleepily in the day-time. Smith:
Was it four o’clock that struck just

now? Weary Willie: I did not hear;
wait a bit and the clock will strike

again
;
can’t you wait to count ? What

is the hurry now ?

pagati, by day
;
adjectival form ofpaga-

lu. pagati matalu panici chetu y ratri

matalu nidracu chetUy day words spoil

business, night words sleep; pagati
dongalu, daylight thieves

;
pagati ve\a

,

day-time; stri: nd penimiti nidralo
mdtladut untadu; varic emaina mand
istard? vaidyudu : mand accara ledu

t

pagati puta ayananu svechchhaga mat-
Iddan iyyandi

;
Woman: My husband

taiks in his sleep, can you give him
any medicine for it? Doctor: No
medicine is necessary; let him talk in
the day-time.
pagavadu, enemy, adavdllu bahu gay-
yali vaUu; bhdrya ravadam ane apada
pagavddic aind cora cudadu

,
all women

are shrews
:
you should not wish even

your enemies the calamity of marriage.
paggamu, rope.
pagulacottuta, to break (transitive).

pagulata, paguluta, pagilipdvuta,
to break, to be broken, gundelu pagili,

broken-hearted; ni matala valla nd
cadupu pagili pdtu v’unnadiy your
words break my heart (but the Telu-
gus prefer to say break my stomach).

pahara, guard. Hindustani; also para.
pai, upper, outer, subsequent, pai-
cappUy upper covering (roof); paipa-
nuluy further works, dinamula pai
dinamulu gadachi povuts undenu

y

day
after day passed.

paibaduta, to fall upon, to attack, to
drive; also paipaduta. ddnici andarunu
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paibaduduniy all fall on this in their

eagerness.
paicamu, cash. Originally a small
coin, but now used generally for cash,
paicappu, roof. The ordinary dic-

tionaries do not give this word, one of
the commonest in the language,

paici, up, outwardly; dative of pai.

itarul intici vachchin appud aina big-

garagd matddaca nd yedala inta bhacti

tsupi> pati puja ckeyutsunn’attu paic
aina natintsutsu rave

,
when a stranger

comes, please don’t raise your voice,

please look at me with some sort of
dutifulness and please make believe at

least to be a dutiful wife; chettu cotti

paici tetstsu conn attu, cutting a tree

so that it falls on oneself (bringing
troubles on oneself); paid manchi-
vdUugdne canapadutu vhinnaru, out-
wardly they seem to be good people.

paig£, besides, moreover,
paigudda, upper cloth, yevari pai-
gudda vdnici baruve, it’s one’s own
upper cloth that weighs on one (every
one has his own troubles, a chacun son
fardeau pese).
paimayishi, survey. Hindustani; the
word is now obsolete, sarve being used
instead; but we still refer to the old
survey records as the paimash records,
paina, above, on, further, next; also

paint, paina cheppu
t
go on, please;

mimmu sicshinchevadu paina unnadu,
there is One above who will punish
you

;

paina cheya valasinadiyemi? what
is to be done next? cott appuca pote

,

pdta appu paina paddadt, when he
went for the new loan, "the old debt fell

upon him (the creditor took occasion
to ask for it).

painamu, journey. Skt. Corrupt for

praydnamu . yeddu leni sedyam, tsaddi

leni painam, farming without bullocks

is like Travelling without provisions,

paini, above, on, further, next. Same
as paina

;
paini cheppina y aforesaid,

paintu, point, appointment. English.

Used very frequently of a point in law.

paipaduta, to fall on. paipadda mata,
magi padda nillu potava

?

will a word
that has fallen on you or water that

has fallen on a banked field escape?
(some dirt will stick).

paira, cool breeze, paira tolite pratti
phalintsunu, if the cool wind blows (in

the north-east monsoon) cotton will

yield well.

pairu, crop. Commonest in the plural
pairlu. adanu tappina pairunmt,
musalivani biddalu ocati, crops out of"

season are like old men’s children,
paisa, small coin, 3 pies or 1 pice.
bhanchoty ma chetilo vacca paisa pada
lediiy blackguard, I haven’t got even
a farthing out of it.

paita, cloth thrown over female breast.
ma aodalu daggira nunchi vellin appudu
paita congu tagalin attu anumanam
caligi ma]li snanamu chesindnu, sus-
pecting I had been touched by the
hem of my daughter-in-law’s upper
cloth as I passed her, I took another
purifying bath ; Criishnudu Uddha pai-
tanu tolaginchinadu

y

Krishna removed
Radha’s breast-cloth,

paityamu, bile. Skt. iv anni paitya
hdrapu vastuvul ata

y
these are all said

to be articles of diet that remove bile,

paivaru, paivallu, those above, supe-
rior authorities, prasna: yemi cdra-
7j,am lecunda paivallu matram v’urice

baratarapu chestara ? zavabu: vetice-

vallacu anni caranale canapadatavi
;

Question: Will our superiors dismiss
us without any reason ? Answer

:

Those who want to find a reason will

always find one.
paivilasamu, address (on a letter).

i y’uttaramunacu paivilasamu vrdya
leduy there is no address on this letter,

palaca, plank, wooden slate, board,
slab. Lacshmayya: idi cavi tsani po~
yina illu; a sangate rdti palaca mida
checcdru. Vencayya: nenu tsachchi

pote inti velapala yemam rastdru?
Lacshmayya: {

tuletu ’ ani rastdru
;

Smith: There is a slab on this house
to show a poet died in it. Jones: If

I die will they put up anything on the
house ? Smith : Yes, a board with 4To
Let’ on it.

palatsani, thin, poor; also pedutsani.

palavarintsuta, to talk in one’s sleep.

ratrillu nidralo cuda sangitamu gurin-

che palavaristu v’untaru, he will talk in
his sleep too at nights about music;
a ratri ma pillavddu tellavdrina ddcd
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palavaristiine vachchinddu; mantsam
mida padi y

y

itu atu v y

urice dorlinadu
,

my boy was talking in his sleep that

night and rolling this way and that on
his bed till dawn.

palana, palani, such and such. Hin-
r dustani.
palastri, plaster. English,
palayanamu, flight. Skt. Used only
in books.

palicintsuta, to cause to speak; caus-
ative of palucuta

,

to speak,
pallaci, palanquin,
pallamu, low ground, irrigated ’land.

meraca pallam, high and low land;
pallapu panta, an irrigated crop ; niru
pallam erugunu

, nizamu Devud eru-

gunu
,
water finds the low ground, God

the truth.

pallati, somersault. Hindustani; also
palti.

pallavaidyudu, dentist; from pallu,

teeth, and vaidhyudn, doctor, baludu

:

nanna
: pattavaidyudi shapulo nenu

yedava ledu. tandri: nuvvu. buddhi-
mantndavu, i rupai tisa co; noppi tsala

puttindd? baludu: vaidhyudu shapulo
ledu

, yeccadico veUadn
;
Boy : I did not

cry at the dentist’s.’ Father: Sensible
boy, here ’$ a rupee for you

;
did it hurt

much ? Boy : The dentist wasn’t there

;

he had gone somewhere,
pallavi, chorus (in songs); burden of
a song. Skt.

palle, palli, small village, hamlet. Skt.
Greek polls

;
also the ending of innu-

merable place-names, e.g. Bangana-
palli. The ending in Constantinople
is the same. Mdlapalli is the pariah
hamlet outside the village,

pallemu, plate, tray (metal), palle

m

ninda bucca, a trayful of scent,
palletiiru, small village, oca prayani-
cudu : manam ddti vachchina uru pal-
letur aind

,
dipdlu baga velugutu unn att

unnai. rendo prayanicudu : dipalu cd-
vayya

, illu cdlut unnai
; First traveller

;

Though the village we have passed is

a smalFvillage, the lamps are burning
well. Second traveller: It is not
lamps, sir, it is the houses on fire,

palli, small village
;
also palle.

pallu, tooth; plural pallu. pedimacu
minchina pallu

,
pramidacu minchina

vatti
,
a tooth beyond the lip, a wick

beyond the lamp (proverbial expres-
sion for impertinence); a mandaha-
samu sogasu tsuchindva a paRu y

y

iga~
lintsadame

?

did you observe the
beauty of the smile, the grin of the
teeth ? See also pandlu.

palti, somersault. Hindustani; also
pallati.

palur, prefix meaning"many’, palugiirii,

several persons
;
palumdru

, often,

palucarintsuta, to accost
;
from palu-

cuta, to speak,
palucu, a word,
palucuta, to speak,
paluguru, several people,
palumdru, often,

palutsa, palutsana, thinness,
palutsaga, thin (adverb), majjiga nin-
dd palutsaga n yunnadi

>
the buttermilk

is very thin.

palutsani, thin, contemptible, slight-
ing (adjective), palutsani paluculu,
slighting words; arne palutsani mani-

ski, she is a poor creature,

palutsapaduta, to become thin,
pamparapanasa, pomelose (1citrus •

decumana),
pampintsuta, to send, adhyacshudu:
mana sangham gavarnaru gdri daggirici
rdyabaram pampintsale; inducu tagina
sabhyul evaro cheppandi. sabhyudu:
aidugurini pampintdma ? adhyacshudu :

atldge pampintamu; Ramayyanu cuda
vallalo cherustama? sabhyudu: cherisa
vatstsunu gdni Rdmayya noru terava-
cundd v’unde sharatu mida pampintsa
vatstsunu

;
Chairman : We have to send

a deputation to the Governor; please
suggest suitable persons. Member:
Do we send five? Chairman: Yes;
shall we include Ramayya? Member:
By all means include Ramayya, but on
condition that he does not open his
mouth. See also amputa

,
pamputa.

pampu, sending, order.'

pamputa, to send
; to send away

; also
amputa, pampintsuta. oca pracatanalo
y itld v'undenu

;

£ md daggira aidu
rupayala vastuvulu conuccone vdllacu
co'tu tagilinchedi ocati, sigaretlu cdlchedi
incocati bahumdnamgd istdm Lac-
shmayya aidu rupdyala vastuvulacu
ardarupampenu, vdtito pdtu oca chila

,
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oca nippn pulla pampiri

;

an advertise-
ment ran : Whoever orders Rs. 5-worth
of goods from us will get as a present
something to hang his coat on and
something to light his cigarettes with

:

Lakshmayya sent an order for Rs. 5-
worth of things and got a peg and a
match, ocadu : sarcasuco nipp'antu cun-

dandi. incodu: sarcasulo nippu min-
gevdd unnadn

,
vadici caburu pampite

sari

;

Smith: The circus is on fire.

Jones: They have a fire-eater in the
circus, it -will be enough to send word
to him. Lacshmayya: ni bhdryanu
visrdnti cosam putfintici pampava?
Vencayya: panpanu; nizam em ante
ndce visrdnti ca valasi atla chesdnu.
Smith : Have you sent your wife to her
mother for a rest ? Jones : Yes

; but to
tell the truth, it is because I was in
need of a rest,

pana, sheaf.

panasachettu, jack-fruit tree,

panasatonalu, jack-fruit pips; pana-
satonala mithdyi is a sweet made of
jack-fruit pips.

pancha, five. Skt. Used in Telugu as

a prefix in Skt. compounds,
panchabhutamulu, the five elements.
Skt.
panchacalyani, a dark horse with
white marks, a piebald,
panchagavyamu, the five things
derived from the cow. Skt. gavyamu
is from govu, cow. The five products
are milk, butter, ghee, urine, and
dung (palu,

perugu
,
neyyi, panchitam,

peda); you have to eat them all to

purify yourself from certain pollut-

tions.

panchami (nddu), fifth lunar day. Skt.

panchamudu, pariah. Skt. A man of

the fifth class
;
that is below the four

castes.

panchapatramulu, five cups used in

worship. Skt.
panchapranamulu, the five vital

spirits of the body. Skt.

panch&namu, the five artisan castes.

Skt. The five castes are carpenter,

blacksmith, brazier, goldsmith, stone-

cutter.

panchangamu, calendar. Skt. So
called because it specifies five things,

viz. the lunar day, tithi, the weekday,
varam, the sign in which the moon is,

nacshatram , the conjunction of the
planets, yogam

,
and the horoscope,

caranam; panchdngamuht pote nae-
shatramulu potava? if you have lost

your almanac have you lost the stars?

(i.e. you can work out the almanac
again from the stars)

;
dcdsa panchan-

gamu
,
a sky calendar (a fanciful tale),

panchanulu, mechanic, crafts. Skt.

The five crafts mentioned under
panchdnamu.
panchayati, jury of five. Skt.
panchayatidarudu, member of a jury
of five. Skt.
panche, man’s lower cloth, i rupdya
putstsuconi vaca panche conuccondit

take this rupee and buy a lower cloth,

panchendriyabaddhudu, the sensual
man. Skt., from pancha

,
five, in-

driyam
,
organ, and baddhudu

,
bound,

panchendriyamulu, the five organs.
Skt. form pancha

,
five, and indriyamu

,

organ. The five organs are the eye,

ear, nose, tongue, and skin (netra ,

carna
,
nasa tjihva,

tvaccu in Sanskritic
Telugu).

panchipettuta, to divide,
panchitamu, urine, gdvu alpacha-
manam chestii v’undaga velli tdcato

netti mida tsallu coni
,
panchitam lopa-

* lid putstsu conte marl punyam, you
acquire much merit by going up to
a cow when it is making water,
shaking the urine on your head with
the tail and drinking it down (I have
never actually seen this done but there
is no doubt that it is exceedingly
meritorious).
panchiveyuta, to divide, to deal, chitlu

panchi vesinadu, he dealt the cards,

pancti, a row, especially at meals;
from Skt. pancti. pancti-bhojanam is

a dinner in which guests sit in a line

(the usual arrangement); cada pane-

tint, end of the row, the lower seat,

panda, a term of abuse. Used chiefly in
compounds, piricipanda, • a dirty

coward; tindipanda, a dirty glutton,
pandaculu, ripe leaves or betel,

pandemu, a bet. vddu tana gurra-
munu nd gurramuto pandemucu vada-
linadu, he raced his horse against
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mine; iddarilo ahaddham yevaru tva-

raga calpinchi chepputaro, vd.rupandem
gelichet attu nirnayinckiri. Lacshmay-
ya: Chennapatnamlo anagdnaga oca

pedda manishi v’undevddu. Vencayya:
aite nuvve pandem gelichau ,

nenu inta
r canna yeccuva ahaddham cheppa lenu.

Smith and Jones bet on. which would
tell the biggest lie first. Smith : Once
upon a time there was a gentleman at

Madras. Jones: You have won the

bet, I can’t tell a bigger lie than that

;

tdnu yenta aina tina galan ani Lacsh-
mayya pandem vesenu; Lacshmayya
conta tini tsdlinchenu . Vencayya : anta
tina led em? pandemlo odi poyinau.
Lacshmayya: podduna miru paricsha

chesin appudu bdgane tintini
,
ippudu

yendu chetano acali mandaginchindi

.

Smith laid a bet as to how much he
would eat; having eaten some, he
stopped. Jones : You could not eat it

all ; then you have lost the bet. Smith

:

When you tried me this morning I ate

well, now for some reason or other I

have lost my appetite,

pandi, pig. adavipandi is a wild boar,

mundlapandi a porcupine, nandi ante
nandi, pandi ante pandi, if he says it ’s

a bull it is a bull, if he says it is a pig
it’s a pig (sic volo sic jubeo, sit pro
ragione voluntas) ;

pandici yelara pan-

niru gindi ? what can a pig do with a
bottle of rose-water? pandi gurgur-
intsuts unnadi, the pig grunts,

pandicoccu, a large rat, bandicoot.
pandi-coccu means pig-dog (cucca)

;

our Anglo-Indian word ‘bandicoot’
is a corruption of it.

pandili, shed, pandal; also pandiri.

Our Anglo-Indian ‘ pandal ’ is derived
from this.

pandintsuta, to cause to ripen; caus-
ative of panduta.

pandiri, shed, pandal
;
also pandili.

panditammanyudu, person who
thinks himself learned, conceited man.
Skt..

panditudu, learned man, pandit, pro-
fessor. Skt. Our Anglo-Indian word
‘pandit ’ is derived from this

;
pantulu

,

teacher, and pantulu, caste affix, are
connected. Telugu svalpamuga vach-

chinavddu Simalo goppa panditud

anipintsu conunu, a smatterer in Telugu
passes for a professor of it in England.
Calectaru : meghdlu samudramldci velli

nillu tdgutu v'undagd mir eppudaind
tsuchindra? pamartdu cheppa valasina
mata panditulai v’undinni miru cuda
visvasistdr emi? panditudu : ayyo: nd
mata nammaca pote nenu yemi chep-

punu? Collector: Have you ever seen
the clouds going to the sea and drink-
ing water ? Do you mean to say that a
Pandit like you believes these silly

stories of the vulgar? Pandit: If you
will not believe me, what can I say?
(I fear the natural science of the
Telugu Pandit is all myth.)

pandlu, teeth; plural of palu
; also

pallu
.

pddinde padard pachi pandla
Dasari

,
sing again what you have

sung, Dasari with dirty teeth,

pandlu, fruits; plural of pandu.
nimma pandla rasamuto atani pandlu
pulisinavi, his teeth were set on edge
with lime juice; baludu : ndnd

, atla
v’unnav em? tandri: tirigi

, tirigi,

vachckanu, calii cheyyi cadilintsa lenu.

baludu, atldga? nuvvu techchina ma-
midi pandi anni nenu tinnanu

, nuvvu
nannu cotta Uvu ga. Boy: Father,
what is wrong? Father: I have been
wandering about so long that I can’t
move hand or foot. Boy: That so?
I ate all the mangoes you brought

;
you

won’t be able to beat me.
pandommidi, 19 (nineteen),
pandrendava, 12th (twelfth); more
commonly pannendava.
pandrendu, 12 (twelve); more com-
monly pannendu,
pandu, fruit, pandu zdri pdlalo padd
attu, like the fruit slipping into the
milk (happy-go-lucky),
panduconuta, to lie down, to go to
bed. jvaramuto pandu connadu

,

he is

laid up with fever
;
atani vartaddm antd

panduconnadi
, his business is asleep,

pandudu, eunuch. Skt.
;
also napunsa-

cudu.
panduga, festival

;
also panduvu. can-

nula panduga is a sight for’ sore eyes

;

nityamunu cannula pandugd dhana-
munu tsutsutsundu sukhamunu minch-
ina sukhamu mari yem unnadi ? what
greater pleasure is there than always
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having money to look at? So also
chevula panduga, a feast for the ears
(e.g. good music); ill alucagane pan-
duga y’aguna ? does smearing the house
(with cow-dung) constitute a feast?
(this is supposed to make the house
very clean and pure but it is only the
prelude to feasting

;
the proverb means

putting the cart before the horse).
pandum, ten tooms; from padi

,

ten,

and tiimu. A toom is four cuntsams;
ten tooms is about 150 bushels

;
ten

tooms of land is about nine acres.

panduta, to ripen, to yield a crop.
dunnaca tsallite

,
coyyaca pandinadi

,

sown unploughed it yielded unreaped
(means that if you don’t plough before
you sow, you are not likely to get any
harvest).
panduvu, festival. Another form of
panduga.
pangalacomma, forked branch

;
pan-

gandmam is the forked caste-mark
Vaishnavites wear on their foreheads

;

pangalacarra is a forked stick.

pani, work, use, thing, shaving.
panici rddu, it is no use; panici
vastundi, it is useful; panici vachche
pillacdya, a promising boy; ni pani
pattistanu, I will settle your hash

;
atani

pani tirchindru, they did for him ;
atani

pani tsust imndnu
, I am looking after

his business; iccada nic emi pani?
what’s your business here? manchi
pani

,

good; pani mida unnadu, he is

busy; aina panici chintinchevadu alpa
buddhi galavadu, it is silly to grieve

over the past (crying over spilt milk)

;

pagati matalu panici chetu, rdtri matalu
nidracu chetu, daylight words spoil

business, night words sleep, ocadu:
i dftsu panulacu badhyata galavar

5

evaru ? gumdstd: nacu baga teliyad

andi; yedaina lopam vaste mdtram
nanne*andaru tittutdru . Smith: Who
is responsible for the work of this

office? Clerk: I don’t well know; all

I know is that if anything goes wrong
all blame me. peddamaniski : inni

cathalu cheppau, ni goppa cheppu cun-

nau; annitlonu nuwe gelichin attu

cheppdu; nicu cheta edni pani •dunte
cheppu; ddnini nenu chestanu. garva-

potu; nd bdcilu chelintsa len andi, mir

a pani cheyy andi. Gentleman: You
have told many stories

;
you have

boasted ;
you say you have always

won in everything; if there is any-
thing you can’t do, tell me and I will

do it. Boaster: I can’t pay my debts,
you may do that for me. nauca.ru':

micu naucaru cd valen ani yevaro chep-
pite 'vachchanu. peddamaniski: md
y'intlo pani anta md vdUe chesu con-
tare. naucaru: atld aite nenu tappa-

cundd iccade v'untanu
, untsucondi.

Servant : I hear you want a servant.
Gentleman : In our house we do all the
work ourselves. Servant: Then I will

certainly take thejob ;
please give it me.

panicatte, female servant, maid;
feminine of panivadu .

pamcheyyuta, to shave (to do the
work).
panicimalina, panicirani, useless.

ildganti panici malina prasnalu yep-

pudu adugabocu

,

never ask such silly

questions.
panicivatstsuta, to be useful, tana
girashtaddri y’iccada yemaina panici
vastund emo tsutdmu, we will see
whether his Sheristadarship is any
use to him here, vidyarthi: •vidydrthu-

lacu cd valasina battalu iccada dorucu-
tava ? angadivddu : ddueddardei panici
vachchevd

,
tsaduvu codanici panici

* vachcheva ? Student: Have you any
clothes here useful to students ? Shop-
man: Useful to play in or useful to
work in ?

panildni, without work, unemployed.
panileni mangali pilli tala gorigindd
ata

,
the workless barber shaved the

cat, they say.
panimutlu, tools.

panipatalu, toil and moil, panipatalu
lecunda v’iiricesomariga curtsundi, lazily

sitting idle without doing any work,
panivadu, workman, servant. The
feminine of this is panicatte.

panjaramu, cage, dyana monna vacca
cesulo palleturu nunchi vachchina sdc-

shici bodha cheset appatici *sdeshyam
anta vacitlo panjaramlo v’unna chilu-

cacu citda vachchindi
,
when he was

tutoring a rustic witness the other day
in the evidence he was to give in

court, the parrot in the cage at the
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gate learnt it all by heart
\
panjaramulo

chiccuconi chiluca vale, like a parrot

in a cage; cacini techchi
,
panjaramulo

pettite
,
chiluca vale palucund? put a

crow in a cage and will it talk like a

parrot ?

pankha, punkah. Hindustani, ratri

nenu na bhdrya padncunnappudu nivu
mdcu pankha visara valenu

,

at night

when my wife and I go to bed you
must pull the punkah for us.

pannendu, 12 (twelve); composed of

padi, ten, and rendu
,
two.

panniddumu, twelve tooms
;
com-

posed of padi, ten, iru, two, and tumu,
a measure of four cuntsams ; so

twelve tooms is forty-eight cuntsams,
about 180 bushels.

panniru, rose-water, pandici yelara

panniru gindi? What is the use of a

bottle of rose-water to a pig ? bhdrya :

ninu yenta dodda y'illalu aite n’emi ?

leniponivadu mogunni cottedanni ani
ndcu peru techchindru; mi mulanga na
doddatanam anta budidalo posina pan-
niru ai poyindi. Wife: What if I am
a good housewife? A worthless hus-
band has got me the reputation of
being in the habit of beating him and
through you all my goodness has
become like rose-water poured into

mud (my name has become mud),
pannu, tax. vriXtti pannu

,

profession

tax.

pannugada, scheme, device, ad anta
Brdhmalu tama ddhicyam niluva-

ddnici pannina pannugada, that is all

a device of the Brahmins to maintain
their superiority.

pannuta, to contrive, tanu pannina
valalo tone paddadu

,
he has fallen into

a trap of his own contriving; manam
y'iddaramu dlochintsucuni yedo pan-
nindm ani anumana padutddu

,
he will

suspect us two of having plotted
something together,

panta, crop, harvest; from panduta, to

ripen, caruvu mdnpu panta
,
midatalu

manpu manta

,

the crop stays the
famine and flame the locust; panta
pentald, pddi purilo, the harvest is in
the manure, the milk in the grass;
yerra bhumipanta, oca ndti vanta, a red
soil crop yields but one day’s food.

pantamu, wager, resolve, object.

mana calla mundara puttina monnati
pillavadu pantam padite, pillavddici

buddhi cheppi adamdyintsaca
, vddi

pantam negginchi, pedda manishi mdta
nirdcarintsadamdharmam ane tochindd?
When a boy born before our eyes
makes a resolve is it right to let him
have his way and disregard the word
of a grown man instead of teaching
the boy sense and admonishing
him? indulo mana prayojacatvam
canaparichi, mana pantam neggintsu

co valenu, we must show our ability

and attain our object,

pante, whirl on which weavers wind
their thread.

pantsabangalamu, rout, polisuvaru
vachchi dongalanu pantsa bangala-
mugd tarimi vesinaru, the police came
and put the thieves to flight,

pantsadara, sugar. Skt. palalo pant-
sadara v’olicinattu, like sugar dropped
into milk (luck upon luck),

pantsapali, arcade, verandah,
pantsuta, to divide; most commonly
used in the compound panchipettuta.

pantulu, teacher; corrupt Skt. for
panditudu

;
also a Brahmin caste-afflx.

pappayapandu, poppoy; a common
fruit appreciated by Europeans but
despised by the natives of the
country; also bobbdyapandu.
pappu, pulse, porridge, any split pulse
or kernel. Any sort of pulse used for
curry, but most commonly dholl (red
gram), which is the more nutritious
part of the diet of Brahmins and
prisoners in jail, d mardzu vadda d
pappu udacadu

,

no use trying it on
with that Maharaja; badamcdyulu
pedu codite pappu canupintsunu

, shell

almonds and the kernel appears,
para-, prefix meaning ‘other’. Skt.
danici para purushud ante gadai para-

cato samanam, she does not care a

straw for any man but me.
paraca, trifle, blade of grass, gaddi-
paraca is a blade of grass. I don’t
care a bit is ndcu gaddi paracato
samanam .

parada, screen, purdah. Hindustani.
What gosha ladies keep behind,
paradesamu, foreign country. Skt.
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vadu paradesam arid unnddu, he is

abroad.
paradesasthudu,parades!, foreigner.

Skt.

paradhyanamu, reverie, absence of
mind, paradhydnam cheta velu tega

cosucunnantt, I cut my finger absent-
mindedly.
paragand, district, purganah. Hindu-
stani. Obsolete; a common word in

the old records, and the newspapers
still write Madhya Paragandlu, the

Central Provinces.
paralocamu, other world, i.e. heaven.
Skt. Opposed to ihalocamu

,
this

world, manacu dhanamu sasvatamu
cddu, dehamulu, sdsvatamulu cavu

,

nityamaina paraloca sukhamulu vich-

drintsu co valenu
,
wealth is perishable,

our bodies are perishable; we- must
seek the eternal joys of the next world

;

paraloca gatracu poyenu, he died (gone
to the next world).
parama, excellent, best. Skt. Com-
mon in compounds; paramdnanda-
bharitudu

,
full of immense joy.

paramandu, beyond the grave; the
opposite is ihamandu

,
on this side of

the grave.
paramanamu, paramana, firman.
Hindustani. A grant or letter from
the MoghulGovernment orother kings
and rulers of that time

;
alsofarmdna.

paramanandamu, great joy. Skt.

d dinam d mahanubhdvuni darsanamu
chesi, ayana seva cheta paramdnan-
dam pondi, crutarthunni autanu, on
that day I will visit that Great Man,
do him homage and be full of joy;
mdto sambandham chesucdvadam micu
y’ishtamgd v’unnada? paramanda-
mugd v’unnadi, would you care for a

marriage union with us? I should be
delighted.

paramanamu, rice-pudding, milk-
rice. vadu paramdnnamu zurrutsun-

nadu, he is sipping the milk-rice,

paramarthamu, highesttruth, highest

object of life. Skt. atuvanti vdrici

canydddnamu cheyyadame cevalamu
paramdrtham; tama vanti panditu-
laina Mahdnuhhdvulac evarico tappa
y’i cdlicdlamlo paramdrtha chinta ledu

,

to give a virgin to such people is the

summitm honum; in this Iron Age only
great pandits like you care for the
summum bonum.
paramatmudu, supreme being. Skt.,

from parama t
excellent, and atma,

soul; the Highest Soul,

parampara, series, succession, tradi-
tion. Skt. aneca satabdamula varacu
sadguruparampara Craistava matamun
andu galadiiy Christianity has had a
series of good teachers for many cen-
turies; md guru paramparald inta-

vadu ledu, in the series of teachers we
have had there is none equal to him

;

vdri bratucu duhkha paramparato nindi

undemiy their life was full of a series

of sorrows.
paramu, foreign, other; para is a
common prefix meaning ‘other*, as

in paradesi, foreigner,

paranga, in the guard of. madhya

-

vartula paranga untsuy put it in the
custody of arbitrators,

parangi, feringhee, French, European,
Eurasian ; now usually applied to

Eurasians.
parapara, noise of tearing; onomato-
poeic. Sound of tearing cloth or paper,

parapati, credit, ndcu parapati bhan-
gamu cheya talachinaru, they tried to

destroy my credit; parapati sangha-
muluy co-operative credit societies,

parapu, bed, bedding,
parasparamu, mutual. Skt. paras-
paramirdgamu, mutual love; paras-

para virodhamu, mutual enmity.
Parasuramudu, Parasurama, a
West Coast hero; Parasurama cshe-

tramu, Malabar, illu Parasurama priti

y'ainadiy the house was burnt,
paratantramu, dependence on others

.

Skt. Opposite of svatantram ,
inde-

pendence. svatantramu svarga locamiiy

paratantramu prana sancatamu, inde-
pendence is heaven, dependence a
life of grief.

paratsuta, to cause ; the word is itself

a causal (from paduta) and is used as

an auxiliary to form cBxisals.^atanca-

paratsuta
,

to cause obstruction, to

obstruct; bheda paratsuta, to distin-

guish; sammati paratsuta, to obtain

consent, to persuade ;
teliya paratsuta,

to make known.
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paratsuta, to spread (intransitive),

paravasamu, being carried away by,

transported, ecstasy. Skt.

paravasudu, one who is carried away,
transported. Skt. mohaparavasudai,
carried away by love; santoshapara-

> vasudai, in an ecstasy of joy.
paravalddu, it does not matter; from
Hindustani paravd, regard, respect;

also pharvaledu. peddamanishi : ban-

dilo nunchi mi tammudu cinda pada-
cundd pattuco. baludu: paravaledu;
vddu paddd intlo nac inco tammudu
unnddu lendi. Gentleman : Catcfe your
little brother and stop him falling out

of the cart. Boy: It doesn’t matter, I

have another little brother at home;
bhdrya: mana ammdyini pendli chesu-

cune vddu yetldntivadu? bharta : anu-
culamainavdde. bhdrya: tsaduvu gdni,

dabbu gdni lid ate. bharta : leca poyina
parvaleduy atanic evaru tsuttdlu leru le;

mana ammdyi sukha padutundi. Wife

:

What sort of a fellow is the bride-

groom you have chosen for our girl?

Husband: Quite suitable. Wife:
They say he has neither education
nor money. Husband : It doesn’t

matter if he hasn’t; he has no rela-

tions, so our girl will be happy

;

casucu d&va ledu, nutici paravd ledu
,

no way to a penny but careless of
pounds. r

parabhavamu, defeat. Skt.

pardbhavintsuta, parabhavapara-
tsuta, to defeat, to dishonour. Skt.
atithini pardbhavinchitini, I have dis-

honoured my guest,

pardcramamu, heroism. Skt.

paracu, oversight, inattention, parac
’untsaca vinu, listen with attention;

tsataluna Upin anduna paracu mdtalu
vachchinaviy as he was suddenly
roused, his words came unawares,
pardcuna, unawares. ajdgrataga
v’undi yHppudu matala pardcuna mi
daggera conchem noru jari vachckindi

,

I was careless just now and the words
slipped out by oversight,
paracupaduta, to be inattentive, to
forget, raja: i sanvatsaram sarcaru
peshcashupoga manaSamsthdnam mida
yenta labham vachchind andi? crindati

j

nelalo miru cheppinaru gdni pardcu

'

\

paddamu. divan : tamaru dlagu pardcu
padadamedharmam andi; adi mahdrdzu
chihnamu. Zamindar: deducting the
Government peshcash what was the
revenue of our estate this year? You
told us last month, but we have for-

gotten. Diwan: Such forgetfulness

is beseeming to Your Honour; it is a
sign of nobility.

paradhmamu, dependence, alien
possession. Skt., from para

, other,

and adhinam
,
possession, parddhinam

(or paratantram) prana sancatam
,

dependence is misery, md sottu anta
parddhinam ai poyinadi}

all our prop-
erty has been alienated.

paradMnudu, a dependant,
parajayamu, defeat. Skt.; also apa-
jayamu.
parajitamu, conquered. Skt.

paramarsa, care, inquiry. Skt. vdr
andarni mir yepla paramarsa chestaro

sumandi ? How will you manage to

look after them all ?

paramarsintsuta, to investigate,

parariyaguta, to abscond, to be out of
view (of criminals). From Hindustani
pardri or pharari, absconded,
parayanamu, devotion to. Skt.
parayi, strange, foreign, unrelated.
Corrupt form of Skt. para

.
pardyivdUu

,

otherpeople;parayi chinnadi, a girl who
is no relation; Lacshmayya gurinchi
abhinandana sabha zarigenu; sabha-
dhyacshud agu Vencayya gdru i ritini

mutstsatinchiri. Lacshmayyagdru pa-
rdyi gramam vdr aind, mana v'ullo

iravai sanvatsarala nunchi until mana
gramdbhivriiddhicai patu pddut un-
ndru; dyananu mana v’uri samddhilone
pudchSt attu Bhagavantudu anugra-
hintsu gdca, at a complimentary party
to Smith the chairman spoke as

follows: Though Mr. Smith belongs
to another village, he has lived twenty
years in our village and worked for its

progress; may God grant that he be
buried in our cemetery 1 nenu pardyi-
vdllato sahavdsamu cheyyanu, I hold
no commerce with strangers (keep
myself to myself).

pari-, prefix meaning "around’, fully,

completely. Skt.

paricaramu, tool.
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paricaramu, examination, investiga-

tion. Corrupt Skt. for paricsha.
paricarintsuta, to examine, to investi-

gate. Skt.

paricharintsuta, to attend, to serve.

Skt.
paricharudu, attendant, guard. Skt.

parichayamu, familiarity. Skt. nacu
Veda vishayamulo viseshaparichayamu
leduy I am not very familiar with
the Vedas; nacu Pedddpuramlo mi
anna garito motta modata parichayam
caliginadi, I first struck up a friend-

ship with your brother at Peddapur;
ati parichaya avagnyata, familiarity

breeds contempt.
paricharamu, service, attendance. Skt.

paricharica, female attendant. Skt.

parichchedamu, section of book. Skt.

paricimputa, to examine, investi-

gate. Skt., corrupt for paricshintsuta.

paridhi, circumference. Skt.
pariganintsuta, to calculate. Skt.
parigettuta, to run; also parugettuta.

Lacshmayya : na pellani carra tisu-

coni cottanu, nannu cotlo petti talam
veyyandi; polisusarjentu : cottite tsach-

chipoyindd? Lacshmayya: tsdva Udu
,

nannu cotta ddniciparigettuconi vastun-
nadi. Smith: Please lock me up, I

have beaten my wife with a stick.

Police Sergeant: Did you kill her?
Smith: No, she is running after me
to beat me.
parigrahanamu, acceptance. Skt.

pariharintsuta, to remove, to reject.

Skt.
parihasintsuta, to mock. Skt.

pariharamu, removal. Skt. This is

used as a legal term for relief, redress.

Hitlaru gdrici Jarmani nashta pari

-

hdramulanu chellvntsuta asale ishtamu
leduy Hitler does not want Germany
to pay indemnities at all.

parihasacudu, jester. Skt.

parihasamu, ridicule, jesting. Skt.

parihdsamunacu idi samayamu cddu,

this is not a time for jesting; mir emi
parikdsamugd mdtddutsunnd.ru

,
you

are joking about something; nen uraca
parihasamunac anndnuy I was only
joking.
parijanamu, suite, train of followers.

Skt. Also parivaramu.

parimalamu, perfume. Skt.

parimalintsuta, to be fragrant. Skt.

parimanamu, limit, measure. Skt.

In law caldvadhiparimanamu is period
oflimitation,

parimiti, limit. Skt.
parmamintsuta, to be transformed.
Skt.

parinayamu, marriage. Skt. vivd-
ham, pendliy are commoner words,
parinamamu, transformation. Skt.

paripari, sundry, pariparividhdlugdy
in all sorts of ways,
paripalana, paripalanamu, govern-
ment, rule. Hitlaru gdru mantrulai
paripalanddhicaramu vahintsutsdy if

Hitler becomes minister and takes up
the government,

paripalintsuta, to rule,

paripurnamu, very complete. Skt.
paripurndnugrahamy complete grace,

parishattu, assembly, congress. Skt.

parishcarintsuta, to settle. Skt. ; also

pharishcarintsuta . d cadupulo v’unna
pillacu yemi istdvo cheppu; ippudu
beramu parishcarintsu cunddmuy say
what you will give for the child in

that womb (as a future wife) and we
will strike the bargain at once,
parishcaramu, settlement, also phar~
ishcdramu. inca beram parishcdram ca

Udu, the bargain is not settled yet;

i mitingulone pharishcdram cdniyyandiy
let us settle it at this meeting,

parisilana, examination. Skt. leccala

parisilanay adjustment of accounts,
parisilintsuta, to investigate. Skt.
parisodhana, inquiry. Skt.

parisodhintsuta, to inquire. Skt.

parisrama, diligence. Skt.
parisuddhamu, very pure. Skt.

parisuddhi, purity. Skt.

paritapintsuta, to grieve. Skt. na
manassu parztapintsutsunnadiy I am in

sorrow.
paritapamu, grief. Skt.

parityajintsuta, to abandon. Skt.

sarva bhogamulu parityajinchiy aban-
doning all pleasure.

parityajamu, relinquishment. Skt.

parivartamu, exchange, transfer. Skt.

parivartana, turning back. Skt.

parivaramu, suite, retinue. Skt. Also
parijanamu .
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pariyaehacamu, jesting. Skt. pari-

ydchacam adutu v'unnaru
,
you are

joking; nenu v'urici pariydehiednid

anndnuy I was only joking,

pariesha, trial, examination. Skt.

tennisu pravinudu : nannu pariesha

* eMsdru gada
,
na vallu yetld v’unnadi?

ddetaru: nicu visranti ca valenu, con-

ndllu tennisu mdnuconi rozu calejici

vellut undu, nimmalistundi. Tennis
champion: You have examined me;
how goes it? Doctor: You want rest,

go to college for a few days and give

up tennis and you will soon be all«right.

paricshacudu, examiner,
parmana, firman, letters patent; also

paramana, farmana.
parnasala, leaf hermitage. Skt., from
parnam.y Skt. for leaf, and §ala. Used
in Purana stories.

pardeshamu, imperceptibility, ab-

sence. Skt. na pardesham andu
cheppina mdtalu ndcu tacavu, I am
not affected by what is said in my
absence,

parra, bog.
partilu, parties (legal). English. The
common word for parties in a case

;

also partilu .

parugettuta, to run. parugetti pdlu
tdge cante curtsundi ntru trdguta melu

,

it is better to sit and drink water than
to have to run to get milk, ocadti

;

yeccadid parugettut unndu? incodu:
ndcu pillan istan anna mdma gdri

daggiriciy dyana clival ain attu telisindi.

ocadu : dyana chicculu tirustavd

?

incodu: nenu tirtsanu> dyana cuturini

pelli ckesucon am cheppadanid veUut
unndnu. Smith: Where are you run-
ning? Jones : To the father of the girl

I was engaged to; I hear he is bank-
rupt. Smith: Are you going to help
him? Jones: Not I, to break off the
engagement.
parugu, a run, pace of a horse, chetan
aite na parugu calusu condi

>
nenu ledi

lagu parugettutdnuy catch me if you
can, I rrun like a deer; manchi parugu-
gala gurranty a horse with good paces

;

bandi vacca paruguna toluconi vachchi-

ndrUy they drove the carriage without
stopping.
parulu, others, neighbours. Skt.

parulapdlaina y alienated, having be-
come the property of others. yH vacca
roz aina parulanu adi posu covadam
mani veyyandi,

stop abusing your
neighbours at least for a day.
parundapettuta, to put to sleep,

parunduta, to lie down, to go to sleep,

parupu, bedding, ocadu : Lacshmayya
tsala kharidu gala parupu connadu.
incodu: hdyigd nidra pattinda? ocadu:
patta leduy dani kharidu talutsu cunte
digulu vesi Lacshmayya rdtri antd
nidra po ledu . Smith: Brown has
bought a most expensive mattress.
Jones: Does he sleep well on it?

Smith: No, he stays awake all night
worryingaboutthe cost. See alsopacca.

parutsuta, to cause. Same as para-
tsuta, an auxiliary verb, used to change
nouns, adjectives, &c., into verbs;
dtancaparutsuta, to raise objection;
driidhaparutsutay to establish; bheda-
parutsuta

,
to distinguish,

parutsuta, to spread, to scatter,

paruvu, dignity, yeruvu sommuparuvu
chitUy he who goes a-borrowing goes
a-sorrowing; l&ntaru paruvu cosam

[

ganiy veluturu cosam leduy a lantern
for dignity, not light; paruvu taccuv
aniy thinking it beneath your dignity;
paruv ichcki paruvu tetstsu cd, give
respect and get respect; paruvu-

pratishthd, dignity and decorum,
parvamu, division, a certain festival.

Skt. parvamu is properly a knot in a
cane, a joint, a division, and so comes
to be said of divisions of the year and
month and festivals at these divisions;
nitraparvamu is a feast for the eyes,

parvatamu, mountain. Skt.
paryantamu, up to. Skt. nakha
sikha paryantamu, to the tips of one’s
nails, i.e. all over.
paryavasdnamu, result. Skt. idi

zagadamuld paryavasanam cinadi it

resulted in a quarrel,

parydyamu, time, occasion. Skt. niv
d parydyam velli ray go and come for
once

; i rendu paryayamula nundi
jvaramu baita cdyadamu lidu, these
two times the fever did not come out.

pasandu, exquisite. Hindustani, pas-
cmdu antu mamidi pandhiy exquisite
graft mangoes ; also fasandu.
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pasaru, sap. pasaru purugu is the sap
worm, a green caterpillar,

paschattapamu, repentance. Skt.

paschattdpam caligi nizamgane ni

nadata tinna chesu co } repent and
reform.
paschatt&papaduta, to repent, atadu
tala vantsuconi paschattapapadutu
v’unnadu, he is hanging his head and
repenting.

paschima, western. Skt. paschima
khandamu is the western continent,

Europe; paschima vidya is western
knowledge, the civilization of Europe,
paschimamu, west. Skt.

pasi, young, pasibidda is an infant,

pasidi, gold, calla pasidici cdnti mendu
,

false gold is bright (all is not gold that

glitters)
;
bangdramu is commoner,

pasimi, yellow, pasimi chaya
,
yellow

complexion.
pasipattuta, to scent, cundetini cuccalu

pasi pattinavi, the dogs got scent of

the hare.

pasitanamu, infancy,

pastayintsuta, to regret. Hindustani,
pasupu, saffron, yellow, pasupu-cun-
camu, saffron and rouge, means a

married woman's pin-money because
these are the cosmetics no Indian
woman can do without; the saffron

is to make her face yellow, the rouge
to make her lips red.

pasusala, cattle-shed. Skt.

pa§uvu, animal, especially cattle.

Applied to human beings it means
stupid; pasujanamu means the brute

mob; pasuprdyudu, a brutish man;
nivu vatti pasuprayadavugd v'unnau,

you are a blockhead,
patacamu, locket,

patac&ru, long pincers,

patamu, picture. Skt.; also chitra

patamu

;

the word originally meant
cloth; gdlipatamu is a paper kite;

chitracdrulu tama patala cinda santa-

cam chestaru yenducu? patanici modal
eddy ckivar eddy tsuchevaUu telusu

coddnidy why do painters sign their

pictures? So that people may know
which is the top and which is the

bottom; l granthamulo bommalu pata

-

mulu unnaviy this is an illustrated book,

patangi, kite (toy, not bird), nivu

patangi yegara veyya galava ? can you
fly a kite ? also gdlipatamu.
patapata, crashing, grinding; onoma-
topoeic . cannul erra chest pandlu pata-
pata corucutsuy glaring and grinding
his teeth (in anger),

pata, bark (of tree) ; also pattd.
pataca, flag. Skt.

pathamu, path, way. Skt.
pathanamu, reading. Skt.

pathanamucheyuta, to learn by heart,

pathintsuta, to read. Skt.
pathyamu, diet. Skt. Lacshmayya

:

vaidpudu cheppina pracdram putstsu
cunt unndva? Rangayya

: putstsu cun-
tune unndnUy cani y*i madhya deal aite

pathyam putstsu coniy mamulu annam
cuda tinnanu. Smith : Are you taking
the diet the doctor ordered? Jones:
Yes, but sometimes when I am
hungry I take my usual food as well
as the diet.

pati, husband. Skt. patipuja is the
worship which a woman owes to her
husband, itand intici vachchin appudu
biggaraga matadaca na yedala inta

bhacti tsupi pati puja cheyutsunnattu
paicaina natintsu, when people come
to the house don’t talk loud, make
some show of devotion to me and
outwardly at least pretend to be a
dutiful wife.

patica, alum. Skt. adi patica podumu,
this is alum powder,
paticabellamu, sugar-candy,
patima, cleverness, skill, vigour. Skt.
pillacdya telivi galavdde cani vaepa

-

tima taccuva3 he is a clever boy but
does not speak out properly,

pativrata, good wife, devoted. Skt.
nenu v’untsucunnadi maha pativrata
sumandi, nenu vacca dinam leca pote
adi y

y
intlo tinnagd annam tinadu, the

woman I keep is devoted to me, if I

am not there she does not eat properly

;

nen enta musalitanamlo pendli y'ddi-

nanuy mana Somidevi vanti pativrata
mariyocate ledu sumi, though I was
an old man when I married thdfe is no
more devoted wife than our Somidevi.

patla, at, about, towards, tsuttupapla,

the neighbourhood; intipatla, at

home
;
t patla, in this respect, mud-

dayi: nd mida tsaldmcmdi ddhdrapadi
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v’unndru; valla paila daya tsupin-

tsandi. mejistretu: yevaruvaUu ? ni

pillald? muddayi: nd pillalu cadu
,

polisuvdllu , Accused: I have many
dependent on me, show pity to them.
Magistrate : Who do you mean

?_
Your

children? Accused: Not my children,

the Police.

patnamu, town. Skt.
;
also pattanamu.

driste Orugallu patnam autundi
,
pa-

tience and Oragal will become a town,
patni, lawful wife. Skt., from pati,

she wTho has a husband,
patramu, leaf of a book, document.
Skt. a patramu mida mugguru sacski

vrdllu chesinaru, three persons attested

the document ;
pustacamunu tisipatra-

mulu tiruga veyutsu, taking a book and
turning the leaves

;
ichchevdnici patra-

mu vaddu, the generous man requires

no bond (the willing horse needs no
spur).

patri, leaves used in worship, bhacti

lent puja patri chetu
,
adoration without

devotion only wastes the sacred leaves,

patrica, newspaper. Skt. patrica is

properly any paper; bahishcdra patri-

calu are letters of excommunication.
Gopu: nuvvu vrdsina * Nirantara
Sancharam * ane vydsam yem aindi?

Rdmudu : d vydsamu ninu yenni patri

-

calacu pampinchind malli nd daggarice

vachchindi. Gopu: adi cuda nirantara

sanckdram chest unnadi cabdlu. Smith

:

What happened to your * essay on
‘perpetual motion’? Jones: I sent it

to all the papers but it always came
back to me. Smith: I suppose it is

doing perpetual motion,
patricalavadu, journalist, patrica
menejaru: miru md patricacu advar-
taizumentu yemaina istdrd? mi vyd-
pdrdnici tsdla Idbham vastundi . varta-
cudu : nen emi iyyanu

,
pondi; patricala-

vdllu vaste ran iyya vadd ani md
bantrotuto cheppdne; vadu ninnu yetla
rdn ichchadu ? menejaru : a bantrotunu
tlsi veyyandi, bantrotu ca valenu ani
md patricald advartaizu cheyyandi;
tappacundd dorucutadu. Newspaper
Manager: Will you advertise in my
paper? It will boom your business.
Merchant: I won’t give you any ad-
vertisement; get out; I told my peon

not to let any newspaper man in
; how

did he let you in ? Manager : Dismiss
him and advertise for another in my
paper; you will get one without fail,

patricadhipati, editor of a newspaper,
patstsa, green, yellow; also patstsani,
dcupatstsa is leaf green

; pasupupatstsa
is saffron green, that is yellow; tella-

patstsa
,

light green; chilacapatstsa

(colour of the green parrot), bright
green; patstsa bangdru

,

yellow, i.e.

pure, gold; patstsagd tfunduta^ to'

prosper; porugu patstsagd v’unte poilo
niUu posucun attu, like the man who
poured water on his own hearth
because his neighbour was doing
well (biting off your nose to spite
your neighbour’s face),

patstsa, emerald.
patstsagadi, grass, patstsagadi is

fresh grass as opposed to yendugadi
,

dried straw (not hay) ; hay is not made
in India except by the Army depart-
ment.

patstsallu, chutneys. patsaUu iiragd-

yalu annamulo ruchini puttinche vastu-

vulut chutneys and pickles are relishes,

patstsani, green, yellow. Same as

patstsa .

patstsapodutsuta, to tattoo,

patta, bark of a tree, also patd, patta .

patta-, prefix meaning c

full ’, as patta--

pagalu, broad daylight; pattabailu
,

bare as a bone; atirahasyam patta-
bailu,

,
Tom Noddy’s secret,

patta, patta, the ryot’s land slip from
which he can see what the extent and
assessment of his holding is

;
it is not

a title-deed or muniment of title, but
a simple memorandum; in Estates it

is something more, though not even
a lease deed, because the Zamindar
and ryot are supposed to exchange
documents, patta and muchilica

, and
the ryot is supposed to accept die
patta

;
but there is no question of

contract; we are still in India in the
stage preceding contract, the stage of
status; and the Zamindari ryot has
occupancy right, that is status, and
cannot be given notice to quit; he is

not a tenant.

pattadarudu, the holder of a patta,

landholder.
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pattamu, gold fillet tied on forehead
at coronation. Skt.

pattanamu, town. Skt. Same as

patnamu.
pattapagalu, broad daylight, mogudii
peUdmu pattapagalu matadutaru, the
husband and wife talk to one another
by daylight (a very dreadful thing to

do, only to be done in the privacy of
the alcove).

pattapuddvi, queen; from pattamu

,

coronation fillet, and devi, divine
woman.
pattaputenugu, the royal elephant
(the one the Raja rides),

pattarani, uncontrollable; from pat-
tiita

,
to catch, pattarani agrahamu,

uncontrollable anger,
patta, bark (of a tree, not a dog),
pattabhishecamu, coronation. Skt.,

from pattam
,
coronation fillet, and

abkishecam, annointing.
pattacatti, broadsword,
patte, tape.
patteda, necklace. This is a necklace
made of small square plates

.
peUamu

medalo v'unna patteda cotti Hsu coni

poyi tacattu pettinddu
,
he removed the

necklace from his wife’s neck and
pawned it.

pattemantsamu, tape cot.

patti, list. ‘Budget’ would be addya
vyayamula antsana patti.

patti, according to.

patti, cotton; the plant; the product
is dudi. chelo patti •u'undagdne, Polici

mudu muUu
y
nacu dru mullu ann attu

,

three cubits of cloth for Poli and six

for me, as he said when the cotton
was still on the field (counting your
chickens before they are hatched),

pattintsuta, to settle
;
to besmear one-

self; causal of pattuta. m pani patti-

stdnu, I^will settle your hash; putted
dmudamu pattintsu coni porladina,

antede antunu gani
,
antamdi antadu

,

though a man besmear himself with
a candy of castor oil and roll, only
what sticks will stick, what won’t
stick won’t (a fatalistic proverb)

;

vanini yegatdlici pattinchindru
,
they

made him their laughing-stock,
pattu, grip, hug, support, scene in a

play, plaster, prejudice, purpose,

severity*, stress, handle, side, passage
in book, bhallucapu pattu is a bear’s
hug

;
yuddhapu pattu is a battle scene

in a play
;
adi talacu pattu pettu coni

panduconnadi
y
she went to bed after

plastering her head; pattu vadaladu,

,

he won’t relinquish his purpose
;
pattu

vidupu telisinavddu
y
a man who knows

when to be severe and when to be
lenient; cutapattu, the distance a

shout will carry; vdrici carmamulo
pattu ledu, they lay no stress on cere-

monies ; pattu ivvacunddy without
giving a handle ;

tsdlamandi dyana
pattu dyiriy many went on his side.

In the plural, patliiy feats, as jettipatlu,
wrestling feats; and places, as tsujtu-

patluy neighbouring places; and also

cramp, which is patlu; yeluca yenta
yedchina pilli pattu vadaladu , however
much the rat cries, the cat will not let

go her hold ;patla means round about.
pattu, silk.

pattucaru, tongs.
pattucomma, support (branch to
hold), niluva nida

,
patta comma

lecunda nhinnadu , he has no shade to

stand in, no branch to lay hold of (he
is at the end of his tether).

pattuconuta, to catch hold of, to arrest.

gurram pattuco, hold the horse; puli
vjisamu pattu coni v*uyyala iigin attu,

swinging from a tiger’s whiskers (a

rash form of sport); calu pattu coni

lagite, tsuru pattu coni velddevddu, a
fellow who wili cling to the eaves if

you try to haul him out by the leg (a

bore or toady you can’t get rid of).

peddamaniski : bandilo nuncki ni tarn-

mudu dndapadacunddpattuco . bdludu

:

parava ledu
,
vadu padda

,
intlo ndc incd

tammud unnddu lendi. Gentleman:
Catch hold of your little brother so
that he does not fall out of the cart.

Boy : If he does fall it doesn’t matter;
I have another little brother at home.
bharta : nuvvu ullo lin appudu dongala
tsappudu aindiy parugettu coni metlu
digi cindici vachchdnu. bhdrya?donga-
lanu pattucunndrd ? bharta; dongalu
inti cappu mida niltsunndru, andu cheta

vilu pada lidu . Husband : While you
were out I heard the noise of thieves

and ran down the steps. Wife: Did
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you catch the thieves ? Husband

:

No, they were on the roof,

pattudala, perseverance,
pattuna, close, at one time, i pattuna

,

now; oca pattuna

,

at one go; canche

r pattuna,
along the hedge,

pattupattuta, to insist, caryamu
cheyaca poyzna yedala nutilond gdtilono

padi tsachchedan ani bhdryapattu patti
curutsunna taruvata

,
yenta manchi-

vddunu lobadaca yemi chiya gaiadu

?

the best of men will yield if his wife

sits and insists that she will throw
herself down a well if he does not do
what she wants,
pattupurugu, silk-worm,
pattusale, silk-weaver,

pattuta, to catch, to be formed, to

affect, to take (time), to fit, to hold,

to cost, to do anything with zeal, inti

donganu y'isvarudu patta lidu ,
God

himself cannot catch the thief in the
house; yerranu tsupi chipanu pattin

attu
,
show the bait and catch the fish

;

viduvum ante pamucu copam
,
pattum

ante cappacu copam
,
you will displease

the snake if you say let go, you will

displease the frog if you say hold on
(it is hard to please all parties); a
commanu tine tutte pattindi

,
a honey-

comb has formed on that branch.
Lacskmayya : nacu ratriUu nidra pq.t-

tadu, mandu putstsu co vale. Ven~
camma: pilla yedupu cheta nacunnu
nidra pattadu

,
ndc em mand istaro?

Smith: I can't sleep at night; I must
take a drug. Mrs. Smith : I can’t sleep
at night for the child crying, what
drug will you give me? dabb unna
vdllu mundalanu v’untsu cunti madya
micu mdcu yemipattindi? if those who
have the money to do so keep loose
women, how does it affect you and
me ? i murugu na chetici pattadu, this

bracelet does not fit my wrist; vadu
ninda sepu upiri patta lidu

,

he cannot
hold his breath long; chepattuta (take

by the hand) is to marry; cheyyipattuta
(take Ihe hand) is to assault a woman
indecently

;
cdllu pattuta is to massage

the legs ; a boccald nd cheyyi pattadu,
my hand will not go into that hole;
mandu rogdnni patta lidu, the medi-
cine has not taken effect; ginza patti

|

samayamu

,

the time when the ear is

forming; ndlugu dinamulu pattunu,
it will take four days; manishi patte
mdtramu ,

only just large enough to
hold (or admit) one man; aidu rupd-
yilu pattunu, it will cost five rupees;
mudu gajdlu pattunu, it will take three
yards ;

yevari pattiti vdru cheppuduru,
ask any one you like and they will say
so

;
idi chiyutacu vdnic imi pattinadif

what possessed him to do this ? patti
cheppiti a pillavdnici tsaduvu bdgd
vatstsunu, if you teach sedulously, the
child will leam well. Added to nouns
pattuta simply forms a verb, as anava-
lupattuta, to recognize; tuppupattuta,
to rust

;
accarapattuta, to be necessary

;

covvupattuta, to get fat
; patlupattuta,

to get cramp ;
nacu zalubu pattinadi,

I have caught cold.

patutvamu, vigour, tatagarici pallu
v’iZdi pdyanavi, indriya patutvamu
poyinadi, chevulu tinnaga vinabadavu,
tsiipu tinnagd canabadadu

,
tala vanu-

cutsu v'unnadi, grandfather's teeth are
loose, the vigour of his organs is gone,
his ears don’t hear right, his eyes don’t
see right, his head trembles; §arira
patutvamu, vigour of body,
pau, a quarter. Hindustani, muppau
is three-quarters

.

paula, a quarter anna. Hindustani.
muppaula is three-quarter annas,
pauramu, pigeon; also pdruvamu.
The bluerockpigeon is called theblack
pigeon in Telugu, nalla pauramu

;
the

green pigeon is patstsa pauramu .

pauramu, belonging to a town. Skt.,

adjectival form of pura. pauralocamu
is the townsfolk.
paurashamu, manliness, courage,
prowess. Skt., from purusha

, man.
ma rdzu culamlo v’undi paurasha-

munnu abhimanamunnu miru dldchin-

tsacundd mdtladutu v’unnaru, you
forget our Kshatriya prowess and
pride when you speak like that,

paurashasali, hero,
pauranamu, appertaining to the Pura-
nas. Skt.

pauranicamu, mythological. Pau-
rdnicudu, a Puranic exegist.
paurnama, full moon day. Skt., from
purna, full.
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paurohityamu, office of priest. Skt.
}

from purohita, priest,

paurudu, citizen,

pautri, granddaughter. Skt.

pautrudu, grandson (son’s son only).

Skt.

pavanamu, air, wind. Skt. A book
word for gdli.

pavitramu, pure, holy. Skt.

payaru, crop ;
another way of spelling

pairu.

payata, woman’s cloth; another way
of spelling paita.

paca, shed, sthalam v’unte gurranni
pdcalo catti veyyi, if there is room tie

up the horse in the shed,

pacamu, cooking. Skt. It also means
an author’s style, as dracshapacamu

,

the grape style (ornate) and cadalipa-

camit, the banana style (soft and easy),

pachi, dirt, slime, cond anta chicati-

gane lechi
,

lopali pachi anta chesi-

danni, I used to get up in the pitch

dark and clear up all the messes
inside; padinde padard

,
pachi pandla

Ddsari, sing again foul-toothed Dasari
(proverb of dirty religious impostor),

pachica, die. pachicalu tisu cu rd,

vacca ata vetdmu
,
bring the dice and

we will have a throw,
p&ci, female sweeper, toty (scavenger),

pacivadu, male sweeper, scavenger,
pacshicamu, partiality, from pac-
shamu. Skt. mir occa nimishamu
pacshica vriittini vidumu

,
give up your

role of partiality for a minute,
p&cshicudu, partisan; also pacsha-
cudu.

pacuta, to crawl; also prdcuta. nzvu

chima lagu pracutavu , vegiram nadichi

rd lev emi? you are creeping like an
ant, can’t you hurry up ? adugo goda
mida mala halli pracutu v'unna.di,

look, there is a pariah lizard crawling

on theVail (an orthodox Brahmin has

to take a bath if he sees a pariah in the

street or a lizard on a wall),

p&daipdyina, ruined, from padu,
anta, and povuta,
padarnu, foot. Skt. Also a foot in

metre, but longer than our foot, one
quarter of a Skt. stanza (padyamu);

pddaracshandlu, foot-protectors, is a

distinguished term for shoes. Obse-

quiousness makes frequent reference
to the foot of the patron, thus, tama
padala samitkhdnacu na cumarunni
techchi oppagist unndnu, I deliver my
son to the presence of Your Honour’s
feet; tama padala vadda, in Your
Honour’s Presence

;
tama padalS

faranu tsochchinanu, I have crept under
the protection of your feet,

padapamu, tree. Skt. A book word
for chettu.

padarasamu, quicksilver. Skt.
padauta, to get spoilt, mejistritu:

nuvl'u motd.ru bassulu cottu cunn appudu
tsnchavd ? sacshi : tsuchdn andi. mejis-

tritu: caranam emi ? sacshi: bassulu
rendu occa maniskini y*eccintsu coddnici

poti paddai, andu cheta cottu coni pad
ainai. Magistrate: Did you see the
bus collision? Witness: Yes, Your
Honour. Magistrate: What was the
cause ? Witness : The two buses were
fighting over one passenger, so collided

and got smashed up.
padi, milk. Especially used in the
expression padiau

,
a cow in milk

;
the

ordinary word for milk is not padi but
palu. panta pentalo v’unnadi, padi
purilo v’unnadi

,
the harvest is in the

manure, the milk in the grass. Lacsh-
mayya: santana nirodhdnni gurinchi
upanyasam zarugutund ata

,
podam

,

'vastava ? Vencayya: nenu rdnu , md
pasuvulacu santana nirodham accara
ledu

,
padi und ali. Smith : I hear there

is a birth-control lecture on, we are
going, will you come? Jones : No Sir,

I don’t want birth-control for my
cattle, I want milk; tallini tsuchi

pillanu
,
pddini tsuchi barrenu

,
tisu co

valenu , look at the mother before you
take the daughter; at the milk before
you buy the she-buffalo.

padi, bed (of flowers, &c.); also padu.
padiri, padre . Italian through English

;

a priest, any missionary,
padu, waste, cursed, desolation, spoilt,

ruined, bad. unte v’uru, pote pddu,
inhabited it is a village, abaiSJdoned a
desolation; padu v’ullo pogidSvdru
leru

,
ndcu nine pogudu contdn annad

ata
,
there is only myself to praise me

in a ruined village, so he said (proverb
of a man blowing his own trumpet);
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ikha nen i pddu prasnalacu zavdbu
cheppa lenuy I can’t answer any more
of these rotten questions

;
botleruvadu

manam y'ichchina prasastam aina

sanna biyyam yeccadand dachi
, .

yecca-

divd mutaca biyyam vandi petti,
dora-

* gdritd tahassiluddru ilaganti padu
biyyam pampinckinad ani cheppinad
ata, the butler (not having received

his mamul from the Tahsildar) is said

to have hidden the A 1 fine rice we
sent and served up coarse rice and
told the gentleman: ‘This is the sort

of bad rice the Tahsildar supplies’;

padu nuyyi is a disused well; pad ai

poyindi, is the usual way of saying it

is spoilt or ruined.
padu, garden bed; also pddu It is a

smaller plot than madi, which is used
for the nursery plot from which paddy
is transplanted; curagdyala padulu,
vegetable plots.

paducalu, sandals. Skt.,frompadamu,
foot.

paducheyuta, to spoil, to ruin, at anta
pddu chesinaru

,
they have spoilt our

whole game.
p&dupaduta, to go waste, to be spoilt,

ruined, bogamddnni v’untsucovadam
valla anni doshale; chinn appati nunchi
tallidandndu penchina deham pad
autundi, &c. The ill results of keeping
dancing-girls are manifold; the body
your parents carefully reared is spoilt,

&c.
padusha, emperor. Hindustani

;
same

as pasha.
paduta, to sing, padinde pddara, pdchi
pandla. Ddsari, sing your song again,
Dasari of dirty teeth (proverb of
ignorant religious impostor)

;
vadu

ddinadi dta pddinadi pdta
,
dancing to

some one’s tune (his word is law).
ticharu : pdpam cheyyanivdUu yecca-
dici pdtdrd nicu telusund? bdludu:
teliyad andi . ticharu ; nenu chepputanu
canucondi; accada yeppudu sangitam
padut untdrUy natyam chestuntdru

}

chitrarfiaina dipdlu velugut untavi
,
su-

vdsanalu vast untai; avi yemito chep -

pandi. bdludu :ndtacasdlalo. Teacher:
Do you know where those who com-
mit no sins go ? Boy :No sir. Teacher

:

I will tell you, guess; there they are

always singing and dancing and beauti-
ful lights shine and fragrant odours
come; say what that is? Boy: The
theatre. Lacshmayya ; mi cucca mara

-

gadam cheta md ammayi sangitam
paducodanici vilu leca poyindi. Ven-
cayya: mi ammayi mundugd mori-
gindi. Smith : My daughter can’t sing
for your dog’s barking. Jones: Your
daughter barked first,

p&duta, to bid at an auction,
padyami, first day after full moon.
Corrupt Skt. for prathama y first,

paga, turban.
pala, on the side ; ablative of pdlu. md
palagaladu Devudu, God is on our side,

palacij palanquin. Hindustani,
palacudu, protector. Skt., from pa-
lintsuta.

paladddi, wet nurse; from pdlu,
milk, and dddi

,
nurse,

palai, a prey to; from pdlu
, share;

parula palaina, having become a prey
to others

;
cacula palainavi

,
they have

become a prey to crows ; appula pdlai,
full of debts,

pdlapallu, milk teeth,

palapitta, jay. (boracias indicai)

pdlegddu, poligar. A poligar is a
person owning a palem or small
fortified town; they were numerous
especially in the Ceded Districts and
had to be suppressed. There are still

a few descendants who use the title,

palemu, a poligar’s fortified town,
a barony, a village. The word is still

found in place-names, usually at the
end, but in Palamcottah in the Tamil
countryin the beginning; for the Tamil
country was also cursed with poligars.

paleru, farm servant, agricultural
labourer.

pali, edge, point, tip, nib. vadu cala-
munacu

'

pali pettinadu
,
he pointed

the (quill) pen; cdrna pdli it the tip

of the ear; khadga pdli
,
the edge of

the sword.
palicapu, partner, farm servant,
palintsuta, to govern, to cherish. Skt.
prema anu dharmamu yocca janma
dinamugd Crishtmas pdlintsa badunu
gdca, may Christmas be cherished as
the birthday of the religion of love!

pdlipovuta, to turn pale, to sink away.
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cshininchi,
deham anta palipoyi na

bhdrya, a wife all wasted and sunk
away.

paliti, in respect of, belonging to;

from pdlu
,
share, paliti daivamu,

your good angel; vadu na palitici

yamudu
,
he has been a fiend to me;

y’ividayauvanapurushidapaliti mriityu
devatagd v’unnade , she is an angel of
death to young men

;
daivamu na

melunu tsucki orva leca yHntici ndto
cdpuramu cheya vachchedu lopalane

ddnini napdliti yama dutamiga marchi
vesinddu

,
destiny, jealous of my good

fortune, sent a spiteful changeling in

her place to live with me.
palu, share, culici vachchipalici matla-
din attu, like the man who came for

hire and then asked for a share
(impudence), palauta is to become
the share, that is the prey, of some
one or something, vocadi sampady-

amu padimandi palu
,
one earns and

ten share; lobhi sommu dongavadi
pdlu, the miser’s property falls to the

thief; doralu y’ichchina palu canna
dharani y'ichchina palu melu

,
the earth

gives a more liberal share than the
Government. (False: the ryot’s por-
tion is really much more than the
Government calculates it is.)

palu, milk, ita chettu cinda palu
tagind, calle antdru, drink milk under
a date-tree and they will say you are

drinking toddy (you are judged by
appearances or by the company you
keep)

;
pdle cudichi romme guddinadu,

drinking the milk and striking the

breast (untrue to your salt); vadu
cdgi tsalldrina palu

,
ne has sown his

wild oats ;
talli y'aina yedavanidi pal

ivvadu, even the mother, unless the
child cries, will not give milk; pandu
zari pdlalo padd attu

,
like the fruit

that f&Ll into the milk (happy-go-
lucky)

;
pdla puttite matramu melu

gunamu calugund? milk-bred is not
always well-bred (milk-bred = high-
bred) ; palu pdsi penchind pamu cara-
vaca mdnadu, feed the serpent on
milk and it will bite you just the
same (the viper nourished in the
bosom); parugetti pdlu trdge cante

curtsundi niru trdguta melu
,
it is better

to sit and drink water than to have to
run for your milk; pdlalo padda balli

laguna
,
like a lizard in a pail of milk

(in difficulties) ;
cherucu pdlu is sugar-

cane juice; marri pdlu, juice of the
banyan; palavanti, like milk, means
guileless; palavanti manasu

, a simple'
heart; palacadali or pala-velli is the
sea ofmilkofHindumythology; Pdleru ,

a well-known river of South India,

is Milk River
;
palau is a milch cow.

palupovuta, to be divided or decided

;

from pdlu
,
share

;
emiyu pdltipdca

,
not

being able to decide about anything

;

Harischandruduyemiyu n'alochana pd~
lupoca nivveragandi; Harischandra, not
knowing what to do and being greatly

afraid
; ndc emi cheyatacunu pdlu poc

unnadi
,

I don’t know what to do, I

cannot make up my mind.
pamarulu, the vulgar. Skt. pamaralu
cheppa valasina mata panditid ai v’un-
dinni miru ciida visvasistar emi? will

a Pandit like you believe these vulgar
errors ? samastamu telisinavdru pamu-

rata vale miru y'ildge selav istar emi ?

Will an encyclopaedia of knowledge
like you talk like the vulgar in these
matters? pamarulu v’upayoginche sa-

manyapu matale v'upayogiste ma pan

-

dityamu
,
ma adhicyamu. yemit andi ?

if we use the same words as the vulgar
where is our scholarship, where is our
superiority ?

pampu, a bed ;
short iovpanupu. Used

also of flower-bed, tank bed.
pamu, snake. teUallo condi, pdmulalo
padaga, sting in scorpions, hood in
snake (the acme of wickedness)

;
pamu

callu pamunac eruca
, only a snake

knows where its feet are; pamuto
chelimi

,
cattito samu, friendship with

a snake, playing with a sword (a

dangerous game)
;
pdlu pdsi penchind

,

pamu caravaca manadu
,
though you

feed a snake on milk that will not
prevent it biting you (nourishing a

viper in your bosom)
;
cdni cdlamucu

carre pamu autundi, when y/»ur luck
is out your stick will turn into a snake

;

ye puttalo ye pdm unnadd yevarici

telustundi? who can tell what snake
is in what hole? pamu busa cottuts

unnadi
,
the snake hisses.
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pamulavadu, snake-charmer,
panacamu, a drink. Skt. pdnacamlo
pulla lagu addam vatstsuta

,
to get in

the way like a twig in your drink,

panamu, drinking. Skt. annapdna

-

dulu is food and drink,

pandityamu, scholarship. Skt., from
pandita, scholar, pundit, modi pan

-

dita sampradayam ganuca pandityam
canapadaddnici casta maramula mata
praydginchinanu

,

as we have a tradi-

tion ofscholarship I used arather outof
the way word to show my scholarship,

panigrahanamu, nuptials. Skt.°, from
pani, hand, and grahanam, clasping.

pdnigrahanam cheyuta

,

to marry; a
chinnadi nd daggiracu vachchi nannu
vtvdham chesucovadanici vappucunn
appatici

,
miru anumati y'ichche daca

pdnigrahanam cheyydddnici nen angi-

carintsa ledu, though the girl came to

me and agreed to marry me I did not
agree to the nuptials being performed
until you had given your consent,

pamyatnulu, drinkables. Skt. bhac-

shyamulu, paniyamulu, eatables and
drinkables.
panupu, bed; also pampu; used of a

couch, a bed of flowers, bed of a tank,

&c. (just like our bed) . nenu ndpanupa
mida sukha rddra cheyuts undagd, as

I was sleeping happily on my bed.
papa, child, danici bidda pdpulu leru

,

she has neither chick nor child
;
canu

papa is the child in the eye, the pupil,

papacaryamu, sinful act.

papamu, sin; as an exclamation, oh
dear ; also ayyd papamu ! Skt. papa-
mu punyamu are often used together
for good and evil; atanni gurinchi
pdpamu punyamu rendu yeruganu

,
I

know nothing whatever about him;
also simply, ye pdpam eraganu

,
I

know nothing whatever about it.

pdpamu, vdru padindru, oh dear, they
have fallen down

;
a chinnavanni

cottacu, pdpamu
,

for shame! don’t
beat the boy ; chesina pdpamu cheppite
mdnunn

, confession removes sin ; vadu
pdpamunacu •vadi cattucunnddu

,
he fell

into sin; agrajanma racshanam andu
bonca vatstsunu; yHndulo veyyi abad

-

dhal ddina punyam vastundi gani,
pdpam yentamdtramu radu, you may

lie to save a Highborn (i.e. a Brah-
min); if you tell 1,000 lies for that
you will gain merit and it is no sin

at all ;
cuccanu tsampina pdpamu

, gudi
cattind podu, building a temple will

not wipe out the sin of killing a dog.
bhdrya: miru annam pdreste cuccacu
petta valasi vastundi. bharta : pdpamu,
anta manchi cuccacu nivu vandina
annam pedite adi mdtram chedi podu ?

Wife : Ifyou leave the food, it will have
to be given to the dog. Husband:
Dear me, you wouldn’t give such a
good dog the food you have cooked ?

It would be the death of him.
papata, parting (of hair), ame papata
tisucunt unnadi

,
she is parting her hair,

papatmudu, sinner. Skt., from pd-
pam

,
sin, and atma , soul; also pdpi

,

papishthudu. The feminine is papat-
murdlu .

papi, sinner. Skt. cevala pdpi y'agu
vani pdpamu manac ela? what is to us
the sin of that complete sinner ?

papishthi, sinful; more used as an
expletive, beastly, bloody. Skt. nedu
yetuvanti papishthi ratri gadapinanu

,

I have passed a beastly night
; papishthi

telu yeccada nunchi vachchinado cani
tsatuccuna chiticina vel anta podi

-

chindi, a beastly scorpion suddenly
came out from I don’t know where
and stung me on the little finger,

paposulu, slippers. Hindustani,
paputa, to deliver

;
causative ofpdyuta.

pdpuconuta is to get rid of.

para, spade.
paramparayamu, in series, heredi-
tary. Skt., from parampara. pdram

-

paryamugd anubhavinche bhumi, land
that has come down from father to

son ; vamsa paramparyapu siddhdntam
is heredity principle.

p£ramu, shore. Skt. It properly
means the other or farther snore,

pdrana, eating after a fast. Skt. oca
nadu dharana

,
vaca nadu pdrana

, one
day fasting, one day breaking fast (of

precarious livelihood),

parapoyuta, to pour off.

paratantryamu, dependence. Skt.,

from paratantram.
paratsutsuta, to view,
pdravasyamu, ecstasy. Skt.
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parav^yuta, to throw away,
p&ra, watch, watching, guard. Hindu-
stani.

paravddu, sentinel,

p&r&yanamu, devout reading. Skt.
pustacdla gadildci veUi Parana paraya-
namu chesucuntanu

,

I will go into the
library and read the Puranas.

parcu, park. English, dddi: amma,
pilla pdrculo tappi pdyinadi. yaza-
mdnurdlu: accada polisuvall untaru

,

vallato cheppa leda? dddi: cheppanu;
cheppa batte pilla nidi cad ani polisu

steskanu tisucu poyinaru. Nurse:
Madam, the child got lost in the park.

Mistress : There are constables there,

didn't you tell them? Nurse: I did
and they said the child isn’t yours and
took it to the station,

paripovuta, to run away, mir inta

leca poyind
,
intalo pendldmu n'evvar-

unu yettuconi pdripdru lendi

,

you
needn’t think that if you go out some
one will come along and run away
with your wife.

p&ritdshacamiij reward, donation.Skt.
parinata, expert knowledge or skill.

Skt.

parinudu, one who has expert know-
ledge or skill. Skt. sacala sastra

j

parinudu
,

a man who has mastered
all science

;
mi vanti pardpacara pdri-

nulu, a person like you skilled in all

the arts of hospitality,

pdrsvamu, side. Skt. iru parsvamula
y’anduna

,
on both sides,

partilu, parties. English. Especially

parties in a civil case, plidaru dabbu
lagadanici partila vadda anni tacculu

canaparatsa valenu
,
pleaders must"use

every trick to draw money out of their

clients.

parudala, a flow.

p&ruta. to flow, to creep, to run on.
pare cnima tsappudu vinevadu, a man
who can hear an ant crawl

;
d totacu i

ntilu paravu, that water does not reach
this garden; vani manasu dani mida
pdruts unnadi, his thoughts run on
her; nillu pdrani yeru, a dry river bed.
p&ruvamu, pigeon; pronounced, and
also sometimes spelt, pauramu.

Parvati, Siva’s wife. Skt.

pasamu, bond. Skt. mohapdsdlu> the

bonds of love; pdpapdsamu, the bond
of evil; pdsdptacamu

,
the eight bonds

—wife, child, wealth, cattle, vehicle,

land, house, friend; pd§acarudu is a

thug. Thugs used to get behind their

victims and throw a pdsam (cord)

round their necks and throttle them.'*
paschatya, western. Skt.

pashanamu, poison, arsenic. Skt.
tella pashanamu

,
the white poison, is

arsenic. The Skt. word means ‘stone’

and is used for rdyi in books,
pata, old (of things); old (of persons)
is rfiusali. cotta vinta pdta rota, fresh

news delights, stale disgusts; pdta
donga vacca rozuna doraca mdnadu,

the old thief will be caught some day;
mangali pdta, tsdcali cotta, choose a
new washerman but your old barber

;

pdta banjaru, old waste, is a revenue
term.

pata, song; from paduta, to sing;

vadu ddinadi dta, padinadi pdta, his

word is law.
-pata, suffix meaning ‘manner’, ip-

pata, in this way.
p&tacamu, sin. Skt. panchapdtaca-
mulu, the five sins, are: killing a
Brahmin, stealing gold, drinking alco-

hol, dishonouring one’s teacher’s wife,

and associating with those guilty of
these sins; a very limited Pentalogue,
’framed from the Brahmin teacher’s

point of view.
patacudu, singer. Lacshmayya: mic
ippudu nimmalanga unnadd ? Ven-
cayya : nac emi ? Lacshmayya : intaca

mundu miru tsala sepu muligdre. Ven-
cayya: nenu pdtacudin andi. Smith:
Feeling better? Jones: Why, what’s
the matter with me? Smith: You
were groaning for a long time. Jones

:

I am a singer.

patalamu, hell. Skt. patalaganga
,

the river that runs through hell,

pathacudu, reader, lecturer. Skt.

pathamu, reading, lesson. Skt. adi

mam vodla patham, that is our lesson

for to-day ;
stotrapathdlu cheyuta is to

recite some one’s praises.

-pdti, suffix indicating ‘extent’, ipati

tsdlunu, that will do; ipatici

,

by this

time
;
yepdtirucalu? howmuchmoney ?

patica, quarter of a hundred, 25.
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Lacshmayya: md tammudici pdtic eUu.

Vencayya: inwai yell ani nato chep-

pade. Lacshmayya : aidu sanvatsara-

mulu vachchin ddca vadici bantlu lecca

pettadam rd ledu. Smith: My brother

is 25. Jones: He told me himself he
" was 20. Smith : He did not learn the

abacus till he was 5.

p&tiga, in bad part, little by little;

also patipatiga. nen uraca parihasa-

munac anndnu; i mdtalu patiga patta

bocu, I only spoke in jest; you must
not take it ill.

patimpu, regard, care. *

patintsuta, to have regard for.
^

ahitul

ddina tene mdtalu patimpite hdni

vatstsunu
,
harm will come of paying

attention to the honeyed words of

evil-doers.

patipatiga, little by little; also patiga.

pativratyamu, wifely dutifulness.

Skt., from pati, husband,
patramu, character in a play. Skt.

pdtramula y'andu varnimpa badina
gunamulu,

the qualities the dramatist
gives to his characters,

pdtramu, utensil, vessel, patrasaman-
lu , household utensils

;
palatsani pairu

patraUu mndunu, a thin crop fills the
grain-bins (don’t sow too thick),

pdtramu, worthy. Skt. cshetram
erigi vittanamu; patram erigi danamu,
seed to the soil known to be good,
gifts to those known to be worthy,

patrata, worthiness. Skt.

pdtrudu, deserving of, liable to. Skt.

dandanacu patrul airi
,
they became

liable to punishment; mi dayacu
pdtrunni cavadam nimittam, to deserve
your favour.

pdt:u, fall, distress, labour, ebb, part;
also a suffix turning words into nouns.
nenu pada valasina pdtl anniyu pad-

dome, I drained the cup of misery to
the dregs; ye pdtu tappina sapatu
tappadu

,
whatever labour is neglected

meals won’t be; oca pracatanald y'itla

v'undenu

:

*md daggira aidu rupayala
vastumthi conucconevaUacu c6tu tagi-

linchedi ocati
,
sigaretlu calchedi incoti

bahumdnamgd istdmu Lacshmayya
aidu rupayala vastifoulacu ardaru
pampenu. Vatito pdtu oca chila

}
oca

nippu pulla pampiri. An advertise-

ment ran: ‘any one who buys Rs. 5-
•worth from us will get as a present
something to hang his coat on and
something to light his cigarettes with’

;

Smith ordered Rs. 5-worth; with
them he got a nail and a match.
cudurupatu is a settlement

; diddupdtu ,

a correction
;
ontaripatuna

,
alone

; apa-
tuna

,
whereupon; panipatulu

y jobs;
patlamari

,
a drudge

;
vdru pade patlu

,

the distresses they suffered
; reppapatu,

wink (fall of eye-lid) ; mana bdlicalacu
vidyato pdtu sangitam cuda ckeppintsa
valenu

,
we must make music part of

the education of our girls; vdrthaca
dasalo vivdhamu chesiconnavarici pdtl
eccadanu ildgunane y'undunu .

(

aiu
cad adi vraV anna sameta nac ippud
anubhavamunacu vachchindi

, this is

what comes of taking a wife in one’s
old age; the old saying ‘ill-mated
ill-fated’ has come home to me.
patupaduta, to work hard, patupadi
sampddinchi, earning his living by
honest labour; d mahd purushulu

y

locanni v’nddharintsaddnici pdtu pa~
dutu v’untdru, those great men are
working hard to reform the world,
pdtupettuta, to plant, to fix, to bury.
moccalanu pdtupettuta is to plant
plants; gunzanu pdtupettuta

, to fix a
post.

pdtuta, to bury, to plant.

pavanamu,pure. Skt. nedu sudinamu,
na janmamu pavanam ayenu! O
happy day that has purified allmy lifel

pavu, pavula, pavuramu, pedantic
ways of spelling pau, paula

,
pauramu .

paya, division, branch of a river, from
payuta .

payacat^u, newly reclaimed land.
Hindustani. An old revenue term,

payacari, a temporary occupier of
land. Hindustani,

payikhana, latrine. Hindustani,
payuta, to divide, to abandon,
peccandru, many people,
peccu,many, peccu marulu

,
manytimes;

peccu mdtal eld ? why so many words ?

peda, bad, wrong, peda mogamupettu-

coni, making a wry face
;
peda chevula

pettuta
, turn a deaf ear

;
pedaddri, the

wrong road; pedarthamu
,
the wrong

sense
;
ddavdllu ndlugu muccalu nerva-
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damtote paruvit maryddd anni marachi
poyi

,
peda yuctulu pannutam, as soon

as women study at all they lose all

respect for you and are at their tricks,

pedavi, lip. pedavdni copamu pedavici

chetu ,
a poor man’s anger only spites

his own lip; pedavula sandu nunchi
chiru navvu bailuderutu v’unnadi

,
a

smile appears between the parted lips,

pedda, big, old, elder, chinna pamu
n’aind

,
pedda carrato cotta valenu

,

though a snake be small take a big

stick to him. tandri: paricsha mdrculu
tsuste, andari pillala canna nuvvu
dkharuna unnau. baludu: vayassuld

nine pedda. Father: From the
examination marks it would seem you
were last of the lot. Boy: In age I

stand first, pedda manishi oca chinna

rotte
,
inco pedda rotte chetulo putstsu-

conenu
,

annadammul aina iddaru

hdluru canupinchiri. peddamanishi

:

mild yevaru manchivalld canuccuntanu
randi. anna {pedda rotte Hsuconi tintu)

:

ayya, md tammude manchivad andi,

a gentleman holding a big loaf and a

small loaf in his hands showed them to

two boys, who were brothers. Gentle-
man: I will find out which of you
two boys is the better boy, come along.

Elder boy (taking the big loaf) : Sir,

my younger brother is the better boy.
peddabatu, goose, batu is a duck,
peddacapu, headman of a village.

cdpu is a ryot;peddacapu the head ryot,

peddadi, old woman,
peddalu, old people, our elders, an-

cestors. peddalato vadu
,

petarulato

pondu
,
don’t argue with the old or

keep company with ghosts,

peddamanishi, gentleman, ippudu

pedda manishi larahd bottigd potu
v’unnadi, the race of gentlemen is

dying out ;
nenu cheyyaca pote

lyemoi
peddafhanishV anu , if I fail to do it, you
are at liberty to say, ‘I thought you
were a gentleman’, plidaru: muddayi
tittina titl anni spashtamugd cheppu.

firyadi: nenu cheppan andi
,

pedda
manushyula yeduta cheppa cudanav
andi . plidaru; aiti mejistretu gdrici

rahasyamga cheppu. Pleader: Tell

us plainly the words of abuse the

accused used. Complainant: I can’t,

Sir, they are not words I could repeat
before gentlemen. Pleader: Never
mind, tell the magistrate secretly.

Lacshmayya: nd daggira manchi cucca
undediy adi dongal evaro peddamanu-

shyul evaro tsappuna gurtinchediy don-
galanu matra?n carichedi. Vencayya r>

a cuccay'ippud ern aindi ? Lacshmayya

:

nannu caravadam cketa intlo nunchi
vella cottanu. Smith: I used to have
a good dog which knew at once
whether a man was a thief or a gentle-
man and only bit thieves. Jones:
What has happened to that dog?
Smith : It bit me, so I got rid of it.

Peddamma, goddess of poverty,
peddamma, maternal aunt, older than
mother

;
also pettalli .

peddanayana, paternal uncle, older
than father; also pettandri,

peddapuli, tiger, intlo y
y

igapuli9 baita

peddapuli, at home a spider, a tiger

abroad
;
peddapuli yedatan ahid pada

vatstsunu gani, nagarivdri yedata pada
raduy a palace official is worse to come
across than a tiger,

peddaricamu, greatness, old age.

peddavadu, old man. nivu chinnata-
namulo patupadi tsaduvu conaca pote,

peddavddavai vicharapaduduvu, a
wastedyouthmeans a sorrowful oldage.
pedima, lip; more usually pedavi.
pedimacu minchina pallu, pramidacu
minchina vatti, a projecting tooth, a
wick standing out of the oil-lamp (i.e.

a proud person, a person with nostrils

at 90° elevation),

peduta, to put, a form of pettuta.
pellagintsuta, to pull out. jilledu

chettu pellaginchi
,
ddni veru gandham

vrastiy telu cuttina potundiy if you pull

up a swallow-wort and rub on thejuice
from its roots a scorpion bite will go.

pelladuta, to marry, avidenu cottagd
peUadindi nd menamama

,
she is the

woman my uncle recently married.
Also pendldduta

.

pellamu, wife. Lacshmayya: nd pel-

lam carra tisuconi cottanuy nopnu cotlo

petti tdlam veyyandi. polisu sarjentu:

cottite tsackchipoyindd ? Lacshmayya;
tsava leduy nannu cottadanici parigettu

cuni vast unnadi. Smith: I took a
stick and beat my wife; lock me up.
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Police sergeant: Did you kill her?
Smith : No, she is running after me to

beat me. Lacshmayya: podduna nd
pellamu mida copam vachcki tittdnu.

Vencayya : avidecu ni mida copam ra

leda ? Lacshmayya : ra ledu ,
navvindi.

r Vencayya : yendue ani ? Lacshmayya

:

nen inta dhairyam tetstsu coni coppad4
anducu santdshinchindi. Smith: This
morning I got angry and swore at my
wife. Jones: Didn’t she get angry?
Smith : No, she laughed . Jones :Why ?

Smith: At my having the courage to

get angry. She was pleased. »

pelli, marriage,
pelutsu, brittle.

peinpu, greatness, increase, rearing,

nourishing.
pempuchdyuta, to enlarge, illu pem-
puckeyintsa valenu

,
you must enlarge

the house.
pempudu, tame, adopted, adoption.
pempudu tandri,

adopted father;

pempudu comarudu
,

adopted son;
pempudu batu

,
tame duck; pempudu

chiluca, pet parrot.

pen-, prefix meaning ‘great’, pen-
chiluva, the great rock snake; pen-
chicati, pitch darkness; penchemata

y

profuse perspiration; penturumu
,

full

tresses
;
pennidhi doricina pedavanini

vale paramanandabharitulai, rejoicing

with great joy like a poor man who
has found a great treasure,

penagonuta, to be twisted, bhaya-
munu siggunu penagona, with mixed
feelings of shame and fear,

penagul&duta, to struggle; also pena-
guta .

penagulata, a struggle,

penaguta, to struggle; also penagula-
duta.

penamu, frying-pan, grid, cauldron.
cherucu penam is the great cauldron
sugar-cane juice is boiled in.

pence, penci, saucy, i v’ulld sculu
curravdllu bkayamu bhacti lecunda nd
mundara penci zavdbu savdllu vestdru

,

the schoolboys of this town have no
fear or respect and put saucy questions
to my face.

pencetanamu, sauciness,
pencu, tile, cecalatd y’inti midapenculu
nalugii yegiri poyinavi> some tiles flew

off the roof with the shouting; y'itic
dmulu, penc amulu

, peUi pandiUu
modalainavati bapatu cd valasin anta
v’untundi, he makes as much as he
(municipal manager) wants out of
brick-kilns, tile-kilns, and marriage
pandals (i.e. issuinglicences for them),

pencutillu. tiled house,
pendalacada, early in the morning;
also pendalada

,
pendarale.

pendalamu, yam.
pendal&da, early in the morning; also
pendalacada

,
pendarale.

pendarale, early in the morning
; also

pendalacada
y
pendalada.

pende, rafter, nen ento ni mida prema
cheta devat archanac ani

y y’intinta
tirigi

,
nityamunu manchi puvvulu

techchi yHchchinanu
,
prati dinamunu

inti munziiru pendelo pettite cani
y

yeccadainanu mutstsata tira nenu
tsutsutsundagd coppulo mudutsu covu

, I

go about from house to house all out
of love of you collecting nosegays for
the gods, so I say, and give them you,
and then you stick them up in some
rafter in the gable and never think of
sating the yearning of my eyes by
twining posies in your hair,

pendladuta, to marry, from pendli
,

marriage, and adutat to perform,
pendlamu, wife; also peUdmu. talli

cadupu tsutsunu
,
pendldmu vipu tsut-

sunu, the mother will look to his
stomach, the wife to his back (to see
what he is bringing home for her);
dongavadi pendldmu yeppudu munda-

mope, the thief’s wife is a perpetual
widow.

peiiclli, marriage, plural pendlindlu,
pellilu. pendli sandatlo bottu catta
marichivadata

y like the man who
forgot to put on the ring in the
marriage bustle

;
pendlic edigina pilla

,

a marriageable girl. bhdryaC yevar-
aina badha padut unte micu valla
cashtam yeppudaina tirchara? bharia:
tirtsac emi? ninnu pendli chesu coni
cashtalanu tirtsa leda ? Wife: Have
you ever relieved any one in distress ?

Husband: Didn’t I relieve you of all

distresses when I married you?
pendlicoducu, pendlicumarudu,
bridegroom.
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pendlicuturu, bride,

pendlindluj marriages. Irregular

plural of pendli ; also peUilu.

penimiti, husband, stri: nd penimiti
nidralo mdtladut untadu, varic emaina
mand istdrd ? vaidyudu : mand accara
ledu, pagati puta ayananu svechchaga
matladan iyyandi. Woman : My hus-
band talks in his sleep; can you give
him any medicine for it? Doctor: No
medicine is necessary; let him talk

freely in the daytime,
penta, manure, panta pentalo v’un-

nadiy
the harvest is in the manure;

penta mida panta , manta mida vanta
,

manure cooks crops, paicamu pancti
y’andUy culamu penta y’andu

,
money

takes its seat at meals and caste is

thrown on the dung-hill (said of rich
people who think themselves above
caste rules).

pentsuta, to rear, to enlarge, to foment,
to grow, to indulge, to feed, to train,

to increase, calahamu penchindduy he
fomented the quarrel

;
gaddamu pent-

suta
3
to grow a beard ;

duhkhamu pent-
suta,

to indulge one’s grief; palu posi
penchina pamu carava manadu, though
you feed a snake with milk that won’t
stop it’s biting; sarcasucu tandricodu-

culu velli vachchiri. tandri: cotuhiy

cuccalu, simhalu, peddapululu, cuda
anta anucuvaga unte, nuvvu nenu
cheppin atlu vin accara leda ? coducu:
vdti madiriga nannu cudd penchite
addge vintanu y

father and son went
to the circus and on the way back the
father said: Monkeys, dogs, lions,

tigers, all being so obedient, shouldn’t

you obey me ? Son : Train me as well

as they are trained and I will obey;
indulo beramu led ani modata cheppi-

ndnu; malli mdtladite vanda rupayalu
pentsutdnu cdniy taggintsanUy I said

from the beginning there was no
bargaining : if you say any more I will

add another Rs. 100, but I will take

off nothing,
penu, great.

peradu, back-yard, perati chettu man-

dncu rdduy the back-yard tree is no
good for medicine (familiarity breeds
contempt).

perucuta, to pull out. ndluca peruc-

\
coni tsachchemiy he pulled out his
own tongue and killed himself (cut
off your nose to spite your own face)

;

ni grudl uda pericedanu tsudiiy I will

tear your eyes out.

peruguta, to grow, peruguta viruguta
corace, you grow only to be broken
(tout passe

,
tout casse

, et, helas, tout se

remplace) ;
bidatanamu modati nundiyu

tanalo putti perigi, bom to poverty.
Perumallu, Vishnu, lo guttu Perumal-
lacu yeruca , God knoweth the secrets

of the heart.

pesalu, green gram (Phaseolus radia-

tus), a pulse; the genitive is pesara .

petapeta, crashing; onomatopoeic,
petarulu, ghosts. Corrupt Skt., from
pitrulu

,
fathers, peddalato vadu

,

petarulato pondu, don’t argue with
elders or be familiar with ghosts,

petishanaru, petitioner. English; also

pitishinaru .

petishanu, petition. English; also

pitishanu.

petrolu, petrol. English, nd motaru
bandici petrdlu ai pdyindi, I have
finished the petrol in my car.

petstsu, skin of fruit, rind,
petstsu, surplus, paipetstsulu , inci-

dental profits.

petstsuperuguta, to grow great,

petta, hen.
pettalli, maternal aunt, older than
mother

;
also peddamma .

pettanadarudu, respectable farmer, a
village elder.

pettanamu, age, authority, strolling

(being an occupation of old age)
;
from

pedda. telucu pettanam isle
, tellavdrlu

anta podichinad ata
,

the scorpion
was given power and they say it

stung till morning, bharta : nicu inti

pettanamu ca Valeria ? bhdrya : accara
leduy dabbu nd chetic ist unte tsalunu .

Husband: Do you want to run this

house? Wife: No, all I want is the
money, uri vembadini pettanamulacu
bailu derinau? have you been for a
stroll about the town ? ^

pettandari, influence in a village. (To
village headman) nalugu vandala neta

repatilo migramam mida vasulu cheyya
sddhanam tsiidu , nipettanddritsutdmu,
see you raise Rs. 400 from your village
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by hook or by crook to-day or to-

morrow; we shall see what influence

you have there.

pettandri, paternal uncle, older than

father
;
also peddandyana.

pette, box ;
also compartment in a rail-

way carriage, pillar-box, petrol tin,

See. peddamanishi : nannu eshamints.

andi; nd gadiyaram yevaro yettu coni

poyindr ani micu ninna riportu che-

sdnu; intici vellet appatici pettelone

canipinchindi. poksu inspectaru: yem.

Idbham? memu donganu pattu coni

cotlo pettame. Gentleman: I beg to

be excused ;
I reported to you yester-

day that my watch had been stolen;

on going home I found it in a box.

Police Inspector : No good, we caught

the thief and have him in the lock-up.

nannu adavaUa pettilo yectinturu
,
you

mayputme intheladies’ compartment,
pettintsuta, to cause to be placed, to

supply; causative of pettuta, to put.

pettu, a blow, supply, time, cola lent

pettu, tddu leni cattu
,
a rodless blow,

a cordless tying. This is inscribed on
a rock in Ganjam near an inscription

of Asoka’s with the English transla-

tion Ve govern by soul force*, padi-

semu padi rogala pettu
,
a cold in the

head is a blow from ten diseases

at once; pettu tsuttamu
,

pogudu
bhagyamu, repasts collect relations,

flattering brings fortune; pegu tsut-

tamd? pettu tsuttama

?

blood kin or

dinner kin ? nd pellamu pedda pettuna
yedchindi, my wife cried for a long
time; mdtalu ma talli matalu

,
pettu

mdrutalli pettu
,
motherly words and

stepmotherly catering,

pettubadi, capital, money advanced
or laid out. pra§na: pettubadi ante

yemiti? zavabu : nicu padi rupdyalu
app ichchan anuco

,
adi pettubadi.

prasna: culi ante yemiti? zavabu: d
padi riXpdyalu rdbattu codam culi.

Question: What is Capital? Answer:
Supposing I lend you Rs. 10 that

is your capital. Question: What is

Labour? Answer: Getting those ten
rupees back will be labour,

pettuconuta, to wear, to give, &c.
Middle form of pettuta, to put; it

means to put to one’s own use, but

there are many derivative meanings
of which 'to wear’ is only the com-
monest. coducunacu tana tandri peru
pettuconnadu >

he gave his son his
father’s name ;

ye mukhamu pettuconi
matlddunu? has he the face to speak?

pettuta, to put, to place, &c. A very
common general word much used as

an auxiliary and to form verbs from
nouns, cannula niru pettuta is to

weep \vanca pettiy making the excuse;
pillalu pettuta

,
to bear young; vidi-

chipettuta
,
to give up

; gudlu pettuta
,

to lay eggs ;
asapettuta, to give hopes

;

amecu miru rupdyala sommu pettmadu,
he gave her jewellery worth Rs. 100;
annamu pettuta

,

to serve food
; cavali

pettuta ;
to put a guard; bobbalu

pettuta
}
to yell; badkapettuta, to tor-

ture; canipettuta
y

to wait; chetlu

pettuta
,
to plant trees; guripettuta,' to

take aim
;
cathina pathyamu pettinddu

,

he put him on strict diet; ducanamu
pettuta

,
to open a shop; godapettuta

,

to build a wall
;
cudapettuta

y to amass

;

parundapettuta
,
to put to bed; anda-

nacu pettina sommu apadacu addam
vastundi

,
jewels worn for adornment

come in useful in adversity; pettite

tintaru gani
,
tittite padevaru leru, they

will eat food you put before them but
not stand abuse you lay on them;
pettinavanici telusunu nieshepamu

,
the

man who buried the treasure knows
where it is; annamu pettinavar illu,

cannamu petta vatstsuna? can you
burgle a house where they fed you?
Lacshmayya: ni topi ndcu addangd
v’unnadi; nenu mudu rupdyal ichchi

ficcettu connamc, ni topi tistene gani
ndcu ndtacam canipintsadu . Vencayya

:

nenu iravai rupdyalu petti ninnane yH
topi conndnu

,
ddnini andaru tsilda

vadda? Smith: Your hat is in my
way

; I paid Rs
. 3 formy ticket

; unless

you remove your hat I can’t see the

play. Jones: I spent Rs. 20 on that

hat yesterday, I want every one to

see it. ocadu : mi dfisulo gumdstd pani
hhali aind ani vinndnu

y
nac ippistdra ?

mdnejaru: dlasyam aindi
, valla cadu.

ocadu : yevaricaind ichchdrd? mdne-
jaru : iyya ledu; nuvvu iravai sanvat-

sarala cinda darakhdstu pettite ichche-
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vddin emo
y

nicu vayassu mudirindi.
Applicant: I hear there is a clerk's

vacancy in your office; will you give
it to me? Manager: Too late. Appli-
cant: Have you given it to some one
else? Manager: No, if you had put
in your application twenty years ago
you might have got it. You are a bit

long in the tooth, ocadu : marvddilu
dabbu khartsu pettaru

, bharyanu tisucu

rdvadanici tappa
,

inco panici tama
ullacu poru. incodu: accadi nunchi
cottagd vastunna vallu canipintsar emi ?

ocadu: rayilu khartsu lecunda v’un-
daddnici ippudu iccade puttut unnaru.
Smith: The Marvadies won’t spend
money ;

they don’t go home except to

fetch their wives. Jones: Why are

none to be seen who have recently

come from their homes? Smith:
They now get themselves born here
to save railway expenses,
peyya, heifer.

p£ca, warp.
p£ca, p£cu, pack (of cards). English.
pecdduta is to play at cards, chltlapeca

ddutiicurtsuni,sittingand playing cards

.

p£chi, responsibility, trouble. Corrupt
form of puchi. indulo nivu maUi yemi
pechi petta cudadu

, you need not
trouble yourself any further.

p£da, poor, cutici ped aite, culanici

peda? poverty is not loss of caste (it

is in Europe, but it is not in India,

wherein there is Indian superiority);

nirupeda, very poor.
p£da, cow-dung. Hinduvulu au pedato
indlu alicedaruy Hindus smear their

floors with cow-dung
;
pedanillu,

ppri-

nillu, cow-dung-water.
p£dapurugu, beetle.

p£daricamu, poverty.
p£dav&du, poor man. caligin ayya
gdde tiset appaticiy pedavaniciprdnamu
poyinaSiy before the rich man had
opened his bins the poorman had died

;

pedavani copamu pedavici chetUy a poor
man's anger only bursts his own lips.

p6du, chip, wicker, ita pella pette is

a box made of chips of palm-wood,
i.e. a wicker box ;

vedurupella butta is a

wickerbasketmade ofbamboo splinters.

p6ducottuta, to split, to shell, bddan-
cdyalu peducottite pappu canupintsunuy

if you split almonds, the kernels will
appear.

pegu, bowel. Pegu tsuttama, pettu
tsuttamd ? a blood relation or a dinner
relation? zaidyudu: nenu y’i madhya
goppa apareshanu chesanu. snehitu^u:
denici chesdru? vatdyudu: oca upin
tittini, pegunuy cosi veyya valasi vach-
chindi. snehitudu: rogi y'ippudu yetld
v'unnddu? vaidyudu: yetld v'undedi
yemzti? appude tsachchi poyinddu.
Doctor: I have just performed a big
operation. Friend: What operation?
Dodtor : I had to remove a lung and a

bowel. Friend: How is the patient
now? Doctor: What has that to do
with it? He died on the spot,
pelapana, chatter, nonsense

;
also

prelapanaht. ituvanti pelapanalu pe-
laciiy don’t talk such nonsense

;
ituvanti

pichchi pelapanalu pelaca noru musuco,
shut your mouth and don’t talk non-
sense.

pdlica, rag.

p61tsuta, to fry, to heat, to fire (a gun),
peluta, to go off (of a gun), tupaci
pela leduy the gun did not go off.

peluta, to chatter; also preluta. itu-

vanti pelapana pelutu v’unte ndcu
pichchi yetti, vallu teliyaca yemaina
chesi potanuy lechipOy go away, you are
driving me mad with your chatter and
I shall do something dreadful,
pdmu, rattan, nivu pemu alia galavd ?

can you plait rattan?

pena, pen. English,
penmllu, dung-water, frompeda, dung;
also pedanillu. This is a very purifying
article. (Oid Brahmin woman speak-
ing): mdvd.ru vidhilo nunchi vachchet
appaticiyedurugundd ckembedupenniUu
calupucuni veUi, mida posi

y
suddhi aina

taruvata marl lopalici ran istdnu, I

don’t let my men-folk into the house
till I have mixed a potful of dung-
water, poured it over them, and so

purified them.
penu, louse, plxiralpelu. nd cuccacupelu
padutu v’untaviy my dog is full'of lice,

pepara, a large bittern, common on
the Telugu lakes and tanks,

peparu, newspaper. English, yenducu
peparlu tsadavadam ? yem iindi pepa-

rulo? what is the use of reading the
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newspapers? What is there in the

newspapers ?

perantamu, woman’s visit to another

woman at marriages and feasts; tittle-

tattle. nivu piluvani perantamu. cheya

„ radu, never be unbidden guest on
festive occasions; mimmalin andarini

perantdnici pilustu v’unnanu, I bid

you all welcome to our house for the

show.
p£rconuta, to call, to recount; from
peru, name.
p£rtsuta, to string together, to

f
pile,

peru, name, peru pratishthalu, name
and fame, cadupulo btdda cadupulone

v'undagd coducu peru Somalingam,
naming the child before it is bom,
counting your chickens before they

are hatched ; hdsyam peru petti nannu
anta mata anadam micu bhavyam end?
is it right to say such things to me on
the plea that it is a joke? ninnu sukha-

muga bratucan ichchina yedala nd piru
mdru peru pettu, my name is not A. B

.

if X let you live in peace, peddaman-
iski : ni per emi ? nuvvu yevari pilla-

vadivi? bdludu: miru canucco valen

ante rendu margal unnai. peddaman-
iski: yemitivi? bdludu: miru uhintsu

condiy lecapotevicharintsandi. Gentle-
man : What is your name ? Whose son
are you ? Boy : If you want to knq,w
there are two ways of finding out.

Gentleman: What are they? Boy:
You may guess or you may inquire, ni

per evaru? is as common as niper emi?
peruconuta, to curdle.

p£rupettuta, to set to curdle,

peshcashu, the fixed tax paid by the
holder of permanently settled estate.

Hindustani, rdzu: i sanvatasaram
sarcdru peshcashu pdga mana samasth-

dnam mida yenta labham vachchind
andi? Crindati nelalo miru cheppind.ru

cdni pardcu padddmu. divdn : tamacu
aldgu pardcu padadame dharmam
andi; adi Mahdraja chihnamu . Zamin-
dar: What was our net profit on the
estate this year after paying the pesh-
cash? You told me last month but it

has^ escaped our memory. Diwan : It

is right for such things to escape Your
Excellency’s memory, it is a sign of
high nobility.

pdshcaru, an old term for a Revenue
Inspector. Hindustani,

peta, suburb, ward, town; very com-
mon as the end of the name of a town
or word : as Sompetay Arundelpeta,

petanapettuta, to attempt.* Used in
books.
phalacamu, shield. Skt.

phalamu, fruit, profit; also phalitamu,
Skt. chettu vesinavad ocaduy phalam
anubhavinchinavad ocadu

t one man
plants the tree, another enjoys the fruit
(sic vos non vobis). phalasayamu, pro-
duce.
phalavrucshamu, fruit-tree. Skt. nd-
cuphalavriicshamulu v'unna udyanava-

nam vacati v'unnadi
,
I have an orchard,

phalaharamu, lunch, any light meal
Skt., from phalam, fruit, and ahdram
food. Lacshmayya: nenu sandhya
vartsucune vela nannu phalaharanici
pilavadam Mallayyacu dharmam end

?

Vencayya : nuvvu sandhya vdrtsav ani
Mallayyacu telusunu. Lacshmayya:
telisind, nenu sandhya vartsutan ani
anucodam dharmam cddd? Smith:
Was it nice of Brown to call me to
lunch when I was saying my prayers?
Jones: He knew you don’t say your
prayers. Smith: Even if he did,
ought not he to have supposed I

would be saying my prayers?
phalfini, so-and-so. Hindustani, pha-

lanivadi peUamun ani mushti yettuconi
bratucutundi, she lives by begging,
saying she is so-and-so’s wife,

phalintsuta, to be fruitful, to succeed.
Skt. mi corica tappacunda phalistundi,
your wish will doubtless be fulfilled;

mem upadesinchina mantramu nirvigh-
namugd phalintsugaca, may our charm
conquer all obstacles and prove suc-
cessful; paira tolite pratti phalintsunu,
a cool breeze brings agood cotton crop

.

phalitamu, profit; also phalamu.
Skt. cashthe phali

, profit after work.
cheppin attu cMsiphalitam yemi zaru-
gutundo tsutamuy if we act accordingly
let us see what we shall gain.
pharaval£du, it doesn’t matter.
Usually spelt paravaledu.

pharishcaramu, decision. Skt. Usu-
ally spelt parischcdramu. adde matlddi
pharishcdram cheyyi, settle the rent.'
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phasandu, beauty, nice. Hindustani.
Usually spelt pasandu.

phasanducheyuta, to prefer, ayana
dinini phasandu chesinadu, he thought

j

this the nicest.

ph&lgunamu, the twelth lunar month,
March.

picca, calf (of leg), nd picca balam
tsupa valenu

,
I must show my turn

of speed.
pichchettuta, to go mad. pichch ettin

attu tirugutsunnddu ,
he is runningamok,

pichchi, pitstsa, mad, wild (of veget-

able kingdom), bad (ofmoney, weights,
and measures), pichchi mdrnidi

,
wild

mango; pichchi riipdyi
y
a bad rupee;

pichchivdna>
useless rain

;
pichchi

yettuta, to go mad
;
nicu pichchi yetti-

naddyemi ? have you gone mad ?

pichchica, sparrow; also pitstsuca.

pichchica mida Brahmastrama ? a

thunder-bolt to kill a sparrow?
pichchivadu, pitstsavadu, madman.
pichchivanici locam anta pichchi

,
the

madman thinks the whole world mad.
picilipitta, bulbul,

pidaca, cow-dung cake,

pidapa, after, pidapa chenu, after crop.

!

pidi, handle, fist, hilt,

pidicedu, fistful, handful, pritito

pettinadi pidicede tsalunu, a handful is

enough if given with love; yeruca

pidicedu dhanamu y
acquaintance is a

fistful of money.
pidicili, fist, grasp, pidicili pattuta, to

clench the fist,

pidicdla, plough handle,
pidiguddu, pidigruddu, fisticuff,

pidugu, thunderbolt, i chevudf&o

pidugulu padutii v’unna nacu nidra

melacuva rddu
,
with this deafness

even if thunderbolts fall I shall not
wake ;

pidugu vanti vartamanam vach-

chindi
,
l#ie news came like a thunder-

bolt.

pidutsuta, to squeeze, pitta gontuca

piduisu, wring the bird’s neck, to be

said to your peon when he picks up
a snipe you have wounded,

piduzu, tick.

pilaca, a young shoot, small root, end
of tuft of hair, igddidalini zuttu pilaca

pattuconi yHdchi veyyi, catch this ass

by his pigtail and push him out.

pilipintsuta, to send for; causative of
piluta

,
to call.

pilla, the young of any animal includ-
ing man, a girl, small, codipilla is a
chick; cuccapilla

, puppy; mecapilla ,

a kid; pillalu galaradanu, l am 3
parent, is a common expression in

petitions intended to excite sympathy

;

pilla parvatamu is a small hill, hillock;

pilla dulamu
,

a small beam; pilla

caluva, a small channel; tallini tsuchi

pillanu, padini tsuchi barrenu f tisu co

val&nu
y choose a girl by her mother, a

she-buffalo by its milk
;
pilla galavddu

pillacu yediste ,
cativadu casucu yedchi-

nadu
y
when the father cried for his

child, the sexton cried for his money

;

puli pilla puli pille
,
meca pilla meca

pille, cub is cub and kid is kid.

ocadu : nicu Lacshmayyacu samban-
dham emiti? incodu : nac istan anna
pillanu Lacshmayyacichcharu. Smith:
What’s your relationship to Brown?
Jones: They gave him the girl they
promised me. illu calut undenu

,
nippu

arput undiri. yazamani: ayyo , ddnini
racshints andi, ventane racshints andi;

oca masam aina ninda ledu. nippu
drpevadu: amma, lopala tsuchanu ,

pilla led andi. yazamani: pill emit >

ayya? nippu drpevadu : denini rac-

shintsam annadi ? yazamani : nd godu~
gunu

,
ddnini coni masam aina cd ledu .

The house was burning, they were
putting out the flames. Lady of the

house: O save it, save it quickly, it

isn’t a month old. Man putting out
the fire: Madam, X looked inside,

there is no child there. Lady: Who
said anything about a child? Man:
What did you ask us to save? Lady:
My umbrella. It isn’t a month since

I bought it. ocadu : Rdmayya ishtam

vachchina pillanu pelli chesu cunte sari

poyedi . incodu: atanu inca yenducu
brahmachdrigd v

yunnddu? ocadu: ye
pilla chesucodanici ishta pada ledu.

Smith: Brown would be satisfied to

marry any girl he liked. Jones: Why
is he still a bachelor? Smith; He
hasn’t liked to marry any girl.

pillacaya, small boy, child, pillacaya-

lacu
y
pitacallacu tsali ledu

y
children

and stool-legs don’t feel the cold.
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pillagalavadu, personhavingchildren

;

common in petitions,

pillagrovi, flute.

pillavadu, boy, child, ticharu : oca

cutumbamlo talli
,

tandri pillavadu
runnar anuco, yentamandi autaru?

bdludti: iddam. ticharu: yetld? bd~

ludu :
pillavddini talli yettu cuntundi

cdbatti. Teacher: In a family there

are father, mother, and child, let us

suppose
;
how many does that make ?

Boy: Two. Teacher: How two?
Boy : Because the mother will *hold

the child in her arms. Lacshmayya:
mi pillavadu na mida rayi visiri ve.su

nadu. Vencayya: adi micu tagilinda?

Lacshmayya: tagala ledu. Vencayya:
aite vesinavadu mavadu cadu. Smith:
Your boy threw a stone at me. Jones

:

Did it hit you? Smith: No. Jones:

Then it wasn’t my boy.
pillavr&u, little finger,

pilli, cat. adda goda mida pilli

,

a cat

on the cross wall (of persons sitting

on a fence, double-dealers)
;
elucacu

pilli sdeshi, the cat a witness in the

rat’s case (interested evidence for the

prosecution)
;

panileni matsacamma
pilli piticinad ata

,
they say when the

virago had nothing else to do she
milked the cat; pitta pitta poru pilli

Urchin attu, like a cat settling a dispute

between birds (the cat settled it by
eating them both); pilli candlu musu
coni, pdlu tagutunnu yevaru yerugar
ani yentsucon attu

,
like the cat who

shut her eyes and thought no one
could see her drinking the milk
(burying your head in the sand);
pillici chelagatamu

,
yelucacu prana

sancatamu

,

the cat frisks, the rat dies

;

pilli brahma hanta

,

kill a cat, kill a
Brahmin; pilli cordduts unnadi

,

the
cat purrs; pilli mydvu anuts unnadi,
the cat mews,

pillicuna, kitten,

pilupu, a call.

pilutsi*ta, to call, prasna: yemi talupa
vadda yenta sepu pilichmanu palicinavu
cavu? cecalu vesi ve'si gontuca baddalai
poyinadi. zavdbu: nenu lopala yemo
pani sandadilo unndnu

,
mi pilupu ndcu

vinabada ledu. Question: How long
am I to bawl at the door without

getting any answer? I have burst my
lungs with shouting. Answer: I was
bustling about inside, I didn’t hear
you call, Lacshmayya: ndcu ninnati
nunchi zabbugd undi. Vencayya:
vaidyudinz pilicheda ? Lacshmayya

:

jantu vaidyudinz pilipintsu . Vencayya

:

yenducu ? jantu vaidyudu yemi canucco
galadu ? dactaru prasna veste jantuvulu
zavdbu cheppavu gada . Lacshmayya:
zavdbu cheppavu cabatte,jentuvaidyulu

prasnal adagacunda rogam canipetta

galaru. Smith: I have been ill since
yesterday. Jones: Shall we send for

the doctor? Smith: Send for the vet.

Jones: Why? What can the vet find

out? Animals can’t answer questions.
Smith: Just so, as animals can’t

answer questions, the vet has to

diagnose the disease without asking
questions, pdlisu suparintendentu

:

atld poyye manishini pzlu. canstebilu:

ayana manishi cad andi
,
Sab Inspector-

ugar andi . Police Superintendent:
Call that man who is passing. Con-
stable: That’s not a man, that is the
Sub Inspector,

pimmata, after,

pina, young; also pinna .

pinatalli, mother’s younger sister or
wife of father’s younger brother : aunt;
also pinnamma

,
pinni,

pinatandri, father’s younger brother,
uncle

;
also pinnayya.

pinchanu, pension. English, pinchan
sipayi, pensioned sepoy; this is what
would be said

; in a book they might
write upaedra vetanam ondi vachchina
6ca vriiddha hhatudu—seven words
instead oftwo

; ippudupinchhanputstsu
cone muppai yell ainadi

, it is thirty

years since he took his pension,
pmchhamu, peacock’s tail,

pindamu, sacred cake. Skt.^ It is the

oblation that is made to deceased
ancestors.

pindamu, embryo, venuca Condalrdu
Pantulu gdru sirastdddri chisin ap~

pudu garbhdlalo pinddlu adiri pdyevi,

when Kondalrau Pantulu was Sheris-

tadar the foetuses in the womb would
tremble.

pinda, sacred cake, same as pindamu.
priti leni cudu pinda cutilo samamu

,
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food given without love is like food I

offered to the dead,
pindari, marauder. It is a Mahratta
word for mounted freebooters who
used to harry the Telugu country,

pinde, berry.

pindi, flour, oil-cake used for manure
and for feeding cattle, pindi dra posin

atlu. vennela caya tsochchenu
,
the moon-

light shone like outspread flour
;
pindi

yento nippati ante
,
the cake will be

according to the flour (payment by
results) ;

vdnini pindi pindiga dancht-
ndru ,

they beat him to a jelly; pindi
yeruvucu samanamu, margosa oil-cake

is equal to cattle-manure,
pindivantalu, cakes,

pinduta, to press out, to wring,
pingdni, crockery. Mahratta.
pinje, tuck, fold, i battalu pinjelu

pettu ,
fold these cloths,

pinna, young; also pina. pinnapeddalu

,

old and young
;
pinnavadu

, boy ;
pin-

nadi
y
girl.

pinnamma, aunt, being mother’s
younger sister; also pinatalli

y
pinni.

pinnatanamu, childhood,
pinnayya, uncle, father’s younger
brother

;
also pinatandri.

pinni, aunt, same as pinnamma
,
pina-

talli.

pippalamu, pepul tree. Skt.

pippali, pepper. Skt.

pippi, refuse, what is left after you
squeeze a fruit, &c. mi vddamulo vatti

pippiye, cani sdram imiyu ledu, there is

no juice in your argument, only refuse,

pirangi, cannon, from firangi, Frank.
European because the French first

introduced artillery.

pirici, cowardly, pirici bantucu tummu
dstha

,
the cowardly soldier will long

for a sneeze (as an excuse for stop-

ping)
;
nddi vatti pirici svabhdvam

,
I

am a natural coward (as Brahmins
will not be ashamed to say),

piricitanamu, cowardice.
piricivd<Ui, coward,
piriconuta, to twist,

pirralu, buttocks.
piryadu, complaint. Hindustani

;
same

asfiriyddu.
pisaru, trash, trifle, pinch (e.g. of

snuff), pisaranta lidu, not an atom.

pisachamu, ghost, demon,
pisidigottu, pisinigottu, miser,
pistolu, pistol. English, donga : ni
dabb anta istavd ? leca pote pistdiuto

cdlustd ? peddamanishi : pistolu isti

dabb anta ista . donga: dabbu tisuconi

pistol icchinadu . peddamanishi: n%
dabbu nac istavd lecapdte pistolato

calcheda? donga : dabb iyyanu
,
pisto-

lulo mandu gani
y gundu gdni ledu , nac

em bhayam ledu. Thief: Give me all

your money or I shoot. Gentleman:
If you give me your pistol I will give
yon all my money. The thief takes
the money and gives the pistol.

Gentleman : Will you give me back my
money or shall I shoot? Thief: I

won’t give the money back. The pistol

is not loaded. I am not afraid,

pisucuta, pisuguta, to squeeze, to

massage, to knead, nd callu pisugu
,

massage my legs,

pita, father. Skt.
pitishanu, petition. English; also

petishanu.
pitrdrjitamu, acquired by our fathers,

ancestral property.
pitrii-, prefix meaning ‘ancestral’.

pitriidevatalu
,
ancestral deities

;
mdtrii-

pitrii-bhacti lecunda, without reverence
for father or mother; pztrii-hatyat

parricide.

pitstsa, mad, false (of measures, &c.).
mata ghanamu, manica pitstsa

,
big

words, short measure; punyaniciputt ed
iste pitstsa cuntsam ani picul adin attu

y

like complainingofshortmeasurewhen
you have been given a candy gratis

(looking a gift-horse in the mouth),
pitstsuca, sparrow; same as pichchica.

pitta, bird, vaca pittato cheppa ledu y

I didn’t tell even the birds; pitta

conchem , cuta ghanamy a little bird
with a big cry (much cry, little wool)

;

pitta pitta poru pilli tirchin attu
y like

the cat that settled the quarrel between
the two birds (by eating them both),

pittamu, bile. Skt.

pitucuta, to squeeze out, to milk, pal
annitini pitucu conduruy they squeeze
out all the milk.

piturij raid, rebellion, plot, conspiracy.
Hindustani ;

same as fituri.

piculaduta, to wrangle, to squabble.
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piculata, squabble, vddu piculata

manishi,
he is a quarrelsome man.,

pice, pipe, reed used in blowing
musical instruments, gontupice

,

wind-
pipe.

picuta, to pull out, to tear out. ndluca

*picu coni tsachchenu, he tore out his

own tongue and killed himself (bite

off your nose to spite your own face).

pi<la, pain, trouble. Skt.

pidacala, nightmare, vdnici ninna

rdtri pidacala vachchi,
rommu adatsu

coni poyi,
y’upiri salapa ledu

}
last night

he had a nightmare and oppression on
the chest and could not breathe,

pidintsuta, to trouble, to plague. Skt.

piditamu, afflicted. Skt.

piiicalu, rags, pilicala gudda cattucun-

nadu, he wore a ragged cloth,

piltsuta, to suck up, to inhale, nasyam
piltsuia, to take snuff,

pinugu, corpse,
pipd, cask.

piru, pir, Muhammedan saint (when
he is dead), nadu v'unte Navabu Sake-
buy annamu v'unte A mini Sahebu, bida

padite Faciru Sahebu, tsaste Piru Sahe-
bu ,

if a Muhammedan has land he is

a Nawab, if he has enough to eat he
is an Amir, if he is poor he is Fakir,

if he is dead he is a Pir.

pita, crab.

pita, stool
;
from Skt. pitham. pillacd-

yalacu pita cdllacu tsali ledu
,
children

and stool-legs do not feel the cold,

pfthamu, stool, seat of a svami.
pithasthudu is one who has the dis-

tinction of sitting on a stool, i.e. a
svami

; most people in India sit on the

ground.
pithica, preface. Skt.

pitsu, coir or other fibre, zanapa ndra
pitsu vale gaddamu

,
a beard like

hemp fibre.

plidaru, pleader. English,
poccati, poccati-rallu

,

the stones or
lumps of earth on which the boiler

rests on the Indian hearth; fire-dogs.

vdru poccati-rdUa ritigd n'unndru
, as

inseparable as fire-dogs (as thick as

thieves).

poccili, navel, poccili tstilu, the off-

spring of the navel, is Brahma,
poccipovuta, poccuta, to blister,

to come out (like a boil), to transpire.

na noru poccinadi, my mouth is sore

;

mem a pani yenta rahasyamgd zara-
ginchindmu

,
yeldginano conchemu paid

poccinadiy we worked as secretly as

possible, but somehow something
transpired,

poccu, blister,

poda, bush.
poda, appearance, form, valla poda
canapadd appuduy when they ap-
peared; ddnici na poda cana padina
trdtsu pamunu tsuchin all undenuy
when she caught sight of me it was
as though she saw a cobra,

podacattuta, to appear, paitya chala-

nam am attu nischayamgdpoda cattutu

v’unnadi, it seems to be certainly a

bilious attack,

podamuta, to arise,

podarillu, arbour; from poda y bush,
and illuy house. The r is euphonic,
poddu, sun, time, bdredu poddu yeccin

appuduy when the sun was a fathom
high; rendu gadiyala poddu undagd,
there being two hours of daylight;
tsdla poddu poyinadiy it is very late;

poddu podichenu, the sun rose
;
poddu

cruncenuy the sun set
\
poddu puUtsuta

y

to pass the time.
podduna, in the morning; from poddu,
sun; also produnna. peddamanishi

:

yenducu yedust unnau ? baludu : nenu
podduti nunchi dducunt unnanu; ivvala
Sueravdram ani teliyaca Sanivdram
ani anucunt unnanu. ippudu ndcu
Sucravaram ani chepparu; mestaru
codatar emo rtani yedust unnanu.
Gentleman: Why are you crying?
Bby : I have been playing since the
morning; I didn’t know it was Friday,
I thought it was Saturday; now they
have told me it is Friday I am crying
because Iam afraidteacherwill beatme.

podi, powder, snuff; also podrmu.
podibarine, snuff-box.
podugaina, podugati, tall, long.
ocadu : Lacshmammacu podugdti ven-
trucul unnai. incodu : tandri dvdra
vachchindya? ocadu: tandrici batta
tale, incodu : batta tala aina, soralanu
tayaru chesi ammutdduy Smith: Mrs.
Brown has very long hair. Jones:
Does she get it from her father?
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Smith : He is bald. Jones : Though he
is bald he sells eels, ocadu : Lacsh-
mayya inta chinna uttaram rased ela ?

incodu : Lacshmayya pottivad ani nuv~
vu yeragava ? atadu podugdti uttaram
yetla raya galadu? Smith: How is it

Brown writes so short a letter ? Jones

:

Don’t you know Brown is short ? How
could he write a long letter ?

podugu, udder, podugu cosi pdlu tdgin
attu, like cutting the udder to drink
the milk (killing the goose that lays the
golden eggs).

podugu, height, length, podugu lodu-

gu, tall and weak; the opposite is potti
gatti

,
short and strong,

poduguta, to set (precious stones).
ittacjim podigite ratndnici yemi lopam ?

though you set it in brass the precious
stone will shine just the same,
podumu,powder, snuff, dust

;
also£0di.

tarimidipattinappudu ralinapodum ciidd

v'uricepoledu
,
he didnotevenwaste the

dust that came off the lathe ; oca chitice

podumu vei, give me a pinch of snuff,

podupu, thrift,

podupu catha, riddle,

podupu mata, taunt,
podutsuta, to pierce, to sting, to set a
seal, to rise (of the sun, &c.), to poke.
tilucu pettanam iste tellavarlu anta
podichinadz, when the scorpion was
given power it went on stinging till

morning; mudrapodutsuta, to seal;yeru
potupodichinadi, thetidehas risenin the
river; tsalipanditi cundalacu iutlupodi-

chin atlu, like making holes in the pots

in a water-pandal (wanton mischief),

poga, smoke, steam, pogayoda is a

steamship \pogabandi a railway engirih

;

pogatsutta a cheroot,

pogadta, praise.

pogaduta, to praise, ipddu v'uUdpogi-
devdru leru

,
nacu nene pogudu contan

anndd ata, there is no one to praise me
in this deserted village, so I praise

myself, he said; rniru nannu v’urice

pogudutu v’unnaru
,
you are paying me

empty compliments,
pogaru, pride, mana tdlucdlo caranalu

mahdpogar ecci v'unndruy the karnams
of our taluk are full of pride; pogar
anatsuta is to reduce pride; cortulo

cudd vydjydlu veyinchi
,
vdri pogaru

anatsandi, reduce their pride by bring-
ing cases against them in the courts

(this is the origin of many false cases

in India).

pogarubotu, proud or vain man. vadu
pogarubotu vedhava

} he is a conceited
ass. 1

pogarubotutanamu, pride,

pogatsutta, cigar,

pogatsuriita, to be smoked,
pogayoda, steamship; from poga,

steam, and oda, ship,

pogacu, tobacco; from poga, smoke,
and *icu, leaf.

pogudu, flattery, pettu tsuttamu, po-
gudu bhagyam , relations will flock for

food, flattery brings fortune,
poguluta, to grieve,

poi, hearth
;
also written poyi or poyyi.

nicu murckhapdvadam y’ishtangd v'unn
att aite, lopalicipoyi,poi cada nippulono
nillalond murchcha po, if you want to

faint go inside and faint near the
hearth in fire or water,

polamu, field, nenu ma guruvu gdri

tsaduvu conet appudu doddi tavvi, san-

vatsdrinid ca valasina curalu pandin-
che vddini; y'iddaru culivallu moyya
leni mutalanu polamlo nunchipattu coni

vachchi yHnti cada vappaginchevanni;
marri aculu cdsi techchi vistallu cutte-

vanni; y’intlo panul anni nene chese-

•Oanni; ayana anugraham vachchi,

tirubadiga v’unn appudu rendu muccalu
cheppevadu; voccocc appudu adi ledu,

when I was reading with my guru I

used to dig in his garden and provide
vegetables for the whole year; I used
to bring from the fields loads two
coolies could not carry ; I used to cut
banyan leaves and stitch leaf platters

;

I did all the house-work; when he
deigned and had leisure he would
teach me a verse or two; sometimes
not even that.

polimera, inter-village boundary,
pollu, empty (of ears), worthless, su.-

drunacu engili y
yannamunu, chinigina

battalunu, pollu ddnyamunu, jfrnamu-
laina duppatulanu iyya valenu, the

proper gift to a Sudra is bad rice,

tom clothes, grain with empty ears,

worn-out sheets (whereas of course a

Brahmin should have the best of
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everything. This is a text from the

Hindu scriptures),

polusu, fish-scale, vddu chepanu po-
lusu poyyet attu cadiginadu ,

he washed
the scales off the fish,

jpommu, go
;
imperative of povuta ;

po
is commoner, but pomm is used for

euphony before a vowel, uru pomm
antundi, cddu ramm antundi

,
(when

you are going to die) the village says

‘go’, the graveyard says ‘come’,
pon-, prefix meaning ‘golden’; from
ponnu

,

gold. Tamil. pombattu, cloth

of gold. w

ponaca, rattan grain-basket, ponaca
vegiram alii pettinanu

,
I quickly put

together a grain-basket,

ponararuta, to be fine, to be agreeable.

Used in books.
poncMvunduta, to lie in lurk. Coya-

vdllu ponchi v’undi, nillu meghamulu
tdgadanici cundalalo duri

,
nillu tagutu

v'unn appudu, tsatucunna micta vesi,

cunda cinda manta petti, meghalanu
varidu cuni tintdru

,
the Koyyis (Goda-

vari Agency hill tribe) lie in lurk for

the clouds, and when the clouds come
to drink and get into their pots and
are drinking they suddenly put lids on
them and put fire under the pots and
cook the clouds and eat them (the

physics of the Godavari Brahmins are
somewhat mythological),

pondica, fitness, intercourse, d daya
ddcshinyal emi, a mdta pondica yemi

!

what grace and elegance, what curious
felicity of phrase!
pondu, intercourse; also sexual inter-

course. peddalato vddu, petarulato
pondu

,

disputing with the old, keeping
company with ghosts (things to be
avoided) ; alancarintsu coni vachchi,
dipamu veluturuna padutu v’untd

,
dani

mogam anta cantacu marinta anda-

mugd canapadutu v’undedi; taruvata
ddnipondu yenta sukhamugd v'untundo
ani buddkiputtind ata

, he was attracted
first by the dancing-girl’s beauty as
she sang, richly adorned, in the light

of the lamps; then he is said to have
longed for the joys of sexual inter-
course with her.
ponduta, to get. avamdnamu pondi-
nddu

,

he incurred disgrace
; nashtamu

pondinadu, he incurred loss. Also
onduta.
pongu, bubbling over, overflowing
with joy, eruption of measles or
chicken-pox (tattammavdri pongu).
ponguta, pongiporluta, to bubble
over, esaru pongi potunnadi, the rice-

water is boiling over; ni santosham
anta pongi porli pdtu v'unnadi, you are
bubbling over with joy.

ponnu, gold, bangaramu is commoner;
this is the Tamil word,

pontsu, crouch, lurking, yelucacu pilli

pontsu vesin attu, like a cat crouching
for a rat; pontsundie donga

,
eaves-

dropper.
pontsundi tsutsuta, to lie in wait,
pontsundi vinuta, to eavesdrop,
pontsuta, to lurk.

pora, layer, fold, film over the eye,

cataract. Strata of soil or the skins of
an onion areporalu. nivu cantici pora-
lu tiyagalava ? can you couch the eye ?

porabataina, mistaken,
porabatu, mistake, mdtdru bandi codi

miduga poyi, ddnini tsampenu . drat-

varu : nd valla porabatu zarigindi, mi
codi tsachchi poyindi, i padi rupayalu
tisu coni yevaritd riportu cheyya bocu.
gramasthudu : cheppanu lendi

,
ica nun-

chi nenu collanu eccuvagd pentsut un-
tanu, miru i dovana vellut undandi,
a car goes over a fowl and kills it.

Driver: My mistake, I have killed

your fowl; here’s Rs. 10, and make
no report. Villager : I won’t report it;

in future I shall keep more fowls, and
hope you will be coming this way.
poraca, blade of grass

;
commonly

paraca.
poracacatta, broom.
poraladuta, porli porli unduta, to

roll over, to overflow, d callu cunda
porli porli unnadi, that toddy-pot is

flowing over.
poralintsuta, to roll over, mdta por-
linchinadu

,
he changed his statement;

nippulo poralinchin atlu manasu para-
tapintsuta

, to grieve as if rolling in fire,

porambocu. Hindustani. Waste or
reserved land. Technically in the
revenue department it is not used of
waste land but only of land reserved
for the common use of the villagers;
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but the public use it of any unculti-
vated land.
porapaduta, to be mistaken, bharya

:

micu nd mida purva prema ledu
,
nenu

vanta chest unte miru tsustu urucuntdru .

bharta : nuvvu porapadut unnau , nuvvu
vanta cheyyadam modalu pettin dag-
gira nunchi

,
ni mida prema marinta

eccuv aindi,
vantavddi khartsu taggi

poyindi

,

Wife: You do not love me as

before, you let me do all the cooking.
Husband: You are mistaken; since
you began cooking my love for you
has grown stronger; I save the cook’s
wages.
porapatu, mistake; same as porabatu.
porladuta, to roll, putted dmudamu
pattintsu coni porladina

,
antede antunu

gani,
antanidi antadu

,
though a man

smear a candy of castor oil over him-
self and roll, only what sticks will

stick, what won’t stick won’t (fatalistic

proverb).
porluta, to roll, to bubble, to cross, to
tup (animals), porli

,
porli, bubbling

over; pottelu gorrenu porlinadi, the
ram tupped the ewe.
porugu, vicinity. porugiUu

,
the next

house ; iruguporugulu
,

neighbours

;

poruguvadu, the man next door, po-
rugu patstsaga v'unte poyilo niUu posu-
cun attu, like the man who put out his
own hearth-fire because his neighbour
prospered (envy). Rangadu: i yedu
micu varsham bagd curisinda ? Ramu-
du: curisindi gani, ma poruguvadici
eccuva varsham paddadi. Rangadu:
ad etld ? Ramudu: vadici nd cante

eccuva bhumi v'undi. Smith : Did you
get good rain this year? Jones: Yes,
but my neighbour got more. Smith

:

How so? Jones: He’s got more land,
porugurivddu, man from next village.

urivddici cati bhayam
,
porugurivadici

niti bhayam, the villager is afraid to

walk through the graveyard, the man
from the next village is afraid to walk
through the tank (he does not recog-
nize the graveyard and does not know
how deep the tank is),

posagintsuta, to persuade; causal of
posaguta.
posaguta, to get on together, vdrici

vdrici posaga ledu,
they don’t get on

;

manam y’iddaramu vacca y'intlo v’un-
dadam posagadu, we cannot get on
together in one house,

potapota, gushing, swelling; onoma-
topoeic, of drops, tears, &c.

potlamu, packet.
potta, belly, vatti mdtala valla pottahs
pudutava? words don’t fill the belly;
vindu bkdjanamld oca bdludu tsald tint

undenu . peddamanishi : inca tina bocu,
ajirnam chestundi; inta chinna cadupulo
anta annam yetla pattindi? bdludu:
nd potta baitici canapadet anta chin-

nadi cad andi. At a feast a boy ate a
lot. Gentleman : Don’t eat any more,
you will get indigestion. How can
you get so much food into so small
a stomach? Boy: My belly is not as

small as it looks from outside, nivu
potta baddal ayyet attnga cheda tinnau,

you have eaten till your beliy bursts;
mini rupayalu Brahmala potta petti

padu chesindru , they have wasted a

hundred rupees on filling the bellies

of Brahmins.
potta, unopened ear of grain, pottacu
putt edu niru, a bushel of water for
each ear of paddy. This proverb illus-

trates the erroneous view of the Telu-
gus that paddy can never have too
much water. If they have water to

spare, they always spoil their paddy
"by using too much,
pottamu, book; for pustacamu.
pottelu, ram.
potti, short, potti gatti

,

short and
strong; the opposite is podugu

,
tall,

long; podugu lodugu , tall and weak,
pottipdtarazu, King Little, pottipo-

tarazu coluvu is a proverbial expres-
sion for a court which has a bad time
of it, as the little king found fault with
his retinue whatever it did. If they
went behind him he complained they
were treating him as a pariah; if

they went in front he complained they
were trying to show superiority to

him ; if they went by his side he com-
plained they were claiming equality

with him.
pottivadu, short man. pottivddid putt
edu buddhulu

,
short men are full of

sense.

pottu, husk, scale, potfu poftuga, in
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scales
;
a rogi sariram pott udi pdtundi,

the patient’s skin comes off in scales,

pottu, friendship, having in common,
poru nasktam, pottu Idbham

,

quarrel-

ing means loss, friendship means pro-

fit ;pottula magadu puchchi tsachchenu
,

f the joint husband died of neglect;

vidkulu andarici pottu
,
the streets are

free to all (but pariahs are not allowed

in Brahmin streets); sarcidu pottuna

conndru, they made a joint investment
in merchandise.

poyi, poyyi, hearth; also poi. poyyi
driste bandhuvulu, cuccalu custe ca%uvu ,

a singing hearth portends relations, a

barking dog a famine; poyyi v'udin

ammacu bocc ed aina daccadd ? won’t
she who blows the fire get a mouthful ?

porugu patstsagd v’unte poyilo nillu

posu conn attu
,
he put out his own fire

to spite his neighbour’s face; catte

vanca poyyi tirustunnadi
,
the hearth

takes the bend out of a stick (i.e. the
funeral pyre, and nothing else, will

make a crooked man straight),

poyya, poyyd, bad. poyye cdlam is a

common expression for a bad time.

nicu poyya cdlam vachchinadi
,
your

bad time has come; aid abaddhalu chep-

padanici i gumastalacu yemi poyye
cdlam vachchindi ? what devil has been
at these clerks to make them tell such
lies about me ?

poca, areca nut, taken with betel, ada-
cattiloni poca , like a nut between the
nippers (between anvil and hammer)

;

ruca lent vadu poca cheyya ledu, a man
without oof is not worth a spoof. The
tamalapaculu

,
betel leaves, and poca

checcalu, bits of areca nut, together are
called tdmbulam.
pdcada, going; verbal noun of povuta.
vana rdcada

,
prana pdcada yevarici

teliyadu, the coming of rain, the going
of life, are known to no one. pocalu
is used of evil ways,
pocillamari,fop,affectedpuppy,minx,
pociri, blackguard, lewd fellow of the
baser sgrt, obscene. In the plural,

pocillu, it also means whims, naughti-
ness. nivu ye pocillu poyina, callu pettu
cuni tsutsu vhmtanu, I will keep my
eyes oppn whatever tricks you are up
to. pociri mdta is an obscene word.

pocu, don’t; from povuta, to go, more
often bocu.

podimi, thrift, wealth, comfort, maga-
podimi yeruganidi

,
a girl who has not

known man.
poga, besides; from povuta, to go.
tamacu ca valasinavi poga migilinavi

basa digina y’intivdUacu y’ickchi vestd-

ru
,

(clerks at Jamabandi) leave the
remains of the supplies (besides what
they want for themselves) to the
friends who put them up.

pogauta, to collect; from pogu, heap.
tene v’unna tsota y'igalu pog*autavi

,

flies collect where honey is.

pogottuta, to drive away, to lose
; from

povuta
,
to go, and cottuta

, to beat. Crzstu

tana pranamun ichchi mana papamu-

lanu pogottinadu
,
Christ gave his life

and drove away our sins ; bharya copam
pogotti sdntunni chestundi

,
a wife drives

away our anger and makes us mild.
polisuvadu : abbdyi ye<lava bocu

, mi
intice tisucu potunnanu. baludu: nd
cosam nenu yedavadam ledu ,

ma amma
cosam yedust unnanu

,
ma amma nannu

yeppudu pogottu co ledu, Policeman:
Don’t cry, little man, I will take you
straight home. Boy: I am not crying
for myself but for my mother. She
has never lost me before,

pogu, heap, stack, crowd.
pogu> thread, ring, muccupo'gu, nose-
ring. pogu by itself is a male ear-

ring.

pogucheyuta, to collect, manam tella-

vdragatla Uchi
,
y’intintici tirigi, battal

annipogu chesinamu , (dhoby speaking)
we got up early, went from house to
hcfuse, and collected all the clothes.

p61e, like.

polica, imitation, resemblance, simile.

Lacshmayya ; itani v'upamandlu vinte
nacu gundelu pagulutu v’unnavi . Ven-
cayya: vidi pddu policalu tsurie ndcu
tala noppi vestu v’unnadi, (lecturer
making comparisons) Smith: I am
fed up with this man’s comparisons.
Jones: His tiresome similes give me
a headache; vadu coddilo antd tandri
polica, he is his father in miniature,
pdlina, like,

pdliyunna, identical.

p61isu, police. English.
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poKsucanisht^bulu, pdlisuvadu,
policeman. English. Polisusteshanu

police-station, English, nivu polisu-

steshanucu velli vegiram vaca canishte-

bulunu tisu cuni rd, go to the police-

station and fetch a constable quickly

;

yH v’ulld y’intamandi pitstsavaUu

hahdtangd tirugutu v’unte, pattu co

cunda polisuvaru yemi chestu v’unndru?
why are the police allowing so many
lunatics at large in this village? meji-

stretu: malli vachchava ? nd vadda ica

midata rd vadd ani nenu cheppa leda ?

donga : miru cheppdr ani cheppina ,

vinacunda pdlisu vallu nannu arestu

chesi tisucu vachchdr andi
,
Magistrate

:

Back again? Didn’t I tell you never
to let me see your face again ? Thief

:

Though I told the police you had said

that, they wouldn’t listen and arrested

me and broughtme here
;
motarubandi

pdlisuvdnini samipintsuts undagd lopala

curtsunna bhdrya y’oca vaipucunu
,

bharta y’incoca vaipucunu chetulu tsu-

pinchiri. pdlisu constibilu : mir iddaru

cheriy’oca darini vella talatsu connara ?

as the motor-car approached a police-

man the wife put out her hand on one
side, the husband on the other. Con-
stable: Are you two thinking of going
different ways ?

polucarra, carriage pole. English
‘pole’ and Telugu carra

>
stick,

poluta, to be fit, to be like,

polutsuta, to compare.
p6ni, like. Short for polina. Used in

books.
ponij participle of povuta, to go ; used
as a negative; leniponi

, not existing,

fictitious.
»

pom, let it go
;
from povuta

,

to go, and
itstsuta

,
to give

;
very common in the

sense of ‘go on’, vachched ella rdni>

poyyed ella poni, let things come and
let things go; poni, dabbu pote pdyindi,
never mind, if the money is gone it is

gone; poni, (to bandyman) drive on;
poni otpdniddu (to objector), very well,

poraduta, to fight,

porani, where you should not go, for-

bidden. pordni tsotlacu pote, rardni

nindalu rdca manavu
,
if you go where

you shouldn’t, you will get blame you
would wish to avoid.

poru, strife, poru nasktam, pottu Id

-

bham, you lose by fighting and gain

by friendship; pitta pittd poru pilli

Urchin attu ,
like the cat settling the

birds’ strife (by eating them both),

poruta, to strive.

poshacudu, patron. -

poshanamu, support, patronage,
poshintsuta, to support, to patronize.

vollu datsucocunda pani chesi
,
sampd-

dinchi
,
andarini pdshistdnu, I will not

spare myself but work and earn money
and support them all.

postil post. English, yazamani : utta-

ralu postulo vesava? naucaru : vesdn

andi
,
aite mir oca porabdtu chesdru

,
and

chiti antintsa valasina uttaranici rend
anala chiti antinchdru

,
rend analu an-

tintsa valasina ddnici and chiti antin-

chdru. yazamani: aite nuvvu yem
cheshdu? naucaru: adresulu cott esi

,

oca danidi inco ddni mida vrasanu.

Mistress: Did you post the letters?

Servant: Yes, but you made a mistake,

you put a penny stamp on the one that

required twopence and a twopenny
stamp on the one that required a

penny. Mistress: What did you do?
Servant: I struck off the addresses and
exchanged them.

pot6, unless
;
from povuta

,
to go.

pdte, less (in subtraction); from po-
vuta, to go.

pote, if it goes, udyogam purusha lac-

shanam, adi pote
,
avalacshanam

,
office

makes the man, if he loses it he loses

his honour.
pdte, if it isn’t, unte v’uru, pote pddu

,

the people make the village, if they
aren’t there it is a ruin.

p60, competition. Hitlaru gdru cada-

china adhyacshuni-yennicalalo Hin-
demburgu garito pdti chesi y'ddi poyi-

naru , Hitler stood against Hindenburg
at the last presidential election and
was defeated

;
rendu bassulu occa mani-

shini yeccintsu co ddnici poti paddai,

two buses competed for one passenger.

p6ti, like; from poli; short Iqf pdlina
,

resembling, napotivddu
,
amanlikeme.

potigadu, rival.

potladuta, to quarrel, iddaru pillalu

potladut undiri. peddamanishi : uru-

condi
,
yenducu potladutaru ? modati
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pilla: ni cosame, peddamanishi : nd
cdsam potlata yenducu? modati pilla-

vddu : nicu gadtdec unna telivi aind led

ani vad ante
,
nenu v’und anndnu; andu

cheta potlata vachchindi. Two boys
were quarrelling. Gentleman: Keep

r quiet, what are you fighting about?
First boy: About you. Gentleman:
How about me? First boy: He said

you hadn’t even the brains of an ass,

I said you had
;
that is what the quar-

rel was about; dulu dulu potladite,

legala callu virugutavi, when the cows
fall out the calves’ legs are broken
(when the great fall outthepoor suffer)

.

potlata, quarrel.

potu, blow, flow, gorutsuttu pai rocati

potu, the blow of a pestle on a corn;

cappacu catu, Brahmanunici potu ledu

,

frogs can’t bite, Brahmins don’t fight;

venacacu vellite tannu, mundu vaste

potu, a kick if you go back, a blow if

you come forward
;
catti potu tappina,

calam potu tappadu, the pen is

mightier than the sword (the sword
may miss but the pen doesn’t).

~p6tu, suffix turning other parts of

speech into personal nouns (mascu-
line). tagubotu, drunkard; tindibotu,

glutton
;
vadurubdtu, chatterbox,

pdtu, male of animals, birds, insects,

plants; tom. enubotu
,
male buffalo;

mecapotu
,
ram; potutiga, male fly;

potutenugu, male elephant; potutddu,

male palm-tree
;
potupilla

,
any young

male animal
;
pdtupilli (or gandupilli),

tom-cat.
potupatu, ebb and flow.

p6vuta, to go; also a negative auxi-

liary
;
also to be lost, pai padda mata

,

madi(mida) padda ni]lu potavd? a

word let fall against your honour,
water let flow over the field, will not
be without effect; atad em at poyi-
nddu? what has become of him? vddu
danito poyinadu

,
he has had sexual

intercourse with her; Lacshmayya:
nenu ivvdla rendu tsotlacu poyinanu .

nd godygu rendo tsota poyi v’untundi.

Vencayya: modati tsotane poyind emo ?

Lacshmayya: accada podu, modati
tsota ndc adi doricindiy Smith : I went
to two places to-day, I must have lost

my umbrella in the second of them.

Jones: Why not in the first? Smith:
It was in the first I picked it up.
vaidyudu : gumpul unna tsotici p6
vaddu ,

ni arogyam chedi potundi .

rogi: pdca pote nd vriltti sagad andi.

vaidyudu : ni vriltti yemiti ? rogi
: jibu

dongatanam
,
Doctor: Don’t go into

crowds, it will r^in your health.

Patient: My profession requires me to

go into crowds. Doctor : What is your
profession? Patient: Picking pockets.

In the above example, povaddu is

‘don’t go’, chedi potundi is ‘will go’,

‘be lost’, pdca is the negative, ‘not

going’, and pote is the negative auxi-
liary and means ‘unless’, ndc em ich-

chi po ledu, he has given me nothing

;

atuvanti durabhyasam nicu poyinda?
have you lost that bad habit? tsachchi

poyinadu
,
he died; bad teri (or teli)

pdtundi

,

the debt will be cleared

;

rupayi pdyindi, I have lost a rupee;
accadici poddmu, let us go there;

vani tandri poyina taruvata, after his

father’s death; vdna poyina taruvata
,

when the rain had stopped
;
pustacamu

poyinadi, the book is lost; vani candlu
pdyinavi, he has lost his eyesight;

chillulu pdyina chembu
,
a leaking mug;

padintilo ndlugu pdte aru, four from
ten is six; vraya pote vadd annddu

,

when I was about to write he told me
not to

;
a goda padi poyinadi

,
the wall

has fallen down; racapoyenu
,
he did

not come; vachchina dovane pdtundi
,

lightly come, lightly go (it goes the
way it came); iyyapovuta, to offer;

vellipovuta, to go away,
poyina, last (month, year); lost, po-
fina vdramu,

last week; pdyina cantid
mandu veste v'unna cannu v’udtsu coni
pdyinadi

,
when he applied a remedy

to his lost eye he lost the other (throw-
ing good money after bad),

pdyuta, to pour, with many (derivative

meanings, chettu pettinavddu nillu

poyyada? when you have planted a
tree won’t you water it ? palu posi pen-
china pamu caravaca manadu, a snake
will bite you though you pour out
milk for it (a viper nourished in the
bosom); ndcu vail antd chemata po-
sindi, I was all of a sweat; vaniciy’inca
ammavarupoya ledu

, he has never had
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small-pox
;
catta p6sind.ru, they built a

bank
;
dcu posinaru, they transplanted

rice; goda petti maduru posinadu, he
built a wall with a coping over it;

utstsa poyuta is to make water
;
vada-

poyuta is to strain rice
; uripoyuta is to

cast a noose
;
nd usuru posuconnadu, he

injured me
;
chinnadi vdnici nillu post

unnadi
,
the girl is giving him his bath

;

ami chetlacu nillu post unnadi
,
she is

watering the shrubs
;
bitstsam ettipotta

posucunt unnadu
,
he fills his belly by

begging.
pra~, prefixmeaning ‘great

5

,
‘very’. Skt.

prabalamu, very strong. Skt. idi

bahu prabalamaina pitstsa
,
a violent

form of madness
;
prabala pramanam

tsuputdnu
,
I will give a strong proof,

prabalintsuta, to swell, to increase,

prabandhacarta, prabandhacaru-
du, author, prose writer. Skt. oca-

noca Huna vachana prabandhacarudu
,

a certain European prose writer (Hun
is applied to Europeans as being bar-

barous).

prabandhamu, book. Skt.; the com-
mon word is pustacamu.
prabba, rattan; also pemu . yeti vara-

dacu vangi y'unna prabba tigalu melu
pondunu

,
yeduta nilichi y’unna maculu

chetu pondunu
,

rattan twigs which
yieid to the flood survive, trees which
stand up to it are destroyed,

prabha, light, radiance. Skt. Used in

books.
prabhanjanamu, wind. Skt. Used
in books for gdli.

prabhavamu, birth. Skt. Used in

books, janmamu is the common wojd.
prabhatamu, dawn. Skt.; from pra-
bha, light.

prabhavamu, might, majesty, dig-

nity, power, merit. Skt. mvu y
i
inta

tsaduv%
tsaduvucunnd, nicu y’incd

guptd ddna prabhavamu bodha pada
ledu,

thoughyouare so learnedyouhave
not yet learnt the merit ofhidden gifts,

prabhubhacti, loyalty. Skt.; from
prabhuvu

,
lord, and bhacti, devotion,

prabhudrohamu, treachery,

prabhutvamu, power, sovereignty.

Skt.

prabhuvu, lord, king. Skt. But a Col-

lector is even more than this to his

peons; he is a ndprobho
,
great lord.

The feminine is prabhvi.

prabodhamu, wisdom, great intellect.

Skt. Used in books,
pracaranamu, chapter of book. Skt.

pracatana, notification, advertise-

ment. Skt.

pracatintsuta, to notify, to advertise.

Skt.
*

pracandamu, trunk (of tree). Skt.;

the common word is bode.

pracaramu, pracaramuga, accord-
ingly. Skt. a pracdram chesinadu

, he
acted accordingly. Lacshmayya

,
Ven-

cayya iddaru annadamulu; tandri villu

vrasi tsachchi poyenu; villu pracdram
asti pantsu codanici potlata vachchenu;
annadammul iddaru Mallayyanu ma-

dhyavartiga pettu coniri. Mallayya

:

nd tirpu idi
,
Lacskmayyacu dstini cheri

sagamuga pantsadanici adhicaram ich-

chanu. Lacshmayya: nyayam chesdru.

Mallayya: tana y’ishtam vachchina
bhagam tamt tisucodanici Vencayyacu
adhicaram ichchanu .

•Vencayya : nya-
yam chesdru . John and Richard Doe
were two brothers ; their father made
his will and died

;
there was a dispute

about dividing the property according
to the will

;
the brothers chose Roe as

arbitrator. Roe: I decide that John
is to divide the property in two parts

equally. John: A Daniel come to

judgement. Roe: I give Richard
power to choose whichever part he
likes. Richard: A Daniel come to

judgement.
pracasamu, light, splendour. Skt,

pracasintsuta, to shine. Skt.

pracca, side; also pacca.
prachandamu, fierce. Skt.

prachara, propagandist. Skt.

pracharamu, custom, propaganda.
Skt. The word means ‘going* in Skt.;

it has been taken up by the news-
papers to translate propaganda,
prachchhanamu, private. Skt. Used
in books, razu Smittanu mdru peritd

vachchi y'Inglandu desamurm prach-
chhanna vriittini pravesinchenu

,
the

king entered England incognito under
the name of Smith.
pracriitamu, present. Skt. pracriita

caryamu
,
the present business.
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pracriiti, nature, the world. Skt.

Temperament (in medicine),
pradacshinamu, circumambulation

.

Skt. Used of walking round a temple,

&c.; you have to walk round by the

right (dacshinam).

"-pradamu, suffix meaning ‘giving’.

Skt. sukhapradamu, health-giving;

jayapradamu, giving victory,

pradarsanamu, show, exhibition.

Skt. pradarsana sala is an exhibition

room ; chitra vastu pradarsana sala is

a paraphrase for museum
;
pradarsana

polamu is a translation of demonstra-
tion field.

pradesamu, place. Skt.

pradhdnamu, chief. Skt. pradhana-
maina acshepana

,
the principal objec-

tion; varilo pradhanamaina vanini

pilu, call the chief man amongst them

;

ippud anniticini dabbu pradhanamu
,

money is now the all-in-all.

pradMnamu, betrothal. Skt. nd
cumartenu Criishnunici pradhanamu
chesinanu, I have betrothed my
daughter to Krishna,
pradhananamantri, Chief Minister.

Skt. A compound adopted by the
newspapers when the post of Chief
Minister, Madras, came into existence,

pradhanavimarsana, examination-
in-chief. Skt. A compound adopted
bytheTelugu translator to Government
when he had to translate this legalterm

.

pradhani, the queen in chess. Skt.

pradoshamu, evening. Skt.
pragnya, intelligence. Skt. nipragnya
tsutdmu, we will test your intelligence.

pragnyavantudu means a man of parts,

pragnyalu, boasts. Skt. Uttara cu-

mara pragnyalu
,
the boasts of Uttara.

This was Virata’s son, who offered to
attack the Kurus in the Mahabharata,
but his courage failed him.
prahasanamu, mirth, a farce. Skt.
praharamu, blow. Skt.
prahlodamu, great joy. Skt.
prajd, people. Skt. In Telugu pra-
zalu

;
prajd is used in the Skt. proverb,

yadhd rdjd tadhd prajd, as the king, so
the people.

prajapati, Lord of Men, the Creator,
Brahma; also his spiritual sons, such
as Vasishtha.

prajvalintsuta, to bum, to shine.

Skt. A book word,
prakhyati, fame. Skt.

pralayamu, destruction. Skt. A book
word. Used in philosophy of periodic
world-destruction, cosmic regression,

praldpamu, prattle, nonsense. Skt.
strilu cdmam jeyintsa lev anna mdta
unmatta praldpamugd n'unnadi

, that
women cannot conquer their lust is

lunatic chatter.

pramadamu, joy. Skt. Used in

books, pramadavanamu, pleasure-
grounds.
pramattamu, very drunk. Skt. Used
in books.
pramadamu, accident, danger. Skt.

iddaru vartacamlo bhagasthuluga cheri

layaru cheta dastavezu vrayinchiri.

Idyaru : inca vaca vishayam cherts ale.

modati vartacudu: yemitadi? Idyaru:

divala zarigite gani
,
agni pramadam

vaste gdni, yemi cheyy’dl eno vrdya
ledu. rendo vartacudu : a sandarbhamlo
labham cheri saganga pantsu co valen
ani rdyandi. Two business partners
are having a deed drawn up by a law-
yer. Lawyer : We must add one thing.

First merchant : What ? Lawyer : We
must provide for the contingency of
bankruptcy or accident by fire.

Second merchant: In those cases we
will share the profits equally; pramd-

dacara sthiti, dangerous condition,
pram&namu, proof, rule, standard of
truth, authority. Skt. manacu Sastra-
mu pramdnamu

, the Shastras are our
standard of truth; nenu sruti smriiti

p%amdnalato amoghamaina vadam
chestdnuy I will advance a conclusive
argument from the scriptures; Purd-

nalu parama pramdnalu y the Puranas
are the best authority; inta cantenu
prabala pramdnamu tsuputan&£, I will

produce an even stronger proof
;
pra-

tyacsha pramdnamu, ocular demon-
stration.

pramdnamu, oath. Skt. This is the
common meaning of pramdnam in
Telugu. The court oath is: devun
yedata nizam chepputdnu

,
anta nizam

chepputanu
, abaddhamu cheppanu

,
I

will tell the truth, the whole truth and
nothing but the truth, so help me God.
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pramida, oil-saucer of the primitive

lamp.
pram<5damu, joy. Skt. Used]in books
and newspapers.
pramddmtsuta, to rejoice. Skt.

pramoshanu, promotion. English,

pramsdri notu, promissory note.

English.
pramukhudu, leader, chief man. Skt.

pranayamu, love, friendship. Skt.

pranayacopamu
,
lovers’ quarrels,

prapanchamu, world. Skt. ayana
leca pote nacu prapanchame ledu, he is

all the world to me ;
prapancham anta

padai poyindi, the whole world is out
of joint

;
vani bhdryaye vanici prapan-

cham
,

his wife is all-in-all to him;
baludu: ndnna manam z prapancha

-

mulo ittarulacu sahayam cheyadanice
v'unndm ani ticharu chepparu. tandri:

a sangati nizame. baludu: aite itarul

endue unndru

?

Boy: Father, teacher
said we were in this world to help
others. Father: Quite true. Boy:
Then what are the others there for?
upanyasacudu : prapanchamloc ella

goppa upanydsacul evaru ? sabhicudu

:

nenu chepputa gdni, mi per evaro chep

-

pandi. Lecturer: Who is the greatest

lecturer in the world ? Voice from the
audience: I did not catch your name.
dactaru : l prapanchamlo ma vanti vai

-

dyulac endaro satruvul untaru. rdgi

:

inco locamld inca yeccuvamandi satru-

vul untarandi. Doctor : Physicians like

myself have so many enemies in this

world. Patient: More inthe next,doctor,
praphulla, blooming. Skt.

prasacti, topic. Skt.

prasamsa, topic, mention.
. Skt.

*

prasamsintsuta, to mention. Skt.

prasangamu, conversation. Skt. mild
miru chesu cunna prasangam antd nenu
hagd vinndnu

>
I overheard all your

conversation ;
yH prasangam ikha tsd

-

lintsu, stop that talk,

prasangintsuta, to hold forth,

prasannamu, clear, bright. Skt.

prasarintsuta, to extend. Skt.

prasastamu, excellent. Skt. prasa-
stamaina sanna biyyam, a fine rice,

prasavamu, parturition, confinement.
Skt. rdtri prasavam ai, having been
confined in the night.

prasavavedana, throes of childbirth,

prasadamu, food presented to a god
and then distributed (there is much
contention as to who should get the
prasadam first). Skt.

prasadintsuta, to bestow, to vouch-
safe. Skt. ame bkartacu subhamulu*
prasadintsutacu Bhagavantuni prdr-
tinchenu y she prayed God to vouchsafe
blessings to her husband; purvamu
unna Y'Isvarude yHppud unnadu ,

purvalac ichchina buddhine y'ippativd

-

rid prasadinchi y’unnadu, the old God
still^exists, he bestows on the present
generation the same intelligence as he
bestowed on those of old.

prasiddhi, renown. Skt.

prasna, question. Skt. prasna veyuta
is to ask a question, nannu v’urice

prasnalu vesi bhrama pettacandi; miru
yabhai prasnalu vesi nenu abaddham
adanu, do not try and confuse me by
asking questions; if you ask me fifty-

questions I will not speak anything but
the truth. The a is the indefinitevowel.
The pronunciation isnearer to ‘piesna

*
m

prasnintsuta, to question. Skt.
prastavamu, mention. Skt.
prastavintsuta, to mention. Skt.
prastutam, prastutamulo, at pre-
sent, present, for the present. Skt.

The pronunciation is nearer to ‘pre-

s'tutam’. vdri vddamu prastut amsa-
munacu antaga sambhandinchin atlu

cana badadu, their argument seems to
be irrelevant to the present question

;

prastutamulo aidu vandala rupdyala
mattucu khartsu ca valenu , for the
present we must incur expenses up to

Rs. 500.
pratapamu, glory. Skt.
prathamamu, first. Skt. praihama
bharya, first wife

;
manaprathama dar-

sana samayam, the first time I saw you.
prati, every, opposite, prati dinamu>
every day; praticacshi, the opposite
party; prativadiy defendant; pratye

-

camu, one by one; as a prefix prati
may be said to denote substitution,

opposition, reflection (pratibimbamu,

reflection, pratidhvani

,

echo),

prati, copy, i granthamu aidu vandala
pratulu atstsu paddavi, 500 copies of
this book have been printed.
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pratibandhacamu, pratibandha-
mu, hindrance. Skt.

pratibandhintsuta, to hinder. Skt.

pratibimbamu, reflection. Skt.

pratibimbintsuta, to reflect. Skt.

pratibimbitamu, reflected. Skt.

qpraticacshi, opposite party. Also
pratipacshamu .

praticaramu, praticriya, recom-
pense, retaliation. Skt., giving back
what you get. praticdram osaguta ,

to

give compensation
;
ippude danici tagi-

na praticriya cheyya valenu, we must
take revenge at once for that ;- varu
chesina danici praticdramu chesinadu,

he paid them in their own coin,

praticulamu, inconvenient, adverse.

Skt. Opposite of anuculamu, con-
venient. praticulamaina gali, an ad-

verse wind; tamaru ma prayatnanici

anuculangd chepputdrd', praticulanga

cheppntdra ? will you speak for or
against our proposal ?

pratidanamu, exchange. Skt.

pratidhvani, echo
;
also pratimota. Skt.

pratidinamu, every day. Skt.

pratignya, vow, determination. Skt.

tandri pratignya vinn att aite nicu

yenta vichdristavo, how you will grieve

if you hear of your father’s decision,

pratima, image. Skt. yoga ?iidra cheta

chitrapu pratima lagu ai potadu, in

Yogi-sleep he will become like a statue.

pratim6ta,echo; 2\$opratidhvani. Skt.

pratinidhi, representative. Skt. The
usual newspaper word for elected per-
sons. Parliament or Legislative Council
is janapratinidhisanghamu (assembly
of persons elected by the people).

Raja Pratinidhigaru is the Viceroy,
pratipacshamu, the opposite party.

Skt. Also praticacshi.

pratipacshudu, opponent. Skt.

pratipadamu, synonym. Skt.

pratipadanamu, ascertaining. Skt.

pratipalanamu, protecting. Skt.
pratipalintsuta, to protect. Skt.

pratiphalamu, requital. Skt. In legal

language it means consideration in a
contract, ma y'uttama pratiphalamu
vdri crutagnyatalo

,
in their gratitude

is our great reward,
pratishtha, reputation. Skt. bogam-
ddnni v'untsuc&oadame pratishtha ga-

nu, v’untsucoca povaclam apratishtha

gdnu yentsa badutu v’unnadi, it is con-
sidered reputable to keep a dancing
girl, disreputable not to

; paruvu

-

pratishtha, dignity and decorum,
prativacyamu, answer. Skt.

pralivadamu, defence. Skt.

prativadi, defendant. Skt. Plaintiff is

vddi.

praticshintsuta, to expect. Skt. and-
tha yuvatul indriya nigrahamu chest,

pativratuga unda galudur ani, manam
yetlu praticshimpa galamu

?

how can
we expect young women without
husbands to control themselves and
remain chaste ?

pratsurintsuta, to publish. Skt.

pratti, cotton; also patti. This is the
cotton plant or uncleaned cotton;
cleaned cotton is dudi.

pratyacsha, perception (philosophy),
pratyacshamu, perceived, manifest,

distinct. Skt. ndcu devata pratyac-
shamu ainadi

,
a god stood revealed

before me; i prantamulalo mahd
chedda dongalu v’unndr ani nenu vinna
sangatipratyacshangd ndce anubhavam
aindi, what I have heard that these
parts were full of bandits has become
manifest experience; i caliyugamulo
mantra mahimalu pratyacshamuga
cana baduna ? will the power of charms
become manifest in this iron age?
pratyacsha pramanamu

,

ocular de-
monstration.
pratyScamu, private, separate,special.

Skt. rdgi: nd zabbu miru cudurtsa
galard ? vaidyudu: tappacunda cudu-

rustanu; mi zabbu mddiri zabbulanu
Siidartsadamulo ndcu pratyeca samar-
thyamu undi; i mddiri rogamu gala-

vdrici nenu iravai yendlu mand ich-

chanu. Patient: Can you cure my
disease ? Doctor : Without fail

;
I have

special skill in curing you;P kind of
disease; I have been giving medicine
to patients suffering from that sort of
disease for the last twenty years.
manacu mdtrame pratyecamgd y*i gadi
mdtlddindnu; iccadacu rendovdru raru,

we have engaged this room for our
private use; other people can’t come
into it.

praty6cintsuta, to separate. Skt.
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pratyupacaramu* a return of favours.
Skt.

pratyuttaramu, rejoinder,

praudha, grand. Skt. praudha vacya-
mulato, with grand words,

pravahintsuta, to flow. Skt.
pravartana, conduct. Skt. pravar-
tana valla nd yogyata micu cana paru-
stanu, I will show you my worth by
my conduct.

pravartintsuriti, demeanour,
pravartintsuta, to conduct oneself.

Skt. itanu y’ikka yeppudu peddala
y'odda avidheyatagdpravartintsadu, he
will never behave badly again towards
his elders.

prav&damu, rumour. Skt.
pravahamu, flow. Skt.
pravesamu, entry. Skt. griihaprave-
samu is a house-warming on first

entrance to a house; amma griiha

pravesamu
,
dyya smasdna pravesamu,

when the bride entered the house the
bridegroom entered the tomb; micu
Mimdmsalo baga pravesam v’unnadi
cadd

?

you are well acquainted with
the Mimansa, are you not? a dora
vadda ndcu pravesamu ledu , I am not
on terms of private acquaintance with
that Collector.

pravesapettuta, to enter for. Ramu

:

mi pilla ye panilo pravesa peltutaru ?
Gopu : polisu pani. Ramu : yendu
cheta ? Gopu : vadu yeppaticaind poli-

sula chetulalo chicca valasinavade ?

Smith: What trade are you entering
your boy for? Jones: The police.

Smith: Why? Jones: The police are

sure to get hold of him some time
. ,

pravesintsuta, to enter. Skt. The
ordinary word in stage directions,

pravinata, skill. Skt.
pravinudu, expert. Skt. tennisu pra-
vznudu :%nannu paricsha chesaru gada

}

nd vallu yetld v'unnadi? dactaru : micu
vip'dnti cd valenu; connallu tennisu

manuconi, ro'zu calejid vellut undu

,

mimmalistundi. Tennis expert: You
have examined me, what about it?

Doctor: You want rest; stop playing
tennis for a few days, be going to

college daily, and you will get well,

prayatnamu, attempt. Skt.

pray&namu, journey. Skt. lidici

lechinade praydnamu

,

the deer has
only to get up to be ready for a jour-
ney; repu nenu praydnam

,
I shall be

on the move to-morrow,
prayanicudu, traveller, passenger. Skt.

prayasamu, exertion, fatigue, diffi-

culty. Skt.
*

prayasapaduta3 to try hard, to suffer.

Skt.

prayogamu, use. Skt. upayogam is

commoner, vishaprayogamu
,
use or

administration of poison
;
yecavachana

prayogamu, to use the singular instead
of the plural form of address (nivu

instead of mini)
;
from eca

,
one (Skt.).

prayogamu is also used of bewitch-
ment by charms,

prayogintsuta, to use.
pray6jacatvamu, cleverness. Skt.
indulo mana prayojacatvam cana-
parchi

,
mana pantam neggintsu c6

valenu, we must show our ability and
attain our object,

prayojanamu, use. Skt.

prazalu, people. Skt. janalu and pra-
zalu are the common words for the
people in general, subjects, the com-
munity. prastuta vyavahdramulo mac
emaina avamanamu tatasthinchina ye-
dala

,
ma cutumbam antayu yeca cala-

mun andu catta cattuconi Godavarilo
diga valasinade gani, prazalalo tala

yettu coni bratuca valasina vararnu
camu

, if in this matter any disgrace

befall us, we one and all with one
accord would seek a common anni-
hilation in the waters of the Godavari

;

we are not of a race to live when we
can no longer raise our heads among
the people. The first a in prazalu is

the indefinite vowel and the pronun-
ciation is nearer to ‘prezalu’.

pracambhamu, beginning. Skt.

arambhamu is commoner,
pracaramu, cincture of temple, &c.
Skt.

pracbinamu, ancient. Skt. prdchina
saddcharamulu, good old customs,

pracuta, to crawl
;
also pdcuta . fnellaga

goda dart nundi prdci povuts unnddu
,

he was creeping quietly along the wall,

pranamitrudu, pranasneliitudu,
bosom friend. Skt.

pranamu, life, Skt. prdnamu midici
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vachchindi

,

in danger of life; cantha
gata prdnamugd v’unnadi, life has
reached the throat, life is nearly gone

;

prdnamuto pattu coniri, they caught
him alive; ndprdnamu poyind, though
it cost me my life; prana sancatamu,

3 mortal peril; prana snehamu
,
bosom

friendship; prana danamu chesinadu ,

he spared their lives; vana racada,

prana pocada
,
yevarici teliyadu, no one

can say when the rain will come or
life will go; yevari prdnamu varied

tipu, life is sweet to all; manamu
poyina venuca

,
prdnam enducu? what

is life without honour? prdnamu
v’unde varacu bhayamu ledu, while
there is life, there is hope; vanini
tsuchin appud ella danici prdnamu
lechin atta, when she sets eyes on him
she seems to live again

;
jagatprdnamu,

the world’s life, is the air; jagatpra-
namunacu yogya sthdnam aina velladi

tsotlacu rdca, illu cadalaca povuta
cheta

,
mana adavallu itara jati strila

vale balamugd v'undaru
,
as our women

do not come into the life-giving open
air and do not move out of the house,
they are not as strong as the women
of other nations; dabbu prananacu
lance, money and life are linked; nd
prdnamu tisinddu

, he bored the life

out of me; men idi vinagane nd prd-
namu talladillinadi

,
when I heard” it

my heart was in my mouth
;
ddni mida

prdnamulu udustadu , he dotes on her.
pranandthudu, lord of my life, i.e.

husband or lover; also pranesudu,
pranesvari.

pranatyagamu. Skt., from prdnamu
,

life, and tyagam, abandonment.
pranesudu, pranesvari, lord of my
life, i.e. husband or lover; also
prdnandthudu.
prantamulu, region, neighbourhood.
Skt. i prantamulalo mahd chedda
dongalu v yunndru

,
this neighbourhood

is infested with terrible brigands.
prdpanchicamu, worldly. Skt., from
prapdrtcham . prdpanchica sukhamulu,
worldly joys.

pr£pmtsuta, to obtain, to happen to
one. Skt. nic ippudu i durdasa prdpin-
chindi, this calamity has now befallen
you.

-praptamu, affix meaning ‘fraught
with’, ‘in store’. Skt. hanipraptamu

,

fraught with evil; cherasala praptam
autundi

,
prison is in store; (beggar

speaking) tamaru goppa dharmdtule
,

mi sommu nacu praptam unnadi
, you

are a generous lord, your money is

my portion.

prdpu, prop. Skt. mi prapu v'unte

memu yenta pan aina chestamu
, we

can do anything with your support,
prarabdhamu, destiny. Skt.

prarambhintsuta, to begin. Skt.

Mddrasu prantamula y
yandu agashtu

nelalo varshamulu prarambhintsunu
,

the rains set in around Madras in the
month of August.
prarthana, prayer. Skt. mishanari

;

mi prarthana sphutanga cheppandi
,

nacu occa miicc aina vinipintsadam
Udu. vidydrthi: memu Devudini prdr-
tkist unnamu gdni, mimmuni cad andi.

Missionary (to boy saying prayers):

Speak up, I can’t hear a word. Pupil

:

I am saying my prayers to God, Sir,

not to you.
prarthintsuta, to pray. Skt. mic i

buddhi sthirangd v'undet attu nd iskta

daivamunu nityamu prdrthistu v’un-
nanu

,
I daily pray God to keep you

of this mind.
prata, old. pdta is more common,
pratachcalamu, early morning. Skt.
(The ch is pronounced as in Scotch or
German loch.)

pratachsnanamu, earlymorningbath

.

Skt. pratacksndndlu are part of the
every-day ritual of the orthodox;
atani billagochi yemi? prdtachsndnalu
yemi ? vibhutipinjicayemi? Brahmana
bhactiyemi ? he does not dress properly
or put on proper caste marks or take
early baths or revere Brahmins,
prayamu, time of life. Skt. Uprdyamu,

the 4ge of blooming.
-prayangd, -prayudu, affix meaning
‘like’. Skt. pasuprdyudu

,
a brutish

man; manchi nilla prdyangd yecaruvu
petta valenu

,
pour out (your discourse)

like flowing water.
prdyaschittamu, penitence, expia-

tion. Skt. tagina prdyaschittam ches-

tanu, I will do proper expiation (e.g.

if I go to Europe or touch a pariah);
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atadu balya vivdhalu
,
canyd sulcdlu

cudad ani vddistu v'untaru, andu cheta

atanici tagina prayaschittam cheyintsa

valen ani manavdU andaru aldchinchi

svamidavarito cheppinamu
, he goes

about arguing against child marriage
and saying girls should not be sold,

and for that we all considered he
should do penance and we spoke to

the Svami. One form of prdya-
schittam is consuming the five pro-
ducts of the sacred cow, including the
urine and faeces.

precshaculu, audience, from Skt.

word ‘to see’, natudu : natacamlo allari

autunnadi. manejaru: yendu cheta?
natudu: nayaculu yuddhamld tsava

valasi v'unte tsdvacunda nintmne un-
naru, precshaculu navvut unndru.
manejaru: bad v'unna jitam ippude
istan ani cheppu. Actor: They are

making a row in the theatre . Manager

:

What about? Actor: The leaders

ought to have died in the battle, but
did not die and are standing up and
the audience is laughing. Manager:
Tell them I will pay up their arrears

of salary at once, natudu: ninu nata-

camld tsachchi potu v’unn appudu
y

precshaculu yetla yedcharo tsuchava?
snehitudu: danici caranam emito telu-

sund? natudu: yemito nuvvu cheppu.

snehitudu: nuvvu nizanga tsava led

ani . Actor: When I died in the play
did you notice how the audience
wept? Friend: Do you know why?
Actor: No, tell me. Friend: Because
you had not died in earnest.

prel&panalu, chatter, nonsense; also

pildpanalu.
pr£luta, to prattle; also peluta. atad
inta n }unn anta sepu calacala ddutsu,

navvutsu
,
prelutsu

,
svargamulo v'unn

att undunu
,

all the time he is in the

house sshe is one burst of merriment
and laughter and prattle.

pr&ma, love. Skt. bhdrya: micu na
mida purva prema ledu. Wife: You
don’t love me as once you did.

ocadu: mi mukham oca vaipuna yet-

tugd v'unnadi; sastra pracdram tsuste

micu mi pillala mida prema yeccuva
v’unnad anna mata, incodu: d sangati

nacu teliyadu; md pillavadu rai veste
,

mukhdnici tagili, yettugd vhmnadi.
First Hindu : Your face is higher one
side than the other; according to the
Scriptures that bump denotes philo-
progenitiveness. Second Hindu: I

know nothing about that; I have a
bump on one side of my face becaus^
my boy threw a stone at me and hit

me. bhdrya: na mida micu prema
v’unnada ? bharta : na mukha lacshand-
lanu nuvvu tsadivi tsudu

,
telustundi.

bhdrya: ndcu tsaduvu radu ga, yetla
tsadivedi? Wife: Do you love me?
Husband : Read my features and you
will see. Wife : Unfortunately I can’t
read.

preracudu, instigator,

prerepana, incitement. Skt.
prerepintsuta, to incite. Skt.
pretamu, corpse, ghost. Skt.

priyamu, dear (in all senses). Skt.

avi tsala priyam
,
that is very dear;

sushca priyamuluy sunya hastamidu,
vain cajoleries, empty hands,

priyaralu, priyudu, darling. 0 pri-

yarala! O my darling girl; calaha~
priyudu

,
one who delights in quarrels,

priti, love. Skt. pritipitrvacangd,

lovingly; pritito pettinadi pidic ede
tsalumiy a handful is enough if given
with love (better a dinner of herbs
where love is than a stalled ox with
hatred thereby)

;
priti leni cudu pindd

cutilo samamn, food given without love

is no better than an offering to the
dead.
proddu, sun, time, early; also poddu,
yenta proddu v’undaga lechina Turn

-

magunta vaddane tellavarinadi
, how-

ever early he got up it was always
dawn by the time he reached Tumma
tank.
proddima, in the morning, i dinamu
prodduna

,
this morning

;
proddune

lechi, getting up early,

proddupbvuta, to get late (the sun
is low), proddupoyindi, lopalici velu-

damu randiy it is late, let’s go in; tsala

proddu potu v’unnadi
,

it is * getting

very late.

prodduputstsuta, to pass the time;

also prodduzaruguta . bogamvdllatd
prodduputstsutu v’undadam

f to pass

the time with dancing-girls.
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proddutirugudupuwu, sunflower;

the flower that turns its face to the

sun (the Italian girasole (turning to

the sun) also means sunflower; and
our Jerusalem artichoke is derived

from girasole).
Tprodduzaruguta, to pass the time;
also prodduputstsuta. manac andarici

khuldsdgaproddu zariget attu chestundi,

she makes the time pass charmingly
for all of us.

prddbalamu, instigation. Skt.

propozu, proposal. English,

prdtsdhamu, encouragement. Skt.

priithvi, priithivi, earth. Skt. vadu
pruthvici bdramu, he is a burden on
the earth, pedavi datina mdta priithivi

ddtunu, the word that has passed the
lip will pass over the earth,

puccili, inside of cheek; the adjective

pucciti means nonsensical (cf. tongue
in one’s cheek),

puccilinta, gargling,

puccitintsuta, to gargle
; from puccili

,

inside of cheek.
puccitipuranamu, old wife’s tale, i

pucciti puranal anni nacu telusunu, I

know all these old wife’s tales; idi

puciti puranamu ,
that is a cock-and-

bull story.

puchchi, rotten, decayed
; from puts-

tsuta. puchchipurugulu, rot andworms,
pudaca, bit of stick, especially in the
funeral pyre, purrenu puttina buddhi
pudacalatd gdni podu

,
the funeral pyre

alone will change the skull one is bom
with (character is unchanging)

;
puchi-

capudaca
,
grass and twigs (of anything

trifling).

pudisili, handful, pudisedu biyyamu,
handful of rice; govu alpachamanam
chestu v’undaga velli, tocato netti mida
tsallu coni, panchitam mudu pudisillu

lopaliciputstsu cunte punyam, you gain
much spiritual benefit by going up
to a cow when it is making water,
sprinkling the urine over the head with
the help of its tail, and drinking three
handfiSls thereof.

pulacaiintsuta, to tingle, to bustle.
miru chesina ghdra criityamu nd sari-

ramu pulacarintsuts unnadi, I bristle

with horror at your cruel deed

;

antoshamu patta tsdlaca deham

antayu pulacarintsuts unnadi, I tingle

all over with inexpressible joy; atanini

tsicste nacu deham pulacaristu v’unnadi

,

I quiver with fear at sight of him.
puli, tiger; peddapuli is the tiger;

chiruta puli, the panther, igapuli (fly-

tiger) ,
thespider . idugo puli ante, adugo

toca ann attu, ‘tiger’, said one. ‘I see

his tail*, said the other (of people
telling tall stories); meca vanne pidi,

a goat-coloured tiger (wolf in sheep’s
clothing)

;
puli naci vidichin attu

, like

the man who was licked by the tiger

and got away (marvellous escape);

puli paccanu zoriga v’unn attu, like a

gad-fly on a tiger
;
puli misamulu pattu

coni, v'uyydla v’ligin attu, like swing-
ing on a tiger’s whiskers (a dangerous
thing to do)

;
puli candrintsuts unnadi

,

the tiger roars.

puli, acid; used chiefly in compounds
as pulihdru

,
rice acidly dressed; puli-

capu
,
tamarind water (used to clean

brass).

puliyuta, to turn sour, to set on edge.
nimma pandla rasamuto atani pandlu
pulisinavi, his teeth were set on edge
with lime juice,

pulla, dun-coloured, acid,

pulla, bit of stick, firewood, cannu
tagile pullanu canipettu vaddd? keep
a look-out or you will get something
in your eye (beware of enemies)

;

panacamulo pulla Idgu, like a bit of
stick in your drink (an inconvenience)

;

pullala cinda sagam tumma chetlu
poyinavi, halfour babul trees havegone
for firewood ;

nippu pulla is a match,
pullari, pasture tax, from pullu, grass.

This has been abolished long ago
except in some zamindaries.

pullu, grass
;
patsagaddi and casavu are

commoner.
pulusu, acid sauce, from puli, acid;
pulusu cura

,
sour curry

; ocanfci y’iguru
cura y’ishtamu, ocanici pulusu cura
yHshtamu, one man’s meat is another
man’s poison.

pun-, prefix meaning ‘male’. Skt.
punach-, punar-, punas-. Skt. pre-
fix meaning ‘again’,

punachprav^samu, re-entry. Skt.
punarjanmamu, second birth. Skt.
punarjaricheyuta, to reissue. Skt.
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punarnirmanamu, reorganization.

Skt.

punarsriishti, second creation. Skt.

punaruddlidraiiamu, resurrection,

restoration. Skt. Hindu matampuna-
ruddhdranam cheyyaddnici manam an-

daramu yHccadici vachchinamu
,
we

have all come here to restore the

Hindu religion.

punarvicharana, punarvimarsa, re-

investigation, re-trial. Skt. Used as

a legal term, i ddva Hai Cortu vdri

valla punarvicharanacu pampa bad-
dadi

,
the High Court has remanded

this suit for re-trial.

punarvivahamu, second marriage.
Skt. miru strilacu punarvivdhamulu
cudav anduru ; avi leca pote ghora
criityamulu mana strilalo zaruguts
unnavi. Remarriage of women is

strictly forbidden among us; it is

because of this prohibition that daily

horrors occur among us (infanti-

cides, &c.).

punassandhanamu, marriage con-
summation ceremony. Skt. It means
bringing together again.

punadi, foundation, ippudu manam
ventane jagrata padi

,
ma mata punadi

balaparistine cani
,
anta chedi potundi,

unless we take care and strengthen
the foundations of our religion, it

will all go to ruin.

pundu, ulcer, sore, na gontu punduga
v ,unnadi

>
I have a sore throat; yedchi

pundu cdcici mudda? is the bullock’s

ulcer tender to the crow? (of un-
sympathetic persons) ;

mani poyina
pundu malli repin attu, like ripping
up old sores.

-pungavamu, affix meaning ‘excel-

lent’. Skt. munipungavudu
,
a vener-

able hermit.
punistri, married women; from Skt.

punyas&i.
punja, dry land (as opposed to irri-

gated land (nanja)). Hindustani. In
the Tamil country these terms are

still used ; in the Telugu country they

are nearly obsolete and metta bhumi,

high land, palla bhumi, low land, are

used instead.

pimta, path; the wide cattle paths of

Teluguvillages, especially in the deltas.

punti, oblique case of pundu, sore.

puntilo purugulu gulagulal aduts unnavi
,

the worms are crawling over the sore,

puntstvamu, virility. Skt.

punugu, civet, punugu tsattamu pindin
attu

,

like squeezing an empty- civet

bag (getting blood out of a stone). *

punyacshetramu, place of pilgrim-
age. Skt.
punyamu, virtue, merit. Skt. piita-

cuUamma punyam eragadu, innkeepers
have no conscience

;
punyamu purush-

drthamu
,
virtue and manliness, bits-

tsagddu: ayya
,

oca cant dharmamu
cheyyandi,

micu punyam vastundL
dhanicudu : nuvvu buddhi cd valen ani
adugu gani, dabbu adaga bocu. bits-

tsagadu: mi daggira lent danint nen
etla adiged andi? unnadanne adigan
andi. Beggar: Sir, give me a copper,
you will have your reward. Dives:
Ask for sense not money. Beggar:
How can I ask you for what you
haven’t got? I asked you for what
you have. guddivaUacu cuntivallacu

danam cheste punyam vastund ata .

They (the Europeans) say that charity

to the blind and the lame is meritorious
(whereas of course only charity to

Brahmins is really meritorious),
punydnici, for love, gratis, nacupusta-

camu punyanici ichchinadu
,
he gave me

the book gratis
;
punyanici putt ed iste

pitstsa cuntsam ani potlddin attu, like

the man who got a ton of corn for

nothing and complained that the

measure was false (looking a gift-

horse in the mouth),
punyastri, virtuous woman, married
woman. Skt. Vulgarly punistri.

punyatmudu, virtuous man.
punzu, cock, mana dora punzu bahu
baga potlddindi sumandi, to be sure
our brown cock fought very well,

puppi, decay, rot. puppi pandlu
, de-

cayed teeth.

purarnu, city. Skt. Many city names
end in pur as Berhampur, Chatrapur.

purascarintsuta, to revere. Skt.

puracriitamu, done in the former
life. Skt. puracriita carmam anuhha-
vintsaca tiradu

,
you cannot escape the

consequences ofthe acts offormer lives,

puranamu, myth, purana. Skt. The
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word means old stories
;
the old story-

books of the Hindu religion; some
people still believe these strange
legends; though y'ippati vallu Y’ln-
glishu isaduvu coni nasticulu pura-

namulu pramdnamulu cats antd.ru

,

the
r
present generation of atheistswho have
studied in English say that the
puranas are not God’s word,

puri, grain-basket. It is a large basket
made of straw and mud.

puricolputa, to incite,

puripettuta, to twist,

puritinillu, churching, ceremohy of
ablution after childbirth, from purudu.
micu puriti nill eppudu? when is your
churching?

purohitudu, priest, especially family
priest. Skt.

purre, skull, purrenu puttinadi puda-

calato gani podu, character is un-
changing (what is born with the skull
will go only with the funeral pyre;
the reference is to the lines of fate
Brahma writes on the forehead),
purudu, childbirth, ame purudu posi-
ndnu

,
I attended her in childbirth,

purugu, worm, purugupattina, worm-
eaten.

purusha, of a man. Skt. udyogam
Purusha lacskanam

,

service makes the
man (Government service is much
more highly thought of in India than
in England).

. . . .

purushantaramu, generation, life>f
time. Skt. peddamanishi : igadiyaram
oca purushantaram varacu pani ches-

tund ani cheppi ichchdvu, appude dgi
poyinadi. ammevddu : miru gadiyaram
conn appudu zabbugd canipincharu

;

andu cheta atla cheppdnu. Gentle-
man: You guaranteed me this watch
would last my lifetime when you sold
it me; it stopped at once. Shop-
keeper: When you bought it you
looked ill; that is why I said that,
purushdrthamu, manliness. Skt.
punyamu purusharthamu, virtue and
manliiStess.

Purushottama, The Supreme Spirit.
Skt.

purushudu, man, husband. Skt.
puttina^ y'inndllacu purushudu yagnyam
chesinddu, . after many years the man

performed the sacrifice (better late

than never).

pushcalamu, abundant, excellent.

Skt. Used in books,
pushcaramu, a river bathing festival

held once in twelve years. Skt. The
Godavari Pushcaram at Rajahmundry
is the most famous of these festivals

in the Telugu country. As many as a
million pilgrims come to have their
sins washed away, doragd.ru: tamaru
vinndr emo ; y'i pushcara mahatyam
nacu casta selav istdrd

?

Collector:
You will know about the* glories of
the Pushcaram; could you tell me
something? Brdhmanudu: nenu ye
mahatyamu vina ledu ; pratyacshamgd
canapade mahatyam cheputdnu

, cava-
liste vinandi. mana v'ullo Vodhrulu
mucalu mucalugd vachchi, murid gud-
dalato mulagadam cheta

, Godavari
jiddu teri

y
nallagd Yamuna nadi autu

v'unnadi; niru casulupatte Brahmanu-
lacu dhana labham calugutu v'unnadi

;

myunisipalvdrici ca valasin anta penta
bhagyam calugutii v'unnadi; vidhul
annitici chinna cdluvalalo muccu musu
co valasina parimalam yeccuv autu
v'unnadi; baUu vistaram vastii pdtu
v'undadam cheta tolu cantractarlacu
santosham yeccuva autu v'unnadi

;

bazdrulo vastuvulu priyam cavadam
chef ' ’^alacu santosham taccuva autu

idi nacu telisina pushcara
y. >n. Brahmin: I have not
TiSarcr of any glories, but I can tell

you what I have seen; the Vadras of
our town come in crowds and bathe
iji their dirty clothes and made the
Godavari like glue and as black as the
Jumna. The Brahmins who take
money for reciting charms make a
profit; the municipality gets all the
dung it wants; the street drains be-
come more offensive than ever

; the toll

contractors rejoice because so many
carts come and go ; the poor are sad be-
cause the price of commodities goes up
in the market; these are all the glories
of the Pushcaram that I know of.

pushpamu, flower. Skt.
pushti, strength. Skt.
pushyamu, a lunar, month. Skt.
About January.
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pustacamu, book; also business book.
Skt. gumdstd : mdnejaru veyyi rupa-

yilu cd chesadu, pustacamlo yem ani

vrdsedi? incd gumdstd: chillara khart-

sul ani rdyi . First clerk : The manager
has made away with Rs. 1,000. What
does one write in the books ? Second
clerk: Put it down to sundry ex-

penses.

puste, marriage locket. A small disk

of gold worn round the neck by
married women, nd pellamucu puste

tappa mart yemi ledu, my wife has no
jewellery except her marriage token;
talli medalo pustalu tempu coni paru-

gette allari pilla valla vale, like wild
boys who cut off their mother’s
marriage tokens and run away,

puta, page (of a book). Skt.

putamu pettuta, to heat a metal,

to calcine a drug; from Skt.putamu,
calix, hoof.

putravatsalyamu, affection for one’s

children. Skt.; from putrudu
,

son,

and vatsalata
,

affection, vatsalata
,

again comes from vatsam
,
breast,

putri, daughter. Skt.

putrudu, son. Skt. patrasantdnamu
leni

,
without issue.

putstsacaya, wild melon, putstsacaya

donga ante, bhuzamu tadimi tsutsu

connad ata, like the man who felt his

shoulders when some one called

‘melon-thief’ (giving one'^**
putstsu, rotten.

v
>

putstsuconuta, to take. st... :;^j^as-
tsuconuta, to take leave, is the usual

phrase used by a visitor on the termina-

tion of an interview. The word is used
in all the senses of the English ‘take’.

Lacshmayya: nacu rdtrillu nidra pat-

tadu, mandu putstsuco valenu. Ven-
camma: pilla yedupu cheta nacu nidra

pattadu, nac em mand istaro? Hus-
band h I can’t sleep at nights, I must
take medicine. Wife: I cannot sleep

for the child crying, what medicine
am I to take? vriiddhudu: nd mana-

madu mi dfisulo pant chest urmadu,

vddini miru yerugudura ? mdnejaru:
yerugudunu, % madhyane miru tsachchi

poyinar ani selavu putstsuconi velladu.

Old man: My grandson works in your
office. Do you know him? Manager:

puttinadu

Yes, he has just gone on leave on the
ground that you had died,

putstsuta, to take, chiefly used as

verbalizing affix
;
podduputstsuta is to

kill time; mdsaputstsuta
,

to cheat;
chinnaputstsuta

,
to disgrace,

putstsuta, to rot, to decay, pottula

magadu puchchi tsachchenu
,
the shared

husband died of neglect,

putta, ant-hill, especially the large

ant-hills, made by white ants, which
often harbour snakes, ye puttalo ye
pam unnadd yevarici telustundi? who
knows what snake is in what ant-

hilf? putta mannu veste bhumi pan-
dunu

,

white ant earth is a good
manure (the earth of the white ant

;

ant-hills is also used as a top dressing
for tennis-courts).

putti, candy, the usual large grain
measure. The putti is twenty tooms,
but as the toom varies the putti varies

too. It is usually about ten hectolitres

and will weigh about a ton. punyanici
putt ed iste pitstsa cuntsam ani pdtladin
attu, like the man who was given a ton
of grain gratis and complained it had
been measured with a false measure
(looking a gift-horse in the mouth);
pottivadici putt edu buddhulu, little

men have tons of sense,

putti, the big basket used, e.g. on the
,Tungabhadra, as a ferry-boat; coracle.

natt eta putti munigin attu
, the coracle

sinking in mid-stream,
puttillu, the house you were bom in,

especially of women, who are always
going to their puttillu on some excuse
or another; also puttinillu. Lacsh-
mayya : ni bhdryanu visranti cosam
puttintici pampava? Vencayya

: pam-

panu, nizam em ante ndce visranti cd
valasi atla chesdnu. Smith: You have $

sent your wife to her mother’s house
for a rest? Jones : Yes, but to tell you
the truth it was J that required a rest.

i y'uru calardcu puttillu, this town is a
hot-bed of cholera

;
cholera is endemic

in this town; puttinti pern, maiden
name.

ri

puttinadu, birthday, puttinddi buddhi
pudacalalo cdni podu, the mind a man
was bom with will last him till the
pyre.



puttinillu [296] punuta

puttinillu, the mother’s house as

opposed to mettinillu, the mother-in-

law’s house (of women only),

puttinstuta, to create, to cause to come
into existence

;
causative of puttuta ,

to

be born, used also of such things as

r the creation of false documents; don-

ganu piittinchinavadu
,
matibhrashtunu

puttintsaca mdnadu
,
God that created

rogues, did not fail to create

dupes.
puttubhogi, bom rich (bom with a

silver spoon in his mouth),
puttuca, birth. a

puttumatstsa, birth-mark,
puttumiiga, bom dumb,
puttupapa, albino,

puttuta, to be bom. inco janmdnici mi
yHntlo cucca'n aipudatanu

,
at a rebirth

I will be bom as a dog in your house
(gratitude), caranamu leca cdryamu
puttadu, no effect without a cause;

pdla puttite matramu
,
melu gunamu

caluguna ? is everything made of milk
good ? puttani biddacu peru pettutadu,

he names the unborn child (counting
yourchickens before they are hatched)

;

putti buddhi yerigina tarvata, all my
life long; ndcu putti buddhi yerigina

tarvata nac ituvanti y’adbhutam eppu-

dunu calaga ledu, so extraordinary a
thing has never happened to me all

the years of my life. Lacshmayyas,
nuvvu samudra praydnam chesdvd?
Vencayya: ckesdnu gani,

ndcu visugu

puttindi. Lacshmayya: yendu cheta

?

Vencayya: oca ala tsuste anni alalu

atldgi v’unnai, bhedam emi ledu.

Smith : Have you made a sea-voyage ?

Jones: Yes, but I got bored. Smith:
Why ? Jones : Because when you have
seen one wave you have seen them all

;

they are all just alike, cottavddu: i

v’ujld goppavallu yevaraind putiard?
gramasthudu: ndcu telisinanta varacu
y'iccada sisuvule puttutarandi

, goppa
vdllu putta ledu. Stranger: Were any
big people born in this place ? Native

:

As far as I know only babies are bom
here, not big people,
puwu, flower ; also pushpamu ;

also pu
;

plural puvvulu, pulu . pulavdna
, a

slight shower
;
pnvvilu, Cupid’s bow;

puvvuladanda, flower garland.

pdt, flower; same as puwu. pugutti
y

nosegay.
ptichi, responsibility. Hindustani.
Also puchi.

puchica, grass of which brooms are

made, puchicapudaca
, grass and

twigs (rubbish); mana sommu puchi-
capudaca ainanu putstsuconi yerugadu

,

he won’t take a brass farthing from us.

puchicattu, broom,
puchi, responsibility. Hindustani

; also

puchi. micu pelli cuturini sampddintsa-
dapu puchi nadiy

I will take it on myself
to find you a bride, munisibu : mar emi
parva ledu

,
yelago vacaldgu vasul

autavi; caranam mida casu padadu;
nadi puchi

,
village Munsiff (to Kar-

nam) : it doesn’t matter, somehow or
other the money will be collected;

however much has to be collected the
Karanam never pays anything

;
it is I

who am responsible,

puchicattu, security bond, recog-
nizance.

piidtsuta, to fill up. tddu tsalaca pote
nuyyi pudtsum ann attu

, like the man
who ordered the well to be filled up
when the rope would not reach (he
got cross with the well),

puduta, to be filled, vatti mdtala valla
pottalu pudutavd? will words alone
fill bellies?

puja, worship. Skt. - chesina Siva
piijalu

,
cheppevi abaddhdlu, what he

performs is worship of the Lord,
what he says is lies ; bhacti leni puja
patri chetu

,
worship without devotion

is a waste of the sacred leaves,

piijacudu, worshipper, priest. Skt.
pujaliduta, to adore,
pujari, priest. Skt.

pujintsuta, to worship. Skt.

pujitamu, adored.
puladanda, flower garland, coti cheti

puladanda, a flower garland in a
monkey’s paw (pearls before swine),

piinica, attempt.
punuta, to exert oneself for, to lend
oneself to. v’urice dldchiste cdryam
leduy panici puna valenu

, thinking
about it is no use, you must put your
shoulder to the wheel; dabbu cosam
lobhinchi y’ituvanti acdrya carandnid
punucunte miru apacirti pdl ai pdtdruy



puranamu [297] pyasu

you will be disgraced if you lend
yourself to evil for money,
piiranamu, filling. Skt. Usually
purnamu .

piira, full. Hindustani (no connexion
with the preceding word), pura
nashtam

,
total loss (as of a crop),

puredu, quail.

piirij grass, but gaddi is commoner.
panta pentalo v'unnadi

,
pddi purilo

v’unnadi
,

the harvest is in the

manure, the milk in the grass,

puripudaca, blade of grass,

-piiritamu, affix meaning ‘filled’.

Skt.

piiritillu, thatched house; from piiri,

grass, and illu, house
;
the t is euphonic,

purnamu, filling, what fills (such as

stuffing).

piirnima, full-moon day. Skt,

piirti, complete. Skt. piirti canindi\

finish it; purti rozulu
,
complete days,

is a law term for clear days,
piirva, previous, former. Skt. micu
na mida piirva prema ledu, you do not
love me as before

;
purvacalapu manu-

shyulu
,

old fogies
;
purvajanmamu

,

former birth.

-pfirvacamaina, affix meaning ‘accor-

ding to’, buddhipurvacamaina, inten-
tional

;
vratapurvacamaina

,
in writing

;

vinayapiirvacamaina
,
humble,

-piirvacamga, -piirvamga, affix

turning nouns into adverbs, santo-

shapiirvacamga, joyfully; pritipiirva-

camga, lovingly,

purvamu, formerly. Skt.
purvapacshamu, answer to an argu-
ment. Skt. Used as a legal term for

written statement. 9

purvacharamu, old customs. Skt.

Especially of the traditions of the
Hindu religion and caste system.
purvdchdrinni peddalinni dushistaru

,

(modem people) revile old customs and
their elders.

piirvicudu, ancestor. Skt.

purvulu, ancestors. Skt.

piisa, bead, vertebra, catha antayupusa
guchchin attu cheppinddu, (the witness)

told the whole tale as if he was
threading beads (wTith the ease which
results from careful tutoring)

;
puttani

biddacu ptisalu cattin attu
,
like tying

beads on an unborn child (counting
your chickens before they are

hatched). »

pusayemuca, backbone,
piita, time, especially of the number
of times a day a meal is taken, so that
piitacudu means boarding, and piita-

ciillamma a woman who keeps a
boarding house; pagatiputa is day-
time, ratripiita

,
at night,

piita, smearing, coating, from puyuta,
to smear.

piita, blooming; from piitsuta
, to

fiower. ni niti vriicshamu piita pattu-
tundiy your tree of goodness is putting
out flowers.

piitacullamma, woman who keeps a
restaurant

;
she has notoriously no

conscience, piitacullamma punyam
eragaduy the innkeeper knows not
virtue; the word is compounded of
piita

,
time, ciidu, food, and amma

,

woman; putacutillu3 restaurant; also

vantaciitillu.

piitsuta, to blossom, to flower, piichina

pull ella cdyal aite bhiimi pattadanacu
sthalamu undadu, if all the flowers that

blossom turned to fruit there would
be no room left on earth,

piiyintsuta, to have smeared or laid

on
;
causative of puyuta. intici sunnam

piiyintsuta is to have one’s house
white-washed.

piiyuta, to lay on, to smear, to anoint.

chaccara piita piisina vishamu
y
poison

covered with sugar (sugared words),
pyasu, pass (in an examination).

English, castalesi vallu biyyelu (B.A.)
pyds ai, v*udydgaloci vachchi, v'udyo-

gala vakhare cheda cotti vestu v’un-

ndru
y
one clerk in the office who has

passed the B.A. is enough to ruin the
whole office (unpassed clerk speaking,

and meaning that graduates will

neither take bribes nor allow* others

to take them).



R
~ra, sirrah; affix of address to in-

feriors
; it is usually written -ri (on),

r but is pronounced -ra.

racamu, sort, kind. Hindustani.
cotta racam valla mundara lantsalu

putstsucune vdllanu dushistu rrdru Sri
Ranga nitule selav istdre ! you are utter-

ing moralities and reviling bribe-takers

before people of the new sort,

rachanamu, composition (litecrary).

Skt.

rachintsuta, to compose (a book).
Skt. Lacshmayya: nenu rachinchina
natacam etla v’unnadi ? sukhamga
mugisindd leda? Ramayya: natacam
ddadam mugisin taruvdta tsuda vach-
china vattu sukka paddaru. Smith:
How about the play I composed ?

;

Didn’t it end well ? Jones : Yes, after

the play was over the spectators were
happy.
racshacudu, protector. Skt.
racshanamu, protection. Skt. sva-
racskanarthamu is a legal term

;
for the

purpose of self-defence, upanydsa-
cudu: tsaduvu cheppet appudu pillalanu
yeppudu cotta cudadu; nenu Ucharugd
unna iravai sanvatsaralalo occa sari
cuda cotta ledu. sahhicudu: occa stiri

cvuLd cotta ledu ? upanyasacudu : vidy-
drthulu nannu cotta vachchin appudu
svaracshandrtham mdtram cottanu.
Lecturer : A schoolmaster should
never descend to corporal punish-
ment ; I never did in the twenty years
I was a teacher. Voice from the
audience: What, not once even?
Lecturer: Oh! I did it in self-defence
when the boys attacked me. pddar-
acshalu

, feet-protectors, means shoes,
racshanu, demon. Skt. racshasi is

commoner.
racshintsuta, to protect, to save. Skt.
iltu cdluts undenu , nippu arput undiri.
yazamani : ayyd ddnini racshintsandi

,

ventane racshintsandi; oca masam
aind ninda ledu . nippu drpevadu

:

amma
y

lopala tsusanu, pitta ledandi.
yazamdni: pill emit ayya? nippu
drpevadu: denini racshintsam annadi?

yazamdni: nd godugunu, ddnini coni
masam aind cd ledu. The house was
on fire, they were putting the fire out.
Lady: Save it, Oh save it at once; it is

not even one month old! Fireman:
Madam, I looked inside, there is no
child there. Lady : Who said anything
about a child? Fireman: What were
we to save? Lady: My umbrella; it

isn’t a month since I bought it.

ractamu, blood. Skt. Common,
another common word being netturu;
racta sambandkamu is a legal term for
consanguinity; racta sparsa galavddu
is a blood-relation.

raddu, cancellation, repeal, abroga-
tion. Hindustani.
radducheyuta, raddupartsuta, to
cancel, to repeal, to abrogate,

ragilintsuta, to kindle,
raguluta, to take fire; usually in the
middle form raguluconuta.

rahadari, highway, passage, passport.
Hindustani, i diccu malina balla raha-

dari mulanga monna cattintsu cunna
md vidhi arugul anni vdrdnici rendu
sdrlu padi potu v'unnavi, owing to the

.passage of these infernal carts the
pials we have recently put up in our
street all fall down twice a week.
rahaddri bangdla is a travellers’ bunga-
low; rahadari padava, passenger-
boat (especially on the Godavari
canals).

rahasyamu, secret. Skt. yemi raha-

syam vachchinadi? what is your last

new secret ? ati rahasyam
, patta bailu,

a public secret. Lacshmayya: nenu
nishpacshapatini; nenu tappu pani
chesina, ddnici vichara padutdnu

, in-
cottato nd tappu chepputai'u. Ven-
cayya: mi daggira rahasyam dagadu
cabolu. Smith: I am an impartial
man. If I do wrong I am sorry and
confess. Jones: Can’t keep a secret,
I suppose.

-rahitamu, affix meaning ‘without’.
Skt. vidydrahitudu

, devoid of learn-
ing ; cashtarahitamu , without troubles

;

yuctirahitamaina y’i vdddlu manam



railu [299] rancunaunda

vina radu, we should not listen to such
senseless arguments.

railu, railway, train; also rayilu.

English, railu cadala pot undenu,
gdrdu praydnicudini yetti ratluloci

tosenu; taruvata steshanulo gdrdu
bandi daggirici vachchenu. gdrdu:
micu nenu yenta upacaram chesano

grahinchdrd? nenu yeccintsaca pote
micu railu tappi poyyede

,
nacu yemaina

bahumanam ippintsandi . prayanicudu

:

nenu rail eccaddnici ra ledu; railulo

uttaram veyyaddnici vachchanu; miru
railuloci toyyadam valla malU iccada

nunchi ma v'uru vella valasi vach-
chindi

,
dabbu danduga aindi

,
the train

was starting, the guard lifted up a

passenger and shoved him into the

train; at the next station the guard
came up and said: Have you under-
stood what I did for you? If I had
not shoved you into the, train you
would have lost it. Are you going to

give me anything? Passenger: I did
not come to get into the train but to

post a letter on it; now I have to find

my way back at my own cost.

railve, railway. English, upddhyd-

yudu : na salahd avalambintsandi;
mini anni vishaydUo mundugd v'unte

bagu padutdru. vidhydrthi: ma nanna
venuca v'unna pedda jitam tetstsu cunt

unnad andi. upadhyayudu : mi nannac
emi pani? vidhydrthi: railve gdrdu
pani . Teacher: Take my advice and
always be first in everything. Pupil:

My father gets a big salary for being
always behind. Teacher: What is his

profession? Pupil: Railway guards
raitu, peasant proprietor. Hindustani

;

also rayitu.

raituvdri, by peasant proprietorship. !

The ryotvari system is the system by
which Government collects its tax

direct^from the peasant instead of

through a zamindar, who was origin-

ally a mere middleman but who has

now developed into a land-owner.
rajani, night. Skt. Used in books for

ratri.

rajasvalauta, to attain puberty (of

girls). Skt. rajasval ainadi
,
she has

attained puberty; a chinnadi y'inca

rajasvala cd ledu
}
that girl has not yet

attained puberty; ame rajasval ayye
pacvamulo n’unnadi

,
she is fast grow-

ing into a woman.
ramanintsuta, to be beautiful, to be
charming. Skt.

ramarami, about, more or less, on an
average.

3

Rambha, the heavenly courtesan, td

valachinadi Rambha
,

td muniginadi
Ganga, the woman he loves is Rambha,
the river he bathes in is the Ganges
(of people proud of their possessions)

;

Rambhanu minche vaca bhogastri, a
courtesan surpassing Rambha; deva-

tul andaru Rambha, Menaca moda-
laina vdllanu v’lmtsuco leda? do not
the gods keep Rambha, Menaca,
and other courtesans? napunsacudici
Rambha yemi prayojanam ? what is "the

use of Rambha to a eunuch?
rammu, come, imperative of vats-

tsuta. uru pomm antundi, cadu ramm
antundi, the village says go, the burn-
ing ground says come (death is

near),

rampacadu, sawyer,
rampamu, saw. rampapu cota gadu,

sawyer.
ranamu, battle. Skt.

ranamu, a bad ulcer, for vranamu

;

pundu is commoner,
ranarangamu, battle-field. Skt.

ranee, bellow, yeddu ranee veyuts
unnadi, the ox bellows,

rancu, adultery, nuru nomulu oca
rancuto poyinavi

,
one act of impurity

has wiped out a hundred of penance

;

idi napelldnici yevaritono rancu cattin-

data, she is said to have accused my
wife of adultery with some one.

rancumunda, whore, adulterous
widow, ose rancumunda! you bitch!

yento srdtriyulam ani cheppu conutsu
,

mi vanti somayazula peUavdri y’itu-

vanti rancumundala cheta laesha vat-

tula vratamulu modalainavi cheyinchi
,

sancdchimpaca hastddacamulu putstsu

coni
,
mundugd bhojanamunacu siddha

paduduru, for all your pretence of
piety and your high-sounding ecclesi-

astical titles, you are ready to perform
for adulterous widows rites and cere-

monies for the souls of their departed

husbands, and without a moment’s



rancupovuta [300] ratstsabanda

hesitation let them lave your hands rasana, a woman’s girdle* Skt. A
and place your repast before you. book word,

rancupovuta, to* commit adultery. rasavargamulu, condiments.

ran$a, widow, a term of abuse. Skt. rasabhasamu, inelegant, bad taste,

osi pddu randa ? nlc emi chitucdlam common, vulgar. Skt. rasabhcisa-

vachchinde ? dirty bitch, what mischief mugd mdtladuta is to speak inele-
rare you up to now? randa vivahdlu, gantly, vulgarly,

widow marriages (a thing most shock- rasi, pus.

ing to the orthodox). rasicatvamu, elegance, refinement,

randhramu, hole, romarandhramu. is Skt. mi daggira yemaina rasicatvam

a pore (hair-hole). v’unte bogamvallalo v’unde sdram micu
randi, come (plural)

;
imperative plural telusunu

,
if you had any breeding you

of vatstsuta. peddamanishi (fonulo): would understand the point m keep-

ddctaru gdru
,
ma pillavadu sudi rmin- ing dancing-girls (in India it is the

gddu, ventane randi. dactaru naucaru

:

mark of a gentleman to keep a dancing-

dactarugdru intlo Urn, sayantranici girl just as in Europe royalties were
gdni raru; appati daca agutara

,
Idea expected at one time to have mis-

pote $udi y’ippude ca valend? Gentle- tresses).

man (on the phone): Doctor, my rasicudu, a man of taste, an elegant,

child has swallowed a needle, come Skt.

at once. Doctor’s Servant: The doctor rasidu, receipt. English,

is not at home, he won’t come till the rasmi, beam (of the sun), splendour,

evening; can you wait till then or do Skt. purvapu rasmi
,
gauravamu nilu-

you want the needle at once ? putu v'unndmu
,
we maintain our

rangamu, battle-field, scene (in a ancient pride and splendour,

play). Skt. rangabhumi, battle-field
;

rasta, road. Hindustani.
rangasthalamu

,
lists. rathamu,chariot,especiallythechariots

rangu, colour, paint. of the gods and festival car. Skt.

ranjacudu, one who causes joy. ratham y’l vidhi nunchi veUe vela ca

ranjintsuta, to delight, to gladden. vachchindi
,
it is time the festival car

rappintsuta, to summon ; causative came along this street.

of vatstsuta
,
to come. rathotsavamu, car festival. Skt.,

rappu, darning. Hindustani. * from rathamu, chariot, and utsavam
,

rapputiyuta, to darn. procession,

rasamuj flavour, emotion. Skt. Six rati, coitus. Skt.

flavours are recognized : tipi, sweet
;
ratnamu, jewel. Skt. There are nine

pulusu, sour; vagaru , astringent; gems

—

navaratnamulu:pea.il, emerald,
uppu, salt; caramu

,
pungent; chedu, diamond, coral, sapphire, agate, ruby,

bitter, coparasamu is angry passion; chrysolite, cat’s-eye; striratnamu is a
dayarasamu, the spirit of love. There jewel of a woman; ratnam ittadini

are six flavours but nine emotions— podigite ratndnici yemi lopamu? the
lust, courage, pity, astonishment, jewel shines as bright though set in
merriment, timidity, austerity, wrath, brass

;
ratnal anni vaca tsota

,
natta-

gentleness (sdntarasamu). anna rasa- gullal anni vaca tsota, gems will all

mu canna ddarana rasamu melu, the be in one place, so will snails (birds
flavour of welcome is better than that of a feather flock together),
of food. ratstsa, highway, public place, place
rasamu, mercury. Short for padar- of meeting, inta gelchi ratstsa geluva
asamu. 9> diccu mdlina vaidyudu savdyi valenu, command at home before you
rogdnici mandu yHmm ante, rasam command abroad.
pettadam cheta

,
cdllu padi poyinavi

,
ratstsabanda, ratstsamanu, the

the infernal doctor gave me mercury stone seat or tree where the village
as a medicine for venereal disease and assembles

; also ratstsatsdvidi

,

if there
I cannot move my legs. is a building.



rauluconuta radu[301]

rauluconuta, to take fire
; also ragulu-

conuta
,
ravuluconuta,

rautu, trooper. Skt.

rava, particle, pellet (e.g. of a shot-gun
cartridge), small brilliant

;
also ravva.

ravanta, rawanta, ever so little.

emi y'ascharyamn ! ravanta sahayamu
chesina pacshamuna padi vela rupaya-
lan ickchedam anna Siramvdri vyava-
hdramulone guddi gavva putstsu coca
venuca sicsha vesinare! what a wonder!
when we offered ten thousand rupees
in the Siramvaru’s case for ever so
little help he would not take a single

farthing and gave judgement against

them.
ravana, dispatching (goods, letters).

Hindustani.
ravidu, broker’s commission, broker-
age. Hindustani.
ravuluconuta, to take fire; same as

raguluconuta
,
rauluconuta .

rawa, pellet; also rava.

rawa, ill-fame, bad name, penimiti

agnya mirindn ani vatti ravva nac
enducu

?

why should I get a bad name
by transgressingmy husband’s orders ?

nannu v’urice ravva pettadame cdni
,

miru manchi-chedda yerugaru, it is only
to give me a bad name, you don’t

know right from wrong,
rayitu, peasant; same as raitu

,
so also

rayiti bhumi, rayituvdri for raztibhumi,

raituvdri.

-rd I appellative affix added to the

verb, especially in the imperative in

addressing inferiors ;
to call an in-

ferior say ore!

rd-, prefix meaning ‘royal’. Short for
raja, rdcumarudu, prince; rdtsuli

,

royal issue.

rd! come! Imperative of vatstsuta
;

also rammu; plural randi.

rd, to come, an infinitive of vatstsuta
,

and in’ fact much commoner than
vatstsuta . For ‘don’tcome’ sayrdvaddu,
not vatsuvaddu ;

for ‘ I cannot come’ say
rdlinu, for ‘I thought of coming’ say

rdtalachindnu.

rdbadi, income, what comes in ; from
rd, to come ;

also vatstsubadi.

rdbandu, vulture; from Skt. rdma-
bandhu.
rdbattuta, to recover, to obtain

;
from

rd, to come, and pattuta
, to take.

remiskanuia zdbitd taydru cheyintsa-

damlo ca valasin anta sommu rdbatta
vatstsunu

,
in making up the remission

list you can knock off any amount of
money.

raca, racada, coming. Verbal noufi
of rd, to come, vana racada

,
prana

pocada
,
yevarici teliyadu

,
no one can

foretell the coming of rain or the
going of life

;
rdcalu poculu is a com-

mon expression for comings and
goings, traffic, movement.

racdBi, demon (female). Skt. A
corrupt form of racshasi.

racshasi, female demon. Skt. Com-
monly used of any disagreeable
woman, like English ‘vixen’; rdcshasi
butta simply means a large basket.
racshasudu, male demon. Skt. Lan-

calo puttinavar ella racshasule
,
all bom

in Lanka are Racshasas (coming of a
bad stock).

radu, doesn’t come; negative third
person single of rd, to come, cucca
vaste rdyi doracadu,

rdyi doncite cucca
radu

, if the dog comes the stone is not
handy; if the stone is handy, the dog
won’t come.
radu, must not, don’t; negative im-
perative from rd, to come, vipu mida
cotta vatstsunu

,
cadupu mida cotta radu,

beat on the back, don’t beat on the belly

(punish me but don’t touch my pay).
radu, does not come (to him) in the
sense of he does not know; this is the
common way of saying I don’t know,
I don’t speak. I don’t speak English
is nacu Y’Inglishu radu. ocadu: aru
bhashalu matlddut undani chilucanu

ammitivi
,

dinici occa mataina radu

,

yenta mosam chesau. incodu: tondara
pada boc andi, niddnintsandi; yeppudu
mire mdtladutunte, chilacacu sdva-
cdsam eccadidi

?

Smith: When you
sold me the parrot you said it spoke
six languages; it doesn’t know even
a word; you cheated me. Jones:
Steady on. When you talk the whole
time yourself, how can the parrot get
a word in? bhdrya: nd mida micu
prema v’unnadd ? bharta: nd rnukha
lacshandlanu nuvvu tsadivi tsiidu telu-

stundi. bhdrya: nacu tsaduvu rddu gd
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yelld tsadivedi

?

Wife: Do you love
me ? Husband : Read my features and
you will see. Wife: But as I can’t

read, how am I to read your features ?

ragamu, tune. Skt. tiyyagd tiyyaga
ragamu, miilagaga mulagagd rogamu

,

rpractice and patience will give you the
tune, by moaning and groaning you
will make yourself ill.

r£gala, predestined (that which must
come). Ragala Sani Ramesvaramu
pdyind tappadu, you will not escape
the predestined calamity though you
go to Ramesvaram on pilgrimage,
ragamu, affection. Skt. more com-
mon in the compound anurdgamu.

r&galu, screams.
ragalupettuta, to scream, rdgalu petti
yedtsutsunnadi

,

she is crying and
screaming.
ragaraga, little by little,

ragi, copper.
ragulu, the grain ragi

,

a small millet

(Cynosurus coracanus). Tamil. In the
Circars this is tsollu. Ragi is only
used where Telugu is mixed with
Tamil as in Madras and Chittoor.

raliityamu, deficiency. Skt. doshard-
hityamu

,

faultlessness.

R&huvu, the demon Rahu, whose head
(cut off by Vishnu) pursues the sun
and the moon and causes eclipses.

rahu cdlamu , inauspicious time,
rai, stone; usually spelt rdyi. asud-
dhamu mida rdi vdste mukhdna padu-

tundi, throw a stone into mire and the
mire will fly into your face,

r&ja, king. Skt.
;

but the title is

usurped by any moderate land-owner
and is given by government to any
large one either personally or as a
hereditary title

;
ruling chiefs are

usually distinguished as His Highness
the Raja or Maharaja; the old use is

preserved in the Skt. proverb yadha
rdjd tadhd prajd

,
as the king, so his

people; quails rex talixgrex. Also razu.
rajabhatudu, king’s servant, police-
man.
rajabhagamu, the land-tax (the king’s
share of the produce),

rdjadh&xu, king’s head-quarters, capi-
tal town. Skt.

rajadrdhamu, high treason. Skt.

rajagriihamu, palace. Skt.

rajahatya, regicide.

Rajapratinidhi, the Viceroy,
rajarazu, king of kings. Skt. Also
rardzu.

rajasrf, form of address, especially on
letters, which must be addressed
Maharaja Raja Sri, Holy Emperor
and King, but it means no more than
Esquire or even Mr.
rajatvamu, royalty. Skt.

rajavidhi, the king’s highway. Skt.
rajadhicaramu, sovereignty. Skt.
raji, compromise. Hindustani, rdji

cheyuta is to compound (in law),
rajmamd, deed of compromise or
resignation. Hindustani, rdjindmd
itstsuta is to resign an office,

rajipaduta, to be reconciled,

rajfparatsuta, to reconcile, varini
rajiparichinddu , he composed their

uarrel.

jyamu,government,kingdom,public
province. Skt. rajya tantramu is

public policy; adhinivesa rajyamulu
is the ordinary newspaper word for
Dominions (of the British Empire),
rajyangamu, public department. Skt.
ralddu, has not come, did not come
(neuter), ticharu : ninna madhyanam
sculucu ra led emi ? baludu ; ma nan-
nanu sarcasucu tisucu po valasi vach-
chindandi. Teacher : Why didn’t you
come to school yesterday afternoon?
Boy: I had to take my father to the
circus.

raledu, did not come, cannot come
(masculine).

rallagani, quarry; from rdyi, stone,
and gani, mine.

rfillu, plural of rdyi, stone, durapu
condalu nunupu, daggirici pote rdllu

gundlu, far hills are smooth, if you go
close rocks and stones (distance lends
enchantment to the view). crdllu is

also slang for rupees.
-rdlu, feminine affix corresponding
with masculine -du. racshassudu, a
male demon; racshassurdlu, a female
demon; manamadu

,
grandson; mana-

mardlu, granddaughter,
raluta, to drop down, pand ocati nd
cali samipamuna rdlindi, a fruit fell

near my feet
;
i caruvulo janamu yend
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aculu rdlin attu rdli poyinadi
, in this

famine the people dropped like dead
leaves; ni pallu rdla cottutanu

,
I will

knock your teeth out; mdnu pandlu
mdnu cindane ralutavi

, a tree’s fruit

falls under it.

Rama, R&mudu, Ramachendrudu,
Rama, the hero of the ‘Ramayana’.
Ramuni vanti rdzu vhinte

,
Hanu-

mantuni vanti bantu appude v’untadu,
like master like man (when there is a
king like Rama there will be a servant
like Hanuman).
ramabandhu, vulture. Skt. Com-
monly rambandu or rabandu.
ramachilaca, parrot, dactaru vind
ichchenu

,
vindu samayamlo tana rdma-

chilaca canabadacunda tera addamu
pettenu; vachchina atithulalo ocaru
gantala coddi matlddufundiri; dyana
muginchina pimmata

,
chilaca teralo

nunchi itla anenu ‘mi ndluca tsupin-

tsandi\ a doctor gave a dinner-party;
he covered his parrot up with a curtain
so that it should not be seen; among
the guests there was one who talked

for hours on end
;
when he had finished

the parrot remarked from behind the
curtain: ‘Please put your tongue out.’

Rdmarajyamu, Rama’s rule or king-
dom, i.e. a particularly good govern-
ment.
Ramarama, alas (Rama is invoked in
trouble).

Ramavacyamu, God’s truth (Rama’s
word), tahassiludaru gari vacyamu
Rdma vacyamu

,
vdri noti nundi vach-

china mdtacu tirugu ledu
,
theTahsildar’s

word is as the word of God ; the wgrd
that proceeds from his mouth will

surely be fulfilled.

Ramayanamu, the ‘Ramayana’ (epic

poem). Skt. tsadivedi Ramayanamu,
padagottevi devasthdlalu, what he
reads is the ‘Ramayana’, what he
destroys temples (piety professed but
not practised) ;

Ramayanam antd vini,

Ramudid Sita yemi cd valenu adigin

attUy like asking what relation Sita was
to Rama after hearing the whole of the
‘Ramayana’. (He that telleth a tale to

a fool speaketh to one in a slumber;
when he hath told his tale, he will say,

what is the matter.)

rambandu, vulture; from Skt. rdma-

bandhu .

rani, queen, proprietrix; rdnivdsamu
,

zenana. Skt.
ran’P, let it come

;
from rd, to come,

and itstsuta y to give, vachched ella

ran i, poyyed ella pon i, let what is t§
come, come, and let bygones be by-
gones.
ranintsuta, to shine. Skt.

rarazu, king of kings. Skt. Also
rajarazu.
rashtramu, realm, province, bhdsha-
prayucta rashtranmlu is the news-
paper expression for linguistic prov-
inces.

rasi, having written ; for vrasi.

rasi, heap, from Skt. rasi.

rasi, constellation, sign of the zodiac.
Skt.

rasipoyuta, to heap up.
rata, writing. For vrata. i rata teliya-

cunda v’tindi, this writing is illegible,

rata, rati, of stone; inflexional forms
of rayi, stone, rata ndra tisin attu,

like taking the bark off a stone

;

purvam vale rati ganulalo petti ddinche
rdzul unte

,
villu y’itla antar andi?

Would (the Svarajists) talk like this if

as of old there were kings who put
rebels into stone presses and squeezed
ithem?
ratibanda, rock.
ratigundevadu, a hard-hearted man.
ratnamu, spinning-wheel. Skt. (Mr.
Gandhi’s panacea for India’s ills.)

ratri, night. Skt. tana talupu tisi,

porug intici petti, ratri antd cuccalu
tolutic curtsun attu

,
he took his own

door and put it on his neighbour’s
house, and spent the night driving
away the dogs (charity begins at

home). ocadu : Lacshmayya tsdld

kharidu gala parupu connadu. incodu :

hdyiga nidra pattinda? ocadu: patta
ledu

,
ddni kharidu talutsucunte digulu

vesi Lacshmayya ratri antd nidrapo
ledu. Smith: Jones has bought a very
expensive bed. Brown: Does>he sleep
soundly on it? Smith: No, he lies

awake all night worrying about what
it cost him. vad artha ratram andu
vachchinadu , he came at dead of night,
ratrimpagalu, night and day. miru



rdtsa

rdtrinpagaUu pani pdtalu leca y’illu

pattucuni vadalaru
,
you sit indoors

day and night doing nothing ; ratrim-

pagalu cashta padi nertsuconnanu
,

I

studied hard night and day.

ratsa, royal, public, adjective of raja,

rdtsa pinugu todu leca tsavadu
,
a king

will not die alone (will involve others

in his ruin).

ratsacaryam, public affair. Skt.

ratsacomarudu, prince. Skt. rdtsa-

comarita
,
princess.

ratsacurupu, ratsapundu, carbuncle,

ratsuta, to rub.
ravaddu, don’t come,
ravale, ravalenu, must come, yaza-
mdni: nenu tsala matalu matlddanu,
oca vein cadiliste nuvvu ventane ravale.

cotta naucaru: nenu tsala matal ddan
andi

,
nenu talacayi adiste ran ani miru

anucondi. Mistress : I won’t say much

:

if I move a finger you must come at

once. New Servant: I don’t speak
much either; if I shake my head that
means I am not coming,

ravatstsunu, may come,
ravi, the pipal tree (ficus religiosa).

ravintsuta, to summon; causative of
rdy to come.
rayabaramu, rayabharamu, em-
bassy, deputation. Skt. raya stands
for raja, mana sangham Gavamar-
gari daggirici rayabaram pampints ale,

our association must send a deputa-
tion to the Governor,
r&yabari, rayabhari, ambassador.
Skt.

rayi, stone; also rai. cucca vaste rayi
doracadu , rayi doricite cucca rddu,
when the dog comes the stone is not
there, when you find a stone the dog
has gone ; loda loda lodamantu manga

-

lamlo rdllu posi veyinchin atlu Arava
godava mdtlddut untdru, they talk the
Tamil noise which is like pouring
stones tup-tup-tup into an earthen-
ware dish. Lacshmayya: mi pillavadu
na mida rdyi visiri vesadu. Vencayya:
adi rrucu tagilinda ? Lacshmayya:
tagala ledu. Vencayya: aite vesina-
vddu mavadu cddu . Smith: Your boy ;

threw a stone at me. Jones: Did it

liit you ? Smith : No. Jones : Then it

wasn’t my boy that threw it. cackina

-retlu

chetfucu rdlla debbalus it is the laden
tree that stones are thrown at.

rayutas for vrdyuta, to write, ticha.ru:

ni dasturi bottigd bag unda ledu; bdgd
rayadam nertsuco. baludu: bdgd raste
micu tappul anni canipistav andi .

Teacher: Your handwriting is bad,
learn to write a better hand. Boy: If
I write well you will see all my mis-
takes.

razu, king. Skt., same as raja, dhairy-
amu leni rdzuy yochana leni mantri

, if

the king has no courage his minister
can have no policy; razu yento dhar-
mam ante, the people will reflect the
qualities of the king,

razuta, to take fire, paic em annanu
,

manasulo vanici copamu rdzutsune
y’unnadi, though he says nothing his
anger has taken fire within

; poyi
rdzadu

,
I cannot keep the pot boiling,

recca, wing. Properly a bird’s wing,
but used analogically, like the English
word, of other things, such as the
wing of a door, the shoulder-blade,
&c. pacshi lagu yegaraddnici ndcu
reccalu levu

, as the officer replied to
the Accountant-General’s audit slip

asking him to state the length of his
march as the crow flies (I am not a
crow); reccalu virigina pacshi vale
v’unnadu, he is like a bird with broken
wings (helpless).

reddi, caste suffix, village headman.
The Reddies are a farming caste, which
supplies many village headmen,

rellu, reed.

rendava, rendo, second, other, ren-

dfivaru, others
;
manacu mdtrame prat-

yecanga yH gadi matladindmu
, icca-

dacu rendovaru raru, we have engaged
this room

;
others can’t come in.

rendintalu, double,
rendu, two. danduloci pote rentlo
vacati, if you go to war it wifi be one
of the two (defeat or victory),

renduretlu, twice,
rendu sarlu, two times,
reppa, eye-lid. reppa vdltsaca

, without
winking, staring,

reppapdtu, wink.
-retlu, suffix meaning ‘times’, ‘-fold’.

muduretlu
,

three times, threefold;
padiretlu

, tenfold.

[304]
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rettimpu, twice as much,
rettintsuta, to double, to repeat, to

ingeminate.
re, night, short form of ratri, reyi .

reca, row, stripe. Skt.
;
also rekha.

recu, petal of a flower, thin metal
plate, vendi recu

,
silver plate; inupa

recu
,
iron plate; puvvu tsiichi ananda

padu vdnici a puvvucu yenni recul

unnavi anu vichdrana pattadu
,

the
flower lover will not inquire how
many petals a flower has.

regada, clay, vdna nillu regati nela
padi manchi nill annu

, rain-water
falling on clay will be drinkable,

regu, a tree, the jujube (Zizyphus ju-
juba), the Indian long plum.
r£gupandu, Indian long plum,
reguta, to be excited, to be angry,
rekha, row, stripe. Skt.; also reca.

renuvu, atom, grain (e.g. of sand). Skt.

repacada, early in the morning. Used
in books.
repu, to-morrow (first meaning is

dawn, but not now used of dawn).
repu ane rozu v’unnada? is there such
a day as to-morrow ? (to-morrow never
comes).
repumapu, day and night, avida
repomdpo svarganici veUe bharta cosam
prati nimisham yeduru tsdstu v’unnadi,

she is looking forward every minute
to a husband who may go to heaven
any night or day.
r£puta, to excite, to irritate

;
causative

of reguta. mdni poyina pundu malli

repin attu, ripping up old sores.

r£tsuta, to excite, to rouse, to set on

;

causative of reguta
;
also rSputa.

retu, rate. English, modati vartacudk

:

chinnatanamlone nacu sukhanga un-

dedi . rendo vartacudu: nacu sukhanga
undedi, ardha retucu railulo prayanam
cheyyadanici vil ayyedi. First mer-
chant: °I had a happy childhood.

Second merchant: So had I, I could
travel half-price.

r£vu, ford, strand, port, landing-

place. dongalu tolina goddu ye revuna
ddtind vacate

,
what ford the thieves

took the ox by is all the same. Lacsh-
mayya stimaruyecci nidrapoyenu ;

tella-

vdrin tarvdta Lacshmayya: stimarulo

praydnam cheste nidrapattadu, vdntulu

veUutav ani nannu bhayam pettdr andi
,

ndc emi ibbandi caluga ledu. stimaru
adhicdri: stimaru inca revu vadili petta
ledu; injanu chedi pote bdgu chest

unndru. Smith went on board and
slept, at dawn he remarked : they say
you can’t sleep on a steamer; they
frightened me about seasickness, but
I wasn’t sick. Ship’s Officer: The
steamer has not left the landing-
place

;
the engine got out of order and

we are repairing it. tsdci revu is the
dhoby’s washing-ground (from tsacali,

washerman
;
they wash on the bank of

a river or tank),

reyi, night; also re, ratri.

reyimpagallu, night and day. Yelin

-

avdrici reyimpagallu vacate
, day and

night are alike to God.
-ricamu, suffix meaning ‘state’, like

English ‘-hood’, cannericamu, virgin-

ity; tsuttaricamu, relationship; men-
aricamu

,
cousinhood (by the mother’s

side; the most favoured marriage is

that with a cousinonthe mother’s side),

ricabu, stirrup. Hindustani,
ricardu, record. English, ricdrdu

cheyuta, to record.
ricardu-pfcaru, the record-keeper;
from record, English, and picuta

,
to

puli (contemptuous),
rictamu, empty. Skt. rictahastamu

,

empty hand ;
Britishuvaru Mahdtmuni

ricta hastamulatd pampinchindru
,
the

British sent Mr. Gandhi away empty-
handed.
rimandu, remand. English. Of re-

mands to jail.

rimishanu, remission. English. Of
remission of taxes.

riperu, repair. English. Of repair of
buildings and roads and such things,

riportu, report. English. Of reports

to the police and such things,

ristu, wrist. English. Of wrist-

watches (ristu gadiydramu) and such
things.

ritstsa, amazement, horror,
rivazu, custom. Hindustani, c,

riwuna, suddenly; onomatopoeic,
rizalyushanu, resolution. English.

Of resolutions at a meeting,
rxti, way, manner. Skt.

roccamu, cash, dinici aruvu beramu
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ledu, roccamu cummarinUa valenu, no
credit, yon must fork out cash,

roda, noise.

rommu, chest, bosom, rommu pagi-

lina is broken-winded
;
rommu tattu

conutsuy beating his breast.
rrompa, cold (in the head), vadici

rompa pattinadi, he has caught cold;

also padisemu.
rondi, paunch, nd rontini rupayi, the

rupee I have on me (money being

tied in the cloth near the paunch),

rotstsu, mud, foulness, vidhidu rotstsu

padi padi rdzulu nadavadanicv valla

aindi cddu

,

the streets being befouled

for ten days we could not walk in

them; rotstsu campu is a foul smell,

rotta, twig.

rotte, rotti, bread, loaf. Hindustani.
peddamanishi oca chinna rotte

,
inco

pedda rotte chetulo putstsuconenu;

annadammulaina iddaru baluru canu-

pinchiri. peddamanishi: milo yevaru
manchivaUd canuccuntanu randi. anna

(pedda rotte Hsu coni tintu) ayyd
,
ma

tammude manchivdd andi. A gentle-

man with a small loaf and a big loaf

in his hands saw two boys who were
brothers and said: ‘I will now see

who is the better boy.’ Elder brother

(taking and eating the big loaf) : ‘my
little brother is the better boy*; rotte

taguvu coti tzrchinadi, the monkey
settled the bread dispute (between
two birds by eating the bread him-
self).

rottelavddu, baker,

royya, prawn.
rocali, pestle, rocatici chiguru pattin

attu, like a rice-pounder budding (iike

a pig flying)
;
gorutsuttu pai rdcatipotu

t

the blow of a pestle on a corn; rotlo

hurra petti rdcati dehhacu zadisin attu,

like the man who put his head in the

mortar and was then afraid of the
blow of the pestle (getting cold feet

after starting); dcali yettutundi, atta-

gara, ante, rocali mingave
,

codald
,

annad ata, when she said, Mother-
in-law, I am hungry, she answered,
Daughter-in-law, eat the pestle,

rodanamu, lamentation. Skt. aranya
rddanamu, lamentations in the jungle
(wasted efforts); mi aranya rodanam

vinevdru yevaru

?

you are wasting
your breath ;

no one will listen to you.
rdddu, road. English, motaruvadu:
yemayya i roddu anta nide anuconi
nadustdv emayya? bdtasari : i bandi
aritd nide anuconi tolutu v’enducayyd ?

Motor driver : Why do you walk as if

the whole road belonged to you?
Pedestrian: Why do you drive as if

the whole car belonged to you ?

rogamu, illness, tiyyagd tiyyaga rd-

gamu, mulagagd miilagagd rogamu
,
try

and try and you will get the tune,

moan and groan and you will get ill;

padisemu padi rogdla pettu
t
a cold in

the head is ten illnesses in one. rdgi:

nd zabbu mini cudurtsa galara ? vai-

dyudu: tappacundd cudurustanu; mi
\ zabbu mddiri zabbulanu cudurtsadamlo
nacu pratyeca sdmarthyam undi; i

mddiri rogam galavdrici nenu iravai

yendlu mand ichchanu. Patient: Can
you cure my disease ? Doctor : With-
out doubt, I have patients whom I

have been treating for twenty years

for the same sort of illness as yours.
oca dactaru: mi jaydnic emi caranam
andi ? rendo ddctaru: rdgi yem corite

dpracaram cheyyaddnici vappucuntanu.
First doctor: To what do you attri-

bute your success ? Second doctor : I

always humour my patients and let

them do what they like,

rogishti, ailing.

r61u, mortar, rotlo hurra petti rdcati

debbacu zadisin attu
,

putting your
head in the mortar and then being
frightened by the pestle; rolu caruvu
yeragadu y the mortar knows not
lamine (there will always be some
grain to pound in it),

romarnu, hair. Skt. paid niccapodutsu-
coni unna dirkha rdmamulu

,
thick hair

sticking up
;
roma randhramu is a pore,

roshamu, anger. Skt. roshar,nvachchi
}

getting angry.
rdta, disgust, cotta vinta pdta rota,

fresh news pleases, stale news dis-

gusts; rdta padinanu, rdta caligindiy

rosi y’unndnu, I was disgusted,
rdyuta, to be disgusted with,
roza, rose. English; also guldbi, which
is Hindustani. There is no Telugu
word for ‘rose*.
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rozu, day. Hindustani, dunne rozulalo

desam mida poyi, cota rozulalo codavali

pattu coni vachchinad ata, like the

man who wanders around in the

ploughing days and comes along with
his sickle at harvest, sabhddhipati : i

rozu upanyasam ichche ayana America
desasthudu, dyana tdlu tellanid aindy

dyana hrildayam mana vale nallanide;
andu valla miru sraddhagd vina valen

ani corut unnanu. Chairman : To-day’s
lecturer is an American; though his

skin is fair, his heart is as black as

ours; so I beg you to listen to him
with attention.

rozuta, to pant, cucca yendalo rozuts

unnadiy the dog is panting in the sun.

rubburolu, grinding mortar,
rubbuta, to grind.

ruchi, taste. Skt. dcali ruchi yerugadu,

hunger knows not taste (hunger is the

best sauce)
;
vachchi rani matalu ruchi

,

v'uri vhirani v yuragaya ruchi

,

half-

spoken words (childish prattle), and
half-pickled vegetables are pleasant;

burracu vaca gunamu, jihvacu vaca

ruchi, no two heads and no two palates

are made alike, tastes differ; many
men, many minds (or, as the Italians

say, tante teste tanti cervelli
,
there is a

different brain in every head),

ruchiga, tasty,

ruchintsuta, to be tasty,

ruchitsiitsuta, to taste.

Rucmini, Krishna’s wife (one of

them).
rudduta, to rub.

Rudra, a name of Siva (the oldest

name; the one used in the Rigveda,

where Siva is only an adjective mean-
ing gracious).

rudrabhumi,burningorburialground

.

Rudra is a name of Siva,

rudr&csl^a chettu, the bastard cedar

(elaeocarpus ganitrus).

rudracshalu, rosary (made from the

seeds of the bastard cedar),

rulluveyuta, to rule. English. yH
cdgitamunacu rulluvei, rule this paper,

rumalu, handkerchief. Hindustani,

runamu, debt. Skt. ;
also rtinamu.

Lacshmayya: nin ippudu yem bddha

padut unnano rendu acsharaUo chep-

pu . Vencayya : cdmam. Lacshmayya

:

cddiiy riinam. Smith: Tell me in one
syllable what I am now suffering

from. Jones: Love. Smith : No, debt,

rusumu, a customary’ fee. Hindu-
stani. An old revenue term: village

officers and Government officers used-j

to get rusums which have all, alas,

been abolished; some Zamindars still

manage to extract cancherusumulu
,

pasture fees.

ruvvuta, to throw, yecci poi
,
patti,

tsuchi, digivachchi rdUa ruvvin attu,

like jhe man who climbed the tree and
felt the fruit and then came down and
threw stones.

ruzuvu, proof. Hindustani, vaca vela

na mida firyadu chesi ruzuvu pari-

china
, sva samracshanartham chesinan

ani cheppi tappintsu cuntanu, if he
brings a case against me and proves it,

I shall plead the right of self-defence

and get off.

ru, contraction for rupayi, used in

accounts.
ruca, two annas silver coin, more
commonly called beda

;
money in

general, ruca lenivadu poca cheyya

liduy the man without a sixpence is

not -worth an areca nut; tana conguna
v*unna ruca ,

tana cadupuna v’unna

bidda, panici vastdru

,

the coin in your
cloth, the child of your begetting, will

be of use to you.
rudhamu, certain

. ^
Skt

.

rudhamuga, rudhiga, certainly. Ran-
gadu : manejaru gdru lopala ler ani nicu

rudhiga telusuna? naucaru: ler ani

ayane cheppar andi, dyana mat ante

micu nammacam Uda? Smith: Can
you say for certain the manager is

not in ? Servant : It -was himself that

said he was not in : would you doubt
his word?
rudhfparatsuta, to authenticate

(legal).

rulu, a rule. English
;
plural rulsu, very

common of Government rules, See.

rupamu, shape, beauty. Skt,. The
word, like Latin forma,

means both
shape and beauty, rupa yauvanamu,
beautiful youth; rupavati,

a beautiful

woman; marurupamu
,
disguise; niza-

rupamuy real shape; nijarupamu ,
own

shape; rupdhinudu, ugly.
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rupayi, rupee
;
from Skt. rupya ,

silver,

rtipumaputa, to blot out, to destroy.

Skt., from rupamu> shape, and maputa,

to destroy, pasacarula badhalu rupu-
mdpa badinavi, thuggism has been
destroyed.

riinadata, riinapradata, creditor.

Skt.

riinamu, debt. Skt. riina-seshamu,

vrana-seshamu, agni-seshamu v’untsa

cudadu, leave no remains of a debt,

a sore, or fire. Lacshmayya : ni mata
nilupu cunndve. Vencayya : yem mata?
Lacshmayya : padi rupayalu badul iste

mi rilnam ennatici tirtsu co len ani

venuca annau; ippatici tirtsacundane

undi
,

mata chellintsu cunt unndu.
Smith: You have kept your word.
Jones : What word ? Smith : If I lent

you ten rupees you would always be
in my debt is what you said; you
haven’t paid me back

;
you are keeping

your word, riinamu ckeyuta is to make
a debt

;
runamu tirtsuta

,
to pay a debt

;

rtinagrastudu
,
deep in debt; runavi-

muctudu ,
clear of debt,

riishi, Skt. rsi, rishi, sage, great wise
man. Those most often named are

Bruhaspati, the Gods’ teacher, Narada
and Vasishtha. samsdramu tydjinchi,

adavulalo canda mill adulu tine riishulu

sahitamu strila valalo padi
,

va%ici

ddsul ai
,
tirugutu v’unde vdrani cheputu

v’undaga
,
uppu pulusu tint

,
samsara-

s
sa-j prefix meaning ‘with’. Skt.
sacutumbamuga, with all one’s family

;

samulamugd nasam aindru, they were
ruined, root and branch; sayuctamu,
reasonable.
sababuj reason, ground. Hindustani.
nivu cheppina sababul anni nacu cuda
panici vastavi

,
all your arguments

would be equally useful to me; nicu
v’uttarame rd ledu? sddhdranamgd
v'uttardlacuzavabu vrdyanivaru cheppe
sababu y’ide, the letter did not reach
you at all ? that is the usual excuse of
those who don’t answer letters.

sabbu, soap. English, takassiludaru :

mulo padi cottucuntu v’unde y’itaralacu

camamu jayintsaddnici sacyam au-
tunda ? when great wise men who have
abandoned their family and live in
the jungle on roots are said to have
fallen into the snares of women and
to have become their slaves, will it be
possible for ordinary men living a

family life and eating food seasoned
and sauced, to conquer their desires?

riishi mulamUy nadi mulamu vickdr-

impa rdduy do not inquire the source
of a rishi or a river (even now the
Hindu sages, such as the Maunasvami,
Silent Sage, of Courtallum, must not
be asked where they came from or
why they took their vows)

; maharshi
,

a great rishi; saptarskidu
,
the seven

sages.

riituvu, season. Skt. There are six

seasons of two months each: (1)

vasantamu, spring; (2) vesavi or
grishmamUy the hot weather; (3)
varshamu, the rainy weather; (4)
sarattu

,
the sultry weather; (5) heman-

tamu, the dewy weather; (6) tsali or
sisiramu, the cold weather, but they
may also be differently given, thus:
peddamanishi : sanvatsaramlo yenni
riituvul unnai? vidhyarthi: tennisu-

riituvu
,

phutbalu-riituvu ani rendu.

Gentleman: How many seasons are
there in the year? Student: Two, the
tennis season and the football season.

botleru y’i tdluca yeccadd doracani
suvdsana gala sabbu dorasdni gdrici cd
valen antadu; asadhyamaina coricalu

corite yeccada tegalamu? yenta manchi
vastuvulu techchind manqkivi cdv
antadu; putstsuconna vastuvulacu som~
mu y’ivvadu, gumastd: yevari mam

-

ullu vdllacu y’ivvaca pote anni ildganti

tantdle vastavi. Tahsildar : The butler
says the lady wants scented soap which
can’t be had in this taluk at all; how
can we satisfy impossible wishes ?

However good the articles are that

we supply, he says they are no good;
he does not pay for what he takes.
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Clerk : If you don’t give every one his

perquisites such troubles are bound
to come.
sabha, assembly. Skt.

sabhapati, sabhadhyacshudu, chair-

man of a meeting. Skt. Lacshmayya
gurinchi abhinandana sabha zarigenu;
sabhddyacshul agu Vencayya gdru i

ritini mutstsatinchiri

:

‘Lacshmayya
gdru paraya grdmam vdr aind, maria
v’ullo iravai sanvatsarala nunchi until,

mana grdmabhivruddhicai patu padut
unndru; dyananu mana v'uri samadhi-
lone pudchet attu Bhagavantudu anu-
grahintsu gaca .’ A meeting was held
in honour of Smith. Jones, being
Chairman, spoke as follows : ‘Though
Mr. Smith is a stranger he has lived

in our village for twenty years and
worked for its welfare; we pray God
that he may be buried in our ceme-
tery/
sabhicudu, sabhyudu, member of
assembly. Skt. Lacshmayya tanu
chinnappudu yuddhamulo tsupina saha-
samunu gurinchi upanyasamlo goppagd
chepput undenu. sabhicudu: yuddham
antd mire cheste migilina sainyam antd
yemi chesind andi ? Captain Bragg was
boasting in a lecture of his valour in

the wars. Voice from the audience:
When you did everything what did
all the rest of the army do ?

sabjactu, subject. English. Telugu
colloquial language is commonly inter-

larded with English words. Thus:
vivdhala gurinchi leccheru ma sosayitilo

tsadavadanici vrast unnanu; leccheru

yH sdyancaldnici cd valenu ganuca miru
vachchinadi tsudacundd vrasucunt uJi-

ndmu; i sabjactu mida manam discassu

chetdmu, I am writing a lecture on
marriage for our society; I was busy
writing and did not see you coming
as the ‘•'lecture is required for this

evening; let us now discuss the

subject.

sacala-, prefix meaning ‘all*. Skt.

sacaladharmasvarupulaina,
the em-

bodiment of all charity.

sacilintsuta, to neigh.
sacutumbamuga, with all one’s

family. Skt. Bhimarazu gdru sacu-

tumbamuga Cdsi ydtra vellina sangati

miru vinnaru coda? you have heard,
haven’t you, that Mr. Bhimarazu has
gone on pilgrimage to Benares with
all his family?

sad-, prefix meaning ‘good’. Skt.,

also sat-, saj-, san-
y according to

euphonic requirements . sadachdramu ,*

good custom; sadupayamu
,
good use,

good expedient
;

sadbhacti, true re-

ligion; the opposite is dur-, dush-, bad.
sadaru, aforesaid. Hindustani,
sadasyamu, meeting (of Brahmins
at wedding functions). Skt. comati
Cannayya gari intlo sadasyam vela

minchi pdtundi
,

it is getting late for

the wedding at merchant Cannayya’s
house.
sada, always. Skt. sundara purusha
madhyamuna sada melagutsu, always
moving among handsome men.
sadacharamu, good custom . Skt., from
sad-, good, and achdram

,
custom

;
the

opposite is durachdramu, bad custom

;

criita yugam ndti nunchi vastii v'unna
sadacharam y’ippudu mana valen ata!
they pretend we should give up a good
custom that has come down to us
from the Golden Age!
saddu, noise, sound. Corrupt Skt.

from sabdam.
sadgunamu, good quality. Skt. In-
glishu ballalo tsaduvu cunevall antd
vatti sunthalu

,
vaUacu tsaduvu vach-

china cani vinayadi sadgunamulu pattu
padavu

,
those who study in English

schools are just blockheads; they get
some education but have not the good
qualities of obedience and so on.
sadupayamu, good expedient. Skt.

janula cashtha nishthuralu telisina

vallu callectdrlu v’unte Idbham v'un-

nadi gani
,
carcotaculu v*unte prazalacu

yemi sadupayam ledu
,
the people profit

from Collectors who know their diffi-

cuties, but if Collectors are hard-
hearted, they do not know where to

turn.

sadvamsamu, of good family.' Skt.

sadvartanamu, of good conduct. Skt.

The opposite is durvartanam
,
bad

conduct; nd hallo tsaduvucune pilla-

vdUanu nenuvaccoccanni rozucu dazanu
debbal aind cotta cunda vidichi pettanu;

andu cheta vdllacu yenta vidhdyata

!
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yenta bhayamu I yenta sadvartana

!

I

don’t let the boys in my school off

with less than a dozen a day; what
obedience! what fear! what good
conduct!
sadydgamu, good fortune. Skt.

rtsagamu, half, also sakham in common
talk

;
santoshamu sagam balamu

,
joy is

half one’s energy, upanydsacudti : mi
v'ullo sagammandi biiddhi hinullai

unnaru. sabhicudu : itla dushinchin

anducu miru cshamapana coritene cdni

memu vadali pettam. upanyasacudu:
atldge corutanu, sagammandi bnddhi
hinulu car antann

,
micu sammatam

end? Lecturer: Half the people of

your village are fools. One of the

audience : We won’t let you off with-
out an apology for that insult.

Lecturer : I apologize
;
half of you are

not fools
;
are you satisfied ?

sagatu, average
;
also sardsari. Hindu-

stani. ippudu manacu vachchina la-

bhamlo nalugd vantu menejarugarunnu
,

mudu vantulu taccina camishanarlunnu
putstsucuntu v’undadam cheta sagatu
mida menejarugarici yeccuva

,
cami-

shanarlacu taccuva mudutu v’und am
vir antd cheputu vhinnaru, all the
(municipal) commissioners are com-
plaining that while the manager is to

get one quarter of the (illicit) profits

and the commissioners three-quarters,

on an average the manager touches
more and the commissioners less.

saggubiyyamu, sago; from English
(Malay) sago and biyyam

,
rice.

sagotrudu, belonging to the same
gotra or clan. Skt.
saha-, prefix meaning 'with’. Skt. sa-

hacarudu

,

co-operator (working with)

;

sahagamanamu
,
suttee (going with her

husband)
;
sahajamu, born with

; saho-
darudu

,
sahajudu

,
brother

;
sahapancti-

bhojanamu, eating together (in one
line); sahapdthi, fellow student; saho-
dari or sodari

,
sister.

sahacdri, accomplice. Skt. saha-

cdrula&arapati sanghamulu
,
co-opera-

tive credit societies (my munshi in-
vented this term for them for a
pamphlet on co-operation we wrote
together in 1901, and it has stuck);
i durmdrgamlo memu cucld sahacdrinigd

v'unnamu
,
we also are accomplices in

this crime (coining Skt. expressions),

sahagamanamu, suttee. Skt. saha,

with, and gamanam
,
going (departing

this life with one’s husband). ven~
niUacu v'orvan amma sahagamanamu
chestan annadata, the woman who
could not stand hot water said she
would do suttee (and be burnt alive)

;

(orthodox Brahmin speaking) : sahaga-
manam cheyyan iyyaru gadandi?
ammavarini dlochintsacundd G6da-
varini catti vesinaru gadandi ? Devata-
lane y'ild chese vallacu manushyuV
ante lacshyam ledu; Brahmanula man-
ydlacu pannulu cattindru, don’t they
say they won’t allow suttee? Have
they not ventured to dam Goddess
Godavari? People who treat Gods
so care nothing for men; they tax
Brahmin land. (To build the great

dam (three and three-quarter miles)

across the Godavari at Dowlaish-
varamwas thought impious, and when
it was undertaken the Brahmins
prophesied that the Goddess would
never allow herself to be dammed;
it was still more impious to impose a

quit-rent on the inams of Brahmins.)
sahajamu, natural, innate. Skt.
Rudramurti y'andu sahajamuga itti

vicara gunamulu eviyu levu , Rudra-
murti hasn’t these queer qualities by
nature.

sahajudu, brother; also sahodarudu.
sahanamu, patience. Skt. anta saha-

nam vahintsa galadd ? can he have so
much patience ?

sahasra, 1,000. Skt. Used in Skt. com-
pounds; the common word is veyyi.
sahasra mukhamulu gala Seshudu

,

Seshudu, who has 1,000 faces,

sahavasamu, association. Skt. nenu
yenta tsaduvucoca poyind, tsaduvu
cunna vdUato sahavasam ckeyyadam
cheta ndcu conchem manchi chedda
telusunu, though I have not studied
much, by associating with those who
have, I have learnt to distinguish good
and evil to some extent

;
pardyivdllato

sahavdsamu cheyyanu, I hold no com-
merce with strangers,
saha, even, also. Skt.
sahayamu, help. Skt. ndcu dovalo
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sahayamu chicca ledu

,

I got no assist-

ance on the way; dravyasahayamu
,

pecuniary assistance,

sahetucamugd, with good reason.

Skt., from sa, with, and hetuvu
,
reason,

sahintsuta, to endure, to stand. Skt.

naucarlu yHld nirlacshyanga matlddutu
v'unte nenn sahintsa lenu, I can’t stand
servants talking so disrespectfully;

nenu y’i avamanam sahintsevanni canu

,

I am not a man to stand that insult,

sahitamu, also. Skt. mivanti peddalu
sahitam, even old people like you.
sayitamu is another form,
sahodari, sister. Skt. The Telugu
words are acca and chellelu

, elder and
younger sisters, sodari for short,

sahodarudu, brother; also sahajudu.
Skt. The Telugu words are anna and
tammudu

,
elder and younger brothers,

saicilu, bicycle. English, tandri;

paricsha pyas aite nicu baisicilu

coni pettutan antini; aina tappau;
tsaduvacunda yem chestdu? coducu:
saicilu toccadam yetlago nertsuconnanu.

Father: I promised you a bicycle if

you passed, but you have failed
;
what

will you do without education? Son:
Anyway I have learnt how to ride a
bicycle.

saiga, sign . Corrupt Skt. from sangnya.

pomm ani saiga cheyutsu
,
making him

a sign to go; yemiyd saigalu chesicon-

nnts unndru
,
they are making some

signs to one another,
sainica, military. Skt., from sena,

army, sainica sancshobham
,
mutiny,

sainicudu, soldier. Skt., from sena,

army.
sairana, patience. Skt. A book word,
saitamu, also. Skt.; same as sahitamu.
saitsuta, to endure. Skt.

sajxvamu, alive. Skt., from sa, with,

and jivam
,

life, vdru sajtvulai y
J

un-
ndru, they are still alive,

sajjana, good people. Skt., from sad,

good, andjanam, people,

sakhamu, half; same as sagamu.
sakhi, female friend. Skt.

sakhudu, male friend. Skt.

sakhyamu, friendship. Skt.

salaga, a certain fee. An old revenue
term for one of the customary fees,

which have been abolished.

salaha, advice. Hindustani, vaca
clayintuto cheppina salaha

,
advice

given to a client, upddhydyudu: nd
salaha avalambints'andi; miru anni
vishaydUo mundugd v'unte, hdgu padu-
tdru. mdyarthi : rnd nanna •venuca

v’nnnd
,
pedda jitam tetstsu cuntumidd

andi. upddhydyudu: mi nannac emi
pani? vidhyarthi: railve gdrdu pani.

Teacher: Take my advice and always
be to the fore in everything and you
will do well. Pupil: My father is

always at the back but he gets good
pay; Teacher: What’s his job?
Pupil : Railway guard,
salasala, simmering, rustling. Ono-
matopoeic.
salamu, salaam. Hindustani,
sallapamu, talk. Skt.

salldpintsuta, to talk. Skt.

saluputa, to do, to perform; not so

common as cheyyuta. In books they
prefer onarintsuta . upiri saluputa is to

draw breath.

sam-, prefix meaning ‘with’, ‘much’,
‘very’. Skt. sampurnamu, very full;

sampriti, great affection
;
samyuctamu,

joined with,
samacattuta, to try.

samacshamu, presence. Skt.

samacurtsuta, to cause. Daivame
samacurchin appudu, when God Him-
self has brought it about,
samamu, like, level. Skt. yenugacu
calu viragadamu, domacu recca vira-

gadamu samamu
,
the loss of a wing to

a mosquito is as bad as the loss of a

leg to an elephant
;
priti leni cudupinda

cutito samamu
,
food given without

love is no better than the cake offered

to the dead.
samamucheyuta, to level,

samanjasamu, right, proper. Skt.

A book word.
samanvitamu, joined together. Skt.

Used in books and newspapers,
samaramu, battle. Skt.

samarpana; reverent offering. Skt.

dpustacal annitini agnihotrudhi samar-
pana cheste ndcu yentci santdshamga
v’untundi, I shall be very pleased ifyou
offer all those books to the God of Fire,

samarpintsuta, to offer reverently.

vdlla vadda dabbu putstsu com pada
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puja samarpinchindu

,

you have taken
money from them and done them
reverence. Properly to offer some-
thing to a God, samarpintsuta is used
of any humble and reverent offer and
also as a legal term it is used to trans-

late to assign,

samarta, female puberty,
samartaduta, to attain female puberty.
mi rendo chellelici samartddina daca
petti cheyyacundd atte v’untsandi, keep
your second sister unmarried till she
has attained puberty,
samarthata, ability. Skt. r

;

samarthintsuta, to succeed, to achieve.

Skt.
samarthudu, a clever man, com-
petent. Skt.

samashti, the whole. Skt. samashti
sasanollanghanamu

,

collective civil dis-

obedience.
samastamu, all. Skt.

gnyapti y'atithci marl y'untunnadi
rozulu y’anni

satcdram sri Rajd samastam chesina

y'andu,
the guest will remember all the years
of his life all the kindnesses of the
Raja; in the above example anni,

all, the common word, is used with
rozu, the common word for ‘day*, and
samastam

, all, the Skt. word, with the
Skt. word satcdram. The example is a

literal translation oftwo lines ofHomer
on hospitality into Telugu hexameters.
There is no Telugu translation of
Homer, buttheexample illustrateshow
easy it would be to translate Homer
into Telugu in the original metre,
samasthalamu, level land, a plain.

Skt., from samam, level, and sthalam,
place.

samasyamu,’ problem. Skt. The
word properly means a poetical prob-
lem, but is commonly used in news-
papers to translate problem in politics,

samayamu, occasion, time. Skt.
samayam ain appudu, when an oppor-
tunity ct>mes.

samayochitamu, seasonable. Skt.,

from samayam, occasion, and uchitam

,

suitable; samayochitamaina mdta is a

word in season
;
samayochitanga mdtla-

duta, to speak appropriately to the

occasion; samayochitanga nimishamlo
catha calpinchi nwu boncutau, you have
made up a lie for the occasion on the
spur of the moment,
samayuta, samasipovuta, to be
destroyed. Skt. coddi coddiga tiste

conda cuda samasi potundi, bit by
bit even a mountain can be removed,
samacharamu, affair. Skt. Thus you
say to a petitioner: yemi samdchd-
ramu? what is it all about?
samadhanamu, peace, satisfaction, a

treaty. Skt. vadu maltt nor ettacundd
tagina samadhanamu cheppinanu

,

I

gave him such satisfaction that he
could not raise his voice any more,
samadhanapaduta, to make peace,
to compromise.
samadhanaparutsuta, to reconcile,

samadhi, grave, cemetery. Skt. aya~
nanu mana v’uri samddhiloni pud-
chet attu Bhagavantudu anugrahintsu
gdca! May God grant that he be
buried in our village

!

samadhi, contemplation, religious

meditation. Skt. memu tapassamadki
nimittamu Himadrici poyedamu, we
will go to the Himalayas for penance
and religious meditation,
samajamu, assembly, association. Skt.
samdjicudu, member of association,

congregation, and the like,

samanamu, like, equal. Skt. manamu
taccuva varnamula varito samanu-
lama ? are we on a level with persons
of the lower castes ?

samapti, end, conclusion. Skt. For
instance, the end of a book or chapter,
samaradhanamu, worship, religious

services. Skt. rniru lantsalu putstsu-

coni Brahmalacu santarpanalu samd-

radhandlu chestar ani vinadam cheta
,

mi mida v’unna copam cheta, Dora
y’ilaguna chesinadu, the Collector
treated you like that because^he was
angry hearing that you took bribes and
spent them on Brahmins and their

ceremonies.
sam&vesamu, meeting. Skt. Com-
mon in newspapers,
sambalamu, wages. Skt. The Tamil
expression. In Telugu jitamu is

commoner.
sambandhamu, relevancy, connexion,
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alliance by marriage. Skt. Common
in all these senses, especially the last.

cudirina sambandhamu chedi pote,

malli manchi sambandhamu radu
,

if

the marriage arranged does not come
off, it will not be possible to get

another good alliance,

sambandhintsuta, to be connected,
sambhavamu, origin,

sambhavintsuta, to happen. Skt.

sambhdshana, conversation. Skt.

sambhashintsuta, to converse,

sambhdvana, alms to Brahmins. Skt.,

properly honour, gift of honour,
sambhavintsuta, to honour,
sambhogamu, sexual intercourse. Skt.

hlna jati sambhogamu (with low caste

persons) is specially reprehensible,

sambhogintsuta, to have sexual inter-

course.

sambhramamu, flurry, confusion. Skt.

sambhramintsuta, to be confused,
sametam, sametu, even. Skt. nalu-

guriloci velladanici siggubdtuga v’undi,

atadu sabhaloci yeccadici tambulanici

sametam veUevadu cddu
,
afraid to hold

up his head in public he never went
to a meeting or even to take betel with
any one; zaminddrlu sametu nannu
gauravam chest unnaru, even Zamin-
dars treat me with courtesy; scululo

tsadiwu cnne pillacdyucu sametu adi

telusunu
,
every schoolboy knows that;

nacu chinnappudu sametu chicat ante*

bhayam, I have been afraid of the dark
from my childhood,
samharintsuta, to kill, to destroy. Skt.

samharamu, killing, destruction. Skt.

samidha, sacrificial fuel. Skt.

samishti, undivided. Skt. samiihti

cutumbamu,
undivided family; sam-

ishti muladhanacampeni
,

joint-stock

company.
samisipovuta, to be destroyed; from
Skt. saJnayuta, to perish, and Telugu
povuta, curtsundi tintu v’unte conda
cuda samasipbtundi,

if you sit at it

you can eat even a mountain,
samiti, assembly. Skt.

samipamu, near. Skt. aydna sami-

pamuna, near him; samipa vdrasulu,

the nearest heirs.

samipintsuta, to approach. Skt.

motaru bandi poUsuvanini samipintsuts

undagd
i
lopala curtsunna bhdrya y'oca

vaipucunnu, bharta y'incoca vaipunacu
chetulu tsupinchiri; polisu canstebilu

:

mir iddaru cheroca ddrini vella talatsu

conndra ? a car was approaching a
policeman and the wife put out her
hand one way, the husband another*
Constable: You are thinking of part-
ing company?
samjayashi, explanation, information

;

also samujayashi. Hindustani. The
ordinary word for explanation de-
manded of erring officials, nizam
ddchi vest tappu samujdyashi istdru

,

they conceal the truth and give a false

explanation.

sammatamu, agreed to. Skt. upanyd-
sacudu : mi vhillo sagammandi buddhi
hinullai unnaru. sabhicudu : itla duskin-

chin anducu miru cshamapana coritme
cdni memu vadali pettam. upanydsa-
cudu: adage, corutdnu. sagammandi
buddhi hinulu car antanu, micu sam-
matam end

?

Lecturer: Half the
population of the town are fools.

Voice from the audience: We won’t
let you off without an apology for that
insult. Lecturer: I beg pardon, I will

say half are not fools. Do you concur ?

sammati, consent. Skt.

sammatintsuta, to consent. Skt.
sammanamu, respect. Skt.
sammanintsuta, to respect. Sk.
samme, league, strike. Skt. From
the meaning ‘league’ comes the
meaning ‘league to get higher wages
hence a strike,

sammeta, large hammer,
sampada, sampannata, wealth. Skt.

gunasampada means wealth of virtue;

md balamu vari sampadalo
, our

strength is in their prosperity, as

Queen Victoria proclaimed,
sampangi, the champak (gold flower).

Skt. (michelia champaca).

-sampannudu, affix meaning ‘en-

dowed with’, ‘possessed of. Skt.

sishtachdrasampannulaina means old
fogyish ; satsahdyasampannud%,

a very
helpful person

;
mahasactisampannudu

,

having great power,
sampati, prosperity. Skt. dpati mac-
culu , sampati cunthlu

,
vows in ad-

versity, revilings in prosperity (to the
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Gods; the Devil was sick, the Devil

a monk would be).

sampatti, endowment, possession.

Skt. suguna sampatti, possession of

good qualities.

sampadacudu, onewho acquires. Skt.

nampadanamu, acquisition, earnings

;

also sampddyamu. Skt. vani sampa-
dana vdni khartsunacu sariga sari poyi-

nadi
,
he just makes both ends meet,

sampadintsuta, to acquire. Skt.

sampadyamu, acquisitions, earnings

;

also sampadanamu. Skt. occadi sam-
pddyamu

,
padimandi pdlu

,
one earner

to ten dependants—a very common
state of things in India,

sampradayamu, doctrine, custom,
practice, sampradayamu telisina gdni
sdstramu teliyadu

,
knowing the doc-

trines is not knowing the Scriptures.

sampratinsuta5 to discuss, to examine.
Skt. Used in newspapers,
sampraptamu, obtained. Skt. varu
chesina chicati tappunacu phalamuga
sampraptamulainagarbhamulu, swollen
wombs obtained as the fruit of erring

in the dark; sastra visvasamu chedina

pacshamuna
, desamunac enni y’anar-

thamulaina sampraptamulu agunu, un-
belief will bring disaster,

sampiiraamu, complete, perfect, end.
Skt. End of a book, finis, is sampur-
namu .

samracshacudu, guardian, protector.

Skt.
samracshana, protection. Skt.

samracshintsuta, to protect. Skt.

samriidH, opulence. Skt. Used in
blessings; a Brahmin will (on pay-
ment) wish you: dyurdrogya putra-
pautra dhana canaca vastu vahana
samriidhir astu and so on, all Skt.

words for long life, health, progeny,
and prosperity.

samsargamu, union, intercourse. Skt.

sarasayamuj doubt. Skt. nic alaganti
samsayamu yenducu caligindi ? why did
you have that suspicion? sandehamu
is commoner, samsaydspadamaina
manushyulu

,
suspicious characters

;

samsaydtmudu, suspicious,

samsayintsuta, to doubt,
samsara, the phenomenal world
(philosophy). Skt.

samsaramu, family, wife. Skt. sam-
saramu lenivddu

,
a man without wife

and family; samsaramu nadipintsuta
,

to support a family; ippudu samsaruU
bogamvalla cante yeccuvaga jaratvam
chestu v’unnaru

,
nowadays family

women are more licentious than
dancing-girls ; sarva-jan-ddaraniya-
maina sangitam vesyala pdlu chey-

aca,
samsara strilu danini tama

pdlu chesuconi
,
bhartalanu santosha

petti,
griihamulanu svargatulyamulugd

cheyyaddnici ddnni vhipayogistaru
,

if

married women, instead of leaving

music, which gives universal pleasure,

to dancing-girls will take it up them-
selves, they will give pleasure to their

husbands and use it to make home
heavenly.
samsari, householder. Skt.

samscarintsuta, to reform ; in religion,

to hallow, Skt.

samsc&ramu, reform. Skt. The
usual word when you are talking of
social reform, political reform, re-

ligious reform. In religion a sacra-

ment. Hindu sampradayamlo vivd-

hamu samscaramu
,
the Hindu doctrine

is that marriage is a sacrament,
samsthanamu, estate. Skt. Now
used commonly of Zamindars’ estates

;

the old meaning was state, province.
nacu tama samsthanamlo pani y’ip-

pistam annaru, you. (theZamindar) said

youwould give me ajob on your estate,

samsthapanamu, establishing. Skt.
samuchitamu, suitable. Skt.
samudayamu, joint, common. Skt.

samuddyapu-pani is a communal pur-
pose ;

samuddyapu-nela, common land,
samudayintsuta, to comfort. Skt.

pillavadu viduvacunddyedustu unnddu
;

miru vacca parydyam yettu coni velli

samudayintsandi
,
(Wife to husband),

The child is crying without shopping;
suppose you take it up and soothe it

for once in a way.
samudramu, sea. Skt. yeru yenni
vancalu poyina samudramulone pada
valenu, even the weariest river winds
somewhere safe to sea; samudrdnici
yetamu vesin attu, like trying to pump
out the sea; samudramu yHda vats-

tsunu gdni, samsaramu yHda rddu
,
you
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may ride the waves but be thrown by I

your wife. Gangadu : nitwit samudra
praydnam chesava ? Rangadu : chesanu
gdni nacu visugu puttindi. Gangadu:
yenducheta ? Rangadu: oca ala tsuste

,

anni alalu atlage v'unnayi, bhedam
yemi ledu. Smith: Have you made a

sea-voyage? Jones: Yes, but it dis-

gusted me. Smith: Why? Jones: If

you have seen one wave, you have
seen all; there is no difference,

samudu, an equal, vadu nito samudu,
he is on an equal footing with you.
samujayashi, explanation. Hindu-
stani. More commonly samjayaski.
samukhamu, presence. Skt. Used
commonly in the exordium to peti-

tions; petitions are addressed to ‘the

Collector’s presence’,
samuhamu, crowd, multitude. Skt.

samulamuga, with its roots. Skt.,

from sa, with, and mulamu
,

root.

Brahmanicamu bhrashtam ai potundi

,

varnasrama dharmalu samulamu na-

sistu v'unnavi

,

Brahmanism is going to

the dogs, caste sanctities are being
destroyed root and branch,
samvatsaramu, year. Skt. Usually
pronounced ‘sanvatsaramu’.
samvadamu, discussion. Skt.

samyamamu, self-control. Skt.

samyogamu, union, association. Skt.

samyucta, joint, united. Skt. Sam-

yucta Rashtramulu is the newspaper
rendering of United Provinces,
sanamudu, namesake. Skt., from sa,

with, and ndma
,
name, vadu nd sana-

mudu, he is my namesake,
sandtana, eternal, ancient. Skt. sand-

tana dharma
, the eternal duties (pre-

scribed by the Hindu religion), ayana
Telugulo vraya tala pettenu. sandta-

muga vatstsuts unna deva bhashalone
unda valenu

,
gdni Telugulo vrdyutacu

ye vidhamuga sddhyam agunu? he has
chosen to write in Telugu. We must
write in the eternal speech of the gods
(Sanskrit). How can you write in

Telugu?
sancalanamu, addition (in arithme-

tic). Skt.

sancalpamu, resolution, providence.

Skt. miru sidha sancalpulu
,
anni mi

y’ishta pracdrame zariginavi, you are a

real Providence, everything happens
according to your wish,
sancalpintsuta, to resolve, to decree
(as Providence does). Skt. veyyi
rupayalu petti Tirupatilo devudi gudici

dacshina gummanici vendi recu chey-

intsa valen ani sancalpintsu conndnu^
I have resolved to place a silver plate

of the value of Rs. 1,000 on the
southern door of the God’s Temple
at Tirupati.
sancaramu, mixing, defilement. Skt.

varna sancaramu is mixing of castes

(vesy abominable according to the
Hindus); sancara bhasha, an impure
language; tame cacunda culam vdrin

andarini sancarulunu chesi
,
defiling not

only themselves but the whole caste,

sancatamu, difficulty, trouble, afflic-

tion, venereal disease. Skt. svatan-
tramu svarga locamu, paratantramu
prana sancatamu, independence is

heaven, dependence mortal affliction

;

sancatalu tagilintsu coni, suffering from
venereal disease.

sancela, fetter. Corrupt Skt. from
sriinkhalam. The plural is sancellu.

sancatamu, rendezvous, secret sign.

Skt. sancetdcsharamulu means a

cipher-code.
sancharintsuta, to wander. Skt.

sancharamu, travel, wandering, mo-
tion. Skt. Gopu: nuvvu vrasina
1Nirantara Sanchoramu ’ ane vyasam
em aindi? Ramudu: a vyasamu nenu
yenni patricalacu pampinchina malli

nd daggarice vachchindi. Gopu : adi
cuda nirantara sanchdramu chest un-
nadi cabolu. Smith: What has
happened to your essay on ‘Perpetual

Motion’? Jones: I sent it to all the
papers but it has always come back
to me. Smith: Perpetual motion, in
fact.

sanchi, sack, purse, bag. santsulalo

gallugallumani rupdyala mrota vinu-

tsunduta chevula panduvu cada ? is not
the jingle-jingle of rupees in their

bags a delight to the ears ? ,
sanchica, pamphlet. Skt. (One num-
ber of a newspaper or a magazine.)
sancluptamu, abridged. Skt, sanclup-

tamu cheyuta, to abridge,

sancochamu, hesitation. Skt. nic d
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sancocham accara ledu, you need not
hesitate for that.

sancochintsuta, to hesitate; also

sandehintsuta. Skt.

sancramintsuta, to enter on, to pass on,

to make transit (of stars). Skt. talli-

tdandrula gunalu coduculacu sancra-

mintsun ani vamsa paramparyapu
siddhantamlo nicu nammacam unnada?
do you believe in the qualities of

parents passing on to their sons accor-

ding to the heredity theory ?

sancshdpamu, summary, abridge-

ment. Skt. •

sancshobhamu, agitation. Skt. crotta

crotta marpulu valana desa sancsho-

bhamu calugunu
,

constant changes
lead to agitation

;
sainica sancsho-

bhamu
,
mutiny.

sancu, chank, conch. Skt. sankham .

Used to make a noise in temple
worship. The Madras Government,
following in the wake of native rulers,

Portuguese, and Dutch still fishes for

them at Tuticorin; there is a Govern-
ment Bulletin on chanks.
sandadi, mob, shindy, bustle, pendli
sandatlo bottu catta marichindd a'ta

,

like the bridegroom who in the
marriage bustle forgot the ring

;
nenu

lopala yemo pani sandadilo unnanu
,

ni pilupu nacu vinabada ledu, I was
busy inside and did not hear you call,

sandarbhamu, circumstance, junc-
ture. Skt.

sandarsanamu, seeing, sight. Skt.

sande, sandecada, sandevela, even-
ing, in the evening. Skt., from sandhya.
sande chicati, twilight; sandevartsuta,

to recite the daily prayers (Brahmins),
sand&hamu, doubt; also sandiyamu.
Skt. Leader writers in the news-
papers, laying down the most question-
able propositions, always end their

sentences sandehamu ledu
,
there is no

doubt.
sandehapaduta, to doubt, to be sus-
spicious. mana y’intici yevaraind nd
cosam igichchin' appudu cantabadutu
v*unte sandeha padi connaUu vaca
manishird cdvali v’unchinddu

,
if he

saw any one coming to our house for
me he was suspicious and put a woman
to watch me.

sandehintsuta, to hesitate
; also sanco-

chintsuta. Skt.

sandesamu, message. Skt.

sandhanamu, reconciliation. Skt.
micu md Manoranjinito sandhanam
caluga cheyyaddnici nenu sdhdyam
cheyya tsalanu, I cannot help you to

a reconciliation with our Manoranji.
sandhi, treaty, peace, peacefulness.

Skt. sandhi is the watchword, but not
always the practice, of the Indian
National party.

sandhya, twilight (morning or even-
ing). Skt. saridhyddi crlyalu

,
morning

or evening ceremonies or acts
;
sandya-

snanamu, morning or evening bath,

sandhyavandanamu, matins or ves-

pers. Skt.

sandhyavartsuta, to perform matins
or vespers; also sandevartsuta. Lacsh-

mayya: nenu sandhyavartsucune vela
nannu palahdranicipilavadam Mallay-
yacu dharmam’ena ? Vencayya : nuvvu
sandhyavdrtsav ani Mallayyacu telu-

sunu. Lacshmayya: telesina nenu
sandhya vartsutan ani anucodam
dharmam cada? Smith: Was it con-
siderate of Jones to invite me at

prayer-time? Jones: He did it just
because he knows you don’t say your
prayers. Smith: Though he knew
that, ought he not to have considered I

was saying my prayers ?

sandiyamu, doubt. Skt. sandehamu
is commoner.
sandu, interval, opening, cleft, fissure,

lane, opportunity. Skt. vellasandu
is the space between two fingers;

sanditstsuta is to give room or oppor-
tunity for; sandulu gondul antd veti-

cinadu, he hunted in every nook and
cranny; sandu tsuchi tsorabadinadu,
he waited for an opportunity and
rushed in.

sangadi, pair, especially a douMe dug-
out canoe made of two hollow palm-
trunks tied together. The single canoe
is done.

sangamamu, coming together, con-
fluence, sexual intercourse. Skt. san-

gama doshamu is venereal disease,
sangamu, union, confluence. Skt.
nadi-sdgara sangama sthalamu is the
place where a river falls into the sea;
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nadula sangamu is the confluence of
rivers.

sangaramu, war, battle. Skt.

sangatamu, joined. Skt.

sangati, thing, fact, that. Skt., from
sangatam

,
joined

;
‘the fact that

5

is also

sangati; atadu tsani poyina sangati
teliya ledu, I did not know of the
fact of his death ;

Bhimarazu gd.ru sacu-

tumbamugd Cdsi yatra veUina sangati

nivu vinnavu cadd? haven’t you heard
that Mr. Bhimarazu has gone to

Benares with his whole family?
Lacshmayya: ninnu gurinchi aneca
sangatulu vinnanu. Vencayya: aina
nuvvu ocati ruzuvu cheyya levu le.

Smith: I have heard several things
about you. Jones: Anyway you can’t

prove a single one of them, dactaru

:

mi ayana vishayamai ndcu asa ledu.

bharta : ndcu inca pranam unnadi
,

bhaya pada bdcu. bharya: mtru uru-
condi; dactarugarici anni sangatulu

telusunu
,
bharam anta ayana mida

vestam. Doctor: I have no hopes for

your husband. Husband: There is

life in the old dog yet, don’t be afraid.

Wife: Hold your tongue; the doctor
knows everything; we will put the
whole burden on him. bharta: cdfi

cheyyaddnici iravai margalu v y
unnai.

bharya : nac enducu chepputaru a san-

gati? bharta: vatilo nuwu occati

nertsucunna ndcu tsalunu. Husband:
There are twenty ways of making
coffee. Wife :Why do you tell me that ?

Husband: I shall be satisfied if you
learn one of them.
sanghamu, association, society. Skt.

Used commonly to translate ‘society’

in such phrases as ‘the welfare of

society’,

sanghatanamu, happening. Skt.

daiva sanghatanamulu miru mchar-
intsa %alasina pani ledu, it is not for

you to investigate the happenings of
fate; md Ratisundarici micu vivaham
sanghatana cheyyaddnici yenni pdtlaina
padutanu

,
I will do my very best to

bring off your marriage with our
Ratisundari.
sanghatintsuta, to happen. Skt.

sangitamu, song, music. Skt. bdludu:
accayyacu sangitam pette coni pettau

gadd? ndcu baisicilu conipettu. tandri

:

baisicalu yenducu? bdludu: accayya
sangitam modalu pettagane nenu baici-

cilu yecciyeccadicaindvellipotdnu. Boy

:

You have given my sister a musical-
box, buy me a bicycle. Father: Why a

bicycle ? Boy : So that I can geton itan4
ride away when she starts her music,
sangnya, sign, gesture

;
also saungnya

,

saiga. Skt.

sangoru, half share of crop
;
short for

sagamcoru.
sangrahamu, abstract. Skt. The word
prdperly means ‘putting together’,

so compilation, precis, sangraka nd-
mamu is what our Government trans-

lator uses for the Short Title of an Act.
sangrahintsuta, to compile, to sum-
marize. Skt.

sangrdmamu, war, battle
;
also sanga-

ramu. Skt.

sankhya, figure, numeral. Skt.

saamanamu, honour. Skt.

sanmanascudu, right-minded. Skt.
sanmargamu, the good way. Skt.

A Tahsildar being urged to take a
bribe by his wife says [tanalo) : ayyd

,

nen ituvanti y’acramamunac etlu loba-

dunu? i rdcshasin etlu sanmargamun-

acu dimpa galugudunu; {biggaraga)

:

niv enni cheppinanu raja carya vish-

ayamulalo ni mata vinanu; manacu
'dkanamu sdsvatamu cadu

,
dehamulu

sasvatamulu cavu
,
nityam aina para-

loca sukhamunu vichdrintsu co valenu
(aside): My God l how am I to yield

to so base a temptation? How am I

to turn the she-devil to ways of
righteousness ? (Aloud) : Whateveryou
may have to say, I must abstain from
discussing matters of public interest

with you
;
the goods of this world are

perishable; our bodies are perishable;
the everlasting felicity of the next
world should occupy our thoughts,

sanna, sannani, thin, fine, sanna
biyyam is fine rice as opposed to

mutaca, coarse.

sannadu, grant, patent of# nobility,
&c. Hindustani. For instance, the
sanads given to Zamindars at the
permanent settlement,

sannahamu, preparations. Skt. san-

nahamu cheyuta
,
to make ready.
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sannicallu, currystone, the stone on
which condiments are rubbed,
sannidhanamu, vicinity, presence.

Skt. Used in the same way as sam-
mukhamu of One’s Honour’s presence
in petitions and so on.
rannihitamu, near. Skt. sannihita

gnyati is a near relation ;
vdnici calamu

sannihitam ainadi
,
his time is near,

santa, fair, market, shandy; from Skt.

santhd.

santa, recitation from Vedas. Skt.

nicu tsaduvu rddu ganuca Veda patha-

cula Idgu santa cheppuco
,
as you <can’t

read, repeat after me like the Veda
reciters.

santa, near. Same as chenta.

santacadaru, signatory; opposed to
msdnidaru, marksman,
santacamu, signature, chitracarulu

tama patdla cinda santadam chestaru

;

yenducu? patanici modal edo chivar
edo tsuchevdllu telusu codanici

,

Why
do artists sign their pictures ? So that
people can see which is the top and
which is the bottom,
santana, joining, agreement. Skt.
santarpanamu, feast given to Brah-
mins. Skt. It is a religious duty to
feast Brahmins and give them presents

.

mi sacti coladi rendu vandalaco
,
mudu

vandalaco Brdhmalacu santarpana
chesi, micu tochina matram sambhd-
•vana y’ivva vatstsunu, feed 200 or 300
Brahmins according to your means
and then give them each a present to
the amount you think fit (they don’t
get much as a rule, one rupee, half a
rupee, four annas).
santasamu, joy. Skt. A less com-
moner form of santosham.
santatamu, constant, continual. Skt.
santatamuna

,
constantly,

santati, santanamu, progeny. Skt.
ndcu santdnam calaga led ani yetti
podichinddu

, he jeered atme for having
no children. Lacshmayya : santana
nirodhanni gurinchi upanydsan zarugut
und atcr, podam, vastavd? Vencayya:
nenu rdnu

, md pasuvulacu santdna
nirddham accara ledu, macu yeppudu
padi und-dli. Smith : There is a birtii-

control lecture on, will you come to
it? Dairy-farmer : Not I, I don’t want

my cattle to exercise birth-control, I

want milk.
santapamu, affliction. Skt. One of
the very numerous words for grief,

santapintsuta, to grieve. Skt.
santoshamu, joy. Skt. santoshamu
sagam balamu

y
joy is half one’s

strength (a cheery heart goes all the
way, a sad tires in a mile-a)

; chevvdcu
poyina ammacu yenta vyasanamo

,

doridn ammacu anta santoshamu
, the

lady who found the ear-pendant was
as happy as the lady who lost it was
sad (it is an ill wind that blows no one
any good), ocadu: Ramayya yenducu
anta santdshanga unnadu? incddu:
motaru bandi tsaucagd connddu.
ocadu : nuvvu yenducu inta santo-
shanga unnavu? incddu : ndcu panici

-

rdni mdtaru bandini Ramayyacu anta
cattanu. Smith: Why is Brown so
happy? Jones: He has bought a car
cheap . Smith : Why are you so happy ?

Jones: I foisted a worthless car on
Brown, santosham is the common
way of saying thanks, please, &c.
santoshapaduta, to feel pleasure, to
thank.
santoshapettuta, to please,
santoshapiirvacamga, willingly.
yentamatram abhyantaram ledu, san-
toshapurvacamga y’istdnu, no objec-
tion at all, I will give it willingly,
santoshintsuta, to rejoice. Lacsh-
mayya: podduna na petldm midd
copam vachchi tittanu. Vencayya:
avidecu mi mida copam rd Udu

?

Lacshmayya : rd ledu, navvindi. Ven-
capya: yenducani? Lacshmayya: nen
ento dhairyam tetstsuconi coppadd
anducu santoshinchindi. Smith: I got
angry with my wife this morning and
called her names. Jones: Didn’t she
get angry with you? Smith: No, she
laughed. Jones: Why did she laugh?
Smith: She was so pleased at my
summoning up courage to get angry,
santushtamu, pleased (adjective). Skt.
santushti, pleasure. Skt.
sanuguta, to grumble, vddu yeppudu
yedo sanuccuntii v'untadu

, he is always
mumbling something; nivu v'ontariga
yHccada yemi chestu v’unnavu? mam-
ulu pracdrangd nild nivu sanuccuntii
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v'unnavd yemiti ? what are you doing
here all alone; grumbling to yourself
as usual ?

sanvatsaram, year. Skt,; also sam-
vatsaramu. Lacshmayya : sanvatsaram
cindata tisn conna bdcini ventane iyya-

mani ninnu dkhari sari adugut unndnu,
ica mtda adaganu. Rdmayya : ica mida
adagan amCanducu nacu tsala santo-

shamu. Smith: This is the last time
I ask you for the money I lent you
last year. Jones: Thanks: I am glad

to hear it. ocadu: conni sanvatsarala
cindata ni vale nacu gaddam vhmdedi

;

adi bag unda led ani canucconi, ddnni
tisi vesanu. incodu : conni sanvatsarala
cindata ni vale nacu miikham undedi>

adi bdg unda led ani canucconi
,
dani

tisi vedam ante vilu leca poyindi
,
andu

cheta gaddam penchdnu. Smith: I had
a beard like yours some years ago;
thinking it was best off, I took it off.

Jones: I had a face like yours some
years ago; not being able to take it

off, I grew a beard, peddamanishi

:

sanvatsaramlo yenni riituvul unnai?
vidhyarthi: tennisu riituvu, phutbalu
riituvu ani rendu. Gentleman: How
many seasons are there in the year?
Student: Two, the tennis and the
football seasons.
sanvatstsaradi, New Year’s Day.
Skt., from sanvatsaram

,
year, and adi,

beginning.
sanyasintsuta, to renounce the

passions. Skt. vddu sanyasinchinadu,

he bade adieu to the world,
sanyasamu, asceticism. Skt.

sanyasi, ascetic, hermit. Skt. turaca

vidMlo sanyasi bhicsha
,
a sanyasi gcSng

to a Muhammedan street for alms (a

bad choice).

sanyasintsuta, to renounce the pas-

sions. Skt. sanyasintsuta is commoner,
saphaltimu, successful. Skt., from
phalam

,
fruit, na janmamu saphalam

ainadi, my life has borne fruit; na
corica saphalam ainadi

,

my wish has

been fulfilled; na purva janma pun-
yamu saphalam ainadi

,
the merit ac-

quired in a former birth has borne fruit,

sapindudu, person with common male
ancestor. Skt. Also gnydti. The
pinda is the funeral cake such persons

eat together on the anniversary of the
common ancestor’s death; the con-
nexion is not observed beyond the
seventh generation,

saplayi, supply. English. Used
especially of camp supplies to officials

and any other more or less compulsory
supplies, myunisipal camishanarlac
andarici dipalaloci tsamuru saplayi

chese vdllamu

,

we used to supply oil

for their lamps to all the municipal
commissioners

.

saptam, seven. Skt. The Telugu is

yedu. saptami is common in the sense
of the seventh day of the lunar month;
saptarshulu, the seven Rishis

;
saptasa-

mudramulu

,

the seven seas,

sarabhasamu, haste. Skt. Used in

books.
saracu, any merchantable commodity.
sarucu in talk,

saracu, heed, regard,

saracucheyuta, to have regard for.

sarada, fondness, interest. Hindu-
stani, from Skt. sraddha . tsiida valen

ani sarada v'unte
, if you care to

see. *

saradaru, sirdar, leader. Hindustani,
from Skt. saradhari.
sarafara, supply. Hindustani, niti

sarafard,
water supply,

sarafaracheyuta, to supply. Hindu-
stani.

sarambi, ceiling. Malay,
sarangu, head boatman, boatswain.
Hindustani.
sarasamga, sarasamaina, cheap.
sarasamaina dhara

,
a cheap rate,

sarasamu, sarasamaina, charming,
jocular. Skt., meaning ‘juicy

5
, sara-

samu virasame, joking causes breach
(a joke never gathers an enemy but
often loses a friend); idi sarasamga
v'unnadi, that’s very funny; itadu nato

sarasal adutu v’unnadu, he is laughing
at me; sarasal ddadam arambhinchi-
nadu, he began to joke,

sarassu, lake. Skt.

sarasudu, amiable or excellsnt man.
Skt. miru sangitamlo sarasulu; ddnni
grahistaru, you are very good at music,
you understand it.

sarasuralu, amiable woman. Skt.

Sarasvati, the goddess of learning.
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sarabu, shroff,money-changer, cashier

.

Hindustani. Also sharabu.
sarasari, average, on an average; also

sagatu . paddulanu sarasari chei

,

aver-

ageup thefigures; from sari-sari, equal:

anni sardsarini yentacu istau? what will

s you sell them for at a flat rate ?

sarcasu, circus. English, ocadu: sar-

casucu nipp antu cund andi. incodu

:

sarcasulo nippu mingevdd unnddu;
vddici cabaru pampite sari. Smith:
The circus is on fire. Jones: Send
for the performer who eats fire,

sarc&ru, government. Hindustani.
sarcar udyogam

,

an official post,

sarchi, search. English, muddai: nenu
yem ettu coni poyinan ani miru anu-
mdna padufunndru ? polisu inspec-

taru: gurrarn, bandi. muddai: aite

nannu sarchi cheyyandi
,
ndcu bhayam

ledu. Accused: What do you suspect
me ofhaving stolen ? Police Inspector

:

A horse and carriage. Accused : Then
search me, I am not afraid,

sarculu, goods, merchandise. Hindu-
stani.

sarcyutu, circuit. English. Used of
the Governor’s or Collector’s tours,

sardi-chepputa, to arrange,
sarduconuta, to arrange oneself,

sarduta, to arrange,
sare! all right, right oh I; also the
same. Emphatic of sari, ratri aind
sard, pagal aind sare

,
it’s all the same

whether it is day or night,

sari, equal, end, right. Skt. sadriisach.

sarileni manicyamu
,
a matchless gem

;

a vamsamu itanito sari, his line ends
with him

;
nela sarici

,

at the end of the
month; saricdnivallu

,

people who are

not our equals
;
saricdnipani, improper

behaviour; atanici sari ledu, he has
no equal; idi sari cddu, this is not
right; cavidi yenni vancalu poten emi,

y’illu cherite sari, it’s all right if the
yoke reaches the house however many
bends it may have made on the way

;

gdzulu beramu bhojandnici sari, glass

bangle^ trade is a bare subsistence;
ninn alia ndcu dehamu sari ledu, I felt

poorly all yesterday,
saricisari, tit for tat. saricisari chesi-

nddu, he paid them in their own
coin.

sariga, gold lace. Skt. sarig antsu
chira, a woman’s cloth with gold hem.

sariga, correctly, equally, rendu palla-

dia sarigd vatstsut unnavi, the two
palanquins were coming on abreast,

sarihaddu, boundary,
saripaduta, to suit, to fit, to be
enough, micu saripadite untsucondi

,

keep it if it suits you
;
biyyam saripad,i

poyindi, the rice is finished
;
miru ndcu

sakham vantu vadalipeditene cani sari-

padadu, it won’t be enough unless you
leave me half.

saripovunatti, corresponding, fitting,

saripovuta, to correspond, be recon-
ciled, to fit, be equal, am micu sari-

potavi, these will suit you, fit you.
mvu tittinaddnicini,

nenu cottinadd-

nicini saripoyindi, the thrashing I gave
you was only fair payment for your
taunts; vdni sampadane vdni khartsu-

macu sariga saripoyindi, he just makes
both ends meet,

sariputstsuta, to equalize,

sarisamanamu, equality,

sarisari, all right.

saritsutsuta,to collate, to compare and
correct.

sariyaina, equal, proper, level,

sarovaramu, pond. Skt. Used in
books.
sarpamu, serpent. Skt. One of the
few words which English and Telugu
derive from a common source. China
desamulo ciidd ghora sarpamu vachchi
pattucunnad ani bherilu vayincki, gan-
talu cotti

,
danni bedara cottaddnicai

pedda dhvani chestdru. (At eclipses) in
China also they think a great serpent
has caught the sun and beat their
drums and gongs to frighten it

away.
sarucu, an article for sale; also saracu.

sarva, prefix meaning ‘all’. Skt.
sarvasamagri, all one’s household
goods

;
sarvasvatanturdlai

,

being a
very independent woman

;
sarvajana-

sdmanyamaina haccu, public right,

sarvabhaumatvamu, empire. Skt.,

from sarva, all, and bhumi, earth.

Sarvabhaumudu, the All-Ruler; the
newspaper word for the King-
Emperor.

sarvacalasala, university. Skt., from
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sarva
,

all, cald, art, and sala> hall.

Also visvavidydlayamu.
sarvada, always.
sarvagnydtnamu, omniscience. Skt.

sarvagnyudu, omniscient. Skt.

sarvasvamu, entire property. Skt.

sarvatra, everywhere. Skt.

Sarvesvarudu, Lord of all, the

Almighty. Skt.

sarvottamamu, best of all. Skt.,

from sarva
,

all, and uttamam

,

excel-

lent. vdru peddalu ganuca
, andaru

varu cheppina pracdram nadutsu cunte

sarvottamamugd v'untundi
, as he is an

old man it is most excellent for all to

take his advice.

sasdcalyamugd, fully, ni charitram
anta sasdcalyamugd vinipimpumu> let

us hear your whole story from begin-
ning to end.

sasi, beauty, health, good, sasemira?
what is the good of it ? An expression
applied to an obstinate man.

sasigd, in good health, amecu ollu

sasigan unda ledu, she wasn’t well,

sasyamu, crop. Skt.

sat-, prefix meaning ‘good’. Skt.

satsvabhavamu, good character; sat-

caramu, kind treatment,
satcarintsuta, to treat kindly. Skt.

satcaramu, kind treatment. Skt.

atithi satcaramu pondi> having re-

ceived hospitality

;

gnyapti y'atithci marl y’untunnadi
rozulu y'anni

satcdram sri raja samastam chesina

y'andu :

are two Telugu hexameters which
mean that the guest will remember
the Raja’s hospitality all the days of his

life ; y*atithi satcaramu nenu maravanu,
I shall not forget this hospitality,

sati, virtuous woman. Skt. This is the

source of the English word suttee,

satpravnrtana, good conduct. Skt.

satramu, caravanserai, choultry. Skt.

annasatramu is a choultry where food
, is given as well as lodging,

satsdngatyamu,keepingcompanywith
the good. Skt. satsdngatyamu subha-
cdryam, goodcompanymakes a festival,

satsvabhdvamu, good character. Skt.

satti, power, vigour, a goddess; from
Skt. sactiy power.

Y

sattu, pewter.
sattuva, power, vigour, strength

; from
Skt. satvam, strength, ndcu vantlo

sattuva v’unteniiy y’t rendu chetulu tsal-

lagd v’untenuy if my strength holds
out and these two arms keep strong;
mi chetilo sattuva ledu, you have n«
strength in your arms

;
yeruvu sattuva

chetavennu tisu, the strength ofmanure
fills the ears.

satvamu, existence, essence. Skt.

satyamu, truth. Skt, satyagraha
}

truth-grasping, is Mr. Gandhi’s name
for pivil disobedience though the con-
nexion is not obvious, Satya Harisch-
andrudu is a proverbially truthful

person like Washington who could not
tell a lie

; satyayugamuy the golden age.

satyasandhata, great truthfulness,

satyasandhudu, a very truthful man.
satyavantudu, a truthful man. The
feminine is satyavati .

sau-, prefix meaning ‘good*. Skt. It

is an adjectival form of su-, good; as

in saubhagyamUy good fortune, from
subhagamu .

saubhagyavati, good wife, used as a

title of address to married women,
especially on letters. Skt. nivu sau-

bhagyavativi cammu,
may you become

a happily married wife,

saucumdryamu, delicacy. Skt., from
mcumaramu.
saudhamu, palace. Skt, Used in

books.
saukhyamu, health, comfort. Skt.,

from sukham, health. { yHntlo ndcu
saukhyamu leduy I am not comfortable
in this house; nicu ollu saukhyamugdn
unnadd? are you well ?

saumyamu, mild. Skt.

saundaryamu, beauty. Skt., from
sundaram , beautiful,

saungnya, sign. Skt.; also sangnya .

md vallacu saungnya chestanu
} I will

make a sign to my people,

saushthavamu, beauty, excellence.

Skt., from sushthu . Used in books,

savaramu, false hair used by^women.
savarana, correction; e.g. in a

schoolboy’s exercise,

savaranacheyuta, to correct,

savarimpu, correction,

savarintsuta, to correct.
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savati, co-wife. Corrupt Skt. from sa,

with, and patni, wife,
savatibidda, stepchild, tana cheyyi
cdlutund ani savati bidda chetito caliga

pettinad ata, she stirred with the step-

child^ hand so as not to burn her own
(getting some one else to take the
chestnuts out of the fire for you),

savaticoducu, stepson,
savaticuturu, stepdaughter,
savatitalli, stepmother, na savatitalli

nacu tinnagd annam petta cundd
madustu, adi na melu cosame n'ani

cheppedi, my stepmother used to

starve me and say it was for my good,
sava, quarter, savdseru

,
a weight of

30 tolas (£- vise, maund); about

f lb. savdlacsha is a lakh and a

quarter; savdlacsha granthamu, a book
of a lakh and a quarter, means an
endless quarrel

;
from Skt. sa-padamu ,

and a quarter.

savalu, cross-questions. Hindustani.
i v yuU6 sculu curravallu mahapogar ecci

bhayamu bhacti lecundd na mundare
pend zavabu, savdllu vestdru

,
the

schoolboys of this place are insolent

and without fear or respect put saucy
questions and cross-questions in my
presence.

savari, riding, palanquin. Corrupt
Skt. from svari. gurrapu savdri

,
riding

a horse
;
apillavddugurrapu savdri bdga

cheya galadu, that boy has a good seat,

savayi, savayirogamu, venereal
disease.

savistaramuga, at length. Skt. a
catha savistaramugd cheppu

,
tell that

story at length.

sayitamu, also. Skt. The Telugu is

cudd. sdhitamu is another form,
sayuctamuj reasonable. Skt. varu
cheppina mdta sayuctamugan unnadi

,

what they say is reasonable,

sazzalu, cumbu, the bulrush millet,

from Skt. sarjach (.Holcus spicatus).

zonnalu, sazzalu
,
and tsollu are the

three principal millets and the com-
mon fqod of the peasantry where rice

is not to be had.
sacalyamu, the whole. Skt., from
sacalam.
s&csh&t, very own, in person. Skt.,

fromsa,with, and acshi, sight, sdcshdttu

tammudu ,
own brother

;
sacshdt Vish-

nuvu, Vishnu in person,

sdcshatcaramu, manifestation (of a
divinity). Skt.

sacshatcarintsuta, to manifest one-
self. Skt.

sacshatcriitamu, made manifest. Skt.

sacshi, witness. Skt., from sa- and
acshi, sight, dongasdcshi or abaddhapu
sacshi

,
the false witness, is a very

common phenomenon. antaratma
sdcshiga ,

witness my conscience;
ecasdcshinacartavyamu, a single wit-
ness won’t do, is so burnt into the
Hindu brain that all sub-magistrates
flout the contrary thesis of our Evi-
dence Act that no particular number
of witnesses is required to any par-
ticular fact, and the Police produce
two to each fact, not caring whether
they were really there or not; that is

immaterial; elucacu pilU sacshi, the
cat a witness in the rat’s case (inter-

ested evidence); sdcshi callu pattu
covadamu cannd

,
vddi cdUu pattu co

vatstsunu, better cling to the com-
plainant’s feet than to the witness’s

eyes.

sacshyamu, evidence. Skt. comati
sacshyamu, the merchant’s evidence.

This refers to a story about how a
merchant, wishing to please both sides,

said the fore-part of a horse looked
like the Muhammedan litigant’s and
the hind-part like the Hindu’s,

sacu, excuse, yedaind pani cheppite y’i

pant a pani vhmnad’ani v’urice saculu

cheputaru
,
whatever we tell them to

do, they make the idle excuse of some
ether work to do.

sacuta, to maintain, to bring up
;
more

commonly pentsuta. ciidu guddd ada-
gaca pote, biddanu sdcin attu sacutdnu
annad ata, don’t ask for food and
clothes and I will bring yoq up like

my own child.

sadaru, issued. Hindustani. Of an
order or proclamation, sadaru cheyuta

,

to issue.

sad&, plain, ordinary. Hindustani.
pattu chira vippi sddd ckire cattu cun-

nanu, I have taken off my silk dress

and put on my plain one.
sadhacabadhacamulu, pros and cons

.
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sadhacabddacamulanu pilrvamugd
vimarsinchi telisi coca chevrala cheyanu

,

I won’t sign till I have considered all

the pros and cons.

sadhacamu, means, contrivance,

practice, exercise. Skt. dhairyam
sarvatra sddhacam ,

courage is the

means to all ends (fortune favours the

brave)
;
pillavanici leccalalo baga sdd-

hacam cheyinchinadu, he gave the boy
good practice in accounts,

sadhanamu, means, contrivance

;

variant of sddhacam, but more com-
monly used.
sadharanamu, usual, ordinary. Skt.

sadharanamuga, sadharanamga,
usually.

sadharanudu, ordinary person, sad-
hdranula cadupuna ciida goppavdru
pudutdru, great men are born also

from ordinary wombs,
sadhimpu, taming, conquering. Skt.

attagari sadhimpu, a mother-in-law’s
taming of her daughter-in-law.
sadhintsuta, to tame, to master, to get

the better of. Skt. avidayepanitalape-
dite, d pani sddhistund ani nacu nisch-

ayamga nammacam v’unnadi, I am
firmly convinced she will carrythrough
anything she takes it into her head to

do; tindi tinacunda velli nannu sad-

histdra yemiti? (Wife to husband):
Do you think you will master me by
going away without your food ? andulo
yenta somm aina khartsu petti rahitu

gddida coduculanusadhintsandi (Zamin-
dar speaking) : Spendwhat you like but
get the better of those whoreson ryots,

sidhu, sadhuvu, a devotee, saint,

virtuous man; also sadu. Skt. The
first meaning of the word is ‘tame’.

The feminine is sddhvi, virtuous

woman, sddhutvamu is used of lin-

guistic correctness.

sidhyax&u, possible. Skt. (same root

as sddhintsuta)

.

sadu, tame, saintly
;
same as sadhu.

saduclieyuta, to tame, gayyalini sddu-

cheyuta
,
the taming of the shrew,

safu, fair copy. Hindustani,
sdgacottuta, to hammer out, from
sdgutay to go on, and cottuta

,
to beat,

s&ganamputa, to speed a traveller,

to expel, to send about one’s business,

from sdguta ,
to go on, and amputa, to

send, nemivdriniurtcvdapaladdcasdgan
ampi vachchindnu, I saw him out of
the town ;

ninnu gurrapu coraddto
tsava cotti ma y'intlo nunchi sdgan
amputanu

,
I will horsewhip you within

an inch of your life and drive you out?

of the house
;
a taruvdta Khddar

Sdhebu niyyogul andarini melligd

sdgan ampi
,
gadddla Sahebulan andar-

ini afisulo durckinaduy after that

Khader Sahib (a new Deputy Col-
lector) sent all the Niyyogi Brahmin
clerks little by little about their busi-

ness and brought bearded Muhamme-
dans into the office,

sagaramu, ocean. Skt. It is used in

flowery compounds such as sukha

-

sagaramu, ocean of joy; duhkha-
sagaramu, ocean of grief,

sagatiyuta, to draw out.

sagilabaduta, to fall prostrate,

sagipaduta, to go ahead, mini sdgi

padandi, nenuvembadine vastuv'unnaniiy
you go ahead, I shall be coming behind,
sagubadi, cultivation

;
the usual word

in ‘I live by cultivation’ and so on.
sagumanamu, suttee; corrupt form
of Skt. sahagamanamu.

sdguta, to go on, to begin, to proceed,
to get on. ddni corica cona saginadi

,

her wish is fulfilled; cheppa saginadi,

she went on to say; idi lecunda nacu
sagadu, I can’t get on without it;

atani mdta saga ledu
,
his word was of

no effect.

sahasamu, daring. Skt. sahasa cdrya

-

miinacu diguta
,
to venture on a daring

deed
;
mana suratvamu sahasamu locd

-

nici velladi ca valenu, our heroism
and daring must be revealed to the
world; Lacshmayya tdnu chinnappudu
yuddhamlo tsupina sahasamu gurinchi

upanydsamlo goppaga chepput undenu.
sabhicudu: yuddham anta mirS cheste

migilina sainyam anta yemi chesind

andi ? Colonel Smith was boasting in a
lecture of his daring deeds in the war
when he was young. Voice fnom the
audience : What was there left for all

the rest of the army to do ?

sahasintsuta, to dare. Skt.

sahayyamu, help. Skt. Usually sahd-

yamu.
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sahdbu, sahib. Muhammedan. Hindu-
stani. nddu v'unte Navdbu Sahebu,
annamu v'unte Aminu Sahebu ,

bida

padite Faciru Sahebu
,

tsaste Piru
Sdhebu

y
if a Muhammedan has land

he is a Nawab, if he has enough to eat

an Amir, if he is poor a Fakir, when
he is dead a Pir (saint),

sahityamu, scholarship, erudition.

Skt.
sahucaru, sowcar, banker, rich mer-
chant. Hindustani.

sala, hall. Corrupt Skt. from sala.

ndtaca sala is theatre; tan&asala
,

mint; cherasalay prison; colupusala,

audience hall.

salagramamu, saligramamu, a
stone which represents Vishnu. Skt.

Dancing-girls and sometimes other
girls are married to this stone in token
that they will not take an earthly
husband, just as nuns are married to

Christ. Vivdham caca munupu Brah-
mana stri samartddzte, culamvdru
Gangalo diga valen ani

,
danni tap-

pintsucovadanici
,
varu tama comartenu

arati chetlacu sdligramalacu y’ichchi,

vivdham chest
,
tappintsucuntaru

,
if a

Brahmin girl attains puberty before
she is married her fate is to be
drowned ; to save her, her parents will

give her in marriage to a plantain tree

or idol-stone.
sale, sali, weaving. Corrupt Skt.
s&legudu, spider’s web. nenu sdlegutlo

padda y’iga lag aindnu
,
I am like a fly

in a spider’s web.
salepattu, cobweb,
s&lepurugu, spider, the weaving in-

sect; also igapuli
,
the fly-tiger,

sdlevadu, weaver.
sdlgujastd, last year. Hindustani,
from salu, year.

sdlucu, per annum. Hindustani,
sdluva, shawl. Hindustani

; also saluva.
sdmagri, things, household goods. Skt.
sdmarthyamu, skill. Skt. atanni oda
cottagala samarthyam mi daggira
v’unnedani ndcu telusunu

t I know you
can beat him.
sdmanu, things, luggage. Hindustani,
sdmdnyamu, ordinary. Skt. samany-
amulainagunamulu, common qualities,

sdmdnyudu, common person.

sdmeta, sdmita, sdmite, proverb.
(Alu cad adi vrdV anna sameta

, the
proverb which says ‘Ill-mated, ill,

fated*.

samu, gymnastics, feats of strength,
fencing.
samucheyuta, to practice acrobatics
or gymnastics or to fence,

sana, whetstone.
sanacattuta, to grind (a knife), to

polish (a gem),
sangatyamu, association. Skt.
sdntamuga, to the end. Skt., from sa

t

with, and antamu
,
end. sdntamuga chit-

tagintsandiy listen to the end, please,

sdpatu, food, a meal, ye patu tapptna
sapdtu tappaduy any piece of work may
be given a miss but not meals,
saphalyamu, success. Skt., from
phalamy fruit, prayatna-saphalyamuy
success in an undertaking,
saramu, essence. Skt. lopala saram
leni alpagnyanuluy inwardly pithless

men of little learning,

sarasyamu, elegance. Skt, svaramlo
y'indacati cante conchem sdrasyam
taccuvaga v’unn'att unnadiy there
seems to be a little less refinement in
the singer’s voice than before; sangi-

tam vachchina vallu bogam vallanu
ddaristi andulo sdrasyame ledu

y there
is no elegance in music-lovers paying
court to dancing-girls,
saravantamu, fertile. Skt.
sara, sarayi, arrack, any spirits.

Corrupt Skt. from sdram or sura,
sara dukhanamuy arrack shop; vdnid
sard talac eccinadi, the spirits have
gone to his head.
saramsamu, issue (in law). Skt., from
sdramy essence, and amsamy subject,

sari, a time, oca sdriy once, mini
sdrulu vachchi, pilichi, tondara petti-

nadiy she came round a hundred times
if she came once to worry me.

sarla, success. Used in books,
sdrla aguta, to be finished. Used in
books.

s&rl&ch6yuta, to make it right, to get it

ready. Used in books, ituvanti svalpa
vishayamlone y'inta tamasam vastii

v’unte mundu nizanga nay'andu tappi-

tam v*unn appudu miru nannu yeldgu
sarld chestdru? If you get cross over
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such a trifle, how shall we make it right

again if I really do something wrong ?

sarlapaduta, to prosper, i pelli sarla

padadu , this marriage won’t come off.

sariaparatsuta, to get it done,
sarthacamu, efficacious, suitable. Skt.

sdrthaca ndmamu , a fitting or signifi-

cant name.
sashtangamu, eightfold prostration.

Skt., from ashta
,
eight, and angam

,

limb. It is the most humble of atti-

tudes. sdshtdnga namascdram, saluta-

tion with the eight limbs; the limbs
are the two hands, the two knees, the

two shoulders, the breast, and the

forehead; your petitioner in fact lies

flat before you.
sati, like, nisati manavulu, men likeyou.
satvicamu, amiability. Skt.

satvicudu, an amiable man. The
feminine is satvicuralu.

savacasamu, leisure. Skt. tondarapada
bocu, savacasangd cheppa vatstsunu

,

don’t be in a hurry, you may speak in

your good time; alochintsu codanici

nacu conchem cdlam savacdfam y’iv-

vandi, give me a little time to think;

repu savacdsangd unte cheputanu, I

will tell you to-morrow at leisure.

ocadu : dru bhashalu, matlddut und ani,

chilucanu ammitim, dinici occa mad
aina rddiiy yenta mosam chesau. in-

codu ; tondara pada hoc andi; yeppudu.

mire matlddut unte ckilacacu sdva-

casam eccadidi ? Smith : You sold me
that parrot saying it spoke six lan-

guages and it does not know a word
of any, you cheat. Jones: Steady on
there

;
you talk all the time and do^’t

give the bird a chance to get a word
in. savacdsa tega, leisured class,

savadhanamu, attention. Skt. i san-

gati savadhanangd alochintamu, we
will outsider the matter carefully;

nd y’upanyasamunu savadhdnanga
vinandi

,
listen carefully to my lecture,

savidi, office-room, lodge, porch, &c.,

more usually tsdvidi. The commonest
use is of the village headman’s office-

room, in which touring officials often

halt, gadi Udu
,

savidi ledu, vasara
leduy curtsoddnic aind stkalam ledu,

there is no room, no lodge, no veran-

dah, no place to sit even.

sayamu, help. Skt. Short forsahdyuma.
sayancalamu, evening. Skt.

sayantramu, evening. Skt. pedda-
manishi (fonulo): dactaru gdru

,
md

pillavddu sudi mingada, ventane randi,

dactaru naucaru: dactaru intlo leru
^

sayantranici gdni raru, appati ddca
agutdra leca pote sudi y'ippude cd
valena? Gentleman at the phone:
Doctor, my child has swallowed a

needle. Can you come at once?
Doctor’s Servant: The doctor is not
athome

;
he won’t be back till evening.

Can'you wait till then or do you need
the needle at once ?

sculu, school. English. ticharu:mnna
madhyahnam sculucu ra led emi?
baludu: nd nannanu sdrcasucu tisucu

po valasi vachchindi. Teacher: Why
didn’t you come to school yesterday
afternoon? Boy: I had to take my
father to the circus,

sculumeshtaru, schoolmaster. Eng-
lish. sculumeshtaru vidhydrthulacu

bodhinchi dani cantenu yeccuva pani
chestdru; ayana monna vocca cesulo

palleturi nunchi vachchina sacshici

bodha cheset appatid
,
sacshyam anta

vadtlo panjaramlo v’unna chillucacu

cuda vachchindi
,
he (a pleader) works

harder than any schoolmaster; the
qther day by the time he had taught
a rustic witness what he was to say,

a parrot in a cage in the hall had leamt
the whole deposition by heart,

segarogamu, gonorrhoea; from Skt.

sekha
,
heat.

selaga, a customary fee or commission
which used to be paid in grain,

selavitstsuta, to be pleased to say.

The literal meaning is to give per-

mission or an order. When eminent
persons speak to you they are giving

you orders or permission to drink in

their words. The Collector never
speaks, he gives orders. A clerk will

say to him: d sangati antayu nen
erugudunu

,
tamaru vere selav iyyan

accara ledu
,

I know all th£t, your
Honour need not trouble to be pleased

to explain; which is polite in form
though rude in substance,

selavu, permission, leave, holiday. In

Madras Telugu the word is also used
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for expense (Tamil), vesangi selavulu,

the summer holidays, ayyal emi
selavu? sir, what are your orders?
selavuputstsuconuta, to take leave.

The polite way of saying, please go
away, is selavu putstsucondi, take

leave, and the polite way of saying,

I am off, is selavu putstsu cuntanu
,
I

will take leave.

senagalu, Bengal gram, a pulse.

Corrupt Skt. (Ciccer arietinum). aite

drica
,

cacunte candi
,

dunni tsallite

senaga
,
if arica millet fails, there will

be red-gram (sown with it); if both
fail, plough in and sow Bengal gram,
sentu, cent. English. Acres and cents

{yecaramulu, sentlu) are now the

common land measures,
sessu, cess. English. Used of the

cesses on the land revenue (what the
French call centimes additionels).

setti, merchant casteman. Corrupt Skt.

from sreshthi. comati is commoner,
seda, fatigue. Corrupt Skt. from
svedach. Used in books,
sedyamu, cultivation; also vyavasa-
yamu, sagubadi. bapana sedyam bat

-

yapu chetu
,
Brahmin tillage is waste

of wages.
semanti, chrysanthemum. Skt. che-

manti is commoner,
sena, army. Skt.

senadhipati, army commander. Sfct.

from sena, army, and adhipati, com-
mander.
sepu, time, tsdla sepati nunchi

,
from

a long time; conta sepu, some time;
inta sepatici rd ledu, all this time he has
not come.

seri, home-farm. Hindustani. The
original meaning was rent-free land;
now used of land reserved by a Za-
mindar for himself,

sdru, seer. Hindustani. A weight and
measure now standardized to the
metric standard, 1 litre and 1 kilo;

also seru.

setubandhanamu, closing by a dam
or causeway. Skt. gata jala setuban-

dhanamu
,
making the dam when the

water is past (locking the stable door
after the horse is stolen).

Setupati, lord of the causeway. Skt.

;

a title of the Raja of Ramnad, feudal

lord of Ramesvaram and Adam’s
bridge.

setuvu, causeway. Skt.

seva, service, worship. Skt. tirtha-

seva
,
pilgrimage

;
yecdnta seva

,
solitary

adoration.

sevacudu, servant. Skt. jitamu putstsu
conuta chetan upadhyayulu sevaculaguts

unnaru, vetanam itstsuts unduta cheta

vidhydrthulu prabhuvul aguts unnaru
,

the teachers (in European schools)

become servants by taking pay, the

pupils their masters by paying fees.

(The old Hindu relationship of guru
and sishya was of course a finer one.)

sevintsuta, to serve, to worship, to

take, administer to oneself (medicine,

a drink).

sevyamu, venerable. Skt.

sevyudu, a venerable man. Skt.

shaha, check at chess,

sharatu, contract, condition. Hindu-
stani. sharatucu bhangam is the legal

term for breach of contract,

shara, note, remark. Hindustani,
sharabu, shroff, cashier. Hindustani;
also sardbu.

shashthi, sixth. Skt. The sixth day of
the lunar fortnight is shashthi nddu or
simply shashthi.

shashti, sixty. Skt. ranigdri shashti

sanvatsara rajya palanotsavamu
,
the

Queen’s diamond jubilee,

shat, 6 (six). Skt. The Telugu is dru;

shat is used in compounds,
shatpadamu, six-footed. Skt. Epi-
thet of bee in verse and literary prose.

dushta shatpadam, as Sakuntala in the

ElJay remarks of the big black bee that

annoys her—troublesome six-footer,

sbatrasamulu, the six flavours. Skt.

The six flavours are tipi, sweet
;
uppu

,

salt; chedu
,

bitter; caram, pungent;
pulusu, sour; vagaru, astringent,

shabash! good! Hindustani. The
common exclamation of approval and
applause; also sabas!

shapu, shop. English. Lacshmayya:
micu vriidhdpyam vachchind

,
mi zuttu

yenta nallagd v’und andi? Vencayya:
ninna ne shdpulo connanu. Lakshmay-
ya : Though you are old your topknot
is nice and black. Vencayya: I bought
it in a shop yesterday.
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shicari, shooting. Hindustani,

shicaru, walking or riding or an airing.

Hindustani.
shicarupovuta, shicaruvelluta, to

go for a walk or ride or airing, manam
phalaharam chesi tsallapdtu vela tsalla

gdlild hdyiga shicaru bailuderudamu,

we will take tiffin and then go com-
fortably for a walk in the cool of the

evening, ocadu : Guruvayya botlo ski

-

carucu ntllalo padinadu vinnava ? in-

cddu: pdpam ,
anta lavdtivddu chinna

botlo prayanam cheste munigi podu?
pedda stimarld prayanam cheste bag
undedi. Smith

: Jones went for an air-

ing in a boat and fell into the water,
j

did you hear? Brown: Oh dearl so,

stout a man could not help it in a small

boat; he ought to have chartered a

large steamer.
sibbandi, band of irregulars, estab-

lishment, retinue. Hindustani, vdri

y’intlo aravaimandi sibbandi v'unnadi
,

his house establishment consists of
sixty persons,
siddhamu, ready. Skt.

siddhamuga, in readiness, actually,

siddhapaduta, to be or to get ready,

siddhaparutsuta, to make ready,

siddhasancalpulu, a magician, Skt.

mini siddhasancalpulu
,
anni mi y’ishta

pracdrame zarugutavi
,
you are a regu-

lar magician, everything happens ac-

cording to your will
;
tama corica

amoghangd siddhistundi; siddhasancal-

pulu Yelinavaru talatsucovadamu caca

povadamu cuddnandi ? your wishes are

inevitably fulfilled; Your Worship
having the attributes of Providence
what you think cannot but happen,
siddhantamu, maxim, proof, prin-

ciple, theory, astrology. Skt. Sdstra
pramdridlalo cdvaliste nenu siddhantam
chestdnjf, I will prove it from Scripture

if necessary; monnati dinamu manam
andaramunu cheri,

aldchinchi, strilato

rahasyamu cheppa cudad ani siddhan-

tamu chesi conna ndde
,
nen intici vellina

tarvata nd bhdryatd nenu caduputon
unnan ani rahasyamugd cheppitini;

mdru mat ddaca nimishamlo nammi-
nadi

,
ammalaccalato malli cheppinadi

,

all of us the other day were talking

together about the maxim that women

should not be trusted with secrets;

well, when I got home I told my wife
as a great secret that I was with child

and she swallowed it without a word
and went and told all the other
women; vamsa paramparyapu sid-

dhdntamu is the hereditary principle^

manushyulu cdtullo nunchi vachchar
’ani siddhantam

,
the theory that men

are descended from monkeys,
siddhanti, astrologer, manam oca illu

cattuco valen annatsd manac ishta-

maina tavunanu samayamainanu cat-

tuc&naca, murkha siddhanti cheppina
tavunanu muhurtamunanu cattucona

valasinavaramu agutsunndmu
,when we

want to build a house we don’t build
it at the place and time we want to,

but have to build at the place and at

the auspicious time settled by a stupid
astrologer; nuyyi travvintsuco talatsu-

connatsd mana manassu vachchina
y’anuculamaina tavuna travvintsuco-

naca, murkha siddhanti tsupina mulanu
travvintsucona valasina vdramagu-
tsunndmu

,
when we want to dig a well

we don’t dig at what we think a con-
venient place but have to dig it in the
corner pointed out by a stupid astro-

loger
; mana biddacu pendli cheya

talatsuconnatso manac anuculuduga
candbadu varuni nirnayinchi, vel aina
calam andu vivdhamu cheyaca

,
murkha

siddhanti pettina muhurtamu n'andu
y

yeppudo pravartana cheta cdcapoyi-
nanu, janma patramu cheta n'atadu
manchivad anna varunic ichchi

,
pendli

cheya valasina varamagutsunnamu,
when we think of marrying our girl,

instead of marrying her to a boy we
have fixed on ourselves as being suit-

able, and performing the ceremony at

a time convenient to us, we have to
perform it at a time fixed by a stupid
astrologer and give the child to a boy
found to be good by his horoscope,
not by his conduct; manam ocay’urici

po talatsuconnatso, manacu tiricayaina

samayamuna bailuderaca, mufkha sid

-

dhdnti cheppina dinamun andunu vara-
mun andunu praydnamu cd valasina

varam aguts unndmu
,

if we think of
going to some village, instead of start-

ing when we have leisure, we have to
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travel the week and day a stupid astro-

loger tells us to; manamu cshauramu
cheyintsuco talatsuconnatso manac ava-
cdsamugd v’unna nddu cheyintsuconaca

murkha siddhanti cheppina tithi vdra-
mula y'ande tala gorintsucd valasina-

varam agutsunndmuy
when we are

thinking of getting our heads shaved,
instead of choosing a time convenient
to us, we have to be led by the nose by
a stupid astrologer who fixes the day

;

manamu crotta battanu cattuco tala-

chinatso
,
cavalasin appudu cattuconaca,

murkha siddhdnti telisina dinamunu
vdramunu vatstsu varacunu vechi

y’unda valasinavaram agutsunndmu
,

when we are thinking of putting on
a new cloth, instead of putting it on
when it becomes necessary, we wait
for a stupid astrologer to indicate the
day and week; veyela? manamu crot-

taga bharya vadda parunda talatsucon-

nanu , gruhamuna pravesimpa talatsu-

connanu
,
rogamunacu mandu putstsuco

talatsucunnanu, murkha siddhantiye
manacu cala nirnayamu cheya valenu,

finally, if we are thinking of going to

bed for the first time with a wife, or
of giving a house-warming to a new
house, or of taking medicine for an
illness, it is the stupid astrologer that
must fix the time for us.

siddhi, success, effect. Skt. dani sicl-

dhi vishayamai nacu sandehamu ledu
,

I have no doubt of success ; surapana
siddhuht, the effects of drinking nectar.

siddJbintsuta, to accomplish. Skt.
siddhudu, a sage, magician. Skt. You
can acquire powers over nature by
meditation and penance and thus a
sage becomes a magician; mantra

-

siddhudu
,
a man who exercises super-

natural powers by means of charms.
hook, especially the hook used in

the hook-swinging ceremony; a hook
was passed through the sinews of the
back and men were swung round from
a beam in honour of Poleramma

;
the

British®Government does not permit
Pdldramma to be so honoured now;
this is a source of complaint, ippudu
bottigd sidulu pdyinavi cddandi ? saha-
gamanam cheyyan iyyaru gaddndi?
ammavdrini dlochintsacunda Godava-

rini catti vesindru gaddndi? haven’t
they altogether abolished hook-swing-
ing ? and won’t allow suttee at all ? and
dammed the Godavari without caring

for the Goddess? (Such are among
the major faults of the British Govern-
ment.)

sifarsu, recommendation. Hindu-
stani.

siga, the female topknot. Corrupt Skt.

from sikha, top.

sigarettu, cigarette. English,

siggn, shame, dcali ruchi yerugadu
,

nidra sukham erugadu
,
valapu siggu

yerugadu
7
hunger knows not flavour,

nor sleep comfort, nor lust shame
;
asa

siggu yerugaduy nidra sukham erugadu
,

avarice knows no shame, drowsiness
heeds not comfort ;

dharam andu>
•vyavakaram andu

,
siggu pada cudaduy

you must not be shy at victuals or
business.
siggubatuga, shy. naluguruloci vella-

danici siggubdtuga v'midi, being shy of
going into company,
siggulachdtu, shameful, ala anadam
siggulachetu, it is shameful to speak so

;

ituvanti sabhalo v’unte siggumalina-

vallu v’untaru gdni
y

manavantivadu
v'undaduy if you have such meetings
they will be attended only by shame-
less people, not by an honourable man.
siggupaduta, to be ashamed,
siggupatu, shyness,
simhamu, lion. Skt. cavisimhamUy a
noble poet; simhasvapnam

,

lion-

dream, means the elephant’s dream of
a lion, a dreadful apprehension

; sim-
hpmu garjintsuts unnadiy the lion roars,
simhadvdramu, the lion-gate, the
front gate of a palace. Skt. Palace
portals are often adorned by stone
lions.

Simhaladvipamu, Ceylon
; ajso Sim-

haladesamu
,
Lanca

y
Singalamu .

simhasanamu, the lion-throne. Skt.
Thrones are often supported by
sculptured lions.

SindJiuvu, the Indus. Skt.; also sea
in books. Sindhusayanudu, Indus
couched, is an epithet of Siva,
sinduramu, vermilion. Skt.
Singalamu, Ceylon; also Simhala-
desamUy Simhaladvipamu .
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singaramu, adornment. Corrupt Skt.

for sriingdramu .

singarintsuta, to adorn. Corrupt Skt.

for sriingdrintsuta.

sinima, cinema. Greek through Eng-
lish.

sipayi, sepoy. Hindustani.
sir£, ink. Hindustani, masi from Skt.

mashi is themore correct word and inci,

from the English, the more common.
Siri, Lakshmi, the goddess of wealth,
sistu, land-tax. Hindustani,
sila, nail, peg; also child.

silamanda, ankle
;
also chilamanda.

sima, district, country, foreign country,
especially England, sima boggu, coal,

simacodi, turkey (the foreign fowl),

simasiumamu, chalk (the foreign

lime).

sinu, scene. English, natudu: vindu
sinulo ndcu nizanga bhojanam phala-
hdralu pettints ale. mdnejaru : atla aite

tsdvu sinulo nuvvu nizanga tsachchi

potavd

?

Actor: You must give me
real food in the banquet scene. Stage
Manager : Then will you really die in

the death scene?
sisamu, lead. Corrupt Skt. from sir-

shacam. vendi sisamu is pewter; nalla

sisamu
, black lead.

sisd, bottle. Hindustani, i suvdsana
yocca mostaru tsuste y’idi yeccadido
paschima khandam nunchi sisdlalo di~

gumati aina amulya parimalanga tdstu

v'unnadi gani
,
mana desapudiga totsa-

dam ledu, judging by the fragrance it

would seem to be a precious scent

brought in bottles from the western
continent and not country scent. ,

Sita, Sita, Rama’s wife. Sitaputtadam
Lancacu chetuce, Sita was born for

Ceylon’s ruin; Sitardm arpanamuga
chesina ddnamu, a gift in the sacred
names^of Sita and Rama,
sitacbcachiluca, butterfly. It means
the fly which has the colours of Sita’s

skirt.

sitaphalamu, the custard-apple. An-
another variety is called the rdma-

phalamu.
smaranamu, memory. Skt.

smarintsuconuta, to recollect,

sma^namu, burial or burning-
ground. Skt.; properly smasanamu.

smaracamu, consciousness. Skt.

smaracam tappet attu
f so as to lose

consciousness.
smartudu, Smarta Brahmin. Skt.

One of the main doctrinal and sub-
caste sects of the Brahmins. They
follow Sankara and worship Vishnu
and Siva equally.

smriiti, memory, the Books of the

Law. The Smriitis are Scripture

;

they are the books of Tradition, and
more especially the law books. Srutis>

Revelation, and Smriitis
y Tradition,

are'often mentioned together; Smrii-
tulac aparthalu chestdru, Smriitulacu

tama y'ishtanusdramuga artham che-

stdru; Srutismriitulald vyabhichdram
cudad ante danici bogamvattanu cudd
v’untsu co rad ani artham ata, they
misinterpret the Prophets ; they inter-

pret the Law as they like; they pre-
tend that the prohibition of adultery

in the Law and the Prophets extends
to keeping dancing-girls.

snanamu, bath. Skt. balavanta Md

-

gha snanamu, forced bathing in

January (a disagreeable duty)
;
sndna-

mu cheyyadam vanti subhram cosam
ata

,
(Europeans) say bathing is for

bodily cleanliness, a wrong notion
; it

is of course a religious rite. Brahmins
,bathe to remove pollution after seeing

a pariah, if a lizard falls off the wall,

&c. bind ettuconi sagham duram vach

-

chet appatici y’iravai gajala duramlo
mdlavadu canapadi, nillu nadi vidhilo

pdra pdsi, vanni ndlugu titti
,

malli

venucacu Goddvarici velli, snanamu
chesi

,
nillu tetstsu cunnanu, I took up

my pitcher, but before I had gone
half-way a pariah appeared

;
I poured

away the water in the middle of the
street, gave him a piece of my mind,
went back to the Godavari, bathed,
and again filled my pitcher.

sn^hamu, friendship, nippucu niUacu
v'unde snehamu, the friendship of fire

and water (cats and dogs); avivecito

snehamu cannd vivedtd vfrodhamu
melu

,
enmity of the wise is better than

friendship with the foolish; ocadu:
rupayi badulu istdva ? incddu: istd

gani andu valla mana snehdnici bhan-
gam ayyet att aite iyyanu. ocadu : mana
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iddarici snehamu leduga. Smith: Will
you lend me a rupee ? Jones : Yes, but
not if it is to affect our friendship.

Smith: We are not friends,

sn&hitudu, friend, chedi snehituni

yintici vella vatstsunu gani chelleli

y’intici vella cudadu
,
when you are

ruined your friend will take you in but
your sister won’t

;
ocadu : nuvvu vidhilo

zari padite snehitulu leva tisard ?

incodu: ledu
,
call anta cadu comm ani,

na mida sabhu mucca padesdru. Smith

:

When you fell down in the street did
your friends help you to your feet?

Jones: No, they threw a piece of soap
at me and told me to clean myself,

sogasaina, beautiful,

sogasu, beauty. Corrupt Skt., from
sukham. yeccuva sogasugd cana pada-
danici y*i vela avide duvvu covadam-
lonu toducovadamlonu v'unnadi, she is

combing and titivating herself to im-
prove her looks; did cheppitene cdni

cathalo sogase v'undadu, there won’t
be any beauty in the story unless you
tell it that way; chinna pillalacu pelli

cheste v'unde sogasu pedda pillalacu

cheste v'undadu
,
the marriage of small

children is much more beautiful than
the marriage of big ones—an argu-
ment in favour of child-marriage,
sogasucadu, a beau, a gallant; the
feminine is sogasucatte.

sommariluta, to faint,

sornmu, money, jewellery, lobhi som-
mu dongavddi palu, the miser’s money
falls to the thief; anddnacu pettina

sommu apadacu addam vastundi, jewel-
lery worn for beauty comes in useful
when times are bad

; ndcu pettu conna
manchi sommu ledu, I have no decent
jewellery to wear; yeruvula sommidu
baruvu chitu

,
tiyyd petta tipula chetu

,

vdtilo vocati pote appula chetu, bor-
rowed jewels are a burden, a trial to
put on and off, a disaster if one is lost,

sompu, elegance.

sona, white of egg, milk of milk-hedge,
sonta, o*$vn

;
corrupt for svanta.

sora, shark.
sorugu, drawer of a table, &c.
sotta, dint; also tsotta.

sottu, property; corrupt form of sat-

vam .

socudu, contagion, socudu nivdrana
cheyuta is to disinfect,

socudugala, contagious,

socuta, to touch, to be contaminated,

to catch a contagion, dim mida yenda
socuts'unnadi,

it is exposed to the sun

;

gali socacunda unnadi,
it is not exposed

to the wind; maila socin appudu ma-
nam tappacundd sndnam cheyya Vale-

ria
,

if we are touched by anything
defiling we must without fail take a

bath; na bharyacu graham sod yenni
vidhala vadalipon appudu mudu nalla-

16 cudirchinadu ,
when my wife was

touched by a demon and we had tried

every means and she could not get rid

of it, he cured her in three days,

sodari, sister. Skt.; from udaram
,

womb, and sa- , with,
sodarudu, brother. Skt.; from uda-
ram> womb, and sa-, with, sodarulamu
cdmu

,
we are not brother and sister,

soda, search. Hindustani; from Skt.

sodhana, the usual word for police

I

searches, nenu yemi putstsu co ledu,

! cavaliste na battalu sodd tsudu
,
I have

taken nothing, searchme ifyouwant to

.

sode, fortune-telling. Corrupt Skt. for

chodyam.
sodecatte, female fortune-teller.

s61a, a measure, one-sixteenth of a

cuntsam.
soluta, to faint, ndcu murchha vachehet
attu v’unnadi—ani solutsunnadi, say-

ing:
C

I feel faint’, she swooned away;
parupu mida soli, sinking on to my
couch.
soma, moon-plant juice, nectar. Skt.
soijiari, lazy.

somaripota, lazy beast. 6ri somari

-

pota
,
inta sepati ddcd yeccadici vellindu

ra? (to a servant) Lazybones, where
have you been all this time ?

somaritanamu, laziness,

somavaramu, Monday. Skt?; from
soma, moon, aite ddivdram, cdcunte
somavaram, if Sunday won’t do,
Monday will.

sdmayaji, a Brahmin title meaning
the sacrificer.

somudu, the moon. Skt. chandrudu
is commoner; moonlight is vennela.
sopanamu, steps. Skt. Used in books
’ for metlu .
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spanji, sponge. Even the writers of
natural history text-books cannot
think of a Skt. equivalent. There is

no Telugu word.
sparsa, touch. Skt. ractasparsam.il>

blood relationship
;

jalasparsamu,
making water; a sparsa sukham valla

svargam doricin attu santoshinchi, re-

joicing at the heavenly delight of that

contact.
sparsendriyamu, sense of touch. Skt.

spashtamu, plain, clear. Skt. spash-
tamugd cheppu> speak clearly,

spfoaticamu, crystal. Skt.

sphotacamu, pustule. Skt. Com-
monly of small-pox pustules; small-
pox is masiichicamu, but sphotacamu
is sometimes used, nd bharyacu spho-
tacamu vachchenu> my wife has con-
tracted small-pox.
sphuranamu, quivering; used chiefly

of an idea occurring in the mind. Skt.

sphuranacu vatstsuta is simply to occur
to one

; also sphurintsuta.

sphurintsuta, to occur to one. Skt.;

also sphuranacu vatstsuta .

sphutamu, clear. Skt. mishanari: mi
prarthandlu sphutanga cheppandi; ndcu
occa mucca aina vinipintsadamdedu.

,
vidhydrthi : memu Devudini prdrthist

iinnamu gdni, mimmunu cad andi,

Missionary : Speak your prayers
plainly, you are not letting me hear
a word. Pupil: We are praying to

God, not to you.
spriiha, wish, hope. Skt. nispriihulai

is ‘without hope’; intalone spriiha

tappi poyinadi, meanwhile I lost hope,
spriisata, touch. Skt. *
sravanti, river. Skt. Used in books.
sravintsuta is also used in books for

‘to flow’.

sravamu, flow, pravaham is com-
moner Both are Skt:
srushtamu, created. Skt.

srushtamu cheyyuta, to create, i.e.

to forge, a document or evidence; a

common word and practice
;

also

sriishtintsuta .

sriishti, creation. Skt.
sriishtintsuta, to create, to fabricate,

to forge. Skt.; often used of making
evidence come into existence; also

srushtamu cheyyuta.

stambhamu, pillar, post. Skt. Lacsh-
mayyacu driishti mandyamu undenu,
chicatlo potu unte occa ldnta.ru stam

-

bhame mudu stambhalnga canipinchenu.

Lacshmayya : i mudintilo nizamaindi
ndcu tagalacundd v’nnte bag undunu .

Lacshmayya was half-blind ; when ne
was walking in the dark one lamp-post
looked to him like three, and he re-

marked: ‘I hope I shan’t knock against

the real one of those three lamp-posts*

;

adusulo natina stambhamu

>

a post
planted in the mud (uncertainty),

stafnbhimputa, to stop dead (transi-

tine). nenu villanu yogadrushtito tsuchi

stambhimpa chestanu

>

I will stop them
by the power of the human eye.

stambhintsuta, to stop dead (intran-

sitive) .

st&mpu, stamp. English,
stanamu, woman’s breast. Skt.; also

tsannu> cuchamu.
steshanu, railway station. English.
railve inspectaru : mi ticcettu yed andi ?

Lacshmayya (jebul anni vetici): ayyo
canupintsa led andi. inspectaru: malli

tsiid andi, canipistundi, mi vishayamai
nacubhayamledu. Lacshmayya: micu
bhayam ledu gdni ndcu bhayanga vhin-
di; nen e steshanido diga valeno ticcettu

tsustene gdni teliyadu . Ticket Col-
lector: Ticket please. Lakshmayya
(searching all his pockets) : Dear me,
I can’t find it. Ticket Collector : Look
again

;
you will find it, I am not afraid.

Lakshmayya: You may not be, but I

am; without my ticket I don’t know
what station X have to get out at.

sthairyamu, steadiness. Skt., from
sthiramu.
sthalamu, place, space. Skt. culam
erigi tsuttamu

,
sthalam erigi vasamu ,

choose your wife from people you
know, your house in a place you know

;

puchina pull ella cdyal aite
,
bhumi

pattadanacu sthalamu nhmdadu
, if all

flowers became fruit there would not
be space on earth for them all; sild

bhdgam , sthaldbhogam
,

ncfrabhogam
cana ravu

,
you cannot tell what will

become of a stone, a place, or a man
(the stone may become an idol, the
place a temple, the man a saint),

sthalapuranamu, the legend of the
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place. Skt. Most ancient temples
have such legends.
sthanamu, place, position. Skt. tana
balimi canna stkdna balimi melu, it is

the power of the place rather than the
power of the man.
smanicamu, local. Skt. sthanicapra

-

bhutvamu, local government; sthdnica

cutamu
, local board,

sthdpacudu, founder. Skt.

sthapana, founding, establishment.
Skt.

sthapintsuta, to found. Skt.
sthapitamu, established. Skt.

sthirachittudu, firm-minded. Skt.
sthiramu, firm. Skt. sthira driishtito

tsutsuta, to stare ;
mic i buddhi sthiranga

ifundet attu cheya valen ani nd y’ishta

damamunu nityamu prarthistu v’unta-
nu

,
I will daily pray my favourite God

to keep you firmly of this mind,
sthirapaduta, to be confirmed, to be
ascertained, vadu tagina varud ain

attu sthira padite, ifwe find for certain

that he is a suitable bridegroom,
sthiraparatsuta, to confirm, to ratify,

sthirata, firmness, confirmation,
sthirasti, immovable property. Skt.,

j

from sthira
,
firm, and dsti, property.

The usual legal and business term;
chardsti is movable property,

sthiti, state, condition. Skt. bhustit{

has two meanings, the state of things
on the ground (a survey term) and
landed property.
sthitigalavddu, sthitimantudu, a

man of property.
sthitigatulu, one’s circumstances, ip-

\

pudu nd sthitigatulu micu purnanga
telisinavi cadd

,
now you know all my

circumstances in full,

stimitamu, dull, better (in health).

dhara stimitamugan unnadi, the market
is dull

;
atani ollu stimitamugan unnadi

,

he is a little better. The idea is that
the disease is going,
stimaru, steamer. English,
stotramu, praise. Skt. idi stotram
cddu, v'%nna nizamlo nenu sahasrdn-
§am aind cheppa ledu, this is no flat-

tery, I have not said a thousandth part
of the truth.

stri, woman. Skt. bala nayacam
,
Baku

ndyacam, stri nayacam
, the rule of

many or of a boy or a woman; riishi

mulamUy nadi mulamu
,

stri mulamu,
the origin of a Rishi, a river, or a

woman. These proverbs indicate that

the monstrous regiment of women is

no more appreciated in India than in

Europe, and that you should not in-

quire too closely about a woman’s
early days.
stribuddhi, woman’s wit. Skt. This
is not usually, as with us, a compli-
mentary expression; it means feeble

I wit. stribuddhi pralayantacamu, wo-
man’s wit is fatal in the long run.

stridhanamu, married woman’s per-

sonal property. Skt. It is a legal term
and means the jewellery, pin-money,
&c., given to a bride by her parents

as distinguished from the dowry;
paraphernal property, to use the Latin
expression.
strilingamu, the feminine gender. Skt.

stuti, praise. Skt. nd y'andali vatsal-

yam cheta mir urice nannu stuti chest

unnaru, you are only praising me
without good cause out of partiality,

stutintsuta, to praise. Skt. atanni

veyyi nolla stutistil v'untdru , they
praise him with a thousand mouths,
stutyamu, laudable. Skt.

su- .prefix meaning ‘good’. Skt.; as

common in Skt. and Telugucompounds
as eu in our Greek compounds. So
our woman’s name Eudoxia will be
Suprasiddha in Telugu ; euphony will

be susravyamu
,
and so on.

subddaru, subadar. Hindustani. The
word has fallen in dignity. A subadar
under the Moguls governed a pro-
vince

;
he is now a non-commissioned

officer in the army.
Subhadra, Krishna’s sister, who mar-
ried Arjuna.
subhagamu, good fortune. Sk£.
subhagavati, a happy woman.

'

subhagudu, a happy man.
subhicshamu, subhicshata, afford-
ing easy means of subsistence. Skt.
subhicshamaina desamu

,
a cheap or

fertile country, purva cdlamun andu
pencut indlu tsuda badinipallela y’andu
sahitamu divya bhavanamulunu meda-
lunu letsuts undutaye, de§amu yocca
y’ippati subhicshatanu

,
sampannatanu
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ghoshintsuts unnadi, palaces and man-
sions rising in villages which in the
old days did not boast a tiled house
proclaim our present prosperity,

sucriitamu, good deed. Skt.

sucrutatmudu, philanthropist. Skt.,

from su
,
good, criit, deed, and atma

,

soul.

sucum&ramu, comely, youthful, deli-

cate. Skt. dvide maha sucumdri
,

mogudu avidenii y’intlo yemipani chey-

yan'iyyadu
,

she is very delicately

reared, her husband won’t let her do
any housework.

sudati, woman (the one with good
teeth). Skt. One of a great number
of similar words for woman used only
in books.
sudda, pipe-clay. From Skt. suddha

,

pure.
suddamu, clean. Skt.; also sudhamu .

suddi, pure ; from Skt. suddhi.

suddicheyuta, to purify, to clean,

sudha, nectar. Skt.

sudi, whirl, curl; used especially of
curls in a horse’s hair which are sup-
posed to be ‘good marks’, lucky signs,

sudigdli, whirlwind,
sudinamu, a lucky day. Skt. mi dar-

sanam cdvadam nedu sudinam
,
md

gruham pavanam aindi
,
your visit

sanctifies the day and purifies my
house.
sugandhamu, fragrance. Skt.
Sugrivudu, Rama’s ally who led the
bears. Skt.
sugunamu, good character. Skt. su-

gutia sampadiye goppa aranamu
,
the

best dowry is character,

suhriidayudu, good-hearted. Skt?
sujanulu, good people. Skt. tama
vanti sujanulanu tsudadam cheta nacu
bahu santoshanga v’unnadi, it is a great

pleasure to me to see good people like

you. m
sukhajadyamu, venereal disease. Skt.

sukhamu, comfort, health, happiness,
delight. Skt. mi tandri sukhanga un-

ndda? is your father well? sukham is

contrasted with duhkkam, sorrow, and
cashtam

,
trouble; adi micu duhkhame

cdni sukham entamdtramu cddu, that

is no joy at all to you but sorrow;
dcali ruchi yerugadu, ntdra sukham

erugadu
,
hunger needs no sauce, sleep

no feather bed; cashta sukhdlu rendu
cavati cundalu, troubles and joys are

like the two pots swinging on the yoke
(they alternate), or, as the Italians say,

questa ruota sempre gira
,
chi e lieto e

chi sospira
,
the wheel of fortune ms

always going round; modati varta-
cudu : chinnatanamlone nacu sukhanga
undedi. rendo vartacudu : nacu sukhan-
gdne undedi

,
artha retucu railulo pra-

yanam cheyyadanici vil ayyedi. First

Merchant: I was happy when I was
a boy. Second Merchant: So was I,

I could travel half-price by rail
;
ducci

coddi panta , buddhi coddi sukhamu
,

yield is proportionate to tillage as

happiness to wisdom; sukhapadamu
(,sukhamu and apada

,
misfortune),

weal and woe.
sukhapaduta, to prosper, to be happy,
sukharogamu, venereal disease; also

sukhajadyamu
,
sukhasancatamu. Skt*

sukhasancatamu, the afflictions of
pleasure (that is, venereal disease). Skt.
sulabhamu, easy, accessible. Skt.
bhactasidabhudu, accessible to wor-
shippers. dactaru: ivvdla podduna
nuwu sulabhamga daggut unnava ?

rogi: tellavarlii sulabhamga daggadam
abhyasam chesan andi. Doctor: Were
you coughing .easily this morning?
Patient: I have practised easy cough-
ing in the morning,
sulabhaparatsuta, to facilitate,

sulochanamu, spectacles. Skt. sulo-

chanamula z6du , a pair of spectacles;

sulochana gudu, spectacle case,

sultanu, sultan. Hindustani,
suluvu, easy. Skt.

suma, sumf, my good Sir! Really!
The derivation is from tsutsuta, to see.

bdgd aldchintsa valenu sumandi
, my

good sir, we must think it well over*
sumanascudu, good-natured. Skt.
sumati, a sound mind, a wise heart. Skt.
sumaru, about, there, or thereabouts,
Hindustani.
simcamu, toll; from Skt. sul$am,
suncesalamu, the tiger-bean tree, a
large tree with white flowers, common
in Bellary.

sundaramu, beautiful. Skt.

sundari, a pretty girl, any girl orwoman.
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sunna, dot, . circlet, cipher, nothing

;

from Skt. sunyam.
smmanm, lime; from Skt. churnam.
velucosu conndsunnamupettadu, though
you cut your finger he won’t give
you a bit of lime to stop the bleeding.
Sttimapubatti, lime-kiln,
sunnapucayi, the small box in which
the lime which Indians take with their

betel is kept.
Sunni, powder, minapa sunni is black-
gram flour.

suprasiddhamaina, very famous.
Rdjamahendravaramuna gala devdla-
yamulalo Cotisvaralayamu suprasid-

dhamainadi, of the Rajahmundry
temples the Kotisvara temple is the
most celebrated.
suprasiddhulaina, very distinguished

(of persons). Skt.
sura, nectar. Skt.
suracshitamu, safe. Skt.
suralu, divine beings. Skt. surayocca
mahima suralac aina dur-avagdhame,
even the gods find it difficult to realize

the great qualities of nectar,

surupamu, beautiful. Skt. rupamu
(like the Latin forma) means both
form and beauty, curupiyemi chestun-

ndd ante sunipdl anni lekha pettut un-
nddn

,
when he asked what the ugly

man was doing, he was counting up
the handsome ones,

sushtu, well, happy, sushtuga unnadu
,

he is in good health,

susr&vyamu, melodious,
susti, laziness, delay. Hindustani,
suta, daughter. Skt. Used in books,
sutaramu, utterly. Hindustani, suta-

ramu panici radii, no use at all.

sutte, hammer, suite munda
,

cdru
munda ? which came first, the hammer
or the tongs ? (the chicken or the egg ?)

.

sutudu, son. Skt. Used in books for
cumarudu

,
coducu.

suvamamu, gold. Skt. suvarna cd-
. sulu

,
gold coins.

suvasana, good smell. Skt. suvdsana
gala sabbu

,
scented soap,

suvasini, housewife, married woman.
Skt. ; from su, good, and vasam, house,
sdchacamu, hint, indication ; also
suchana. Skt. subha suchacamu, a
good omen.

suchana, hint; also suchacamu. Skt.

i matala suchana micu telisinda? do
you understand the hint conveyed ?

sdckica, index. Skt.

suchintsuta, to hint, to indicate,

sucshmabhojanudu, a small feeder

(feminine sucshmabhojini)

.

siicshmamu, subtle. Skt. sucshma
crimulu is the word invented to trans-

late bacteria
;
sucshma buddhi is subtle

intellect; sucshmamaina pani, delicate

work; vaca sucshmam
,
a subtle point;

nenu dlochinchina vhipdyam maha
sucshmam ainadi

,
the contrivance I

thought of is very subtle,

siidanturayi, magnet,
sudi, needle. Corrupt Skt. dcali aca-

sam anta
,
gontuca sudi bezzam anta

,

appetite sky-high, throat a needle’s

eye (great ambition and small abilities,

biting off more than you can chew)

;

cammara vidkilo sudulu ammin attu
,

like selling needles in the blacksmiths’
street (carrying coals to Newcastle),
suryudu, sun. Skt. The heat or light

of the sun is y’enda.
sutiga, straight, duly, nosatici sutigd

rayi vesinadu, he threw a stone
straight at his forehead ; cdci vale
sutigd pote, as the crow flies,

sutradharudu, the manager in a play

;

the person who pulls the strings be-
hind the scenes.

siitramu, thread. Skt.; especially a
sanctified thread

;
mangalasutramu

,

the thread by which the tali is tied to

the bride’s neck.
sutramu, a rule in grammar, See., de-
rived from the meaning ‘thread ’ (like

thS German Richtschnur)
;
the idea is

that of a guiding thread,
siitramu, contrivance ; also derived
from the thread idea; capatasutramu
is a device of deception \jalasutramu is

a water contrivance or machine ; tyaga
sutramu is a means of renunciation,
sva-, prefix meaning ‘self’ . Skt.
svabhavamu, natural disposition.
Skt. plidaru: mudddyi dongatanam
chese svabhdvam galavad end ? saeshi:
yenta sommandi

?

Pleader: Has the
accused a natural disposition to com-
mit theft? Witness : For what amount,
Sir?
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svabhdvaviruddhamu , unnatural,

svabuddhi, one’s own desire. Skt.

svabuddhi cheta
,
of one’s own accord,

svacapdlacalpitamaina, self-

invented. Skt. capolamu means cheek

;

invented to your own cheek
; used of

a false story, catha.

svacaryamu, one’s own business.

Skt. svacdrya dhurandharudu
,
svdmi

cdrya vanchacudu
,
clever in his own

business, a cheat in his master’s,

svachchamu, pure . Skt. veliantetelupu

arthamu
,
anagd svachchamainavar ani

tdtparyamu
,
i desamulo svachchamaina

Brdhmanulu yevaraina v’unte Velina-

tivare cdni marivaca.ru cdru; mi Muri-
cindtivdllu yenducu panicimalina nir-

bhdgyulu ;
veli means ‘white’, that is

to say, it gives the meaning of pure

;

if there are any pure Brahmins in this

country it is the Velinati ones; your
Muricinaties are worthless scoundrels,
svaciyamu, one’s own, private. Skt.

svadesabhacti, patriotism. Skt.

svadesamu, one’s own country. Skt.

svadesa is the usual adjective for

national, patriotic, home-grown,
Indian-made, and so on.
svadesastudu, a fellow countryman,
a native, a patriot.

svadharmamu, one’s own particular

duty. Skt.
svahastamu, one’s own hand. Skt.

svahastapalacudu, one who rules by
his own hand, of his own authority,

svahatya, suicide. Skt.; also atma-

katya.
svajanulu, one’s own people. Skt.

miru andarini svajananni cheriste, *mi
tarvdta vachchinavddu vdll andarici

cshavaralu chestddu
,
if you introduce

no one but your own caste-people into

the office, your successor will shave
them aU off.

svajati, of one’s own mind, nation, or
caste. Skt. svajativairi, an enemy of

his own people (a friend of every
country but one’s own),
svalpamu, small, trifling. Skt. bhdr-

ya : miru chinnappudu yetti svalpa
coricanaind chellistan anevdru. bharta

:

nizame, svalpamaina cdricanu corutdv
em6n ani y’inta cdlam nunchi canipet-

\ tucu vhinndnu
,
Wife : When you were

young you said you would fulfil my
smallest wish. Husband : True, I have
been waiting for a small wish ever
since; svalpa jitamu

,
a small pay;

svalpa duramu, a short distance
;
svalpa

caryamity a trifling matter of business,

svanarau, sound. Skt. Used in books,
svantamu, one’s own. Skt. svantanici

conuconnddu, he bought it on his own
account.
svantamuga, in person, svantamuga
vachchinadu

,
he came in person,

svaparipa'lana, self-government. Skt.

svapnamu, dream. Skt.
svapray6janamu, self-interest, one’s
own advantage. Skt.

svaprayojanaparatvamu, selfish-

ness. Skt. svadharmam aina Brah-

mana sevanu parityajintsuta valana,
§udrulac ihaloca haniyu, paraloca ha-

niyu sambhavintsunu, idi nenu Sudrulu
nishcaranamuga svadharmamumu ga-
uravimpaca chedi povuts unnarey’anna
zali cheta vari cshemamu coracu
chepputs unndniy cdni svaprayojana-
paratvamu cheta caduy harm will come
to Sudras in this life, harm in the next
life, if they abandon their peculiar
duty, which is to serve Brahmins. I

say this out of compassion for the
Sudras, to prevent them being unnec-
essarily ruined by not holding their

special duty in honour. I say it for
their good. I do not say it out of a

selfish regard for the interest of
Brahmins.
svaracshanarthamu, in self-defence.

Skt.; from sva, self, racshanam, pro-
tection, and arthamUy for. upanyasa-

cudu : tsaduvu cheppet appudu pillalanu

yeppudu cotta cudad.u, nenu ticharugd
unna iravai sanvatsaralalo occa sari

cuda cotta ledu. sabhicudu: occa sari

cdda cotta ledd? upanydsacudu : vi-

dhyartulu nannu cotta vachchin appudu
svarachshandrtham mdtram cottanu .

Lecturer : A teacher should never
strike the boys; in the twenty years
I was a teacher, I never struck a boy
once. Voice from the audience:
Really, never once ? Lecturer : When
the pupils came to attack me, I only
struck them in self-defence*
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svaramu, voice, note. Skt. A false

note is apasvoramu ;
svaramu is the

usual word for the singing voice,

svargamu, svargalocamu, heaven.
Skt. svargasthulairi,

he has gone to

heaven, is the usual way newspapers
^announce a death; svatantramu svar-

galocamu
,
paratantramupranasancata-

mu
% independence is heaven, depen-

dence is tribulation of the spirit.

bdludu: amma
,
na chelli svargamlo

nunchi cindici vachchinda ? talli : aunu
nayand. bdludu; anta manchi tsotulo

nunchi iccadacu yenducu vachchindi?
Boy: Did my little sister come down
from heaven? Mother: Yes, dear.

Boy: Why did she leave so good a

place to come here?
svargatulyamu, like heaven. Skt.
cdrdgruhamidu svargatulyamugan un-
nay ani inspectarujanaralugdru viva-
rinchiri

,
the Inspector General (of

Prisons) makes out that his jails are
like heaven.
svarnamu, gold. Skt. svarnacdrudu is

a book word for camsdli
,
goldsmith,

svarupamu, real form. Skt. Com-
mon in the expression in petitions
dharma svarupulaina tamaru

, Your
Honour who is the image of justice,

svasamrachshana, self-defence. Skt.
vaca vela na mida firyadu chest ruzuvu
parichind svasamracshanartham chesi-

nan ani cheppi tappintsu cuntdnu
, even

if he brings a case against me and
proves it, I shall get off by pleading
self-defence.
svasthachittudu, sane. Skt. Of
sound mind.
svasthamu, good health, sound con-
dition. Skt. mi manassu svasthamuga
len attu canapadutu v y

unnadiy your
mind does not seem to be in sound
condition.

svasticamu, an auspicious object. Skt.
svatahagd, of itself, naturally, per-
sonally. Skt. ye buddhi aind yevarici
vdrici svatahaga putta valenu gani

,

yHtarufyi nerpite yematram nilustundi ?

sense is innate, if others teach it you,
will it last? calectaru gdru svatahaga
vachchindruy the Collector came in
person (svayamuga is commoner in
this sense).

svatantramu, right, independence.
Skt. yevari vastuvu vdru manasu vach-
chin attu chesu covaddnici prativdrici

svatantram unnadiy a man may do
what he will with his own.
svatantrintsuta, to act out of one’s
own head. Skt. mana y

yishtam puts-

tsucocunda peddavallu svatantrinchi
,

tama y'ishtam vachchinavdUanu ma-
nacu catti pedutu v’unte, if our elders
tie us up in marriage to any one they
like out of their own heads without
consulting us.

svatassiddhamu, natural. Skt. sva-
tassiddhamugdn unde bddkyatay a
natural right.

svayampdcamu, cooking for oneself.

Skt. You may give a guest, especially

if not of your own caste, food to cook
for himself, svayampaci

,
one who

cooks for himself.
svayamugd, in person, of one’s own
accord. Skt. dyana svayamuga vach-
chiriy he came in person ; an automatic
machine is svayamuga dde yantramu.
svayamvaramu, self-choice. Skt.;
especially of a princess choosing a
husband for herself,

svayancriitamu, brought on oneself.
Skt. janulu svayancrut aparadhamu
valana caligina anarthamulanu bailu
putstsutac ishtamu ledu, people do not
care to disclose the misfortunes they
have brought on themselves by their
own fault.

svabh&vicamu, natural. Skt.; from
svabhdvamy natural disposition.
svabhavicamaina andam, natural
beauty; unnatural is asvdbhdvicamu.
svddhicaramu, one’s own right. Skt.
svadhicyamu, arrogance,
svadhmamu, possession, powers.
Skt.; from adhinam. mana svddhinam
unnadiy it is in our possession,
svagatamu, welcome. Skt. *

svami, lord. Skt. Used as a term of
address to superiors and especially to
priests. Svdmulavd.ru is the Right
Reverend, the head of a sect or
monastery.
svamibhacti, devotion to a master or
priest. Skt.

svamidrohamu, treason. Skt.
svdmidrohi, traitor. Skt.
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svamyamu, ownership, form of
government. Skt. prajasvdmyamu is

the newspaper word for democracy;
sarva svamyamulu, all rights,

svanubhavamu, personal experience.
Skt.

;
from anubhavam, experience, id

antd nenu svdnubhavam cheta cheputu
v’unndnu, I say all this from personal
experience.
sv&rthamu, self-interest. Skt.; from
sva and arthamu, interest, svarthapa-
rudu

,
a selfish man ;

svarthaparatvamu
,

selfishness.

svarjitamu, self-acquired. Skt. nddi
svdrjitam nicu bhdgam yetld vastundi?
mine is self-acquired property, how
have you a right to a share? In the
Hindu undivided family every male
shares, but the lawyers get out of this

by saying that their property is self-

acquired, not hereditary,
svatantryamu, independence, free-

dom. Skt.

svechchha, freedom. Skt.; from sva
and ichchha:, wish, ayana yeccadicaznd
v’urice vetti ragane, nenu a rozulalo
marinta svechchhaganu khulasaganu
untdnu, when my husband goes away
for a bit, I am more free and happy
duringthose days ;svechchhavanijyamz^
is the newspaper term for free trade;
vdnijya racshana paddhati is what they
say for protection (Skt. translations of
English terms).

svfcarintsuta, to make one’s own, to
embrace or adopt. Skt. Not a techni-
cal term for adopting a son but rather
for 'adopting a faith or condition of
life, dattu tisuconta is to adopt a son.
svfcaramu, entering or embracing a
new condition of life, accepting, adopt-
ing. Skt. putrasvicaramu is used for
adopting a son, and svicriita putrudu
for an adopted son; asrama svicdram
is adopting asceticism, becoming a

hermit.

s
sabas ! good ! encore ! Hindustani. An
interjection of applause; also shahash!
sabdamu, sound. Skt. sabdam iduta,

to give tongue.
sabdasastramu, phonetics. Skt.
sacamu, era. Skt. Cristu sacamu, the
Christian era; the era of a particular

king, e.g. Vicrama sacamu
,
Salivahana

$acamu.
sacatamu, vehicle. Skt. The bishop,
in chess.

sacti, energy. Skt. It is used specify
of the female vital energy and Sacti

is a name of Parvati, wife of Siva.

ocadu : ma prayandla valla manushyu-
dildni sactul anni baitacu vastavi. in-

c6d,u: gizame, ninu samudram mida
prayanam chest unte nac a sangati teli-

sindi. ocadu : yem zarigindi ? incodu

:

nenu tinna annam antd baitacu vetti

poyindi. Smith: All the forces of
humanity are brought out by distant
travel. Jones : True, I learnt that on
my voyages . Smith : What happened ?

Jones: All the nourishment I had put
into myself came out.

sacunamu, omen (from flight of
birds). Skt. nddu sacundlu gikhundlu
lacshyam cheyyaca bailuderum ani
cheda porinadu , he strongly urged
:pie to set out (on a journey) without
paying any attention to omens and
auspices.
sacuntamu, bird. Skt. Only used in
books for pitta

, pacshi.
sacyamu, possible. Skt.
saisavamu, infantile. Skt. ; from sisu-

vu. saisava cridalu, childish sports;
saisavadasa

,
infancy,

saityamu, cold. Skt.; from sitamu.
saityopachdramulu

,

refreshments

;

from saityamu and upachdramu
, mini-

stering.

Saivamu, Sivite; adjective of Siva. Skt.
Saivudu, worshipper of Siva, Skt.
sancintsuta, to doubt, to hesitate. Skt.
sancitamu, doubtful. Skt.
Sam, Saturn (planet and g<?d), bad
luck. Skt. Sani is the god of mis-
fortune. nd edit Sani ! nenu accadici
poyindnu, the bad luck ofmy legs took
me there

;
rdgala §ani Ramesvaramu

Z
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poyind tappadu, a pilgrimage to Ra~
mesvaram will not save you from the
predestined evil.

sanitari-inspectaru, Sanitary In-
spector. English, mini nalugu rupa

-

yiht sanitari-inspectaru chetulo pedite,

yevvaru d sangati cadtpevdre leru
,
put

a few rupees in the Sanitary Inspec-
tor’s palm and no one will move in
that matter.
sanivaramu, Saturday. Skt. The day
of Sani, Saturn.
sankhamu, chank, conch. Skt. A
shell used as a trumpet in temple
worship. The British still fisn for

them at Tuticorin like their predeces-
sors, the Hindu Rajas, the Portuguese,
and the Dutch.
sapanamu, sapathamu, oath, curse.

Skt. sapathamu is the commoner of
the two forms,

sapintsuta, to curse. Skt.

saradriituvu, sarattu, autumn (the

two months between the monsoons).
Skt.
saramu, arrow. Skt. A book word for
hanamu.
saranamu, refuge. Skt.

saranalayamu, orphanage. Skt.

;

from saranam and dlayam, abode,
sarattu, autumn ; same as saradriituvu.

saristdddrudu, the Collector’s head
clerk or Sheristadar. Hindustani; also

spelt §irastaddrudu.

sarframu, body. Skt. The Telugus
refer to the body where we omit it;

how are you? becomes mi sariramulo
yeti unnadi? how is it with your body ?

sarirapatutvamu, bodily vigour. Skt.
sarirasukhamu, bodily health. Skt.

§asamu, hare. Skt. A book word for
chevulapilli (the cat with ears)

; sasi is

a word for the moon because the
marks on the moon are supposed to
look like a hare.

sasirekha, horn of the moon. Skt.
sastamu, excellent. Skt.
sastramu, surgeon’s knife. Skt.

sastravaidyamu, surgery. Skt.

§atagunamu, one hundredfold. Skt.
satamu, 100.
satamanamu, bridal locket. Skt.
This, more commonly known as tdli-

hottu
, is what is tied round the bride’s

neck at the marriage ceremony and a

married woman always wears it; it

corresponds with our ring,

satamu, 100. Skt. The Telugu words
are nuru and vanda.

satapadi, centipede,

satavriiddhu, centenarian, satavriid-
* dhu, y'inca dyanacu yevvaru pillan

istdru ? who will give his daughter
in marriage to a centenarian like him ?

satrudu, satruvu, enemy. Skt. satru-

cotilo cheri poyindru, he has joined our
enemies

;
atadu mana satrupacshamlo-

vddu
,
he belongs to the party of our

enemies
;

dactaru : i prapanchamlo
mdvanti vaidyulac endaro satruvul un-

tdru. rogi: inco locamlo inca eccuva-

mandi satruvul untdr andi. Doctor:
Doctors, like us, have many enemies
in this world. Patient: More in the

next, doctor.
satrutvamu, enmity. Skt.

sauchamu, purity. Skt. from suchi.

sauryamu, heroism. Skt.
;
fromsura.

savamu, corpse. Skt. ocadu: ippati

pellillalo tsappude ledu. incodu: niza-

7ne ippati cdlamlo peUilla cante savdla
v’uregimpule bdgd v’untai. Smith:
There is no noise at weddings nowa-
days. Jones: True; funeral proces-
sions are now better than weddings,
sayanamu, resting. Skt. sayanagru-
hamu is a bedroom,
sayanintsuta, to rest. Skt.
sayya, bedding. Skt. pusayya is a
flower-bed, bed.
sabasu! bravo! Hindustani. Anglo-
Indians write it shabosh.
sacamu, vegetable. Skt. The Telugu
i» cura. sacavratamu, fasting by ab-
stinence from vegetables,
sacunamu, augury, science of divina-
tion. Skt.; from sacunam, bird,
sakha, branch, sect, department. Skt.
sarasari sdkha, direct branch of de-
scent; sainica sdkha is the newspaper
word for Army Department; mana
Sdkhavd.ru, people belonging to our sect,

sdla, hall. Skt. Much used in com-
pounds, as gurrapusdla, stable; ayu-
dhasdla

,
armoury

; mudracsharasala,
printing-press

; tancasdla
, mint.

-sali, affix meaning ‘having’; forms
adjectives. Skt. buddhisdli

,
sensible;
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dhairyasali
,
brave; anubhavasdli, ex-

perienced.
saluva, shawl. Hindustani,
sdna, much, tsdld is commoner,
sancshan, sanction. English. Com-
monly used of official orders of sanc-
tion. nuta yabhai rupdyalu §ancshan
cheyinchind.ru

,
Rs. 150 has been sanc-

tioned; petishan mitingulo pettinchi,

arugulacu sancshan ippinchinaru
,
they

got a petition put in at the municipal
meeting and got the pials sanctioned.
§&ntamu, mild, meek, patient, tran-

quil. Skt. nishcdrananga copapadaca
conchem sepu santamu vahintsandi,

don’t get angry without cause, but be
patient for a bit; ducci dunnite bhumici
santamu

,
ploughing soothes the soil,

skntapadufa, to become calm. Skt.
santi, mildness, meekness, patience,

rest, tranquillity. Skt. The watch-
word of the Svarajists. dahasantiy
quenching thirst.

s&ntintsuta, to be patient, to be paci-

fied, to get better. Skt. miru conchem
sepu sdntintsandi, be patient for a little,

santiparatsuta, to pacify, to calm,
santudu, a calm man. Skt. atani

santunni chestanUy X will pacify him;
yenta santudic aina yela copam racunda
v'untundi ? enough to try the patience
of a saint.

§apamu, curse. Skt. a sapal anni
vacca arati pandu cosama? all those
curses for one plantain?

s&rira, sariracamu, bodily. Skt.;

from sariram.
sasanamu, order, deed, inscription,

law. Skt. Gifts of land to temples,
&c., were commonly inscribed in the
old days as silasasanalu

,
stone inscrip-

tions, or tamrasdsanahiy copper-plate
inscriptions

;
maranasasanamu is a

will, danasdsanamu a deed of gift;

sdsanarwi is also the word now used
to translate Acts of the Legislature,
sdsananirmanasabha, legislative

council. Skt. The assembly that
settles the law.
§&san611anghanamu, civil disobedi-
ence. Skt.; from sdsanam

,
law, and

ullanghanamuy disregard; the news-
papers have invented this word to

translate the Congress’s ‘civil dis-

obedience’, which phrase is English
in language and origin,

sasintsuta, to command, to punish,
to enact. Skt.

sasti, punishment. Skt. dinici tagina
sdsti ainadiy she has been suitably

punished (she has had her dose)*
daivamu nac aparddhamu chesina

vandlacu baga sdsti chesinddiiy God
avenged me on my enemies,
sastracarudu, writer of Shastras. Skt.
adadani cheti arthamu

,
magavadi cheti

biddd nilavad ani cheppina sdstracd-

rudi^ anta verrivad ena ? was the
Shastra-writer who said that property
was not safe with a woman, or a child
with a man, such a lunatic ?

sastramu, science, art. Skt. vedanta-
sastramUy theology; vaidyasastramu,
medicine; dharmasastramu, jurispru-
dence; silpisastramuy architecture;
alancarasastramu, rhetoric; nitisdstra-

miiy ethics; ganitasdstramu, arith-

metic; vydcaranasdstramu, grammar;
tarcasastramu, iogic; sdstragnydnanu,
knowledge of the Shastras. occadu:
mi mukham occa vaipuna yettuga v’un-
nadiy sastra pracdram tsuste micu mi
pillala mida prema yeccuva v’unnad
anna mdta . incodu : a sangati nacu
teliyaduy rndpillavadu rai veste mukha-
nici tagili vachchi yettuga v’undi.

Phrenologist : That bump on one side
of your face denotes philoprogenitive-
ness according to science. Smith: I

know nothing of that : it is a swelling
due to my boy throwing a stone at

my face.

sastri, doctor of science, especially
theological science. Skt. §astrulu in
the plural is a common title of learned
Smarta Brahmins.
sasvatamu, eternal. Skt. sdsvata ni~

vdsam is the lawyer’s term for domi-
cile. i locamuld v’unn anta cdlamu
sdsvatanga varthilluduru gdca ! may he
prosper continually all the time he is

on this earth I manacu dhanamu $dsva-
tarn caduy dehamulu §asvatamulu cavu,
nityamaina paraloca sukhamufu vicha-

rintsu co valenUy the goods of this

world are perishable, our bodies are
perishable, the everlasting felicities of
the next world should occupy our
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thoughts; miru tsupina pdnditydnici
tagina pent micu sdsvatangd labhin-

chindi
,
you have gained an immortal

name by your scholarship; batucul
enndllu? bhdgydl enndllu? cirti sdsva-

tamu gdni, how long are our days ? how
lasting our riches ? but fame is eternal.

§6yiru, sayiru, sair, transit duty.
Hindustani. The old transit duty long
since abolished. The word is com-
mon in the old records.

Setti, Chetty, merchant, a caste title.

A Tamil word. The Telugu is comati.

Idbhamu Unidi Setti yeta padaju , if

there is no profit to be got, the Chetti
won’t venture into a river; a variant

is adayamu lecane Setti varada podu ,

without hope of gain the Chetti won’t
face the flood,

semushi, intellect. Skt.

§£ru, seer. Hindustani; also se.ru. It

is now metrically standardized as the
Indian kilo; also a measure equal to

one litre.

seshamu, residue, remnant. Skt. riina

seshamu, vrana seshamu
,
agrii seshamu

v’untsa cudaduy do not spare the rem-
nants of a debt, a sore, or fire; ase-

shamu
y
all.

seshintsuta, to remain over, seshin-

china sommu, the balance
; seshinckina-

vdrUy the rest of the people.
Seshudu, Sesha, the king of serpents.

Skt. Vishnu sits on S£sha who lies

under the earth and supports it; he
has 1,000 heads, denini sahasra mu-
khamulu gala ISeshud ainanu varnimpa
tsaladu

}
even the 1,000-headed S^sha

could not describe it; Garudaya lessa

ante
,
Seshdya lessa ann attu

, when he
said ‘How d’ye do, Garuda’, Garuda
had to answer, ‘How d’ye do, Sesha’
(of impertinent familiarity) . Seshayya
is a common name for men.
§ibiramu, encampment, camp. Skt.
sicastu, ruined. Hindustani,
sicsha, punishment, especially imprison-
ment. Skt. cathinamaina sicsha is im-
prisonment with hard labour; lantsam
ichchevdllu firyddu chesu corn, firyddu
chisu cunna ruzuvu partsadam maha
casktam; yeduru firyddu chesina vddice
sicsha autundi

, those who give bribes
will not complain; if they do, proof is

extremely difficult; a countercharge
will be made, and it is they that will be
punished; menejaru: abaddhdlu adut
annaUy inducu sicsha yemito telusund,

naucaru: yem andi ? menejaru: conta
cdlam aina tarvdta ninnu ullacu pani
mida pampistdnu. Manager: You tell

lies, do you know what is the punish-
ment for that ? Employee : What is it,

Sir ? Manager : After a bitwe will send
you on a round ofthetowns . sicshartha-

maina pannu, penal assessment,
sicsha, discipline. Skt. bdla sicsha,

the teaching of children,

sicshintsuta, to punish. Skt.

sicshitudu, one who is trained or
punished.

sikha, siga, crest. Skt. The crest of
a bird, a mountain, &c.; the tuft of
hair left at the top of the head when
it is shaved, andite sikha

,
andacunte

,

callu pattu cone vadu
,
the tuft if he

could reach it, if not, your feet (an
impudent but servile person); abhite

siga, abbaca pote cdllu is a variation of
the same proverb : he will take you by
the hair if he can; if not, he will fall

at your feet.

sikharamu, peak
;
also sriingamu. Skt.

sikhamani, the finest gem in a dia-

dem. Skt. The crest gem.
sila, stone. Skt. The Telugu is rayi.

sildbhogam , sthalabhogam ,
narabhdgam

cana ravu, you can never tell what a
stone, a place, or a man may turn out
(may become an idol, a garden, a
king).

silacsharamu, stone inscription. Skt.
from sila, stone, and acsharam, letter.

tdi silacsharam vale ni manassulo natu
coni v’unnadi, this is inscribed on your
memory as on a stone,

silpamu, handicraft. Skt.
silpi, artisan. Skt. silpasdstrarnu is

architecture.

siramu, sirassu, head. Skt.
sirasavahintsuta, to obey. Skt. The
idea is of placing the written order on
your head and bowing in token that
you* will carry it out. devudaina cdni
Brahmana vdcyam ante sirasd vaki-
staduy though he be a God, if a Brah-
min is mentioned he will act in
submission to the command.
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siraschchedamu, decapitation. Skt.
sirastadari, office of Sheristadar.
sirastaddrudu, Sheristadar or Col-
lector’s head clerk, a very important
person. Hindustani. In the early days
of British rule the Sheristadar for all

practical purposes was the Collector.

Even now the Collector is popularly
supposed to be in his pocket; he is

usually a Brahmin, micu tappacunda
f$irastdddri autundi; idi yenta calica-

lam aina Brahmana vacyam v'urice

podu
, you will certainly be a Sherista-

dar one day; bad as times are the
Brahmin still counts for something;
Condalrau Pantulu gam sirashtadari
chesin’appudu garbhalalo pindalu adiri

pdyivi
,
when Mr. Kondalrao Pantulu

held the office of Sheristadar the
foetuses in the wombs trembled with
fear. Also spelt saristdddrudu .

sirojamu, hair. Skt.
siromani, gem worn on the head. Skt.
sishtamu, disciplined, obedient. Skt.
sishtacharamu, an established rule
of conduct. Skt. Sishtachdra virud-

dhamgd nadutsu cuntepdpam vastundi
,

it is sin to transgress the rules of our
faith; ati bdlya vivdhdlu sdstrdnicinni

sishtdchdrdnicinni cevalam virudhamga
vddam chest unndru

,
they argue that

infant-marriage is contrary to the
books of the law and tradition.

§ishtudu, pious, observant of tradi-

tional rules of conduct. Skt. nivu
cheppinadi sdstraviruddham aguta che-
ta, ceval unmatta pralapamulu

,
ni

mdtalu pramdna buddhigala md vanti
sishtul angicarinpa taginavi cavity ycgrr

discourse being contrary to scripture
and all clotted nonsense, orthodox
people like us must shut our ears to it.

sishyudu, disciple. Skt. sishyulacu
yeppudu; guruvu cheppe mdtala y’andu
bhacti visvdsdlu v’unda valenUy dis-

ciples must always accept the teacher’s

words with devotion and faith; guru-
vucu tagga sishyudu, a disciple worthy
of his teacher (a proverbial expression
which indicates popular contempt for
the system of theological apprentice-
ship).

sisira riituvu, the cold weather. Skt.

more usually tsali cdlamu, one of the

six seasons. The others are vasantam
,

spring; vesari,
summer; varsham

,

the
rains; sarattu, early autumn; and he-

mantam ,
late autumn,

sistu, land-tax. Hindustani,
sisuhatya, infanticide. Skt.; from sir,

suvii, infant, and hatya , slaying,

sisutvamu, infancy. Skt.

sisuvu, infant. Skt. cottavadu: i vh'dlo

goppavaUu yevaraina puttdra? grd-
masthudu : ndcu telisin anta varacu
iccada sisuvule puttutdr andi

,
goppa-

vdttu putta ledu. Stranger: Have any
big people been bom in your village ?

Villager : So far as I know only infants

are born, not big people,
sithilamu, decayed. Skt.
Siva, the god Siva. Skt. chesevi Siva
piijalu, cheppevi abaddhalu, his acts are

Siva worship, his words lies,

sivalingam, the phallus representing
Siva. Skt.
Sivalocamu, Siva’s heaven, sivalo-

camu ponduta, to die (a Saivite expres-
sion).

sivamu, inspiration, possession (by a

demon). Skt.
Sivaratri, the great Siva festival. Skt.

Siva’s night
;
the festival comes off in

Magha (February to March),
sivdru, hamlet.
siyayi, besides, extra. Hindustani.
Sivudu, Siva. Sivun agnya lenidi chi-

ma cuttadu, without Siva’s orders an
ant will not bite you.

sicu, sick. English,
sighramu, quick. Skt. sighranga is

the usual word for
c

quickly’,
silata, sila, disposition, character. Skt.
susilayaina, of good disposition; dur-
silayaina

,
of bad disposition,

sirshamu, head. Skt. sirsha is com-
monly used in the sense of chief,

main, sirshica, heading,
sitacalamu, winter, the cold weather.
Skt.

sitalamu, sitamu, cold. Skt. sitoskna-

mulu (sitamu and ushnamu), heat and
cold, climate.
slaghamyamu, praiseworthy. Skt.

slaghintsuta, to praise. Skt.
slocamu, a Sanskrit verse. Skt.

§masanamu, burning-ground. Skt.
1 amma griiha prave§amu

,
dyya sma§ana
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pravesamu, the bride enters the house,

the bridegroom the tomb (unlooked-

for calamity).

son^M, dry ginger. Skt. sunthi .

sobha, lustre. Skt.

fmbhanamu, happy, auspicious, espe-

cially of marriages. Skt. sobhanamu
cheyuta is to complete a marriage,
sdbhintsuta, to shine. Skt. md nerpu
sobhistundi, my learning shines.

§6camu, grief. Skt. socdpasamana
lekha is a letter of condolence (upa-

samintsuta, to alleviate). #
socarnamulu, lamentations. Skt.

sochamyamu, lamentable. Skt. Jar-
manilo pradhdna mantrul agu Briln-

ingu gdru prabhutvam i samayamuna
rdjindman iya valasi vatstsuta migula
sochaniyam

, it is very distressing that

just at this time Bruning, the Chief
Minister of Germany, should have to

resign.

sdcintsuta, to grieve. Skt.

s6dhana, investigation. Skt.

sodhintsuta, to investigate, to search.

Skt. vanipattu coni sodhimpaga
,
when

he was arrested and searched.

§osha, drying up, fainting. Skt. vatti

cantha sosha, you are only making your
throat dry, i.e. wasting your breath,
sraddha, diligence. Skt. atithici srad-
dhdbhactulato svayanga v’upachdrajn
chesinadiij he personally attended on
his guest with diligence and devotion

;

nenu sraddhagd v’unnanu
, I am all

attention.

srama, toil, trouble. Skt. dehasrama
is exercise.

sramapaduta, to be in difficulties;

also to take pains. Skt.

sramapettuta, to give trouble,
sravanamu, ear, hearing. Skt. Used
in Skt. compounds, sravanendriyamu
is the sense of hearing; durasravana
duradarsanadi sactulu, the faculties of
hearing and seeing at a distance, &c.

(supposed to be acquired by yogies).
sraddhamu, funeral rite. Skt.; from
sraddhti . Srdddhadivudu is Yama, the
god of death.

sranti, rest, peace. Skt. More com-
monly visrdnti.

sravanamu, fifth lunar month, about
July to August. Skt.

sreni, line, row. Skt.

sreshthamu, excellent. Skt.

sreshthudu, excellent man. Skt.

sreyascaramu, prosperous, auspi-
cious, beneficial. Skt. hdgamvdllu
rdvadam vadhuvarulacu bahu sreyasca-

ramu
,
the attendance of dancing-girls

at a marriage brings prosperity to the
bridal pair; Brahmana dushana nicu
sreyascaram cddu, the Brahmin’s curse
will bring you bad luck,

srdyassu, prosperity, good. Skt. mi
sreyassu cori cheppindnu

,
I spoke for

your good.
srf, holy, blessed. Used commonly as

an honorific prefix. Skt. Properly Sri
is a name of Lakshmi, wife of Vishnu
and goddess of wealth . Maharaja Rdja
Sri takes the place of our esquire in
addresses on letters. The nationalists

call their leaders srijut. Rajas will be
addressed as Sri Raja. Gods and god-
desses are all Sri. govu lent v'ullo

goddit gede Sri Mahd Lakshmi
, in a

village where there are no cows the
barren buffalo is a blessed goddess of
wealth.
srfgandhamu, sandal wood. Skt.
srimantudu, wealthy man. Skt.
srimat, His Reverence. Skt.
srimukhamu, pastoral letter. Skt.
srirastu! good fortune! Skt.
srotriyamu, a benefice. Skt. A vil-

lage conferred on learned men. Shro-
triyams are now held by any one as

these villages were enfranchised long
ago and are in the market,
srdtriyudu, a learned Brahmin. Skt.
sriingamu, peak ;

also sikharamu . Skt.
sriingaramu, adornment, beauty, gal-

lantry. Skt. sriingaravati is a belie;

sriingdracdvyamu is belles-lettres

;

sriingdravanamu is a pleasure-park;
mahamahopadhyayuluvaru p’iingdra-

nayaculugd cana padutu v'unndru
,

panditul eppudu mahd rasiculu gadd,

you look like a great scholar and a
leader of fashionable society

; scholars
are very fashionable people; yemi len
ammacu yedpula sriingdramu, caligin

ammacu cadupula sriingdramu

,

what
her fat belly is to the rich woman, that
her lamentations are to the poor
woman (her pride and joy)

;
Iona vied

-
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ramu, baita sriingaramu

,

fair without,
foul within (a whited sepulchre),

sriingarintsuta, to adorn. Skt.

sruti, revelation, the Vedas. Skt.

srutismriitulu, the scriptures. Skt.

smriitisrutulald vyabhichdram cudad
ante danici bdgamvdllanu cuda v'untsu

co rdd ani artham ata
,
they pretend

that when the scriptures forbid adul-
tery they forbid the keeping of
dancing-girls

;
nenu srutismHitiprama-

nalalo amoghamaina vadam chestanu,

I will produce an unanswerable argu-
ment founded on Scripture,
subhacaryamu, festival occasion,
especially a marriage. Skt, subhacar-
yamulalo cudd bogamvalla cheta pa-

dintsadam
,
adintsadam bottiga mdni

veyya valenu
,
we must altogether stop

dancing and singing by nautch-girls
even on festive occasions,
subhalekha, subarekha, letter an-
nouncing a marriage or any festivity.

Skt.

subhavarta, good news. Skt.

subhramu, clean. Skt. snanamu chey-
yadlam vanti §ubhram cosam ata! they
(Europeans) think baths are taken for

bodily cleanliness! (the true doctrine,

of course, is that they are religious

ceremonies).
subhramucheyuta, to clean,

suchi, purity. Skt.
suclapacshamu, the fortnight of the
moon’s increase. From Skt. suclamu

,

white; the opposite is bahula pac-
shamn or criishna pacshamu.
sucravaramu, Friday. Skt.
sucrudu, the planet Venus. Skt. m
suddbamu, pure, downright, utter,

perfect. Skt. nivu suddha dongavu,
you are a downright thief; suddha
abaddhamu

, an utter falsehood,
suddhantamu, seraglio. Skt.

suddhi, purification. Skt,
suddhicheyuta, to purify, deha suddhi
cheyuta

,
to thrash.

suddhiga, purely, completely, tricara-

nasuddhigd, absolutely (complete in

3 ways, thought, word, and deed),
suddhudu, a pure or holy man. Skt.

§ulcamu, toll, duty. Skt. canyasul

-

camu is the toll taken of parents when
they marry off daughters.

sunacamu, dog. Skt. The Telugu is

cucca
} and sunacam is never used in

speaking, but children are made to

learn the word at school,

suntha, blockhead. Skt. a sunthalu

chesi dushprayatnalu yeppafici cdna
sagavu, the knavish tricks of thos*e

blockheads will always fail
;
atadu vatti

suntha
,
he is an utter blockhead,

sushcamu, dry, vain, empty. Skt.

sushca priyamulu ,
sunya hastamulu,

vain cajoleries, empty hands,
susrusha, service. Skt. ippativdllacu

gurhsusriisha bottiga ledu, the present
generation has given up service to the
teacher.

sudrudu, sudra, the lowest caste. Skt.

sfila, throbbing or racking pain, pac-
casula, stitch in the side; cadupusula,
colic.

sulamu, dart, stake, Siva’s trident.

Skt. chevici sulamu vale sod, pene-
trating my ear like a stake; manasulo
sulamu vale natu coni, planted in my
mind like a stake

; Vishnudevuclici cha-
cramunnu, Sivudici §ulamunnu

,
Indru-

nici vajrayudhamunnu
, Vishnu’s disk,

§iva’s trident, and Indra’s thunderbolt,
sunya, the Buddhistic void, which
neither is nor is not.
sunyamu, empty, void of. Skt. §ushca
priyamulu sunya hastamulu

,
vain cajo-

leries, empty hands (fair words butter
no parsnips); sunyahastudu

,
empty-

handed.
-siinyudu, affix meaning ‘void of’.

dayasunyudu
,
without mercy

;
gnyana-

siinyudu , devoid of knowledge ; viveca-
mnyuduy a boor,
suratvamu, heroism. Skt. drambha
suratvam

,
daring at the outset, it is the

first step that counts,
siirudu, hero. Skt. arambhasurudu,
a good starter (and poor finisher).

§vasac<5samu, lung. Skt., from svd-
samu

, breath, and cosamu, sheath.
upirititti is commoner,
svasamu, breath. Skt. The common
word is upiri. •

svetamu, white. Skt. The common
word is tella. sveta- is used in composi-
tion : svetacushthuvu, leprosy

;
Svetadri,

the White Mountain (the Himalayas)

;

Svetapatramu, the White Paper.
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tabbibbu, flurry, agitation,

tabucu, tray.

lacararu, dispute. Hindustani,
taccada, scales. Telugu. Large scales

such as those used in the Treasury
to weigh rupees by the thousand,

taccina, remaining; from a verb
taccuta which is seldom used, tacci-

navdru rani lopam v’undadu
,
the rest

won’t fail to come.
taccu, trick. Thug is derived from
’this; they had nasty tricks of sand-
bagging and garrotting,

taccuva, defect, less, too little. The
opposite is eccuva. The v in both
words is usually pronounced as a to.

telivi taccuva
,

acali yeccuva

,

the

bigger the appetite, the less the sense,

taccuvapaduta, to fall short,

tacshanamu, at once. Skt. vdri
daggira paregettu coni tacshanam tisu-

coni ravalenu, run and fetch him at

once. The derivation is from tat, that,

and cshanam, instant,

tad-, prefix meaning ‘that’. Skt. tat.

tat becomes tad before vowels, dy See.,

taddinamu
,
commemoration day; tad-

anugunamgd, according to that. .

tadabaduta, to be confused, to stagger,

to flutter.

tadab&tu, fluttering, confusion,
tadaca, matting, frame, hurdle made
of strips of bamboo, &c. ; also tadica.

Anglo-Indians use the word in the
form of tatty, tappula tadaca is a con-
fused mass of mistakes; tadaca lent

y’intlo cucca durin attu , as a dog enters
a house without a tatty (screen used
as door).
tadanantaramu, after that,

tadamigunanga, according to. nt
taribitu chela nenunnu tadanugun-
angdne mdtalu chepputdnu

,
I will speak

according to your tutoring.
tadavu,rdelay.
tadavuta, to grope; also tadumuta,
taduvuta ,

tada, then. Skt. Used in books,
tadarabhya, from that time. Skt.
Used in books.

taddinamu, the day of commemora-
tion of one’s ancestors. Skt.

tadecadhyanamu, reverie . Skt
. , from

tat

,

that, eca, one, and dhydnam

,

meditation; vadu tadecadhydnamu-

gdn unnadu
,
he is in a reverie,

tadi, damp, tadi guddalato gontuca
tega costadu ,

he will cut a man’s throat

with a damp cloth (hidden malice),

tadica, tatty, same as tadaca. adadi
boncite goda peltin’attu, mogavadu
boncite tadica cattin’attu

,
a woman’s

lies are built like a wall, a man’s are

mere matting.
tadipettuconuta, to wet; also tadu
pintsuta, taduputa. dme canta tadi

pettu connadi,
she melted into

tears.

tadipintsuta, to wet; also tadipettu-

conuta, taduputa .

tadisi, wet. tadisi gani gudise cattadu

,

tad gani moggadu, a man won’t build
a hut till he is wet through or stoop
till he has hit his head; battal anni
tadasi mudd ainavi

,

my clothes got
soaking wet.
tadisipovuta, to get wet.
tadiyuta, to be wet.
tadumuta, to grope, to hesitate, tadu-

mucocundd sabhalo manchi nitta prd-
yanga yecaruvu petta valenu, I must
pour out words at the meeting without
hesitation like a stream of water ; same
as tadavuta, taduvuta.
taduputa, to wet.
taduvuta, to grope, chicatilo tadu -

vuconutsu
,
groping in the dark; same

as tadumuta, tadavuta.
tagalabaduta, to be burnt, ocadu:
mi tsuttala ducdndnici nipp anty, connad
ani vinndnu; anta tagalabadi pdyindd
yemiti ? ineddu : tsuttalu mdtram cdla
ledu. Smith: I hear your cigar shop
got on fire; was everything burnt?
Jones: Everything except the cigars,

tagani, unfit, not fitting, improper;
negative from taguta, to be fit.

tagaramu, tin.

tagaramu, tagaru, ram. Skt. The
Telugu is pottelu, con^ato tagaru
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potladin attu, a ram butting a moun-
tain (conceit),

tagavu, dispute,

tagavuladuta, to quarrel,

tag&da, quarrel, dispute. Hindustani.
induld tagddd pettac ayya

, chinna
paddu

,
do not dispute that, it is a

small item.
tagga, fit, worthy. Short for tagina.

guruvucu tagga sishyudu
, a disciple

worthy of his master,
taggintsuta, to degrade, to debar,
tagguta, to decrease, to fall in price,

tagilina, struck, wounded, tagilina

cdle tagulutundi, it is always the
wounded foot that gets struck,

tagilintsuta, to fasten, to hang on, to

entangle, oca pracatanalo y’itla v’un-

denu: ‘md daggira aidn rupayala
vastuvulu conuconevdUacu cotu tagi-

linchedi ocati
,
sigarettu calchedi incoti

bahumanamga istanu .’ Lacshmayya
aidu rupayila vastuvulu drdaru pam

-

penu; vatito patu oca chila, oca nippu-
pulla pampiri, an advertisement ran

:

‘Purchasers ofRs
. 5 worth of goods will

get as apresent something to hang their

coats on and something to light their

cigarettes with. Lakshmayya sent an
order for Rs. 5 worth of goods and got
with them a nail and match

;
nannu a

panilo tagilinchiri
,
they entangled me

in that business ; vanici sancelalu

tagilinchiri, they fixed fetters on him

;

rogamu tagilintsuconuta
, is to contract

a disease.

tagina, tagga, fit, worthy, adhyacshudu:
mana sangham gavarnarugdri daggirici

rdyabdram pampints die
,
inducu tagina

sabhyul evard cheppandi. sabhyudu:
aidugurinipampintama? adhyacshudu

:

atldge
.
pampintamu; Ramayya citda

vdllald cherustama ? sabhyudu : chertsa

vatstsunu gani
,
Ramayya noru tera-

vacundd v*unde sharatu midapampintsa
vatstsunu. Chairman : Our association

has to send a deputation to the
Governor; say who will be fit repre-

sentatives. Member: Shall we send
five ? Chairman : Yes, shall we include
Ramayya? Member: By all means,
but on condition that he keeps his

mouth shut; gantacu tagina bonta,

like saddle, like quilt (contemptuous)

;

guruvucu tagga sishyudu
,
like teacher,

like disciple, taginanta means enough,
tagulapaduta, to burn (intransitive);

also tagulupaduta.
tagulapettuta, to set on fire; also

tagulupettuta .

tagulaveyyuta, to set on fire, ye'ru

dati teppa tagala visin'attu, to burn
one’s boat after crossing the stream,
tagulubadi, expense,
tagulupaduta, to burn (intransitive);

also tagulapaduta .

tagplupettuta, to set on fire; also

tagulapettuta.

taguluta, to touch, to have happen to

one, to get on fire, to be incurred, to
be found, to be wounded, to be
struck, to be entangled, tagilina cale

tagulutundi
,
it is always the wounded

foot that gets struck
;
miruy'ame valalo

taguluconnaru, you have been en-
tangled in her net; tennisu atalo banti
atagani talacayacu tagilenu. atagadu

:

banti tagili na talacayi boppi cattindi
,

itla adadam anyayam. precshacudu

:

acram dm und ayyd? indacati nunchi
tsust unndnu; miru ddut unn appudu
talacdyi upyogintsane ledu; andu eke
debba tagilite matram emi nashtam ?

A ball hit a tennis-player on the head*
Player : I have got a lump on the head
„from the ball hitting it, it is not fair

that I should go on playing in that
condition. Spectator: Where is the
unfairness? I have been watching
you all the time and you have never
used your head at all, so what harm
has the blow on the head done you?
Lacshmayya: mi pillavddu na mida
rayi visiri vesadu. Vencayya : adi micu
tagilinda? Lacshmayya: tagala ledu.

Vencayya : aite adi vesinavadu mdvddu
cadu. Smith : Your boy threw a stone
at me. Jones: Did it hit you? Smith:
No. Jones: Then it was not my boy
that threw it. intici nippu tagilindi

, the
house is on fire ; iccada gdli tagulutsun-

nadi
,
we get the breeze here; debba

tagilindi
, it is wounded, is what we

say when, e.g. we wound a snipe;
tagala ledu, I have missed it.

taguta, to be fit, to suit, to suffice, to

be right, atlu cheyya tagund? is that

a proper thing to do ?
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tahataha, agitation; onomatopoeic,
tahassiludarudu, Tahsildar. Hindu-
stani. Officer corresponding with a

sub-prefect
; his charge is a taluk,

tailamu, oil, ointment. Skt., from
pila. taila yantramu

,

oil pump,
tala, head, prazalalo tala yettuconuta,

to raise our heads in society; tala

nindd musugu vesuconi, with your head
all muffled up

;
talalu bodul aite, tala

-

pulu bdduld? their heads are clean-

shaven, but are their thoughts clear?

( Vemana) ; tald toca Uni catha
,
a story

without head or tail
;
talaripdgd talato

tirutundi
, a Talayari’s hate does not

end till he gets your head; tong'unna
suncdrini tala muta dimpum ann attuy

like the man who asked the sleeping
toll-keeper to help him put down his

head-load (a silly thing to do as he
might have walked through without
paying); nd tala tirugutsunnadi

,

my
head swims

;
vdnici sdra talac eccinadi,

the spirits have gone to his head;
talabirusuy stubborn (rough in the
head).

talacattu, the cedilla at the top ofsome
of the Telugu letters,

talacaya, head-piece, head,
talacinduga, head downwards, upside
down, in disorder, motdrubandi tala-

cindul aite, if your car is out of ordei;;

nenu. pustacam talacinduluga tsadava
galanu, I can read a book upside
down.

talacuminchina, above one’s head.
talacu minchina vyayam chesi, spend-
ing up to one’s ears

; talacu minchina
veshdlu vesi, dressed up to one’s eyes,
talagada, pillow, vacca duppati tala-

gadd tisuconi ra, bring a sheet and
pillow.

talagudda, turban,
talanoppi, headache, nacu conchem
talanoppi vachchi vaidyuni pilipinchi-

ndnu, I got a little headache and sent
for the doctor, ddctaru; nicu tala
noppi yeccada vachckindi? mdyarthi

:

balld. ^Doctor: Where did you get
your headache. Boy : At school,
talapaduta, put in one’s head, dvida
ye pant talapadite a pani sadhistundi

,

she will succeed in anything she under-
takes.

talapaga, turban.
talapettuta, to take into one’s head.
tarvata yemi zarigindo yemito malli
ddni zoli tala pettaru

, afterwards they
won’t take it into their heads to con-
cern themselves again with what
happened.

talapu, thought, atuvanti talapulu
papa hetuvul ani tochi

,
thinking that

such thoughts would lead to sin.

talatsuta, to think, tan undedi dagili

gunta
,
talachivi meda maligalu, living

in a pit and dreaming of palaces
; tan

ocati taliste, daivamu ocati talachinadi

,

man proposes, God disposes,
talatala, glittering, onomatopoeic,
talaticca, sauciness,

talatoca, head or tail, talatoca leni

catha
,
a story without head or tail,

talatrippu, giddiness. From tala}

head, and tripputa
,
to turn,

talayari, talavari, talari, village

policeman, daga poyi talari y’intlo

durindd atay like the man who went
to hide and got into the policeman’s
house (ran into the lion’s mouth),

tald, per head, tald vaca rupayi ichchi
y

give them a rupee a head,
talladilluta, talladintsuta, to be
agitated, to quiver, danici yemaina
hani cheyun emo ani nd hriidayam
talladillutsiinnadi, my heart is agitated
lest some harm befall her

; tamaraculo
mllu talladinchin attu

,
like a drop

quivering on a lotus leaf (precarious
position).

talli, mother, ticharu; occa cuium-
bamlo talliy tandriy pillavadu unndr
awiucdy

yentamandi untaru? bdludu:
iddaru. ticharu: elagu? bdludu

: pilla-
vddini talli yettu cuntundi cdbatti.
Teacher: Suppose there is a family
consisting of father, mother, and
child, how many does thatr make?
Boy: Two. Teacher: How so? Boy:
The mother carries the child in her
arms

;
talli cadupu tsutsunu, pendldmu

vipu tsutsunu, the mother will look at
her son’s belly, the wife at his back
(to see what he has brought back for
her) ; talli tsdlu pillacu tapputsunnadd?
as is the^ mother, so is the dlaughter;
talli daivamu, tandru dhanamu , a
mother is a divinity, a father is a
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treasure; tallini tsuchi pillanu tisuco

valenu, look at the mother before you
take the daughter ;

talli leni pilla ulli

Uni cura, a motherless child is curry
without onions.
tallidandrulu, parents

;
from talli

,

mother, and tandri
,
father, tallidan-

drula gunalu coduculacu sancramistav
anna vamsa pdramparyapu siddhanta-

mul6 micu nammacam unnadd ? do
you believe in the heredity theory
of sons inheriting qualities from their

parents ?

tallitalli, maternal grandmother; also
1

ammamma ,
tdtamma.

talliveru, tap-root,

talugu, halter (for cattle), gedenu coni

talugunacu loguduma ? when we buy
a she-buffalo shall we draw back for

the halter ?

talupu, door, tana talupu tisi> pori-

gintici petti
,
rdtri antd cuccalu tolutu

curtsunn attu> like the man who took
his door off the hinges and gave it to

his neighbour and spent the night
chasing the dogs away (charity begins
at home).
tama, your (honorific); the gradation
is ni

t
miy tama.

tamala, betel,

tamalapacu, betel-leaf. Chewed with
areca-nut and lime ; offered to guests
and then called tdmbulamu.
tamamu, darkness. Skt. Used only
in books.
tamaru, you (honorific). The grada-
tions are ntvu, miru, tamaru .

tamassu, darkness. Skt. Used only
in books or of abstract things like

mudhatvatamassu
,
the night of ignor-

ance.
tamatama, tom-tom, the noise of the
drum; onomatopoeic, dappu putstsu-

coni £ama tama vise mddigaudd.it

6

cheppu
,

tell the tom-tom Madiga to

take his drum. Tom-toming is the
usual method of publication of orders
or announcements in India, and it is

the M&diga caste (cobblers) who are

the town-criers in the Telugu dis-

tricts.

tam&sha, wonder, spectacle, fun.

Hindustani, yemi zarugutundo tama-
shd tsuddm am vachckindnu, I have

come to see the fun; tamdshd anuta
,

to say in jest.

tamashavadu, funny person, lyana
bahu tamashduddugd cana padutu
v’unnddu, he looks a very funny
person.
tambura, a kind of guitar, from tanti

,

string, and burra
,
shell,

tammi, lotus.

tammudu, young brother, dvalintacu
annadammul unnaru gani

, tummucu
tammudaina ledu, a yawn has younger
and elder brothers (annadammul —
anna+tammulu), a sneeze not even
a younger brother (you sneeze once
and get it over, but one yawn draws
another after it).

tana, his, her, their (reflexive), tana
nida tanalone v’untunnadi, a man’s
shadow always accompanies him (i.e.,

the fruit of his actions)
; Tallapdcavari

cavitvamu conta
,
tana paityamu conta>

part he stole from Tallapacu, the other
part is rubbish (bile),

tanakha, mortgage. Hindustani,
-tanamu, affix denoting quality: -ness,

-ty, -tion, -ment. doratanamu
, sover-

eignty, manchitanamu
, goodness,

tanantatatane, tanacutane, of one’s
own accord, tanantatatane rd valenu}

he must come of his own accord,
tanatana, clanging, onomatopoeic.
tanatanam ani binde tsappudu cheyutsu

,

the metal jar clanging,
tanavadu, one’s own relation, caste-

man, &c. vaddinchevadu tanavadu aite

cada banlin curtsunna vaccate, it is all

the same where your seat is so long as

the waiter is your man; tana vdru 16-

tucu tituru, canivaru cadacu tituru
,
your

own people will try and drown you,
strangers will draw you to the bank,

tancasala, mint.
tandSlu, head boatman, tindal. Hindu-
stani.

tandri, father, vadu tandri atstsu
, he

is the image of his father; durmdrga-
munacu tandri baddkacanu, idleness is

the root of all evil; talli*daivamu,
tandri dhanamu, you turn to your
mother for divine love, and to your
father for money; d tandri coducu
coda, his father’s son; talli tsanipote

tandri pinatanglrito samdnamu, if the
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mother dies the father becomes an
uncle (his fondness diminishes),
tangedu (cassia auriculata), a common
shrub with a yellow flower. It is used
by tanners to tan leather, puchina
fyangedu, the tangedu in full blossom
(of prosperity).

tangu, tanguvaru, horse's girth,

tanikhf, investigation. Hindustani,
tanivi, satisfaction, tanivi tira matladi-
nadu, he talked till he was satisfied (he
had his say),

tannu, kick.

tannuta, to kick, to trample on. ndlugu
tannulu tannudunu

,

I will give him a

kick or two
;
nenu vacchi, ndlugu tanni

,

•vidhildci genii vesinanu, I came along
and kicked him out into the street.

ticharu : ni cotucu yenni gundil tinned ?

hdludu: aidu. ticharu: nenu ndlugu
tisu cunteyem autundi? hdludu: ma
nanna tantddu. Teacher: How many
buttons are there on your coat ? Boy

:

Five. Teacher: if I take four away,
what then? Boy: My father will kick
you. calu tannite murigedi gummudi
caya; calu tannite perigedi putstsa

cdya
,
trample on a pumpkin and it

decays ;
trample on a water-melon and

it flourishes.

tanta, trouble, tanta yemi v’unnadi ?

what’s the trouble? ndcu sthalam Uccl

nenu tantalu padutu v’unnanu, I am in
difficulties for want of room (I am
boxed up); mi bagu cosamai nen enni
vidhamulagdnaind tantalu padinanu

,

I have taken any amount of trouble
for your good.
tantdlamari, troublesome, vicious.

tantdlamdri gurramunacu tati patte
gorapam, for the vicious horse a curry
comb of palmyra-splinters,

tanti, tantri, wire. Used also, like

our wire, of a telegram,
tantramu, device, scheme, policy,

plot. Skt. The newspapers use rdjya-
tantramu for public policy; ma pelli

vegiram edeunda •u'undadanici yedo
tantran* zurugutu v’unnadi, some
plot is going on to delay our marriage,
tanucubenucu, glittering; onomato-
poeic.
tanuvu, body. Skt. ollu, sariram,
deham are commoner.

tapamu, tapassu, penance. Skt.

cadapata chinnadi peddad ai y’inta

cdlamunacu nd tapamu phalinchenu

gadd y’ani, when at last the girl grew
up and I thought of recompense and
reward for protracted mortification

of the flesh.

tapass£li, tapasi, a recluse, ascetic.

Skt. i madhya tappassdlulu taccuv ai

tnahimalu conta calamu nundi cana-

padacunda unnavi
y
miracles have de-

creased with the number of ascetics,

tapa, tapal, the post, especially an
official’s post-bag. Hindustani, tapd
dvdra teliya chestanu

,
I shall inform

you by post. The word originally

meant a stage on the postal route,

tapabantrotu, postman, adugo tapd-

bantrotu v’uttaram tisu cuni vachchi-

nddu
}
see the postman has brought a

letter.

tapintsuta, to do penance,
tappa, except, besides. Properly
‘missing out’ from tapputa , to miss
out. ndcu canipettu coni unduta tappa
vere pani ledd ? I have something else

to do besides hanging about here,
tappaca, unfailingly, certainly,

tappacundd, without doubt, cer-

tainly. tappacunda vdru ma paesham-

gane vddistaru, they will undoubtedly
argue on our side, naucaru: micu
naucaru cd valen ani yevard cheppite,

vachchanu. peddamanishi : ma y’intlo

pani anta mdvdlle chesu contare. nau-
caru : atla aite nenu tappacunda iccadi
v’untanu, unUucondi. Servant : I heard
you wanted a servant and have come
alqffig. Gentleman: My womenfolk
do all the work themselves. Servant:
Then I shall certainly stay

;
engage me.

tappay’oppa, right or wrong, tappd

-

y’oppd y’ani vimarsinchi telisicdca

chevralu cheyanu
y I shan’t sigp. till I

have made sure it is correct,

tappintsuta, to extricate
;

in the
middle voice ‘to escape’, pranamu
tappintsuconivachchanu, Ihave escaped
with my life.

tappipovuta, to escape, tappipoyina,
defaulting.

tappitamu, mistake, atuvanti com-

mishanarlanu veyyadam gavarnamenpu
tappitam

,
it is Government’s fault to
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appoint such (municipal) commission-
ers. (But, now that they are elected,

the people are still dissatisfied.)

tappu, fault, mistake, nd tappu, my
mistake

;
tappulatadaca

,
a mass of

mistakes; tappudari
y
the wrong road;

tappu mdtal dduta
,

to be delirious;

tappulu, veticevddu tandri; oppulu
veticevdd.11 orva lent vadu, the man
who seeks out your faults is a father

to you
;
the man who pays you compli-

ments is your enemy; tappulenivanni
uppulo veyyum annad. ata, they say he
said : ‘put the man who has no faults

in the Salt’ (the Salt Department has
a reputation for harshness and finding
fault with the best of subordinates);
tappulenivaru dharanilo leru

,
there is

none without a fault; tappu v’oppu
Daivam erugunu; pappu cudu Bapad
erugunu, God knows right and wrong,
the Brahmin, rice and dholl; Dasari
tappu dandamuto sari

,
the Dasari has

only to foid his hands to be forgiven
(there is a play upon words here,

dandamu meaning also punishment).
Lacshmayya : nenu nishpacshapdtini

,

nenu tappu pani chesina danici vichdra
padutanu; incollato nd tappu cheppu-
tdnu. Vencayya : mi daggira rakasyam
ddgadu cdbdlu. Smith: I am a fair-

minded man, if I make a mistake I

am sorry and confess it. Jones: X

suppose you can’t keep a secret,

tappu, tappudu, mistaken, false.

tappusacshyam is false evidence,
tappuconuta, to get out of the way.
tappuco

,
get out, is what you say to

people obstructing the way.
tapputa, to miss, dinam tappi din<2mu,

every other day; ye patu tappina
sdpdtu tappadu, whatever is missed it

won’t be meals
;
rd gala sani Rdm.es-

varamu poyina tappadu, though you
go on pilgrimage to Ramesvaram, the
fated misfortune will not miss you;
talli tsalu pillacu tapputs unnada ? will

the daughter lose the mother’s track ?

(as is the mother, so is the daughter)

;

adi vdnici tappadu
,
he is in for it.

tapsilu, particulars. Hindustani. An
account word.
tarabitu, teaching, tutoring, coaching.
Hindustani, mini sishyumii bahu baga

tarabitu chesindr andi, you have taught
your disciple very well

;
also taribitu.

tarafu, on behalf of. Hindustani.
vdri tarafuna matadadamunacu vach-
chindnu

,
I have come to represent

them.
taragati, grade, rank, class. Skt.

rendava taragati ticcettu
,

a second-
class ticket. Class in a school, but
that is more commonly clasu.

taraha, sort, species. Hindustani.
ippudu peddamanishi tarahd bottiga

potii v'unnadi,
gentlemen as a species

are* dying out altogether
;
vivaham

aina taruvdta peddamanishi tarahd
chertsu cunnddu

,
after marriage he

turned respectable (il se ranged).
tarahaga, like, in the fashion of. vadu
dorala tarahaga tala cattirintsu cun-

nadu
y
he had his hair cut in European

fashion; i parachicalu manivesi y'ikha
manam peddamanishi tarahdga matld-
duddmUy let us talk like gentlemen,
not slaves.

taraluta, to set out, to move
;
causative

taralintsuta, to cause to move, to

remove, to set going; also tarluta
,

tarlintsuta.

-taram, the comparative affix, sat-

yamu cante sreshtamainad ediyu ledu ,

asatyamuna cante tivrataram ainad
incocati ledu ,

there is nothing more
•excellent than truth or more dire than
untruth; taram is often omitted as in
the first half of the above example;
cantiy than, which is literally ‘looking
at’, by itself supplying the comparison,
taramu, class, sort,

taramu, generation. tarataramula
nundiy generation after generation,
taramu, possible, camamu jayintsa-

danici yevari taram autundi ? who can
conquer lust?

tarangamu, wave. Skt. Used in
books for ala .

taravani, sour rice water,
tarcamu, logic. Skt. atanici conchemu
vyacaranamiiy tarcamu

,
alancdrasd-

stramu cudd telusunu, he kn®ws some
grammar, logic, and rhetoric,

tarcasastramu, science of logic. Skt.
tarcasdstri, logician. Skt.
tari, time. Skt. ittari

,
now; oca tariy

once.
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taribitu, teaching, nenu pdthasdla

petti,
mimmaln andarini taribitu ches-

tene card,
mint yH Ucamlo guddi

gavvac aind panici ram, unless I set

up a school and train you all, you
won’t be worth a dud farthing in this

world; also tarabitu.

tarimidf, lathe.

tarimiveyuta, to drive away, miru
sadhyamain anta varacu pedda paric-

shalan ichchina vdrini tarimi vestu

,

mi bandhuvulace v'udyogalu yHppistu

v’unndru, you drive away those who
have got good degrees as far. as

possible to make room in the offices

for your relations ;
vanni mdhiloci

tarimi vesinaru
,
they drove him into

the street.

tarjani, index finger. Skt.

tarlintsuta, to set going; also tara-

lintsuta.

tarlivatstsuta, to set out to come.
pellicoducuvaru tarlivastaru

,
the bride-

groom’s party have started,

tarlivelluta, to set out to go.

tarluta, to* set out; also taraluta.

tartsugd, often.

tarugu, discount, wastage, brokerage

;

same idea as in the English ‘tare and
tret’, taragari is a broker,

taruguta, to be worn away, to be
finished, vanne tarigiy’unnana mukha-
mu,myworn-outcomplexion

;
taragaric

padavi, a well-trodden path
;
duramu

tarugacunnadiy the way is coming to

an end
;
occocca rayi tostu vhmte, cond

aind tarugutundi, remove stone by
stone and even a mountain will be
removed; dova taraga ledu, the way
does not become shorter

;
yenta vrdsi

-

nanu yH dicshanari tarugacundd v\m-
nadiy though I have written such a
lot this dictionary is not finished,

tarumuta, tarumuconip6vuta, to

pursue.
tarunamu, opportunity. Skt.
tarimi, a young girl. Skt. Used in
books.

taruvdt^, tarvfita, after, a tarvata,

after that; nd tarvata, after me;
tarvdta catha, the next story.

tarzum£, translation. Hindustani.
You can say bhdshdntaramu (Skt.) but
you don’t, ocadu: nenu garadi chest

unte tsuchevdllu navvaru. incodiu:

yendu cheta ? ocadu: nenu cheppe
mdtalu aravamloci tarzuma cheyya-
danici ocadini cudurtsu cunte

, vadit d
mdtalu tinnagd cheppaca

,
garadi yetld

chestdno ciidd cheppadam modalu-
pettadu; d sangati nacu chivaracu gdni
teliya ledu . Smith: The spectators

laughed when I was doing conjuring
tricks. Jones: Why? Smith: I had
engaged a man to translatemy remarks
into Tamil; he translated them all

wrong and also explained how I did
the tricks. I did not find out till it

was all over.

tat-, prefix meaning ‘that’. Skt. tat-

cdlamu, at that time; tatpurvamu,
before that; tacshanamu,

at that in-

stant.

tatapata, bing-bang
;
onomatopoeic.

chetuld dabbu leca venuca mundu tata-

pata y’istu v’unndnu, though I had no
money I kept giving it out right and
left, bing-bang.
tatasthamu, tatasthudu, near, pre-
sent, neutral. Skt.

tatastintsuta, to happen. Skt., from
tatastham, near, present,

tatatata, thump-thump
; onomato-

poeic. Used, e.g. of the heart,

tatacamu, tank, pond. Skt. The
common word is cheruvu.

tataluna, suddenly,
tatcalica, tatcalamama, coeval,

tathata, fact of being what it is,

sicceitas (philosophy). Skt.
tatha, so. Skt. yathd raja tatha prajd,
as the king so the people; yathd bijam
tathancuram, as the seed so the sprout,

tathastu, so be it! amen! Skt.
tathyamu, truth, tavvaga tavvagd
tathyam telutunnadi

,
dig and dig and

the truth will out.

tatimma, the rest,

tatta, small flat basket. r

tattamma, the goddess of measles,
measles.

tattarapaduta, be agitated,

tattarap&tu, agitation

.

tattu, direction, side, a tattuna p6

,

go
that side; midi tattu, the upper side;
cindi tattu

,

the lower side,

tattu, a pony, small horse (Anglo-
Indian tat).
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tattuta, to touch, to dap, to knock, to

strike, occa cheyyi tattite tsappudu
aund ? will there be any sound if you
clap with only one hand? (union is

strength, or, it takes two to make a

quarrel); talupu yavaro tattuts un-
nddu, some one is knocking at the

door ;
rommu tattuconutsu

,
striking

his chest; i v'updyam divyangd v'un-

nadi
,
idi y’idi varacu nd buddhici tatti-

nadi cadu , a very good idea, it had not
struck me.
tatvamu, the real, real nature or con-
stitution. Skt. (sarira)tatvam, con-
stitution (of the body). tellavaUu

mamsamu rotte tintdru ganuca vdUa
tatvalacu mana tatvalacu tsdla bhedam
v’untundi, as white people eat meat
and bread there is much difference

between their constitution and ours,

taudu, bran; also spelt tavudu. tavi-

tici vachchina cheyye dhanamucu vas-

tundi, the hand that steals bran will

steal money.
tawa, a small measure of capacity, a

pint, two solas, tanacu aina tavvedu
taudu v'unte, acati velacu aragintsa

vatstsunu
,
if you have even a pint of

bran of your own you will have some-
thing to eat when you are hungry;
pitstsa tawa, a false pint measure,
tavvintsuta, to get dug; causal of
tawuta.
tawuta, to dig. conda tawi yelucanu
pattin attu, to dig up a mountain to

catch a rat; tavvagd tavvaga tathyam
telutunnadi

,
dig and dig and the truth

will come out.

ta, he himself, td valasinadi Rambha,
td muniginadi Ganga, his woman* is

Rambha, his river is the Ganges; td

chedda coti vanam ella cherichinadi,

one bad monkey ruins the whole
grove (one sickly sheep infects the

flock).

tabedarudu, subordinate. Hindu-
stani. lantsdlu putstsu cone Tahassilu-

ddrunni tsusti tabeddrlacu ishtangd

v’undadu
,
his subordinates do not look

with a favourable eye on a Tahsildar
who does not take bribes,

tabdlu, tortoise, turtle,

t&cattu, mortgage, pawning, takhattu,

Hindustani, pelldmu medald v'-unna

patteda cotti tisu coni poyi tdcdttu

pettinadu
,
he pawned the necklace off

his wife’s neck,
taci, a talky. English,
tacintsuta, to apply ; causative of
tacuta

,
to touch.

taci, stitch. Hindustani, cuttu is the
Telugu word.

tacu, tacudu, contact, touch,
tacuta, to touch, prasna : turucavadu
muttu cunnanduc aina prdyaschittam
v’unda valena ? accara ledd ? zavabu

:

manam yenni matl ani prdyaschittalu
che$u cuntamu; a mota munda coduculu
tdca vadd ante mdnutard

?

Question:
Must you not do penance if you touch
even a Muhammedan ? Answer : How
often are we to do penance ? If you
tell those rough blackguards not to
touch you will they abstain from
doing so ?

tadu, cord, rope; also trddu. cola leni

pettu
,
tddu leni cattu

,
a blow without

a rod, a bond without a rope (the

methods of civilized governments or
a calamity coming unawares); tddu
tsalacapote nuyyipudtsum*ann attu

,
the

rope being too short he (lost his temper
and) ordered the well to be filled up.
tagubdtu, drunkard,
tagubotutanamu, drunkenness,
tagudu, drinking. peddamanishi

:

venaca ninnu tsuchhCappudu tdgudu
alavatu led ani cheppitenacu santosham
vachhindi. ippuduninnu tsuste tagiv’un~
nanducu vichdram vestunnadi. tdgina-
vadu : micu vichdram veste, nac ippudu
santoshamga v’unnadandi. Gentle-
man : When I saw you before and you
told me you were not in the habit of
drinking, I was happy. Now, seeing
you drunk, I am sorry. Drunken man

:

But I am happy now, Sir,

taguta, to drink, podugu cosi pdlu
tagin attu, cutting the udder to drink
the milk; taga nerani pilli bdrld tdsu

connad ata, the cat which could not
drink upset (the pot); tsutta taguta

,

to drink a cigar, is to smoke ^t; tsutta

tdgutdvd? try a cheroot; also trdguta.
takhidu, order. Hindustani. A nearly
obsolete word, but the orders issued
from the Taluk office are still called

takids.
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talamu, lock. The key which unlocks
it is called chevi, its ear, or cheyyi

,
its

hand.
tdlamu, cymbal, time in music (which
is taken from the cymbal), cannulu
musiconi

,
talamuveyutsu, talay’utsutsu

,

shutting his eyes, beating time, nod-
ding his head.

talamupattuta, to be angry, to be in

a rage, iyana nd tdlam pattistadu
, he

will catch it from me; yemaina ante
tiragabadi mana tdlamu pattadanici
tsustdru, if we say anything they will

turn and try and make us angry. #

talapuchevi, talapucheyyi, key, from
tdlam ,

lock, and chevi.

tm, tdlibottu, bride-locket, the small
piece of goid which the bridegroom
ties round the bride’s neck; corre-
sponds with our wedding ring. (A
woman will never part with her tali

and young magistrates are advised not
to seize it in payment of a fine,

especially if the lady is a political

offender.)

talirni, patience, endurance, talimi

tannu cdtsunu,yederinicdtsumi
,
patience

will save you and your opponent (don’t
lose your temper in a dispute), deha-
talimi, stamina.

tdllu, plural of tddu
,
rope, and of tddi,

palmyra.
tdltsuta, to wear, garbhamu tdltsuta is

to conceive a child.

ta|uta, to bear, cskudbhadacu tala leca,

not being able to bear the pangs of
hunger.

taluta, to stop, to shut up. talu, yevvaro
vastu v’unndru, shut up, some one is

coming.
talucd, taluk. Hindustani. The old
Muhammedan division of the Zilla or
District, which we have retained,

tdliicu, belonging to. Hindustani,
tdmara, lotus, tamaraculo nillu talla-

dinchin attu
,
shaking like a drop on

a lotus leaf (on the edge of a precipice),
tamara, ringworm,
tamas^nu, dullness, darkness, peev-
ishness, obscurantism. Skt. ituvanti
svalpa vishayamloni tdmasam vastu
v’unte if you get peeved over so small
a matter

;
idi cevala tdmasa vachanamu,

that is sheer obscurantism.

tamasintsuta, to delay, to dawdle, oca
nimisham tamasintsa rddu, you must
not delay a minute.
tambulamu, betel and areca-nut
folded ready for chewing. Skt. This
is offered at all functions, peddamanu-

shyula nalugurini tdmbulanici pilu-
stanu, I will ask some respectable
persons to tdmbulam (for a discussion
or some affair); vamanamu cacundd
n’undutacu gdnu tambulamu vesuciin-

nanu, I took betel to stay my stomach,
tame, by themselves, cherucu v'unde
tsdtici chimalu tame vastavi, ants will
come of themselves to a place where
there is sugar-cane.
tanamuj place. Corrupt Skt, for sthd-
namu.

tana, police station. Hindustani; also
thdnd.

tdnadarudu, station-house officer.

The bailiff's employed by zamindars
are also called tanedars .

tandavamu, dance. Skt. pralaya
tandavamu

, Siva’s death dance,
tane, himself (emphatic), tana caUacu
bandalu tane tetstsu con attu, like the
man who brought the fetters for his
own legs; tanu tummi tdne satayushu
anuconna, he sneezed and blessed
himself (satayushu, 100 years of life),

tdntricamu, apocryphal. Skt. The
Tantras are the Hindu Apocrypha,

tanu, himself, tanu mingedi, tananu
mingedi tsutsu co valasinadi

, see first

whether you can swallow him or he
you (don’t hit a man bigger than
yourself); tanu ocati talisti

, Daivamu
ocati talichinadi

,
man proposes but

God disposes,

tapamu, sorrow. Skt.
tapasudu, ascetic. Skt. The feminine
is tapasi.

tdpi, bricklaying,

tapivadu, bricldayer, mason. r
tapu, top. English. Used especially
of the deck of canal boats,

tarasilluta, tarasintsuta, to ap-
proach, to encounter. Devatalu Rdc-
shasulanu tarasillin appudu mahd
yuddhamusambhavinchinadi

,where the
Gods encountered the Demons there
was a great war; strilu tdrasinckin
appudu purushudi manassuyentagattid
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aind caragaca manadu
, when women

approach the stoutest male heart will

melt.
t&ratamyamu, comparative, merit,

difference. Skt., from tara, the more,
and tana., the most, varivari tarata-

myamulacarhamugd tagina mariyddalu
chid) giving them honours in pro-
portion to their respective merits;
y’ippudu scullald tsaduvu curie vdllacu

bottigd vinaya vidheyatalu pinnapeddd
tdratamydlu levu

,
schoolboys of the

present generation have no modesty
or manners and make no difference

between old and young,
tdrikhu, date (in the month). Hindu-
stani.

tartsuga, often; properly taratsuga.

tdrumaruga, upside down; onoma-
topoeic. yuddh dnantaramu drthica
paristhitulu tdrumdr aina pimmata

,

when the economic situation was
upset after the war.

tata, grandfather. You will say tdta

in addressing any old man. tatacu

daggu nerpa valend? must you teach
grandfather to cough? (teach your
grandmother to suck eggs),

tatamma, grandmother
;
also ammam

-

ma
,
tallitalli.

tatacu, palm leaf.

t&tc&Hcapu, transitory. Skt., from
tat

,
that, and calamu, time,

tatichettu, palmyra, tat ecce vanni
yendaca yegasana toyyunu? how far

can you push up a man who is climb-
ing a palmyra? (You can only give
him a start, he must do the rest for

himself.)
tatinara, coir.

tatparyamu, opinion, meaning. Skt.

tatsu, cobra. But people always say
tdtsupdmu, cobra-snake, and not
simply tatsu. tala vaca tdtsupdmu
tsampiftdr'ani culivaUac andaricl pdula
y’ippiste vdllu santosha padutdru, if we
give all the coolies four annas a head
for every cobra they kill they will be
delighted.
tdvalamu, necklace, rosary, tulasi

pusata tdvalamulu vesuconi
,
wearing

necklaces of basil beads,
tavi, fragrance, puvulo tavi, like the
fragrance in a flower.

tavu, place,

tayittu, amulet.
tazacalamu, postscript; from Hindu-
stani tazdy new.

teccottuta, to break off; from teguta>
to break, and cottuta> to beat; also

tegacottuta
,
tegagottuta.

teddu, oar, paddle, wooden spoon.
teddu v'undagd cheyyi cdltsu conn attu,

like the man who burnt his fingers

when he had a ladle,

tega, sect, class
;
from teguta

,
to be cut.

savacasa tega, leisured class; locamld
v’ulide janul andaru mosapuchchevdru

,

mosa poyevdru ani rendu tegaluga v*un-
nd.ru , the whole world is divided into

two classes, those who cheat and those
who are cheated

;
intamandiy’inni tega-

lavdru vacca tsota y i pracarangd sa-

mavesam cavadam tsuste Hinduvulalo
v'unde aicamatyamu mariyevarilo ciidd

len attu spashtam autu v’unnadi, this

gathering together of men of so many
sects in one place proves the incom-
parable unity of the Hindus (but per-
haps the existence of so many sects

proves them to be incomparably fissi-

parous).
tegacoyuta, to cut off, to cut. cheppulu
chinnani cdlu tega 'cosu co vatstsund ?

will you cut your feet off because your
shoes are too tight? curchi cdlu checca
%

poyi paradhyanam cheta velu tega cosu
cunndnu

, I cut my finger absent-
mindedly when I went to pare the leg
of a chair; tadi guddalatd gontuca
tegacostadu

,
he will cut your throat

with a wet cloth (professing non-
violence).

tegagottuta, to break off
; from teguta,

to break, and cottuta, to beat; more
commonly shortened to teccottuta .

teganammuta, to sell off. ni bhdrya
vantani v'unna gullalu tegan ammi
melam pettandi

,

sell your wife’s
trinkets and engage a nautch-party
(for the wedding)

;
manyaliimaUu tegan

ammi, selling offground and glebe,
tegintsuta, to dare, teginchi »enacacu
poyin’anta televitaccuva ledu , there is

no greater folly than to go back after

having dared.
tegulu, blight, rot, disease, matacu
mdta tegulu, nillacu ndtsu tegulu

, word

A a
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upon word rots speech as weed upon
weed chokes the pond. Commonly
used of an outbreak of plague,
tegulugontu, an invalid,

teguta, to be broken, burst, or cut.

When a tank bursts or breaches that
J! teguta.

teguva, daring. teguva Devendra
padavi, daring leads to heaven (re-

venge is sweet),
telaga, a sudra caste,

telica, gingelly; more commonly nuv-
vulu, a field crop. Oil is made of the
seeds and sold as best Lucca oil after

being refined in Europe,
telicapindi, oil-cake. Used to feed
cattle.

telicavadu, oilmonger.
telifonu, telephone. English,
telisiconuta, to find out.
telivaina, intelligent,

telivi, intelligence, telivi tacuva , acali

yecuva
,
the less the intelligence, the

more the appetite.

telivicadu, a sensible man; the femi-
nine is telivicatte.

telivileni, telivimalima, stupid,
telivitaccuva, stupidity, stri: ayyo
papam chepa tdducu tagulu cuni tsach-

chi pdyindi. chepalu pattevadu: dani
telivitaccuvacu nen em chesedi ? adi
noru mtisu cuni v'undi, nenu pettina

eranu tinaca pote bratici v’undedl.

Woman: Oh, the poor fish, it has
caught itself on your line and died.
Fisherman: I am not to blame for
its stupidity; it had only to keep its

mouth shut and not swallow my bait

and it would still be alive,

teliyacheyuta, to inform,
teliyuta, to become plain, to be known,
to perceive, to be understood, can-

nulu teliyuta is to see with the eyes;
cannulu teliyanivadu

, a man whose
eyes do not perceive, a blind man;
chicatild pillici cannulu teliyunu

,
a cat

sees in the dark; nicu telisinda? or
simply telisinda? do you see? is con-
stantly* said in conversation or in
giving orders to make sure the other
party has understood; telise varacu
Brahma vidya

,
teliste cusu vidya,

before you are expert, a recondite
science, when you know, nothing

simpler (practice makes perfect)
; anni

telisinavadu ledu
r
yemi teliyanivadu

ledu
,
there is no one who knows every-

thing, no one who knows nothing.

cottavadu: i vhiUo goppavallu yevar-

aina puttdrd ? gramasthudu

:

_

ndcu
telisinanta varacu y’iccada sisuvule

puttutdrandi : goppavaUu putta lidu.

Stranger: Have any big people been
bom in this village? Villager: As far

as I know people are born little here,

not big.

tella, white.
teiiapovuta, to turn pale, tellapoyi

ala tsustav emi ? Why have you turned
pale and look this way?

tellavari, next morning; from tella-

varuta, to dawn.
tellavdrigatla, tellavaragatla, tella-

varigatta, tellavaretappudu, tella-

varuzamuna, tellavarlu, at dawn.
musugu vesuconi bogamdani y

y

intici

velli, vidhild yevvaru lecunda tsuchi,

lopala pravesinchi
,
malli tellavdrigatta

chicati v’undagane y intici vachchi
y

cherevadu, he used to disguise himself
and look around to see there was no
one in the street before entering the
dancing-girl’s house and come away
home at dawn before it was light;

telucu pettanam iste tellavdrlu anta
podichinatay when the scorpion was
given supremacy it went on stinging
till dawn; tellavaragatla lechi

,
getting

up at dawn.
tellavaru, white men, Europeans.
This translates our own expression;
but they often think of us as red rather
than white.
tellavaruta, tellavarintsuta, to
dawn. Lacshmayya stimaru yecci nidra
poyenu. tellavdrin tarvdtd Lacsh-
mayyd: stimaruld praydnam cheste

nidra pattadu, vdntulu vellutav ant
nannu bhayam pettdr andi, r

,idc emi
ibbandi caluga ledu. stimaru adhicdri:
stimaru inca revu vadalipetta ledu;
injanu chedipote bdgd chestunndru.
Smith got on board and went to sleep

;

at dawn he remarked : They frightened
me with stories about seasickness and
not being able to sleep on board, but
I have suffered no discomfort. Ship’s
officer: The steamer has not left the
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shore. The engine went wrong and
they are repairing it.

Telugu, the Telugu language, also

Tenugu, probably derived from. Dra-
vidian ten

,
south

;
the language of the

south, tandri : ni heddumdsta.ru nacu
vrdsina uttaramulo ni nadata man

-

chidi cadu
t
leccalu rdvu

,
Inglishu rddu,

charitra tsadavadu, Telugu anta canna
radii

,
ani vrdsadu

,
aite tsadwuu mdnei;

incd dabbu danduga yendued? vidhy-

drthi : ndnna
,
y’i uttaranniincoduyevar-

aind vrasi heddumdsta.ru santacam
pettad emo canucco. Father: From
your head master’s report I see that

your conduct is not good, arithmetic

bad, you know no English, history

neglected, Telugu worst of all. Better

give up studying, it is only a waste of

money. Schoolboy: Daddy, find out
whether some one else did not write

the report and put the head master’s
signature to it,

teluputa, to make known; causal of
teliyuta.

temada, phlegm,
temma, damp.
tempari, bold, rash man. atanu mu-

kham tsiiste atadu khunilu cMse tem-

pariga canapaddadu
7

to judge from
his face he seemed a bold, murderous
villain; atuvanti temparivadito pdtld-

dite ndee paruvu taccwu ani nenu noru
musu coni v\irucunndnu

7
thinking it

beneath my dignity to quarrel with
such a rash man, I held my tongue
and did nothing.

texxipu, boldness, rashness. The
derivation is from teguta

,
to break

temputa, to break,

tenca, stone of a fruit,

tenigintsuta, to turn into Telugu.
tennisu, tennis. English, peddama-

nishi: samvatsaramlo yenni riituvuV

unnai ? % vidhyarthi : tennisu riituvu,

phutbalu riltuvulu rendu . Gentleman:
How many seasons are there in the

year ? Student : Two, the tennis season
and the football season,

tentsuta, to break, to snap off.

-tentsuta, affix meaning ‘going’.

Added in the form dentsuta to other
verbs in the literary language, aru-

dentsuta
,

tsanudentsuta
,

e'gudentsuta,

and so on simply mean ‘to go’, or, shall

we say, ‘to repair’ or ‘to proceed’ ? One
rule of the literary language is never
to use common words like ‘to go’ or

‘to do ’
; you say to proceed or to per-

form.
Tenugu, Telugu; the older form of the
word.
teppa, raft, yeru dati teppa tagala

vesin attu
,
like burning the raft after

crossing the stream
;

teppateralagd,

at full speed; cuppateppalaga, abun-
dantly.

tepplntsuta, to send for, to get; causal

of tetstsuta.

tera, curtain, screen, talli : natacam
yetla v’unnadi? bdludu: tsala bdg

3

unnadi
,

dipalu, teralu adbhutangd
v'urinavi. talli: mi ndnna anta bdg*

unda led anndru; madhya madhya
matrame bdg unnad annare. bdludu:
nizame, anducane cdbdlu

,
madhya

madhya ?ianna baitacu poyi, santo-

shistii lopalici vachchevadu. Mother:
How was the play? Boy: Excellent,
the lights and curtains were wonder-
ful. Mother: Your father did not find
it so good, he said it was only good at

intervals. Boy: Yes and I suppose it

was because he went out at the
intervals and came back happy,
teragu, way, manner; also teravu.

teraluta, to boil over; also terluta *

teratsdpa, sail of a ship; from tera,

screen, and tsdpa y mat.
teratsuta, to open, to unfasten, ndru
teravacunda is without opening one’s
mouth.
teravu, way, manner; also teragu .

terluta, to boil over; also teraluta.

tetstsuta, to bring, to earn, chettu

cotti,paici tetstsu conn attu
}
like cutting

a tree and bringing it down on one’s
own head

;
ndlucd

, ndlucd
7

debbalu
vipucu tece

,
tongue, tongue, do not

bring blows on my back; valla dabbu
vdUu padu chesu cuntu v’unnaru gdni
mimmalan emi temm anadam ledu

t

they waste their own money arid don’t
ask you to contribute anything; lent

moham tetstsu pettu coni, affecting a
love he did not feel; te leni ayyacu
tindi mendu

, the less a man earns the
more he claims to eat.
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te, bring; imperative of tetstsuta. te-

ginchi ddnam chestdnu, te rd
,
pidicedu

annam arm attu, I will be bold to make
a gift, bring hither a handful of rice,

sirrah. The negative of te is teca,

#don’t bring,

t&cu, teak tree,

teda, difference,

tedi, date (in the month),
tdjassu, lustre. Skt. na tandri Surya
bhagavdnulu; atadu pradoshacalamuna
Brahma svarupudunnu

,
madhydhna-

muna Siva svarupudunnu
,
sdyancalamu

Vishnu svarupudunnu autddu; atanni
tejassuyem anucunnau? my father is the

blessed Sun ; in the morning he takes

Brahma's form, in the afternoon,

Siva's, in the evening Vishnu's; how
does his lustre strike you ?

telagilluta, to rise to the top.

tdlagottuta, to set afloat; from teluta,

to float, and cottuta, to strike,

telav^yuta, to open (the eyes) wide,
tdlica, easy

;
from teluta, to float,

telintsuta, to cause to float, to achieve.

lalinchi telincki, fondling and cares-

sing.

telipovuta, to come out safe. Bhi-
mardu Pantulugdri maradali vyavahd-
ramulo yemo upadravamu vatstsun

annuconnamu
,
tudac emiyu lecundd itte

telipoyinade, we thought there was
some danger in that matter of Bhima
Row Pantulu’s sister-in-law; as it

turned out she got off scot free,

telu, scorpion, pdpishti telu yeccada
nunchi vachchinado cam , tsatuccuna

chiticina vel anta podichindi
,
a blasted

scorpion springing suddenly from
nowhere stung my little finger; telucu

putti tsalipurugu ain attu
, like a black

ant born of a scorpion (this is an
uncomplimentary expression); telucu

pettanamu iste tellavdrlu anta podi~
chind’ata, theysaythatwhensupremacy
was given to the scorpion it stung till

morn; tellalo condi pamulalo padaga,
the sting in scorpions, the hood in
snaked (the greatest villain of the
lot) ; cuttina telu gunavanturdlu

,
cusin

amma cucca munda, the scorpion that
stung is a good-natured woman, the
woman who blurted is a dirty
bitch.

teluparuta, to arise, to be bom.
teluta, to’ float, to come out, to result.

ye samudramulo pada vesina telunu
, it

will float in any sea (i.e. always come
up smiling) ;

d padava conchemu lotu

nillaldn aina Ulutsunnadi,
that ship

draws very little water,

tema, damp.
tene, honey, tene matalu

3 honeyed
words; tene v iunna tsdta yHgalu pdg
autavij flies will collect where there

is honey; tenela gudu is a hive; tene-

pattu, honeycomb.
tdndtiga, tenfga, bee

;
tenetiga zum

caramu cheyuts unnadi
,
the bee hums,

tenfllu, teniru, tea (the brew).

English.

tentsuta, to belch. Belching is not con-
sidered disgusting, but a sign that you
have enjoyed your food and a matter
of congratulation. The conduct of a

European judge who had his court

cleared and fumigated when a vakil

belched in it was not approved,
tenupu, a belch; also tepu .

tepa, time, oca tepa
,
once; tepatepacu

rupai
,
a rupee each time.

t£pu, a belch; also tenupu.

tera, gratis, tera gurramu
,

tangedu
harice

,
a switch for the borrowed

horse (you don't spare him),
tera, clearness.

teraparatsiitsuta, to stare, tellapdyi

nacesi gudlaguba lagu teraparatsuchi
i

turning pale and staring at me like

an owl.

t£ri, terina, fully.

teruta, to become clear, to escape,

tp recover. teruconuta
}
in the middle

mood, is to recover from illness,

terutsuta, to clarify, to console,
tetaga, clearly.

tdtaparatsuta, to make clear, to ex-
plain.

teyacu, tea-leaf, from English ‘tea'

and acu, leaf.

thana, police station. Hindustani,
thanadarudu, station-house officer,

ticana, trace, resource, tindi ticdnd

lecundd, ithout food or shelter; zddd
ticdnd ledu

,
there is no trace of him

anywhere.
ticettu, ticket. English. Lacshmayya ;

mi topi ndcu addangd v*unnadi. mudu
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rupdyal ichchi ticcettu conndnu; mi I Teacher : I wrote that your hand-
topi tistene gam nacu natacam cam

-

pintsadu . Vencayya: nenu iravai

rupdyalu petti ninnane yH topi con-

ndnu; ddnici andaru isuda, vadda ?

Smith: Your hat is in my light. I

have paid Rs. 3 for my ticket. If you
don’t remove your hat, I can’t see the
play. Jones : I paid Rs. 20 for that hat
only yesterday; should not every one
look at it?

tilacamu, beauty-spot, acme, naditi-

lacamu, the prettiest of rivers,

tilalu, gingelly (an oil-seed crop),

sesamum. Skt. The Telugu is nuv

-

vulu. tildch papa hard
,
sesamum re-

moves sin (if given as a gift to a

brahmin). (ch as in ‘loch’.)

timingilamu, a fabulous great fish,

Leviathan.
timiramu, darkness. Skt. Used in

books.
timmiri, numb, cdlu timmirigd v’un

-

nadi, my leg has gone numb,
tindi, food, cdtici cdllu tsatsuconi,

Undid cheyyi tsachevadu, when his

legs were stretched towards the tomb,
his hand was still stretched towards
food (greedy to the last breath)

;

Undid chetu
,
nelacu baruvu

,
a waste

of good food, a burden on the earth;

Undid Timmardzu, panici Potarazu,
the Monkey King at food, the Buffalo
King at work (he eats till he sweats
and works till he freezes) ; te leni

ayyacu tindi mendu, the manwho earns
nothing eats all the more,
tindipanda, tindipotu, glutton,

tinipintsuta, to give to eat. devoid
ittsune gdni tinipintsund ? God gives

us our daily bread but He does not
put it into our mouths,

tinnagd, straight, properly, mundalu
tindi Uni

,
tinnagd unda leca, canda

cavarafiiuna cannu cdnaca yHldguna
cdni panulu cheyuduru

,
widows who

live on the fat of the land will grow
randy, and wanton, and forsake the

narrow path, vidhyarthi: ayyd, na
notubuccu mida miru rasind emifo
teliya led andi. ticharu: ni dasturi

tinnagd teliyadam led ani rdsdnu.
Student: Sir, I can’t read what you
have written in my note-book.

writing is not legible,

tinuta, to eat. debbalu tinuta
,
to eat

blows, is a common expression for to

get a beating; lantsalu tinnuta
,
to take

bribes
;
gaddi tinuta

,
to eat grasa,

means to make a beast of oneself;

annamutintara
,
gaddi tintdra ? are you

men or beasts? vandin anna tinaca

manuna? will the cook not eat?

cadupu nindd Unte
,
vanti nindd jvara-

mu
,
a bellyful of food means a bodyful

of fever
;
Unte cadala lena, tinaca pote

medala lenu
,
if I eat I can’t move, if I

don’t eat I can’t stir ; Unte gdni ruchi

teliyadu, digite gdni lotu teliyadu
, you

can’t tell the taste without eating or
the depth without getting in; tinna

cucca lenipote, canna cucca cdttu viraga
cottin attu, like the man who broke
the legs of the dog that happened to

be there when he could not find the
dog that had eaten the food (the

innocent suffering for the guilty);

tsaddi tinn'amma magani y’dcal eru-

gadu, the woman who has had her cold
rice does not realize her husband’s
hunger

;
tdnu yenta aina tina galan ani

Lacshmayya pandem vesenu
,
Lacsh-

mayya conta Uni tsalinchenu . Ven-
cayya : anta tina led em ? pandemlo
odi poyinau. Lacshmayya: podduna
nenuparicsha chesin appudu bagdne Un-
Uni, ippuduyendu chetano acali manda-

ginchindi . Smith made a bet he could
eat any amount; after he had eaten
something he gave up. Jones: Why
haven’t you eaten it all ? You have lost

your bet. Smith : This morning when
you tested me I ate well; now for

some reason or other my appetite is

reduced, vindu bhojanamlo oca baludu
tsdla tint undenu. peddamanishi : inca

tina bocu, ajirnam chestundi; inta

chinna cadupulo anta annum yetld
pattindi? bdludu: nd potta baitici

canapadet anta chinnadi cad andi, a boy
ate a great deal at a feast. Gentleman

:

Don’t eat any more, you will get indi-

gestion
;
how did you get so much food

into so small a belly? Boy: My
stomach isn’t so small as it looks from
outside

;
lantsam pantsam tinadam

udyoga dharmam, to take bribes is an
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official duty; connavd.de tinnavadu ,
he

who buys eats (he who pays the piper

calls the tune); tinna y’inti vdsdlu
yennevadu

,
counting the beams in the

house in which you have eaten. This
^refers to a story of a man who made a

false claim to a house and showed
knowledge of every detail of it in

court.

tippalu, difficulties, tippala paduta, to

be in difficulties; tippalu pettuta, to

throw difficulties in the way.
tippiveyuta, to turn (active), to reject.

The usual word for to reject a petition,

turn down a request,

tipputa, to turn, to whirl, to send back;
also tripputa

,
causative of tiruguta.

ill ecci corivi tippin attu
,
like the man

who climbed the roof and whirled a

fire-brand about (misdirected energy)

;

bantrotulunu vhirice tipputu v’un-

ndru, they send the peons back empty-
handed.
tiragabatu, rebellion; from tiruguta,

to turn; also tirugabatu , tirugabadi.

tiragali, hand-mill; also tirugali.

tiragapaduta, to rebel
;
also tirugupa-

duta .

tirascarintsuta, to scorn. Skt.

tirascaramu, scorn. Skt.

tirigi, again; from tiruguta
,
to turn,

tirigitirigi, round and round,
tiru-, prefix meaning ‘holy’. Tamil,
from Skt. sri. tirucolanu, a sacred
tank

;
Tirupati

,
the sacred town,

tirugabadi, tirugabatu, mutiny, mien
pani apaca poyin att aite tirugubatu

netam cinda siesha auiundi
,
ifyou don’t

stop work it will be mutiny and will

be punished as such; sipdyilu dorata-

namu vdri mida tirugabadi
,
the Sepoy

mutiny; also tiragabdtu.

tirugali, hand-mill; also tiragali,

tirugavdyuta, to turn over,

tirugu, tirugudala, tirugudu, a turn

;

in the plural tirugullu
,

difficulties.

vyadhi tirugudalagd v’unnadi
,
the ill-

ness is on the turn; brahmdstrdnici
tirugu Hedu, there is no turning the
thunderbolt.
tirugubotu, a rambler, vagrant,
tirugudupuwu, sun-flower

;
theflower

that turns towards the sun. (The
Italians also call the flower the sun-

turner, girasole ,
whence the English

Jerusalem artichoke.)

tirugupaduta, to rebel, vddu yaza-
mani mida tiruga baddddu ,

he flew in the

face of his master
;
also tiragapaduta.

tiruguta, to turn, to rove, vdnici ollu

tirigindi
,
his body turned, means he got

giddy or sick
;
a mdta na notlo tiragadu

,

I can’t get my tongue round that

word; ndluca tiragadu, my tongue
does not turn, means I have a diffi-

culty in speaking, e.g. Telugu; sdc-

shini tiraga tiyuta is to tamper with a

witness; hundi tirigipoyindi, the bill

was dishonoured ;
tiraga marigina

calu
,

titta marigina noru, v’uracun-

davu, wandering feet and reviling

tongue will not stop quiet ; tala

tiruguts unnadi
,
my head swims.

Tirupati, famous place of pilgrimage.

Tirupati pogdne Turaca dasari auna
,

will a pilgrimage to Tirupati turn a
Muhammedan into a Dasari? Tirupati

mangalavddu
,
the Tirupati barber, is

proverbial, because he is the only one
there and a very haughty man. The
temple is at Tirumalai, a hill above
Tirupati, six miles away, tiru- is

corrupt for Skt. sri
,
holy,

tiryagjantuvu, animal (including birds
and snakes). Skt. (Having the face

down, unlike man.)
tithi, date (lunar). Skt.

titti, bellows, bag. colimi tittulu
, black-

smith’s bellows.
tittu, word of abuse, addamaina titlu

tittinadu, he cursed me all he knew;
talanoppi cheta bddha padats undaga
upacaramunacai mand iyya vachchina
pedda manushyuni batimaluco valasi-

nadipdga
,
nishedranamugd titta modalu

pettinar emi? (Wife to jealous hus-
band) : Instead of going down on your
knees before a kind gentleman who
came to give me medicine and take
away my headache, you have gone out
of your way to insult him; titti tsachi-

navadu ledu
,

divinchi bratidnavddu
lidu

,
cursing never killed any one,

blessings never brought any one to

life; tittite galici potavi
,

tinte loga
potavi

,
abuse is scattered in the wind,

food goes inside; pettite tintdru gani,

tittite padevdru Uru , if you hand over
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food people will take it from you, but
if you hand out abuse no one will take

it from you. ocadu : dfisu panulacu
bddhyata galavar evaru ? Gumdstd

:

ndcu bdgd teliyad andi; yedaina lopam
vaste matram nanne andaru tittutdru.

Smith: Who is responsible for the
business of this office? Clerk: All I

know is that if anything goes wrong
they all blame me.

tivasi, carpet. Hindustani. 6ri,pedda-

manushyulu vachchindru
,

vegiramu
tivasi tisucu ra, ho there, some gentle-

men have come, bring a carpet
quickly (for them to sit on),

tiyya, tiyyani, sweet, tiyyani roga-

mulu, cammani mandulu v’unnava? are
there sweet illnesses and delicious
medicines ?

tiyyadanamu, sweetness, angita vi-

shamu
,

munnalucanu tiyyadanamu
,

poison in the palate, sweetness on the
tip of the tongue (the cajoleries of an
enemy).

ticdlu, vaccination,
ticaluveyuta, to vaccinate,

ticharu, teacher. English,
ticshnamu, heat. Skt. ticshnamulaina
surya ciranamulu, the scorching rays
of the sun.

tiga, creeper, tendril, tigecu caya
baruva ? is the gourd too heavy for the
creeper?

tipi, tipu, sweet, sweetness, love.

pranala mida tipi
,
love of life

;
cheruca

tipi ani villato namala vatstsuna?
should you chew the sugar-cane to the
root, just because it is sweet? (greedi-

ness) ; yevari prdnamu vdrici tipu
,
life

is sweet.
*

tipu, anguish, yennd vrandlu cosinanu

gani, na vranam anta tipu led ann
attu

,
like the surgeon who said "of all

the boils I have cut, my own was the
most’painful ’

.

tiramu, shore, bank. Godavari tiramu
,

the bank of the Godavari,
tira, finally, tird chellinchenu

,
he paid

the last’ instalment; tird pelli siddkam
ayyet appatici

,
when the wedding was

at last ready.
tirchivdyuta, to defray, to pay off.

tirica, leisure, tirica chicaca
,
not find-

ing leisure.

tirtsuta

txrina, finished, settled; part, of
tiruta.

tirmanamu, decision, oca cacshi

vimarsa mida tirmanam cheyyadam
nyayam cadu

,
it is not just to decide

after hearing only one side,

tirpu, decision, especially of a coutt.

Lacshmayya, Vencayya iddaru anna-

dammulu. tandri villu vrdsi tsachchi

poyenu. villu pracdram dsti pantsu
codanici potlata vachchenu; anna-
dammul iddaru Mallayanu madhya-

vartiga pettu coniri. Mallayya: na
th*pu idi, Lacshmayyacu astini cherisa-

ganga pantsaddnici adhicdram ich-

chanu. Lacshmayya : nyayam chesaru .

Mallayya : tana y’ishtam vachchina
bhagam tanu tisu codanici Vencayyacu
adhicdram ichchinanu . Vencayya: ny-
ayam chesaru. Lacshmayya and Ven-
cayya were two brothers

; their father

died leaving a will; a dispute arose
about the division of the property
under the will

;
the two brothers

appointed Mallayya as arbitrator.

Mallayya: My decision is that Laksh-
mayya divides the property into two
equal parts. Lakshmayya: A Daniel
come to judgement. Mallayya: And
that Venkayya chooses whichever of
the two parts he prefers. Venkayya:
A Daniel come to judgement,

tirpuchepputa, tirpuv£yuta, to ad-
judicate.

tfrthamu, water, sacred water, a

sanctuary, salvation. Skt. tindici

vachchinava, tirthanacu vachchinava?
have you come to see the sanctuary
or to get food (as a pilgrim or a

beggar) ;
sankhulo poste tirtkamu, pen-

culo poste nilluy in a conch holy water,
in a pot fresh water,

tirthayatra, pilgrimage,
tirthicariritsuta, to sanctify,

tirtsuta, to finish, to settle, to satisfy,

to assuage, to set right, to discharge (a

debt) . archevdre gani
,
tirchevdru leru

,

there are comforters indeed but no one
who entirely consoles us; cqrica tirtsu

coca
,
not being able to satisfy a desire.

ocadu: itarulu pdd autu vhinte tsustu

Vurucovadam mdnava dharmam cadu .

incodu : dharmam cdca p6te bhu
bhdram anta miru tirustdrd ? ocadu:
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tirtsa galigina, tirtsa leca poyina, sd-

dhyamaina anta mattucu prayatnam
cheyyadam manac andaracu vidhi.

Smith: To look on while others are

being ruined is not my idea of duty.

Jones : Though it is not your idea of
duty are you going to take the whole
burden of the world on yourself?
Smith : Whether we can set the whole
world right or whether we can’t, it is

the duty of all of us to try to as far as

possible, bharya: yevaraina badha
padut unte mtru valla cashtam yeppu-
daind tirchdrd? bharta: tirtsac 4m?
ninnu pendli chesu coni ni cashtalanu

tirtsa leda? Wife: Have you ever

assuaged another’s ills? Husband:
My dear, what did I do when I

married you? Lacshmayya: ni mata
nilupu connave. Vencayya : yem mata?

Lacshmayya: padi rupayalu badul
iste

,
ni riinam yennatici tirtsu co led ani

venuca anndu
,

ippatici tirtsacunddne

undi, mdta chellintsu cunt unnavu.
Smith: You are a man of your word.
Jones: How so? Smith: When I lent

you ten rupees you said you would
never be able to clear your debt to

me; you have not cleared it yet; you
have kept your word, copamu tirtsuta

,

to wreak one’s anger
;
ddhamu tirtsuta,

to quench one’s thirst; vdni pani
tvrchindru

,

they settled his hash,
tirubadi, leisure, nenu tirubadigd

v’unn appudu
,
when I am at leisure,

tiruta, to be finished, to result, to be
assuaged, to be satisfied, to be settled

(of a debt), cadupu vaste cane lira

valenu
,
after you have conceived you

must end by bringing forth
;
tanivi tira

matlddinadu, he went on talking till

he was satisfied (he had his say out)

;

nacu tiradu, it won’t suit me; papa
phalamun anubhavimpaca tirund ? will
one’s sins not find one out? mutstsata
tiruta

,
to satisfy one’s desire; nipura-

cruta carmain anubhavimpaca tiradu,

you will not escape the results of the
actions qjformer lives

; bad tiripotundi

,

the debt will be settled; rdcunti tiradu,
you must positively come; veUaca
tiradu, I can’t possibly stay away,

tirvajasti, water-rate charge. Hindu-
stani. A revenue term for the water-

rate levied when a wet crop is grown
on dry land.

tisiconipovuta, to take, tisconipo or
tiscupd is ‘take’ in the imperative.

tisiconivatstsuta, to bring, tisconira

or tiscrd is ‘bring’ in the imperative.

tLsiconuta, to take away, ticharu: ni

cotuci yenni gundil unnai. bdludu:
aidu . ticharu: nenu ndlugu tisu cunte

yem autundi ? bdludu : ma nanna tan-

tadu. Teacher: How many buttons
are there on your coat? Boy: Five.

Teacher: Take one away and what
do we get? Boy: Kicks from my
father, appu y'ichchinavadu bagu
corunu, tisiconnavadu cheda cdrunu

,

creditors wish you well, debtors wish
you ill.

tisipovuta, to dry up, to fall away.
ottu tisipoyindi, he has fallen away in

flesh; yeru tisipoyindi, the river has
gone down.

tisiveyuta, to take away, to send away

;

tisei is take away; the auxiliary may
also be reduplicated and the word
become tisesei

;
naucarlanu tisi vesi-

nadu, he discharged the servants; to
discharge a debt is tirtsuta

; a gun,
caltsuta ; duties, nirvzrtintsuta

;

urine,
vidutsuta. atani prdrthana tisi veyya
leca, not being able to refuse his

prayer.

tisiyunduta, to be open, talupu tisi

unnadi
,
the door is open.

tita, itch, tita pattinavadu gocucon-
tadu, if you have an itch you will

scratch.

tivramu, hot, keen, dire. Skt. tivra

copam, deep anger; tivra vedana,
srrfarting pain; asatyamuna cante
tivramainadi incocati ledu, there is

nothing more terrible than untruth;
Brahmala copam Vishnu Devuni cha-
cramu cantenu tiiyram aindi

,

the wrath
of Brahmins is more to be feared than
Vishnu’s disk.

tiyani, sweet.
tiyani, not open, shut; negative par-
ticiple of tiyuta.

tiyintsuta, to get removed; causal of
tiyuta.

tiyuta, to remove, to open, to sub-
tract, to subside, to pull, to dig, to be
removed, to draw back. One of the
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most useful words in the language
(transitive and intransitive), tanavdru
lotucu tituru, canivdru cadacu tituru

,

his own people will pull him down,
his enemies will draw him to the
bank; tiyyaga tiyyaga ragamu

,
practise

and practise and you will learn how to

sing; yeru tisindi
,
the flood subsided.

Lacshmayya : cotu venuca midlu gutstsu

conenu; yevaraina tistdr emorC ani oca
mailu nadichenu; chivaracu ocadu cani-

pinchenu. Lacshmayya: ayyd, nd
cotu venuca mullu gutstsu cunnai;

conchem tisipettandi; dvni cosam mailu
duram vachchanu. ocadu: adi sare

gdniy c6tu tisiveste nuvve tisu cune-

vddivigd ? Lacshmayya got some
thorns into his coat behind, andwalked
a mile looking for some one to pull

them out for him, and at last saw some
one. Lachsmayya: Sir. I have got

thorns into my coat behind, would
you mind pulling them out ? Stranger

:

All right, but why didn’t you take

your coat off and pull them out your-
self? calupu tiyani madi

,
Devudu leni

gudi, an unweeded field is like a temple
without the god; nuyyi tiyuta

,
to

sink a well; sdne tiyuta
,

to whet;
palu tiyuta, to milk; goUu tiyuta

,

to

cut your nails; tdlamu tiyuta
,
to un-

lock; vacili tiyuta, to open the front
door; vidi tiyuta, to draw apart;

jvaramu tisindi
,
the fever has gone

down
;
venuca tiyuta, to draw back.

tocca, rind, peel. Corrupt Skt. for

tvaccu.

toccudibandi, bicycle; from toccuta,

to tread, and handi, vehicle; but
saicilu is commoner. ^

toccuta, to tread, toca toccina pdrnu
laguna lechinddu, he sprang up like a

snake whose tail has been trodden on.

toda, thigh, todaputtuvu is a Vaisya,
because Vaisyas were born of the
Creator’s thigh.

todigintsuconuta, to wear, to put on.
nenugdzulu todigintsu cunte, adi gazulu
todigintsu cuntundi, nenu coppulo puv-
vulu pettu cunte adi puvvulu pettu

cuntundi, nenu rangu chira cattu cunte,

adi cattu cuntundi, if I put on glass

bangles so does she, if I put flowers in

my hair so does she, if I put on a

coloured sari so does she.; also

toduguta .

toduguta, to wear, to put on; also

todigintsuconuta. yeccuva sogasugd
canapadadanici y'ivela avide duvvuco-
vadamlo toduccdvadamldnu cudd
v'unnadi, to make herself look nicGr

she has combed her hair and dressed
herself with particular care,

tolacari, beginning of the rainy

season, tolacari vana

,

the opening
rain.

tolacarintsuta, to start raining (of a

season).

tolagintsuta, to remove; causal of
tolaguta, to recede.

tolaguta,to recede, to step aside, talupu

daggara nundi praccacu tolaguts un-
nadu, he steps aside from near the
door; venucacu tolaguts unnddu, he
recedes.

tolliti, former, first; also tonti tolu.

tolutsuta, to bore, to perforate, to carve;

coyya tolutsu purugu is the death-
watch insect which bores into wood,
tombadi, tombhai, ninety, tombhai
tommanduguru pog ai tolu chiraga

podichinaru, ninety-nine joining to-

gether only inflicted a skin wound (a

cowardly mob).
tommanduguru, nine persons,
tommidava, ninth,
tbmmidi, nine.
tona, pip. panasa tonalu, jack-fruit

pips.

tonacuta, to spill, nindu cunda tona-

cadu, the full pot will not spill,

tonda, chameleon, tonda mudiri v'’

usaravelli ain attu, vice grows with
age (an old chameleon is called usara-
velli).

tondamu, elephant’s trunk. Skt.

Brdhmanuni cheyye yenuga tondamu
v’uracundavu, an elephant’s trunk and
a brahmin’s hand are never still,

tondara, hurry, trouble; all hurrying
is looked upon as vexation in the East.

praydnamai tondaranu marichi pdyin-
anu, I forgot in thehurryoftheyjoumey.
tondarapaduta, to be in a hurry, to be
in difficulties, ocadu: dru bhdshalu
matlddut und ani chilucanu ammitivi.
dinici occa mdt aina rddu; yenta
mosam chesdu ! incodu : tondara pada
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hoc andi> nidanints andi
,
yeppudu mire

mdtladut unte chilacacu sdvacdsam
eccadidi ? Smith: You sold me this

parrot saying it spoke six languages.
Why, it does not speak at all. What a
swindle! Jones: Don’t be in such a

•hurry, be patient. When you are al-

ways talking yourself, what chance
has the parrot?
tondarapatu, hurry, troublesomeness,
tongitsutsuta, to peep, to peer,

tonguta, to lie down, sleep, tongunna
suncari, tala muta dimpum arm attu

,

like asking the sleeping toll-keeper to

help you put down your head-load
(let sleeping dogs lie)

;
mi vyavaharam

anta tonguntundi, your whole affair will

be set at rest,

tonniiru, 900.
tonti, first, former; same as tolliti.

tonti murti, the original shape,
torra, tree-hollow,

totla, cradle ; also totti,

totrupatu, dismay,
totti, cistern, tub, tank-bed, cradle.

-t6, -t6da, ablative case ending, mean-
ing ‘with’, nannu dayato tsudu

,
look

on me with favour; atanito manavi
chesinanu, I represented it to him (to

speak to is to speak with in Telugu).
toca, tail, a pilla talli toca, that child

is the shadow of its mother (always
after her); toca troccina pamu vote,

like a snake whose tail has beentrodden
on (very cross) ; idugo puli ante adugo
idea ann attu

,
like the man who said

here is the tiger’s tail when the other
man said here is the tiger (capping a
story) ; toca tentsu cum pari povuta, to

run away with your tail between your
legs

;
nenu yeccadacu veUte accadic

alld toca lagu venta tirugutu v'untav
emi? why do you follow me about like

my shadow? inca vddu toca adimpadu,
he won’t wag his tail any more (will

keep quiet).

tocatsucca, comet. The star with the
tail (toca)

.

tocubenamu, wholesale
;
retail is chil-

laraberamu; retail shop, chillara du-
khdnam.

todaguta, to be with you. isvarudu
micu toclagunu gdea , God be with you.

-todane, affix meaning ‘as soon as’.

vdru vachchinat6danet as soon as they
came.
todaputtinavadu, brother. One born
together with you.

todelu, wolf, gorre yediste todelucu

vicharama ? will the sheep’s cries

move the wolf? jitamu batyamu le~

cunda todelu mecalu castan ann attu
,

like the wolf offering to guard the

goats without pay or allowances

;

todetini gorrela cdya pettin attu
, like

putting the wolf to guard the sheep;
todelu cuyuts unnadi,

the wolf howls.
t6di-, prefix meaning ‘joint’, ‘fellow’.

tddicodalu, fellow daughter-in-law.
todp&tu, help, sympathy,
todu, buttermilk used to curdle milk,
-todu, affix meaning ‘I swear by’.

nitodu
,
I swear by you.

todu, accompaniment, convoy, rdtsa

pinugu todu lecunda tsavadu king’s

corpse does not lack convoy (there is

a superstition that when a king dies

some one else dies to keep him com-
pany).
todupaduta, to help, to sympathize,
toduta, to draw up water, to bale,

tola, goldsmith’s weight, a little less

than half an ounce. The rupee weighs
one tola and the gold mohur (Rs. 16)

weighed one t<51a. Rupees and gold
mohurs were once hammered cubes
of metal, not coins.

tolintsuta, to have driven
;
causal of

toluta
,
to drive,

toliveyuta, to drive away,
tolu, skin, leather, complexion, nalla

tolu, a dark skin
;
yerra tolu

,
a fair skin

;

cheppulu todugu connavdnici locam
afita toluto cappa padd attu tostundi

,

to the man who wears shoe-leather
all the earth seems to be covered with
leather (he does not feel the heat of
the earth as the bare-footed do); nd
chetici tdl udinadi> I have skinned my
hand; godduvadu godduc edchinddu,
toluvadu toluc idchinddu, the cattle-

dealer cried for the beast and the
hide-dealer cried for the hide (it’s an
ill wind that blows no one any good).
sabhadhipati : i rozu upanydsam ichche
ayana Americd desasthudu

y ayana tdlu

tellanid’ aind ayana hrudayam mana
vale nallanide. Chairman: To-day’s
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lecturer is an American; though his

skin is white his heart is as black as

ours.

tdlucagitamu, parchment,
toluta, to drive, to drive away, to blow
(of wind), tana talupu tisi, porugintici

petti, ratri anta cuccalu tolutu curtsun

attu, like the man who lent his neigh-
bour his front door and spent the
night driving dogs away (charity

begins at home)
;
dongalu tolina goddu

ye. revuna ddtina vacate
,

it is all the
same what ford the stolen ox passed;
paira tolite

,
prati phalintsunu

,
if the

north-east monsoon blows cool, the
cotton crop will be good,

tdluvdru, leather strap,

tomuta, to rub, to clean, to scrape, to

scold, pant cheyyam ani tomi tomi
,

vepucu tintii v’unnddu
,
he says we do no

work and scrapes and roasts and eats

us up.
tdpara or tdpadd, a horse’s nose-
bag. Hindustani,

tdpi, hat.

topu, grove.
toranamu, festoon (of leaves). They
hang these leaf festoons over the door
or gate on festive occasions, at the
travellers’ bungalow when the Col-
lector comes, and so on.

tosiveyuta, to push away, to dismiss,

to reject . Daivamu tananammina vdrini

tosi veyadu , God will not reject those

who trust in Him
;
nd mata tosiveyyacu,

don’t reject my advice,

tosuconipovuta, to push into, to bite

into, ungaramu iigutu cheta canda-
lonici tdsu coni poyinadi, the ring being
tight has bitten into the flesh.

*

tota, garden.
tdtacdraluj garden vegetables (those

of which the leaf is eaten; the others

are cdyacuralu or curagayalu).
t6tart?ali, gardener,
tdtapani, horticulture,

tdti, pariah, sweeper,
totsacundayunduta, not to be able to

think, to be at sea. vdnic etu tdtsa

-

cunda y’unnadi, he is at his wits’ end.
tdtsuta, to be thought, to seem, to occur
to one. Gopu : ivvdla nd godugunu
rendo sthalamuld marachi poyin attugd

tostundi, Rdmudu; oca vela modati

sthalamuldne marachi pdyinav emo?
Gopu : ledu

,
modati sthalamuldne ndcu

a godugu doricindi. Gopu : I think I

must have lost my umbrella in that

second place. Ramudu: Perhaps you
lost it in the first place. Gopu: No,
that ’s where I first picked up tllat

umbrella.
tbyuta, to push

;
also trdyuta.

traguta, to drink
;
more commonly

tdguta.

trasu, scales for weighing,
tretayugamn, the second or silver

age. Skt. criitayugam is the golden
age

;
caliyugam the present degenerate

age.

tri-, three. Skt. tricdlamu, the three
times, morning, noon, and night.

Trinetrudu, the three-eyed God, Siva

;

tricaranasuddhiga, in thought, word,
and deed.
triconamu, triangle. Skt.

Trimurti, Three in One, the Hindu
Trinity.

tripputa, to turn; same as tipputa.

trdyuta, to push; also toyuta.

triinacarintsuta, to despise, not care
two straws. Skt., from triinam

,

straw, navanti goppa y’inti biddanu
triinacarintsadam micu dharmam cadu ,

it is not right for you to treat with
contempt the scion of a noble stock

' like myself.
triinamu, a straw. Skt. The Telugu
is gaddiparaca . trunaprdyamu, worth-
less; triinamu Meruva, Meruva trii-

namu
,
(a good man) looks upon the

gift of a straw as the gift of Mount
Meru, (a bad man) looks upon the
gift of Mount Meru as the gift of a
straw; mini chevulu coyyadam ante
trilnaprdyamugd v’unnadi

, I don’t
care two straws for your threat to cut
my ears off

;
nenu prdnamulanu triina-

prayamugd viduva galanu
,

I could
sacrifice my life with the utmost in-

difference.

trunguta, to be broken
;
also tunguta.

triinicaramu, contempt. Skt., from
triinam, straw, and cdram

,
act.

truntsuta, to break (trans.), to break
off, to break to pieces; also tuntsuta.

truppu, rust; more usually tuppu,

triiptamu, satisfied. Skt.
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triipti, satisfaction. Skt, ma cshema-
mu vdri triiptilo, our welfare is in their

contentment, as Queen Victoria pro-
claimed.

triiptiga, satisfactorily. Skt.

triislma, thirst. Skt. svaraja triishna

,

tile longing for home-rule,
triitiyamu, third. Skt. mudo, mudava
in Telugu.

tsabucu, whip; also tsaucu.

tsabucuchettu, casuarina tree
;

also

tsaucu.

'tsacca, nice, straight, pretty.

tsaccach£yuta, to repair,

tsaccaga, nicely. Lacshmayya: ma
ammdyi tsaccagd sangitam padutundi

,

cdvaliste vina vatstsun ani pendli-

codncuto cheppandi. Vencayya : pend-

licoducu chevudu , andu cheta mi am-
mdyi padina atanu bhaya padadu.
Smith: My girl sings nicely; teil the
proposed bridegroom he may hear
her if he likes. Jones: The man is

deaf; so even if she sings he won’t be
frightened,

tsaccali, arm-pit.
tsaccani, pretty, conchem mukkam
muduruga v’unna y’ime y'ippaticini

tsaccanidigane v'unnadi

,

though she
is somewhat mature of feature she is

still quite pretty.

tsaccaparutsuta, to put straight,

tsaccapettuta, to set right, to finish."

dipamu v’undagdni tsacca pettu co va-
lasinadi

,

put things straight while the
lamp is there (make hay while the sun
shines).

tsaccatanamu, beauty, ddni tsacca-

tanamu varnintsaddnici Brahmac aina
sacyam cadu, she is of indescribable
beauty.

tsaccapovuta, to go straight away, to
make off. nenu stimaru vaddacu vellet

appatid vacca tamashd zarigin'di;

ticcettu putstsu coni
, a tamashd tsuchi

malli vadddm ani, y’itte avatalici
vellet appatid, stimaruvdUu stimaru
tisu coni tsaccd poyinaru; rivenyu.

v'udyogasthula cosam canipettu coni
v 3

until, nd nimittam yenducu canipettu
coni imndru cdro vdlla pani nenu ripu
pattistanu

,

when I went to the
steamer a show started; I took my
ticket and said I would see the show

and come back
;
but when I got back

the steamer people had taken the
steamer away and made off; when
they wait for revenue officials, they
would not wait for me and I will settle

their hash for them to-morrow,
tsaccavatstsuta, to come straight,

tsaccera, sugar.

tsacciligintaj tickling. tsacdliginta

pettuta, to tickle.

tsaccucheyuta, to chop up. ni tala-

cdya rendu tsacculu chestdnu , I will

split your head in two.
tsachchipovuta, to die. tandri : nenu
tsachchi poyina tarvata nuvvu yem
chestau? coducu: mi nayana poyina
tarvata nuvvu yem chesavo nenu ade
chestdnu . tandri: aiti nuvvu bdgu
padavu. Father: What will you do
when I die ? Son : What you did when
your father died. Father: Then you
won’t do well.

tsadara, a small mat to sit on.
tsadaramu, square. Skt. tsadarapu
maillu

,

square miles,

tsadarangamu, chess. Skt., from
tsadaram

,

square, and rangam, battle-

field. Check is shaha, the king is razu,
the queen mantri, the castle yenuga

,

the bishop sacatam ,
the knight gur-

ramu, the pawn bantu. Chessmen are
balamu, force.

tsaddaxmamu, tsaddi, tsaldi, cold
rice

;
from tsalidi,

cold thing, cheppina-

buddhi, cattina tsaddi nilavadu, advice
and cold rice will not keep; tsaddi

y'annamu tinn amma magani y
3
dcal

erugadu
, the full belly does not believe

in hunger.
tsadiviatsuta, to get something read

;

causal of tsaduvuta, to read; specially
used of the recital of the presents at

a wedding; hence tsadivimpulu, wed-
ding presents,

tsadunu, level,

tsadunucheyuta, to level,

tsaduvari, student,
tsaduvu, learning, education, lecture.

tsalu, tsdlu, ni tsaduvu tsdlintsu
,

enough, enough, stop your lecture,
tsaduvuchepputa, to teach,
tsaduvuconuta, to study, oca tsadu-

vuconna Somayazulu, a Somayaji who
has studied, an educated Somayaji.
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tsaduvuta, to read, tsadivedi Ramdy-
anamu

y
pada cottedi devasthaldlu,

what he reads is the Ramayanam,
what he knocks down temples

;
tsaduva

veste v’unna mati poyindi
,
set to learn

he lost the little sense he had before.

majistretu: nuvvu vantena mida ati

tondaragd motaru pon istunnav ani

chhdrji vachchindi. accada gantacu
padi mailla canna yeccuvagd po cudad
ani notisu cattd.ru

, tsadava leda ?

draivaru: ayyd
,
nenu 30 maiUu tsop-

puna bandi naduput unte
,
notisu yetla

tsadava galan andi? Magistrate: You
are charged with excessive speed over
a bridge. There is a notice up not to

drive more than 10 miles an hour.
Didn’t you read it? Driver: How
could I read the notice when I was
going 30 miles an hour ?

tsalava, coolness, bleaching. Clothes
newly washed or bleached are also

called tsalava .

tsaldi, cold rice; also tsalidi, tsaddi
,

tsaddannamu. It is the usual break-
fast, cold food left over from the
night before.

tsali, cold, ndcu tsali pattinadi
,

I felt

a chill.

tsalicalamu, the cold weather, win-
ter,

tsalichima, black ant
;

also tsalla-

chima
;
it means the cold-ant and is so

called because it is not so fierce as the
red ant (cold means kind, friendly in

Telugu). puli cadupuna tsalichima

puttund? the black ant wasn’t born a
tiger cub.
tsalijvaramu, ague.
tsalimidi, rice with flour and sugar.

tsaliv£ndramu, tsalipandili, water
pandal. These are opened in the hot
weather on roads by private charity or
the local boards, tsalipanditi cunda-
lacu 2utlu podichin atlu

,
like making

holes in the pots in a water pandal
(a dirty trick).

tsalla, curds and water, tsallacu poyi
munta ddtsadam yenducu? why hide
your pot when you have come for

curds? (why beat about the bush?).
tsallaga, coolly, gently, healthily, mi
amma cadupu tsallaga

,
may your

mother’s womb be cooil is a common

expression of felicitation. (India being
a hot country, coolness is pleasant,

friendly, blessed.)

tsaliani, cool, kind, tsallani prabhuvu,
a kind master,
tsallapaduta, to cool off.

tsallapatu, coolness, tsallapatuveld 1

is

the cool of the evening, tsallapatuvela

tsalla galilo hayagd shicdru bailuderu-

tamu, we will set out for a comfortable
stroll when the fresh breeze comes out
in the evening.

tsallartsuta, to cool (active), nivu
copam tsallartsuco valenu

, cool down,
please.

tsallaruta, to cool down, vedi tsalld-

rite
,
when it has cooled down

;
annamu

curalu tsallaripovadam, rice and curry
getting cold

;
vadu cagi tsallarina pdlu

,

he has sown his wild oats,

tsalluta, to sprinkle, to sow. dunnaca
tsallite , coyyaca pandinadi

,
sow with-

out ploughing and you will be saved
the trouble of reaping,

tsaluva, cold, bleaching, one’s wash-
ing; also tsalava .

tsaluvacheyuta, to bleach,
tsampintsuta, to have some one
killed

; causative of tsamputa.
tsamputa, to kill; causative of tsats-

tsuta y to die. The auxiliary, vdyuta
,
is

commonly added, even in redupli-
cated form; kill the snake is pamunu
tsamp es ei. ocarini y’iddarini tsampi-
tene caniy

vaidyudu cadu
, a doctor is

no doctor till he has killed one or two

;

yevvaro pillanu coni, tsampivesi ratri

veja mana gummamunac edurugd vi-

dhilo pdravesinarUy the dead body of
a new-born child was exposed in the
street opposite my front door last

night.

tsatmj.ru, oil. dipdla cantrdctaruvadda
nelacu y’intani mamulu putstsucdva-

dame cacunda
,

y’intici cd valasina
tsamur anta vadi daggira putstsu cun-

tarUy they not only get a monthly com-
mission from the lighting contractor
but all the oil they require for house-
hold use.

tsanavu, familiarity; also tsanuvu.
tsanavariy familiar, favourite,

tsanca, arm-pit. tsanca mutalo pettu

conna ydbhai rdpayaluy the fifty rupees
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in the bundle under my arm-pit * yeru
yed amada vhindagane, chira vippi
tsanca pettu coni poyin attu

,
like the

woman who took off her cloth and put
it under her arm when she was still

seven leagues from the river (Indian
Tfromen strip or raise their one cloth

to go through a river) ; tsancacarra is

a crutch.
tsandamu, way, manner, nirupedacu
pennidhi tsandamuna, like treasure-

trove to a pauper.
tsandd, contribution, subscription.

Hindustani.
tsandadarudu, subscriber,

tsandaveyuta, to subscribe, tsandalu

vesi cattindi adi andari haccunnu, a

building constructed by public sub-
scription belongs to the public,

tsanduga pette, trunk, chest. Hindu-
stani.

tsanipovuta, to die; also tsachchipd-

vuta. This word is from tsanuta, to go.
tsamuUu, cold water; contraction of
tsali nillu.

tsannu, breast, tsannupalu is human
milk; tdUacu talanu tsandlu, mecalacu
medanu tsandlu

,
palms have teats

{spadices) on their heads, goats have
teats (wattles) on their necks,
tsannucona, tsanmimona, tsannu-
muccu, nipple,

tsantipilla, suckling,

tsanuta, to go. Used in books for

pdvuta and velluta, often in the com-
pound form tsanudentsuta. Also used
in the sense of to be right or proper

;

tsanadu, it is not right,

tsanuvu, familiarity, tsanuvugdpdvuta
is to frequent; inta tsanuvugd tiruguts

unnddiu
,
he is at home in the house;

magavadu danitd tsanuvugd mdtladutu
,

a man talking familiarly with her.
Also tsanavu.

tsappani, insipid, tsappani pathyamu,
plain diet; tsappani nillu

,
insipid

water.
tsappata, slap, clap, tsappatlu cottuta

is to clap one’s hands. Also tsappatlu
'tsaratsuta.

tsappidi, insipid, flat, snub, tsappidi
muccu is a snub nose, tsappidi piru-

-

dula chinnadi
, a thin-flanked girl,

tsappudu, noise, tsappudu cacunda

mellaga pravesinchinadu, he entered
quietly without making any noise;

yevvaro Idpalici vatstsuts unnadu
, vdci-

tilo cheppula tsappud aguts unnadi
}

there is some one coming, I hear a

footstep on the threshold,

tsaratsuta, to clap, to strike, tsappatlu

tsaratsuta
,
to clap one’s hands; che

yetti tsarava poyin attuga midici vetti
,

attacking with raised hand ready to

strike.

tsari, precipice.

tsarupu, a slap, clout, ituvanti mati-
mdlina matalu yeppudu anacundd netti

mida vacca tsarupu tsarutuna ? shall I

give you a clout on the head to stop
you talking such nonsense ?

tsataluna, suddenly,
tsaticila, tsatigila, flat (of the human

I

body), tsaticila curtsovadam is to sit

with your legs stretched out flat and
not tucked under you

;
tsaticila paduta

is to fall flat.

tsatramu, frame; also tsattamu. ipa~
tamulacu tsatramulu veyya ledu y these
pictures have not been framed,

tsatrayi, rock
;
from tsattu, rocky, and

rayiy stone.

tsatstsuta, to die. Usually, with the
auxiliary, tsachchipovuta. atta tsaste

codalu yedchin attu
, like the daughter-

in-law crying at her mother-in-law’s
death (hypocrisy)

;
ichevdnni tsuste

tsachchevadaina letsunu
, at the sight of

one who gives men will rise from the
dead

;
tsachchinavddu yediste rddu

y the
dead won’t come back for crying,

tsattamu, frame, law. We also talk of
laws being framed, punugu tsattamu,

civet bag or gland,
tsatti, earthenware dish (chatty),

tsattu, rocky, tsattu mannu is hard
earth.

tsattutananu, stubbornness, a rock-
like temperament. r'

tsauca, cheap. Lacshmayya: nenu nin-

na tsauca cdji hotalucu pdyindnu. Ven~
cayya : andu valla Idbham caliginda?
Lacshmayya : accada cdfi anace y’ich-
chdru

,
gdrelu andcu ndlugu ichcharu,

anni tsauca, vachchet appudu yevaridd
cotta godugu cuda tisucu vachchdnu.
Smith : I went to a cheap coffee hotel
yesterday. Jones: Did you save
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much? Smith: The coffee was an
anna, the buns four an anna, every-
thing cheap, and, moreover, I got
away with some one’s new umbrelia.

tsauci, customs or toll shed,

tsaucu, whip; also tsabucu.

tsaucu, casuarina; also tsabucu.

tsaucu, salt land. Land in the Madras
Presidency is often rendered uncultiv-

able by excess of salt, vdna niUu regati

nela padi manchi niU aunu, tsaviti nela

padi y’uppu nill aunu gadd! when rain

falls on clay it will be drinkable water,

when it falls on salt land it will be salt

water.
tsavatitalli, stepmother; more usu-
ally savatitalli.

tsavi, taste.

tsaviti, fourth lunar day. tsaviti nadu .

tsaviti ndla, salt land, tsaviti is the

oblique case of tsaudu.

tsavuca, cheap ; away ofspelling tsauca.
tsacalavadu, man of the washerman
caste; the feminine is tsacaladi. tel-

lagd puvvu lagu tsdcalidi v'utici tech-

china batta cattu conit wearing a cloth

fresh as a flower from the wash,
tsacali, washerman, dhoby. uticeva-

nici gani tsacali v’utacadu, the dhoby
won’t beat the clothes except for the
man who drubs him (utucuta

,

to wash
clothes, consists chiefly in beating
clothes on a stone); mangali pata,
tsacali cotta

,
choose an old barber and

a new dhoby (you want vigour in a

dhoby whose work is trying to break
stones with clothes, and experience in

a barber).

tsacirevu, the place near the river or
tank where dhobies wash clothes.

1

tsadilu, slanders, tsddilacoru is a

slanderer.

tsala, tsala, much, many. Lacshmay-
ya : mic ippudu nimmalamga v’unnada ?

Vencayya :nddemi ? Lacshmayya : inta

munducu miru tsald sepu muligare?
Vencayya : nemi sangita patacudin
andi. Smith: Feeling better? Jones:
There is nothing the matter with me.
Smith: You were groaning for a
longtime. Jones: I am a singer by
profession. Lacshmayya: cempula ad-
dige tisina tarvdta ni pellam yetla

v’unnadi? Vencayya: tsdld santoshin-

chindi
,
rendu nelalu ddca tsala anacu-

vaga vhmdinadi. Lacshmayya: a
pimmatano ? Vencayya : pimmata yep-

pati manishi aindi. Smith: How was
it with your wife after you bought her
the ruby locket? Jones : She was very
pleased ;

for two months she was very
submissive. Smith: And after that?

Jones : She became the same as before.

tsalaca, tsalanu, not able; negative

forms of tsaluta
,

to suffice, telisico

tsalaca poyiri, they were not able to

understand; ana tsalanu , I can’t say.

tsalavaracu, at great length, calecta

-

ruto ni vishayamulo tsdla varacu chep-

pinanu
,
I pleaded your cause at great

length with the Collector.

tsalintsuta, to stop; causative of tsa-

luta
>
to suffice, ni adhica prasangam

tsalintsu
,
enough of your imperti-

nence; sabha tsalintdmu
,

let us dis-

solve the meeting; ni tsalintsu
,
stop

your lecture.

ts&lu, sufficiency; also imperative of
tsaluta, to be enough.

tsalu, row, furrow, trace, stream,
features, ploughing, i tsdluna

,
in this

manner; talli tsalu polica, resemblance
to his mother in his features; tsdlu-

puga
,
in a line; talli tsdlupillacu tapput

unnada ? will the child lose its mother’s
track ? patticipadi tsdllu, amudacu dm ,

fcotton wants ten ploughings, castor

wants six.

tsalunu, it is enough, that .will do

;

the negative is tsaladu
,
not enough.

bharta : cafi cheyyadanacu iravai mar-
galu v'unnai. bhdrya: ndc enducu
chepputdru a sangati? bharta: vatilo

nuvvu vaccate nertsucunnd nacu tsa~

lunu. Husband: There are twenty
ways of making coffee. Wife : Why do
you tell me that? Husband: If you
will learn one of them that will be
enough for me.

tsaluta, to suffice, tddu tsalaca pote
,

nuyyi pudtsum ann attu
,
like the man

who ordered the well to be filled up
when the rope was found tQ be too
short

;
prititdpettinadipidicede tsalunu

,

a dinner of herbs where love is. In
the negative tsdluta means usually not
to be able, but not always, gnyapa-
camu tsaladu, I don’t remember;
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buddhi tsdladu nicu , you have no sense

;

jitamu vyayamulacu tsdli tsalaca, the
salary sufficing and not sufficing (just

covering expenses). The Italians have
the same idiom, si e no che basta

,
yes

and no whether it is enough.
tS&malu, one of the common millets

(panicum mitraceum). domulu padite

tsamalu pandunu, if mosquitoes swarm
the tsama millet will yield well,

tsamanatsaya, light complexion.
It is a light brown or straw colour;

the other complexions of Indians are

nallaniy black, andyem2ra,red toyedow.
tsapa, mat, sail. If you have no chairs,

you fetch a mat for visitors to sit on.

takassiludaru garu mana y'intici vach-

chedamHannd.ru; memu intacu munupu
iccada vesiconi curtsunna pedda tsapa

yem ainade ? Mr. Tahsildar said, ‘We
are coming to your house.’ Where is

the big mat which was spread here and
on which we were sitting just now?
tsapacoyya, mast, ye gdlici d tsapa

yettin attu, setting your sail according
to the wind.
ts&pu, a length, e.g. of cloth,

tsaputa, to extend, vaidyudu cheyyi

tsdstaru, mi cheyyi vacca mdtu tsa-

pandi
,
the doctor will feel your pulse,

hold your hand out.

tsdra, stripe, streak, tsdrala chira
)
a

striped sari
;
a tiger’s stripes are tsaralii.

tsatimpu, proclamation,
tsatintsuta, to proclaim,

tsatsuta, to stretch (transitive), to

stretch out. cheyyi tsatsuta
, to stretch

out the hand ;
cheyyi tsachi puttsuconi,

stretching out the hand and taking;

catici cdllu tsdtsuconuta, to stretch your
legs to the grave is an expression for an
old or dying person; catici cdllu tsd-

tsuconiy tindici cheyyi tsachevadu, he
stretched his legs to the grave and
stretched out his hand for food
(greedy till death).

tsdtu, screen, covering, d conda tsatu

ainadiy that hill intercepted the view,
tsatucu* aside, tsdtucu pilicki, calling

a person aside.

tsatuna, covertly, behind, pette tsdtuna

doricindiy it was found behind the box.
tsatuta, to proclaim,
tsavidi, lodge, hall; also chdvidi

,
now

used generally of the village head-
man’s office where he sits to collect

the taxes and where officials put up
when they go to the village, cacheri-

tsdvidi is the room in which a well-to-

do person receives; tsavati matalu is

town-talk.
tsavu, death, yeluca tsdvucu pilli mur-

chha povuna ? will a cat faint at a

mouse’s death? nacu tsdvugd v'unnadiy

I feel like death.

tsavubidda, still-bom child
; also

cadupulo tsachchina bidda .

tsaya, hue, complexion, direction,

grain of wood, tsamanatsaya, light

complexion; nd cMti tsdyanu vellu, go
where I am pointing; coyyatsaya, the

grain of wood.
tsayaveyuta, to colour, to dye.

tsh~. The following words have al-

ready been given under csh-, that

being the usual transliteration. But
the pronunciation, even of pandits, is

tsh-. They are all Sanskrit words.
The Tamil pronunciation is also tsh-.

tshama, patience. Skt.

tshamapana, forgiveness. Skt. nacu
bahu vichdrangd v'unnadi, nenu tsha-

mapana veducuntanu., I am very sorry,

I beg pardon
;
nenu chesina aparddham

cheppinatt aite nenu ventane ni calla

mida padi tshamapana corucuntanuy if

you will* tell me what I have done
wrong I will at once fall at your feet

and beg pardon.
tshamintsuta, to pardon. Skt. tsha-

mintsa valenu
,
please forgive me.

tshanamu, instant. Skt. nenu velli

sahdyam tisuconi tshanamlo vastanu, I

wfll go to fetch help and be back in
an instant.

tshatamu, wound. Skt. Used in
books for gayamu.

Tshatriya, the Kshatriya or warrior
caste. Skt., from verb for ‘to^strike’.

tshauramu, shaving; also spelt tsha-
varamu

;
the ordinary words for shav-

ing are pani cheyutay goruguta, but this

also is common, especially in a figura-
tive sense, nivu andarini svajandnni
cheriste ni taruvata vachchinavddu vdll
andarici tskavardlu chestaduy if you
put in all your caste-men the man who
comes after you will shave them all.
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tshayarogamu, consumption. Skt.,

’from tshayamu ,
wasting away,

tsh&mamu, famine. Skt. caruvu is

’the Telugu word,
tshanti, patience. Skt.

tsharamu, salt. Skt. A book word
’for uppu.
tshatramu, Kshatriya’s duty. Skt.

tshemamu, health, happiness. Skt.;
* ordinary word in inquiring after

health, &c. yogatshemamulu vtcharin-

tsuta is to make such usual inquiries.

tshltraganitamu, geometry. Skt.

tshatramu, place of pilgrimage. Skt.

tshatramu, field. Skt. tsketram erigi
' vittanamu, pd.tram erigi danamu , sow
seed to suit the field, give charity to

the deserving.
.

tshinamu, decline, decay. Skt. tshina

dasalo rtunnamu ,
we are on a downhill

course; dyushtshinamu, the decline

of age; dhana tshinamu, decrease of

wealth.
tshinintsuta, to waste away. Skt. benga
’pettuconi adi a dinamu canna a dinam
tskininchi deham anta palipoyi, in her
distress she wasted away day by day
and grew pale.

tshira, milk. Skt. Book word iotpdlu,
tshobha, grief, trouble. Skt. One of
the numerous words for grief

;
the

shade of meaning is ‘agitation’, san-

tshobhamu, agitation
;
chittatskobhamu,

trouble of mind
;
jailulo yenta tshobha

paddadu ,
what distress he felt in jail!

tshdbhapettuta is to distress, to trouble

;

chinnaddnni nannu nishcdrananga y*

ilagu tshobha pettadam cante crura

crutyam locamlo yedi v'undadu
,
there

is nothing more cruel in the world
than to oppress a poor girl like me in

this way.
tshobhintsuta, to be distressed. Skt.

tshudha, hunger. Skt. Book word for

dealt, -hsed in compounds such as

tshudbddha
,
pains of hunger,

tshudra, petty, low, trifling. Skt.
* manam tshudralu pdtiga patta rddu

,

we should not pay attention to trifles.

tsocca, tsoccai, shirt, coat, tunic, ti-

charu : pillulacu tsdli yetla veyyacundd
untundi ? av emaind tsoccdi toducunta-
vd? batta cappu cuntava? baludu

:

yemandiy pillini tsiida leda? Teacher:

How do cats protect themselves
against cold ? Do they wear coats or
wrap themselves in clothes? Boy:
Have you never seen a cat ?

tsoppa, millet straw; rice straw is

called dry grass, yenda gaddi.
tsoppintsuta, to insert, to force in.
tsoppuna, according to, at the rate of.

dru rupayala tsoppuna, at the rate of
Rs. 6; munupati alavatu tsoppuna

,
ac-

cording to the previous custom,
tsora, shark.
tsorapaduta, to enter, dongalu lopala
tsora padi nannu nimushamulo dotsu
cunipo vatstsunuy thieves may force an
entrance and rob me in an instant,

tsorava, entrance, familiarity, for-
wardness. nenu tsorava chest vacca
muddu pettu cuntdnu

,
I will be so for-

ward as to snatch a kiss
;
anna tsorave

gani acshara tsorava ledu
t well fed, ill

taught.
tsoravach£yuta, to take courage (to

do something).
tsotstsuta, to enter, to enter upon (an
undertaking), to begin, acdryamunacu
tsotstsuta, to enter upon a path of sin

;

caya tsotstsuta
,

to begin to shine;
saranu tsotstsuta

,
to take refuge,

tsotta, dint; also sotta, noccu.
-ts6, affix meaning £

i’f ’ or ‘when*, from
tsotu, place, tanayulu lenitso

,
in case

there are no sons.
ts6ll.11, one of the millets, commonly
called ragi (panicum paludosurn)

.

tsotu, place, cherucu v’unde tsotici chi-

mulu tame vastavi
,
ants come of them-

selves to where there is sugar-cane;
tene v yunna tsota

, y’igalu pog autavi,
flies collect where there is honey.
baludu: amma, nd chelli svargamlo
nunchi cindici vachchinda ? talli: aunu

,

nayana, baludu: anta manchi tsotula

nunchi iccadacu yenducu vachchindi ?

Boy : Mother, did my little sister come
down from heaven? Mother: Yes,
dear. Boy: Why did she leave such
a good place to come here ?

tsucca, drop, star, round caste-mark
worn on the forehead (tsucca bottu);
omen, turacalu cottagd tsuccac edurd ?

do you bother about omens when the
Muhammedan is on the war-path ?

tsuccdni, helm.

Bb
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tsulacanaga, tsulagga, easily, lightly.

tsuldggd tsiitsuta is to despise,
tsulacani, light, easy,
tsundi l look herel from tsutsuta, to see.

tsundu, scurf.

tsuntsu, projection, ledge, balcony in

architecture, tsuntsu muti veyuta,
to

pout.
tsunyi, fizzing; onomatopoeic, bha-
cshyamulu uducu netilo veste tsunyi

mantunnavi, ifyou put cakes in boiling
ghee they •will fizz.

tsurucu, active, smart, energetic, dili-

gent. a tahassiluddru tsurucugarpani
chestdrUy that Tahsildar is an energetic

officer; manam andaru pani tsurucuga
cheyya valenu, we must all work dili-

gently. Rama : Chennapatnamlo tsuru-

caina vartacudu occaru canipintsaru.

G6pu : atldntivaUu jailulo untar andi

,

cdvaliste accada tsuda vatstsunu

.

Smith : There seem to be no smart
merchants in Madras. Jones: Yes
there are, but they are in jail; if you
want to you can see them there,

tsutta, cigar, any roll; from tsuttuta,

to roll, tsapa tsutta, a rolled-up mat.
To smoke a cigar is taguta (to drink
it), tsutta tdgutavdy try a cheroot.
mijistritu : firyadmi mudddi cottut unte
tsuchdva? sacshi: tsusan andi. meji-
stritu: cottacunda nuvvu yemi cheyya
ledd? sdcshi: cheyya led andi. meji-
stritu : yendu chita ? sdcshi: nenu tsutta

tdgut unnan andi. Magistrate: You
saw the accused beating the com-
plainant? Witness: Yes, Sir. Magi-
strate: Did you do anything to stop
him? Witness: No, Sir. Magistrate:
Why not? Witness: I was smoking
a cigar.

tsuttamu, relationship, relations, tsu-

da tsuttamUy mocca daivamu leduy no
relations to visit, no God to worship
(utterly destitute, on his beam ends,
down and out). Lacshmayya: Mal-
layya ntcu tsuttam ena ? Vencayya

:

diirapu tsuttamu. Lacshmayya: tsala
duramd? Vencayya : durame

,
nd ndya-

nacu padimandi coduculu
,
Mallayya

andaricannd peddavdduy nenu dkharu
vddini. John: Is Tom any relation to
you? Bill: A distant relation. John:
Very distant? Bill: Yes, my father

has ten sons; Tom is the eldest and
I am the last.

tsuttaricamu, relationship,

tsuttalu, relatives, caliginavdnici an-
daru tsuttdUy all are relations to the
man of property, bharya: mana am-
mayini pendli chesu cunevddu yetldnti

vddu ? bharta: anuculamaina vade.
bhdrya: tsaduvu gdni dabbu gdni lid
ate. bharta: leca poyina parva ledu

t

atanici yevaru tsuttalu leru lSy mana
ammayi sukha padutundi. Wife : What
sort of a man is the son-in-law you
have chosen? Husband: Quite suit-

able. Wife: They say he has neither
education nor money. Husband: If

he hasn’t it doesn’t matter, he has no
relations at all

;
our girl will be happy,

tsuttu, anything round, talatsuttu is

a turban, gorutsuttu a whitlow,
tsuttu, around, round about, tsuttu

dari, a roundabout way.
tsuttuconuta, to coil, cdllanu tsuttu-

conna pamu caravaca mamma ? will a
snake coiled round your legs not bite ?

(or a dependant not wangle?),
tsuttupatla, neighbourhood, i tsuttu-

patla tsdla y’illu dorucutaviy there are
many houses in this neighbourhood;
d conda midan eccitey tsuttupatla tsdld

ditramu bagd canipints unnadi

,

that
hill commands an extensive view,
tsuttupatlavaru, neighbours, mi ce-

calato y*i tsuttupatlavaUac andarici
melucuva vachchindiy your yells have
woken up all the neighbours,
tsuttuta, to roll, to surround, to go
round, to knot, paga tsuttuta is to roll

up a turban; dova tsuttu coni velluts

unnadiy the road winds round,
tsuvaca, tsuwa, withe, fishing-rod.
tsuwe, of course, you see; short for
tsiidavey you see.

tsuda, to see. A form of tsutsuta, to see.

tsudu, glance ; from tsutsutcfy1 to see

;

also tsupu.
tsulu, conception, dlu leduy tsulu leduy

coducu peru S6malingam
r no wife, no

conception, but he has given his son
the name of Somalingam (counting
your chickens before they are hatched)
tsupintsuta, to show; causal of tsu-

tsuta, to see
;
also tsuputa.

tsupu, sight, look, glance; also tsudu.
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mi dbhiprdyamu mi matala cante

y'ippudu. mi tsupule nacu bdgd cheputu
v’unnavi

,
your looks tell me your

opinion better than your words
; tsupu

mera duramlo
,
within eyeshot; cindi

tsupulu, downcast looks,

tsiipuduvelu, forefinger,

tsiiputa, to show; also tsupintsuta.

cotici addam tsupin attu
,
like showing

a looking-glass to a monkey (per-

sistently offering what is disliked),

tsura, dust, soot, pogatsiira
,
soot,

tsiiru, eaves, yenugu dahamucu tsuru

mild ?. will the droppings from the
eaves quench the thirst of an ele-

phant? nen ent6 ni mida prema cheta

devat archanac ani y’int intd tirigi

nityamnnu manchi puvvulu techchi y’

ichchinanu
,
prati dinamu inti muntsuru

pendelo pettite cdni
,
yocca ndd aina

mutstsata tira nenu tsutsuts undaga
coppulo mudutsu covu, I go about from
house to house all out of love of you
collecting nosegays for the Gods, so

I say, and give them you, and then
you stick them up on a rafter in the
eaves and never think of sating the
yearning of my eyes by twining posies

in your hair; calu pattu coni Idgite

tsuru pattu coni veladevadu
,
haul him

out by the legs and he will cling to the
eaves (difficult to shake off, a limpet),

tsutsuta, to see, to perceive, to look. It

is used of all the senses, ruchi tsutsuta

is to taste, and vasana tsutsuta is to

smell, but by itself it means ‘to see*.

ichchevanni tsuste tsuchchevdd aina le-

tsunu
,
even a dying man will get up

at the sight of a person who has some-
thing to give, mdjistretu: motdru oas-

sulu cottucunn appudu nuvvu tsuchava ?

sdcshi: tsuchdn andi. mdjistretu: cara-

nam emi. sdcshi: bassulu rendu occa

manishi yeccintsu codanici poti paddai,
andu Sheta cottuconi pad ainai. Magi-
strate: Did you see the collision of
the motor buses ? Witness : Yes, sir.

Magistrate: What was the cause?
Witness: The two buses were com-
peting for one passenger and collided

and got smashed up. natudu : nenu
razu vesham vesina nddu andaru nd
vaipe tsusdru. snehitudu: tsusi yimi
chesdru? natudu: rdllu vesindru. Ac-

tor : When I acted the king every one
looked my way. Friend: What did
they do next? Actor: They threw
stones, tamanu tsuda valen ani nacu
aneca dinamula nundi abhilashagd un-

denu, I have been wanting to see Your
Honour for a long time past.

^

tuccu, rubbish, trash, dirt, ipata tucca

pustacam, this dirty old book,
tuchchhamu, vile. Skt.

tuda, end, tip.

tudacu, finally; in the reduplicated

form, tuttatudacuy at the very end.
tudamuttuta, to reach the end,to finish

.

iccadito nd prayanam tuda muftindi,

I have reached the end of my journey,
tudileni, endless,

tudupu, erasure.

tudutsuta, to wipe away, to erase, to

sweep.
tuladuguta, to be heavy, to weigh
against, svadharmamu vidicki sampa-
dalato tuladuguta cante svadharmamu
n'and undi tindici leca maranamun on-

duta sreyascaram
,

weighing duty
against wealth it is better to sacrifice

even your food to duty and to die;

tula is Skt. for balance, tuldbharamu
is the ceremony of weighing them-
selves against gold of the old Rajas.

They weighed themselves in com-
plete panoply and the gold was then
’coined and distributed among brah-
mins. A stone weighing-balance for

this ceremony still exists at Hampi
(Vijayamagaram, the ancient Andhra
capital).

tulamu, weight of one rupee. Usually
called tola.

tulasi, basil. This is a sacred plant in

India, and a pot of basil will be found
in many houses, tulasi vanamulo gan-

zdi mocca molichin attu
y like a hemp

plant in a basil garden (black sheep in

the flock).

-tulyamu, affix meaning ‘equal
5

;
from

Skt. tula, balance, svargatulyamu
,

heavenly
;
prdnatulyamugd, as dear as

life. i'

tumma, the babul tree (Acacia arabica).
tummeda, black bee. The poets com-
pare braided black hair to clusters of
black bees.

tummu, sneeze, avalintacu armada-
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mul unndru gdni tummucu tammud
aind ledu

,
yawning is one of a family, a

sneeze has not even a younger brother
(one yawn draws another after it),

tummuta, to sneeze, tummite poyye
muccuyennalluv'undunu ?how longwill
i. nose last than can’t stand sneezing ?

tumpara, tuppara, splutter, drizzle.

vddu matddute tumparlu padutavi
,
he

splutters in speaking
;
tumpara paduts

unnadi, it is drizzling,

tumpillu, a shower,
tunaca, tundu, piece, bit; e.g. a piece

of wood, crumb of bread, rottelcmani

cante
,

tunacalavadu ghanudu
,

the

crumb-beggar scores over the loaf-

beggar (gets more in the end),

tunguta, to get broken; also trunguta.

tuntari, scoundrel,
tunti, hip. tuntinoppi,

hip-pain, is

lumbago.
tuntsuta, to break, to pluck up. valla

prayatnam molacalone tunchi veyya
valenu

,
we must pluck up their at-

tempt from the roots
;
also truntsuta.

tupaci, gun. tupdci caltsuta
,
to fire a

gun ; tupaci mandu ,
gunpowder ;

tupdci

cadupuna jirangi puttin'attu, a canon
bom of a musket; the butt-end of a

gun is tupdci madama
,
the barrel of

a gun tupdci gottamu.
tupanu, storm, cyclone. Hindustani

.

tuppa, bush.
tuppara, drop, drizzle; same as tum-
para.
tuppu, rust.

tuppuna, sound of spitting; onoma-
topoeic.

Turaca, Turk; so 'Muhammedan in
general. Tirapaticipogane Turaca Da-
sari auna ? will going to Tirupati turn
a Muhammedan into a Dasari? Tu-
raca vidhilo sanyasi bhicsha, a San-
yasi’s alms in the Muhammedan street

(he won’t get any) ;
Turacalu Uni v'ullo

Dudeculavddu Sayyadu Miyya, in a
village where there are no other Mu-
hammedans a Dudecula (mongrel
Muhancmedan) will call himself Sai-
yed Miyya.
turangamu, horse. Skt. Used in
books.
turrima, quickly, suddenly; onoma-
topoeic.

turupu, troop, trump (at cards). Eng-
lish. A club is calavaru

,
a spade ispetu

,

a diamond daimanu
,
a heart arakhu

; all

corruptions of the English words,
tuttatudacu, last of all, reduplicated
form of tudacu.

tutte, cluster, tenetutte,
swarm of bees,

tuvalu, towel. English,
tuwa, sandy soil, tuvvana vesina ye-

ruvu, bapanici pdsina neyyi, tuwa
hungers for manure as a brahmin for

ghee.
tiiguta, to weigh (intransitive),

tulamu, down, hamsatulamu
, eider-

down.
tulanaduta, to revile,

tuli, brush, paint-brush. Nail-, hair-,

and tooth-brushes, being foreign

articles, are brushy pronounced borusu.

tuluta, to reel, spriiha tappipoyinadi,

voUu tulutu, v'unnadi,
callu tirugutu

v’unnavi, hope fails, I reel, I am dizzy,

tiimuj a grain measure of about fifteen

bushels,
tumu, sluice,

tiinica, weighing.
tiinicarallu, stones for weighing.
These large stones are still used even
in factories.

tunicaveyuta, to weigh,
tuniga, dragon-fly.
tiiri, time, oca tun, once,
turpu, east, turpuvallu to the people
of Godavari are those of Viyagapatam
and Ganjam, especially coolies who
come from the east for the harvest,
turuparapattuta, to winnow, gdli
vachchin appudu gadd turpara pattucd
valenu, winnow when the wind comes

;

turn edu vadlu turpara pattet appatici
yidumu vadlu yelucalu tini pdyinaviy
while hewas winnowing one toom, the
rats ate five,

tutd, cartridge.

tutsuta, to weigh (transitive). r*

tutu, hole, tsalipanditi cundalacu tutlu

podichin attu, like making holes in the
water-pots in a water-shed (a dirty
trick).

tvaraga, quickly,
tyajintsuta, to abandon,
tyagamu, renunciation. Used chiefly

in compounds, prdnatyagamu, renun-
ciation of life, suicide.



u
ubbasamu, asthma, ayanacu v’ubba-

sabu daggu, he has an asthmatic cough,
ubbu, swelling, haughtiness,

ubbuta, to swell, adi nacu doricind ani

vdnici cadup ubbuts unnadi, he is en-

vious (his stomach swells) at my
getting that job.

ubhayamu, both. Skt. ubhaya bhra-
shtutvam v’TJppara Sanyasitvam, both
ways a ruin as Digger and Saint (low-
caste people should not set up as

Sanyasis).

ubusu, chat,*amusement; also usu.

ubusuputstsuta, to loiter, to trifle,

uccaga, sultry, close (of the weather)

;

short forudacagd
,
from uducuta, to boil,

ucciribicciri, close, suffocating, ucci-

ribicciri ai daggutsu yenta sep ayasa

pafenu, he choked and coughed and
was uncomfortable for a long time.

liccu, steel, uccu roshamu
,
great anger.

uccumutd cheyya badina y’andamagu
pette

,
a handsome steel trunk,

uccutige, steel wire.
Lichcharintsuta, to pronounce. Skt.

uchcMrana, pronunciation. Skt.

uchchi, crown of the head.
Lichchishtamu, spittle, leavings. Skt.

Used in books for yengili.

uchitamu, proper, gratis. Skt. uchi-

tavastradulanu dkarinchi, properly
dressed and equipped,
uchitamuga, gratis, properly,
ucti, expression. Skt. cutsitoctigala,

ironical.

ud-, Skt. prefix connected with English
‘out*

;
also un- and ut- in composition,

udacamu, water. Skt. hastodacamu
,

water for the hands
;
usara nelalo ve-

sina pairu udacamu lent cheruvucu
samdnamu, a salt-land crop is like a

tank without water,
udagramu, mighty. Skt, Used in

books.
udaramu, belly. Skt. Used in books.
udaraposhanamu, belly-filling,

udata, squirrel; also uduta . udata
bhacti is proverbial because the squir-

rel helped Rama to build Adam’s
bridge and Rama stroked it, and hence

the squirrel’s white marks; but an-
other proverb regards the squirrel as

meddlesome: udatac elard v’l'dlo pet-

tananu? what has the squirrel to do
with running the village ?

udayamu, morning. Skt. rep uda-
ydna, to-morrow in the morning,
udaharanamu, example. Skt.

udaharintsuta, to instance. Skt. ca-

vcdiste pramana vachanalu v’udahari-
stanu

, if necessary I will quote Scrip-
ture texts.

udaramu, liberality. Skt.

udari, udarudu, a liberal man. Skt.
uddralacu locam' antayu cutumbame,
liberal men make the whole world
their family; leni v’uddri cante caligina

mondi melu

,

it is better to deal with
stingy rich people than with lavish

paupers.
udbhavintsuta, to be bom, to arise. Skt

.

udd£samu, intention. Skt.

uddesintsuta, intend. Skt. vaca cdr-

yam cheyya valen ani v'uddesintsu-

cunte, thinking of doing something,
uddharintsuta, to establish, to restore.

Skt. matamu uddharinchi
>

restoring
religion; a maha purushudu locamu

" v’uddharintsadanici tsustu tfunudru,
that great man is attending to the
restoration of the world,
uddharanamu, restoration. Skt.
jirna matoddharanamu cheyya valenu,
we must restore decayed religion,

udicintsuta, to boil (transitive)

;

causative ofuducuta. Also uducapettuta.
udr£camu, excess, passion. Skt.
ayana munupati valene sangitam ante
chevi cdsu cuntu v’unnada ? y’ippud a
v'udrecam yemaind tagginadd ? Uda ? is

he as mad on your music as he used
to be, or has his passion for it declined
at all ? nenu ventane <uachchi

,
yoga

driishtitd tsuchet appatici d v’udrecam
antapoyi

,
nimushamlo sdnta padi poyi-

nadu
,

I came at once and fixed him
with a yogi look and the excitementim-
mediately lefthimandhe quieteddown,
udrdcintsuta, to increase,

uducuta, to boil; also to boil with rage
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or envy, uducupdtu
,

an envious
wretch; a pappu uducadu, that por-
ridge won’t boil (that will cut no ice),

uduguta, to cease, camam udigina-

vddu, a man past sexual desire,

uduguta,to wash(clothes) . Also utucuta.

ufiumu, the iguana lizard, udumucu
rendu ndlzcalu

,
said of a double-

tongued man; udumu poyina, cheyyi
vaste tsalunuy let "the iguana get away,
you are lucky if it does not take your
hand with it.

udupu, a dress, suit,

uduta, squirrel ; same as udata.
udv&samu, expulsion. Skt.

udyanamu, attempt, project. Skt.

udyanamu, park. Skt.; also udyana-
vanam. phala vrucshamulu v’unna
v'udydnavanamy a park containing
fruit-trees.

udyogamu, office, post in the public
service. Skt. lantsampantsam tinadam
ndyoga dharmam> to take bribes and
perquisites is the privilege of office;

udyogam purusha lacshanamu, office

makes the man.
udyogasthudu, official,

uggamu, carrying cord, neti chembu
uggamu vesi pattuconi, with a cord to

carry his pot of ghee,
uggu, castor oil and mother’s milk
given to babies, chinn appati nunchi
v'uggu palato, from one’s infancy;
bharta : pillavddici rozu curi curi ye-
dustu v'undaga notici mirapacaya rdsi

yeccuva annam pedutdu; andu cheta

v'udara potta periginadi . bharya : nenu
annam yeccuva pettadam cheta v yudara
potta cd ledu. mirujati vaidyam nam-
mi

,
v*uggu prati rozu pettan iyyaca

povadam chetanu> chinn appati nunchi
annam pettan iyyaca

,
palalo nittu calisi

poyintsadam chetanu, y’i v’lidara potta
vachchindi. Husband : When the child
yells you smear its lips with chilly and
give it too much rice, and so it has
a swollen belly. Wife: The swollen
belly does not come from too much
rice, bu*i from your not believing in
our traditional physic, stopping the
uggu, not allowing rice to be given

. from the beginning, and insisting on
milk and water.

ulavalu, horse-gram, dolichos biflor
,

the pulse we feed horses on in India

;

we boil it and it is then called guggillu
;

ulavalu is the crop or the seed
;
a plural

form like all words for props and
grains in Telugu. gurranid guggillacu

seru v’ulavalu tsalunu ,
two pounds of

gram will be enough for the horse’s

mash; vachcket appudu ulava, poyyet
appudu nuvvulu, when you take up
land sow horse-gram; when you give
it up, gingelly. This and similar pro-
verbs refer to the value of horse-gram
in improving land. It adds nitrogen
to the soil,

uli, chisel.

ulicipaduta, to start up. tsappudu
vini v'ulicipadiy starting up at a noise,

ullamu, heart, hriidayam is commoner,
ullanghanamu, contempt. Skt. sasa-

nollanghanamu, contempt of law, is the
newspaper word for civil disobedience,
ullanghintsuta, to despise ; dgnyan
idlanghintsuta, to disregard an order,

ullasamu, joy. Skt. cuntic ullasamy'in-
tici mosam, to annoy is the cripple’s joy.

ulli, garlic; also vellulli; nirulli is onion.
ulli mnttanidi vdsana radiiy if you had
not touched the garlic you would not
have smelt; ulli v’unte Malli vanta-
lacce, garlic makes up for bad cooking;
talli leni pilla, ulli leni cura, a mother-
less child and onionless curry; ulli

padi tallulu pettu, a pinch of garlic is

worth a pound ofmothers
; ulligadclacu

panniru posi campu manada

,

garlic will

stink even ifyou pour rose-water on it.

ulucuta, to start up.
uhicamu, owl. Skt. (owl is from the
same root.) gudlaguba is the common
word.
ummadi, joint, ummadigan unde, held
jointly; ummadi bhusvamiy joint land-
holder; ummadi gorre puchchi tsach

-

chindi

,

the joint sheep died of rot.

ummi, ummimru, spittle. c

ummiveyuta, to spit, vellacittald
parundi v’ummi vSste mukham mida
padutundi

,
if you spit when you lie on

your back, your spittle will fall on
your face (of people who spit against
God, atheists; the Italians have the
same proverb : chisputainsu y losputogli
torna su lafaccia, if aman spit upwards
his spittle will fall back on his face).



uncintsuta [375] upacriiti

uncintsuta, to try.

imda, ball, mithai undalu, sweet balls,

undrdllu, round cakes offered to the
Gods.
unduta, to be, to remain, to stay, nenu
accada padi dinamul unndnu, I re-

mained there ten days
;
undan'i, let it

be; mi tcmdri bagd unnada

?

is your
father well? repu ddca untara

?

will

they stay till to-morrow ? As in many
other languages ‘to have ’ is expressed
by ‘to be’ with the dative, nacn bhdrya
unnadi

,

I have a wife,

ungaramu, ring, ungarapu velu is the
fourth finger; ungarapu ventrucalu

,

curly hair; ungarala chetito muttite

noppi v’undadu, a rap from a ringed
finger causes no pain,

unici, existence. Bhagavantuni y’unici

,

the existence of God. From unduta,

to be.
unicipattu, dwelling,from unduta,to be.
unmattamu, madness. Skt. strilu

cdmamu jeyimpa ler anna sangati un-
matta pralapamugdn unnadi

, it is mad
drivel to say women cannot conquer
their lust.

unmiilamu, from the root. Skt., from
mulam

,
root, unmulam cheyuta is to

root up, to eradicate
;
also unmdlintsuta.

unna, true; participle of unduta , to be.

unna mata ante v’ulic esu coni vastundi,

truth startles ;
unna mata cheppite

v'iiru achchi radu
,
if he tells the truth

he will not prosper in the village,

unnadi, that which you have; from
unduta with implied dative, leniddnici

pote
,
y'unnad udinadi, seeking for what

you haven’t got, you losewhatyouhave

.

unnata, high. Skt. unnata asanatflu, a

high seat
;
unnatapadamu, high station,

unnattaite, if it be.

unnatti, situate,

iinni, wool.
untd, rf there is or are. unte v’uru, pote

pddu
,
if there are people it is a village,

if they go, a desert,

untsuconuta, to keep ;
causative

middle of unduta
,
in all senses, e.g. to

keep a woman, ocadu : anni cdlalu

manavi cavu
,
vdna cdldnici conchem

untsu co vdli. incodu : nenu untsu cun-

ndnu. ocadu; yem untsu conndvu?
incodu ; godugu. Smith: All times are

not good times, we must keep some-
thing for a rainy day. Jones: I have
kept something. Smith: What?
Jones: My umbrella, naucaru: micu
naucaru cd valen ani yevaro cheppite

vachchanu. peddamanishi : md y’intlo

pani anta mdvaUe chesu contare. ncm-
caru : atld aite nenu tappacunda iccada
v’untanu untsucondi. Servant: I heard
you wanted a servant. Gentleman:
We do all our housework ourselves.

Servant: Then I will certainly stay
here, keep me.
untguta, to place, to keep, to let be;
causative of unduta, to be. i matalu
atte untsu, leave off saying that

;
tamaru

daya untsa valasinadi, keep favour,
upa-, Skt. prefix equivalent to ‘and*
connected with English ‘up’, ‘above’,
‘over’, German auf, fiber, oben, Greek
hypo, Latin super', the Skt. upari is

also used in Telugu in the sense of
‘over and above’,

upabalamaina, auxiliary. Skt.

upabhogamu, enjoyment. Skt.
upacarintsuta, do good to. Skt.
upacaramu, benefit, service. Skt.
apacdric aind v'upacaramu cheyya va-
lenu, only do good even to those who
have injured you; upacaramunacu pote
apacdramu ventane vachchinadi, evil

was at once returned for my good;
' tala noppi cheta badha pacluts undaga,
upacaramunacai mand iyya vachchina
peddamanishini batimalu cd valasinadi
pogd, nishcaranamugd titta modalupet-
tindr emi

,
(Wife to jealous husband)

Instead of going on your knees to a
kind gentleman who came to give me
medicine and take away my headache,
you have gone out of your way to

insult him ;
vad upacdra buddhi gala-

vddu

,

he is an obliging man.
upacharintsuta, to befriend, to wait
on. Skt.

upacharamu, kindness, service. Skt.
nenu vachchina bdtasarlacu chese v’upa-
charamlo yemi lopam cheyanu, I will

not neglect my duty of hospitality to

travellers.

upacramintsuta, to start on. Skt.

vddamunacu upacramintsuta., to start

on an argument.
upacriiti, aid, kindness, Skt. ndnu



upadesamu [376] uppara

chesina i satcaramu mir onarchina upa-
criitici taginadi cddu

, my hospitality
does not sufficiently compensate your
kindness,
upadesamu, teaching. Skt.
upadesintsuta, to teach. Skt. mem
lipadesinchina mahd mantramu

,
the

great charm we have taught,
upadravamu, trouble, danger. Skt.
yemo upadravamu vatstsun anuconna-
mu

, we thought some danger was
coming.
upaharamu, complimentary present.
Skt. „

upamanamu, comparison. Skt. oca-
du: nddi yeppudu navvu mogame

;

lopala yemi v'unna, paid i niUu yelagu
santigd v’unnavo, nenu adage v’untdnu

.

incodu ( tanalo): itani v'upamanalu
vinte nacu gundelu pagulutu v’unnavi.

Buily : I always have a smileonmy face.

I am like still waters hiding dangers
beneath. Coward (aside) : His similes

make my heart tremble with fear,

upamintsuta, to compare. Skt.

upanayanamu, the ceremony of in-

vesting a high-caste boy with the

initiatory thread, mdgha masamlo ma
pillavadic upanayanam tala pettindnu;

vadici yed ellu vachchinavi; vadugu
y’idu dad poyinadi ganuca vegiram
upanayanam cheyyaca tappadu, we
propose to invest our boy with the
thread in Magha; he is seven, and as

the thread age is past we cannot post-

pone the ceremony. Also vadugu.
upanyasacudu, lecturer. Skt.

upanydsamu, lecture. Skt. sabadhi-
pati: i rozu upanydsam icche ayana
America dSsasthudu

,
ayana tdlu telli-

nad aind
>
dyana hriidayam mana vale

nallanide, the gentleman who will de-
liver to-day’s lecture is an American
citizen; though his skin is white, his

heart is as black as ours,
upapati, paramour. Skt.
upari, over and above. Skt. upari-
raitu , a tenant at will,

upasamanamu, alleviation. Skt.
upasamnarmtsuta, to get rid of,

withdraw. Skt. Used, e.g., of with-
drawing a resolution at a meeting,
apasamharamu, getting rid of, with-
drawal. Skt.

upasamintsuta, to relieve, alleviate,

upasanghamu, sub-committee. Skt.
upasanti, relief. Skt.

upavasintsuta, to fast. Skt.

upavasamu, a fast, fasting. Skt.

teddu ndci v’upavasamulu mdnpin attu
,

like licking the ladle by way of stop-

ping the fast,

upavidhi, by-law. Skt. A technical

term invented by the Telugu trans-

lator to Government,
upayogamu, use. Skt.

upayogintsuta, to use. Skt. tennisu

dtalo band dtagdni talacayacu tagilenu.

dtagddu : band tagili nd talacdyi boppi
catdndi

,
itla adatam anyayam. pre-

cshacudu : acram em und ayya ? indd-

cid nunchi tsust unnanu
,
mvru adutun

appudu talacdya upayogintsane ledu

.

At tennis a player was hit on the head
by a ball and claimed a let. Onlooker :

No let, I have been watching your
play, you don’t use your head at all.

upadhyayudu, teacher. Skt. upd-
dhydyudu yemi chestunnad ante abad-

dhdlu vrdsi diddu contunndd anndd
ata, when asked what the teacher was
doing he said he was correcting his

own misstatements,
upasacudu, worshipper. Skt. Isvaro-
pasaculu, worshippers of Isvara.
upasana, worship. Skt.

upasintsuta, to worship. Skt.
upayamu, means, device. Skt. There
are four devices in politics: sdmamu

,

gentle means; danamu, bribing; bhe-
damu

,
sowing dissension; dandamu,

punishment, updyamu yeragani vdnni
v’ulld v'undan ivva cudadu, the man
wb£> knows no devices should be
turned out of the village,

upecsha, neglect, contempt. Skt.
up£cshintsuta, to neglect, to despise.
Skt.

-up£tamu, suffix meaning ^joined
with’. Skt.

up6dghatamu, preface, introduction.
Skt.

uppani, salt; adj. of uppu. uppani
mata cheppi

,
tsappani mdta cheppi

y
by

fair means or foul (saying a salt word
or saying an insipid word),

uppara, the uppara caste. They do
earthwork, make tanks, dig wells.



upponguta [377] utta

upparavddu
,
man of the uppara caste

;

feminine upparidi\ ubhaya bhrash-

tutvam
,
v’upparasanydsitvam

, doubly
useless like a well-digger turned friar

(Jack of all trades and master of none),
upponguta, to swell, especially withjoy.
uppu, salt, appu leca pote v’uppn ganji

melu ,
it is better to live on rice water

and salt than to be in debt
; tappu leni

vdnni v’uppulo veyyum annad ata, put
the blameless man into the salt (de-

partment). (The Salt Department are
supposed to treat their officers badly.)
uppu tininavddu nttlu tagutadu, if you
eat salt you will drink water,

uppucdyi, pickle; iiracdyalu is com-
moner.
uppumadi, salt pan.
uppurevuj salt factory,

upputeru, salt stream (there is a well-
known upputeru in the Godavari
District)

.

uri, noose.
uricolputa, to incite, atanito potld-
dadanici nannu nivu yenducu v’uricol-

pindu? why did you egg me on to fight

him?
urimranu, uristambhalu, gallows,
from uri, noose, and mrdnu, wood, or
stambhamu, post.

uritiyuta, to hang (a man), nannu
uritistdru

,
nicu ndcu cuda rend esi v’urz-

tdUu canthanici bigiyadanici siddhanga
v'unnavi, they will hang me, there are

two ropes ready foryourneck and mine,
uriyuta, to ooze, to leak,

urlagadda, potato
;
also sima dumpa.

urrutaluguta, to totter; reduplicated
form of iiguta.

urucutu, to run, not common
;
pdru-

gettuta is the common word, urucu
v’urucum and na savate cani

, todu
ifurice na sa'uati yocateyunnu ledu

,
my

fellows all say run, run, but not one
will run with me (on to the funeral
pyre at a suttee)

;
comati pirici, cottite

v'urid, a Komati is a skunk; hit him
and he’ll bunk,
urumu, thunder.
urumuta, to thunder, urumuts unnadi

,

it is thundering; urimi tsutsuta
, to

look thunder (look daggers),

ushnamu, heat. Skt. Especially of a

hot day, hot weather. Also ushmamu.

usi, hiss; onomatopoeic; also bussu.

cuccalanu nd mida usi colpinddu,
he set

the dogs on to me.
usuru, life, breath, a sigh, ddaddni
usuru tagalaca podu, a woman’s sigh
will not fail to strike; usuru v'unte
v’uppu ammuconi brataca vatstsurfh ,

while you draw breath you can live at

least by selling salt,

usuruposuconuta, to cause sighs, to

afflict, ddavdlla ciitlo dummu posi
,

valla usuru posu cunte micu jayam
cddu

,
you will not win if you afflict

women by pouring dust into their

food (as the dancing-girls said when
the Madras Government resumed
their inams).
usurumanuta, to say alas, vdnni
ndlugu titti

,
vddicivddijmdniciv'usurum

antu. , giving him a piece of my mind
and making him wish himself dead,

utaca, pivot, talupu utaca mida dduts
unnadi, the door turns on a pivot,

utcriishtamu, excellent. Skt.
utpalamu, blue lotus. Skt.
utpatti, production. Skt.
utpatamu, prodigy, catastrophe (as an
earthquake). Skt.

utsaliintsuta, to attempt. Skt.

utsavamu, festival. Skt. netrotsava-

mu
,
a feast for the eyes ; 2 sdyancalam

v’ullo v’utsavam zarugutundi
,
there is a

festival on in the town to-night; rdnigari

shashti sanvatsara rdjyapalanotsavamu ,

the Queen’s diamond jubilee (.shashti

is Skt. for ‘sixty’; rdjya
,
kingdom;

pdlanamu
t
ruling; utsavam

,
festival),

utsahamu, perseverance, energy,
merriment, joy. nen ippudu utsaha
sthitilo unna pacshamuna

,
if I were

now in a merry mood ; manadi manchi
pani cddu

,
ganuca v’utsdham lecunda

v’unnadi, we are doing wrong and so
have no zest for the work; santosham
poyindi

,
v'utsdham poyindi, I have lost

my peace of mind and joy in life,

utstsa, urine, utstsapoyuta, to make
water.

utstsu, noose, i v’utstsu yHtcmi chetu~

lacu vesi biginchindm ante
,

y’itadu

manacu chiccin atte, if we fasten this

noose round his hands and pull tight

he will be in our power,
utta, empty, simple, uttagurramu,

a



uttamamu [378] uyydla

riderless horse; utta chevi canna ,
td-

tdcu chevi melu, an ear with a palm-
leaf in it (instead of an ear-ring) is

better than an ear with nothing in

it; utta chetulu mura vesin attu
,

like

measuring empty hands (idle dreams)

;

Utta godduc ampul eccuva
,
the empty

cow lows loudest (much cry and little

wool); utta goddu is the barren cow,
utta gurramu the riderless horse,
uttamamu, best. Skt. rajottamudu

,

best of rajas; also reduplicated utta-

mottamamu (uttamu plus uttamu),
superlatively best.

uttappudu, generally (on simple occa-
sions). uttapudu leca pdyina mane
gani, itarul intici vachchin appudaina
biggaragd matadaca

,
na yedala inta

bhacti tsupi, patipuja cheyutsunn attu

paicaina natintsutsu rave, never mind
what you say when we are alone ;

when
a stranger comes please don’t raise

your voice, please show me some sort

of dutifulness, and please make believe
at least that you are a devoted wife,

uttara, the twelfth lunar mansion.
Skt. uttara tsuchi yettu ra gampa,

when you see the sun in uttara
,
take

up your basket to sow. (It is supposed
to rain when the sun is in' uttara.)

uttara, following after. Skt. uttara
bhdgamu, the next part,; uttara Rama-

yanamu
,
the sequel to the ‘Ramayana*;

uttara sdcshi, attestor; uttara cshana-
mu, the next moment; uttaracshana-
munay immediately,

uttaracrfyalu, obsequies. Skt.
uttarajanmamu, the next life. Skt.
uttaramu, the north. Skt. Lacsh-
mayya: uttara desam antd tiriginau

gaddy Himavat parvatanrd tsusava?
Vencayya: tsuda ledu, yendu chetac
ante accada niltsunte mana chinnata-
nam baita padutundi. Smith: You
have travelled all over the north, have
you seen the Himalayas? Jones: No,
I did not want to feel my littleness

.

uttaramu, letter. Skt. yazamdni

:

uttardh^ postulo vesavd ? naucaru : ve-
sdn andi, aite mir oca porabatu chesaru;
and chiti antintsa valasina uttardnici
rend andla chiti antincharUy rend analu
antintsa valasina ddnici, and chiti

antinchdru. yazamdni ; aite nuvvu yim

chesavu? naucaru : adresulu cott esi oca
danidi inco dani mida vrasdnu. Mis-
tress : Did you post the letters ? Ser-
vant: Yes, but you had made a mis-
take; you put a one-anna stamp on
a letter that required two, and a two-
anna stamp on a letter that required
one. Mistress: What did you do?
Servant: I crossed out the addresses
and exchanged them,

uttarapratyuttaramulu, correspon-
dence. ippudu vanid ndcu uttara prat-
y’uttaramulu levu, I have no corre-

spondence with him now
;
from utta-

ramu
y
letter, and prati

,
exchange,

uttarasacshi, attesting witness; from
uttar

a

y
subsequent, and sdcshiy witness,

uttarottara, ever after; reduplicated
form of uttaray subsequent,

uttaruvu, answer, order. Skt. utta-

ravitstsuta is to give an order
;
uttaruvu

chepputa is to answer; uttaruvitstsuta

also means to give leave to go
; for in

this country you terminate an inter-

view by ordering your visitor off, and
this he expects and won’t go until you
tell him to; it would not be polite,

utti, sling, utti cattuconi ugiddduta, to

put up a sling and swing ; utticheda is

the cord on which a sling hangs (slings

are often fastened to beams) . utti mida
venna v’undaga v’iir elld netici devula-

I
dan ela? when there is butter in the
beam-sling, why hunt all through the
village for ghee ? uranta tsuttalu, v’utti

catta tavu ledu, the village is full of
our relations but we have no place to

hang up our sling; neti cunda nela
petti, vatti cunda v’utti mida pettevddu,
pitting the ghee-pot on the floor and
the empty pot on the sling (absent-
mindedness).
uttipaduta, to start forth, be mani-
fested, e.g. a passion,
utucuta, to wash, to beat

;
also nduguta.

The washerman in India beats clothes.

utice vdru gani tsdcali v’utacadu
,
the

washerman won’t wash for any one
who does not beat him.
uwiluruta, to water at the mouth,
uyyala, swinging cradle or bed. uyyd-

lalo pillani v’unchi v’ur alia veticin

attu, like putting a child in its cradle
and searching for it all over the village.



u
-ii, cumulative affix. There is no ‘and’

in Telugu and the usual way to ex-

press it is to lengthen the vowel (a, i,

o, u) at the end of words, siggii bidi-

yamu panivu pratisthd yemi ledu
,
no

shame or modesty or proper pride,

uca, husk (of rice).

iida, weeds, varici vaca vdna
,
v'udacu

vaca vdna ? is it one rain for grain and
another for weeds ? (God sendeth rain

on the just and on the unjust),

tida, sucker (of trees, especially the

banyan).

lida, udara, swollen, udacadupu,

udara potta

,

pot-belly,

uda-, ddi, prefix meaning ‘out’, from
uduta

,
to slip out. udagottuta

,
to

loosen; iidapaduta
, to slip out; iida-

pdvuta
,
to fall out; udapicuta^ to root

out; udatiyuta

,

to take off (clothes,

See.)
;

iidaperucuta, to tear out; ni

grudlu iida pericedanu tsudu, take care

or I will tear your eyes out; artha

rupayi ayana chetilo pettitene cani na-

calu udipadadu, the copy won’t come
out unless you put half a rupee into

the clerk’s hand
;
condanalucacu mandu

veste, unna naluca udi poyin attu
,
like

your tongue falling out when you put
medicine on your uvula (the remedy
is worse than the disease),

iida, violet, or purple. Hindustani, na
v'udd ckira cattucuni vastanu

, I will go
and put on my violet cloth. ^
udugu, plant of the alangium species

(alangium Lamarckii or alangium de-

capetalurri). uduga vittanamu vanti-

vddu
,
a man like an uduga seed, is a

man who sticks to you like a leech;

an udu&u seed is supposed to reattach

itself to the plant after it has fallen,

udupu, transplantation (of rice)

;

iidupupolamu, field in which trans-

planted rice is grown.
iiduta,toslip,to be loosened, na mdtacu
y’eduru cheppite> muti pallu v’ude lagu

tannutanu
,
if they contradict me I will

kick them till all the teeth in their

mouths are loosened; na chetici tol

udinadi
y

I have skinned my han<£;

lenidanici pote y’unnad udinadiy to

over-reach oneself and let slip what
one has got trying to get something
else.

uduta, to blow (to play on flute, to blow
on horn, &c.). commuluv’udi, dappulu
vayinchi

,
blowing on horns, beating

dnims.
uduta, to be swollen,

udutsuta, to sweep, vidkulu udutsu-

conutaj to sweep the streets; penial

udutsuy sweeping away dirt,

ugintsuta, to swung (transitive),

uguladuta, uguta to swing (intran-

sitive). puli ?nisamulu pattu coni v’uy-

yala vhigin attu, like swinging on a

tiger’s whiskers—a rash enterprise,

dha, thought, conjecture, idea. Skt.

nivu v’ukalu maha kaga chestau, you
guess well, manejaru: nuvvu ye ban-

culo pani ckeyaca poyind, dr endla

anubhavam unn attu darakhastulo yen-

ducu vrdsavu? gumdstd: mini uha
galavd.ru ca valen ante nenu uhinchi

vrasan andi. Manager: When you
have never worked in any bank, how
did you come to write in your applica-

tion of your six years’ experience?

Clerk: You advertised for men with
ideas, so I wrote giving my idea,

uhimpabadina, presumptive; a term
invented by our translation depart-

ment to translate the legal term ‘pre-

sumptive’.

uhintsuta, to think, to conjecture, to

have an idea. Skt. peddamanishi : niper

emi ? nuvvu yevaripillavddivi ? baludu;

miru canucco valen ante rendu mdrgdl
unnai. peddamanishi : yemitivi? bd-

ludu : miru uhintsucondi leca pote

vicharintsandi. Gentleman: What’s
your name ? Who is your father ? Boy

:

If you want to find out therd' are two
ways. Gentleman: That is to say?

Boy: You can guess or you can in-

quire.

linuta, to have, to take, to assume, vef
uni, taking root.



upiri [380] uruconuta

upiri, breath, dme biddanu upiri

tiragacundd chesi tsampinadi
,

she
smothered the child; upiri pattite

bozza nindund ? can you fill your belly

by holding in your breath? (inade-

quate measures); upiricuttu,
stitch in

?he side; vdnici ninna rdtri pidacala
vachchi

,
rommu adatsuconipoyi, y

3
upiri

salupa ledu , last night he had a night-

mare and oppression on the chest and
difficulty in breathing,

lipirititti, lung.
tiputa, to shake, to cause to swing;
causative of uguta. tala uputa, to shake
one’s head; zuttupattuconigattigd dpi

,

seizing his pigtail and shaking it hard,
lira, in the village, dra cuntu

,
adavi

Udi
,
lame in the village, an anteiope

in the jungle (a man who prefers

shikar to work).
liraca, simply, only; also dried, nen
uraca parihasamunac annanu

, i matalu
pdtigapatta bocu, I only spoke in jest,

you must not take it ill.

liradilluta, to be comforted, to be
consoled.

liradintsuta, to comfort, to console;

also urartsuta .

liratd, rest, comfort, manassucu con-

chem iirata caligi, being somewhat
consoled.

uraveyuta, to pickle,

lirartsuta, to console
;
also uradintsuta.

lirdhvamu, high. Skt. urdhva niti

locamu, the higher moral sphere,
uregimpu, procession, especially mar-
riage procession.

liregintsuta, to take in procession.

brdhmalalo chese pellillu yemi pellillu?

vdti cante bommala pelliUaind man-
chive. pdlu tage past pillalanu, batta

vippi vesucu tirige pasi bdlunni
,
palla

-

ctlo pet^i, dumyi dumyim ani bajdlato

v 3
ureginchi

,
petti antdru, what are

brahmin marriages ? Worse than dolls’

marriages. Girls taken from the breast

and unbreeched boys are put in palan-
quins and carried in procession to the
tom-to®iming of drums and they call

that a marriage.
ureguta, to go in procession ; from uru,

village, eguta, to go.
lirice, gratis, simply, idly, only, yaza-
mdnudu: nenu selavulo v’unnappudu

yem chesau? naucaru: urice dlochistu

curtsunndnu. English master: What
did you do while I was on leave?

Indian servant : I simply sat and
thought (but he might also answer,
urice, simply), gumdsta: ndcu jitam
tsalad andi. vartacudu : me ippudu yem
istunndmu? gumdsta : yem iyyadam led

andi
,
mundugd pariesha chestdm ante,

urice pant chest unndn andi. varta-

cudu : aite vachchi nela nunchi rendin

-

talu chestale. Clerk: Sir, my pay is

not enough. Merchant : What are we
giving you ? Clerk : Nothing, sir

; you
said you would try me first and I am
working for nothing. Merchant : Very
well, we must double your pay from
next month.

uru, village, town, i v
3

urici d v 3

dr ento,

d v 3

urici i v 3ur ante
,

it is the same
distance from village A to village B
as from village B to village A (six of
one and half a dozen of the other);

unte v’uru
,
pote pddu

,

with the people
in it a village, without a desert; uri

mida nuru padidd, caranamu mida casu
padadu

,
though the village be assessed

at Rs. 100, the karnam will not pay
a penny of it; ur antd tsuttdlu, v'utti

catta tdvu ledu, the village is all rela-

tions, but I have no place to hang my
sling; praydnicudu : i v’ulld occa ddc-
taru ciida leda ? gramasthudu : led andi.
praydnicudu : yevaricaina pramada

-

maina zabbu chiste yemi chestadu

?

gramasthudu : atlantivadu sahajamaina
tsavu tsastadu. Traveller: Isn’t there
even one doctor in this village? Vil-
lager: No, sir. Traveller: If any one
g£fcs dangerously ill what does he
do? Villager: He dies a natural
death, adavi pandi chenu mesti, ur
pandi chevi cosin attu, like cutting the
village pig’s ear when the jungle pig
ate up the field (vicarious punish-
ment).

lirubindi, a chutney made of fried
grain and chillies.

urucaya, urugaya, pickle, patstsalu
urucayalu annamulo ruchini puttinche
vastuvulu

, chutneys and pickles are
^condiments that give relish to rice,

uruconuta, to keep quiet, to be silent.

iddaru pillalu potladut undiri. pedda-



uruconuta vacca[381]

manishi : urucondi,yenducupotlddutdru?
modatipilla : ni cosame, peddamanishi

:

nd cosam potldta yenducu? moduli
pilla: nicu gddidec unna telivi aina led

ani vad ante
,
nenu v'und annanu;

andu cheta potldta vachchindi. Two
boys were quarrelling. Gentleman:
What are you boys fighting about?
Stop fighting. First boy: We were
fighting about you. Gentleman: How
about me? First boy: He said you
had not even the brains of an ass

and I said you had, and we were
fighting about that, dactaru : mi ayana
vishayamu nacu asa ledu . bharta : nacu
inca pranam unnadi

,
bhaya pada bocu.

bharya: miru urucondi, dactaru gdru
anni sangatulu telusunu

,
bharam anta

ayana mida vestdm. Doctor: There is

no hope for your husband. Husband

:

While there is life there is hope.
Wife: Hold your tongue, the doctor
knows best; we will lay all the re-

sponsibility on him.

uruta, to soak, to sink in (as ink into
paper), nor uruta, to water at the
mouth; adi mithdyi v'undalu yeldgu
mingutu v

yunnado
,
ddnni tsiisti nd noru

v’utal urutu v'unnadi, watching her
put down those balls of sweet makes
my mouth water.

*

drupu, breath, sigh, nitturpu is a-big

r
sigh.

usaranela, salt soil, usaranelalo vesina

pairuy udacamu leni cheruvucu samd-
narnu, a salt-land crop is like a water-
less tank.

usa^avelli, chameleon,
dshmamuj heat. Skt. Also ushnamu.
lisu, chat.

usuladuta, to chit-chat,

uta, prop.
lita, sap, juice, spring, the common
word for a spring of water,

utacola, crutch
;
also tsancacarra.

utsuta, to shake, to cause to swing;
causative of uguta

, to swing, tala

v'utsutsiiy shaking his head.

V
v with y, t and n are euphonic letters

inserted between words to prevent
vowels clashing. As words in Telugu
commonly end in a vowel v> y, or
n is commonly inserted before all

words beginning with a vowel. In the
Roman script an apostrophe can be
inserted, in the Telugu disyllabic

script this is not done. Hence
5
* in

Telugu characters unduta
,
to be, is

almost always disguised as vunduta,
yunduta, or nunduta, with much con-
fusion of mind to the beginner; oca

,

one, i9 much more commonly vaca
;

opica, patience, becomes ‘vopica, and
so on. This is one of the many reasons

for which I prefer to write Telugu in

Roman characters.

vaca, vacaru, vacate, a person or
people, the same thing, euphonic
forms of oca

,
ocaru, ocate. atta vacar

inti codale

\

the mother-in-law was
once a daughter-in-law in some one’s

house
;
vesinade vaca gantu, viriginade

yvaca cdlu, a leap leapt, a leg lost (first

venture a loss); yelinavarici reyim-
pagalu vacate, day and night are the
same to God; vaca pattdna mdna
lecunda v

y

imna?nu, we cannot stop all

at once. The c in vaca is reduplicated
for emphasis {vacca), vaca also means
‘a’ as well as ‘one’, vaca pilla is

£

a
child’ as well as ‘one child’,

vacavela, perhaps
;
same as ocavela .

vacalatu, vacaltunama, power of
attorney. Hindustani, conchem cdrtu

vyavaharam v yundaga micu vacdltu-

nama y'ivva valen ani vachchindnu ,

f
having a little affair in court I have

[

come to brief you.
vacca, one; emphatic forixuof vaca.

vacca pittato cheppa ledu
,
I didn’t tell

even the birds.

vacca, bit, especially a bit of areca

nut. gddida coducu Rdhugadu diva-

talato curtsondi amriitam tdginddu,



vaecanintsuta [382] vad^i

a sangati Suryudu Chandrudu velli

cheppit appatici Sri Vishnumurtivaru
chacram dharinchi vddi tala rendu
vaccalu chesi vesindru

,
that son of a

donkey Rahu was drinking nectar
with the Gods; the Sun and Moon
Reported it to Vishnu; Vishnu took
his disk and cut Rahu’s head in two.
(This, of course, is the explanation
of eclipses. Rahu has never forgiven

the Sun and Moon and occasionally

pursues them and tries to bite bits off

them and if the Hindus did not re-

ligiously pray and fast and bathe when
this happens he would very likely

succeed. The Hindus have the great

merit of saving us all from this

disaster.)

vaccanintsuta, to relate. Skt.

vachanamu, speech, word, dictum,
prose. Skt. kuna vachana prahandha-
caruduy an English prose-writer. (The
Telugus called us Huns long before
we applied the opprobious epithet to

the Germans.)
vachche, vachchedu, next; from
vatstsuta

,
to come, vachchedu vdramiiy

next week; vachche nelalo, next
month.
vachchirani, half-formed, inarticu-

late (coming and not coming), vach-
chirani matalu ruchi, vhtri v’urani

v’itrugaya ruchiy sweet are the half-

formed words of children, sweet are

half-pickled vegetables,

vachintsuta, to say. Skt.

vacilu, attorney. Hindustani,
vacramu, crooked

;
vacrocti (vacra

ucti) is an insinuation,

vacshamu, the chest, bosom. Skt.

The common word is rommu.
vadacattuta, to strain, to filter,

vadacuta, to tremble, venuca Conda-
trdu Pantulugaru §irashtddari chesin

appudu garbhdlalo pindalu adiripoyevi
,

vacca ceca veste v’ullo vdll anta gada
gada vadici battalald alpa?nachdnam
chesucunevdru, when Kondatrao Pan-
tuluwa? sheristadar the unborn babies
quivered in the womb and there was
not a dry dhoty in the town if he did
but raise his voice.

vadagallu, hailstone, daridrudu tala

cadaga pote vaclagalla vana vembade

vachchindi, when the poor man went
to wash his head a hailstorm came
upon him (it never rains but it pours)

;

vadagallu padutsunnavi}
it is hailing,

vadallntsuta, to get rid of; causative

ofvadaluta.
vadalipettuta, to get loose,

vadaltsuconuta, to get free from.
dyananu vadaltsuconnanu, I have got
rid of that gentleman,

vadalu, loose; also vadulu.

vadaluta, to get loose, to let go.

jvaramu vadali poyinadi, the fever

went off; callu vadalundi
,
let go my

legs, as the Collector says to peti-

tioners who throw themselves at his

feet and cling to his legs,

vadambadica, agreement. Same as

odambadica.
vadanamu, face. Skt. The common
word is mokhamuy mugamu. chandra-

-

vadana is moon-faced, but this refers

to the brightness of the moon and not
to its shape as with us.

vadanti, rumour. Skt. nivu bidavad
aninniy bhuctici zaragaca y'iccadacu

vachchinav aninniy vadanti vestdnu
f I

will spread a rumour that you came
here a starveling pauper,
vadarubotu, chatterbox, vadarubotd,
ni adhica prasangam tsalintsu, chatter-

box, a truce to your impertinence;
nenu vadarubotu n’ani na yazamanur-
alu nannu yeppudu tittutu v’untundi,

my mistress is always twitting me with
being a chatterbox.

vadaruta, to chatter, idi tellavdri

lechindi modaluconi ratri paduco poyin
daca v'urice vadurutu v 3undadame
cahi pani yemi cheyyadu

t she does
nothing but chatter from the moment
she gets up till she goes to bed and
does no work at all.

vadasaramu, entirely,

vadda, at. inti vadda, at hdlne; na
vadda ledu, X haven’t got it; also oddu,
voddu.
vaddana, serving up. vaddana cheyya
vatstsunu, you may serve dinner,

vaddi, interest. Corrupt Skt.* for
vriiddhi

, increase ;
vaddici vaddi, com-

pound interest; vaddi vydpdram

,

money lending; atanici vaddi mdni-
vestdnu, X will let him off the interest.



vaddintsuta [383] Vaicunthamu

vaddintsuta, to serve (food), vaddin-

chevadu tanavad aite
,

cada bantini

curtsunna vaccate, so long as the
waiter is your man it does not matter
if you sit last in the row; conchemu
annamu vaddistard ? will you help me
to some rice ?

vaddu, don’t want, don’t; from va-
layuta

,
to be wanted. It is one way

of saying ‘no thank you’
;
accara ledu

is another, tondara cheyya •vaddu
,

don’t worry me; vinnavi anni visva-

sintsa vaddu
,
visvasinchinavi anni veli

putstsa vaddu
%
don’t believe all you

hear or repeat all you believe,

vaddu, bank, shore; same as oddu.
ippudu y’iscuUallo tsaduvucune mota
mundd coduculu zutt aind tadavacunda
vadduna curtsondi snanalu chesevallanu
midimiccili vecciristar ayya, nowadays,
sir, the whoreson boys that study in
the English schools will sit on the bank
without even wetting their pigtails

and laugh heartily at us doing our
ceremonial washings in the river,

vadha, murder. Skt. The usual word
is the Hindustani khuni .

vadhintsuta, to kill. Skt. A literary

word, the usual word is tsamputa.
vadhuvarulu, bride and bridegroom.
Skt.

vadhuvu, woman, bride. Skt.
vadhyasthalamu, place of death. Skt.
vadhyasthalamunacupovu margamuna

,

on his way to martyrdom,
vadhyudu, one condemned to death.
Skt.

vadi, speed, time, conta vadi, a short
time

;
nadi bahu vadiga cottucgntu

v’unnadi, the pulse is very rapid,
vadicattuta, to strain, to filter; same
as vadiyacattuta.

vadilipettuta, to let go, to release, to

abandon, repu mi cumarudu peddavdd
at mPcodalini vadilipetti bogamddnni
v’untsuconi, y’intlo dabb antd padu
chestu v’unte

,
adi tappitam auno cddo

micu bdgd telustundi
, if your son grows

up and abandons his wife for a danc-
ing-girl and wastes all the money in
the house, you will very soon come to

understand whether it is wrong or
not.

vadilipdvuta, to get away.

vadiliveyuta, to abandon,
vadine, elder sister-in-law and so an
older brother’s wife or daughter of a

mother’s brother or of a father’s

sister if older than oneself,

vadisela, a sling (to throw stones). In
books odisela.

vadiveyuta, to twist, oca chetito

misamu vadiveyutsu, rendava chetito

bozza nimuruconutsu
,

sri rajavaru
pravesintsutsunnaru

,
my Lord Zamin-

dar enters twisting his moustachios
with one hand and stroking his

stcfmach with the other,

vadiyamu, a savoury cake made of
black gram and condiments,

vadlavddu, carpenter,

vadlu, rice in the husk, the rice crop

;

it is the plural of vari. Words for

grains and crops are put in the plural

in Telugu. vadlu muttum
,
pichchicalu

artum
,
three tooms of paddy and six

tooms of sparrows (loss keeping pace
with gain).

vadrangamu, carpenter’s trade,

vadrangi, carpenter,
vaducuta, to spin.

vadugu, the thread ceremony; more
commonly upanayanamu.

vadulu, loose, vadulu pandlu, loose

teeth.

vadyamu, a savoury cake made of
‘’black gram, chillies, &c., same as
vadiyamu.
vaga, grief.

vagaira, etcetera. Hindustani,
vagaru, astringent; also ogaru.

vagarutsuta, to pant; vagarustu paru-
gettuconuta

,
to run panting,

vahanamu, vehicle. Skt.

vahintsuta, to bear, to carry. Skt. na
mida carpanyamu vakistddu

}
he bears

ill-will against me
;
conchem sepu sdn-

tam vahintsandiy keep quiet for a
little.

vaibhavamu, splendour. Skt., from
vibhavam. v'utsavam vaibhavamgd
zarigindi

,
the festival was conducted

with splendour.
vaicalyamu, deficiency, Skt. anga
vaicalyamu, being maimed; chitta

vaicalyamUy deficiency in the heart
or mind.
Vaicunthamu, Vishnu’s paradise,



vaidhavyamu [384] valatsuta

heaven, nd cheti mdtra, Vaicuntha
ydtra

,
my pill a pilgrimage to heaven

(quack speaking), arachetilo Vaicnn-
tham tsuputddn, he offers heaven in

the palm of his hand (another sort of

quack, a sky-pilot).

vaidhavyamu, widowhood . Skt., from
vidhava.
vaidicamu, vedic. Skt., from veda.

vaidicudu, a brahmin versed in the
Vedas, a clerical brahmin as opposed
to a niyogi, secular brahmin (there is

not much difference nowadays, the

clericals prefer Government employ-
ment to spiritual ministrations),

vaiduryamu, lapis lazuli, vajravai

-

ddryam, diamond and lapis lazuli, are

often coupled in descriptions as the

height of brilliancy,

vaidyamu, art of medicine. Skt. root

Did, to know.
vaidya?ala, hospital. Skt., but every
one says dspatri .

vaidyudu, physician. Skt. ocarini

y’iddarini tsampitene cdni vaidyudu
cddu

,
a doctor is no doctor till he has

killed one or two; jantuvaidyudu
,

veterinary doctor
;
pallavaidyudu, den-

tist.

vaidyuta, electrical. Skt., from vid-

yuttu
,

lightning; vaidyuta dipam,
electric lamp; vaidyuta tantrulu,

electric wires.

vaikhari, manner, mien. Skt.

vamamuliij particulars; corrupt Skt.

for vivaranumulu.
vaiparityamu, diversity. Skt.

vaipu, direction, side,

vairamu, enmity. Skt.

vairagi, an ascetic. Skt.

vairagyamu, asceticism. Skt.

vairi, an enemy. Skt.

vaisakhamu, the second lunar month
(about May). Skt.

vaisalyamu, breadth. Skt.

vaishamyamu, inequality, enmity.
Skt.

vaishnuvudu, Vaishnavite, follower
of Vishnu. Skt.

vaisyudu, merchant (third) casteman

.

Skt.

vaitsuta, to throw, connected with
veyuta.
vaivahicamu, nuptial. Skt., from

vivdkamu, marriage, vaivdhicanadu
are among the things which may
proverbially be lied about; others are
prana vittamdna bhangamu

,
danger to

life or property; in fact all is fair in

love and war.
vajramu, diamond. Skt. vajraput
ungaramu, diamond ring. Lacsh-
mayya: nd bhdrya tsald cathinamaina
?nanassu caladi. Vencayya: dvidenu
santosha pettadam yetla? Lacsh-

mayya: vajram iste ?nanassu cosuco

putimdi. Smith: My wife is a very
hard woman. Jones : How is she to be
made happy? Smith: Diamond cut
diamond; give her a present of a

diamond; vajravaidurya ?n

,

diamond
and lapis lazuli, are two gems often

mentioned together, presumably be-

cause the words begin with the same
syllable; symbolic of brilliancy,

vajrayudhamu, Indra’s thunderbolt.
Skt., from vajram

,
adamant, and

dyttdham, weapon. Tvastar made it

from the bones of Agastya.
vala, net, toils, stri valalo padddu

,
he

fell into a woman’s toils,

valadu, don’t; longer form of vaddu
and not so common,

valana, by means of; longer form of
valla and not so common,
valapu, love, especially sexual love.

valapuverri
,

madness of passion

;

valapu siggu yerugadu
,
lust knows no

shame; ni comartecu nd mida valapu
caliginadi, your daughter has fallen in
love with me.
valapumandu, aphrodisiac, love-
philtre.

valasa, emigration, valasardjyamu,
colony.

valasina, wanted, necessary
; from

valayuta, also cdvalasina.

valasinadi, must. The longest form
of the word; other forms arefivalenu,
vdli

,
all, aid

,
valayunu

;
you must

come is usually nivu rdvali
,
but the

other forms may also be used
;
valasi-

nadi is more often past than present;
rd valasinadi

,

you ought to have
come; cd valasinadi means a thing
required

;
ivva valasinadi a thing

owed; valasi vastundi
,
ought to have,

valatsuta, to love; with dative, trim
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valayamu [385] vanacuta

valachi, loving you; td valachinadi
Rambha, td mugisinadi Ganga

, the
woman he loves is a Venus

;
the river

he bathes in is the Ganges (all his
geese are swans).
valayamu, circle, boundary. Skt.
driigvalayamu, horizon (sight-bound-
ary).

valayuta, to be wanted; exceedingly
common in the forms dli, ala

, valenu ,

valasinadi,
vdli, which mean ought,

must, should, and in the negative
aorist vaddu

,
which means don’t, don’t

want, no thank you.
vale, like, coti cheti pamu vale

,
like a

snake in a monkey’s paw (the monkey
is afraid but won’t let go),

valenu, must, ought, should, yevari
nillalo vdru munaga valenu

,
every one

must bathe in his own water (bear his
own cross), &c.; also valasinadi.

valla, convenience, possibility, guni-
vadu paducune valla gunivdnicd telu-

sunu, it is the hunchback who knows
how he can most conveniently lie.

valla, by means of ; in books valana.
vallabha, loved woman, mistress,

wife.

vallabhudu, loved man, lover, hus-
band.

vallacadu, vallaledu, it is not
possible, can’t be done; from valla

,

possibility, and the appropriate-,nega-
tive. accadici po valla ledu , you can’t

go there; adi valla cddu
,
that is im-

possible
;
idi lecunte gani valla cadu

,
I

can’t do without it; nivu vaste gani
valla cddu, your presence is indis-

pensable; cheppucoca valla cddu
,
you

cannot but say it; cucca veshamu dfeste

moragacundd valla cadu, if you dis-

guise yourself as a dog you needs
must bark (in for a penny in for a

pound).
vallacadu, cemetery, place for burn-
ing or burying. The genitive, valla-

cati, is used as an expletive, vallacdti

daggu nannu tsamputsunnadi, this dam-
nable cough will be the death of me.
vallacani, vallamalina, impractic-
able; from valla,

possibility, and
negative participles, iyanacu valla-

mdlina chevudu
y he is impossibly deaf,

vallana, valle, rote, repetition.

c c

vallanaveyuta, valle veyuta, to re-

peat by rote, i vddam antd tarca
pracaranalu vallinchin attu vallana
veyyi, learn this argument off by heart
like a chapter in logic (philosophy is

committed to memory in India
; argu-

ment is not allowed),
vallapaduta, to be possible, vallanu
sadhintsadanici valla padadu

,
it is not

possible to propitiate them,
vallu, body; a form of odalu

,
vollu.

ndcu vail antd chemata posindi, I

sweated all over the body; mandu
mdcu accara lecundd lankhdndlu cheste

vacca debbanu padi rozula ndtici vallu

nimmalamga v*undunu y take no pills

or potions but only fast and in ten
days you will be all right again at a
blow; vanici vallu telisinadi, he came
to himself; 2 dinamu. ndcu vallu sari

ledu, I am out of sorts to-day. (The
Telugus bring in the body where we
refer simply to ourselves; they don’t
say T am ill*; they say (my body is

ill’.)

valluta, to love, magadu vallan am-
manu Marl valladu, the goddess of
pestilence will not love the woman
unloved by her husband (the bad
penny always comes back again)

; dlini

vallanivanici yHlaciiralo v’uppu tsaladu,

a husband who does not love his wife
"will say there is not enough salt in
the food.
valutsuta, to peel, flay; also olutsuta.

vadu bratici undagdne tolu valchi
vesinaru

,
they flayed him alive,

vamanamu, vomiting. Skt. vama-
namu cacunda nhmduta gdnu tdmbu-
lamu vesucunndnuy I chewed betel to
stay my stomach; more commonly
vanti or caccu.

vamsamu, family, lineage, race. Skt.
vamsapdramparyamuga, from genera-
tion to generation; vamsavrucshamu y

a family tree; tsdla goppa vamsamlo
v’unnddu, he is of very good family,
vamsasthudu, descendant. Skt. goppa
vamsasthudu, a man of a grea* family.

(A large family is pedda cutumbam .)

vanacuta, to tremble; same as vada-
cuta. vadu bhdryacu gadagada vana-

cutddu
y
he is all of a trembie before

his wife (a hen-pecked husband); nd
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chetulu vanacutu v'unnavi

,

my hands
are trembling; vazavaza vanucutsu,

trembling all over.
vanamu, forest, park, grove. Skt.

vanabh6janam.il> a picnic; udydva-
namu, a pleasure park

;
chintavanamu,

5 tamarind grove ; td chedda coti

vanam ella cherachin attu
,
like one bad

monkey infecting the whole grove,
vanaru, grief,

vanaruta, to grieve,

vanca, stream, watercourse ;
vancas

are torrents dry most of the year and
full only when it rains hard. «

vanca, side, quarter, towards,
vanca, crooked; also vancara.
vanca, bend, twist, yeruyenni vancalu
poyind samudramulone pada valenu

,

even the weariest river winds some-
where safe to sea.

vanca, excuse, exception, yenta man-
chid ainanu yedo oca vanca pettutadu,

he picks holes in everything however
good it is ;

vancalu pettuta also means
to make excuses.

vancara, crooked ;
also vanca. vancara

meda

,

a wry neck; vancara muti, a

wry mouth
;
vancara tincaramga vaca

v yuttaramu gdcinadu,
he scribbled a

letter all upside down,
vanc&ya, brinjal, egg-plant (Solanum
melongena). yetlo vancayalu castava
ante

,
cdstavi ann attu

,
like saying y£s

when asked whether brinjals grow in

rivers (time-serving),

vanchacudu, cheat. Skt.

vanchana, cheating. Skt.

vanchitudu, person cheated, buddhi-
mantula valla buddhinulacu v'upa-
caram calugutnndi ganuca ,

alpasan-
khyagala vanchacula valla adhicasan-

khyagala vanchitulacu v'upacdram
calugutundi sensible people do good
to senseless people and so good is done
to the numberless cheated persons by
the few cheats.

vanda, one hundred ; also nuru. Both
are common.

vandan-amu, salutation, thanks. Skt.
vandintsuta, to praise. Skt.

vandintsuta, to have food cooked;
causative of vanduta.

vanduta, to cook, caduputo v*unn
amma canaca manuna, vandin amma

tinaca manuna ? ^will the woman
who has conceived not bring forth,

will the woman who has cooked not
eat?

vangachettu, the brinjal plant (Sola-

num melongena). proddune lechi vanga
chetlacu nillu todipoyyum antddu

, he
tells me to get up early and water the

brinjals; yeccadanaind bava ana vats-

tsunugani
,
vanga tota vadda bava ana

cudadu
,

call me brother anywhere
except in the brinjal garden (where it

might cost me something),
vangasamu, race, breed. Skt. pasu
jati vangasamu bagu cheyuta, to im-
prove the breed of cattle,

vangatfyuta, to pull down, to bend
down. From vanguta, to bend, and
tiyuta, to pull.

vangavarugu, dried brinjal.

vanguta, to bend (intransitive), chettu

ai vanganidi, manu ai vanguna ? if it

won’t bend as a sapling will it bend
as a tree? Dharmapurilo dongalintsa

pdtu, Dhdrvadalo nunchi vanguconi
poyindd ata, the thief crouched all the
way from Dharvar when he was going
to steal at Dharmapur (conscience
makes cowards of us all)

;
vdnici vriid-

dhdpyamu cheta nadumu vangi pdyin-

adi, he is bent double with age.

vanita, woman. Skt. vamsam erigi

vanitanunnu
,
vanne yerigipasuvununnu

sampadintsa valenu, choose your bride
for breed, your cattle for beauty (a

paradox for which there is something
to be said).

vanne, hue, complexion, beauty, meca
vanne puli, a tiger in the hue of a goat
(£ wolf in sheep’s clothing); vanne-
catte, a beauty; vannecddu, a beau, a
handsome man.

vanta, vexation, regret, grief,

vanta, in or on the body. Oblique
form of vallu. «

vanta, cooking, vanta brahmanudu, a
brahmin cook; a despised but neces-
sary person since brahmins cannot
eat food cooked by any one except a
brahmin; penta mida panta

,
manta

mida vanta, cooking depends on the
fire, cropping on manure,

vantacadu, cook (male); also cusini

-

vddu, which is Portuguese.
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vantacatte, cook (female),

vanfacattelu, vantacherucu, fire-

wood for cooking.
vantagadi, kitchen; also vantayillu

,

vantasala.

vantaputillu, restaurant; also puta-
cutillu

;
in Madras they say annasa-

tramn
;
but this in the Circars would

mean a choultry in which meals are

supplied free of charge,

vantara, alone
;
a form of ontari. van-

taricddu, a man alone; vantaricatte
,

a lone woman.
vantayillu, cook-house; also vantillu.

vantena, a bridge,
vanti, the genitive of vallu, body,
-vanti, affix meaning ‘like’, oblique
form of vale, like, nd vanti, like me

;

Ramuni vanti razu v’unte, Hanuman-
tuni vanti bantu appude v’untddu, a
king like Rama makes a servant like

Hanuman (like master like man)

;

atuvanti, such; atuvanti is added to

nearly every adjective in public
speeches to give the speaker time to

think out his sentences,

vantillu, cook-house, kitchen; short

for vantayillu.

vantsuta, to bend (transitive), guna
vantsuconi curtsona vaddu

,
sit up.

vantu, share, turn, van vant ai poyi-
nadi

,

their turn is over; sagham vantu,

a half share.

-vantiidu, affix meaning ‘endowed
with*. Skt. dhairyavantudu , brave;
vidyavantudu

,

learned ;
dhanavantudu,

rich.

vappachepputa, to hand over
;
a form

of oppuchepputa.
vappaginta, handing over; a forrfr of
oppaginta.

vappagintapettuta, to hand over,

vappagintsuta, to hand over, icca-

dane parundi repu mi y'illu vastuvulu
vappctgistdnu, I will sleep here and
hand you over your house and things
to-morrow.
vappuconuta, to agree

; form of oppu-
conuta. d chinnadi nannu vivdham
chesu coddnid vappuconnadi, that girl

agreed to marry me.
vara, scabbard; another form of ora

.

oca varalo rendu cattulu y'imadavu,
two swords won’t go into one scab-

bard (there can’t be two masters in
one house).

vara, limit
;
used chiefly in the inflected

forms varalo
,
varacu .

varacamu, rigorous imprisonment.
nicu varacam vesindd ? have you been
sentenced to rigorous imprisonment?

varacu, till, by that time, a varace
pari poi y’unnaru, by that time they
had run away

;
idi varacu

, till now.
varada, flood, varada vachchin ap-

pudu Godavarilo snanam cheyyum
ante burada nill antdru, (Europeans)
cail bathing in the Godavari when the
floods come down bathing in muddy
water. (Europeans of course have the
strange idea that you bathe in order
to get clean whereas bathing in the
Godavari is a religious ceremony and
washes your sins away.) dddyamu
lecane Setti varada podu, without hope
of gain the Chetti will not face the
flood.

varagalu, a kind of millet,

varaha, the gold coin known as the
pagoda, in which accounts were kept
till 100 years ago; it was a small coin
worth three and a half rupees; the
derivation of the word is from vara-
ham , Skt. boar; the coin had a boar
(Vishnu) on it. Three and a half
rupees was only the value of an ac-
count pagoda in terms of account
rupees; there were many kinds of
pagodas and rupees in circulation : the
Ikkeri and Canteroy pagodas were
among the most common in South
India, dahbucu vachchina cheyye vara-

hacu vastundi
, the hand that reaches

for a pie will reach *for a pagoda (qui

vole un ceuf vole un bceuf, who steals

an egg will steal an ox).

-varald, affix meaning ‘within’ from
vara

,
limit, idi varalo, before this;

ivaralo

,

meanwhile,
varamu, boon. Skt. DSvudu varam
ichchina pujari varam ivvadu, though
God grant the boon the priest re-

fuses it. *
varasa, row, series, relationship.

varasacu unnddu, he is related ; varasa
tapputa, to commit incest; varasaj-

varamu
, recurring fever. Also varusa.

varasulcamu, bridegroom tax. Skt.
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This is the depreciatory term for the
dowry system, which differs from ours
in that the money is paid not to the
husband but to his father, who ‘sells’

his son to your daughter
;
prices vary

with marketable educational quali-

fications; a B.A., B.L., is worth quite

a lot of money
; it is said that when a

new Indian member of the I.C.S.
lands at Bombay he finds a sheaf of
telegrams offering girls with a lakh
of rupees

;
on the other hand, if you

marry your daughter to an old

widower, he has to pay you ; and rthis

is called canyasulcamu, sale of a virgin,

var&hamu, boar. Skt. The boar is

one of the incarnations of Vishnu,
varchassu, lustre. Skt. mukha var-
chassu, radiance of face; dime mukha
varchass ippati cante tetaga mari yep-

pudu nhinda ledu
,
she has never had

a more brilliant complexion,
vardhanamu, increase, thriving,

vardhilluta, to prosper. Skt. ni talli

cadupu tsallaga , nivu veyy ellu var-

dhilla valenu
,

blessings on your
mother’s womb, may you live and
prosper for a thousand years,

vargamu, class. Skt. ca-vargamu, the
class of guttural letters

;
aptavargamu,

a band of friends; bandhuvargamu,
kith and kin

;
tama poshya bargamulo

vhinndmt garnica, as I am in the class

of your proteges.
vari, rice

;
usually in the plural vadlu

;

it is the grain, rice in the husk
;
husked

rice is biyam. (The languages of the
rice-growing countries make this dis-

tinction : the Italians say riso for biyam
and risone for* vadlu

, and Anglo-
Indians supply the want of an English
equivalent of vadlu by calling it

paddy.) varici vaca vand
,
v’udacu vaca

vdnd? is it one rain for grain and
another for weeds ? (God sendeth the
rain on the just and on the unjust)

;

tirigite vari polam
,
tirigaca pdte adavi

polam
,

bestir yourself, you have a
paddy iield ; idle, and you have a
jungle.
varigaddi, straw; what cattle lie on in
England and feed on in India. The
Telugus, not knowing the difference,
translate it ‘hay’.

varintsuta, to choose, especially

choose for spouse. Skt. nizamaina
prema chetane nannu varinchinddu

, he
has proposed to me out of true love,

varjintsuta, to abandon. Skt.

varjyamu, evil hour, unlucky time.

Skt.

varnamu, caste. Skt. The first mean-
ing of the word is ‘colour’

;
caste pre-

judice and caste distinction are in

origin colour prejudice and distinc-

tion, and varnasramadharma
,
the duty

of maintaining caste and religion, of
which the Hindus are always prating,

is the ideal of the Ku Klux Klan. The
ddhicyamu or superiority of the brah-
min lies in his colour, and logically

the white man should be recognized
by the brahmin as a being of a supe-
rior caste.

varnamu, description. Skt., especi-

ally literary description,

varnasancaramu, mixing of castes.

Skt. This is a great sin and a great

misfortune, caliyugam aidu vela san-

vatsarala cdvachchindi
,

ikha varna-
sancaram autundi

,
the iron age of five

thousand years has begun; the next
thing will be confusion of castes; nd
vanti v'uttama purushula grahachdram
cheta mana desanici mlechcka prabhut-
vam vachchi

,
bottigd varnasancaram

autu v’unnadi
,
to the misfortune of

excellent persons like myself our
country is afflicted by a Government
of heathens and there is complete con-
fusion of castes.

varnasramadharmamu, caste and
religious duty. Skt., from varnam,
caSte, dp'amam

,
stage in the religious

life, and dharmam
,
duty, cula vriittilo

pravesa petti varnasramadharmam m-

lava petti micu punyam vastundi
,
put

him into his caste profession and you
have the merit of upholding ijeligion;

mivadu brdhmulacu dannam pettadu
,

gulloci velladu
,
scuUoci velli vachchi

battalu tadisisndnam cheyyadu
,
sarigadd

zandhydl aina tadavadu
,
varada vach-

chinappudu Goddvarilosndnam cheyyum
ante burada niU antddu

, gomayam
suchi cdd antddu; miru v’upecsha
cheste brahmanicam bhrasht aipotundi,
varndsramadharmdlu sammulam nasi

-
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stavi, your son does not salute brah-
mins, he does not go to the temples,

on returning from school he does not
wet his clothes and bathe, nay, does
not so much as wet his sacred thread

;

he says the Godavari is too muddy to

bathe in when the floods come down

;

he says cow-dung is not clean
; if you

overlook this sort of thing brahminism
will fall from its high estate, the
decencies of caste, the order of the
religious life will be destroyed from
their foundation.

varnintsuta, to describe. Skt. dani
tsaccatanam varnintsaddnici Brahmac
aina sacyam cadu

,
Brahma himself

could not describe her beauty,
varshacalamu, the rainy season,

varshamu, rain, year. Skt. atithi:

vindu tsala baga zarigindi
,
nenu yep-

pudu marachi ponu. yazamani: aina
mukhyamainavdttu yevallu varsham
valla rd led ani nacu tsala vichdramga
v'undi. Guest: The dinner went off

very well. I shall never forget it.

Hostess : Yes, but I am so sorry all the
best people were keptaway by the rain,

varshintsuta, to rain, varshintsutsun-

nadi, it is raining,

vartacamu, trade. Skt.

vartacanava, merchantman (ship).

Skt.

vartacu^u, merchant. Skt.

vartamanamu, information, word.
Skt. vartamanamu is also the present
tense (the information tense), varta-
mdnam pampite vddu y’inti cada cana-
pada ledu, we sent word to him but he
was not at home ;

bandi cosam vcmta-
mdnam pampintsuta

,
to send for a

bullock-cart.

vartamanapatrica, a newspaper.
Rdmudu: Ramayya vartamanapatri-

calo vyzstuntad ate. Gopudu: yendu
cheta ? manchi cdgitdlu doracacana?
Smith: Jones is said to be writing on
newspapers. Brown: Why? Can’t he
find good writing-paper?
vartanamu, conduct. Skt.

vartintsuta, to be, to act, to behave,
Skt.

varudu, bridegroom. Skt. pendlico-

ducu is the common word, vorasul-
camu

,
the price paid for a bridegroom

(a girl does not get engaged
;
a bride-

groom is obtained for her) ;
nd pedda

cumdrtecu varudu cudirinadu
,
a bride-

groom has been arranged for my
eldest daughter.

varugu, dried vegetables, fruit, or fi.4i.

vanga varugu, dried brinjals; mamidi
varugu

,
dry mango paste,

varunamuj water. Skt.

Varunudu, Varuna, the Hindu sky
and rain god. Skt.

;
probably the same

word as the Greek Ouranos, Uranus,
heaven, var is the surrounding light.

In the ‘Mahabharata’ Varuna is the

God of the ocean, lakes, and water-
courses. Now Hindus pray to Varuna
for rain.

varupudi rayi, touchstone; properly
orapudu rayi.

varusa, series, row. Skt. Also varasa.

metla varusa
,
a flight of steps

;
y’ituca

varusa, a course of bricks; pustacal

anni balla mzda varusagd pettu, put all

the books in a row on the table; nd
coduculu mugguru varusagd poyindru

,

my three sons died one after the other,

varuvadi, a copy set for one. guruvu
pettina varuvadi, the copy the teacher

set.

vasamu, power, overcoming. Skt.

atani vasamulo unnadi, it is in his

-power
;
intini tana vasamu chesucon-

nadu
,
he obtained possession of the

house
;
napunyd vasamu, by my merit

;

adi nd vasan unnada? is that in my
power? adriishta vasam cheta ndcu
avide vhinna tsota telisindi

, I found out
where she was by the power of for-

tune; nd peddal andffrii Daiva vasam
cheta cdlam chesinaru, by God’s pro-
vidence all my elders without excep-
tion died.

vasantamu, the spring. Skt. In full,

vasanta riituvu, the spring season.

vasanta riituvu impu , spring is plea-

sant. The Telugus have six seasons.

The others are: vesavi, summer; var-

sham, the rains; sarattu, the dews;
hemantam, the cold weather ;

sisiram,

the chill weather.
Vasantudu, the God of spring,

vasaparatsuconu^a, to get into one’s

power.
vasati, accommodation, convenience.
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Skt. nillavasati, water convenience;
accada nillavasati ledu

, good water is

not easily procurable there,
vasatigriihamu, lodging-house. Skt.
vasaushadhamu, love-philtre. Skt.,
fnom vasamu, powTer, and aushadhamu,
medicine (a medicine that will give
you power over another person).
vasaushadham ichched ani y'oca veru
chetilo petti monnati bairagivadu nish-

cdranamugd ndlugu rupayalu yettuconi
poyinddu

,
the other day a wandering

friar said he would give me an aphro-
disiac and made off with the four
rupees I squandered on him.

vasara, verandah, balcony, gadi ledu
,

sdvidi ledu
,
vasara ledu, curtsodanici

aind stkalam ledu, there is no room,
verandah, or balcony, or any place
even to sit in.

vasicaranamu, overcoming. Skt.
vasintsuta, to dwell. Skt.
Vasishtudu, the sage Vasishtha, pro-
verbially not to be moved from his
word, vddu cheppinadi Vasishtha vdc-
yamu

,
what he says is a dictum of

Vasishtha’s (peremptory),
vaste, if you come; from vatstsuta.

venaccu vellite tannu
,
mundu vasti

potu, if you go back you will be kicked,
if you come on you will be hit (be-
tween the devil and the deep sea). «.

vastramu, cloth, dress. Skt. catta
vastramuto nannu techchindru, they
brought me along in the clothes I had
on; annavastralu, food and dress;
unnivastramu

,
woollen cloth; mahard-

zulu tamaru vaca vastram daya chey-
istdr ani, tama Qirti vini vachchinanu,
(Beggar speaking) Hearing of Your
Honour’s fame I came along, thinking
that Your Honour might deign to give
me a cloth.

vastupradar§anamu, exhibition. Skt.,
from vastuvu

,

article, and pradarsana,
exhibition.

vastupradarsanasala, exhibition
hall, museum. Skt., from vastuvu,
article, pradar$anamu, exhibition, and
sdla

,

hall.

vastu-rupamuga, in kind. Skt., from
vastuvu, article, and rupamu, form,

vastuvu, thing, article. Skt. oca pra-
catanalo y’itla v'undenu: ‘nd daggira

aidu rupayala vastuvulu conucconevdl-
lacu cotu tagilinchedi ocati, sigareilu

calchedi incoti bahumdnamgd istdm *

Lacshmayya aidu rupayala vastuvulacu
ardaru pampenu. vatitopdtu oca chila,

oca nippupulla pampiri. An advertise-

ment ran: ‘Customers who buy Rs. 5
worth of things will get as presents
something to hang their coats on and
something to light their cigarettes

with.’ Lakshmayya sent an order for

five rupees and got one nail and one
lucifer with the parcel,

vasuvu, gold. Skt. The common
word is hangaram.

vasulu, collection (ofmoney, especially

taxes). Hindustani,
vasuluchdyuta, to collect (money),
vasyamu, overpowered by. Skt., from
vasam, power, vinayam locavasyamu

,

vidya raja vasyamu
,
humility places

the world in your power, learning
places kings in your power (the meek
shall inherit the earth)

;
pamula man-

tragddu tatsupdmunu vasyam chesu-
cuntddu, a snake-charmer will get a
cobra into his power,
vatamu, banyan tree. Skt. The Telu-
gu word is marrichettu.

vatra, round. Skt. The Telugu word
is gundrani. gudi mingevddici guild
Devudu vatravadiyam, to the man
who swallows the temple the temple
idol is only a round bun.

vatstsuta, to come, ndto cuda vach~
chinadu

,
he came with me ;’

vachche
nelalo, next month (in the coming
month); atlu cheyutsu vachchinanu, I
have been doing so all along (Italian

has the same idiom, vengo facendo);
itlu cheya valasi vachchindi

, it became
necessary to do so; idi ndcu teliya

vachchindi, it came to our knowledge;
a hhdsha vdnici vatstsunu, h^, knows
that language

;
i biyyamu nela dindlacu

vachchinavi, this rice lasted a month;
vdnic emi vachchinadi? what became
of him? iyya manasu vachchindi

,
I

have a mind to give; vdnici buddhi
vachchinadi, he learnt sense; vdnici
misdlu vachchinavi, his moustache has
sprouted; biddacu pallu vachchinavi,
the child has cut its teeth

;
idi nd prd-

namunacu vatstsunu, this puts my life
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in danger
;
noticivachchin attu tittinadu

,

he swore without restraint (whatever
came to his mouth)

;
atani peru nacu rd

ledu
y
his name escapesme \pdthamu vd-

nici rd ledu ,
he hasn’t learnt his lesson;

vachchesamu, here we are (vatstsuta

with auxiliary veyuta). The negative
of vatstsuta (ra) comes from another
root, which also forms the verbal noun
rdvadamu,

coming, and the usual in-

finitive, ra. The third person singular

of the aorist, vatstsunu, is the Telugu
for ‘may’, rd vatstsunu means ‘y°u
may come’. The word occurs very
commonly in proverbs. The follow-
ing are examples: cadupu vaste cane
tira valenu

,
the swollen womb must

needs bring forth; vachchina ddvane
potundi

,
it will go the way it came

(lightly come, lightly go); vachchina
vadu tsachchina podu

,
ill will ceases

only with death (give a dog a bad
name and hang him)

;
vachchinavdrici

vararn istdnu
,
ranivarici rdi istanu, a

boon to those who come, a stone to

those who lag (come to do homage)

;

vachchirani matalu ruchiy uri urani
urugaya ruchiy sweet are the words
that come and don’t come (half-

formed words of children), sweet is

the taste of the half-pickled pickle;

vachche cdlamu canna vachchina calam
meluy the time that has come is better

than the time that is still to come (the

good old times); dabbucu vachchina
cheyye varahacu vastundi,thesamehand
that reaches for a penny will reach for

a pound (qui vole un oeuf vole un boeuf,

he who steals an egg will steal ar^ox).

ocadu : i dfisu panulacu bddhyata gala-

vdr evaru ? gumastd: nacu baga teliyad

artdi; yedaina lopam vaste matram
nanne andaru tittutdru. Client: Who
is responsible for the work of this

office^ Clerk: I don’t rightly know,
sir; only when anything goes wrong
every one abuses me. mejistretu : mdltt

vachchavd? nd vadda ica midata rd
vadd ani nenu cheppa Udd? donga:
miru cheppdr ani cheppanu gani vina-

cundd polisuvdUu nannu arrestu chesi

tisucu vachchdr anali. Magistrate

:

Here again ? Did I not tell you not to

come before me again ? Thief : I told

the police you said that, but they

wouldn’t listen. Your Honour, and
arrested me and lugged me along.

bhdrya: magavdUacu yemaind chevild

cheppite incd chevilo nunchi ivatalici

vastundi. bharta: ddadanki yemaind^

cheppite rendu chevulaloci poyi notlo

nunchi baitici vastundi. Wife: Say
anything to a man and it is in at one
ear and out at the other. Husband:
Say anything to a woman and it is in

at both ears and out at her mouth.
upanyasacudu : manushyulu cdtullo

nfinchi vachchdr ani siddhantam undi
,

micu telusuna ? sabhicudu : miru cotullo

nunchi vachchdr emo gani memu md
v’ullo nunchi vachcham andi. Lec-
turer : There is a theory that men have
come from the monkeys. Do you know
it? Voice from the audience: You
may have come from the monkeys, we
have come from our village, griiha-

sthudu: bhdrya v’unte yenta cashtam
vachchina marichi po vatstsunu. brah-

machdri: brahmachdrici asalu cashtame
undadu gd. Married man : If you have
a wife, whatever troubles come you
can forget them. Bachelor: A bache-
lor has no troubles, ica Venugopala-

rau Gdru vachchina n'andarunu vach-
chin atte, if Mr. Venugopalarao comes
too that will be about all the people
we expect.

vatti, wick, mainapu vatti, a candle.

vatti, empty, simple, mere, vatti md-

tala valla pottalu pudutavd ? will

empty words fill bellies ? (many words
will not fill a bushel; the Italian pro-
verb is still closer : il ventre non si sazia

di parole
,
words doh’t sate the belly)

;

vatti goda, a blind wall
;
vatti cdllaldy

barefoot; vatti gali, a barren wind
(wind without rain)

;
vattivadu

} a

simpleton.
vattipovuta, to go dry (of cows).
vayasu, vayassu, age, time of life.

Skt. vayasu vachchina chinnadi, a
grown girl

;
padi padahdru samvatsa-

rdla vayassuld v’unna petti odni toda-

puttina padutsUy an unmarried sister of
sixteen or so; nadi vayasuld v’unna
bdla vidhavulu cdma badhacu lobaduta

dschdryamd ? is it a wonder that young
widows in the flower of their age
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should respond to the goad of desire ?

{nadi vayasu does not mean middle
age but the prime of youth, vayasu
being usually applied rather to the
earlier than to the later periods of

life) ; ocadu : mi dfisulo gumdsta pani
khdli aind ani vinndnu

, ndc ippistara ?

manejaru: alasyam aindi; valla cadu.

ocadu : yevaricaina ichchdra ? mdne-
jaru: iyya Udu; nuvvu hraval sanva-
tsarala cinda darakhastupettite ichche-

vddin emo; nicu vayassu mudirindi.

Applicant: I hear there is a vacancy
in your office. Will you get it for me ?

Manager: Too late, nothing doing.
Applicant: Have you given it to any
one else? Manager: No. If you had
applied twenty years ago you might
perhaps have got it. You are a bit long
in the tooth now. tandri: paricsha
mdrculu tsuste andari pillala cante

nuvvu akharuna unnau. bdludu: va-
yassulo nenepedda. Father

: Judging by
the examination marks you were last

in everything. Boy: I stand firstforage.
vayyamu, vain, useless,

vaca, stream, varici vaca, doracu mu-
ca

,
what the stream is for rice, the

troop is to the baron,
vacabu, experience. Hindustani,
vacabu cheyuta, to make inquiries,

vdccu, speech. Skt. Used chiefly in
t

compounds, vdc-chamatcaramu
, elo-*

quence; vdgddnamu
,
promise (word-

gift); vdcsarani
,
the course of speech;

Vdgdevi, the Goddess of speech
(Sarasvati); vdngmulamu

, deposition;
vdgdhdti

\

readiness of speech,
vdcili, entrance, hall, yard. The geni-
tive is vdciti. iiluvaciU, house and
home (lock, stock, and barrel)

;
vdcitilo

cheppula tsappud agutsunnadi
,

I hear
the sound of clogs at the entrance;
donga vdcita mantsamu vesin attu, like

sleeping in the thief’s yard (double-
crossing him)

;
illu vdcili cudd ammu-

conuta, to sell up house and home,
vaconuta, to say, to relate; a literary
word foxnchepputa,
vacsahayam, recommendation (help
by words). Skt. malle miru lantsalu

,

lantsdlu antdru; yemi acdryacarana-
mu ? manam svatantrangd cheset ap-
pudu putstsucunte tappitam gdni paini '

pani chesevadu Dora ain appudu vdc-
sahayam chest , Idbham pondite, yemi
tappu? you are again saying bribe,

bribe
;
when we were independent it

was wrong to take anything, but when
the superior is a European and you
say a word to him and procure an
advantage to the party, and make
something out of it, what is there

wrong in it? (the true cause of the
lamented corruption of our Indian
subordinates thus stands revealed),

vacyamu, sentence, dictum. Skt.

tahassiludaru gdri vdcyam Rama vdc-
yamu, the tahsildar’s word is as good
as a promise from heaven; so also

Vasishtha vacyamu, an irrevocable

word, ticharu: rendu aulu polamlo
v'unnadi; i vacyamlo yem tappu un-

nado canuccondi . bdludu: rentild ocati

yeddu ai v’untund andi. Teacher:
There is two cows in the field; find

the mistake in that sentence. Boy:
One of the two will be an ox, sir.

vada, ship
;
a form of oda.

vada, row, street.

vadamu, argument. Skt. mi vada-
muld vatti pippiye cdni

,
sdram emiyu

Udu
,
there is no force in your argu-

ment (all refuse and no juice); mi
vadamu padi poyindi

,
your argument

has failed.

vadi, plaintiff, prosecutor, sdcshi cdllu

pattucovadam canna
,
vadi cdllu pattucd

vatstsunu, fall at the prosecutor’s feet

rather than at the witness’s,

vddi, sharpness (of tools, &c.). catti

vddd, calam vada ? is the pen or the
swqrd sharper? (the pen is mightier
than the sword),

vadintsuta, to argue. Skt.
vadu, dispute. Skt. vachchina vadu
tsachchina podu, a dispute once started
will cease only with death,
vddu, he.

-vddu, affix denoting fman*. gurrapu-
vadu, horseman (groom)

; tsacalivddu
,

washerman, telisinavaru
, the people

who know; mdvaru
, my people,

vdduca, custom, use, practice, panilo
vdduca paddavdru

,
skilled labourers;

vdducavdnd.ru, customers
; vaducacu

tetstsuta
, to bring into use.

vaducagd, commonly.
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vaducaina, habitual,

vaducapaduta, to be accustomed,
vdduconuta, to use.

vadudala, use, practice,

vadupovuta, vaduta, to fade, to
wither.
vadyamu, any musical instrument,
instrumental music. Skt.

vagdattamu, promise (word-giving).
Skt.

vagdanamu, promise (word-gift).

Skt.

vdgdhara, fluency, eloquence (word-
flow). Skt.

vagmiilamu, deposition, witness’s
statement. Skt., from vac, word, and
mulam , origin. Spelt vangmulam but
pronounced as above,
vagmulamuga, orally,

vagrupacamaina, oral. Skt., from
vac, word, and rupam, form,
vaguta, to babble. Inglishu ndlugu
muccalu vagutadu

, he babbles a few
words of English; mice, vdgabocu

,

don’t babble at random
;
nivu cdvala-

sin anta sepu vagu
,
babble away as long

as you like
; mitinguloci vachchi,

ndlugu
muccalu vagi, tsacca potaru

,
they will

come to the meeting, babble a few
words, and go away,
v&hacudu, bearer, carrier (especially

of corpses). Skt.
v&hanamu, vehicle (especially of the
Gods). Skt. yeluca anacu, Vighnesva-

rudi vdhanam anu

,

don’t say mouse,
say Vighnesvara’s vehicle,

vdhydli, excursion. Skt.

vdjmayamu, composition. Skt., from
vac, speech, and mayam, composed

.

vala, day; vulgar for vela.

valacamu, deceit, pretences, i vala-
cam tsusti alludu vatti buddhihinudu
Idgu canapadutu v'unnddu, seeing his

pretences my son-in-law seems to be
an absolute fool.

v&le, vali, must; forms of valenu.

valla, their,

vailu, they.

v&ltsuta, to bend, to drop (transitive).

reppa valtsaca tsutsuta, to stare (to

look without dropping the eyelids);

rdtri antd cannulu vdltsa ledu, I did
not get a wink of sleep all night,

v&lu, slope; but the slopes which we

- make down canal banks for the pas-
sage of cattle are always called slopu.

valuta, to bend down, to alight (especi-

ally of birds), vdludu comma, a branch
that hangs down; vdluproddu

,
the

morning or evening sun.
vami, stack, vdmidoddi, stackyarci;

gaddivdmi
,
strawstack.

vana, rain, varici vaca vand, v'udacu
vaca vana ? is there one rain for rice

and one for weeds ? (God sendeth rain

on the just and the unjust); vana
rdcada, prana pocada

,
yevarici teli-

yadu, no one can predict the coming
of rain or the going of life

;
yenupotu

mida vana curisin attu, like rain falling

on a buffalo (pathetic contentment),
vanacalamu, the rainy season, vana-
calapu tsaduvu valla vidya ra neradu

,

knowledge will not come by studying
only in the rains (only when you are

kept indoors, desultory study)
;
ocadu

:

anni calalu manavi cavu; vanacaldnici

conchem untsuco valenu . incddu: nenu
untsucunndnu. ocadu: yem untsucun-
nau? incddu: godugu. Doe : All times
are not our own; we must keep some-
thing for a rainy season. Roe: I have.
Doe : What ? Roe : My umbrella,
vanchha, desire. Skt.

vanchhitamu, desired. Skt.

vandlu, vandru, forms of varu, they,
vangmulamu, deposition

;
pro-

nounced vagmulamii . Skt.

vani, his
;
genitive of vddu.

vanijyamu, trade. Skt. vanijya rac-

shana paddhati is the newspaper ex-

pression for protection
;
vanijya svech-

cha paddhati
,
free trade,

vanni, accusative ox vddu
,
he. carra

leni vanni gorre aina carustundi, even
a sheep will bite a man without a
stick. Also vdnini.

vanti, vomiting. Skt. vanti bhedi
(vomiting and purging) is cholera, but
people usually say calard or visku-

ckica . Lacshmayya stimaru yecci nidra
poyenu . tellavdrina tarvata Lacsh-
mayya: stimaruld praydncm chesti

nidra pattadu, vdntulu veUutav am
nannu bhayam pettdr andl; nac emi
ibbandi caluga Udu, stimaru adhicdri:

stimaru incd revu , vadilipetta Udu

;

injanu chedipdte bdgu chestunndru .
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Lakshmayya got on board a steamer
and went to sleep. Next morning he
said to a ship’s officer: I was told I

should not get a wink of sleep on
board and should be sick; I have been
perfectly all right. Ship’s officer:

T3h.e steamer has never left port;
something went wrong with the en-

gine and they are repairing it.

vantsuta, to bend (transitive) ;
also

vantsuta.

v&pasu, returning, giving back. Hin-
dustani.

vapasucheyuta, to return, to refund,
varamu, varamu dinamulu, a week.
Skt. In composition, a day of the

week, somavaram
,
Monday, &c.; oca

vdramu dinamula anantaramu mdnava
smriiti vicriitam agun ani manacu telu-

sunu, we know that the human
memory cannot be relied on for a

week.
varantu, warrant. English, itadu va-
rantu mida pattucunna maniskini vidi-

pinchindduy he rescued a man arrested

on warrant.
vara satvamu, inheritance, hereditary

right (e.g. the hereditary right of

village officers),

varasu, heir. Hindustani,
vardhacamu, old age. Skt. ;

also vdr-

dhaca dasa
,
vriiddhatvamu, vriiddhap-

yamu . The Telugu is musalitanamu*.

vdrdhaca dasalo vivahamu chesuconna-

vdrici pdtl eccadanu i Idgunane y
}

undunuy such will always be the
troubles ofmen who marry in old age.

-vari, affix meaning ‘according to’.

Hindustani, dsdmivdri
,
man by man,

individually; taMtavari

,

by taluks,

vari, their
;
genitive of vdru.

varici, to them; dative of vdru. ye-
varuvdru, every; yevari pai-gudda
vdrici baru've, every man feels the
weight of his own upper-cloth (has to

bear his own cross),

varintsuta, to ward off, to forbid, to

prevent. Skt.

varta, report. Skt.

vartam&namu, news, intelligence, in-

formation. Skt. Also vartamanamu.
vartamana patrica, newspaper. Skt.

Also vartamdna patrica.

vartsuta, to drain off (as water from

v&ta

rice); causative of vdruta. poyi mida
cura vesiganji vartsucunndnu, I put the
curry on the fire and drained off the
rice-water, sandhyavartsuta is to say
your prayers, because you let water
through your fingers when you are

saying them.
varu, they; other forms are vdlluy

vdndru, vandlu. yevari vdruy every.

yevari nillalo vdru munaga vale
}
every

one must bathe in his own water (bear

his own troubles).

varu, strap, callepuvdru, rein; tangu-

varu, girth.

varuta, to flow off (as water from rice),

vdruvamu, steed
;
a literary word for

hiorse; the common word is gurram.
vasamu, residence. Skt. dgnydta va-

samu, incognito
;
vdni garbha vdsamuld

puttinavaduy the son of his loins;

culam erigina tsuttamUy sthalam erigina

vasamuy marry where you know the

family, build where you know the

place; saha-vdsamu, dwelling with,

usually means intercourse, intimacy,
vasamu, rafter.

vasana, smell. Skt. ulU muttanidi
vdsana rddu

,
if you had not touched

garlic you would not have smelt;
annam pasina vdsana cottutsunndi, the
food smells rancid

;
vidya vdsana leca,

without a tincture of learning,

vasanatsiitsuta, to smell (transitive),

vasanaveyuta, vasanacottuta, to

smell bad.
vasi, inhabitant. Skt. vanavdsi

,
a her-

mit (forest-dweller)
;
gramavasulu

, vil-

lagers.

vasi^ fame, Skt. vdsic eccuta, to rise

to celebrity.

vasintsuta, to inhabit. Skt.

vastavamu, truth. Skt. mini chep-

pinad anta vastavam, all you say is

true.

vastavica, true, matdtpatti (Stpatti,

origin) vastavica cartalUy the real

originators of the religion,

vastuvu, house. Skt. vdstu sastriya-

muy architecture.

vata, branding (especially of cattle),

tiger’s stripe, pulini tsuchi nacca vata
pettucon attu, like a jackal wearing
tiger’s stripes (aping one’s superiors),

vata, in or by the mouth; from vdyi
,
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mouth. Devudu y’istddu gdni, vandi,

vdrcki vdta cottutadd ? God gives us
our daily bread, but He does not bake
it for us or put it in our mouths (God
helps those who help themselves, chi

s'aiuta Iddio Valuta)

.

vatamu, air, wind. Skt. Used only in
books and compounds like vatarogam

,

rheumatism (air in the joints); also

vayuva.
vataveyuta, to brand, to cauterize.

corru yerraga calchi
,
vdta vest, nippu

calutundo ledo tsupistdnu, I will heat a

plough-share red-hot, brand him, and
show him whether fire burns or not.

vati, vatici, vatini, irregular cases of
vddu, he.

vati, oblique case of avi, those things,

vatsalyamu, parental love. Skt.

putravatsalyamu, paternal affection

;

nd y'andali vdtsalyam cheta mir urice

nannu stuti chestunnaru

,

you only
praise me out of paternal affection,

vatsuta, to swell. The Shastras say
that the face and legs swell with any
emotion (love, pride, appetite), mahd
vallu vachi, swelling with pride ; cutici

vachi unnadu
,
he is ravenously hun-

gry; ocadu : mi mukham oca vaipuna
yettuga v’unnadi; sdstra pracdram tsu-

ste micu mipillala mida prema yeccuva
v’unnad anna mata. incodu: d sangati

nacu teliyadu; ma pillavddu rdyi veste

mukhamici tagili vdchi yettugd v’un-

nadi. Doe: Your face is swollen on
one side; according to Scripture that

shows you have great love for your
children. Roe: I don’t know about
that; as a matter of fact the swelling
comes from my boy having hit me in

the face with a stone,

vavi, consanguinity, legitimacy, vdvi
varasd yemi ledu

,
there is no observ-

ance of consanguinity; a padutsunu
penal ddadamu vdvi cadu

,
a marriage

within the prohibited degrees,

vavitappu, incest (consanguinity in-

fraction).

v&yi, mouth. There are two other

words for mouth : noru is commoner,
muti, vulgar, vatihhiyyamu

,
the rice

put in the mouths of the dead ; vdti-

cdsu
}
hush-money (money to stop the

mouth); miru vachchi varacu mdcu

vdta tadi ledu, our mouths were dry
(with fear) till you came,

vayida, time for payment, adjourn-
ment; a common word in the courts.

Hindustani.
vayintsuta, to beat (a drum), maddela
tinnaga vdyintsu , beat the drum pro-
perly; commulu v’udi

,
dappulu vdyin-

chi, blowing the horns and beating the
drums.
vayuvu, air, wind; also vatamu. Skt.

vayurmanamu is the newspaper word
for aeroplane, vdyuvunu patte mandu

,

medicine for flatulency; vdyupathamu
,

atmosphere (path of the air)
;
vayuvegi,

swift as thewind
;
Vdyudevudu, the wind

god ; vdri rdca teliyaparatsadanici, vdri
vadda nunchi yH parimalam grahinchi

,

munduga Vdyudevudu dutagd vachcki-
nadu, to inform us of their arrival the
wind god has seized their perfumes
and brought them to us as a messenger
(fishermen approaching with cavidies

of dried fish)
;
agnici vayuvu sahayam

ain attu

,

fanning the flames (the fire

god and the wind god are special

friends according to Scripture, and
this phrase alludes to their friendship

;

Wind coming to the aid of Fire);

ticharu : fizical jagrafi yemiti ? baludu :

bhumini gurinchi, vdyuvunu gurinchi,

samudranni gurinchi, aneca sangatul
r

unnavi. Teacher: What is Physical
Geography ? Boy : It contains various
things about the earth, the air, and
the sea.

veccasamu, excess, disgust, veccasa-

mulu, disgusting words, obscenities,

veccasapaduta, to loathe,

veccili, hiccup. Ski. hicca.

veccirintsuta, to mock. Skt. guddu
pillanu (cddipillanu) veccirinchin attu,

like the egg making faces at the
chicken (pulling the leg of a superior,

insubordination)

.

vecci-vecci, noise of sobbing
;
onoma-

topoeic. vecci-vecci yecltsuta
,
to sob.

vechintsuta, to spend,
vedalpu, breadth.
vedaluta, to go; the original form of
the common velluta, vedalucottuta, to

drive out; vedalipovuta, to go away
(but vellipovuta is commoner); ne ve~

data

,

I will go, is what is actually said.
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rather than vedalipotanu or vellipo-

tdnu,

vedatsalluta, to scatter, to sow.
vedhava, widow

;
often used as a term

of abuse (even of males and inanimate
objects). Skt. vidhava. Hinduvulalo
panici mdlinavadu anutacu vedhava
anu mdta paripdti ai poyinadi

,

widow
has become a regular term of abuse
among Hindus for any worthless per-
son. They will say to a beggar: chhi
vedhava, avatalici po, get out, you
swine

;
vedhava sambhavana

, a worth-
less gift. •

vedhavaricamu, widowhood,
veduru, bamboo, vedurugada

,
bam-

boo stick. The common big bamboo
is called a bongu.
vegatu, nasty. Skt. vicatuch. chevu-

lacu vegatugd unnadi
,
it sounds nasty,

vela, price.

velaga, wood-apple (feronia elephan-
tum). The fruit is velaccdi. yenugacu
velaccayalu lotalota, wood-apples go
down an elephant’s throat slick-slick,

velagala, valuable, velagala jivarat-
namu vaccate tsalunu; chilipi rdflu tatt

edu v'unna phalamu yemi ? of valuable
gems one is enough; what profits a

basketful of worthless stones ?

velaleni, priceless,

velavela, pale.

velayali, dancing-girl, courtesan
;
from

'

vela, price. (Cf. Lat. meretrix, which
also refers to the -earnings of the pro-
fession.)

velayuta, to appear, rati banda mida
tsaccagd malachina Rama padamulu
velasi y’unnavi, the imprint of Rama’s
feet appears clearfy on the rock,

veli, outcasting. mdlo veli ane mdta
Udu, in our caste there is no such
thing as excommunication,

velicila, supine
; also vellacila.

veligintsuta, to light, baludid talli

nacshatrdlu tsupist undenu; nacshatram
acati rali padenu. talli: ad emito teli-

sindd? ba\udu: Devudu nippu-pulla
veligistutmddu. A mother was showing
the stars to her boy; a shooting star
fell. Mother: Do you know what that
was ? Boy : God lighting a match,

veliparatsuta, velipettuta, veli-
putstsuta, to publish, to reveal, to

divulge, vinnav anni visvasintsa vaddu
,

visvasinchinavi anni veliputstsa vaddu
,

don’t believe all you hear or divulge
all you believe; also velladi cheyuta

,

velladintsuta.

velivdyuta, to outcaste, to excommuni-
cate. manam andaramu cheri

, villalo

condarini culamlo nunchi veliveste
,
an-

daru bdgu padutdm, it will be a good
thing for all of us if we all join and
turn a few of them out of caste,

veliyuta, to stop (especially of rain).

vdna velisindi, the shower is over,

vella, whiteness, white,

vellacila, vellacittala, supine, onyour
back, vellacila parundi v’ummi veste

mukham mida padutundi
,
lie on your

back and spit at heaven and your
spittle will fall back on your face

(blasphemy recoils on the blasphemer)

.

(The Italians have the same proverb:
chi sputa in su

,
lo sputo gli torna sul

viso, if you spit upwards your spittle

falls back on your face.) eccirintsa

poyi vellacila padddd ata, going up
to mock and falling on your back (the

biter bit),

velladi, publicity.

velladi cheyuta, velladintsuta, to

publish, to disclose
;
also veliparatsuta,

velipettuta, veliputstsuta.

vellagottuta, to drive out; from vel-

luta, to go, and cottuta, to beat,

vellani, white,

vellasunna, whitewash,
vellaveyuta, to whitewash,
vellipovuta, to go away,
vellivatstsuta, to go and come, to

con^e back, vellivastanu

,

I will come
back (see you again), is the polite way
of taking leave

;
sarcasucu tandri codu-

culu veUivachchiri . tandri: cotulu
,

cuccalu
,
simhalu, pedda pululu cudd

anta anucuvuga unte
,
nuvvu nenu^chep-

pin attu vin accara ledd? coducu: vdti
mddirigd nannu cudd penchite

,
atldge

vintdnu. Father and son were coming
back from the circus. Father: When
monkeys, dogs, lions, and tigers too,

are so obedient shouldn’t you obey
me? Son : If you train me as they are
trained, I shall obey like them,

vellulli, garlic (the white onion),
velluta, to go. venaccu vettite tannu,
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mundu vaste potu, behind a kick, in
front a stab (between the devil and the
deep sea); mdnejaru: yeccadici vellut

unndu ? gumastd: cshavaram cheyin-

tsucoddnici. mdnejaru : afisu taimlo

yenducu veil ale ? tarvata vella rada?
gumdsta: afisu taimlo nacu ventrucalu

perugutuntai. Manager : Where are

you off to? Clerk: To get a shave.

Manager : Why should you go in office

hours ? Can’t you go after ? Clerk : My
beard grows in office hours, povuta
also means ‘to go’, but it has other

meanings as well,

velluva, flood.

velugu, fence. The last part of Tinne-
velly is the same word, velugudadi

,

‘fence; veluguveyuia, to fence, to en-

close.

veluguta, to shine, oca praydnicudu:
manam dati vachchina uru pallet ur
aina dipalu bagd velugut unn att ai.

rendo praydnicudu: dipalu cav ayyd,

illu calut unnai. First wayfarer:
Though the village we have just

passed is a small one, the street lamps
seem to be burning bright. Second
wayfarer: That’s not lamps, Sir. The
houses are on fire,

velupala, outside.

velupati, extrinsic, outside (adjective),

veluturu, light. Idntaru paruvu cosam
gani, veluturu cosam ledu

,
(the muni-

cipal councillor) has a street lantern

(opposite his house) for the glory of
it, not for light.

vembadi, behind, through, around,

with, uri vembadim pettanamucu
bailuderindnu

,
I started for a stroll

round the town
;
na vembadi vachchi-

nddu, he came with me
;
ulla vembadi

tirugutsunnd.ru, they wander from vil-

lage to village; na chenu vembadi
chenu, the field that runs with mine;
ddnz vembadipadyamu

,
the next verse

;

dyana poyina vembadim, directly after

he went away,
vembadintsuta, to follow,

vendi, silver. Vendiconda
,
Kailasa (the

silver mountain). Kuvera, god of

wealth, lives there; at the entrance

there is a golden gate and it is covered
with lovely woods, rivers, lakes, and
caves.

venna, butter, venna mudda
, a pat of

butter; venna daggira untsuconi netici

tadumuconn attu, looking for ghee
when you have butter (too lazy to melt
the butter yourself); venna pettite

minga ledu, velu pettite carava ledu
,

give him butter he can’t swallow* it,

give him your finger he can’t bite it

(of demureness: butter won’t melt
in his mouth). (The French Saint-
nitouche.) vennalo ventruca tisin attu,

taking a hair out of butter (nothing
easier, as easy as shelling peas),

vennela, moonlight ; from veluguta, to

shine, and nela, moon, vennela, light

of the moon, and yenda, light or heat
of the sun, are used in Telugu where
we talk of the moon or the sun. They
do not speak of a scorching sun or of
a bright moon, but of scorching sun-
heat and bright moonlight. Sun and
moon to them are rather gods than
lights, adavi cdchina vennela, the

moon shining in the jungle, is a com-
mon expression for wasted efforts;

chicati conndllu
,
vennela conndUu, the

dark days are succeeded by the moon-
light days, means much the same as

our °tis a long lane that has no
turning’.

vennemuca, backbone, spine; from
vennu, back, and emuca, bone,

vennu, back, vzpu is commoner,
vennu, ear of corn

;
also canci. mannu

vellacundd dunnite, vennu vellacundd
pandunu, if the ploughman does not
throw up the soil well, the crop will

throw out no ears.

vennupusa, vertebra of the backbone

;

from vennu, back, and piisa, bead, joint,
venta, with, behind, following,

ventabaduta, to follow; from venta

,

behind, and paduta

,

to fall, to be.

ventane, at once, dyananu ventani
dayya cheyyum ani cheppu

,

tell (the

visitor) to step in at once. Lacshmay-
ya: sanvatsaram cindata Usuconna ba-

cini ventani iyyum ani ninnu akhari
sari adugutunndnu

,
ica adaganu. Ra-

mayya: ica mida adagan aim anducu
nacu tsala santosham. Doe: I am ask-

ing you for the last time for the money
you promised last year to pay back at

once. Roe : I am pleased to hear you
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won’t ask again, yazamdni : nenu tsald

matalu matlddanu; oca velu cadiliste

nuvvu ventane rd vale, cotta naucaru

:

nenu tsala matalu matladan andi; nenu
talacai adiste ran ani miru anucondi.

Mistress : I am a woman of few words

;

i#> I move my finger that means you
must come at once. New .servant: I

am a man of few words, madam; if

I shake my head that means I shan’t

come, ocadu: md cesu yem aind andi ?

vacilu : nyayam gelichindi. ocadu : aite

ventane apptlu cheyyandi. Client

:

What has happened in our case?

Lawyer: Justice has been done.
Client: Then appeal at once,

venta pettuconuta, to take with one.

pedda mucanu venta pettuconi vastu

v'unndru
, they are coming with a big

crowd behind them,
ventruca, hair, ventruca mdtram

,
I

don’t care a hang; vennald ventruca

tisin attUy like removing a hair from
butter (nothing easier),

venuca, after, behind. It also means
‘before’ (behind in time); the time
before is venucati sari

;
venucati sanga-

tulu means both former particulars

and subsequent particulars. But ‘be-

hind’ is the root meaning, and venu-

cati cdllu can only mean ‘hind legs’.

dinini na venuca na coduculu anubha

-

vistdru, my sons will enjoy this after

me; mundu venuca tsuchi vidhi ddta
valenu

,
look before and behind when

you cross the road; mundu venuca
tsutsucundd, not knowing which way
to turn

;
mundarici vaste goyyi

,
venaccu

pote nuyyiy pit in front, well behind
(Scylla and Charybdis)

;
venaccu vellite

tannu
,
mundu vasU potu, kick behind,

stab in front (between the devil and
the deep sea); na cotu venuca mullu
gutstsucunnaiy thorns have got into my
coat behind.

venucala, behind; also venucala.

venucatiyuta, to draw back, to hold
back, rupdyila cosam venuca tiste, if

you hol<J back because of the money,
venucala, behind; also venucala. nenu
mito vastdnu

, vanucdla md banduvulu
cudd vastdru

,
I will come with you;

our relations too are coming behind,
veragu, amazement.

veragupaduta, to be amazed, to be
bewjldered.

verasi, total, verasi nuru rupdyilu
, total

one hundred rupees; ikha panasa
tonalacu nalug analu, arati pallacu
ndlug andluy verasi yenimid andlu rd
valenu, there are still four annas to

come for jack-fruit pips and four
annas for plantains, total eight annas,

veratsuta, to be afraid, na notici vera

-

chi, afraid of what I may say
; locanici

verachi
,
afraid of what the world may

say.

verri, madness, mad, silly, verri veyyi

vidhalu, there are a thousand forms
of madness ; verri padutsu, a silly girl

;

velamverri, auction madness (silly

extravagance)
;

verri tala noppi
, a

maddening headache; verrivddu
y a

madcap
;
yevari verri vdrici anandamu

,

every fool rejoices in his folly (fools

laugh at their own sport. The French
proverb is nearer; d chaque fou plait

sa marotte
,
every madman likes his

hobby).
verribagulu, fool, simpleton, musa-
laina verribagula vadu Idgu cana-
padutu. v’unnddu, the old man looks
a bit mad.
verritanamu, madness,
verrivadu, madman, verrivadi cheti

rdyiy a stone in a madman’s hand (put
not a naked sword in a madman’s
hand).

verriydspatri, lunatic asylum (dspatri

is the English ‘hospital’),

vetacuta, to search; also vetucuta.
vetstsamu, expense. Corrupt Skt. for

visarjanam . jamabandilo v'udyogas-
thifiu vetstsala nimittam comatlacu
vrdse chitlu chitramga v’untavi; yevaric
d vastuvulu cd valeno yeccada peru
v'undadu; yevaric i chitlu vrasindro
d comati peru v’undadu; sari gadd
cinda cavalasinavari dascat aind v’un-
daduy the orders officials write at

jamabandi. for their expenses are
really quaint; they don’t show for

whom the things are wanted nor the
name of the trader from whom they
are ordered ; they don’t even bear the
signature of the official who orders,

vetstsani, vetstsa, hot.

vetstsapettuta, to heat up.
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vetstsapettuta, to spend; from vets-

tsamu, expense.
vetti, unpaid labour. Corrupt Skt. for

vistich. The unpaid labour of the hill-

tribes in the Agencies is called vetti.

vetti chaciri
,
unpaid drudgery,

vettivddu, the lowest of the village

menials, once a public slave; later he
was given land for subsistence; now
he is a paid servant of the Govern-
ment; he is usually a pariah,

vetucuta, to look for. adi yenta veti-

cina canapadadu
,
I have hunted high

and low for it but can’t find it
;
vetu-

cupoyina tiga callacu tsuttuconnattu,

he found the creeper he was looking
for twined round his legs (looking for

what is in front of your nose),

veyela? why a thousand (words), in

short; a common expression in news-
papers when the writer can’t think of
any more arguments against British

rule or whatever he is arguing about,

veyi, veyyi, a thousand; the plural is

velu. The word is also written veyi.

oca abaddhamu cammaddnacu veyyi
abaddhalu ca valenu, a thousand lies

are wanted to cover one (one lie makes
many; in French qui dit un mensonge

j

en dit cent
,
who tells one lie tells a

hundred; in Italian, una bugia tira

Valtra
,
one lie draws another after it).

verri veyyi vidkdlu, madness takes a

thousand forms
;
veyyi aulu galavarici

vacati tannuconi pote yemiti? if you
have a thousand cows, it does not
matter if one kicks (the rich man
hasn’t all his eggs in one basket),

veyyuta, an auxiliary verb; veyuta is

the commoner form. *»

v6cuva, dawn.
Vedamu, Veda, the Veda or Hindu
Bible. Skt., from root vid

,
to know.

Vissanna cheppinadi Veda, what Vis-
sann$>says is gospel,

vedana, pain; also vedhamu . Skt.

v£da sastriyamu, the philosophical

part of the Veda.
vdda vacyamu, Scripture text, guruvu
nippu tsallagd v’untund ante tacshanam
Veda vdcyam Idgu namma valenu

,
if

your religious teacher says fire is cold

you must at once believe it as gospel
truth.

vedantamu, the Upanishads, which
expound the Veda, vedantam upade-

gintsuta ,
to expound the Upanishads;

vedantamu is also in particular the
Advaita system.

vedanti, expounder of the Upanishads
or of the Advaita system. *

vedha, a learned man. Skt.

vedhamu, pain
;
also vedana. Skt.

vedhintsuta, to torment. Skt.

vedi, vedfca, platform, vivdhavedica
,

the platform on which bride and
bridegroom sit at a marriage,

vedi, heat, hot. vennillu is the usual

term for hot water, vedilone cdryam
sagintsa valenu

,
strike while the iron

is hot.

vddimi, heat.

veduca, display, show, joy. nindd
veducagd undevaru

,
they were very

merry; nindd veducagd zarigindi, it

went off with much pomp,
veducapaduta, to be happy,
veduconuta, to beg, to entreat, to

solicit; in fact, what petitioners do.

vegamu, speed. Skt.

vegiramu, quick. Skt. But vegira-

muga being too long, what is actually

said is begi. In books they write it

at full length, tahassiluddrugdru mi
yHntici vachchi mimmu pilutsucuni

ramm annaru, vegiramuga randi, the
n tahsildar is waiting at your house and
told me to call you; come quickly,

sir.

vegirapaduta, to be in a hurry,
vegirapatu, haste.

v£gu, veguvadu, vegulavadu, spy.
jagrataga vhinda valenu; itadu mana
zada tiyyadanici pampinchina veguvdd
ai v'unda vatstsunu, we must be on
our guard; he may be a spy sent on
our track.

veguta, to be fried; often used meta-
phorically, when it means to endure
or to suffer.

vela, time, day. Skt. Vulgarly vdla .

i vila or ivela
,
to-day; ocavela, vaca-

vela, perhaps
;
ganta vela

, ope hour’s
time; adi mdcu ivdla pdthdm, that is

our lesson for to-day.

velacu, in time. Hinduvulalo idi y’oca

durdchdram vistdrangd v }

unnadi; yep-

pudu velacu raru
,
the bad habit of
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never being in time is widespread
among Hindus.
velamu, auction. Hindustani. Vul-
garlyydlam. velamverri, auction mad-
ness (extravagance); vdni sottunacu
velamu vachchinadi, bis property was
brought to the hammer,
velamu paduta, velamu veyuta, to
sell by auction.
v&aveyuta, to hang (transitive),
velacolamu, ridicule, i y’Inglishu
tsaduvucunevdllacii mamalni tsuste ve-
Idcolanici v’untundi

, we are a laughing-
stock to these people who have legrnt
English

; ^

mice miru velacoldnic an-
naru ? is it only your joke?

vela^uta, to hang, to dangle (intransi-
tx
ye)* veUipomm ante tsuru pattuconi

veldam attu, like hanging on to the
eaves when told to go away (sticking
like a leech).

v6Jlu, roots, plural of veru
; or fingers,

plural of velu.
velpu, god (of the minor sort), cdti
velpidu

, the 10,000,000 minor gods;
velputau, the cow that grants all
wishes.

v61u, thousands
; plural of veyyi.

vdlu, finger, toe; also vrelu
, botanavelu

is the thumb or great toe; chiticini vein
the little finger or little toe. rendu vela
minchina, two fingers better* (than
some one else); velu cosuconna sun*-
namu pe%tadu he will not even give
you a bit of lime for a cut finger (a
heartless man)

; nd velu putstsuconi
na canne podichin attu

, using my own
finger to poke me in the eye (turning
the tables in an argument); amarchi-
naddntld attagdrji velu pettinadi

, the
mother-in-law put her finger into the
dish the daughter-in-law had pre-
pared (all the credit and none of the
work); veluvidichina

, all but (separ-
ated by a finger)

; manam andara-
munu

'
daggara bandhuvulamu; mi

talhgan menatta y’alludu md menamd-
magdrici sdcshdttuga vlluvidichina me-
natta coducu

, we are all near relations

;

your mother’s aunt’s son-in-law is my
uncle s all but own aunt’s son

; mdmenamdmagari saviti tallici vaca vilu-
vtdichma pinatalli manamadini antadu
he calls himself the grandson of my 1

maternal uncle’s stepmother’s all but
younger aunt.

valuta, to hang (intransitive)
; also

vreluta.

vemchgyuta, to visit, to deign to come
to condescend to go. Skt. Short for
vijayam cheyuta. md intici vem
chestdrd ? will you honour me with a
visit? Also vichcheyuta.

veni, a channel. Skt. Used in
books.

vennillu, hot water; from vedi, hot,
and niUu

, water, vennillacu tsannillu,
tsanniUacu venniUu

,
add cold water to

hot, hot to cold (to get it just right);
vennillacu, vesangici yenta tsalava,
nicu ndcu anta tsalava

, the coolness’
(friendship) between us is that of hot
water or the hot weather (we hate one
another like poison). Heat not being
pleasant in India, friendship and love
are in Telugu metaphor not ardour
but coolness. Our warm friendship
is their cool friendship; may your
mother’s womb be cool, and similar
expressions, are blessings; may you
be hot is a curse,

vdpa, the margosa or neem tree, bdpalu
tappina vepulu tappavu

, though the
brahmin’s word fail, the margosa will
not (the flowering of margosas is sup-
posed to mean that the harvest will
not fail).

v^puta, to fry. vepuconi tinuta
, to fry

and eat is common in the sense of to
harass or, as we say, to eat (he won’t
eat you); tsaduvu len appude patta
paggamuln leni strilu tsaduvu cudd
unna yegala bottigd nett ecci magalanu
vepuconi tinara ? when without educa-
tion our women put the bit between
their teeth, if they are once educated,
they will throw their husbands out-
right and trample them beneath their
feet (fry and eat them).

ver£, apart, specially, more, vere
nadagan accara ledu.,

, so much for that
(I need not ask more questions; the
problem does not merit discussion),

veroca, another,
vdru, difference, other.
v6ru, root; plural vellu. cherucu tipiam vellato namala vatstsund ? because
the sugar-cane is sweet, should you
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munch it root and all? (of greedy
people; greediness bursts the bag),
verupaduta, verupovuta, to go
apart, to differ.

v6rupatu, separation, difference, en-
mity.
v£rupurugu, worm at the root, niti

vriicshdnici verupurugu lagu
, like a

worm at the root of the tree of moral-
ity.

verusenagalu, ground-nut. Used in
the plural as usual withnames of crops,
veruveruga, separately, severally,

vesangi, vesavicalamu, summer, the
weather inadequately known in South
India as the hot (April, May, June).
One of the six rutuvulu or seasons
lasting two months each, vesavi or
grishmam comes between vasantam,
spring, and varsham, the rains; it

lasts till the rains break some time in

June.
vesaruta, to bewearied, to be disgusted.

visigi vesari
,
worn out.

vdshacadu, actor; from vesham, dis-

guise.

veshamu, costume, disguise. Skt.

Criishna vesham vesinadu, he acted

Krishna; veshal anni grdsdlace
,

all

garbs (occupations) are for a living;

cucca veshamu veste, moragacundavalla
cddu ,

disguise yourself as a dog and
you needs must bark (in for a penny
in for a pound).

v6§ya, dancing-girl, courtesan. Skt.,

from vesamu
,
brothel, vesya moham

,

venal love.

veta, the chase
;

vetacadu, hunter

;

vetacucca, hunting dog.
v^tanamu, wage. Skt. The ordinary
words are alii and jitamu.
vetapotu, ram

;
also pottelu.

v£taduta, to hunt.
v£tdmu, let us do, throw, &c.

;
a

common form of vestdmu, from
veyuta. pdchicalu tiscra, vacca dta
vetdmu ,

bring the dice and we will

play a game.
v6tsuta, to fry ;

metaphorically, to

harass, to torment.
v£tta, scholar. Skt., from root vid, to

know, itadu mahd sdstravetta lagu-

none v’unnadu, he seems to be a great

scripture scholar
;
manchi mantravetta

,

P d

veyuta

a man with a good knowledge of
charms and incantations.

vetu, blow; from veyuta. vetucu vetu
,

mdtacu mdta, a blow for a blow, a
word for a word.
vetuladuta, to come to blows, to fight.

veyi, thousand ; more commonly veyyi.
veyintsuta, to cause to throw, &c.

;

causal of veyuta.
veyuta, to throw, to put, to shut, to plant

;

also an intensitive auxiliary
; it is some-

times added twice. Idg-es-ei means
little more than lagu

%
but you will

usually stimulate the punkah-puller
with the longer form; it impresses
him more; talupu vesei

,
completely

shut the door; danini chempa mida
debha vesinaduy he slapped her cheek;
guddanu balla mida vesinadu

,
he spread

the table-cloth
;

rayi vesinadu
,

he
threw a stone; ratri anta nenu reppa
veya ledu

,
I did not close a lid all night

;

muta veyi, put the lid on; gantalu
veyuta, to jump about

;
jini veyuta, to

saddle
;

prapia veyuta , to ask a
question; lecca viyuta ,

to do one’s
accounts; vrdsi veyuta

,

to write off

one’s accounts; cuta viyuta, to utter
a cry; gdli vestundi, the wind blows;
cosiveyuta, to cut off; tosiveyuta

,

to
push away

;
padaveyuta

,
to knock

down; pandem veyuta, to lay a bet;
tini viyuta

,
to eat up ; chesestamu, we

shall finish off; vachesamu, we have
come, here we are; chettu vesinavdd
ocadu, ddni phalam anubhavinchinavad
ocadu, one man plants the tree,

another enjoys the fruit (sic vos non
vobis); vesindi vaca gantu, viriginadi

vaca cdlu, one leaf) leapt, one leg

broken (loss at first venture); cucca
veshamu veste

,
moragacundd valla

cddu, disguise yourself as a dog and
you needs must bark (in for a penny
in for a pound)

;
au oca leganu vesindi

,

the cow has dropped a calf; uttardlu

postulo vesava ? have you posted the
letters ? Lacshmayya : nd pelldni carra
tisuconi cottanu; nannu c&ilo petti

talam veyyendi. polisu sdrjentu: cottite

tsachchi poyindd ? Lacshmayya : tsdva
ledu; nannu cottaddnid parugettuconi
vastundi. Lacshmayya : I took a stick

and beat my wife
;
lock me up in your
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cell and turn the key. Police Sergeant

:

Did you beat her to death? Lacsh-
mayya: No, she is running after me
to beat me. ocadu: Lacshmayyacu.
tsuste nacu zdli vestundi. incodu : yen-
ducu? ocadu: Lacshmayya yedu bhas-

halu nertsuconnddu; chesucunna peUdm
atadini occa mat aina matladan iyyadu.

First Hindu : When I think of Lacsh-
mayya I feel pity. Second Hindu:
How so? First Hindu: Lacshmayya
has learnt seven languages but the

wife he has married won’t allow him
to speak a word in any of them,

vi-, prefix meaning (1) apart and (a)

great. Skt.

vibhactamu, divided. Skt. avibhacta

and vibhacta cutumbamu are an un-
divided and a divided family, miru
vibhactula avibhactula ? is your family
divided or not ?

vibhactudu, a divided member of a

family, nd tammudu nenu vibhacta-

mulu, my brother and I are divided,
vibliajanamu, division, allotment.

Skt.

vibhajintsuta, to divide, allocate. Skt.

vibhavamu, wealth, grandeur. Skt.

vittamu coddi vibhavamu, vidya coddi

vinayamu ,
the wealthier the grander,

the more learned the humbler,
vibhagamu, division, apportionment.
Skt.

vibhagintsuta, to apportion. Skt.

vibhuti, white ashes with which Sai-

vites smear themselves. From the Skt.

in which the word means blessedness,

omnipotence, &c. mivdd.it vibhutipet-

tadu; manna budsula zodu toduccuni
,

mokkdnni bottu lecunda, patta pagalu
vidhild nunchi veUutsu v’unte nenu
callard tmchdnu

,
your boy does not

plaster his face with ashes
;
the other

day I saw him with my own eyes
going down the street in full daylight
with boots on and without a caste-

mark on his face.

vicalamu, confused, defective. Skt.
vicalaWamu

, confusion ;
vicaldngudu, a

cripple; vicalitamu
,
decayed,

vicasintsuta, to flower, to blow, to
bloom. Skt.

vicatamu, changed, deformed. Skt.
vicdramu* change, deformation, dis-

ease, ugliness. Skt. cdma vicdramulo
n’ai, being deformed by lust; Iona
vicdram, baita sriingdram

, fair with-
out, foul within (a whited sepulchre),
vicasamu, flowering, blooming. Skt.
ni mukha vicasamu tsuste nacu santo-

shamga v’unnadi, I am delighted at the
sight of the bloom on your face,

vicharagrastudu, plunged in grief.

Skt., from vicharam
,
grief, and gras-

tuduj swallowed in. nenu mi calla

mida padi cshamapana corucuntdnu;
cabatti nd y’andu daya v*unchi vich-

dragrastudanai v’unna nannu santosha

petta valen ani mart veducuntu. v’un-

nanu, I fall at your feet and beg for

forgiveness. Have mercy on me. I

pray you raise this afflicted one from
sorrow to joy.

vicharamu, sorrow. Skt. gorre yi-
diste tddelucu vicharama ? does the wolf
grieve when the sheep cries? pedda-

maniski : venuca ninnu tsuchin appudu
,

tagudu alavatu led ani cheppite, nacu
santosham vachchindi; ippudu ninnu
tsuste, tdgi v’unn anducu vichdram vest

unnadi. tdginavadu: micu vichdram
veste, ndc ippudu santoshamgd v’unnad
andi. Gentleman: When I saw you
before and you told me you took
nothing I rejoiced. Seeing you drunk
now I feel sad. Drunken man: You
may be feeling sad but I am feeling

happy.
vicharana, investigation. Skt. The
usual word for police investigations,

judicial inquiries, and so on.
vicharintsuta, to inquire. The answer
to^petitioners is vicharistdnu

, I shall

inquire, peddamanishi : ni per emi

?

nuvvu yevari pillavadivi ? bdludu

:

miru canucco valen ante rendu mdrgdl
unnai. peddamanishi: yimitivi ? bd-
ludu : miru uhintsucondi leca vichdrin-

tsandi. Gentleman: What 'Is your
name? Whose little boy are you?
Boy: There are two ways of finding

out. Gentleman: What two ways?
Boy : Guess or inquire.

vichchSyuta, to pay a visit; short for

vijayam cheyuta

;

also vemcheyuta.
vichitramu, wonder. Skt. adi vichi-

tramgd v'unnadi, that is strange,

vicrayamu, sale. Skt. Incommonuse.
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vicrayintsuta, to sell. Skt. The
commoner word is ammuconuta.
vicrutamu, deformed. Skt. vicriita

vigrahamu, a deformed figure; vicrii-

tamaina sanghatanamu
,

a ludicrous
situation.

vicriiti, deformed, deformation. Skt.

vidan&duta, to abandon
;
from viduta.

nannu vidanddi po boat! do not
abandon me!

vidapaduta, to break loose,

vidatiyuta, to pull apart,

vidduramu, stubbornness, indiscip-

line. ippudu i mdla prabhutvam mu-

lamgd anni vidduralu pudutu v’unnavi,

every sort of indiscipline prevails now
on account of this pariah Government,
videhamu, bodiless. Skt., from vi-,

apart, and deham , body,
videsamu, foreign country. Skt., from
vi-, apart, and desam, country,

viddsi, foreigner. Skt.

vidhamu, way, sort, form. Skt. verri

veyyi vidhdlu
,

madness takes a

thousand forms
;
oca vidhamaina yud-

dhamu, a sort of war; nivu yenni vi-

dhala cheppina vinadu
,
whatever you

may say he won’t listen,

vidhava, widow. Skt.; often used as

a term of abuse; more commonly
vedhava. nadi vayasulo n’unna vi

-

dhavalu cama badhacu. lobaduta ds-

charyama ? is it any wonder if widows
in the flower of their age yield to the

goad of lust?

vidhavatvamu, widowhood. Skt.

vidhanamu, ordinance, rubric. Skt.

puja vidhanamu
,
the order of religious

service; vidhi vidhanamu
,
the dictates

of duty; gnydnopadesam{upadesam)
onarchi

,
Sri Criishnuni mantram upade-

sinchi, d devun aradhintsu puja vidhd-
namunacu bhodhinchiri, they gave him
religious training especially in the

Krishha rubric and service,

vidhayacamu, prescribed, one’s duty.

Skt., from vidhi, duty, chesucunna
bhdrya curupi aind, murkhural aina

,

mart yetuvanti Idpam galadi aind
,

yeladam vidhdyacam
,
it is one’s duty

to enjoy one’s wedded wife even if

she is ugly or stupid or has anything
else wrong with her.

vidheyata, obedience. Skt. vidhiya-

tulu maryddulu anni nerpa valenu
, you

must inculcate all obedience and
manners.
vidheyudu, an obedient man. Skt.
vidhi, prescribed duty, fate. Skt.

ocadu : itarulu pad autu v’unte tsystu

v'urncdvadam manava dharmam cddu.
incddu: dharmam cdcapote bhubhdram
anta y’ippudu miru tirustard ? ocadu

:

tirtsa galigina, tirtsa leca poyina, sa-

dhyam ain anta mattucu prayatnam
cheyyadam manac andaracu. vidki.

First Hindu: It is not right in all

hiimanity to acquiesce in others spoil-

ing their lives. Second Hindu: It

may not be right but are you going
to shoulder the whole world’s burden
straight away ? First Hindu : Whether
we can or not it is the bounden duty
of all of us to do our best, vyadhici
mandu v’unnadi gani

,
vidhici mandu

v'unnada ? there is physic for fever
but is there physic for fate? vddu
chellintsaca vidhi ledu

i
he cannot

choose but pay.
vidhileca, without alternative, dyana
veUina tarvata bogamvdllu vaste

,

madhya lechi pote bag undad ani
,

vidhi leca mullalld curtsun attu curt-

sundevadu
,
after he had gone to the

nautch and the dancing-girls had

w
appeared, thinking it would not be
right to get up and go away in the
middle, he could not but sit on like

a man sitting on thorns,
vidhintsuta, to order, to prescribe,

to inflict (a punishment). Skt. Brdh-
mana seva chesucovadam mi cula dhar-
mamu; a pani micu Brahma Devudu
vidhinchinadu

,
worship of brahmins

is your caste duty ordained of God.
vidhurudu, widower. Skt.

vidhyuctamu, ordained. Skt., from
vidhi, duty, and ncti, speech,

vidi-, prefix meaning ‘loose’. Separ-
ate, odd (of a pair), spare, single,

unemployed, &c. vidimanishi
y
a spare

man, an unemployed man, a single

man; vidimutyamulu, loosS pearls;

vidipusa
,
an odd bead; vidikhanduva,

a single cloth (of cloths usually sold

in pairs); vididculu, loose leaves (not

stitched); vidimenu, naked,
vidichipettuita, to release.
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vididi, halt, halting-place,
vidikhaidd, simple (loose) imprison-
ment, as opposed to cathinakhdidd

,

rigorous imprisonment. These are
the technical terms used in court.

vidjLgd, loosely, separately, singly,

vidipintsuconuta, to escape,
vidipintsuta, to’ release.

vidLitamu, known. Skt. viditudu,
a

celebrity.

vidividiga, in severalty, separately,

vidiyanadu, the second day after the
full moon. Skt., from dvitiya,

second,
dropping the initial d.

vidiyuta, to halt, aranyamulo vidisi

undenu
,
he had halted in the jungle,

vidudala, release. Also in the legal

sense; vidudala patram, release deed,
vidupu, release, almsgiving, vidupari

,

a liberal man.
viduta, to quit, i badha tsuste voccocc
appudu deham vidite baga v’untund
ani tostundi

,
the pain sometimes makes

me wish myself dead; viduvum ante
pdmucu copam, pattum ante cappacu
copam

,
say let go and you offend the

snake, say hold on and you offend the
frog (it is hard to please all parties),

vidutsuta, to leave, to abandon, to

stop, to give up, to let go, to let loose,

to discharge, vdna vidichenu, the rain

has stopped; mictramunu vidichenu

,

he
made water; dayyamu vidichinadi

,
the

devil has left him ;
chenilo dunu meya

vidichinadu

,

he letthecow loose to graze
in the field; dharamu vidichinadu

,
he

gave up eating; prdnamu vidichinadu,

he gave up the ghost; banamu vidin-

tsuta
,
to discharge a firework

;
cumar-

tenu attagdri y vnta vidichinadu, he
left his daughter with her husband
(at her mother-in-law’s house)

;
dinamu

vidichchina dinamu

,

every other day
(leaving out a day); marmam vidicki

chepputdnu, I will say without reserve,
viduvacunda, without stopping, per-
sistently.

viddramu, very far. Skt., from ©*-,

very, ai?d duram, far.

vidushacudu, jester, especially the
jester in plays. Sedricu vidushacudu
v’unna Vamha

, Wamba, Cedric’s
jester.

vidvamsudu, a learned man. Skt.

vidya, learning. Skt. abhyasam cusu
vidhya

,
practice is an inferior (or

easier) learning (practice makes per-
fect); coti vidydlu cuti corace

>

all arts

are for a living; vittamu coddi vibha-
vam

, vidya coddi vinayam
,
prosperity

is proud, learning is lowly; vinayam
loca vasyamu, vidya raja vasyamu, the
meek inherit the earth, learning sub-
jects kings; vidydgandhamu , tincture
of learning; jana samdnyamu vidyd-
gandhamu n y

ondi
,

cannu terachina
gdni

y
niana desamu manchi sthitici ra

neradu, our country cannot improve
unless the common people get some
tincture of knowledge and open their

eyes
;
ayyacu vidhya ledu

,
ammacu

garvamu ledu ,
ignorant husband, ig-

noble wife
;
vidyacu bhiishanamu vinay-

amu, modesty is the ornament of
learning.

vidyavantudu, learned man. Skt.

vidyalayamu, school. Skt., from
vidya t

learning, and dlayam
,
home.

The common words are isculu and badi.

pathasala is another Skt. word in use.

vidyarthi, pupil, schoolboy, student.
Skt. vidyarthi: vidydrthidacu cdvala-
sina battalu iccada dorucutavd ? anga-
divadu: aducoddnici panici vachche-
vd tsaduvucodanici panici vachcheva?
Schoolboy: Do you sell clothes for
schoolboys? Shopkeeper: Clothes to
play in or clothes to work in ?

vidyuttu, lightning. Skt. The com-
mon word is nerupu. This is used in
coining new terms such as vidyuch-

chacti (vidyuttu with sacti, power) for

electricity.

vigatamu, gone. Skt., from vi~, apart,

and root ga~, to go. vigatajivudu
,

deceased; vigatasiidu, in despair;
vigatapragnyudu

,
witless,

vighatamu, impediment; also vigh-
namu. Skt. danicivighatamu tcftaschin-

chedu paeshamuna
, if any impediment

occurs.
vighnamu, impediment; also vighd

-

tamu. Skt. mana panici vighnam
cheyuvdr evvaru undaru

}
there will

be no one to interfere with our
enterprise

;
nenu yH cdrydnici vtghnalu

pedutdmiy I will put obstacles in the
way of it.
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Vighnesvarudu, the God Ganesa.
Skt. He is the god that removes
vighnalu

,
hindrances; the belly god

with an elephant’s trunk; schoolboys
are among his chief devotees; eluca

Vighnesvarudi vdhanam
,
Ganesa rides

on a rat.

vignyana, the thinkingsubject, thought
(in philosophy). Skt. In idealist

philosophy dlaya or mula vignydna is

the original store of thought, vipdca
vignydna developed thought,
vignyanamu, learning. Skt., intensi-

tive form of gnydnamu.
vignyapanamu, petition. Skt. The
common form is vinnapamu.
vigrahamu, figure, image, idol. Skt.
ividedi bahu sundaramaina vigraham ,

she has a very beautiful figure,

vihanganamu, bird. Skt. Used in

books for pitta, pacshi.

viharintsuta, to walk for pleasure or
exercise. Skt.

vih&ramu, a walk for pleasure or
exercise. Skt. chiccucona chilucala

vale svechcha vihdramunacu avacdsam
leca

,
having, like a caged parrot, no

chance of exercise.

vihitamu, prescribed. Skt., from
hitarn

,
right, sastra vihitamaina, pre-

scribed by Scripture,

vihitamu, friendship. Skt., from
hitam, good,

vihitudu, friend. Skt.

-vihinamu, „affix meaning ‘without’.

Skt., from hinam
,
abandoned, bud-

dhivihinudu
,

witless
;
vastravihinudu

,

devoid of clothes.

vijayamu, victory. Skt. Vijayana-
garamu

}
the old capital of the Telugus

on the Tungabhadra is the town of
victory.

vijitudu, conquered. Skt. vijitendri-

ynfa, one who has conquered his

sense# (indriyamulu)

.

vijrumbhanamu, prosperity, bloom.
Skt.

vijrumbhintsuta, to bloom, toflourish,

to prosper. Skt.

vikhyati, great renown. Skt. Intensi-

tive of khydti.

vilacshanamu, different, select, re-

fined, handsome. Skt., from lacsha-

namu> quality.

vilambamu, delay. Skt.

vilapintsuta, to lament. Skt.

vilasitamu, shining. Skt. Used in
books, vivecavilasitamu

,
shining with

wisdom.
vilapamu, lamentation. Skt. ,
vilasamu, address on a letter; also

paivildsamu.
vilasamu, dalliance. Skt.

vilochanamu, seeing. Skt. A book
word.

vilocintsuta, to see. Skt. A book
word, sulochanamulu (things for see-

ing well) is, however, the common
word for spectacles,

villu, will (testament). English.

ocadu : mi menamana villu vrdsin

appudu ninnu gnydpacam pettucon-

ndda? incodu: pettuconnddu; andu-
cane nac em ichchi po ledu. Doe: Did
your uncle remember you when he
wrote his will? Roe: He did; that’s

why he left me nothing,
villu, vilu, bow. vill-ambulu

,
bow and

arrows.
vilucadu, archer.

viluva, price, valuable, viluva chira, a

valuable dress; viluvagala,
valuable;

viluvaleni, invaluable; viluvanu batti,

ad valorem.
vimarsa, examination. Skt. ocacacshi
vimarsa mida tirmanam cheyyadam

* nyayam cadu, it is not just to decide
after hearing one party (audi alteram
partem).

vimarsintsuta, to examine. Skt.

vimanamu, a god’s car or chariot.

devatalu acasamuna ecci tirigedi rath-

amu, the car in which the gods go
about the sky. Tire newspapers use
the word to translate ‘aeroplane’,

vimochanamu, liberation. Skt.

Primarily a religious term referring

to the liberation of the soul, but also

used in other senses, nacu bandha
vimachanam caligindi

,
I have got rid

of my bonds.
vimucti, liberation. Skt. nd badha
vimucti chesi nannu braticmchifidru,

you have freed me from my pain and
given me new life; cdrdgruha vdsulu

bandha vimuctulugd cheya badiri, the

prisoners were released,

vimuctudu, one liberated. Skt. mi
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vadda rCunna dabb anta yH Svami
chetic ichchi piiru riina vimuctulu ca
vatstsunu, by putting all the money
on you into this svami’s hand you may
be relieved of your inherited load of
sii£.

vimukhudu, with averted face. Skt.

It is the opposite of abhimukhudu ,

which means one with his face to-

wards you, favourable,
vinayamu, humility. Skt. itadu bahu
nemmadigdnu vinayamganu matlddutii

v'unnadu
,
he is speaking very gently

and humbly; vidyacu bhushandm
vinayam

, modesty is the ornament of
learning; vinayam Idea vasyam, vidya
raja vasyamu, humility subdues the
world, knowledge subdues kings.

(Such is the Telugu proverb but in
practice they try to persuade the wide-
ruling kings of the I.C.S. by gifts,

now restricted by the rules for the
conduct of Government servants to

those which grow on trees or flower
plants

;
and by the same things, flowers

and fruit rather than the humble
and contrite heart, they try to persuade
the gods (but cuncta serviliter pro
dominatione).

vina, save, except, without. Skt.

vinasamu, complete destruction. Skt.

Intensified form of nasamu. vinasa^

cale
,
viparita buddhi

,
mad counsels go

with calamitous times,

vinayintsuta, to except, to exempt.
Skt.

vindu, banquet, feast, dinner-party.

vindu marnadu mandu, physic after

the feast; vindu mandu mudu putalu
,

three doses and no more of medicines
and meals (it is not polite to cadge
more than three consecutive meals.
The Italians have a similar proverb

:

'0spite e come il pesce, in capo a tre

giorni puzza
,

fish and guests stink

after three days)
;
vinducu piltsuta

, t

invite to dinner.
vinici, hearing, from vinuta, to hear,
nacu atld vinici, I hear so.

viniyogamu, use. Skt. upayogamu is

commoner.
viniyogintsuta, to use. Skt.
vinflamu, very black. Skt. Intensi-

tive of nilamu. Used in books.

vinnapamu, petition. Corrupt Skt.

for vignyapanamu,
vinodacaramu, pleasurable. Skt.

vinodamu, pleasure, amusement. Skt.

mi mulamga mdcu conta vinodam
calugutu v

yunnadi
,
we get some amuse-

ment out of you.
vinta, a wonder, a marvel, yenni

vintal aina pudutavi
,

any sort of

marvel may happen ;
cotta vinta

,
pata

rota
,

fresh news is a marvel, stale

news disgusts.

vinuta, to hear, to heed, chevuldra

vinuta
,
to hear with one’s own ears;

peddala mata vinu
,
listen to the advice

of your elders; mi sambhdshana vini

y
>undunu gdni y'arthamunu grahimpa

caligi y'undadu
,
he may have heard

your conversation without catching

the meaning of it; nivu mari yd mata
cheppinanu vindunu gdni

,
i mata

mdtramu vinanu
,
ituvanti mdtalu yep-

pudunu ndto cheppa bocu
,
I will listen

to anything else you may have to say

but of this I won’t hear another word,
never mention the subject again

;
cant

guddi
,

vini chevudu
,

eyes have they
but they see not, ears have they but
they hear not; vinnavianni visvasintsa

vaddu, don’t believe all you hear; nd
mata conta vintard ? will you just give
me a hearing? Lacshmayya: ninnu
gurinchi aneca sangatulu vinndnu.
Vencayya: aina nuvvu ocati ruzuvu
cheyya levule. Smith: I have heard
lots of things about you. Jones : But
you can’t prove one of them. Lacsh-
mayya: ma ammayi tsaccaga sangitam
padutundi; cavaliste vina vatstsunu ani
pendli coducuto cheppandi. Vencayya

:

pendlicoducu chevudu
,

anducheta mi
ammayi padind atanu bhaya padadu.
Smith : My daughter sings nicely,

perhaps her suitor would like to hear
her; let him know. Jones : ThC suitor

is deaf; so even if your daughter
sings, that won’t frighten him off.

viparitamu, odd, queer. Skt. prod

-

duna mana vidhild zarigina viparitam
tsuchinara ? did you see the strange
thing that happened in our street this

morning? vindsa cdle viparita buddhi
ann aUu, chedi poye cdldnici mic
andarici y’’ituvanti viparita v’uhahi
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pudutu v’unnavi; y’i vedhava Y’In

-

glishu doratanam cdca potend
, bad

times mad ideas, as the saying is; in
these bad times you all get such
strange ideas; if it wasn’t for this

infernal British Government!
vipattu, misfortune. Skt. Devudu
mana cutumbamunac emi vipattu tech-

chi pettut iinnado / what a calamity
God has inflicted on our family!
vipacamu, ripe. Skt. In the idealist

philosophy vipaca vignydnamu is

developed thought.
viphalamu, fruitless. Skt. ndprayat-
namviphalam aite, ifmy enterpirse fails

.

viplavamu, ruin. Skt.

vipputa, to open, to untie, to take off

(clothes), to explain, mudivipputa
, to

untie a knot
;
cathanu vipputa

,
to solve

a riddle; sangati vippi cheppinadu, he
explained the matter; pattu' chira

vippi, sdda chire cattucunnanu, I have
taken offmy silk cloth and am wearing
my ordinary cloth; tsapa tsutta vippi
arugu mida veyutsunnddu

,

he is un-
rolling thematandplacingiton the pial

.

viprudu, brahmin. Skt.

vipulamu, vast, ample. Skt. vipula-

mugd varnintsuta, to describe amply,
viracti, aversion, especially ascetic

aversion, and so asceticism. Skt.

santanamu leni vani bratuc emi
, bratuc

ani vdnici viracti puttinadi, thinking
that life without children was no life,

he began to feel aversion for life itself,

viragacdtsuta, viragapanduta, to

be in full bearing (of a tree) from
viraguta, to burst, d chettu viraga-

cdchinadi
,
that tree is in full bearing,

viragada, release, relief; also *uiru-

gada, from viraguta, to be broken.
i jamabandi yeppudu viragad autundo
cam, grdmamld bahu allariga v’un-

nadi; bantrotuvallu v'uri mida padi
y’idi&tvdlla illaUnu, tsacalivaUa y’illa-

lonu diiri, codipittalanu citragayalanu

halavantamga cotti laccuni potu v’un-

ndru; v'ur antd gola yetti labbuna
mottucuntu v’unnaru

,
village head-

man speaking

:

Pray God we’ll soon be rid of this

cursed Jamabandi
The pilfering Bantrotu and

plundering Sibbandi;

The houses of the Tappers and
Washers they invade, Sir,

The chickens and the stored-up
comestibles they raid, Sir.

Great noise of women wailing, re-

viling, bosoms slapping,

From compounds comes of those

who by washing live or tapping,

viraguta, to be broken, to burst; also

viruguta.

virahamu, separation, love-sickness.

Skt.

virahi, a separated lover (male). Skt.

virahini, a separated lover (female).

Skt.

virahitudu, devoid of. Skt. ahancdra-
virahitudu

,
a person devoid of conceit,

virasamu, unpleasantness. Skt., from
vi-, apart, and rasamu, flavour, sara-

samu virasame, joking causes un-
pleasantness.

viramamu, rest, remission, respite.

Skt. viramamu leniduhkhaparampara
,

a series of sorrows without respite,

virechanamu, purging. Skt.

virichicattuta, to pinion, to tie a man’s
hands behind his back; from viru-

tsuta
,

to twist, and cattuta, to tie.

bantrotalacu sangnya cheset appatici

varu pidugul lagu atanni mida padi,

atani cdttii chetulu virichicattindru, I

made a sign to the peons and they fell

- upon him like thunderbolts and
pinioned his arms and legs,

viriviga, abundantly,
viriyuta, to blow (of flowers), to burst
open, to be dishevelled (of hair), nillu

tsallagani sunnapu rallu virisinavi, on
being sprinkled with water the lime

stones cracked; tela viriya posiconi

chimpiri Buchi vale canapaduduvu, you
have shaken out your hair so as to

make yourself look more like a shock-
headed bogy than anything else (Buchi
is the Frenchman Bussy, who once
ruled the Northern Circars and is now
a bogy to frighten children with),

virodhamu, enmity. Skt. In very
common use. avivecito snehamu canna
vivecito virodhamu mSlu, better *a wise
man as an enemy than a fool as a

friend.

virodhanamu, contradiction. Skt.

virodhi, enemy. Skt.
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virodhintsuta, to oppose,
virraviguta, to be proud; a dupli-

cated form of vlguta
,
but commoner

than the parent form, mundarici
vackchi neti cdlanici goppa sthitiloci

vackckindmu; anta mdtram cheta md
venucati sthiti marachi poyi virraviga

radii) we have got on and to-day we
have reached a high position ;

never-
theless we must not forget our former
lowliness or puff ourselves up.
viruddhamu, incongruity. Skt.

virugada, release, relief, rest; also

viragada. Daivama! inta ndc l por
eppudu virugada chesedavo ? Gracious
Heavens ! shali I never hear the last of
it?

virugucottuta, to break in pieces;

from viruguta
,
to break, and cottuta,

to beat.

viruguta, to break (intransitive), to

burst, to be disgusted, to be spoilt.

araca arigite, garise virugunu, wear
the share and the bam will burst;
vesinade vaca gantu, viriginade vaca
cdlu , one leap leapt, one leg broken
(the first venture lost); ddni manasu
virigi poyinadi, she was disgusted;

pdlu virigi poyinavi, the milk curdled

;

reccalu virigina pacski, a bird with
broken wings.
virutsuta, to break, to snap, to twist;

causative of viruguta. neticalu viru—
tsuta, to snap the fingers; na moga-
muna netica virichi

,
snapping his

fingers in my face
;
simhamu toca

virutsuta
,

to twist the lion’s tail;

yemucalu virutsuta
,

to break your
bones, to take trouble over something,

viriipamu, ugly. * Skt., from rupam,
shape; also, and more commonly,
curupamu.
visadamu, apparent, manifest. Skt.

visadamauia
,
to become clear, to come

to light; yevaru gelchedi mic appudu
visadam autundi

,
you will then see who

is going to win; visadaparatsuta
, to

make clear.

visagu, disgust; also visugu.

visanacarra, fan; from visaruta
,

to
fan, and carra, stick,

visaricottuta, tofling, to throw, to dash

;

from visaruta
, to throw, and cottuta

,

to beat, cundanu goda mida visari-

visigi vdsari

cottinadu, he dashed the pot against
the wail.

visariveyuta,to throw, to fling, to hurl,

visarjanamu, abandoning, renounc-
ing. Skt. ghata visarjana chesinadu

,

he left the body (died),

visarjintsuta, to abandon, to renounce

.

Skt.

visaruta, to throw; also intransitive,

to blow (as the wind), to spread (as

scent, or as a famine)
;
also, transitive,

to brandish (a sword), to turn (a mill),

to fan.

visalamu, broad, spacious. Skt. a
y’illu visalamuga n'unnadi

,
that is a

spacious house.
visalata, breadth, spaciousness. Skt.

viseshamu, detail, special, particular.

Skt. i vaidyunici hasta viseshamu, this

doctor has a skilful hand; ned emi
viseshamu? what is there special to-

day? inca yemi visesham? anything
special? (as the Collector says when
the interview has lasted long enough
and it is time the visitor came out with
the real object of his visit, which he
always keeps for the end. He would
like to add : inta sepu tsampaca p6te y’i

mata mottamodatane cheppa leca poyi-

ndra ? could you not have said that at

the very beginning instead of boring
me to death all this time ? but he only
thinks it).

vishamu, poison. Skt. chaccara puta
pusina vishamu

,
sugar-coated venom

(of words)
;
nen ante vanici visham, he

hates me like poison; vishajvaramu,
typhoid (malignant fever)

; visha-

puniru, pus (poison water).

vish£yamai, about. Skt., from vish-

ayamu, object.

vishayamu, object, subject-matter.
Skt. i vishayamulo nindd vyayamu
chesinadu, he spentmuchmoney on this

.

vishayi, organ of sense. Skt. r

vishadamu, dejection. Skt.

vishuchi, vishuchica, cholera. Skt.,

also vdntibhedt, but more commonly
cdldrd.

visicintsuta, to disgust (transitive);

causal of visuguta
,
to feel disgust,

visigi v^sari, tired out; from visuguta
,

to be disgusted, and vesaruta, to be
tired, visigi, vesuri, y’asa nird§a chesu-
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coni, y’inti matti vatstsutsu, coming
home dog-tired, hope having turned
to despair.

vismayamu, surprise. Skt. aschary-

amu is the usual word, vismitamu
,

amazed, dismayed; vismitudu
, one

who is amazed, dismayed,
vispashtamu, very clear; intensitive

of spashtamu.
visramamu, rest. Skt., from vi-,

negative affix, and sramamu, exertion,

visrantamu, rest, end. Skt., intensi-

tive of srantamu, rest, diganta visran-

tamu
,
the ends of the world,

visranti, rest, end. Skt. pani chesina
tarvata visrdnti ca valenu

, rest is re-

quired after work (all work and no
play makes Jack a dull boy)

; nd paga
tirtsucunte gani nd manasucu visranti

v’undadu
, my mind will not be at rest

till i have revenged myself. Lacsh-
mayya: ni bharyanu. visrdnti cosam
putt intici pampdra ? Vencayya : pam-
pdnii; nizam em ante ndce visrdnti ca
valasi atla chesanu. Smith : You have
s'ent your wife to her mother's house
for a rest? Jones: Yes, but to tell the
truth, it was I that wanted a rest.

termisu pravinudu : nannu paricsha
chesaru gada ? nd vallu yetla v'unnadi ?

ddctaru: nicu visrdnti cavalenu; con-

nallu tennisu manuconi rdzii cdlejici

vellut undu, nimmalistundi. Tennis
expert: You have examined me; how
goes it? Doctor: You want a rest;

give up tennis for a bit and be going
to college every day and you will soon
be as fit as a fiddle.

visrutamu, famous. Skt., from vi-,

intensitive prefix, and srutam
,
ffeard.

locavisrutamu, world-famous,
vistara, vistari, leaf-platter. Skt.

The plural is vistaUu. marri aculu

cosi vistaUu cuttutdru, they will cut
banyan leaves and sew leaf-platters;

yemiyu Uni vistari yegiri padutsunnadi
,

anniyu v’unna vistari anigi v’untunndi,

the empty leaf-platter flutters about,

the full stays where it is (the vanity of

the empty-headed, the steadfastness

of the learned).

vistaramu, extensive. Skt. d chenulo

yHshnaplu vistdramga v'unnai
,

there

are plenty of snipe in that field.

vistCmamu, area. Skt. The usual

word for the area of a field, See.

visugu, disgust, boredom, yeppudu
ade panigd curtsuni vrdyadam ante

,

visugu vastundi
,
to be always sitting

and writing at the same work is

boring, bhdrya: sari ! sari! mi flo tic

astamdnamu ‘osi
,
osV anna mdtacu

visugu ledu? Wife: Oh gracious me!
don’t you get sick of girling me my
good girl all the blessed day? Gen-

gadu : nuvvu samudra prayanam ches-

dud? Rangadu: chesanu gdni ndcu
visugu puttindi. Gengadu : yendu
cheta? Rangadu: oca ala tsuste anni
alalu adage v’unnai. Smith: Have
you been on a sea-voyage? Jones:
Yes, but I got bored. Smith: Why?
Jones: When you have seen one wave
you have seen them all.

visuguta, to be disgusted, to be sick at

heart, prdnalu visigi potu v’unnavi, I

am sick at heart; visigi vesari, dog
tired.

visva-, prefix meaning ‘universal’;

from Skt. visvamu, universe. Visva-

sriijudu, the All-Creator, Brahma;
Visvanadhudu

,
the Lord of All, Siva;

visvarupamu
,
multiform, existing in

all forms; vi$vavidyalayamu is the
newspaper word for university; the
ordinary word is caleji, college,

wisvasaniyamu, believable. Skt.

visvasintsuta, to believe, to trust. Skt.

vinnav anni visvasintsa vaddu
,
don’t

believe all you "hear
;
pamarulu cheppa

valasina mdta panditulai v’undinni

miru visvasistar emi ? will a pundit like

you believe the things that are for the
vulgar to say? 0

visvasamu, faith, trust. Skt. edmati
visvasamu, merchant’s faith (an ironi-

cal locution); cattuconna bhdryacu
aina y*inta premd

,
y’inta visvasamu

v'undadu
,
even a wedded wife won’t

have so much love and faithfulness,

visvasi, faithful person. Skt.

vitandamu, wrangling. Skt. Used in

newspapers to translate ‘controversy’,

vitantuvu, widow. Skt. vedhava is

commoner.
vitathamu, false. Skt.

vitstsalavidigd, freely, vitstsalavi-

diga putstsucovadam, taking bribes
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freely; vitstsalavidigd tirugutu v’un-

ndru, they are moving about freely,

vitstsucatti, a drawn sword,
vitstsuta, to come open, to open, to

spread, goda vichchinadi, a crack has
opened in the wall; pamu padaga
vithchinadi

,
the snake has spread its

hood
;
cannu vichchi

,
opening his eyes

wide; mogga vichchinadi,
the bud

opened.
vittamu, property. Skt. vittamu
coddi vibhavam, vidya coddi vinayam,
property and pomp, learning and
modesty go together; vaivavicamul
andu, prana vittamana bhangam andu
bonca vatstsunu

,
you may lie about

marriage affairs and to save your life

or property.
vittanamu, seed, vittanamu vacati

vests, mocca vacati molatsunu

,

sow the
seed, you get the shoot (a chip of the
old block); cshetram erigi vittanam

,

pairam erigi danam
,
suit the seed to

the soil, the meed to the merit;
vittanapu ginzalu

,
seed-grain,

vittu, seed, testicle, vittulu cottuta
,
to

castrate; chettu munda, vittu munda
ann attu, which came first, the tree or
the seed, as the saying is.

vitudu, paramour; feminine viti,

vituralu. vesya vituni mida tanac enta

prema v’unna can i, talli mdta mira
rddu

,
however much love a courtesan *

may have for her lover she must not
disobey her mother; vitulacu potilu

petti sampddinchedanini, I used to make
money by settingmy suitors by the ears

.

vivaramu, detail, specification. Skt.

vivaranamu, description, specifica-

tion. Skt. '>

vivarintsuta, to describe in detail. Skt.

vivada, dispute. Skt. vivaddspada-
maina

, contentious (law), vivadapa-
duta, to quarrel.

vivahamu, marriage. The Telugu
word is pendli but vivdham is just as

common.
vivecamu, prudence. Skt.
vivechan^mu, discrimination. Skt.
vivechana sactz, reason,

viveci, a prudent man. Skt.
vividha, various. Skt.
viyogamu, separation, especially of
lovers and married couples. Skt.

bhartriiviyogamu
,
separation from hus-

band, of which the stock instance is

Sita’s; bhdrya viyogam aina tarvata
>

after I lost my wife,

viyyancudu, co-father-in-law; a use-

ful word which we express clumsily.

viyydlavd.ru , the co-father-in-law

people; viyyamu

,

connexion by mar-
riage

;
viyyancurdlu

,
co-mother-in-

law; ame nacu viyyancurdlu
, (woman

speaking) our children have married;
viyyamanduta, to form a marriage
connexion; bogam melamu pettaddnici

viyyalavdru v’oppucoca poyin att aite
,

I

vdri sambandham chesuco vadd ani

cheppindr ata

!

he is said to have
declared the marriage off if the other
side did not engage a nautch-party
for the occasion I

vicsha, sight; vicshanamu, seeing;

vicshitamu
,
seen; vicshintsuta>

to see,

are Skt. words used in books for

tsutsuta and derivatives,

vidhi, street. Skt. cammara vidhilo

siidul ammin attu
,
like selling needles

in blacksmith street (carrying coals to

Newcastle)
;

turaca vidhilo sanyasi

bhicsha
,
a (Hindu) sanyasi ’s alms in

Muhammedan street (nothing doing).

Ramudu : Lacshmayyagari illu idend ?

Ddmudu : idi cddu . Ramudu : i vidhilo

v
yunda? Da?nudu: undi. Ramudu;

namber emito cheppandi, Ddmudu:
inti getu mida v'untundi

,
tsiidandi.

Roe ; Is this Mr. Smith’s house ? Doe

:

No. Roe: Is it in this street? Doe:
Yes. Roe : Please tell me the number.
Doe: It’s on the gate; look and see.

vidu, he (this man)
;
vadu, he (thatman)

.

vlduConuta, to abandon, to take leave.

viducolu
,
taking leave to go (after a

visit) ;
vidupatilt difference, decision,

vlguta, to be proud. The reduplicated
form virraviguta is commoner,

vilu, convenient. When the Collector
refuses an interview he tells the peon
to say:

l

vil ledu\ it is not convenient.
mitingulo Lacshmayya allari chistu

,

upanyasam vinan ivvacapdyenu. anta-

tilo sabhyalu Lacshmayyanu genti vey~
yum ani arachiri. upanyasacudu

:

vaddu
,
vadduy accara ledu. papamu

Lacshmayya inti daggira aravaddnici
vilu Udu cdbolu; anducane iccada
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arustunnadu. At the meeting Laksh-
mayya was making a row and drown-
ing the lecturer’s voice; the audience
shouted that he should be chucked
out. The Lecturer: No, no, leave
him alone. I suppose the poor man
is not allowed to raise his voice at

home; so he does it here,

vina, the stringed instrument of India,

a sort of lute. Skt.

vmi, his; genitive of vidu.

vinu, ear. Skt. Used in books for

chevi. vinuldra vinnanu, I heard with
my own ears; ni vdcydmriitamu na
vinulacu vinod onarintuv eni, if you will

delightmy ears with your sweet words,
vipu, back, vipu tsuputa, to show your
back, to run away, talk cadupu tsutsunu ,

pendlamu vipu tsutsunu
, the mother

looks at his stomach, the wife at his

back (to see what he is bringing her;
if pockets were known, she would
look through his pockets)

; vipu mida
cotta vatstsunu gani> cadupu mida
cotta ciidadu, beat me on the back but
not on the belly (punish me but don’t
touch my pay)

;
naluca

,
naluca

,
vipucu

debbalu tecal tongue, tongue, don’t
draw blows on my back!

vxramu, heroic. Skt. virasvargamu,

the Elysium of heroes
;
virapativraty-

amu
t
stern chastity,

viru, they; plural of vidu.

virudu, hero. Skt.
viryamu, heroism. Skt.

visamu, one-sixteenth, a grain (jewel-

ler’s weight).

vise, viss; a weight of 120 tolas, one-
eighth of a maund, about threepounds

.

visubadi, one of the earlier fof2ns of
ryotvari settlement,

viti, their; genitive of ivi.

vitsuta, to blow (of the wind); to

spread (as scent)
;
to wave (as hand)

;

vicMpu, a whisk; hence the secretariat

chobdars, whose original function

was to whisk flies off His Excellency
and the Honourable Members,

vocca, a form of oca
,
one

;
voccappudu

,

a form of ocappudu, sometimes,
vojju, body; a form of 6dalu. spruha
tappi poyinadi, vollu tulutu v’unnadi,

she lost hope and reeled; voll anta

chematalu pattet attugd parugettutu

v'unnddu
,
he was running all of a

sweat; yemi teliyaca ndlugu yengili

Y’Inglishu muccalu tsaduvucovadam-
tote voll erugaca purv dchdranni ped~
dalinl dushistd.ru , ignoramuses, who
because they have learnt a few dirty

scraps of English, revile, without
knowing what they are doing, our old
customs and their elders,

voppuconuta, to agree
;
same as oppu-

conuta
,
vappuconuta .

vodhrulu, the Vadderas, a caste that

does earthwork, quarries stones,

makes roads, digs wells and tanks
;
in

fact, navvies; also called oddevdndlu
,

vaddevandlu, oddiyalu.

vopica, patience; a form of opica.

ocadu: conchem opica pettu. incodu:
vopica ledu

,
gipica ledu, pol First

Hindu : A moment’s patience. Second
Hindu: Patience be blowed. Get out!

votu, vote. English, votaru, a voter.

miru Devendrud aind, nenu micu votu
ivvan andil abhyarthi; nenu Deven-
drudin aite ninnu i v’ullb undan island?

Voter: If you were God Almighty I

would not give you my vote. Candi-
date : If I were God Almighty do you
think I would leave you alive in this

place ? (devendrudu is compounded of
Deva and Indrudu

; abhyarthi
,
person

who solicits, Skt., is a newspaper
word for candidate.)

vranamu, boil, yenno vrandlu cost

-

nanu gani
,
na vranam anta tipu led

ann attu
,
like the surgeon who said

‘of ali the boils I have cut, my own
was the most painful’,

vratamu, fast, vow. Skt. ecddasi vrat-

alu, the customary-fast on the eleventh

lunar day; yecddasi vratam niyamga
zarapa valenu

,
you must perform the

eleventh day fast properly (it is a

libel on Hindus to deny that they
perform their religious duties without
due observance of ritual and to com-
pare them to the young girl of
Thermopylae, who never did any-
thing properly, though th$ir puncti-

liousness is different from ours),

vratasthudu, one who makes a vow,
votary. Skt.

vr&lu, writing, handwriting; from
vrdyufa, to write; also vrdta ; chivrdlu
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signature, nosata vrdsina vrdlu
y
what is

written on your forehead, your fate;

nosata vrdsina vrdlu tappagaladd ? can
you escape your fate? nosata vrdsina

vrdlu cannd nur endlu chintinchindyemi

Udu
, youmay think for a hundred years

bvft you will get nothing more than
is written on your forehead; alu cad
adiy vralu y no wife but the writing on
the forehead (ill mated, ill fated),

vraluta, to alight (of birds); more
commonly valuta.

vrata, writing, handwriting, fate; same
as vrdlu .

vrataballa, writing-table,

vratapani, drawing ’ or painting,

especially chintz.

vrayintsuta, to get written, drawn, or
painted

;
causative of vrayuta.

vrayuta, to write, to draw, to paint

;

vulgarly rayuta. ndcu tsdvu vrdsindi
,
I

am doomed to death (refers to the

writing on the forehead)
;
vrata cara-

namiiy a cumam to write; vrayaga,
vrayaga caranamu, daggagd, daggagd
maranamu, write and write and you
will end as a cumam, cough and
cough and you will end as a corpse;

vrasevdnni, cosevdnni,gisevanninamma
radu

,
beware of the man who writes

(curnam), the man who cuts (butcher)

and the man who taps (the palm for

toddy); iddaru vartacamld baghastu-
luga cheri layaru cheta dastdvezu vray-

inchiri. layaru: inca vaca vishayam
cherts die. modati vartacudu: yemit
adi? layaru: divdla zarigite gani, agni

pramadam vaste gani, yem cheyy dleno

vrdya Udu . rendo vartacudu : a sandar-

hhamlo labham cheri saganga pantsuco
valen ani vrdyandi. Two merchants
were having a partnership deed drawn
up by a lawyer. Lawyer : There is one
more particular to be entered. First

merchant: What is that? Lawyer: I

have not entered what happens in the
event of bankruptcy or accidental fire.

Second merchant: Oh, in that case'

write thatgwe divide the profit equally.

vartacudu: Lacshmayya pira tsdld

uttardlu mdy’intici vachchinai. Lacsh-
mayya adresu micu telusund ? gu~
mdsta: teliyade . vartacudu : aite, Lac-
shmayyacu vrasi canuccondi. Mer- *

chant: Many letters for Lacshmayya
have come to us. Do you know his

address? Clerk: No, Sir. Merchant:
Then write to Lacshmayya and find out.

vreladuta, to hang down, to dangle;
also veluta

,
veladuta.

vrelu, finger; also vein, ndtilo vrelu

pettuconiy gutaculu ?ningutsu> dinam
oca calpamuga gaduputsu, ne'nu tondara
padina coladini pilladi yHderuta venu-
cace povutsu vachchenu

,
I would lay

my finger on my mouth and gulp and
think every day that passed an age and
the more I was in a hurry the longer
it took the girl to bud into woman-
hood; vrelu vidichina menamdma, an
uncle once removed

;
yemaind vrelucu

vrelu yedame, there is a space between
every two fingers (no two are equally

favoured) ;
notlo vrelu pettuconi pdyi-

nadu
y
he went off with his tail between

his legs (his finger in his mouth),
vreludu, hanging

; from vreluta, to hang,
vreluta, to hang down, to dangle

;
also

vreladuta
,
veluta

,
and veldduta .

vrucshamu, tree. Skt. The Telugu
is chettu. vamsavriicshamUy the family
tree, pedigree, idi tamaru pettina

vriicshame, I am a tree Your Honour
planted (and therefore it is up to you
to water me, i.e. give me promotion),

vriiddha, old (of persons not things).
• Skt. The Telugu is musali.

vriiddhatvamu,vrtiddhapyamu,old
age. Skt. The Telugu is musalita-
namu

;
another Skt. word is vdrdha-

cadasa. Lacshmayya: micu vriiddha

-

pyam vachchinami zuttu yenta nallagd
v’undandi! Vencayya: ninna shdpulo
comtdrm. Lakshmayya : How is it that
your pigtail is so black though old age
has come upon you? Venkayya: I

bought it in a shop the other day.
vriiddhi, increase, progress. Skt. A
word commonly in the mouths of
reformers and politicians; also abhi-

vriiddhi. janabhivriiddhi, increase of
population as well as public progress

;

vriiddhi also means interest on money,
but in this sense the corrupt form
vaddi is the form in common use;
hdnivriiddhuluy loss and gain, profit and
loss; ddnihdnivriiddhulacunenu unnanu

}

I am answerable for all loss and gain.
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vruddhudu, old man. Skt. The
Telugu is musalivadu

;
the feminine is

vrUddhdngi or vruddhuralu. nizamu
vichdrimpaga rialpa cdlanubhavamu
galavar aguta cheta purvam undina-

vdre tarvdta n'undinavdri cante chinna
ani cheppa vatstsunu ; paramparaga
vatstsutsunna peccu taramulavari y*

anubhavam ciidd mana y'anubhava-
muto cheruts unduta cheta

,
maname

visesha gnydnamegala vriiddhalamu
cd valenu, if you think it out the older

generations have less experience than
the younger and should really be
called younger; our experience joined
to the experience of the numerous
intervening generations makes us older
and more knowledgeable than they.

vruschicamu, scorpion. Skt. The
Telugu is telu

,
but the Skt. word is

used for Scorpio, the zodiac sign.

vriishamu, vrushabhamu, bull. Skt.

The Telugu is yeddu
,
but vrushabhamu

is used of the zodiac sign Taurus;
rushivrushabhamu

,
the mighty Rishi.

The Skt. words are also used of the
vehicle of Siva, who is known as

Vriishdnca, he whose emblem is a bull

;

Vriishabhadhvaja
,
he who has a bull

on his standard; the bull is a white
one with a black tail and a golden
girth; its hump is like the top of a
snow mountain.

vriitha, vain, empty, useless. Skt.

The Telugu is vatti, but vriitha and
its variant vyarthamu are quite com-
mon. nuvvu cdgitanici occa vaipune
vrastu, tsdla cagitalu vriitha chestun-

ndu, you waste much paper by writing

only on one side.

vriittantamu, news, particulars. Skt.

vriittantapatrica, newspaper. Skt.

vriitti, existence, livelihood, profes-

sion, manner. Skt. prachhanna vriit-

tini secretly, plidari vriitti bogam
vriitti vocca mostarudi: vesya vitula

vadda yenni tacculu canaparustundo,
plidaru cuda dabbu Idgadanici pdrtila

vadda anni tacculu canapartsa valenu;

idi v’udyoga dharmam
,
the lawyer’s

and the courtesan’s professions are

of the same kind; the pleader is up
to as many dodges to extract money
from his clients as the courtesan is to

extract it from her suitors ; it js their

professional duty
;
yevari vriitti yevaru

manutdru ? lantsampantsam tinadam
v’udyoga dharmam aund cddd? every

one will stick to his profession,

won’t he ? Isn’t it the official’s

professional duty to take bribes%nd
douceurs? vaidyudu: gumpul unna
tsotici po vaddu, ni arogyam chedi

potundi . rogi: pdca pote na vriitti

sagad andi. vaidyudu: ni vriitti ye-

miti ? rdgiijebu dongatanam. Doctor:
Don’t go into crowds or your health
will be ruined. Patient: But if I don’t
my trade will be ruined. Doctor:
What is your trade ? Patient : Picking
pockets, dactaru: ni vriitti yemiti ?

rogi: nenu ghardna manish andi .

dactaru : aite nen ichchina mandupanici
radii

, incd mandu putstsuco vdli.

Doctor : What is your profession ?

Patient: I am a Man of Property.
Doctor: In that case the medicine I

prescribed is no good, you must take

another medicine; tama chitta vriit-

tici lobada valen ani nenu vachchinanu
7

I have come to submit to your will.

vyabhicharintsuta, to commit adul-
tery. Skt., from ©*-, apart, and abhi~

charam
y
wandering.

vyabhicharamu, adultery. Skt.
vyactamu, plain, manifest, vyacti

, an
incarnation, vyactaparatsuta

,
to make

plain.

vyacti, individual. Skt., adj. vyashti.

samashti §dsandllanghanamu avyashti
sasanollanghanamuga mdrchi, chang-
ing collective to individual civil dis-

obedience.
vyactudu, a cleverman, a man of the
world

;
feminine vyacturdlu .

vyadha, suffering, distress, agony.
Skt. stHlu vidya leni hetuvu cheta

,

yuctayuctamulu teliyaca
}
pasutidyar-

randrai rCanduna gaday purushulac
ituvanti mano vyadhalu sambhavin-
tsuts unnavi

,
it is because our women

are uneducated and are like beasts,

not knowing right from throng, that

we Hindu men are made to suffer these

agonizing conflicts of the mind (the

speaker is a magistrate whose wife is

urging him to take a bribe).

vyarthamu, useless, vain. Skt. mi
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cdlam vyarthamputstsadam ledu gadd ?

I am not wasting your time, am I?
(as the importunate visitor says to the
Collector)

; somm anta vyarthamai
potundi

,
all the money is being wasted,

vyarthudu, a worthless man. cutumba
bffizranamu chesicona Idea vyarthu

-

danai y'unnanu

,

I am a poor creature

who cannot support his family (as

petitioners sometimes write in their

petitions).

vyasanamu, sorrow. Skt. miru nacu
yemi sahdyam cheyya leni sthitilo

v’unn anducu nacu bahu vyasanamga
v'unnadi, I am very sorry you can do
nothing for me; chevvacu poyin am-

macu yenta vyasanamo
,

doricin am-
macu anta santosham

,
the woman who

has found the ear-ring is as pleased

as the woman who has lost it is sorry

(it’s an ill wind that blows no one any
good).
vyatir£camu, contrary. Skt. agnyacu
vyatirecamugd, contrary to orders

;

rivdzu vyatirecamuga,
contrary to

custom ;
vyatirecdrthacamu

,

the nega-
tive form of the verb,

vyatyastamu, different. Skt.

vyatydsamu, difference. Skt. The
usual word is bhddamu . Y’Inglishu

tsaduvucunna mi nagaricatacu, Y’ln-
glishu tsaduvuconi mavanti anagarica-

tacu
,
nacu yemi bhedam canapadadam*

Iddu; nacu teliyaca adugutanu; pravar-
tanalo yemi vyatyasam cheppandi, I

don’t see any difference between the
culture of you people who have
studied English and the want of
culture of people like us who have not.

I ask in my ign<??rance; say whether
there is any difference in our conduct,
vyavadhdnamu, interval, delay. Skt.

ined sumuhurtam vyavadhdnamgd n’

unnadi, the auspicious moment con-
tinues to be delayed,

vyavaharintsuta, to use. Skt.

vyavaharamu, usage, business. Skt.

dchdram ledu
, vyavaharam ledu, no

good usage or custom; dhdram andu
,

vyavaharam andu, siggu pada ledu,

modesty is out of place at meat or
mart; vyavaharam is the ordinary
word for business of all sorts

;
rajadya

vyavahdralu, public business; cortu

vyavaharam, litigation; vyavahdri, a

merchant, litigant.

vyavasayamu, cultivation (of land).

Skt. The ordinary word; in courts

the occupation entered in the heading
of a witness’s deposition will usually

be vyavasdyamu .

vyavasayi, agriculturist. Skt.

vyavastha, rule, decree. Skt. vyavas-
thitamu, laid down, fixed,

vyayamu, expense. Skt. ayamu
telisi vyayamu

,
ascertain your income

before you spend (cut your coat

according to your cloth); tala min

-

china vyayam cheyuta, to plunge over
your head in expenditure, to be ex-

travagant; vyayamulu is also used of
public expenditure.
vyacaranamu, grammar. Skt. atanici

conckemu vyacaranamu, tarcamu, alan-

edra sastramu. cuda telusunu

,

he Irnows

some grammar, logic, and rhetoric too

.

vyaculamu, grief. Skt. Used in

books, vyaculapettuta, to afflict; nd
manasuna vydcula pettinddu, he sorely

grieved me.
vyadhi, illness. Skt. vyadhici mandu
v*unnadi gani, vidhici mandu v*un-
nada ? there are drugs for illnesses but
are there drugs for ill fortune ?

vyaghramu, tiger. Skt. The Telugu
is pedda puli, purushavydghrudu, a
noble man, a king among men.
vyajamu, pretence. Skt. vydjdcti

,

innuendo, double entendre (ucti,

speech) ; vyajastuti, sarcastic praise

(stuti, praise).

vyajyamu, law suit. Skt. vyajyam
aduta, to bring a suit; vydjyagddu, a
contending party; vydjyagdnd.ru, the
parties.

vyakhyanamu, commentary. Skt.

vydkhyata
,
a commentator,

vyamohamu, inordinate love, lust.

Skt., from mohamu. •
vyapanamu, diffusion. Skt.

vyaparamu, business. Skt. vaddi
vydpdramu, money-lending business;
vydpdri

,

a business man; vydpdram
cheyuta, to trade.

vyapintsuta, to spread, to pervade.
Skt. mana cirti locdnic anta vydpintsa
valenu, our fame must spread all over
the world; pdtacudu : monna Gocle
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halulo nenu padite nd nadam yetld back to me every time I send it to a
vyapinchindo canipettavd? snehitudu: paper. Smith: In fact it is doing
adi sve'chchagd vydpintsaddnici ganu perpetual motion.
Udlamandi lechi poyindru. Singer: vyayamamu, exercise. Skt. Lacsh-

When I sang in the Gokhale hall the mayya : nuvvu yem vydyamam ches-
other day did you notice how my voice tdu ? Vencayya : motam cdrulo yecci
filled the hall? Friend: Yes, a great shicaru potuntanu. Lacshmayya y ad
part of the audience got up and went em vydyamam? Vencayya : apdyam
out so that it might spread more freely, lecunda intici vachchin tarvata nacu
vyasamu, essay. Skt. Gopu: nuvvu santoshamgd v’untundi; andu valla
vrdsina ‘nirantara sancharam* ane nacu drogyam nilustundi; vyaydmam
vydsam yem aindi? Rdmudu: a arogydnice ga? Lakshmayya: What
vydsdnni nenu yenni patricalacu pam- exercise do you take ? Ven'kayya : I go
pinchind, malli nd daggirace vach- cut for a drive in my car. Laksh-
chindi. Gopu: adi cuda nirantara mayya : What exercise is that? Ven-
samchdram chestunnadi cabolu. Smith: kayya: After I come back safe I am
What has happened to your essay on happy

;
happiness keeps me in good

perpetual motion? Jones: It comes health
;
exercise is for health, isn’t it

?

Y
There are very few words in Telugu bait

;
yeravu, loan ; yerra, red ; yeruguta,

that begin with y, but as it is a com- to know
;
yeruvu, manure

; yesaru, boil-

mon helcistic euphonic letter before ing water
; yetld? how ? yetiidi? ofwhat

vowels, especially e, many of the kind ? yettu, height
;
yettuta, to raise

;

commonest words in the language are yetuvanti? of what sort? yevado
,
some

almost always pronounced, and writ- one; yevadu? who? ye? what? yeca,
ten, with a y before them. Thus y is one; yecaramu

i
2.cre;ye'daind,any,yedi?

practically part of the word in yeccada, which ? where ? yedo, some
;
yedtsuta

,

where; yeccili, hiccup; yeccuta, to go to cry; yedu, year; yedu
y seven;

up; yeccuva
, more; yeda, towards;^ yelamu

,
auction; yeld? how? yeld-

yedala
,

if; yedama
,

left; yedamu
, gaina, in any way; yelagu? in what

space; yeddri
,
desert; yeddu ,

bullock; way? yeldti? of what sort? yelinavdru
,

yedirintsuta
,
to oppose; yeduguta, to the rulers \yemaina, anything \yemani?

grow; yeduta, opposite; yega, up; what? yemi? what? yemoi
, sir; yemd

,

yegaruta, to fly; yegatdli, mockery; perhaps; yenngu
,

elephant; yenuru
,

yegumati, export; yella, all; yellap- five hundred
;
yerparatsuta, to arrange

;

pudu, always; yellundi
,
the dap after yerpatu

,
arrangement; yeru, river;

to-morrow; yeluca
,

rat; yelugubanti, yeruta, to pick; yetamu
,

picottah;

bear
;
yemuca, bone

;
yenabhai, eighty

;
yevi? which? tad eccevdnni yenddcd

yenda
,

sunlight; yendaca? how far? yegasana toyyunu? how far up can you
yendacdlamu, the hot weather; yen- help a man who is climbing a palmyra ?

doruihowmany persons ? yendipoyina, (in this example ecce does not become
dry; yendu? what? yenducante

, be- yecce because it is preceded by a con-
cause

;
yenducu? why ? yendunu, every- sonant but enddca becomes yendaca

where
;
yengili, spittle

;
yenimidi

,
eight

;
and egasana becomes yegasana. The

yennado
,
some time or other

;
yennadu , Telugus in speaking English invariably

always; yenndllu? how long? yenni? put a y before words beginning with
how many, yennu, ear of corn

;
yenta? e and a (English a) and usually before

how much? yentamandi? how many words beginning with i (English e)
;

persons? yenupotu,
buffalo; yeppu- thus ‘average’ is written (in Telugu

daind? ever? yeppudu? when? yera> characters) yevdriji and pronounced
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yavereji
;
apple becomes yapel; Ed-

ward becomes Yedward
;

English
becomes Y’lnglishu; school becomes
isculu and snipe becomes yHsnappu
because euphonic i (in addition to

euphonic y) is inserted before initial s

followed by another consonant.
The following are the few common

words really beginning with y :

yagnyamu, burnt sacrifice. Skt. ;
also

ydgamu. yagnyamu chesedi yedala

svarga bhogamu calugunu, if you per-

form a burnt sacrifice you will win
heaven

;
yagnyamu nimittam ydeh-

inchiy drjinchina sommulo nunchi migul-

tsuconna dru vandala rupayalunu pit-

ladani tandri mogamuna tagulapetti,

mund ento sukha pada valen ani cond
anta dsato dru sanvatsaramida pillanu

cattuconnanu, I went round collecting

for a burnt sacrifice, scraped together

six hundred rupees, sacrificed it to

an earthly father and with heaven-
aspiring hopes of future bliss united

myself in wedlock to a child of six;

yagnyalu modalaina punya caryalu

chesi, svargdnici vellina accada Rambha
modalaina Deva vesyalatd sambhdgam
end

,
mari yemaindv’unnada ?whenyou

have performed sacrifices and other

meritorious acts and have gone to

heaven, do you or do you not obtain

the favours of Rambha and the others

heavenly courtesans ? canyan ichchi

dabbu putstsucunte pdpam unnadi cdni

canyaddnam cheste veyyi yagnyalu
chesina phalam vastund ani sdstralu

chepputu v’unnavi
,

it is a sin to take

money for a virgin but the Scriptures

say that the free gift of a virgin brings

as much merit as a thousand burnt
sacrifices.

Yamudu, the Hindu Pluto, Lord of

death. (He is also called pitriirdja

because he rules over our pitriilu,

ancestors, and dharmaraja
, lord of

justice. He is dreadful to look upon
but his assembly hall shines like bright

gold and^there is neither sorrow there

nor decrepitude, neither is there

hunger or thirst and there are Elysian
fields for the righteous, ’but there are

also punishments for the wicked as

drastic as those of Dante’s Inferno:

the sword-leaved forest, the boiling

stream.) yamacincarutfu, yamaduta
,

angel of death, fiend; cadapata chin-

nadi peddad ai, y’inta cdlamunacu nd
tapamuphalinchenugaddy *ani santdsha

padedu dinamulu vatstsun appatici
,

Daivamu nd meluna tsitchi
,
orva leca

,

y’intici nato cdpuram cheya vachchedu

lopalane danini nd paliti yamaduta-

nuga mdrchi vesinadu, at last, after an
age of hope deferred, when I thought
of recompense and reward for pro-

tracted mortification of the flesh, and
the joyful day had arrived, God cast

a jealous eye on my bliss and sent in

her place a spiteful changeling to live

with me
;
yamaldcamu ,

Yama’s world,

the abode of the dead ;
yamarashtramu

>

Yama’s realm.

yamuna, the river Jumna. Skt.

yantramu, machine, engine, device.

Skt.; also jantramu . The first vowel
is the indefinite vowel and the pro-

nunciation is nearer to yentramu.

mem indulo goppa yantramu chesi-

ndmu; cannu chedarun attugd occa sari

nuru cdsulu tisiconivelli tahdssiluddrigdri

bhdrya chetilo post, macu mini tappa
vere diccu led ani

,
rendu cdllunu pattu~

conndmu
,
we engineered itmostpower-

fully; we took a hundred sovereigns

all at once to dazzle the tahsildar’s

wife and poured them into her palm
and caught her by both legs and said

:

‘you are ouronlyhope, our only refuge’,
yasassu, glory. Skt.

yatha, as. Skt. yatha raja
,

tathd

praja, as the king, so his people (quid-

quid delirant reges plectuntur Achivi)

;

yatKdcramamugd,yathdpracdramu>ya-
thavidhigd, as before, orderly, duly,

properly; pelli yemi y’ibbandi Ucundd
yathavidhigd zarigi poyindi

,

the mar-
riage was performed without a hitch
and with ritual precision

;
yathdsthiti

,

the previous condition, the status quo
ante

;
a legal expression,

yatnamu, effort. Skt. More com-
monly prayatnamu. Daiva yatnamu

,

effort of Providence (the fingerofGod)

.

yauvanamu, youth. Skt. (yuvai)

yemi marina
,

y’ippatiti ni rupamu
yawoana purushulcmu vivahdnic dcar-

shintse laguni v*unnadi gdni
}
marivaca



z
This letter is confused in the Telugu
script with j and j7i. It is also substi-

tuted in writing for ts for supposed
euphony as in zalunu, it is enough,
for tsdlunu

.

zabba, shoulder. Also zebba.

zabbu, weakness, illness, sluggishness,

zabbuga, ill. peddamaniski: i gadi-

ydram oca purushantaram varacn pani
chestimd ani ckeppi ichchdu; appude
agi poyindi. ammevadu : mini gadiya-
ram conn appudu zabbuga canipinch-

dru
,
anducheta atla cheppdnu. Gentle-

man : When I bought this watch you
said it would last a lifetime : it stopped
at once. Watchmaker: I only said that

because you looked ill at the time.

vantlo is often added
;
vantlo zabbuga

(ill in the body),
zabbupaduta, to be ill.

zada, plait (of hair or straw) ;
alsojada.

zadipintsuta, to frighten, nenu avi-

denu zadipintsa ledu, dvidenu tsuchi

nine zadusu cunnanu, I didn’t frighten

her, it was I that was afraid when I

saw her.

zadivana, storm of rain, heavy rain.

zadigadpu, hurricane,

zadiyuta, to be afraid, ymuganu*
yeccinavadu cucca cutacu zadiyadu, a

man on an elephant won’t be afraid

of a dog’s bark ;
rotlo hurra petti rocati

debbacu zadisin attu, like the man who
put his head in a mortar and was then
afraid of the blow of the pestle (rash-

ness and afterthought bringing trouble

on oneself)
;
zadiya valasina pani ledu,

there is no reason to be afraid ; tsappu-

ducu zadisi, afraid at the noise
;
palle-

tullaldni caranalu rahitulu ifurucunn

attiPpatna vasdlald vdllu v’urucoru, the

placid contentment of village curnams
and ryots will not be found among
the inhabitants of towns who are not
afraid of us; manam tinnagd v’unte

yevarici zadiyan accara ledu
,
he who

walks uprightly need fear no one {chi

non li fa non li teme
,
no wrong no

fear). The word is sometimes pro-

nounced and written jhadiyuta.

zadupu, fear.

zaftu, zafti, distraint. Hindustani,
zagadamu, dispute.

*

zagamu, world. Skt. Used chiefly in
compounds. zagamutalli

y the world’s
Mother, is Lakshmi; zagarautu, the
world’s knight; zaganmohini, the
world’s sweetheart (the cinema antici-

pated, vixere formosae ante Mariam
Pickford) . Also jagamu, jagattu .

zagannadhudu, zagannadhudu,
Juggamaut, Lord of the world, the
famous Puri Vishnu, under the wheels
of whose car many found salvation

in death
; zagam erigina brahmanunici

zandem ela? the worldwise brahmin
needs no sacred thread (good wine
needs no bush).
zalacamuj water, a bath. Skt.; also

jalamuy jalacamu.
zalaga, leech. The first a is the in-

definite vowel and the pronunciation
is nearer to zelaga.

zalleda, sieve.

zallintsuta, to sift in a sieve,

zallumanuta, to shudder, to thrill ; also

spelt jhallumanuta.
zalubu, cold in the head,
zalubucheyuta, to catch a cold.

vdnici zalubu chesindi
,
he has caught

a cold.

zama, collection of money, credit as

opposed to debit (khartsu) in accounts.
Hindustani.
zamacattuta, to credit, yenta sommu
vachchinddo canftccunevd.ru yevaru ?

iyana daya talachi chitthanu yenta
zama cadite anta, who is to know
how much money has come in? You
can only see what he has been pleased
to credit in the day-book; i paicamu
napera zamaca.ttum.Uy please carry this

to my credit.

zam&bandi, jamabandi, the Col-
lector’s annual settlement &f accounts

with the ryots under the ryotvari

system. Hindustani. As the land-tax

was fixed long ago this is now an
interesting but useless survival. The
Collector only meets the village

Eez
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officers. The Collector used to travel

with his whole staff and thereby an
additional heavy tax was laid on the
villages, i zamdbandi yeppudu viragad
autundo ? anni y’ippude vastavi. ava-
tala^ grdmamlo dastu ckesi Delta
Syuparintendentu mukhanni postene

cdni polaloci vacca tsucca niru rddu.
ivatcda zamabandi khartsulu dastu
cheyya valenu. gorutsuttu mida rocati

potu padd attu sarcdru cisti cuda
y’ippudu vachckindi. (Village head-
man speaking): Pray God we’ll soon
be rid of this cursed jamabandi, the
pilfering dalait-man and plundering
sibbandi; and all the damned collec-

tions all come, the devil take ’em, a-

hustling one another. First and most
important, the Delta Superintendent
must get his bribe unshorten’d. Sup-
pose I pays a pie less than what he
thinks I oughter, our fields of paddy
won’t get a single drop of water. I

must get money too for the cursed
jamaband, Sir; and then on top of all

comes the dashed sarcar demand, Sir.

zamakhartsu, income and expendi-
ture, profit and loss, credit and debit.

zamakhartsu pustacamunu Usi patra-

mulu tiruga veyutsu, taking his ledger

out and turning the pages,

zami, zamidari, zammu, zatmn-
dari, landed estate. Hindustani.
These are estates held on permanent
as opposed to ryotvari tenure,

zaminddrudu, holder of a perman-
ently settled landed estate. The
feminine is zaminddrini, crindi tsupulu

tsuputsu, oca chetito misamu vadi
veyutsu

,
rendava cKetito bozza nimuru-

conutsu, zaminddruduvd.ru pravesin-

tsutsunnaru, enter my lord zamindat
with disdainful looks, one hand twist-
ing his moustachios, the other hand
stroking his stomach,
zammu, bulrush.
zandna, zenana, harem. Hindustani;
also janana.

zaucu, hesitation, fear, zancu lecunda
matlddutdnu, I will speak without
fear or hesitation.

zancuta, to fear, to hesitate, to shake.
nichchena zancutsunnadi

, the ladder is

shaky.

zandemu,zandhyamu, sacred thread.

The brahmins wear this; so do the

artisans (goldsmiths, &c.) who call

themselves Visva Brahmins, dchdrya

vyavahardlu leca pote yH brahmani-
camu yenducu? meUo zandhydlu yen-

ducu? tisi cucca meflo veyya rddu? but
for customary observances what is

brahminhood? What are the sacred

threads around our necks for? We
might as well take them off and tie

them on dogs’ necks, zagam erigina

brahmanunici zandem ela? good wine
needs no bush,

zanta, a pair.

zantinchi matladuta, to string words
together, to jabber,

zantuta, to be strung together,

zanumu, the jute-plant,

zanupunara, jute fibre from zanumu
,

jute, and nara, fibre, zanupunara pitsu

vale gaddamUy a beard the colour of

jute.

zapti, distraint. Hindustani; also

zaftiy zaftu .

zaptizavanu, bailiff,

zaraguta, zaruguta, to move, to pass,

to happen, to go on, to be finished . ani
t

zaragutsunnddu, as he spoke he stepped
forward; bhuctici zaragaca

,
not being

able to manage for food
;
valla lecundd

v'utsavalu zaragavu,
without them

**
festivals will not be properly con-
ducted; atithi: macu akharu vindu
yeppudandi ? peddamanishi : inddca
zariginde . Guest: When is our last

meal? Gentleman: The last is over,

zaraputa, zaruputa, to pass (time),

to perform; causal of zaraguta. yecd-
dasi vratam niyamamga zarapa valenu

,

the eleventh day fast must be properly
performed.

zari, gold or silver lace,

zarigintsuta, to conduct, to execute,

carry on. •

zarimana, a fine. Hindustani; also

zulmana, jarimdnd.
zarugubatu, subsistence; also zarugu-
badi.

zaruru, urgent. Hindustani,
zata, a pair.

zatapaduta, to pair off, to agree, to

unite, vdnici zatapadindru
,
they joined

him.
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zatti, a contract. Hindustani, dhd-
nyarn zatti putstsucuntaru

,
they take

grain contracts.

zattu, party, clique, team, ma zattulo

cottavdttanu chertsnco ciidadu
, we

don’t want new members in our
party; i v’dllo pokhiril andaru zattu
v'unnaru

,
all the blackguards in this

village have formed a clique; cricettu

zattu
,
a cricket team,

zava, frame, zavacattuta, to frame.
zavadatuta, to transgress, disobey,

zavabu, answer. Hindustani; also

javabu. yeduru zavabu, back-chat,
zav&budari, responsibility. Hindu-
stani. rupayici mdtrame nenu zavabu-

dart chestanu
,

I will be responsible
only for one rupee; zavdbuddri pani
anta nddi

,
I take the whole responsi-

bility.

zav£buddril6ni, non-liability. A legal

term.
zavabudarudu, person responsible,

surety. Hindustani,
zavabunivisu, zavabuvisu, clerk.

Hindustani. This is an obsolete word.
It is used in the old records of the
clerks who wrote down the Collector’s

orders or replies (zavdbulu).

zavanu, peon, bailiff, constable; also

javdnu. zapti zavanu voll anta chema-
tulu pattet attuga parugettutu v’un-,

nadu , the bailiff comes running all of
a sweat.

zawanamu, youth. Corrupt Skt., cf.

yuva. Also javvanamu.
zawani, damsel. Also zavaralu

,
cf.

yuvati. Also javvani.
zabita, list. Hindustani, rimish&narla

zdbita taydru cheyintsadamlo cavala-
sin anta sommu rabatta vatstsunu

,
we

can make quite a tidy sum when
we come to prepare the remission
list.*

zabu, letter. Hindustani,
zada, trace, clue, track, adugula zdda

,

footsteps; vidu tandri zadagd n'un-

nadu
,
he is cut on his father’s pattern

;

zd’dagd chepputa, to supply, a clue;

mi zdda vetuccuntu yHccadici paru-

gettucuni vachchinanu, I have come
running here on your tracks; itactu

vaca vela mana zdda tiyyaddnici

pampinchina veguvddai vhinda vats-

tsunu
,
he may be a spy sent out to

trace us.

zadi, a jar.

zadintsuta, to flap, to twit, codi recca

-

lanu zadintsutsunnadi, the fowl is

flapping its wings ; nenu vaninh dit-

tamgd zadinchinanu, I ticked him off

properly.
zaga, room, space.

zagaramu, vigil, nenu pinuguto zagd-
ram chesin attu tellavarin daca melucd
ledu, I can’t lie awake till dawn like a
man watching a corpse

; Devudu gul-

laHo divuUanu rati bommal antdru;
zdgardlu cheste vallu zabbu chestund
antdru

,
they (Europeans) call the

gods in the temples stone images;
they say keeping vigils is bad for the
health.

zag&rticata, wakefulness,
zagu, delay,

zajicaya, nutmeg. Skt.

zala, fishing-net.

zalacarra, open-work in stone, tracery.
zdH, pity, love, vacilu: ori donga

, nenu
yHchchinadi cdca pote ntcu y*inca dabb
evaru istdru ra? gumdsta: yevaru
y’istard ? mi partllu y*istdru; vdru mi
svabkdvam yeruguduru ganuca nd mida
zali talachi yemaina y’istu v’untaru.
Pleader: Thief, if I don’t give you
money, who will? Pleader’s Clerk:
Who will give it? Why, your clients.

They know your character and take
pity on me and give me something
or other, papam vinini tsuste nacu zali

vestu v'unnadi
,

I pity him; itanici

chevudu ravadam tsuste zali vestu

v'unnadi, I pity him for being deaf.

ocadu: Lacshmayya tsustS ndcu zdli

vdstundi. incodu: yenducu? ocadu:
lLacshmayya yidu bhdshalu ndrtsucon-

nadu. chesucunna pellam atadini occa

mat aind mdtladan iyyadu . First

Hindu: I pity Lakshmayya. Second
Hindu: Why? First Hindu: Laksh-
mayya has learnt seven languages but
his wife won’t let him get in a word in

any of them,
zalu, stream, rivulet,

zalunu, it is enough for tsdlunu.

zama, guava; also jema.
zamindaru, surety,

zaminu, bail, security. Hindustani.
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adhicamaina zdminu

,

additional se-

curity. In the Ceded Districts a ryot-

vari holding. They say nd zdminu

,

my land, instead of nd jirdyati.

Zamimicattu, bail-bond.
z&m«i, watch (period of time). The
day is divided into four watches. The
first watch ends about 9 a.m., the

second at noon, the third about

3 p.m., the last at sunset, the night is

similarly divided. So rendu zamulu
is midday or midnight ;

tellavari

zamuna is the morning. Witnesses in

court usually reckon time by zamus.'

zarichembu, pot with a spout. Also
written jhdrichembu.
zarudu, adulterer; also jarudu. Skt.

The feminine is zarini, jarini, adul-

teress, prostitute, zdrinula vadda
sangitam v’undadam cheta cula stril adi

nickamgd yenchi, sangitam nertsucoca

povadam valla purushidu sangitanic a§a
padi vesyalu sangitdnm purushulanu
tama valalo pada vesucovaddnici sa-

dhanamga chesucovadanni
,
tatastham

autic v’unnadi, music being the pro-
vince of prostitutes our women look
upon it as low and won’t practise it;

and the men go to courtesans’ houses
after music and then fall into the net
spread by the courtesans, who use
music as a means of subjugation,

zarugochi, slip-truss. It is supposed
to be improper, mivddu mokhanni
vibhuti pettadu

,
zarugochi pettutddu;

monna budsula zodu toducconi patta
pagain vidhild nunchi vellutu v’unte

nenu calldri tsuchinanu

,

your boy does
not powder his face with ashes. He
wears a slip-truss. The other day I saw
him with my own eyes going down
the street in broad daylight in boots*,

zarumudi, slip-knot; from zdruta
,
to

slip, and mudi, knot, adi zdrumudi
cadd ? cddu, gatti mudi, is that a slip-

knot? No, a firm knot,
zdruta, to slip; zdra vidutsuta, to let

slip; zdrutundi
,

it is slippery; talacu
zdru debSa tagilindi

,
a glancing blow

on the head
;
buradalo cdlu zdri pad-

dddu, he lost his footing in the mud

;

cdlu zarite tisuco vatstsunu gdni noru
zarite tisuco cudadu

,
a slip of the foot

may be recovered but not a slip of the

tongue (il vaut mieux glisser du pied
que de la langue).

zava, gruel.

zebba, shoulder. Sometimes written

zabba. The vowel is indeterminate
between a and e. zabbapushti, mus-
cular strength, zebbayemuca

,
the

shoulder-blade.
zelaga, leech

;
sometimes written

zalaga
,
the vowel being indeterminate.

Also jelaga.

zompamu, cluster oftwigs orbamboos

.

zonna, the great millet, cholum in Tamil
and Anglo-Indian, jozuari in Anglo-
Indian Hindustani; for the grain the
plural zonnalu is used, moccazonna,

maize; zonna is a hardy crop. As the
proverb says : cshanamuna zonna

,

varshamuna vadlu, paddy when there

is rain, when there is none cholum.
zocottuta, to hush (a child),

zocyamu, connexion, business, inter-

ference, concern; also zoli
,
jocyamu ,

dyana ye zocyamu caluga chesucocundd
yevaru vachchina

,
mdtladutu

,
riishi Idgu

yeppudu puranalu mundu pettucuni
tsaduvucuntu curtsuntddu

,
he always

sits reading with the Puranas in front
of him like a rishi and has no dealings
with any one who comes and talks;

miruzocyam caluga chesucocapillavdnni

f
nenu penchin att allapentsan iste, if you
will mind your own business and leave
the rearing of the child to me

; indulo
nacu zocyam ledu is what the Collector
says when petitioners bring a petition
about a matter for the civil courts or
the taluk boards; it is no concern of
mine*; nivu yevari zdcyamunacu villa
cudadu

,
keep yourself to yourself.

zodmtsuta,to join, to clasp
;
from,zodu,

pair, chetulu zodintsuta, to fold the
hands (as in namascdramu, salutation),

zodu, pair, sancella zoclu, a pair ot
fetters; (cheppula) zodu, pair or pat-
tens; (suldchanamula) zddu, pair of
spectacles.

z61i, concern, business, connexion;
also zocyamu. vdni zolici po vaddu,
have nothing to do with him; adi nl
zdli cddu

, that is no concern of yours

;

ni zdli ndc accara ledu, I don’t want
to have anything to do with you; a
v’uttaram zdli manqc enducu

?

what
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have we to do with that letter? d
pitstsavddu nd zolici radu le, I am
not concerned with that lunatic; nd
zolici yevaru rd cudadu

,

I won’t have
any one meddling.

zoriga, gadfly, simhamu pacca zoriga

undina madiri
i like the gadfly near the

lion (safety near the strong).

z6ru, force, violence. yH desamulo
ativdguduvdUa gadabida zdriga v’unn-

adi, the extremists are making much
noise in this country,
zosyamu, astrology. Skt.

zosyudu, astrologer,

zo zo, hush hush; onomatopoeic,
zulmana, fine. Hindustani; also zari-

mdnd
,
jarimdnd. mejistretu zulmana

veste Gavarnamentuvarici Idbham calu-

gutundi
,
magisterial fines are Govern-

ment revenue; chharji shitu chesipadi
rupdyalu zulmana myinchindru

,
they

put in a charge-sheet and got a fine of

Rs. 10 imposed.
zum, hum; onomatopoeic, tenetiga

zumcaram cheyutsunnadi,
bees hum.

zuxmu, honey-comb, cheese, any close-

pressed article ofdiet, pulizunnu, tiger’s

milk cheese (an unobtainable luxury). 1

zurruta, to suck up. vddu paraman-
?iamu zurrutsunnddu

,

he is sucking up
the milk-rice.

zuttu, the top-knot worn by men
;
con-

venient to catch hold of in a fight.

zuttu patti sommu adiginddu
,

he
pressed him for payment (taking him
by the hair); zuttu pattuconi vanga
tiyutsunnddu ,

he has got him by the
top-knot and is bending him down,
zudamu, gambling. Corrupt Skt. for

dyutam. zudamu
,
panamu, asatyamu

modalaina dushcarya?mdu, gambling,
•drink, untruthfulness, and the rest of
the vices.

ziidamaduta, to gamble, zudamddi
rozucu ndlugu rupdyalu gelustanu,

I win four rupees a day at games of
chance.
zudari, gambler.
zulu, mane. The Anglo-Indian jool

for horse-cloth is derived from this,

zuputa, euphonic for tsuputa, to show
This is not misapplied euphony.
Telugu is spoilt by its harsh ts and ch.

Could anything be uglier than tsiitsu-

tsu , seeing, the present participle of
tsutsuta, to see?



APPENDIX
Familiar phrases with the nearest equivalents in Telugu,

A
He & abroad, vadu paradesam and
unnddu.
The food does not agree with him, i

tindi vanici gittadu.

Agreeing like cats and dogs, nippucu
nillacu v'unde snehamu.
Alpha and omega, ddyantdlu.

An anatomy (thin man), guntanacca. ~

An angel of death, mriityu devata.

My good angel, na paliti daivamu.
Anno Domini, ana.

In the article of death, maranavasthalo .

Asking for trouble, tongunna suncari

tala muta dimpum annattu.

B
Back-chat, yeduru zavabu.
Bag and baggage, muta mulle.

His bark is worse than his bite, morige

cucca carava neradu.

On his beam ends, tsuda tsuttamu,

mocca daivamu ledu.

Every one must bear his own cross,

yevari mUalo vdre munaga valenu.

To make a beast of oneself, gaddi tinuta.

Beating about the bush, tsallacu vach-

chi munta datsuconn attu (hiding the

pot when you have come for the

buttermilk).

Don’t believe all you hear, vinnavi anni

visvasintsa rddu.

Benefits are soon forgotten, yeppati melu
appatice.

Better late than nevar, puttina y’innal-

lacu purushudu yagnyamu chisinddu.

Between the devil and the deep sea*

venucacu vellite tannu
,
mundu vaste

potu.

Between you and me, yH sangati mana
y’iddarilone v'unda valenu sumi.

Billing and cooing, chandra chacdra
nydyamu (the way of the partridge
with the moon).

I haven’t told a little bird, vacca
pittato cheppa ledu.

Killing two birds with one stone, mana-

madu nertsucunn atlu, avvacu durada
tirin attu (like the boy who scratched

his granny’s back by writing his

lessons on it), eca criyd dvyarthacdri.

Birds of a feather flock together, natta-

gullal anni vaca revuna, mutyapu chip-

pal anni vaca revuna (all the common
shells on one bank, all the pearl

oysters on another), niru niru vancane

pdrutundi (water flows to water).

The biter bit, ecdrintsu poyi velladla

paddad ata (went up to mock and
fell on his back).

Biting off more than you can chew,

dcali dcasam anta, gontuca sudi bessam
anta (hunger as high as heaven, a

gullet the size of a needle’s eye).

He looked black at me, nannu tsuchi

mukham madchinddu.

Blessed are the meek, ahimsa parama
dharmam.
In the land of the blind the one-eyed
man is king, turucalu leni v'ulld Dude-

culavddu Sahib Miyya.
His blood was up, vanici vdllu mandi-
nadi.

Blow upon blow, trouble upon trouble,

gorutsuttu pai rocati potu (the blow of
a pestle on a whitlow).

A blow for a blow, vetacu vetu.

Great boaster, little doer, matalu copalu

ddtutavi, cd.Ua cadapa data leva (his

words breach forts, his feet do not pass
his threshold).

Burning your boats behind you, yeru
ddti teppa tagala vesinattu.

A bollHxom the blue, adhattuga vach-

china pidugu.

To bore to death, pranamu tiyuta (take

one’s life).

Bom with a silver spoon in one’s
mouth, puttubhdghi. r
He who goes a-borrowing goes a-

sorrowing, yeruvu sommu paruvu
chetu.

A bragadoccio, yugdlandti Yudhish-

tkarudu.

I haven’t a brass farthing, ndcu guddi
gavva Udu .

Brave heart in old body, mudi mdnu
cMva (the core ofan old tree is sound).



Broad daylight, pattapagalu.
A broken reed, munaga comma.
You brute! pasuprdyadavd !

To bubble over with joy, santosham
anta pongiporli povuta.
He is busy, pani mida v’unnaru.
But me no buts, ni canulu ginulu
duramga pettu.

Butter won’t melt in his mouth, venna
pettite minga ledu.

Let bygones be bygones, poyyed- elld

pon i.

C
Capping a story, idugd pul ante adugo
toe annattu.

I don’t care a bit, nac emi laeshyam ledu.

A cat’s paw, savati bidda cheyyi (step-

child’s hand).
Like cats and dogs, nippucu nillacu

v’unde sneham (the friendship of fire

and water).

To rain cats and dogs, cumbhapotaga
curiyuta (to rain pitchers).

Castles in the air, gontemma coricalu.

He will catch it, talam pattistadu (catch

the cymbal).
Caught between two fires, mundarici
vaste goyyi, venaccu pdte nuyyi (a pit

before, a well behind).
To rise to celebrity, vdsic eccuta

.

Charity begins at home, tana talupu tisi
,

porigintici petti
,

ratri anta cuccalu

tolutu ciirtsunn attu (lent his neigh-
bour his front door and spent the

night chasing dogs away).
Cheese-paring, tarimidi pattin appudu
rdlinapodum v’uricepo ledu (collecting

the lathe shavings).

Taking the chestnuts out of £Ke fire,

tana cheyyi cdlutund ani
,
savatibidda

chetitd caliya pettinad ata (thinking

it would burn her own hand she made
the stepchild put her hand in).

Shf has neither chick nor child, ddnici

biddapdpulu leru.

Stop your clack, ni lodaloda mdnu.
To clinch a bargain, heram dduta.

Clotted nonsense, unmatta pralapa-

mulu.
No concern of yours, m zoli cadu.

Cut your coat according to your cloth,

caligite cdllu muyyi
}
leca pdte mocallu

muyyi (cover your feet if you can
;

if

not, your knees), ayamu telisi vya-
yamu (knowing your income your
expenditure)

.

The cobbler’s wife is the worst shod,
mddigavadi alu modi cdlici cheppu ledu.

He paid them in their own coin, sarici

sari chesinadu . ^

To come down in the world, hina
dasacu vatstsuta. metta nallu poyi-
naviy chetta nallu vachchinavi (mattress
days are gone, straw days have come).
A great come-down, an anti-climax,
diviti cinda dipalu.

He commands respect, vdnici mdta
sdgutundi.

Conceited ass! pogardbotu vedhava!
I count on your kindness, mi dayanu
nammucunnanu .

Counting your chickens before they
are hatched, puttani biddacuperupettu-
tddu (or pusalu cattin attu), naming
(or putting beads on) the unborn
child, alu ledu

,
tsiilii ledu

,
coducu peru

Somalingam (no wife, no conception,
but the child’s name is Somalingam).
chelo patti v'undagdne Pdlici mudu
mitllu

,
nacu dru mullu annattu (like

the man who said three ells of cloth
for Poli and three for me when the
cotton was still on the field).

They can’t put two coppers together,
vallacu nalugu dabbulu yeruedvadam
cheta cadu.

You have got the credit, nicu peru dac-
cinadi.

All the credit and none of the work,
amarchinaddntlo attagdru velu petti-

nadi (the mother-in-law put her finger

into the dish the daughter-in-law had
prepared).
To creep like an ant, ckima lagu prd

-

. cuta.

He is crestfallen, vdni moham mddi-

poyindi (or chinnapoyindi).

Criticism is very easy, nerasulu vedaci-

pattuta telica.

Crocodile tears, atta tsaste codalu yed-
chin attu (like the daughter-in-law
crying at her mother-in-J^w’s death).

Every man has to bear his own cross.

yevari paigudda vdrici baruve (every

one’s mantle is heavy to himself).

yevari nillalo varu munaga vale (every

one has to bathe in his own water).
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The crow thinks her own bird fairest,

cdcipilla cacici muddu.
As the crow flies, caci vale siitigd pate.

Crying before you are hurt, cottuca
munupe yedtsuta .

Crying over spilt milk, aina panici
chir&inchevadu alpa buddhi galavadu.
Much cry and little wool, utta godducu
ampul eccuva (the barren cow lows
loudest).

To pass current, chelluta.

D
To look daggers, urimi tsutsuta (tp

look thunder).
Dancing to his tune, vadu padinadi
pdta, adinadi ata .

In mortal danger, pranamu midici

vachchindi.

A Daniel come to judgement, Briiha-
spiti.

Any day will do, aite adivaram
,
cacunte

somavaram.
Day or night; repo mapo.
Wishing himself dead, jivanici v’usiU
rum antu.

Deep sleep,gddha nidra.

To run like a deer, ledi lagu parugettuta.
In the seventh heaven of delight,

bramhdnandamgd v’unnadi.
Possessed by a devil, dayyamu pattina.

Diamond cut diamond, mani manito
coyya valenu.

A diamond on a dunghill, cuppalo
manicyam.

Dignity and decorum, paruvu pratish-

thd.

Dignity and impudence, yenuguni tsuchi

cuccalu moriginattu (like dogs barking
at an elephant). 0
A dinner of herbs where love is,

prititd pettinadi pidicedi tsalunu.

Throw dirt and some will stick, pai-
padda mdta

> madi padda nillu potava ?
(the word let fali, the water iet into the
seed-bed).

Distance lends enchantment to the
view, durapu condalu nanupu (distant
hills are smooth).
Documentary support, dastavizula
ddhdramu.
To go to the dogs, bhrashtai povuta.
Dog-tired, visigi vesari.

Let sleeping dogs lie, tungunna suncari

tala muta dimpum annattu (like the
man who asked the sleeping toll-

keeper to give him a hand with his

head-bundle).
Give a dog a bad name and hang him,
vachchina vadu tsachchind podu (a bad
name will stick to you till you die).

Down and out, tsuda tsuttamu
,
mocca

daivamu ledu (no relation to see, no
God to call upon).
On a downhill course, cshina da§alo.

He dotes on her, dani mida prdnamulu
vidustadu (he gives out his life on her).

The only drawback, unna lopam alia .

Dressed up to one’s eyes, talacu min-

china veshdlu vesi.

I gave him a good dressing down,
vanini dittamgd zddinchindnu .

To be drowned in a sea of sorrows,

duhkha samudramlo munigi povuta .

E
To set by the ears, potilu peltuta .

Too many for an embassy, too few for

an army, gochici pedda
,
angavastra-

mucu chinna (big for a loin-cloth,

small for a mantle).

Eyes have they but they see not, they
have ears but they hear not, cani
guddi

,
vini chevudu.

Within eyeshot, tsupu mera duramlo.

F
His face fell, vani mocam mudi poyindi.
Fair and foul, fair means or foul,

nydyabhayamulu (fair words and
threats), uppani mdta cheppiy tsappani
mdta cheppi (saying salt words, saying
insipid words).

Fallings into your own trap, yevaru
travvucunna gotilo vare paddattu.

Falling out of the frying-pan into the
fire, mundara pallam

t
venuca mitta

(precipice in front, cliff behind), adi
dummu (dust) idi cummu (ashes), c

Familiarity breeds contempt, ati pari-

chaya avagnyata (Skt.). perati chettu

mandacu rddu (the tree that grows in
your backyard is no good for medi-
cine).

His father’s son, a tandri coducu.
There is no one without faults, tappuli-

nivdru dharanilo leru .

Do me the favour, daya cheyyandi.
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Having no fear of God or man, iha-
paradulacu veraca.

Feast one day, physic the next, oca
nadu vinduy oca nddu mandu.
You could have knocked me down
with a feather, piduguvanti vartama-

namu (news like a thunderbolt).
A poor feeder, sucshma bhojanudu.
Sitting on the fence, goda midi pilli (the
cat on the wall).

A fig for . . ., yedisinatte v'unnadi.
The finger of God, Daiva yatnamu.
Pouring oil on the flames, agnilo ajyam
(Skt. for ghee) posinattu.

The flame of passion, camagni.
All flesh is grass, deham nirubugga
vantidi (the body is like a water-
bubble).
A fly in a spider’s web, sdlegiitlo padda
yHga.
A reproof entereth more into a wise
man than a hundred stripes into a
fool, manchivdnici mdte mandu (a

word is medicine to a good man).
A fool’s mouth calleth for stripes,

ndluca, ndluca
,

vipucu debbalu teca

(tongue, tongue, do not bring blows
on my back).

Fools laugh at their own sport, yevari
verri vdrici dnandam (every one’s folly

is pleasant to him).
(Famine) my foot, cshdmalu gimdlu.
Fortunatus’s cap, ivi mdnu (the tree

that gives all one wishes).

Fortune favours the brave, dhairyam
sarvatra sddhacamu (a Skt. proverb
meaning ‘courage is always a means
of success’).

They poked fun at him, vdnini yegata-

lici pattinchinaru.

Your funeral, not mine, yevari nittalo

vdre munaga valena (every one must
dip in his own water).

What a fuss! yenta brahmdndam!

G
No gains without pains, cashti phali.

(A Skt. proverb meaning ‘from labour

fruit’.)

All his geese are swans, td valasinadi

Rambha y
td munaginadi Ganga (his

sweetheart is a Rhamba, his river is the

Ganges).

I can’t get on without it, idi lenidi ndcu
agadu.
They don’t get on, vdrici vdrici posaga
ledu (cittadu ).

Looking a gift-horse in the mouth,
punyanici putted iste pitstsa cuntsam
ani picid adin attu (like the mah who
fought about the measure being false

when they gave him a quarter of grain
gratis).

Give a dog a bad name and hang him,
vachchina vadu tsachchind podu.
Giving yourself away, gummadicdyalu
donga ante bhuzalu tane patti tsiitsu-

cunnadu (feeling your own shoulders
when pumpkin-tHef is mentioned).
God sendeth rain on the just and on
the unjust, varici vaca vand

y
v'udacu

vaca vdna ? (is there one rain for rice

and another for weeds?).
God knoweth the secrets of the heart,

loguttu PermnaUacu yeruca.

God’s own country, carmabhumi
(India).

God’s truth, Rama vdcyam.
A God-given opportunity, daivicamga
labhinchina samayam.

All is not gold that glitters, calla pasidici

canti mendu (false gold glitters most).
The Golden Age, criitayugamu.

The good old times, vachchS cdlamu
canna vachchina cdlamu melu (the past
is better than the future).

It is all for your good, id anta ni bagu
cosame.
Good wine needs no bush, zagam
erigina brahmanunici zandem eld ? (the

experienced Brahmin needs no sacred
thread).

To return goochfor evil, apacarid upa-
cdramu.

.Killing the goose that lays the golden
eggs, podugu cosi pdlu tagin attu (like

cutting the udder to get at the milk).

What he says is gospel, Vissanna ckep-

pinadi Veda.
Teach your grandmother to suck eggs,

tatacu dagga nerpa valend ?

In their gratitude is our great reward,
vari crutagnyatalo md y

yuttama prati-

phalamu.
On this side of the grave, iham andu.

A Gretna Green marriage, Gandharva
vivdhamu,
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One foot in the grave, cdtici callu tsa-

tsuconi (stretching the feet towards the
cemetery), uru pomm antundi, cadu
ramrn antundi (the village says ‘go’,

the cemetery says ‘come’).
Grinding his teeth, pandlu patapata
corucuzsu.

Ground and glebe, mdnydlu mallu .

I will be on my guard, ndjdgrata mida
v'untdnu.

H
The playwithout Hamlet, divvena tisina

gudu (the niche without the lamp)

.

Hand and glove, chandra chacora
nydyamuga (like the moon and the

partridge).

I don't care a hang, ndcu ventruca
matram (the measure of a hair to me).

Hard words break no bones, titti tsach-

chinavadu ledu (no one yet died of
hard words).

I will settle your hash, ni pani patti-

stdnu.

Make hay while the sun shines, gdli

vachchin appudu turpara pattuco
valenu (winnow when the wind
comes).
No two heads are made alike, burracu
vaca gunamu

.

My head swims, na tala tirugutundi

(itirugutsunnadi)

.

It has gone to my head, talac ecdnadi.
Without head or tail, tala toca lent.

Burying your head in the sand, pilli

candlu musuconi pdlu tdguta (the cat

drinking milk with its eyes shut).

Heart of oak, mudi manu cheva.

To work with heart and soul, ollu

vancki pani cheyyut<P.

To set one’s heart on, manassu pattuta.

A merry heart goes all the way, santo—
sham sagam balamu (joy is half one’s
strength).

My heart was in my mouth, ndpranamu
talladillinadi.

Better a dinner of herbs where love is

than a stalled ox and hatred thereby,
pritito pettinadi pidic ede tsdlunu (a

handful is enough if given with love).

Herculean labours, Bhagiratha prayat-
namulu.
Where shall I hide my head ? ye boccalo
durutdnu?

Hidebound (conservative), gaddacat-
tina (cansarvativu)

.

Hoist with your own petard, yevaru
travvucunna gdtilo vdre paddattu (like

a man falling into a trap-pit he has dug
himself).

Byhook orby crook, nydyabhayamuluga.
Putting the cart before the horse, gur~

ramu tocanu callemu pettinattu (like

putting the bridle on the horse’s tail).

House and home, illtlvdciU.

He has cleaned me out of house and
home, illu gulla ainadi.

A house-warming, griihapravesamu.

Humble pie, cuccina penu (a crushed
louse).

Hunger is the best sauce, acali ruchi

yerugadu (hunger does not distinguish

tastes).

To hunt high and low, nalumukhdla
vetucuta.

Holding with the hare and hunting
with the hounds, intivanni lepi donga
chetici carra y’ichchin attu (like waking
the master and giving the thief a stick).

I

That will cut no ice, d pappu uducadu
(that porridge won’t boil).

Idleness is the root of all evil, durmdrga-
munacu tandri baddhacamu.
He is seriously ill, atanici vollu baluvugd
nhmnadi (his body is heavy).

To take a thing ill, patiga pattuta. ,

He is the image of his father, vdda
tandri atstsu.

He is in for it, adi vanidi tappadu.

The Iron Age, caliyngamu .

J

Jack of all trades and master of none,
ubhaya bhrashtutvam y’upparasanya-

sitvam (navvydom and halidom, Jack
of two trades and master of neither;

of a navvy turned sanyasi).

I will dust your jacket for you, ni

dummu duluputanu.

To beat to a jelly, pindi pindugd dan-
tsuta (to beat to a paste).

Job’s comforters, drchevdm gdni tirche-

varu leru (people who allay but do not
assuage).

Justice incarnate, Nydyamurti.



K
Keep yourself to yourself, yevari zocya-
munacu vellacu.

We keep ourselves to ourselves, parayi-

vdllato sahavasam cheyyamu .

To kick over the traces, haddu miri
pravartintsuta .

Woe to thee, O land, when thy king is a
child, baku ndyacam

,
stri ndyacam,

bdla ndyacam (the rule of many, of a
woman, of a child).

Kith and kin, tsuttapaccamulu.

L
Golden lads and lasses, bangaru chin-

navdllu.

It’s a long lane that has no turning,
chicati connallu vennela connallu.

Laughing in his sleeve, Idlopala navutu.
His word is law, ayana matacu yeduru
ledu (there is no gainsaying him).
Nandi ante Nandi

,
pandi antepandi (if

he says it is Siva’s bull it is Siva’s

bull, if he says it is a pig it is a pig).

To give a leg up, paid legatiyuta. t*

"On his last legs, tsuda tsuttamu
,
mocca

daivamu ledu (no relation to call on,

no God to call upon).
To lend an ear, chevi ogguta.

The lesser evil, guddilo mella (better

squint than be blind).

One lie makes many, oca abaddhamu
cammadanacu veyyi abaddhalu ad
valenu.

To~iie like a trooper, yugala nati Yud-

hishtharudu.

Life is sweet to all, yevari prdnamu
vdrici tipu.

While there is life there is hope,
prdnamu vhinde varacu bhaySnu ledu.

What is life without honour? manamu
poyina venuca pranam enducu?
Though it cost me my life, nd prdnamu
poyind.

It dame to light, baitabadinadi.

Lightly come,
_

lightly go, vachchina
ddvani potundi.

Falling into the lion’s mouth, daga
poyi, talari yHntld durindd ata (going

to hide he got into the policeman’s
house).

Putting your head into the lion’s

mouth, rotlo hurra pettuta (putting

your head into the mortar).

Half a loaf is better than no bread,
guddilo mella (better squint than be
blind).

Lock, stock, and barrel, illu vdcili

(house and hall).

Long in the tooth, vayasu mudirmdi .

A long-winded story, Condaviti chen-

tradu (Kondavidu well-rope, of a

proverbially deep well like the well of
San Patrizio at Orvieto).

Look before you leap, illu catti tsudu
,

petti chesi tsudu (look before you
marry or build), curtsundi paduco
valenu (sit before you lie).

Looking a gift-horse in the mouth, putt
edu punyanic iste pitstsa cuntsam am
picul adin attu (like disputing the
measure when taking a gift of grain).

What bad luck! id eccadi grahacharam!

M
Her maiden name, puttinti peru.
Man proposes, God disposes, tan ocati

taliste, Daivamu ocati talachinadi.

A mare’s nest, gurrapu gudu .

Like master like man, Rdmuni vanti
Razu vhmte, Hanumantuni vanti bantu
appude v'untadu.

One man’s meat is another man’s
poison, ocanici y’iguru cura y’ishtamu,
ocanici pulusu cura.
Many men many minds, burracu vaca
gunamu.
There is no medicine for a mind
diseased, manovyddhici mandu ledu .

The meek shall inherit the earth,

vinayam loca vasyam.
Milk from a, stone, atti puchinattu
(flowers from albanyan).

Crying over spilt milk, gatamu gurinchi
» vicharintsuta.

Money rules the world, dhana mulam
idam jagat (Skt.). dabbu pramdnacu
lance (money is the link of life).

Monkey tricks, nacca-jittulu.

Moral influence, tddu leni cattu, cola

leni pettu (tying up without a rope and
hitting without a missile^.

Mortal peril, prana sancatam .

Making a mountain out of a mole-hill,

goranta v >unte condanta cheyyuta
(making a mountain out of a thing the
height of a nail).
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I shall move off to-morrow, repu nenu
praydnam.
He has another move up his sleeve,

vanici vere yettu v'unnadi .

Stirring up mud, dsuddhamu mida rdyi

veste.

My name is mud, budidalo posina

panniru ai poyindnu (I have become
like rose-water thrown on mud).
To muddle through, gatteccintsuta (to

climb the bank).

N
Name and fame, peril pratisthalu

.

At dead of night, artha ratramandu.
A nod for a wise man, a rod for a fool,

manishic oca mata, godduc oca debba.

None so blind as those that won’t see,

nidra poyina vanici Upa vatstsunu,

melucunna vdnici Upa lemu (you can
wake a sleeper but not a man who is

awake).
He hunted in every nook and comer,
sandulu gondulu anta veticinddu.

Cutting off your nose to spite your own
face, ndluca picuconi tsachchenu (he
tore out his own tongue and died).

Cutting off your nose to spite your
neighbour’s face, porugn patstsaga
v’unte poilo nillu posucunattu (like

pouring water on your own hearth
because your neighbour is doing well).

Looking for what is in front of your
nose, vetucupoyina tiga callu tsuttuconn

attu (looking for a creeper twined
round your legs).

Nothing doing, Turaca vidhilo sanyasi
bhicsha (a Sanyasi ’s takings in Mu-
hammedan street).

O
He has sown his wild oats, vddn cagi

•

tsallarina pdlu (he has boiled and
cooled his milk).
Ocular demonstration, pratyacsha pra-
mdnamu

.

Old wife’s tale, pucciti purdnamu,
011a podrida, calagura gampa.
Once upon 3, time, anagd anaga.

P
Enough to try the patience of a saint,

yenta sdntudic aind yetld copam rd-
cundd vimtimdi?

To throw pearls before swine, pandici
yelard panniru gindi ? (rose-water

before swine), gddidecu posina gandhi
podi (scent before an ass), budidalo

posina panniru (rose-water poured on
mud), coti cheti puladanda (a flower-

garland in the hand of a monkey).
As easy as shelling peas, vennalo ven-

truca tisinattu (like drawing a hair out
of butter).

The pen is mightier than the sword,
catti vaddy calam vadd ? (is the sword
or the pen sharper?), catti potu tap-

pind calam pdtu tappadu (you may
parry the thrust of the sword but not
the thrust of the pen).

To the last penny, vaca dammidi migul-

tsucocundd.

Without a penny to bless himself with,

bhuctici zaragaca. garbhadaridrudu.

caticadaridrudu. putacutici gati ledu.

vatti bitstsagadu.

Robbing Peter to pay Paul; caculanu

cotti gaddalacu visinattu (beating the

caows and throwing to the kites).

The pick of the class, cldsido merica .

Like a pig flying, rocatici chiguru patti-

nattu (like a pestle blossoming).

I don’t care a pin, ndcu gaddi paracato
samanam .

He who pays the piper calls the tune,

connavdde tinnavadu (he who buys
eats), yevari cudu tinte vdri mdtal ad
ally you must obey the person whose
food you eat.

Pitch dark, condanta chicati (darkness

as high as a hill).

A man of pith, baladhyiidu.

No pkasing every one, viduvum ante

pamuca copam
,
pattum ante cappacu

copam (if you say let go the snake is

angry, if you say hold on the frog is

angry).

Putting a man in your pocket, jebulo

vesuconuta .

One man’s meat is another man’s
poison, ocanici y’iguru cura y’isktamu,

ocanici pulusu cura.

He hates me like poison, nen ante

vanici visham .

A poodle-faker, adavdndla muddi tsuttu

tirigevadu .

You must positively come, miru rd~

cunte tiradu.



What possessed him to do it? idi

cheyyutacu vdnic emi pattindi?

I can’t possibly stay away, nenu vellaca

tiradu.

Smoking in a powder magazine, ill

ecci corivi tippin attu (getting on the
roof and brandishing a fire-brand).

Practice makes perfect, abhyasam
cusu vidya, also telise varacu Brahma
vidya

,
teliste cusu vidya (difficult when

you don’t know, easy when you do).

He pressed for payment, zuttu patti

sommu adiginadu (seized him by the
long hairs).

For our private use, manacu pratye-
camgd.
Pros and cons, sddhaca bhadacamulu.
A providential opportunity, daivica-

mugd labhinchina samayamu.
Pulling your house about your ears,

compa tistu v'unnadi .

He did it on purpose, yerigi chesinadu.

A full purse never lacked friends, cali-

ginavdrici andaru tsuttaU.

Purse pride, dhana madamu.
Putting the cart before the horse, ill

alucaganepandugay’agund ? (smearing
the house does not bring on the

festival).

Q
Considering both sides of a question,

cid enchi met enchi.

Keep it quiet, gopyamga rCunda

‘Quidquid delirant reges plectuntur

Achivi’, yatfag. raja tathd praja.

‘Quot homines
-
tot sententiae’, burracu

vaca gunanwu

a.

It never rains but it pours, tala cadaga
pote vddagalla vdna vembade vach-

chinadi (he went out into the rain to

wgt his head and a hail-storm came
along).

Reaping where you have not sown,
dunne rozulalo desam mida poyi, cota

rozulalo codavali pattuconi vachchi-

nadu.

They are in reduced circumstances,

vdru nochchi poyindru.

To reel off, yecaruvu pettuta.

The remedy is worse than the disease,

condandlucacu mandu veste unna na-

luca udi poyinattu (like the tongue
coming out when medicine was
applied to the uvula).

Revenge is sweet, teguva Devendra
padavi (revenge is very heaven).
The rich hath many friends, cakgina-
varici andaru tsuttdlL

Right or wrong, tappd y’oppd .

He is always right, Nandi ante Nandi
,

pandi ante pandi (if he says it is Siva s

bull it is Siva’s bull, if he says it is a

pig it is a pig).

Ripping up old sores, mdripdyina
" piindu malli repinattu.

Root and branch, sammulam or amuld-
gramugd.
A roundabout way, tsuttudari

,

Running with the hare and hunting
with the hounds, intivanni lepi donga
chetici carra yHchchinattu (waking his

master and handing the thief a stick).

S

He had his say, tanivi tira matladinadu.
Every schoolboy knows, scululo tsadu

-

vucunne pillacayacu sametu adi telu-

sunu.

Scion of a great house, goppa y’inti

bidda.

To put the screw on, zuttu patti

sommu adaguta (to take by the hairs

and demand money)

.

He puts the screw on, vadu marame-

cugddu.
Between Scylla and Charybdis, mun~
darici vaste goyyi, venaccu pote nuyyi.

Between the devil and the deep sea,

mundara pallam
,
venuca mitta .

To be at sea, tdisgcundd n'unduta.

A word in season, vil erigina mata.

t

Happy is he who serveth not another’s

will, svatantramu svargalocamu .

To settle a matter at a blow, ocate

debba rende muccalu (one blow, two
pieces).

A black sheep in the flock, tulasi

vanamlo ganzdi mocca (hemp among
the basil).

As well be hanged for 5- sheep as a
lamb, dabbucu vachchina cheyyi vara-

hacu vastundi (the hand that stretches

for a pie will stretch for a pagoda).

Every one knows where his own shoe

pinches, gunivadu paducune , valla
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gunivdnici telusunu (the cripple knows
how he can lie most comfortably).

Short and strong, potti gatti.

The taming of the shrew, gayyalini sddu
cheyyuta.

Sick sf, heart, prdnam visigi potu.

A sickly sheep infects the flock, ta

chedda coti vanam anta cherichinadi

(a bad monkey infects the grove).

A sight for sore eyes, cannula panduga.
There is no making a silk purse out of

a sow’s ear, Gangalo munigite cad
hamsa autunda

?

(will a crow become
a swan by bathing in the Ganges?).

Your sin will find you out, papa
phalamu anubhavimpaca tiruna?

To sing a Te Deum, jayabheri veyuta
(to beat the big drum).
To sit on thorns, mullalld curtsunduta.

Six of one and half a dozen of the

other, i v’iirici a v’ur ento
,
d v’urici i

v'ur ante (it is as far from village A to

village B as from B to A).

At sixes and sevens, pani dmmiid ai

poyinadi (at sixes and threes).

The skeleton in the cupboard, intigutfu.

A slip of the tongue, ndru zdri (my
tongue having slipped).

A slow as a snail, chima lagu pacutadu.

He comes up smiling, ye. samudramlo
padind telunu (he will float in any sea).

Snapping his fingers at me, nd moga-
muna metica virichi.

A soldier of fortune, dyudhdpajivi.

A Solon, Briihaspati .

He is a bit out of sorts, vdd emo
y’idiga n’unnddu.

Spare the rod and spoil the child,

debba Divendra loccrfi or dandam
da§agunam bhavet (both Skt. proverbs
often in the mouths of schoolmasters

;

they mean that boys are the better for

a whipping).
We are not on speaking terms, vanici

nacu mdtalu levu.

I will show you a turn of speed, picca-

balam (strength of calf) tsupistanu.

Sponging, atucula bratucu.

Throwing in a sprat to catch a salmon,
ita ginza y’ichchi tdti ginza lagevddu
(a date to catch a palm-fruit; the
Indian date is worthless).
The willing horse needs no spur, ich-

chevdnici patram vaddu (the man

who is making a free gift does not
require a document).
A man of standing, gharana manishi.
The ‘status quo ante ’, yathd stkiti.

Steady on, tondara pada bdcu.

It is the first step that counts, nilutsun-

dadanacu zaga doricite
,
curtsundada-

nacu appude dorucutundi (as soon as
you have found a place to stand you
will find one to sit), drambha surat-

vam (daring at the outset)

.

To stick like a leech (or limpet), uduga
vittanamu vantivadu (a man who
sticks like an uduga seed), cdlu pattu-

coni lagite> tsuru pattuconi velddevadu
(when they pulled him away by the
legs he clung to the eaves).

Locking the stable door after the horse
has been stolen, gatajala setubandhan-

namu (damming after the flood has
passed).

They come of a bad stock, Lancalo
puttinavar ella rdcshamle (all who are
born in Lanka are demons).

Failing between two stools, gochir
pedda, angavastramucu chinna (large

for a loin-cloth, small for a mantle).
It will make a long story, adi y'oca
Bhdratam agunu (this will be as long
as the Manabharata).
The streets are free to all, vidhulu
andarici pottu.

To stuff oneself with food, canthach~
purtiga bhacshintsuta (to eat up toJ:he
neck).

Strike while the iron is hot, vedilone
caryam sagintsa valenuA

To pull the strings, ddintsuta.

Sugai>4 words, tend mdtalu (honeyed
words), chaccara puta piisina visham
(poison coated with sugar).

‘ Sunlight puts out the fire, diviti cinda
dipamu (the lamp under the torch).
A swan among geese, nuru cdculalo vaca
coyila (one cuckoo among a hundred
crows).

In the sweat of one’s brow, nosalu
chemata cdrchi.

What a swindle! yenta mosaml

T
His tail between his legs, toca ten-

tsuconi.

I will take it on myself, nddi puchi.
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Tastes differ, burraca vaca gunamu
,

jihvacu vaca ruchi (every head has its

character and every tongue its sense
of taste).

Tears of joy, dnanda bashpamulu.
He that telleth a tale to a fool speaketh
to one in a slumber; when he hath
told his tale, he will say, what is the
matter? Rdmayanam anta vini, Ra-
mudici Sita yemi cdvalenu adigin attu
(when he had heard the whole of the
‘Ramayana’ he asked what relation

Sita was to Rama).
At the end of his tether, niluva nida
pattu co?nma lecundd (no shade to
stand in, no branch to catch hold of).

As thick as thieves, poccati rdllu ritiga

(like two fire-dogs).

Set a thief to catch a thief, donganu
dongaye patta valenu.

To thrash within an inch of his life,

tsdva cottuta.

To give a good thrashing, lessagd

cottuta.

threatened men live long, dina ffln-

ddm veyy endlu dyussu.

To, tick off, dittamgd zddintsata ur tala

mida mirydlu nuruta (to grind pepper
on his head).

His time is near, vdnici calam sanni-

hitam ainddi.

On the tip of my tongue, notlo adu-
tsunnafli.

To fall into the toils, valalo paduta.
Tom!tf*Moddy’s secret, ati rahasyam
patta bailu.

To-morrow ne%er comes, repu ane rosu
v’unnada ? (is there such a day as to-

morrow?).
To strike a total, verasi cottutaf
He fell into his own trap, tanu pan-

nina valalo tdne paddadu .

Travellers’ tales, Cdsici velli gadide
guddu techchinattu (like coming back
from Benares with a donkey’s egg).

Trembling on the brink, tdmardculo
nillu talladinchinattu (likewater quiver-
ing on the edge of a lotus leaf).

Bringing troubles on oneself, chettf

cotti paid tetslsuconnattu (felling a

tree and bringing it down on oneself).

To blow one’s own trumpet, goppalu
cheppuconuta.

God’s truth, Rama vacyamu.

Truth will out, nizamu nilacada mida
telusunu.

Truth is bitter, nizam adite nish-

thuram.
All dance to his tune, vdru adin alia

ata y
padin alia pdta .

A turn of speed, picca balam.
Turning the tables on me, nd vein

putstsucom nd canne podichinava ? (did

you take my own finger to poke me
in the eye?).

It’s a long lane that has no turning,

chicati conndlht
,
vennela connallu (for

' some days it is dark, for some days
moonlight).

To have two strings to one’s bow, aite

arica cdcunte candi (millet if it sprouts,

if not pulse; i.e. if you sow both in

the same field you will get one or the
other).

U
Union is strength, occa cheyyi tattite

tsappudu auna ? (takes two hands to

clap).

If anything untoward happens, avacat-

avaca yemaina zarigite.

Ups and downs, memcapallamulu or
mittapallamulu .

Ups and downs of fortune, calimili-

mulu.

Upside down, taladndulaga.

V
‘Verbum sat sapienti’, manchivdrici

mate mandu.
Empty vessels make the most noise,

pitta conchemu ,
cuta ghanamu (small

bird making ’Kqch noise).

A viper nourished in the bosom, pain
" posi}

penchina
,
pamu caravaca mdnadu

*
(a snake will bite though you feed it on
milk).

A voice crying in the wilderness,

aranya rddanam.
They lifted* up their voices and wept,

golluna gola pettindru.

‘Sic vos non vobis’, chettu vesinavdd

ocadu
y

ddni 'phalam amubhavinchi-

navdd ocadu (one man plants the tree, •

another enjoys it).

Vows made in storms are forgotten in

calms, dpati moccAlu, sampati cunthlu

(vows in bad times, revilings in good).
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W
Walls have ears, godalacu chevul nnnavi.

That won’t wash, dpappu uducadu (that

porridge won’t boil).

Washjpgton could not tell a lie, Hari-
schandrudu ddi tappanwadu .

Water finds its own level, nillu. pallam
erugunu.

His wedded wife, cattucona bharya.

He is wedded to that, a panici chengu

vesinadu.

When the devil was ill the devil a monk
would be, when the devil was well the*

devil a monk was he, apat calamuna
mocculu

,
sampat calamuna butulu.

Every why has a wherefore, caranamu
lecundd caryamu puttadu.

To get the wind up, vdta tadi ledu (a

dry mouth), or battalalo alpdchama-
namu cheyyuta (wet breeches).

It is an ill wind that blows no one
any good, godduvadu godduc edchin-

adu, tdluvadu toluc edchinadu (the

cattle-dealer cried for his cattle, the

hide-dealer cried for the hides), chev-

vacu poyina amyiacu yenta vyasanamo
doricin ammacu\anta santosham (the

lady who found the ear-ring was as

pleased as the lidy who lost it was
sorry). v

Set your sail according to the wind,
ye galic d tsapu yettu.

Fair without, foul within, Una vicar-

amu
,
baita sriingarazru.

At one’s wits’ ends, totsacunda rtunduta.

To give the wolf the wether to keep,

todetini gorrela caya pettinattu.

She is fast growing into a woman,
ame rajasval ayye pacvamlo n'unnadi.

Many words will not fill a bushel, vatti

matala valla pottalu pudutavd ?

Fair words butter no parsnips, sushca

priyamulu, silnya hastamulu (vain

cajoleries, empty hands).

Bad workmen find fault with their

tools, ada leca
,
maddel od annattu (the

bad dancer said the drum was broken).

He is all the world to her, vdde amecu
prapancham.
The world’s sweetheart, jaganmohini.

The whole world has gone to the dogs,

prapancham anta pad ai poyinadi

.

To have come down in the world,

metta naUu poyinavi
i

chetta ndUu
vachchinavi (the mattress days have
gone, the straw days have come).

A worm at the root, vrucshanici veru

one’s anger, cdpamu tirtsutcs-

Y
All the years 'vine’s life, putti buddhi
yerigina tarvata (ever since I was
born and reached the age of dis-

cretion).

Youth’s a stuff will not endure,
t
calach

cridati gachchhatyayuch (a Sfic. pro-
verb meaning ‘time sports^- he ’)

.

purugu .

To^yreak
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yavacudu [417] yogamu

vidhangd Udu , though changed you
are still personable enough to attract

young men to marriage; yauvanamlo
v’unnadu, he is in the bloom of youth;
yauvanastkudu , a youth ;

yauvanavatti,
a girl.

yavacudu, a Greek (Ionian),

yavalu, barley
; used in the plural like

other names of grains,

yazamanu^u, master, employer, hus-
band. Skt. The feminine is yaza-

mdni or yazamanuralu. vantabrdh-

manudu vandina garelanu munduga
tint undenu; intalo yazamani vach-
chenu. yazamani: ninnu tsuste asch-
dryamuga v'undi. vantabrahmanudu

:

mimmunu tsiistenu dschdryamgane v y

undandi, miru iccadici vastar ani nenu
anuco ledu

,
the brahmin cook was

having a first go at the cakes he had
cooked

; meanwhile his mistress came
along. Mistress: I am surprised at

you. Cook: Not so surprised as I am
at the sight of you, Madam; I never
thought you would come here,

yabhai, fifty.

yachintsuta, to beg. Skt. yagnyamu
nimittam yachinchi, begging money
for a burnt sacrifice; yemito mdcu
tockindi mem ichchinamu

,
taccinadi

marivaca tsota yachintsandi, we have
given what we thought fit, beg the
rest elsewhere; yachacudu, beggar;
yachanamu

,
begging,

yadastu, memorandum, note. Hindu-
stani. It is an old word for the
memoranda Collectors and other
officials addressed to their subordi-
nates ; now confined to the tahsihjar’s

communications to village officers,

ydgamu, sacrifice. Skt,; same as

.yagnyamu. yaga bhicsha cosam vacca
sdri desa sancharam chesi vastdnu, I

will go about the country some time
begging money for a sacrifice,

yalaculu, cardamoms. Vulgar for

elaculu.

y&lamu, auction. Vulgar for velamuT

elamu.
ydmini, night. Skt. Used only in books,

yanamu, journey. Skt. samudra
ydnamu, sea voyage,
y&panamu, spending. Skt. cdlayd-

panamu
t
waste of time.

E

ydtana, anguish. Skt. Used in books,
yatra, pilgrimage. Skt. ?ia cheti matra
vaicuntha yatra (quack speaking)

:

Take my pill and you will go up the
hill; Bhimardzugdru sacutumbamuga
Cdsi yatra veUindru

>
Mr. Bhimat^izu

has gone on pilgrimage to Benares
with all his family; paraloca ydtracu
poyenuy he has gone on pilgrimage to
the other world.

yava-, prefix meaning ‘all*. Skt.
yavattu, all, the whole; yavachchactini
vhipayoga parichi carya saphalyam
cfiestdr ani nacu sampurna visvdsam
v’untundiy I am fully satisfied that you
will put out all your strength and
bring the matter to a successful issue

;

yavajivanamu
,
all one’s life; vivahamu

chesucunevdru y’iddaru ydvajivanamu
vacarini miri vacaru, tirugacimdanu,
vacari cashta sukhamulacu vacaru
autu

,
yHddaru calasi vaccaruga v'undet

attu ganui chesuconna contractu
, mar-

riage is a lifelong contract not to be
transgressed or gone back upon by
either party to share joys and sorrows
and to be two in one; chinnatanamlo
vivaham cheyyadam cheta bahu nash-
tdlu v'unnavi; andulo pellicoducuc

emaindy'ibbandi tatasthinchina yedala,

chinnadi ydvajivanamu duhkha pada

^
valasi vatstsunu, there are many draw-

* backs to child-marriage ; among them
that if the bridegroom comes to any
harm the girl has to sorrow all the
rest of her life. (There are numerous
words, suffixes, and affixes for ‘all’ in

Telugu: -alia, anta, -aseshamu
,
-ella,

sacala
,
samasta

,
sarva> visva-, yava

all persons is anolaru
,
ydvanmandi,

&c.)
yedumu, five tooms (grain measure).
For aidu tumidu.
yochana, thought, idea, judgement.
Skt. dhairyamu leni razu

,
yochana

leni mantri
, a king without courage, a

minister at his wits’ end.
yochintsuta, to think, to consider.

Skt.
y6gamu, union, lucky juncture. Skt.

nenu nutilono gotilono pada valenu gdni

ndcu pellddi bhdryato sukhamgacd-

puram cheyya valasina yogam Udu, I

am destined to come to a bad end and
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shall not have the luck to marry and
live happily.
y6gamu, ascetic magic. Skt. (You are

supposed to acquire magical powers
by asceticism, abstraction, and medita-
ti(jn, stopping the breath, taking up
certain postures, looking at your
navel, &c.; you obtain yogadrushthi

,

spiritual insight, by these means and
fall into yoganidra, supernatural sleep,

can practise levitation, and so on.
yogi, one who practises yogam

;
femi-

nine yogini, yoguralu. yogyabhydsamu,
practice of yogam . sishyudu: svatTd!

cannulu musiconi rushisvaruni vale
divya chacshussu cheta mini mudu Idea

mahatyalu maha tsustu v’unnaru; mi
sishyunm aina nacu miru tsuchiddnild

lava lesam catacshinchi nannu criitdr-

thunni chestdrd ? yogi: orisishyd! nivu
y’incaydgydbhydsamlo modati avasiha-
Idne v'unnau; nivu inca gnyanabho-
dhacu arhudavu cavu. Disciple: Your
Reverence, you have shut your eyes
and like a Lord Rishi are gazing with
divine sight at the glories of the three
worlds. Will your Reverence deign
to reveal to your humble disciple any
trifle and make him ever grateful?
Yogi: You are, O disciple, still in
the first stage of yogi practice and
still unfit for the teaching of wisdom,
yogamu, worthy. Skt. yogyata, merit*
competence, ckinnavdd aind ni yo-
gyata bahu doddadi, you have an old
head on young shoulders; ydgyata-
maina, competent.; ydgyudu, a worthy
man; feminine ydgyuralu. yogyurd-
laina cannelacu Vitimanti yemi teli-

yavu, respectable girls know nothing
of such things.
yojanamu, about eight miles; two Cos
make an amada and two amadas a
yojanam.

yoni, female organs of generation,
vulva. Skt. ydnizulu is womb-born
as distinguished from andajamu

, egg-
born. The yoni is a Vaishnavite
symbol, 3‘ust as the lingam is a Saivite
symbol.

yuctamu, joined, fit, proper. Skt.
yuctdyuctamulu

,
right and wrong.

strilu vidya leni hetuvu cheta, yuctd-
yuctamulu teliyaca

,
pasutulyardndrai

n’anduna gada
,

purushulac ituvanti

mandvyadhalu sambhavintsuts unnavi,
it is because our women are unedu-
cated and are like beasts not knowing
rightfromwrong that wemen aremade
to suffer these agonizing conflicts of
the mind.

yucti, union, stratagem, scheme. Skt.

(The Italian combinazione
,
combina-

nation, also unites these two mean-
ings.) ni yuctici santoshinchinanu

,
I

am pleased with your scheme,
yuddhamu, war, battle. Skt. Lacsh-
mayya tdnu chinn appudu yuddhamlo
tsupina sahdsam gurinchi upanyasamlo
goppaga chepput undenu. sabhicudu

:

yuddham anta mire cheste, migilina

sainyam yem chesind andi ? Lacsh-
mayya was boasting in a lecture of all

he had done in the wars in his youth.
Voice from the audience: When you
conducted the wholewar yourself, what
was left for the rest of the army to do ?

yugamu, age (of the world). Skt. The
four ages of the world according to
the Hindus are the criita

,
golden,

treta
,

silver, dvapara
,

brazen, and
cali

,
iron, nenu yetuvanti pdpishti

ratri gadapindnu; adi rdtri cadu; na
pdlitici vaca mahayugam Idgu cana-
paddadi, I passed a horrible night;
not a night at all; it seemed a never-
ending age; yugdlandti Yudhishtha-
rudu, a Yudhishthara of the olden days
(a J>ragadoccio) . We are now sup-
posed to have had 5,000 years of the
iron age

;
caliyugamu aidu vela samva-

tsardlu ca vachchinadi.
yuva, young. Skt. yuvardzu

, young
prince, heir apparent

;
yuvati

,
a young

woman.
yunivarsitij university. English. The
Skt. compounds sarva-cald-sdla

,
hall

of all arts, or visva-vidy-alayamu,
abode of all knowledge, may also be
used,




